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Response 01ac—Community Need and Proposed School Impact 
 
(a) Community Description and Need 
Provide an analysis of the community and target population for the school including: 

● A description of the community from which the proposed school intends to draw students; 
● Community demographics; 
● A description of the specific population of students the proposed school intends to serve; 
● The applicant’s rationale for selecting the community;  
● Performance of local schools in meeting the community’s need; and,  
● How the proposed school would provide a needed alternative for the community.   

 
1A1. Preamble  
Historical Context: Buffalo is New York’s second largest city with a population of 
approximately 258,612.1 Once a major economic center in shipping, steel, and 
manufacturing, Buffalo’s population peaked in the mid 20th century and has reduced by 
more than half since then. Those once strong industries began leaving after WWII, and 
Buffalo’s population shifted dramatically. Beginning in the 1950s, and through the 
1970s, Buffalo experienced a significant population shift that included the movement of 
much of the white middle class from the urban core to the suburbs.2 Concurrently there 
was a large migration of Southern black working class people into the city.3 The result 
was a city and education system with a reduced tax base and high levels of residential 
segregation due to discriminatory housing, lending and real estate practices.4 Over 
time, the city’s residents felt the economic consequences of those changes, and 
disparities and segregation between subgroups of Buffalo’s population increased.5  
 
By the mid-1960s, racial tensions over inequity in education and economic opportunity 
boiled over, and in 1967 five days of rioting took place on Buffalo’s east side. During the 
1970s and 1980s, renewed attention was given to education improvement as Buffalo 
residents attempted to address some of the inequalities that existed in the city. In the 
Arthur v. Nyquist case of 1976, the federal courts found that “the public schools in 
Buffalo had been purposely segregated,” and they mandated that the district 
desegregate. The resulting four-phase plan set up citywide magnet schools that offered 
parents and students choices, improved the diversity of the public school system, and 
increased academic achievement.6 The city’s program gained national recognition and 
became a model for integrated education.7 The results of the integration program were 
                                                
1 U.S. Census Bureau 2017 estimate (Retrieved from 
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml September 2018) 
2 Glaseser, E.L. (2007, October 19). Can Buffalo Ever Come Back? The New York Sun. (Retrieved from 
https://www.nysun.com/opinion/can-buffalo-ever-come-back/64879/ September 2018) 
3 Taylor, H.L. Jr. (1996). Black in Buffalo: A late century report. Buffalo: Magazine of the Buffalo News. (Retrieved 
from https://ubwp.buffalo.edu/aps-cus/wp-content/uploads/sites/16/2015/04/Black-in-Buffalo.pdf September 2018) 
4 Kucsera, J. & Orfield, G. (2014). New York State’s Extreme School Segregation: Inaction, inequality, and a 
damaged future. Los Angeles, CA: Civil Rights Project/Proyecto Derechos Civiles.  
5 Kraus, Neil. (2000) Race, Neighborhoods, and Community Power: Buffalo Politics, 1934-1997. SUNY Press. 
6 Orfield, Gary, et. al. (2015) Better Choices for Buffalo's Students. The Civil Rights Project. UCLA. 
7 Winerip, Michael. (1985) School Integration In Buffalo Is Hailed As A Model For U.S. New York Times. 
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highly successful throughout the first three of four phases, but in 1995, citing those 
successes, the court lifted its mandate and accompanying funding for desegregation. 
Following the end of the desegregation plan there was another exodus of middle and 
upper class whites to the suburbs. In the next 20 years the gains produced by the 
desegregation plan in student achievement and diversity were almost entirely erased.8 
Schools in Buffalo have resegregated, as has been the case in much of the country.9 
Around 2000, Buffalo began to include school choice again, this time in the form of 
charter schools. Buffalo’s charter sector has grown over the past 15 years in response 
to a district that has shown only incremental gains in that time. 
 
Present Condition: Although efforts to revitalize the city have been underway for 
decades, and have had greater success in recent years, the city continues to struggle in 
terms of economic prosperity and racial segregation. In terms of economic prosperity, 
according to the Census Bureau’s 2016 American Community Survey, over 30% of 
Buffalo’s residents live in poverty making Buffalo America’s 4th poorest city with more 
than 250,000 people.10 Data from that survey further suggests that 44% of Buffalo’s 
children still live in poverty, more than double the state percentage.11 From a racial 
segregation perspective, Buffalo consistently ranks among the most racially segregated 
cities in the United States despite having no racial majority, appearing as the seventh 
most segregated city in 2017.12 Buffalo’s district schools reflect these struggles even 
more acutely with 79% of students economically disadvantaged in the most recent 
enrollment data from the New York State Education Department, and “the majority of 
[BCSD] schools doubly segregated, enrolling a large percentage of students of color 
from socioeconomically disadvantaged families.”13 
 
1A2. Community Description 
In 2018-19 in the Buffalo City School District (BCSD) and surrounding area, 61 public 
schools currently offer K-8 education. 42 of those schools are district public schools and 
19 are public charter schools.14 In the 2018 state assessments, the aggregate 

                                                
8 Byrnes, M. (2014, April 11). Buffalo Was Once a Model for School Integration. Now the Vast Majority of Its Public 
Schools are Segregated. The Atlantic: City Lab (Retrieved from www.citylab.com/equity/2014/04/how-buffalos-once-
diverse-schools-became-some-most-segregated/8823/ September 2018) 
9 Stancil, Wil (2018). School Segregation is Not A Myth. The Atlantic. Retreived from 
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2018/03/school-segregation-is-not-a-myth/555614/ (2018). 
10 Thomas, G. (2017, September 18). The New Poverty Rates Are Out, And The News For Buffalo Is Not Good. 
Buffalo Business First (Retrieved from www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/news/2017/09/18/the-new-poverty-rates-are-out-
and-the-news-for.html Speptember 2018) 
11 Tan, S. & Williams, D. (2017, October 2). New Census Figures Offer Hope In Buffalo's Fight Against Child Poverty. 
The Buffalo News (Retrieved from https://buffalonews.com/2017/10/01/glimmer-hope-fight-child-poverty-buffalo/ 
September 2018) 
12 Sauter, M., Comen, E., & Stebbins, S. (2017, July 21). 16 Most Segregated Cities in America. 24/7 Wall St. 
(Retrieved from https://247wallst.com/special-report/2017/07/21/16-most-segregated-cities-in-america/ Spetmeber 
2018) 
13 Orfield, G. (2017) Discrimination in Elite Public Schools.  
14 With upcoming closings of charters, there will be 18 charter schools serving K-8 in Buffalo in 2019-20. 
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percentage of Buffalo district-operated public school students earning proficient scores 
on Math and ELA exams in grades 3-8 was 21% and 25%, respectively. Both selective 
and nonselective schools make up those aggregates. 
 
Recent efforts by the district’s new superintendent, Dr. Kriner Cash, have yielded 
incremental gains in students’ achievement. Those gains are important to note, but the 
larger context is that Buffalo’s students perform at less than half the statewide 
proficiency rates. A particularly sobering element is that the slight improvement in 
overall ELA and Math scores across grades 3-8, also shows large and relatively static 
achievement gaps between white and all other students, between general education 
students and students with disabilities, between native English speakers and English 
language learners, and between students that are economically disadvantaged and 
those that are not (see Figure 1.1). Also the percentage of students performing far 
below grade levels has increased.15   
 

Figure 1.1: Buffalo City District vs. New York State Student Achievement Data 
2018-1916 

 Buffalo ELA  
% Proficient 3-8 

NYS ELA  
% Proficient 3-8 

Buffalo Math  
% Proficient 3-8 

NYS Math  
% Proficient 3-8 

Overall 25% 45% 21% 47% 

White 40% 51% 38% 56% 

Black 18% 35% 13% 32% 

Hispanic 18% 36% 14% 35% 

Asian 39% 67% 34% 73% 

SPED 9% 14% 8% 16% 

ELL 5% 9% 5% 17% 

Econ. Dis. 20% 36% 17% 37% 

 
Buffalo has four selective K-8 schools that have noticeably stronger academic 
performance data and are highly desired by families: Frederick Law Olmsted 64, 
Olmsted 156, The Academy for Visual and Performing Arts, and City Honors. Together 
their aggregate student proficiency in ELA and Math was 67% and 65% respectively, 
                                                
15(Retrieved from www.data.nysed.gov September 2018) 
16 Ibid. An important from the NYSED accompanies the scores on their site: “Due to the State’s new two-session test 
design and performance standards, the 2018 Grades 3-8 ELA and math results cannot be compared with prior-year 
results. The new baseline established this year will enable comparisons with student scores in 2019 and 2020”. 
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nearly triple the proficiency rates at nonselective schools. Perhaps understandably, the 
demand for these selective schools greatly exceeds their capacity.17 In the most recent 
data, for example, City Honors had over 2,400 applicants for just 154 seats.18 These 
four schools serve approximately 1,540 K-8 students, or just 7% of Buffalo’s K-8 
students and have racial demographics quite different from the district as a whole, with 
a disproportionately high number of white students and a disproportionately low number 
of black and Hispanic students. Additionally, they serve a disproportionately low number 
of English language learners and students with disabilities. This has led to disparities in 
achievement across schools as well as significant levels of segregation in most of 
BCSD schools.19 
 
In the nonselective schools, which serve more than 90% of Buffalo students, the 
aggregate percentage of students scoring in the proficient range is significantly lower.20 
Consequently, students who attend nonselective elementary and middle school 
programs are relatively uncompetitive for the city’s best high school programs, with the 
vast majority of those seats going to students from selective district schools and charter 
schools.21  

 
Some parents of students not offered a seat in selective district schools opt to send their 
children to Buffalo charter schools. The charter sector currently serves approximately 
20% of students enrolled in city public schools. In 2018-19, Buffalo charter students 
performed markedly better than their peers enrolled in district schools. Math proficiency 
was 31%, and ELA was 32%.  The relative differences in student performance between 
district and charter schools are one reason the wait list for charter schools has climbed 
to over 3,900 students.22 But those scores were still well below the statewide 
aggregates of 45% and 45% respectively, leaving a need for more options. 
 
Community outreach feedback conducted by the Civil Rights Project in 2015 reveals the 
Buffalo community’s deep concerns about a shortage of quality city schools, especially 
for student populations who are disproportionately enrolled in nonselective district 
schools. In 2015, “almost all parents want[ed] choices about the schools their children 
attend.”23 Furthermore, “by a large majority, parents said that in selecting schools, 
academic quality was their primary motivation, followed by the quality of the teachers. 

                                                
17 Orfield, Gary, et. al. (2015) Better Choices for Buffalo's Students. The Civil Rights Project. UCLA. 
18 Rey, Jason (March 6, 2017) Diversity still a challenge at City Honors, despite recent efforts. Buffalo News. 
19 Byrnes, Mark. (2014) Buffalo Was Once a Model for Integration. Now the Vast Majority of its Public Schools Are 
Segregated. Citylab. 
20 data.nysed.gov (December 2016). 
21 Orfield, Gary, et. al. Better Choices for Buffalo's Students. The Civil Rights Project. UCLA. 2015. 
22 Northeast Charter School Network. 2016. 
23  Orfield, Gary, et. al. Better Choices for Buffalo's Students. The Civil Rights Project. UCLA. 2015. 
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Two-thirds of students surveyed indicated academic quality as influencing their school 
choices.”24 Additional, more recent community feedback is captured in R-04abc. 

 
1A3. Community Demographics 
Buffalo’s student community is composed of a variety of socioeconomic groups, 
language backgrounds, ethnicities, and abilities. Like many urban districts it has a 
significant population of economically disadvantaged (Econ. Dis.) students. Buffalo is 
also home to an English Language Learner (ELL) population that has expanded due to 
an influx of refugees. Some key demographics of the BCSD are listed in Figure 1.2. 
 

Figure 1.2: Buffalo City District Demographic Data 2016-1725 

Total K-8 Enrollment 22,196 

Student Subgroups District Enrollment Percentage 

Black 47% 

White 20% 

Hispanic 19% 

Asian 9% 

Other Ethnicities 5% 

SPED 23% 

ELL 16% 

Econ. Dis. 79% 

 
1A4. Specific Population Served 
Specific Population Description: Buffalo Commons will enroll a diverse K-5 student 
population that generally mirrors the district’s overall composition. We will seek to enroll 
a socioeconomically, lingually, and racially diverse student body by making good faith 
efforts to recruit students from a variety of neighborhoods, backgrounds, and with 
diverse learning needs while complying with requirements for a public lottery and while 
striving to meet the enrollment and retention targets established for ELL/SPED/FRPL 
(see R-05ac).  
 

                                                
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. This data was the most recent available at the time (Retrieved September 2018). 
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Specific Population Rationale: Buffalo needs more strong schools with a diverse student 
body. When Buffalo integrated schools in the ’70s and ’80s, student success improved 
and “the system of magnet schools was so appealing that of the 30,000 students who 
were bused, 85% of families chose their own desegregated school.”26 While Buffalo 
continues to be a diverse district, 7 out of 10 students attend what the Civil Rights 
Project would deem segregated schools.27 A large body of research over the decades 
since Brown v. Board of Education, demonstrates that students receive academic and 
cognitive, as well as civic and social-emotional benefits by attending socioeconomically 
and racially diverse schools, regardless of a student’s own race or economic status. The 
list below, compiled by The Century Foundation, offers a sampling of the benefits for 
students in integrated schools.28 The list makes it abundantly clear that while diverse 
schools benefit all students in many ways, they are especially beneficial to those from 
underserved and historically marginalized populations. 

Academic and Cognitive Benefits 

● Higher average test scores: National Assessment of Educational Progress 
results have shown that low-income students attending more affluent schools 
scored roughly two years of learning ahead of low-income students in high-
poverty schools.29 Another study found that students in mixed-income schools 
showed 30 percent more growth in test scores over their four years in high 
school than peers with similar socioeconomic backgrounds in schools with 
concentrated poverty.30 

● More likely to enroll in college: When comparing students with similar 
socioeconomic backgrounds, those students at more affluent schools are 68 
percent more likely to enroll at a four-year college than their peers at high-
poverty schools.31 

                                                
26 Orfield, G. Ayscue, J. Ee, J., Frankenberg, E., Siegel-Hawley, G. Woodward, B., & Amlani, N. (2015, May). Better 
Choices for Buffalo’s Students: Expanding and reforming the criteria schools system [A Report to Buffalo Schools]. 
Los Angeles, CA: The Civil Rights Project/Proyecto Derechos Civiles. 
27 Ibid. 
28 The Century Foundation (2019). The Benefits of Socioeconomically and Racially Integrated Schools and 
Classrooms. 
29 NAEP Data Explorer (2017). National Assessment for Educational Progress. 
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/; and C. Lubienski and S. T. Lubienski (2006). “Charter, private, public 
schools and academic achievement: New evidence from NAEP mathematics data,” National Center for the Study of 
Privatization in Education, Teachers College, Columbia University.  
https://nepc.colorado.edu/sites/default/files/EPRU-0601-137-OWI[1].pdf. 
30 G. Palardy (2008). “Differential school effects among low, middle, and high social class composition schools,” 
School Effectiveness and School Improvement 19, 1: 37. 
31 G. J. Palardy (2013). “High school socioeconomic segregation and student attainment,” American Educational 
Research Journal, 50, no. 4: 714. 
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● Lower dropout rates: Dropout rates are significantly higher for students in 
segregated, high-poverty schools than for students in integrated schools.32 
Additionally, reducing school segregation has been linked to the greatest decline 
in dropout rates.533 

● Reduced racial achievement gaps: During the peak years of desegregation, the 
K-12 racial achievement gap closed more quickly than when many desegregation 
policies were dismantled in the decades that followed.34 More recently, black and 
Latino students had smaller achievement gaps with white students on the 2007 
and 2009 NAEP when they were less likely to be stuck in high-poverty school 
environments.35 A recent study from Stanford’s Center for Education Policy 
Analysis confirmed that school segregation is one of the most significant drivers 
of the racial achievement gap.36 

● Encourage critical thinking, problem solving, and creativity: We know that diverse 
classrooms, in which students learn cooperatively alongside those whose 
perspectives and backgrounds are different from their own, are beneficial to all 
students—including middle-class white students—because these environments 
promote creativity, motivation, deeper learning, critical thinking, and problem-
solving skills.37 

Civic and Social-Emotional Benefits 

● Reduced racial bias and stereotypes: Children are at risk of developing 
stereotypes about racial groups if they live in and are educated in racially isolated 
settings. By contrast, when school settings include students from multiple racial 
groups, students become more comfortable with people of other races, which 
leads to a dramatic decrease in discriminatory attitudes and prejudices.38 

● Improved student satisfaction and intellectual self-confidence: Research has 
shown that when students have positive experiences interacting with students of 

                                                
32 R. Balfanz and N. Legters (2004). “LOCATING THE DROPOUT CRISIS: Which High Schools Produce the Nation’s 
Dropouts? Where Are They Located? Who Attends Them?” Center for Research on The Education of Students 
Placed at Risk, Johns Hopkins University http://www.csos.jhu.edu/crespar/techreports/report70.pdf. 
33 R. A. Mickelson (2008). “Twenty-first Century Social Science Research on School Diversity and Educational 
Outcomes,” Ohio State Law Journal 69: 1173–228 
http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/students/groups/oslj/files/2012/04/69.6.Mickelson.pdf; G. D.  
34 G. Orfield, “Schools More Separate: Consequences of a Decade of Resegregation,” The Civil Rights Project, 
Harvard University, July 2001, http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-education/integration-and-
diversity/schools-more-separate-consequences-of-a-decade-of-resegregation/orfield-schools-more-separate-
2001.pdf. 
35 Ann Mantil, Anne G. Perkins, and Stephanie Aberger, “The Challenge of High-Poverty Schools: How Feasible Is 
Socioeconomic School Integration?” in The Future of School Integration, ed. Richard D. Kahlenberg(New York: The 
Century Foundation, 2012), 155–222. 
36 Sean Reardon, Demetra Kalogrides, and Kenneth Shores, “The Geography of Racial/Ethnic Test Score Gaps”, 
CEPA Working Paper No.16-10, May 2018. 
37 S. E. Page, The Difference: How the Power of Diversity Creates Better Groups, Firms, Schools, and Societies 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8757.html 
38 R. Bigler, & L. S. Liben, “A Developmental Intergroup Theory of Social Stereotypes and Prejudices,” Advances in 
Child Development and Behavior, 34 (2006), 39-89. 
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other backgrounds and view the school racial and cultural climate as affirming, 
they emerge with greater confidence in their own academic abilities.39 

● Improved treatment of people across lines of difference: Studies show that 
emotional bonds formed through close cross-group relationships lead people to 
treat members of their friends’ groups as well as they treat members of their own 
groups. These types of relationships are most commonly formed within schools 
that have greater levels of racial and ethnic diversity.40 

Economic Benefits 

● Success in a global economy: Education and business leaders argue that diverse 
campuses and classrooms prepare students for life, work, and leadership in a 
more global economy by fostering leaders who are creative, collaborative, and 
able to navigate deftly in dynamic, multicultural environments.41 

● More productive, more effective, and more creative teams: Integrated schools 
support the conditions necessary to foster the core tenets of deeper learning 
such as communication, inquiry, and collaboration. Simply interacting with people 
from different backgrounds encourages group members to prepare better, to 
anticipate alternative viewpoints, and to be ready to work towards consensus.42 

● Better futures: As adults, students attending diverse schools had higher earnings, 
improved health outcomes, and were less likely to be incarcerated. This was 
shown to be especially true for black children.43 

 
In addition, integrated schools promote more equitable access to resources, have a 
high return on investment, and can be a more effective academic intervention than 
putting additional funding into schools with higher poverty rates.44  
 
The benefits provided by diverse schools address areas of high need in Buffalo. This is 
evident in the appetite for such schools within the current landscape. In Buffalo, there 
are three charter organizations that emphasize student diversity as core to their 
mission. Those schools are highly sought after (see R-4ac for a waiting list breakdown), 

                                                
39 N. F. P. Gilfoyle, “Brief of amici curiae: The American Psychological Association in Support of Respondents in 
Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin,” November 2, 2015, http://www.scotusblog.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/14-981bsacAmericanPsychologicalAssociation.pdf 
40 Linda Tropp and Suchi Saxena, “Re-weaving the Social Fabric through Integrated Schools: How Intergroup 
Contact Prepares Youth to Thrive in a Multicultural Society,” May 2018, http://school-diversity.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/NCSD_Brief13.pdf. 
41 “Brief of amici curiae: Brown University et al. in Support of Respondents in Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin.” 
42 Katherine W. Phillips, “How Diversity Works,” The Scientific American 311, no. 4, (October 2014), 42-47. 
43 Rucker Johnson, “Long-Run Impacts of School Desegregation and School Quality on Adult Attainments,” NBER 
Working Paper (Revised August 2015), 
https://gsppi.berkeley.edu/~ruckerj/johnson_schooldesegregation_NBERw16664.pdf. 
44 The Century Foundation (2019). The Benefits of Socioeconomically and Racially Integrated Schools and 
Classrooms. 
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and students at all three schools regularly outperform the district, however two of the 
three schools show declining achievement more recently, and only one outperforms the 
state in both math and ELA. We believe that Buffalo Commons’ commitment to 
diversity, strong leadership, attention to teacher development, unique blend of proven 
academic and SEL curricula, research-based instructional practice, and  our innovative 
and interdisciplinary courses will allow us to be successful where others have 
plateaued. 
 
Specific Location: As Buffalo’s neighborhoods are highly segregated along 
socioeconomic, language, and racial lines, a central location is important for attracting a 
diverse group of families to the school (see Figure 1.3) The Main Street corridor is an 
ideal generalized location because it connects Buffalo’s eastern, western, and northern 
regions, with easy access to south Buffalo via the expressway.  

 

Figure 1.3: Buffalo City Residential Segregation: Census Data 
201045 

 
Neighborhoods along the Main Street corridor, such as Masten Park, Cold Springs, 
Hamlin Park, Central Park, Parkside, or University Heights allows Buffalo Commons 

                                                
45 Demographics Research Group (2013). Racial Dot Map. University of Virginia. 
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Charter School (BCCS) to serve neighborhoods in need of better school options, while 
also drawing students from throughout the city. In 2017-18 the nonselective district 
schools in those neighborhoods had an aggregate student proficiency of 15% in ELA 
and 17% in Math (see Figure 1.4), placing the area below the district averages and far 
below the state averages in both subjects. Additionally, the schools serve largely 
homogenous socioeconomic and racial populations, with at least 84% students 
qualifying for free or reduced lunch, and single racial groups making up at least 67% of 
the student body at each school. . Our outreach events in the Main Street corridor, 
including neighborhood walks in the area, revealed that residents overwhelmingly 
support a new charter school that would serve their children and attract students from 
throughout the city (see R-04f). 
 

Figure 1.4: Main Street Corridor Non-Selective Schools Achievement Data 2018-
1946 

School Name Grades Served  Math 3-8 
% Proficient  

ELA 3-8 
 % Proficient 

Stanley Makowski Early Childhood Center PK, K-4 15% 25% 
PS 17 PK, K-4 19% 30% 
Dr George Blackman Ecc PK, K-4 30% 34% 
Marva J Daniel Futures Prep School PK, K-8 11% 18% 
Herman Badillo Community School PK, K-8 6% 9% 
PS 74 Hamlin Park Elementary School PK, K-8 19% 21% 
 
1A6. Providing a Needed Alternative 
Value Proposition: BCCS provides a high-quality diverse school option not currently 
available to the families and students of Buffalo as a whole, and not along the Main 
Street corridor in particular. Our key design elements provide a unique educational 
experience that will boost student achievement, reduce racial bias, and strengthen our 
community (see R-02ab). No other school in the area offers the particular blend of 
elements that make up our educational approach, and the only schools with 
programmatic similarities are gated by tests or waitlists of over 700 students. A Schott 
Foundation report from February 2018, which studied 10 large urban school districts 
found that “Buffalo would benefit from additional rigorous and creative school programs 
and greater integration within schools.”47    
 
 

                                                
46 Ibid. 
47 Brown, Allison. (2018) Loving Cities Index: Creating Loving Systems Across Communities to Provide All Students 
an Opportunity to Learn. Schott Foundation for Public Education. 
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(b) Programmatic Impact 
Describe the programmatic impact the proposed charter school would have on existing public and nonpublic schools in the same 
geographic area as the proposed school location. Responses should include: 

● A table listing the existing educational options and grades served available to the target population including all district, 
charter, and private schools in the geographic area; 

● Information demonstrating a thorough analysis of existing educational options for the community and target population; 
● Analysis of how the proposed school’s enrollment plan would impact the enrollment and programmatic viability of the 

public and non-public schools; and, 
● Analysis of the provision of novel or different programs or instructional approaches compared to those currently in place in 

the targeted community. 

 
1B1. List of Existing Educational Options 
There are existing educational options available to Buffalo students and families. 
Figures 1.5 - 1.7 provide comprehensive lists of district, charter, and nonpublic schools 
in the area. 
 

Figure 1.5: Buffalo Area District, Charter, Private Elementary/Middle Schools 
2018-19 

School Name Type Grade Span 
Bennett Park Montessori School BCSD PK, K-8 
Bilingual Center BCSD PK, K-8 
Buffalo Elem Sch Of Technology BCSD PK, K-8 
Build Academy BCSD PK, K-8 
Community School #53 At #4 BCSD PK, K-8 
D'youville-porter Campus BCSD PK, K-8 
Discovery School BCSD PK, K-8 
Dr A Pantoja Comm Sch Excellence -#77 BCSD PK, K-8 
Dr Lydia T Wright School Of Excellence BCSD PK, K-8 
Frank A Sedita School #30 BCSD PK, K-8 
Grabiarz-campus School #79 BCSD PK, K-8 
Harriet Ross Tubman Academy BCSD PK, K-8 
Harvey Austin School #97 BCSD PK, K-8 
Herman Badillo Community School BCSD PK, K-8 
Highgate Heights BCSD PK, K-8 
Lorraine Elementary School BCSD PK, K-8 
Lovejoy Discovery School #43 BCSD PK, K-8 
Marva J Daniel Futures Prep School BCSD PK, K-8 
Native American Magnet BCSD PK, K-8 
Ps 27 Hillery Park Academy BCSD PK, K-8 
Ps 59 Dr Charles Drew Sci Magnet BCSD PK, K-8 
Ps 69 Houghton Academy BCSD PK, K-8 
Ps 74 Hamlin Park Elementary School BCSD PK, K-8 
Ps 81 BCSD PK, K-8 
Southside Elementary School BCSD PK, K-8 
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Figure 1.5: Buffalo Area District, Charter, Private Elementary/Middle Schools 
2018-19 

School Name Type Grade Span 
Waterfront School BCSD PK, K-8 
West Hertel Elementary School BCSD PK, K-8 
International School BCSD PK, K-6 
Dr George Blackman Ecc BCSD PK, K-4 
Frederick Olmsted #64 At #78 BCSD PK, K-4 
Ps 17 BCSD PK, K-4 
Ps 61 At 171 BCSD PK, K-4 
Ps 65 Roosevelt Academy At 71 BCSD PK, K-4 
Ps 82 BCSD PK, K-4 
Stanley Makowski Early Chldhd Ctr BCSD PK, K-4 
Ps 84 Health Care Center For Children BCSD K-12 
Alternative High School At 44 BCSD 7-12 
Lafayette High School BCSD 7-12 
Lafayette International School BCSD 7-12 
Newcomer Academy At Lafayette BCSD 7-12 
Ps 42 Occupational Training Ctr BCSD 7-12 
Ps 66 North Park Academy BCSD 5-8 
Buffalo Academy-vis & Perf Arts BCSD 5-12 
City Honors Sch-f Masten Pk BCSD 5-12 
Frederick Olmsted #156 BCSD 5-12 
Inter Prep Sch-grover Cleveland #187 BCSD 5-12 
Math Science Tech Prep School-seneca BCSD 5-12 
 

Figure 1.6: Charter Elementary/Middle Schools 2019-20 
School Name Type Grade Span 

Persistence Preparatory Academy Charter School Charter K-2 
Buffalo Collegiate Charter School Charter  4-6 
Buffalo United Charter School Charter K-8 
Elmwood Village Charter School (Days Park) Charter K-8 
Enterprise Charter School Charter K-8 
Reach Academy Charter School Charter K-8 
South Buffalo Charter School Charter K-8 
Westminster Community Charter School Charter K-8 
King Center Charter School Charter K-6 
Charter School of Inquiry Charter K-4 
West Buffalo Charter School Charter K-4 
Charter School for Applied Technology Charter K-12 
Tapestry Charter School Charter K-12 
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Figure 1.6: Charter Elementary/Middle Schools 2019-20 
School Name Type Grade Span 

Health Sciences Charter School Charter 9-12 
Western New York Maritime Charter School Charter 9-12 
Buffalo Academy of Science Charter School Charter K-1, 6-12 
 

Figure 1.7: Private Elementary/Middle Schools 2019-20 
School Name Type Grade Span 

Ambrose Catholic Academy Private K-8 
Catholic Academy of West Buffalo Private PK, K-8 
Darul-Uloom Al Madania Institute of Higher Islamic Education Private K-11 
Elmwood-Franklin School Private PK, K-8 
Nardin Academy Private K-12 
Nardin Academy Montessori Private PK, K-3 
Nativity Miguel Middle School Private 5-8 
Nichols School Private 5-12 
Notre Dame Academy Private PK, K-8 
Our Lady of Black Rock Private PK, K-8 
St. Joseph University School Private PK, K-8 
St. Mark’s Elementary School Private K-8 
Trinity Catholic Academy Private PK, K-8 
Universal School Private PK, K-8 
Ambrose Catholic Academy Private K-8 
Catholic Academy of West Buffalo Private PK, K-8 
 
1B2. Analysis of Existing Options and Programmatic Impact of Buffalo Commons 
The program of Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) fills a need of demonstrated 
demand; however, the programmatic impact on existing public and nonpublic schools in 
the geographic area will be relatively small (see Figures 1.5 - 1.7 for lists of public and 
nonpublic area elementary schools). Buffalo City School District (BCSD) currently 
serves about 31,203 students in 68 schools (21,710 K-8 students and 9,493 9-12 
students). Of those schools, as of 2018-19 just 54% were in good standing. By most 
recent reports, there are currently over 1,600 students on waiting lists for local charter 
schools. Enrollment for BCCS, at capacity, would be 300 students. Accordingly, 
enrollment at BCCS will be just approximately 0.95% of the total enrollment for the 
district, and 1.4% of the K-8 range. Enrollment at Buffalo Commons will not lead to 
programmatic changes in the BCSD.  
 
Currently, 19 charter schools operate in the Buffalo area. These schools serve 
approximately 6,800 K-8 students and 9,300 K-12 students. We do not anticipate 
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significant impact on the charter sector given the high waitlist numbers available and the 
demand for charters.  
 
Buffalo has 14 private schools that serve approximately 3,700 K-8 students. However, 
of the 14 private schools in the city with an elementary or middle school division, only 
four of them are not religiously affiliated. Between cost and the religious affiliation 
component, we anticipate negligible impact on these schools. A comprehensive list of 
elementary district, charter, and private schools can be found in Figures 1.5-1.7, above. 
 
BCCS does not anticipate enrolling many students from outside the city school district, 
but we will work with the district and notify SUNY and NYSED of unanticipated impact 
on those districts. BCCS will create and maintain a professional working relationship 
with local schools that encourages the exchange of best practices in teaching, learning, 
and school operations.  
 
1B3. Novel Programs and Approaches of BCCS 
Novel Programs and Approaches: BCCS’ provides a novel approach to student learning 
that links our interdisciplinary, project-based curriculum to real-world, community-based, 
problem-solving experiences that connect students to one another while contributing to 
their community. Using our core values as a starting point, our courses interweave 
standards-based academic skills, 21st century skills, and design-thinking methods while 
partnering students with local organizations, companies, and entrepreneurs that provide 
career-relevant exposure that starts in elementary school (see R-06af). 
 
While schools in the area offer singular components of our approach, such as project-
based learning, or career exposure, no schools have linked these elements together in 
the holistic manner we propose.  
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(c) Fiscal Impact 
Complete the fiscal impact table in the budget template and include a copy of it with this response.  Discuss the fiscal impact of the 
school on other public and non-public schools in the area including:  

● Enrollment expectations; 
● Per Pupil Allocation assumptions;  
● Dollar amount the proposed charter school anticipates receiving from each district in per pupil funding; 
● Other projected revenue the proposed charter school anticipates receiving from the district (special education, grant, etc.); 
● Projected budget for the school district of location (please note the source and year for this figure); and, 
● Yearly projected impact as a percentage of each sending district’s budget (for districts projected to send at least 10 

students). 

 
1C1. Fiscal Impact 
The fiscal impact of Buffalo Commons on the Buffalo City School District (BCSD) is 
captured in Table 1.8, below. The table includes all data requested in part c of this 
request.   
 

Figure 1.8: Fiscal Impact of Largest Enrollment District: BUFFALO CITY SD 

A B C 
D 

( B X C ) 
E 

F 
( D + E ) G 

H 
( F ÷ G ) 

Operational 
Year 

Enrollment 
(Number of 
Students) 

Per Pupil 
Rate 

Per Pupil 
Aid 

Other District 
Revenue (SPED 
Funding, Food 

Service, Grants, 
Etc.) 

Total Funding 
to Charter 

School From 
District 

* Total General Fund 
Operating Budget for 
BUFFALO CITY SD 

School District 

Projected 
Impact (% of 

District's 
Total Budget) 

Year 1 (2021-
22) 

 97  13,494 1,308,918  132,681  1,441,599  950,900,000 0.152% 

Year 2 (2022-
23) 

 146  13,629 1,989,825  221,135  2,210,960  950,900,000 0.233% 

Year 3 (2023-
24) 

 194  13,765 2,670,455  283,648  2,954,103  950,900,000 0.311% 

Year 4 (2024-
25) 

 243  13,903 3,378,400  353,816  3,732,216  950,900,000 0.392% 

Year 5 (2025-
26) 

 291  14,042 4,086,196  416,329  4,502,525  950,900,000 0.474% 

DESCRIPTION OF SOURCE FOR 
PRIMARY DISTRICT'S OPERATING 
BUDGET: 

Buffalo Public Schools Four Year Financial Plan (Revised) 2017-18 to 2020-21: 
https://www.buffaloschools.org/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=95
&dataid=196727&FileName=4%20YEAR%20PLAN%20NEW%20MODEL%20W%20E
XEC%20SUMMARY%20v4.17.2019%20FINAL.pdf  

OTHER NOTES:  

 
Based on current data provided by NYSED, beginning in school year 2021-22 and each 
subsequent year, the BCSD will transfer to Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) 
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approximately $13,494 for each student who chooses to attend our charter school.48 
Combined with other district revenues for special education allocations, the projected 
fiscal impact on BCSD never rises above 0.474% of the total general fund operating 
budget of BCSD. Notably, BCCS, at full capacity, projects to educate 0.95% of the total 
BCSD student population (see Figure 1.6).49  

                                                
48 That figure will likely rise some over the term of the charter, but without more specifics, no increase is planned for 
in our budgeting. 
49 Uses NYSED enrollment of 31,203 as of June 30, 2018. Retrieved from 
https://data.nysed.gov/enrollment.php?year=2018&instid=800000052968  
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Response'02ab—Addressing'the'Need'

'

(a)'Mission'

Provide(the(mission(statement(for(the(proposed(charter(school.(

'

2A1.'Mission'Statement''
Buffalo'Commons'is'an'academically'rigorous,'creative,'and'collaborative'K,8'learning'community'that'
uses'research,based'teaching'practices'and'innovative'programming'to'eliminate'the'opportunity'gap'
and'prepare'a'diverse'student'body'for'successful'lives'that'strengthen'their'communities.'
'
(b)'Key'Design'Elements'

Provide(a(clear(and(concise(overview(of(the(proposed(charter(school’s(key(design(elements,(which(are(those(aspects(of(the(school(critical(to(its(
success.(Provide(an(analysis(of(any(research,(evidence(of(effectiveness,(or(examples(of(existing(programs,(which(support(the(selection(of(these(
elements.(The(response(should(include(a(brief(discussion(of(how(the(school(will(determine(if(it(is(effectively(executing(its(key(design(elements(in(a(
way(that(is(aligned(with(its(mission.(The(response(should(also(address(how(the(key(design(elements(address(the(specific(needs(identified(in(
Request(1.(If(the(key(design(elements(for(the(proposed(school(differ(from(those(submitted(to(the(Institute(as(part(of(the(most(recent(application,(
or(application(for(renewal,(of(an(education(corporation(or(one(of(its(schools,(please(describe(why(any(element(changed.(
(

'
2B1.'Key'Design'Elements'

'
Academic'Excellence'

Buffalo'Commons'is'an'academically'rigorous,'creative,'and'collaborative'K,8'learning'community'that'
uses'research,based'teaching'practices'and'innovative'programming'to'eliminate'the'opportunity'gap'
and'prepare'a'diverse'student'body'for'successful'lives'that'strengthen'their'communities.'BCCS'
believes'that'all'students'can'excel'academically,'and'that'gaps'in'achievement'between'subgroups'can'
be'eliminated'by'through'the'synthesis'of'rigorous'curriculum,'effective'instruction,'and'the'use'of'data'
to'adjust'instruction'to'meet'students’'needs.'By'holding'our'entire'community'to'high'expectations,'we'
improve'students’'self,concept'and'prepare'them'for'successful'futures.1'
'
Proven(Curriculum:'BCCS'provides'a'rigorous'curriculum'that'is'demanding'yet'accessible,'and'that'
builds'both'content'knowledge'and'critical,thinking'skills.'Our'selected'curricula'are'research,based'and'
described'briefly'below:'
'

● ELA:'EL'K,5'English'Language'Arts'excels'in'text'quality,'knowledge'building,'standards'
alignment,'and'usability.2'It'develops'foundational'literacy'through'structured'phonics,'

                                                
1'Rist,'C.'(1971).'Student'social'class'and'teacher'expectations:'The'self,fulfilling'prophecy'in'ghetto'education.'Challenging(the(myth:(The(
schools,(the(Blacks,(and(the(poor'(Reprint'Series'No.'5).'Cambridge,'MA:'Harvard'Educational'Review.'
2'Edreports.org'
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while'also'providing'comprehensive'English'units'that'allow'students'to'delve'deeply'into'
topics,'and'connect'their'studies'to'their'communities.'

● Math:'Bridges'Mathematics'provides'focused,'rigorous,'and'aligned'curriculum3'that'uses'
robust'visual'modelling'to'support'students'in'developing'understandings'of'mathematical'
concepts,'proficiency'with'key'skills,'and'the'ability'to'solve'complex'problems'through'the'
use'of'mathematical'practices.''

● Innovations'(Science):'Project'Lead'the'Way'is'aligned'to'meet'Next'Generation'Science'
Standards'and'uses'proven'teaching'strategies'and'a'hands,on'approach'to'achieve'
consistent,'positive'classroom'results.''

● Community'Studies'(Social'Studies):'Based'on'the'highly'successful'Integrated'Studies'at'
Community'Roots'Charter'School,'the'curriculum'is'aligned'to'standards'in'social'studies'and'
literacy.'Additionally,'the'curriculum'interweaves'critical'literacy'strategies,'anti,bias,'and'
equity'and'inclusion'concepts'in'a'structured'scope'and'sequence.'

'
Effective(Instruction:'Our'instructional'vision'brings'together'the'work'of'Marzano’s'Classroom(
Instruction(that(Works,'Antonetti’s'17,000(Classroom(Visits'Can’t(Be(Wrong,'Hammond’s'Culturally(
Responsive(Teaching(and(the(Brain,'and'Bambrick,Santoyo’s'Get(Better(Faster.(The'synthesis'of'these'
approaches'creates'learning'environments'that'emphasize'a'sense'of'belonging'for'students,'high'
academic'expectations,'and'culturally'responsive'teaching'techniques'which'can'significantly'increase'
student'achievement'and'engagement.4'Our'focus'on'classroom'culture,'high'expectations,'and'
culturally'responsive'techniques'create'shared'values'and'a'common'vocabulary'for'teachers'and'
instructional'leaders'that'ensure'our'instruction'includes'strong'differentiation,'robust'opportunities'for'
higher,order'thinking,'and'methods'that'have'relevance'for'our'diverse'student'body.'All'faculty'
participate'in'our'rigorous'professional'development'program'in'order'to'achieve'this'instructional'
vision.'
'
Additionally,'teachers'are'partnered'in'collaborative'teams'to'plan,'teach,'monitor'student'progress,'
and'manage'classroom'culture.'Collaboration'provides'a'strategy'to'meet'the'needs'of'our'diverse'
student'body'in'a'targeted'way.'For'example,'we'will'use'Marilyn'Friend’s'six'models'of'co,teaching'to'
offer'parallel'instruction'to'two'smaller'groups'of'students'within'one'class,'differentiated'by'student'
ability.''
'
Use(of(Data:'We'use'data'from'assessments'including'the'STAR'360'universal'screener'and'Anet'interim'
assessments'to'guide'instructional'decisions.'Assessments'provide'teachers'with'standards,based'data'
at'the'school,'cohort,'class,'student,'and'subgroup'level.'We'then'use'protocols'drawn'from'successful'
charter'schools'to'generate'goal,based'action'plans'for'improvement.'For'example,'a'teaching'team'
would'be'able'to'identify'students'who'were'struggling'to'master'a'given'standard'in'math,'uncover'
why,'and'create'an'appropriate'reteaching'plan.'''
'
The'primary'measure'of'our'academic'excellence'is'students’'achievement,'which'is'evaluated'using'
quarterly'interim'assessments'that'measure'absolute'performance,'student'growth,'and'provide'a'
comparative'analysis'to'schools'with'similar'student'populations.'Similarly,'the'faculty'evaluate'the'
curriculum'quarterly'as'they'reflect'on'strengths'and'weaknesses'in'student'performance.'Each'
teacher’s'instructional'effectiveness'is'evaluated'by'the'Academic'Director'semi,annually'through'
formal'and'informal'observations.'
                                                
3'Ibid.(
4'Hammond,'Z.,'&'Jackson,'Y.'(2015).'Culturally(responsive(teaching(and(the(brain:(Promoting(authentic(engagement(and(rigor(among(culturally(
and(linguistically(diverse(students.'
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Creative'ProblemHSolving'
Buffalo'Commons'is'an'academically'rigorous,'creative,'and'collaborative'K,8'learning'community'that'
uses'research,based'teaching'practices'and'innovative'programming'to'eliminate'the'opportunity'gap'
and'prepare'a'diverse'student'body'for'successful'lives'that'strengthen'their'communities.'BCCS'not'
only'prepares'students'to'be'successful'academically,'but'also'intentionally'fosters'skill'development'in'
critical'thinking'and'creative'problem,solving'so'that'students'can'strengthen'their'community.'Critical'
thinking'and'creative'problem,solving'are'interwoven'throughout'our'curricula,'and'we'specifically'offer'
science'and'social'studies'courses'which'bolster'students’'academic'and'21st'century'skills,'as'well'as'
their'creative'problem,solving'skills'through'a'blend'of'project,based'learning'and'design,thinking'
methods.'Driven'by'our'core'values,'these'courses'regularly'provide'real,world,'community,based,'
problem,solving'experiences'that'link'students'with'the'shared'goals'of'contributing'to'their'
community.'For'example,'kindergarten'students'study'families'in'community'studies,'with'the'unit'
culminating'in'a'project'that'asks'students'to'reflect'on'their'family,'and'create'a'presentation'that'
includes'bringing'in'a'member'of'the'family'to'share'about'important'values,'elements'of'culture,'and'
traditions.'Projects'like'these'require'mastery'of'content,'critical'thinking,'the'ability'to'analyze'different'
perspectives,'as'well'as'collaboration'and'leadership'skills.5'
'
More'broadly,'coursework'like'this'benefits'students’'academics'and'engagement.'Academically,'when'
compared'to'traditional'instruction,'this'type'of'coursework'can'increase'long,term'retention'of'
content,'help'students'perform'as'well'or'better'on'high,stakes'tests,'and'improve'problem,solving'and'
collaboration'skills.6'Additionally,'it'is'effective'in'diverse'settings7'and'can'help'reduce'the'achievement'
gap'between'economically'disadvantaged'students'and'their'peers.8'Lastly,'students'engaged'in'project,
based'learning'exhibit'greater'engagement,'are'more'self,reliant,'and'have'better'attendance'than'in'
more'traditional'settings.9''
'
We'will'evaluate'creative'problem,solving'through'the'following'means:'1)'Regular'curriculum'
evaluation'by'the'faculty,'as'well'as'the'Academic'Director.'2)'Instruction'that'fosters'creative'problem,
solving'will'be'evaluated'by'the'AD'and'Student'Support'Director'semi,annually.'3)'Student,'family,'and'
teacher'surveys'will'include'items'that'measure'satisfaction'with'creative'problem,solving.'
'
Diversity,'Equity,'and'Inclusion'
Buffalo'Commons'is'an'academically'rigorous,'creative,'and'collaborative'K,8'learning'community'that'
uses'research,based'teaching'practices'and'innovative'programming'to'eliminate'the'opportunity'gap'
and'prepare'a'diverse'student'body'for'successful'lives'that'strengthen'their'communities.'In'Buffalo,'a'
city'with'stark'lines'of'residential'segregation'along'lines'of'race'and'class,'we'will'intentionally'enroll'a'
diverse'body'of'students'with'a'wide'range'of'socioeconomic'and'home'language'backgrounds,'as'well'
as'varying'ability'levels,'including'those'needing'special'education'programs.'A'diverse'student'body'
provides'ideas,'backgrounds,'and'perspectives'that'enrich'the'lives'of'all'students.10''

                                                
5'The'ability'to'collaborate'across'lines'of'difference'is'an'increasingly'sought,after'skill'in'the'workplace'according'to'the'National'Association'
of'Colleges'and'Employers'(2016).'
6'Strobel,'J.,'&'van'Barneveld,'A.'(2009).'When(is(PBL(more(effective?(A(metaQsynthesis(of(metaQanalyses(comparing(PBL(to(conventional(
classrooms((Abstract).'The(Interdisciplinary(Journal(of(ProblemQBased(Learning,(3(1).'
7'Hixson,'N.,'Ravitz,'J.,'&'Whisman,'A.'(2012).'Extended'Professional'Development'in'Project,Based'Learning:'Impacts'on'21st'Century'Teaching'
and'Student'Achievement.'Charleston,'WV:'West'Virginia'Department'of'Education.'www.academia.edu/1999374'
8'Halvorsen,'A.,'Duke,'N.'K.,'Brugar,'K.'A.,'Block,'M.'K.,'Strachan,'S.'L.,'Berka,'M.'B.,'&'Brown,'J.'M.'(revised'2014).'Narrowing'the'achievement'
gap'in'second,grade'social'studies'and'content'area'literacy:'The'promise'of'a'project,based'approach.'Theory'and'Research'in'Social'
Education,'40,'198,229'
9'Walker,'A.','&'Leary,'H.'(2009).'A'Problem'Based'Learning'Meta'Analysis:'Differences'Across'Problem'Types,'Implementation'Types,'
Disciplines,'and'Assessment'Levels.'Interdisciplinary(Journal(of(ProblemQBased(Learning,(3(1).'
10'Diverse'Charter'School'Coalition'
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Students'working'together'toward'shared'goals'can'increase'achievement'and'leadership'skills'and'
reduce'racial'bias.11,12'To'facilitate'these'shared'goals'and'connect'students'at'deeper'levels'of'culture,13'
we'emphasize'a'value,driven'school'culture,'an'explicit'social'emotional'learning'curriculum,'and'
deliberate'connections'with'families.'
'
ValueQDriven(School(Culture(
We'create'an'inclusive'school'culture'by'promoting'the'core'values,'listed'briefly'below:'
'

● Respect:'We'appreciate'each'person'and'his/her'story'through'our'words,'actions,'and'
attitudes.'We'value'others’'unique'perspectives'and'treat'them'with'dignity.''

● Integrity:'We'act'and'speak'with'honesty,'fairness,'and'thoughtfulness.'We'consistently'align'
our'words'and'actions.'

● Curiosity:'We'are'eager'to'learn,'question,'and'explore.''
● Hard'Work:'We'put'our'best'effort'into'everything'we'do.''

'
Core'values'are'posted'throughout'the'school'and'in'each'classroom'and'are'interwoven'throughout'the'
school'year'through'a'social,emotional'learning'(SEL)'program,'intentional'behavior,management'and'
discipline'practices,'and'our'engagement'of'families'as'partners.''
'
SEL(Program:'BCCS'uses'the'evidence,based'SEL'program,'Caring'School'Community'(CSC),'to'help'foster'
our'core'values,'teach'specific'social,emotional'skills,'and'build'relationships'among'the'school'
community.'CSC'can'improve'students’'academic'performance,'increase'positive'social'behavior,'and'
reduce'conduct'problems.14'CSC'includes'the'following''elements:'
'

● Daily'morning'and'closing'circle:'Students'practice'social'skills'and'get'to'know'one'another.'
● Weekly'class'meetings:'Students'address'common'concerns'and'current'issues.'
● Weekly'home'connection'activities:'Students'engage'in'structured'talk'with'family'members'

about'the'social'development'focus'of'the'week.'
● CrossHage'buddies'activities:'Students'work'together'in'structured'activities'with'older'or'

younger'students'in'other'grades.15''
(
Partnering(with(Families:'We'encourage'family'engagement,'which'can'increase'student'attendance'and'
achievement,'and'decrease'serious'behavior'incidents.16'Importantly,'we'engage'each'family'with'a'
home'visit'shortly'after'enrollment.17'The'initial'visit'is'centered'on'relationship'building,'understanding'
the'student'and'family'needs,'and'introducing'our'core'values.18'Subsequently'our'families'stay'engaged'
through'student'conferences,'newsletters,'as'well'as'workshops'and'celebrations.'
'

                                                
11'Wells,'Amy'Stuart,'Lauren'Fox,'Diana'Cordova,Cobo'(2016).'How(Racially(Diverse(Schools(and(Classrooms(Can(Benefit(All(Students.(The'
Century'Foundation.''
12'Everett,'Jim'(2013).'Intergroup(Contact(Theory:(Past,(Present,(and(Future.'The'Inquisitive'Mind'Vol.'2,'Issue'17.'
13'Hammond,'Z.,'&'Jackson,'Y.'(2015).'Culturally(responsive(teaching(and(the(brain:(Promoting(authentic(engagement(and(rigor(among(culturally(
and(linguistically(diverse(students.'
14'CASEL'Guide'to'SEL'Programs'(2013).'
15'BCCS'will'likely'begin'this'portion'of'the'program'in'year'3'with'a'Grade'3/Kindergarten'match.'
16'Parent,Teacher'Home'Visit'Project:'http://www.pthvp.org/'(Accessed'December'2017)'
17'We'will'use'an'adapted'version'of'the'Caregiver/Teacher'Home'Visit'Project'model'which'has'been'successful'with'hundreds'of'thousands'of'
families'in'the'United'States.'
18'The'school'representative'takes'notes'to'capture'the'visit'that'will'be'shared'with'the'appropriate'faculty'via'an'electronic'platform'like'
Google'Docs.'
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We'evaluate'diversity,'equity'and'inclusion'through'six'mechanisms:'1)'Annual'demographic'data'of'
enrollment'and'staffing.'2)'Student'academic'performance.'3)'Student'discipline'data.'4)'Student'SEL'
data.'5)'Annual'curricular'review'by'our'faculty.'6)'Annual'parent'satisfaction'surveys.'
'
Talent'Development'

Buffalo'Commons'is'an'academically'rigorous,'creative,'and'collaborative'K,8'learning'community'that'
uses'researchHbased'teaching'practices'and'innovative'programming'to'eliminate'the'opportunity'gap'
and'prepare'a'diverse'student'body'for'successful'lives'that'strengthen'their'communities.'When'
students'are'paired'year'after'year'with'strong'teachers,'the'benefits'are'long'lasting'and'
compounded.19'We'will'have'faculty'with'varying'experience'who'will'require'different'levels'of'
development'to'be'most'effective'for'our'diverse'group'of'students.20'We'develop'teachers'through'a'
variety'of'structures,'for'example,'our'Summer'Institute,'grade,level'meetings,'and'individualized'
instructional'coaching.''
'
Summer(Institute:'Summer'Institute'provides'professional'development'workshops'to'the'faculty'in'two'
parts.'Teachers'new'to'Buffalo'Commons'participate'in'a'three,day'New'Teacher'Orientation'with'
specific'training'in'our'core'values,'foundational'academic'programs,'shared'curricular'and'instructional'
practices,'and'approaches'to'student'discipline.'After'New'Teacher'Orientation,'the'entire'faculty'
spends'approximately'two'weeks'in'Summer'Institute.'It'kicks'off'with'a'review'of'the'previous'year’s'
data'and'accompanying'schoolwide'annual'goals'and'is'followed'by'professional'development'to'learn'
about,'plan,'and'launch'new'initiatives,'as'well'as'prepare'for'the'school'year'by'building'relationships'
with'families'and'preparing'dynamic'learning'environments.''
'
GradeQLevel(Teams:(During'the'school'year,'teachers'participate'in'two'grade,level'meetings'per'week'
to'focus'on'student'needs'and'instructional'practice.'For'example,'our'teachers'meet'with'their'grade,
level'team'and'alternate'their'discussions'between'observing'trends'in'student'work,'and'reflecting'on'
the'delivery'of'their'lessons.'These'meetings'can'improve'student'achievement'by'increasing'teacher'
collaboration'and'the'focus'on'student'learning.21''
'
Individualized(Coaching:'Teachers'are'mentored'through'a'goal,setting'process'and'observed'and'
coached'weekly'throughout'the'year.'This'individualized'development'meets'teachers'where'they'are,'
allowing'seasoned'teachers'to'continue'their'growth,'and'helping'new'teachers'to'be'as'effective'as'
veterans'in'terms'of'instructional'practice'and'student'achievement.22'''
'
We'evaluate'our'teacher'development'program'through'three'primary'mechanisms.'1)'Student'
achievement'through'interim'assessments'and'the'New'York'State'Testing'Program.'2)'Teacher'
competence'through'semi,annual'teacher'evaluation.'3)'Teacher'satisfaction'through'annual'staff'
surveys.'

                                                
19'Sanders,'W.'L.,'&'Rivers,'J.'C.'(1996).'Cumulative(and(residual(effects(of(teachers(on(future(student(academic(achievement((Research'Progress'
Report).'Knoxville,'TN:'University'of'Tennessee'Value,Added'Research'and'Assessment'Center.'
20'Stronge,'J.'H.'(2002).'Qualities(of(effective(teachers.'Alexandria,'VA:'Association'for'Supervision'and'Curriculum'Development.'
21'Vescio,'Vicki;'Ross,'Dorene;'Adams,'Alyson'(2008)'A'Review'of'Research'on'the'Impact'of'Professional'Learning'Communities'on'Teaching'
Practice'and'Student'Learning'Teaching'and'Teacher'Education:'An'International'Journal'of'Research'and'Studies,'v24'n1'p80,91''
22'Kraft'MA,'Blazar'D,'Hogan'D.'The'Effect'of'Teacher'Coaching'on'Instruction'and'Achievement:'A'Meta,Analysis'of'the'Causal'Evidence.'Review'
of'Educational'Research'[Internet].'2018;88'(4)':547,588.'
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Response'03ad—Proposal'History'
'

(a)$Applicant$Information$
Indicate)whether)the)applicant)is)a)parent,)teacher,)administrator,)and/or)community)resident)as)required)by)the)Act,)or,)if)a)board)chair,)mark)

“Education)Corp./Charter)School.”)Provide)a)brief)biographical)description)for)the)applicant(s))including)relevant)background)experience)and)

education)background.)

'

3A1.'Applicant'Information'

Mr.'Daniel'Brink,Washington'is'an'experienced'educator'and'leader'whose'educational'

philosophy'is'rooted'in'the'core'belief'that'education'can'empower'individuals'and'

communities'to'live'fulfilling'and'purposeful'lives,'and'further,'that'it'serves'to'promote'

equitable'opportunity'and'outcomes'within'society.'Throughout'his'career,'Mr.'Brink,

Washington'has'intentionally'worked'to'ensure'excellent'outcomes'for'students'of'all'

backgrounds'and'abilities,'especially'those'from'traditionally'underserved'and'historically'

marginalized'populations.'As'a'biracial'person,'and'a'product'of'integrated'schools'himself,'Mr.'

Brink,Washington'believes'in'the'power'and'importance'of'doing'this'work'inside'schools'to'

bring'people'together'across'lines'of'difference.'
'

Mr.'Brink,Washington'is'a'parent'and'education'leader'in'the'Buffalo'community.'He'has'15'years'

of'teaching'and'school'leadership'experience'across'elementary,'middle,'and'high'school.'

Currently'Mr.'Brink,Washington'serves'as'the'Diversity,'Equity,'and'Inclusion'Coach'for'the'

Education'Collaborative'of'Western'New'York.'In'that'role'he'advises'school'leaders'and'

develops'faculties'at'14'area'private'schools.'Projects'in'his'portfolio'of'work'include'consulting'

on'strategic'planning,'faculty'professional'development'series,'teacher'coaching,'and'

curriculum'development.'

'

In'2018,19'Mr.'Brink,Washington'was'a'UnifiEd'School'Launch'Fellow'with'the'Diverse'Charter'

School'Coalition.'As'part'of'the'fellowship,'Mr.'Brink,Washington'spent'the'year'engaging'in'

individualized'leadership'training'in'a'small'cohort,'observing'nationally'recognized'diverse,by,

design'schools,'and'served'in'a'residency'as'a'Leadership'Fellow'at'Elmwood'Village'Charter'

School'under'the'direction'of'their'Days'Park'Director,'Danielle'Bruno.''

'

Prior'to'the'Fellowship,'Mr.'Brink,Washington'was'a'middle'school'social'studies'teacher'at'

Elmwood'Village'Charter'School,'Buffalo’s'highest'performing'non,selective'elementary'and'

middle'school.'He'was'previously'the'K,12'Dean'of'Student'Support'Services'for'Brooklyn'

Prospect'Charter'School'a'high,performing,'diverse'charter'school'that'serves'about'1000'

students.'Brink,Washington'oversaw'approximately'30'teachers'and'service'providers'in'that'

role'and'collaborated'with'the'Executive'Director'(ED),'the'Principals,'and'the'Directors'of'

Operations'and'Finance'to'manage'a'program'for'students'with'IEPs,'students'classified'as'ELLs,'

and'struggling'students.'The'inclusive'program'that'Brink,Washington'created'and'sustained'
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regularly'generated'achievement'results'on'standardized'tests'over'four'times'the'city'average'

for'students'with'IEPs.'

'

'
' $
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(b)$Proposal$History$
Describe)how)the)applicant)team)formed)and)the)relationship)of)its)members)to)each)other.)Clearly)describe)the)process)that)the)founding)group)

used)to)develop)the)proposal.)Discuss)any)assistance)the)founding)group)received)from)outside)advisors,)for)example,)support)organizations,)or)

consultants)(even)if)these)outside)advisors)are)not)active)members)of)the)founding)group).)

'

3B1.'Proposal'History''

The'concept'for'Buffalo'Commons'began'in'the'spring'of'2015.'Brink,Washington'(proposed'

Executive'Director),'then'a'founding'member'and'K,12'Dean'of'Student'Support'Services'at'

Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School,'moved'to'Buffalo'with'his'wife'Ms.'Rachel'Beerman,'who'is'

from'Buffalo.'The'poor'performance'data'on'many'of'Buffalo’s'schools'indicated'a'need'for'

additional'school'options'that'would'offer'a'sound'academic'program'at'the'elementary'level.'

That'spring'he'met'with'several'local'education'leaders'to'better'understand'the'city’s'

educational'challenges.'

'

Further'meetings'with'parents'and'educators'revealed'there'were'others'who'were'seeking'a'

school'that'could'draw'students'together'from'throughout'the'city'and'offer'not'only'strong'

academics,'but'engage'students'in'higher,level'thinking'and'problem,solving.'A'working'group'

formed'and'began'meeting'in'the'winter'of'2016'to'develop'the'first'draft'of'our'key'design'

elements,'curriculum'design,'instructional'strategies,'and'core'values.'This'group'included:''

'

● Alexa'Schindel,'an'education'professor'at'the'University'at'Buffalo,''

● Rachel'Beerman,'a'veteran'educator'

● Allie'Helfer,'the'current'instructional'coach'at'Tapestry'Charter'School'High'School,'

● Matt'Pitarresi,'a'TFA'alum'working'in'business'development''

'

In'the'summer'of'2016,'the'recruitment'of'a'founding'Board'of'Trustees'(BOT)'began.'By'winter'

2016,'Ms.'Sheri'Rodman'(BOT'Chair),'Director'of'Data'and'Operations'at'America'Achieves,'had'

accepted'a'role'on'the'founding'Board.'Similarly,'Mr.'Ari'Goldberg'(BOT'Secretary),'who'had'

been'helping'explore'potential'school'sites,'officially'joined'the'Board.'We'continued'outreach'

to'community'leaders'and'parents'to'acquire'feedback'on'the'proposed'school'model.'

'

In'March'of'2017'we'applied'with'SED'to'open'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS).'We'

were'invited'to'submit'a'full'application'but'did'not'move'forward'to'the'capacity'interview.'

We'incorporated'the'feedback'into'a'resubmission,'refined'the'proposal,'added'trustees'and'in'

the'summer'of'2017'resubmitted'the'application'and'were'advanced'to'the'final'capacity'

interview'stage.'We'were'not'authorized'at'that'time,'as'the'charter'entity'believed'the'BOT'

required'additional'capacity'in'order'to'launch'successfully.''

'
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While'SED'encouraged'resubmission,'we'chose'to'pursue'opening'the'school'through'SUNY.'We'

increased'board'capacity'through'contact'with'national'leaders'in'charter'school'board'

governance,'interviews'with'local'board'chairs,'and'adding'additional'board'members.'We'

submitted'an'application'to'SUNY'in'the'spring'of'2018,'but'were'not'advanced'to'an'interview.''

'

In'2018,'Mr.'Brink,Washington'was'accepted'the'UnifiEd'fellowship,'and'we'significantly'

revamped'our'proposal,'incorporating'suggestions'offered'by'the'SUNY'team'as'well'as'

concepts/insights'Mr.'Brink,Washington'gained'from'his'fellowship'year'working'with'Diverse'

Charter'School'Coalition'staff'and'leaders'of'coalition'member'schools.'The'application'was'

withdrawn'in'the'spring'of'2019'for'further'revisions,'and'is'being'resubmitted'now.'

'
'

3B2.'Application'Authorship'

Mr.'Brink,Washington,'is'the'lead'application'author.''

'

'
' $
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(c)$List$of$Founding$Team$Members$
Provide)a)brief)biography)(approximately)one)paragraph)including)education)background))for)all)founding)team)members.)Founding)team)

members)include)individuals)who)contributed)to)the)development)of)the)proposal)and/or)would)play)a)role)in)the)development)of)the)proposed)

school.)Do)not)include)proposed)board)members)on)this)list)(applicants)will)submit)board)member)information)as)part)of)Request)14)–)

Governance).)

'

3C.'List'of'Non,Board'Founding'Team'Members'

Our'list'of'founding'group'members'can'be'found'in'Figure'3.1.'

'

Figure'3.1:'Non;Board'Founding'Team'Members''

Name' Relevant'Experience'and'Role'in'Founding'Team' Proposed'School'Role''

Daniel'Brink,

Washington'

15'years’'school'leadership'and'classroom'teaching'

experience.'UnifiEd'Fellowship'recipient.'Lead'author'of'

the'application.'

ED'

'

'

' $
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(d)$Withdrawn,$Rejected,$and$Concurrent$Proposals$$
Withdrawn,)Rejected,)and)Concurrent)Proposals)(SUNY)and/or)Other)Authorizers))Indicate)whether)this)proposal)was)previously)withdrawn)from)

or)rejected)by)the)SUNY)Trustees.)If)yes,)provide:)

● The)name)of)the)proposed)charter)school(s))when)previously)submitted;)

● The)date(s))of)the)previous)submission(s);)and,)

● A)detailed)summary)of)what)has)changed)in)the)proposal)since)its)previous)submission(s))and)the)reasons)therefore.)

)

Indicate)whether)the)applicant)and/or)founding)team)has)previously)applied)or)is)currently)applying)for)a)charter)from)a)charter)entity)other)

than)the)SUNY)Trustees)(e.g.,)the)Board)of)Regents).)This)includes)applications)to)charter)entities)in)other)states.)If)yes,)provide:)

● The)name)of)the)charter)entity;)

● The)state)where)the)application)was)submitted)(if)not)New)York);)

● The)name(s))of)the)proposed)school(s))and)the)date(s))when)the)application(s))were)submitted;)

● The)status)of)the)application(s);)

● If)any)members)of)the)founding)group)withdrew)an)application)for)a)substantially)similar)school)from)consideration)by)a)charter)

entity)or)if)such)an)entity)ever)denied)such)an)application,)provide)the)reasons)for)the)withdrawal)or)denial.)

● If)the)application)was)granted,)but)the)charter)school)is)no)longer)in)existence,)please)provide)an)explanation;)and,)

● Describe)any)changes)made)to)the)application)following)the)withdrawal)or)denial)of)the)application)evident)in)this)proposal.)

'

'

3D1.'Withdrawn'SUNY'Proposals''

Round)two)2019:'A'proposal'was'submitted'in'round'two'of'2019'and'withdrawn'in'the'spring'

of'2019'to'be'improved'before'resubmission.'We'have'carefully'considered'the'feedback'in'

SUNY’s'Letter'of'Justification'and'have'made'changes'throughout'the'application,'the'most'

major'of'which'are'summarized'below'in'figure'3.2:'

'

Figure'3.2:'Application'Improvements'Based'on'SUNY’s'Feedback'

Feedback' Response'

School'Model'and'Academic'Program'

The'application'fails'to'describe'a'coherent'academic'

program'explicitly'aligned'to'the'proposed'school’s'mission,'

vision,'and'anticipated'student'population.'While'the'

school'design'incorporates'several'high,quality'curricular'

elements,'the'narrative'does'not'adequately'integrate'

these'discrete'programs'into'a'unified'whole.'

● The'proposal'does'not'provide'sufficient'detail'on'the'
curricular'programs'selected'or'the'rationale'for'their'

selection.'Reviewers'noted'that'the'proposal'does'not'

sufficiently'describe'curricular'content'or'aligned'

instructional'methods,'and'it'does'not'include'curricular'

artifacts'(e.g.,'unit'and'lesson'plan'templates,'rubrics,'

etc.).'

● The'proposal'does'not'adequately'describe'the'how'
instructional'staff'would'supplement'and/or'adjust'the'

selected'commercial'curricula’s'guiding'documents'(e.g.,'

unit'plans,'unit'calendars,'scope'and'sequences)'in'order'

to'tailor'the'curriculum'to'students’'needs.''

● The'proposed'school’s'approach'to'evaluating'the'

Adjustments'made'to'R;6af'to'ensure'coherence'of'
academic'program'and'alignment'to'the'school’s'

mission,'vision,'and'anticipated'student'

population.'Added'educational'philosophy'and'

figure'6.1'to'help'illustrate'cohesion'and'

alignment.'

● Added'figure'6.1'to'R;6af'to'highlight'rationale'
for'selection'of'curricular'programs.'Added'

artifacts'including'unit'and'lesson'plan'

templates,'rubrics,'etc.'to'R;6af'and'to'R;23b.''
● Added'description'of'how'instructional'staff'
would'supplement'and/or'adjust'curriculum'to'

tailor'it'to'students’'needs'in'R;6af.'
● 'Added'clarity'to'our'approach'to'evaluating'the'
curriculum'and'who'at'the'school'(the'Academic'

Director)'retains'primary'responsibility'for'

discrete'tasks'related'to'curricular'evaluation.'
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Figure'3.2:'Application'Improvements'Based'on'SUNY’s'Feedback'

Feedback' Response'

curriculum'is'vague;'it'is'not'clear'from'the'narrative'who'

at'the'school'level'retains'primary'responsibility'for'

discrete'tasks'related'to'curricular'evaluation.''

The'proposal’s'description'of'how'the'school'will'provide'

teachers'with'curricular'support'is'vague.'The'narrative'fails'

to'provide'sufficient'detail'about'the'professional'

development'the'school'will'provide'in'order'to'support'

teachers'in'implementing'the'chosen'curricula.''

Added'description'of'how'we'will'support'teachers'

in'the'implementation'of'selected'curricula'in'R;
6af.'We'also'added'detail'to'the'professional'

development'section'of'R;09ad'about'the'
consultants'we'will'employ'to'work'with'faculty.'

The'proposed'structures'for'identifying'and'supporting'

students'with'disabilities'and'English'language'learners'

(“ELLs”)'is'underdeveloped.'Reviewers'noted'that'the'

proposal'identifies'minimum'requirements'for'meeting'the'

needs'of'students'in'these'subgroups'but'does'not'convey'a'

robust,'detailed'plan'tailored'to'meet'the'needs'of'a'

student'population'with'specific'needs.''

Added'additional'details'to'R;08ad'describing'
specific'actions'that'BCCS'will'take'to'support'

students'identified'as'ELLs.'

While'the'proposal'identifies'several'high,quality'

assessments,'the'narrative'lacks'sufficient'detail'regarding'

how'the'school'intends'to'use'assessment'data'to'inform'

the'academic'program,'as'well'as'why'the'founding'team'

selected'these'particular'assessments.''

● The'proposal'indicates'teachers'will'develop'some'

assessments'but'does'not'address'how'the'school'will'

support'them'in'ensuring'that'internally'developed'

assessments'are'valid'and'reliable.''

Reworked'the'assessment'portion'of'R;06af'to'
include'greater'level'of'detail'about'rationale'for'

assessment'choices,'and'use'of'assessment'data'to'

inform'the'academic'program.'

The'description'of'the'Common'Threads'course,'while'

promising'in'its'unique'scope'and'design,'is'

underdeveloped.'It'is'not'clear'from'the'proposal’s'

narrative'how'teachers'will'integrate'science'and'social'

studies'content'in'order'to'create'a'coherent'

interdisciplinary'curriculum.''

To'replace'Common'Threads,'we'redesigned'the'

academic'program'to'include'two'mission,aligned'

curricula'for'Innovations'(science)'and'Community'

Studies'(social'studies):'Project'Lead'the'Way'and'

Community'Roots’'Integrated'Studies.'Both'

curricula'leverage'project,based'learning'and'focus'

on'developing'students’'critical'thinking'and'

creative'problem'solving'skills.'More'detail'is'

included'in'R;06af.'

The'instructional'methods'described'in'the'proposal'do'not'

align'with'the'school’s'key'design'elements.'For'example,'

the'narrative'does'not'address'instructional'methods'

specific'to'co,taught'classrooms,'despite'the'fact'that'

several'classes'will,'according'to'the'school'model'as'

presented,'have'co,teachers.''

Expanded'instructional'methods'to'include'

additional,'mission'aligned'practices'in'R;06af.'
Added'explicit'descriptions'of'co,teaching'

strategies'to'R;06af.'

The'criteria'for'formal'teacher'evaluations'are'vague'and'

do'not'adequately'convey'the'school’s'vision'for'exemplary'

We'have'made'a'final'choice'about'teacher'

evaluation'in'R;09ad'which'provides'clarity'to'the'
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Figure'3.2:'Application'Improvements'Based'on'SUNY’s'Feedback'

Feedback' Response'

instructional'practice.'' school’s'vision'for'exemplary'instructional'practice.'

The'proposed'behavior'management'system'lacks'detail.'

For'example,'it'is'not'clear'from'the'proposal'how'

specifically'the'school'intends'to'implement'restorative'

practices.'

Significant'detail'was'added'to'the'proposed'

behavior'management'system'in'R;10a.'Among'

other'things,'the'implementation'of'restorative'

practices'has'been'revised.'

Organizational'Structure'and'Capacity'

The'proposed'founding'team'lacks'meaningful'experience'

in'the'development'and'management'of'elementary'

schools.''

We'added'details'of'proposed'executive'director,'

Daniel'Brink,Washington’s'extensive'experience'in'

K,12'schools,'including'elementary'schools'such'as'

those'in'the'Brooklyn'Prospect'network'and'

Elmwood'Village'Charter'School'in'R;11ab.'We'also'

added'a'founding'Trustee,'Danielle'Bruno,'who'has'

decades'of'experience'in'elementary'school'

leadership'to'the'proposed'Board'of'Trustees'and'

Heather'McCarthy,'a'current'elementary'school'

leader'in'Buffalo,'to'the'proposed'Board’s'

academic'committee.'More'information'is'included'

in'R;14ad.'

It'is'not'clear'from'the'application'how'the'proposed'school'

will'attain'the'desired'diverse'student'population;'the'

narrative'does'not'reference'specific'student'recruitment'

strategies'or'enrollment'preferences'that'would'enable'the'

school'to'enroll'a'diverse'population.''

● The'evidence'of'outreach'submitted'includes'minimal'

interaction'with'communities'within'Buffalo,'such'as'

refugees'and'immigrants,'that'are'growing'quickly.''

Detail'was'added'to'R;05ac'to'describe'how'we'will'
attain'our'desired'student'population'including'

specific'recruitment'strategies'and'enrollment'

preferences.''

● Outreach'to'the'refugee'and'immigrant'

communities'was'highlighted'in'R;05ac.'Javeena'
Edwards,'the'Director'of'Finance'at'the'

International'Institute'of'Buffalo,'one'of'Buffalo’s'

refugee'resettlement'agencies,'joined'our'

proposed'finance'committee.'

The'narrative'does'not'adequately'convey'why'the'school'

aims'to'enroll'a'diverse'student'population'or'how'such'a'

population'would'benefit'students'across'all'areas'of'

diversity'(e.g.,'racial,'socio,economic,'linguistic).''

We'added'a'greater'level'of'detail'about'why'the'

school'aims'to'enroll'a'diverse'student'population,'

and'how'such'a'population'will'benefit'students'

across'all'areas'of'diversity.'This'rationale'and'

description'of'benefits'is'primarily'found'in'R;01ac,'
though'it'is'also'found'throughout'the'application.'

The'scope'of'responsibilities'for'the'proposed'executive'

director'is'extensive.'In'addition'to'overseeing'the'school’s'

instructional'program,'the'executive'director'is'tasked'with'

myriad'operational,'fiscal,'and'general'school'management'

responsibilities.'The'proposal'does'not'include'sufficient'

organizational'supports'for'the'proposed'executive'director'

that'will'enable'him/her'to'fulfill'these'responsibilities'

We'reviewed'ED'job'descriptions'from'high'

performing'charters,'and'revised'ours'in'R;12ac'to'
make'the'role'clearer.'Additionally'we'added'

expertise'to'the'BOT'that'will'better'support'the'

ED'in'their'work.'We'also'added'a'description'of'

the'professional'development'in'which'the'ED'will'

participate'in'section'R;09ad.'
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effectively.''

The'proposal'does'not'adequately'address'how'the'school'

intends'to'attract'and'retain'high'quality'teachers.''

We'added'detail'to'the'descriptions'of'how'the'

school'intends'to'attract'and'retain'high'quality'

educators'in'R;12ac.'

The'proposal'includes'minimal'information'regarding'how'

the'founding'team'incorporated'feedback'from'community'

outreach'into'the'development'of'the'school'design.''

We'included'more'information'on'how'the'

founding'team'incorporated'feedback'from'our'

community'outreach''in'R;4abc.'

The'proposal'indicates'an'over,reliance'on'services'

provided'by'the'district'without'appropriate'analysis'as'to'

the'quality,'availability,'or'potential'costs'of'such'services.''

We'changed'our'proposal'to'include'hiring'a'part,

time'nurse,'adding'funds'for'special'education'

beyond'the'district'allotments,'and'potentially'

contracting'with'a'national'or'local'commercial'

food'service'vendor'for'our'food'service.'These'

changes'ease'our'reliance'on'services'provided'by'

the'district.'

It'is'not'clear'from'the'rubrics'provided'how'specifically'the'

board'intends'to'evaluate'the'executive'director’s'

performance.'

We'added'a'specific'rubric'to'evaluate'the'

executive'director.'Details'are'included'in'R;14ad.''

Fiscal'

The'school'budget'and'accompanying'narrative'are'in'some'

places'misaligned'with'the'proposed'school'model'and'

programs'such'that'the'proposal'demonstrates'a'lack'of'

understanding'about'school'operations'and'internal'

controls.'For'example:''

● The'budget'does'not'include'line'items'for'textbook'

expenses'over'the'five,year'charter'term.''

● The'proposed'budget'does'not'include'expense'lines'for'
proposed'programs'regarding'trauma'related'services'

and'special'ed'services.''

We'drastically'revised'our'budget'and'

accompanying'narrative'(as'well'as'our'staffing'

plan)'to'ensure'alignment'with'the'school'model'

and'programs.'

● We'included'line'items'for'textbook'expenses.'

● We'included'funds'for'special'education'services.'

The'budget'allocation'for'teacher'salaries'is'based'upon'an'

average'salary'calculation'and'does'not'take'into'account'

the'likely'range'of'salaries'based'on'differences'in'teachers’'

experience'levels.'There'is'similarly'no'difference'between'

budgeted'salaries'for'regular'teachers'and'special'

education'teachers.''

We'verified'with'SUNY'authorized'or'renewed'

school'budgets'that'calculating'teacher'salaries'

based'upon'an'average'salary'calculation'is'okay'

and'does'take'into'account'the'likely'range'of'

salaries'based'on'differences'in'teachers’'

experience'levels.'We'increased'the'budgeted'

salary'for'special'education'teachers'in'R;21e.''

The'proposed'budget'assumes'a'retirement'plan;'however,'

the'budget'narrative'does'not'indicate'which'staff'positions'

are'eligible'for'the'retirement'package'and'details'of'the'

requirements.''

We'added'the'fact'that'all'full,'and'part,time'

employees'will'be'eligible'for'a'retirement'package'

to'the'budget'narrative'in'R;21ad.'

The'proposed'budget'includes'a'large'number'of'non, We'clarified'that'all'non,allowable'Charter'School'
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allowable'Charter'School'Program'(“CSP”)'grant'expenses,'

such'as'food'for'staff'and't,shirts.'It'is'unclear'that'the'CSP'

guidelines'are'fully'understood'and'reflected'in'the'budget'

and'narrative'submission.'

Program'expenses,'such'as'food'for'staff'and't,

shirts,'included'in'the'pre,opening'year'budget'is'

contingent'on'fundraising'in'R;21e.'

Governance'

The'proposed'board'members'do'not'possess'sufficient'

experience'in'classroom'teaching'and/or'school'leadership'

to'provide'effective'oversight'of'the'academic'program.''

We'added'detail'to'board'members’'classroom'

teaching'and/or'school'leadership'experience'and'

expertise'and'we'added'a'founding'Trustee,'

Danielle'Bruno,'who'has'decades'of'experience'in'

elementary'school'leadership'to'the'proposed'

Board'of'Trustees'and'Heather'McCarthy,'a'current'

elementary'school'leader'in'Buffalo,'to'the'

proposed'Board’s'academic'committee.'More'

information'is'included'in'R;14ad.'

The'bylaws'submitted'are'corporate'bylaws'and'as'such'do'

not'provide'for'adequate'governance'of'a'not,for,profit'

organization.'

We'revised'our'bylaws'to'ensure'adequate'

governance'of'a'not,for,profit'organization.'(See'R;
14e.)'

'

Round)One)2018:'A'proposal'was'submitted'in'round'one'of'2018.'That'application'was'

withdrawn'following'counsel'from'SUNY'that'improvements'were'required'before'the'

application'could'be'considered'for'approval.'

'

In'response'to'the'feedback'in'SUNY’s'Letter'of'Justification'(2018)'and'input'and'guidance'

provided'to'Mr.'Brink,Washington'vis,a,vis'the'UnifiEd'Fellowship,'the'proposal'was'

significantly'modified'and'improved.'Major'changes'between'2017'and'2018'are'summarized'

below.'

'

Enrollment)Pattern:'The'school'opens'with'kindergarten'and'first'grade'rather'than'

kindergarten'and'fifth'grade'as'proposed'previously.'While'the'previous'enrollment'pattern'

was'designed'to'match'Buffalo’s'natural'student'entry'points,'and'would'have'served'middle'

school'students'sooner,'the'applicant'and'Board'felt'that'changing'to'a'K,1'opening'with'the'

single'entry'point'of'kindergarten'provided'a'number'of'significant'advantages:'

'

1. It'allows'the'school'to'concentrate'on'the'needs'of'a'single'developmental'range'during'

the'start,up'phase,'providing'a'greater'focus'on'targeted'student'recruitment,'academic'

program,'and'school'culture.'
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2. The'Executive'Director'(ED)'can'better'focus'on'the'school’s'operation'and'support'for'

school,based'directors.'In'the'previous'plan,'the'ED'also'served'as'the'Academic'

Director'for'one'of'the'divisions,'leaving'less'time'for'other'responsibilities.'

3. The'students'will'have'three'to'four'years'of'Buffalo'Commons'instruction'prior'to'state'

assessments,'rather'than'just'ten'months'for'the'fifth'grade.''
'

School)Model)and)Academic)Program:)The'school'model'and'academic'program'were'revised'in'

three'key'areas:'

'

1. The'philosophy'behind'curriculum'and'instruction'stresses'an'adopt,'adapt,'and'

enhance'strategy.'By'adopting'mission,aligned'curriculum'with'the'support'of'

professional'consultants,'year,one'teachers'will'have'minimal'curriculum'writing'

responsibilities,'allowing'greater'concentration'on'student'needs.'In'subsequent'years,'

with'curricula'established,'teachers'can'adapt'and'enhance'curriculum'to'further'meet'

student'needs.'

2. The'school'continues'to'emphasize'closing'achievement'gaps.'The'schedule'provides'

increased'time'for'ELA'and'Math'core'curricula'as'well'as'additional'time'in'skill'blocks'

for'individuals'or'small'groups'of'struggling'students.'

3. “Innovations,”'the'creative'thinking'course,'was'redesigned'into'a'course'called'

“Common'Threads.”'This'course'utilizes'our'science'and'social'studies'curricula,'and'

highlights'the'connections'between'them'by'teaching'students'to'solve'real,world'

problems'using'a'creative'problem,solving'methodology.'As'a'consequence,'the'

Torrance'Tests'of'Creative'Thinking'have'been'eliminated'and'creative'thinking'is'now'a'

part'of'Common'Threads.'''

'''

Support)and)Demand)for)the)School:)The'team'concentrated'on'building'additional'relationships'

and'garnering'support'among'a'diverse'group'of'parents'with'children'eligible'for'enrollment.,'

We'included'additional'evidence'that'documents'the'diversity'of'our'supporters'(see'R;04abc'
and'R;04d).'
'

3D2.'Withdrawn'SED'Proposals'

We'submitted'Buffalo'Commons'twice'to'the'Board'of'Regents'in'2017'and'both'applications'

were'well'received.'In'Round'2'the'application'was'strong'enough'to'advance'to'the'final'

capacity'interview'stage.'At'the'capacity'interview,'SED'determined'that'while'the'proposal'was'

sound'and'would'provide'a'much,needed'additional'school'option'for'Buffalo,'the'proposed'

(BOT)'required'additional'capacity'to'launch.'A'brief'description'of'the'previous'proposals'are'in'

Figure'3.3.'

'
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Figure'3.3:'SED'Application'Withdrawals'

Date' School'Name' Status' Reason'for'Withdrawal' Feedback'and'Revision'

March'

2017'

Buffalo'

Commons'

Charter'School'

Withdrawn'at'Full'

Application'Stage'

Would'not'be'

recommended'for'

approval.'

Reworked'application'to'

have'greater'coherence.'

August'

2017'

Buffalo'

Commons'

Charter'School'

Withdrawn'After'

Capacity'Interview'

Would'not'be'

recommended'for'

approval.'

Revamped'proposal'to'

meet'the'requirements'

of'SUNY.''

'



Response 03e—Letters of Justification 
 
Letters of Justification for Previously Denied Applications 

If a charter entity has provided any formal documentation to explain a decision to not move an application for a substantially similar school 

forward (resulting in an applicant withdrawal, or denial of the application), attach the document(s) as part of this Response. 

 
3E1. Letters of Justification 

Attached is the formal documentation we have received from charter entities regarding Buffalo 

Commons. There are two letters from SUNY, and two letters from NYSED. 

Response 03e - 1 

 



 

 
 
 
 

May 2, 2019 
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
Daniel Brink-Washington 

 
 

 
Re: Proposal to Establish Buffalo Commons Charter School 
 
Dear Mr. Brink-Washington: 
 

Thank you for the significant time and effort that you and your planning team 
devoted to the proposal to establish Buffalo Commons Charter School (“Buffalo 
Commons”).  The SUNY Charter Schools Institute (the “Institute”) recognizes that this is a 
challenging endeavor and commends you for the work that you and your team put into 
developing the proposal. 
 

As you know, after an in-depth review by Institute staff and several external 
consultants, the Institute determined that the proposal was underdeveloped, preventing us 
from moving it forward in our review process.  Further detail regarding the rationale for the 
Institute’s decision follows.  The February 2019 proposal is Buffalo Commons’ second 
submission to the Institute; previous submissions include one from March 2018.  While the 
current application partially addresses some of the concerns outlined in our letter dated 
June 14, 2018,  reviewers noted that several shortcomings remain.   
 

The Institute’s intent in providing this information is to communicate some, but not 
all, of its concerns generated during the review process.  Ongoing experience approving, 
monitoring, and ultimately evaluating schools for charter renewal continues to inform our 
understanding of what it takes to open and run a successful charter school.  This experience 
provides an increasingly critical lens through which we evaluate new proposals.  While the 
school design and content of your proposal is ultimately up to you, it still must meet SUNY 
standards and demonstrate a strong likelihood of achieving a high level of student 
performance such that the school is likely to earn renewal at the expiration of the charter 
term. 
 

The following list of concerns noted by the Institute staff and external reviewers is 
not exhaustive but captures examples of some of the most pertinent shortcomings 
identified during the review process.  Should you choose to submit a new application at a 
later time, you should not assume that modifying only the discrete elements referenced in 
this letter would remedy the proposal as a whole. 



 

School Model and Academic Program 

• The application fails to describe a coherent academic program explicitly aligned to the 
proposed school’s mission, vision, and anticipated student population.  While the school 
design incorporates several high-quality curricular elements, the narrative does not 
adequately integrate these discrete programs into a unified whole.   

o The proposal does not provide sufficient detail on the curricular programs 
selected or the rationale for their selection.  Reviewers noted that the proposal 
does not sufficiently describe curricular content or aligned instructional 
methods, and it does not include curricular artifacts (e.g., unit and lesson plan 
templates, rubrics, etc.). 

o The proposal does not adequately describe the how instructional staff would 
supplement and/or adjust the selected commercial curricula’s guiding 
documents (e.g., unit plans, unit calendars, scope and sequences) in order to 
tailor the curriculum to students’ needs. 

o The proposed school’s approach to evaluating the curriculum is vague; it is not 
clear from the narrative who at the school level retains primary responsibility for 
discrete tasks related to curricular evaluation. 

• The proposal’s description of how the school will provide teachers with curricular 
support is vague.  The narrative fails to provide sufficient detail about the professional 
development the school will provide in order to support teachers in implementing the 
chosen curricula.   

• The proposed structures for identifying and supporting students with disabilities and 
English language learners (“ELLs”) is underdeveloped.  Reviewers noted that the 
proposal identifies minimum requirements for meeting the needs of students in these 
subgroups but does not convey a robust, detailed plan tailored to meet the needs of a 
student population with specific needs.   

• While the proposal identifies several high-quality assessments, the narrative lacks 
sufficient detail regarding how the school intends to use assessment data to inform the 
academic program, as well as why the founding team selected these particular 
assessments.  

o The proposal indicates teachers will develop some assessments but does not 
address how the school will support them in ensuring that internally developed 
assessments are valid and reliable.  

• The description of the Common Threads course, while promising in its unique scope and 
design, is underdeveloped.  It is not clear from the proposal’s narrative how teachers 
will integrate science and social studies content in order to create a coherent 
interdisciplinary curriculum. 

• The instructional methods described in the proposal do not align with the school’s key 
design elements.  For example, the narrative does not address instructional methods 
specific to co-taught classrooms, despite the fact that several classes will, according to 
the school model as presented, have co-teachers. 



 

• The criteria for formal teacher evaluations are vague and do not adequately convey the 
school’s vision for exemplary instructional practice. 

• The proposed behavior management system lacks detail.  For example, it is not clear 
from the proposal  how specifically the school intends to implement restorative 
practices. 

 

Organizational Structure and Capacity 

• The proposed founding team lacks meaningful experience in the development and 
management of elementary schools. 

• It is not clear from the application how the proposed school will attain the desired 
diverse student population; the narrative does not reference specific student 
recruitment strategies or enrollment preferences that would enable the school to enroll 
a diverse population. 

o The evidence of outreach submitted includes minimal interaction with 
communities within Buffalo, such as refugees and immigrants, that are growing 
quickly. 

• The narrative does not adequately convey why the school aims to enroll a diverse 
student population or how such a population would benefit students across all areas of 
diversity (e.g., racial, socio-economic, linguistic). 

• The scope of responsibilities for the proposed executive director is extensive.  In 
addition to overseeing the school’s instructional program, the executive director is 
tasked with myriad operational, fiscal, and general school management responsibilities.  
The proposal does not include sufficient organizational supports for the proposed 
executive director that will enable him/her to fulfill these responsibilities effectively. 

• The proposal does not adequately address how the school intends to attract and retain 
high quality teachers. 

• The proposal includes minimal information regarding how the founding team 
incorporated feedback from community outreach into the development of the school 
design. 

• The proposal indicates an over-reliance on services provided by the district without 
appropriate analysis as to the quality, availability, or potential costs of such services.   

• It is not clear from the rubrics provided how specifically the board intends to evaluate 
the executive director’s performance. 

 
Fiscal 

• The school budget and accompanying narrative are in some places misaligned with the 
proposed school model and programs such that the proposal demonstrates a lack of 
understanding about school operations and internal controls.  For example:  

o The budget does not include line items for textbook expenses over the five-year 
charter term. 



 

o The proposed budget does not include expense lines for proposed programs 
regarding trauma related services and special ed services. 

• The budget allocation for teacher salaries is based upon an average salary calculation 
and does not take into account the likely range of salaries based on differences in 
teachers’ experience levels. There is similarly no difference between budgeted salaries 
for regular teachers and special education teachers.   

• The proposed budget assumes a retirement plan; however, the budget narrative does 
not indicate which staff positions are eligible for the retirement package and details of 
the requirements. 

• The proposed budget includes a large number of non-allowable Charter School Program 
(“CSP”) grant expenses, such as food for staff and t-shirts.  It is unclear that the CSP 
guidelines are fully understood and reflected in the budget and narrative submission. 

 
Governance 
• The proposed board members do not possess sufficient experience in classroom 

teaching and/or school leadership to provide effective oversight of the academic 
program.  

• The bylaws submitted are corporate bylaws and as such do not provide for adequate 
governance of a not-for-profit organization. 

 
The Institute truly recognizes and appreciates the effort that went into the 

development of the proposal to establish Buffalo Commons, and we hope that this 
information provides you with a better understanding of SUNY’s requirements and 
expectations.  If you have any questions regarding the review process, please do not 
hesitate to contact me at (518) 445-4250. 
  
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 

Maureen Foley 
Director for New Charters 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 

        June 7, 2018 
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
Mr. Daniel Brink-Washington 

 
 

Re: Proposal to Establish Buffalo Commons Charter School 
 
Dear Mr. Brink-Washington: 
 

Thank you for the significant time and effort that you and your planning team 
devoted to the proposal to establish the Buffalo Commons Charter School.  The SUNY 
Charter Schools Institute (the “Institute”) recognizes that this is a challenging endeavor and 
commends you for the work that you and your team put into developing the proposal. 
 

As you know, after an in-depth review by Institute staff and several external 
consultants, the Institute determined that the proposal was under-developed, preventing us 
from moving it forward in our review process.  Further detail regarding the rationale for the 
Institute’s decision follows. 
 

The Institute’s intent in providing this information is to communicate some, but not 
all, of its concerns generated during the review process.  Ongoing experience approving, 
monitoring, and ultimately evaluating schools for charter renewal continues to inform our 
understanding of what it takes to open and run a successful charter school.  This experience 
provides an increasingly critical lens through which we evaluate new proposals.  While the 
school design and content of your proposal is ultimately up to you, it still must meet SUNY 
standards and demonstrate a strong likelihood of achieving a high level of student 
performance such that the school is likely to earn renewal at the expiration of the charter 
term. 
 

The following list of concerns noted by Institute staff and external reviewers is not 
exhaustive but captures examples of some of the most pertinent shortcomings identified 
during the review process.  While the proposed school model presents several promising 
features, such as a focus on diversity and curricular choices that draw on proven programs, 
the proposal fell short of meeting the Institute’s rigorous standards for approval.  Should 
you choose to submit a new application at a later time, you should not assume that 
modifying only the discrete elements referenced in this letter would remedy the proposal as 
a whole. 
 



 

Organizational Structure 

• The proposal identifies a wide range of responsibilities for the executive director during 
the planning and opening years, such as developing curricula, managing and coaching 
teachers, and overseeing the parallel launch of a Kindergarten and 5th grade program.  It 
is not clear from the proposal that the school has the necessary structures, supports or 
personnel in place to support the founder’s capacity in executing these numerous tasks. 

• The proposal does not provide clear rationale for why the executive director would 
serve as academic director for 5th grade only.  

• The evaluation criteria for management roles lacks detail.  In particular, the application 
does not adequately describe a clear process by which the board would hold the 
executive director accountable. 

 

School Model and Academic Program 

• The proposal lacks sufficient detail around several key components of the school model 
and academic program, specifically: 

o The curriculum development plan indicates that teachers will develop a 
significant number of lesson plans during summer training.  Is it not clear from 
the proposal how the school will support teachers’ capacity to complete this 
task. 

o The proposal identifies several supporting frameworks for the academic 
program, including Universal Themes, the Rigor and Relevance Framework, and 
Depth and Complexity Questions. However, the proposal does not fully explain 
what training and supports teacher will receive that will enable them to 
implement these frameworks effectively.  

o The proposal refers to a writing component of the curriculum, but it does not 
identify specific sources or curriculum the school intends use to develop this 
portion of the academic program. 

• The proposed assessment plan lacks clarity and cohesion in several areas, specifically: 
o The proposal does not explain how the school will ensure that results of 

internally developed assessments are valid and reliable. 
o The proposal does not identify a viable system to manage school-wide data. 
o The proposal asserts that curricular components will integrate skills measured 

by non-academic assessments such as the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking; 
however, the application lacks sufficient detail regarding how the school intends 
to accomplish this. 

 
Support and Demand for the School 

• The proposal identifies promising key design elements, but it does not provide 
adequate evidence or analysis to demonstrate that the proposed community is 
invested in and supportive of this particular model. 



 

• The evidence of community demand is lacking, particularly given that the school 
would have two entry points of Kindergarten and 5th grade launching 
simultaneously.  For instance, the proposal provides the results of a parent survey 
which did not garner a significant number of responses from parents with children 
who would be eligible to enroll.  

• The proposal identifies enrolling a diverse student body as foundational to the 
school’s design.  However, neither the outreach and support evidence nor the 
student recruitment plans provide sufficient detail to suggest that the school is likely 
to achieve the desired level of diversity.  
 
The Institute truly recognizes and appreciates the effort that went into the 

development of the proposal to establish the Buffalo Commons Charter School, and we 
hope that this information provides you with a better understanding of SUNY’s 
requirements and expectations.  If you have any questions regarding the review process, 
please do not hesitate to contact me at (518) 445-4250. 
  
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 

Maureen Foley 
Director for New Charters 

 



 
 
 

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT / THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

 

DIRECTOR 

CHARTER SCHOOL OFFICE 

ROOM 5N EB Mezzanine, 89 WASHINGTON AVENUE, ALBANY NY, 12234 

Tel: 518/474-1762; Fax: 518/474-3209; charterschools@mail.nysed.gov  

 

 

VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION 
 

December 28, 2017 
 

Ms Sheri Rodman, Proposed Board Chair 
  

 
Mr. Daniel Brink-Washington, Media Contact 

 
 
Dear Ms. Rodman and Mr. Brink-Washington: 
 

Thank you for your submission of the charter school application to establish the Buffalo 
Commons Charter School. After a comprehensive review of the application, the New York 
State Education Department’s Charter School Office (CSO) finds that the proposal does not 
meet the evaluation criteria set forth in the 2017 Request for Proposals to Establish Charter 
Schools Authorized by the Board of Regents (RFP).  
 

In accordance with the RFP criteria and review process, your charter school application 
was evaluated by a peer review panel, which included former and current educators active in 
public schools (including charter schools) and qualified Department staff members. The review 
panel identified several areas throughout the plan that did not meet criteria in the RFP. Attached 
to this letter is a summary of the review panel findings for your consideration. 

 
Staff and I acknowledge the enormous amount of time and effort your applicant 

group/founding trustees have dedicated to design an engaging and viable education program to 
meet the needs of students in your community. Please take time to thoroughly review the 
attached summary of findings with the members of your applicant group. If you have questions 
or wish to discuss these findings, please feel free to contact Vickie at 518-474-1762 or at 
vickie.smith@nysed.gov.  Thank you for your commitment to excellent schools. 
 

Sincerely,  

 
David Frank      Vickie Smith 
Executive Director     New Schools Coordinator 



 
Request for Proposals to Establish Charter Schools Authorized by the Board of Regents 

2017 Round 2 Review Panel Summaries of Significant Findings 
 

Buffalo Commons Charter School  
The following summary of reviewer findings is intended to provide the applicant group with a 
better understanding of the rigorous criteria and expectations for approval to establish a high-
quality charter school. The findings presented are highlights of specific deficiencies that were 
noted by the review panel, but should not be viewed as a complete compilation of changes that 
should be made to the proposal. If the applicant group seeks to submit another application to 
establish a Regents-authorized charter school in the future, the group should review these 
findings and consider appropriate modifications to the school design plan in view of the 
evaluation criteria published in the New York State Education Department Charter School 
Application Kit. 
 
Summary of Findings:   
 
The applicant group did not fully address some key evaluation criteria in its written application. 
When asked specific questions aimed at evaluating the missing components of the application, 
the applicant group did not provide the level of specificity needed to fully understand how the 
capacity and readiness to launch the proposed charter school.  
 
Section I- Mission, Key Design Elements, Enrollment, and Community 
 

x Section 1C: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention: The applicant group fails to 
fully address how the school will meet evaluation criterion eight, while planning to open 
with both elementary and middle school grade levels. Specifically, the applicant group 
fails to fully address the following evaluation criterion:  

 
o Evaluation Criterion 6: Describe how the proposed school will ensure adequate 

enrollment and allow for full accessibility of the school for all eligible students. 
 

x Section 1F: Programmatic and Fiscal Impact: The applicant group failed to fully 
address the entire evaluation criterion for this section. References to non-public schools 
and charter schools in the area is missing as detailed below: 

 
o Identify the number and type of public and nonpublic schools in the area; 
o Discuss the projected programmatic impact of the proposed school on other 

public and non-public schools in the area1; and 
o Present a projected assessment of the fiscal impact of the proposed school on 

other public and nonpublic schools in the area.2  
 

Section II - Education Plan  
 

x Section IIB: Special Student Populations and Related Services: The applicant group 
failed to address all the required criteria specifically: 

 
o Evaluation Criterion 1: Discuss how special student populations will be provided 

with full and meaningful access to participate and progress in the general 
education curriculum. Explain how the school will ensure that after school and 

                                                 
1 N.Y. Education Law § 2851(2)(q) 
2 N.Y. Education Law § 2851(2)(q) 



other extra-curricular programming will be accessible to all students including 
special student populations; 
 

o Evaluation Criterion 5: Describe the supports, programs, resources, and 
personnel (including qualifications) that will be used to assist special education 
students both inside and outside of the general education classroom; 
 

 
x Section IID: Assessment System: The applicant group fails to address all the required 

criteria specifically: 
 

o Evaluation Criterion 6: Present a clear and credible plan for measuring and 
reporting the educational performance and progress of individual students, 
cohorts, and the charter school including valid and reliable measures of student 
outcomes. 
 

x Section II E: Performance, Promotion, and Graduation Standards: The applicant 
group fails to address all the required criteria specifically: 

 
o Evaluation Criterion 1: Demonstrate that the promotion and graduation standards 

are aligned with the school’s mission, educational program, and assessment 
system; 

 
o Evaluation Criterion 2: Describe the proposed school’s policies and standards for 

promoting students to the next grade, achievement level, of grouping level; and 
 

o Evaluation Criterion 4: Provide sample promotion/exit standards for each of the 
school’s grade-level groupings (e.g., lower and upper elementary, middle, high 
school) in mathematics, English language arts, and one other subject areas that 
are critical to the school’s mission. These standards should provide a clear sense 
of what students will know and be able to do at the end of each grade level. 

 
Section III:  Organizational and Fiscal Plan 
 

x Section IIIB Board of Trustees and Governance: The applicant group fails to address 
all the required criteria specifically.   
 

o Evaluation Criterion 2. Describe …the processes to be followed by the school to 
promote parental and staff involvement in school governance. The experience 
and qualifications of proposed board members should demonstrate the capacity 
to found and sustain a high-quality charter school; to manage public funds 
effectively and responsibly; and to develop and strengthen ties to a broad and 
diverse community from which the school will draw students; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 3. Demonstrate a clear understanding of the roles and 

responsibilities of a charter school board of trustees and its officers, including a 
clear understanding of the administrative relationship between the charter school 
governing board and the Board of Regents as the chartering entity;  

 
o Evaluation criteria 6: Describe recruitment, selection, and development plans for 

members of the Board of Trustees and information about any critical board seats 
to be filled in the future (such as a parent representative). 



x Section IIIC. Management and Staffing: The applicant group fails to address all the 
required criteria specifically. 

 
o Evaluation Criterion 7. Provide the hiring and personnel policies and procedures 

of the school, including the qualifications (experience, professional preparation, 
training and skills) to be used in the hiring of teachers, school administrators, 
non-certified instructional personnel and other school employees, and a 
description of staff responsibilities;  
 

x Section III Budget: The applicant group failed to provide a budget that meets all the 
evaluation criteria. The following is missing from the application or were not described 
fully during the capacity interview: 
 

o Evaluation criteria 2: Present budget priorities that are consistent with and 
support key parts of the plan, including the school’s mission, educational 
program, staffing and facility;  

 
 
Capacity Interview Findings: 
 
NYSED CSO staff use a Capacity Interview Scoring Rubric to assess the proposed founding 
board in following areas: 1) Founding Group and Board Representation; 2) Skill; 3) Will; 4) 
Capacity; 5) Knowledge of Application and Ability to Address Questions; 6) Governance; and 7) 
Readiness to Launch. NYSED CSO finds that the proposed founding board did not “Meet the 
Standard” in the five of the seven areas: 
 

Skill  
x Responses demonstrate limited expertise and experience in the fields of education, 

school governance, fiscal management and charter school start-up and operations. 
 

Capacity 
x Responses address most of the questions posed, but lack some meaningful details and 

require important additional information to be reasonably comprehensive. Demonstrates 
limited preparedness. 

 
Application Knowledge and Ability to Address Questions 
x Interviewees demonstrate basic knowledge of the charter school application, and 

address most of the questions regarding the proposed charter school and application, 
specifically in areas where reviewers raised concerns. However, it is unclear if all 
founding members are fully knowledgeable about the charter application. Some 
concerns remain. 

 
Governance 
x Responses indicate there are some structures, systems, protocols and procedures in 

place that could allow the Board of Trustees to effectively govern the school. 
 

Readiness to Launch 
x The members of the founding board did not demonstrate with confidence their readiness 

to execute school development activities and launch the proposed school.  
 



 
 
 

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT / THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

 

DIRECTOR 

CHARTER SCHOOL OFFICE 

ROOM 5N EB Mezzanine, 89 WASHINGTON AVENUE, ALBANY NY, 12234 

Tel: 518/474-1762; Fax: 518/474-3209; charterschools@mail.nysed.gov  

 

 

Via Electronic Transmission 
 

April 26, 2017 
 

Sheri Rodman   
 

 
Daniel Brink-Washington   
i  
  

Thank you for your submission of the charter school application to establish the Buffalo 
Commons Charter School (BCCS). After a comprehensive review of the application, the New York 
State Education Department’s Charter School Office (CSO) finds that the proposal does not meet the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the 2017 Request for Proposals to Establish Charter Schools Authorized by 
the Board of Regents (RFP).  
 

In accordance with the RFP criteria and review process, your charter school application was 
evaluated by a peer review panel, which included former and current educators active in public schools 
(including charter schools) and qualified Department staff members. The review panel identified several 
areas throughout the plan that did not meet criteria in the RFP. Attached to this letter is a summary of the 
review panel findings for your consideration. 

 
Your applicant group has the option to withdraw the application from further action by letter or 

email to charterschools@nysed.gov. If your applicant group chooses to not withdraw your application, the 
Charter School Office will recommend that the Board of Regents formally deny the application to establish 
the Buffalo Commons Charter School at its June 12-13, 2017 meeting. Your applicant group will have 
another opportunity to submit your application in Round 2. The portal will open in June for the Round 2 
submission of letters of intent by the 3:00 pm deadline on July 7, 2017. 
 

Staff and I acknowledge the enormous amount of time and effort your applicant group/founding 
trustees have dedicated to design an engaging and viable education program to meet the needs of 
students in your community. Please take time to thoroughly review the attached summary of findings with 
the members of your applicant group. If you have questions or wish to discuss these findings, please feel 
free to contact me at 518-474-1762 or at vickie.smith@nysed.gov.  Thank you for your commitment to 
excellent schools. 

 
Thank you for your commitment to excellent schools.  

 
Sincerely,  

 
David Frank      Vickie Smith 
Executive Director     New Schools Coordinator 



Request for Proposals to Establish Charter Schools Authorized by the Board of Regents 
2017 Round 1 Review Panel Summaries of Significant Findings 

 
Buffalo Commons Charter School  

 
The following summary of reviewer findings is intended to provide the applicant group with a 
better understanding of the rigorous criteria and expectations for approval to establish a high- 
quality charter school. The findings presented are highlights of specific deficiencies that were 
noted by the review panel, but should not be viewed as a complete compilation of changes that 
should be made to the proposal. If the applicant group seeks to submit an application to 
establish a Regents-authorized charter school in the future, the group should review these 
findings and consider appropriate modifications to the school design plan in view of the 
evaluation criteria published in the New York State Education Department Charter School 
Application Kit. 
 
Summary of Findings:   
 
Generally, the applicant group presented a well-written and well-organized application. 
However, the applicant group did not address many of the evaluation criteria which made for an 
incomplete proposal.  Additionally, the application lacked specificity and depth in several key 
areas, most importantly in the education plan and serving diverse learners. More specifically, 
the written narrative did not provide a solid understanding of “how” the many design, 
educational, and organizational elements work together to support all students. As a result, the 
applicant group fails to fully demonstrate the readiness necessary to launch a high performing 
charter school at this time. The following outlines some of the deficiencies in the planning 
team’s application: 
 
x Section 1B Key Design Elements: The written application did not fully address how the 

elements connected to provide a cohesive educational program. Specifically, the applicant 
group fails to fully address the following evaluation criteria:  
 

o Evaluation Criteria 4. Describe the rationale for selecting these key design elements 
and provide any supporting research, evidence of effectiveness or examples of 
existing programs that serve a similar target population that support the use of these 
key design elements in this school.  

 
o Evaluation Criteria 5. Demonstrate clear alignment with the school’s mission and all 

aspects of the full application, including educational, organizational, and fiscal plans; 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 6. Demonstrate how the key design elements will serve the 
diverse needs of all students.  

 
x Section IC Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention: The applicant group proposes to 

serve kindergarteners and fifth graders during their first year of operation but did not provide 
a compelling enrollment plan to ensure adequate enrollment. The application did not 
address the following evaluation criteria:  

 
o Evaluation Criteria 6. Describe how the proposed school will ensure adequate 

enrollment and allow for full accessibility of the school for all eligible students.  
 

x Section ID Community to be Served: The applicant group addressed a few of the 
evaluation prompts but does not present a full picture of “how” they plan to serve the 
community. The following evaluation criteria were not fully addressed: 



 
o Evaluation Criteria 3. Discuss briefly the reason for the selection of the community 

and the applicant group’s ability to serve this community; 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 4. Describe the student population that the proposed charter 
school would serve, including identification of student needs and how the school will 
address those needs; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 6. Provide a description of how the applicant group has assessed 

family and community support within the proposed sending district(s)/region for the 
proposed school and evidence that the community support for and interest in the 
charter school is sufficient to reach its anticipated enrollment. Explain how 
community assets will be leveraged and how any challenges presented by opposition 
will be addressed.  

 
x Section IIA Curriculum and Instruction: The applicant group fails to address or fully 

address the following evaluation criteria:  
 

o Evaluation Criteria 4. Explain how the curriculum and instruction will further the 
school’s mission and key design elements, when it will be reviewed, how teachers 
will know what to teach and when to teach it, and the curriculum resources to be 
used. 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 6. Describe how the curriculum and instructional practices will 

address the needs of special populations; 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 7. Discuss the specific instructional strategies and practices that 
will be used for successful implementation of the curriculum, particularly for special 
student populations, and any research or existing models that support the use of 
these instructional methods; and 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 8. Describe how the school will meet Benchmark 1 of the Charter 

School Performance Framework as found on the Charter School Office website. 
 
x Section IIB Special Populations and Related Services: The applicant group does not 

describe a cohesive program that is aligned with the general education program, 
assessments, school schedule, professional development, management and staffing and 
the budget. The applicant group failed to respond to or provide specificity needed to satisfy 
most of the evaluation criteria which includes:  

 
o Evaluation Criteria 1. Discuss how special student populations will be provided with 

full and meaningful access to participate and progress in the general education 
curriculum. Explain how the school will ensure that after school and other extra-
curricular programming will be accessible to all students including special student 
populations; 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 2. Discuss how the classroom environment and instructional 
approach will be responsive to the needs of special student populations;  

 
o Evaluation Criteria 4. Provide a description of the screening process to be used for 

those students suspected of having a disability, the incorporation of the Child Find 
process, and teacher participation in CSE meetings; 

  



o Evaluation Criteria 5. Describe the supports, programs, resources, and personnel 
(including qualifications) that will be used to assist special education students both 
inside and outside of the general education classroom; 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 6. Describe the processes and procedures that the proposed 
school will use to provide specialized instruction to each student in need of special 
education services that are consistent with the IEP developed by the CSE of the 
student’s school district of residence. 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 7. Describe the process by which the school will work with the 

districts of residence to ensure that eligible students receive services consistent with 
their IEPs and comparable to services provided in other public schools in the district, 
and ensure fair financing for those services; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 9. Describe the process by which general education teachers and 

those providing supports to special student populations will coordinate and 
communicate; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 10. Describe any ancillary and support services the school 

expects to offer students and families, for example, counseling, family outreach, 
and/or relationships with community organizations or service agencies; and 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 11. Describe the process used to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the programs employed to support special student populations and how the school 
will ensure that it is meeting the needs of these students. 

 
x Section III C Management and Staffing: The staffing plan outlined in the narrative is not 

aligned with the tables or proposed budget. For example, page 53 states there will be two 
teachers in each classroom. Based on the Table 3A, Attachment 8A and the proposed 
budget, it is not clear who will fill the second teaching position. The description of the 
residency program on page 54 is unclear and cannot be assessed using the table, 
attachment or proposed budget. The following evaluation criteria are not included and or 
fully addressed: 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 2. Present a comprehensive staffing plan using Table 3 that is 

aligned with the school’s enrollment projections, key design elements, education 
plan, and budget and is likely to achieve the school’s mission and goals. The 
management and staffing plan should present a thorough understanding of how the 
school will be operated and managed and provide a clear picture of the school’s 
operating structure and priorities. 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 5. Present a staffing plan that is viable and adequate for effective 
implementation of the proposed educational program and that includes the number 
of teachers to be employed at the school in the first year of operation and over the 
proposed charter term;  
 

o Evaluation Criteria 7. Provide the hiring and personnel policies and procedures of the 
school, including the qualifications (experience, professional preparation, training 
and skills) to be used in the hiring of teachers, school administrators, non-certified 
instructional personnel and other school employees, and a description of staff 
responsibilities; Here, the applicant group fails to include special education teachers. 

  



o Evaluation Criteria 11. Explain how individual base salaries and increases will be 
determined; 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 12. Describe how the school will address potential human 
resource challenges as the school grows to scale over the course of the charter 
term; and 
 

o Evaluation Criteria 13. Describe how the school will use student assessment data to 
drive key decisions aimed at the recruitment, evaluation, retention and support of the 
leaders and teaching staff. 

 
x Section IIIE Professional Development: The applicant group has not articulated a 

cohesive plan to address the diverse needs of administrators and teachers to implement the 
charter school’s key design features. The applicant group fails to include or fully address the 
following evaluation criteria:  

 
o Evaluation Criteria 1. Describe a high-quality professional development and 

training plan that is likely to support effective development and implementation of 
the education program and effectively address the needs of administrators and 
teachers; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 3. Describe how the school will ensure that administrators and 

teachers (new to teaching or experienced) will be prepared to address the needs 
of all students, particularly those students identified as at-risk of academic failure, 
students with disabilities, and English language learners; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 4. Describe how the school intends to establish a professional 

climate that results in purposeful teaching and learning and leads to reasonable 
rates of retention for school administrators and teachers; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 6. Describe plans to build organizational capacity, share 

resources, and best practices.  
 
x Section IIIK Budget and Cash Flow: The proposed budget does not include sufficient 

funding in the first two years of operation to cover any unexpected expenses. It is not 
aligned with all sections of the application. A few examples include; the staffing plan, 
classroom supplies and materials and staff developments. The following evaluation criteria 
were not addressed sufficiently:  

 
o Evaluation Criteria 1. Present a proposed budget and fiscal plan for the school, 

including supporting evidence that the fiscal plan is sound and that sufficient 
start-up funds will be available to the charter school; 

 
o Evaluation Criteria 2. Present budget priorities that are consistent with and 

support key parts of the plan, including the school’s mission, educational 
program, staffing and facility;  

 
o Evaluation Criteria 7. Describe the school’s plan for sustainability beyond the 

start-up period and demonstrate understanding of the funding environment and 
the authorizer's role for charter schools in New York State. 
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R"03f—Founding.Team.Resumes.
'
(f)$Founding$Team$Resumes$
Submit'an'updated'resume'for'all'founding'team'members'(not'including'board'members).'

 
3F1.'Founding'Team'Resumes'
Attached'is'the'founding'team'resume'for'Daniel'Brink+Washington.'
'

 

 

  

 

Daniel Brink-Washington 

Objective 
 
To better the lives of children, young adults, and their communities through excellence in 
education. 

Experience             
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▪   
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Education 2004–2009                       City University of NY (CSI)            New York, NY 
▪ M.S., Special Education 
▪ New York City Teaching Fellowship Recipient 

1999–2003                       New York University                       New York, NY 
▪ B.F.A., Theater:  Acting 
▪ Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. International Scholarship Recipient 
▪ Semester Abroad in Russia at the Moscow Art Theater 
▪ Honors Thesis in Theater Studies 

 

Additional 
Information  

▪ Private consultant for a variety of education nonprofits, and charter schools  
▪ International study and travel (Europe, South America) 
▪ Personal interests include family, running, soccer, tennis, basketball, cooking, technology, 

reading, museums 
 

 

'
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Response'04abc—Community'Outreach,'Support'and'Demand''
'
(a)$Description$and$Analysis$of$Community$Outreach$Efforts$
Provide(a(narrative(description(of(the(methods(used(to(inform(stakeholders(in(the(intended(community(about(the(proposed(charter(school(
including:(

● The(strategies(used(to(solicit(community(input(regarding(the(educational(and(programmatic(needs(of(students(and(the(plan(to(meet(
those(needs;(

● The(form(and(nature(of(feedback(received(from(community(stakeholders(and(the(process(for(incorporating(that(feedback(into(the(
submitted(proposal;(and,(

● The(extent(to(which,(if(at(all,(the(proposal(incorporates(community(input(regarding(the(educational(and(programmatic(needs(of(
students.(

In(addition(to(the(narrative(description,(this(response(may(also(include(a(table,(bulleted(list,(etc.(with(information(about(outreach(efforts.(

'
4A1.'Description'and'Analysis'of'Community'Outreach'Efforts'

Chronology:'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School’s'(BCCS)'community'outreach'began'in'2016'with'

meeting'small'focus'groups'of'educators'from'district,'charter,'and'private'schools.'Next,'after'

meetings'with'parents,'key'design'elements'were'drafted'and'further'refined'following'

conversations'with'community'leaders.'Finally,'we'had'discussions'with'city'and'state'elected'

officials.'Presently,'we'are'presenting'our'school'plans'to'families'with'school-age'children,'and'

the'general'public,'adjusting'the'design'to'meet'community'needs.'Also,'the'BCCS'team'has'

solicited'comments/concerns'via'discussions,'email,'and'surveys.'Our'efforts'are'described'

below'(see'Figures'4.1'-'4.5'for'tables'with'our'outreach'following'the'narrative).'

'

Educator(Focus(Groups:(Monthly'focus'groups'(reaching'more'than'20'local'educators)'

formulated'BCCS's'design.'Focus'groups'consisted'of'elementary,'middle,'high'school'and'

college'(gender'and'racially'diverse)'educators'and'included'district,'charter'and'private'sector'

experiences.'Over'six'months,'these'groups'developed'our'initial'plans'for'core'values,'

curriculum'and'instruction'at'BCCS'(see'R;06af)'and'school'culture'(see'R;10a)'culminating'a'

draft'of'key'design'elements.''

(
Parent(Focus(Groups:'Formal'and'informal'parent'focus'group'meetings'began'with'an'

interview'to'understand'their'concerns'followed'by'presenting/discussing'our'key'design'

elements.'Their'feedback'confirmed'our'commitments'to'co-teaching'and'small'group'

instruction.'The'parents'supported'our'emphasis'on'collaboration'and'having'a'student'body'

that'reflected'the'diversity'of'the'district'demographically.'Our'proposed'location'along'the'

Main'Street'corridor,'e.g.'the'Hamlin'Park'neighborhood'was'favorably'viewed'and'bus'services'

and'after'school'care'were'requested.''

'

In'addition'to'these'concrete'affirmations'of'what'we'had'drafted,'and'some'repeated'requests'

about'logistical'needs,'there'were'a'few'big'ideas'that'families'kept'bringing'up'even'if'they'did'

not'always'state'them'explicitly:'

'



Response'04abc'-'2'

1. There'was'a'lack'of'confidence'and'trust'in'the'Buffalo'City'School'District'(BCSD)'to'

provide'academic'excellence'at'any'of'its'schools'outside'of'the'few'that'were'gated'

with'screening'processes.'

2. There'was'a'sense'of'defeat'that'permeated'the'parent'community'because'things'have'

been'so'tough'for'so'long'--'as'we'had'conversations'with'families'it'became'clear'that'

there'were'no'real'reference'points'for'what'an'excellent'charter'school'looked'like.'

3. There'was'a'sense'that'there'are'systemic'inequities'at'work'in'Buffalo'that'made'public'

education'an'acute'problem'for'people'at'lower'socio'economic'levels'while'those'with'

means'opted'out'of'the'district'through'independent'schools'or'moving'to'suburban'

districts'with'higher'performing'schools.'Because'of'the'correlations'in'Buffalo'between'

socioeconomics'and'race,'there'was'a'sense'among'people'of'all'backgrounds'that'

white'families'in'Buffalo'try'to'avoid'the'use'of'city'public'schools'-'this'spoke'to'larger,'

unresolved'racial'and'socioeconomic'tension'in'the'community.''

4. There'was'a'frustration'with'the'college'or'bust'mentality'that'has'been'such'a'

touchstone'of'charter'education'in'the'community'-'families'were'looking'for'something'

more'from'a'new'school;'something'that'had'a'greater'vision'than'the'common'zero'

sum'game'mentality'of'having'to'choose'between'academic'excellence,'development'of'

the'whole'child,'and'career'relevant'education.'

'

These'ideas'were'incorporated'into'the'design'of'the'school'in'foundational'ways:'

'

● We'doubled'down'on'academic'excellence,'committing'to'bring'best'practices'to'the'

charter'sector'that'would'yield'student'outcomes'similar'to'the'ones'in'other'

communities.'

● We'committed'to'having'excellent'teachers'be'a'core'principle'of'the'school,'both'for'

the'academic'benefit'it'confers'to'students,'but'also'because'of'the'depth'of'

relationships'that'teachers'can'craft'with'families.'So'many'people'that'we'talked'to'did'

not'trust'the'public'education'system.'The'way'to'counteract'that'is'to'match'families'

with'teachers'that'have'capacity,'compassion,'and'commitment.''

● We'incorporated'creative'problem-solving'into'the'key'design'elements.'After'speaking'

with'parents'we'understood'that'we'needed'something'beyond'diversity.'The'

community'needed'a'structure'that'does'more'than'have'students'sit'next'to'kids'that'

look'different'from'each'other'-'we'needed'something'that'would'get'kids'working'

together'across'lines'of'difference.'Creative'problem-solving'gives'students'shared'goals'

and'leverages'diverse'perspectives'for'better'solutions.'This'component'began'as'a'

stand'alone'course'called'Innovations,'and'has'undergone'a'number'of'iterations,'but'

our'commitment'to'it'was'born'at'this'stage'and'has'only'strengthened'over'time.'
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● Feedback'from'parents'also'led'us'to'begin'looking'for'an'explicit'social'emotional'

learning'curriculum'to'address'the'need'parents'were'expressing'for'the'whole'child'to'

be'served.'

'

Community(Leader(Discussions:(Community'leaders'offered'many'helpful'suggestions'and'led'to'

devising'Innovations'(science)'and'Community'Studies'(social'studies)'as'signature'elements'

that'highlight'our'creative'problem-solving'program.'Drawing'from'the'experience'and'talents'

of'a'diverse'cross'section'of'educators/leaders'such'as'the'Community'Foundation'of'Greater'

Buffalo,'The'Buffalo'Center'for'Arts'and'Technology,'the'Foundry,'the'Massachusetts'Avenue'

Project,'Engineering'for'Kids,'Empire'Genomics,'PS'64’s'Gifted'and'Talented'Program,'and'43'

North'were'particularly'helpful'in'optimizing'a'creative-problem'solving'curriculum.'Also'Ms.'

Amber'Dixon,'former'Interim'Superintendent'of'Buffalo'City'School'District'was'especially'

helpful'in'refining'our'strategies'around'community'connections'and'family'partnerships.''
(
Elected(Official(Meetings:(Our'leadership'team'has'contacted'city'and'state'elected'officials'by'

post,'email,'and'phone'and'conducted'meetings'with'three'Councilmembers:'Ulysees'Wingo,'

David'Rivera,'and'Joel'Feroleto'as'well'as'City'Comptroller'Mark'Schroeder,'and'former'Deputy'

Mayor'Eva'Hassett.'At'the'state'level'we'met'with'State'Senator'Tim'Kennedy’s'team'and'had'a'

phone'meeting'with'New'York'State'Regent'Catherine'Collins.'These'contacts'enhanced'our'

understanding'of'the'education'landscape'and'provided'opportunities'to'build'relationships'

with'area'government'officials.'

(
Website,(Email(and(Social(Media:'At'the'end'of'November'2016,'we'launched'

www.buffalocommonscharter.org.'The'website'which'has'had'over'8,000'page'views'provides'

our'mission'and'key'design'elements,'our'educational'approach,'information'about'our'

applicant'group,'and'our'events'calendar.'Page'links'allow'visitors'to'participate'in'our'

community'survey'and'join'our'email'list'to'receive'school'updates'(over'500'requests).'We'also'

have'a'Facebook'page'(www.facebook.com/BuffaloCommonsCharter)'providing'mission-

aligned'links'and'BCCS'events'and'updates.'

(
Public(Forums:'Beginning'in'mid-December'2016,'BCCS'held'eight'public'community'forums'at'

city'libraries.'Meetings'were'advertised'via'email,'social'media'outlets,'and'print'with'the'goal'

to'solicit'and'present'our'mission,'key'design'elements,'and'desire'to'locate'centrally'in'Buffalo.''
(
Targeted(Outreach:'Beginning'in'March'2017,'we'participated'in'public'events'like'a'Refugee'

Roundtable'series,'a'charter'school'student'recruitment'fair'hosted'by'Northeast'Charter'

School'Network,'Western'New'York'Invention'Convention,'a'number'of'Buffalo'summer'

festivals'like'Juneteenth'on'the'east'side'of'Buffalo,'the'Elmwood'Arts'Festival'in'central'
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Buffalo,'and'Taste'of'Diversity'on'the'westside.'We'also'targeted'potential'kindergarten'

families'by'attending'parent'meetings'at'Head'Start'programs,'daycares,'and'working'with'

leaders'in'the'faith-based'community.'As'expected,'attendees'provided'a'diverse'audience.'

'

During'the'time'between'then'and'now,'we'have'iterated'on'the'model'significantly'as'is'

reflected'in'our'applications'to'SUNY'(see'R;03ad).'Most'of'that'work'has'been'on'refining'our'

elements'and'structures'as'opposed'to'adding'or'subtracting'large'pieces.'We'have'moved'

more'confidently'into'the'intentional'diversity'space,'and'heightened'our'commitment'to'

equity'for'all'students.'

(
Present(and(Continuing(Outreach:'We'continue'our'outreach'by'1)'tabling'at'public/'

prospective-parent'events'at'festivals'in'Buffalo,'2)'working'with'community'partners'like'local'

daycares'and'Head'Starts,'faith-based'organizations,'and'local'resettlement'agencies,'3)'

meeting'with'families,'4)'engaging'community'leaders,'and'5)'updating'elected'officials'and'

district'leaders'on'our'progress.'

'

Figures'4.1'-'4.5'provide'select'details'of'our'outreach.'The'commentary'within'each'group'

provides'insight'on'input'that'helped'shape'this'proposal.'Rather'than'summaries'for'each'type'

of'outreach,'we'feel'that'a'chronological'listing'of'key'responses'provides'a'more'accurate'

picture'BCCS'development.'

'

Figure'4.1:'Educator'Focus'Group'Dates'and'Input'

Date' Input'

01/15/2016'
●'Educators'were'very'positive'about'the'middle'school'section'

●'Greater'clarity'was'needed'for'the'elementary'section'

04/03/2016'

●'Support'for'a'middle'school'block'schedule'so'topics'could'be'pursued'in'greater'depth''

●'Support'for'an'alternative'yearly'schedule'that'includes'week-long'“project'periods”'interspersed'between'more'traditional'

trimesters'

05/01/2016'
●'Strong'approval'for'the'middle'school'block'and'teacher'schedules''

●'The'elementary'school'schedule'lacked'sufficient'time'for'some'aspects'of'English'and'Math'skill'instruction'

06/05/2016'
●'Local'educators'wanted'a'framework'for'teaching'that'would'be'mission-aligned,'standards-driven,'and'research-based'yet'

allow'for'appropriate'autonomy'

07/16/2016'
●'Teachers'responded'very'well'to'the'overarching'vision'for'curriculum'and'teaching'strategy','but'felt'more'structure'for'

teacher'development'was'needed''

08/07/2016' ●'Educators'responded'very'positively'to'our'“way'of'teaching”'presentation'

9/11/2016'

●'The'group'was'split'as'far'as'whether'or'not'to'change'the'name'from'“Perspectives'Academy'Charter'School”''

●'The'name'was'vague'and'somewhat'inaccessible'

●'The'name'matches'what'we'are'trying'to'create'

10/02/2016'

●'Educators'thought'that'a'system'that'is'consistent'yet'flexible'was'key'

●'They'desired'a'system'that'provided'for'both'academic'remediation'and'enrichment'as'well'as'social-emotional'support'

●'The'educators'were'adamant'that'the'academic'support'groups'be'capped'at'no'more'than'8'students'per'group'
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Figure'4.1:'Educator'Focus'Group'Dates'and'Input'

Date' Input'

11/06/2016'

●'Educators'love'the'name'“Buffalo'Commons”'

●'They'wanted'a'culture'rooted'in'high'expectations,'student'empowerment,'and'strong'relationships'between'adults'and'

students'

●'They'wanted'a'disciplinary'system'that'had'clear'boundaries'and'consequences,'yet'instructive'not'punitive'

12/04/2016'
●'Educators'loved'the'idea'of'using'a'mission-aligned,'design'style'activity'to'initiate'discussions'with'parents''

●'Thoughts'the'survey'was'too'long'

'

Figure'4.2:'Parent'Focus'Groups'Date'and'Input'

Date' Input'

03/22/2016'

●'Strong'support'of'the'mission'and'vision'

●'Wondering'how'to'get'involved''

●'Want'to'make'sure'that'the'social/emotional'needs'of'students'are'systematically'addressed'through'dedicated'personnel'

05/20/2016'

●'Mixed'feelings'about'the'charter'school'movement'in'general'

●'Great'support'for'the'mission'and'vision'of'the'school,'though'some'questions'about'how'to'ensure'academic'rigor'with'

such'a'diverse'range'of'student'abilities'

07/19/2016'
●'Strong'support'for'the'school’s'mission'and'vision'

●'Emphasis'on'the'importance'of'excellent'leadership'

12/03/2016'
●'Strong'support'for'design-based'learning'classes'

●'Need'to'be'located'within'reasonable'distance'of'highways'

12/07/2016'
●'Strong'support'for'design-based'learning'classes'

●'Strong'support'for'advanced'coursework'

01/12/2017' ●'Strong'support'for'the'program’s'mission'and'vision''

1/31/2017'

●'Strong'support'for'the'idea'of'an'Innovations'class'

●'Strong'desire'to'see'the'program'expand'to'high'school'

●'Desire'for'a'focus'on'character'education'

2/11/2017'

●'Strong'support'of'idea'of'Innovations'class'

●'Strong'support'of'vision'for'community'engagement'

●'Desire'to'see'mission'streamlined'

05/06/2017'
●'Strong'support'of'the'idea'of'Innovations'class'

●'Questions'about'whether'city'students'get'a'preference'

12/16/2019'

● Strong'support'for'key'design'elements'

● Desire'to'help'moving'forward'

'

Figure'4.3:'Student'Recruitment'Event'Dates,'Partners,'and'Types'

Date' Organization' Type'

12/10/2016' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'

12/17/2016' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'

12/22/2016' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'

12/27/2016' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'

1/14/2017' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'

01/21/2017' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'
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Figure'4.3:'Student'Recruitment'Event'Dates,'Partners,'and'Types'

Date' Organization' Type'

1/28/2017' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'

02/04/2017' Buffalo'Public'Library' Public'Meeting'

03/11/2017' CAO'Head'Start' Tabling'

06/03/2017' Pop-Up'Park:'East'Side' Co-sponsor'Special'Event'

06/04/2017' Invention'Convention' Tabling'

06/13/2017' Boys'and'Girls'Clubhouse' Presentation'

06/14/2017' Boys'and'Girls'Club' Presentation'

06/15/2017' Boys'and'Girls'Club' Presentation'

06/17/2017' Boys'and'Girls'Club' Presentation'

06/20/2017' Boys'and'Girls'Club' Presentation'

06/24/2017' Festival' Presentation'

07/07/2017' Pop-Up'Park:'West'Side' Co-sponsor'Special'Event'

07/19/2017' CAO'Head'Start' Tabling'

07/24/2017' CAO'Head'Start' Tabling'

07/24/2017' CAO'Head'Start' Tabling'

07/26/2017' CAO'Head'Start' Tabling'

4/29/2018' 'Invention'Convention' Tabling'

2/7/2019' Holy'Cross'Head'Start' Tabling'

2/14/2019' CAO'Head'Start' Tabling'

2/15/2019' CAO'Head'Start' Tabling'

1/31/2020' Queen'City'Daycare' Small'Group'Parent'Meeting'

2/7/2020' Queen'City'Daycare' Small'Group'Parent'Meeting'

2/14/2020' Queen'City'Daycare' Small'Group'Parent'Meeting'

2/21/2020' Queen'City'Daycare' Small'Group'Parent'Meeting'

'
Figure'4.4:'Select'Community'Leader'Outreach'and'Input'

Date' Name' Organization' Input'

01/25/2016' Sam'Radford'

District'Parent'

Coordinating'

Council'

●'DPCC'generally'supports'school'choice'

●'There'is'a'great'interest'in'more'Community'School'models'

●'There'is'deep'frustration'and'dissatisfaction'amongst'parents'of'Buffalo'schools''

●'Mr.'Radford'believes'there'is'more'room'for'new'charters'
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Figure'4.4:'Select'Community'Leader'Outreach'and'Input'

Date' Name' Organization' Input'

05/10/2016' Jeff'Lindauer' Canisius'College'
●'Very'positive'overall'regarding'the'school’s'mission'and'vision''

●'High'level'of'interest'in'a'more'formal'partnership'regarding'resident'teachers'

05/31/2016'
Alan'

Rosenhoch'

Invest'Buffalo'

Niagara'

●'Strong'support'of'the'mission'and'vision'

●'Great'need'for'improved'K-12'sector'to'draw'businesses'and'employees'to'the'Buffalo'area'

07/18/2016' Roger'Simon'
Cullen'

Foundation'

●'Cullen'is'working'with'schools'that'recognize'the'need'to'support'students'living'in'poverty'

●'They'work'with'some'diverse'schools'in'their'“Beating'the'Odds”'program'

●'They’d'like'to'introduce'our'leadership'to'their'program'director'

07/26/2016'
Amber'

Dixon'

Buffalo'Center'

for'Arts'and'

Technology'

●'Strong'support'for'the'school’s'mission'and'vision''

●'Desire'to'see'more'high'quality'school'options'and'that'connect'students'to'their'passions'

and'their'communities'

●'Focus'on'parent'involvement'that'goes'beyond'the'typical'outreach'efforts'

08/12/2016' Eva'Hasset'
International'

Institute'

●'Strong'support'of'the'school’s'vision'and'mission''

●'Desire'for'additional'support'for'students'new'to'the'country'

●'Provided'follow'up'contacts''

10/18/2016'
Clotilde'

Dedecker'

Community'

Foundation'for'

Greater'Buffalo'

●'The'leadership'was'very'positive'our'mission'and'vision''

●'The'CEO'offered'to'connect'us'with'a'board'support'venture'that'the'foundation'has'helped'

move'forward'–'Charity'Strong'

10/21/2016'
Megan'

McNally'
The'Foundry'

●'Strong'support'for'the'school’s'mission'and'vision''

●'A'lot'of'excitement'about'the'potential'for'Foundry'artist'entrepreneurs'working'with'our'

students'in'their'Innovations'class'projects'

12/07/2016'
Phyllis'

McBride'
CAO'

●'Strong'support'for'the'mission'and'vision'of'Buffalo'Commons'

●'Offer'to'connect'the'BCCS'leadership'with'the'education'leadership'of'CAO'Head'Start'

Academy,'as'well'as'individual'school'site'leaders'

12/12/2016'
Miriam'

Kelley'

Engineering'for'

Kids'

●'Strong'support'of'the'school’s'mission'and'vision''

●'Directed'us'to'Invention'Convention'as'a'framework'for'creative'problem-solving'ideas'

●'Recommended'finding'a'structured'creativity'program'for'the'Innovations'class'

06/30/2017' Amela'Soteli'
Jewish'Family'

Services'

●'Immigrant'families'are'concerned'because'their'children'are'oftentimes'placed'into'a'grade'

level'with'students'the'same'age,'rather'than'the'same'ability'level.'

●'It'would'be'best/most'efficient'for'Buffalo'Commons'to'attend'an'orientation'for'immigrants.'

06/30/2017'
Michael'

Osciak'

'Human'

Resources''

●'Suggested'we'add'system'for'employees'to'confide'in'leadership'about'HR-related'issues''

●'Offered'to'serve'as'an'HR'advisor'to'school'leadership'

11/07/2017' David'Frank' NYSED'

●'Shared'enthusiasm'for'BCCS,'board'chair'and'proposed'ED'

● Suggested'we'put'the'school'forward'again'
●'Shared'concerns'about'the'capacity'displayed'in'the'October'interview'

01/08/2018'
Althea'

Luehrsen'

Leadership'

Buffalo'

●'Offered'to'solicit'for'new'board'members'

●'Invited'BCCS'to'partner'directly'with'LB'upon'authorization'

1/10/2018'
James'

Neimeier'

South'Buffalo'

Charter'School'

●'Offered'insight'into'role'of'board'officers,'especially'time'commitment'

●'Encouraged'us'to'make'board'recruitment'a'top'priority'

1/12/2018'
Helene'

Kramer'

Charter'School'

of'Inquiry'

●'Importance'of'choosing'the'right'school'leader'

●'Importance'of'creating'a'working'environment'where'faculty'are'engaged'and'morale'stays'

high'

●'Importance'of'community'outreach'for'student'recruitment'

1/23/2018'
Nancy'

Wallace'
Canisius'College'

●'Supportive'of'BCCS'and'DBW'as'proposed'ED'

●'Interested'in'connecting'trustees'with'training'and'talent'

●'Interested'in'connecting'school'leadership'with'PD'

●'Interested'in'exploring'long'term'partnership'in'teacher'residencies'

4/11/2018' Karen' Journey’s'End' ●'Positive'reaction'to'the'school'mission'and'model'
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Figure'4.4:'Select'Community'Leader'Outreach'and'Input'

Date' Name' Organization' Input'

Andolina'

Scott'

Refugee'

Services'

●'Thought'that'the'school'might'want'to'take'on'a'Service'Coordinator'of'some'kind'to'provide'

additional'services'to'families'that'have'recently'relocated'to'the'US.'

4/13/2018' Steve'Miller'

Buffalo'Center'

for'Hearing'and'

Speech'

●'Positive'reaction'to'the'school'mission'and'model'

●'Thought'that'the'school'should'carefully'consider'budgeting'for'contracted'providers'for'

related'services—doesn’t'think'that'the'reimbursement'from'Buffalo'will'come'through.'

5/8/2018'
Dennis'C.'

Walczyk'

Catholic'

Charities'

●'Positive'reaction'to'the'school'mission'and'model'-'very'interested'in'the'idea'of'contact'

theory'and'diversity'as'a'way'to'break'down'residential'segregation'

●'Thought'that'the'school'might'want'to'take'on'a'Service'Coordinator'of'some'kind'to'provide'

additional'services'to'families'

●'Thought'that'Catholic'Charities'could'be'a'good'match'for'such'a'position'as'it'would'integrate'

directly'into'their'network'of'wrap-around'services.'

7/19/2018'
Jenna'

Luehrsen'

Leadership'

Buffalo'

● Passionate'about'the'school'model'

● Believes'we'need'a'more'multifaceted'marketing'strategy'that'targets'diverse'groups.'

7/26/2018'

Rev.'

Jonathan'

Staples'

First'Shiloh'

Baptist'Church'

● Supportive'of'our'work'personally'
● Discussed'Racial'Equity'Roundtable'
● Introducing'us'to'Tanya'Staples'with'Say'Yes'

7/27/2018' Paul'Vukelic'
Try-It'

Distributing'

● Discussed'Racial'Equity'Roundtable''
● Sees'a'need'for'K-12'education'to'play'a'part'in'workforce'development'-'liked'the'idea'of'a'

project'based'class'towards'that'end.'

8/1/2018'
Tanya'

Staples'
Say'Yes'

● Tanya'shared'the'extensive'community'work'that'her'team'is'doing'in'BPS'

● Gave'us'ideas'for'working'with'community'partners'early'on'--'take'it'slow!'

8/14/2018'
Francisco'

Vasquez'

Child'Family'

Services'

● Very'supportive'of'our'mission.'

● Made'introductions'to'a'number'of'local'foundations.'

9/14/2018'
Kathleen'

Ballard'

University'at'

Buffalo'

● Stressed'importance'of'teacher'pipeline.'

● Suggested'that'we'connect'directly'with'teacher'residency'programs.'

9/21/2018' Ann'Walden'
Cullen'

Foundation'

● Update'on'our'progress.'
● Offered'to'have'our'BOT'attend'CBP'training.'

10/24/2018'
Clotilde'

Dedecker'

Community'

Foundation'of'

Greater'Buffalo'

● Update'on'our'progress'
● CFGB'would'be'interested'in'funding'anti-bias'education'for'young'students.'
● Reconnect'after'authorization'

11/1/2018'
Christina'

Orsi'

University'at'

Buffalo'

● Sees'a'need'for'K-12'education'to'play'a'part'in'workforce'development'-'liked'the'idea'of'a'

project'based'class'that'does'that.'

11/13/2018' Laura'Smith'
Buffalo'Niagara'

Partnership'

● Sees'a'need'for'K-12'education'to'play'a'part'in'workforce'development'-'liked'the'idea'of'a'

project'based'class'that'does'that.'

11/14/2018'
Davon'

McCune'

Buffalo'Center'

for'Arts'and'

Technology'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'
● Need'to'root'Common'Threads'course'in'social'studies'and'citizenship.'

12/19/2018'
Michael'

Stevens''

City'Year'

Buffalo'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'
● City'year'could'be'a'good'match'both'now'and'into'the'future.'

12/21/2018'
Suzanne'

Rosenblith'

University'at'

Buffalo' ● Would'like'to'explore'putting'residents'at'BCCS.'

1/2/2019'
Rahwa'

Ghirmatzion'
PUSH'Buffalo'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'

● Rahwa'will'teach'BCCS'about'their'community'outreach'work.'

9/22/2019'
Ramone'

Alexander'
Nichols'School'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'

● Talked'about'Ramone’s'service'on'Oracle’s'board'of'trustees.'

● Discussed'his'role'as'Diversity'and'Inclusion'director'at'Nichols.'
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Figure'4.4:'Select'Community'Leader'Outreach'and'Input'

Date' Name' Organization' Input'

10/4/2019'
Ashley'

Friedman'
Delaware'North'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school,'especially'the'diversity'piece.'
● Interested'in'exploring'opportunities'for'collaboration'on'the'governance'level.'

10/14/2019'
Nancy'

Fernandez'

Problem'Solvers'

Academy'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'
● Interested'in'exploring'opportunities'for'collaboration.'

11/9/2019'
Jaime,'Rich'

Herbeck'

Local'

Entrepreneurs''

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'
● Interested'in'exploring'opportunities'for'collaboration.'

11/12/2019' Joel'H.'

Retired'

Clarence'

Principal'

● Pushed'on'need'for'more'diverse'schools;'is'BCSD'actually'diverse?'
● Offered'to'consult'with'us'on'a'school'walkthrough'after'approval'

11/26/2019'
Trey'

Thompson'
M&T'Bank'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'
● Questioned'a'number'of'our'financial'assumptions'

● Agreed'to'look'over'the'budget'in'full'
● Interested'in'exploring'opportunities'for'collaboration'on'the'governance'level.'

11/26/2019'
Javeena'

Edwards'

International'

Institute'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'
● Interested'in'exploring'opportunities'for'collaboration'on'the'governance'level.'

12/11/2019' Shift'Staff'

Northland'

Workforce'

Development'

● Excited'by'the'mission'of'the'school.'
● Interested'in'exploring'opportunities'for'collaboration'around'STEM.'

1/17/20' Keith'Frome'
Peer'Forward,'

King'Center'CS''

● Shared'insight'and'lessons'learned'about'opening'a'charter'school'in'Buffalo'and'best'
practices'(support'for'and'longitudinal'data'collection'of'graduates)'at'King'Center.'

'
Figure'4.5:'Select'Elected'Official'Outreach'

Date' Elected'Official(s)' Type'of'Outreach'

10/27/2016' Buffalo'Assembly-people'and'Senators' Letter'

10/27/2016' Buffalo'City'Mayor'and'Common'Council'Members' Letter'

10/27/2016' Buffalo'City'School'District'Superintendent'and'School'Board'Members' Letter'

10/27/2016' Regent'Collins' Letter'

11/04/2016' Buffalo'Assembly-people'and'Senators' Email'

11/04/2016' Buffalo'City'School'District'Superintendent'and'School'Board'Members' Email'

11/16/2016' Regent'Collins' Phone'

11/18/2016' Common'council'member'David'Rivera' Face-to-Face'

11/18/2016' Common'council'member'Joel'Feroleto' Face-to-Face'

12/07/2016' NYSED'Regent'Catherine'Collins' Phone'

12/07/2016' NYS'Senate'Office'Tim'Kennedy'(staff)' Face-to-Face'

12/14/2016' Common'council'member'Ulysses'Wingo' Face-to-Face'

12/14/2016' City'Comptroller'Mark'Schroeder' Face-to-Face'

02/23/2017' Buffalo'City'School'District'Superintendent'and'School'Board'Members' Email'

03/15/2017' Regent'Collins' Email'

12/11/2018' Buffalo'City'School'District'Chief'of'Staff' Email'

1/25/2019' Buffalo'City'School'District'Chief'of'Staff' Email'

2/12/2020' Regent'Collins' Email'
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Figure'4.5:'Select'Elected'Official'Outreach'

Date' Elected'Official(s)' Type'of'Outreach'

2/12/2020' Senator'Kennedy' Email'

2/12/2020' Assembly'Leader'Peoples-Stokes' Email'

2/12/2020' SUNY'Trustee'Lewin' Email'

'
'

' $
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(b)$Description$and$Analysis$of$Community$Support$
Provide(a(narrative(description(of(support(for(the(proposal(from(community(stakeholders(or(others(including(an(analysis(of(both(the(depth(of(
support(and(opposition(to(the(school.'

'
4B1.'Community'Support'
Response'to'our'outreach'efforts'has'been'supportive,'indicating'that'an'intentionally'diverse'

school'offering'a'strong'academic'program'that'puts'students'on'track'for'college'and'develops'

the'creative'and'collaborative'skills'needed'to'excel'in'the'modern'workplace'and'strengthen'

their'community'is'something'that'Buffalo'wants'and'deserves.''

'

Our'Community'Input'Surveys'asked'whether'a'family'would'potentially'enroll'a'student'in'the'

school,'or'would'have'enrolled'their'student'had'Buffalo'Commons'been'an'option'for'them.'

Some'results'are'below'in'Figure'4.6.''
'

Figure'4.6:'Community'Input'Survey'Results1''

Respondent'Type' Number'of'
Respondents''

%'of'Respondents'that'Would'Pursue'
or'Recommend'BCCS'

Have'Age-Appropriate'Children' 123' 92%'

Have'Older'School-Age'Children' 58' 88%'

Respondents'Without'School-Age'Children' 47' 96%'

Total' 228' 92%'

'
The'results'of'our'surveys'suggest'strong'support'and'demand'for'a'school'with'Buffalo'

Commons'Charter'School’s'(BCCS)'design'elements.'This'is'true'among'families'with'students'

that'could'enroll'in'the'school'where'of'the'123'parents'with'children'that'could'enroll'in'the'

school,'92%'of'them'will'pursue'a'spot'in'the'program.'Among'the'58'parents'with'older'

school-age'children,'88%'would'have'enrolled'in'the'school'had'it'existed'when'their'child'was'

younger,'and'will'recommend'the'school'to'their'network.'In'total,'228'people'participated'in'

the'survey'and'92%'will'either'pursue'or'recommend'the'school'to'those'who'can'use'it.'With'

the'number'of'supportive'parents'interested'in'applying'to'BCCS,'and'our'plans'for'continued'

outreach,'we'are'confident'that'by'2020'we'will'fill'our'initial'100'seats.'

'

Additionally,'we'have'collected'letters'of'support'and'a'petition'that'had'over'150'signatures'as'

well'as'many'comments.'Representative'comments'that'highlight'some'common'themes'are'in'

Figure'4.7'below.'

                                                
1'The'results'summarized'below'reflect'two'surveys’'aggregated'results.'We'revised'the'survey'after'speaking'with'SUNY'
following'our'submission'in'round'one'of'2018.'
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'

Figure'4.7:'Selected'Comments'from'Online'Petition'and'Survey'

Name' Location' Comment'

Duncan'Kirkwood' Buffalo,'NY'
I'support'Buffalo'Commons'because'the'families'of'Buffalo'need'
access'to'high-quality'educational'options.'

Lynn'Bass' Buffalo,'NY'
Everyone'in'Buffalo'benefits'when'experienced,'committed'and'
thoughtful'people'aim'to'expand'quality'options'for'our'children.'

Rabbi'Jonathan'
Freirich'

Buffalo,'NY'

Buffalo'Commons'will'serve'many'essential'needs'in'the'City'of'
Buffalo.'At'the'top'of'that'list'Buffalo'Commons'will'help'make'our'
city'schools'and'advantageous'choice'that'will'bring'more'people'to'
our'revived'urban'center'of'Western'New'York.'

Cathy'Kiggins' Buffalo,'NY'

As'a'former'student'of'the'Buffalo'Academy'for'the'Visual'and'
Performing'Arts,'I'learned'so'much'from'our'diverse'student'body'as'
the'uniqueness'of'our'talents'was'revelled'in.'I'truly'hope'I'will'be'
able'to'place'my'son'in'a'school'that'allows'him'to'see'the'beauty'
and'talents'of'his'peers.'

Clara'Opyrchal' Buffalo,'NY'

Having'two'biracial'children'with'parents'of'different'religious'
backgrounds,'diversity'is'extremely'important'to'my'family.'Currently'
I'do'not'feel'both'racial'and'religious'diversity'is'strongly'represented'
at'many'Buffalo'schools.''

Simone'Shuster-
Zimicki'

Buffalo,'NY'

The'diverse'and'inclusive'elements'drew'me'in,'but'after'hearing'
about'the'school'I'like'many'of'the'other'aspects'a'lot.'As'a'graduate'
of'another'local'charter'school,'I'was'positive'I'was'going'to'send'my'
kids'there'as'well,'but'now'I'm'not'so'sure.'I'really'like'the'idea'of'
project-based'learning'in'a'format'like'the'CommonThreads'class'--'I'
think'that'it'is'likely'going'to'meet'students''needs.'Incredible!'

Molly'
McClenathan'

Orchard'Park,'NY'

I'like'the'Academic'Excellence'and'Inclusion'factors'that'you'are'
striving'to'develop'in'the'Buffalo'community.'There'is'such'a'need'
for'this'type'of'school.'Glad'you'are'developing'this'type'of'school'
here'in'BUF!'

Jennifer'Kwiatek' Lancaster,'NY'

To'have'a'school'announce,'as'part'of'its'mission,'that'it'will'include'
developing'a'child’s'creative'problem'solving'skills,'is'quite'frankly'
the'most'magical'gift'anyone'could'give'to'a'child.'I'truly'wish'this'
school'would'have'been'around'when'my'son'was'young!'What'a'
magical'place'of'learning'it'shall'be!'

'
4B2.'Diversity'of'Support'

Buffalo'Commons'has'intentionally'garnered'support'from'a'diverse'group'of'families.'Our'goal'

of'being'one'of'only'a'few'schools'to'truly'represent'the'district'in'terms'of'socioeconomic,'
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language,'and'racial'diversity'has'required'us'to'find'a'way'to'approximate'whether'or'not'the'

support'we'are'cultivating'will'yield'that'diversity'in'enrollment.'Buffalo’s'residential'

segregation'patterns'make'zip'code'a'general'proxy'for'race,'socio-economic'levels,'and'lingual'

isolation'in'the'city,'so'we'have'collected'zip'codes'of'supporters'through'our'Community'Input'

Surveys'and'our'email'list'sign'up'sheets.'Figure'4.8'displays'Buffalo’s'zip'codes.'

'

Figure'4.8:'Buffalo'City'Zip'Codes'

'

'
For'our'recruitment'purposes,'we'have'clustered'those'zip'codes'into'“recruitment'zones”.'

Figure'4.9'shows'the'composition'of'each'recruitment'zone'by'zip'code,'while'Figure'4.10'

displays'the'recruitment'zones'on'a'map'of'the'city.'

'

Figure'4.9:'BCCS'Recruitment'Zones'by'Zip'Code'

Recruitment'Zone' Zip'Codes'Included'

East' 14204,'14206,'14208,'14211,'14212,'14214,'14215,'14225'

Central' 14209,'14222'

West' 14201,14202,'14207,'14213'

North' 14216'

South' 14210,'14218,'14220'

'
' '
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'

Figure'4.10:'BCCS'Recruitment'Zones'

'

'
Figures'4.11-13'provides'maps'of'Buffalo'by'race,'percent'living'in'poverty,'percent'living'in'

lingual'isolation.'As'we'collect'data'about'our'support'from'each'recruitment'zone,'we'consider'

the'characteristics'of'each'zone'to'help'project'the'diversity'of'our'overall'support.''

'

Figure'4.11:'Buffalo'City'Residential'Segregation'(Census'Data'2010)2'

'

                                                
2(Demographics'Research'Group'(2013).'Racial(Dot(Map.(University'of'Virginia.'
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'

Figure'4.12:'Buffalo'Percent'Population'Below'the'Poverty'Level'(2014)'

'

'

Figure'4.13:'Buffalo'Household'Linguistic'Isolation'(2014)'

'

'
Finally,'Figure'4.14'displays'our'support'by'recruitment'zone'thus'far.''
'

Figure'4.14:'BCCS'Recruitment'Zone'Breakdown'

Region' Sign'Ups/Surveys' Percent'of'Total'Sign'Ups/Surveys'

East' 120' 37%'

Central' 53' 16%'
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Figure'4.14:'BCCS'Recruitment'Zone'Breakdown'

Region' Sign'Ups/Surveys' Percent'of'Total'Sign'Ups/Surveys'

West' 76' 23%'

North' 32' 10%'

South' 17' 5%'

Other' 30' 9%'

Totals' 328' 100%'

'
Taken'together,'this'data'shows'support'for'the'school'in'diverse'areas'that'largely'align'to'the'

district'demographics'that'we'seek'to'mirror.'As'we'continue'our'outreach'and'student'

recruitment'in'the'planning'year,'we'see'a'need'to'boost'support'in'the'east'recruitment'zone.'

We'will'continue'to'update'our'figures'and'adjust'student'diversity'efforts'as'needed.''

'

4B3.'Community'Opposition'

In'general,'the'community'supports'the'establishment'of'BCCS,'though'some'city'groups'have'

voiced'opposition'about'charter'schools'generally'(e.g.'the'local'school'board’s'request'for'a'

moratorium'on'new'charters'in'2017).'In'our'outreach,'we'found'that'many'people'supported'

improving'district'offerings'and'the'establishment'of'new'charters'concurrently.'Generally,'

residents'see'these'approaches'as'synergistic'in'regard'to'improving'education'options'for'

Buffalo's'families.''

'

Our'approach'for'responding'to'local'opposition'is'to'dialog'with'concerned'community'

members'and,'whenever'possible,'find'mutually'agreeable'solutions.'This'strategy'is'

exemplified'by'one'situation'where'a'neighborhood'association'had'reservations'about'a'

potential'school'site.'We'met'with'them'and'their'council'member,'reaching'a'consensus'on'

the'merits'of'Buffalo'Commons,'and'agreed'to'follow'up'discussions'about'location'options.'

BCCS'remains'committed'to'proactively'contact'block'associations,'faith-based'organizations,'

community-based'organizations,'and'individual'leaders'in'the'community'early'on'in'the'facility'

selection'process'to'how'best'accommodate'neighborhoods'wants'and'needs.'(
'

'
' $
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(c)$Description$and$Analysis$of$Student$Demand$
Provide(a(narrative(description(of(student(demand(including(an(analysis(of(evidence(indicating(that(families(with(ageKappropriate(students(
would(consider(enrolling(them(in(the(school.(Explain(how(this(evidence(supports(the(school’s(ability(to(meet(its(proposed(enrollment.(If(using(
existing(waitlists(as(evidence(of(demand,(provide(an(estimate(based(on(experience(of(how(many(waitlist(entries(it(takes(to(fill(a(seat.(

'

4C1.'Description'and'Analysis'of'Student'Demand''

Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'can'successfully'attract'an'adequate'number'of'

students'to'reach'full'enrollment'when'we'open'in'2020'as'demonstrated'by'our'community'

input'surveys,'our'charter'school'waitlist'analysis,'and'pledges'of'community'support.''

'

Community(Input(Surveys:(Our'community'input'surveys'reveal'that'more'than'120'parents'are'

already'considering'Buffalo'Commons'for'their'children,'and'many'more'are'going'to'be'

recommending'the'school'to'parents'they'know'who'have'young'children'(see'4B'above).''

'

Waitlist(Analysis:'The'most'recent'waitlist'estimates'for'Buffalo'area'charters'in'grades'K'and'1,'

were'self'reported'by'schools'for'the'2018-19'school'year'(see'Fig'4.10),'indicating'a'ready'

applicant'pool'for'a'school'like'BCCS.''

'
Figure'4.15:'Buffalo'Charter'Schools'K;1'Initial'Waitlist'Data'(2018;19)'

Buffalo'Academy'of'Science'Charter'School' 50'

Buffalo'United'Charter'School' 0'

Charter'School'for'Applied'Technologies,'The' 50'

Elmwood'Village'Charter'School'-'Days'Park' 711'

Elmwood'Village'Charter'School'-'Hertel' 416'

Enterprise'Charter'School' 32'

King'Center'Charter'School' 0'

South'Buffalo'Charter'School' 25'

Tapestry'Charter'School' 189'

West'Buffalo'Charter'School' 85'

Westminster'Community'Charter'School' 0'

Charter'School'of'Inquiry' 15'

Persistence'Prep'Charter'School' 84'

Reach'Academy'Charter'School' 0'

Total'Waitlisted'Applications' 1657'

''
As'of'application'submissions'for'2019-20'there'were'1,657'waitlist'entries'at'city'charter'

schools'for'Kindergarten'and'1st'grade,'however'several'caveats'should'be'considered:'1)'these'

numbers'are'self-reported'by'the'charter'schools,'2)'these'numbers'may'not'always'represent'

unique'applicants,'3)'these'numbers'may'include'students'that'accepted'placements'at'other'
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charter'or'district'schools,'and'4)'first'grade'students'on'these'lists'may'be'waiting'for'seats'

that'will'never'be'filled'because'of'school-specific'backfill'policies.''

'
Our'waitlist'estimate,'based'on'a'similar'analysis'of'Massachusetts'waitlists'in'20163,'is'about'

1,000'unique'students'for'kindergarten'and'first'grade.'Of'the'Buffalo'charters,'four'have'no'

waitlist,'and'three'constitute'nearly'75%'of'the'total'entries.'Clearly,'interest'is'concentrated'in'

a'few'of'the'area'charter'schools.'BCCS'intentionally'shares'important'characteristics'with'the'

charter'schools'that'have'the'longest'waiting'lists.'Like'Elmwood'Village,'BCCS'envisions'

strategically'recruiting'a'diverse'group'of'students'and'investing'heavily'in'social'emotional'

learning.'Like'Tapestry,'BCCS'envisions'opportunities'for'project-based'learning'built'into'the'

foundational'curriculum.'Finally,'like'West'Buffalo'Charter'School,'BCCS'is'designed'with'the'

intention'of'serving'a'student'body'that'includes'students'that'are'classified'as'ELLs,'using'

strong'language'arts'pedagogy'to'drive'achievement'for'all'students.'Not'surprisingly,'these'

schools'are'also'some'of'the'highest'achieving'charters'in'the'city.4'

'

Overall,'we'expect'demand'for'high'quality'school'options'to'remain'high,'as'the'BCSD'

performance'over'the'past'few'years'has'improved'only'incrementally'in'ELA'and'Math,'at'

roughly'the'same'pace'as'the'state.'Generally,'BCSD'performs'at'half'the'proficiency'rate'of'the'

state'as'a'whole,'with'twice'as'many'students'falling'far'below'meeting'the'standards.'

'

Of'note'is'that'many'recently'opened'Buffalo'charters'had'waiting'lists'in'their'early'years.'For'

example,'Persistence'Prep'Charter'School'opened'in'2018'and'has'quickly'gained'traction'in'the'

market'and'had'a'waiting'list'of'close'to'100'families'last'year.'Tapestry'Charter'School'recently'

enlarged'the'number'of'kindergarten'spots'significantly,'but'still'has'a'waiting'list'of'nearly'200'

students.'Elmwood'Village'Charter'School'opened'their'Hertel'location'in'2018,'and'last'year'

had'over'400'families'waiting'for'a'spot.'While'anecdotal,'these'examples'document'the'need'

for'additional'charter'options'like'Buffalo'Commons.'We'also'see'this'borne'out'in'local'

philanthropy,'as'after'a'market'analysis'the'Cullen'Foundation'has'set'the'goal'of'opening'3500'

new'seats'in'high'quality'charters.'Thus'far'they'have'opened'roughly'two'thirds'of'that'number'

through'strategic'grants.'

'

Developing(Recruitment(Partnerships:(We'will'continue'to'develop'partnerships'with'

community'and'faith-based'organizations'that'can'aid'in'recruitment'of'parents'with'age-

appropriate'children.'With'kindergarten'(and'first'grade'in'year'one)'as'our'main'point'of'entry,'

                                                
3'Thompson,'Isaiah.'(2016)'Charter(School(Wait(Lists(May(Not(Be(What(They(Seem.(WGBH'News.'Data'Desk.'
4'Rey,'Jay'(2019).'Buffalo'schools''turnaround'effort'hasn't'slowed'charter'movement.'The'Buffalo'News'11/11/19.'Retrieved'
from''https://buffalonews.com/2019/11/11/charters-proliferate-in-search-for-high-performing-schools/'
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we'have'fostered'relationships'with'the'Head'Start'community,5'and'local'congregations'like'

True'Bethel'Baptist'Church,'Temple'Beth'Zion,'and'the'Unitarian'Universalist'Church'of'Buffalo'

as'partners'(see'letters'of'support'in'R;04e).''
'

Family(and(Community(Support:'Buffalo'Commons'provides'an'alternative'that'our'community'

desires.'Our'face-to-face'outreach'has'reached'a'diverse'group'of''interested'families'and'

community'members'residing'in'23'Buffalo'area'zip'codes,'with'relatively'even'distribution'

from'the'major'regions'of'the'city'(see'Figure'4.14).'To'date,'we'have'met'with'over'75'

community'leaders'and'elected'officials'whose'insight'and'support'have'contributed'to'our'

planning'process.'We'have'publicized'and'held'community'forums'at'libraries'throughout'

Buffalo.'Our'team'has'also'been'able'to'connect'with'additional'families'through'private'

informational'meetings'and'parent'focus'groups.'We'have'also'conducted'outreach'at'

community'events'and'festivals,'meeting'and'dialoguing'with'hundreds'more'families'in'the'

process.'Recent'efforts'have'included'meeting'potential'families'at'Head'Starts,'and'building'

relationships'with'diverse'congregations.''

'

Through'extensive'electronic'outreach'we'have'connected'with'many'more'families'and'

community'supporters.'For'example,'our'website'offers'access'to'a'community'survey'where'

families'and'community'members'can'offer'feedback'on'our'proposal'through'our'Community'

Input'Survey.'228'people'have'taken'our'survey,'with'92%'of'respondents'wanting'to'either'

send'their'own'child,'or'recommending'the'school'to'families'with'age-appropriate'children'

(see'Figure'4.6).'

                                                
5'Cherish'Davis,'one'of'our'trustees,'is'the'former'Education'Manager'for'the'CAO'Head'Start'network,'and'has'provided'a'
strong'connection'to'their'individual'centers.'
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(d) Evidence of Community Outreach 
Submit documents that provide evidence of community outreach (e.g., flyers, websites, social media pages, meeting announcements, sign-in 
sheets, survey results, etc.). 

 
4D1. Evidence of Community Outreach 
On the following pages we provide chronological samples of community outreach of a variety of 
types, including sample letters, emails, flyers/postcards, social media, newsletters, and surveys.  
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159 Baynes Street 
Buffalo, NY 14213 
 
October 27, 2016 
 
Ms. Paulette Woods 
Buffalo Public Schools 
712 City Hall 
Buffalo, NY 14202 
 
Dear Ms. Woods: 
 
My name is Rachel Beerman. My husband, Daniel Brink-Washington, and I, along with 
our young son, relocated to Buffalo last year from Brooklyn, NY.   We are reaching out 
to you to let you know about a project that we are working on to create a new charter 
school in Buffalo. 
 
I grew up in Buffalo, NY and attended Buffalo public schools from kindergarten through 
high school.  After pursuing my post secondary education, I returned to Buffalo and 
taught at Tapestry Charter School for 4 years. From there, I relocated to Brooklyn, NY, 
where I was a founding faculty member at Brooklyn Prospect Charter School. It was 
there that Danny and I met, as he was also a founding educator and school leader at 
Brooklyn Prospect. 
 
Spending 6 years at Brooklyn Prospect, a high performing diverse charter school, was a 
pivotal experience in both our professional lives. We had the opportunity to participate in 
the creation of a school that has come to represent the best in what charter education 
has to offer. Working with exceptional faculty under dedicated and inspirational  leaders, 
we experienced the effect a strong school can have on its community.  
 
While leaving was difficult, we moved to Buffalo in 2015 in order to rejoin family and, 
inspired by Brooklyn Prospect, to continue our careers as educators while working 
toward the creation of a new charter school.  Danny is currently teaching at Elmwood 
Village Charter School, Buffalo’s highest performing non-selective school, and we have 
spent the last year learning about Buffalo’s educational landscape, building a strong 
team of educators, and beginning to draft our charter school application for Buffalo 
Commons Charter School (tentatively titled).  Buffalo Commons  is committed to 
providing a diverse student body with excellent teachers, a rigorous interdisciplinary 
curriculum, and meaningful connections to the community.  We envision beginning with 

Public Official Outreach Letter (October 2016)



a K-8 school located in the heart of Buffalo that will serve a student body which mirrors 
the diverse demographics of Buffalo’s school district.  We believe that every child in 
Buffalo deserves a world-class education.  
 
We are excited to work closely with members of the community, including district and 
public officials, to ensure that Buffalo Commons Charter School complements the 
existing landscape of district and charter schools in the city. Giving Buffalo another high 
quality school option for families and students is our highest priority. We believe in 
Buffalo’s greatness, and we know that education and equity are essential for promoting 
our city’s renaissance. 
 
We would be interested in telling you more about the proposed school and getting your 
feedback.  Please let us know if and when you might have time to meet. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Rachel Beerman 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Daniel Brink-Washington 

 
 

 
 

Public Official Outreach Letter (October 2016)
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Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Buffalo Teacher Hoping to Open New Charter School 2018: Danny BrinkWashington 
1 message

Daniel BrinkWashington < > Thu, Oct 27, 2016 at 1:21 PM
To: Regent.Collins@nysed.gov
Bcc: Rachel Beerman < >

Good Afternoon Dr. Collins, 

My name is Danny BrinkWashington.  We have never met, but I know, as the Regent representing the Buffalo area, you
work tirelessly on behalf of our city and our children.  Thank you for that service.

I am currently teaching at Elmwood Village Charter School, Buffalo’s highest performing nonselective school, and I
have spent the last year learning about Buffalo’s educational landscape, building a strong team of educators, and
beginning to draft our charter school application for  Buffalo Commons Charter School (tentatively titled).  Buffalo
Commons would be committed to providing a diverse student body with excellent teachers, a rigorous interdisciplinary
curriculum, and meaningful connections to the community.  We envision beginning with a K8 school located in the heart
of Buffalo that will serve a student body which mirrors the diverse demographics of Buffalo’s school district.  We believe
that every child in Buffalo deserves a worldclass education.   

We are excited to work closely with members of the community to ensure that Buffalo Commons Charter School
complements the existing landscape of district and charter schools in the city. Giving Buffalo another high quality school
option for families and students is our highest priority. We believe in Buffalo’s greatness, and we know that education
and equity are essential for promoting our city’s renaissance. 

We would be interested in telling you more about the proposed school and getting your feedback.  Please let us know if
and when you might have time to meet.

Sincerely, 

Danny BrinkWashington 

PS:  If you are interested in my background, please check out the website of Brooklyn Prospect, the school that I helped
found seven years ago.  I served as their K12 Dean of Student Support Services before making the move to Buffalo a
year and a half ago.

Initial Outreach to Area New York State Regent
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BUFFALO COMMONS 
Charter School  
 
COMMUNITY FORUMS 
WINTER 2016-17 
 
We want your input! 
Buffalo Commons is an innovative proposed charter school that 
will open in the fall of 2018, initially serving Kindergarten and 5th 
Grade.  We are seeking input from families in every community of 
Buffalo in order to offer the best possible school for our students. 

Join us at any of the public meetings at the Buffalo and Erie 
County Libraries listed on the right to share your point of view and 
to offer feedback on our innovative school design.  Contact us 
online to show your support and offer your ideas electronically. 

We look forward to connecting with you soon. 

 

 
 

 

DECEMBER 2016 
North Park Branch 

o December 10, 2016 @ 1:00 pm 
o 975 Hertel Ave. 

Crane Branch 

o December 17, 2016 @ 4:15 pm 
o 633 Elmwood Ave. 

Dudley Branch 

o December 22, 2016 @ 6:30 pm 
o 2010 South Park Ave. 

Niagara Branch 

o December 27, 2016 @ 5:15 pm 
o 280 Porter Ave. 

 

JANUARY 2017 
Dates and Times TBD 

o Merriweather Branch 
o East Delavan Branch 
o East Clinton Branch 
o Riverside Branch 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

www.buffalocommonscharter.org 
info@buffalocommonscharter.org 

 

 

Community Forum Sample Flyer
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This Saturday afternoon will be the sixth event in our Winter

Community Forum series.  We will be at the Frank E. Merriweather

Branch Library.  We are excited to share the vision for Buffalo

Commons with parents and community members from all over our

great city.  Hope to see you there!

Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Buffalo Commons Update:  Saturday Community Forum at Frank E. Merriweather
Branch Library 
1 message

Buffalo Commons Charter School <info@buffalocommonscharter.org> Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 1:13 PM
ReplyTo: Buffalo Commons Charter School <info@buffalocommonscharter.org>
To: Danny < >

Share Your Opinions: Take Our Quick Survey

Community Forum Announcement Sample (January 2017)
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 COMMUNITY FORUMS 

 Winter 2017 

We want your input.

Buffalo Commons is an innovative proposed charter school that will

open in the fall of 2018, initially serving kindergarten and 5th grade. 
We are seeking input from families in every community of Buffalo in
order to offer the best possible school for our students. 

Join us at any of the public meetings at the Buffalo and Erie County
Libraries listed below to learn more about our innovative school
design and share your ideas.   

We look forward to seeing you. 
 

Make Buffalo Commons a Reality: Sign the Petition

Community Forum Announcement Sample (January 2017)
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Merriweather
Branch
Library

January 21st 
@ 4:00 pm 

1324 Jefferson Ave.

East Clinton
Branch
Library

January 28th 
@ 12:00 pm 

1929 Clinton St.

East Delavan
Branch
Library

February 4th 
@ 11:00 am 

1187 E. Delavan Ave.

Copyright © 2017 Buffalo Commons Charter School, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you expressed interest in Buffalo Commons on our website, in person, or at one of our events. 

Our mailing address is: 
Buffalo Commons Charter School
159 Baynes St.
Buffalo, NY 14213

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 

Community Forum Announcement Sample (January 2017)
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Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

QQ: How did the event go with your sister, et. al.? 

> Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 8:48 PM
To: Daniel BrinkWashington

Hey Danny,

It went really well. There were 5 women. I did a modified version of the 'build your ideal school' activity all 5 chose 'critical
thinking & problem solving skills' as an attribute they'd want to see in their ideal school. Small class sizes and restorative
justice were popular choices too. As for feedback on Buffalo Commons, they loved the idea of the Innovations class,
although one question was how designbased learning differs from problembased learning or inquiry learning. When they
expressed that it is important to them that their children develop strong interpersonal skills, I was able to point out that the
Innovations class is a class where we hope to hone in on just that. They like that we value community connections and
said they like when their children actually get out in the community. They also liked our goal of growing into a high school
that uses the IB program. 

They seemed to want to know more about character education and be assured that the focus wasn't just on grades, but
on character development as well, especially in the younger grades. They mentioned they'd like to see older students and
younger students working together, perhaps as some sort of buddy system? Two of the women also said they would want
to see foreign language in the curriculum, beginning in Kindergarten. 

Overall, it went really well and our server at the restaurant actually happened to be a former student of Rachel's who knew
all about Buffalo Commons! Her name was  , I believe. I have paper copies of the survey results so I'll be sure to input
those electronically. Let me know if you need anything else! Also, I wish I could help this Saturday but we will be in
Ellicottville. Keep me posted on baby updates and give Rachel my best!

Allie

On Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 1:03 PM, Daniel BrinkWashington < > wrote: 
Number of people, feedback, etc?

Correspondence with Volunteer Focus Group Leader
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Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Follow up from 2 B&G Club meetings

Fri, Jun 16, 2017 at 9:38 AM
To: Daniel BrinkWashington  >

Hi guys, good morning 

Wanted to shoot you a quick message (that actually turned out quite long, apologies!) with some thoughts and takeaways
after my first two community outreach events. 

Reach
On Wednesday at the Masten B&G club there were 15 adults in attendance and yesterday in South Buffalo there were 28.
Are we keeping track of our reach somewhere? I think these numbers will likely grow much faster than our signups, and
may be worth tracking. 

SignUps 
I was a bit disappointed by the number of actual sign ups. I only got 1 the first night and 3 + the director of the program
last night. I think we need to spend some time strategizing about this. Is the goal to get as many people to sign up as
possible? I and the message were well received both nights, but many people didn't sign up for a plethora of reasons 
their kids aren't the right ages, they are happy with their current school, they are moving, they don't live in the city of
Buffalo, etc. The sign ups are at the end of this message. 

The Pitch
When we spend time at the retreat talking about the pitch, I think we need to have two different strategies  one for an
event where we have a table and people approach us, and one for an event where we speak to a group of people. On
Wednesday I simply spent a few minutes talking to the group and answered one question. Yesterday I tried to make it
more engaging  asked for a show of hands how many people have a 3 or 4 year old who will go to kindergarten next
year, and 8 or 9 year old who have a kid going into 4th this year and 5th next, and how many are in BPS v charters. Then
I gave my brief pitch. Then answered many more questions. The second approach seemed to go much better. I also tried
to convince them that they should sign up even if the school may not be a good fit for them because they could share the
information with a neighbor, cousin, etc. Not sure if this actually enticed anyone. 

Questions for the FAQ

Here are some questions I received  we may want to add them to the FAQ sheet.

Do you plan to have a high school too? 
Will you accept students with IEPs? 
Do you have a location yet? 
Will there be a dress code? 
My kids aren't the right age, should I still sign up?  

Location 
I was excited to attend the Masten one because I know it's closer to our desired location... But I was really impressed with
the diverse group of parents last night in South Buffalo. Of the 28 adults, there were 9 African Americans, 12 white, 6
Latino, and 1 Arab American (is that the right term?) I may be off base, but I wonder if we should reconsider our ideal
location.  

Following up with Directors
I was pretty impressed with  . He used to be the after school
coordinator at Buffalo United. I obviously don't know him well, but think he may be worth trying to have another
conversation with to gauge his interest in getting involved with the project  either as a board member or some sort of
partner. I was less impressed with  , but it's probably worth followingup with her too to just to thank her
again and see if she can recommend anyone who we may want to connect with. If you guys agree, I'm happy to do that
followup.

Misc. thoughts and questions

Internal Board Communication Re: Community Outreach
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Both meetings had a signin system for the parents in attendance. I was wondering if it would've been appropriate
for us to put ours out next to the official one with a little sign that says "sign up for more information about a new
charter school in Buffalo!" or something like that. What do you think? Not sure if that would have yielded more sign
ups. 
Want to note that the Coca Cola Bottling Company of Buffalo and General Mills sponsored projects at the clubs.
We should make a list somewhere of potential sponsors for a BC project  like building a gym :)

Sheri

 

Internal Board Communication Re: Community Outreach
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Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Introduction 
6 messages

> Wed, Feb 15, 2017 at 12:08 PM
To: info@buffalocommonscharter.org

Hi
I know about the school through Rose Garden where my son Jack is a Sweet Pea. I understand that at least one of the
organizers of the school is (or was) also a parent there.
In my professional life I am a child psychiatrist very interested in working in and with schools and doing preventative
psychiatry by intervening early. I wonder whether we could talk about what you are doing with the school and whether
there might be a place for some of my energy and ideas about this stuff.
Email, text and phone all work for me!
Thanks,

 

 

Daniel BrinkWashington <d > Thu, Feb 16, 2017 at 10:30 AM
To: "

Good morning,  ,

Thanks for reaching out!  My son, Henry Morris, is in the Sunflower room.  I am the proposed Executive Director for
Buffalo Commons.  I'd be very interested talking more about the school, your work with preventative psychiatry, and how
we might work together.  Perhaps we could meet for a coffee some day next week?  Let me know what would be
convenient for you, as next week is pretty flexible for me.

Best,

Danny    
[Quoted text hidden]

> Thu, Feb 16, 2017 at 4:22 PM
To: Daniel BrinkWashington < >

Danny
Yay! 
We are going to FL for some sun next week but not until Tuesday. Could we meet at Sweetness before pick up time at
TRG? We do extended day so 4 or even 4:30 would work and my schedule is flexible and could meet earlier if that is
better for you.
cheers!

 

[Quoted text hidden]

dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com  > Sun, Feb 19, 2017 at 11:17 AM
To: 

Sample Community Contact and Response
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Sample Sign In Page #4



1/29/2018 Gmail - Buffalo Commons Charter School Seeks Your Perspective

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=5fd36e39cc&jsver=diY4ZTwxD6E.en.&view=pt&search=sent&th=16143b5d1706a251&siml=16143b5d1706… 1/1

Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Buffalo Commons Charter School Seeks Your Perspective 
1 message

Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com> Mon, Jan 29, 2018 at 3:57 PM
To: f

Good A�ernoon, , 

I hope this finds you well. My name is Daniel Brink-Washington, and I am the proposed execu�ve director of 

a new charter school called Buffalo Commons Charter School. Buffalo Commons prepares a diverse 

community of K-8 students for successful and impac�ul lives by developing their academic, crea�ve, and 

collabora�ve skills. We will be submi�ng an applica�on for authoriza�on through the state later this year 

with the goal of opening doors to a diverse group of kindergarten and fi�h grade students in August 2019. 

While we don’t have a loca�on yet, we intend for the school to be centrally located within the city of 

Buffalo. You can read more about our academic program and share your feedback on our website! 

I’m reaching out specifically to you today because as the execu�ve director at Open Buffalo you are a leader 

in our community and we believe that our team could benefit from mee�ng with you, and, ul�mately, 

children and families would benefit from your voice in launching this new school op�on. Open Buffalo's 

work to expand social and economic equity and jus�ce in our city is something that Buffalo Commons will 

be working for as well. I am hoping that we could set up a �me to chat about how we might work together 

to increase the high-quality educa�on op�ons for students and families of Buffalo. If you are interested, 

let’s set up a �me in the coming weeks!

Warm Regards,

Daniel Brink-Washington

http://buffalocommonscharter.org/
Community Leader Outreach Letter Template Winter 2018



Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Charter school Extravaganza
3 messages

Wed, Jan 31, 2018 at 12:01 PM
To: info@buffalocommonscharter.org

Hello Mr. Washington,

I am writing to you to let you know about the extravaganza that our school will be having and I was wondering
if you or anyone from your team will be able to come out and take part in sharing the school information. I
have attached a flyer, just let me know if this will work.

Best,

--

CAO/King Urban Life
Family Partner

Charter school 2018.docx
161K

Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 31, 2018 at 10:01
PM

To: 
Cc: info@buffalocommonscharter.org

Hi, 

This sounds great. We would love to share some information about Buffalo Commons on February 15th!
Thank you for thinking of us. Let me know if we should plan on attending for the entire window from 3-4:30,
and what we should bring with us!

Talk soon,

Daniel Brink-Washington and the BCCS Team
[Quoted text hidden]

Joyce Adiges > Thu, Feb 1, 2018 at 9:02 AM
To: Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Hello Mr. Washington,

Gmail - Charter school Extravaganza https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=5fd36e39cc&jsver...

1 of 2 2/1/18 9:54 AM



Sample Correspondence with Head Starts Winter 2018



You are most welcome, and thank you for accepting our invitation. We would like for you o bring in some
flyers, business cards, brochures or whatever you have that has your schools information because the
parents may have some questions. You also talk to the parents about the school and what they offer. You can
stay the whole time but if you cant its okay. We are so happy that you can make it though. We appreciate it!

Best,

Joyce

On 2018-01-31 22:01, Daniel Brink-Washington wrote:
Hi, Ms. Adiges,

This sounds great. We would love to share some information about
Buffalo Commons on February 15th! Thank you for thinking of us. Let me
know if we should plan on attending for the entire window from 3-4:30,
and what we should bring with us!

Talk soon,

Daniel Brink-Washington and the BCCS Team

On Wed, Jan 31, 2018 at 12:01 PM, 
<j wrote:

Hello Mr. Washington,

I am writing to you to let you know about the extravaganza that our
school will be having and I was wondering if you or anyone from your
team will be able to come out and take part in sharing the school
information. I have attached a flyer, just let me know if this will
work.

Best,

--

org

Links:
------
[1] tel:%28716%29%20245-6900%20X1117
[2] tel:%28716%29%20568-7356

[Quoted text hidden]

Gmail - Charter school Extravaganza https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=5fd36e39cc&jsver...

2 of 2 2/1/18 9:54 AM

Sample Correspondence with Head Starts Winter 2018



Board of 
Trustees

Supporters

Ambassadors

Committee 
Members

Survey 
Respondents

Activities: Oversight of the 
school’s finances, academic 
program, and faithfulness to 
its mission
Commitment: Monthly 
meetings, 4-6 hours per month
Requirements: expertise in an 
area of need, ability to 
contribute to Buffalo 
Commons’ annual fundraising 
campaign, willingness to tap 
personal and professional 
networks for the benefit of the 
school, and previous board 
experience (preferred).  

Activities: Assist in oversight 
of Buffalo Commons and/or 
willingness to tap personal 
and professional networks for 
the benefit of the school. 
Commitment: 0-2 hours per 
month.

Activities: Provide feedback to 
Buffalo Commons’ leadership 
and/or receive email updates
Commitment: <1 hour per 
month.

Buffalo Commons Volunteer Opportunities

Email 
Subscribers

Contact info@buffalocommonscharter.org for more information

mailto:info@buffalocommonscharter.org
Volunteer Opportunities Flyer/Postcard (Front) 2018-19



Committee Members

Commitment: 1-2 Hours per Month

All the responsibilities of an 
ambassador, plus the commitment 
to serve on one of our committees 
with monthly responsibilities:

2018-19 Committees

● Community Outreach
● Governance
● Facility

2020+ Committees

● Academic Excellence
● Fiscal Oversight
● Ad Hoc 

Ambassadors

Commitment: 0-2 Hours per Month

All the responsibilities of a supporter, 
plus:

● Write a letter of support for 
Buffalo Commons (2018-19)

● Testify at a public hearing in 
support of Buffalo Commons 
(2019)

● Willingness to tap networks for 
the benefit of the school 

● Seek opportunities to promote 
Buffalo Commons

Buffalo Commons Volunteer Opportunities

Supporters

Commitment: <1 Hour per Month

● Receive our electronic 
newsletter

● Complete the Community Input 
Survey

● Share Buffalo Commons posts 
on social media

● Represent Buffalo Commons in 
personal and professional 
networks

● Help promote Buffalo 
Commons at community 
outreach events 

Contact info@buffalocommonscharter.org for more information

mailto:info@buffalocommonscharter.org
Volunteer Opportunities Flyer/Postcard (Back) 2018-19



General Flyer/Postcard (Front) 2018-19





General Flyer/Postcard (Back) 2018-19



2/23/2019 Gmail - Charter School Fair on 2/7

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-8503420519075169327&simpl=msg-a%3Ar438080312548340129… 1/2

Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Charter School Fair on 2/7 
3 messages

Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com> Mon, Feb 4, 2019 at 9:45 AM
To: 

Hi ,
 
I was given your email by   at Elmwood Village Charter School.   is mentoring me in the creation of a
new diversebydesign charter school, Buffalo Commons, that will launch for kindergarten and 1st grade in the fall of
2020.
 
I am sure you've sent out the flyer already, but we'd love to participate if it would be possible.
 
Warm regards,
 
Danny BrinkWashington 
 
 

 < > Mon, Feb 4, 2019 at 10:21 AM
To: Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Hi Danny!

 

You are more than welcome to attend.  We will make sure there is a table for you.  It is from 2-4pm at the Northwest
Buffalo Community Center.  Our Head Start program occupies the 2nd floor, but the fair is on the first floor in the gym. 
Let me know if you have any questions.

 

See you Thursday!

 

 

Holy Cross Head Start, Inc.

155 Lawn Avenue

Buffalo, NY 14207

716-877-5022 Ext 126

716-861-2107

www.holycrossheadstart.org

Sample Student Recruitment Email Exchange

https://maps.google.com/?q=155+Lawn+Avenue+Buffalo,+NY+14207&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=155+Lawn+Avenue+Buffalo,+NY+14207&entry=gmail&source=g
http://www.holycrossheadstart.org/


2/23/2019 Gmail - Charter School Fair on 2/7

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-8503420519075169327&simpl=msg-a%3Ar438080312548340129… 2/2

 

 

Watch Our Video

 

To work collaboratively besides all staff, community members and colleagues to provide the resources needed to
deliver quality, creative and effective education to our children and families. To ensure developmentally appropriate,
exciting and engaging classroom activities are incorporated in all classrooms to better prepare children for
Kindergarten and beyond.

[Quoted text hidden]

Daniel BrinkWashington <d > Mon, Feb 4, 2019 at 10:29 AM

Hi 
 
Fantastic! We will see you there on 2/7 at 2pm!
 
Best,
 
Danny BrinkWashington 
 
 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

http://www.youtube.com/HolyCrossHeadStart/
Sample Student Recruitment Email Exchange



2/23/2019 Gmail - Referred by Francisco Vasquez: New Diverse By Design K-8 School -- Buffalo Commons Charter School

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar8998347813676886208&simpl=msg-a%3Ar-156452700112683355… 1/3

Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Referred by  : New Diverse By Design K8 School  Buffalo
Commons Charter School 
7 messages

Daniel BrinkWashington <d Tue, Aug 28, 2018 at 2:07 PM
>

Good afternoon   
 
I hope this finds you well. My name is Danny BrinkWashington, and I am a Buffalo parent and educator. We met about
eighteen months ago as I was just beginning the journey toward creating a new school. We have made a lot of progress
since then! Recently I officially became the proposed executive director of a new diversebydesign charter school called
Buffalo Commons Charter School.  Buffalo Commons is an academically rigorous, creative, and collaborative K8 learning
community that uses researchbased teaching practices and innovative programming to prepare a diverse student body to
lead successful lives which strengthen their communities. In June I was awarded a national fellowship from the Diverse
Charter School Coalition to launch this school in Buffalo in 2020. You can read more about our academic program and
share your feedback on our website!
 
I’m reaching out specifically to you today because during a recent meeting with   he recommended that
I reach out to you as a critical friend as we build Buffalo Commons. As the President/CEO of The Community Foundation
for Greater Buffalo, I already know you as a leader in our community who is dedicated to closing the persistent equity
gaps that exist between people in our region, and unlocking Buffalo's potential. Your leadership with the Community
Foundation, Say Yes to Education, and the Racial Equity Round Table are all examples of organizations/initiatives that are
moving the needle for our city. 
 
Buffalo Commons shares those goals and will work to help build an equitable and integrated future for the children and
families of greater Buffalo. I am hoping that we could set up a time to chat about how we might collaborate to increase the
highquality, diverse education options for students and families of Buffalo. If you are willing to help, let’s set up a time in
the coming weeks!
 
Warm Regards, 
 
Danny BrinkWashington
 
Schedule a Meeting With Me
 

  > Wed, Aug 29, 2018 at 8:38 AM
To: Daniel BrinkWashington 

Danny,
I would be happy to chat. I have copied my assistant so she can help us schedule a time.
Best,

  
 
 

 for Greater Buffalo
Larkin at Exchange
726 Exchange Street, Suite 525 
Buffalo, NY 14210

http://www.buffalocommonscharter.org/
http://www.diversecharters.org/
http://www.buffalocommonscharter.org/
https://www.cloudhq.net/meeting/dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com
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Connecting people, ideas, and resources to improve lives in WNY
[Quoted text hidden]

Daniel BrinkWashington 

Fantastic! Thanks in advance. I look forward to seeing you again soon.
 
Best,
 
Danny BrinkWashington
 
PS: I noticed that I was the only one on your reply, so I'm copying   just in case. 
 
Schedule a Meeting With Me
 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 4, 2018 at 9:32 AM
To: Clotilde Dedecker <ClotildeD@cfgb.org>
Cc: renus@cfgb.org

Good Morning   and  ,
 
I hope you had pleasant Labor Day weekends! A slight change of plans on my end: I'm wondering if you have any
availability to meet on September 19, 20, or 21? If so, we would be able to include  , the Managing Program
Director for the Diverse Charter School Coalition, who is facilitating the school launch fellowship. She will be in town and
would love to join us if possible.
 
Best,
 
Danny BrinkWashington 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Daniel BrinkWashington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 4, 2018 at 9:54 AM

Hi, again.
 
After talking with  further, if there's any possibility of 9/18 or 9/19, that would be great! If not, no worries, any time
that is convenient for you is fine.
 
Talk soon,
 
Danny BrinkWashington 
 
Schedule a Meeting With Me
 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Hello Daniel,

https://www.cloudhq.net/meeting/dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com
http://www.diversecharters.org/
https://www.cloudhq.net/meeting/dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com


2/23/2019 Gmail - Referred by Francisco Vasquez: New Diverse By Design K-8 School -- Buffalo Commons Charter School
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is out of the country on September 18 and 19.

has availability  on

October 24th at 4:00pm

October 31st at 4:00pm

Please let me know if any of these times work for you?

Thank you,

 

 

Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo

Larkin at Exchange

726 Exchange St,  Suite 525

Buffalo, NY 14210

www.cfgb.org

[Quoted text hidden]

Daniel 

Hi, 
 
Let's meet on October 24th at 4pm.
 
Thanks for setting this up!
 
Best,
 
Danny BrinkWashington 
 
Schedule a Meeting With Me
 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

https://maps.google.com/?q=Exchange+%0D%0A+726+Exchange+St,+Suite+525+%0D%0A+Buffalo,+NY+14210&entry=gmail&source=g
Sample Community Leader Email Exchange

https://maps.google.com/?q=Exchange+%0D%0A+726+Exchange+St,+Suite+525+%0D%0A+Buffalo,+NY+14210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=Exchange+%0D%0A+726+Exchange+St,+Suite+525+%0D%0A+Buffalo,+NY+14210&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=Exchange+%0D%0A+726+Exchange+St,+Suite+525+%0D%0A+Buffalo,+NY+14210&entry=gmail&source=g
http://www.cfgb.org/
https://www.cloudhq.net/meeting/dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com
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Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Finding time to get together
14 messages

Sheri Rodman > Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 5:07 PM
To: , Daniel Brink-Washington
<dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Hi ,

—it was great to connect with you on Monday and —it was great to meet you. 

I can't wait to introduce you to my friend and the proposed school leader of Buffalo Commons, Danny Brink-Washington. 

I think we'll all really enjoy each other and have a lot more to talk about. Danny and his family live in the Elmwood Village
and would love to host you and your families sometime next month. 

Are you guys free in the afternoon on Saturday, November 9 or the morning of Sunday, November 10? If that weekend
isn't good, the following one is open for both of us, too.

Let me know what works and I'm looking forward to bringing us all together!

> Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 5:58 PM
To: 
Cc: , Daniel Brink-Washington 

Hi  et al - thanks for the connection.

Sundays are difficult days for me since I don't have child care, but I could leave with on Saturday the 9th if he
doesn't have a workshop at the same time.

Looking forward to getting together.

t

@gmail.com> Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 7:13 PM
To: 
Cc: Daniel Brink-Washington 

Thanks for the quick response,  I should've specified originally—we'd love for you guys to bring your kids and
husbands!  I know you said we should talk to  too. And  has been involved with Buffalo
Commons since the project started and they have two little ones and lots of toys. Thought we could make play date //
meeting out of it.
[Quoted text hidden]

Sheri Rodman > Mon, Oct 21, 2019 at 10:32 PM
To:

Adding J  correct address to this! 

http://buffalocommonscharter.org/


2/24/2020 Gmail - Finding time to get together

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1647766764450625676&simpl=msg-f%3A1647766764450625676&… 2/4

Will 3pm on Saturday, November 9th work for everyone? 
[Quoted text hidden]

Jaime Herbeck <jaime.steinberg@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 1, 2019 at 3:32 PM
To: Sheri Rodman <sherirodman@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Fernandez <creativityarchitect@gmail.com>, Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Hi Sheri and all, just looping back on our gathering next weekend. 

In speaking with , we think that 4pm might work better. Does that sound alright to you, Danny and family? Also, can
we bring anything? 

Thanks 

[Quoted text hidden]
-- 

Sat, Nov 2, 2019 at 3:57 PM
To: Daniel Brink-Washington 

Danny, does this work for you guys? It's fine by me.
[Quoted text hidden]

Daniel Brink-Washingto

Sorry for the late reply. Saturday at 4pm works!

Please just bring yourselves; we are excited to meet up!

Best,

Danny Brink-Washington

[Quoted text hidden]

Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 2:13 PM
To: Daniel Brink-Washington <

gmail.com>

Fantastic.

Let us know your address and what we can bring.

Hope you don't mind two year old boys!

Looking forward to meeting you.

Daniel Brink-Washington <d > Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 3:07 PM

Sample Recent Emails for Community Leader Conversations



2/24/2020 Gmail - Finding time to get together

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1647766764450625676&simpl=msg-f%3A1647766764450625676&… 3/4

Sounds great! 

We are at 735 Lafayette Ave, Buffalo, NY 14222.

Please just bring yourselves! We have a two year old daughter, so we live deep inside the toddler psyche ;-)

Best,

Danny Brink-Washington

[Quoted text hidden]

Looking forward to seeing you all tomorrow!
[Quoted text hidden]

and I will be heading over by 3:30.

See you then.

 hidden]

address for connecting with 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: 
Date: Fri, Nov 1, 2019 at 3:32 PM
Subject: Re: Finding time to get together

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
-- 
Danny Brink-Washington

,

Thank you so much for your wonderful hospitality yesterday. It was so lovely to meet you and your two adorable kids. I am
so glad to know there are like-minded people back in Buffalo passionate and ready to make a difference.

Thank you for making the shittach.

Looking forward to whatever the future may bring.

Enjoy what is left of the fall season before the snow comes.

Sample Recent Emails for Community Leader Conversations



2/24/2020 Gmail - Finding time to get together

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1647766764450625676&simpl=msg-f%3A1647766764450625676&… 4/4

Nancy
[Quoted text hidden]

Sun, Nov 10, 2019 at 10:43 PM

 and I also want to echo s sentiments with hosting us all in your beautiful home. 

 -- thanks for the interesting conversation and uplifting outlook on the new roots of
education in Buffalo. Kindred spirits we seem to be. Hopefully we can all gather again soon. 

I think  is now an aspiring pianist. :} Thanks to  for sharing so graciously with the boys!  

to the future,

[Quoted text hidden]

Sample Recent Emails for Community Leader Conversations



2/24/2020 Gmail - Time to talk about a new school in Buffalo?

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1647745501375174823&simpl=msg-f%3A1647745501375174823&… 1/3

Daniel Brink-Washington < >

Time to talk about a new school in Buffalo?
8 messages

> Fri, Oct 18, 2019 at 11:29 AM
To: J
Cc: Daniel Brink-Washington >

Hi ,

I hope this finds you well. I think my dad may have mentioned that I wanted to reach out to you and .  

In addition to my work at America Achieves—which I'm happy to talk more about, I know my dad always says he doesn't
know what I do—I am part of a team that is hoping to open a new charter school, Buffalo Commons. Aside from my belief
that Buffalo needs more quality schools, one thing that I think makes Buffalo Commons a unique option for Buffalo
families is our commitment to diversity. Our proposed school leader, Danny Brink-Washington, was awarded a Fellowship
with the Diverse Charter Schools Coalition last year and we're hoping to serve a student body which mirrors the diverse
demographics of the Buffalo City School District. We believe that by coming together, we can build a brighter future for
every child.  

We are also committed to providing excellent teachers, a rigorous interdisciplinary curriculum, and meaningful
connections to the community. We plan to have a creative problem-solving theme that allows students to develop skills
they need to tackle the toughest problems, and positively impact their community. We envision beginning with a K-5
school, opening with K and 1 in fall 2021, and locating in the heart of Buffalo.

Given both your and Elinor's extensive experience in local education, I'd love to find a time for you to meet with Danny
and me. We are always seeking thought partners and mentors who can advise us and help shape the design of the
school.

Do you have any availability next month to grab coffee or lunch? 

Thanks for considering and have a great weekend,

 and I would be pleased to get together you you and Danny. 

Here are a couple of possibilities.

Monday, November 11     Anytime after 2:30
Tuesday, November 12     Anytime after 2:30

If neither is convenient we can go back to the drawing board.

[Quoted text hidden]

http://americaachieves.org/
Sample Recent Emails for Community Leader Conversations

http://buffalocommonscharter.org/


2/24/2020 Gmail - Time to talk about a new school in Buffalo?
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Daniel Brink-Washington < > Sun, Oct 20, 2019 at 11:48 AM
To:

, 

Hi All,

Looking forward to this! Tuesday Nov. 12 after 2:30 would be great for me.

Best,

Danny Brink-Washington

[Quoted text hidden]

To:

Excellent! How about 2:30 at either Spot Coffee on Transit near Maple or Clearfield
Library in Williamsville?

Thanks.

[Quoted text hidden]

Let's plan to meet at Spot on Transit at 2:30. I may have to hop on a work call at 3:00, but I'm looking forward to starting
the conversation. Thanks, 
[Quoted text hidden]

Mon, Oct 21, 2019 at 5:16 PM

co

Sounds great!

Danny Brink-Washington

[Quoted text hidden]

Mon, Nov 11, 2019 at 5:57 PM

Looking forward to getting together tomorrow at 2:30 at Spot on Transit. 
[Quoted text hidden]

Mon, Nov 11, 2019 at 8:15 PM

Sample Recent Emails for Community Leader Conversations



2/24/2020 Gmail - Time to talk about a new school in Buffalo?
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As are we! See you then. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 11, 2019, at 5:57 PM,  < wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]

Sample Recent Emails for Community Leader Conversations
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd36e39cc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1658362467055699285&dsqt=1&simpl=msg-f%3A16583624670556… 1/2

Daniel Brink-Washington >

Meeting with Regent Collins
2 messages

Sheri Rodman <sherirodman@gmail.com> Wed, Feb 12, 2020 at 3:01 PM
To: Regent.Collins@nysed.gov
Cc: regentsoffice@nysed.gov, Daniel Brink-Washington <dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com>

Greetings, 

I hope this finds you well. My name is Sheri Rodman and I am part of a team that is hoping to open a new charter school
called Buffalo Commons. Our team has been developing the school for several years, and I think you may have
connected with our proposed executive director, Danny Brink-Washington, a couple years ago. We will be submitting an
application for authorization this spring with the goal of opening doors to a diverse group of kindergarten and first grade
students in September 2021.

Danny and I would really love to meet with you, share more about the design of Buffalo Commons, and seek your
advice and feedback. Are you in Buffalo next week, and, if so, do you have any availability? We would love to meet in
person, but could also schedule a phone call if that would be better for your schedule.

Thank you and I look forward to connecting with you,

Sheri Rodman
Proposed Board Chair

Sheri Rodman > Sat, Feb 15, 2020 at 1:28 PM
To: 
Cc: "

Sounds good. Thank you,

On Fri, Feb 14, 2020 at 8:58 AM  wrote:
Dear

 is out of town currently.  I will need to get back to you later to set up a telephone conversation sometime
in April with her.

 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:01 PM
To: Catherine Collins 

gov>; Daniel Brink-Washington
<
Subject: Meeting with Regent Collins

 

Greetings, Regent Collins,

 

I hope this finds you well. My name is Sheri Rodman and I am part of a team that is hoping to open a new
charter school called Buffalo Commons. Our team has been developing the school for several years, and
I think you may have connected with our proposed executive director, Danny Brink-Washington, a couple
years ago. We will be submitting an application for authorization this spring with the goal of opening doors
to a diverse group of kindergarten and first grade students in September 2021.

http://buffalocommonscharter.org/
Sample Recent Emails for Elected/Appointed Officials

http://buffalocommonscharter.org/
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Danny and I would really love to meet with you, share more about the design of Buffalo Commons, and
seek your advice and feedback. Are you in Buffalo next week, and, if so, do you have any availability? We
would love to meet in person, but could also schedule a phone call if that would be better for your
schedule.

 

Thank you and I look forward to connecting with you,

 

Sheri Rodman

Proposed Board Chair

Confidentiality Notice 
This email including all attachments is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which it
is addressed. This communication may contain information that is protected from disclosure under State and/or Federal
law. Please notify the sender immediately if you have received this communication in error and delete this email from
your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any
action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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R-04e—Evidence of Community Support 
 
(e) Evidence of Community Support 
Submit documents that provide evidence of community support (e.g., letters of support from community stakeholders, emails with evidence of 
support, petitions, survey results, etc.). 

 
4E1. Evidence of Community Support 
We provide letters of support from the stakeholders in Figure 4.16 below. We have organized 
the letters into three categories:  1

 
1. Letters of support for Mr. Brink-Washington as the school leader 
2. Letters of support from key community organization supporters 
3. Letters of support from individual parents and community members 

 

Figure 4.16: Letters of Support 

Type of Support Writer 

Mr. Brink-Washington 

Sonia Park 
Executive Director, Diverse Charter School Coalition 

Danielle Bruno 
Director, Elmwood Village Charter School (Host Site Leader for UnifiEd Fellowship) 

Dan Rubenstein  
Executive Director, Prospect Schools 

Key Community 
Organizations 

Nancy Wallace 
Associate Dean of Education, Canisius College 

Sarah Fiess 
Executive Director, New York Future Problem Solving Program 

Merry Constantino 
Executive Director, Western New York Invention Convention 

Erin Kearney 
Associate Professor, University at Buffalo 

Rob Lowery 
Trustee Chairman, True Bethel Baptist Church 

Jonathan Freirich 
Rabbi, Temple Beth Zion 

Joan Montagnes 
Minister, Unitarian Universalist Church of Buffalo 

Suzanne Rosenblith 

1 Additional support is reflected in our survey results which can be viewed in R-04abc or R-04f.  

Response 04e - 1 



 

Dean of Graduate School of Education, UB 

Parents and Community 
Members 

Clara Opyrchal 

Cathy Kiggins 

Rachel Beerman 

Dave Phillips 

Dylan and Ellen Morenzi 

Krystle Hinton 

Marijke Kemble 

Alyssa Strang 

Courtney Bajdas 

Amir Shahzad 

Jaleesa Bolden 

Sandy Wilson 

Molly McClenathan 

Jennifer Kwiatek 

Chelese Thompson 

Beth and Brian Pleban 

Alexa Schindel 

Emily Minicozzi 

Joel Russell 

Jennifer Dryja 

Ashley Friedman 
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February 21, 2019 

Susie Miller Carello 

Executive Director  

SUNY Charter Schools Institute 

SUNY Plaza 

353 Broadway 

Albany, NY 12246 

 

Dear Susie: 

 

I write to share Diverse Charter Schools Coalition’s (DCSC) support of Danny Brink-Washington’s 

application to open a new, diverse-by-design charter school in Buffalo, New York. DCSC’s mission is 

to catalyze and support the creation and expansion of high-quality diverse public charter schools 

through strategic research, advocacy, membership activities, and outreach. I have gotten to know 

and support Danny’s vision of Buffalo Commons Charter School through his work as a UnifED Fellow 

at DCSC.  

 

UnifED works in collaboration with host school site leaders, member schools, and local partners, to 

recruit and prepare future school leaders for new, excellent diverse-by-design charter schools. 

Successful Fellows of UnifED are entrepreneurial leaders that establish a clear vision and lead 

people toward it by creating a diverse, equitable, and inclusive school community. They use data to 

inform decisions and measure outcomes. Ultimately, they launch diverse-by-design charter schools 

that lead to strong academic results for all students and close the gaps in student performance, 

family satisfaction, and staff retention across relevant subgroups. 

 

Over the course of the year-long program: 

● Fellows develop their school leadership skills through an intensive residency at a DCSC 

member school aligned to their individual needs and goals. Fellows complete a full year 

residency, under the mentorship of a Coalition member school leader. School leaders are 

selected through a rigorous process to ensure the Fellow will have a successful year. 

● UnifED arms Fellows with broad access to experts and resources. Experts from across the 

Coalition’s members lead all content sessions at our Workshops, Kickoff, and Capstone 

event. Outside presenters with expertise in diversity, equity, and inclusion work with 

Fellows over the course of the year. 

● During the Fellowship, Fellows are exposed to exemplary diverse-by-design models from 

across the Coalition. Fellows tour 12 or more schools during three Excellent School Visits, 

participate in three in-person Workshops, attend Kickoff, and present at Capstone over the 

course of the Fellowship. 

● UnifiED coordinates across and among stakeholders to ensure all learning is individualized, 

relevant, and actionable. Fellows develop their own strategic plans to guide their learning 

throughout the Fellowship. The individual goals within Fellows’ strategic plan inform the 

 



 

schools they tour on Excellent School Visits, the professional development they participate 

in during Workshops, their work at Kickoff and Capstone, and their ongoing coaching. 

 

Danny’s fellowship this year at Elmwood Village Academy Charter School, a DCSC member since 

2015, has involved: 

● Visiting over 12 schools on coordinated excellent school visits in New York, Kansas City, New 

Orleans, and Los Angeles.  

● Personalized professional development and around topics such as universal design learning, 

dismantling white supremacist culture in pedagogy, building anti-bias curriculum, and 

exploring how identity shapes leadership 

● Access to experts including those from National Alliance for Public Charter Schools, National 

Association of Charter School Authorizers, the Charter Collaborative, Charter Board 

Partners, DCSC staff and member school leaders 

● Cohort wide collaboration, resource sharing, and problem solving 

 

As an alumnus of UnifiED Danny’s support after this year will involve: 

● Visiting over 12 schools on coordinated excellent school visits with member schools across 

the country  

● Serving as Buffalo Commons Charter School fiscal sponsor until 501c3 is granted 

● Connecting Buffalo Commons Charter School with potential sources of additional funding 

● Ongoing one on one coaching including support around resource development, strategic 

planning, board development, facilities, staff planning and talent development, and 

community engagement 

● Ongoing cohort wide collaboration, resource sharing, and problem solving 

● Ongoing mentorship from a similarly situated member school leader 

 

We are excited by Danny’s development as a Fellow and about the charter school application he has 

created. We support his application to open an excellent diverse-by-design charter school for the 

students and families of Buffalo. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Sonia C Park 

Executive Director 

Diverse Charter Schools Coalition 





 

To: Commissioner MaryEllen Elia 
 
Re: Letter of Support for Buffalo Commons Charter School Application 
 
Cc: David Frank 

February 20, 2019 
Dear Commissioner Elia, 
 
I write with enthusiasm in support of the Buffalo Commons Charter Applications led by Daniel Brink-Washington 
and Rachel Beerman. 
 
I am confident Buffalo Commons will further the educational interests of Buffalo’s student population for three 
reasons: 

1. Strength of the leadership 
2. Strength of the school design 
3. Need for racially and economically integrated schools 

 
Daniel and Rachel are both founding members of the Brooklyn Prospect Charter School team and are superb 
educators, highly qualified to start a school in New York state. They are the perfect pairing of strong community 
history and education leadership needed when starting a school. Daniel is a person of color and truly 
outstanding education leader. Before they left for Buffalo, we were grooming Daniel to lead a school. Rachel is 
a Buffalo native with deep roots in the community they hope to serve. In addition, they have the specific 
founding experience necessary to make Buffalo Commons a success.  
 
I have been personally mentoring Daniel since he began his planning, and he possesses the vision and 
persistence to succeed with a start-up school. Rachel started her teaching career at Tapestry charter school, 
and her history expeditions are still some of the best Social Studies lessons that I have witnessed in my 25+ 
years as a professional educator.  Danny has been gaining significant leadership skills, mentorship, and 
experience with national best-practices through his participation in the Diverse Charter Schools Coalition’s 
fellows program.  
  
Daniel and Rachel have been pounding the pavement for the past year in order to fully understand the needs 
and wants of the Buffalo community. Buffalo Commons students will collaborate with one another in order to 
address real-world problems that we face. Their program will ensure that every student has strong language 
arts and math skills, keeping them on track to be college ready. I am confident that Buffalo Commons will 
succeed in raising student performance to a college-ready bar. 
 
Finally, Buffalo is critically in need of more integrated schools. As a co-founder of the Diverse  Charter Schools 
Coalition, school choice can be an excellent tool for integrating public schools. Both Daniel and Rachel have a 
deep commitment to diversity, and Buffalo Commons will attract students from wide-range of socioeconomic 
and racial backgrounds.  
 
Assuming they receive a charter, I will continue to serve as a leadership mentor to Daniel as well as utilize all of 
Prospect School's technical expertise to support the school.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
Daniel Kikuji Rubenstein 



 
 

2001 Main Street | Buffalo, NY 14208 | 716.888.7000 | canisius.edu 

 
 
February 3, 2019 
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
41 State St 
Albany, NY 12207 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing to express my support for authorizing Buffalo Commons Charter School. I have met 
with the proposed Executive Director, and as an Associate Dean and Director of School and 
Community Partnerships in the School of Education and Human Services at Canisius College, I 
am enthusiastic about what Buffalo Commons could provide to our local community. Buffalo 
Commons’ mission is to be an academically rigorous, creative, and collaborative K-8 learning 
community that uses research-based teaching practices and innovative programming to eliminate 
the opportunity gap and prepare a diverse student body to lead successful lives which strengthen 
their communities. What makes Buffalo Commons so important is the commitment to serve an 
integrated population and solid plan for a demanding academic and project based curriculum 
embedded in real life community work and engagement. 
 
When Buffalo Commons is authorized, Canisius would support them in a number of important 
ways: 

1. Matching candidates from our WNY Teacher Residency program at the school 
2. Potentially creating a pathway for Buffalo Commons’ uncertified teachers to enter into 

our rigorous teacher preparation programs 
3. Providing professional development opportunities to the staff 
4. Offering reduced tuition for graduate classes to teachers at the school 
5. Supporting negotiations for Buffalo Commons to locate within a Canisius facility for the 

near and long term   
 
Canisius and Buffalo Commons’ educational philosophies have many areas of overlap, including 
a deep commitment to diversity, equity, inclusion and service. While we work with many area 
schools, I can confidently say that this model and this team offer many opportunities for synergy. 
Daniel Brink-Washington and Sheri Rodman have assembled a dynamic and diverse team that 
will open an excellent school.  
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 
 
Sincerely, 

A 
Nancy Wallace 
Associate Dean and Director of School and Community Partnerships 

 

School of Education and Human Services 

Bagen 201  |  phone 716-888-2768 | email wallacen@canisius.edu 

 



 
New York Future Problem Solving Program 

42 Whitney Drive 

Valatie, NY 12184 

 

SUNY Charter Schools Institute 

SUNY Plaza 

353 Broadway 

Albany, NY 12246 

 

Re: Buffalo Commons Charter School 

3/4/18 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

With this letter, I would like to take the opportunity to express support for the application of 

Buffalo Commons Charter School and the proposed programmatic relationship we intend to 

enter.  Last year, Mr. Brink-Washington reached out to me with interest in the New York Future 

Problem Solving Program as an affiliate of the Future Problem Solving Program International 

(fpspi.org).  As part of the innovative instructional approaches proposed in the charter, Mr. 

Brink-Washington has expressed his intention that students at BCCS would participate in the 

Future Problem Solving Program, in both the Global Issues Problem Solving and the Community 

Problem Solving components.  I believe that this proposal is a sustainable solution to engaging 

students in authentic learning opportunities with support on the state and international levels.  

 

The chair of the application board, Mrs. Sheri Rodman, is also well-known to me through her 

involvement with the America Achieves program.  She and I worked together as New York 

Educator Voice Fellows during the 2016-17 school year.  Her advocacy and energy will enhance 

any school she serves!  I hold her in high esteem and put my positive opinion behind any 

program that she supports. 

 

Furthermore, Mr. Brink-Washington has expressed interest in collaborating with me on another 

initiative involving a program study of a school engaged in wall-to-wall Project Based Learning 

as he plans the curricular focus of BCCS.  Together we are planning how he might employ a 

problem-based philosophy of learning with the students of Buffalo. 

 



Please take this letter as evidence of my support in partnering with Mr. Brink-Washington, Mrs. 

Rodman, and the rest of the team at BCCS as they seek approval of their charter. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Sarah Fiess 

Executive Director, New York Future Problem Solving Program 



 

Western New York Invention Convention  www.wnykidsinvent.org 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Thank you for 
recognizing the 
value of our 
programs! 

 March 15th, 2017  
   
 
Subject: Buffalo Commons Charter School 

To Whom it May Concern 

As the Executive Director of Western New York Invention Convention, I'm writing 
this letter in support of the exciting new endeavor that is Buffalo Commons 
Charter School. Of particular interest to me, as Executive Director of the board at 
WNYIC, is the emphasis that BCCS is putting on its Innovations class. 

The mission of WNYIC is "To promote creative thinking and encourage scientific 
problem-solving for students in grades K-8". We provide teachers and students 
with guidance and tools for creative thinking that helps them as they research 
and craft their inventions for their school-based Invention Convention and 
culminates with them representing their school in the region-wide annual 
Western New York Invention Convention. 

The emphasis the BCCS Innovations class puts on effectively embedding the 
skills of creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, and communication as outlined 
by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills directly lines up with our broader 
mission. 

We see remarkable innovation shown when students pair their creativity skills 
with Science, Technology, Art, Engineering, and Math (STEAM) as they develop 
solutions to challenges that they've encountered in their daily lives. The 
interdisciplinary nature of the Innovations course as well as the overarching 
school objective of making instructional connections with the community through 
structured fieldwork in the Buffalo area also speaks to the emphasis on 
understanding community and solving challenges in their everyday lives. 

I hope when Buffalo Commons Charter School becomes a reality, that Western 
New York Invention Convention will be able to work closely with the teachers, 
students, and parents in furthering creative thinking as a way to make valuable 
changes in the community and beyond. 

 
Thank you for your time & consideration!  
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
Merry Constantino 
Executive Director 
WNY Invention Convention 

 
WNY Invention Convention Inc. is a 501(c)(3) Corporation  
 
 

 

Merry Constantino 
Executive Director 

info@wnykidsinvent.org 
or 716-861-5590 

 
Michael Benzin 

Administrative Assistant  
mike@mbdevelops.com 

or 716-316-1090 



554 Baldy Hall, Buffalo, NY 14260-1000 
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February	18,	2019 
 
SUNY	Charter	Schools	Institute 
353	Broadway 
Albany,	NY	12207 
 
To	Whom	It	May	Concern: 
 
I	am	writing	to	express	my	support	for	authorizing	Buffalo	Commons	Charter	School.		I	met	the	
proposed	Executive	Director,	Danny	Brink-Washington,	through	our	work	together	on	a	University	
at	Buffalo	hiring	committee	this	fall.	Danny	has	provided	an	important	voice	from	the	practitioner	
side	of	our	education	community,	and	I	think	his	vision	for	a	new	school	is	exciting. 
 
Buffalo	Commons’	mission	is	to	be	an	academically	rigorous,	creative,	and	collaborative	K-8	learning	
community	that	uses	research-based	teaching	practices	and	innovative	programming	to	eliminate	
the	opportunity	gap	and	prepare	a	diverse	student	body	to	lead	successful	lives	which	strengthen	
their	communities.	Our	community	needs	that	option.	What	is	most	important	about	a	school	like	
Buffalo	Commons	is	that	is	designed	to	promote	meaningful	experiences	with	diverse	ideas,	people	
and	points	of	view	in	an	academic	space;	learning	content	is	important,	but	making	sense	of	it	in	a	
complex	world	and	in	ways	that	can	develop	an	individual	and	society	is	even	more	crucial.		I	
believe	that	to	be	at	the	core	of	Buffalo	Commons’	design	and	philosophy. 
 
I	have	agreed	to	work	with	Danny	and	the	Buffalo	Commons	team	to	provide	support	developing	
their	world	languages	program	in	the	coming	years.	Initially	concentrating	on	multilingual	
awareness	and	intercultural	competency,	I	know	they	envision	offering	intensive	language	
instruction	in	the	upper	elementary	and/or	middle	school	grades.		I	look	forward	to	those	
collaborations,	and	I	believe	they	will	open	an	excellent	school.	Had	it	been	an	option	when	I	was	
looking,	I	would	have	considered	Buffalo	Commons. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Erin Kearney 
Associate Professor of Foreign and Second Language Education 
Department of Learning and Instruction 
Graduate School of Education 
University at Buffalo 
554 Baldy Hall 
Buffalo, NY 14260 
ekearney@buffalo.edu 
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January 11, 2019  
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
41 State St 
Albany, NY 12207 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing to express my interest in and support of the proposed Buffalo Commons Public Charter 
School. As an active community leader, I am committed to improving our community. I previously 
served as the Board President of True Community Development Corporation (TCDC), a community-
based organization founded in 2006 to respond to the lack of economic development and housing 
deterioration on the East Side of Buffalo.  I currently serve as the Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
for True Bethel Baptist Church, one of Buffalo’s largest faith-based organizations. In addition to being 
the CEO of my consulting services through RL Experience, I am also a licensed real estate agent as 
part of Keller Williams Buffalo Northtowns, one of the world’s largest real estate franchises in 
America. I am enthusiastic about the possibility of this school option for the children and families of 
Buffalo. I have committed to helping the school get started by offering them access to my personal 
and professional network for the purposes of trustee recruitment, aiding them in their recruitment of 
a diverse group of families, and helping with their site search for a facility.   
 
Buffalo Commons’ mission is to be an academically rigorous, creative, and collaborative K-8 learning 
community that uses research-based teaching practices and innovative programming to prepare a 
diverse student body to lead successful lives which strengthen their communities. Our community 
needs that option. What most attracts me to Buffalo Commons is its mission and commitment to 
academic success and ensuring the schools attracts students of all backgrounds.  
 
I look forward to supporting the project as it moves forward in whatever ways possible. I have the 
utmost confidence that the team which they have assembled will open a truly excellent school. 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have you can reach me at (716) 228-
3839. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

Robert F. Lowery  
Robert F. Lowery 
Trustee Chairmen 
 





February 21, 2019 

 

SUNY Charter Schools Institute 

SUNY Plaza 

353 Broadway 

Albany, NY 12246 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

I am writing to express my support for authorizing Buffalo Commons Charter School. I recently met 

Danny Brink-Washington the proposed Executive Director. As the Minister at the Unitarian Universalist 

Church of Buffalo (UUCB), I am enthusiastic about this school option for families in my congregation as 

well as those in the broader Buffalo area. I believe that Buffalo should have many types of school 

options to meet the needs of all individual children in our community.  Buffalo Commons’ mission to be 

an academically rigorous, creative, and collaborative K-8 learning community that uses research-based 

teaching practices and innovative programming to prepare a diverse student body to lead successful 

lives which strengthen their communities is something our city needs. What most attracts me to Buffalo 

Commons is the school’s dedication in creating an anti-racist, anti-oppressive, multicultural society. 

 

If SUNY authorizes Buffalo Commons, UUCB pledges to support their efforts in recruitment by 

connecting them with members of our congregation through initiatives such as our family theme month. 

 

I am look forward to the school Danny and his team are creating. Please don’t hesitate to contact me 

with any questions you may have. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rev. Joan Montagnes 

Minister, Unitarian Universalist Church of Buffalo 
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February 22, 2019  
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
353 Broadway 
Albany, NY 12207 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I would like to offer this letter of support for the proposed charter school Buffalo Commons. I 
have been a colleague of Daniel Brink-Washington for the past three and a half years at 
Elmwood Village Charter School where I currently serve as Assistant Director. In that time I 
have seen Danny’s dedication to the students and families of the school as a social studies 
teacher in our middle school, as well as observed the strong contributions that he makes and 
support he offers to our faculty and leadership team as a UnifiEd Fellow. I believe that the 
school Danny will lead will be a positive force for the Buffalo community, and a much needed 
alternative for families seeking a high quality education. 
 
Buffalo Commons’ mission, including strong academics and a dedication to creative problem 
solving and collaboration, reflects the needs of our community, and represent much of what I 
would want in a school for my own children, and all children. 
  
Respect, Integrity, Curiosity, and Hardwork.  Buffalo Commons has built a framework for school 
culture that is built around these four core values as well as a strong emphasis on social and 
emotional learning. Through my time at EVCS, I have observed on numerous occasions Danny 
living these core values.  It has been amazing to witness firsthand Danny’s ability to create an 
environment of strong student engagement and a strong culture of error where students are 
willing to take risks in order to be successful.   I know Danny and his team can make Buffalo 
Commons a great school. I am enthusiastic about supporting the project as it moves forward 
and would seriously consider applying for a spot for my child. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

 
Assistant Director, Elmwood Village Charter School - Days Park 





 

 
 
Date: January 25, 2019 
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
353 Broadway 
Albany, NY 12207 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing to express my interest in and support of the proposed Buffalo 
Commons Public Charter School. As a parent of toddler I, like many families 
living in the city of Buffalo, am starting to think about where my children will go 
to school.  
 
Buffalo Commons’ mission is to be an academically rigorous, creative, and 
collaborative K-8 learning community that uses research-based teaching 
practices and innovative programming to prepare a diverse student body to lead 
successful lives which strengthen their communities. Our community needs that 
option. What most attracts me to Buffalo Commons is taking a non-traditional 
approach to educating our children while holding on to most foundational 
values. I think their innovative ideas appeals to the world that we are moving 
towards. One where we teach and implement learning based on the demands 
that our children will have to fill. I take comfort in knowing that my toddler 
(who is named Kendall) will be able to learn and explore in such a way that 
keeps her thirsty for knowledge and learning skills along the way.   
 
I look forward to supporting the project as it moves forward and potentially 
submitting an enrollment application for my children when the time comes. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 











 

 

  

 

February 15, 2019 

 

SUNY Charter Schools Institute 

353 Broadway 

Albany, NY 12207 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

I would like to offer this letter of support for the proposed charter school Buffalo Commons. I’m 

a mother of a 5th grader and a toddler that will be in the school system soon and I want to be sure 

my children are getting the best education offered in our community. Like many families living 

in the city of Buffalo we are exploring educational options but know that there are limited 

choices when it comes to high quality public education.  

 

Buffalo Commons’ stated mission, including strong academics and a dedication to creative 

problem solving and collaboration, is very reflective of what I would want in a school, not only 

for my own children, but for all of Buffalo’s children. With that I feel my children will learn the 

knowledge needed to apply in real life situations, gain social skills to interact with other students, 

and be exposed to a diverse environment to increase the understanding of other cultures, 

traditions, and practices. 

 

In addition to its strong mission, with their approach to help children develop problem solving 

skill it builds their confidence and independence level. Currently children deal with more issues 

so focusing on social-emotional skills will help children build communication skills with their 

peers (older and younger), and family members at home. I have been inspired by the proposed 

leadership of Buffalo Commons, and I look forward to supporting the project as it moves 

forward and hope to have my 2 boy apart of its growth and success. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

  



 
 

 
February 19, 2019  
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street 
Albany, NY 12207 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I would like to offer this letter of support for the proposed Buffalo Commons Charter School 
(BCCS).  As a parent of a middle school-aged child living in the Buffalo Public School 
District, I am acutely aware of the shortcomings present in many of the traditional 
elementary and middle schools contained within the district.  It concerns me that there are 
not enough quality programs available to provide the foundational learning necessary for 
students to thrive once they’ve advanced to high school and beyond. 
 
The BCCS mission not only addresses the need for academically rigorous programming 
that will foster learning skills, but also aims to achieve this goal in a supportive environment 
that includes the students’ families.  The planned use of the evidence-based Caring School 
Community (CSC) model for social-emotional learning indicates to me that the Executive 
Director and Trustees of the proposed school are devoted to shaping the lives of the 
students as a whole, not just focusing on teaching-to-test.  Additionally, encouraging the 
development of community connections and collaborative working will help prepare students 
for real-world environments outside of the school setting. 
 
I also applaud the BCCS commitment to diversity.  Bringing together students with differing 
backgrounds, cultures/religions, socioeconomic status, and abilities allow for greater 
understanding and appreciation for those who may be different.  Especially given the very 
diverse population that makes up the city of Buffalo, I feel that it is essential to begin 
fostering exposure to diverse students – and faculty – at a young age. 
 
I strongly support the creation of Buffalo Commons Charter School, and look forward to 
news of its development moving forward.  
 

 
 





 

  
 
February 20, 2019  
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
353 Broadway 
Albany, NY 12207 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I would like to offer this letter of support for the proposed charter, Buffalo Commons. As 
an educator within the Buffalo area for many years, and also a parent of a graduate of 
City Honors High School, I’ve experienced the necessity for a variety of schooling 
options for students.  We need to meet their needs in a better way. Buffalo Commons 
will be able to do this by providing students with an opportunity to thrive in a creative 
environment.  
 
Buffalo Commons’ stated mission, including strong academics and a dedication to 
creative problem solving and collaboration, is very reflective of what I would want in a 
school for all of Buffalo’s children.  As a graduate of the Buffalo State Creative Studies 
Master’s Degree program, I know, based upon research, the importance of creative 
problem solving and collaboration.  As such, I am currently working with the Buffalo 
Commons leadership in an advisory capacity to incorporate explicit creative thinking 
techniques and creative problem solving skills into the Common Threads class.  
 
In addition to its strong mission and the uniqueness of its learning approach, Buffalo 
Commons can become a model for many other schools to follow. Too many children are 
not exposed to the beauty and magic of learning when presented through the scope of 
creativity, collaboration and strong academics.  But now, they can be!  I only wish this 
school would have been around when my son was young.  I have been inspired by the 
proposed leadership of Buffalo Commons, and I look forward to supporting the project 
as it moves forward. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 







Date: November, 14, 2018 

 

SUNY Charter Schools Institute 

41 State St 

Albany, NY 12207 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

I am writing to express my support for and interest in the proposed Buffalo Commons 

Public Charter School. As a professor of education at the University at Buffalo and a 

parent of students in Buffalo Public Schools and a charter school in Buffalo, I understand 

the need for high quality schools serving Buffalo’s diverse populations. I am enthusiastic 

about the possibility of Buffalo Commons school option for the children and families of 

Buffalo. I have committed to helping the school get started by offering them access to 

my personal and professional network for the purposes of trustee recruitment, aiding 

them in their recruitment of a diverse group of families, and helping with the 

development of their academic program.  

 

Buffalo Commons’ mission is to be an academically rigorous, creative, and collaborative 

K-8 learning community that uses research-based teaching practices and innovative 

programming to prepare a diverse student body to lead successful lives which 

strengthen their communities. Our community needs this unique option. What most 

attracts me to Buffalo Commons is its approach to providing strong academics using 

innovative approaches and developing curricular connections to students’ communities. 

 

I look forward to supporting the project as it moves forward in whatever ways possible. I 

have the utmost confidence that the team which they have assembled will open a truly 

excellent school. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
  

 
February 7th, 2019  
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
353 Broadway 
Albany, NY 12207 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I would like to offer this letter of support for the proposed charter school Buffalo 
Commons. As an educator working in the Buffalo Community, I have come to learn 
firsthand that educational opportunities in Buffalo are not always equitable for our 
scholars. Buffalo Commons will open doors of opportunity for all students in Buffalo 
regardless of their backgrounds or circumstances and strive to help their scholars 
achieve academics. 
 
As a current educator, I strive to ensure that all scholars that enter my classroom have 
access to the highest quality of instruction possible. It is a necessity that educators in 
Buffalo are helping build the foundational skills necessary to become transformational 
leaders throughout the community of Buffalo. Buffalo Commons’ stated mission, 
including strong academics and a dedication to creative problem solving and 
collaboration, is very reflective of my own personal mission as an educator and I truly 
believe they will provide an opportunity for all scholars to have access to the rigorous 
standards of education that will make them competitive in any future opportunity they 
encounter. 
 
In addition to its strong mission, Buffalo Commons has a strong team of leaders to 
support the development of their educators which is essential in developing a high 
performing school and ensuring scholar success.  I have been inspired by the proposed 
leadership of Buffalo Commons, and I look forward to supporting the project as it moves 
forward and potentially working as a partner. 
 

 
 
 

 





 
 

  
 
January 21, 2019  
 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
SUNY Plaza 
353 Broadway 
Albany, NY 12246 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I would like to offer this letter of support for the proposed charter school Buffalo Commons. 
As a parent who has been elected to act as a school treasurer of a charter school in Buffalo, I 
see a deep need for a charter school that fosters the following: academic enrichment, the 
ability to think critically in a collaborative environment coupled with rich diversity.  In addition, 
I have a school aged child that would benefit from the platform that Buffalo Commons offers. 
Like many families living in the city of Buffalo we are exploring educational options but know 
that there are limited choices when it comes to high quality public education.  
 
Buffalo Commons’ stated mission, including strong academics and a dedication to creative 
problem solving and collaboration, is very reflective of what I would want in a school, not only 
for my own children, but for all of Buffalo’s children.  As a parent I vowed to be my child’s life 
guide, fostering the development of his mind body and soul.  In response, my young son will 
hopefully be able to positively influence the relationships he encounters through life.  It is my 
strong believe through the mission that Buffalo Commons stands for, they would be an 
extension of our families parenting plan.  The impact that Buffalo Commons has the ability to 
impose will positively change the trajectory of so many young lives.  
 
In addition to its strong mission, recognizing the benefits of an intimate student: teacher ratio 
combined with the importance of academic excellence is a platform that will enrich the 
families of Buffalo, New York. I have been inspired by the proposed leadership of Buffalo 
Commons, and I look forward to supporting the project as it moves forward and potentially 
applying for spots for my child. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 

 



October 21, 2019

SUNY Charter Schools Institute
41 State st
Albany, NY 12207

To Whom It May Concern:

I would like to offer this letter of support for the proposed charter school Buffalo Commons.
Like many families in Buffalo, I understand that there are limited choices when it comes to high

quality public education. I have a nephew currently in the Buffalo Public School system, and it
has been a struggle to find the right school for him, that he thrives in.

Buffalo Commons' stated mission, including strong academics and a dedication to creative

problem solving and collaboration, is very reflective of what I would want in a school for all of

Buffalo's children. It is important that children learn not only the fundamentals of reading,

writing and arithmetic but also to lean how to apply what they learned in real-life situations.

In addition to its strong mission, their desire to have a diverse background of students, will help

students break-down the cultural barriers amongst peoples of other faith's, religions and

backgrounds. It's an advantage to having a diverse group of students learn, work and play

together especially at such a young age where children's mindsets are still growing and can be

positively influenced. Learning inclusion amongst everyone is such a vital piece to this every

changing world we live in. I have been inspired by the proposed leadership of Buffalo

Commons, and I look forward to supporting the project as it moves forward.

Sincerely,



Response'04f'+'1'

Response'04f—Evidence'of'Student'Demand'
!
(f)!Evidence!of!Student!Demand!
Submit'documents'that'provide'evidence'of'demand'for'the'school'(e.g.,'petitions'that'clearly'indicate'signers'have'students'of'age'to'enroll'in'
the'school'and'would'consider'enrolling'them'in'the'school,'etc.).'

'
4F1.'Evidence'of'Student'Demand'
Below'we'provide'Figure'4.17,'which'contains'the'results'from'our'current'community'input'
survey.'Figure'4.18'follows,'containing'the'results'of'a'survey'we'administered'previously.'The'
narrative'in'R704abc'provides'an'aggregated'analysis'of'the'overall'student'demand'these'
surveys'demonstrate.'
'

Figure'4.17:'Current'BCCS'Community'Input'Survey'Analytics'(20187Present)'
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'
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Response'04f'+'4'

 

 
● Diversity 
● Academic success 
● Creative problem Solving 
● Diversity and cooperation 
● Diverse populations (learning about cultures) 
● Creative problem-solving, collaboration 
● Creative problem-solving 
● Everything 
● Problem solving 
● The academic success 
● Collaboration 
● 2 teachers in every classroom 
● Academic success, creative problem solving, collaboration, ratio 
● Education 
● Academics and Collaboration 
● STEM programs 
● Two teachers per classroom. 
● 2 teachers in each room 
● the focus on creativity and innovation and using those skills to prepare students for further education and 

careers 
● Collaborative Learning and Diversity 
● Mission of diversity and encouraging collaboration across those lines. 
● Not sure. Love new options though! 
● Diversity. 



Response'04f'+'5'

● Innovations courses 
● The school's focus on creativity along with the academic programs, diversity, small classes and 

community involvement. 
● I like all the aspects of Buffalo Commons, especially the problem solving skills and teamwork. 
● That charter schools are public schools 
● Commitment to diversity 
● The idea of students learning together in small groups. 
● The PBL/Enrichment strand is the most appealing part of the school for me; for my girls, that would 

have been their jam. 
● Project-based learning is something that I really value. 
● Focus on more than academics. 
● academic success 
● Would like to learn more about it 
● Academic 
● Its not bps 
● The fact that they are affiliated with Elmwood Charter 
● Focus on social and emotional health 
● Creative Problem Solving course work - I am afraid we are teaching kids to memorize and get the (only) 

"right" answer. 
● Community awareness focus. 
● The school providing IEP students with new opportunities. 
● Common Threads 
● The fact that they are willing to help the kids figure out what they want to do when they get older. 
● Working together to solve problems. 
● That it'll teach children to strive and continue with what they're taught once they become real adults with 

real life issues. 
● Transportation and structure of the classroom. 
● Problem-solving. 
● The opportunity for kids to grow further academic. 
● Teaching about community and working together. 
● Excellent teachers 
● The use of evidence-based programming; emphasis on creative problem-solving; community-

mindedness 
● Creative problem solving, closing the gap, academic rigor 
● The development of creative problem solving skills 
● Parallel teaching 
● I would be interested in more information about any school that managed to focus on creativity and 

rigor. 
● Diversity and an engaging curriculum. 
● Interested to see how success is measured. Is it based on the aggregate of the individuals background 

demography or is it measured equal across the board? Will there be goals to achieve at home with an 
engaged family? Programs fine tuned to work with, and instill upon the different cultural backgrounds? 



Response'04f'+'6'

● Collaboration with colleges and workplaces to prepare students for the future. 
● Trusted leadership, diversity, research-based 
● Unique curriculum choices 
● Academic Excellence and Rigorous curriculum 
● The diversity, thinking outside of the box, collaboration and a great curriculum! 
● What I like about Buffalo Commons is that it reminds me of EVCS and the way they teach and the way 

the school community is, one of my children graduated from EVCS and went onto Nichols for high 
school and is very successful and my other two children are still at EVCS and they are enjoying it and 
there are so many opportunities at EVCS. 

● The research-based aspect of the curriculum. 
● Creative Problem-Solving 
● Problem solving impact and community impact 
● The rigorous and engaging curriculum 
● A new school. 
● The grade levels. 
● I like the idea of a strong emphasis on teamwork. 
● Creative and Rigor curriculum 
● Creative problem solving 
● creative problem solving emphasis 
● Their holistic approach to education with equal focus on character and academics. 
● Academic rigor married with creative thinking 
● Emphasis on diversity and creative problem solving. 

 

 

 
● Wish there was a 2nd grade! 
● Make sure there is an after school option for working parents 
● I need well staffed classrooms! 
● Educate kids on financing at a young age (savings, checking, etc.) 
● Continue planning great activities for kids. 
● It is worth the effort to create a great new learning environment. 
● My kids go to EVCS and they love it. 
● Balance the academics with plenty of outdoor recess time. 
● Much luck and so excited for this opportunity in our community! 
● I feel it is important to have warm and friendly staff, especially with the younger aged children. 
● The diverse and inclusive elements drew me in, but after hearing about the school I like many of the 

other aspects a lot. As a graduate of Tapestry Charter School, I was positive that I was going to send my 
kids to Tapestry as well, but now I'm not so sure. I really like the idea of project-based learning in a 
format like the CommonThreads class -- I think that it is likely going to meet students' needs. Incredible! 



Response'04f'+'7'

● Don’t forget the parents! Thinking about how parents can interact with school life, even in basic ways. 
Little things go a long way! 

● Thank you for providing another quality educational option for children in Buffalo. 
● will the children be taught financial literacy? 
● Please no holiday based learning. Security and food allergies should be high on priority 
● Not at this time 
● I'm curious to know the school's plan for implementing technology, computers, devices, etc 
● Provide after school activities. 
● I feel this concept is very much needed in today's society. 
● The Buffalo area needs more schools like this! 
● I wish you the best of luck and commend you for offering another wonderful opportunity for the children 

and families of our great city of Buffalo! 
● To have a school announce, as part of its mission, that it will include developing a child’s creative 

problem solving skills, is quite frankly the most magical gift anyone could give to a child. I truly wish 
this school would have been around when my son was young! What a magical place of learning it shall 
be! 

● Danny Brink Washington is a great teacher and a definite asset. 
● I like the Academic Excellence and Inclusion factors that you are striving to develop in the Buffalo 

community. There is such a need for this type of school. Glad you are developing this type of school here 
in BUF! 

● I think this will be a great school of choice! 
● My children went to Elmwood village charter school it was a great experience my children are doing 

well in high school Mr Washington is a wonderful teacher and person 
● I have a strong belief in smaller classroom sizes. Schools offer great teacher to student ratios, but there 

still are many bodies in one room. Will you be offering smaller classroom sizes? 
● No 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure'4.18:'Previous'BCCS'Community'Input'Survey'Analytics'(2017718) 
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Response'05ac','1'

Reponse'05ac—Enrollment'
!

(a)!Enrollment!
In#a#narrative#response,#describe#the#following#aspects#of#the#school’s#enrollment#plan#including:#

● The#extent#to#which#the#proposed#charter#school’s#grade#configuration#aligns#with#the#school#district#of#location#and#how#any#
misalignment#may#impact#the#school;#

● Any#differences#in#eligible#or#minimum#age#in#the#same#grades#between#the#proposed#charter#school#and#district#schools;##
● The#pattern#of#growth#over#the#charter#term#including#anticipated#student#attrition,#the#rationale#for#the#attrition#rate,#and#plans#to#

replace#or#limit#the#intake#of#students;##
● A#statement#about#any#growth#that#the#applicants#may#seek#in#a#future#charter#period#if#the#school#is#renewed;#and##
● A#statement#regarding#whether#the#school#might#seek#to#apply#for#a#full@day#universal#pre@K#program.#(Note,#pre@K#applications#are#

handled#by#the#school#district#of#location#or#NYSED#and#cannot#be#submitted#until#the#charter#is#approved.)#

'
5A1.'Initial'Enrollment'Plan'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'will'open'in'August'of'2021'serving'50'kindergarten'
and'50'first'grade'students.'This'pattern'is'to'minimize'disruption'to'existing'systems'and'
maximize'our'students’'success.'
'
Our'enrollment'plan'aligns'with'the'current'district,'charter,'and'private'school'offerings'in'the'
area.'We'minimize'disruption'to'the'school'landscape'by'establishing'our'initial'entry'point'at'
kindergarten'(and'first'grade'in'year'one),'which'allows'peer'schools'to'more'easily'adjust'to'
changes'caused'by'students'enrolling'in'Buffalo'Commons.'Additionally,'our'eligibility'and'
minimum'age'requirements'for'students'are'the'same'as'local'schools.'Lastly,'our'small'cohorts'
of'50'students'per'grade'will'result'in'minimal'programmatic'and'fiscal'impact'on'the'
surrounding'districts'and'schools'(see'R301ac).''
'
Our'enrollment'plan'also'maximizes'our'impact'on'students'by'starting'in'the'earliest'grades,'
allowing'students'to'benefit'from'our'program'from'the'beginning'of'their'education.'This'
benefit'compounds'over'time,'and'students'will'be'less'likely'to'fall'behind'and'more'likely'to'
get'ahead.'Additionally,'in'Buffalo,'noticeable'achievement'gaps'between'students'of'different'
subgroups'(i.e.,'race,'socioeconomic,'IEP,'and'ELL'status)'are'evident'in'local'schools'as'early'as'
third'grade'(the'first'year'of'the'New'York'State'Testing'Program).1'While'comparative'NYS'data'
for'these'groups'is'not'readily'available,'it'is'likely'that'these'gaps'originate'even'earlier.'The'
Economic'Policy'Institute'reports'that,'“it'is'increasingly'apparent'that'performance'gaps'by'
social'class'take'root'in'the'earliest'years'of'children’s'lives'and'fail'to'narrow'in'the'years'that'
follow.”2'Those'gaps'are'persistent,'and'in'recent'years'have'widened'as'students'progress'
through'their'school'years.3'By'starting'with'the'youngest'students,'and'leveraging'the'benefits'

                                                
1''www.nysed.gov'(Retrieved'2019)'
2'Garcia,'Emma'and'Elaine'Weiss'(2017).'Education#inequalities#at#the#school#starting#gate#Gaps,#trends,#and#strategies#to#
address#them.'The'Economic'Policy'Institute.'Retrieved'from'https://www.epi.org/publication/education,inequalities,at,the,
school,starting,gate/'
3'www.nysed.gov'(Retrieved'2019)#
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that'we'know'come'from'diverse'schools,'we'will'be'able'to'arrest'and'eliminate'gaps'early'for'
our'students.''
'
Year'one'is'the'only'year'in'which'we'foresee'some'minimal'misalignment'with'the'local'
district(s).'In'year'one'we'will'enroll'50'first'grade'students,'some'of'whom'may'be'transfers'
from'other'local'schools.'The'disruption'to'any'individual'local'schools'will'be'minimal,'as'we'
will'recruit'a'diverse'applicant'pool'from'throughout'Buffalo.'To'ensure'an'adequate,sized'
applicant'pool'for'first'grade'seats'in'SY'2020,21,'we'will'devote'time'and'resources'for'
outreach'during'the'planning'year'(see'R321e).'We'will'also'continue'to'build'strong'
relationships'and'partnerships'with'community,'faith,based,'Head'Start,'and'preschool'
organizations'that'serve'diverse'youth'populations'(see'R304abc).''
'
5A2.'Differences'in'Age'Ranges'
BCCS’'eligibility'and'age'requirements'for'each'grade'level'are'aligned'with'the'local'district'
(see'above).'They'are'also'listed'as'part'of'the'enrollment'pattern'in'Figure'5.4'at'the'end'of'
this'section.'
'
5A3.'Pattern'of'Growth'in'Enrollment'
At'the'end'of'the'first'charter'term,'BCCS'will'be'a'K,5'school'serving'300'students.'In'years'two'
through'five,'we'will'primarily'recruit'50'new'kindergarten'students.'This'slow'growth'model'
enables'us'to'concentrate'on'the'development'of'our'academic'program,'school'culture,'and'
proper'school'management.'Grades'one'through'five'will'be'maintained'by'the'matriculation'of'
students'from'lower'grades'and'additional'recruitment'when'necessary.'The'net'increases'in'
enrollment'(Figure'5.4)'anticipate'an'attrition'rate'of'7,10%,4,5'which'is'based'on'documented'
rates'in'other'New'York'charter'schools,'and'an'admissions'policy'that'includes'“backfill”'of'the'
available'seats'in'all'grade'levels'(see'R305d).6'''
'
5A4.'Future'Growth'in'Enrollment'
BCCS'will'meet'or'exceed'the'goals'set'forth'in'the'accountability'plan'(see'R306e),'and'we'
anticipate'applying'to'expand'the'school'into'grades'six'through'eight'as'part'of'our'first'charter'
renewal.'BCCS’'expansion'would'provide'continuity'in'the'middle'school'years'and'it'aligns'well'
with'the'district,'charter,'and'private'school'options'which'are'predominantly'K,8'in'structure'
with'relatively'few'middle'school,specific'entry'points'(see'R301ac).'

                                                
4'Fertig,'Beth'and'Jenny'Ye'(2016).'NYC#Charters#Retain#Students#Better#Than#Traditional#Schools.'Schoolbook/WNYC'with'NYC'
DOE'Data.'
5'New'York'City'Independent'Budget'Office'(2015).'Comparing#Student#Attrition#Rates#at#Charter#Schools#and#Nearby#Traditional#
Public#Schools.'
6'The'proposed'budget'conservatively'allows'for'the'possibility'of'a'3%'net'attrition'rate'should'our'attempts'to'backfill'seats'be'
less'efficient'than'we'anticipate.''
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'
5A5.'Universal'Pre,K'(UPK)'Full'Day'
Although'we'are'not'currently'pursuing'offering'a'Pre,K,'BCCS'would'consider'offering'an'onsite'
UPK'program'in'the'future'because'effective'early'childhood'education'can'be'a'key'to'closing'
the'achievement'disparities'between'subgroups'of'students.'However,'our'understanding'is'
that'the'BCSD'is'not'currently'approving'charters'as'providers'of'UPK'nor'does'the'state'
approve'charters'directly.'We'will'continue'to'monitor'the'possibility'of'providing'a'UPK'site'
and'should'it'become'a'possibility,'the'leadership'team'and'the'Board'of'Trustees'will'assess'
the'viability'for'BCCS.'
'

'
' !
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(b)!Target!Population!Enrollment!
Explain#how#the#school#will#meet#or#exceed#the#enrollment#and#retention#targets#established#by#the#SUNY#Trustees#for#students#with#disabilities,#
ELLs,#and#FRPL#students.#The#response#should:#

● Cite#the#proposed#school’s#enrollment#and#retention#targets#as#determined#through#the#enrollment#and#retention#calculator##
● Articulate#the#recruitment#strategies#the#school#will#employ#to#attract#each#target#population#to#the#school#(including#outreach#to#

parents#in#the#community#for#whom#English#is#not#their#primary#language);#
● Describe#any#at@risk#admissions#factors,#set@asides,#or#“preferences”#the#school#would#offer#to#increase#the#likelihood#of#enrolling#

targeted#students.#
● Provide#a#brief#explanation#of#the#efforts,#resources,#structures,#or#programs#that#the#school#will#employ#to#retain#these#students#and#

how#the#school#will#monitor#the#efficacy#of#such#efforts#including#disaggregation#of#student#performance#data#for#each#subgroup;#
● Note#that#including#preferences#beyond#one#extra#weight#(ticket)#in#the#lottery#may#make#the#proposed#school#ineligible#to#receive#

federal#Charter#School#Program#(“CSP”)#grant#funding;#and,#
● Any#replicator#that#is#not#currently#meeting#targets#at#any#of#its#schools#must#provide#an#explanation#as#to#why#the#targets#are#not#

being#met,#efforts#made#to#meet#the#targets,#and#what#new#strategies#will#be#employed#to#meet#the#targets#

''
5B1.'Enrollment'and'Retention'Targets'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'will'enroll'a'diverse'student'body'that'also'meets'the'
enrollment'and'retention'targets'as'per'the'state’s'calculator.'Figure'5.1'shows'targets'for'
enrollment'and'retention'according'to'the'calculator.'
'

Figure'5.1:'Enrollment'and'Retention'Targets'By'End'of'Initial'Charter'Term'
Enrollment'Targets'at'the'End'of'Initial'Charter'Term'

Student'Subgroup' Comparable'District'%' Target'#'of'BCCS'Students'
Economically'Disadvantaged' 86.6' 262'

English'Language'Learners' 12.9' 39'

Students'With'Disabilities' 21.0' 64'

Retention'Targets'at'the'End'of'Initial'Charter'Term'
Student'Subgroup' Comparable'District'%' Target'#'of'BCCS'Students'

Economically'Disadvantaged' 95.1' 249'

English'Language'Learners' 95.0' 37'

Students'With'Disabilities' 95.2' 61'

'
5B2.'Student'Recruitment'Strategies''
The'BCCS'team'believes'that'successful'student'recruitment'activity'is'a'prerequisite'to'our'long'
term'success'and'impact'on'the'community.'In'line'with'applicable'charter'laws,'BCCS'will'
recruit'a'student'body'whose'demographics'reflect'the'diversity'of'our'geographic'district,'
including'students'with'various'socioeconomic'levels,'home'languages,'and'learning'abilities,'
and'meet'the'established'enrollment'and'retention'targets'(see'above).7'We'understand'that'
for'BCCS'to'be'successful'as'an'intentionally'diverse'school,'that'means'that'we'have'to'
conduct'a'unique'kind'of'student'recruitment.'Figure'5.2'displays'the'recommendations'of'
leaders'of'intentionally'diverse'schools'collected'by'New'School'Venture'Fund'in'2017,'and'how'
BCCS'has'already,'or'intends'to'operationalize'the'lessons'learned'by'similar,'successful'schools.'
                                                
7'Currently'BCSD'enrolls'23%'students'with'IEPs,'15%'students'classified'as'ELL,'68%'students'who'qualify'for'free'or'reduced,
price'lunch,'and'no'racial'majority.'
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'

Figure'5.2:'Strategic'Recruitment'Strategies'for'Diverse'Schools'

NSVF'Diverse'School'Leader'
Recommendations,'2017'

BCCS’'Application'of'the'recommendations'

Regarding#the#approach#of#the#
Valor#Collegiate#team:#“She#and#
her#team#took#the#time#to#define#
what#diversity#means#in#their#
region#before#they#started#their#
school.#They#wanted#a#student#
body#that#was#reflective#of#the#
community#in#terms#of#faith,#
culture,#geographies#and#income,#
providing#a#space#for#a#diversity#of#
perspectives”#

BCCS’s'team'seeks'to'build'a'student'population'that'reflects'a'cross,
section'of'the'diverse'local'community'and'mirrors'the'diversity'of'the'
Buffalo'City'School'District.''Intentionality'regarding'this'recommendation'
has'been'detailed'throughout'this'application.''

In#order#to#ensure#the#school#
community#reflects#the#larger#
community,#“it’s#critical#to#have#a#
recruitment#plan#that#includes#
diversity#goals,#and#to#then#
monitor#the#application#data#daily#
and#adjust#strategies#as#
necessary.”#

The'diversity'metrics'will'be'achieved'through'a'strategic'recruiting'strategy'
that'is'inclusive'and'empowering'to'families'of'diverse'backgrounds.'For'
example,'expressing'a'clear'desire'to'serve'students'across'the'economic,'
language,'and'learning'spectrum'and'recruiting'in'settings'with'community'
members'that'span'the'same'spectrum'will'increase'the'diversity'of'
student'population'that'applies'for'enrollment.'
'
We'use'zip'codes'of'community'members'we'connect'with'to'track'our'
contact'with'different'geographic'areas'of'the'city.'Then'we'overlay'data''
about'things'such'as'socioeconomic'status,'languages,'and'race'to'help'
build'estimates'of'important'aspects'of'diversity'and'adjust'our'approach'
accordingly.'

“When#recruiters#from#outside#the#
community#are#asking#families#to#
join#a#school#in#a#new#
neighborhood#with#a#mixed#
demographic,#it#is#even#more#
important#to#engage#community#
allies.”#

BCCS'will'work'towards'depth'of'engagement'that'goes'beyond'open'
houses'and'fliers,'centering'especially'on'slow'conversations'with'families'
and'local'leaders.'For'example,'we'have'strategically'worked'to'build'
relationships'with'the'following'organizations,'who'have'all'pledged'to'host'
our'representatives'and'be'ambassadors'to'the'communities'they'serve:''
'

● Headstarts'and'daycares'throughout'the'city'of'Buffalo'
● Resettlement'agencies'such'as:''

○ Jewish'Family'Services'
○ Jericho'Road''

● Faith,based'organizations'including:'
○ True'Bethel'Church'which'predominantly'serves'the'east'

side'of'Buffalo,''
○ The'Unitarian'Universalist'Church'of'Elmwood'Village'

which'works'with'many'families'in'central'
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Figure'5.2:'Strategic'Recruitment'Strategies'for'Diverse'Schools'

NSVF'Diverse'School'Leader'
Recommendations,'2017'

BCCS’'Application'of'the'recommendations'

Buffalo/Elmwood'Village,''
○ Temple'Beth'Zion'which'is'Buffalo’s'largest'Jewish'

congregation,''
● People'United'for'Sustainable'Housing'which'has'deep'ties'to'the'

west'side'community'
● Every'Person'Influences'Children'which'works'with'homeless'or'

otherwise'marginalized'families'

Suggest#“meeting#with#allies#and#
organizations#doing#community@
based#work#or#with#goals#similar#
to#your#school’s#mission”#

BCCS'has'met'with'dozens'of'local'organizations'and'will'continue'these'
efforts'indefinitely.'Even'the'name'of'the'organization,'Buffalo'Commons,'
is'intended'to'express'a'desire'to'be'an'open'partner'that'builds'enduring'
partnerships'on'behalf'of'the'students'and'families'we'serve.''

“All#the#school#leaders#
emphasized#the#importance#of#
location—and#considering#how#
that#would#impact#the#families#
whose#children#would#be#
attending.#In#fact,#all#but#two#of#
the#school#leaders#noted#that#the#
most#important#factor#was#finding#
a#location#that#is#easily#
accessible.”#

In'the'coming'18'months,'BCCS'will'explore'a'variety'of'options'for'facilities'
that'honor'the'needs'of'a'diverse'student'body'while'stewarding'limited'
resources'or'temporary'spaces.'Intentional'geographic'location'along'the'
Main'St.'corridor'will'help'BCCS'to'unite'communities'at'a'point'of'
intersection'where'multiple'separate'communities'may'come'together.''

'
In'addition'to'those'considerations,'BCCS'is'planning'a'wealth'of'specific'recruitment'strategies'
to'ensure'adequate'enrollment'and'meet'the'NYS'enrollment'targets.'Below,'Figure'5.3'
provides'an'overview'of'our'general'recruitment'strategies'and'those'specific'to'the'
recruitment'of'particular'student'populations'(actions'taken'and/or'ongoing'are'marked'with'
an'asterisk).''

'
Figure'5.3:'BCCS'Student'Recruitment'Plan'Overview'

*#Indicates#action#taken#and/or#ongoing#
Type'of'Outreach' General' English'Language'Learner'(ELL)' Special'Education'(SPED)'
Free'Print'
Advertising'

To'begin'ASAP'after'authorization.'Likely'generated'by'press'releases'and/or'connections'
through'our'volunteer'base.''

Paid'Print'
Advertising'

To'begin'after'authorization.'We'will'use'the'Buffalo'News'to'cast'a'wide'net,'and'then'focus'
on'publications'that'are'more'neighborhood'focused'such'as'the'Buffalo'Challenger'on'the'
East'Side'and'the'Karibu'News'on'the'West'Side.'

Free'Radio' To'begin'ASAP'after'authorization.'Likely'generated'by'press'releases'and/or'connections'
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Figure'5.3:'BCCS'Student'Recruitment'Plan'Overview'

*#Indicates#action#taken#and/or#ongoing#
Type'of'Outreach' General' English'Language'Learner'(ELL)' Special'Education'(SPED)'
Advertising' through'our'volunteer'base.'

Paid'Radio'
Advertising'

To'begin'after'authorization.'We'will'run'ads'on'WBFO,'WBLK,'WGRF,'WNED,'and'WGR.'

Free'Television'
Advertising'

To'begin'ASAP'after'authorization.'Likely'generated'by'press'releases'and/or'connections'
through'our'volunteer'base.'

Paid'Television''
Advertising'

To'begin'in'final'stretch'before'application'deadline'(approx.'Jan'2021).'

Group'Meetings*'

Meetings'with'families'of'
three,year,olds'and'third'
graders'currently'enrolled'
at'various'daycare/Head'
Start'programs'and'
elementary'schools'in'
Buffalo.*'

Meetings'with'families'of'
students'that'qualify'as'ELL'
brokered'through'the'four'
resettlement'agencies'and'
relevant'community,based'
organizations.'Translators'
provided.'

Meetings'with'families'of'
students'that'qualify'as'SPED''
brokered'through'contacts'
with'relevant'community'
based,organizations.'

Direct'Mail' To'begin'in'Fall'2020'with'our'entire'mailing'list.'

Telemarketing' To'begin'in'Fall'2020'with'our'entire'phone'list.'

Door3to3Door*'
We'have'begun'door,to,door'outreach'in'neighborhoods'across'the'city.'We'target'diverse'
communities,'as'well'as'communities'directly'around'potential'school'sites'to'ensure'that'
they'have'access'to'the'school.'

Flyers*'

We'distribute'flyers'at'
tabling'events,'group'
meetings,'etc.'

We'distribute'flyers'in'
appropriate'languages'at'
community,based'
organizations'that'serve'large'
populations'of'ELL'families'
such'as'local'resettlement'
agencies'like'Jewish'Family'
Services,'Jericho'Road,'and'
others.'

We'distribute'flyers'at'
community,based'
organizations'that'serve'large'
populations'of'SPED'families.''

Website*'

Ongoing'maintenance'of'
buffalocommonscharter.org,'
which'offers'information'
about'our'program'and'
provides'families'with'
opportunities'for'input,'
questions,'and'feedback.*'

We'offer'translation'on'our'
website'to'every'language'
spoken'in'BSCD.'

'

Twitter*' Maintain'@BuffaloCommons'

Facebook*' Maintain'www.facebook.com/BuffaloCommonsCharter/''

Tabling*'
Tabling'at'places'like'
Headstarts,'daycares,'
faith,based'organizations,'

Targeted'tabling'is'done'at'
places'like'resettlement'
agencies'and'the'Refugee'

Targeted'tabling'is'done'at'
community,based'
organizations'that'serve'SPED'
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Figure'5.3:'BCCS'Student'Recruitment'Plan'Overview'

*#Indicates#action#taken#and/or#ongoing#
Type'of'Outreach' General' English'Language'Learner'(ELL)' Special'Education'(SPED)'

at'key'times'of'day'such'as'
drop,off'or'dismissal.''
'
Additionally,'more'general'
visibility'at''farmers’'
markets,'Juneteenth,'Taste'
of'Diversity,'and'Elmwood'
Village'Arts'Festival.'

Roundtable'Meetings.'' students'like'People'Inc.,'or'
Gateway,Longview.''

Community'
Partners'

We'build'relationships'with'targeted'diverse'community'organizations'to'connect'with'and'
recruit'from'their'constituencies.'Examples'of'these'relationships'include:'

● Resettlement'agencies'such'as:''
○ Jewish'Family'Services'
○ Jericho'Road''

● Faith,based'organizations'including:'
○ True'Bethel'Church'which'predominantly'serves'the'east'side'of'Buffalo,''
○ The'Unitarian'Universalist'Church'of'Elmwood'Village'which'works'with'

many'families'in'central'Buffalo/Elmwood'Village,''
○ Temple'Beth'Zion'which'is'Buffalo’s'largest'Jewish'congregation,''

● People'United'for'Sustainable'Housing'which'has'deep'ties'to'the'west'side'
community'

● Every'Person'Influences'Children'which'works'with'homeless'or'otherwise'
marginalized'families'

'
As'we'execute'these'strategies,'we'will'also'be'carefully'tracking'how'our'engagement'is'
working'and'adjusting'as'needed.'To'track'engagement'we'will'use'the'same'tool/process'that'
has'been'implemented'successfully'by'The'Denver'School'of'Science'and'Technology'(DSST),'an'
award'winning'intentionally'diverse'charter'network'that'regularly'has'long'waitlists,'including'
at'their'newest'campus'which'opened'in'2019.'This'tool'is'a'particularly'good'match'for'BCCS'as'
DSST'enrolls'a'similar'demographic'to'the'one'BCCS'anticipates.'The'process'includes'data'
about'what'type'of'communication'is'most'effective'for'each'potential'family,'how'they'have'
responded'to'each'of'our'outreach'initiatives,'what'follow,up'actions'we'took,'and'what'the'
next'step'in'the'process'toward'enrollment'is'for'each'family'at'all'times.'A'sample'tracker'is'
included'in'R323b.''
'
Based'on'our'intentionality'about'diversity,'use'of'a'proven'strategic'plan,'the'waiting'list'for'
charter'schools'in'Buffalo,'and'the'responses'from'our'outreach'efforts'to'date,'we'anticipate'
meeting'enrollment'targets'(see'R304abc).''
'
5B3.'Student'Retention'Strategies'
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BCCS'plans'to'retain'our'students,'especially'those'that'are'part'of'a'specific'population,'by'
creating'an'inclusive'academic'program,'providing'appropriate'classroom'learning'
environments,'and'building'relationships'with'caregivers'based'on'trust'and'communication.'
When'possible'we'monitor'the'efficacy'of'such'efforts'by'subgroup.'Specific'strategies'are'listed'
below'in'Figure'5.4.'
'

Figure'5.4:'Student'Retention'Plan''
Retention'
Strategy'

General' English'Language'Learner'(ELL)' Special'Education'(SPED)'

Academic'
Program'

● Hire,'develop'and'retain'
effective'general'education'
teachers.'

● Consistently'disaggregate'
and'analyze'internal'student'
performance'data'according'
to'race'and'socioeconomic'
status.''

● Create'a'school'calendar'that'
is'conscious'of'cultural'
holidays'and'traditions.'

● Provide'professional'
development'for'faculty'in'
differentiation'and'culturally'
responsive'pedagogy,'and'
antibias'education'to'support'
students’'academic,'social,'
and'cultural'needs.'

● Offer'professional'
development'for'faculty'in'
trauma,informed'care'to'
accommodate'students'who'
are'refugees'or'who'who'
have'been'exposed'to'
significant'hardship/and'or'
violence.8''

● Hire,'develop'and'retain'
effective'ENL'teachers.'

● Select'core'curricula'that'
offer'robust'support'for'
instruction'of'ELL'students.''

● Consistently'disaggregate'
and'analyze'internal'student'
performance'data'according'
to'ENL'level'(i.e,.'emerging,'
proficient,'etc.).'

● Provide'professional'
development'for'faculty'in'
the'principles'of'Sheltered'
Instruction'Observation'
Protocol.'

● Hire,'develop,'and'retain'
effective'SPED'teachers.'

● Select'core'curricula'that'
offer'robust'support'for'
instruction'of'students'with'
special'needs.'

● Consistently'disaggregate'
and'analyze'internal'student'
performance'data'according'
to'SPED'classification'(i.e.,'
learning'disabled,'other'
health'impaired,'etc.).'

● Provide'professional'
development'for'faculty'in'
Marilyn'Friend’s'models'of'
co,teaching.'

'

School'Culture'

● Cultivate'diversity'of'the'
student'body'so'that'
students'have'an'increased'
sense'of'belonging.'

● Curricula'in'which'children'of'
different'backgrounds'and'
abilities'see'themselves'as'

● Include'ELL'students'in'
general'school'activities'as'
often'as'possible.#

● Include'SPED'students'in'
general'school'activities'as'
often'as'possible.#

                                                
8'Retrieved'from'http://www.traumainformedcareproject.org/index.php'(Accessed'2017)'
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Figure'5.4:'Student'Retention'Plan''
Retention'
Strategy'

General' English'Language'Learner'(ELL)' Special'Education'(SPED)'

important'members'of'the'
community.'

● Exhibits'throughout'the'
school'of'students’'home'
languages'and'cultural'
artifacts'.#

Parent'
Involvement'

● Have'a'school'leader'
personally'meet'new'
students,'either'at'the'
student’s'home'or'at'the'
school,'to'build'trust'and'a'
sense'of'belonging.'#

● Build'relationships'with'
families'via'phone'and'email,'
personal'conferences,'and'
school'events.'#

● Conduct'annual'parent'
surveys'to'assess'student'
and'family'needs.'

● Conduct'differentiated'
parent'workshops'that'
address'needs'of'ELL'
students.#

● Whenever'possible,'provide'
translation'services.#

● Regularly'evaluate'family'
satisfaction'with'internal'
systems'that'meet'the'needs'
of'ELL'students'and'families.'#

● Conduct'differentiated'
parent'workshops'that'
address'needs'of'SPED'
students.#

● Regularly'evaluate'family'
satisfaction'with'internal'
systems'that'meet'the'needs'
in'each'student’s'IEP'or'504.'#

' !
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(c)!Student!enrollment!table!
Complete#the#student#enrollment#table#provided#in#the#budget#template#and#include#a#copy#of#it#here.#

'
5C1.'Student'Enrollment'Table'
Figure'5.5'shows'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'planned'enrollment'by'grade'over'
the'course'of'the'first'charter'term.'
'

Figure'5.5:'BCCS'Charter'Enrollment'by'Grade'

GRADES' LEVEL' 2021322' 2022323' 2023324' 2024325' 2025326'
AGE'

RANGE'
Kindergarten' Elementary'School' 50' 50' 50' 50' 50' 4,5'

1st'Grade' Elementary'School' 50' 50' 50' 50' 50' 5,6'

2nd'Grade' Elementary'School' ' 50' 50' 50' 50' 6,7'

3rd'Grade' Elementary'School' ' ' 50' 50' 50' 7,8'

4th'Grade' Elementary'School' ' ' ' 50' 50' 8,9'

5th'Grade' Elementary'School' ' ' ' ' 50' 9,10'

Ungraded' ' ' ' ' ' '

TOTAL' 100' 150' 200' 250' 300' '

!
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Response'05d—Admissions'Policy'
'
(d)$Admissions$Policy$
Describe(the(admissions(policy(for(the(school(including(any(at6risk(designations(or(set6(asides,(and(how(the(school(intends(to(apply(the(statutory(
preferences(for(returning(students,(siblings,(students(residing(in(the(school(district(or(CSD(of(location(of(the(charter(school,(and(employees(of(the(
education(corporation(or(CMO((up(to(a(15%(set(aside)(in(accordance(with(the(Act.(

'
5D1.'Admissions'Policy'
'

Draft'BUFFALO'COMMONS'ADMISSIONS'POLICY'
'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'seeks'to'reflect'the'diversity'of'Buffalo.'Our'anti+
discrimination'criteria,'admissions'procedure,'and'community'outreach'programs'are'designed'
to'maximize'the'potential'for'a'student'body'representing'the'diversity'of'the'Buffalo'City'
School'District'(BCSD).'
'
Admissions'Criteria'
In'accordance'with'BCCS’'commitment'to'diversity'and'as'delineated'by'federal,'state'and'local'
law,'BCCS'is'nonsectarian'and'does'not'discriminate'in'admissions,'educational'programs,'or'
employment'against'any'individual'on'account'of'that'individual’s'sex,'race,'color,'religion,'age,'
sexual'orientation,'handicap'or'national'or'ethnic'origin.'BCCS'admission'shall'not'be'limited'on'
the'basis'of'a'student’s'intellectual'ability,'measures'of'achievement'or'aptitude,'athletic'
ability,'or'disability.'''
'
A'child'qualified'under'the'laws'of'New'York'State'for'admission'to'a'public'school'is'qualified'
for'admission'to'BCCS.'The'school'shall'enroll'eligible'students'who'submit'a'timely'application'
by'the'first'day'of'April'each'year,'unless'the'number'of'applications'exceeds'the'capacity'of'the'
grade'level'or'building.'In'such'cases,'students'shall'be'accepted'from'among'applicants'by'a'
random'selection'process,'allowing'that'enrollment'preference'will'be'given'to'pupils'returning'
to'the'charter'school'in'the'second'or'any'subsequent'year'of'operation,'and'for'siblings'of'
pupils'already'enrolled'in'the'charter'school,'and'pupils'residing'in'BCSD.'
'
Application'and'Enrollment'Procedures'and'Schedule'
To'help'expedite'the'application'procedure'for'BCCS,'we'will'require'only'essential'information'
and'applications'will'be'available'in'Spanish'and'English,'as'well'as'additional'languages'on'a'
case+by+case'basis.'Charter'school'staff'will'be'available'to'assist'students'or'families'in'the'
application'process.'Additionally,'the'staff'will'work'with'admitted'and'matriculated'families'to'
prepare'them'for'the'social'and'academic'expectations'of'the'school'community.'
' '
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Admissions'Schedule'

● January'1'–'Applications'for'admission'to'BCCS'will'be'made'available'via'the'school'
website'and'through'various'community'outreach'efforts.'In'addition,'letters'of'
intent'to'renew'enrollment'the'following'year'will'be'distributed'to'current'
students.'

● January'through'March'–'Outreach'efforts'will'continue'with'active'recruitment'of'
applicants'from'diverse'neighborhoods,'daycares,'headstarts,'community'groups,'
and'faith+based'organizations.'Charter'school'staff'will'be'available'to'offer'
assistance'to'any'families'requiring'it,'and'will'make'concerted'efforts'to'follow'up'
with'interested'families.''''

● April'1'–'Final'deadline'for'submission'of'applications'from'new'applicants'and'
signed'letters'of'intent'to're+enroll'due'from'current'students.''

● First'Week'of'April'–'Applications'will'be'collated'and,'if'necessary,'a'random'lottery'
for'each'grade'level'will'be'scheduled'conducted.'The'lottery'will'be'executed'
according'to'the'requirements'and'standards'outlined'in'Education'Law'subdivision'
2854(2).'BCCS'intends'to'comply'with'a'common'lottery'date'but'reserves'the'right'
to'pick'an'alternative'lottery'date'during'the'first'two'weeks'of'April.''The'lottery'will'
be'open'to'the'public.'It'will'be'conducted'to'ensure'preferences'as'follows:'

'

i. Currently'enrolled'students'

ii. Siblings'of'currently'enrolled'students'

iii. Children'of'faculty'and'staff'(up'to'15%'of'available'seats)'

iv. Residents'of'Buffalo'City'School'District'

v. Residents'of'districts'outside'Buffalo'

'

After'all'seats'have'been'filled,'a'waiting'list'will'be'randomly'created'for'
each'grade'level,'placing'students'in.''

● MidJApril'–'Families'of'accepted'students'will'be'notified'and'provided'with'
enrollment'materials.'Students'on'the'waiting'list'will'also'be'notified.''

● MidJMay'–'Letters'of'intent'to'matriculate'will'be'due'from'accepted'students.''
Buffalo'Commons'will'contact'and'consult'with'any'family'who'has'not'submitted'a'
letter'of'intent'by'the'deadline'before'going'to'the'waiting'list.'
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● MidJJune'through'September'–'The'charter'school'will'contact'students'admitted'
from'the'waiting'lists.'The'charter'school'will'contact'and'consult'with'these'
families.''

'
Enrollment'Preference'
Enrollment'is'open'to'students'in'grades'K+1'and'then'additional'grades'according'to'our'
growth'model.'For'example,'in'year'1'enrollment'will'be'open'to'students'in'grade'K+1.'The'
school'will'admit'eligible'students'who'submit'a'timely'application,'unless'the'number'of'
applications'exceeds'the'capacity'of'the'student’s'requested'grade'level'or'the'school'building.'
The'school'will'give'statutory'preference'to'students'enrolled'in'the'prior'year,'siblings'of'
students'already'enrolled,'children'of'faculty'and'staff'(up'to'15%'total'enrollment),'and'
students'residing'in'Buffalo'City'School'District,'in'that'order.'''
'
Because'BCCS'is'an'intentionally'diverse'school,'in'the'future'we'may'add'preferences'to'help'
ensure'student'diversity.'For'example,'some'intentionally'diverse'schools'serve'a'student'body'
significantly'different'than'the'enrollment'and'retention'targets'provided'by'NYS.'After'three'
years'of'operation,'if'our'Board'of'Trustees,'in'conversation'with'SUNY,'determines'that'our'
student'demographic'is'significantly'different'from'enrollment'targets'in'terms'of'children'that'
qualify'for'free'or'reduced'lunch,'those'identified'with'special'education'needs,'or'those'who'
are'classified'as'English'Language'Learners,'then'we'will'institute'preferences'for'at'least'one'of'
those'groups'(or'a'preference'by'zip'code'if'our'analysis'suggests'that'would'be'more'efficient'
in'correcting'our'enrollment'demographic).'
'
Lottery'Process1'
If'applicants'for'a'grade'level'exceed'the'available'seats,'the'school'will'hold'a'random'selection'
lottery'within'two'weeks'of'the'close'of'open'enrollment.'The'lottery'drawing'shall'be'run'by'a'
neutral'third'party,'shall'be'open'to'the'public,'videotaped,'webcast,'and'the'school'will'notify'
all'applicants'of'the'time'and'place.'Names'will'be'drawn'until'all'available'grade'level'seats'
have'been'filled.'Any'remaining'names'will'be'drawn'to'establish'a'waiting'list'priority'to'fill'
openings'during'the'school'year'for'which'the'student'applied.'After'all'eligible'names'have'
been'drawn,'the'school'will'add'the'names'of'applicants'who'filed'applications'after'the'close'
of'open'enrollment.'All'post+deadline'applicants'will'be'added'in'the'order'in'which'they'are'
received.'All'remaining'applicants'must'submit'an'application'for'the'following'school'year.''
'
Voluntary'Withdrawal'from'the'Charter'School'
BCCS'is'a'school'of'choice'and'it'is'critical'that'all'students'and'their'families'examine'the'school'

                                                
1'We'intend'to'use'Schoolmint'software'for'the'lottery'(see'R+21e'Budget'Template).'
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closely'before'deciding'to'enroll.'We'intend'that'the'process'involved'in'applying'to'the'
school’s'lottery'for'admission'will'provide'families'with'the'information'they'need'to'make'a'
proper'choice.'If'a'family'wishes'to'transfer'their'child'to'a'different'school,'we'will'first'offer'to'
meet'and'discuss'the'reasons'for'the'desired'withdrawal'from'the'charter'school,'and'seek'
solutions'to'problems'within'the'BCCS'community.'If'families'ultimately'wish'to'transfer'their'
child'to'another'school,'our'staff'will'make'every'reasonable'effort'to'help'the'student'find'an'
alternative'school.'Necessary'school'records'to'the'student’s'new'school'will'be'transferred.''
'
Backfill'Policy'
There'may'be'times'when'students'withdraw'from'school'either'during,'or'at'the'end'of'the'
school'year.'The'school'will'backfill'vacated'seats'up'through'the'end'of'the'first'semester'
(approximately'February'1st)'after'which'time'it'reserves'the'right'to'not'accept'new'students'
until'the'following'academic'year.'This'policy'protects'the'academic'progress'and'reporting'
structures,'as'well'as'gives'new'students'time'to'make'a'full'transition'into'the'school.'To'
backfill'seats,'the'school'will'notify'families'of'children'who'are'on'the'waitlist'in'the'order'they'
are'listed'until'the'seat'is'filled.''

' ' ' ' '
Transient'Students'Policy'
Transient'students'(students'with'documentation'demonstrating'that'they'were'not'residents'
of'New'York'State'at'the'time'of'the'lottery'closing'date),'may'qualify'to'be'added'to'the'top'of'
the'wait'list'if'they'satisfy'one'of'the'following'conditions:'

'
● Qualify'as'an'English'Language'Learner'
● The'student’s'immediate'family'has'moved'due'to'assignment'as'a'member'of'

the'United'States'Armed'Forces'
'
Advancement'on'the'waitlist'will'be'allowed'for'up'to'10%'of'the'students'per'grade'and'will'be'
given'on'a'first'come'first'served'basis'and'subject'to'available'seats.'''
'
In'practice,'families'will'notify'the'school'either'in'person'or'by'phone'of'their'desire'to'attend'
the'school'after'the'April'lottery'deadline.'Families'will'be'asked'if'they'have'recently'moved'
from'out'of'state'and'can'provide'documentation'of'their'move—citizenship'and'immigration'
status'are'not'relevant.'If'the'family'responds'in'the'affirmative,'they'will'be'asked'if'they'can'
satisfy'one'of'the''above'categories.'If'no'previous'documentation'is'available,'an'appropriate'
assessment'can'be'given'to'verify'ELL'status.'Standard'documents'for'Military'and'
Free/Reduced'Lunch'will'satisfy'these'categories.'If'the'family'meets'the'criteria,'the'student'
will'be'offered'the'next'available'seat'ahead'of'other'students'on'the'waitlist'for'the'grade.'This'
policy'is'in'use'at'Prospect'Schools,'and'in'practice'promotes'diversity'of'language'and'
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perspectives'by'giving'a'level'of'preference'to'students'that'have'home'languages'other'than'
English,'that'are'moving'from'out'of'region,'or'from'abroad.'''''
' ' ' '
' ' '
'
'
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Response'06af—Curriculum'and'Instruction'
'
6A0.'Preamble:'Educational'Philosophy'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School’s'(BCCS)'educational'philosophy'is'rooted'in'the'foundational'
belief'that'the'purpose'of'education'is'to'empower'individuals'and'communities'to'live'fulfilling'
and'purposeful'lives,'and'it'serves'to'promote'equitable'opportunity'and'outcomes'within'
society.'To'that'end,'BCCS'intentionally'works'to'ensure'excellent'outcomes'for'students'of'all'
backgrounds'and'abilities,'especially'those'from'traditionally'underserved'and'historically'
marginalized'populations.'BCCS'strives'to'eliminate'educational'inequity'and'close'the'
opportunity'gap'by'developing'excellent'teachers'who'create'environments'of'belonging'and'
engagement,'deliver'a'rigorous,'research,based'curriculum'that'holds'all'students'to'high'
academic'expectations,'and'support'them'in'reaching'those'expectations.''
'
At'the'core'of'BCCS’'model'is'a'commitment'to'meeting'the'needs'of'diverse'populations,'
where'students'from'all'backgrounds'can'learn'from'each'other.'Integrated'schools'have'been'
shown'to'decrease'the'racial'achievement'gap'more'quickly'than'segregated'schools,1'and'their'
students'are'more'likely'to'enroll'in'college.2'Moreover,'integrated'school'settings'offer'all'
students'the'opportunity'to'interact'meaningfully'with'peers'from'a'wide'range'of'cultures'and'
backgrounds,'preparing'them'more'effectively'for'life'in'an'increasingly'diverse'and'global'
world.''
'
BCCS'knows'that'setting'a'high'bar'is'essential,'because'one'of'the'most'consistent'findings'
across'academic'research'is'that'high'expectations'are'the'single'most'reliable'driver'of'high'
student'achievement,'even'for'students'who'do'not'have'a'history'of'successful'achievement.3'
Supporting'students'to'meet'high'academic'expectations,'in'turn,'is'crucial'to'the'vision'of'
ending'educational'inequity'and'closing'the'educational'opportunity'gap'to'ensure'all'students'
are'prepared'for'college'and'career.'Furthermore,'BCCS'believes'that'high'academic'
expectations'must'be'informed'by'data'collection'and'a'deep'familiarity'with'research.'BCCS'
believes'that'a'focus'on'culturally'responsive'pedagogy'and'creative'problem,solving'can'play'a'
key'role'in'empowering'all'students,'especially'those'from'traditionally'disadvantaged'
communities,'by'putting'students'at'the'center'and'preparing'them'to'discover'the'intersection'
of'their'skills,'interests,'and'creative'problem,solving'abilities'with'the'needs'of'their'
communities.'Finally,'BCCS'believes'that'a'thorough'grounding'in'core'academic'subjects'most'
effectively'empowers'students'to'flourish'in'college'and'in'the'21st'century'as'critical'thinkers,'
creative'problem'solvers,'and'as'active'and'informed'participants'in'their'communities.'
'
In'this'section'we'describe'the'way'our'philosophy'manifests'in'our'curriculum'selection,'
assessment,'instruction'methods,'and'course'offerings.'
' !

                                                
1'According'to'a'report'by'the'Civil'Rights'Project'of'Harvard'University,'integrated'schools'
2'The'Century'Foundation'adds'that'“students'in'integrated'schools'are'more'likely'to'enroll'in'college.'
3'Lemov,'D.'(2010).'Teach&like&a&champion:&49&techniques&that&put&students&on&the&path&to&college.'San'Francisco:'Jossey,Bass'Inc'
Pub.'
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(a)!Curriculum!Selection!Process!
Summarize&the&school’s&curriculum,&by&subject,&and&the&rationale&for&all&curriculum&decisions&including:&

● ResearchAbased&evidence&of&effectiveness,&particularly&in&meeting&the&needs&of&the&school’s&target&population,&including&proper&
citations;&

● Discussion&of&how&the&school’s&curriculum&is&aligned&to&New&York&State&standards;&
● An&explanation&of&how&the&curriculum&aligns&with&the&school’s&educational&philosophy&and&furthers&its&specific&mission,&key&design&

elements,&and&unique&themes;&
● How&teachers&will&know&what&to&teach&and&when&to&teach&it&including&the&curriculum&resources&that&will&support&instructional&

planning&(e.g.,&curriculum&maps,&scope&and&sequences,&pacing&guides,&etc.)&and&specifically&address&who&will&be&responsible&for&
creating&or&selecting&these&resources;&and,&

● The&processes&and&procedures&the&school&will&use&to&review,&evaluate,&and&revise&the&curriculum&to&ensure&its&effectiveness&for&all&
students,&alignment&to&state&standards,&and&alignment&from&grade&to&grade&including&who&will&be&responsible&for&these&processes&and&
how&teachers&will&be&involved.&

'
6A1.'Curriculum'Selection'Overview'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'is'an'academically'rigorous,'creative,'and'collaborative'K,8'
learning'community'that'uses'research,based'practices'and'innovative'programming'to'close'the'
opportunity'gap'and'prepare'a'diverse'student'body'to'lead'successful'lives'which'strengthen'their'
communities.'Drawing'on'best'practices'and'selecting'proven'curriculum'and'resources'is'central'to'our'
mission.'Buffalo'Commons'selects'curricula'that—'
'

● demonstrates'a'solid'research,base''
● Shows'evidence'of'effectiveness,'particularly'for'a'community'of'diverse'learners;'
● is'aligned'to'the'New'York'State'Learning'Standards;'
● is'aligned'to'our'educational'philosophy'and'furthers'our'mission,'key'design'elements,'and'

unique'themes;'and'
● provides'a'clear'and'straightforward'roadmap'and'instructional'planning'resources'for'teachers.''

'
Our'initial'curricular'selections'have'been'made'by'the'Executive'Director'based'on'the'criteria'above.'
Selected'curricula'generally'include'scopes'and'sequences'which'provide'annual'maps,'unit'plans,'and'
detailed'daily'lesson'plans'for'teachers'and'we'have'identified'outside'experts'to'help'support'teachers'
develop'their'understanding'and'comfort'in'year'one.'We'have'clear'processes'and'procedures'to'
review,'evaluate,'and'revise'curriculum'to'ensure'its'effectiveness'for'all'students.'The'Academic'
Director'supervises'and'supports'all'interim'data'analyses,'which'can'provide'real,time'feedback'on'
curriculum'and'help'inform'where'reteaching'or'an'alternative'approach'may'be'necessary,'and'also'
formally'evaluates'curricula'annually,'in'collaboration'with'teachers,'reporting'results'to'the'Board'of'
Trustees’'Academic'Excellence'Committee,'using'NYSTP'data,'where'applicable.''
'

Figure'6.1:'BCCS'Curricular'Selections'Overview'

' Evidence'of'Effectiveness' Alignment'to'BCCS'Mission'

EL'(ELA)'

,'Students'perform'better'than'peers,'
and'the'program'serves'to'help'close'
achievement'gaps''
,'EL'has'been'successfully'used'in'a'wide'
range'of'schools'across'35'states'
,'Effective'specifically'with'diverse'
schools'locally'and'nationally'

,'Helps'students'apply'skills'to'real,world'problems'
that'affect'our'community.'
,'Intentionally'diverse'representation'in'literature'
,'Variety'of'learning'structures'
,'Strong'supports'for'students'at'different'levels'and'
with'different'needs'

Bridges' ,'Can'raise'student'achievement'7,8' ,'Provides'students'with'academic'rigor'and'critical'
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Figure'6.1:'BCCS'Curricular'Selections'Overview'

' Evidence'of'Effectiveness' Alignment'to'BCCS'Mission'

(Math)' percentile'points4''
,'Used'effectively'in'diverse'settings'
throughout'the'United'States'and'
internationally'

thinking'and'helps'to'close'achievement'gaps.'
,'Robust'supports'for'meeting'the'needs'of'a'wide'
range'of'students'

Project'
Lead'the'
Way'
(Science)'

,'Can'raise'student'achievement'on'
math'exams5''
,'Used'successfully'in'diverse'settings'
locally,'throughout'the'United'States'
and'internationally'

,'Focus'on'critical'thinking'and'creative'problem'
solving'throughout'modules'
,'Aligns'to'areas'of'growth'in'the'Buffalo/WNY'
economy,'providing'students'with'highly'career'
relevant'exposure'

Community'
Roots’'
Integrated'
Studies'
(Social'
Studies)'

,'Developed'by'a'highly'successful,'
intentionally'diverse,'urban'charter'in'
New'York'State''
,'Critical'literacy'framework'has'
supported'ELA'achievement'significantly'
higher'than'state'average'

,'Provides'students'with'academic'rigor,'critical'and'
creative'thinking'opportunities''
,'Offers'explicit'instruction'on'concepts'of'equity'and'
inclusion'

Art'
,'Increases'aesthetic'development,'
critical'and'creative'thinking'skills'

,'Students'interpret'diverse'types'of'art,'evaluating'
how'art'conveys'its'meaning,'and'investigating'ways'
that'art'reflects'and'shapes'cultures'

Physical'
Education'

,'Demonstrated'student'outcomes'on'
the'Presidential'Physical'Fitness'Tests'
,'Parent'satisfaction'

,'Students'to'engage'in'collaborative'games'and'
sports'that'encourage'teamwork'and'problem'solving'
,'Regular'physical'exercise'can'improve'students’'
academic'performance''

Caring'
School'
Community'

,'Creates'an'inclusive'community'and'
improves'students’'academic'
performance''
,'Can'have'a'significant'positive'impact'
on'student'behavior''
,'Academic'and'behavioral'gains'that'
CSC'promotes'in'students'in'the'younger'
grades'have'been'shown'to'last'into'
their'middle'and'high'school'years'

,'Helps'students'appreciate'our'diversity'and'
improves'students’'academic'outcomes'
,'Morning'and'afternoon'meetings'foster'a'sense'of'
belonging'in'students'and'provide'the'opportunity'to'
explicitly'teach'the'social'skills'that'align'with'our'core'
values'

'

'
6A2.'Curriculum'Selection'Narrative'
When'selecting'curriculum'BCCS'knows'that'it'is'essential'to'provide'learning'experiences'that'
are'appropriate'for'their'grade'and'hold'them'to'high'expectations.'Sadly,'students'at'many'
                                                
4'Retrieved'from'
https://www.mathlearningcenter.org/sites/default/files/documents/Bridges%20in%20Mathematics%20Effectiveness%20Study
.pdf''SEG'Measurement,'an'independent'third,party'research'firm,'recently'conducted'a'study'of'the'effectiveness'of'Bridges'in'
Mathematics'using'data'from'the'2015–16'and'2016–17'school'years.''
5'Van'Overschelde,'James'(2013).'PLTW&Students&More&Prepared&for&Higher&Education.'Spring'2013'American'Journal'of'
Engineering'Education.'
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schools'are'not'offered'that'opportunity,'with'some'students'wasting'nearly'six'months'of'
instructional'time'on'assignments'that'did'not'ask'enough'of'them.6'Yet,'research'shows'that'
simply'providing'students'with'strong'curriculum'that'allows'them'to'meet'grade'appropriate'
standards'can'close'gaps'between'lower'and'higher'performing'students'by'as'much'as'two'
months'in'a'single'school'year.7''
'
BCCS'maintains'high'academic'expectations'by'selecting'standards,based,'culturally'relevant'
curricula'in'all'courses'and'uses'an'“adopt,'adjust,'supplement”'approach'to'tailor'that'curricula'
to'our'students'over'time.'This'process'is'crucial'to'maximizing'impact'on'our'particular'
population;'while'BCCS'selects'curriculum'and'establishes'the'bar'for'student'success'in'each'
core'course,'BCCS'also'believes'that'the'teacher'is,'and'will'always'be,'the'most'crucial'element'
in'highly,effective'instruction.'Even'when'curriculum'is'provided,'designing'instruction'is'a'
creative,'intellectually'demanding'process'in'which'the'teacher'must'internalize'and,'when'
necessary,'adapt'the'learning'activities.'With'this'in'mind,'the'curriculum'provided'to'BCCS'
teams'establishes'a'“floor”'rather'than'a'“ceiling”;'it'sets'the'bar'for'student'mastery'in'each'
subject'area,'but'it'also'provides'sufficient'flexibility'to'enable'teachers'to'adjust'and'
supplement'the'curriculum'in'their'own'classrooms'to'meet'the'needs'of'their'individual'
students,'especially'those'who'may'be'underserved,'underprepared,'or'have'special'learning'or'
language'needs.'The'Adopt,'Adjust,'Supplement'approach'is'summarized'below'in'Figure'6.2.'
'

Figure'6.2:'BCCS'Adopt,'Adjust,'Supplement'Approach'to'Curriculum'

Phase' Description'

Adopt'

The'adoption'phase'typically'takes'one'full'year.'In'this'phase,'teaching'teams'emphasize'
fidelity'to'the'curriculum,'making'relatively'small'adjustments'that'include:''

● Adjusting'lessons'to'fit'into'BCCS'schedule'as'necessary'
● Adjusting'lessons'to'fit'with'our'class'sizes'and'co,teaching'model'
● Review'of'student'work'to'gauge'efficacy'of'curriculum''
● Using'data'to'tailor'curricula'to'the'academic'needs'of'particular'students'or'groups,'

and'using'supplemental'open'educational'resource'materials'as'necessary'for'
reteaching'

Adjust'

The'adjustment'phase'of'curricula'typically'takes'place'in'years'two'and'beyond'of'a'
curriculum’s'implementation.'During'the'adjustment'phase'faculty:''

● Continue'to'collaboratively'review'student'work'to'gauge'efficacy'of'curriculum''
● Continue'to'tailor'curricula'to'the'academic'needs'of'particular'groups'of'students'

based'on'data'
● Increase'cultural'relevance'of'content'or'teaching'strategies'
● Capitalize'on'opportunities'for'centering'the'creative'problem,solving'framework'in'

the'units'of'study'

Supplement' The'supplement'phase'begins'as'early'as'year'two'of'a'curriculum’s'implementation'and'
includes'the'addition'of'opportunities'beyond'the'classroom'such'as:''

                                                
6'The'New'Teacher'Project'(2018).'The&Opportunity&Myth:&What&Students&Can&Show&Us&About&How&School&is&Letting&Them&Down&
AA&and&What&We&Can&Do&to&Fix&It.&(Retrieved'from'https://tntp.org/assets/documents/TNTP_The,Opportunity,Myth_Web.pdf)'
7&Ibid.&
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Figure'6.2:'BCCS'Adopt,'Adjust,'Supplement'Approach'to'Curriculum'

Phase' Description'

● More'fully'connecting'in,class'learning'with'families'
● Links'to'local'community'partners'
● Field'work'and'trips'
● Guest'speakers'

'
Faculty'members'do'the'work'of'adopting,'adjusting,'and'supplementing'our'curricula'in'their'
weekly'grade'team'meetings,'with'their'co,teachers'during'planning'periods,'and'in'their'
weekly'meetings'with'the'ENL'teacher'(see'RP07ac'for'schedules,'and'RP09ad'for'professional'
development'descriptions).'Their'unit'and/or'lesson'plans'are'reviewed'weekly'by'the'
Academic'Director,'who'offers'feedback'and'ultimately'approves'what'faculty'use'with'BCCS'
students.'
''
Below'are'the'core'curricular'selections'for'adoption'in'grades'K,5.'These'resources'meet'our'
criteria'for'standards'alignment,'coherence,'efficacy'of'outcomes'in'diverse'populations,'
culturally'relevant'foundations'of'practice,'and'usability'for'teachers.'Our'contingency'plan'for'
initial'curriculum'in'the'event'of'unforeseen'financial'barriers'would'be'to,'at'little'to'no'cost,'
adopt'the'curriculum'of'other'successful'urban'charters'that'meet'the'criteria'above,'and'with'
whom'we'have'a'relationship',,'such'as'Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School',,'or'who'offer'that'
curriculum'open'source.''
'
6A2.'ELA'Curriculum'Selection'&
ELA&Overview:&BCCS'encourages'students'to'develop'a'love'of'reading,'learn'to'think'critically,'
and'communicate'ideas'clearly.'Our'curriculum'is'guided'by'the'NYSLS'and'supports'students'in'
developing'proficiency'in'core'reading'and'writing'skills,'habits'of'inquiry'and'analysis,'and'the'
ability'to'investigate'and'contribute'solutions'to'real,world'problems.'We'use'EL'Education’s'K,
5'English'Language'Arts'Curriculum'(EL)'for'ELA'in'grades'K,5.8'
'
Evidence&of&Effectiveness:&EL'is'a'comprehensive'K,5'ELA'curriculum'produced'by'EL'Education,'
a'nonprofit'organization'with'25'years'of'experience'providing'public'schools'with'rigorous'and'
engaging'curriculum,'resources,'and'professional'development.'EL'has'a'large'research'base9'
that'demonstrates'students’'success'when'engaged'in'instruction'that'has'depth'as'well'as'
breadth'and'is'relevant'to'them'and'their'community.''
'
Generally,'students'in'schools'using'EL'perform'better'than'peers,'and'the'program'serves'to'
help'close'achievement'gaps'for'students.10'Additionally,'when'teachers'are'well'versed'in'EL'
via'professional'development,'growth'in'student'proficiency'can'significantly'outpace'district'
                                                
8'EL'was'formerly'Expeditionary'Learning.'
9'EL'draws'on'a'large'research'base'which'can'be'found'on'their'website.'Retrieved'from'
https://curriculum.eleducation.org/sites/default/files/curriculumtools_researchbehindtheeleducationlanguageartscurriculuma
ndprofessionalservices_052217.pdf'
10'EL'Education'(2017).'Contributing&to&a&Better&World.'EL'Education'2017'Annual'Report.'
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and'state'averages.11'EL'has'been'successfully'used'in'a'wide'range'of'schools'across'35'states'
including'in'large'urban'districts'like'Boston'and'Atlanta,'and'also'in'numerous'suburban'and'
rural'schools.'
'
Importantly'for'BCCS,'EL'has'also'been'highly'effective'at'intentionally'diverse'urban'charter'
schools.'Figure'6.1'provides'examples'of'success'at'diverse'schools'locally'and'in'New'York'City.''
'

Figure'6.3:'SchoolPBased'Evidence'of'EL'Efficacy'in'Diverse'Settings'''

School'
Aggregate'Proficiency'
Grades'3P5'(2019)'

Racial'
Demographics' FRL' SPED' ELL'

Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School'(NYC)'' 79%'

White:'38%'
Black:'32%'
Hispanic:'15%'
Asian:'5%'
Other:'10%'

31%' 13%' <1%'

West'Buffalo'Charter'School'(BUF)' 40%'

White:'16%'
Black:'27%'
Hispanic:'23%'
Asian:'27%'
Other:'7%'

87%' 12%' 27%'

'
Alignment&to&NYSLS:&Much'of'EL'is'aligned'specifically'to'the'NYSLS,'as'it'was'commissioned'by'
New'York'State'Education'Department.'Since'completing'that'contract,'EL'is'one'of'only'four'K,
5'curricula'to'meet'all'expectations'for'standards'alignment,'focus'and'coherence,'rigor,'and'
usability'for'teachers.12'
'
Alignment&to&BCCS:&EL'aligns'with'BCCS’'mission'and'key'design'elements,'providing'academic'
excellence'through'research,based'curriculum'that'can'help'eliminate'the'academic'gaps'
between'subgroups'of'students,'while'also'helping'students'apply'those'skills'to'real,world'
problems'that'affect'our'community.'EL'does'this'in'two'sections'each'day:'a'comprehensive'
grade,level'module'instruction,'as'well'as'a'skill'block'that'strengthens'students’'foundational'
skills—direct'phonics'instruction'in'grades'K,2,'and'comprehension'skill'supports'in'grades'3,5.'
EL'also'aligns'with'our'commitment'to'diversity'through'its'intentionally'diverse'representation'
in'the'literature'that'students'are'exposed'to,'its'variety'of'learning'structures'(supporting'
various'cultural'strengths'of'different'students),'and'the'strong'supports'for'students'at'
different'levels'and'with'different'needs.'Lessons'in'both'modules'and'skill'block'contain'
concrete'suggestions'for'how'teachers'might'adapt'or'modify'certain'portions'of'the'lesson'to'
better'meet'the'needs'of'students'classified'as'English'Language'Learners'(ELL),'students'who'
are'not'yet'at'grade'level,'and'students'who'are'ready'for'a'challenge.'Lastly,'EL'promotes'the'
development'of'our'teachers’'instructional'practice'by'helping'them'more'frequently'require'

                                                
11'A'number'of'case'studies'that'EL'has'conducted'point'to'this,'including'schools'in'New'York,'California,'and'Colorado.''
12'Retrieved'from'http://edreports.org/compare/results/ela,k2'and'http://edreports.org/compare/results/ela,38''
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students'to'cite'evidence'and'to'use'higher,order'thinking'skills,13'leading'to'greater'student'
engagement'and'achievement.'
'
Curriculum&Planning:&Initially,'teachers'use'the'scope'and'sequences'outlined'in'the'EL'
materials'(see'samples'in'RP23b),'which'provide'annual'maps,'unit'plans,'and'detailed'daily'
lesson'plans.'In'year'one,'general'and'special'education'teachers,'as'well'as'relevant'teaching'
assistants,'will'participate'in'a'two,day'professional'development'workshop'with'leaders'from'
EL,'where'teachers'review'the'curriculum'components,'the'assessments,'and'become'familiar'
with'the'scope'and'sequence'of'their'grade,level'units.'Throughout'year'one,'the'Academic'
Director'(AD)'and'Student'Support'Director'(SSD)'are'supported'by'EL'leaders,'who'coach'them'
in'follow,up'calls.'If'necessary,'we'may'include'additional'professional'development'days'with'
EL'consultants.'We'have'a'gradual'release'plan'to'make'EL'professional'development'internal'
by'year'four.'
'
Curriculum&Evaluation&and&Revision:'Teachers'use'two'weekly'grade,level'meetings'to'review'
student'work'samples,'analyze'assessment'data,'and'revise'plans'to'adjust'groupings'and'
include'reteaching'as'necessary.'Interim'assessment'data'is'disaggregated'by'subgroups'such'as'
race'and'gender,'as'well'as'socioeconomic'status,'language'proficiency,'and'disability'category,'
to'evaluate'the'efficacy'of'the'curriculum'and'make'revisions.'In'areas'of'weakness'along'
certain'learning'standards'or'among'subgroups,'teams'create'reteaching'plans'to'support'
student'mastery.'Additionally,'following'the'completion'of'a'unit,'grade'teams'note'strengths'
and'weaknesses'that'can'benefit'the'next'iteration'of'the'unit.'
'
The'AD'supervises'and'supports'the'interim'data'analysis'and'resulting'plans'and'also'annually'
evaluates'the'curriculum,'in'collaboration'with'teachers,'using'NYSTP'data.'Based'on'his/her'
analysis,'the'AD'may'support'teachers'with'professional'development,'curriculum'
modifications,'or'supplemental'resources.'Typically'these'supports,'changes,'or'additions'are'
implemented'at'the'beginning'of'the'following'school'year'so'that'the'instructional'leadership'
team'can'maximize'teacher'support.14'
&
Other&Programs&Considered:'We'strongly'considered'Wit'and'Wisdom'for'selection.'However,'
while'both'Wit'and'Wisdom'and'EL'are'effective'with'populations'similar'to'ours,'and'are'highly'
rated'more'broadly,'EL’s'strong'emphasis'on'diverse'and'authentic'representation'in'its'
literature,'robust'supports'for'learners'with'special'needs'and'those'classified'as'ELLs,''and'its'
alignment'to'our'creative'problem,solving'strand'made'EL'the'more'mission,aligned'choice.'
'
6A2:'Math'Curriculum'
Mathematics&Overview:&BCCS'enables'students'to'discover'and'develop'mathematical'
confidence'and'abilities.'Our'curriculum'is'guided'by'the'NYSLS'and'supports'students'in'
developing'nuanced'understandings'of'mathematical'concepts,'proficiency'with'key'skills,'and'
                                                
13'Choi,'Jane,'Richman,'Scott,'and'Sarah'Dolfin'(October'2017).'Transforming&Teachers’&Practice:&The&Impact&of&EL&Education’s&
Language&Arts&Curriculum&and&Professional&Learning&on&Teacher&Practices.'Mathematica'Policy'Research.'In'Focus.'&
14'The'instructional'leadership'team'includes'the'Executive'Director,'Academic'Director,'Student'Support'Director'and'the'
School'Culture'Director.'
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the'ability'to'solve'complex'and'novel'problems'using'the'mathematical'practices.'We'use'
Bridges'in'Mathematics'(Bridges)'in'K,5.15'
'
Evidence&of&Effectiveness:&Bridges'is'a'comprehensive'K,5'math'curriculum'produced'by'the'
Math'Learning'Center,'a'nonprofit'organization'that'for'over'30'years'has'supported'schools'
with'innovative'and'standards,based'curriculum,'resources,'and'professional'development.'
Bridges'has'a'large'research'base16'that'shows'students’'success'when'direct'instruction,'
structured'investigation,'and'open'exploration'are'blended'together.'Bridges'emphasizes'visual'
modeling'and'student'collaboration,'harnessing'the'intelligence'and'strengths'of'a'wide'variety'
of'students'by'presenting'material'in'a'way'that'is'linguistically,'visually,'and'kinesthetically'
rich.'For'example,'in'the'whole,group'“Problems'and'Investigations”'portion'of'classes,'
kindergarten'students'learn'to'use'visual'models'including'counting'frames,'number'racks,'as'
wells'as'tallies'and'stick'bundles'in'addition'to'the'more'traditional'number'line.'In'their'“Work'
Places”'students'often'work'cooperatively'with'a'partner'using'manipulatives'like'unifix'cubes,'
pattern'blocks,'or'geoboards'to'make'sense'of'problems'and'communicate'solutions.'
Bridges'can'raise'student'achievement'7,8'percentile'points17'and'is'used'in'diverse'settings'
throughout'the'United'States'and'internationally.'For'example,'Bridges'has'promoted'strong'
growth'and'performance'in'urban'charter'schools,'large'urban'districts'such'as'Denver,'CO,'as'
well'as'suburban'districts'and'independent'schools.'
'
Because'a'key'design'element'of'BCCS'includes'diversity,'it'is'important'to'note'that'Bridges'has'
been'successful'in'diverse'charter'schools'as'well.'Figure'6.3'offers'an'example'of'such'success'
from'NYS'and'an'example'nationally.'Excitingly,'BCCS'would'be'the'first'school'in'Western'New'
York'to'adopt'Bridges.''
'

Figure'6.4:'SchoolPBased'Evidence'of'Bridges'Efficacy'in'Diverse'Settings'''

School' Math'Proficiency'
Grades'3P5'(2019)'

Racial'
Demographics'

FRL' SPED' ELL'

Global'Community'Charter'School'(NYC)'' 58%'

White:'3%'
Black:'33%'
Hispanic:'62%'
Asian:'1%'

92%' 21%' 18%'

                                                
15'Bridges'in'Mathematics'is'a'catchall'that'includes'the'program'Number'Corner,'and'Bridges'Intervention',,'components'that'
appear'in'R,07ac'Calendars'and'Schedules.'Number'Corner'is'a'K,5'skill,building'program'that'revolves'around'the'classroom'
calendar,'providing'daily'practice'as'well'as'continual'encounters'with'broader'mathematical'concepts'in'15–20'minutes'of'
engaging'instruction.'Bridges'Intervention'is'designed'for'mathematics'intervention'in'Tier'2'environments,'providing'targeted'
instruction'and'support'within'the'Response'to'Intervention'framework'and'happens'during'our'Math'Skills'block.'
16'Bridges'draws'on'a'large'research'base'which'can'be'found'on'their'website.'Retrieved'from'
https://www.mathlearningcenter.org/sites/default/files/documents/Bridges2ResearchBase.pdf''
17'Retrieved'from'
https://www.mathlearningcenter.org/sites/default/files/documents/Bridges%20in%20Mathematics%20Effectiveness%20Study
.pdf''SEG'Measurement,'an'independent'third,party'research'firm,'recently'conducted'a'study'of'the'effectiveness'of'Bridges'in'
Mathematics'using'data'from'the'2015–16'and'2016–17'school'years.'Approximately'1,000'students'from'over'40'classrooms'
participated'in'the'study.'Students'who'used'Bridges'were'statistically'matched'with'students'using'another'elementary'
mathematics'curriculum'in'a'different'district.'By'comparing'students’'end,of,year'scores'from'their'state'math'assessments'
(PARCC),'SEG'Measurement'found'that'students'in'Bridges'classrooms'achieved'significantly'higher'scores'than'others'who'did'
not'use'Bridges.'
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Figure'6.4:'SchoolPBased'Evidence'of'Bridges'Efficacy'in'Diverse'Settings'''

School' Math'Proficiency'
Grades'3P5'(2019)'

Racial'
Demographics'

FRL' SPED' ELL'

Other:'1%'

Bricolage'Academy'Charter'School'(NOLA)' 50%'

White:'47%'
Black:'43%'
Hispanic:'3%'
Asian:'3%'
Other:'4%'

52%' 18%' 1%'

'
Alignment&to&NYSLS:&Bridges'is'aligned'to'the'NYSLS'and'is'one'of'only'two'elementary'math'
curricula'to'meet'all'expectations'for'standards'alignment,'focus'and'coherence,'rigor'and'
mathematical'practice,'and'usability'for'teachers.18'
'
Alignment&to&BCCS:&Bridges'provides'our'students'with'academic'rigor'and'critical'thinking'and'
helps'to'close'achievement'gaps,'and'it'provides'the'support'and'professional'development'
that'teachers'need.'Bridges'also'aligns'with'our'commitment'to'diversity'and'inclusion'through'
its'robust'supports'for'meeting'the'needs'of'a'wide'range'of'students.'Examples'include'the'
extensive'use'of'visual'models'and'manipulatives,'diagrams'and'graphs,'as'well'as'collaborative'
games'to'address'a'range'of'learning'styles,'and,'importantly,'lesson,by,lesson'suggestions'for'
addressing'the'needs'of'students'who'struggle,'those'who'need'a'challenge,'and'those'
identified'as'English'Language'Learners.'Lastly,'Bridges'promotes'an'inclusive'school'culture'
through'its'engagement'of'families'using'“unit'letters”'and'“home'connection”'activities'that'
encourage'family'involvement'in'student'learning.'For'example,'every'unit'includes'a'letter'
home'that'explains'the'goals'of'the'unit,'what'types'of'problems'students'may'be'working'on,'
suggestions'for'how'families'can'help,'and'answers'to'frequently'asked'questions.'
'
Curriculum&Planning:&Initially'teachers'use'the'scope'and'sequence'outlined'in'the&Bridges'
Teacher'Manual'which'offers'an'annual'map,'unit'plans,'and'detailed'daily'lesson'plans.'In'year'
one,'general'and'special'education'teachers,'as'well'as'relevant'teaching'assistants,'will'
participate'in'the'“Getting'Started'with'Bridges”'summer'workshop,'a'two,day'professional'
development'event'with'leaders'from'the'Math'Learning'Center'where'teachers'unpack'the'
curriculum'components'and'explore'math'practices'in'the'contexts'of'Bridges’'models'and'
strategies.'Throughout'the'initial'implementation'year,'the'AD'and'SSD'are'supported'in'
coaching'teachers'by'attending'the'online'course'“Effective'Coaching'for'Bridges'
Implementation.”'In'the'summer'following'year'one,'the'AD'will'attend'the'Bridges'“Facilitator'
Workshop,”'a'three,day'professional'development'event'that'will'allow'BCCS'to'do'future'
Bridges'training'internally.''
'
Curriculum&Evaluation&and&Revision:'Two'weekly'grade,level'meetings'provide'opportunities'for'
teachers'to'compare'student'work'and'assessment'results'to'determine'what'may'need'to'be'
retaught'or'modified'in'upcoming'lessons.'Each'quarter'during'Data'Days'teaching'teams'use'

                                                
18'Retrieved'from'http://edreports.org/compare/results/math,k8.''
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Bridges'interim'assessment'data'disaggregated'by'subgroups'to'evaluate'the'efficacy'of'the'
curriculum'and'make'revisions.'When'performance'on'certain'learning'standards,'or'among'a'
certain'subgroup'is'weak,'teams'create'reteaching'plans'(which'can'occur'during'math'skill'
block)'to'support'student'mastery.'Additionally,'after'each'unit,'teams'note'strengths'and'
weaknesses'for'the'next'time'the'unit'is'taught.'
'
The'AD'supervises'and'supports'the'interim'data'analysis'and'resulting'plans'and'also'evaluates'
the'curriculum'annually'using'NYSTP'data.'Depending'on'results,'the'AD'may'support'teachers'
with'professional'development'opportunities,'curriculum'modifications,'or'supplemental'
resources.'Typically'these'supports,'changes,'or'additions'are'implemented'at'the'beginning'of'
a'new'school'year'so'that'the'instructional'leadership'team'can'provide'support'throughout'the'
school'year.'
'
Other&Programs&Considered:'We'strongly'considered'Eureka'Math'for'selection.'However,'while'
both'Eureka'and'Bridges'are'highly'rated'and'have'been'shown'to'be'effective'with'similar'
populations,'Bridges'more'fully'aligned'to'our'key'design'elements'in'terms'of'its'creative'
problem,solving,'and'its'emphasis'on'meeting'the'needs'of'diverse'learners.''
'
6A3.'Innovations'Curriculum'(Science)'
Innovations&Overview:&Science'instruction'takes'place'in'the'Innovations'portion'of'our'
schedule'using'Project'Lead'the'Way'(PLTW).'Our'Innovations'curriculum'nurtures'student'
curiosity'and'provides'tools'to'investigate'their'questions'by'developing'their'scientific'
knowledge'and'skills.'Our'Innovations'program'balances'critical'content'reading,'writing,'and'
discussion'with'student'engagement'in'scientific'inquiry'practices.'Investigation'and'problem,
solving'skills'are'promoted'through'scientific'inquiry'and'engineering'design'lessons.'This'
approach'utilizes'content'knowledge,'skills,'and'inquiry'to'help'connect'scientific'problems'to'
students’'lives.19'
'
Evidence&of&Effectiveness:'Project'Lead'The'Way'(PLTW)'is'well'aligned'to'the'BCCS'mission,'
emphasizing'innovative'and'relevant'creative'problem'solving'alongside'rigorous'foundational'
knowledge'and'skill'acquisition.'PLTW'is'a'mission,driven'organization'that'is'transforming'the'
learning'experience'for'millions'of'PreK,12'students'and'thousands'of'teachers'across'the'U.S.'
PLTW'empowers'students'to'develop'in,demand,'transportable'knowledge'and'skills'through'
pathways'in'computer'science,'engineering,'and'biomedical'science.'PLTW’s'teacher'training'
and'resources'support'teachers'as'they'engage'their'students'in'real,world'learning.'
Approximately'12,200'elementary,'middle,'and'high'schools'in'all'50'states'and'the'District'of'
Columbia'offer'PLTWprograms.'
'
PLTW'has'been'used'successfully'by'schools'nationwide.'Research'has'shown'that'PLTW'
students'do'better'on'K,12'assessments,'are'better'prepared'for'post,secondary'studies,'and'
attend'college'at'higher'rates'than'their'non,PLTW'peers.20'More'directly,'schools'with'
                                                
19'Innovations'(science)'units'are'taught'in'one'semester,'and'Community'Studies'(social'studies)'in'the'other.'
20'Van'Overschelde,'James'(2013).'PLTW&Students&More&Prepared&for&Higher&Education.'Spring'2013'American'Journal'of'
Engineering'Education.'
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socioeconomically'and'racially'diverse'student'bodies'that'are'representative'of'the'one'we'
expect'at'BCCS'have'used'PLTW'as'part'of'highly'successful'academic'programs'locally'and'
throughout'New'York'State'(see'Figure'6.4'for'examples).'
'

Figure'6.5:'SchoolPBased'Evidence'of'PLTW'Efficacy'in'Diverse'Settings'''

School' Science'Proficiency'
Grade'4'(2019)'

Racial'
Demographics'

FRL' SPED' ELL'

Hellenic'Classical'Charter'School'(NYC)'' 100%'

White:'30%'
Black:'18%'
Hispanic:'45%'
Asian:'4%'
Other:'3%'

57%' 9%' 4%'

Charter'School'for'Applied'Technologies'
(BUF)' 91%'

White:'20%'
Black:'39%'
Hispanic:'28%'
Asian:'5%'
Other:'8%'

89%' 12%' 4%'

'
Alignment&to&NYSLS:&PLTW'is'aligned'to'the'Next'Generation'Science'Standards,'which'have'a'
strong'correlation'to'NYSLS.'If'needed,'we'will'work'with'PLTW'and'fellow'New'York'schools'
that'use'it'to'develop'a'scope'and'sequence'that'provides'additional'connections'to'the''NYSLS.'
Additionally,'PLTW'Launch’s'interdisciplinary'modules'also'support'Common'Core'State'
Standards'for'Math'and'English'Language'Arts,'and'other'national'and'state'standards.'
'
Alignment&to&BCCS:&PLTW'aligns'to'our'key'design'element'of'rigorous'academics'through'its'
instructional'design'which'is'rooted'in'backward'design'principles'that'place'emphasis'on'
planning'with'outcomes'in'mind,21'cooperative'interaction22'that'can'increase'student'
achievement,'and'the'integration'of'nonlinguistic'representations23'that'help'develop'students’'
higher,order'thinking'skills.'It'also'aligns'to'our'critical'thinking'and'creative'problem'solving'
design'element'as'its'innovative'program'empowers'students'to'adopt'a'design,thinking'
mindset'through'compelling'activities,'projects,'and'problems'that'build'upon'each'other'and'
relate'to'the'world'around'them.'And'as'students'engage'in'hands,on'activities'in'computer'
science,'engineering,'and'biomedical'science,'they'become'creative,'collaborative'problem'
solvers'ready'to'take'on'any'challenge.'Finally,'PLTW'advances'our'commitment'to'diversity'
and'inclusion'through'its'emphasis'on'multiple'modalities,'specifically'with'a'mix'of'more'
traditional'teaching'methods'used'in'concert'with'collaborative'project,based'approaches'that'
can'be'effective'with'historically'underserved'populations.24'Furthermore,'to'meet'the'needs'of'
students'that'are'classified'as'ELL'and'whose'home'language'is'Spanish,'PLTW'Launch'modules'
are'offered'in'both'English'and'Spanish.''
                                                
21'Wiggins,'G.'P.,'McTighe,'J.,'Kiernan,'L.'J.,'Frost,'F.,'&'Association'for'Supervision'and'Curriculum'Development.'(1998).'
Understanding&by&design.'Alexandria,'Va:'Association'for'Supervision'and'Curriculum'Development.'
22'Cohen,'E.'G.'(1994).'Restructuring'the'Classroom:'Conditions'for'Productive'Small'Groups.'Review&of&Educational&Research,'
64(1),'1–35.''
23'Marzano,'R.'J.,'Pickering,'D.,'&'Pollock,'J.'E.'(2001).'Classroom&instruction&that&works:&ResearchAbased&strategies&for&increasing&
student&achievement.'Alexandria,'Va:'Association'for'Supervision'and'Curriculum'Development.'
24'Take'footnote'from'key'design'elements'2018,19'
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'
Additionally,''PLTW'makes'sense'for'Buffalo'Commons'as'it'responds'to'the'needs'and'wants'of'
our'community.'Its'emphasis'on'practical'skill'application'and'creative'problem'solving'in'the'
areas'of'computer'science,'biomedical'science,'and'engineering'align'well'to'the'local'post,
secondary'options'as'well'as'portions'of'the'local'economy'that'are'growing.'This'alignment'will'
serve'our'students'well,'but'also'the'parents'and'community'members'that'we'have'spoken'to'
in'our'outreach'that'want'students'prepared'to'continue'and'increase'Buffalo’s'growth.'
'
Curriculum'Planning:'PLTW'provides'teachers'with'a'curriculum'framework,'as'well'as'a'pacing'
guide'for'each'unit,'and'detailed'daily'lesson'plans'and'adaptable'resources.'In'year'one,'
teachers'and'teaching'assistants'will'participate'in'a'one,day'professional'development'with'
PLTW'representatives'to'acclimate'them'to'the'curriculum'and'assessments.'If'necessary,'we'
may'include'additional'professional'development'days'with'PLTW.'In'subsequent'years'
teachers'of'the'leading,edge'grade'level'and'new'teachers'will'receive'professional'
development'from'PLTW.'
'
Curriculum&Evaluation&and&Revision:'Weekly'grade,level'meetings'provide'an'opportunity'for'
teachers'to'review'student'work'samples,'analyze'assessment'data,'and'revise'plans'to'include'
reteaching'as'necessary.'Unit'assessment'data'is'disaggregated'by'subgroups'to'evaluate'the'
effectiveness'of'the'curriculum'and'make'revisions.'In'areas'of'weakness'along'certain'learning'
standards'or'among'subgroups,'teams'craft'plans'to'reteach'in'support'of'student'mastery.'
Additionally,'following'the'completion'of'a'unit,'grade'teams'note'strengths'and'weaknesses'
that'can'benefit'the'next'iteration'of'the'unit.'
'
The'AD'supervises'and'supports'the'unit'data'analysis'and'resulting'plans'and'also'evaluates'
the'curriculum'using'NYSTP'data'in'fourth'grade.'Based'on'his/her'analysis,'the'AD'may'support'
teachers'with'professional'development,'curriculum'modifications,'or'supplemental'resources,'
typically'at'the'beginning'of'the'following'school'year,'allowing'the'instructional'leadership'
team'to'support'any'changes.'
'
Other&Programs&Considered:'We'most'strongly'considered'Amplify'Science,'which'has'a'top,
rated'6,8'component.'However,'as'we'reviewed'the'research,'we'found'that'in'terms'of'
efficacy,'Amplify'Science'did'not'provide'a'statistically'significant'benefit'to'students'at'the'
elementary'level,'and'was'specifically'less'successful'with'low,income'students.25'We'are'
excited'for'Amplify'to'be'adopted'by'more'schools'and,'depending'on'their'future'results,'will'
consider'them'for'use'in'the'future.'The'other'program'we'considered'was'Bring'Science'Alive!'
By'TCI.'While'it'provided'the'hands,on'approach'we'were'looking'for,'its'tasks'were'less'
authentic'than'PLTW.'Additionally,'an'EdReports'review'was'released'during'our'consideration'
period'that'revealed'significant'gaps'in'Bring'Science'Alive’s'6,8'Grade'coverage'of'NGSS'
standards.''
'
6A4.'Community'Studies'(Social'Studies)'Curriculum'

                                                
25'Retrieved'from''https://amplify.com/wp,content/uploads/2019/12/AS_WA,grade,5,efficacy,research,report.pdf'
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Community&Studies&Overview:&Our'social'studies'instruction'takes'place'in'our'Community'
Studies'course'which'uses'Community'Roots'Charter'School’s'Integrated'Studies'curriculum'as'
a'base.'Community'Roots'is'an'intentionally'diverse,'humanities'focused'charter'school'in'
Brooklyn'with'a'long'track'record'of'success.'Upon'the'strength'of'their'work'with'a'population'
similar'to'BCCS,'they'launched'Roots'Connected,'“a'national'professional'development'
organization'committed'to'ensuring'that'each'child'recognizes'humanity'in'one'another”.'Over'
the'past'five'years'Roots'Connected'has'become'a'national'leader'in'anti,bias'and'social'justice'
education.26'In'the'lower'elementary'division'(K,2),'Community'Studies'develops'students’'
appreciation'of'people'and'communities,'starting'with'themselves'and'our'school.'In'the'upper'
elementary'program'(3,5),'this'expands'to'include'cultures'and'histories'throughout'the'world.'
Students'learn'critical'literacy'skills,'research'skills,'analyze'primary'and'secondary'sources,'and'
develop'communication'skills'through'inquiry,based'daily'lessons.'
'
Evidence&of&Effectiveness:'The'faculty'and'leadership'at'Community'Roots'has'developed'
Integrated'Studies'over'many'years.'It'aligns'with'the'NYS'social'studies'framework,'and'
interweaves'critical'literacy'practices,'as'well'as'equity'and'justice'concepts'at'each'grade'level,'
along'with'specific'vocabulary'progressions.'Together'these'strands'create'a'rich'social'studies'
curriculum'that'builds'students’'knowledge'and'critical'thinking'capacity,'fosters'students’'
appreciation'of'the'diversity'of'their'community,'and'empowers'them'with'the'skills'to'
recognize'and'respond'to'inequity'in'our'world.'While'there'is'no'statewide'accountability'
measure'of'social'studies'achievement'currently'in'use,'the'literacy'component'of'the'
curriculum'has'contributed'to'the'ELA'success'of'Community'Roots’'students,'so'their'results'
are'included'below.'We'imagine'that'we'will'have'a'student'body'that'shares'some'
characteristics'with'Community'Roots,'such'as'having'no'racial'majority,'and'serving'population'
in'which'about'25%'of'students'that'receive'special'education'services'(see'Figure'6.3).'
''

Figure'6.6:'SchoolPBased'Evidence'of'PLTW'Efficacy'''

School' ELA'Proficiency'(Gr.'3P5)' Racial'
Demographics'

FRL' SPED' ELL'

Community'Roots'Charter'School'(NYC)'' 66%'

White:'41%'
Black:'29%'
Hispanic:'16%'
Asian:'5%'
Other:'9%'

29%' 25%' 2%'

'
Alignment&to&NYSLS:&Community'Roots’'Integrated'Studies'is'aligned'to'the'New'York'State'K,12'
Social'Studies'Framework.'If'needed,'we'will'work'with'Community'Roots'and'Roots'Connected'
to'develop'a'scope'and'sequence'that'provides'additional'connections'to'NYSLS.'Additionally,'
the'curriculum'is'supplemented'by'standards'from'the'National'Curriculum'Standards'for'Social'
Studies'and'addresses'many'of'the'NYSLS'for'ELA.''
'
Alignment&to&BCCS:&Community'Roots’'Integrated'studies'curriculum'aligns'with'our'rigorous'
academics'key'design'element'by'going'beyond'the'state'academic'standards'by'incorporating'
                                                
26'Retrieved'from'http://www.rootsconnected.org/'(2020).'
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a''scope'and'sequence'of'social'justice'and'equity'concepts'that'inform'content'selections,'as'
well'as'units’'essential'questions.'Additionally,'Integrated'Studies'furthers'our'commitment'to'
critical'thinking'and'creative'problem,solving'through'its'use'of'critical'literacy'as'a'lens'for'
textual'analysis'through'the'curriculum,'and'by'regularly'including'project,based'learning'
activities'that'require'students'to'develop'creative'solutions'to'real'world'problems.'Lastly,'it'
positions'issues'of'ethics,'and'equity'as'core'to'the'content'of'the'course'which'aligns'perfectly'
with'our'key'design'element'of'diversity'and'equity.''
'
Curriculum&Planning:&Integrated'Studies'provides'a'framework'for'each'year'of'study,'model'
units,'and'culminating'project'plans.'During'the'planning'year'our'AD'will'attend'Community'
Roots'Anti,Bias'Education'Institute,'and'work'with'Community'Roots'to'develop'drafts'of'daily'
lessons'that'teachers'in'Kindergarten'and'first'grade'can'implement.'Beginning'in'year'one,'
general'and'special'education'teachers'will'participate'in'the'Community'Roots'Anti,Bias'
Education'Institute'to'increase'capacity'in'Community'Studies'instruction'and'refine'our'
curriculum.'
'
Curriculum&Evaluation&and&Revision:'Teaching'teams'use'part'of'their'weekly'meeting'to'review'
student'work'samples,'analyze'assessment'data,'and'revise'plans'to'include'reteaching'as'
necessary.'Each'unit'offers'assessment'data'that'is'disaggregated'by'subgroups'to'evaluate'the'
effectiveness'of'the'curriculum'and'make'revisions.'In'areas'of'weakness,'grade'teams'craft'
plans'to'reteach'in'support'of'student'mastery.'After'each'unit,'grade'teams'also'note'strengths'
and'weaknesses'that'can'benefit'the'next'iteration'of'the'unit.'
'
The'AD'supervises'and'supports'the'unit'data'analysis'and'resulting'plans.'Based'on'his/her'
analysis,'the'AD'may'support'teachers'with'professional'development,'curriculum'
modifications,'or'supplemental'resources,'typically'at'the'beginning'of'the'following'school'
year'so'that'changes'can'be'appropriately'supported'by'the'instructional'leadership'team.27'
'
Other&Programs&Considered:'We'strongly'considered'TCI’s'Social'Studies'Alive!,'as'it'has'ready'
built'lessons,'and'meets'our'criteria'of'being'well'crafted'for'a'diverse'population'of'learners.'
However,'it'lacks'the'emphasis'on'equity'and'justice'present'in'Community'Roots’'Integrated'
Studies.'
'
6A5.'Art'Curriculum28'
Art&Overview:'Art'enables'students'to'creatively'express'themselves'using'a'wide'range'of'tools'
and'materials,'and'through'exposure'to'the'work'of'diverse'artists,'students'recognize'the'
societal,'cultural,'and'historical'significance'of'art.'In'our'initial'year,'the'production'elements'
of'our'Art'curriculum'is'adopted'from'the'one'in'use'at'Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School'

                                                
27'The'instructional'leadership'team'includes'the'Executive'Director,'Academic'Director,'Student'Support'Specialist/Director'and'
the'School'Culture'Director.'
28'The'description'below'focuses'on'visual'arts,'as'in'year'one'all'students'will'take'that'course.'Additional'arts'access'will'be'
integrated'into'other'classes'(e.g.'dance'access'in'P.E.,'theater'access'in'ELA,'and'music'access'in'morning'meeting)'until'such'
time'that'we'take'on'additional'dedicated'arts'staff.'
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(BPCS),'and'the'academic'element'will'be'anchored'in'the'Visual'Thinking'Strategies'
Curriculum.29'
'
Evidence&of&Effectiveness:'Art'at'Brooklyn'Prospect'has'been'effective,'as'evidenced'by'student'
work'samples,'parent'satisfaction,'and'its'larger'effect'on'the'school'culture'through'its'focus'
on'artists'as'change'makers.'Over'the'course'of'more'than'30'years,'Visual'Thinking'Strategies'
curriculum'has'been'shown'to'increase'Aesthetic'Development,'as'well'as'critical'and'creative'
thinking'skills.30'
'
Alignment&to&NYSLS:&Both'the'BPCS'portions'as'well'as'the'Visual'Thinking'Strategies'curriculum'
are'aligned'to'the'NYSLS'for'the'Arts;'if'necessary'we'will'work'with'each'organization'to'
strengthen'alignment.'
'
Alignment&to&BCCS:&The'art'curriculum'is'well'aligned'to'the'values'of'BCCS'as'it'is'designed'to'
contribute'to'the'academic'rigor'of'our'program'and'allow'students'to'express'themselves.'
Students'learn'to'interpret'diverse'types'of'art,'evaluating'how'art'conveys'its'meaning,'and'
investigating'ways'that'art'reflects'and'shapes'cultures.'Also,'students’'creation'of'new'art'
ideas'and'artwork'affirms'and'values'their'identity.'Our'inclusive'school'culture'is'furthered'
when'the'curriculum'has'students'share'those'ideas'and'artworks'with'one'another.'
'
Curriculum&Planning:&The'curriculum'provides'an'annual'scope'and'sequence'as'well'as'a'pacing'
guide'for'each'unit'and'daily'lesson'plans.'In'year'one,'we'will'consult'with'Anita'Walsh'at'
Brooklyn'Prospect,'the'author'of'the'curriculum,'to'provide'professional'development'to'our'
teacher'in'the'summer'and,'if'necessary,'throughout'the'year.''
'
Curriculum&Evaluation&and&Revision:'Teacher'teams'use'preparation'periods'to'review'student'
work'samples,'analyze'assessment'data,'and'revise'plans'to'include'reteaching'as'necessary.'
Each'unit'offers'assessment'data'that'is'disaggregated'by'subgroups'to'evaluate'the'
effectiveness'of'the'curriculum'and'make'revisions.'In'areas'of'weakness,'teachers'craft'plans'
to'reteach'in'support'of'student'mastery.'After'each'unit,'teachers'note'strengths'and'
weaknesses'that'can'benefit'the'next'iteration'of'the'unit.'
'
The'AD'supervises'and'supports'the'unit'data'analysis'and'resulting'plans.'Based'on'his/her'
analysis,'the'AD'may'support'teachers'with'professional'development,'curriculum'
modifications,'or'supplemental'resources,'typically'at'the'beginning'of'the'following'school'
year'so'that'changes'can'be'appropriately'supported'by'the'instructional'leadership'team.31'
'
6A6.'Physical'Education'Curriculum'

                                                
29'The'art'curriculum'is'authored'by'Anita'Walsh,'the'founding'(and'current)'art'instructor'at''Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School.'
30&Housen,&Abigail&and&Karen&DeSantis&(2007).&Highlights&of&Findings&A&San&Diego:&Aesthetic&Development&and&Creative&and&
Critical&Thinking&Skills&Study.&Visual&Understanding&in&Education&(Retrieved&from&https://www.issuelab.org/resource/highlightsA
ofAfindingsAsanAdiegoAaestheticAdevelopmentAandAcreativeAandAcriticalAthinkingAskillsAstudy.html)&
31'The'instructional'leadership'team'includes'the'Executive'Director,'Academic'Director,'Student'Support'Specialist/Director'and'
the'School'Culture'Director.'
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Physical&Education&Overview:'Physical'Education'provides'students'the'knowledge'and'skills'to'
participate'in'healthy'activities,'appreciate'the'benefits'of'maintaining'a'healthy'lifestyle,'and'
access'resources'in'their'community'to'pursue'a'healthy'and'active'life.32'BCCS'is'adopting'the'
Physical'Education'curriculum'of'Elmwood'Village'Charter'School'(EVCS)'as'a'starting'place.'
'
Evidence&of&Effectiveness:'Physical'Education'at'EVCS'has'been'effective,'as'evidenced'by'
student'outcomes'on'the'Presidential'Physical'Fitness'Tests,'parent'satisfaction,'and'its'growth'
into'a'robust'5,8'afterschool'sports'program.''
'
Alignment&to&NYSLS:&The'curriculum'is'aligned'to'the'NYSLS'for'Health,'Physical'Education,'and'
Family'and'Consumer'Sciences;'if'necessary'we'could'work'with'Elmwood'Village'to'strengthen'
alignment.'
'
Alignment&to&BCCS:&EVCS’'physical'education'and'health'curriculum'is'well'aligned'to'the'values'
of'BCCS.'It'adds'to'the'inclusive'school'culture'by'providing'opportunities'for'students'to'engage'in'
collaborative'games'and'sports'that'encourage'teamwork'and'problem'solving.'Additionally,'regular'
physical'exercise'can'improve'students’'academic'performance.''
'
Curriculum&Planning:&The'EVCS'curriculum'provides'an'annual'scope'and'sequence'as'well'as'a'
pacing'guide'for'each'unit'and'daily'lesson'plans.'In'year'one,'we'will'consult'with'David'Phillips'
at'EVCS,'the'author'of'the'curriculum,'to'provide'professional'development'to'our'teachers'in'
the'summer'and,'if'necessary,'throughout'the'year.''
'
Curriculum&Evaluation&and&Revision:'Teachers'use'a'weekly'preparatory'period'to'analyze'
assessment'data'and'revise'plans'to'include'reteaching'as'necessary.'Each'unit'offers'
assessment'data'that'is'disaggregated'by'subgroups'to'evaluate'the'effectiveness'of'the'
curriculum'and'make'revisions.'In'areas'of'weakness,'teachers'craft'plans'to'reteach'in'support'
of'student'mastery.'After'each'unit,'teachers'note'strengths'and'weaknesses'that'can'benefit'
the'next'iteration'of'the'unit.'
'
The'AD'supervises'and'supports'the'unit'data'analysis'and'resulting'plans.'Based'on'his/her'
analysis,'the'AD'may'support'teachers'with'professional'development,'curriculum'
modifications,'or'supplemental'resources,'typically'at'the'beginning'of'the'following'school'
year'so'that'changes'can'be'appropriately'supported'by'the'instructional'leadership'team.33'
'
6A7.'Morning'and'Afternoon'Meeting'(Social,Emotional'Learning'or'SEL)'
SEL&Overview:'The'SEL'program'promotes'core'values,'prosocial'behavior,'and'a'schoolwide'
feeling'of'community.''Fostering'an'inclusive'school'culture'can'improve'student'outcomes.'
BCCS'uses'the'Caring'School'Community'(CSC)'curriculum'for'SEL.'
'

                                                
32'The'physical'education'curriculum'is'authored'by'David'Phillips,'one'of'Mr.'Brink,Washington’s'colleagues'who'is'the'
Assistant'Director'of'Elmwood'Village'Charter'School.'
33'The'instructional'leadership'team'includes'the'Executive'Director,'Academic'Director,'Student'Support'Specialist/Director'and'
the'School'Culture'Director.'
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Evidence&of&Effectiveness:'CSC'and'its'precursor,'the'Child'Development'Project,'are'a'product'
of'Collaborative'Classroom'and'have'been'promoting'strong'communities'and'student'success'
in'schools'for'over'20'years.'Multiple'federally'funded'evaluations'conclude'that'CSC'creates'an'
inclusive'community'and'improves'students’'academic'performance.34'Additionally,'CSC'can'
have'a'significant'positive'impact'on'student'behavior.35'Moreover,'the'academic'and'
behavioral'gains'that'CSC'promotes'in'students'in'the'younger'grades'have'been'shown'to'last'
into'their'middle'and'high'school'years'as'well.36''
'
CSC'is'well'aligned'to'the'NYS'SEL'Benchmarks,'and'has'attained'nationwide'recognition'for'its'
effectiveness'from'government'bodies'like'the'U.S.'Department'of'Education,'leading'national'
publications'such'as'the'CASEL&Guide'and'Educational&Leadership,'and'professional'
organizations'including'the'National'Association'of'Elementary'Principals.'It'is'in'use'in'
elementary'and'middle'schools'of'all'types'around'the'country.'
'
Alignment&to&BCCS:&CSC,'which'is'a'core'component'of'our'school'culture,'helps'students'
appreciate'our'diversity'and'also'improves'students’'academic'outcomes.'Importantly,'the'
morning'and'afternoon'meetings'foster'a'sense'of'belonging'in'students'and'provide'the'
opportunity'to'explicitly'teach'the'social'skills'that'align'with'our'core'values.'Additionally,'at'
these'meetings'students'share'of'themselves'and'get'to'know'one'another,'providing'the'
diversity'of'perspectives'that'can'enrich'students’'lives.'Weekly'home'connection'activities'that'
students'complete'and'discuss'incorporate'families’'perspectives,'cultures,'and'traditions,'
which'promote'interpersonal'understanding.'Lastly,'the'sense'of'belonging'and'self,worth'that'
CSC'promotes'have'been'linked'to'increased'academic'achievement,'which'may'help'us'reduce'
any'gaps'in'student'achievement.37''
'
Curriculum&Planning:&CSC'curriculum'provides'an'annual'scope'and'sequence'(see'RP23b'for'an'
example)and'detailed'daily'lessons'for'Kindergarten'and'grade'one'(our'initial'year).'Initially,'
teams'will'review'lessons'and'make'any'necessary'changes'at'their'weekly'meeting.'In'grade'
two'and'beyond,'the'year'begins'with'10'weeks'of'curriculum'taught'in'a'particular'scope'and'
sequence,'with'the'remainder'of'the'year'organized'into'week,long'topic'units'in'categories'of'
school,life'issues,'character'building,'and'social'issues.'The'order'of'the'topics'is'selected'by'the'
grade'team'at'their'weekly'meeting.'New'teachers'will'participate'in'a'full,day'onsite'training'
during'the'Summer'Institute'to'review'components'of'CSC'(see'RP09ad).'If'necessary,'we'will'
work'with'CSC'consultants'to'provide'additional'professional'development'throughout'the'
year.'
'

                                                
34'Marshall,'J.'C.,'and'S.'D.'Caldwell.'2007.'Caring'School'Community'Implementation'Study:'Four'Year'Evaluation'Report.'St.'
Louis,'MO:'Marshall'Consulting.'
35'Retrieved'from'https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Intervention/103'(2019).'
36'Battistich,'V.,'D.'Solomon,'M.'Watson,'and'E.'Schaps.'1997.'“Caring'School'Communities.”'Educational'Psychologist'32:'137–
151.'
37'Durlak,'J.A.'(2011).'The&Impact&of&Enhancing&Students’&Social&and&Emotional&Learning:&A&MetaAanalysis&of&SchoolAbased&
Universal&Interventions.'Child'Development'82:'405–432'
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Curriculum&Evaluation&and&Revision:'Teachers'analyze'disaggregated'social'skill'data'quarterly,'
and'revise'plans'to'include'reteaching'as'necessary.'In'areas'of'weakness,'teachers'select'or'
craft'plans'to'reteach'skills'in'support'of'student'mastery.'
'
The'School'Culture'Director'(SCD)'supervises'and'supports'data'analysis'and'resulting'plans.'
Based'on'his/her'analysis,'the'SCD'may'support'teachers'with'professional'development,'
curriculum'modifications,'or'supplemental'resources,'typically'at'the'beginning'of'the'following'
school'year'so'that'changes'can'be'appropriately'supported'by'the'instructional'leadership'
team.38'
'
Other&Program(s)&Considered:'We'strongly'considered'Responsive'Classroom'(RC)'as'an'SEL'
curriculum/framework'which'is'a'popular'program'among'charter'schools'in'the'area.'However'
as'we'conducted'our'research'we'discovered'that'while'both'CSC'and'RC'improved'academic'
performance,'CSC'also'increased'positive'social'behavior,'reduced'conduct'problems,'and'
reduced'emotional'success;'RC'did'not'offer'those'additional'benefits.'Lastly,'we'believe'that'as'
a'start,up,'the'more'structured'curriculum'of'CSC'will'allow'our'teachers'to'concentrate'on'
delivery'rather'than'creation'of'curriculum.'
'
6A8.'A'Note'About'Curriculum'Creation'
We'imagine'that'at'times'the'need'may'arise'for'larger'scale'internal'curriculum'creation,'for'
instance'in'replacing'a'unit'to'be'more'relevant'to'our'students,'or'significant'redesign'to'
promote'interdisciplinary'connections.'When'such'situations'arise'we'adhere'to'the'following'
design'principles,'which'have'been'successful'at'Denver'School'of'Science'and'Technology:'

'
● Effective'K,12'curriculum'aligns'to'a'set'of'standards'that'define'the'content'knowledge'

and'skills'necessary'for'students'to'meet'a'college,ready'bar'and'lead'fulfilling'lives.'A'
standards,based'curriculum'is'imperative'for'ensuring'a'high'and'consistent'bar'for'
students'as'well'as'allowing'for'the'most'effective'planning'and'instruction.'

● In'order'for'a'standards,aligned'curriculum'to'be'appropriately'rigorous,'the'curriculum'
should'be'designed'to'focus'on'developing'student'mastery'of'standards'and'content'
while'limiting'extraneous'cognitive'load.'

● Backwards'design'is'essential'for'effective'curriculum,'at'every'stage.'To'progress'along'
the'“spectrum”'of'curriculum'defined'above,'each'stage'is'a'prerequisite'for'effectively'
executing'the'next'stage.'For'example,'a'calendar'of'daily'objectives'within'a'unit'is'
most'effectively'designed'after'first'designing'the'end,of,unit'assessment,'grade,level'
standards'are'most'effectively'designed'after'first'defining'the'ultimate'goal'for'college'
and'career'readiness,'and'so'on.'

● In'defining'the'expected'student'outcomes'for'each'course,'a'curriculum'worthy'of'our'
students’'instructional'time'sets'a'high'bar'for'all'students.'Curriculum'can'help'define'
how'to'get'students'to'that'bar,'but'must'define'the'bar.'

● The'subject'area'drives'the'design'of'curriculum.'Each'subject'area'requires'a'different'
interaction'of'content'knowledge'and'skills,'and'different'types'of'skills.''

                                                
38'The'instructional'leadership'team'includes'the'Executive'Director,'Academic'Director,'Student'Support'Specialist/Director'and'
the'School'Culture'Director.'
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● Curriculum'should'align'to'and'help'drive'research,based'best'practices'for'teaching'and'
learning'that'content.'

● Students’'educational'experience'is'best'when'curriculum'is'aligned'across'disciplines.'
Students’'overall'learning'benefits'when'knowledge'and'skills'interact'and'build'on'one'
another'across'subjects,'both'within'grade'levels'and'as'a'student'progresses'through'
grade'levels.''

● Curriculum'Design'should'help'to'foster'curiosity'and'genuine'inquiry'in'classrooms.'
'
If'and'when'our'annual'evaluation'of'curriculum'suggests'that'we'need'to'create'a'significant'
amount'of'our'own'curriculum'(beyond'adaptation'of'our'curricular'selections),'we'will'stipend'
teachers'to'create'an'initial'drafts,'using'the'above'principles,'during'the'summer'preceding'
implementation.'Quality'of'those'drafts'will'be'ensured'through'review'by'the'AD'before'the'
curriculum'is'rolled'out'with'students.'During'and'following'initial'implementation,'in,house'
curriculum'will'be'reviewed'annually'and'revised'in'the'same'manner'as'selected'curricula.''
'
'
' !
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(b)!Assessment!System!
Describe&the&diagnostic,&formative,&and&summative&assessments&the&school&will&use&to&evaluate&student&knowledge&and&skills.&This&response&
should:&

● Describe&each&assessment’s&purpose,&design,&format,&and&rationale&for&its&selection;&
● Describe&key&considerations&in&the&selection&or&creation&of&any&assessments&not&yet&identified;&
● Describe&how&the&school&will&collect&and&analyze&assessment&results;&
● Explain&how&the&school&will&ensure&assessment&results&are&valid&and&reliable;&
● Describe&who&will&be&responsible&for&administering&assessments&and&collecting&and&analyzing&the&results;&
● Explain&how&school&leaders&and&teachers&will&ensure&student&work&products&resulting&from&instruction&indicate&student&preparation&for&

success&on&state&assessments;&
● Explain&how&the&following&stakeholders&will&have&access&to&and&be&able&to&use&assessment&results:&teachers;&school&leaders;&the&

education&corporation’s&board&of&trustees;&students&and&parents;&and,&
● Describe&how&the&school&will&inform&parents&and&students&about&academic&achievement&and&progress&including&the&timing,&frequency,&

and&nature&of&the&information.&
'
'

6B1.'Overview'of'Assessment'System'
We'use'data'to'monitor'the'progress'of'our'students,'adjust'instruction'and'support,'and'keep'
stakeholders'well'informed.'Assessments'include'a'universal'screener,''diagnostics,'standards,
based'formative'and'summative'classroom'assessments,'external'grade,wide'interim'
assessments,'and'statewide'standardized''assessments.'Below'we'use'overviews'to'describe'
the'format,'design,'administration,'and'rationale.'Following'each'assessment'overview'are'
sections'on'collection,'analysis'and'use,'and'reporting.''
'
In'some'cases'our'assessments'have'their'own'electronic'platforms'for'collection'and'analysis'
(such'as'STAR'and'Anet).'In'other'cases'(like'EL'Benchmarks'and'Bridges'Interims),'we'will'
upload'the'data'that'is'collected'to'Powerschool'and'its'integrating'products.'
'

Figure'6.7:'BCCS'Assessment'Overview'
Title' Type' Frequency'

/Format'
Use(s)' Rationale'

STAR'360'
(KP5)'

ELA'and'Math'
Universal'
Screener'

, 3'times'per'
year/'

, Group'
admin'on'
computers'

, Track'student'growth'
through'the'year'

, Identify'students'for'RtI'
placement'

, Highest'rated'by'national'RtI'
organizations'

, Minimally'disruptive'to'
classroom'instruction'

EL'Interim'
(KP2)'

ELA'Interim' , 3'times'per'
year/'

, 1:1'admin''

, Track'student'growth'
through'the'year'

, Inform'teaching'and'
reteaching'

, Identify'students'for'RtI'
placement'

, Provide'data'points'for'
curriculum'review'and'
revision'

, Research,based'
, Allows'EL'to'be'implemented'
with'fidelity'

Bridges'
Interim'
(KP2)'

Math'Interim' , 3'times'per'
year/'

, 1:1'admin''

, Track'student'growth'
through'the'year'

, Inform'teaching'and'
reteaching'

, Identify'students'for'RtI'
placement'

, Research,based'
, Allows'Bridges'to'be'
implemented'with'fidelity'
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Figure'6.7:'BCCS'Assessment'Overview'
Title' Type' Frequency'

/Format'
Use(s)' Rationale'

, Provide'data'points'for'
curriculum'review'and'
revision'

ANet'
Interims'
(3P5)'

ELA'and'Math'
Interim'

, 3'times'per'
year/'

, Group'
admin''

, Track'student'growth'
through'the'year'

, Inform'teaching'and'
reteaching'

, Identify'students'for'RtI'
placement'

, Provide'data'points'for'
curriculum'review'and'
revision'

, Research,based'
, Allows'EL'to'be'implemented'
with'fidelity'

Wilson'
Fundations'
(KP2)'

ELA'Phonics'
Diagnostic'''

, As'needed'
, 1:1'admin''

, Narrowly'identify'student'
academic'struggles'

, Monitor'progress'of'Tier'II'
and/or'Tier'III'interventions'

, Research,based;'deemed'
effective'through'multiple'
studies'on'WhatWorks'
Clearinghouse'

, Track'record'of'success'at'
urban'charters'nationwide'

Wilson'
Reading'
System'
(3P5)'

ELA'Phonics'
Diagnostic'''

, As'needed'
, 1:1'admin''

, Narrowly'identify'student'
academic'struggles'

, Monitor'progress'of'Tier'II'
and/or'Tier'III'interventions'

, Research,based;'deemed'
effective'through'multiple'
studies'on'WhatWorks'
Clearinghouse'

, Track'record'of'success'at'
urban'charters'nationwide'

Levelled'
Literacy'
Intervention'
(KP5)'

ELA'
Comprehension'
Diagnostic'''

, As'needed'
, 1:1'admin''

, Narrowly'identify'student'
academic'struggles'

, Monitor'progress'of'Tier'II'
and/or'Tier'III'interventions'

, Research,based;'deemed'
effective'through'multiple'
studies'on'WhatWorks'
Clearinghouse'

, Track'record'of'success'at'
urban'charters'nationwide'

Bridges'
Intervention'
(KP5)'

Math'Diagnostic''' , As'needed'
, 1:1'admin''

, Narrowly'identify'student'
academic'struggles'

, Monitor'progress'of'Tier'II'
and/or'Tier'III'interventions'

, Aligned'to'the'Bridges'
comprehensive'curriculum'

'

Formative'
Classroom'
Assessment'
(KP5)'

Varies'' , Daily'
, Format'
varies'

, Inform'instruction'
, Monitor'student'progress'

, Allows'teachers'to'better'
plan'instruction'and'adjust'
to'students’'needs'

'

Summative'
Classroom'
Assessment'
(KP5)'

Varies'' , Frequency'
varies'

, Format'
varies'

, Inform'instruction'
, Document'student'
understanding'and'ability'
following'instructional'
sequences'

, Data'point'for'evaluation'of'
curriculum''

, Allows'teachers'to'report'
accurately'on'student’s'
abilities'

'

New'York' Summative' , Annually' , Inform'instruction' , Reports'accurately'on'
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Figure'6.7:'BCCS'Assessment'Overview'
Title' Type' Frequency'

/Format'
Use(s)' Rationale'

State'Testing'
Program'

Statewide'
Assessments'in'
Math,'ELA,'
Science,'ELL''

, Group'
Admin'

, Document'student'
understanding'and'ability'
following'instructional'
sequences'

, Data'point'for'evaluation'of'
curriculum''

student’s'abilities'

'
6B2:'STAR'360'(STAR)'Universal'Screener'
STAR&Overview:'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'uses'the'universal'screener,'STAR,'to'
identify'all'students’'relative'strengths'and'weaknesses'in'English'and'math,'and'those'who'are'
not'making'adequate'progress,'and'to'predict'students’'end,of,year'performance'on'the'New'
York'State'Testing'Program'(NYSTP)'ELA'and'math'assessments.'STAR'is'a'computer,based,'self,
adjusting'multiple,choice'assessment,'administered'by'teachers'in'their'classrooms'three'times'
annually'(at'the'beginning,'middle,'and'end'of'the'school'year).'STAR’s'strengths'include'
screening'accuracy'and'progress,monitoring'capabilities,39'a'20,minute'group'administration'
that'is'minimally'disruptive'to'class'time,'and'adaptive'capabilities'that'maximize'efficiency'by'
adjusting'to'students’'answers'to'previous'questions.'
'
STAR&Collection,&Analysis,&and&Use:'Collection'of'STAR'data'is'electronic,'and'the'platform'can'
quickly'generate'reports'according'to'student'subgroups'and'particular'skills.'At'their'grade,
level'team'meeting'following'the'administration'of'a'STAR'assessment,'teachers'can'analyze'
and'use'the'data'in'three'ways.'
'

1. By'individual'student'performance'to'identify'strengths'and'weaknesses'and'to'
recommend'students'to'the'Student'Support'Team'and/or'Tier'II'or'Tier'III'interventions'
(see'RP08ad).'

2. By'growth'percentile'to'determine'how'individual'students,'subgroups,'classes,'and'
cohorts'are'progressing'compared'to'similar'students.''

3. By'learning'standard'(subgroups,'classes,'and'cohorts)'to'understand'strengths'and'
weaknesses'of'curriculum,'and'teaching'practice,'and'to'inform'reteaching'plans'for'
specific'groups.'''''

'
STAR&Reporting:&Results'are'available'to'teachers'and'the'instructional'leadership'team.'
Students'whose'scores'suggest'they'may'be'struggling'are'reported'to'the'SST.'Additionally,'the'
growth'percentile'and'NYSTP'predictive'results'are'reported'to'the'Board'of'Trustees’'Academic'
Excellence'Committee'quarterly'and'are'transmitted'in'the'committee’s'report'to'the'full'
Board.&
'

                                                
39'Both'the'National'Center'on'Response'to'Intervention'and'the'National'Center'for'Intensive'Intervention'rate'STAR'at'the'
highest'level.'See'http://www.rti4success.org/resources/tools,charts/screening,tools,chart'(Accessed'February'2017)'and''
http://www.intensiveintervention.org/chart/progress,monitoring'(Accessed'February'2017)'respectively.'
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6B3.'K,2'Interim'ELA'Assessments'
EL&Benchmark&Interim&Assessment&Overview:'In'grades'K,2'the'EL'Benchmark'assessment'is'
administered'three'times'annually'by'classroom'teachers'one,on,one'with'students'with'the'
purpose'of'monitoring'student'reading'progress'against'benchmarks'in'letter,name'and'sound'
recognition,'and'phonological'awareness'in'Kindergarten,'and'spelling,'decoding,'and'fluency'in'
first'and'second'grades.'The'assessments'are'based'on'the'work'of'Dr.'Linnea'Ehri,40'and'are'a'
core'component'of'the'success'of'EL'Education’s'K,5'ELA'curriculum'(see'6A1'above).''
'
EL&Benchmark&Interim&Collection,&Analysis,&and&Use:'Administering'teachers'collect'the'EL'
Benchmark'interim'data'in'K,2'when'they'score'the'assessments'and'upload'the'results'to'our'
shared'electronic'platform.'This'provides'the'ability'to'view'student'results'according'to'
particular'skills,'ultimately'placing'students'along'a'continuum'of'“microphases”'from'pre,
alphabetic'to'consolidated'alphabetic,'with'indicators'that'describe'their'reading'strengths'and'
weaknesses.'Teachers'use'these'microphases'and'skill'data'to'group'students'for'the'skills'
block,'and'to'determine'recommended'activities'from'the'skill'block'curriculum.'Initially'we'will'
be'guided'in'our'analysis'of'interims'by'consultants'from'EL'during'a'Data'Day'that'follows'
administration'of'the'assessments.'Analysis'includes'disaggregating'results'by'subgroups'and'
forming'plans'for'reteaching'toward'mastery.''
'
EL&Benchmark&Interim&Reporting:&Results'are'available'to'teachers'and'the'instructional'
leadership'team.'Scores'and'accompanying'analysis'are'reported'to'the'Board'of'Trustees’'
Academic'Excellence'Committee,'who'include'them'in'their'quarterly'report'to'the'full'Board.'''&
&
6B4.'K,2'Math'Interim'Assessment'
Bridges&Interim&Overview:'In'grades'K,2'quarterly'Bridges'interim'assessments'are'administered'
by'teachers'in'their'classrooms'to'measure'students’'progress'in'mastering'standards'and'skills'
that'have'been'taught.'Kindergarten'and'first'grade'include'an'individual'interview'as'well'as'a'
group'written'portion.'The'questions'are'predominantly'short'answers,'and'students'are'
encouraged'to'show'their'thinking'process.'Bridges'interims'provide'suggestions'about'
instructional'priorities'or'adjustments'to'help'students'get'back'on'track,'or'a'need'for'more'
intensive'work'using'the'Bridges'Intervention'program.'
'
Bridges&Interim&Collection,&Analysis,&and&Use:''Administering'teachers'collect'Bridges'interim'
data'in'K,2'and'mount'it'to'the'electronic'platform,'which'provides'the'ability'to'view'student'
results'according'to'particular'skills'or'subskills.'Initially,'Bridges'consultants'provide'guidance'
on'conducting'this'analysis'during'a'Data'Day'that'follows'administration'of'Bridges'interim'
assessments.'Analysis'includes'disaggregating'results'by'subgroups'and'forming'plans'for'
reteaching'toward'mastery.''
'
6B5.'3,5'Interim'Assessments'
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Anet&Interim&Overview:&Grades'3,5'classroom'teachers'administer'online'quarterly'Anet'
interims'in'ELA'and'math'(this'replaces'the'EL'Benchmark'interim'in'literacy'and'the'Bridges'
interim'in'math).'These'interims'are'a'combination'of'multiple,choice,'and'short,'and'
extended,response'items.'Anet'interims'provide'data'about'student'progress,'a'comparative'
measure'of'progress'against'similar'schools'statewide,'and'a'prediction'of'student'proficiency'
on'NYSTP'assessments.'Using'an'externally'created'interim'like'Anet'provides'reliability'and'a'
source'of'comparison'data'throughout'the'year'that'can'improve'student'proficiency'gains'by'a'
factor'of'three'in'ELA'and'a'factor'of'two'in'math.41'Of'particular'relevance'to'BCCS'is'that'ANet'
has'been'used'to'support'student'growth'at'single'site'and'small'networks'of'charters'with'
diverse'populations'(such'as'Brooklyn'Prospect,'Valley'Charter'School'and'other'Diverse'
Charter'School'Coalition'member'schools).'&
&
Anet&Interim&Collection&and&Analysis:'Collection'is'automatic'and'the'Anet'platform'
disaggregates'by'student'subgroups.'Further'analysis'and'action'planning'is'carried'out'by'
classroom'teachers'at'Data'Days'using'an'established'protocol.'
'

1. Select'priority'standards'based'on'foundational'and/or'heavily'assessed'skills'
combined'with'student'performance.'

2. Break'down'priority'standards/skills'into'subskills'or'prerequisites.'
3. Analyze'the'assessment'items'to'identify'possible'misconceptions'for'each'

distractor'answer.''
4. Identify'student'response'trends'and'misconceptions'on'individual'questions'

within'the'priority'standards.'
5. Group'students'based'on'differentiated'need'according'to'the'data.'
6. Create'an'action'plan'that'includes'reteaching'of'priority'standards,'subskills'and'

instructional'strategies'for'whole'and'small'student'groupings.'
7. Reflect'on'larger'implications'for'curriculum'in'subsequent'iterations.'

&
Anet&Interim&Reporting:&Results'are'immediately'available'to'teachers'and'the'instructional'
leadership'team.'Scores'and'accompanying'analysis'are'reported'to'the'Board'of'Trustees’'
Academic'Excellence'Committee,'who'include'them'in'their'quarterly'report'to'the'full'Board.''''
'
6B6.'ELA'Diagnostic'Assessment'
ELA&Diagnostic&Assessment&Overview:&Our'universal'screener'and'curriculum,based'interim'
assessments'(see'above)'identify'areas'of'relative'strength'and'weakness'in'the'foundational'
skills'of'young'readers.'When'a'student’s'results'on'either'of'those'assessments'indicate'a'
significant'gap'between'their'abilities'and'the'grade'level'expectations'we'administer'a'
diagnostic'assessment'to'gain'a'better'understanding'of'the'student’s'challenges'and'prescribe'
interventions'to'close'the'gap(s).'Typically,'for'challenges'related'to'phonemic'awareness'and'
decoding'we'use'Wilson'Fundations'(Fundations)'in'K,2'or'Wilson'Reading'System'(WRS)'in'
grades'3,5.'Levelled'Literacy'Intervention'(LLI)'is'used'for'fluency'and'comprehension'in'grades'
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K,5.'The'diagnostics'are'administered'by'intervention'teachers'and'provide'data'that'helps'
teachers'focus'on'an'appropriate'intervention.'Fundations,'WRS,'and'LLI'are'used'nationally'at'
successful'schools,'and'are'listed'as'“effective”'by'the'What'Works'Clearinghouse.42'
'
ELA&Diagnostic&Collection,&Analysis,&and&Use:'Collection'of'ELA'diagnostic'data'is'by'the'
administering'teacher,'who'also'analyzes'the'data'to'recommend'appropriate'tier,two'
interventions.'For'instance,'we'will'be'able'to'identify'that'a'second'grade'student'needs'
additional'support'in'decoding,'which'could'be'provided'in'a'tier,two'Fundations'intervention'
during'our'ELA'Skills'Block.'Or,'if'it'were'a'fluency'issue,'LLI'could'zero'in'on'a'fifth'grader’s'level'
and'provide'targeted'small,group'work'on'expressive'interpretation'of'text'during'Skills'Block.''
Each'of'the'diagnostics'can'be'used'as'a'progress,monitoring'tool'for'students'who'participate'
in'interventions.'
'
ELA&Diagnostic&Reporting:&Results'are'available'to'teachers'and'the'instructional'leadership'
team.'Scores'are'shared'with'the'SST'and'documented'in'any'intervention'plan,'which'is'kept'
on'file'and'available'to'parents'upon'request.&
'
6B7.'Math'Diagnostic'Assessment'
Bridges&Intervention&Overview:'Bridges'Intervention'is'our'math'diagnostic'in'grades'
kindergarten'through'five.'It'is'administered'by'intervention'teachers'when'necessary,'and'
provides'data'that'reveal'students’'targeted'needs'and'helps'teachers'select'an'appropriate'
intervention.'For'example,'it'can'demonstrate'that'a'student'needs'additional'support'in'
computational'fluency,'which'could'then'be'provided'in'a'tier,two'Bridges'Intervention'during'
our'math'skills'block.'

'
Bridges&Intervention&Collection,&Analysis,&and&Use:'Collection'of'Bridges'Intervention'data'is'
done'by'the'administering'teacher,'and'an'electronic'platform'provides'results'according'to'
particular'skills'or'subskills.'Intervention'teachers'use'the'data'to'recommend'appropriate'tier,'
two'interventions'within'the'Bridges'Intervention'program.'The'program'provides'lessons'and'
progress'monitoring'that'correspond'to'the'student'needs'revealed'by'the'inventory.'
'
Bridges&Intervention&Reporting:&Results'are'made'available'to'teachers'and'the'instructional'
leadership'team.'Scores'are'shared'with'the'SST'and'documented'in'any'intervention'plan,'
which'is'kept'on'file'and'is'available'to'parents'upon'request.&
'
6B8.'Formative'Classroom'Assessments''
Formative&Classroom&Assessments&Overview:'Formative'assessment'takes'many'forms'in'our'
classrooms,'but'notably'includes'teacher,assigned'daily'classwork'and'exit'tickets'from'our'
standards,based'curricula'(see'above).''
'
Ensuring&Validity&of&Formative&Assessment&Data:&BCCS'ensures'the'validity'of'its'formative'
assessments'by'employing'a'process'that'results'in'assessments'that'explicitly'reflect'and'
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measure'course'objectives.'The'assessment'items'represent'lesson'objectives,'which'are'
aligned'to'the'standards,'providing'targets'that'focus'faculty'instruction.'Formative'assessment'
items'are'written'to'capture'the'depth'and'breadth'of'each'objective.'Instructional'activities'
are'built'directly'from'the'objectives'and'related'assessment'items,'ensuring'coherent'
alignment'of'objectives,'instruction,'and'assessment.'This'backwards'planning'approach'
reflects'best'practices'in'the'evaluation'of'academic'progress'and'the'commitment'to'
producing'valid'and'reliable'tests.''
'
The'AD'will'provide'training'and'development'opportunities'for'the'entire'staff,'and'target'
support'for'grade'level'teams,'as'they'design'and'implement'formative'assessments.''Beyond'
design'and'implementation,'effective'protocols'will'be'used'to'ensure'a'high'degree'of'
reliability'in'scoring.''
'
The'AD'will'also'guide'individual'faculty'members'to'improve'assessment'practices'through'
differentiated'coaching'cycles'that,'as'described'in'RP09ad,'will'be'structured'around'the'
Danielson'Framework'for'Teaching'Tool.''&
&
Formative&Classroom&Assessment&Collection,&Analysis,&and&Use:'Teachers'collect'and'analyze'
student'class'work'and'exit'tickets'by'comparing'them'to'exemplary'work'that'meets'the'NYSLS'
for'the'grade.'This'ensures'student'work'resulting'from'instruction'indicates'the'level'of'
preparation'for'success'on'state'assessments'and'allows'teachers'to'make'necessary'
adjustments'to'instruction.''
&
Formative&Classroom&Assessment&Reporting:&Typically'formative'assessment'data'is'used'by'the'
teaching'and'grade'team'but'is'not'formally'reported'out.'
'
6B9.'Summative'Classroom'Assessments''
Summative&Classroom&Assessments&Overview:'Each'of'our'core'curricula'includes'standards,
based'summative'assessments'that'are'administered'by'classroom'teachers'at'the'end'of'units'
or'modules.'They'can'take'different'formats,'such'as'tests'or'performance'tasks,'and'measure'
what'students'have'learned'over'a'period'of'instruction.'Summative'assessments'help'monitor'
cumulative'student'progress'and'retention'of'content'and'adjust'instruction'accordingly.''
'
Summative&Classroom&Assessment&Collection,&Analysis,&and&Use:&Teachers'collect'summative'
assessment'data'and'upload'it'to'our'shared'electronic'platform'for'disaggregated'analysis'by'
subgroup.'Analysis'is'done'in'teaching'or'grade'team'meetings,'and'trends'in'student'
performance'are'examined'for'root'causes,'which'inform'reteaching'plans'for'individuals'or'
groups'of'students.'
'
Summative&Classroom&Assessment&Reporting:'Teachers'make'summative'data'available'to'the'
school'community'on'our'shared'electronic'platform.'Additionally,'unit'and'module'assessment'
results'are'reported'to'families'throughout'the'year.'
&
&
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6B10.'New'York'State'Testing'Program&&
Students'in'grades'three'through'five'participate'in'the'NYSTP'ELA'and'math'assessments.'
Students'in'grade'four'participate'in'the'NYSTP'science'assessment.'Students'with'home'
languages'other'than'English'participate'in'the'New'York'State'Identification'Test'for'English''
Language'Learners'(NYSITELL),'and'students'who'have'been'identified'as'English'Language'
Learners'participate'in'the'New'York'State'English'as'a'Second'Language'Achievement'Test'
(NYSESLAT)'until'they'reach'proficiency'(see'RP08ad).''
'
NYSTP&ELA&and&Math&Overview:'NYSTP'ELA'and'Math'are'administered'annually'by'teachers'in'
classrooms.'The'assessments'include'multiple,choice,'and'short,'and'extended,response'items.'
We'will'begin'NYSTP'ELA'and'math'participation'in'year'three'of'the'initial'charter.'By'the'end'
of'the'initial'charter'term,'grades'three'through'five'will'participate.'The'NYSTP'ELA'and'math'
assessments'are'linked'to'students’'college'readiness'and'provide'the'metrics'for'our'primary'
academic'accountability'measures.43''

'
NYSTP&ELA&and&Math&Collection&and&Analysis:'New'York'State'collects,'scores,'and'does'initial'
analysis.'The'Academic'Director'and'Executive'Director'analyze'the'assessments'further'
according'to'skills'and'subgroups,'developing'academic'priorities'and'an'annual'action'plan'in'
response.'
'
NYSTP&ELA&and&Math&Reporting:'The'state'shares'individual'results'directly'with'families.'BCCS'
shares'results'and'analysis'with'teachers'in'Summer'Institute'professional'development.'
Results'are'reported'annually'to'the'Board'of'Trustees.'
'
6B11.'Data'Sharing'to'Stakeholders'
We'report'certain'data'to'families,'teachers,'administrators,'the'Board'of'Trustees,'and'the'
general'public.'
&
Families:'Families'are'updated'quarterly'with'a'report'on'a'student's'academic'and'social'
progress.'The'report'includes'overall'class'grades'by'subject'with'accompanying'academic'
standards'checklists,'as'well'as'a'social'skills'checklist,'and'a'brief'narrative'where'teachers'
synthesize'and'add'context.''
'
The'school'may'share'additional'assessment'data'with'families.'For'instance,'when'a'student'is'
referred'to'the'Student'Support'Team'(SST)'and'entered'into'an'intervention,'the'school'will'
provide'universal'screening'results'and'subsequent'diagnostic'results.'
'
Additionally,'the'state'reports'annual'NYSTP'ELA'and'math'data'to'families'about'individual'
students.''
'
Faculty:&Teachers'have'access'to'data'of'students'in'whom'they'have'a'vested'academic'
interest.'Most'data'is'housed'on'shared'electronic'data'platforms'provided'by'particular'
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assessments'(such'as'STAR'or'ANet),'or'those'created'by'the'school'to'capture'curricular'
assessment'data.'They'can'analyze'these'data'sources'at'weekly'meetings'and'periodic'Data'
Days,'using'their'analysis'to'promote'student'achievement'through'things'like'flexible'
groupings,'reteaching'plans,'and'SST'referrals.'
'
Administrators:'Administrators'have'access'to'all'student'data,'which'they'can'use'to'inform'
decisions'about'programming,'curriculum,'and'staffing.'The'Executive'Director'(ED)'uses'data'to'
create'a'monthly'academic'update'for'the'Board'of'Trustees’'Academic'Excellence'Committee.'
'
Board&of&Trustees:'The'Academic'Excellence'Committee'receives'monthly'academic'updates'
from'the'ED'that'include'screening,'interim,'and'NYSTP'data.'They'make'a'quarterly'report'to'
the'larger'board'about'the'academic'health'of'the'school'and'hold'the'school'leader'
accountable'for'meeting'the'annual'achievement'goals.'
'
General&Public:&BCCS’'NYSTP'data'is'public.'Additionally,'our'annual'report'(see'6F1'below)'will'
be'sent'to'SUNY'and'posted'on'our'website.''
!
! !
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(c)!Instructional!Methods!
Describe&the&pedagogical&approach&the&school&will&use&to&implement&its&curriculum&including:&

● The&instructional&methods&or&techniques&to&be&employed&in&the&school&including&any&specific&requirements&for&implementing&this&
pedagogical&approach,&e.g.,&coAteaching&or&aides,&technology,&physical&space,&approaches&to&classroom&management,&approach&to&
checks&for&understanding,&etc.;&

● Research&or&existing&models&that&support&the&use&of&these&instructional&methods,&especially&considering&the&school’s&target&population&
and&curricular&choices&outlined&in&Response&6(a);&and,&

● An&explanation&of&how&the&curriculum&aligns&with&the&school’s&educational&philosophy&and&furthers&its&specific&mission,&key&design&
elements,&and&unique&themes.&

'
6C1.'Instructional'Methods'Overview'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'has'found'that'the'elements'of'effective'instruction'
can'be'expressed'in'two'equally'important'categories:'(1)'productive'and'engaging'classroom'
culture,'and'(2)'rigorous'instructional'delivery'of'standards,aligned'objectives.'First,'strong'
school'and'classroom'culture'is'vital'to'achieving'the'mission.'BCCS’s'school'culture'supports'
student'mindsets'that'optimize'their'learning:'students'are'motivated'to'learn,'and'they'believe'
that'productive'struggle'can'lead'to'breakthroughs'in'understanding.'Classroom'culture'also'
ensures'that'students'experience'an'environment'where'their'focus'can'be'fully'devoted'to'
learning,'and'where'no'instructional'time'is'wasted.'Second,'to'ensure'that'students'are'on'
track'for'long,term'success,'instruction'needs'to'reflect'rigorous'content'and'grade,level'
expectations.'Students'must'be'expected'to'do'the'intellectual'“heavy'lifting”'so'that'their'
skills,'knowledge,'and'conceptual'understanding'are'internalized'and'lasting.'Lastly,'students'
must'develop'habits'of'metacognition'to'take'ownership'of'their'own'learning.'Developing'an'
awareness'of'how'they'learn'and'reflecting'regularly'on'their'own'academic'progress'helps'
empower'students'to'become'learners'capable'of'self,direction'and'self,advocacy.''
'
BCCS’s'Core'Instructional'Methods'are'drawn'from'research44'and'practical'application'at'
successful'schools.'They'reflect'the'school,wide'instructional'methodology'and'strategies'that'
teachers'employ'to'support'student'success'across'grades'K,5'to'maximize'every'minute'of'
instructional'time,'from'entry'to'dismissal,'and'best'practices'for'all'teacher'actions,'from'
student'engagement'to'rigor.'As'students'progress'from'Kindergarten'on,'they'will'experience'
common'pedagogical'threads'that'continue'all'the'way'through'fifth'grade'while'also'
experiencing'developmentally'appropriate'shifts'that'are'increasingly'focused'on'student'
ownership'of'learning.'
'
Finally,'where'appropriate,'BCCS'employs'content,specific'instructional'methodology'and'
strategies.'For'example,'in'BCCS'English'classes,'teachers'employ'strategies'such'as'close'
reading,'asking'text,dependent'questions,'building'students’'academic'vocabulary'and'writing'
from'sources.'In'BCCS'Math'courses,'teachers'focus'on'inquiry,based'instruction'to'build'
conceptual'understanding,'while'at'the'same'time'emphasizing'procedural'fluency'and'
application.'
'
Although'our'selected'curricula'typically'provide'lesson'plans'for'teachers,'as'part'of'the'
internalization'process'we'generally'ask'that'teaching'teams'use'a'shared'lesson'planner'that'
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helps'ensure'that'our'teaching'strategies,'co,teaching'models,'and'supports'for'students'
classified'as'ENL'are'incorporated'into'each'lesson.'Figure'6.8'provides'our'shared'lesson'
planning'template.'It'is'filled'in'with'questions'that'we'ask'teachers'to'consider'as'they'plan'
their'instruction.'
'

Figure'6.8:'BCCS'Lesson'Planning'Tool'

Course' Subject/Grade'

Unit'' ' Lesson'#'and'Title' '

Standard(s)' What'do'students'need'to'know'or'do?'

Language'
Objective'

What'academic'language'or'usage'target'will'be'incorporated?'
Are'there'any'other'supports'ENL'students'require?'

CoPTeaching'
Model(s)'

What'model(s)'will'be'used?''
Why?'

Learning'Objective(s)'

Design'strong'objectives'with'students'in'mind:'
● What'will'students'be'able'to'do'when'we'are'done?'(verb)'
● What'will'the'task(s)'look'like?'(context)'
● How'well'do'students'need'to'do'the'task?'(criteria)'

Also'consider'the'following'questions:'
● How'will'the'objective'be'communicated'to'students?''Can'they'personalize'it?'
● How'can'students'be'clear'about'what'they'need'to'do'to'show'mastery?'

Opening/Do'Now'

Design'a'short,'engaging,'activity'that'addresses'one'or'more'of'the'following'questions:'
● What'do'students'already'know'about'this'content?'
● Why'do'students'need'to'know'this'today?'
● Why'do'students'need'to'know'this'in'the'future?'
● What'will'grab'students’'attention'and'frame'their'thinking?''

MiniPLesson'or'Grapple'and'Debrief'

Design'a'lesson'that'addresses'the'following'questions:'
● What'needs'to'be'explicitly'taught'to'students?'
● Is'there'a'“grapple”'task'that'students'could'engage'in'that'would'reveal'what'students'know?''How'

can'you'debrief'that'“grapple”'in'order'to'help'make'the'big'idea'clear'to'students?'
● How'does'this'content'relate'to'the'universal'theme?'
● What'elements'of'depth'and'complexity'are'present?'
● Are'there'any'key'terms'that'students'need'to'know'in'order'to'be'successful?'
● Is'there'modeling'that'needs'to'be'done'for'students'to'be'successful?'

Guided'Practice''

Design'an'activity'using'one'or'more'of'our'instructional'methods'for'students'do'with'peers'or'with'the'
teacher:'
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❏ Identifying'Similarities'and'Differences'
❏ Summarizing'and'Notetaking'

❏ Non,Linguistic'Representation'
❏ Generating'and'Testing'Hypotheses'
❏ Advance'Questions'and'Organizers'

❏ Make'it'Social'
❏ Gamify'It!'
❏ Storify'It!'

❏ Other:'___________________________________________________________'

MidPPoint'Check:'Formative'Assessment'

● How'can'students'display'their'progress'toward'mastery'of'the'lesson'objective?'

Independent'Practice/Small'Group'Work'

Design'an'activity'using'one'or'more'of'our'instructional'methods'for'students'to'do'by'themselves'to'help'
achieve'mastery:'

❏ Identifying'Similarities'and'Differences'
❏ Summarizing'and'Notetaking'
❏ Non,Linguistic'Representation'

❏ Generating'and'Testing'Hypotheses'
❏ Advance'Questions'and'Organizers'
❏ Make'it'Social'

❏ Gamify'It!'
❏ Storify'It!'
❏ Other:'___________________________________________________________'

EndPPoint'Check:'Exit'Ticket'

● How'can'students'display,'summarize'or'reflect'on'their'learning'from'the'lesson?'

Teacher'Reflection'

● How'did'students'do?'How'do'you'know?'
● What'may'need'to'be'retaught?'
● What'changes'may'need'to'be'made'to'this'lesson'in'the'future?''

'
6C2.'Core'Instructional'Methods'
Teachers'at'BCCS'use'a'wide'variety'of'instructional'methods'to'meet'the'needs'of'a'diverse'
student'body.'Below'we'highlight'a'few'primary'methods'in'our'classrooms,'followed'by'short'
descriptions'of'some'important'secondary'methods.''
'
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Direct&Instruction:'Direct'Instruction'is'a'frequently'used,'cross,curricular'method'that'includes'
lessons'(or'portions'of'lessons)'that'are'structured,'sequenced,'and'led'by'teachers.'Student'
achievement'is'promoted'by'establishing'clear'learning'targets,'using'questioning'techniques'to'
check'for'student'understanding,'giving'immediate'feedback'based'on'student'answers,'and'
providing'sufficient'independent'practice'for'students'to'achieve'mastery'of'the'learning'
target.45'
'
While'direct'instruction'lessons'often'include'teacher'modeling,'guided'practice,'independent'
practice,'and'formative'assessment,'other'instructional'methods,'such'as'differentiation'or'
scaffolding,'are'frequently'integrated'simultaneously.'Direct'instruction'may'also'be'paired'with'
other'methods'within'the'same'lesson.'For'instance,'teachers'may'use'direct'instruction'to'
prepare'students'for'an'activity'in'which'the'students'work'cooperatively'on'a'group'project'
with'teacher'guidance'and'coaching.'
'
Small&Group&Cooperative&Learning:'Cooperative'learning'is'an'instructional'method'that'uses'
pairs'or'small'groups'of'students'that'can'engage'in'a'variety'of'ways'such'as'discussion,'tasks,'
or'projects.'For'example,'cooperative'learning'occurs'regularly'in'math'class'during'“Work'
Places”'and'in'Innovations'and'Community'studies'during'creative'problem,solving'projects.''
'
While'cooperative'learning'can'boost'achievement,46'it'also'provides'a'method'for'students'to'
practice'cooperation,'creativity,'responsibility,'constructive'feedback,'conflict'resolution'skills'
and'problem,solving'skills.'The'teacher'fosters'a'cooperative'learning'environment'where'tasks'
and'roles'are'clear,'support'is'available,'and'group'members'experience'personal'accountability'
and'interdependence.'Cooperative'learning'provides'an'environment'where'those'who'may'be'
reluctant'to'present'their'ideas'in'a'large'group'may'find'some'comfort'and'confidence.''
'
ProblemASolving&Teaching:&Problem,solving'teaching'has'a'strong'positive'effect'on'student'
performance,47'helping'students'apply'their'knowledge'and'skills'to'solve'real'problems'and'
dilemmas.'It'often'requires'teachers'to'use'a'number'of'other'methods'in'concert,'including'
direct'instruction'and/or'cooperative'instruction.'The'problems'may'be'“well'structured,”'
meaning'that'they'include'all'necessary'information,'and'the'processes'for'solving'have'been'
practiced.'For'instance,'we'use'well,structured'problems'during'structured'investigations'in'
math'class;'these'problems'challenge'students'to'bring'to'bear'what'they'have'learned'in'a'
complex'problem'that'has'a'single'correct'answer.'Or'problems'may'be'“ill,structured,”'
meaning'they'are'more'open,ended'or'“real,world”'and'may'not'have'a'single'solution.48'Ill,
structured'problems'appear'more'frequently'in'ELA,'Innovations,'or'Community'Studies,'where'
students'have'all'the'necessary'skills'and'knowledge'to'solve'the'problem,'but'the'problem'

                                                
45'Hattie,'John.'(2008).'Visible'Learning.'Abingdon,'Oxon:'Routledge.'
46'Killian,'Shaun'(2015).'8&Strategies&Robert&Marzano&&&John&Hattie&Agree&On.'The'Australian'Society'for'Evidence'Based'
Teaching.'Retrieved'from'http://www.evidencebasedteaching.org.au/robert,marzano,vs,john,hattie/''
47'Ibid.&
48'Mellinger,'S.'(1991).'The&development&of&cognitive&flexibility&in&problem&solving:&Theory&and&application.'PhD,'University'of'
Alabama.'
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does'not'not'have'a'single'right'answer'and'may'require'the'creative'problem,solving'approach'
(clarifying,'ideating,'selecting,'action'planning,'and'implementing).''
'
Secondary&Instructional&Methods:&The'following'methods'are'regularly'used'in'our'adopted'
curriculum,'though'less'frequently'than'the'primary'methods'listed'above.'
'

● Projects:'Students'complete'a'series'of'learning'activities'culminating'in'the'completion'
of'a'tangible'product'(e.g.,'artifact,'media,'performance).'Usually'facilitated'by'the'
teacher'(see'direct'instruction'above),'projects'can'sometimes'be'student'driven.'

● Simulations:'Students'engage'in'structured'role,plays'that'provide'experiential'learning'
experiences.'For'instance,'students'may'engage'in'a'simulation'of'the'Constitutional'
Convention'in'order'to'have'"first,hand'experience"'with'how'it'works'and'what'its'
delegates'did.'

● Discovery&Learning:'Students'participate'in'novel'activities'from'which'they'derive'their'
own'understanding'or'meaning.'For'example,'experiments'in'an'Innovations'unit'that'
are'not'first'demonstrated'by'a'teacher.'

● Field&observation,&fieldwork,&field&trip:'Students'learn'in'nontraditional,'off,campus'
activities.'For'example,'students'may'visit'the'local'museum'of'natural'history'to'see'
displays'about'dinosaurs,'or'they'visit'city'hall'to'interview'Common'Council'members'
as'they'learn'about'government.'

'
6C2.'Instructional'Strategies'
Our'initial'curricular'selections'were'made,'in'part'because'of'the'way'they'implement'many'of'
our'Core'Instructional'Methods'which'we'think'of'as'both'timeless'and'relevant.'As'the'school'
matures'we'will'adapt'the'curricula'to'meet'the'needs'of'our'students'and'will'focus'on'
maintaining'or'increasing'academic'rigor'through'the'use'of'proven'instructional'strategies.'
These'strategies'raise'student'achievement'in'populations'similar'to'the'one'we'anticipate,'and'
also'increase'engagement'and'critical'and'creative'thinking.49'Working'from'our'foundational'
curriculum,'we'layer'on'work'by'John'Antonetti'and'James'Garver'that'grew'out'of'the'work'of'
Marzano’s'Classroom&Instruction&that&Works,'and'is'meant'to'increase'rigor'and'engagement'
through'intellectual,'personal,'and'social'lenses.'Additionally'we'infuse'culturally'responsive'
instructional'techniques'drawing'on'the'work'of'Gloria'Ladson,Billings,'and'Zaretta'Hammond.'
All'of'these'techniques'are'executed'within'our'inclusive'team,teaching'framework'(see'6C4'
below),'developed'through'professional'development,'and'are'built'into'our'teacher'
observation,'feedback,'and'evaluation'cycles.'A'selected'group'of'those'strategies'is'provided'
below.''''
'
Identifying&Similarities&and&Differences:!The'ability'to'parse'a'concept'into'similar'and'dissimilar'
characteristics'allows'students'to'understand'(and'often'solve)'complex'problems'by'analyzing'
them'in'a'simpler'way.'Teachers'either'directly'present'similarities'and'differences,'
accompanied'by'discussion'and'inquiry,'or'ask'students'to'identify'similarities'and'differences'

                                                
49&Antonetti,&John,&and&Garver,&James.&(2015)&17,000&Classroom&Visits&Can’t&be&Wrong:&Strategies&that&engage&students,&promote&
active&learning,&and&boost&achievement.&ACSD:&Alexandria,&VA.&&
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on'their'own.'For'example,'teachers'might'design'activities'and'ask'questions'in'classroom'
instruction'so'that'students'are'not'just'identifying'the'parts'of'an'animal,'but'comparing'them'
to'the'parts'of'a'plant.'
'
Cues,&Questions,&and&Advance&Organizers:'Teachers'use'these'strategies'to'guide'students'to'
use'prior'knowledge'and'organize'their'thinking.'For'example,'a'teacher'might'use'a'K,W,L'
chart'before'a'new'unit,'include'guiding'questions'to'go'with'a'reading,'or'provide'students'a'
graphic'organizer'to'complete'as'they'engage'in'a'jigsaw'reading'activity'with'classmates.'
&
Summarizing&and&NoteATaking:!Teachers'can'promote'greater'comprehension'by'asking'
students'to'identify'in'their'own'words'what'is'essential.'At'each'developmental'level'students'
have'ample'opportunities'to'summarize'and/or'take'notes'with'different'tools'and'in'different'
modalities.'For'example,'students'in'kindergarten'could'summarize'in'a'lesson'by'creating'
storyboards'with'pictures,'while'fifth'grade'students'might'be'working'on'written'paragraph'
summaries.'
&
Nonlinguistic&Representations:'Teachers'use'consistent'visual'support'as'well'as'models,'
demonstrations,'and'kinesthetic'reinforcement'to'help'students'retain'information'and'
enhance'conceptual'understandings.'For'example,'vocabulary'might'be'introduced'using'
pictures'to'generate'student'definitions'and/or'synonym'lists'even'before'the'word'is'
introduced'to'the'class.'
&
Generating&and&Testing&Hypotheses:'This'strategy'helps'teachers'get'students'to'make'
predictions,'analyze'evidence,'note'patterns,'and'develop'conclusions.'For'example,'in'first'
grade'English,'a'teacher'might'ask'students'to'make'predictions'about'a'read,aloud'book'based'
on'the'cover,'title,'and'previous'day’s'instruction.'Then,'throughout'the'reading,'the'class'
would'evaluate'the'text'and'illustrations'to'determine'the'accuracy'of'the'original'prediction'
and/or'make'revised'predictions.'
'
Gamify&It:'Games'are'the'power'strategy'for'culturally,grounded'learning'because'they'get'the'
brain’s'attention'and'require'active'processing.'Attention'is'the'first'step'in'learning.'We'cannot'
learn,'remember,'or'understand'what'we'don’t'first'pay'attention'to.'Call'and'response'is'just'a'
way'to'get'the'brain’s'attention.'Most'games'employ'a'lot'of'the'cultural'tools'you’d'find'in'oral'
traditions'–'repetition,'solving'a'puzzle,'making'connections'between'things'that'don’t'seem'to'
be'related.'
'
Make&It&Social:'Organizing'learning'so'that'students'rely'on'each'other'will'build'on'diverse'
students’'communal'orientation.'This'communal'orientation'can'be'summed'up'in'the'African'
proverb,'“I'am'because'we'are.”'Even'making'learning'slightly'competitive'in'a'good,natured'
way'increases'students’'level'of'attention'and'engagement.''
'
Storify&It:&The'brain'is'wired'to'remember'stories'and'to'use'the'story'structure'to'make'sense'
of'the'world.'That’s'why'every'culture'has'creation'stories.'In'oral'traditions,'stories'play'a'
bigger'role'in'teaching'lessons'about'manners,'morality,'or'simply'what'plants'to'eat'or'not'eat'
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in'the'wilderness'because'it’s'the'way'content'is'remembered.'Diverse'students'(and'all'
students,'really)'learn'content'more'effectively'if'they'can'create'a'coherent'narrative'about'
the'topic'or'process'presented.'That’s'the'brain’s'way'of'weaving'it'all'together.'(Bonus:'It'also'
offers'a'great'way'to'check'for'understanding'and'correct'misconceptions.)'
'
6C3.'Instructional'Techniques'
Our'Core'Instructional'Methods'incorporate'the'Get'Better'Faster'sequence'developed'by'
Uncommon'Schools'as'the'foundation'of'our'instructional'technique.'These'techniques'are'
what'we'use'to'execute'the'methods'and'strategies'described'above,'and'help'foster'the'
classroom'culture'of'efficiency'and'joy'that'we'envision.'
'
Get'Better'Faster'organizes'key'instructional'techniques'into'five'30,day'phases,'beginning'in'
the'summer,'and'lasting'through'most'of'the'school'year.'Each'phase'highlights'important'
techniques'in'classroom'management'and'instruction'and'highlights'specific'teacher'actions,'
which'guide'professional'development'and'coaching'cycles'(see'RP09).'For'example,'the'
summer'phase'focuses'on'the'management'techniques'of'routines'and'procedures'for'an'
orderly'learning'environment,'and'the'instructional'focus'is'on'internalizing'lesson'plans'and'
ensuring'standards,aligned'formative'assessments.'In'general,'throughout'the'fall,'teachers'are'
supported'in'mastering'management'techniques'that'engage'all'students'and'instructional'
techniques'that'ensure'rigorous'independent'student'work.'By'the'end'of'the'year,'teachers'
are'well'equipped'to'maintain'strong'management'practices'and'utilize'techniques'that'keep'
academic'standards'high'and'promote'students’'ownership'of'their'learning.'A'detailed'phase,
by,phase'plan'is'provided'in'RP23b.'
'
6C4.'Special'Education'Instructional'Methods'
Students'with'IEPs'benefit'from'direct'skill'instruction,'learning'strategy'instruction,'and'
multisensory'approaches.50'In'practice'this'means'our'teachers'use'differentiation'strategies'
like'chunking'to'make'skill'instruction'bite,sized,'mnemonic'devices'to'help'students'retain'
step,by,step'learning'strategies,'and'manipulatives'to'add'visual'and'kinesthetic'components'to'
instruction.'Our'commitment'to'using'Marilyn'Friend’s'co,teaching'models'ensures'that'
students'can'be'taught'in'these'ways'whenever'appropriate.51'In'his'work'at'Brooklyn'Prospect,'
Mr.'Brink,Washington'supervised'the'implementation'of'these'methods'across'elementary,'
middle'and'high'school'programs,'all'of'which'resulted'in'achievement'for'students'with'
disabilities'that'outpaced'students’'similar'peers'in'the'district'and'state'by'a'factor'of'four.'The'
models'are'briefly'described'in'Figure'6.9'below.'
'

Figure'6.9':'CoPTeaching'Models52'

Model' Description'

Parallel'Teaching'
Teachers'are'both'teaching'the'same'information,'but'they'do'so'to'a'split,class'group.'
Parallel'teaching'can'also'be'used'to'vary'learning'experiences,'for'example,'by'providing'
manipulatives'to'one'group'but'not'the'other'or'by'having'the'groups'read'about'the'same'

                                                
50'Learning'Disabilities'Association'of'America.'(2017)'
51'We'utilize'the'co,teaching'models'developed'by'Marilyn'Friend.'
52'Adapted'from'Marilyn'Friend.'Retrieved'February'2019'from'http://www.marilynfriend.com/approaches.htm''
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topic'but'at'different'levels'of'difficulty.'This'model'is'frequently'used'in'place'of'whole,class'
instruction.'

Alternative'
Teaching'

One'teacher'takes'responsibility'for'the'large'group'while'the'other'works'with'a'smaller'
group.'These'smaller'groups'could'be'used'for'remediation,'preteaching,'to'help'students'
who'have'been'absent'catch'up'on'key'instruction,'assessment,'and'so'on.''

Station'Teaching'

Teachers'divide'content'and'students.'Each'teacher'then'teaches'the'content'to'one'group'
and'may'subsequently'repeat'the'instruction'for'the'other'group.'If'appropriate,'more'
"stations"'could'give'students'an'opportunity'to'work'independently.'This'is'how'our'math'
and'ELA'skill'blocks'work.'

One'Teach,'One'
Observe'

'

Teachers'take'turns'teaching'and'gathering'data.'Co,teachers'decide'what'observational'
information'to'gather'during'instruction'and'agree'on'a'system'for'gathering'the'data.'
Afterward,'teachers'analyze'the'information'together.''

One'Teach,'One'
Assist'

One'teacher'keeps'primary'responsibility'for'teaching'while'the'other'circulates'through'the'
room'providing'assistance'to'students'as'needed.'

Teaming''
Both'teachers'share'delivery'of'the'same'instruction'to'a'whole'student'group.'This'offers'the'
chance'to'model'differing'perspectives'or'model'through'role,playing.'

&
6C5.'ELL'Instructional'Methods'
Students'identified'as'ELLs'are'provided'with'a'structured'English'immersion'program'based'on'
the'Sheltered'Instruction'Observation'Protocol'(SIOP).53'SIOP'principles'help'ELL'students'
benefit'from'three'research,based'instructional'practices:'explicit'instruction,'ample'practice'
opportunities,'and'adjustment'of'the'language'of'instruction.54'Our'curriculum'selections'
largely'address'the'first'two'of'these'principles,'and'our'teachers'are'responsible'for'adjusting'
language'as'necessary'by'including'vocabulary'for'each'lesson'and'developing'specific'
language,use'objectives'alongside'learning'objectives.'For'example,'the'learning'objective'of'a'
lesson'might'be'to'“identify'the'basic'needs'of'living'things'and'what'they'need'to'survive.”'The'
language,use'objective'for'that'same'lesson'might'be'to'“explain'to'a'partner'why'food,'water,'
shelter,'and'air'are'important'for'survival”'or'“to'write'about'how'water,'food,'shelter,'and'air'
are'important'for'survival.”55'Our'ENL'teacher'works'with'our'teaching'teams'in'a'consultancy'
model'to'ensure'that'all'of'these'principles'are'active'in'our'classes.'
'
ELL'students'also'benefit'from'our'co,teaching'model,'as'it'allows'the'teaching'team'and'the'
English'as'a'New'Language'teacher'to'design'and'implement'lessons'that'meet'their'needs'
directly.'Additionally,'some'ELL'students'receive'service'outside'of'the'general'education'
classroom.'
!
'
' !

                                                
53'Developed'by'the'Center'for'Applied'Linguistics.'
54'Linan,Thompson,'Sylvia'and'Sharon'Vaughn.'(2007)'Research,Based'Methods'of'Reading'Instruction'for'English'Language'
Learners,'Grades'K–4.'ASCD.'
55'Center'For'Applied'Linguistics.'(2016).'
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(d)!Course!or!Subject!Overview!
Provide&course&descriptions&for&every&subject&and&grade&level&the&school&will&serve&within&the&initial&five&years&of&operation,&accounting&for&both&
core&and&nonAcore&subject&areas&including&all&courses&identified&in&Request&7&–&Calendar&and&Schedules.&This&should&include,&at&minimum:&

● A&general&description&of&the&specific&content&and&skills&that&would&be&addressed&in&the&course;&if&known;&
● The&curricular&programs&(e.g.,&Singapore&Math,&FOSS,&etc.)&that&would&be&used&in&each&course;&
● Essential&course&specific&assessments&(e.g.,&the&state’s&3A8&assessments/Regents&exams,&end&of&course&portfolios&or&performances,&

etc.);&and,&
● If&serving&students&in&12th&grade,&provide&an&outline&of&course&sequences&leading&to&graduation.&

'
'

6D1.'Subject'and'Course'Overview'
Initially'we'adopt'and'internalize'research,based'curriculum'throughout'the'school.'Over'time'
we'will'adapt'and'enhance'the'courses'to'meet'the'needs'of'our'students'and'leverage'the'
expertise'of'our'teachers.'Below'we'describe'our'initial'course'offerings.'Core'academic'
curricula'have'scope'and'sequences'attached'in'RP23b.'
'
6D2.'English'Language'Arts'Course'Offerings&&
Our'ELA'curriculum,'EL'Education’s'K,5'ELA,'promotes'students’'reading,'writing,'listening,'and'
speaking'skills,'and'instills'an'appreciation'of'language,'literature,'and'information.'The'
program'accommodates'the'developmental'needs'of'learners'with'a'K,2'program'and'a'3,5'
program.'The'K,2'curriculum'provides'one'hour'per'day'of'content,based'literacy'in'module'
lessons'and'one'hour'of'structured'phonics'in'the'reading'foundations'skills'block.'The'3,5'
curriculum'comprises'two'hours'of'rich'content,based'literacy'instruction'per'day'in'one'hour'
of'module'lessons'and'one'hour'of'the'Additional'Language'and'Literacy'(ALL)'Block.'
'
KA2&Modules:&In'the'K,2'comprehensive'curriculum,'there'are'four'modules'per'year'that'
address'all'the'ELA'standards'of'the'grade.'The'third'and'fourth'modules'have'a'similar'topic,'
allowing'students'to'delve'with'greater'depth'into'the'topic'and'connect'to'their'community.'
For'example,'the'kindergarten'module'three,'“Trees'are'Alive,”'builds'students’'background'
knowledge,'and'module'four,'“Enjoying'and'Appreciating'Trees,”'helps'students'continue'
learning'about'the'topic'from'a'different'perspective,'ultimately'connecting'with'people'in'their'
local'community'about'the'importance'of'trees.'
'
KA2&Reading&Foundation&Skills&Block:'The'K,2'skills'block'promotes'students’'reading'progress'by'
addressing'the'CCSS'Reading'Standards'for'Foundational'Skills'as'well'as'some'language'
standards'associated'with'spelling'and'letter'formation.'The'skills'block'is'a'daily'60,minute'
class'separated'into'a'15,minute'whole,group'lesson'and'then'small,group'work'for'the'
remaining'time'focusing'on'word'level'work,'reading'fluency,'and'writing'practice.'During'the'
small,group'instructional'time'teachers'have'the'opportunity'to'group'students'by'ability'to'
deliver'targeted'instruction'based'on'student'needs.'The'EL'Skills'Block'is'based'on'the'research'
of'Dr.'Linnea'Ehri,'one'of'the'nation’s'foremost'experts'on'how'the'brain'maps'sounds'and'
letters.'
'
3A5&Modules:'In'grades'3,5'the'modules'teach'and'assess'all'of'the'ELA'standards'at'each'grade'
level.'Each'grade'level'includes'four'modules'that'allow'students'to'build'important'content'
knowledge'based'on'topics'related'to'science,'social'studies,'or'literature.'Each'module'uses'
rich,'authentic'text'throughout.''
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'
3A5&ALL&Block:'The'ALL'Block'in'grades'3,5'responds'to'upper'elementary'students’'need'for'
greater'independence'and'mastery.'During'ALL'Block,'students'have'additional'time'to'work'in'
small'flexible'groups'with'texts,'ideas,'and'skills'that'are'initially'introduced'in'the'module'
lessons,'as'well'as'having'time'to'read'independently.'3,5'teachers'use'this'daily'time'to'meet'
with'targeted'groups'to'address'the'needs'of'each'student.56''
'
Brief'course'descriptions'for'K,5'ELA'are'found'below'in'Figure'6.10'(see'RP23b'for'sample'
course'scopes/outlines).''
'

Figure'6.10:'BCCS'ELA'Course'Overviews'

Course/Level' Description'

Kindergarten'

Students'begin'their'reading'instruction'with'explicit'phonics'instruction,'read,alouds,'and'
oral'fluency'practice.'As'writers'they'develop'skills'primarily'in'opinion'and'informational'
writing.'The'modules'are'“Toys'and'Play,”“Weather'Wonders,”'“Trees'Are'Alive,”,'and'
“Enjoying'and'Appreciating'Trees.”'
'
Skill'block'instruction'focuses'on'print'concepts,'letter'recognition'and'formation,'and'the'
relationship'between'letters'and'their'sounds.''

First'Grade'

Students'gradually'take'on'more'reading'and'writing'responsibilities,'and'there'is'a'greater'
emphasis'on'informational'writing.'Modules'include'“Tools'and'Work,”'“Sun,'Moon,'and'
Stars,”'“Birds’'Amazing'Bodies,”and'“Caring'for'Birds.”''
'
Skills'block'helps'students'to'begin'to'use'syllables,'decode'and'encode'words,'and'
understand'basic'elements'of'grammar.'

Second'Grade'

Students'become'more'independent'in'basic'reading'and'writing'skills,'and'engage'in'a'
variety'of'informational,'narrative,'and'opinion,based'writing'opportunities.'Modules'in'
second'grade'consist'of'“Schools'and'Community,”'Fossils'Tell'of'Earth’s'Changes,””The'
Secret'World'of'Pollination,,'and'“Providing'for'Pollinators.”'
'
Skills'block'helps'students'master'prefixes'and'suffixes,'irregular'word'patterns,'and'expects'
them'to'generally'use'correct'spelling'and'grammar.'

Third'Grade'

This'course'has'an'emphasis'on'close'reading'and'what'it'means'to'be'proficient'and'
independent'readers.'Writing'instruction'continues'to'develop'students’'skill'in'informative,'
narrative,'and'opinion,based'writing.'Modules'in'third'grade'are'“Overcoming'Learning'
Challenges'Near'and'Far,”'“Adaptations'and'the'Wide'World'of'Frogs,”'“Exploring'Literary'
Classics,”'and'“Water'around'the'World.”'Third'grade'students'participate'in'the'NYSTP'for'
ELA.''

Fourth'Grade'
Students'make'the'transition'from'learning'to'read'to'reading'to'learn,'and'this'course'
includes'an'increase'in'whole'novel'reading'as'well'as'plays.'Writing'begins'to'include'more'
emphasis'on'revision.'The'modules'in'fourth'grade'are'“Poetry,'Poets,'and'Becoming'

                                                
56'In'the'middle'school'grades'(6,8)'we'intend'to'use'the'EL'Education'6,8'curriculum,''which'is'also'a'top,rated'product.''
'
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Course/Level' Description'

Writers,”'“Animal'Defense'Mechanisms,”'“The'American'Revolution,,'and'“Responding'to'
Inequality:'Ratifying'the'19th'Amendment.”'Fourth'grade'students'participate'in'the'NYSTP'
for'ELA.'

Fifth'Grade'

Students'delve'further'into'whole,book'studies'and'deepen'their'writing'skills.'The'modules'
in'fifth'grade'are'comprised'of'“Stories'of'Human'Rights,”'“Biodiversity'in'the'Rainforest,”'
“Athlete'Leaders'of'Social'Change,”,'and'“The'Impact'of'Natural'Disasters.”'Fifth'grade'
students'participate'in'the'NYSTP'for'ELA.'

'
6D3.'Math'Course'Offerings'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'will''adopt'Bridges'in'Mathematics'as'our'curriculum'
because'it'promotes'students’'proficiency'in'mathematics'concepts'and'skills,'while'building'a'
strong'foundation'for'problem'solving.'Bridges'uses'instructional'modules'to'comprehensively'
develop'students’'math'abilities,'as'well'as'Number'Corner,'a'daily'calendar,based'math'
fluency'component.'Additionally,'we'provide'time'each'day'for'targeted'instruction'in'a'Math'
skills'block,'using'the'curriculum'from'Bridges'Intervention.''
'
KA5&Instructional&Modules:'Bridges'instructional'modules'are'taught'in'daily'hour,long'blocks'
using'two'primary'formats:'“Problems'and'Investigations”'and'“Work'Places.”'Problems'and'
Investigations'are'whole,group'direct'instruction'activities'and'structured'investigations'
individually'or'in'partners.'Work'Places'are'developmentally'appropriate'math'stations'that'
provide'additional'practice'with'key'skills,'often'using'partners'for'cooperative'work.'In'our'co,
taught'classes,'these'are'also'opportunities'for'more'teacher,led'targeted'student'groups.'
'
KA5&Number&Corner:'These'20,minute'daily'math'workouts'revolve'around'the'classroom'
calendar,'introducing,'reinforcing,'and'extending'skills'and'concepts'related'to'the'critical'areas'
of'study'at'each'grade'level.'Students'engage'in'discussions,'problem'solving,'and'short'written'
exercises.'Number'Corner'has'three'core'strands'running'throughout'K,5:'“Calendar'Grid,”'
which'explores'patterns'that'introduce'key'number'and'geometry'skills;'“Calendar'Collector,”'
which'promotes'understanding'of'counting,'estimation,'place'value,'and'measurement;'and'
“Computational'Fluency,”'which'engages'students'in'activities,'games,'and'practice'pages'to'
develop'and'maintain'foundational'skills.'Additional'age,appropriate'strands'are'included,'such'
as'“Days'in'School”'for'students'in'K,1'or'“Problem'Strings”'for'students'in'grades'4,5.'
'
K,5'Bridges'Intervention:'Bridges'Intervention'during'our'daily'30,minute'Math'Skills'Block'
complements'our'regular'math'instruction'by'providing'targeted'mathematics'instruction'for'
students'and'tier,two'math'intervention'for'some'students'(see'RP08ad).57'Bridges'Intervention'
is'ideal'for'small'groups'and'can'also'be'used'with'individuals.'Students'work'with'visual'models'
that'stimulate'thinking'and'build'confidence—starting'with'manipulatives,'moving'to'two,
                                                
57'If'we'have'students'that'have'mastered'all'standards,'we'may'use'suggestions'from'the'comprehensive'curriculum'teacher’s'
guides'to'extend'student'learning'for'those'that'are'ready'for'a'challenge.'
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dimensional'representations,'and'then'mental'images.'Subsequently,'that'work'is'transitioned'
into'practice'pages,'where'students'transfer'their'conceptual'understanding'into'algorithmic'
success.''
'
Figure'6.11'provides'course'descriptions'for'our'K,5'math'courses'(see'RP23b'for'sample'course'
scopes/outlines).58'
'

Figure'6.11:'BCCS'KP5'Math'Course'Overviews''

Course/Level' Description'

Kindergarten'

Students'focus'on'whole'numbers'and'shapes.'During'the'year'they'count'and'compare'
numbers'to'100,'with'a'special'focus'on'numbers'to'20;'think'about'joining'and'separating'
situations'as'addition'and'subtraction;'sort,'compare,'and'draw'shapes;'and'combine'shapes'
to'make'other'shapes'and'complete'puzzles.'

First'Grade'

Students'investigate'addition'and'subtraction,'place'value,'and'shapes.'Throughout'the'year'
they'add'and'subtract'with'numbers'to'20,'including'with'story'problems;'become'fluent'
with'addition'and'subtraction'facts'to'10;'count'to'120'and'learn'about'place'value'(ones,'
tens,'hundreds);'identify,'sort,'and'draw'shapes;'fit'shapes'together'to'make'other'shapes,'
solve'puzzles,'and'talk'about'fractions.'

Second'Grade'

Students'examine'addition'and'subtraction,'place'value,'shapes,'and'length'measurement.'
Students'become'fluent'with'addition'and'subtraction'facts'with'numbers'to'20;add'and'
subtract'with'numbers'up'to'1,000;'measure'length'and'solve'problems'involving'lengths;'
and'identify,'describe,'compare,'put'together,'and'take'apart'shapes.'

Third'Grade''

Students'concentrate'on'multiplication,'fractions,'and'area.'Over'the'course'of'the'year'they'
learn'to'multiply'numbers'from'0'to'10'with'fluency,'multiply'with'numbers'greater'than'10,'
add'and'subtract'with'numbers'to'1,000,'explore'division,'work'with'unit'fractions,'as'well'as'
add'and'subtract'fractions.'Third'grade'students'participate'in'the'NYSTP'for'Math.'

Fourth'Grade''

Students'work'to'master'multiplication'and'division'with'multi'digit'numbers,'fractions,'and'
geometry.'Throughout'the'year'they'find'factors'and'multiples,'compare'fractions'and'break'
them'into'smaller'parts,'compare'decimal'numbers'and'find'decimal'and'fraction'
equivalents,'develop'efficient'strategies'for'multiplying'and'dividing'multi'digit'numbers,'
calculate'area'and'work'with'volume,'and'measure'and'draw'angles'using'protractors.'Fourth'
grade'students'participate'in'the'NYSTP'for'Math.'

Fifth'Grade''
Students'focus'on'computing'with'fractions,'dividing'with'larger'numbers,'calculating'with'
decimal'numbers,'and'finding'the'volume'of'rectangular'prisms.'Fifth'grade'students'
participate'in'the'NYSTP'for'Math.'

'
6D4.'Innovations'(Science)'Course'Offerings''

                                                
58'In'grades'6,8,'we'would'use'Open,Up'Resources'middle'school'progression'which'is'authored'by'Illustrative'Mathematics.'It'
is'currently'the'most'highly'rated'6,8'program'by'Edreports.org,'and'would'continue'our'mission,driven'emphasis'on'research,
based'instruction'that'emphasizes'problem,solving'and'real,world'connections.'In'addition'to'the'standard'6,8'courses,'
qualifying'8th'grade'students'will'have'the'opportunity'to'take'Regents'level'Algebra'1.'
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Our'Innovations'courses'promote'student'mastery'of'disciplinary'core'ideas,'science'and'
engineering'practices'within'individual'courses,'and'use'the'cross,cutting'concepts'to'help'
students'see'interconnections'between'disciplines.'We'have'adopted'Project'Lead'the'Way,'
which'helps'students'build'core'knowledge'and'key'skills'with'a'variety'of'approaches'to'
science,'including'rigorous'textual'analysis,'project,based'science'and'engineering'activities,'
and'laboratory'experiments.''
'
Students'participate'in'four'modules'per'year.'They'begin'each'module'with'a'literature'that'
helps'introduce'the'challenge'students'will'work'together'to'solve.'Then,'in'a'series'of'activities'
that'build'upon'each'other,'students'are'challenged'to'become'confident'in'trying'new'things,'
to'learn'from'mistakes,'and'to'apply'what'they'know'to'find'solutions.''
'
Below'are'brief'descriptions'of'our'Innovations'courses'(see'Figure'6.12)'(see'RP23b'for'sample'
course'scopes/outlines).'
&

Figure'6.12:'BCCS'Innovations'Course'Overviews'

Course/Level' Description'

Kindergarten'

Each'of'four'modules'help'students'understand'how'a'step,by,step'process'can'help'design'
or'improve'a'solution'to'a'problem:'1)'“Structure'and'Function:'Human'Body”'provides'
learning'experiences'that'help'students'understand'how'structure'and'function'are'related,'
and'how'we'might'function'if'our'bodies'were'structured'differently.'2)'“Structure'and'
Function:'Exploring'Design”'helps'students'understand'how'materials'impact'the'structure'
and'function'of'objects,'and'how'an'object’s'structure'impacts'its'function.'3)'“Pushes'and'
Pulls”'in'which'students'explore'in'what'ways'forces'impact'our'daily'lives,'and'how'pushes'
and'pulls'are'related.''4)“Animals'and'Algorithms”'examines'how'we'use'algorithms'in'our'
daily'lives,'and'how'computer'programming'helps'us'complete'tasks.'

First'Grade'

Students'engage'in'four'modules:'1)'“Animal'Adaptation”'provides'learning'experiences'
that'help'students'understand'how'different'organisms'are'adapted'to'their'environment,'
how'humans'adapt'to'different'environments,'and'what'can'happen'if'a'person'or'animal'
does'not'adapt'to'an'environment.'2)'“Light:'Observing'the'Sun,'Moon,'and'Stars”'examines'
the'unique'properties'of'the'sun,'moon,'and'the'stars.'3)'“Light'and'Sound”'in'which'
students'explore'the'unique'properties'of'light,'the'unique'properties'of'sound,'and'how'
can'people'communicate'over'a'distance.'4)'“Animated'Storytelling”'helps'students'
construct'a'set'of'statements'that'will'provide'the'computer'with'step,by,step'instructions'
for'displaying'a'story,'understand'what'technology'lets'us'do'that'we'can't'do'without'using'
technology,'and'what'strategies'can'be'used'to'avoid'frustration'in'complex'problem'
solving.'

Second'Grade'

The'four'modules'of'second'grade'are:'1)'“Grids'and'Games”'provides'learning'experiences'
that'help'students'understand'how'they'can'use'digital'tools'to'express'thoughts'and'ideas,'
and'how'humans'use'computers'to'solve'problems.'2)'“Materials'Science:'Form'and'
Function”'examines'how'the'function'of'an'object'influences'its'form,'and'how'nature'
influences'design.'3)'“Materials'Science:'Properties'of'Matter”'in'which'students'explore'
the'costs'and'benefits'of'selecting'different'materials'when'designing'consumer'products,'
and'why'some'changes'caused'by'heating'or'cooling'cannot'be'reversed.'4)'“The'Changing'
Earth”'helps'students'understand'how'Earth'events'change'the'shape'of'the'land,'and'why'
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engineers'work'to'prevent'or'reduce'the'impact'of'erosion.'

Third'Grade''

Third'grade’s'modules'are:'1)'“Variation'of'Traits”'provides'learning'experiences'that'help'
students'understand'why'some'offspring'look'like'their'parents'while'others'do'not,'and'
how'traits'are'passed'from'one'generation'to'the'next.'2)'“Weather:'Factors'and'Hazards”'
examines'how'weather'affects'our'lives.'3)'“Stability'and'Motion:'Science'of'Flight”'in'which'
students'explore'the'ways'forces'impact'our'world,'and'how'balanced'(and'unbalanced)'
forces'affect'aircraft'flight.'4)'“Programming'Patterns”'helps'students'develop'a'more'
nuanced'understanding'of'how'technology'impacts'our'lives.'

Fourth'Grade'

In'fourth'grade'students'engage'in'the'following'modules:''1)'“Energy:'Collision”'provides'
learning'experiences'that'help'students'understand'how'potential'and'kinetic'energy'are'
related,'and'what'happens'to'energy'during'a'collision.'2)'“Energy:'Conversion”'examines'
how'energy'conversion'and'transfer'are'related,'how'humans'use'energy'conversion'and'
transfer'to'meet'needs'and'wants,'how'energy'is'converted'from'resources'in'our'area,'and'
what'are'some'energy'conversions'that'take'place'to'create'usable'energy'in'our'
community.'3)'“Input/Output:'Human'Brain”'in'which'students'explore'how'our'bodies'
sense'input'from'the'outside'world'and'respond,'how'medical'professionals'use'patient'
symptoms'to'diagnose'brain'injuries,'and'how'the'media'influences'our'decisions'about'
healthy'behavior.'4)'“Input/Output:'Computer'Systems”'helps'students'develop'an'
understanding'of'how'a'computer'system'works,'how'humans'translate'a'problem'so'that'a'
computer'can'operate'on'it,'and'the'advantages'that'technology'offers'to'humans.'

Fifth'Grade'

Fifth'grade'students'participate'in'the'following'modules:'1)'“Infection:'Defection”'provides'
student'learning'experiences'that'support'understanding'how'germs'are'spread'from'
person'to'person,'how'the'body'defends'itself'from'infectious'disease,'how'medical'
professionals'use'patient'symptoms'to'diagnose'illnesses,'and'how'scientists'determine'
how'a'germ'spreads'through'a'group'of'people.'2)'“Infection:'Modeling'and'Simulation'
”'examines'how'technology'helps'make'sense'of'scientific'phenomena,'and'why'
approximating'a'system'with'a'computer'model'is'helpful.'3)'“Robotics'and'Automation”'in'
which'students'explore'how'automation'and'robotics'can'be'used'to'protect'the'Earth’s'
resources'and'environment,'and'how'the'engineering'design'process'can'be'applied'in'daily'
life.'4)'“Robotics'and'Automation:'Challenge”'helps'students'develop'an'understanding'of'
How'autonomous'robots'can'be'used'to'help'people.'

&
6D5.'Community'Studies'(Social'Studies)'Course'Offerings'
BCCS'will'adopt'and'adapt'Community'Roots’'Integrated'Studies&(Integrated'Studies)'as'our'
social'studies'curriculum'in'K,5.'Integrated'Studies'aligns'with'our'mission'and'promotes'
student'mastery'of'individual'course'content'and'students’'social'science,'historical'thinking,'
and'literacy'skills,'which'prepare'students'for'civic'engagement,'college,'and'the'workplace.'
Integrated'Studies'is'project,based,'and'units'are'guided'by'essential'questions'that'facilitate'
students’'skill'acquisition'and'application,'as'well'as'their'understanding'of'concepts'of'social'
justice'and'equity.'These'academically'rigorous'learning'experiences'include'a'wide'variety'of'
teaching'formats'such'as'role'plays,'cooperative'learning,'and'creative'problem,solving'tasks'in'
addition'to'more'traditional'direct'instruction.'Together,'these'learning'experiences'meet'the'
needs'and'leverage'the'strengths'of'our'diverse'student'body.''
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'
Below'are'brief'descriptions'of'our'Community'Studies'courses'(see'RP23b'for'sample'course'
scopes/outlines).'
'

Figure'6.13:'BCCS'Community'Studies'Course'Overviews'

Course/Level' Description'

Kindergarten''

Students'focus'on'the'key'concepts'of'culture,'diversity,'religion'and'allyship.'The'year'is'
broken'into'three'units:'1)'“Me'and'Friendship”'in'which'students'explore'their'own'identity,'
and'what'makes'good'friends.'2)'“Bread”'where'students'investigate'what'culture'is,'what'
are'the'similarities'and'differences'between'cultures,'and'how'bread'is'a'unifying'cross,
cultural'phenomenon.'3)'“Family”'which'allows'students'to'explore'the'concept'of'what'a'
family'is,'how'different'families'are'constructed,'how'families'can'support'their'members,'
and'what'different'families'value.''

First'Grade'

Students'delve'into'the'concepts'of'inclusion,'fairness,'needs,'and'access.'There'are'three'
units:'1)'“Classroom'and'School”'which'investigates'the'identities,'roles,'and'functions'of'all'
members'of'the'classroom'and'school'community,'and'develops'an'understanding'of'what'
the'rights'and'responsibilities'are'when'you'are'part'of'a'community.'2)'“Neighborhood'and'
Community”'exposes'students'to'the'different'characteristics'of'local'neighborhoods,'and'
introduces'them'to'the'idea'of'even'larger'communities.'3)'“Service”'helps'students'
understand'the'importance'of'service,'and'engages'them'in'a'service'learning'project'within'
the'local'community.''

Second'Grade'

Students'are'introduced'to'the'concepts'of'gender,'perspective,'power,'and'stereotypes.'
There'are'four'units:'1)'“Parks”'provides'learning'experiences'introduce'students'to'the'
ideas'of'who'has'access'to'resources,'and'how'power'helps'facilitate'access.'2)'
“Transportation”'allows'students'to'develop'a'more'nuanced'understanding'of'the'
relationship'between'power'and'access.'3)'“Bridges”'helps'students'continue'to'develop'
their'understanding'of'access'and'power,'but'also'introduces'them'to'the'idea'of'various'
perspectives'around'the'same'events,'and'how'gender'and'stereotypes'play'into'power'and'
access'as'well.'4)'“Fairytales”'supports'students'as'they'delve'deeper'into'critical'literacy'
practices'and'investigate'stereotypes'in'literature'and'media.''

Third'Grade'

The'concepts'of'identity,'power'and'oppression'are'emphasized'in'four'units:'1)'“Identity”'
provides'learning'experiences'that'introduce'students'to'the'ideas'of'race,'class,'sex,'gender,'
and'asks'them'to'begin'to'reflect'on'what'makes'them'who'they'are.'2)'“World'
Communities”'helps'students'understand'the'similarities'and'differences'between'cultures'
around'the'world.'3)'“Native'Peoples:'Close'to'Home'and'Long'Ago”'gives'students'the'
opportunity'to'investigate'the'culture,'history,'and'experiences'of'the'Seneca'Nation,'who'
lived'in'what'became'Western'New'York.'4)'“West'Africa:'Far'Away'and'Long'Ago”'provides'
students'the'opportunity'to'learn'about'the'people'of'West'Africa'before'colonization'and'
slavery,'as'well'as'during'that'time.''

Fourth'Grade'

The'concepts'of'bias,'privilige,'and'discrimination'are'introduced'in'four'units:'1)'“Colonial'
Times”'examines'New'York'during'the'17th'and'18th'century,'with'special'emphasis'on'the'
division'between'social'groups.'2)'“The'Revolutionary'War”'helps'students'understand'the'
reasons'people'rise'up'against'power,'what'the'consequences'of'uprising'can'be,'and'the'
history'of'“freedom”'in'America.'3)'“The'Civil'War”'gives'students'the'opportunity'to'
investigate'the'causes'and'effects'of'the'American'Civil'War.'4)“Identity”'provides'learning'
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experiences'that'allow'students'to'build'on'the'identity'work'that'they'began'the'year'prior.''

Fifth'Grade'

Self,determination,'civil'rights,'and'civic'engagement'are'the'rooting'concepts'of'three'units:'
1)'“Black'Freedom”'examines'the'African,American'experience'following'the'Civil'War,'and'
the'fight'for'civil'rights'in'the'20th'century.'2)'“Immigration”'helps'students'understand'the'
concepts'of'race'versus'ethnicity,'how'nationalism'affects'immigration,'and'the'
contributions'of'immigrants'to'American'society.3)“Identity”'provides'learning'experiences'
that'allow'students'to'build'on'the'identity'work'that'they'began'the'year'prior.'

&
6D7.'Art'Course'Offerings'
Our'initial'year'K,5'Art'curriculum'is'adapted'from'the'one'in'use'at'Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'
School'and'provides'opportunities'for'students'to'express'themselves'creatively'through'a'wide'
variety'of'mediums,'as'well'as'study'the'work'of'diverse'artists.'From'a'producing'standpoint,'
the'units'of'Drawing,'Color/Painting/Collage,'Printmaking,'Sculpture,'Craft,'and'Textile'spiral'
through'the'K,5'curriculum.'Additionally,'throughout'the'K,5'art'program'students'develop'
understandings'of'the'societal,'cultural,'and'historical'significance'of'art.'This'is'taught'through'
the'Core'instructional'Methods,'but'also'subject'specific'protocols'such'as'Visual'Thinking'
Strategies'that'promote'critical'thinking'and'interdisciplinary'connection.59'
'
We'offer'art'every'other'day'for'50'minutes.'Art'in'grades'K,5'is'taught'in'a'variety'of'formats,'
including'a'traditional'workshop'format'for'direct'skills'instruction'(with'a'brief'mini,lesson,'
followed'by'guided'practice,'and'culminating'in'independent'work),'as'well'as'cooperative'
learning'experiences'and'long,term'projects.'
'
Our'art'courses'are'detailed'in'Figure'6.14,'below.'
&

Figure'6.14:'BCCS'Art'Course'Overviews'

Course/Level' Description'

Kindergarten'
Students'practice'a'variety'of'fine'motor'skills'and'explore'the'large'concepts'of'
observation'and'narrative'in'art.'They'spend'the'year'learning'about'lines,'primary'
colors,'stamping,'using'modeling'clay,'and'beading.'

First'Grade'

Students'continue'their'focus'on'observation'and'narrative'and'incorporate'more'
emphasis'on'the'process'of'the'artist.'They'study'line'variety'and'compositions'that'
use'shapes,'secondary'and'tertiary'colors,'mono'prints,'and'knot'tying'as'artistic'
forms.'

                                                
59&Housen,&Abigail&and&Karen&DeSantis&(2007).&Highlights&of&Findings&A&San&Diego:&Aesthetic&Development&and&Creative&and&
Critical&Thinking&Skills&Study.&Visual&Understanding&in&Education&(Retrieved&from&https://www.issuelab.org/resource/highlightsA
ofAfindingsAsanAdiegoAaestheticAdevelopmentAandAcreativeAandAcriticalAthinkingAskillsAstudy.html)&
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Second'Grade'
Students'add'principles'of'composition'to'their'studies'and'are'introduced'to'the'
concepts'of'3D'drawing'and'overlap,'warm'and'cool'colors,'styrofoam'plate'printing,'
and'sewing.'

Third'Grade'
Students'explore'drawing'and'painting'with'the'addition'of'analogous'colors,'
calligraphy,'and'finger'knitting.'

Fourth'Grade' Students'continue'to'develop'their'artistry'through'units'on'complementary'color,'
gelli'plate'printing,'and'knitting'with'needles.'

Fifth'Grade' Students'work'to'master'tints'and'shades'in'their'drawings'and'paintings,'create'
linoleum'block'prints,'and'work'with'found'objects.''

'
6D8.'Physical'Education&
BCCS’'physical'education'(PE)'program'is'based'on'the'curriculum'in'use'at'Elmwood'Village'
Charter'School.''
'
We'offer'PE'every'other'day'for'50'minutes.60'PE'in'grades'K,5'is'taught'in'a'workshop'format'
with'a'brief'mini,lesson,'followed'by'guided'practice,'and'culminating'in'independent'or'
cooperative'practice.'This'format'allows'us'to'integrate'K,5'health'education'into'PE.61''
'
Our'PE'courses'are'detailed'in'Figure'6.15,'below.'
'

Figure'6.15:'BCCS'Physical'Education'Course'Overviews'

Course/Level' Description'

Beginning''
PE'and'Health'

(KP2)'

Students'work'on'improving'their'endurance,'strength,'and'flexibility'through'workouts'and'
collaborative'games.'In'younger'grades,'activities'are'geared'toward'developing'fine'and'
gross'motor'skills'and'collaboration.''

Intermediate'PE'
and'Health'(3P5)'

Students'continue'improving'their'endurance,'strength,'and'flexibility'through'workouts'and'
collaborative'games.'Skills'for'individual'and'team'sports'are'introduced.'

' '
6D9.'Note'About'World'Languages&&
In'grades'K,5'BCCS'is'working'with'local'experts,'including'education'professor'Erin'Kearny'from'
the'University'at'Buffalo'(see'RP4e'for'Dr.'Kearny’s'letter'of'support),'to'focus'on'developing'

                                                
60'If'necessary'our'schedule'can'be'altered'to'include'daily'PE'for'K,3'which'comes'from'the'state,'but'the'time'devoted'to'PE'in'
our'program'is'equivalent.'
61'Our'elementary'health'courses'are'embedded'in'our'PE'classes.'Our'course'curriculum'is'based'on'that'of'Elmwood'Village'
Charter'School'and'promotes'student'understanding'of'human'growth'and'development,'to'help'students'recognize'the'
relationship'between'their'behaviors'and'health,'and'to'develop'students’'ability'to'respect'and'care'for'themselves'and'
others.''
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students’'multilingual'awareness'and'intercultural'competence'through'learning'experiences'in'
their'coursework'that'will'prepare'them'for'rigorous'language'study'in'middle'school.62'
'
' !

                                                
62'BCCS'would'offer'world'language'courses'to'middle'school'students'which'emphasize'speaking'and'comprehension'and'will'
include'instruction'in'grammar,'vocabulary,'reading,'composition,'and'culture.'We'also'envision'the'use'of'global'simulations'to'
help'provide'context'for'language'learning.''
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(e)!Promotion!and!Graduation!Policy!
Explain&the&school’s&policies&for&promoting&students&from&one&grade&to&the&next&including&any&early&promotion.&Include&any&provisions&related&to&
retention&of&students&for&a&specified&number&of&absences&including&any&equating&of&tardies&to&absences.&Address&when&and&how&the&school&will&
inform&students&and&parents&about&promotion&and&graduation&policies&and&decisions.&

&
If&the&school&will&offer&high&school&grades&within&the&proposed&charter&term:&

● Describe&the&types&of&diplomas&the&school&will&offer&along&with&the&credit&and&other&requirements&for&each;&
● Explain&how&students&will&meet&the&requirements&set&forth&by&New&York&State&for&the&granting&of&each&relevant&type&of&diploma;&and,&
● Include&any&additional&specific&graduation&requirements&and&the&rationale&for&their&selection.&

'
6E1.'Promotion'and'Retention'Policy'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School’s'(BCCS)'promotional'policy'supports'and'holds'students'
accountable'for'learning'and'achievement.'The'section'below'outlines'the'academic'and'
attendance'criteria'BCCS'students'are'expected'to'meet'and'the'school’s'response'if'those'
criteria'are'not'met.'
&
Academic&Criteria:'Students'in'the'elementary'general'education'program'(K,5)'are'expected'to'
meet'the'skill'and/or'content'benchmarks'at'their'grade'level'in'English,'Math,'Social'Studies,'
Science'as'measured'holistically'by'multiple'data'points,'tied'to'the'New'York'State'Learning'
Standards.'These'data'points'include'but'are'not'limited'to'classroom'grades,'work'portfolios,'
interim'assessment'results,'and'statewide'exams'(when'applicable).''
&
Modified&Academic&Criteria:'Students'with'IEPs,'and'those'in'the'process'of'evaluation'for'such'
services,'may'be'promoted'at'the'ED’s'discretion.'This'decision'will'be'based'on'individualized'
promotion'criteria,'in'addition'to'the'indicators'stated'above.''
&
Attendance&Criteria:'Students'are'expected'to'attend'95%'of'school'days.'Attendance'has'a'
strong'correlation'to'school'achievement'and'success'later'in'life.63'The'school'will'meet'with'
families'of'students'who'attend'less'than'95%'of'school'days'in'the'first'semester,'and'
intervene'on'the'student’s'behalf.'While'students'will'not'fail'a'course'or'be'retained'for'
attendance'alone,'it'is'likely'to'significantly'affect'students’'performance'and/or'grades'and'
contribute'indirectly'to'a'student’s'failure.''
&
Promotion&InADoubt&Policy:&At'BCCS'we'do'not'anticipate'grade'retention'to'be'a'common'
occurrence,'as'our'RTI'system'(see'RP08ad)'alerts'faculty'and'parents'to'intervene'when'
students'struggle'to'make'adequate'progress.'Should'intervention'prove'unsuccessful,'BCCS’'
school'leader'will'contact'families'no'later'than'the'end'of'the'first'semester'to'share'the'
concern'and'meet'to'discuss'academic'progress'and'create'an'action'plan.'This'meeting'
includes'the'family,'teaching'team,'any'interventionists'involved,'and'necessary'members'of'
the'instructional'leadership'team.''
&
Retention&Policy&for&Grades&KA5:'If'academic'goals'of'the'action'plan'are'not'met,'the'school'
contacts'families'for'permission'to'administer'Light’s'Retention'Scale'before'a'final'Promotional'
Meeting'takes'place.'Light’s'Retention'Scale'is'a'criterion,referenced'assessment'tool'
developed'by'H.'Wayne'Light'that'measures'19'different'aspects'of'a'child’s'life'that'can'predict'

                                                
63'The'Attendance'Institute.'(2015).'Memo:&To&Students&
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the'likelihood'of'success'in'retaining'a'student.'At'the'Promotional'Meeting'that'follows,'the'
child’s'promotion'is'based'on'a'range'of'indicators,'including'the'results'of'the'Light’s'Retention'
Scale,'and'whether'the'student'has'met'specific'grade,level'benchmarks'in'English'Language'
Arts,'Math,'Social'Studies,'and'Science.'The'school'uses'a'variety'of'sources'to'evaluate'
academic'performance'including'formative'and'summative'assessment'data,'anecdotal'
observations'and'notes,'attendance'record,'standardized'test'data,'RTI'data,'and'examples'of'
student'work'(portfolios).64'
'
' !

                                                
64'While'BCCS'understands'that'this'process'is'lengthy,'we'insist'upon'it,'because'the'decision'whether'to'retain'a'student'is'a'
serious'one.'The'wrong'decision'can'negatively'impact'students'and'potentially'increase'their'likelihood'of'not'completing'high'
school.'
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(f)!Programmatic!Audits!
Describe&a&plan&of&annual&programmatic&audits&of&the&implementation&and&effectiveness&of&the&school’s&education&program.&Programmatic&
audits&should&include&an&evaluation&of&the&effectiveness&of&the&school’s&academic&program,&governance,&and&operations.&Note&that&the&
programmatic&audit&is&not&simply&a&cost/benefit&audit&as&conducted&by&some&school&districts.&The&plan&should&include,&but&is&not&limited&to,&the:&

● Purpose&and&objectives;&
● Areas&to&be&audited;&
● Schedule&of&events;&
● Responsible&persons,&which&may&include&outside&consultants;&
● Description&of&written&end&product;&
● How&and&to&whom&such&written&end&product&will&be&disseminated;&and,&
● Any&plans&to&hire&outside&consultants&to&perform&such&audits.&

'
6F1.'Programmatic'Audit'Overview'
In'accordance'with'Education'Law'§'2851(2)(f),'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'conducts'
annual'audits'to'understand'the'organizational'health,'identify'necessary'adjustments,'and'
document'the'effectiveness'of'our'educational'programming.'These'audits'include'a'formal'
internal'audit,'an'administrative'review,'and'an'external'fiscal'soundness'audit.'The'findings'
will'be'published'in'an'Annual'Review,'which'is'available'to'the'Board'of'Trustees'(BOT),'the'
State'University'of'New'York'(SUNY),'and'to'the'public'via'our'website.'Its'components'are'
detailed'below.'

&
6F2.'Internal'Program'Audit''
The'Executive'Director'(ED)'leads'the'organization'in'an'annual'internal'program'audit'of'the'
following'data:65'

'
1. Academic'Performance'(including'New'York'State'Testing'Program,'interims,'

STAR)'
2. Enrollment''
3. Special'Education''
4. English'Language'Learner''
5. 504''
6. Employee'Evaluation''
7. 360'Satisfaction'Survey'(students,'parents,'school'staff)''

'
The'ED'presents'a'summary'and'analysis'of'the'findings'of'the'internal'program'audit'to'the'
Academic'Excellence'Committee'of'the'Board'of'Trustees'(BOT).'The'Committee'presents'their'
findings'to'the'full'BOT'for'discussion'of'possible'adjustments'and'can'offer'recommendations'
to'the'ED.'Subsequently'the'ED'proposes'a'responsive'plan'and'oversees'any'agreed,upon'
changes'in'the'following'year.'
&
'

&
6F3.'External'Fiscal'Soundness'Audit''

                                                
65'Not'listed'here'is'a'Diversity,'Equity'and'Inclusion'Audit'of'some'kind,'that'we'hope'to'have'installed'by'year'two'at'the'latest.'
We'will'evaluate'different'tools,'including'one'from'Beloved'Community,'who'is'well'known'to'the'Diverse'Charter'School'
Coalition.''
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Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'will'engage'an'external'auditor'to'conduct'an'annual'review'
of'the'fiscal'health,'including'the'accuracy'and'reliability'of'the'financial'statements,'accounting'
systems,'and'methods'of'financial'control'for'the'school'(see'RP21ad).'The'auditors'are'
provided'all'necessary'information'to'deliver'a'comprehensive'review'to'the'school.'The'Board'
of'Trustees’'(BOT)'Finance'Committee'will'review'any'audit'exceptions'or'deficiencies'and'
report'to'the'BOT'with'recommendations'on'how'to'resolve'the'deficiencies.'If'necessary,'the'
BOT'will'report'a'corrective'plan'to'SUNY'detailing'the'resolution.''
&
6F5.'Annual'Reporting''
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'submits'an'annual'report'to'SUNY'and'the'Board'of'Regents'
that'includes'the'following'information:''

'
1. Financial'Health''

a. Enrollment'
b. Revenues'compared'to'expenditures'
c. Monthly'financial'reports'

2. Academic'Health''
a. Student'mastery'results'
b. Student'growth'results'
c. Attrition'rates'
d. Detention'and'suspension'rates'
e. Performance'of'special'populations'of'students'(students'with'an'IEP,'504'

plan,'and/or'students'identified'as'ELLs)'
'
Annual'Reports'will'be'available'on'the'Buffalo'Commons'website,'as'well'as'provided'to'SUNY'
and'available'on'its'website.''
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Response'06g—Accountability'Plan'
'
(g)$Draft$Accountability$Plan$
Complete(the(Accountability(Plan(template(available(on(the(Institute’s(website(at:(www.newyorkcharters.org/reporting>
requirements/accountability>plan>draft/.(The(web(page(includes(additional(detail(to(assist(the(applicant(in(drafting(the(required(SUNY(academic(
Accountability(Plan.(This(Response(should(serve(as(a(draft(based(on(the(applicant’s(understanding(of(the(Institute’s(accountability(requirements(
and(align(with(the(proposed(school(model.(Institute(staff(will(work(with(successful(applicants(in(the(school’s(first(year(of(operation(to(finalize(the(
plan.(

'
'
6G1.'Draft'Accountability'Plan'
'

BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL'(BCCS)'
Draft'Accountability'Plan''

For'the'Accountability'Period'2021K22'to'2025K26''
'

ACADEMIC'GOALS''
'
ENGLISH'LANGUAGE'ARTS''
GOAL'1:'All'Students'at'BCCS'will'be'proficient'in'English'Language'Arts.''
'

● Goal'1A:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'75'percent'of'all'tested'students'who'are'
enrolled'in'at'least'their'second'year'will'perform'at'proficiency'on'the'state’s'grade'3'+8'
Common'Core'English'Language'Arts'Exam.''

● Goal'1B:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school’s'aggregate'Performance'Level'Index'
(PLI)'on'the'state'exams'will'meet'that'year’s'Annual'Measurable'Objective'(AMO)'set'
forth'in'the'state’s'ESEA'accountability'system.''

● Goal'1C:'Comparative'Measure:'Each'year,'the'percent'of'all'tested'students'who'are'
enrolled'in'at'least'their'second'year'and'performing'at'proficiency'on'the'state'exam'
will'be'greater'than'that'of'students'in'the'same'tested'grades'in'the'local'school'
district.'

● Goal'1D:'Comparative'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school'will'exceed'its'predicted'level'of'
performance'on'the'state'English'Language'Arts'exam'by'an'Effect'Size'of'0.3'or'above'
(performing'higher'than'expected'to'a'small'degree)'according'to'a'regression'analysis'
controlling'for'economically'disadvantaged'students'among'all'public'schools'in'New'
York'State.''

● Goal'1E:'Growth'Measure:'Each'year,'under'the'state’s'Growth'Model'the'school’s'
mean'unadjusted'growth'percentile'in'English'Language'Arts'for'all'tested'students'in'
grades'4'+'8'will'be'above'the'state’s'unadjusted'median'growth'percentile.'

'
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MATHEMATICS''
GOAL'2:'All'Students'at'BCCS'will'be'proficient'in'Mathematics.''
'

● Goal'2A:'Absolute'Measures:'Each'year,'75'percent'of'all'tested'students'who'are'
enrolled'in'at'least'their'second'year'will'perform'at'proficiency'on'the'state’s'grade'3'+8'
Common'Core'Mathematics.''

● Goal'2B:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school’s'aggregate'Performance'Level'Index'
(PLI)'on'the'state'exams'will'meet'that'year’s'Annual'Measurable'Objective'(AMO)'set'
forth'in'the'state’s'ESEA'accountability'system.''

● Goal'2C:'Comparative'Measure:'Each'year,'the'percent'of'all'tested'students'who'are'
enrolled'in'at'least'their'second'year'and'performing'at'proficiency'on'the'state'exam'
will'be'greater'than'that'of'students'in'the'same'tested'grades'in'the'local'school'
district.''

● Goal'2D:'Comparative'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school'will'exceed'its'predicted'level'of'
performance'on'the'state'Mathematics'exam'by'an'Effect'Size'of'0.3'or'above'
(performing'higher'than'expected'to'a'small'degree)'according'to'a'regression'analysis'
controlling'for'economically'disadvantaged'students'among'all'public'schools'in'New'
York'State.''

● Goal'2E:'Growth'Measure:'Each'year,'under'the'state’s'Growth'Model'the'school’s'
mean'unadjusted'growth'percentile'in'Mathematics'for'all'tested'students'in'grades'4'+'
8'will'be'above'the'state’s'unadjusted'median'growth'percentile.''

'
SCIENCE''
GOAL'3:'All'students'at'BCCS'will'be'proficient'in'Science'and'will'make'strong'annual'
progress.''
'

● Goal'3A:'Absolute'Measure:'When'state'tests'are'taken'in'4th'and'8th'grades,'75'
percent'of'all'tested'students'who'are'enrolled'in'at'least'their'second'year'will'perform'
at'proficiency'on'the'state'exam.''

● Goal'3B:'Comparative'Measures:'In'each'year'tested,'the'percent'of'all'tested'students'
who'are'enrolled'in'at'least'their'second'year'and'performing'at'proficiency'on'the'state'
exam'will'be'greater'than'that'of'students'in'the'same'tested'grades'in'the'local'school'
district.''

'
ESEA''
GOAL'4:'BCCS'will'make'Adequate'Yearly'Progress.'Under'the'state’s'ESEA'accountability'
system,'the'school'is'in'good'standing:'the'state'has'not'identified'the'school'as'a'Focus'School'
nor'determined'that'it'has'met'the'criteria'to'be'identified'as'a'local'assistance'plan'school.''
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'
'

ORGANIZATIONAL'AND'NONKACADEMIC'GOALS''
'
FISCAL'RESPONSIBILITY'
GOAL'5:'BCCS'will'make'sound'decisions'and'effective,'responsible'use'of'financial'resources'
to'maximize'student'learning.'
'

● Goal'5A:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school'will'operate'on'a'balanced'budget'
meaning'actual'revenues'will'equal'or'exceed'actual'expenses.'

● Goal'5B:'Absolute'Measure:'Beginning'with'the'school’s'first'operating'year,'at'the'end'
of'each'fiscal'year,'unrestricted'net'assets'will'be'equal'to'or'exceed'two'percent'of'the'
school’s'operating'budget'for'the'upcoming'year.'

● Goal'5C:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school'will'take'corrective'action,'if'needed,'
in'a'timely'manner'to'address'any'internal'control'or'compliance'deficiencies'identified'
by'its'external'auditor,'SED,'or'the'Institute.'
'

LEGAL'COMPLIANCE'
GOAL'6:'BCCS'will'be'in'legal'compliance.'
'

● Goal'6A:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school'will'generally'and'substantially'
comply'with'all'applicable'laws,'rules'and'regulations,'including,'but'not'limited'to,'the'
New'York'Charter'Schools'Act,'the'New'York'Freedom'of'Information'Law,'the'New'York'
Open'Meetings'Law,'the'federal'Individuals'with'Disabilities'Education'Act,'and'federal'
Family'Educational'Rights'and'Privacy'Act,'and'the'provisions'of'its'by+laws'and'charter.'

● Goal'6B:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school'will'have'in'place'and'maintain'
effective'systems,'policies,'procedures'and'other'controls'for'ensuring'that'legal'and'
charter'requirements'are'met.'

● Goal'6C:'Absolute'Measure:'Each'year,'the'school'will'maintain'a'relationship'with'
independent'legal'counsel'that'reviews'relevant'policies,'documents,'and'incidents'and'
makes'recommendations'as'needed,'and'in'proportion'to'the'legal'expertise'on'the'
board'of'trustees,'if'any.'

'
ENROLLMENT''
GOAL'7:'Buffalo'Commons'is'fully'enrolled,'with'high'levels'of'attendance'and'reKenrollment.''

● Goal'7A:'Absolute'Measure:'The'school'will'meet'projected'enrollment'targets.'
● Goal'7B:'Absolute'Measure:'Of'the'students'who'successfully'complete'the'year,'more'

than'90%'will're+enroll'for'the'following'year.'
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● Goal'7C:'Absolute'Measure:'The'school'will'average'a'daily'attendance'rate'of'at'least'
95%.''

'
PARENT'SATISFACTION''
GOAL'8:'Parents'will'demonstrate'satisfaction'with'the'academic'program'at'BCCS'as'
measured'by'an'annual'survey'given'at'the'end'of'each'school'year,'will'on'average,'exceed'
85%,'with'at'least'75%'of'families'responding.''
'
'
'
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Response 07ac—Calendar And Schedules 
 
(a) School Calendar 
Provide a copy of the school’s proposed calendar for its first year of operation that clearly articulates: 

● Total number of days of instruction for the school year including whole and half days; 
● Total number of hours of instruction for the school year including and not including additional instructional time such as 

tutoring; 
● First and last day of classes; 
● Organization of the school year (i.e., semesters, trimesters, quarters, etc.); 
● All planned holidays and other days off, as well as planned half days; and, 
● Dates for summer school, orientation, and other activities outside of the core academic calendar, if planned. 

Provide a narrative to explain any aspects of the calendar that are not evident on the 1st year calendar or where further explanation 
is necessary. 

 
7A1. School Calendar 2020-21  
Our 2020-21 school year is divided into quarters with a total of 186 instructional days 
beginning September 7, and running through June 24. Days run 7 hours, 45 minutes 
each (see 7B below). There are nine early release days which are used for data days, 
professional development and parent-teacher conferences,resulting in about 1,440 
instructional hours per year. Our schedule, with five additional instructional weeks 
relative to their district peers,1 provides our students with the time needed to excel 
academically, creatively, and collaboratively.    
 
Teachers’ 2021-22 school year includes 205 days beginning August 16. This includes 
our summer professional development before students arrive, and end-of- year 
professional development after students complete their studies. This additional time for 
preparation and reflection creates a strong professional culture and increased teacher 
performance. Typically teacher hours are daily from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., with 
professional development on Thursdays from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., and a weekly 
instructional coaching session (see 7C below).  
 
Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) annual calendar for our first year of operation 
is in Figure 7.1. 

                                                
1 According to the approved 2019-20 Calendar on BPS’ website, they will have 182 instructional days each lasting 6 
hours, 55 minutes. 
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Figure 7.1: BCCS Draft Annual Calendar 2020-2021 
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(b) Sample Student Schedule 
For each division of the school (e.g., lower elementary, upper elementary, middle, and high), provide the following for a typical week 
of instruction: 

● A narrative describing the typical school day (including the approximate start and dismissal times and any regular 
variations; for example, one day a week early dismissal for teacher professional development), components of the school 
day devoted to core academics; components of the school day devoted to before or after school electives; and, 
remediation or other non-core academic components of the proposed school design; 

● A table that clearly identifies the minimum number of weekly minutes the school will devote to core academic subjects in 
each grade, i.e., ELA, mathematics, science, and social studies, and the total number of all instructional minutes the 
school would offer per week (exclusive of lunch, recess, study hall, etc.); and, 

● A sample student schedule for a typical week. 

 
7B1. Sample Student Schedule Overview 
Our school will have two divisions throughout the first term of the charter. A lower 
elementary serving K-2, and an upper elementary for 3-5. The divisions have 
overlapping components so we provide an extended narrative describing the school day 
for K-2, and a shorter narrative for 3-5 that highlights the major differences between the 
divisions. A sample schedule and minutes table is provided for each division. 
 

7B2. Lower Elementary (K-2) Typical School Day 
A student’s school day starts at 7:45 a.m. and lasts until 3:30 p.m.  
 
7:30 - 7:45 Arrival and Greeting: Students are greeted at the building entrance by a 
member of school leadership, move quietly to their classrooms through clean hallways 
featuring student work. At their classroom door they are welcomed by one of their two 
teachers and enter the classroom to begin their studies.  
 
7:45 - 8:15 Morning Meeting: Each day begins with Morning Meeting. The students 
enter the classroom, put their things away, come to the rug, and sit in a circle. Morning 
Meeting always begins with a greeting in which every student participates. The greeting 
allows students to learn one another’s names, greet one another, and start the day 
positively. The greeting is followed by brief announcements, where any new students 
are introduced and absent students are named. Then the day’s schedule is reviewed 
and the students are given an opportunity to ask questions. Lastly, there is a morning 
activity which supports relationship building between students around better 
understanding their common interests and values, and appreciating the difference in 
their backgrounds and viewpoints as well. 
 
8:15 - 8:35 Number Corner: Students stay at the rug for Number Corner, a 20-minute 
daily math workout centered around the classroom calendar that introduces, reinforces, 
and extends skills and concepts related to the key areas of mathematics at the grade 
level. Number Corner in K-2 uses “Calendar Grid” to explore patterns that introduce key 
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number and geometry skills; “Calendar Collector” to advance understandings of 
counting, estimation, place value, and measurement; and “Computational Fluency” with 
activities, games, and practice pages to develop and maintain foundational skills.2  
 
8:35 - 9:35 Math Block: Students participate in Bridges Mathematics, which is our 
comprehensive standards-based math program. Bridges uses an approach that 
highlights visual models and engages students in “Problems and Investigations” for 
direct instruction and structured explorations; and “Work Places” for cooperative 
learning that can also be targeted to individual student’s needs. 
 
9:35 - 10:05 Math Skills: Students participate in a daily 30-minute Math Skills Block that 
uses Bridges Intervention curriculum and complements our comprehensive math 
instruction by providing targeted small group instruction, and tier-two math intervention 
for some students (see R-08ad). Students are grouped by need and work with a teacher 
using visual models that encourage thinking and grow confidence. Subsequently, that 
work transitions into practice pages, where students transfer their conceptual 
understanding into algorithmic success.  
 
10:05 - 10:15 Snack: Students eat snacks in their classrooms. 
 
10:15 - 11:15 ELA Module: Our ELA Module instruction is an hour each day that 
explicitly teaches and assesses all reading, writing, speaking and listening standards at 
the grade level. Modules include direct instruction, cooperative learning, and projects, 
culminating in performance tasks that synthesize students’ learning. 
 
11:15 - 12:15 Reading Foundations Skill Block: This daily block teaches and assesses 
all reading foundations standards and language standards associated with phonics, 
spelling and letter formation. Each block has a whole-group portion where the teacher 
introduces any new content, connecting it to students’ prior knowledge and a 
differentiated small-group section where students are able to work with the teacher for a 
portion of the section and engage in independent practice for the remainder.   
 
12:15 - 1:35 Lunch, Recess, and Center Rotations: Students recharge and have some 
time with friends at lunch and recess (which includes both structured and free play). 
Quiet center time for our youngest students includes a chance to choose a quiet activity 
that builds critical and creative thinking. 
 
1:35 - 2:25 Community Studies and Innovations: Students spend half the year in 
“Community Studies”, our social studies course, and the other half of the year in 

                                                
2 Number Corner has additional developmentally appropriate strands for each grade level. 
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“Innovations”, our science course. Each of these courses are taught in a workshop 
format using a wide range of instructional methods including direct instruction, 
cooperative learning, projects, simulations, and problem-solving teaching. Students take 
what they learn in their content investigations and apply it to “real-world” problems that 
can strengthen the community. For instance, our kindergarten class will study culture, 
religion, and values in our Bread unit and then invite families in to present what they 
have learned and to sample some homemade bread! 
 
2:25 - 3:15 PE/Art: PE and Art alternate with one another, providing students with wide- 
exposure to forms of physical activity and artistic expression. 
 
3:15 - 3:30 Afternoon Meeting and Dismissal: Each day ends with Afternoon Meeting. 
The students clean up their desk areas and gather in a circle on the rug. During this 
time, the students may discuss questions that help them reflect on the day or participate 
in a class chant to bid their classmates farewell. 
 
7B4. A Sample Lower Elementary (K-2) Weekly Schedule 
See Figure 7.2 for a sample weekly schedule for a student in the lower elementary 
division. 

 
Figure 7.2: Sample Lower Elementary Weekly Schedule 

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
7:45 - 8:15 Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) 
8:15 - 8:35 Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner 

8:35 - 9:35 Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math 

9:35 - 10:05 Math Skills Block Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills 
10:05 - 10:15 Snack Snack Snack Snack Snack 

10:15 - 11:15 ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module 

11:15 - 12:15 RF Skill Block RF Skill Block RF Skill Block RF Skill Block RF Skill Block 
12:15 - 12:45 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 
12:45 - 1:15 Recess Recess Recess Recess Recess 
1:15 - 1:35 Center Rotations Center Rotations Center Rotations Center Rotations Center Rotations 

1:35 - 2:25 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 

2:25 - 3:15 PE ART PE ART PE 

3:15 - 3:30 Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

3:30 Dismissal Dismissal Dismissal Dismissal Dismissal 
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7B5. Total Lower Elementary (K-2) Instructional Time 
See Figure 7.3 for total weekly instructional time in lower elementary. 

 
Figure 7.3: K-2 Weekly Instructional Time 

Courses Total Weekly Minutes 
English Language Arts 600 

Math 550 
Science 125 

Social Studies 125 
Weekly Total (Includes CSC Mtgs, PE, Art)   1875 

 
7B6. Upper Elementary (3-5) Typical School Day 
The upper elementary day is very similar to the lower elementary day, with the following 
key differences. 
   

1. Content in each core class is developmentally appropriate and aligned to the 
grade level. 

2. Snack is reduced to 5 minutes. 
3. Center Rotations are eliminated.  
4. Additional time from reducing Snack and eliminating Center Rotations is added to 

Sci/Soc and Art/PE, making them an hour long.  
5. The Reading Foundations Skills Block becomes Additional Language and 

Literacy (ALL) Skills Block (explained below). 
 
ALL Skills Block: The ALL Skills Block engages students in deeper study of complex 
texts, writing practice, reading and speaking fluency, vocabulary development, as well 
as accountable independent reading. ALL block is an hour long, and students rotate 
through three activities that include two independent activities and one teacher-guided 
activity that targets students’ needs based on performance data.  With our co-teaching 
model and AIS instructors, we can increase the number of students that work with a 
teacher. 
 
7B7. A Sample Upper Elementary (3-5) Weekly Schedule 
See Figure 7.4 for a sample weekly schedule for a student in the upper elementary 
division. 

 
Figure 7.4: Sample Upper Elementary Weekly Schedule 

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
7:45 - 8:15 Morning Meeting Morning Meeting Morning Meeting Morning Meeting Morning Meeting 
8:15 - 8:35 Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner 
8:35 - 9:35 Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math 
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Figure 7.4: Sample Upper Elementary Weekly Schedule 
      
9:35 - 10:05 Math Skills Block Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills 
10:05-10:10 Snack Snack Snack Snack Snack 

10:10 - 11:10 ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module 

11:10 - 12:10 ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block 
12:10 - 12:45 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 
12:45 - 1:15 Recess Recess Recess Recess Recess 

1:15 - 2:15 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 

2:15 - 3:15 PE ART PE ART PE 

3:15 - 3:30 Afternoon Meeting Afternoon Meeting Afternoon Meeting Afternoon Meeting Afternoon Meeting 
3:30 Dismissal Dismissal Dismissal Dismissal Dismissal 

 
 7B5. Total Upper Elementary (3-5) Instructional Time 
See Figure 7.5 for total weekly instructional time in upper elementary. 
 

Figure 7.5: 3-5 Weekly Instructional Time 

Courses Total Weekly Minutes 
English Language Arts 600 

Math 550 
Science 150 

Social Studies 150 
Weekly Total (Including CSC Mtgs, PE, Art) 1875 
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(c) Sample Teacher Schedule 
For each division of the school provide a sample teacher schedule for a typical week of instruction including: 

● Length of teachers’ work day; 
● Time devoted to core teaching assignments, planning, and other activities; and, 

 
7C1. Overview of Teacher Schedules 
Our teachers’ schedules in K-2 and 3-5 are very similar, with minimal differences in the 
daily structure. Therefore we provide details of the lower elementary teacher schedule 
and scenario, and subsequently describe key differences for teachers in 3-5, rather than 
repeating similar descriptions. 
  
7C2. Sample Lower Elementary (K-2) Teacher Schedule  
Below we provide a sample kindergarten teacher’s schedule in Figure 7.6. 
 

Figure 7.6: Sample Kindergarten Teacher Weekly Schedule 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

7:45 - 8:15 Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) 
8:15 - 8:35 Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner 

8:35 - 9:35 Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math 

9:35 - 10:05 Math Skills Block Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills 
10:05 - 10:15 Snack Snack Snack Snack Snack 

10:15 - 11:15 ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module 

11:15 - 12:15 RF Skill Block RF Skill Block RF Skill Block RF Skill Block RF Skill Block 
12:15 - 12:45 Break Break Break Break Break 
12:45 - 1:15 Recess Recess Recess Recess Recess 
1:15 - 1:35 Center Rotations Center Rotations Center Rotations Center Rotations Center Rotations 

1:35 - 2:25 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 

2:25 - 3:15 Prep Prep Prep Prep Prep 

3:15 - 3:30 Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

3:30 - 4:30 SPED/ELL Planning Grade Team 
Meeting 

Grade Team 
Meeting 

Professional 
Development 

Instructional 
Coaching/Flex 

 
7C3. Sample Lower Elementary (Kindergarten) Teacher Scenario 
Lower elementary teachers arrive between 7:00 and 7:30 a.m. to prepare for the day’s 
instruction. The teacher’s work room is available to make necessary copies and get a 
cup of coffee or tea before heading to their assigned post at the classroom door as 
students come into school. Once students are welcomed in and have put away their 
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things, Morning Meeting commences, setting a positive tone for the day. It includes a 
message to students, a community greeting, and a group activity.  
 
Following Morning Meeting, students’ academic day begins with a math block that 
includes Number Corner, a Bridges Math lesson, and a small-group skills block. Snacks 
are provided for everyone between math and ELA. ELA has two parts: the module 
portion, which includes large heterogeneous group instruction, and the Reading 
Foundations Skill Block, which explicitly teaches phonics and fluency to small groups of 
students. 
 
Teachers typically have a lunch break after the ELA blocks while lunch is monitored by 
the School Culture Director, teaching assistants and/or other administrators as 
necessary. After lunch, teachers switch with their assistants to monitor recess and 
center rotations.  
 
Following center rotations, lower elementary teachers carry out Community Studies 
(social studies) or Innovations (science) instruction - each subject is taught for a 
semester each year in grades K-2. Directly following their Sci/Soc block, teachers have 
a daily preparatory period to plan/internalize lessons, provide feedback to students, and 
handle other professional duties including family communication.  
 
Teachers complete their work with students in Afternoon Meetings which allow the class 
community to come together to reflect on their day and leave school on a positive note. 
After students are dismissed, faculty engage in a variety of team meetings throughout 
the week including reviewing student work samples, analyzing student assessment 
data, and sharing best practices among grade team members for ELA and Math, 
planning with SPED and ELL teachers, instructional coaching sessions, and 
professional development.  
    
7C4. Sample Upper Elementary (3-5) Teacher Schedule  
The schedule for an upper elementary school teacher is essentially the same as for the 
lower elementary school. As with students, the following changes affect teachers. See 
Figure 7.7. 
 

1. Content in each core class is developmentally appropriate and aligned to the 
grade level. 

2. Snack is eliminated. 
3. Quiet Time is reduced to 10 minutes. Instead of centers, students are taught 

meditation techniques from Mindful Schools that they can use or engage in a 
silent independent activity.  
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4. Additional time from eliminating Snack and reducing Quiet Time is added to 
Sci/Soc and Art/PE, making them an hour long.  

5. The Reading Foundations Skills Block becomes Additional Language and 
Literacy (ALL) Skills Block (see 7B6). 

 
Figure 7.7: Sample Upper Elementary Teacher Schedule 

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
7:45 - 8:15 Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) Morning Mtg. (SEL) 
8:15 - 8:35 Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner Number Corner 

8:35 - 9:35 Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math Bridges Math 

9:35 - 10:05 Math Skills Block Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills Math Skills 
10:05-10:10 Snack Snack Snack Snack Snack 

10:10 - 11:10 ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module ELA Module 

11:10 - 12:10 ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block ALL Skills Block 
12:10 - 12:45 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 
12:45 - 1:15 Recess Recess Recess Recess Recess 

1:15 - 2:15 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 
Science/Soc. 

Studies 

2:15 - 3:15 Prep Prep Prep Prep Prep 

3:15 - 3:30 Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

Afternoon Mtg. 
(SEL) 

3:30 - 4:30 SPED/ELL Planning Grade Team 
Meeting 

Grade Team 
Meeting 

Professional 
Development 

Instructional 
Coaching/Flex 

 
7C5. Sample Upper Elementary (3-5) Teacher Scenario 
A teacher in the upper elementary school has a typical day very similar to our lower 
elementary teachers (see 7C3). Key differences are in content and minimal variance in 
timing (see 7C4).  
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Response'8ad—Specific'Populations'
'
(a)$Struggling$Students$
Discuss&the&school’s&methods&and&strategies&for&identifying&and&serving&students&who&are&struggling&academically&and&at&risk&of&academic&failure&
including:&

● How&the&school&will&determine&and&identify&which&students&are&struggling&including&within&the&context&of&a&Response&to&Intervention&
(“RTI”)&program.&The&applicant&should&clearly&define&the&term&“struggling&student”&as&it&would&be&applied&in&the&school;&

● The&strategies,&programs,&and&resources&(including&personnel)&the&school&will&devote&to&assisting&struggling&students&both&within&
general&education&classrooms&and&in&other&settings,&e.g.,&planning&time,&small&group&instruction,&tutoring,&targeted&assistance,&
technology,&staff&and&consultants,&etc.;&

● Any&research&or&evidence&that&supports&the&appropriateness&of&the&proposed&approach;&and,&
● The&process&that&the&school&will&use&to&evaluate&the&efficacy&of&the&program&and&ensure&that&the&school&is&meeting&the&needs&of&these&

students.&

'
8A1.'Specific'Population'Overview'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'recognizes'that'students'can'arrive'at'school'with'
many,'often'complex'and'intertwining'barriers'to'academic'success,'including'but'not'limited'to'
identified'or'unidentified'learning'challenges'as'well'as'a'host'of'other'physical,'social,'
developmental'and'emotional'factors.'However,'we'believe'that'with'proper'identification'and'
targeted'support,'all'students'can'achieve'at'high'levels.'
'
BCCS'uses'a'Multi,Tiered'System'of'Supports'(MTSS)'which'functions'as'a'continuous'
improvement'framework'in'which'data,based'problem,solving'and'decision'making'is'practiced'
across'a'number'of'critical'levels'within'the'school.'It'represents'the'integration'of'evidence,
based'instruction,'interventions,'and'assessments'to'address'the'full'range'of'student'needs.''
'
Student'support'services'include'a'wide'range'of'interactions'and'interventions'between'
students'and'school'staff,'community'organizations,'and'the'community'at'large.'Support'
services'include:'

1. Response'to'Intervention'(RtI)'Tiered'Academic'Interventions'
2. Services'for'Students'identified'with'Disabilities'
3. Services'for'English'as'a'New'Language'(ENL)'Learners'
4. Ancillary'Services'to'Support'the'Social'Emotional'Needs'of'Students'and'Families'
5. Services'to'Support'Students'identified'as'Gifted'and'Talented''

'
8A2.'Identifying'Struggling'Students'
To'effectively'fulfill'the'portion'of'our'mission'devoted'to'eliminating'the'academic'
performance'gaps'that'exist'among'students,'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'uses'a'
research,based'Response'to'Intervention'(RtI)'aligned'with'the'framework'described'by'the'RtI'
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Network'to'identify'struggling'students'early'on'and'deliver'the'appropriate'level'of'tiered'
support'they'need'to'reach'the'academic'expectations'of'their'grade'level.1''
'
To'identify'struggling'students,'all'students'are'screened'on'a'periodic'basis'to'identify'
struggling'learners'who'need'additional'support.'A'student'is'identified'as'“struggling”'if'they'
do'not'meet'our'established'benchmark'expectations'for'each'grade'level'according'to'our'
interim'exams,'universal'screening'tools,'and/or'the'New'York'State'Testing'Program'
assessments'in'grades'3,5'(see'8A2,'below,'for'details'of'those'benchmarks).'
'
8A2.'Supporting'the'Needs'of'Struggling'Students'
Our'RtI'framework'has'three'levels'of'support'that'become'increasingly'intensive'and'
individualized'depending'on'the'level'of'support'a'student'needs.'Students'are'categorized,'and'
regrouped'as'needed,'within'the'following'Tiers,'based'on'evidence'of'academic'proficiency'on'
an'identified'set'of'standard'measures.'

'
● Tier'I:'Students'receive'high,quality,'scientifically'based'instruction,'differentiated'to'meet'

their'needs,'and'delivered'by'a'collaborative'team'of'teachers.'Students'are'screened'on'a'
periodic'basis'to'identify'struggling'learners'who'need'additional'support.'

● Tier'II:'students'not'making'adequate'progress'in'the'core'curriculum'are'provided'with'
increasingly'intensive'instruction'matched'to'their'needs'on'the'basis'of'levels'of'
performance'and'rates'of'progress.'

● Tier'III:'students'receive'individualized,'intensive'interventions'that'target'the'students''skill'
deficits'for'the'remediation'of'existing'problems'and'the'prevention'of'more'severe'
problems.'

'
Figure'8.1'summarizes'the'tiers'of'English'and'math'support'at'BCCS'according'to'its'frequency,'
format,'staffing,'and'resources'used.'
''

Figure'8.1:'English'and'Math'RtI'Tiers'of'Intervention'

' Tier'I' Tier'II' Tier'III'

Frequency' Varied' Up'to'3x/week' Up'to'5x/week'

Format' Varied'
modifications'&'
differentiation'

Small'Group' Small'Group'or'Individual'

Staffing' Lead'Teachers,'
SPED'Teachers'
and'Assistant'

SPED'Teachers'and'Assistant'Teachers' SPED'Teachers'

                                                
1'http://www.rtinetwork.org/essential/tieredinstruction'
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Figure'8.1:'English'and'Math'RtI'Tiers'of'Intervention'

' Tier'I' Tier'II' Tier'III'

Teachers'

Resources'
Used'

Core'and'
supplementary'
curriculum'
resources'

ELA:''
● Wilson'Reading'System'

(Foundational/Phonics/PA)'
● LLI'(Fluency'&'Comprehension)'

Math:''
● Bridges'Intervention'

Behavior:'
● Pre,Referral'Intervention'Manual'

ELA:'
● Wilson'Reading'System'

(Foundational/Phonics/PA)'
● LLI'(Fluency'&'Comprehension)'

Math:''
● Bridges'Intervention'

Behavior:'
● Pre,Referral'Intervention'Manual'

'
National'RTI'research'predicts'about'80%'of'students'will'only'require'tier'one'support.'Tier'
one'supports'are'universal'and'proactive'and'are'conducted'by'classroom'teachers,'special'
education'teachers,'and'teaching'assistants.'For'academic'support,'tier'one'includes'research,
based'curriculum'in'core'subject'areas,'differentiated'instruction,'and'Marilyn'Friend’s'co,
teaching'models.'Academic'progress'is'monitored'using'a'universal'screener'three'times'per'
year,'quarterly'interim'assessments,'and'the'New'York'State'Testing'Program'assessments'in'
math,'English'and'science'in'grades'3,5'(see'RD06af'for'additional'details'on'our'tier,one'
academic'supports).'For'behavior,'tier'one'includes'a'focus'on'our'core'values,'a'research,
based'social,emotional'learning'curriculum,'and'restorative'practices.'In'tier'one,'behavioral'
progress'is'monitored'using'teacher'observations'and'tracking'of'social,emotional'skill'
development'(see'RD10ac'for'additional'details'on'our'tier,one'behavior'supports).'
'
According'to'the'research,'the'remaining'20%'of'students'require'tier'two'or'tier'three'support'
at'certain'points.'In'Buffalo,'we'anticipate'that'the'need'may'be'greater'than'national'averages,'
so'we'have'built'times'for'tier'two'and'tier'three'small'group'or'individualized'work'directly'
into'our'schedule'(see'RD07).''
'
Generally,'we'determine'the'level'of'intervention'a'student'needs'using'periodic'academic'
benchmarks'aligned'to'our'assessment'system.'Our'grade'level'benchmarks'are'presented'
below,'for'each'assessment'tool'at'three'points'during'the'school'year'(see'Figures'8.2A,D).'
With'the'exception'of'NYS'ELA'assessments,'which'are'administered'the'spring'of'the'previous'
school'year,'all'other'assessments'are'administered'a'few'weeks'prior'to'student'placement'
within'these'RtI'intervention'tiers.'Measures'are'presented'in'order'of'priority'(i.e.'the'NYS'ELA'
and'interim'assessments'carry'greater'weight'than'microphase'reading'levels).'
' '
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Figure'8.2A:'KD2'English'Language'Arts:'RtI'Benchmarks'for'Tier'II'and'III'Interventions'

Time' Assessment'
Kindergarten' Grade'1' Grade'2'

Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III'

'
Fall''

EL'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

EL'Benchmark'
Mid'Pre,
Alpha'

Early'Pre,
Alpha'

Mid'Part,
Alpha'

Early'Part,
Alpha'

Mid'Full,
Alpha'

Early'Full,
Alpha'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

'
Winter'

EL'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

EL'Benchmark'
Late'Pre,
Alpha'

Mid'Pre,
Alpha'

Late'Part,
Alpha'

Mid'Part,
Alpha'

Late'Full,
Alpha'

Mid'Full,
Alpha'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

'
Spring'

EL'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

EL'Benchmark'
Early'Part,
Alpha'

Late'Pre,
Alpha'

Early'Full,
Alpha'

Late'Part,
Alpha'

Early'Con,
Alpha'

Late'Full,
Alpha'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

'
Figure'8.2B:'3D5'English'Language'Arts:'RtI'Benchmarks'for'Tier'II'and'III'Interventions'

Time' Assessment'
Grade'3' Grade'4' Grade'5'

Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III'

'
Fall''

NYS'ELA' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

Anet'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

Winter'
Anet'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

Spring'
Anet'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

'

Figure'8.2C:'KD2'Math:'RtI'Benchmarks'for'Tier'II'and'III'Interventions'

Time' Assessment'
Kindergarten' Grade'1' Grade'2'

Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III'

Fall''
Bridges'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

Winter'
Bridges'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

Spring'
Bridges'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'
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'
Figure'8.2D:'3D5'Math:'RtI'Benchmarks'for'Tier'II'and'III'Interventions'

Time' Assessment'
Grade'3' Grade'4' Grade'5'

Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III' Tier'II' Tier'III'

'
Fall''

NYS'ELA' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

Anet'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

Winter'
Anet'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

Spring'
Anet'Interim' 2' 1' 2' 1' 2' 1'

STAR'(SGP)' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>' 50>' 33>'

'
If'a'student'displays'need'for'support'in'tier'two'we'convene'the'Student'Support'Team'(SST)'
composed'of'the'Student'Support'Director'(SSD),'the'student’s'teachers,'and'related'service'
providers.'The'SST'discusses'the'student’s'strengths'and'areas'of'concern'and'makes'a'plan'to'
identify'the'student’s'specific'gap.'If'necessary,'further'diagnostic'testing'is'recommended'in'
the'case'of'academic'difficulties.'A'functional'Behavior'Assessment'(FBA)'is'often'the'first'step'
to'understanding'needs'in'student'behaviors.'Once'a'specific'area'of'need'is'identified,'the'SST'
recommends'appropriate'intervention.'We'use'a'protocol'model,'where'specific'interventions'
are'implemented'for'students'with'similar'areas'of'difficulty.2'For'example,'a'reading'diagnostic'
could'reveal'that'a'first'grade'student'is'struggling'with'a'gap'in'his'decoding'skills;'
consequently'the'student'might'be'enrolled'in'a'small,group'research,based'intervention'like'
Fundations.'Behaviorally,'an'FBA'may'reveal'that'a'kindergarten'student'is'struggling'to'meet'
expectations'directly'after'recess;'they'would'be'assigned'a'low,intensity'intervention'such'as'a'
regular'check,in'with'a'trusted'adult,'or'an'afternoon'tracking'sheet'with'incentives'that'would'
help'with'motivation.'Tier'two'supports'are'typically'carried'out'by'special'education'or'
Academic'Intervention'Service'(AIS)'teachers,'or'by'appropriately'trained'general'education'
teachers.'Interventions'are'selected'using'available'evidence'of'alignment,'rigor,'usability,'and'
success'with'similar'populations.3'Interventions'take'place'in'either'the'general'education'
classroom'or'in'small,group'pull,out'sessions'with'progress'monitored'by'teachers'and'
reported'to'the'SST'approximately'every'five'weeks.'We'expect'about'15%'of'students'to'be'
successful'with'a'combination'of'tier'one'and'tier'two'support.'According'to'national'trends,'for'
approximately'5%'of'our'students,'the'SST'moves'them'into'tier'three.'
''

                                                
2'Searle,'Margaret.'(2010).'What&Every&School&Leader&Needs&to&Know&About&RTI.'ASCD.'
3'Likely'sources'for'intervention'selection'include'but'are'not'limited'to'EdReports.org,'Best&Evidence&Encyclopedia'and'
Hawthorne’s'PrePReferral&Intervention&Manual.'
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If'a'student'displays'the'need'for'tier'three'interventions,'our'RtI'system'uses'a'“problem,
solving”'model'wherein'the'SST'customizes'high,intensity'intervention'plans'for'students’'
individual'needs.4'At'a'Tier'Three'meeting'the'SST'reviews'available'student'data'and'creates'an'
appropriate'support'plan'that'uses'more'frequent'and/or'intense'intervention'than'in'tier'two.'
These'plans'are'typically'implemented'by'a'special'education'or'AIS'teacher'and'frequently'
occur'as'pull,out'sessions'with'a'very'small'group'or'even'one,to,one.'Progress'is'monitored'
and'reported'every'five'weeks.'A'student'that'continues'to'struggle'after'receiving'tier'three'
supports'may'be'recommended'for'evaluation'to'the'Committee'on'Special'Education'(CSE).''
'
8A3.'Evaluation'of'the'Program'for'Struggling'Students'
Led'by'the'SSD,'BCCS'evaluates'the'effectiveness'of'its'specific'population'programming'
annually'using'the'following'metrics:'1)'percentage'of'students'within'each'tier'of'the'RtI'
model,'2)'struggling'student'performance'on'universal'screening'assessments'before'and'after'
tier'two'or'tier'three'intervention,'3)'struggling'student'performance'on'statewide'exams'
against'that'of'other'BCCS'general'education'students'and'4)'struggling'student'performance'
on'statewide'exams'against'scores'of'similar'populations'at'the'city,'state,'and'peer'school'
level.'Based'on'these'metrics,'the'SSD'recommends'necessary'adjustments'to'the'ED.'
'
'
' $

                                                
4'Searle,'Margaret.'(2010).'What&Every&School&Leader&Needs&to&Know&About&RTI.'ASCD.'
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(b)$Students$with$Disabilities$
Discuss&the&school’s&methods&and&strategies&for&identifying&and&serving&students&with&disabilities&in&compliance&with&all&federal&laws&and&
regulations.&Please&refer&to&Appendix&B&–&Assurances&Regarding&the&Provision&of&Special&Education&Services&when&creating&this&response&as,&if&
approved,&the&final&charter&will&incorporate&the&assurances&found&in&this&document.&Include:&

● A&statement&agreeing&to&abide&by&all&of&the&assurances&found&in&Appendix&B&of&this&RFP&–&Special&Education&Assurances;&
● The&process&for&identifying&students&with&disabilities&(child&find),&especially&within&the&context&of&the&school’s&RTI&process;&
● The&resources,&personnel&(including&administrative&responsibilities),&direct&and&related&services&the&school&is&likely&to&provide&both&

within&general&education&classrooms&and&in&other&settings&(e.g.,&collaborative&team&teaching&(“CTT”),&Special&Education&Teacher&
Support&Services&(“SETSS”),&speech&therapy,&physical&therapy,&occupational&therapy,&counseling,&planning&time,&instructional&
materials,&technology,&professional&development,&staff&and&consultants,&etc.);&

● The&services&or&settings&that&will&be&provided&by&the&school&district&of&the&student’s&residency&or&through&a&third&party&contract&
(pursuant&to&the&Act);&

● Any&research&or&evidence&that&supports&the&appropriateness&of&the&school’s&approach&to&serving&students&with&disabilities;&
● The&process&for&coordination&between&general&education&teachers&and&special&education&teachers&or&service&providers;&
● The&process&that&will&be&used&to&monitor&the&achievement&and&progress&of&students&with&disabilities;&
● The&process&that&will&be&used&to&evaluate&the&efficacy&of&the&program&and&ensure&that&the&needs&of&these&students&are&being&met;&and,&
● Specific&professional&development&for&identifying,&supporting,&and&evaluating&the&progress&of&special&education&students&including&the&

implementation&of&RTI&and&behavioral&intervention&plans&(“BIPs”)&in&the&classroom.&

'
8B1.'Students'with'Disabilities'Overview'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'will'serve'a'diverse'student'body'that'includes'
students'identified'with'learning'differences'that'require'an'IEP.'The'school'will'work'closely'
with'the'relevant'Local'Education'Authorities'(LEA)'and'Committee'on'Special'Education'(CSE)'
to'provide'services'that,'whenever'possible,'are'comparable'to'services'received'at'a'district'
school.'In'so'doing,'BCCS'agrees'to'abide'by'special'education'laws,'regulations,'and'practices'
as'outlined'in'Appendix'B'of'the'SUNY'2019'RFP.'
''''
8B2.'Serving'Students'with'Disabilities'in'Accordance'with'the'Law'
BCCS'adheres'to'federal'law'relating'to'students'with'disabilities,'including'the'IDEA,'section'
504'of'the'Rehabilitation'Act'of'1973,'Title'II'of'the'Americans'with'Disabilities'Act'of'1990'
(ADA).'Consistent'with'applicable'law,'we'work'with'the'LEA'school'district(s)'to'ensure'that'
students'with'disabilities'that'qualify'under'the'IDEA'have'the'right'to'
● a'free'appropriate'public'education'(FAPE)'
● access'to'necessary'parts'of'the'school'building'
● be'appropriately'evaluated'
● be'provided'with'an'IEP'
● receive'an'appropriate'education'in'the'least'restrictive'environment'
● participate,'with'their'parents,'in'the'development'of'and'decisions'regarding'the'IEP'
● have'access,'along'with'their'parents,'to'appropriate'procedures'and'mechanisms'to'

resolve'disputes'or'disagreements'related'to'the'provision'of'FAPE'
'

8B3.'Identifying'Students'with'Disabilities''
Students'may'be'identified'as'having'a'disability'either'at'enrollment'or'during'their'school'
tenure.'The'methods'for'identification'in'each'case'are'outlined'below.'
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&
At&Enrollment:'BCCS'complies'with'the'Federal'Child'Find'requirements'(34'CFR'§300.125)'
requiring'schools'to'have'a'procedure'for'identifying,'locating,'and'evaluating'students'with'
disabilities.'Upon'new'student'enrollment,'BCCS'requests'student'records'from'students’'home'
district.'The'SSD'ascertains'if'a'student'had'been'previously'identified'as'having'a'disability'so'
that'services'in'the'student’s'IEP'begin'promptly.'The'SSD'works'with'the'student’s'home'
district'CSE'to'secure'information'necessary'for'providing'services.'
&
Existing&Students:'If'a'BCCS'student'progresses'through'the'three'tiers'of'RTI'(see'8A'above)'
without'showing'an'adequate'trend'toward'proficiency,'we'notify'the'student’s'family,'and'the'
SSD'refers'the'case'to'the'student’s'home'district'CSE'in'a'request'for'evaluation'for'special'
education'services.'This'CSE'then'engages'the'family.5'Once'the'family'has'received'the'
Procedural'Safeguards'Notice'explaining'their'rights'and'has'signed'the'Consent'to'Test'release'
form'from'the'home'district,'a'formal'evaluation'by'a'school'psychologist,'social'worker'and'
special'education'teacher'commences,'culminating'in'an'Initial'CSE'meeting.'BCCS’'SSD'ensures'
that'the'relevant'individuals'are'present'for'the'Initial'CSE'meeting,'including'the'classroom'
teacher,'special'education'teacher,'the'parent/guardian'(and'their'advocate,'if'necessary).'If'it'
is'determined'that'the'student'fits'one'of'the'classifications'for'disability,'the'CSE'develops'an'
IEP.'BCCS'assists'in'a'manner'defined'by'the'CSE'such'as'by'providing'student'performance'data'
and'RTI'documentation'or'offering'teacher'observations.''
&
Child&Find&at&BCCS:'In'some'situations'the'school'needs'to'act'on'behalf'of'the'student.'BCCS'
complies'with'its'obligations'under'the'Child'Find'requirements'of'IDEA,'including'34'I.E.'
§300.111,'and'provides'notification'to'families'in'connection'therewith,'including'notification'
prior'to'providing'a'child’s'name'to'a'CSE'for'potential'evaluation.'
'
8B4.'Implementing'IEPs'at'BCCS'
IEPs'are'implemented'within'60'school'days'of'either'consent'to'evaluate'a'student'not'
previously'identified'or'the'referral'for'review'of'a'student'with'a'previously'identified'
disability.'We'also'work'with'districts'of'residence'to'ensure'similar'service'and'fair'funding.''
&
After&CSE&Meetings:'After'a'CSE'meeting,'the'BCCS'SSD'takes'any'of'the'the'following'steps'not'
addressed'at'the'CSE'meeting:'
''

1. Identify'staff'responsible'for'providing'the'recommended'services,'
accommodations,'program'modifications,'and'supports'in'accordance'with'the'

                                                
5'BCCS'will'work'to'incorporate'the'families'in'this'process'whenever'possible.'However,'the'school'will,'in'rare'instances,'
recommend'evaluation'without'prior'parental'consent.''
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IEP'
2. Provide'hard'copies'of'the'finalized'IEP'to'staff'providing'supports,'services,'

accommodations,'or'modifications'to'the'student''
3. Plan'how'resources'and'materials'necessary'to'implement'the'IEP'are'obtained'

(for'example,'instructional'materials'alternative'formats;'order'assistive'
technology'devices)'

4. Arrange'for'necessary'testing'accommodations'
5. Coordinate'with'other'appropriate'agencies'

'
Subsequently,'the'providers'implement'the'IEP'with'coaching'and'oversight'from'the'SSD.'
Throughout'the'year,'providers'help'students'meet'individual'goals,'with'necessary'changes'in'
programs,'services,'and'accommodations'going'through'the'SSD,'who'liaises'with'the'
appropriate'district'CSE.''
&
Working&with&Districts&of&Residence:'The'SSD'is'the'main'point'of'contact'for'districts'with'
students'with'IEPs'enrolled'at'BCCS'and'takes'the'following'actions'each'year:''

'
1. Provide'the'CSE'chair'with'a'list'of'BCCS'students'with'IEPs,'their'programs,'

services,'and'accommodations'
2. With'the'CSE,'build'a'yearly'calendar'that'schedules'annual'reviews'and'triennial'

reevaluations'for'BCCS'students'
3. Attend'district'trainings'or'informational'meetings'that'would'impact'students'

with'IEPs'from'those'districts'
4. Maintain'a'working'relationship'with'the'CSE'chairpersons'of'each'district'

'
These'actions'help'ensure'services'and'funding'to'students'at'levels'similar'to'those'provided'
by'the'home'district.'
'
IEP&Access,&Privacy,&and&Confidentiality:'Student'IEPs'and'related'files'are'confidential'
documents'and'are'maintained'in'a'secure'location'with'access'limited'to'school'officials.'The'
files'are'under'the'supervision'of'the'SSD,'who'prepares'reports'for'each'student’s'school'
district'of'residence'or'the'State'Education'Department'in'compliance'with'federal'law'and'
regulations.'In'line'with'the'Family'Educational'Rights'and'Privacy'Act'(FERPA),'the'records'are'
available'upon'request'to'a'parent/legal'guardian,'and'the'school'releases'student'records'to'
external'parties'only'with'parent/guardian'consent.''
'
Internally,'and'also'in'accordance'with'FERPA,'BCCS'releases'IEPs'to'school'officials'and'
teachers'who'we'determine'have'legitimate'educational'interests.'For'example,'teachers'and'
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related'service'providers'who'work'directly'with'a'student'with'an'IEP'are'given'copies'of'that'
IEP'at'the'beginning'of'the'school'year'for'use'throughout'the'year.'When'the'school'year'ends,'
teachers'and'service'providers'return'copies'of'IEPs'to'the'SSD.'
'
8B5.'BCCS'Programs'of'Service'for'Students'with'Disabilities'
Aligned'with'the'district,'we'anticipate'approximately'23%'of'our'students'will'have'an'IEP.6'
BCCS'advocates'that'students'be'placed'in'the'least'restrictive'environment'commensurate'
with'their'IEP'or'level'of'need.'We'anticipate'offering'the'continuum'of'special'education'
services'outlined'in'Figure'8.3.'

'

Figure'8.3:'Anticipated'Special'Education'Service'Programs'

Service'Program' Description'

Related'Services'Only'
Related'services'aid'student'development'and'are'either'corrective'or'supportive'
in'nature.'They'include'but'are'not'limited'to'speech,language'therapy,'
counseling,'occupational'therapy,'and'physical'therapy.'

Consultant'Teacher'Services'

Consultant'teachers'can'either'be'direct'or'indirect'in'their'service.'For'direct'
service,'teachers'provide'instruction'to'the'student'to'support'the'general'
education'curriculum.'For'indirect'service,'consultant'and'general'education'
teachers'together'adjust'or'modify'instructional'plans'to'best'meet'student'needs.'

Resource'Room'Services' Resource'room'provides'supportive'small,group'instruction.'This'is'in'addition'to'
the'classroom'instruction,'not'a'pull,out'in'place'of'that'instruction.'

Integrated'CoDTeaching'

Integrated'co,teaching'pairs'a'general'education'teacher'and'a'special'education'
teacher,'who'collaborate'on'planning'differentiated'instruction'to'an'integrated'
group'of'students.'The'teachers'share'responsibility'for'planning,'instruction,'and'
assessment'of'students.''

'
These'service'models'promote'student'growth'toward'meeting'the'requirements'of'the'general'
education'curriculum.'Each'student’s'IEP'details'how'these'services'are'provided'either'alone'
or'in'combination.'Services'take'place'either'in'the'general'education'classroom'or'in'pull,out'
sessions.''
'

8B6.'Supports,'Programs,'and'Resources'for'Students'with'Disabilities'
Students'with'disabilities'are'supported'inside'and'and'outside'the'general'education'
classrooms.'

&
InPClass&Supports:$Within'the'general'education'classroom'we'have'created'a'staffing'model,'
based'on'an'student'with'IEPs'population'similar'to'that'of'the'district,'wherein'students'at'
each'grade'level'can'be'supported'in'an'ICT'section'that'pairs'a'general'education'teacher'with'

                                                
6'RD21e'reflects'a'more'conservative'20%'estimate'only'for'budgeting'purposes.'
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a'certified'special'education'teacher.'This'configuration'allows'our'teaching'teams'to'use'
Marilyn'Friend’s'six'models'for'co,teaching,7'which'provide'greater'opportunity'for'
differentiation,'flexible'grouping,'and'targeted'instruction.'For'example,'during'a'whole,group'
math'lesson'in'a'co,taught'class,'teachers'could'use'Friend’s'Alternative'Teaching'model'to'split'
the'students'into'a'larger'and'smaller'group.'The'same'content'or'skill'would'be'taught'to'both'
groups,'but'the'smaller,'targeted'group'could'include'more'direct'instruction,'chunking,'and'
manipulatives—techniques'that'can'benefit'students'with'learning'disabilities.'ICT'allows'
differentiated'instruction'and'ensures'that'classroom'tasks'are'aligned'with'students’'IEP'goals.'
This'is'done'during'shared'weekly'planning'time'between'the'general'education'and'the'special'
education'teachers'(see'RD07ac).'Additionally,'any'preferential'seating,'assistive'technology,'or'
testing'accommodations'specified'in'students’'IEPs'is'provided'in,class'and'overseen'by'the'
special'educator.'Finally,'related'service'providers'offer'push,in'services'to'students'whose'
goals'would'be'best'met'in'that'manner.''
&
OutPofPClass&Supports:'Out,of,class'supports'are'available'to'students,'including'small,group'
support'during'ELA'and'Math'skills'blocks'that'provide'targeted'literacy'and'math'instruction.'
The'rosters'for'these'small'groups'are'determined'by'screening,'interim'assessment,'or'
diagnostic'data'so'that'instructors'can'work'with'students'on'skills'they'need'to'improve.'These'
may'be'resource'room'sessions'specifically'for'students'with'IEPs'or'could'be'inclusive'groups'
that'are'implementing'research,based'interventions'(see'Tier'Two'and'Tier'Three'in'8A,'above).'
Students'with'disabilities'also'have'access'to'related'services'outside'of'the'classroom,'
including'but'not'limited'to'speech'and'language'therapy,'occupational'therapy,'and'counseling'
services,'which'are'delivered'in'push,in'or'pull,out'models'at'the'discretion'of'the'related'
service'provider.''
'

i. Programs&for&Students&with&Disabilities:$Students'with'disabilities'are'served'along'a'
continuum'of'programs'that'are'comparable'to'support'in'their'home'districts.'
These'include'Related'Services,'Consultant'Teacher'Services,'Resource'Room'
Services,'and'Integrated'Co,Teaching'(see'8B5'above).'

ii. Personnel&for&Students&with&Disabilities:'Students'with'disabilities'are'served'by'
certified'special'education'teachers'and'licensed'related'service'providers'in'a'
manner'that'meets'or'exceeds'the'mandates'in'their'IEPs'(see'8B7,'below).'

iii. Resources&for&Students&with&Disabilities:'BCCS'uses'federal'funding'under'IDEA'part'
B'and'state'funding'to'provide'a'free'and'appropriate'public'education'to'
students'with'disabilities'that'includes'the'supports'described'above.'BCCS'
provides'the'personnel,'facilities,'programs,'curricular'supports,'and'technology'

                                                
7'Friend,'Marilyn'(2013).'CoPTeach!&A&Handbook&for&Creating&and&Sustaining&Classroom&Partnerships&in&Inclusive&Schools.&
Example'Product'Manufacturer.'
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that'students'with'disabilities'need'to'achieve'their'individual'goals.'Some'
examples'include'having'at'least'one'ICT'section'in'every'grade;'having'well,
defined'common'planning'time'for'teachers'to'address'the'needs'of'students;'
having'adequate'space'and'equipment'for'related'services'to'be'provided'to'
students'according'to'their'individual'mandates;'purchasing'research,based'
intervention'curriculum'materials'such'as'Wilson'Fundations'and'Reading'
System,'Fountas'and'Pinnell'Leveled'Literacy'Intervention,'Bridges'Math'
Intervention,'and'appropriate'trainings'and'planning'time'for'teachers'for'things'
like'Functional'Behavior'Assessments'and'Behavior'Intervention'Plans.'

'
8B7.'Faculty'Collaboration'for'Students'with'IEPs'
BCCS'provides'weekly'common'planning'time'for'collaboration'between'teams'of'general,'
special,'and'ENL'teachers.'Teacher'team'collaboration'at'BCCS'has'three'phases:'

&
a. Beginning&of&Year&Meeting:'Teaching'teams'meet'in'the'summer'to'review'

student'needs.'IEPs,'achievement'data,'and'prior'teachers’'comments'are'used'
to'generate'a'profile'for'students,'and'analyze'class,wide'trends'to'build'a'class'
profile.'Additionally,'the'team'sets'professional'norms'and'delineates'roles'and'
responsibilities.''

b. Weekly&CoPPlanning&Meetings:'Teaching'teams'meet'weekly'to'review'students’'
progress'and'plan'instruction.'The'team'reviews'student'data'and'lesson'plans'
for'any'necessary'reteaching'for'the'entire'class,'small'groups,'or'individuals.'
They'review'upcoming'lessons'and'plan'for'integrating'individual'students’'goals,'
either'directly'in'the'lesson'or'in'a'small'group'using'Friend’s'co,teaching'
models.'The'teaching'team'assigns'deliverable'responsibilities'for'the'coming'
week.''

c. End&of&Year&Team&Meeting:&Teaching'teams'meet'at'the'end'of'each'school'year'
to'reflect'on'their'work.''

'
8B8.'Ancillary/Related'Services'
Below'there'are'a'number'of'ancillary/related'services'that'students'and'families'can'take'
advantage'of'or'may'be'recommended'for.'We'have'planned'and'budgeted'for'collaborative'
meetings'between'teachers'and'related'service'providers'at'least'once'per'quarter'to'share'
progress'reports'and'discuss'content.'

&
a. Counseling:&Counseling'from'a'licensed'provider'is'available'onsite'for'individual'

and'group'sessions'for'students'with'IEP'mandates.'Students'without'IEPs'who'
experience'trauma,'or'repeated'academic'failure,'but'who'are'ineligible'for'
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special'services,'may'be'eligible'for'contracted'at,risk'counseling'services'on'the'
recommendation'of'the'Academic'Director'and'with'Executive'Director'approval.'
Contracted'counseling'services'help'students'stabilize'until'they'can'be'referred'
for'evaluation'or'to'professional'mental'health'services.'

b. Speech&and&Language&Therapy:'A'licensed'speech'pathologist'is'onsite'to'provide'
individual'and'group'speech'and'language'services'to'students'with'IEP'
mandates.''

c. Occupational&Therapy:'A'licensed'occupational'therapist'is'onsite'to'provide'
individual'and'group'speech'and'language'services'to'students'with'IEP'
mandates.'

d. Additional&Services:'Additional'related'services'such'as'physical'therapy,'
audiology,'or'hearing'services'may'or'may'not'be'available'onsite.'If'the'school'is'
unable'to'provide'them'onsite,'the'SSD'works'with'families'and'service'providers'
to'ensure'access'to'mandated'services.'

e. Transition&Services:&Though'infrequent,'overage'students,'with'IEPs,'receive'
transition'services'from'special'education'teachers'within'the'school.'A'special'
education'teacher'conducts'student'and'family'interviews,'collects'faculty'
reports,'and'conducts'activities'aimed'at'exposing'students'to'a'variety'of'
careers.'These'steps'are'repeated,'documented'and'added'to'student'IEPs.&

f. Family&Support&Services:&Our'family'support'services'are'modeled'on'the'ones'
used'by'Say'Yes'to'Education'here'in'Buffalo'at'schools'that'serve'a'high'needs'
population.'The'school'helps'connect'students'and'families'to'health'care,'
mental'health'services,'after,school'programs'and'assistance'with'meeting'basic'
needs.'The'school'may'also'assist'families'in'navigating'school'processes'such'as'
parent,teacher'conferences'or're,registration.'The'School'Culture'Director'is'
responsible'for'implementing'these'services'initially.'

'
8B9.'Special'Education'Personnel'
BCCS’'special'education'services'are'overseen'by'the'SSD,'a'certified'special'education'teacher.'
In'addition'to'small,group'teaching'duties,'the'SSD'ensures'the'school’s'compliance'with'the'
IDEA,'section'504'of'the'Rehabilitation'Act'of'1974'and'Title'II'of'the'ADA.'These'responsibilities'
include'coordinating'with'CSEs,'providing'information'to'and'obtaining'information'from'CSEs,'
determining'if'entering'students'have'IEPs,'and'working'with'CSEs'and'school'districts'to'ensure'
that'required'special'education'and'related'services'are'provided'and'that'IEPs'are'appropriate'
to'the'BCCS'setting.'The'school'will'employ'sufficient'certified'special'education'teachers'to'
ensure'proper'implementation'of'student'IEPs.'We'anticipate'one'special'education'teacher'per'
grade.'The'school'will,'initially,'attempt'to'collaborate'with'the'CSE'to'use'licensed'or'certified'
providers'for'related'services'that'students'require.'Should'partnering'with'the'district'prove'
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impossible'due'to'scheduling'or'other'constraints,'we'have'included'funding'for'special'
education'services'in'the'budget'(see'RD21e).'
'
8B10.'Progress'Monitoring'for'Students'with'Disabilities''
Progress&Reporting:'BCCS'monitors'the'progress'of'students'with'IEPs'as'individuals'and'as'a'
subgroup.'The'school'reports'IEP'students’'progress'quarterly'through'IEP'progress'reports,'
which'document'progress'toward'students’'individual'goals'using'provider'observations,'
classwork,'tests,'and'other'formal'assessments.'IEP'Progress'reports'are'completed'by'
students’'special'education'teacher(s)'and/or'related'service'provider(s),'and'are'in'addition'to'
class'grades.'
'
Annual&Review&IEP&Meetings:'Students'with'IEPs'are'provided'annual'reviews'where'progress'is'
reported'and'portions'of'an'IEP'can'be'revised.'General'and'special'education'teachers'(and'
other'required'school'personnel)'share'quantitative'and'qualitative'data'about'the'student’s'
progress'in'line'with'the'present'levels'of'performance'section'of'the'IEP,'and'make'
recommendations'for'goals,'services,'and'accommodations.'The'final'draft'of'the'IEP'is'at'the'
discretion'of'the'CSE'of'the'child’s'district'of'residence.'BCCS'uses'its'available'supports,'
programs,'and'resources'to'meet'the'needs'outlined'in'the'finalized'IEP.''
'
Triennial&Reevaluation&IEP&Meetings:&Every'three'years'a'student'has'a'triennial'reevaluation'
that'determines'if'the'child'is'in'the'correct'disability'classification.'This'may'include'an'entirely'
new'battery'of'testing,'as'well'as'additional'observation'by'the'CSE'team.'The'CSE'returns'
findings'to'the'school'and'parent,'necessary'changes'are'made'to'the'IEP.'
'
8B11.'Evaluation'of'Special'Education'Program'
The'special'education'program'at'BCCS'is'evaluated'annually'by'the'Executive'Director'(ED)'and'
Board'of'Trustees'(BOT),'in'cooperation'with'the'SSD,'using'the'following'metrics:'1)'student'
outcomes'on'NYSTP'and'2)'family'satisfaction'surveys.''
'
Student'outcomes'are'disaggregated'into'subgroups'by'grade'cohort,'disability'classification,'
and'program'recommendation.'Within'these'subgroups,'students’'absolute'performance'is'
monitored,'as'well'as'their'individual'growth'and'how'they'compare'with'similar'students.'
When'possible,'this'subgroup'data'is'compared'to'district'and'state'outcomes.''
'
The'program'is'also'evaluated'annually'using'family'surveys'to'measure'satisfaction'with'
processes,'communication,'and'support.''
'
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Should'the'ED'or'BOT'determine'that'any'areas'of'student'performance'or'family'satisfaction'
do'not'meet'the'school’s'annual'goals,'they'will'require'the'development'of'an'action'plan'by'
the'SSD,'presented'to'the'ED'for'review'and'approval'by'the'BOT.'

'
8B12.'Serving'Students'with'504'Plans'
BCCS'complies'with'Section'504'of'the'Rehabilitation'Act'of'1973'by'designating'a'Section'504'
Officer'and'having'a'Section'504'Committee.'The'school's'504'Officer'may'also'serve'as'the'SSD.'
The'504'Officer'is'responsible'for'addressing'any'504'requests'or'changes,'including,'when'
appropriate,'convening'the'504'Committee.'BCCS'also'makes'accommodations'for'physically'
disabled'students'by'following'the'applicable'provisions'of'the'federal'ADA.'
'
'
$ $
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(c)$English$Language$Learners$
Discuss&the&school’s&methods&and&strategies&for&identifying&and&serving&ELLs&in&compliance&with&all&federal&laws&and&regulations&including:&

● The&process&for&identifying&students&whose&first&language&is&not&English&and&the&methods&for&determining&the&scope&of&assistance&that&
these&students&may&need&including&how&the&school&will&ensure&that&they&are&not&inappropriately&identified&as&students&with&special&
education&needs;&

● The&approach,&resources,&and&personnel&(including&qualifications&and&reflecting&associated&administrative&responsibilities)&the&school&
will&use&to&meet&the&needs&of&ELLs&(both&within&general&education&classrooms&and&in&other&settings);&

● The&research&and&evidence&that&supports&the&appropriateness&of&this&approach;&
● The&process&for&coordination&between&general&education&teachers&and&staff&serving&ELLs&and&professional&development&for&general&

education&teachers&serving&ELLs;&
● The&process&that&will&be&used&to&monitor&the&achievement&and&progress&of&ELLs&including&exit&criteria;&
● The&process&that&will&be&used&to&evaluate&the&efficacy&of&the&program,&instructors,&and&ensure&that&the&needs&of&ELL&students&are&being&

met;&
● How&the&school&will&make&all&necessary&materials&available&to&parents&of&ELLs&in&a&language&that&they&can&understand;&and,&
● How&the&school&will&make&after&school&and&other&extraPcurricular&programming&accessible&to&ELLs.&

'
8C1.'Students'Identified'as'ELL'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'helps'students'identified'as'English'Language'Learners'
(ELLs)'achieve'English'proficiency'as'quickly'as'possible'through'a'model'that'draws'primarily'on'
structured'English'language'immersion,'and'using'native,language'instruction'when'necessary.'
BCCS'complies'with'applicable'laws'including'Title'VI'of'the'federal'Civil'Rights'Act'of'1964'(as'
amended),'the'federal'Equal'Educational'Opportunities'Act'of'1974,'and'Commissioner's'
Regulation'Part'154.'
'
ELL'students'are'included'in'curricular'and'extracurricular'activities'regardless'of'language'
proficiency,'and'ELL'students'are'not'assigned'to'special'education'because'of'limited'English'
proficiency.'BCCS'ensures'access'to'the'school'community'and'events'by'translating'written'
material'and'having'oral'translators'available'for'meetings'and'family'conferences.'If'possible,'
the'school'helps'families'of'ELLs'by'offering'programming'appropriate'to'family'needs'such'as'
evening/weekend'language'classes'or'connections'to'legal'services.'Below'we'describe'the'ELL''
identification'process,'our'levels'and'programs'of'service,'and'our'progress'monitoring'and'exit'
criteria.'
'
Identification&of&ELL&Students:'BCCS'uses'the'New'York'State'Education'Department’s'process'
for'identifying'students'who'are'ELLs:'

'
1. Home'Language'Questionnaires'screen'new'students'for'limited'English'

proficiency.'
2. If'the'home'language'is'other'than'English'or'the'student’s'native'language'is'

other'than'English,'qualified'staff'conduct'an'informal'interview'in'the'student’s'
native'language'and'English'(if'the'school'does'not'employ'a'staff'member'who'
can'speak'the'family’s'home'language,'other'arrangements'are'made).'

3. If'the'student'speaks'a'language'at'home'other'than'English,'and'might'be'
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identified'as'an'ELL,'the'school'administers'the'NYSITELL'within'10'days,'which'
determines'eligibility'for'services.'The'NYSITELL'is'administered'only'once'to'
incoming'students.''

'
ChildPfind&Notification:$Teachers'are'responsible'for'observing'students'to'detect'limited'English'
proficiency.'Teachers'receive'training'on'techniques'for'detecting'whether'a'student'has'
English'language'deficiencies'and'on'teaching'content'to'ELL'students.'Students'suspected'of'
having'limited'English'proficiency'are'typically'referred'to'the'SST'and'tested'in'the'manner'
described'above'to'determine'what'level'of'services,'if'any,'is'necessary.'''
'
ENL&Personnel&and&Programs:'BCCS'provides'a'sufficient'number'of'certified'ENL'teachers'to'
facilitate'the'programming'outlined'below.'In'year'one,'we'anticipate'one'part,time'ENL'
teacher'(see'RD12ac)'with'day,to,day'duties,'which'may'include'both'direct'and'indirect'service'
to'students,'depending'on'student'needs.'In'many'cases,'ELLs'receive'the'same'academic'
content'as'native'English'speakers,'primarily'in'English.'However,'ELL'students'receive'
modifications'or'supports'planned'by'the'ENL'teacher'that'improve'access'to'curriculum'and'
encourage'language'development.'Our'core'curricula'were'selected'in'part'because'of'their'
targeted'support'for'ELLs,'and'additionally,'teachers'receive'professional'development'on'best'
practices'for'communicating'with'and'teaching'students'designated'as'ELL.''
'
A'student’s'support'program'depends'on'his'or'her'classified'level'of'English'(see'Figure'8.4).'
Students'can'be'classified'along'a'spectrum'according'to'NYSESLAT'scores.'

'
Figure'8.4:'ELL'Classifications'and'Level'of'Service'

Classification' Services'Provided'

Entering'Students'

Two'units'of'study,'totalling'360'minutes,'weekly'of'English'language'instruction.'
Students'at'this'level'receive'a'mix'of'pull,out'ENL'services'as'well'as'integrated'language'
instruction'in'ELA'and'other'subject'areas.'Some'pull,out'services'will'take'place'during'
English'or'math'skills'blocks.'BCCS'will'consider'implementing'additional'pull,out'services'
before/after'school'or'over'school'vacations.''

Emerging'Students'

Two'units'of'study,'totalling'360'minutes,'weekly'of'English'language'instruction.'
Students'may'receive'a'mix'of'pull,out'ENL'services'as'well'as'integrated'language'
instruction'in'ELA'and'other'subject'areas.'These'students'also'have'a'supplemental'pull,
out'service'once'per'day'during'English'or'math'skills'blocks.''

Transitioning'
Students'

One'unit'of'study,'totalling'180'minutes,'weekly'of'English'language'instruction.'Students'
receive'integrated'language'instruction'in'ELA'and'other'subject'areas,'and'may'have'a'
supplemental'pull,out'service'up'to'once'per'day'during'English'or'math'skills'blocks.'

Expanding'Students'

One'unit'of'study,'totalling'180'minutes,'weekly'of'English'language'instruction.'Students'
at'this'level'receive'integrated'language'instruction'in'ELA'and'other'subject'areas,'and'
they'may'have'a'supplemental'pull,out'service'up'to'once'per'day'during'English'or'math'
skills'blocks.'
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Figure'8.4:'ELL'Classifications'and'Level'of'Service'

Classification' Services'Provided'

Commanding'
Students'

One'half'unit'of'study,'or'90'minutes,'weekly'of'ENL'support'in'ELA'or'other'core'subject'
areas.'A'plan'for'gradual'decline'in'service'and'accommodations'is'implemented'by'a'
team'of'teachers,'and'includes'NYS'Commissioner,approved'former'ELL'services.'

'
ELL&InPClass&Support:$BCCS’'core'curricula'were'selected'partly'for'their'robust'supports'for'ELL'
students,'which'feature'extensive'recommendations'for'lesson'modifications'that'support'ELL'
students.'In'addition'to'the'recommendations'from'curriculum'publishers,'which'we'see'as'a'
floor'for'our'work'with'students'classified'as'ELLs,'we'use'a'broader'schoolwide'framework'for'
effective'ELL'instruction,'based'on'the'tenets'of'the'Sheltered'Instruction'Observation'Protocol'
(SIOP)'program.8'SIOP'brings'together'best'practices'for'teaching'content'and'academic'literacy'
to'improve'ELL'performance.9'SIOP'practices'(which'are'included'in'our'shared'lesson'template'
found'in'RD06af)'include:''
'

1. Language'use'objectives'in'addition'to'traditional'learning'objectives'
2. Explicit'lesson'specific'vocabulary'instruction'as'needed'
3. Focus'on'comprehensible'inputs''

○ Teacher'speech'(i.e.'intentionality'around'syntax'usage,'or'using'examples'and'
descriptions'rather'than'only'definitions)'

○ Written'materials'(i.e.'using'levelled'texts,'visual'supports,'or'modifying'texts'to'
support'ENLs)''

4. Cognitive'routines10'and'explicit'strategy'instruction'
5. Small'group'work'and'other'intentional'opportunities'for'authentic'communication''
6. Multiple'modes'of'assessment'

'
To'implement'these'SIOP'practices'into'lessons'and'units,'our'classroom'teaching'teams,'and'
ENL'teachers'collaborate'weekly.'We'believe'that'incorporating'these'practices'into'our'daily'
planning'expectations'we'will'not'only'meet'the'minimum'requirements'for'serving'an'ELL'
population,'but'will'develop'a'faculty'that'is'consistently'keeping'their'needs'top'of'mind'and'
consequently'driving'forward'their'success'within'our'general'academic'program.'
'
Additionally,'our'ENL'teacher'will'likely'provide'push,in'service'for'many'of'our'students'within'
the'general'education'environment.'In'these'situations,'ENL'teachers'can'offer'instruction'to'
individuals'or'small'groups'that'specifically'target'their'language'needs'while'using'the'same'or'
                                                
8'http://www.cal.org/siop/about/'(Accessed'February'2017)'
9'Echevarria,'J.,'Short,'D.,'&'Powers,'K.'(2006).'School'Reform'and'Standards,Based'Education:'An'Instructional'Model'for'
English'Language'Learners.'Journal&of&Educational&Research,'99'(4),'195,210.'
10'Hammond,'Z.,'&'Jackson,'Y.'(2015).'Culturally'responsive'teaching'and'the'brain:'Promoting'authentic'engagement'and'rigor'
among'culturally'and'linguistically'diverse'students.'
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similar'content'as'general'education'students.'
'
ELL&OutPofPClass&Support:$In'addition'to'a'schoolwide,'team,based'approach,'BCCS'employs'ENL'
teachers'to'construct'a'comprehensive'language,development'curriculum'used'in'pull,out'
classes'for'ELL'students.'This'curriculum'is'developed'in'collaboration'with'a'team'of'educators,'
including'classroom'ELL'teachers,'ELL'coaches,'university'linguistics'specialists,'and'general'
education'teachers'(see'letters'of'support'in'RD04e).'It'addresses'the'full'range'of'English'
language'competencies'(grammatical'and'structural,'sociolinguistic,'pragmatic,'discursive,'and'
semantic)'while'focusing'on'language'for'social'integration'and'on'language'for'academic'
achievement.'
'
ELL&Progress&Monitoring&and&Exit&Criteria:'The'English'Language'proficiency'of'ELL'students'is'
measured'at'least'annually'to'determine'whether'continued'special'services'are'warranted.'
BCCS'uses'the'New'York'State'English'as'a'Second'Language'Achievement'Test'(NYSESLAT)'to'
assess'ELL'students,'as'required'by'the'State'Education'Department.'It'is'used'in'lieu'of'
administering'the'state'English'Language'Arts'assessment'for'any'student'in'their'first'year'of'
classification.''
'
8C2.'Accountability'and'Evaluation'of'ELL'Programming'
The'Executive'Director'and'Board'of'Trustees,'in'cooperation'with'the'SSD,'annually'evaluate'
the'effectiveness'of'ELL'programming'with'the'following'metrics:'1)'ELL'performance'on'the'
NYSESLAT'exam,'2)'ELL'student'performance''on'statewide'exams'against'that'of'general'
education'students'and'3)'ELL'student'performance'on'statewide'exams'against'ELL'population'
scores'of'the'city,'state,'and'peer'schools.'Additionally,'BCCS'will'track'students'longitudinally'
throughout'their'matriculation'to'determine'if'there'is'significant'variation'in'the'academic'
achievement'of'students'who'were'once'identified'as'ELL'and'those'who'never'were,'as'
measured'by'standardized'assessments.'' '
'
'
' $
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(d)$Gifted$and$Advanced$Students$
Discuss&the&school’s&methods&and&strategies&for&identifying&and&serving&students&who&are&academically&advanced&and/or&gifted&and&at&risk&of&not&
being&adequately&served&including:&

● How&the&school&will&identify&advanced&and/or&gifted&and&talented&students;&and,&
● Strategies&and&programs&the&school&will&use&within&general&education&classrooms&and&in&other&settings&to&accelerate&learning&for&

advanced&and&gifted&and/or&talented&students.&

'
8D1.'Identifying'Gifted'and'Talented'Students'
Gifted'and'Talented'(G&T)'students'are'initially'identified'using'multiple'assessments,'such'as'
universal'screeners,'statewide'assessments,'classroom'grades'and'work'portfolios.11'Students'
who'consistently'perform'above'grade'level'in'one'or'more'of'these'assessments'are'referred'
to'the'SST'who'may'proceed'to'a'G&T'diagnostic'assessment'that'can'include'teacher'and'
parent'checklists,'and'cognitive'and/or'aptitude'tests.'Students'who'receive'responses'and/or'
scores'indicating'potential'giftedness'will'be'recommended'to'the'Committee'on'Special'
Education'for'formal'evaluation.''
'
8D2.'Meeting'the'Needs'of'Students'Classified'as'Gifted'and'Talented'
As'part'of'our'tier'one'program,'G&T'students'have'differentiated'skill,based'instruction'often'
supplemented'by'an'emphasis'on'real,world'problem,solving'using'those'skills.'For'example,'
our'Community'Studies'(social'studies),'and'Innovations'(science)'classes'provide'extensive'
open,ended'problem,solving'opportunities'and'are'aligned'with'many'best'practices'for'G&T'
students'(see'RD06af).12''
'
Additionally,'our'ELA'and'math'skill'blocks'provide'a'flexible'structure'for'addressing'the'needs'
of'G&T'students'using'an'in,class'clustering'model.'In'our'model,'G&T'students'can'be'grouped'
together'for'targeted'(or'pull,out)'instruction'with'a'teacher'trained'in'differentiating'
instruction'for'gifted'students.'This'small,group'instruction'can'include'in,depth'studies'related'
to'the'tier'one'curriculum,'variations'of'the'content'and'form'of'tier'one'instruction,'or'
sometimes'acceleration'of'the'curriculum.13'
'
'Were'the'school'to'take'on'a'large'number'of'G&T'students,'we'would'consider'a'pull,out'style'
program'that'used'a'G&T'curriculum,'or'placing'students'in'ability'based'classes'when'
appropriate.'

                                                
11'Johnsen,'Susan'(2009).'Best&Practices&for&Identifying&Gifted&Students.'Principal,'May/June.'
12'“Schoolwide'Enrichment'Model'(SEM)'|'Renzulli'Center'for'Creativity,'Gifted'Education,'and'Talent'Development.”'Renzulli'
Center'for'Creativity,'Gifted'Education,'and'Talent'Development.'http://gifted.uconn.edu/schoolwideenrichment,model/'
13'Tomlinson,'C.A.'“Differentiating'Instruction'for'Advanced'Learners'in'the'Mixed,Ability'Middle'School'Classroom.'ERIC'Digest'
E536.”'October'1995'
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Response'09ad—Instructional'Leadership'
'
(a)$Instructional$Leadership$Roles$
Describe(instructional(leadership(in(the(school(over(the(first(five(years(of(operation(Including:(

● Specific(roles(and(responsibilities(of(the(personnel(who(would(provide(instructional(leadership(in(the(proposed(school;(
● The(process(and(criteria(for(identifying(and(selecting(instructional(leaders,(including(how(such(criteria(aligns(with(the(school’s(

educational(philosophy(and(mission;(and,(
● How(instructional(leaders(will(monitor(the(effectiveness(of(the(academic(program(and(at@risk(students’(academic(performance.(

'
9A1:'Instructional'Leadership'Roles'and'Responsibilities'
High,quality'instruction'is'essential'for'increasing'students’'academic'achievement'and'closing'
achievement'gaps.'Figure'9.1'outlines'the'roles'and'responsibilities'for'our'instructional'
leadership'team.'The'rationale'behind'our'instructional'leadership'plan'is'to'largely'replicate'
the'plans'in'place'at'highly'successful'urban'charter'schools'throughout'New'York,'and'within'
the'Diverse'Charter'School'Coalition.'Though'somewhat'administratively'top'heavy'at'the'
outset,'we'know'that'a'key'to'long'term'success'in'enrollment,'retention,'and'student'
performance'is'to'offer'an'excellent'program'from'the'very'start.'The'leadership'team'we'put'in'
place'in'year'one'allow'us'to'do'that'as'well'as'avoid'expensive'outsourcing'costs'that'we'would'
be'forced'to'take'on'if'we'did'not'bring'these'team'members'on'from'the'beginning.'
'

Figure'9.1:'BCCS'Instructional'Leadership'Roles'and'Responsibilities'

Role' Description' Key'Instructional'Leadership'Responsibilities'

Executive'

Director'

(ED)'

Instructionally,'the'ED'
supports,'coaches,'and'
evaluates'instructional'
leadership'team.'The'full'ED'
job'description'can'be'found'in'
RG12ac.'The'ED'reports'to'the'
Board'of'Trustees'(BOT).''

● Observe'classrooms'in'partnership'with'AD,'SSD,'and'SCD'to'
constantly'evaluate'and'improve'instructional'program'for'all'
students'

● Coach'AD,'SSD,'and'SCD'on'the'implementation'of'
curriculum,'assessments,'and'other'aspects'of'the'BCCS'
instructional'program'

● Manage'AD,'SSD,'and'SCD'to'ensure'all'instructional'program'
responsibilities'are'met'or'exceeded'

● Report'disaggregated'academic'progress'quarterly'to'the'
BOT'

Academic'

Director(s)'

(AD)'

The'AD'promotes'the'
academic'vision'for'the'school,'
ensures'quality'curriculum'and'
instruction'for'students,'makes'
data,driven'decisions'about'
improving'teaching'and'
learning.'The'AD'reports'to'the'
ED.'

● Set'instructional'priorities'for'faculty'based'on'school'goals''
● Review'curriculum'maps,'units,'and'lesson'plans'and'provide'
feedback'to'faculty'to'improve'rigor,'engagement,'and'
interdisciplinary'connections'

● Develop'and'evaluate'the'general'education'teaching'faculty'
and'assistant'teachers'using'a'goal,setting'process,'classroom'
observations'and'debriefings,'and'mid,'and'end,of,year'
evaluation'conferences'

● Analyze'student'achievement'data'to'improve'school'
programs,'pinpoint'errors,'and'improve'outcomes''
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Figure'9.1:'BCCS'Instructional'Leadership'Roles'and'Responsibilities'

Role' Description' Key'Instructional'Leadership'Responsibilities'

● Lead'faculty'in'analysis'and'action'planning'in'response'to'
assessment'data'

● Facilitate'curriculum'reflection'and'revision'processes'for'
faculty'

● Planning'the'professional'development'calendar'for'faculty,'
and'lead'many'of'the'sessions'on'curriculum'and'instruction''

Student'

Support'

Director'

(SSD)'

The'SSD'ensures'access,'
support,'and'growth'for'
students'in'special'
populations.'The'SSD'reports'
to'the'ED.'

● Develop'and'evaluate'the'special'populations'teaching'
faculty'using'a'goal,setting'process,'classroom'observations'
and'debriefings,'and'mid,'and'end,of,year'evaluation'
conferences'

● Ensure'the'functioning'of'an'academic'program'that'is'in'
compliance'with'all'special'education,'ELL,'and'504'laws'

● Supervise'onsite'service'elements'(e.g.,'related'services,'IEP'
meetings,'NYSESLAT).'

● Lead'professional'development'sessions'on'differentiated'
instruction,'co,teaching,'and'ELL'strategies'

● Lead'special'populations'faculty'in'analysis'and'action'
planning'in'response'to'assessment'data'

School'Culture'

Director'(SCD)'

The'SCD'creates'a'school'
culture'that'models'our'core'
values'and'holds'students'
accountable'to'school'
expectations.'The'SCD'reports'
to'the'ED.'

● Lead'the'creation'of'and'maintain'school'culture'systems'
● Lead'professional'development'sessions'on'behavior'
management'and'disciplinary'systems'

● Support'and'coach'teachers'around'school/classroom'culture'
and'restorative'practices'

● Supervise'student'disciplinary'actions'
● Facilitate'restorative'practices'
● Lead'family'involvement'and'support'initiatives''
● Monitor'the'effectiveness'of'disciplinary'systems,'and'culture''
● Leading'faculty'in'analysis'and'action'planning'in'response'to'
disciplinary'and'restorative'data'

'
9A2:'Identification'of'Instructional'Leaders'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'uses'the'criteria'below'and'the'job'qualifications'and'
duties'outlined'in'RG12ac'to'identify'candidates'for'instructional'leadership'positions.'
Candidates'are'sought'in'traditional'ways'including'but'not'limited'to'postings'on'job'boards,'in'
newspapers,'on'our'website'and'social'media'accounts.'Additionally,'BCCS'will'forge'
relationships'with'organizations'that'offer'talent'fellowships'such'as'the'Diverse'Charter'School'
Coalition'or'Ed'Pioneers,'both'of'which'Mr.'Brink,Washington'has'experience'with.'Our'goal'is'
to'have'a'diverse'candidate'pool'that'is'qualified'and'aligned'to'our'mission'for'each'position.'
'
9A3:'Criteria'for'Selection'of'Instructional'Leaders'''
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BCCS'selects'instructional'leaders'whose'experiences'and'attitudes'demonstrate'commitment'
to'the'school’s'mission'and'core'values'(see'RG10ac).'Additionally,'selected'candidates'possess'
credentials'and/or'experiences'that'are'commensurate'with'their'assigned'responsibilities.'
Initially,'our'ED'will'lead'the'hiring'of'all'instructional'leadership'positions.'When'feasible,'a'
board,'faculty'and'staff'committee'will'triage'resumes'and'participate'in'hiring'interviews.'Ideal'
candidates'for'instructional'leadership'will'have'the'following'general'competencies'and'
qualifications:'
'

● Qualifications(
○ An'advanced'degree'in'education'or'a'related'field'
○ Track'record'of'success'in'raising'student'achievement'(preferably'in'a'diverse'

urban'charter'school)'
○ Experience'leading'teams'(preferred)'
○ Two'years'of'relevant'experience'with'demonstrable'success'in'a'similar'role'

(preferred)'
● Competencies'

○ Meets'professional'duties'in'a'collaborative'environment'
○ Data,driven'decision'making'
○ Solves'complex'problems''
○ Applies'feedback'of'constituencies'to'improve'work'
○ Strong'written'and'oral'communication'skills'

'
9A4.'Process'for'Selection'of'Instructional'Leaders'
Our'process'for'selecting'an'AD,'SSD,'and'SCD'combines'the'research,based'practices'of'Geoff'
Smart'with'practices'at'successful'charter'schools..1'The'process'gauges'candidates’'capacity,'
strengths,'areas'for'growth,'and'mission'alignment'(see'Figure'9.2).'The'process'for'hiring'an'ED'
is'slightly'different'and'is'found'in'RG10ab).''
'

Figure'9.2:'BCCS'Hiring'Process'for'Instructional'Leaders''

Steps' Owner' Activities'

1'
Develop'and'Post'Job'

Description''
OD'

A'job'description'including'core'values,'responsibilities,'specific'
short,'and'long,term'objectives,'and'particular'competencies'
and/or'goals'is'approved,'and'posted'

2' Review'Application' ED'
Applications'require'the'following'components:'

● Cover'Letter'
● Resume'

                                                
1'Smart,'Geoff'and'Randy'Street'(2008).'Who.'Ballantine'Books:'New'York.''''
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Figure'9.2:'BCCS'Hiring'Process'for'Instructional'Leaders''

Steps' Owner' Activities'

● 3'References''

3' Phone'Interview' ED' A'screening'interview'is'conducted'over'the'phone.'

4' Skill'Assessment' ED'

Applicants'are'asked'to'complete'one'(or'more)'of'the'following'
tasks'electronically:'

● Data'Set'Analysis'and'Goal'Setting'
● Video'Lesson'Critique'
● Submission'of'Professional'Development'Plan'and'Materials'''

5' School'Visit' ED'

Candidates'come'to'the'school'and'complete'the'following'
activities:'

● Observe'Classrooms'and'Debrief'with'ED'
● Director'Panel'Interview'
● Teacher'Panel'Interview'
● Meet'with'Families'(AD,'SSD)''
● ED'conducts'the'“administrative'interview”'

6'
Offer'Extension'and'

Candidate'Decision'
ED' ● Offer'is'extended'to'candidate'to'be'accepted'or'rejected.'

7' Reference'Check' ED' Reference'checks'are'conducted.'

'
9A5.'Monitoring'Effectiveness'of'the'Academic'Program''
The'instructional'leadership'team'monitors'the'effectiveness'of'the'academic'program'in'
meeting'the'goals'outlined'in'our'SUNY'Accountability'Plan'(see'RG06g).''
'
The'AD'is'the'primary'leader'of'the'analysis'of'our'assessment'data'(three'universal'screeners,'
diagnostic'testing'for'students'identified'as'potentially'struggling,'interim'assessments'for'all'
students,'and'students’'New'York'State'Testing'Program'results;'see'RG06af).''
'
The'SSD'monitors'students'with'IEPs’'progress'toward'their'individualized'goals'and'reports'
quarterly'to'parents'in'the'form'of'an'IEP'progress'report'(along'with'their'other'classroom'
grades).'The'SSD'also'monitors'the'effectiveness'of'our'program'for'students'identified'as'
English'Language'Learners'by'analyzing'their'NYSESLAT'results'(see'RG08ad).''
'
The'ED,'in'conjunction'with'the'AD'and'SSD,'makes'quarterly'reports'to'the'Academic'
Excellence'Committee'of'the'Board'of'Trustees'summarizing'progress'toward'the'school’s'
annual'goals'and'accountability'plan'(see'RG14ac).''

'
'

 $
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(b)$Teacher$Support$and$Supervision$
Describe(the(school’s(approach(to(ongoing(individual(teacher(supervision(and(support(including,(but(not(limited(to:(coaching(and(feedback(
systems(and(supports(to(ensure(high(quality(instructional(planning(and(implementation.'

'
9B1.'Teacher'Support'and'Supervision'
The'instructional'leadership'team'supports'and'supervises'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'
(BCCS)'teachers’'curriculum'planning'and'instructional'practice'as'described'below.''
'
Curriculum(Planning:'Teachers'have'time'during'summer'institute'to'work'in'grade'teams'to'
review'and'initially'adjust'the'annual'maps'provided'by'our'selected'curricula.'They'take'into'
account'the'following'criteria'as'they'consider'initial'modifications:'

'
● BCCS’'schedule'
● Our'class'size'and'co,teaching'model'
● Needs'of'our'students'based'on'all'available'cohort'data'
● Relevance'of'particular'content'or'teaching'strategies'for'our'student'population'

'
Teachers'submit'their'annual'curriculum'maps'to'their'instructional'leader'for'approval'before'
the'beginning'of'each'school'year'and'subsequently'make'specific'unit'and'weekly'lesson'plans'
available.''
'
Throughout'the'year'instructional'leaders'review'weekly'lesson'plans'and'help'teachers'
strengthen'curriculum'through'electronic'and'face,to,face'feedback.'Periodically'the'AD'and'
SSD'help'teachers'use'assessment'data'to'tailor'standards,aligned'curricula'to'students,'based'
on'their'strengths'and'areas'for'growth.'
''
Instructional(Practice:'The'AD'and'SSD'engage'teachers'in'regular'coaching'cycles'of'classroom'
observation'and'feedback'that'help'develop'instructional'practice.'Initially,'the'ED'ensures'
validity'and'reliability'through'video,based'training'during'the'Summer'Institute'and'by'leading'
the'team'in'a'weekly'instructional'rounds'protocol'to'build'interrater'reliability.'Long'term'we'
envision'sending'ADs'and'SSDs'to'Relay'Graduate'School'training'which'do'this'work'at'a'best'in'
class'level.''
'
For'the'first'nine'weeks'of'school'each'year'we'will'use'the'Denver'School'of'Science'and'
Technology’s'(DSST)'approach'to'coaching'with'the'Get'Better'Faster'(GBF)'sequence'of'teacher'
skill'development'to'guide'our'coaching'cycles.'GBF'comes'from'the'work'of'Uncommon'
Schools'where'traditionally'underserved'students'have'completely'eliminated'the'performance'
gap'with'more'well'resourced'peers.'In'a'diverse'context'like'the'one'we'anticipate,'the'GBF'
sequence'is'used'as'a'foundation'at'the'Denver'School'of'Science'and'Technology,'where'100%'
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of'students'have'been'accepted'into'colleges'since'the'school’s'inception.'Additionally,'versions'
of'the'GBF'scope'and'sequence'have'been'used'by'Brooklyn'Prospect'and'Elmwood'Village'
Charter'Schools,'both'intentionally'diverse'schools'that'BCCS'is'connected'to.'
'
The'DSST'version'of'GBF’s'scope'and'sequence'prioritizes'developing'or'revitalizing'teachers’'
essential'skills'in'classroom'management'and'academically'rigorous'instructional'technique'
over'the'course'of'the'first'nine'weeks'to'promote'a'strong'teaching'foundation'in'every'
classroom,'every'year.'The'sequence'occurs'in'phases,'at'the'end'of'which'teachers'can'
maintain'well'managed'classrooms'where'students'are'learning'at'high'levels'(see'RG06af'and'
RG23b'for'additional'details'about'GBF'aligned'phases).''
'
In'the'feedback'sessions'that'accompany'observations,'instructional'leaders'use'probing'
questions,'and'the'See'It,'Name'It,'Do'It'protocol'to'help'teachers'note'strengths'and'areas'for'
growth,'name'high,leverage'gaps'in'instructional'practice,'and'plan'action'steps'for'addressing'
those'gaps.'For'example,'the'AD'may'observe'a'teacher'that'is'having'difficulty'managing'a'
class'because'the'instructions'that'the'teacher'is'giving'are'not'specific'enough,'and'do'not'
have'observable'components'for'which'they'can'hold'students'accountable.'The'AD'would:'
'

1. Help'the'teacher'see'and'name'that'gap'either'through'probing'self'reflection'questions'
and/or'video'analysis'

2. Name'an'action'step'such'as'“scripting'out'and'delivering'instructions'that'are'specific'
and'observable,'provide'some'examples'of'specific'and'observable'instructions”'

3. Model'what'that'action'step'looks'like'either'through'role'playing'or'video'analysis'of'a'
master'teacher'

4. Have'the'teacher'practice'the'action'step'in'the'coaching'meeting'
5. Observe'the'teacher'again'soon,'focusing'on'that'action'step'until'it'has'improved.''

'
As'teachers'master'the'skills'in'each'phase,'they'move'on'with'their'coach'toward'increasingly'
individualized'skill'development'and'specific'content'area'techniques.''
'
Following'the'first'nine'weeks,'GBF'practices'will'continue'as'needed,'however'instructional'
observations'are'increasingly'responsive'to'individual'teacher’s'needs'and'goals'and'use'
Danielson’s'Teaching'Framework'to'anchor'those'conversations'and'action'steps.'In'addition'to'
individualized'aspects'of'the'Danielson'Framework,'in'year'one'the'AD'concentrates'on'things'
such'as'the'culturally'responsive'teaching'techniques'from'the'summer'and'schoolwide'
professional'development'series,'subject'specific'pedagogy,'and'increasing'the'amount'of'
higher'order'thinking'being'done'by'students.'The'SSD'concentrates'on'the'quality'of'
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differentiation'and/or'modification'being'provided'by'the'special'education'teachers'in'service'
of'individual'student’s'IEP'goals.''''
'
Instructional'leaders'will'use'Whetstone,'an'electronic'platform,'to'document'and'share'
classroom'observation'data'and'monitor'teacher'skill'development.'Whetstone'allows'teachers'
to'receive'and'implement'feedback'more'efficiently'and'helps'instructional'leaders'identify'
teachers’'patterns'of'strengths'and'deficiencies'(individually'and'as'a'whole,group)'These'
patterns'identify'skills'that'instructional'leaders'can'help'teachers'to'develop,'inform'mid,'and'
end,of,year'evaluations,'and'assist'in'planning'schoolwide'professional'development.''
'
Additional(Support:'Additional'support'is'provided'to'teachers'who'are'underperforming.'For'
example,'teachers'may'receive'more'frequent'observation,and,feedback'cycles'providing'more'
coaching'and'higher'levels'of'accountability.'Other'support'interventions'may'include'co,
observations'with'their'instructional'leader'to'build'a'stronger'classroom'vision;'real,time'
coaching'to'get'in,the,moment'coaching,'or'direct'modeling'by'the'instructional'leader.'
Teachers'who'do'not'demonstrate'improvement'with'additional'support,'will'be'placed'on'an'
official'action'plan'that'lays'out'specific'benchmarks'and'timeframes'for'improvement.'Inability'
to'meet'these'benchmarks'may'result'in'additional'interventions'or,'potentially,'nonrenewal'of'
the'teacher’s'contract.''
'
'
 $
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(c)$Professional$Development$
Describe(how(the(school’s(professional(development(program(will(assist(teachers(in(meeting(students’(academic(needs(and(school(goals(
including:(

● An(overview(of(the(frequency(and(format(of(professional(development; 
● Who(will(be(responsible(for(leading(and(providing(professional(development; 
● How(the(school(will(identify(professional(development(topics; 
● How(the(school’s(professional(development(plans(support(the(school’s(mission,(key(design(elements,(and(the(target(and(special(

populations’(needs; 
● How(the(professional(development(program(will(meet(the(needs(of(all(teachers,(including(novice(teachers,(teachers(new(to(the(

school,(highly(effective(teachers,(and(teachers(of(all(subjects;(and, 
● The(process(for(evaluating(the(efficacy(of(the(professional(development(program. 

'
9C1.'Professional'Development'Overview'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'professional'development'advances'our'key'design'
elements,'promotes'progress'toward'accomplishing'our'accountability'goals,'and'develops'the'
professional'practices'of'teachers'and'administrators.'Professional'development'includes'
components'that'have'been'demonstrated'to'be'effective'at'high'performing'charter'schools.''
'
BCCS'believes'the'effectiveness'of'teachers'and'staff'is'a'critical'factor'in'the'success'of'a'
school2'and'that'professional'growth'and'learning'are'key'to'sustaining'long,term'professional'
fulfillment.'BCCS'is'committed'to'providing'high'quality'professional'development'with'the'
elements'found'in'Figure'9.3,'below.'
'

Figure'9.3:'BCCS'Elements'of'Professional'Development'

PD'Element' Description'

Individualized'

Coaching'

Each'member'of'the'BCCS'staff'is'an'individual,'with'unique'strengths,'areas'for'growth,'
and'ways'of'learning;'therefore,'the'best'development'happens'on,the,job,'through'a'
personalized'coaching'cycle'that'includes'observation,'feedback,'reflection'and'practice.'
Teachers'will'receive'feedback'weekly'from'an'instructional'coach.''

Authentic'Practice'

BCCS'believes'that'the'best'way'to'learn'a'new'skill'is'through'targeted'practice,'feedback,'
and'more'practice,'and'that'the'best'professional'development'engages'educators'in'
authentic'and'challenging'work'that'is'directly'relevant'and'applicable'to'their'day,to,day'
work.'BCCS'leaders'are'well,versed'in'and'will'implement'practice,centered'development.'

Collaboration'

BCCS'believes'that'learning'happens'in'community,'through'thinking'and'working'in'
collaboration'with'thoughtful'and'mission,driven'colleagues.'BCCS'teachers'meet'in'
teacher,led'groups'weekly.'

Access'To'New'

Ideas'

New'ideas,'ways'of'thinking,'and'strategies'are'valuable'to'the'innovation'and'learning'
cycle,'especially'once'one'has'learned'the'foundations'of'a'craft.'BCCS'teachers'are'
encouraged'to'innovate,'supported'to'learn'continuously,'and'given'the'autonomy'to'take'
calculated'risks.'

'

                                                
2'Sanders,'W.'L.,'&'Rivers,'J.'C.'(1996).'Cumulative(and(residual(effects(of(teachers(on(future(student(academic(achievement(
(Research'Progress'Report).'Knoxville,'TN:'University'of'Tennessee'Value,Added'Research'and'Assessment'Center.'
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Professional'development'at'BCCS'is'provided'by'a'combination'of'the'leadership'team,'teacher'
leaders,'and'outside'consultants.'The'annual'professional'development'calendar'is'designed'to'
advance'the'school'toward'realizing'its'mission'by'helping'to'meet'our'annual'goals.'For'
example,'year'one'professional'development'concentrates'on'developing'teachers’'ability'to'
implement'our'core'curricula,'co,teach'effectively,'and'maintain'a'positive'school'culture.'To'
achieve'this,'we'will'use'consultants'from'our'curricular'programs'alongside'our'instructional'
leadership'team'(see'descriptions'of'our'professional'development'year'one'work'with'
consultants'in'RG06af)'.'In'future'years,'professional'development'will'be'able'to'respond'to'
student'needs'according'to'assessment'data,'teacher'needs'according'to'Whetstone'data'(see'
above),'as'well'as'focusing'on'other'long'term'goals.3'Whenever'possible'we'limit'the'number'
of'professional'development'topics'in'a'year'so'that'we'can'provide'adequate'modeling'and'
ongoing'support'in'the'implementation'phase.4'

'
9C2.'Year'One'Professional'Development'Plan(
Below'we'offer'a'draft'of'what'each'component'of'our'professional'development'plan'might'
look'like'in'the'first'year'of'operation.'The'essential'elements'are:''
'

1. New(Teacher(Orientation(
2. Summer(Institute(
3. Ongoing(development(activities(
4. Professional(development(for(instructional(leaders(

(
New(Teacher(Orientation:'Beginning'three'weeks'prior'to'the'arrival'of'students'and'lasting'one'
week,'teachers'new'to'the'school'report'to'become'acquainted'with'BCCS’'core'practices'and'
values.'In'year'one,'all'teachers'will'report'to'New'Teacher'Orientation.'Topics'in'year'one'likely'
include'those'listed'in'Figure'9.4.'
'

Figure'9.4:'Draft'New'Teacher'Orientation'Schedule'Summer'2020'

Topics'' Time' Leader(s)'

Operating'Norms''
(includes(The(Together(Teacher,(Google(for(Education,(Whetstone,'
SIS,'Purchasing,(PTO(Requests)(

1'Day' Operations'Director'
(OD)'

BCCS'School'Culture'and'Discipline'
(includes(Core(Values,(Caring(School(Community,(Restorative(
Practices,(Roles(and(Responsibilities)(

1'Days' Caring'School'
Community'
Consultants'and'SCD'

                                                
3'For'example,'in'subsequent'years'we'may'set'goals'around'topics'such'as'teaching'through'anti'bias'lenses,'and'integrating'
creative'problem,solving'tasks'into'math'and'literacy'instruction.'
4'Gulamhussein,'Allison.'(2013)'Teaching(the(Teachers:(Effective(Professional(Development(in(the(Era(of(High(Stakes(
Accountability.(Center'for'Public'Education.'
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Figure'9.4:'Draft'New'Teacher'Orientation'Schedule'Summer'2020'

Topics'' Time' Leader(s)'

BCCS'Curriculum'Overviews'
(includes(core(subject(and(intervention(overviews,(materials(
reviews,(teaching(practices,(and(assessment(implementation(
practice)(

3'Days' Curriculum'
Consultants'and'AD'

One,to,One'Meetings'for'Faculty'and'Supervisors'
(relationship(building)(

Lunches' ED,'AD,'SSD'

Team,Building'Activities' Opening'and'Closing'
of'Days'

All'Directors'

'

Summer(Institute:'Summer'Institute'begins'after'the'completion'of'New'Teacher'Orientation.'In'
year'one,'the'Summer'Institute'will'be'led'primarily'by'the'AD,'ED,'SSD,'SCD'and'Operations'
Director'(OD)'alongside'outside'experts.'A'sample'year'one'Summer'Institute'schedule'follows'
in'Figure'9.5:'
'

Figure'9.5:'Draft'Summer'Institute'Schedule'2020G21'

Summer'Institute'Week'One'Topics'

Topic/Session' Time' Leader(s)'

Presentation'of'Annual'School'Goals'&'Creating'Grade,Level'Goals'
(includes'analyzing'student'data)'

½'Day' ED,'AD'

BCCS'Instructional'Strategies''
(DSST’s(Get(Better(Faster(Scope(and(Sequence)(

2'Days' AD'

Data'Day'Protocol'Practice' 1'Day' AD'

Principles'of'Differentiated'Instruction'
(includes(Universal(Design(for(Learning)(

½'Day' SSD'

Effective'Co,Teaching''
(includes(Marilyn(Friend’s(models(of(Co@Teaching)(

½'Day' AD,'SSD'

ELL'SIOP'Strategies' ½'Day' SSD'

Team,Building'Activities' Openings'and'
Closings'

All'Directors'

Summer'Institute'Week'Two'Topics'

Topic/Session' Time' Leader(s)'

Planning'the'First'Days'of'School' 1'Day' AD,'SCD'

IEP'Review' ½'Day' SSD'

Principles'of'Culturally'Relevant'Teaching'Practice' ½'Day' SCD/Consultant'

Beginning'of'Year'Co,Teaching'Meetings' ½'Day' Faculty'w/'Protocol'

Prep'for'School'Opening'
(includes(Curriculum(Mapping,(Parent@Teacher(Meetings,(and(

2'½'days' Faculty'w/Protocols'
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Classroom(Setup)(

Open,Door'Office'Hours' 1:1'Meetings' All'Directors'

Team,Building'Activities' Openings'and'
Closings'

All'Directors'

'
In'subsequent'years,'the'Summer'Institute'will'be'facilitated'by'BCCS'instructional'leaders'(and'
returning'faculty).'It'will'also'become'responsive'to'student'achievement'data,'internal'
teaching'data,'and'satisfaction'survey'data.'Additionally,'as'our'faculty'grows,'we'plan'to'
differentiate'professional'development'by'grade,level,'subject'areas,'and'level'of'teacher'
performance.5''
'
Ongoing(Teacher(Professional(Development(Activities:'Throughout'the'school'year,'BCCS'faculty'
and'leaders'engage'in'the'following'forms'of'professional'development:'
'

1. Schoolwide(Development:(The'instructional'leadership'team'uses'a'weekly'hour'
on'Thursdays'as'well'as'a'series'of'half,day'professional'development'sessions'to'
implement'schoolwide'initiatives'that'advance'one'or'more'key'design'elements.'
During'the'year'one'schoolwide'PD'series'the'ED'and'AD'will'lead'the'faculty'in'
developing'concrete'“look'for”'practices'from'Hammond’s'Culturally(Responsive(
Teaching(and(Brain,'Anotteti’s'17,00(Classroom(Observations(Can’t(be(Wrong,'
and'Bambrick-Santoyo’s Get(Better(Faster'to'link'with'the'Danielson'frameworks'
that'drive'coaching'and'evaluation.'This'way'BCCS'has'a'shared'vision'for'both'
the'what'and'the'how'of'instructional'excellence. 

2. Supervisory(Coaching:'Teachers'are'typically'observed'weekly'by'the'AD'or'SSD'
to'provide'timely'feedback'on'strengths'and'action'steps'for'growth.'Additionally'
they'help'inform'our'mid,'and'end,of,year'formal'evaluations'planning'for'future'
professional'development'(see'9B'above).'The'coaching'sessions'take'place'in'
the'3:30,4:30'professional'collaboration'hour'at'the'end'of'the'day.'

3. Weekly(Team(Meetings:(Grade,level'teams'meet'twice'weekly'to'review'student'
data'and'work'on'curriculum'planning.'The'meeting'follows'the'principles'of'
creative'problem,solving'and'addresses'the'following'points:6 

'
a. Clarify'what'students'mastered'and'what'they'had'difficulty'with'based'

on'data'from'formative'assessments'such'as'do,nows,'classwork,'and'exit'
tickets'(see'RG06af).''

                                                
5'Ibid.(
6'Three'times'per'year'meetings'are'devoted'to'analyzing'universal'screening'data.'
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b. Identifying'what'students'can'do'well'and'root'causes'of'student'
difficulties'by'reviewing'student'work'samples'

c. Ideating'possible'reteaching'strategies''
d. Selecting'a'high'leverage'reteaching'strategy'as'a'next'step'for'the'

following'week'
'

4. Special(Populations(Co@Planning:(Faculty'have'a'dedicated'weekly'meeting'in'the'
3:30','4:30'band'where'collaborative'planning'occurs'between'general'
education,'SPED,'and'ENL'teachers.'During'these'meetings'teachers'review'
curriculum'to'strengthen'the'differentiation'and'scaffolding'within'their'
classrooms'and'subjects.' 

5. Data(Days:(Following'each'interim'assessment,'faculty'participate'in'a'data'
analysis'protocol'according'to'the'recommendations'of'EL'and'Bridges'in'K,2'and'
the'Achievement'Network'in'3,5'(see'RG06af).'

6. Off@Campus(Professional(Development:'BCCS''budget'allocates'funds'to'allow'
teachers'to'apply'for'off,campus'professional'development'locally'and'
nationally.'For'instance,'we'intend'to'join'the'Diverse'Charter'School'Coalition'
upon'authorization'as'they'offer'a'like,minded'community'of'practice'with'best'
in'class'professional'development'opportunities'such'as'regional'and'national'
convenings'as'well'opportunities'for'inter,organization'school'visits.'For'
example,'to'improve'our'community'studies'(social'studies)'and'innovations'
(science)'curriculum,'teachers'could'visit'similarly'structured'classes'at'Citizens'
of'the'World'in'Los'Angeles,'or'Bricolage'Charter'School'in'New'Orleans'to'
observe'their'lessons,'review'their'curriculum,'and'learn'from'their'leaders'and'
teachers.''

'
Professional(Development(for(Instructional(Leadership(Team:(The'instructional'leadership'team'
has'three'primary'professional'development'strands:'
'

1. Leadership(Team(Weekly(Meetings:'The'ED'convenes'the'leadership'team'weekly'to'
ensure'strong'communication,'provide'support'with'problem,solving,'and'facilitate'
collaboration'among'the'school’s'leaders.'The'weekly'meeting'includes'informal'check,
ins'and'teambuilding,'as'well'as'time'spent'using'a'“Consultancy'Dilemma”'protocol'that'
facilitates'creative'problem,solving'of'leadership'challenges'faced'by'the'team.''

2. Internal(Leadership(Team(Development:'Internal'leadership'team'development'is'
determined'by'the'ED'as'part'of'ensuring'the'school’s'progress'toward'its'accountability'
goals'and'the'execution'of'the'mission'and'key'design'elements.'These'opportunities'
may'be'unique'for'a'single'leader'or'be'shared'initiatives.'For'example,'an'internal'
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professional'development'initiative'for'the'instructional'leadership'team'in'year'one'will'
be'instructional'rounds'to'build'shared'vision'for'what'rigorous'and'engaged'classrooms'
look'like'and'concrete'look'fors'that'lead'to'strong'coaching'and'reliable'evaluation'
ratings.''

3. External(Professional(Development:'External'professional'development'is'available'for'
the'instructional'leadership'team,'so'that'they'can'pursue'individual'development'goals.'
For'instance,'the'AD'might'attend'Relay'Graduate'School'of'Education’s'principal’s'
academy'to'learn'best'practices'in'instructional'coaching,'or'might'attend'the'Creative'
Problem,Solving'Institute'hosted'by'the'Creative'Education'Foundation'to'improve'
coaching'of'our'Community'Studies'(social'studies)'and'Innovations'(science)'courses.'
The'SCD'might'attend'the'Anti,bias'Institute'at'Community'Roots'Charter'School'or'
Working'the'Compass'at'Valor'Collegiate.'Reflection'on'these'development'activities'
and'progress'against'these'goals'are'monitored'in'biweekly'one,to,one'meetings'with'
the'ED.'

'
Professional(Development(for(Executive(Director:(The'ED'works'in'concert'with'the'BOT'to'
determine'a'schedule'of'professional'development'activities'each'year.'Generally'the'
professional'development'is'linked'to'areas'of'opportunity'for'growth'identified'in'the'ED'
evaluation'process'(see'RG11ac),'or'current'year'goals'for'which'the'ED'needs'training'or'
support.'For'example,'as'the'school'matures'the'ED'may'take'advantage'of'the'Excellent'School'
Visits'and'National'Convenings'available'through'the'Diverse'Charter'School'Coalition'to'visit'
specific'intentionally'diverse'schools'and'build'relationships'with'leaders'that'BCCS'can'learn'
from.'
'
9C3.'Evaluating'Professional'Development'Activities'
To'evaluate'professional'development'effectiveness,'the'ED'will'review'pre'and'post'applicable'
teacher'observation'data'in'Whetstone.'Additionally,'faculty'and'staff'will'report'on'their'
individual'goal'progress,'and'complete'feedback'surveys'that'evaluate'the'impact'of'
professional'development'on'that'progress.'Lastly,'annual'staff'surveys'include'items'linked'to'
PD'quality'and'usefulness,'and'will'provide'an'opportunity'to'offer'additional'feedback.'All'
collected'data'is'reviewed'by'the'ED'and'shared'with'the'BOT'in'the'annual'report.'
'
'
 $
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(d)$Teacher$Evaluation$and$Accountability$
Describe(how(the(school(will(evaluate(teachers(and(hold(them(accountable(for(student(achievement,(including:(

● An(explanation(of(how(expectations(for(teacher(performance(and(student(achievement(will(be(established,(communicated(to,(and(
instilled(in,(staff;(and, 

● A(description(of(the(school’s(process(and(criteria(for(evaluating(teacher(performance(and(holding(teachers(and(leaders(accountable(
for(student(achievement. 

'
9D1.'Teacher'Evaluation'and'Accountability'Overview''
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'uses'rigorous'accountability'systems'to'develop'and'
evaluate'teachers.'We'communicate'our'expectations'to'teachers'beginning'upon'recruitment,'
and'develop'and'evaluate'them'throughout'a'faculty'member’s'tenure'at'BCCS.'
'
9D2.'Establishment'and'Communication'of'Performance'Expectations'
Upon'hiring,'faculty'members'are'introduced'to'the'teacher'evaluation'system'and'annual'
student'achievement'goals'during'the'Summer'Institute'(see'above).'Subsequently,'teachers'
engage'in'our'individual'coaching'cycles'where'they'receive'feedback'on'their'progress.'At'the'
end'of'the'second'quarter,'there'is'a'formal'mid,year'evaluation.'The'cycle'then'repeats'
throughout'the'second'half'of'the'year,'culminating'in'an'end,of,year'evaluation.''
'
9D3.'Criteria'for'Evaluating'Teacher'Performance'
Initially,'the'AD'and'SSD'evaluate'teaching'faculty'using'the'Danielson'Framework,'a'well'
established'tool'for'promoting'excellence'in'teaching.'The'Danielson'Framework'uses'the'
domains'listed'below'with'individual'sub,indicators'and'levels'within'each'domain'(see'Figure'
9.6).''
' '
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Figure'9.6'Danielson'Framework'Domains'and'Indicators'

'

Importantly,'we'also'use'the'Danielson'Cluster'Frameworks'(see'Figure'9.7)'that'have'been'
developed'for'the'purposes'of'coaching'and'supervision.'These'clusters'have'helped'teachers'
and'coaches'to'accelerate'teacher'development'by'working'on'complementary'skills'
concurrently.'More'specific'indicators'within'domains'as'well'as'the'cluster'framework'for'
coaching'teachers'are'included'in'RG23b.''
' '
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' 'Figure'9.7'Danielson'Cluster'Framework'Domains'

'

'
9D4.'Process'for'Evaluating'Teacher'Performance'
Teacher'evaluation'is'a'four,step'process'that'utilizes'Whetstone'to'increase'efficiency'and'data'
collection'on'teacher'performance.7'The'steps'in'our'evaluation'system'for'faculty'are'outlined'
below'and'were'implemented'Mr.'Brink,Washington'during'his'six'years'at'Brooklyn'Prospect'
Charter'School:'
''

1. Teachers'and'their'instructional'leader'collaborate'on'crafting'individual'goals'to'
improve'student'performance.'

2. Throughout'the'year,'teachers'engage'in'coaching'cycles'of'observation'and'
feedback'with'their'instructional'leader'that'address'progress'toward'individual'
goals'as'well'as'the'rubric'for'their'comprehensive'evaluation.'Cycles'occur'
weekly,'with'supervisors'visiting'classrooms'(between'10'minutes'and'an'entire'
class'period),'providing'written'feedback'via'the'online'platform'Whetstone,'and'
debriefing'the'observation'with'the'teacher'in'a'face,to,face'meeting.''

3. A'formal'mid,year'evaluation'is'conducted'to'mark'progress'toward'the'
established'goals'and'assess'performance'according'to'the'comprehensive'
rubric.'Action'plans'are'created'to'address'performance'deficiencies.'

4. A'comprehensive'end,of,year'evaluation'includes'self'and'supervisor'
evaluations.8''

5. A'copy'of'the'final'evaluation'is'placed'in'the'employee’s'personnel'file.'
                                                
7'Whetstone'is'used'by'major'urban'districts'and'charter'school'organizations'of'many'sizes.'Mr.'Brink,Washington,'our'
proposed'ED,'used'Whetstone'in'his'work'as'a'Leadership'Fellow'at'Elmwood'Village'Charter'School.'
8'In'later'years'we'may'work'with'a'consultant'to'implement'a'peer'“360”'review'process'as'well.'Mr.'Brink,Washington'helped'
design'something'similar'at'Brooklyn'Prospect.'
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Response'10a—Culture'and'Discipline'
'
(a)$School$Culture$
Explain(how(the(school(will(establish(and(maintain(a(culture(that(supports(learning(and(achievement(including:(

● The(school’s(general(approach(to(school(culture(and(rationale(for(this(approach;(
● Any(specific(programs((e.g.,(Responsive(Classroom,(restorative(justice,(etc.)(the(school(intends(to(implement(and(the(rationale(for(

their(selection;(and,(
● How(the(school(will(maintain(a(safe(and(orderly(environment.(

'
10A1.'School'Culture'and'Discipline'Overview(
BCCS’'school'culture'promotes'a'learning'environment'where'students'feel'a'sense'of'
belonging,'which'leads'to'increased'engagement,'learning,'and'performance.1'The'School'
Culture'Director'(SCD)'oversees'the'establishment'of'our'school'culture'using'school+wide'core'
values,'a'social+emotional'learning'curriculum,'a'shared'approach'to'discipline,'and'the'
involvement'of'our'families.'Below'we'explain'each'of'these'elements.'

(
10A2.'Core'Values'
Our'school'culture'is'founded'on'our'core'values'of'Respect,'Integrity,'Curiosity,'and'Hard'Work'
(see'Figure'9.1).'They'unite'our'diverse'community'with'common'goals'and'beliefs'about'what'
is'important'to'our'community'and'how'to'function'at'school.'Core'values'are'posted'
throughout'the'school'and'in'each'classroom'and'are'interwoven'throughout'the'school'year'
through'a'social+emotional'learning'(SEL)'program,'intentional'behavior+management'and'
discipline'practices,'and'our'partnering'with'families.''
'

Figure'10.1:'BCCS'Core'Values'

Core'Value' Definition'

Respect'
We'appreciate'each'person’s'unique'perspective'through'our'words,'actions,'and'
attitudes.''

Integrity' We'act'and'speak'with'honesty,'fairness,'and'thoughtfulness.''

Curiosity'
We'are'eager'to'explore,'question'and'learn'about'ourselves,'our'community,'and'our'
world.'

Hard'Work'
We'put'our'best'effort'into'everything'we'do,'because'it'benefits'us'and'helps'
strengthen'our'community.''

(
These'values'are'taught'and'explored'throughout'the'year'and'are'referred'to'in'daily'
interactions'with'students,'especially'when'offering'praise'or'redirection.'Teachers,'
administrators,'and'staff'embody'these'core'values'to'strengthen'our'positive'school'culture'
and'allow'academics,'creativity,'and'collaboration'to'flourish.'
                                                
1'Carrie'Furrer'and'Ellen'Skinner'(2003).'Sense(of(Relatedness(as(a(Factor(in(Children’s(Academic(Engagement(and(Performance.'
Journal'of'Educational'Psychology,'Vol.'95,'No.'1,'148–162'
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'
10A3.'Social+Emotional'Learning'Program''
BCCS'uses'the'evidence+based'SEL'program'Caring'School'Community'(CSC)'to'foster'our'core'
values,'teach'specific'social+emotional'skills,'and'build'relationships'among'the'school'
community.'CSC'can'improve'students’'academic'performance,'increase'positive'social'
behavior,'and'reduce'conduct'problems.2'CSC'basic'elements'are'the'following:'

1. Daily(Morning(and(Closing(Circle:(In'these'circles'that'bookend'the'school'day,'teachers'
help'students'master'the'social'skills'contained'in'our'core'values'and'understand'the'
connections'between'them.'Each'week’s'lessons'focus'on'selected'social'skills,'and'
during'the'year'students'have'multiple'opportunities'to'learn'and'practice'those'skills.'
Teachers'keep'track'of'student'progress'through'observation'and'checklists.'CSC'divides'
the'skills'into'four'categories:''

a. BeginningLofLYear(Skills:'These'skills'are'things'that'our'community'agrees'to'do'
with'one'another.'They'may'include,'for'example,'following'class'procedures,'
greeting'one'another'by'name,'and'respecting'personal'space.'

b. SelfLManagement(Skills:'This'category'includes'skills'that'promote'our'sense'of'
belonging'and'productivity.'Students'work'on'abilities'like'positive'self+talk,'
stress'resistance,'and'asking'for'help'when'needed.'

c. Interpersonal(Skills:'We'rely'on'these'skills'when'interacting'and'communicating'
with'others.'Examples'are'strengths'such'as'how'to'include'one'another'or'
sharing'work'fairly'when'collaborating.'

d. Executive(Function(Skills:'These'abilities'are'the'mental'processes'that'allow'us'to'
plan,'focus,'and'complete'tasks.'These'skills'will'include'things'like'monitoring'
attention'and'refocusing'when'necessary.''

2. Weekly(Class(Meetings:'These'are'opportunities'for'students'and'teachers'to'address'
common'school'concerns'or'issues,'and'work'toward'creative'and'collaborative'
solutions.'For'example,'a'teacher'may'notice'that'their'class'is'struggling'to'make'a'
smooth'transition'from'recess'to'academic'instruction.'The'weekly'class'meeting'
provides'a'place'and'time'to'raise'the'issue'and'set'the'expectations,'and'allows'
students'to'help'create'a'routine'to'improve'the'situation.'

3. Weekly(Home(Connection(Activities:'These'activities'encourage'students'and'families'to'
discuss'the'social'development'focus'of'the'week'at'home.'This'promotes'family'
involvement'in'school'and'advances'the'development'of'our'core'values.'Home'
activities'will'be'translated'for'families'whose'home'language'is'other'than'English.'

4. CrossLAge(Buddy(Activities:'Students'work'together'in'structured'activities'with'older'or'
younger'students'in'other'grades.'BCCS'plans'to'begin'this'component'of'CSC'in'year'
three'with'a'Grade'3/Kindergarten'match.'These'activities'connect'students'that'might'

                                                
2'CASEL'Guide'to'SEL'Programs'(2013).'
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not'otherwise'interact'and'help'foster'curiosity,'respect,'and'collaboration'skills.'Classes'
are'paired'at'the'beginning'of'each'year,'and'teachers'match'buddies'for'the'year'based'
on'their'knowledge'of'students’'strengths,'interests,'and'personalities.'For'each'buddy'
activity,'older'and'younger'students'have'specific'responsibilities.'For'example,'a'buddy'
activity'could'be'tasting'breads'from'different'cultures'during'the'kindergarten'bread'
unit'in'Community'Studies'(social'studies).'Prior'to'meeting'together,'the'younger'
students'might'generate'questions'about'bread,'for'which'the'older'students'would'
prepare'answers.'Older'students'would'then'share'their'answers,'after'which'younger'
students'would'share'what'they'learned.'Together,'buddies'would'participate'in'the'
bread'tasting'and'share'their'opinions'about'which'breads'are'best.'''

'
10A4.'Family'Involvement'
Family'involvement'can'increase'student'attendance'and'achievement,'and'decrease'serious'
behavior'incidents.3'To'engage'families'early,'shortly'after'enrollment'we'meet'with'each'
family'either'at'the'school'or'by'visiting'their'home'using'an'adapted'version'of'the'
Caregiver/Teacher'Home'Visit'Project'model'which'has'been'successful'with'hundreds'of'
thousands'of'families'in'the'United'States.'We'follow'that'initial'visit'with'a'series'of'family'
conferences,'newsletters,'as'well'as'workshops'and'school'events.'
'
Initial(Meeting:'Initially'we'build'our'relationship'with'families'using'an'adapted'version'of'the'
Caregiver/Teacher'Home'Visit'Project'model,'which'can'increase'student'attendance,'increase'
student'achievement,'and'decrease'suspension'and'expulsion'rates.4'The'Executive'Director'
(ED)'(or'their'designee)'schedules'a'meeting'with'each'new'family'before'the'student'starts'
school'either'at'the'home'or'at'the'school.5'The'initial'meeting'focuses'on'relationship'building,'
understanding'student'and'family'needs,'and'introducing'BCCS’'core'values.6'Additionally,'the'
ED'provides'a'Student(and(Family(Handbook(that'details'our'essential'systems,'policies,'and'
expected'student'behaviors.'Lastly,'we'provide'a'small'collection'of'developmentally'
appropriate'and'mission+aligned'books'(at'a'range'of'reading'levels)'that'families'can'enjoy'
together.'
'
BeginningLofLYear(Conferences:'During'the'Summer'Institute'in'the'week'preceding'the'start'of'
school'(see'RB09ad),'families'meet'with'the'student’s'homeroom'teacher(s)'to'build'

                                                
3'Parent+Teacher'Home'Visit'Project:'http://www.pthvp.org/'(Accessed'December'2017)'
4'Parent+Teacher'Home'Visit'Project:'http://www.pthvp.org/'(Accessed'December'2017)'
5'While'we'prefer'the'home'visit'to'stay'as'close'to'the'protocol'as'possible,'we'understand'that'families'may'prefer'the'school'
for'any'number'of'reasons.'
6'The'school'representative'takes'notes'to'capture'the'visit'that'will'be'shared'with'the'appropriate'faculty'via'an'electronic'
platform'like'Google'Docs.'
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relationships'and'gather'qualitative'data'that'supplements'the'initial'meeting,'and'gain'a'better'
understanding'about'the'family’s'values,'and'how'to'best'maintain'open'communication.''
(
FamilyLTeacher(Conferences:'Families'receive'report'cards'four'times'per'year.'There'are'three'
additional'parent+teacher'conferences'throughout'the'year,'following'the'end'of'the'first,'
second,'and'third'quarters.'Expectations'are'reviewed,'and'academic'progress'is'discussed.'
With'trust'established,'teachers,'students,'and'families'set'academic'goals'for'the'remainder'of'
the'year.'If'the'variety'of'meeting'times'we'offer'cannot'accommodate'families’'varying'work'
schedules,'we'conduct'video'or'phone'calls.'We'typically'provide'a'translator'for'families'whose'
first'language'is'not'English.'
'
Written(Communication:'BCCS'ensures'that'written'communication'keeps'families'well+
informed'and'offers'opportunities'to'become'involved.'Whenever'possible,'written'
communication'accommodates'families’'linguistic'preferences.'Examples'of'written'
communication'include'a'quarterly'letter'from'the'ED,'as'well'as'regular'newsletters'from'K+5'
classrooms'sent'home'with'children,'emailed'to'families,'and'posted'to'the'school’s'website.7'
The'school'also'uses'phone'calls,'text'messages,'social'media,'and'mail'to'communicate'with'
students’'families.'Faculty'contact'information'on'our'website'to'promotes'two+way'
communication'between'families'and'the'school.(
(
School(Events:'BCCS'encourages'families’'participation'in'larger'school+hosted'events'such'as'an'
annual'curriculum'night,'classroom'share+days,'and'school'events'like'parent'workshops,'and'
cultural'celebrations.'When'appropriate,'families'unable'to'attend'in+person'can'still'participate'
in'these'events'via'remote'access.'In'addition'to'school'events,'we'notify'families'about'
opportunities'in'the'community'that'would'complement'students’'learning'at'school.''
'
As'the'school'matures'we'envision'inviting'families'into'our'space'to'lead'workshops'as'well'as'
attend'them.'Mr.'Brink+Washington'has'forged'a'relationship'with'the'leaders'of'Community'
Roots'Charter'School'in'Brooklyn,'who'have'offered'to'help'us'construct'a'model'for'
community'involvement'based'on'their'Community'Open'Work'(COW).'One'of'the'things'COW'
does'is'brings'together'small,'mixed'groups'of'family'members,'students,'faculty'and'staff'
during'non'school'hours'around'areas'of'interest'and'expertise'within'the'community.'For'
example,'a'group'of'parents'and'teachers'might'host'a'community'sports'night'once'a'week'
during'the'winter'months,'or'a'parent'might'offer'a'monthly'knitting'class'open'to'other'
parents,'or'a'teacher'with'a'love'of'Buffalo'history'might'provide'periodic'walking'tours'of'
different'parts'of'the'city'for'fellow'staff'and'families.''''

                                                
7'Starting'in'grade'6'teachers'will'maintain'“teacher'pages”'that'allow'electronic'access'to'class'updates'as'well'as'
downloadable'course'materials.''
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'
10A5.'Behavior'Management'System'
BCCS'maintains'a'safe'and'orderly'school'environment'through'its'value'centered'culture,'and'a'
strong,'clear'behavior'management''and'disciplinary'system.'Student'discipline'at'BCCS'is'
instructive'rather'than'punitive'by'helping'students'make'the'connections'between'our'core'
values'and'their'behaviors,'as'well'as'how'their'behaviors'can'affect'others.'While'we'will'use'a'
range'of'proactive'strategies'and'consequences,'our'approach'is'rooted'in'restorative'practice'
and'is'meant'to'reduce'suspensions,'which'have'been'shown'to'be'largely'ineffective'and'often'
applied'inequitably.'Notably,'Buffalo'City'School'District'is'currently'in'the'process'of'
addressing'a'complaint'about'the'high'rate'of'suspension'throughout'the'K+12'span,'and'the'
disproportionality'of'those'suspensions.'
'
A(Note(on(Restorative(Practices:$Restorative'practices'promote'inclusiveness,'relationship+
building,'and'creative'problem+solving,'through'methods'such'as'affective'questioning'and'
restorative'circles'for'conflict'resolution.'Rather'than'being'simply'punititve'in'nature'
restorative'practices'bring'the'community'together'to'address'wrongdoing.8'Restorative'
practices'can'increase'the'sense'of'belonging'for'students'and'ultimately'reduce'serious'
behavior'infractions.9''
'
Initially,'the'SCD'leads'the'training,'modeling,'and'implementation'of'restorative'practices'
between'students'and'peers,'and'students'and'teachers.'In'subsequent'years'we'envision'
training'teachers'and'teacher'assistants'in'the'facilitation'of'problem+solving'circles'affective'
conversations,'enabling'them'to'address'conflict'more'efficiently'and'spread'restorative'
practice'throughout'all'that'we'do.'''
'
Effective(Classroom(Management:'The'first,'and'most'important'aspect'of'our'behavior'
management'system'is'effective'management'within'the'classroom.'To'achieve'this'our'
teachers'use'shared'classroom'management'strategies'and'protocols'that'create'structured'
and'consistent'learning'environments'that'promote'student'safety,'engagement,'and'learning.'
Many'of'these'shared'strategies'come'from'the'Denver'School'of'Science'and'Technology’s'
adaptation'of'Get'Better'Faster'phases'of'management'development,'in'which'teachers'receive'
professional'development'and'ongoing'support'in'strategies'from'Teach'Like'a'Champion'that'
are'effective'at'other'high+performing'charter'schools'(see'RB09ad).'Figure'10.2,'below,'offers'
some'examples'of'those'practices.'A'more'exhaustive'list'of'shared'management'strategies'can'
be'found'in'RB23b.''
'
                                                
8'International'Institute'for'Restorative'Practices.'Retrieved'November,'2018'from'https://www.iirp.edu/news+from+
iirp/restorative+practices+in+schools+research+reveals+power+of+restorative+approach+part+i''
9'Center'for'Restorative'Justice'in'School'
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Figure'10.2:'Shared'Foundational'Classroom'Management'Strategies'

Develop'Essential'Routines'and'Procedures'

Routines'&'Procedures'101:'

Plan'&'practice'critical'routines'and'procedures'moment+by+moment:'
● Explain'what'each'routine'means'and'what'it'will'look'like'
● Write'out'what'teacher'and'students'do'at'each'step,'and'what'will'happen'with'students'who'don’t'follow'the'

routine'
● Plan'how'you'will'model'the'routine''
● Plan'what'you'will'do'and'say'when'students'don’t'get'it'right'

Strong'Voice:''

Stand'and'speak'with'purpose:'
● Square'Up,'Stand'Still:'when'giving'instructions,'stop'moving'and'strike'a'formal'pose''
● Formal'Register:'when'giving'instructions,'use'formal'register,'including'tone'and'word'choice''

RollBOut'and'Monitor'Routines'

What'to'Do:'

Economy'of'language:''
● Give'crisp'instructions'with'as'few'words'as'possible'(e.g.'3+word'directions)''
● Check'for'understanding'on'complex'instructions'

Routines'&'Procedures'201:''
Revise'and'perfect'them:'
● Revise'routines'that'needs'more'attention'to'detail'or'is'inefficient'
● Do'It'Again:'have'students'do'the'routine'again'if'not'done'correctly'the'first'time.'
● Cut'it'Short:'know'when'to'stop'the'Do'It'Again''

Teacher'Radar:''
Know'when'students'are'off'task:'
● Choose'3+4'“hot'spots”'(places'where'you'have'students'who'often'get'off'task)'to'scan'constantly'
● “Be'Seen'Looking”:'crane'your'neck'to'appear'to'be'seeing'all'corners'of'the'room'
● Move'among'the'desks'and'around'the'perimeter'
● Stand'at'the'corners:'identify'3'spots'on'the'perimeter'of'the'room'to'which'you'can'circulate'to'stand'and'

monitor'student'work'
● Move'away'from'the'student'who's'speaking'to'monitor'the'whole'room'''

WholeBClass'Reset:'

Implement'a'planned'whole'class'reset'to're+establish'student'behavioral'expectations'when'a'class'routine'has'slowly'
weakened'over'previous'classes'
● 'Implement'an'“in+the+moment'reset”'when'a'class'veers'off'task'during'the'class'period''

'
Should'those'proactive'strategies'prove'ineffective,'teachers'use'different'types'of'reminders'
and'redirection'to'help'students'meet'the'classroom'expectations.'Generally,'teachers'are'
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developed'to'use'the'“least'invasive”'intervention'in'delivering'these'redirections.'Should'these'
reminders'and'redirections'prove'ineffective,'teachers'use'established'consequences'such'as'
Take+a+Break,'Fix+it+Plan,'Team'Meeting,'and'Referrals'which'are'described'below.10'Teachers'
engage'in'focused'professional'development'on'each'of'these'strategies'as'part'of'our'Summer'
Institute'professional'series'for'all'faculty'new'to'the'school.''
'
TakeLaLBreak:'All'classrooms'have'a'Take+a+Break'area'when'a'student'needs'to'reflect'and'
change'a'behavior.'The'Take+a+Break'space'is'located'in'the'classroom,'so'his/her'learning'can'
continue.'Students'return'to'the'larger'group'when'invited'or,'for'older'students,'once'they'feel'
ready.'
'
FixLitLPlan:'A'student'that'is'repeatedly'struggling'to'meet'the'expectations'of'the'classroom,'is'
sent'to'a'predetermined'adjoining'classroom'where'he/she'completes'a'Fix+it+Plan,'either'with'
a'staff'member'for'younger'students,'or'as'a'written'reflection'for'older'students.'Upon'
completion'of'the'Fix+it+Plan'and'a'quick'reentry'conference,'the'student'is'welcomed'back'into'
the'classroom.'If'the'student'does'not'follow'the'Fix+it+Plan,'the'next'step'is'a'referral'to'the'
SCD.'
'
Referral:'Students'that'are'unable'to'meet'expectations'following'the'establishment'of'a'fix+it+
plan'are'referred'to'the'SCD'for'a'conference,'and'ultimately'a'restorative'action.'Referrals'are'
logged'in'power'school'and'documented'by'the'SCD'should'there'be'a'future'need'for'the'
establishment'of'patterns'of'behavior.'The'SCD,'guided'by'our'discipline'policy'and'our'
commitment'to'using'restorative'practices,'is'charged'with'determining'the'appropriate'
consequence'and'next'steps'for'referred'students.'The'range'of'consequences'includes'but'is'
not'limited'to'one'or'more'of'the'following:'
'

1. Individual(Restorative(Conference:(The'SCD'leads'the'referred'student'through'a'series'
of'affective'questions'to'support'the'student'in'uncovering'what'harm'was'done:'

a. What'happened?'
b. What'were'you'thinking'of'at'the'time?'
c. What'have'you'thought'about'since?'
d. Who'was'affected'by'your'actions?'How'might'they'have'been'harmed?'
e. What'needs'to'happen'to'make'things'right?'

Following'these'questions,'the'SCD'helps'the'student'make'a'formal'plan'to'restore'any'
harm'to'students'or'faculty.'

2. Restorative(Dialogue:(The'SCD'facilitates'a'restorative'dialogue'with'the'referred'
student'and'harmed'student(s)'or'faculty.'Similar'to'the'individual'restorative'

                                                
10'https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/category/classroom+management+discipline/'(Accessed'February'2017)'
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conference,'the'restorative'dialogue'uses'affective'questions'to'open'a'dialogue'about'
what'happened,'how'people'felt,'how'people'were'affected,'and'what'can'be'done'to'
fix'the'situation.'

3. Restorative(Circle:'The'SCD'determines'that'a'larger'group'of'students'should'be'
included'in'a'restorative'conversation'in'response'to'the'incident'that'occured.'
Restorative'circles'are'led'by'the'SCD,'and'can'be'sequential'where'everyone'speaks'in'
turn,'one'at'a'time,'or'can'be'non+sequential,'with'no'fixed'order.'After'everyone'has'
had'a'chance'to'speak,'the'group'transitions'to'discussing'solutions'for'moving'forward.'

4. Team(Meeting:'The'SCD'convenes'a'team'meeting,'which'includes'the'student,'a'
teacher,'a'member'of'the'administrative'team,'and'a'parent/guardian.'At'the'meeting'a'
formal'behavioral'plan'is'designed'specific'to'the'student,'which'may'include'a'
restorative'element'(see'below),'and/or'application'of'a'more'serious'consequence'as'
per'the'school’s'discipline'policy.'In'cases'where'a'student'with'an'IEP'already'has'a'
formal'Behavior'Intervention'Plan'(BIP),'the'Parent'Meeting'is'a'time'to'review'the'BIP,'
ensure'fidelity,'and'consider'adjustments.'

5. Further(Disciplinary(Action:(The'SCD'may'determine'that'the'student'is'subject'to'the'
consequences'outlined'in'the'student'discipline'policy'(see'RB10b'and'RB10c).''

'
10A6.Evaluating'Our'Behavior'Management'System'
At'BCCS'we'evaluate'the'efficacy'and'the'equity'of'our'behavior'management'system'regularly.'
The'SCD'is'frequently'in'classrooms'modeling,'coaching'and'offering'informal'feedback'to'our'
faculty'on'their'implementation'of'our'behavior'management'system.'Additionally,'the'SCD'
updates'both'punitive'and'restorative'data,'and'analyzes'it'monthly.'Figure'10.3'provides'
examples'of'the'types'data'collected'and'analyzed'by'the'SCD.''
'

Figure'10.3:'Examples'of'BCCS'Discipline'Data'Collection''

Punitive'Data' ● In+school'suspensions'
● Out+of+school'suspensions'
● Expulsions'
● Referrals'to'law'enforcement'

Restorative'Data' ● SCD'referrals''
○ Referring'teacher'
○ Reason'for'referral''

'
Additionally,'because'the'SCD'logs'this'data'in'Powerschool'the'regular'analysis'of'data'includes'
disaggregation'of'both'punitive'and'restorative'by'the'following'categories:'

● By'race'
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● By'gender'
● By'educator'who'refers'the'student'
● By'offense'
● By'special'education'status'
● By'ELL'status'
● By'grade'level'
● By'location'
● By'time'of'day'
● By'date'

'
By'collecting'and'analyzing'this'disaggregated'data'regularly'the'SCD'is'able'to'look'for'trends'in'
data'that'allows'BCCS'to'celebrate'its'successes,'address'its'weaknesses,'and'maintain'equity'in'
our'disciplinary'system.'The'culture'data'is'shared'at'the'weekly'leadership'team'meeting.'
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Response'10b—Discipline'Policy'(General'Education)
'
(b)$Discipline$Policy$
Provide(the(school’s(discipline(policy(for(general(education(students.(

'
'

Draft'BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL'DISCIPLINE'POLICY1'
'

10B1.'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'Core'Beliefs'Regarding'Discipline'
BCCS'bases'its'approach'to'discipline'on'the'following'core'beliefs:'

1. Students'perform'best'in'a'warm,'orderly,'and'consistent'classroom.'
2. Building'positive'relationships'is'foundational'to'a'positive'school'learning'

environment.'
3. Proactive'discipline'supports'a'positive'learning'environment.'All'

community'members'have'a'responsibility'to'help'prevent'problems'
before'they'arise.'

4. Consequences'help'students'correct'inappropriate'behaviors'and'assume'
responsibility'for'their'actions.'

5. Bribery'and'predetermined'rewards'undermine'the'development'of'an'
internal'sense'of'responsibility.'

6. All'students'can'demonstrate'appropriate'behavior;'therefore,'the'code'of'
conduct'is'applied'universally.'No'matter'where'students'go'on'or'around'
campus,'the'behavioral'expectations'are'the'same.'

'
10B2.'The'Dignity'for'All'Students'Act'At'BCCS'
BCCS'and'the'Board'of'Trustees'(BOT)'are'committed'to'providing'a'safe'and'productive'
learning'environment'within'the'charter'school.'In'accordance'with'New'York'State’s'“Dignity'
for'All'Students'Act”'(DASA)'BCCS'is'committed'to'promptly'addressing'incidents'of'harassment'
and/or'discrimination'of'students'that'impede'students’'ability'to'learn.'This'includes'taunting'
or'intimidation'in'all'their'myriad'forms.'
(

Students’(Rights(at(BCCS:'No'student'shall'be'subjected'to'harassment'by'employees'or'
students'on'school'property'or'at'a'school'function.'Nor'shall'any'student'be'subjected'to'
discrimination'based'on'the'student’s'actual'or'perceived'race,'color,'weight,'national'origin,'
ethnic'group,'religion,'religious'practice,'disability,'sexual'orientation,'gender,'or'sex,'by'school'
employees'or'students'on'school'property'or'at'a'school'function.'
'

                                                
1'Policy'is'based'on'the'one'in'use'at'Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School.'
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In'addition,'BCCS'reserves'the'right'to'discipline'students,'consistent'with'our'Discipline'Policy,'
who'engage'in'harassment'of'students'off'school'property'under'circumstances'where'such'
off+campus'conduct'1)'affects'the'educative'process;'2)'actually'endangers'the'health'and'
safety'of'school'students'within'the'educational'system;'or'3)'is'reasonably'believed'to'pose'a'
danger'to'the'health'and'safety'of'school'students'within'the'educational'system.'This'
includes'written'and/or'verbal'harassment'which'materially'and'substantially'disrupts'the'
work'and'discipline'of'the'school'and/or'which'school'officials'reasonably'forecast'as'being'
likely'to'materially'and'substantially'disrupt'the'work'and'discipline'of'the'school.'
(

Dignity(Act(Coordinator:'The'Executive'Director'(ED)'designates'a'staff'member'each'school'
year'as'the'Dignity'Act'Coordinator'(DAC).'The'DAC'is'trained'to'handle'human'relations'in'the'
areas'of'race,'color,'weight,'national'origin,'ethnic'group,'religion,'religious'practice,'disability,'
sexual'orientation,'gender'and'sex.'The'DAC'will'be'accessible'to'students'and'other'employees'
for'consultation'and'advice.
(

Reporting(and(Investigating:'Personnel'at'all'levels'are'responsible'for'reporting'student'
harassment'of'which'they'have'been'made'aware'to'their'immediate'supervisor.'Any'student'
who'believes'that's/he'is'being'subjected'to'harassment,'as'well'as'any'other'person'who'has'
knowledge'of'or'witnesses'any'possible'occurrence'of'harassment,'shall'report'the'harassment'
to'any'staff'member'or'to'the'ED.'A'staff'member'who'witnesses'harassment'or'who'receives'a'
report'of'harassment'shall'inform'the'ED.'The'ED'or'his/her'designee'shall'promptly'investigate'
the'complaint'and'take'appropriate'action'to'include,'as'necessary,'referral'to'the'next'level'of'
supervisory'authority'and/or'other'officials'designated'by'the'School.'BCCS'prohibits'any'
retaliatory'behavior'directed'against'complainants,'victims,'witnesses,'and/or'any'other'
individuals'who'participate'in'the'investigation'of'allegations'of'harassment.''
'
10B3.'Leveled'Disciplinary'Infractions'at'BCCS'
BCCS'discipline'protocols'and'consequences'are'designed'so'that'students'are'aware'of'what'is'
expected'of'them'at'all'times.'BCCS'will'take'appropriate'disciplinary'action'when'a'student’s'
actions'or'inactions'violate'the'School’s'Discipline'Policy'or'interfere'with'the'delivery'of'
educational'services,'jeopardize'the'health,'safety,'and'well+being'of'any'member'of'the'school'
community,'or'threaten'the'integrity'and'stability'of'the'school'itself.'
'
A'disciplinary'offense'may'occur'while'the'student'is:'at'school'and/or'on'school'grounds;'
participating'in'a'school+sponsored'activity;'walking'to'or'from'school'or'a'school+sponsored'
event;'walking'to'or'from,'waiting'for,'or'riding'on'school+provided'transportation;'or'walking'
to'or'from,'waiting'for,'or'riding'on'public'transportation'to'and'from'school'or'a'school+
sponsored'activity'conducted'off'school'grounds.'
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'
School+related'disciplinary'offenses'may'also'include'misconduct'outside'the'school,'such'as'on'
social'media,'that'reasonably'could'affect'the'school'or'learning'environment.'Administrators'
will'use'their'professional'judgment'in'determining'which'disciplinary'action(s)'will'be'most'
effective'in'dealing'with'the'student’s'misconduct,'taking'into'account'the'following'factors:'

● The'student’s'age'and'maturity'level'
● The'nature'and'seriousness'of'the'infraction'and'the'circumstances'which'led'to'the'

infraction'
● The'student’s'previous'disciplinary'record'
● The'effectiveness'of'other'forms'of'discipline'
● Information'from'parents,'teachers'and/or'others,'as'appropriate'
● The'student’s'attitude'and'other'relevant'factors'

'
School'related'disciplinary'offenses'are'based'on'the'following'graduated'levels'of'infractions'
with'the'most'serious'listed'first.'
(

Level(One(A(ZeroATolerance(Infractions((Handled(by(an(Administrator(Only):'Zero+tolerance'
infractions'are'those'that'are'immediately'and'consistently'addressed'by'administrators,'
including'the'SCD.'Zero+tolerance'does'not'refer'to'immediate'suspension,'expulsion,'or'other'
predetermined'consequence.'The'six'types'of'zero+tolerance'infractions'are:'

● Bullying/Harassment'including'violations'of'the'DASA'policy'
● Sexual'harassment'
● Substance'abuse'(including'possession)'
● Firearms'and'weapons'
● Engaging'in'physically'aggressive'behavior'
● Engaging'in'threatening,'dangerous,'or'violent'behavior'that'is'gang'related'

(

Consequences(for(Level(One(offenses(include,(but(are(not(limited(to:'
● Family'notification
● Restorative'justice'circle'
● Referral'to'School'Culture'Director'(SCD)'
● Suspension'or'expulsion'
● Referral'to'law'enforcement'agency'

(

Level(Two(A(Major(Infractions:(Level'Two'infractions'include'serious'acts'of'misconduct.'
Examples'include,'but'are'not'limited'to:'

● Defying'or'disobeying'the'authority'or'directive'of'school'personnel'in'a'way'that'
substantially'disrupts'the'educational'process'
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● Cutting'classes''
● Leaving'class'or'school'premises'without'permission'of'school'personnel'
● Violating'the'Computer'Use'Policy'(e.g.,'use'of'the'internet'for'non+educational'

purposes,'security/privacy'violations)'
● Shoving,'pushing,'or'similar'physical'confrontational'behavior'towards'students'

or'school'personnel'(e.g.'pushing'past'faculty'or'staff)'
● Engaging'in'vandalism,'graffiti'or'other'intentional'damage'to'school'property'or'

property'belonging'to'staff,'students'or'others'
● Taking'or'knowingly'possessing'property'belonging'to'another'without'authorization'

(e.g.'theft)'
● Non+violent'or'non+threatening'behavior'that'relates'to'gang'affiliations''
● Acts'of'coercion,'persuading'somebody'else'to'do'something'via'threats'or'force'
● Instigating'or'inciting'violence,'injury'or'harm'to'another'or'others'
● Engaging'in'a'pattern'of'persistent'Level'3'behavior'in'the'same'school'year'

(

Range(of(Disciplinary(Responses(for(Level(2(Infractions(include,(but(are(not(limited(to:'
● Family'notification'
● Office'referral'
● In+School'Disciplinary'Action'(e.g.,'detention,'exclusion'from'extracurricular'

activities,'or'restorative'justice)'
● In+School'Suspension'or'Out+of+School'Suspension'(short+term'or'long+term)'
● Referral'to'BOT'with'recommendation'for'long+term'suspension'or'expulsion'
● Referral'to'law'enforcement'agency'

(

Level(Three(–(Minor(Infractions:'Level'three'infractions'include'acts'of'misconduct'that'interfere'
with'orderly'classroom'procedures,'school'functions,'or'a'student’s'own'learning'process.'
Examples'include,'but'are'not'limited'to:'

● Excessive'tardiness'
● Failing'to'be'in'one’s'assigned'place'on'school'premises
● Falsifying'a'parent/guardian'signature'or'email'
● Using'abusive'language/inappropriate'language/profanity'
● Engaging'in'insubordination'
● Disrespectful'and'disruptive'behavior'causing'the'continuation'of'the'class'to'be'

impossible'
● Lying'to,'giving'false'information'to,'and/or'misleading'school'personnel'

(

Consequences(for(Level(Three(Infractions:(When'students'fail'to'abide'by'the'standards'set'forth'
by'the'BCCS'Code'of'Conduct,'our'response'is'immediate,'appropriate,'instructive,'and'
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consistent.'Consequences'fall'under'three'broad'categories:'
● Family'notification'
● Office'referral'
● In+School'Disciplinary'Action'(e.g.,'classroom+based'behavior'management,'detention,'

exclusion'from'extracurricular'activities,'or'restorative'justice)'
● In+School'Suspension'or'Out+of+School'Suspension''

'
10B4.'In+School'Disciplinary'Action'at'BCCS'
There'are'a'number'of'strategies'and'practices'that'we'use'to'help'create'a'structured'learning'
environment'in'which'learning'can'thrive,'including'classroom+based'behavior'management,'
detention,'behavioral'contracts,'restorative'justice'circles'and'loss'of'school'privileges.'

(

ClassroomABased(Behavior(Management:(The'following'strategies'are'used'in'our'classrooms:
● Redirection:'A'chance'for'students'to'redirect'themselves.'
● Take(a(Break:'An'opportunity'for'a'quick'conversation'around'the'problem'behavior'

with'guidance'on'how'the'student'can'change.'
● Fix(it(Plan:'A'break'outside'of'the'class'in'the'adjacent'classroom.'These'are'reported'

by'the'teacher'and'documented'for'the'establishment'of'patterns.'
● Team(Meeting:'The'student'conferences'with'the'teacher'and/or'an'administrator.'

Family'contact'is'made,'and'a'plan'for'reentry'is'crafted.'
(

Behavioral(Contract:(School'staff'may'design'written'agreements'with'students'subject'to'
punishment'under'this'policy'to'identify'target'behaviors,'define'expectations,'and'describe'
consequences.'
(

Restorative(Justice:(A'student'may'be'given'opportunities'through'our'Restorative'Justice'
Program'to'“give'back”'to'our'school'community.'This'program'asks'students'to'repair'
whatever'harm'was'caused'by'their'actions.'For'instance'if'they'ruptured'trust'with'a'teacher,'
restorative'justice'might'pair'students'with'staff'members'to'assist'with'various'tasks'around'
the'school.'If'a'student'negatively'impacts'the'school'community'through'actions'like'minor'
vandalism'or'disrespect'towards'another'student'or'teacher,'school'officials'may'assign'a'
restorative'justice'project'to'a'student'either'before'school,'after'school,'or'during'recess.'
(

Loss(of(School(Privileges:'After'notice'to'the'student'and'families,'a'student'may'be'suspended'
from'participation'in'any'or'all'extracurricular'activities.'The'student'and'families'shall'be'given'
an'opportunity'to'meet'informally'with'the'SCD'or'teacher'involved.''

'
10B5.'Suspension'at'BCCS:'There'are'three'possible'disciplinary'measures'within'the'suspension'
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category:'short'term'suspension,'long'term'suspension,'or'expulsion.'
(

Short(Term(Suspension:(A'student'who'commits'an'act'which'school'officials'reasonably'
conclude'warrants'a'short+term'suspension,'including'any'of'the'Level'One'or'Level'Two'
infractions'listed'above,'or'an'aggregate'of'Level'Three'infractions,'shall'be'subject'minimally'to'
a'short'term'suspension,'unless'the'SCD'determines'that'an'exception'should'be'made'based'
on'the'circumstances'of'the'incident'and'the'student's'disciplinary'record.'A'short+term'
suspension'refers'to'the'removal'of'a'student'from'BCCS'for'disciplinary'reasons'for'a'period'of'
fewer'than'ten'(10)'days.'Such'a'student'also'may'be'subject'to'any'of'the'additional'
disciplinary'measures'set'forth'in'this'policy,'and'referrals'to'law'enforcement'authorities,'as'
appropriate.'Below'are'the'procedures'and'due'process'for'short'term'suspensions:''

'
● The'School'Culture'Director'(SCD)'may'impose'a'short'term'suspension'and'shall'follow'

due'process'procedures'consistent'with'Goss(v.(Lopez,'419'U.S.'565'(1975).'Before'
imposing'a'short'term'suspension'or'other,'less'serious'discipline,'the'school'SCD'or'
his/her'designee'shall'inform'the'student'of'the'charges'against'him/her'and,'if'the'
student'denies'the'charges,'an'explanation'of'the'evidence'against'the'student.'A'
chance'to'present'the'student’s'version'of'events'shall'also'be'provided.'

● In'the'event'of'the'imposition'of'a'short+term'suspension,'the'student'will'be'notified'if'
it'is'to'be'served'in'school'or'out'of'school.'The'SCD'also'shall'immediately'notify'the'
parent(s)'or'guardian(s)'in'writing'that'the'student'has'been'suspended'from'school.'
Written'notice'shall'be'provided'by'personal'delivery,'express'mail'delivery,'e+mail,'or'
equivalent'means'reasonably'calculated'to'assure'receipt'of'such'notice'within'24'hours'
of'suspension'at'the'last'known'address.'Where'possible,'notification'also'shall'be'
provided'by'telephone'if'the'school'has'been'provided'with'a'contact'telephone'
number'for'the'parent(s)'or'guardian(s).'Such'notice'shall'provide'a'description'of'the'
incident'or'incidents'that'resulted'in'the'suspension'and'shall'offer'the'opportunity'for'
an'immediate'informal'conference'with'whomever'has'imposed'the'suspension.'The'
notification'and'informal'conference'shall'be'in'the'dominant'language'used'by'the'
parent(s)'or'guardian(s).'

(

Long(Term(Suspension(and(Expulsion:(A'student'who'commits'an'act'which'school'officials'
reasonably'conclude'warrants'a'long+term'suspension,'including'any'of'the'Level'One'or'Level'
Two'infractions'listed'above,'or'an'aggregate'of'Level'Three'infractions,'shall'be'subject'
minimally'to'a'long'term'suspension,'unless'the'SCD'determines'that'an'exception'should'be'
made'based'on'the'circumstances'of'the'incident'and'the'student's'disciplinary'record.'Such'
student'also'may'be'subject'to'any'of'the'additional'disciplinary'measures'set'forth'in'this'
policy,'and'referrals'to'law'enforcement'authorities'may'be'made,'as'appropriate.'In'addition,'a'
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student'who'commits'any'of'the'acts'which'would'ordinarily'result'in'a'short+term'suspension,'
may'instead'be'subject'to'a'long+term'suspension'at'the'discretion'of'the'ED,'or'SCD.'A'long+
term'suspension'refers'to'the'removal'of'a'student'from'BCCS'for'disciplinary'reasons'for'a'
period'of'more'than'ten'(10)'days.'Expulsion'refers'to'the'permanent'removal'of'a'student'
from'BCCS'for'disciplinary'reasons.'Expulsion'is'the'final'level'of'correction.'Upon'determining'
that'a'student's'action'warrants'a'possible'long+term'suspension'or'expulsion,'the'following'
procedure,'in'compliance'with'applicable'case'law,'will'be:'

'
● The'student'shall'be'removed'from'the'class'or'the'school,'as'needed.'
● The'student'shall'be'informed'of'the'charges'and'the'evidence;'where'

applicable,'the'student'will'have'the'opportunity'to'explain'their'side'of'events.'
● The'ED'shall'promptly'notify'a'parent'or'guardian'of'the'student.'
● The'ED'shall'provide'written'notice'to'the'student'and'his'or'her'parent(s)'or'

guardian(s)'that'the'school'is'going'to'commence'a'disciplinary'hearing.'Notice'
to'the'student'and'his/her'parents/guardians'shall'provide'a'description'of'the'
incident'or'incidents'and'shall'indicate'that'a'formal'disciplinary'hearing'will'be'
held'on'the'matter'which'may'result'in'a'long+term'suspension'(or'expulsion).'

● The'school'will'set'a'date'for'the'hearing.'The'student'and'his/her'
parent(s)/guardian(s)'will'be'notified'in'writing'of'the'charges'and'a'description'
of'the'circumstances'that'gave'rise'to'the'hearing,'as'well'as'the'date,'time'and'
place'of'the'hearing,'and'their'rights'to'counsel,'presentation'of'evidence,'and'a'
recording'of'the'proceeding.'

● The'school'will'attempt'to'reach'the'family'by'phone'call'to'discuss'the'hearing.'
In'advance'of'the'hearing,'statements'and'a'witness'list'will'be'provided'to'the'
Student’s'family/counsel.'In'advance'of'the'hearing,'any'documents'on'which'
the'school'intends'to'rely'and'a'witness'list'will'be'provided'to'the'Student’s'
family/counsel.'If'necessary,'records'will'be'redacted'in'accordance'with'FERPA.'

● The'Board'of'Trustees'(BOT),'or'their'designee,'shall'serve'as'a'panel'of'hearing'
officers'and'preside'over'the'hearing.'Within'four'school'days'of'the'hearing,'the'
BOT'will'issue'a'written'decision'to'the'student,'the'parent/guardian.'If'the'
student'and'parent(s)'or'guardian(s)'fail'to'appear'at'the'scheduled'hearing,'
despite'appropriate'notice'the'hearing'shall'take'place'regardless,'and'the'BOT'
shall'make'a'decision'based'on'information'at'hand.'

(

Appeals(and/or(Complaints:(Appeals'are'heard'by'members'of'the'BCCS'BOT'upon'the'
following'grounds:'

'
1. Facts'are'in'dispute'(e.g.,'the'student'did'not'do'what'the'school'is'alleging);'
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2. Process'was'inappropriate,'the'school'faculty'or'administration'did'not'follow'
reasonable'process'and/or'the'policies'and'procedures'set'out'by'the'student'
handbook.This'must'be'a'material'breach;'and/or'

3. Consequence'is'not'appropriate'for'the'infraction;'the'punishment'is'not'in'
alignment'with'the'discipline'policy'outlined'in'the'student'handbook.'

'
A'request'for'an'appeal'must'be'received'by'the'school’s'board'chair'within'two'weeks'of'
BOT’s'written'decision.'Upon'receipt'of'such'a'request,'an'appeal'panel'comprised'of'no'less'
than'three'trustees'who'were'not'involved'in'the'hearing'will'hear'the'appeal'within'30'
business'days.'Each'party'will'have'twenty'minutes'in'which'to'make'a'statement.'The'scope'
of'the'appeal'will'be'limited'to'positions'and'the'record'established'during'the'hearing.'In'
rendering'its'decision,'the'panel'may'consult'the'transcript'of'the'hearing'and'any'evidence'
submitted'in'connection'with'it.'The'panel'will'provide'a'written'ruling'within'five'school'days.'
For'matters'alleging'a'violation'of'law'or'of'the'School’s'charter'agreement,'submissions'of'
complaints'may'be'made'to'the'school’s'authorizer'and/or'the'State'Department'of'Education.'
(

Additional(Suspension(Periods/Expulsion:(In'the'event'of'the'imposition'of'a'long'+term'
suspension,'the'SCD'may'also'recommend'the'imposition'of'an'additional'suspension'period'or'
expulsion'of'the'suspended'student,'based'on'the'circumstances'of'the'incident'and'the'
student's'disciplinary'record.'If'the'student'and'parent(s)'or'guardian(s)'fail'to'appear'at'the'
scheduled'hearing,'the'hearing'shall'take'place'regardless,'and'the'BOT'shall'make'a'decision'
based'on'information'at'hand.
(

Provision(of(Services(During(Suspension(Period:(In'accordance'with'applicable'law,'BCCS'will'
ensure'that'alternative'educational'services'are'provided'to'a'student'who'has'been'suspended'
to'help'that'student'progress'in'the'school’s'general'curriculum.'Alternative'instruction'shall'be'
sufficient'to'enable'the'student'to'make'adequate'academic'progress,'and'shall'provide'them'
the'opportunity'to'complete'the'assignments,'learn'the'curriculum'and'participate'in'
assessments.'Instruction'will'take'place'in'one'of'the'following'locations:'the'student’s'home,'a'
contracted'facility'(e.g.,'in'the'school'district'of'location),'or'a'suspension'room'at'the'school.'
Instruction'will'be'provided'by'one'or'more'of'the'following'individuals'in'consultation'with'the'
student’s'teacher(s):'aides'or'trained'volunteers,'individuals'within'a'contracted'facility,'or'a'
tutor'hired'for'this'purpose.'
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Response'10c—Special'Education'Discipline'Policy
'
(c)$Special$Education$Discipline$Policy$
Provide(the(school’s(discipline(policy(for(special(education(students(with(assurances(that(it(is(in(conformity(with(the(federal(Individuals(with(
Disabilities(Education(Act((“IDEA”)(and(regulations.(

'
Draft'BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL'DISCIPLINE'POLICY'(SPED)1'

'
10C1.'Suspension'Policy'for'Students'in'Special'Education2''
Students'with'disabilities'have'the'same'rights'and'responsibilities'as'other'students,'and'may'
be'disciplined'for'the'same'behavioral'offenses.'Discipline'of'a'student'identified'as'having'a'
disability,'however,'will'be'in'accordance'with'the'following:'

'
● Students'for'whom'the'Individualized'Educational'Plan'(IEP)'includes'specific'disciplinary'

guidelines'will'be'disciplined'in'accordance'with'those'guidelines.'If'the'disciplinary'
guidelines'appear'not'to'be'effective,'or'if'there'is'concern'for'the'health'and'safety'of'
the'student'or'others,'or'if'those'guidelines'are'followed'with'respect'to'a'specific'
infraction,'the'matter'will'be'immediately'referred'to'the'Committee'on'Special'
Education'(CSE)'of'the'student's'district'of'residence'for'consideration'of'a'change'in'the'
guidelines.'Students'with'an'accommodation'plan'under'Section'504'of'the'
Rehabilitation'Act'of'1973'will'be'disciplined'in'accordance'with'that'plan'(29'U.S.C.'§§'
794'and'705(20)).'

● Students'for'whom'the'IEP'does'not'include'specific'disciplinary'guidelines'may'be'
disciplined'in'accordance'with'standard'school'policy'relating'to'each'infraction.'The'CSE'
of'the'student's'district'of'residence'shall'be'notified'immediately'of'any'suspension'
from'classes,'and'the'school'shall'work'with'the'CSE'to'arrange'appropriate'alternate'
instruction.'

● If'there'is'any'reason'to'believe'that'the'infraction'is'a'result'of'the'student's'disability,'
the'student'will'immediately'be'referred'to'the'CSE'of'the'student's'district'of'
residence.'If'a'connection'is'found,'no'penalty'may'be'imposed,'and'the'school'will'work'
with'the'CSE'to'consider'a'possible'program'modification.'

● If'a'student'identified'as'having'a'disability'is'suspended'during'the'course'of'the'school'
year'for'a'total'of'eight'(8)'days,'such'a'student'will'immediately'be'referred'to'the'CSE'
of'the'student’s'district'of'residence'for'reconsideration'of'the'student’s'educational'
placement.'Such'a'student'shall'not'be'suspended'for'a'total'of'more'than'ten'days'

                                                
1'Policy'is'based'on'the'one'in'use'at'Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School.'
2'A'student'not'specifically'identified'as'having'a'disability,'but'whose'school'district'of'residence'or'charter'school'has'a'basis'
of'knowledge'(in'accordance'with'34'CFR'§300.527(b))'that'a'disability'exists'prior'to'the'behavior'which'is'the'subject'of'the'
disciplinary'action,'shall'be'disciplined'in'accordance'with'these'provisions.'
'
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during'the'school'year'without'the'specific'involvement'of'the'CSE'of'the'student’s'
district'of'residence'prior'to'the'eleventh'day'of'suspension,'because'such'suspensions'
are'considered'to'be'a'change'in'placement.'

● In'considering'the'placement'of'students'referred'because'of'disciplinary'problems,'the'
CSE'of'the'student’s'district'of'residence'is'expected'to'follow'its'ordinary'policies'with'
respect'to'parental'notification'and'involvement.

'
Provision(of(Special(Services(During(Removal:(For'those'students'removed'for'a'period'less'than'
ten'days,'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'shall'ensure'that'each'affected'student'
receives'all'classroom'assignments'and'a'schedule'to'complete'such'assignments'during'the'
time'of'his'or'her'suspension.'Provisions'will'be'made'to'permit'a'suspended'student'to'make'
up'assignments'or'tests'missed'as'a'result'of'such'suspension.'BCCS'also'shall'provide'
additional'alternative'instruction'with'reasonable'promptness'and'by'appropriate'means'to'
assist'the'student,'so'that'the'student'is'given'full'opportunity'to'complete'assignments'and'
master'the'curriculum,'including'additional'instructions,'phone'assistance,'computer'
instruction'and/or'home'visits'and'tutoring.'
'
During'any'removal'for'drug'or'weapon'offenses,'services'will'be'provided'to'the'extent'
necessary'to'enable'the'student'to'appropriately'progress'in'the'general'curriculum'and'in'
achieving'the'goals'of'his/her'IEP.'These'service'determinations'will'be'made'by'the'CSE'of'the'
student's'district'of'residence.'BCCS'will'place'students'in'interim'alternative'educational'
settings'as'appropriate'and'mandated'by'34'CFR'§300.520(a)(2).'
'
During'any'subsequent'removal'that'does'constitute'a'change'in'placement'but'where'the'
behavior'has'been'found'by'the'CSE'to'not'be'a'manifestation'of'the'disability,'the'services'
must'be'provided'to'the'extent'necessary'to'enable'the'student'to'appropriately'progress'in'
the'general'curriculum'and'in'achieving'the'goals'of'his'or'her'IEP.'The'CSE'of'the'student’s'
district'of'residence'will'make'the'service'determination.'
(
Disciplinary(Action(and(CSE(Meetings:'Meetings'of'the'CSE'of'the'student’s'district'of'residence'
to'either'develop'a'behavioral'intervention'plan'or,'if'the'student'has'one,'to'review'such'plan,'
are'required'when:'(1)'the'student'is'first'removed'from'his/her'current'placement'for'more'
than'ten'school'days'in'a'school'year;'and'(2)'when'commencing'a'removal'which'constitutes'a'
change'in'placement.
'
Subsequently,'if'other'removals'occur'which'do'not'constitute'a'change'in'placement,'BCCS'
will'work'with'the'CSE'of'the'student's'district'of'residence'to'review'the'student’s'
assessment'plan'and'its'implementation'to'determine'if'modifications'are'necessary.'If'one'
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or'more'members'of'the'CSE'of'the'student’s'district'of'residence'believe'that'modifications'
are'needed,'then'the'CSE'is'expected'to'meet'to'modify'the'plan'and/or'its'implementation.'
(
Due(Process(for(Students(with(IEPS:(If'discipline'which'would'constitute'a'change'in'placement'
is'contemplated'for'any'student,'the'following'steps'shall'be'taken:'(1)'no'later'than'the'date'
on'which'the'decision'to'take'such'action'is'made,'the'parents'of'the'student'with'a'disability'
shall'be'notified'of'that'decision'and'provided'the'procedural'safeguards'notice'described'in'34'
CFR'§300.504;'and'(2)'immediately'if'possible,'but'in'no'case'later'than'ten'school'days'after'
the'date'on'which'such'decision'is'made,'the'CSE'of'the'student’s'district'of'residence'and'
other'qualified'personnel'shall'meet'and'review'the'connection'between'the'student’s'
disability'and'the'behavior'subject'to'disciplinary'action.'
'
If,'upon'review'by'the'CSE,'it'is'determined'that'the'student’s'behavior'was'not'a'
manifestation'of'his'or'her'disability'then'the'student'may'be'disciplined'in'the'same'manner'
as'a'student'without'a'disability,'except'as'provided'in'34'CFR'§300.121(d),'which'relates'to'
the'provision'of'services'to'students'with'disabilities'during'periods'of'removal.'
'
Parents'may'request'a'hearing'to'challenge'the'manifestation'determination.'Except'as'
provided'below,'the'student'will'remain'in'his'or'her'current'educational'placement'pending'
the'determination'of'the'hearing.'
'
If'a'parent'requests'a'hearing'or'an'appeal'regarding'a'disciplinary'action'relating'to'weapons'
or'drugs'to'challenge'the'interim'alternative'educational'setting'or'the'manifestation'
determination,'the'student'shall'remain'in'the'interim'alternative'educational'setting'pending'
the'decision'of'the'hearing'officer'or'until'the'expiration'of'the'time'period'provided'for'in'the'
disciplinary'action,'whichever'occurs'first,'unless'the'parent'and'charter'school'agree'
otherwise.'
'
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Response'10d—Dress'Code'Policy'
'
(d)$Dress$Code$Policy$
If#the#charter#school#would#implement#a#dress#code#policy,#describe#the#policy#and#the#rationale#for#its#selection.#Include#a#description#of#how#the#
cost#of#any#uniform#would#be#subsidized#for#parents#unable#to#afford#it.#

'
10D1.'Dress'Code'Overview'
Buffalo'Commons'Public'School'(BCCS)'students'wear'a'uniform'that'consists'of'an'official'
school'polo'shirt'or'sweater;'pants,'skirts,'or'shorts;'and'shoes'with'backs.'While'the'benefits'of'
uniforms'on'academic'achievement'are'uncertain,'there'are'many'districts'and'schools'that,'
after'instituting'a'uniform'policy,'have'seen'a'reduction'in'bullying'incidents'as'well'as'dress'
code'violations,'which'can'take'students'out'of'classes.1''
'
10D2.'Student'Purchase'of'Uniform'Items'
BCCS'provides'two'polo'shirts'and'one'sweater'to'each'student'upon'enrollment.'Families'are'
responsible'for'the'cost'of'any'additional'or'replacement'uniform'items'which'we'estimate'at'
$40.''
'
10D3.'Dress'Code'Policy'

'
Draft'BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL'DRESS'CODE'POLICY'

'
At'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS),'we'aim'to'serve'a'diverse'group'of'learners'in'an'
inclusive'and'creative'environment.'In'order'to'foster'a'positive'learning'community'with'
students'from'a'wide'+range'of'racial,'ethnic,'and'socio+economic'backgrounds,'we'expect'our'
students'to'demonstrate'respect'for'all'community'members'through'adherence'to'our'dress'
code.'All'students'are'required'to'arrive'at'school'in'uniform.'The'school'uniform'must'be'worn'
respectfully'and'through'the'completion'of'the'school'day.'Families'of'students'who'arrive'at'
school'out'of'uniform'will'be'contacted'to'bring'a'change'of'clothes.2'Our'dress'code'is'outlined'
below.''
'
Shirts'and'Outerwear''

● Green'polo'with'BCCS'logo'(short'sleeve'or'long'sleeve).''
● Students'may'wear'a'solid'black'or'gray'cardigan,'sweater'or'fleece'over'their'polo.'

BCCS'cardigans'and'fleeces'will'be'available'for'purchase.'
● BCCS't+shirts'may'be'worn'on'Fridays.'

                                                
1'Viadero,'Debra.'(2005).'Uniform#Effects?'Education'Week.'
2'BCCS'will'usually'provide'a'student'in'need'with'a'uniform'top'for'the'day'so'that'no'instructional'time'is'lost.'
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● No'jackets,'scarves,'gloves,'etc.'are'permitted'to'be'worn'during'the'school'day'except'
where'mandated'by'legitimate'religious'requirements'or'with'a'doctor’s'note.'

'
Pants,'Skirts'and'Shorts''

● Students'may'wear'pants,'shorts,'or'skirts.''
● Shorts'and'skirts'must'touch'the'knees'at'a'minimum.'
● Pants'and'shorts'must'not'be'too'baggy'or'too'tight,'and'must'be'worn'at'the'waist.''
● Belts'are'not'required'unless'pants'or'shorts'are'not'sitting'at'the'student’s'waist.'In'

those'cases'a'solid'color'belt'must'be'worn'without'a'decorated'buckle.'
'
Socks'and'Shoes''

● Closed+toe'shoes.''
● All'shoes'with'laces'must'be'neatly'and'tightly'tied'at'all'times.''
● Flip'flops,'sandals,'and'heels'are'not'permitted.''

'
Headgear'

● Students'may'not'wear'hats'or'headgear'of'any'type'in'the'building.''
● Headphones'(including'earbuds)'are'not'allowed'during'school'hours.''
● Religious'observance'and'health'+related'headgear'is'exempt,'with'appropriate'

documentation'submitted'to'the'School'Culture'Director.'
'
PE'Uniforms''

● Students'remain'in'their'school'uniform'for'PE.'
● All'students'are'required'to'wear'sneakers'for'PE'class.''

'
'
'
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Response 11—School Management and Leadership 
 
(a) Organizational Chart 
Provide organizational charts for the 1st and 5th years of operation clearly showing reporting structures between the school 
leader(s), the board of trustees, and staff. If the charter school intends to contract or partner with an entity for management or 
educational services, the organizational charts should also reflect that relationship. 

 
11A1. Organizational Charts: 
Below are our organizational charts for years one and five (see Figures 11.1 and 11.2). 
 

Figure 11.1: Year One Organizational Chart 
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Figure 11.2: Year Five Organizational Chart 
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(b) School Leadership and Management Structure 
Include a narrative explaining the lines of reporting and accountability, the rationale for choosing this structure, and the roles of any 
management or partner organizations. The narrative should: 

● Describe the management practices and procedures, i.e., how the school will set priorities and make key organizational 
decisions; 

● Outline the evaluation procedures for staff in management positions; and, 
● Describe recruitment plans for the school leader including: 

○ The process and criteria the school will use to select the school leader; 
○ Who has been, or will be involved in the selection process; and, 
○ The role of any CMO or partner organization (if any) in the selection process. 

 
11B1.  Management Roles  
Above, we provide our organizational structure at the beginning and end of the initial 
charter term (see Figures 11.1 and 11.2). Below we describe the general function of 
each management role and their lines of reporting and accountability below (additional 
information about qualifications and responsibilities for management positions is in R-
12ac).  
 
SUNY Charter School Institute: The authorizer grants the charter to our governing body, 
the Board of Trustees (BOT), and holds the school accountable to all appropriate laws 
and statutes, as well as our school accountability plan. 
 
BOT: The governing body provides accountability and financial oversight; hires and 
evaluates the Executive Director; as well as adopts and adapts school policies. It has 
four officers as well as a number of standing committees. The BOT reports to SUNY 
CSI (additional information about the BOT is in R-14ac).    
 
Executive Director (ED): The ED is responsible for the overall functioning of the school, 
including fulfillment of the organization’s mission and annual goals, leading budget 
development, leading the team of school-based directors, ensuring legal compliance of 
the school, representing the school in the community, and ultimately overseeing day-to-
day school operations. The ED reports to the BOT. 
 
Academic Directors (AD): The ADs are responsible for setting and achieving the yearly 
instructional priorities by developing and supervising the general education faculty and 
assistant teachers in the division. Throughout the year, the AD helps faculty 
develop/monitor the division’s curriculum, serves as the instructional coach for the 
teaching teams, leads data analysis of interim exams, coordinates formal assessments, 
and determines the professional development calendar. The ADs reports to the ED. 
 
Operations Director (OD): The OD is responsible for coordinating transportation, food 
service, maintenance, technology, and other outside contracts relating to the day-to-day 
operation of the building. Additionally, the OD is the primary contact for the external 
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accounting firm that will handle financial and human resource duties such as payroll, 
benefits, etc. The OD also oversees the office manager, assistant office manager, 
school nurse, maintenance staff, and cafeteria staff. The OD reports to the ED. 
 
School Culture Director (SCD): The SCD is responsible for creating and sustaining a 
positive school culture by implementing strategies to promote our core values. The SCD 
leads the school in implementation of classroom discipline structures and tracks 
resultant data, as well as directing family support services. The SCD supervises the 
Assistant SCD and the school’s counselors. The SCD reports to the ED. 
 
Student Support Director (SSD): The SSD oversees compliance with special education, 
ELL, and 504 laws. The SSD is the primary point of contact for district CSE 
communication and IEP meetings. Additionally, the SSD supervises the K-5 special 
education and ENL faculty, providing observation and feedback in the classroom, and 
support in IEP writing and implementation. The SSD, in conjunction with our outside 
providers, is responsible for creating a schedule for related services that maximizes 
students’ instructional time. Lastly, the SSD oversees the NYSTP for ELL students and 
ensures that students with IEPs and 504s are receiving appropriate testing 
modifications. The SSD reports to the ED. 
 
Accounting Firm (AF): The AF is responsible for back office financials including 
accounting system launch, bookkeeping, financial reporting and forecasting, payroll, 
and audit preparation. The AF reports to the ED. 
 
11B2. Management Roles Rationale 
The management positions and their relationships to one another are based on the 
need for dedicated leadership in the critical areas of the school: academics, operations, 
culture/discipline, and special populations. We staff those areas from the very beginning 
because, first and foremost, our initial students deserve a strong product from day one, 
not a work in progress. Additionally, start-up is an extremely important phase of the 
organization’s development, and will significantly affect BCCS’ trajectory in the 
community over the long term. A successful start will create momentum essential for the 
realization of the mission. Conversely, the opposite is also true; when managers are 
stretched across these important areas, schools struggle to implement their internal 
systems with fidelity, resulting in a loss of impact for students. The local charter 
landscape is littered with schools that did not start strong and fell behind fast. Some 
have managed to claw their way back over many years, and others have needed to 
close, disrupting the education of students. BCCS will have a strong start with these 
management roles in place, enabling a successful move from start-up to sustainability. 
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11B3. Management Procedures 
Led by the ED, Buffalo Commons Charter School’s (BCCS) leadership team includes 
the AD, OD, SCD, and SSD. Each director makes day-to-day decisions in their areas of 
oversight, and are provided with support, guidance, and accountability in two ways: 1) 
bi-weekly one-on-one meetings with the ED to review applicable data, refine priorities, 
discuss potential decisions, and monitor progress on larger initiatives. 2) a weekly 
leadership team meeting to review pertinent school data, set and revise priorities, 
maintain alignment between different parts of the organization, and discuss decisions 
that may affect multiple areas of the school or multiple stakeholders. 
 
In some cases, however, the decision-making power may not lie solely with the 
leadership team. Such cases include but are not limited to the following:  

 
● Changes in school policy must be approved by the BOT.  
● Hiring and dismissal of employees may be subject to BOT approval. 
● Long-term suspensions and expulsions of students, and their appeals, 

may be subject to BOT approval. 
● Purchasing— 

○ All transactions must be approved by a direct supervisor. 
○ Transactions over $5,000 must be approved by the ED.  
○ Transactions over $10,000 must be approved by the BOT. 

 
11B4. Evaluation Criteria and Procedures for School Leaders and Management 
The performance of our school leaders is integral to the success of our faculty and 
students. We hold leaders to high expectations, and evaluate them to affirm strengths 
and identify areas where opportunities for growth exist. Below are the criteria and 
procedures for evaluation of leadership team positions at BCCS. 
 
ED Evaluation Process: The ED is evaluated annually by the BOT using a six-step 
process: 

1. Beginning of year meeting between ED and the BOT to establish specific 
academic performance and program goals for the year (i.e., closing the 
achievement gap by a certain amount, or improving parent satisfaction with the 
math program to a certain level). 

2. Fall check-in conducted to formally mark progress against the established criteria 
areas and specific goals.  

3. Spring check-in conducted to formally mark progress against the established 
criteria areas and specific goals.  

4. The ED submits evidence of the year’s progress toward the established goals.  
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5. A comprehensive end-of-year evaluation is delivered by the board after 
considering the evidence presented by the ED, as well as a self-evaluation, and 
direct-report evaluation. 

6. A copy of the evaluation is placed in the EDs personnel file. 
 
ED Evaluation Rubric: The ED will be evaluated using the tool found in Figure 11.3, 
below. The rubric is adapted from the New York State School Boards Association 
Superintendent Evaluation.  

 

Figure 11.3: Executive Director Evaluation Rubric1 

Ratings 
● Highly Effective—Continually exceeds the criteria 
● Effective—Consistently meets the criteria 
● Developing—Partially meets the criteria 
● Ineffective—Does not meet the criteria 

Vision, Culture & Instructional Leadership 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Leadership actions, staffing and 
resources are clearly aligned to a 
student achievement focused vision, 
and that vision is evident in the 
school culture. 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates a deep understanding 
of quality instruction and 
consistently promotes effective 
instructional programs and high 
expectations for student learning 
outcomes.  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

School goals are aligned to a 
focused plan for student 
achievement and school 
improvement supported by 
resources 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Leads and supports the use of data 
informed instruction for school 
directors and teachers  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Monitors and reviews the 
effectiveness of curriculum and 
instruction and their alignment with 
state standards  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ School improvement plan 
❏ Professional development plans based on data 

(e.g., student performance, teacher working 
conditions survey)  Leadership team agenda 

❏ Student performance goals 
❏ Student performance data 
❏ Use of formative assessment to impact 

instruction 
❏ Number of director and teacher improvement 

plans) 
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  

                                                
1 Rubric adapted from the New York State School Boards Association Superintendent Evaluation  
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state standards  ● Ineffective 

Ensures that all staff have 
professional development that 
directly enhances their performance 
and improves student learning 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Sets self-improvement goals and 
applies learning from professional 
development  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

 

Operations, Resource, and Personnel Management 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Develops and ensures the 
implementation of procedures and 
structures to support compliance 
with local, state and federal laws 
and regulations  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Implements personnel procedures, 
recruitment and employee 
performance programs to hire and 
retain the best qualified teachers, 
directors and personnel 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Aligns and adjusts resources 
accordingly to meet school priorities 
and annual goals/objectives 
operating within budget and fiscal 
guidelines  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Guides the process of fiscal 
planning and budget development 
and makes recommendations based 
upon the school’s current fiscal 
position and future needs  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Stays informed of facilities use and 
needs and makes facilities 
recommendations as needed to the 
board, promotes school safety, and 
ensures a facilities management 
plan is in place for future needs  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ School strategic plan 
❏ Number of teachers with National Board 

Certification  
❏ Teacher; school director; and staff diversity 
❏ Recruitment and retention data  Assessment of 

professional development on the impact of 
student learning 

❏ Technology plan 
❏ 3-5 year financial plan 
❏ External audit 
❏ 3-5 year capital plan 
❏ End of year budget status report Staff 

attendance rates and turnover  
❏ Construction projects timelines and budgets  
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  

Board Governance and Policy 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Offers professional advice to the 
board with appropriate 
recommendations based on 
thorough study and analysis  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ Timeliness of board dashboards and packets 
❏ School strategic plan 
❏ School improvement plans 
❏ Board meeting agendas 
❏ External reviews and audits (e.g., budget, child 

nutrition, transportation) 
❏ Copies of school procedures and publications 

(e.g., student handbooks, discipline policies, 
safety procedures) 

❏ Correspondence  
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board with appropriate 
recommendations based on 
thorough study and analysis  

● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Keeps the board regularly informed 
with data, reports and information 
which enables them to make 
effective timely decisions  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Interprets and executes the intent of 
board policies, and advises the 
board on the need for new and/or 
revised policies  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Works collaboratively with the board 
to shape district vision, mission, and 
goals with measurable objectives of 
high expectations for student 
achievement  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Makes considerable effort to have a 
positive working relationship with the 
board, treating all board members 
fairly and respectfully, and attempts 
to resolve any serious conflicts with 
board members  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ School strategic plan 
❏ School improvement plans 
❏ Board meeting agendas 
❏ External reviews and audits (e.g., budget, child 

nutrition, transportation) 
❏ Copies of school procedures and publications 

(e.g., student handbooks, discipline policies, 
safety procedures) 

❏ Correspondence  
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  

Communication & Community Relations 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Communicates key information to all 
stakeholders in an appropriate and 
timely manner 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ Survey results from parents and other 
community 

❏ Leaders 
❏ Policy and procedure documents for internal 
❏ communications 
❏ Visible support for school goals and priorities 

from 
❏ community leaders, civic club scholarships, etc. 
❏ Partnership agreements and other documents to 
❏ support collaborative efforts to achieve school 

goals and priorities 
❏ Accounts of school accomplishments in various 

forms of public media 
❏ School website 
❏ Newsletters and other public engagement 

documents 
❏ designed to strengthen connections to the 

community 
❏ Membership and participation with community 

organizations (e.g., PTA) 
❏ Community college/university partnerships, 

collaborative projects, and professional 
development initiatives 

❏ Attendance at community/school events 
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏   
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Creates an atmosphere of trust and 
respect with staff, families and 
community members 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Regularly attends events and visibly 
engages the school community and 
the community at large  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ Community college/university partnerships, 
collaborative projects, and professional 
development initiatives 

❏ Attendance at community/school events 
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏   
 

Ethical Leadership 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Demonstrates ethical and 
professional behavior, inspiring 
others to higher levels of 
performance 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Maintains a caring and professional 
relationship with staff, grounded in 
shared school values 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates appreciation for, and 
sensitivity to, the diversity of the 
school community, and respects 
divergent opinions 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates efforts to close the 
achievement gap across all 
demographics 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates a high level of self-
awareness and improves upon 
professional practice  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ Parent, community, and staff survey data 
❏ Teacher, school director, and staff retention data 
❏ Ability to confront conflict and build consensus 
❏ Shared decision making 
❏ Outreach efforts 
❏ School board policies 
❏ Minutes and reports 
❏ Office of Civil Rights data on discipline 
❏ Executive Director’s performance goals  
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  
 

Role Specific SMART Goals 

Goal Rating Evidence/Comments 
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Leadership Team Evaluation Process: The leadership team consists of the AD, SSD, 
SCD, and OD. All leadership team positions are evaluated by the ED using the process 
below: 
 

1. Beginning of year meeting with the ED to establish role specific performance and 
program goals for the year.  

2. Mid-year conference conducted to formally mark progress against the 
established criteria areas and specific goals.  

3. Submission of evidence of the year’s progress toward the established goals.  
4. A comprehensive end-of-year evaluation is delivered by the ED after considering 

the evidence presented, as well as a self-evaluation, and direct-report evaluation. 
5. A copy of the evaluation is placed in the employee’s personnel file. 

 
Figure 11.4 offers brief examples of role specific goals for different leadership team 
members. 
 

Figure 11.4: Leadership Team Role Specific Goal Examples 

Academic Director 
● Increasing students’ median growth percentile by 3 points 
● Reducing the time it takes all teachers to master the Get Better 

Faster scope and sequence by two week 

Student Support 
Director 

● Reducing suspensions by half 
● Improving staff satisfaction with disciplinary systems to 90% 

School Culture 
Director 

● Increasing the number of decertifications of SPED 
● Increasing the rate at which ELLs improve English proficiency 

Operations Director ● Improving transportation efficiency for bus riders 
● Reducing utilities cost/month 

 
Leadership Team Evaluation Rubrics: The following tools are used to evaluate the 
leadership team. 
 
AD Evaluation: The AD is evaluated using the rubric in Figure 11.5, below. This tool is 
used by Brooklyn Prospect Charter School, an intentionally diverse, high performing 
NYS charter school. 
 

Figure 11.5: Academic Director Evaluation2 

 

                                                
2 In use at Prospect Charter Schools 
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Sample Methods of Collecting Data for the Academic Director Evaluation 

Criteria Evidence of Performance 

Data Growth on interims, Teacher action plan review, observe data meetings,  

Observation 
& Feedback 

Co-observations, video faculty feedback sessions, review of Whetstone Observations 
+ action steps 

Professional 
Development 

Review of PD plans, PD observation, review of teacher feedback from PD, 
manifestation of pd objectives in teacher practice 

Adult Culture Direct report feedback forms, observe data meetings, observe PD 

 

SECTION #1:  ROLE SPECIFIC GOALS & PROGRESS 

Domains Ineffective 
(Did not approach 

meeting goal) 

Partially 
Effective 

(Partially meeting 
goal) 

Effective 
(On track to meet 

goal) 

Highly Effective 
(On track to surpass 

goal) 

Student 
Achievement 
Goal 

     

Leadership Goal     

Teaching & 
Learning Goal 

    

Comments: 

 

SECTION #2:  KEY LEADERSHIP SKILLS & COMPETENCIES 

 Ineffective Partially Effective Effective Highly Effective 

Data ● Is inattentive to 
important school 
data. 

● Collected data 
does not 
influence 
decisions made. 

● Assessment 
calendar includes 
few or none of 
the items needed 
for proficient 

● Limited data 
available for 
analysis. 

● Some analysis of 
data is conducted 
and used to 
identify actions, 
however, with 
limited follow 
through. 

● Assessment 
calendar includes 

● Leads the school to 
collect and analyze 
data in several key 
areas 2-3 times per 
year. 

● Communicates data 
to relevant 
stakeholders and 
acts on a 
convincing theory of 
action for 
improvement 

● Leads the school 
to regularly collect 
and analyze data 
in several key 
areas. 

● Uses data to make 
updates to the 
intervention plan 
for students or sub 
groups not making 
progress. 

● Communicates 
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SECTION #2:  KEY LEADERSHIP SKILLS & COMPETENCIES 

 Ineffective Partially Effective Effective Highly Effective 

implementation. some but not all of 
the items needed 
for proficient 
analysis and 
action. 

toward school goals 
including closing the 
achievement gap. 

● Establishes an 
assessment 
calendar that 
includes time for 
assessment 
implementation, 
analysis, action 
plans, and re-
teaching which 
everyone is 
expected to follow. 

data to relevant 
stakeholders, 
inspiring buy-in 
and action for 
robust, research-
based theories of 
action for 
improvement 
toward school 
goals including 
closing the 
achievement gap.   

● Establishes and 
communicates an 
assessment 
calendar that 
includes time for 
assessment 
creation/adaptation
, implementation, 
analysis, action 
plans, and re-
teaching with 
consistent 
accountability to do 
so. 

Comments: 

Observation 
& Feedback 

● Only observes 
teachers in 
annual or bi-
annual formal 
observation 
visits. 

● Whetstone is 
used 
infrequently. 

● Does not 
accurately 
assess teacher 
performance. 

 

● Tries to get into 
classrooms but is 
often distracted by 
other events and 
rarely provides 
timely feedback 
via Whetstone. 

● Accurately 
assesses teacher 
performance. 

 

● Makes on average 
1-2 strategically 
focused yet 
unannounced visits 
to classrooms 
every day and 
gives feedback 
based on the 
needs of the 
teacher via 
Whetstone. 

● Whetstone 
feedback identifies 
the highest-
leverage, 
observable, 
measurable and  
bite-sized action 
step the teacher 

● Makes more than 2 
unannounced visits 
on average to 
classrooms every 
day and gives 
helpful, face-to-
face and 
Whetstone  
feedback to 
teachers within 24 
hours. 

● Has an in-depth 
knowledge of 
pedagogy and 
strategies for 
improving 
instructional 
practices and uses 
this knowledge to 
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SECTION #2:  KEY LEADERSHIP SKILLS & COMPETENCIES 

 Ineffective Partially Effective Effective Highly Effective 

needs to take for 
growth.  Behaviors 
are tagged to the 
observation 
framework and 
consistently rated. 

● Ensures that all 
teachers are 
observed at least  
two times per 
month followed by 
feedback on high-
leverage action 
steps for which 
teachers are held 
accountable. 

coach faculty. 
● Ensures that all 

teachers are 
observed weekly 
followed by 
feedback on high-
leverage action 
steps for which 
teachers are held 
accountable. 

Comments: 

Professional 
Development 

● Provides 
professional 
development 
workshops that 
minimally 
engage staff or 
improve 
instruction. 

● Provides 
professional 
development 
workshops that are 
not aligned with 
school's needs, 
have limited 
impact on 
instructional 
practices, and is 
rarely evaluated 
and adjusted to 
improve  
effectiveness. 

● Orchestrates high 
quality professional 
learning tuned to 
staff needs. 

● Re-evaluates 
professional 
development 
workshops to 
ensure that they 
further effective 
classroom 
practices across 
the school.  
Intervenes when 
data shows low 
impact. 

● Delivery of 
professional 
development 
workshops model 
highly effective 
teaching practices. 

 

● Regularly 
disaggregates data 
to identify teacher-
specific trends, 
strengths, and 
growth areas. Uses 
data to provide 
differentiated,job-
embedded, high 
quality and varied 
(such as coaching, 
mentoring, 
workshops, school 
visits, etc) 
professional 
learning. 

● Continually re-
evaluates the 
entire professional 
development 
program to ensure 
that it furthers 
effective classroom 
practices across 
the school.  
Intervenes when 
data shows low 
impact. 

● Professional 
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SECTION #2:  KEY LEADERSHIP SKILLS & COMPETENCIES 

 Ineffective Partially Effective Effective Highly Effective 

development 
workshops 
leverage high-
performing 
teachers to 
develop others.  

Comments: 

Adult 
Culture 

Erodes a supportive 
adult culture and 
relationships by... 
● inconsistently 

modeling poise 
and 
professionalism 

● becoming 
defensive when 
receiving 
feedback 

● communicating in 
ways that 
disempower 
others or cause 
others to 
disengage.  

● lacking 
leadership or 
strategies to 
move adults to 
action.  

Partially builds a 
supportive adult 
culture and 
relationships by... 
● considering other 

perspectives but 
often moves 
ahead with own 
decisions.   

● becoming 
paralyzed by trying 
to reach 
consensus or 
appease others  

● setting an 
optimistic tone with 
stakeholders but 
may not 
successfully move 
adults to take 
action to achieve 
goals.  

Builds a supportive 
adult culture and 
establishes strong and 
trusting relationships 
by... 

● always modeling 
poise and 
professionalism, 
even when under 
pressure 

● leading with a 
positive tone 

● proactively 
resolving 
disagreements 

● engaging in difficult 
conversations 
effectively by 
articulating a clear 
point of view in a 
coherent, concise, 
and compelling 
manner.  

● learning  from and 
encouraging 
dissenting  voices 
to gain new 
perspective in order 
to make informed 
decisions that are 
in the best interest 
of students 

● communicating 
regularly and 
tailoring 
communications to 
improve impact on 
and perception by 
others. 

Effective Plus... 
● Coaches others to 

tailor 
communication 
and maintain poise 
and 
professionalism, 
even when under 
pressure. 
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SECTION #2:  KEY LEADERSHIP SKILLS & COMPETENCIES 

 Ineffective Partially Effective Effective Highly Effective 

Comments: 

 
 
 
 

SECTION #3:  GRADES 3-8 SUCCESS OUTCOME MEASURES 

Guiding Question Metric Did Not 
Meet 
Goal 

Partially 
Met Goal 

Met Goal Surpassed 
Goal 

Veteran students 
outperform new 
students 

    Question 1: Are 
students who stay at 
BCCS achieving 
excellence?  

Student retention 
remains above 97%  

    

BCCS students 
outperform city and 
state on NYSCCA 

    

BCCS growth higher 
than city and state on 
NYSCCA 

    

Question 2: Are BCCS 
students competitive 
locally and nationally? 

BCCS scores in top 3 
amongst BCSD 
charter elementary 
schools 

    

Racial achievement 
gap decreases each 
year 

    

Economic 
achievement gap 
decreases each year 

    

Question 3: Is BCCS 
increasing 
performance of 
underserved groups 
and closing the 
achievement gap?  

African-american and 
hispanic students 
outperform 
comparable groups at 
the state & district 
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SECTION #3:  GRADES 3-8 SUCCESS OUTCOME MEASURES 

Guiding Question Metric Did Not 
Meet 
Goal 

Partially 
Met Goal 

Met Goal Surpassed 
Goal 

 levels 

Question 4:  Are 
BCCS faculty effective 
levers for student 
success? 

75% of faculty show 
growth on teacher 
effectiveness 
(evaluation) metrics 

    

 
SSD, SCD, OD Evaluation: The SSD, SCD, and OD are evaluated using the rubric in 
Figure 11.6, below. This tool is used by Brooklyn Prospect Charter School, an 
intentionally diverse, high performing NYS charter school. 
 

Figure 11.6: BCCS Management Goal Setting and Performance Management 
Tool 

 
Instructions: All full-time staff must complete this template each academic year in collaboration 
with their manager. This tool should be used to guide and inform conversations about performance, 
development, and individual priorities. Direct Managers are responsible for ensuring this template is 
completed each year, and managing conversations with Direct Reports regarding performance and 
development.  
 

Goals, Measures of Success, & Results: 
● Goals – All goals should be set at the start of the year to focus us on the most important 

aspects of our responsibilities. Goals should very rarely change throughout the year, and only in 
circumstances where the organization has significantly shifted priorities or circumstances, and 
the goal is no longer relevant. Changing goals mid-year requires approval by your direct 
supervisor. These goals must follow the SMART Goal requirements: 

 
✔ Specific – Every goal should have a narrow enough focus that it can be assessed 

independent of your other goals and responsibilities. 
 

✔ Measureable – The goal must be quantifiable to allow you to understand the impact your 
contributions have on BCCS. 

 

✔ Achievable – Goals should stretch your capabilities, but ultimately be possible. Pursuing 
impossible goals strains resources without adding value. 

 

✔ Relevant – Goals must be easily correlated to the realization of the BCCS Mission, annual 
priorities, and/or student learning. 

 

✔ Time-bound – To drive focus and prioritization throughout the year, goals must have an end 
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point or frequency determined. 
 

● Measures of Success – Success measures are evidence that the goal has been accomplished. 
Capture in this space what the most critical milestones are to accomplish the goal, and what 
data will be evident to show that the goal has been completed. 

 

● Results – This space is to detail what the final results of your work towards the goal were. 
Evidence and specific data points should be referenced here in accordance with the success 
measures. Relevant context can be added here to allow the reader to better understand your 
contributions. 

 

Culture Champion: This space allows assessment of each team member’s modeling of the core 
values. The rubric provides a definition of what it means to model each professional norm, space to 
assess the demonstration of the norm as Rarely, Sometimes, Frequently, or Almost Always, and 
space to provide supporting evidence of any assessment. 
● Leverage supporting evidence to inform evaluation - any assessment must be supported with 

factual data points. 
● Development steps must be put in place in areas where staff is evaluated as Rarely or 

Sometimes. 
 

Summary Narrative: This space is to capture any additional context that may be helpful for the 
reader of the work plan to understand the contributions made by the staff member. This context can 
include highlighting exceptional work that was done but not be captured within the success 
measures, explanations for why some goals may not have been met fully, description of magnitude 
of effort demonstrated by the staff member, etc. Completing this space is not mandatory, but is 
often helpful for later reflection by the staff member. 
 

Development & Future Goals: This space is to identify development areas that the Manager and 
Direct Report are aligned to make progress on collaboratively, and the reason why this is a 
development area. These development areas can span 3-6 months (short term) or 12+ months 
(long term). It is important that specific actions are identified for both the Direct Report and Manager 
to ensure intentional development is always happening. These develop areas can be inspired by 
areas the Direct Report wants to improve in, areas identified by the Manager as critical for the 
future of the role, low assessment of a core value, etc.  

 
Role Specific Goals, Measures of Success, & Results 

SMART Goals Measures of Success 
(milestones and indicators 
needed to accomplish the 

goal) 

Timing Results 
(clearly identifies if the goal was 

met or not) 

    
    
    
    

 
Culture Champion 
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Core 
Values Description 

Demonstrates 
(Rarely, 

Sometimes, 
Frequently, or 

Almost Always) 

Supporting Evidence 

Respect 

Celebrates the work of others, speaks 
about students and colleagues with 
positive/high regard. Communicates and 
behaves in a way that builds positive 
working relationships. Responds to 
emails or voicemails in a timely fashion. 

  

Integrity 

Follows through on commitments, goes 
above and beyond for student learning 
and needs. Responds with urgency to, 
and prioritizes, the work that most 
impacts students. 

  

Curiosity 

Reaches out to colleagues to work 
together on a range of tasks and issues, 
solicits input from peers and 
stakeholders when making decisions 
that impact others, helps when asked, 
and is fully present and engaged in 
meetings. Leverages the MOSA model 
to drive clarity and high-level execution 
of critical projects and processes. 

  

Hard 
Work 

Asks others for help or advice, acts on 
feedback, shares out experiences and 
new ideas from professional 
development. Shows commitment to 
developing skills and work; there are 
observable improvements in work over 
time. 

  

 
Summary Narrative 
 
 
 
 

Development & Future Goals 

Short Term: Updated at any of the three check points - SOY, MY, EOY. Focuses on development over 
the next 3-6 months. 

Development Area Direct Report Action Steps Manager Action Steps 
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Long Term: Updated annually after EOY review and focuses on 12+ month development opportunities. 

Development Area Direct Report Action Steps Manager Action Steps 

   

   

Note: Remember to include why this development area has been chosen, e.g. to achieve a promotion, to 
prepare for changes in the role, to address a low assessment in the area, etc. 

 
 
11B5. Founding ED 
Our proposed founding ED is Daniel Brink-Washington. In addition to exemplifying our 
core values and possessing the general competencies and qualifications, he brings 
significant experience and capacity that will make him successful in the role.  
 
Mr. Brink-Washington currently serves as the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Coach for 
the Education Collaborative of Western New York in which he coaches 14 area school 
leadership teams toward practices to close student performance gaps. Examples of his 
work in the first six months of the role include, leading strategic planning initiatives, 
supporting the implementation of comprehensive teaching frameworks aligned with DEI 
principles, and building the capacity of faculties through professional development and 
instructional coaching with DEI lenses.  
 
Prior to that role, his work in the Buffalo education community included four years at 
Elmwood Village Charter School, Buffalo’s highest performing non-selective school; 
three as a teacher and one as a Leadership Fellow in 208-19. His work as a Leadership 
Fellow was part of his participation in the inaugural cohort of  the Diverse Charter 
School Coalition’s UnifiEd School Launch program. The fellowship provided him with an 
apprenticeship at Elmwood Village under Director Danielle Bruno, as well as a 
structured, year-long professional development program that included mentorship, 
leadership training, and visits to excellent DCSC member schools. Overall, the 
fellowship was designed to prepare him for the role of ED.  
 
Before coming to Buffalo, Mr. Brink-Washington was a founding faculty member of 
Brooklyn Prospect Charter School (BPCS). He was instrumental in building the vision 
for BPCS, especially in terms of the inclusive nature of its programming. To develop and 
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realize that vision Mr. Brink-Washington built relationships with wide-ranging 
constituencies including internal and external groups. At BPCS he led and developed a 
staff of more than 30 teachers and providers to ensure tailored services for students 
with IEPs, those classified as ELLs, and those deemed struggling. At BPCS all of this 
work led to outcomes for all students that were consistently higher than city, district and 
state, and outcomes for students with IEPs that regularly were four to five times those of 
their district peers. It also led to significantly higher rates of declassification than the 
district as evidenced on the New York City Report Cards at the time. The foundation 
that Mr. Brink-Washington built has been kept largely intact, and has been built upon by 
BPCS. 
 
11B6. Criteria for Selecting Future School Leaders 
BCCS has developed a list of qualifications, areas of leadership, and responsibilities for 
the ED that represent the criteria for identifying and selecting candidates for the 
position:  

 
Qualifications: 
● Advanced degree in education or a related field 
● Track record of success in raising student achievement (preferably in a diverse 

urban charter school) 
● Track record of success in developing adults (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 

Areas of Leadership: 

● Vision, Culture and Instructional Leadership 
● Operations, Resource and Personnel Management 
● BOT Governance and Policy 
● Communication and Community Relations 
● Ethical Leadership  

 

Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Collaborate with the BOT to create and execute strategic plans that support the 
school’s mission and ensure institutional sustainability 

● Keep the BOT informed of school progress and utilize their expertise  
● Develop and steward the school’s annual budget 
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● Create, implement, and sustain organization-wide policies and practices that 
allow the school to meet and exceed accountability goals while furthering the 
mission, key design elements, and core values 

● Lead the recruitment, hiring and training of a diverse, committed and effective 
faculty and staff 

● Support, coach, manage, and evaluate the leadership team which includes:  
o Academic Director 
o Operations Director 
o School Culture Director 
o Student Support Director 

● Works with the BOT to secure sufficient philanthropy to meet annual program 
targets 

● Earn broad community support for BCCS' mission and work, cultivating 
relationships with local feeder schools/programs, external service providers, and 
school partners 

● Liaise with SUNY and ensure the school meets the obligations of its charter    
  
 
11B7. Process for Identifying and Selecting Future School Leaders 
The BOT has the authority to hire and dismiss the ED. Using the criteria above, and the 
job qualifications and duties outlined in R-12ac as guidelines, BCCS identifies ED 
candidates through postings on the Western New York Regional Information Center, our 
website, social media, in local newspapers and community newsletters, and at local 
educational organizations, colleges, and universities. Additionally, for the ED position, 
the BOT may decide to expand the outreach through national organizations like the 
DCSC, and/or hire a talent acquisition consultant to assist in forming the candidate pool.  
 
Candidates who demonstrate a track record of success in urban education and a 
commitment to results, collaboration, and professional growth will be selected to move 
on in the selection process.  
 
The BOT, led by the chair, is the primary hiring body for the ED position. Throughout the 
process, an ED candidate will interact with our major constituencies, including school-
based personnel, families, and students. Our process for selecting a future ED is 
outlined in Figure 11.7 below.  
 

Figure 11.7: Draft Hiring Process for ED3 
Steps Owner Activities 

                                                
3 Elements of Figure 11.3 from Who, by Geoff Smart and Randy Street are fully explained in R-12ac. 
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Figure 11.7: Draft Hiring Process for ED3 
Steps Owner Activities 

1 
Develop, Post and 

advertise Job 
Description  

BOT 
A job description including core values, responsibilities, 
specific short- and long-term objectives, and particular 
competencies and/or goals is approved, and posted. 

2 Review 
Applications 

BOT Chair/ 
Designee  

Applications require the following components: 
● Cover Letter 
● Resume 
● 3 References  

3 Phone Interview BOT Chair/ 
Designee  

A screening interview is conducted over the phone 

4 Skill Assessment BOT Chair/ 
Designee  

Applicants are asked to complete the following task 
electronically: 
● Data Set/Scenario Analysis and Strategic Plan  

5 School Visit BOT Chair/ 
Designee  

Candidates come to the school and complete the following 
activities: 
● Observe Classrooms and Debrief with BOT Chair and 

School-Based Directors 
● School-Based Director Panel Interview 
● Teacher Panel Interview 
● Meet with Students 
● Meet with Parents  
● BOT conducts “administrative interview.”4 

6 Reference Check BOT Chair/ 
Designee  

● Reference checks are conducted. 

7 
Extend Offer 
& Candidate 

Decision 
BOT Chair Offer is extended to candidate. 

 

                                                
4 Adapted from Ibid. 
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Response 12ac—Personnel 
 
(a) Staffing Chart and Rationale 
Complete the table provided in the budget template to list all instructional and non-instructional staff positions during the first five 
years of operation and include a copy of the table in this response. Provide a narrative that explains the rationale for the staffing 
structure and numbers. 

 
12A1. Staffing Plan  
Buffalo Commons Charter School’s (BCCS) staffing plan (see Figure 12.1) provides a 
long-term plan for personnel that allows us to carry out our mission.  

 
Figure 12.1: BCCS Staffing Plan Year 1 Through Year 5 

 Year 
1 

Year 
2 

Year 
3 

Year 
4 

Year 
5 

 

School Year 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26  

Grades K-1 K-2 K-3 K-4 K-5  

Planned Enrollment 100 150 200 250 300  

ADMINISTRATIVE 
PERSONNEL  FTE Assumptions 

Executive Director  1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 Executive Director 
Academic Directors  1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 1 K-2 Academic Director, 0.5 3-5 

Academic Director (added Y3 and 
moves to 1.0 Y4 onward) 

Deans, Directors & 
Coordinators 

1.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 0.5 School Culture Director, 0.5 
Student Support Director in Y1, 1.0 
School Culture Director in Y2 onward, 
1.0 Student Support Director in Y2 
onward; 0.5 Assistant School Culture 
Director (added Y4 and moves to 1.0 
in Y5 onward) 

CFO / Director of 
Finance 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Proposing to outsource back office 
functions 

Operation / Business 
Manager 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 Operations Director 

Administrative Staff 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1 Office Manager, 1 Assistant Office 
Manager (added Y4 onward) 

TOTAL ADMIN FTE 5.0 6.0 6.5 8.5 9.0  
       

INSTRUCTIONAL 
PERSONNEL  

FTE Assumptions 

Teachers - Regular 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 2 General Education teachers/grade 
Teachers - SPED 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 1 Special Education teacher/grade 
Substitute Teachers 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Contracted Service 
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Figure 12.1: BCCS Staffing Plan Year 1 Through Year 5 

 Year 
1 

Year 
2 

Year 
3 

Year 
4 

Year 
5 

 

Teaching Assistants 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 1 Teaching Assistant/grade 
Specialty Teachers 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.0 Art Teacher and PE Teacher: 0.5 in 

Y1, 0.75 in Y2 and Y3, 1.0 in Y4 and 
Y5; ENL Teacher(s) and AIS 
Teacher(s): 0.75 in Y1, 1.0 in Y2, 1.5 
in Y3, 1.75 in Y4, 2.0 in Y5 

Aides 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
Therapists & 
Counselors 

0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 Counselor added in Y3, add 
second counselor in Y5 

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
TOTAL 
INSTRUCTIONAL FTE 

10.5 15.5 21.5 26.5 32.0  

       

NON-
INSTRUCTIONAL 
PERSONNEL FTE 

FTE 
Assumptions 

Nurse 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.50 1.00 0.25 Y1-3; grows to 0.5 in Y4 and 1.0 
on Y5 

Librarian 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 Librarian added in Y4 
Custodian 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 In Y1-4 outsourced through custodial 

service; see contracted services. Add 
custodian in Y5. 

Security 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
TOTAL NON-
INSTRUCTIONAL 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.50 3.00  

       
TOTAL PERSONNEL 
SERVICE FTE 

15.75 21.25 28.25 36.50 44.00  

 
12A2. Staffing Plan Rationale 
Below we explain the key hires in years one through five.1 
 

Figure 12.2 Staffing Plan Rationale 
 Administrative & Non Instructional Instructional 

Planning 
Year 

● Executive Director (ED) to lead planning year 
initiatives and hire founding team. 

● Operations Director (OD) to support ED in 

 

                                                
1 In the planning year we will hire an Executive Director (ED) soon after authorization, and an Operations Director 
(OD) in the months following. Both positions are required to carry out the pre-opening plan (see R-22).  
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Figure 12.2 Staffing Plan Rationale 
 Administrative & Non Instructional Instructional 

planning year initiatives. 

Year One 

● K-2 Academic Director (AD) to coach general 
education teachers and oversee curriculum of 
the early elementary division.  

● Part-time School Culture Director (SCD) to 
oversee our school culture and disciplinary 
systems.  

● Part-time Student Support Director (SSD) to 
coordinate SPED and ENL compliance, and 
coach special populations teachers. 

● Office manager to serve as receptionist, 
transportation coordinator, and registrar. 

● Part-time Nurse to provide medical services to 
students.  

● Two general education teachers per grade, one 
for each class.  

● One special education teacher per grade to meet 
the needs of our students with Individualized 
Educational Programs.  

● One classroom teaching assistant per grade level 
to provide co-teaching. 

● One part-time ENL teacher to meet the needs of 
our ELL students. 

● One part-time AIS teacher to support small group 
learning 

● One part-time physical education teacher to 
provide physical education classes. 

● One part-time art teacher to provide art classes.  

Year Two 

● Increase SCD to full-time in order to maintain 
school culture and disciplinary systems as 
student enrollment increases. 

● Increase SSD to full-time in order to maintain 
SPED and ENL systems and faculty support 
as student enrollment increases. 

● Proportionally increase general, special 
education, teaching assistants in line with student 
enrollment increases. 

● Proportionally increase speciality teachers (AIS, 
ENL, PE, and Arts)  in line with student enrollment 
increases.  

Year Three 

● Add part-time 3-5 AD to coach general 
education teachers and oversee curriculum of 
the upper elementary division. 

● Add Counselor to provide mandated services 
to students with IEPs and 504s, intervention 
services to at-risk students, and preventative 
services to the entire student body 

● Proportionally increase general, special 
education, teaching assistants in line with student 
enrollment increases. 

● Proportionally increase speciality teachers (AIS, 
ENL, PE, and Arts) in line with student enrollment 
increases.  

Year Four  

● 3-5 AD increases to full-time to coach general 
education teachers and oversee curriculum of 
the upper elementary division. 

● Add part-time Assistant School Culture 
Director (ASCD) to support the SCD in their 
duties and maintain the school’s established 
culture. 

● Add Assistant Office Manager to assist with 
the office manager’s duties as the school 
increases in size. 

● Add Librarian to oversee school library.  
● Increase Nurse to half-time to meet needs of 

growing student enrollment. 

● Proportionally increase general, special 
education, teaching assistants in line with student 
enrollment increases. 

● Proportionally increase speciality teachers (AIS, 
ENL, PE, and Arts)  in line with student enrollment 
increases.  

Year Five 
● Increase Nurse to full-time to meet needs of 

growing student enrollment 
● Increase ASCD to full-time in order to maintain 

● Proportionally increase general, special 
education, teaching assistants in line with student 
enrollment increases. 
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Figure 12.2 Staffing Plan Rationale 
 Administrative & Non Instructional Instructional 

school culture and disciplinary systems as 
student enrollment increases. 

● Add Custodian to manage facility 
● Add second Counselor to provide counseling 

services. 

● Proportionally increase speciality teachers (AIS, 
ENL, PE, and Arts)  in line with student enrollment 
increases.  
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(b) Qualifications and Responsibilities 
Provide a list of qualifications and responsibilities for each position including all instructional and administrative positions. 

 
12B1. Qualifications and Responsibilities of Initial Positions 
This section provides brief qualifications and responsibilities for all initial positions, 
which will be used to formulate full job descriptions in the planning year.  
 
Executive Director  
Summary: The ED is responsible for the overall functioning of the school, including 
fulfillment of the organization’s mission and annual goals, leading budget development, 
leading the team of school-based directors, ensuring legal compliance of the school, 
representing the school in the community, and ultimately overseeing day-to-day school 
operations. The ED reports to the BOT. 
 
Qualifications: 
● Advanced degree in education or a related field 
● Track record of success in raising student achievement (preferably in a diverse 

urban charter school) 
● Track record of success in developing adults (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 

Areas of Leadership: 

● Vision, Culture and Instructional Leadership 
● Operations, Resource and Personnel Management 
● BOT Governance and Policy 
● Communication and Community Relations 
● Ethical Leadership  

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Collaborate with the BOT to create and execute strategic plans that support the 
school’s mission and ensure institutional sustainability 

● Keep the BOT informed of school progress and utilize their expertise  
● Develop and steward the school’s annual budget in partnership with the 

Operations Director 
● Create, implement, and sustain organization-wide policies and practices that 

allow the school to meet and exceed accountability goals while furthering the 
mission, key design elements, and core values 
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● Lead the recruitment, hiring and training of a diverse, committed and effective 
faculty and staff 

● Support, coach, manage, and evaluate the leadership team which includes:  
o Academic Director 
o Operations Director 
o School Culture Director 
o Student Support Director 

● Work with the BOT to secure sufficient philanthropy to meet annual program 
targets 

● Earn broad community support for the Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) 
mission and work, cultivating relationships with local feeder schools/programs, 
external service providers, and school partners 

● Liaise with SUNY and ensure the school meets the obligations of its charter    
 
Academic Director  
Summary: The ADs are responsible for setting and achieving the yearly instructional 
priorities by developing and supervising the general education faculty and assistant 
teachers in the division. Throughout the year, the AD helps faculty develop/monitor the 
division’s curriculum, serves as the instructional coach for the teaching teams, leads 
data analysis of screener and interim assessments, coordinates formal assessments, 
and determines the professional development calendar. The AD report to the ED. 
 
Qualifications: 

● Advanced degree in education or a related field 
● Track record of success in raising student achievement (preferably in a diverse 

urban charter school) 
● Previous experience as a team/group leader (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Develop and evaluate the general education teaching faculty by facilitating an 
annual goal setting process, regular classroom observations and debriefings, and 
mid and end of year evaluation conferences 

● Provide feedback on annual curriculum maps, unit plans, and lesson plans 
● Lead faculty in collecting, reviewing, and responding to student achievement data 
● Plan and implement teachers’ professional development to support school goals 
● Provide academic achievement updates to the ED and leadership team 

 
Student Support Director  
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Summary: The SSD oversees compliance with special education, ELL, and 504 laws. 
The SSD is the primary point of contact for district CSE communication and IEP 
meetings. Additionally, the SSD supervises the K-5 special education and ENL faculty, 
providing observation and feedback in the classroom, and support in IEP writing and 
implementation. The SSD, in conjunction with our outside providers, is responsible for 
creating a schedule for related services that maximizes students’ instructional time. 
Lastly, the SSD oversees the NYSTP for ELL students and ensures that students with 
IEPs and 504s are receiving appropriate testing modifications. The SSD reports to the 
ED. 
 
Qualifications: 

● Advanced degree in education or a related field 
● Special Education teaching certification 
● Previous experience as a team/group leader (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Ensure compliance with all special education, ELL and 504 law 
● Liaise with local district student’s CSEs  
● Schedule onsite related services, IEP meetings, etc. 
● Monitor the effectiveness of special populations programs utilizing assessment 

data  
● Develop and evaluate the special populations and intervention teaching faculty 

by facilitating an annual goal setting process, regular classroom observations 
and debriefings, and mid and end of year evaluation conferences 

 
School Culture Director 
Summary: The SCD is responsible for creating and sustaining a positive school culture 
by implementing strategies to promote our core values. The SCD leads the school in 
implementation of classroom discipline structures and tracks resultant data, as well as 
directing family support services. The SCD supervises the Assistant SCD and the 
school’s counselors. The SCD reports to the ED.  
 
Qualifications: 

● Advanced degree in education or a related field 
● Track record of success in working with underserved youth 
● Previous experience as a team/group leader (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
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● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 
 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Create and maintain school culture consistent with our core values 
● Develops/maintains student discipline systems  
● Facilitates restorative practices  
● Monitors the effectiveness of disciplinary systems, and school culture utilizing 

data analysis 
● Leads parent involvement initiatives 

 
Operations Director  
Summary: The OD is responsible for coordinating transportation, food service, 
maintenance, technology, and other outside contracts relating to the day-to-day 
operation of the building. Additionally, the OD is the primary contact for the external 
accounting firm that will handle financial and human resource duties such as payroll, 
benefits, etc. The OD also oversees the office manager, assistant office manager, 
school nurse, maintenance staff, and cafeteria staff. The OD reports to the ED..  
 
Qualifications: 

● Advanced degree in a related field 
● Previous experience as a team/group leader (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Develop/improve Standard Operating Procedures for daily operations including 
transportation, safety, nutrition, school calendar, etc. (liaise with BCSD when 
necessary)  

● Create, implement and ensure organization-wide operational accountability plan, 
including audit rubric, timelines/deliverables and key performance indicators 

● Work with the financial consultant to process employee payroll and benefits, and 
weigh and monitor the impact of operational decisions on the organization’s 
financial health 

● Oversee maintenance of existing facilities, and participate actively in project 
planning around new and future facilities projects 

● Oversee the selection of vendors including competitive bid-solicitation  
● Maintain regular communication with vendors 
● Oversee infrastructure and equipment management 

 
Office Manager 
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Summary: Office manager maintains offices, and assists in school operations. The 
office manager reports to the OD. 
 
Qualifications: 

● Bachelor’s degree 
● Similar office experience (preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Maintain a well functioning main office 
● Answer and direct phone calls 
● Sort and deliver mail to employees 
● Assist with other school operations as necessary including transportation, 

records, and purchasing 
 
General Education and Specialty Teacher 
Summary: Teachers implement curriculum, evaluate student performance, build 
classroom community, and communicate with families.   
 
Qualifications: 

● Bachelor’s degree in education or a related field 
● Certification in teaching area (strongly preferred) 
● Track record of success in raising student achievement  
● Experience in an urban charter school (preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Utilize adopted curricula and adjust to meet student needs  
● Differentiate instruction for students with varying needs 
● Monitor/report student’s academic and social progress  
● Communicate with students’ families 
● Create opportunities for students to participate in the community  

 
Special Education Teacher 
Summary: Special Education teachers implement curriculum that aligns to students 
individualized education programs. Special education teacher reports to the SSD. 
 
Qualifications: 

● Bachelor’s degree in education or a related field 
● Certification in special education 
● Track record of success in raising student achievement  
● Experience in an urban charter school (preferred) 
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● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 
 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Utilize adopted curricula and work with general education teacher when 
differentiation is needed for diverse students 

● Scaffold, chunk, or modify instruction to meet students’ IEP goals 
● Monitor/report student’s academic and social progress  
● Communicate with students’ families, including before and after IEP meetings 
● Create opportunities for students to participate in the community  

 
English as a New Language Teacher 
Summary: ENL teachers provide the services ELL students need to acquire English 
proficiency. ENL teacher reports to the SSD. 
 
Qualifications: 

● Bachelor’s degree in education or a related field 
● Certification in English as a New Language 
● Track record of success in raising student language proficiency 
● Experience in an urban charter school (preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Provide “pull-out” ENL services  
● Provide integrated language instruction in ELA and other subject areas for ELL 

students 
● Co-plan with general education, special education, and assistant teachers to 

strengthen the differentiation and scaffolding within their classrooms and subjects 
●  Implement the SIOP practices in units and daily lessons 
● Facilitate assessments for ELL students and prepare reports 
● Communicate with parents 
● Create opportunities for students to participate in the community 

 
Assistant Teacher 
Summary: Assistant teachers assist the general education teachers in classroom duties. 
Assistant teacher reports to the AD. 
 
Qualifications: 

● Bachelor’s degree in education or a related field 
● Teaching certification (strongly preferred) 
● Track record of success in raising student achievement (preferred) 
● Experience in an urban charter school (preferred) 
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● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 
 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Assist in developing and executing curriculum in a co-taught classroom 
● Monitor and report on student’s academic and social progress  
● Communicate with parents 
● Create opportunities for students to participate in the community 

 
Nurse 
Summary: The School Nurse will provide health services to students, monitor students’ 
medical conditions, communicate with parents/guardians, and help ensure compliance 
with relevant laws and regulations. The School Nurse reports to the Operations Director.  
 
Qualifications: 
● New York State Registered Nursing License 
● Track record of success in working with underserved youth (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 
● Administer daily medication 
● Assist with injuries and illnesses 
● Respond to emergencies within the school building 
● Follow New York State and federal regulations for school student health 

 
12B2. Qualifications and Responsibilities of Future Positions 
This section provides brief qualifications and responsibilities for positions in years two 
through five. 
 
Assistant School Culture Director 
Summary: The Assistant SCD supports the SCD in maintaining school culture and 
holding students accountable to school expectations. The SCD reports to the SCD.  
 
Qualifications: 

● Bachelor’s degree in education or a related field 
● Track record of success in working with underserved youth (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 
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● Supports maintenance of school culture  
● Assists in maintaining student discipline systems  
● Facilitates restorative practices  
● Supports parent involvement initiatives 

 
Counselor 
Summary: The School Counselor provides counseling services to all students with 
mandated counseling in their IEPs and supports all students who have identified 
behavior and/or academic challenges. The School Counselor reports to the School 
Culture Director.  
 
Qualifications: 
● Master’s degree required 
● Holds valid NY School Counseling certification 
● Track record of success in working with underserved youth (preferred) 
● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 

(preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Provide counseling services to all students with mandated counseling in IEPs 
● Work closely with students who have identified behavioral and/or academic 

challenges 
● Closely monitor student data and use it to inform practice 
● Work closely with the Student Support Director to support struggling students 
● Supports family involvement initiatives 

 
Librarian 
Summary: The Librarian collaborates with teaching staff in the development of student 
literacy through the administration of the library media program, provides specialized 
instruction to students and teaching staff, and oversees the selection, organization, 
utilization, and maintenance of library, information, and curriculum resources. The 
Librarian reports to the 3-5 Academic Director.  
 
Qualifications: 
● Bachelors or Master’s degree in Library/Media Science 
● New York State certification as a library/media specialist 
● Experience teaching, modeling, and coaching educational technology for both 

students and staff 
● Track record of success in working with underserved youth (preferred) 
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● Two years of relevant experience with demonstrable success in a similar role 
(preferred) 

● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 
 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 
● Provide instruction for students and staff in the use of print and electronic 

reference tools and information literacy processes 
● Plan and teach library and research skills as an integral part of the curriculum. 
● Serve as a resource for teachers in supporting their classroom curriculum efforts. 
● Promote reading and the use of library programs as an integral part of the 

school, including the organizing and implementing of such library-related 
activities as author visits, book talks, and book fairs. 

● Manage the operations of the library 
 
Custodian/Facilities Manager 
Summary: The Custodian/Facilities Manager oversees all planning, budgeting and 
execution of all necessary property management, maintenance, service and related 
facilities activities of the school. The Custodian/Facilities Manager reports to the 
Operations Director.  
 
Qualifications: 
● Associate’s degree or higher in a related field (preferred) 
● Five years of experience in school facilities maintenance, general building 

construction, building maintenance or repair work, or construction management, 
one year of which must have been at a supervisory level (preferred) 

● Thorough knowledge of— 
○ applicable codes, laws, rules and regulations governing school buildings 

and grounds administration 
○ safety regulations, procedures and security in the workplace and public 

buildings 
○ buildings and grounds maintenance and repair practices and procedures 

● Ability to plan, direct and supervise a program of buildings and grounds 
maintenance 

● Physical condition commensurate with the demands of the position. 
● Possession of a valid New York State driver's license and certificates appropriate 

to the vehicles, equipment and/or machinery operated at time of appointment or 
during the course of employment consistent with the needs of the school. 

● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 
 
Major Duties and Responsibilities: 
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● Develops policies and procedures to ensure the preventive maintenance 
program is carried out to ensure building, grounds and equipment are maintained 
in a safe operating condition 

● Ensures that inspections and reports are completed for federal, state and local 
regulatory agencies to ensure compliance with codes, rules and regulations 

● Discusses capital projects, maintenance, repair and operational needs with 
school administrator(s) 

● Works with construction managers, architects and/or engineers to develop, 
implement and complete capital improvement projects and other long-term plans 

● Ensures that preventive maintenance is performed including repairs on 
equipment, such as plumbing, HVAC and electrical systems 

 
Assistant Office Manager 
Summary: Assistant office manager supports the office manager’s duties. 
 
Qualifications: 

● Bachelor’s degree (preferred) 
● Similar office experience (preferred) 
● Effective written, oral, and visual communications skills 

 
Major Duties and Responsibilities:   

● Assist in maintaining a proper functioning main office 
● Assist in answering and directing phone calls 
● Assist in sorting and delivering mail  
● Assist with other school operations as necessary including transportation, 

records, and purchasing 
 
12B3. A Note About Non-Certified Teachers  
Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) aims to have all teachers appropriately 
certified by New York State. However, under state rules, the school may employ up to 
30% or 5 uncertified teachers at any time; whichever number is lower. In cases where a 
teacher is not certified, we require them to meet the following criteria: 
 

1. Possess an undergraduate degree 
2. Possess demonstrable understanding of required subject matter (i.e., 

previous teaching experience, coursework, or professional experience) 
3. Agree to pursue full certification 

 
In cases where individuals meet these criteria and the school has room under its 
uncertified cap, candidates or employees would be treated as certified employees. In 
general, BCCS expects its uncertified teachers to become certified as quickly as 
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possible and will help faculty navigate that process.
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(c) Staff Recruitment and Retention 
Describe plans to recruit and retain staff, particularly high quality teachers including: 

● The processes and policies to recruit and hire teachers and other staff; and, 
● The strategies for retaining high quality teachers. 

 
12C1. Recruiting High Quality Educators 
We believe that recruiting and developing the most talented teachers is core to the 
success of our students, and ultimately the fulfillment of our mission. The effect of 
strong teachers on student outcomes cannot be overstated. Thus, recruitment of high-
quality teachers is a top priority for Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS). Our 
process for recruiting quality faculty and staff is based on the best practices identified by 
the National Alliance for Public Charter Schools2. Figure 12.3 details the five practices 
we use for faculty and staff recruitment. 
 

Figure 12.3: BCCS Strategies for Recruiting High Quality Educators 

Practice #1: Track and Analyze Data 

Data Collected Rationale 

Number of Expected 
Openings    

● We know the highest-quality candidates look for roles very early in the 
calendar year; tracking the number of projected openings allows BCCS to 
have a clear picture as early as possible so we can extend offers to high-
quality talent before other schools are able to. 

Candidate Hiring 
Process Experience 
Metrics   

● We know that high-quality candidates value an efficient process. Tracking 
this data allows BCCS to ensure quick turnaround times and when that isn’t 
possible, work to keep candidates “warm” throughout the hiring process. 

Quantity and Quality 
of Applicant by 
Method   

● Tracking this data allows BCCS to strategically invest time and resources; 
this results in less money wasted on recruitment strategies that do not 
produce strong results.  

Exiting Staff Data 
● Tracking this data at a sub-group level allows BCCS to understand 

strengths and areas for weakness, particularly when looking to increase the 
number of employees of color in the organization. 

Practice #2: Create a Calendar and Start Early 

Practice Description 

Shared ● Outlines recruitment goals.  

                                                
2 National Alliance for Public Charter Schools & Illinois Network of Charter Schools. National Best Practices: Teacher 
Recruitment and Pipelines Understanding best practices, case studies, and resources from across the nation. 
Retrieved from https://www.publiccharters.org/sites/default/files/migrated/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/National-Best-
Practices_Teacher-Recruitment-and-Pipelines.pdf 
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Comprehensive 
Recruitment 
Calendar   

● Includes all recruitment events (including employee referral programs) and 
when employee commitments will be returned.   

● Rule of thumb: May 1st is the absolute latest date to be competitive for 
strong candidates. 

Start As Early As 
Possible  

● The strongest teachers are often the ones who are looking for positions 
earlier than most.   

● Start recruiting for openings as early as November even for projected 
positions.   

● Focus on general hiring (i.e. data says every year we need at least X 
elementary teachers)   

● Ask employees to re-commit early 

Year-Round, 
Organization-Wide 
Focus  

● Create systems and structures that involve as many staff members as 
possible in recruitment efforts (i.e. employee referrals, Facebook 
campaigns, hosting events).   

● Ensure consistent messaging of year-round recruitment in staff meetings, 
school events, etc. 

Practice #3: Online Marketing is Key 

Practice Description 

Set BCCS Apart  ● We consistently clarify our value proposition, and ensure all staff members 
(not just the recruitment team) have resources for articulating that value 
proposition.   

● Ensure all marketing materials (online and collateral) highlight what sets 
BCCS apart from other area schools.  

 Target Who We 
Want    

● We market specifically to the type of teachers we want/need.  (e.g. for 
veteran teachers: we make sure the website highlights pictures of veteran 
teachers and potential leadership opportunities). 

Update Online 
Accounts Regularly  

● We keep all online accounts updated with job openings and strong job 
descriptions year-round.  

● We ensure job descriptions are targeted to the types of teachers we want to 
recruit.    

Social Media Is Real  ● We use social media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, to 
build a brand and to recruit aggressively and strategically.   

Practice #4: Developing A Pipeline 

Practice Description 

Employee Referrals   ● We offer modest, $500 referral bonuses to employees that make referrals 
that result in hires 

● In a mid-sized market like Buffalo, we believe that employee referrals have 
the potential to account for a significant percentage of new hires 
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Internal Pipelines   ● While informal, and not guaranteed, as we build toward capacity we 
envision using the teaching assistant positions as a potential springboard 
into lead teacher positions for candidates that will tend to have stronger fit 
and longer tenure at BCCS.  

● Though not planned for the initial charter term, over time  we will consider 
offering other internal pipeline programs such as summer school 
opportunities, or a teacher residency program.  

University 
Partnerships 

● We will continue to work with local teacher residency programs to recruit 
and develop teachers. For example, we have met with the leaders of the 
Teacher Education Institute at the University at Buffalo, as well as the 
Western New York Teacher Residency Program at Canisius College to 
collaborate on program development for students who wish to teach in 
schools that emphasize a commitment to diversity equity and inclusion. 

Practice #5: School-Based Events 

Practice Description 

BCCS Hiring Events   ● NOT a job fair 
● Hosted at BCCS, the hiring events ensure prospects get to experience the 

school “culture”.   
● School leader, teachers, and students are in attendance. 

Community Events   ● We host community events at BCCS. 
● If appropriate we publish and market the events online.   
● We strategically invite prospective teachers. 

Professional 
Development  

● We invite prospective teachers to attend a PD session/day.   
● We assign a leadership and teacher “partner” to connect with the prospect 

throughout the PD session 

 
In addition to the evidence-based strategies above, we have positioned our 
compensation and benefit packages to be highly competitive with local charters. Our 
budgeted average salary is equivalent to that of a Buffalo City School District teacher 
with a Master’s degree and five to six years of experience. Additionally we have 
budgeted for higher salaries for high needs areas such as special education, as well as 
providing modest signing bonuses to teachers as necessary.  
 
12C2. Hiring Process 
Our hiring process for teacher applicants is in Figure 12.4. This process will be adapted 
as needed for teaching assistants and other staff positions. Descriptions of each step 
follows (protocols from Geoff Smart are in R-23b Supplemental Resources).  
 

Figure 12.4: Teacher Hiring Process 
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Steps Owner Activities 

1 
Develop,Post, 
and advertise 

Job Description  
ED 

A job description will include our core values, responsibilities, 
short- and long-term objectives, and competencies and/or 
goals. 

2 Review 
Applications 

ED  

Applications require the following components: 
● Cover Letter 
● Resume, including college transcripts 
● 3 References  

3 Phone Interview ED A screening interview is conducted over the phone 

4 Skill Assessment ED 

Selected applicants complete one of the following tasks 
electronically: 

● Data Set Analysis 
● IEP Goal Writing 
● Student Writing Feedback 
● Collaborative Planning Session 
● Lesson Video Critique 

5 
School Visit with 

Leader(s) and 
Teacher Groups 

ED 

Selected candidates come to the school for the following: 
● Observe Classrooms 
● Teacher Interview Panel 
● Demo Lesson 
● Lesson Debrief with AD or ED 
● Administrative Interview 

6 Reference Check ED ● Reference checks are conducted. 

7 
Extend Offer 
& Candidate 

Decision 
ED Selected candidates will be recruited beginning with a job offer.  

 
1. Develop, Post and Advertise Job Description: Job descriptions with the following 
components will be disseminated. 
 

a. The Mission: A brief description of the school and job  
b. Core Values: Expectations for all school employees 
c. Qualifications: The minimum qualifications for the position 
d. Outcomes: Our expectations 
e. Responsibilities: A list of significant responsibilities  

 
2. Review Applications: As applications are received they are triaged into three 
categories:  
 

a. Those that meet all qualifications, including preferred items or seem 
outstanding.  

b. Those that meet all minimum qualifications. 
c. Those that do not meet minimum qualifications. 
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Applications fall into category “a” above are advanced to the next stage. Applications in 
category “b” are held in reserve until applicants in the “a” group have completed the 
process. Applications in category “c” are either not pursued or if appropriate may be 
rerouted into positions for which they do meet the minimum qualifications. 
 
3. Phone Interview: The phone interview uses Smart’s “screening interview” protocol to 
assess which candidates are mission aligned and are a potential good match for the 
position.  
 
4. Skill Assessment: The skill assessment asks candidates selected from the phone 
interview to complete a relevant task to provide a sense of the quality of their work, and 
an evaluation of their written communication skills. Selected candidates are advanced to 
the reference check phase. 
 
5. School Visit: The school visit is an opportunity to assess a candidate’s performance 
and suitability. The visit includes a school tour, meetings with teachers, and teaching a 
demonstration lesson. Additionally, a lesson debrief will evaluate a candidate’s ability to 
reflect, accept feedback, and how their teaching may be improved. Finally we use 
Smart’s “administrative interview” protocol to further validate their ability to achieve the 
positions goals. 
6. Reference Check: The reference check uses Smart’s “reference interview” protocol to 
assess the past performance of a candidate, and  further validate the candidates 
suitability. Finalist candidates are invited for a school visit. 
 
7. Extend Offer and Candidate Decision: Successful candidates are offered a position 
and we will continue efforts to encourage their acceptance. 
 
11C3. Retaining High Quality Educators 
Given that retention of high-quality educators is important for program continuity, and 
student success, BCCS uses the evidence-based strategies recommended by the 
National Alliance of Public Charter Schools in Figure 12.5 to retain high-performing 
personnel:  
 

Figure 12.5: BCCS Strategies for Retaining High Quality Educators 

Strategy Description 

Wages above 40K 

● We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package that averages over 
50K for teachers, and is aligned with experience and responsibilities (see 
11C4)  
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Figure 12.5: BCCS Strategies for Retaining High Quality Educators 

Strategy Description 

Leadership 
Pipelines 

● Opportunities for faculty to grow into new roles as the school expands 

Mentoring  ● Teachers are systematically supported through individualized coaching and 
ongoing professional development 

High Expectations 
and Counseling 
Out for Low 
Performers 

● A collaborative, mission aligned professional community  
● High expectations coupled with autonomy for high-quality teachers  
● Rigorous accountability and support systems for struggling teachers  
● At-will contract structure allows low performers to move out of the organization 

more easily 

Explicit “Stay 
conversations”   

● At least at mid and end of year reviews, high performing employees are 
intentionally told how valuable they are to the organization.   

● At mid and end of year reviews high performers are asked what would make 
them stay at the school and what might draw them away. 

 
 
11C4. Compensation and Benefits Packages 
We have budgeted a competitive teacher package that includes a base average salary 
of $53,000 which places us in the mid to upper range of local charter schools and is 
equivalent to the district salary offered to teachers with a Masters degree and five to six 
years of experience. This will allow us to have both verteran teachers as well as newer 
teachers that we will develop internally. Additionally we offer competitive medical and 
dental benefits, 2% annual salary increases, as well as a 401(k) plan with up to 5% 
employer matching (increases to 6% in year 4). This salary and benefits package, 
according to our conversations with financial consultants, places us at the upper end of 
local charter schools.  
 
To determine exact salaries, the Finance Committee and our accounting firm will 
develop a scale during the planning year. The scale will set base salaries and increases 
using a combination of education levels and years of experience. Annual salary 
increases are contingent upon meeting enrollment targets and the overall financial 
health of the organization.  
 
11C5. Addressing Potential Human Resource Challenges 
BCCS is proactive about human resources by committing to the following practices: 

● Develop and distribute a “BCCS Employee Handbook” in consultation with 
legal counsel (see R-12d for the current draft) 
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● Regularly review school systems and policies to improve quality, productivity, 
and employee satisfaction 

● Ensure employees have a designated person to confide in about professional 
problems/issues (see R-12d for policies addressing this issue)  

● Use data and statistics to make informed policy decisions  
● Anonymous employee surveys  
● Provide an effective development program that includes individualized 

coaching and professional development (see R-09ad) 
● Provide compensation and benefit packages that are fair for employees 

 
When necessary, the ED handles personnel and human resource challenges by 
meeting with all relevant parties and pursuing a mutually satisfactory solution. If the ED 
cannot resolve an issue, the Board of Trustees appoints a designee to mediate. When 
appropriate, the school’s attorney handles legal disputes.  
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Response'12d—Personnel'Policies'
'
(d)$Personnel$Policies$
Submit'a'copy'of'the'proposed'education'corporation’s'personnel'policies.'

'

12D1.'Personnel'Policies'

The'draft'of'the'personnel'policies'that'follows'draws'heavily'on'the'policies'and'guidelines'that'

are'in'place'at'Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School,'where'our'proposed'Executive'Director'(ED),'

Daniel'Brink+Washington,'was'a'founding'team'member.'They'will'be'adjusted'and'adopted'in'

the'planning'year,'as'necessary.'These'policies'will'be'shared'with'new'employees'upon'their'

acceptance'of'the'offer'of'employment,'and'each'employee'will'need'to'sign'a'statement'of'

receipt'to'be'kept'in'their'personnel'file.'

'

Draft'BUFFALO'COMMONS'PERSONNEL'POLICIES'
'

1. EMPLOYMENT'
'
1.1'Nature'of'Employment'

If'the'position'requires'employees'to'fulfill'additional'pre+employment'criteria,'such'as'a'

background'investigation'and/or'fingerprinting,'and'if'employees'have'been'offered'

employment'before'those'criteria'are'completed,'employment'is'contingent'upon'the'

satisfactory'fulfillment'of'those'criteria.'

'

1.2'Equal'Employment'Opportunity'

Buffalo'Commons'is'an'Equal'Opportunity'Employer'and'does'not'discriminate'against'any'

person'because'of'race,'color,'creed,'religion,'sex,'gender,'national'origin,'alienage,'disability,'

age'or'perceived'age,'genetic'information,'predisposing'genetic'characteristics,'pregnancy,'

marital'status,'sexual'orientation,'partnership'status,'military'status,'domestic'violence'victim'

status,'or'any'other'characteristic'protected'by'law'(referred'to'as'"protected'status").'This'

nondiscrimination'policy'extends'to'all'terms,'conditions,'and'privileges'of'employment'as'well'

as'the'use'of'all'company'facilities,'participation'in'all'company+sponsored'activities,'and'all'

employment'actions'such'as'promotions,'compensation,'benefits,'and'termination'of'

employment.'In'order'to'provide'equal'employment'and'advancement'opportunities'to'all'

individuals,'employment'decisions'at'Buffalo'Commons'will'be'based'on'merit,'qualifications,'

and'abilities.''

'

In'accordance'with'applicable'law,'Buffalo'Commons'is'committed'to'a'work'environment'that'

is'free'of'discrimination'and'unlawful'harassment'of'any'kind'and'on'any'basis'prohibited'by'

law;'including'unwelcome'advances,'requests'for'sexual'favors,'offensive'language;'or'other'

offensive'verbal,'graphic,'or'physical'conduct'relating'to'an'employee’s'race,'citizenship,'color,'

sex,'age,'disability,'religion,'national'origin,'marital'status,'sexual'orientation,'status'as'a'

veteran,'ancestry,'or'any'other'factor'protected'by'law,'whether'implied'or'explicit.'Buffalo'

Commons'reaffirms'its'compliance'with'applicable'law'governing'nondiscrimination'in'

employment.'
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'

Buffalo'Commons'provides'equal'employment'opportunity'for'qualified'persons'with'

disabilities.'The'School'will'make'reasonable'accommodations'for'qualified'individuals'with'

known'disabilities,'unless'doing'so'would'result'in'an'undue'hardship.'This'policy'governs'all'

aspects'of'employment,'including'selection,'job'assignment,'compensation,'discipline,'

termination,'and'access'to'benefits'and'training.'

'

Any'employees'with'questions'or'concerns'about'any'type'of'discrimination'in'the'workplace'

are'encouraged'to'bring'these'issues'to'the'attention'of'their'immediate'supervisor'at'the'

School'and/or'to'the'Operations'Director'(OD).'Employees'can'raise'concerns'and'make'reports'

without'fear'of'reprisal.'Anyone'found'to'be'engaging'in'any'type'of'unlawful'discrimination'

will'be'subject'to'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment.'

'

1.3'Business'Ethics'and'Conduct'

The'successful'business'operation'and'reputation'of'the'School'is'built'upon'the'principles'of'

fair'dealing'and'ethical'conduct'of'our'employees.'Our'reputation'for'integrity'and'excellence'

requires'careful'observance'of'the'spirit'and'letter'of'all'applicable'laws'and'regulations,'as'well'

as'a'scrupulous'regard'for'the'highest'standards'of'conduct'and'personal'integrity.''

'

Buffalo'Commons'will'comply'with'all'applicable'laws'and'regulations'and'expects'its'directors,'

officers,'and'employees'to'conduct'business'in'accordance'with'the'letter,'spirit,'and'intent'of'

all'relevant'laws'and'to'refrain'from'any'illegal,'dishonest,'or'unethical'conduct.''

'

In'general,'the'use'of'good'judgment,'based'on'high'ethical'principles,'will'guide'employees'

with'respect'to'lines'of'acceptable'conduct.'If'a'situation'arises'where'it'is'difficult'to'determine'

the'proper'course'of'action,'the'matter'should'be'discussed'openly'with'the'immediate'

supervisor'at'the'School'and,'if'necessary,'with'the'ED.''

'

Compliance'with'this'policy'of'business'ethics'and'conduct'is'the'responsibility'of'every'School'

employee.'Disregarding'or'failing'to'comply'with'this'standard'of'business'ethics'and'conduct'

could'lead'to'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'possible'termination'of'employment.'

'

1.4'Personal'Relationships'in'the'Workplace''

For'purposes'of'this'policy,'a'relative'is'any'person'who'is'related'by'blood'or'marriage,'or'

whose'relationship'with'the'employee'is'similar'to'that'of'persons'who'are'related'by'blood'or'

marriage.'A'dating'relationship'is'defined'as'a'relationship'that'may'be'reasonably'expected'to'

lead'to'the'formation'of'a'consensual'"romantic"'or'sexual'relationship.'

'

A'relative'of'a'current'employee'may'not'occupy'a'position'in'which'the'employee'will'work'

directly'for,'or'supervise,'the'relative.'An'individual'involved'in'a'dating'relationship'with'a'

current'employee'also'may'not'occupy'a'position'in'which'he'or'she'will'work'directly'for'or'

supervise'the'employee'with'whom'they'are'involved'in'a'dating'relationship.'The'School'also'

reserves'the'right'to'take'prompt'action'if'an'actual'or'potential'conflict'of'interest'arises'

involving'relatives'or'individuals'involved'in'a'dating'relationship'who'occupy'positions'at'any'
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level'(higher'or'lower)'in'the'same'line'of'authority'that'may'affect'the'review'of'employment'

decisions.'

'

If'a'relative'relationship'or'dating'relationship'is'established'after'employment'between'

employees'who'are'in'a'reporting'situation'described'above,'it'is'the'responsibility'and'

obligation'of'the'supervisor'involved'in'the'relationship'to'disclose'the'existence'of'the'

relationship'to'management.'School'management'will'examine'the'situation'and'respond'as'

appropriate'to'ensure'a'professional'environment'is'maintained.''

'

In'other'cases'where'a'conflict'or'the'potential'for'conflict'arises'because'of'the'relationship'

between'employees,'even'if'there'is'no'line'of'authority'or'reporting'involved,'the'employees'

may'be'separated'by'reassignment'or'terminated'from'employment.'Employees'should'refrain'

from'public'workplace'displays'of'affection'or'excessive'personal'conversation.'

'

1.5'Immigration'Law'Compliance'

Buffalo'Commons'is'committed'to'employing'only'United'States'citizens'and'aliens'who'are'

authorized'to'work'in'the'United'States'and'does'not'unlawfully'discriminate'on'the'basis'of'

citizenship'or'national'origin.'

'

In'compliance'with'the'Immigration'Reform'and'Control'Act'of'1986,'each'new'employee,'as'a'

condition'of'employment,'must'complete'Employment'Eligibility'Verification'Form'I+9'and'

present'documentation'establishing'identity'and'employment'eligibility.'Former'employees'

who'are'rehired'may'also'be'required'to'complete'the'form.'

'

Employees'with'questions'or'seeking'more'information'on'immigration'law'issues'are'

encouraged'to'contact'the'OD.'Employees'may'raise'questions'or'complaints'about'

immigration'law'compliance'without'fear'of'reprisal.'

'

1.6'Conflicts'of'Interest'

Employees'have'an'obligation'to'conduct'themselves'within'guidelines'that'prevent'actual'or'

potential'conflicts'of'interest'from'arising.'This'policy'establishes'only'the'framework'within'

which'the'School'intends'to'operate.''

'

Transactions'with'outside'firms'must'be'conducted'within'the'framework'established'and'using'

the'standards'preset'by'the'School.''

'

An'actual'or'potential'conflict'of'interest'occurs'when'an'employee'is'in'a'position'to'influence'

a'decision'that'may'result'in'a'personal'gain'for'that'employee'or'for'a'relative'as'a'result'of'the'

School's'business'dealings.'For'the'purposes'of'this'policy,'a'relative'is'any'person'who'is'

related'by'blood'or'marriage,'or'whose'relationship'with'the'employee'is'similar'to'that'of'

persons'who'are'related'by'blood'or'marriage.'

'

No'"presumption'of'guilt"'is'created'by'the'mere'existence'of'a'relationship'with'outside'firms.'

However,'if'employees'have'any'influence'on'transactions'involving'purchases,'contracts,'or'
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leases,'it'is'imperative'that'they'disclose'to'the'ED'of'the'School'as'soon'as'possible'the'

existence'of'any'actual'or'potential'conflict'of'interest'so'that'safeguards'can'be'established'to'

protect'all'parties.'

'

Personal'gain'may'result'not'only'in'cases'where'an'employee'or'relative'has'a'significant'

ownership'in'a'firm'with'which'the'School'does'business,'but'also'when'an'employee'or'

relative'receives'any'kickback,'bribe,'substantial'gift,'or'special'consideration'as'a'result'of'any'

transaction'or'business'dealings'involving'the'School.'

'

1.7'Outside'Employment'and'Student'Tutoring'

Employees'may'hold'outside'jobs'as'long'as'they'continue'to'meet'the'performance'standards'

of'their'job'with'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School.'All'employees'will'be'judged'by'the'same'

performance'standards'and'will'be'subject'to'the'Buffalo'Commons’'scheduling'demands,'

regardless'of'any'existing'outside'work'requirements.'

'

If'Buffalo'Commons'determines'that'an'employee's'outside'work'interferes'with'performance'

or'the'ability'to'meet'the'requirements'of'the'School'as'they'are'modified'from'time'to'time,'

the'employee'may'be'asked'to'terminate'the'outside'employment'if'he'or'she'wishes'to'remain'

with'Buffalo'Commons.'

'

Outside'employment'that'constitutes'a'conflict'of'interest'is'prohibited.'Employees'may'not'

receive'any'income'or'material'gain'from'individuals'outside'the'School'for'materials'produced'

or'services'rendered'while'performing'their'duties'for'the'School.'

'

In'addition,'members'of'the'School’s'faculty'may'not'tutor'students'currently'enrolled'at'the'

School'for'pay'or'other'compensation.''

'

1.8'Nondisclosure'

The'protection'of'confidential'business'information'and'trade'secrets'is'vital'to'the'interests'

and'the'success'of'the'School.'Every'employee'must'take'reasonable'precautions'to'prevent'

the'unauthorized'disclosure'of'confidential'information.'Such'confidential'information'includes,'

but'is'not'limited'to,'the'following'examples:'

'

● financial'information'

● payroll'records'

● personnel'records'

● student'and'family'records''

'

All'employees'may'be'required'to'sign'a'nondisclosure'agreement'as'a'condition'of'

employment.'Employees'who'improperly'use'or'disclose'trade'secrets'or'confidential'business'

information'will'be'subject'to'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'

employment,'even'if'they'do'not'actually'benefit'from'the'disclosed'information.'

'

1.9'Disability'Accommodations'
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Buffalo'Commons'is'committed'to'complying'fully'with'the'Americans'with'Disabilities'Act'

(ADA)'and'applicable'state'and'local'laws'and'to'ensuring'equal'opportunity'in'employment'for'

qualified'persons'with'disabilities.'All'employment'practices'and'activities'are'conducted'on'a'

nondiscriminatory'basis.'

'

Hiring'procedures'are'designed'to'provide'persons'with'disabilities'meaningful'employment'

opportunities.'Pre+employment'inquiries'are'made'only'regarding'an'applicant's'ability'to'

perform'the'duties'of'the'position.'

'

Reasonable'accommodations'for'qualified'individuals'with'known'disabilities'will'be'made,'

unless'to'do'so'would'cause'an'undue'hardship'for'the'School.'All'employment'decisions'are'

based'exclusively'on'the'merits'of'the'situation'in'accordance'with'defined'criteria.'

'

Qualified'individuals'with'disabilities'are'entitled'to'equal'pay'and'other'forms'of'compensation'

(or'changes'in'compensation)'as'well'as'in'job'assignments,'classifications,'organizational'

structures,'position'descriptions,'lines'of'progression,'and'seniority'lists.'Leave'of'all'types'will'

be'available'to'all'employees'on'an'equal'basis.'

'

This'policy'is'neither'exhaustive'nor'exclusive.'Buffalo'Commons'is'committed'to'taking'all'

other'actions'necessary'to'ensure'equal'employment'opportunity'for'persons'with'disabilities'

in'accordance'with'the'ADA'and'all'other'applicable'federal,'state,'and'local'laws.'

'

'
2.'EMPLOYMENT'STATUS'&'RECORDS'
'
2.1'Employment'Categories'

It'is'the'intent'of'the'School'to'clarify'the'definitions'of'employment'classifications'so'that'

employees'understand'their'employment'status'and'benefit'eligibility.'These'classifications'do'

not'guarantee'employment'for'any'specified'period'of'time.'

'

Each'employee'is'designated'as'either'NONEEXEMPT'or'EXEMPT'from'federal'and'state'wage'

and'hour'laws.'NONEEXEMPT'employees'are'entitled'to'overtime'pay'under'the'specific'

provisions'of'federal'and'state'laws.'EXEMPT'employees'are'excluded'from'specific'provisions'

of'federal'and'state'wage'and'hour'laws.'An'employee's'EXEMPT'or'NONEEXEMPT'classification'
may'be'changed'only'upon'written'notification'by'management.''

'

For'the'purposes'of'employment'categorization,'FULL'TIME'employees'are'those'who'are'

regularly'scheduled'to'work'at'least'75%'of'their'department’s'full+time'schedule.''Generally,'
they'are'eligible'for'Buffalo'Commons’'benefits'package,'subject'to'the'terms,'conditions,'and'

limitations'of'each'benefit'program.'Typically,'these'employees'work'30'or'more'hours'per'week.'

'
PARTETIME'employees'are'those'who'work'continuously'for'a'specified'number'of'hours'per'

week'that'is'less'than'a'regular'schedule'of'30'or'more'hours'per'week.'Part+time'employees'

receive'all'legally'mandated'benefits'(such'as'Social'Security,'workers''compensation'insurance,'
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and'sick'time).''

'
Additionally,'employees'are'classified'as'REGULAR'or'TEMPORARY.'REGULAR'employees'are'those'

who'fill'permanent'roles'on'an'annual'or'ongoing'basis.'TEMPORARY'employees'fill'vacancies'on'a'

short+term'or'seasonal'basis.'

'

At'Buffalo'Commons,'a'“benefit'year”'is'July'1st'through'June'30th.''

'

2.2'Access'to'Personnel'Files'

The'School'maintains'a'personnel'file'on'each'employee.'The'personnel'file'includes'such'

information'as'the'employee's'job'application,'resume,'records'of'training,'W+2'and'I+9'forms,'

certifications,'documentation'of'performance'appraisals'and'salary'increases,'and'other'

employment'records,'in'certain'instances'as'required'by'applicable'laws.'

'

Personnel'files'are'the'property'of'Buffalo'Commons,'and'access'to'the'personnel'files'is'

restricted.'Generally,'only'supervisors'and'management'personnel'of'the'School'who'have'a'

legitimate'reason'to'review'information'in'a'file'are'allowed'to'do'so.'

'

Employees'who'wish'to'review'their'own'file'should'contact'the'OD.'With'reasonable'advance'

notice,'employees'may'review'their'own'personnel'files'in'the'OD'office'and'in'the'presence'of'

an'individual'appointed'by'the'School'to'maintain'the'files.'

'

2.3'Employment'Clearance'

To'ensure'that'individuals'who'join'Buffalo'Commons'are'well'qualified'and'have'a'strong'

potential'to'be'productive'and'successful,'it'is'the'policy'of'the'School'to'check'the'employment'

references'of'all'applicants.''

'

The'OD'will'respond'to'external'reference+check'inquiries,'confirming'only'dates'of'

employment'and'position(s)'held.'No'employment'data'will'be'released'without'a'written'

authorization'and'release'signed'by'the'individual'who'is'the'subject'of'the'inquiry.'If'

employees'have'questions,'please'contact'the'OD.'

'

The'School'shall'establish,'maintain,'and'implement'procedures'for'conducting'background'

checks'(including'a'fingerprint'check'for'a'criminal'record)'of'all'school'employees'and'

prospective'employees'(whether'part+'or'full+time)'of'the'School,'as'well'as'any'individual'who'

has'regular'access'to'the'students'enrolled'in'the'School'(including,'but'not'limited'to,'

employees'and'agents'of'any'company'or'organization'which'is'a'party'to'a'contract'to'provide'

services'to'the'School)'to'the'extent'required'by'subdivision'2854(3)(a+2)'of'the'Education'Law'

and'the'applicable'requirements'of'the'Safe'Schools'Against'Violence'in'Education'Legislation'

(Chapter'180'of'the'laws'of'2000)'and'8'N.Y.C.R>R>'part'87+'The'School'may,'but'is'not'required'

to,'conduct'any'and'all'other'background'checks'permitted'by'law.'Failure'to'submit'to'and'

cooperate'with'a'background'check'may'result'in'the'School’s'decision'to'not'offer'a'position'to'

a'prospective'employee'or'to'terminate'an'existing'employment'relationship.'

'
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2.4'Personnel'Data'Changes'

It'is'the'responsibility'of'each'employee'to'promptly'notify'Buffalo'Commons'of'any'changes'in'

personnel'data.'Personal'mailing'addresses,'telephone'numbers,'number'and'names'of'

dependents,'individuals'to'be'contacted'in'the'event'of'an'emergency,'educational'

accomplishments,'and'other'such'status'reports'should'be'accurate'and'current'at'all'times.'If'

any'personnel'data'has'changed,'notify'the'OD'immediately.''

'

2.5'Notification'of'Arrest'

If'arrested,'employees'are'required'to'immediately'notify'their'supervisor'and'provide'a'copy'of'

the'criminal'court'complaint'regarding'the'incident.'This'notification'is'required'regardless'of'

whether'the'arrest'occurred'in'or'out'of'the'workplace.'Depending'upon'the'nature'of'the'

arrest,'the'School'may'require'the'employee'be'removed'from'contact'with'children'pending'

the'outcome'of'criminal'proceedings.'Failure'to'notify'should'be'the'subject'of'appropriate'

disciplinary'action.'

'

2.6'Performance'Evaluations'&'Certification'

Supervisors'and'employees'are'strongly'encouraged'to'discuss'job'performance'and'goals'on'an'

informal,'day+to+day'basis.'Formal'performance'evaluations'are'conducted'to'provide'both'

supervisors'and'employees'the'opportunity'to'discuss'job'tasks,'identify'and'correct'

weaknesses,'encourage'and'recognize'strengths,'and'discuss'positive,'purposeful'approaches'

for'meeting'goals.'

'

The'performance'of'all'employees'is'generally'evaluated'on'an'ongoing'basis.'Performance'

evaluations'may'address'professionalism,'performance,'attitude,'progress,'and'any'other'factor'

relevant'to'assessing'the'employee’s'overall'performance.'

'

In'addition'to'Performance'Evaluation,'full+'and'part+time'Faculty'certification'status'will'be'

tracked'and'reported'on'during'the'year'and'discussed'during'formal'performance'evaluations.''

'

As'with'professionals'in'many'fields,'Buffalo'Commons'expects'its'Faculty'to'maintain'all'

mandated'professional'certifications.'As'a'member'of'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School’s'

instructional'faculty,'maintaining'a'current'and'valid'New'York'teaching'certification'is'the'

faculty'member's'professional'responsibility.'If,'at'the'start'of'a'contract'term'employees'are'

not'certified,'are'certified'in'another'state,'or'a'current'certification'will'expire'during'the'

contract'term,'it'is'the'teacher's'responsibility'to'determine'the'required'steps'toward'

achieving'certification,'including'but'not'limited'to'the'completion'of'coursework,'tests,'and'

workshops.''

'

Faculty'are'given'a'maximum'of'2'years'from'the'beginning'of'their'first'contract'term'to'

achieve'valid'certification.'If'employees'have'not'achieved'certification'by'the'end'of'the'

second'contract'year,'the'School'reserves'the'right'to'take'any'actions'it'deems'reasonable'

including,'without'limitation,'nonrenewal'of'the'teaching'agreement'at'the'end'of'the'term'or'

nonprogression'to'the'next'step'on'the'salary'scale.'

'
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'

3.'EMPLOYEE'BENEFIT'PROGRAMS'
'
3.1'Employee'Benefits'

Eligible'employees'at'Buffalo'Commons'are'provided'a'wide'range'of'benefits.'A'number'of'the'

programs'(such'as'Social'Security,'workers''compensation,'state'disability,'and'unemployment'

insurance)'cover'all'employees'in'the'manner'prescribed'by'law.'

'

Benefits'eligibility'is'dependent'on'a'variety'of'factors,'including'employee'classification.'The'

OD'can'identify'the'programs'for'which'employees'are'eligible.'Details'of'many'of'these'

programs'can'be'found'in'the'Employee'Benefits'Guide,'available'from'the'OD.'

'

The'following'benefit'programs'are'available'to'regular'full+time'employees:'

'

● Medical'Insurance''

● Dental'Insurance''

● Vision'Care'Insurance''

● Flexible'Spending'Accounts'

● Commuter'Benefits'

● Life'Insurance''

● Long+Term'Disability''

● Short+Term'Disability''

● 401(k)'Savings'Plan''

● Employee'Assistance'Program''

● Direct'Deposit''

● Voluntary'Benefits'

● Pet'Insurance'

'

A'Benefits'Enrollment'package'(for'enrollment'in'Medical,'Dental,'Vision,'Flexible'Spending'

Accounts,'Life,'and'LTD)'is'shared'with'all'eligible'employees'before'the'start'of'the'benefit'year'

or'at'hire.'Employees'may'request'a'digital'copy'of'this'information'from'the'OD.''

'

If'employees'do'not'enroll'in'benefits'during'Buffalo'Commons’'annual'Open'Enrollment'period'

or'within'30'days'of'their'start,'they'will'not'be'able'to'enroll'for'the'remainder'of'the'benefit'

year.'The'next'opportunity'to'enroll'will'be'the'following'year’s'Open'Enrollment'period.'

'
Retirement'Plan'(401(k)'Plan):'The'School'offers'a'401(k)'plan'to'all'full+'and'part+time'

employees.'Under'this'plan,'employees'are'deducted'a'portion'of'their'current'gross'pay'

before'taxes'and'are'able'to'invest'that'portion'in'accordance'with'applicable'federal'and'state'

guidelines'governing'deferred'compensation'programs'and'with'procedures'established'by'the'

School.'The'plan’s'provider'shall'govern'the'specifics'of'the'plan.''

'

All'full+'and'part+time'employees'will'be'auto+enrolled'in'the'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'

Retirement'plan'at'a'rate'of'2%'of'their'gross'pay'on'the'first'pay'date'following'their'start'
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date.'This'2%'will'be'matched'by'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'on'a'vesting'schedule'

detailed'below.'An'employee'may'choose'to'increase'or'decrease'the'amount'to'be'invested'in'

the'401(k)'plan'at'any'time'by'updating'the'OD'and'their'information'on'the'Empower'

Retirement'website.'Employees'may'also'opt'out'of'the'plan'at'any'time'by'contacting'the'OD.' '

'

The'School'offers'401(k)'matching'as'follows:'

'

● The'School'matches'employee'contributions'up'to'5%'(increases'to'6%'in'year'4)'

of'total'salary'per'year;'and'

● Each'employee'vests'50%'in'the'School'matching'funds'after'2'years'of'

continued'service'and'100%'after'3'years'of'continued'service).'Note'that'staff'

have'immediate'and'100%'vesting'in'their'own'contributions.'

'

In'accordance'with'federal'guidelines,'employees'are'subject'to'a'maximum'limit'per'year'on'

deferred'compensation.'While'Buffalo'Commons'will'ensure'that'no'amount'beyond'the'

maximum'allowable'annual'contribution'is'set'aside,'employees'should'take'every'reasonable'

precaution'to'ensure'that'the'per+paycheck'amount'of'income'requested'to'be'deferred'will'

not'cause'such'limits'to'be'exceeded'in'any'given'year.''

'

3.2'Benefits'Continuation'(COBRA)'

The'federal'Consolidated'Omnibus'Budget'Reconciliation'Act'(COBRA)'gives'employees'and'

their'qualified'beneficiaries'the'opportunity'to'continue'health'insurance'coverage'under'

Buffalo'Commons’'health'plan'when'a'"qualifying'event,"'such'as'a'termination'of'employment'

or'unpaid'personal'leave,'would'normally'result'in'the'loss'of'eligibility'for'the'School’s'medical'

benefits.'Spouses'and'dependents'of'an'employee'may'also'be'entitled'to'continued'coverage'

under'COBRA.'

'

Under'COBRA,'the'employee'or'beneficiary'pays'the'full'cost'of'coverage'at'Buffalo'Commons’'

group'rate'plus'an'administration'fee.'Buffalo'Commons'provides'each'eligible'employee'with'a'

written'notice'describing'rights'granted'under'COBRA'when'the'employee,'or'the'employee’s'

spouse'or'dependents,'becomes'eligible'for'coverage'under'Buffalo'Commons’'health'insurance'

plan.'The'notice'contains'important'information'about'the'COBRA'beneficiary’s'rights'and'

obligations.'

'

3.3'Workers’'Compensation'Insurance'

As'required'by'law,'Buffalo'Commons'maintains'a'comprehensive'workers’'compensation'

insurance'program'at'no'cost'to'employees.'This'program'covers'any'injury'or'illness'sustained'

in'the'course'of'employment'that'requires'medical,'surgical,'or'hospital'treatment.'Subject'to'

the'applicable'legal'requirements,'workers’'compensation'insurance'provides'benefits'after'a'

waiting'period.'

'

Employees'who'sustain'work+related'injuries'or'illnesses'must'inform'their'supervisor'and'the'

OD'immediately'but'not'later'than'10'days'after'the'occurrence'of'the'injury'or'illness.'No'

matter'how'minor'an'on+the+job'injury'may'appear,'it'is'important'that'it'be'reported'
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immediately.'This'will'enable'an'eligible'employee'to'qualify'for'coverage'as'quickly'as'possible.'

An'employee'who'fails'to'timely'report'an'injury'or'illness'that'occurred'while'working'may'

jeopardize'his'or'her'right'to'collect'workers’'compensation'payments.'

'

Neither'Buffalo'Commons'nor'the'insurance'carrier'will'be'liable'for'the'payment'of'workers’'

compensation'benefits'for'injuries'that'occur'during'an'employee’s'voluntary'participation'in'

any'off+duty'recreational,'social,'or'athletic'activity'sponsored'by'the'School.'

'

3.4'Paid'Time'Off''

The'attendance'of'our'employees,'both'faculty'and'staff,'directly'and'indirectly'affects'the'

learning'of'our'students.'We'hope'all'will'honor'the'spirit'of'paid'time'off,'taking'it'only'as'and'

when'needed,'while'at'the'same'time'ensuring'the'students’'education'is'held'as'of'the'highest'

importance'in'our'minds.'

'

We'request'that'employees'do'everything'possible'to'keep'absences'to'an'absolute'minimum,'

but'we'do'understand'that'illnesses'and'personal'emergencies'may'occur'over'the'normal'

course'of'a'year.''

'

With'that'in'mind,'Buffalo'Commons'allows'for'paid'time+off'benefits'for'all'eligible'employees.'

Eligible'employee'classification(s):'

'

o Regular'full+'time'employees''

o Regular'part+time'employees'

'
Regular'FullETime'Employees:'Regular'full+time'employees'and/or'exempt'employees'are'

eligible'to'request'no'more'than'7'days'of'paid'time'off'(PTO)'per'benefit'year,'which'are'to'be'

prorated'based'on'partial'days'of'service.'If'the'need'is'foreseeable,'employees'must'give'7'

days’'advance'notice'of'intention'to'take'paid'time'off.'If'the'need'is'not'foreseeable,'

employees'must'give'notice'as'soon'as'is'practicable.'Faculty'may'not'use'PTO'on'a'day'

immediately'preceding'or'following'a'school'vacation'or'holiday'weekend,'unless'it'is'required'

and'documented'by'a'doctor’s'note.''

'

Employees'who'do'not'follow'our'school'policies'and'procedures'to'request'PTO'time'or'who'

request'in'excess'of'7'PTO'days'will'not'be'paid'for'the'PTO'time'taken.''

'

An'eligible'employee'may'use'benefits'for'an'absence'due'to'his'or'her'own'illness'or'injury,'

personal'use,'or'that'of'a'spouse,'child,'or'immediate'family'member.'

'

If'an'employee'is'absent'more'than'3'consecutive'days'due'to'illness'or'injury,'a'physician's'

statement'must'be'provided'verifying'the'illness'or'disability'and'its'beginning'and'expected'

ending'dates.'Such'verification'may'be'requested'for'other'absences'as'well.'

'

Unused'PTO'benefits'will'not'be'paid'to'employees'in'any'event.'

'
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Regular'PartETime'Employees:'Regular'part+time'employees'are'entitled'to'accrue'1'hour'of'

PTO'for'every'30'hours'worked,'for'a'maximum'of'40'hours'of'PTO.'These'benefits'are'

calculated'on'the'basis'of'the'12+month'period'that'begins'when'the'employee'starts'to'earn'

sick'leave'benefits.'

'

If'the'need'is'foreseeable,'employees'must'give'7'days’'advance'notice'of'intention'to'take'sick'

leave'benefits.'If'the'need'is'not'foreseeable,'employees'must'give'notice'as'soon'as'is'

practicable.'Faculty'may'not'use'sick'leave'benefits'on'a'day'immediately'preceding'or'

following'a'school'vacation'or'holiday'weekend,'unless'it'is'required'and'documented'by'a'

doctor’s'note.''

'

Employees'who'do'not'follow'our'school'policies'and'procedures'to'request'sick'leave'or'who'

request'in'excess'of'their'sick'leave'days'will'not'be'paid'for'the'sick'leave'time'taken.''

'

Regular'part+time'employees'may'only'use'sick'leave'benefits'for'an'absence'due'to'their'own'

illness'or'injury,'or'that'of'a'spouse,'child,'or'immediate'family'member.'Sick'leave'benefits'can'

be'used'in'minimum'increments'of'one+half'of'a'scheduled'shift.''

'

If'an'employee'is'absent'for'3'or'more'consecutive'days'due'to'illness'or'injury,'a'physician's'

statement'must'be'provided'verifying'the'disability'and'its'beginning'and'expected'ending'

dates.'Such'verification'may'be'requested'for'other'sick'leave'absences'as'well.'

'

Sick'leave'benefits'will'be'calculated'based'on'the'employee's'base'pay'rate'at'the'time'of'

absence'and'will'not'include'any'special'forms'of'compensation.'

'

Unused'sick'leave'benefits'will'be'allowed'to'accumulate'until'the'employee'has'accrued'a'total'

of'40'hours’'worth'of'sick'leave'benefits.'If'the'employee'reaches'this'maximum,'further'accrual'

of'sick'leave'benefits'will'be'suspended'until'the'employee'has'reduced'the'balance'below'the'

limit.'

'

Sick'leave'benefits'are'intended'for'use'solely'in'the'event'of'illness'or'injury'and'may'not'be'

used'for'any'other'absence.'Unused'sick'leave'benefits'will'not'be'paid'to'employees'in'any'

event.'

'
Coverages'and'Substitute'Teachers:'In'addition'to'consistent'professional'attendance'having'a'
positive'impact'on'the'students'and'in'one’s'classroom,'stable'professional'presence'supports'

one’s'colleagues'and'the'administration'as'well'as'valuing'professional'educators'in'the'eyes'of'

the'community.'In'a'school'environment,'every'absence'is'felt.'The'absence'of'a'teacher'

necessitates'the'use'of'coverage'teams'and,'in'some'cases,'substitute'teachers.''

'

Faculty'members'must'call,'email,'or'text'their'Academic'Director'(AD)'to'inform'of'a'sick'day.'

They'must'speak'with'the'AD'by'6:30'a.m.'on'the'day'they'will'be'out'sick,'if'not'the'day'before,'

so'that'internal'coverage'or'a'substitute'may'be'arranged.''

'
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Should'a'faculty'member'not'comply'with'this'policy,'he'or'she'may'not'be'paid'for'days'missed'

without'proper'notification.'If'the'AD'cannot'secure'a'substitute,'faculty'will'be'assigned'to'

cover'internally.''

'

Every'faculty'member'must'ensure'that'3'days’'worth'of'lesson'plans,'related'materials,'and'

seating'charts'are'available'at'all'times'for'use'by'a'covering'or'substitute'teacher.'These'

materials'should'be'shared'with'the'AD'or'AD’s'designee.''
'
3.5'Bereavement'Leave'

All'employees'who'wish'to'take'time'off'due'to'the'death'of'a'family'member'should'notify'

their'supervisor'immediately.''

'

Up'to'3'days'of'paid'bereavement'leave'for'immediate'family'members'and'1'day'of'paid'

bereavement'leave'for'extended'family'members'will'be'provided'to'regular'full+time'

employees.'

'

Bereavement'pay'is'calculated'based'on'the'base'pay'rate'at'the'time'of'absence'and'will'not'

include'any'special'forms'of'compensation.'

'

Bereavement'leave'will'normally'be'granted'unless'there'are'unusual'business'needs'or'staffing'

requirements.'Employees'may,'with'their'supervisors''approval,'use'any'available'paid'leave'for'

additional'time'off'as'necessary.'

'

The'School'defines'"immediate'family"'as'the'employee's'spouse,'domestic'partner,'parent,'

child,'sibling;'the'employee's'spouse's'parent,'child,'or'sibling;'the'employee's'child's'spouse;'

grandparents'or'grandchildren.'The'school'defines'“extended'family”'as'aunts,'uncles,'cousins,'

and'other'relatives'of'the'employee'or'their'spouse'or'domestic'partner.''

'

3.6'Jury'Duty'

Buffalo'Commons'encourages'employees'to'fulfill'their'civic'responsibilities'by'serving'jury'duty'

when'required.'Regular'employees'will'be'compensated'for'jury'duty'consistent'with'state'law.''

'

Either'the'School'or'the'employee'may'request'an'excuse'from'jury'duty'if,'in'the'School's'

judgment,'the'employee's'absence'would'create'serious'operational'difficulties.'However,'this'

request'only'postpones'the'jury'service'requirement'and'does'not'excuse'the'employee'from'

service'entirely.'Employees'are'strongly'encouraged'to'request'to'reschedule'jury'duty'for'a'

day'when'school'is'not'in'session,'such'as'school'vacations'or'summer'break.'

'

Jury'duty'pay'for'full+time'employees'will'be'calculated'on'the'employee's'base'pay'rate'times'

the'number'of'hours'the'employee'would'otherwise'have'worked'on'the'day'of'absence.'Part+

time'employees'will'be'paid'up'to'$40'per'day'for'the'first'3'days'of'jury'duty'(calculated'on'the'

employee's'base'pay'rate'times'the'number'of'hours'the'employee'would'otherwise'have'

worked'on'the'day'of'absence).''

'
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If'employees'are'required'to'serve'jury'duty'beyond'the'period'of'paid'jury'duty'leave,'they'

may'use'any'available'paid'time'off'(for'example,'vacation'benefits)'or'may'request'an'unpaid'

jury'duty'leave'of'absence.'

'

Employees'must'show'the'jury'duty'summons'to'their'supervisor'and'notify'the'OD'as'soon'as'

possible'so'that'the'supervisor'may'make'arrangements'to'accommodate'their'absence.'Of'

course,'employees'are'expected'to'report'for'work'whenever'the'court'schedule'permits.'

'

Buffalo'Commons'will'continue'to'provide'health'insurance'benefits'until'the'end'of'the'month'

in'which'the'unpaid'jury'duty'leave'begins.'At'that'time,'employees'will'become'responsible'for'

the'full'costs'of'these'benefits'if'they'wish'coverage'to'continue.'When'the'employee'returns'

from'jury'duty,'benefits'will'again'be'provided'by'the'School'according'to'the'applicable'plans.'

'
3.7'School+Related'Business'and'Professional'Development'

Any'school+related'business'time'(including'school+approved'professional'development)'out'of'

the'School'must'be'requested'in'the'same'manner'as'any'PTO'day.'The'request'must'be'

approved'by'the'AD'or'administrative'supervisor.'The'AD'or'supervisor'will'coordinate'

substitute'services'for'absences'due'to'school+related'business'when'necessary.'No'personal'

time'will'be'deducted'for'time'used'for'approved'school+related'business.''

'

3.8'Holidays'

The'School'will'grant'paid'holiday'time'off'to'all'regular'full+time'employees.'Holiday'pay'will'be'

calculated'based'on'the'employee's'straight+time'pay'rate'(as'of'the'date'of'the'holiday)'times'

the'number'of'hours'the'employee'would'otherwise'have'worked'on'that'day.''

'

3.9'Vacation'Benefits'

Vacation'time'off'with'pay'is'available'to'all'regular'full+time'staff'and'administrative'employees'

to'provide'opportunities'for'rest,'relaxation,'and'personal'pursuits.'Employees'in'the'following'

employment'classification(s)'are'eligible'to'earn'and'use'vacation'time'as'described'below.'

'

Upon'initial'eligibility,'the'employee'is'entitled'to'15'vacation'days'each'year'in'addition'to'days'

that'offices'are'closed.'Employees'earn'paid'vacation'time'at'the'rate'of'15'days'per'year'(1.25'

days'for'every'full'month'of'service).'Employees'are'able'to'request'permission'from'their'

supervisor'to'borrow'forward'days'for'use'before'the'days'are'earned.''

'

After'3'years'of'satisfactory'employment'with'the'School,'employees'will'be'eligible'for'an'

additional'5'days'of'vacation'per'year'beginning'at'the'start'of'the'following'benefit'year.''

'

Paid'vacation'time'can'be'used'in'minimum'increments'of'one+half'day.'To'take'vacation,'an'

employee'should'request'advance'approval'from'his'or'her'supervisor.'Requests'for'use'of'paid'

vacation'time'should'be'made'at'least'2'weeks'in'advance.'Requests'will'be'reviewed'based'on'

a'number'of'factors,'including,'but'not'limited'to,'business'needs'and'staffing'requirements.'

Buffalo'Commons'encourages'its'employees'to'use'their'vacation'time'when'school'is'not'in'

session.'Any'vacation'time'earned'but'not'used'by'the'end'of'the'benefit'year'will'be'forfeited'
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and'in'no'case'will'be'rolled'over'into'the'next'year.'

'

Vacation'time'off'is'paid'at'the'employee's'base'pay'rate'at'the'time'of'vacation'for'the'number'

of'hours'absent.'It'does'not'include'overtime'or'any'special'forms'of'compensation.'

'

Upon'termination'of'employment,'employees'will'be'paid'for'unused'vacation'time'that'has'

been'earned'through'the'last'day'of'work.'

'
'
4.'TIMEKEEPING/PAYROLL'
'
4.1'Paydays'

All'employees'are'paid'semimonthly'on'the'15th'and'last'days'of'the'month.'Each'paycheck'will'

include'earnings'for'all'work'performed'through'the'end'of'the'payroll'period.'In'the'event'that'

a'regularly'scheduled'payday'falls'on'a'weekend'or'observed'holiday,'employees'will'receive'

paychecks'on'the'last'day'of'work'before'the'regularly'scheduled'payday.'If'a'regular'payday'

falls'during'an'employee's'vacation,'the'employee's'paycheck'will'be'available'upon'his'or'her'

return'from'vacation.'Employees'may'have'pay'directly'deposited'into'their'bank'accounts'if'

they'provide'advanced'online'authorization'to'the'School.''

'

4.2'Employment'Termination'

We'recognize'that'termination'of'employment'is'an'inevitable'part'of'personnel'activity'within'

any'organization,'and'many'of'the'reasons'for'termination'are'routine.'Below'are'examples'of'

some'of'the'most'common'circumstances'under'which'employment'is'terminated:'

'

● Resignation'+'voluntary'employment'termination'initiated'by'an'employee.''

● Discharge'+'involuntary'employment'termination'initiated'by'the'organization.''

● Layoff'+'involuntary'employment'termination'initiated'by'the'organization'for'

nondisciplinary'reasons.''

'

Because'employment'with'Buffalo'Commons'is'based'on'mutual'consent,'both'the'employee'

and'the'School'have'the'right'to'terminate'employment'at'will,'with'or'without'cause,'at'any'

time.''

'

Employee'benefits'will'be'affected'by'employment'termination'in'the'following'manner:'All'

accrued,'vested'benefits'that'are'due'and'payable'at'termination'will'be'paid.'Some'benefits'

may'be'continued'at'the'employee's'expense'if'the'employee'so'chooses.'The'employee'will'be'

notified'in'writing'of'the'benefits'that'may'be'continued'and'of'the'terms,'conditions,'and'

limitations'of'such'continuance.'

'

Final'Pay:'Buffalo'Commons'will'pay'employees'who'give'proper'notice'through'their'last'day'

of'employment,'unless'they'are'on'a'leave'of'absence.'Employees'who'resign'in'accordance'

with'stated'Separation'provisions'will'be'provided'with'compensation'for'unused'but'earned'
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vacation'time'at'termination.'Employees'will'not'receive'pay'for'any'unused'PTO'days.'

Employees'will'receive'their'final'pay'according'to'the'normal'payroll'processing'cycle,'or'in'

accordance'with'applicable'wage'laws.'

'

In'the'event'of'a'termination'of'employment,'it'is'the'employee’s'responsibility'to'notify'the'

School'of'any'change'of'address'to'which'the'employee’s'W+2'should'be'delivered.'

'

4.3'Pay'Advances'

Buffalo'Commons'does'not'provide'pay'advances'to'employees.'

'
4.4'Administrative'Pay'Corrections'

Buffalo'Commons'takes'all'reasonable'steps'to'ensure'that'employees'receive'the'correct'

amount'of'pay'in'each'paycheck'and'that'employees'are'paid'promptly'on'the'scheduled'

payday.'

'

In'the'unlikely'event'that'there'is'an'error'in'the'amount'of'pay,'the'employee'should'promptly'

bring'the'discrepancy'to'the'attention'of'the'OD'so'that'corrections'can'be'made'as'quickly'as'

possible.'

'

4.5'Pay'Deductions'and'Setoffs'

The'law'requires'that'Buffalo'Commons'make'certain'deductions'from'every'employee's'

compensation.'Among'these'are'applicable'federal,'state,'and'local'income'taxes.'Buffalo'

Commons'also'must'deduct'Social'Security'taxes'on'each'employee's'earnings'up'to'a'specified'

limit'that'is'called'the'Social'Security'"wage'base."'The'School'matches'the'amount'of'Social'

Security'taxes'paid'by'each'employee.''

'

At'times,'local,'state,'or'federal'agencies'may'require'additional'pay'deductions,'such'as'

garnishments,'for'various'reasons.'Buffalo'Commons'will'comply'with'these'requests'as'

mandated'by'these'notices,'and'will'notify'the'employee'at'the'time'of'incident.'

'

4.6'Compensation'

It'is'the'practice'and'policy'of'Buffalo'Commons'to'fairly'and'accurately'compensate'employees'

and'to'do'so'in'compliance'with'all'applicable'local,'state,'and'federal'laws.''

'

Buffalo'Commons'is'committed'to'the'right'of'employees'to'be'free'from'discrimination'in'their'

compensation.'Women'and'men'will'be'given'equal'pay'for'equal'work,'and'pay'differentials'

will'be'based'only'on'seniority,'merit,'quantity'or'quality'of'work,'or'other'reasonable'factors'

not'based'on'gender.'

'
NonEExempt'Employees:'If'employees'are'classified'as'non+exempt,'they'must'maintain'a'

record'of'the'total'hours'they'work'each'day.'Employees'must'accurately'record'hours'in'

accordance'with'the'School’s'timekeeping'procedures.'The'time'record'must'accurately'reflect'

all'regular'and'overtime'hours'worked,'any'absences,'late'arrivals,'early'departures,'and'meal'

breaks.'Employees'are'prohibited'from'performing'any'“off+the+clock”'work.'“Off+the+clock”'
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work'is'work'employees'may'perform'but'fail'to'report.'Any'employee'who'fails'to'report'or'

inaccurately'reports'any'hours'worked'will'be'subject'to'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'

discharge.'

'

It'is'a'violation'of'school'policy'for'any'employee'to'falsify'or'alter'his'or'her'or'another'

employee’s'time.'It'is'also'a'serious'violation'of'school'policy'for'any'employee,'manager,'or'

supervisor'to'instruct'another'employee'to'incorrectly'or'falsely'report'hours.'If'any'supervisor,'

manager,'or'employee'instructs'employees'to:'1)'incorrectly'or'falsely'under+'or'over+report'

hours'worked'or'2)'alter'another'employee’s'time'records'to'inaccurately'or'falsely'report'that'

employee’s'hours'worked,'employees'should'report'it'immediately'to'a'supervisor'or'the'OD.'

'
Exempt'Employees:'If'employees'are'classified'as'exempt'and'salaried,'they'will'receive'an'

annual'salary.'Salary'is'intended'to'compensate'employees'for'any'and'all'hours'they'work'and'

will'be'established'at'the'time'employees'are'hired'or'when'employees'become'classified'as'an'

exempt'employee.'Salaries'will'be'predetermined'amounts'that'will'not'be'subject'to'

deductions'for'variations'in'the'quantity'or'quality'of'the'work'employees'perform.'

'

Under'federal,'state,'and'local'law,'salary'is'subject'to'certain'deductions.'For'example,'absent'

contrary'state'law'requirements,'salary'may'be'reduced'for'the'following'reasons:'

'

● Full+day'absences'for'personal'reasons.'

● Full+day'absences'for'sickness'or'disability,'if'the'School'has'a'sickness'or'

disability'policy'that'provides'for'wage'replacement'benefits'and'employees'

have'exhausted'or'have'not'yet'accrued'enough'leave'time.'

● Full+day'disciplinary'suspensions'for'infractions'of'our'written'policies'and'

procedures.'

● Family'and'Medical'Leave'absences'(either'full+'or'partial+day'absences).'

● To'offset'amounts'received'as'payment'for'jury'and'witness'fees'or'military'pay.'

● The'first'or'last'week'of'employment'in'the'event'employees'work'less'than'a'

full'week.'

'

Salary'may'also'be'reduced'for'certain'types'of'deductions,'such'as'a'portion'of'health,'dental,'

or'life'insurance'premiums;'state,'federal,'or'local'taxes;'social'security'or'voluntary'

contributions'to'a'401(k)'or'pension'plan.'

'

Salary'will'not'be'reduced'for'any'of'the'following'reasons:'

'

● Partial+day'absences'for'personal'reasons,'sickness,'or'disability.'

● Absences'for'jury'duty,'attendance'as'a'witness'or'military'leave'in'any'week'in'

which'employees'have'performed'any'work.'

● Any'deduction,'which'would'reduce,'wages'below'the'minimum'wage'or'reduce'

the'amount'of'overtime'pay'due'pursuant'to'the'FLSA,'New'York'Labor'Law'

Section'652,'and'any'other'applicable'laws.'

● Any'other'deductions'prohibited'by'local,'state,'or'federal'law.'
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● Please'note,'it'is'not'an'improper'deduction'to'reduce'an'employee’s'accrued'

vacation,'personal'or'other'forms'of'paid'time'off'from'an'employee’s'leave'

bank'for'full+'or'partial+day'absences'for'personal'reasons,'or'for'sickness'or'

disability'if'the'employer'has'a'sickness'or'disability'policy'that'provides'for'wage'

replacement'benefits.'

'

Should'employees'have'any'questions'with'respect'to'the'School’s'policy,'please'contact'the'

OD.'

'
5.'WORK'CONDITIONS'&'HOURS'
'

5.1'Safety'

Each'employee'is'expected'to'obey'safety'rules'and'to'exercise'caution'in'all'work'activities.'

Employees'must'comply'with'all'occupational'safety'and'health'standards'and'regulations'

established'by'the'Occupational'Safety'and'Health'Act'and'state'and'local'regulations.'

Employees'must'immediately'report'any'unsafe'condition'to'the'OD.'Employees'who'violate'

safety'standards,'who'cause'hazardous'or'dangerous'situations,'or'who'fail'to'report'or,'where'

appropriate,'remedy'such'situations,'may'be'subject'to'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'

suspension'and/or'termination'of'employment.'

'

If'employees'believe'that'they'are'being'exposed'to'a'known'or'suspected'hazard'when'

working'with'toxic'chemicals'or'substances,'they'have'a'right'under'the'Hazard'

Communications'Law'to'know'about'such'hazards'through'Material'Safety'Data'Sheets'(MSDS).''

'

In'the'case'of'accidents'that'result'in'injury,'regardless'of'how'insignificant'the'injury'may'

appear'employees'should'immediately'notify'the'OD'or'the'appropriate'supervisor.'Such'

reports'are'necessary'to'comply'with'laws'and'to'initiate'insurance'and'workers''compensation'

benefits'procedures.'

'

5.2'Work'Schedules'

The'ED,'will'determine'the'work'hours'for'faculty'and'staff.'All'employees'are'expected'to'work'

the'established'work+week'hours.'All'faculty'members'are'expected'to'be'in'school'during'

student'school'hours'without'exception,'and'for'after+school'faculty'meetings'and'other'

student'enrichment'activities'as'scheduled.'In'addition,'faculty'should'expect'that'on'occasion'

it'would'be'necessary'to'meet'with'colleagues,'parents,'and/or'administration'on'School'

matters'outside'of'normal'school'hours.''

'
Faculty'Appointment'Period:$The'duration'of'the'annual'full+time'teaching'appointment'is'12'

months,'beginning'July'1'and'ending'June'30.'Faculty'salaries'are'paid'over'the'12'months'of'

the'contract'period'(July'1–June'30)'and'are'prorated'based'on'start'date.'The'School'reserves'

the'right'to'require'faculty'members'to'perform'various'duties'and'fulfill'sundry'obligations'

throughout'this'period'of'time'in'concert'with'the'School’s'academic'calendar.''

'
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Over'the'course'of'the'summer,'both'new'and'returning'faculty'members'may'be'responsible'

for'attending'workshops'and'retreats.'Founding+grade'team'retreats'are'generally'held'in'late'

June/early'July'for'returning'faculty'and'new'faculty'who'are'members'of'founding+grade'

teams.'New'faculty'retreats'are'generally'held'in'mid+August'for'new'faculty,'and'school+based'

Directors.'The'dates'of'these'retreats'will'be'announced'yearly,'by'late'spring.''

'

5.3'Smoking'

Smoking'is'prohibited'throughout'the'workplace,'on'all'School'premises'and'at'all'School+

sponsored'events'and'functions.'New'York'State'Education'Law,'Section'409,'prohibits'tobacco'

use'on'school'grounds.'Violations'of'this'policy'may'result'in'civil'fines'by'state'or'local'

enforcement'agencies'and'will'lead'to'discipline,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'

employment.'This'policy'applies'equally'to'all'employees'and'visitors,'and'to'all'lighted'

cigarettes,'pipes,'vaporizers'or'other'tobacco'products.'

'
5.4'Use'of'Equipment''
Equipment'essential'in'accomplishing'job'duties'is'often'expensive'and'may'be'difficult'to'

replace.'When'using'school'property'or'equipment,'employees'are'expected'to'exercise'care,'

perform'required'maintenance,'and'follow'all'operating'instructions,'safety'standards,'and'

guidelines.'

'

Please'notify'the'supervisor'if'any'equipment'appears'to'be'damaged,'defective,'or'in'need'of'

repair.'Prompt'reporting'of'damages,'defects,'and'the'need'for'repairs'could'prevent'

deterioration'of'equipment'and'possible'injury'to'employees'or'others.'Employees'should'not'

repair'damaged'equipment'that'is'property'of'the'School'on'their'own,'regardless'of'whether'

or'not'they'are'requesting'reimbursement'for'the'expense,'without'first'consulting'with'their'

supervisor.''

'

The'improper,'careless,'negligent,'destructive,'or'unsafe'use'or'operation'of'equipment'can'

result'in'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment.''

'

5.5'Emergency'Closings'

At'times,'emergencies'such'as'severe'weather,'fires,'power'failures,'or'earthquakes'can'disrupt'

Buffalo'Commons’'operations.'In'extreme'cases,'these'circumstances'may'require'the'closing'of'

the'School.'In'the'event'that'such'an'emergency'occurs'during'nonworking'hours,'local'radio'

and/or'television'stations'will'be'asked'to'broadcast'notification'of'the'closing,'an'automated'

phone'message'will'be'sent'to'all'employees,'and'the'School’s'website'will'be'updated'to'

reflect'the'closing.'

'

When'operations'are'officially'closed'due'to'emergency'conditions,'the'time'off'from'scheduled'

work'will'be'unpaid'for'part+time'hourly'employees.'Certain'staff,'such'as'facility'staff,'may'be'

required'to'work'during'these'emergency'conditions'as'a'function'of'their'role.'

'

At'the'discretion'of'the'ED,'any'school'days'lost'due'to'closure'on'account'of'any'of'the'above'

emergencies'may'be'made'up'by'adding'an'equal'number'of'days'to'what'was'scheduled'to'be'
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the'end'of'the'school'year.'

'

5.6'Business'Travel'Expenses'

Buffalo'Commons'will'reimburse'employees'for'reasonable'business'travel'expenses'incurred'

while'on'assignments'away'from'the'normal'work'location.'The'appropriate'supervisor'must'

approve'all'business'travel'in'advance.'Employees'whose'travel'plans'have'been'approved'are'

responsible'for'making'their'own'travel'arrangements.'

'

If'a'staff'member'drives'his/her'own'vehicle'for'a'work+related'purpose,'costs'will'be'

reimbursed'aligned'with'IRS'policy'and'rates'(visit'www.irs.gov'for'additional'information).'

'

When'approved,'the'actual'costs'of'travel,'meals,'lodging,'and'other'expenses'directly'related'

to'accomplishing'business'travel'objectives'will'be'reimbursed'by'the'School.'Employees'are'

expected'to'limit'expenses'to'reasonable'amounts.'

'

Employees'who'are'involved'in'an'accident'while'traveling'on'business'must'promptly'report'

the'incident'to'their'immediate'supervisor.'Vehicles'owned,'leased,'or'rented'by'the'School'

may'not'be'used'for'personal'use'without'prior'approval.'

'

When'travel'is'completed,'employees'should'submit'completed'travel'expense'reports'within'7'

days.'Receipts'for'all'individual'expenses'should'accompany'reports.'

'

Abuse'of'this'business'travel'expenses'policy,'including'falsifying'expense'reports'to'reflect'

costs'not'incurred'by'the'employee,'can'be'grounds'for'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'

termination'of'employment.'

'

5.7'Visitors'in'the'Workplace'

To'provide'for'the'safety'and'security'of'employees'and'the'facilities'at'the'School,'only'

authorized'visitors'are'allowed'in'the'workplace.'Restricting'unauthorized'visitors'helps'

maintain'safety'standards,'protects'against'theft,'ensures'security'of'equipment,'protects'

confidential'information,'safeguards'employee'welfare,'and'avoids'potential'distractions'and'

disturbances.''

'

All'visitors'should'enter'the'School'at'the'main'entrance.'Authorized'visitors'will'receive'a'

nametag/building'pass'and'directions'or'an'escort'to'their'destination.'Employees'are'

responsible'for'the'conduct'and'safety'of'their'visitors.'If'an'unauthorized'individual'is'observed'

on'the'School's'premises,'employees'should'immediately'notify'their'supervisor'or,'if'

necessary,'direct'the'individual'to'the'main'entrance.'

'
5.8'Computer'and'Email'Usage'

Computers,'computer'files,'the'email'system,'and'software'furnished'to'employees'are'School'

property'intended'only'for'business'use'only.'Employees'should'not'use'a'password,'access'a'

file,'or'retrieve'any'stored'communication'without'authorization.'To'ensure'compliance'with'

this'policy,'computer'and'email'usage'may'be'monitored.''
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'

Emails'and'work'products'created'on'Buffalo'Commons'computers'or'using'Buffalo'Commons'

accounts'by'Buffalo'Commons'employees'are'the'property'of'Buffalo'Commons'and'may'be'

monitored'and/or'retrieved.''

'

Buffalo'Commons'strives'to'maintain'a'workplace'free'of'harassment'and'sensitive'to'the'

diversity'of'its'employees.'Therefore,'the'School'prohibits'the'use'of'computers'and'the'email'

system'in'ways'that'are'disruptive,'offensive'to'others,'or'harmful'to'morale.'For'example,'the'

display'or'transmission'of'sexually'explicit'images,'messages,'and'cartoons'is'not'allowed.'Other'

such'misuse'includes,'but'is'not'limited'to,'ethnic'slurs,'racial'comments,'off+color'jokes,'or'

anything'that'may'be'construed'as'harassment'or'showing'disrespect'for'others.''

'

Email'may'not'be'used'to'solicit'others'for'commercial'ventures,'religious'or'political'causes,'

outside'organizations,'or'other'nonbusiness'matters.'Employees'should'notify'their'immediate'

supervisor,'the'OD,'or'any'member'of'management'upon'learning'of'violations'of'this'policy.'

Employees'who'violate'this'policy'will'be'subject'to'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'

termination'of'employment.'

'

5.9'Internet'Usage'

Internet'access'is'provided'by'the'School'to'assist'employees'in'obtaining'work+related'data'

and'technology.'The'following'guidelines'have'been'established'to'help'ensure'responsible'and'

productive'Internet'usage.'While'Internet'usage'is'intended'for'job+related'activities,'incidental'

and'occasional'brief'personal'use'is'permitted'within'reasonable'limits.'Excessive'use'of'School'

computers'or'the'email'system'for'personal'reasons'is'not'permitted.'

'

All'Internet'data'that'is'composed,'transmitted,'or'received'via'our'computer'communications'

systems'is'considered'to'be'part'of'the'official'records'of'the'School'and,'as'such,'is'subject'to'

disclosure'to'law'enforcement'or'other'third'parties.'Consequently,'employees'should'always'

ensure'that'the'business'information'contained'in'Internet'email'messages'and'other'

transmissions'is'accurate,'appropriate,'ethical,'and'lawful.''

'

The'equipment,'services,'and'technology'provided'to'access'the'Internet'remain'at'all'times'the'

property'of'the'School.'As'such,'the'School'reserves'the'right'to'monitor'Internet'traffic,'and'

retrieve'and'read'any'data'composed,'sent,'or'received'through'our'online'connections'and'

stored'in'Buffalo'Commons'computer'systems.'

'

Data'that'is'composed,'transmitted,'accessed,'or'received'via'the'Internet'must'not'contain'

content'that'could'be'considered'discriminatory,'offensive,'obscene,'threatening,'harassing,'

intimidating,'or'disruptive'to'any'employee'or'other'person.'Examples'of'unacceptable'content'

may'include,'but'are'not'limited'to,'sexual'comments'or'images,'racial'slurs,'gender+specific'

comments,'or'any'other'comments'or'images'that'could'reasonably'offend'someone'on'the'

basis'of'race,'age'or'perceived'age,'sex,'gender,'religious'or'political'beliefs,'national'origin,'

disability,'sexual'orientation,'or'any'other'characteristic'protected'by'law.''

'
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Abuse'of'the'Internet'access'provided'by'the'School'in'violation'of'law'or'School'policies'will'

result'in'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment.'Employees'may'

also'be'held'personally'liable'for'any'violations'of'this'policy.''

'

5.10'Workplace'Monitoring'

Workplace'monitoring'may'be'conducted'by'Buffalo'Commons'to'ensure'safety'and'security.'

While'on'School'premises,'employees'have'no'expectation'of'privacy'in'their'belongings'or'in'

the'nonprivate'workplace'areas'which'include,'but'are'not'limited'to,'classrooms,'offices,'

cubicles,'work'locations,'School+provided'or'+designated'parking'areas,'desks,'computers,'

lockers,'rest'or'eating'areas,'or'vehicles'engaged'in'School'operations,'and'any'personal'

belongings'on'or'in'any'of'the'above.'

'

The'School'may'conduct'video'surveillance'of'nonprivate'workplace'areas.'Video'monitoring'is'

used'to'identify'safety'concerns,'maintain'quality'control,'detect'theft'and'misconduct,'and'

discourage'or'prevent'acts'of'harassment'and'workplace'violence.'Because'the'School'is'

sensitive'to'the'legitimate'privacy'rights'of'employees,'every'effort'will'be'made'to'conduct'

workplace'monitoring'in'an'ethical'and'respectful'manner.'

'

5.11'Social'Security'Number'Privacy'

Employees'are'permitted'to'access'and'use'the'personal'information'of'other'employees,'such'

as'Social'Security'Numbers,'only'as'necessary'and'appropriate'for'such'persons'to'carry'out'

their'assigned'tasks'for'the'School'and'in'accordance'with'the'School’s'policies.''

'

The'unauthorized'access,'viewing,'use,'disclosure,'or'the'intentional'public'display'of'such'

information'and'the'unauthorized'removal'of'documents'that'contain'Social'Security'Number'

information'from'School'premises'is'prohibited'and'can'result'in'discipline,'up'to'and'including'

termination'of'employment.'

'

5.12'Workplace'Violence'Prevention'

All'threats'of'(or'actual)'violence,'both'direct'and'indirect,'should'be'reported'as'soon'as'

possible'to'a'Leadership'Team'member.'This'includes'threats'by'employees,'as'well'as'threats'

by'students,'vendors,'solicitors,'or'other'members'of'the'public.'When'reporting'a'threat'of'

violence,'employees'should'be'as'specific'and'detailed'as'possible.'All'suspicious'individuals'or'

activities'should'also'be'reported'as'soon'as'possible'to'a'supervisor.'Employees'should'not'

place'themselves'in'peril.'If'employees'see'or'hear'a'commotion'or'disturbance'near'them,'

they'should'not'try'to'intercede'or'see'what'is'happening.'

'

Buffalo'Commons'will'promptly'and'thoroughly'investigate'all'reports'of'threats'of'(or'actual)'

violence'and'of'suspicious'individuals'or'activities.'The'identity'of'the'individual'making'a'report'

will'be'protected'as'much'as'is'practical.'In'order'to'maintain'workplace'safety'and'the'integrity'

of'its'investigation,'Buffalo'Commons'may'suspend'employees,'either'with'or'without'pay,'

pending'investigation.'Anyone'determined'to'be'responsible'for'threats'of'(or'actual)'violence'

or'other'conduct'that'is'in'violation'of'these'guidelines'will'be'subject'to'prompt'disciplinary'

action,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment.'
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'

Firearms,'weapons,'and'other'dangerous,'hazardous,'or'illegal'devices'or'substances'are'

prohibited'from'School'premises.'

'
'
6.'LEAVES'OF'ABSENCE'
'
6.1'Medical,'Family'and'Disability+Related'Leaves'

Buffalo'Commons'provides'up'to'12'work'weeks'in'a'12+month'period'of'unpaid,'job+protected'

leave'to'eligible'employees'for'specified'family'and'medical'reasons'with'continuation'of'group'

health'insurance'coverage'to'eligible'employees'for'any'of'the'following'reasons:''

'

o the'birth'of'their'child'and'to'care'for'the'newborn'child'within'1'year'of'birth'

(spouses'who'are'both'employees'of'the'School'are'limited'to'a'combined'total'

of'12'weeks'leave'for'birth'of'a'child);'

o the'placement'with'the'employee'of'a'child'for'adoption'or'foster'care'and'to'

care'for'the'newly'placed'child'within'1'year'of'placement'(spouses'who'are'

both'employees'of'the'School'are'limited'to'a'combined'total'of'12'weeks'leave'

for'placement'of'a'child);'

o to'care'for'the'employee’s'spouse,'child,'or'parent'who'has'a'serious'health'

condition;'

o a'serious'health'condition'that'makes'the'employee'unable'to'perform'the'

essential'functions'of'his'or'her'job;'

o any'qualifying'exigency'arising'out'of'the'fact'that'the'employee’s'spouse,'son,'

daughter,'or'parent'is'a'covered'military'member'on'“covered'active'duty,”'or'
26'work'weeks'of'leave'during'a'single'12+month'period'to'care'for'a'covered'

service'member'with'a'serious'injury'or'illness'if'the'eligible'employee'is'the'

service'member’s'spouse,'son,'daughter,'parent,'or'next'of'kin'(military'

caregiver'leave).'

'

For'purposes'of'this'policy,'serious'health'conditions'or'disabilities'include'inpatient'care'in'a'

hospital,'hospice,'or'residential'medical'care'facility;'continuing'treatment'by'a'health'care'

provider;'and'temporary'disabilities'associated'with'pregnancy,'childbirth,'and'related'medical'

conditions.'In'the'event'that'local,'state,'or'federal'law'provides'for'greater'rights'than'

provided'by'this'policy,'it'is'Buffalo'Commons’'policy'to'govern'its'actions'in'accordance'with'

those'laws.'

'
How'to'Request'Leave:'Employees'may'request'leave'under'the'Family'Medical'Leave'Act'

(FMLA)'only'after'having'been'employed'for'1'year.'Non+FMLA'leave'will'be'considered'to'

accommodate'protected'disabilities'in'excess'of'FMLA'leave'or'for'employees'with'less'than'1'

year'of'service.'Eligible'employees'should'make'requests'for'leave'to'their'supervisors'at'least'

30'days'in'advance'of'foreseeable'events'and'as'soon'as'possible'for'unforeseeable'events.'''
'
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Certification'Requirements:'Employees'must'provide'written'documentation'from'their'health'

care'provider'supporting'the'need'for'leave,'including'a'detailed'explanation'of'the'medical'

reason'why'the'employee'requires'a'leave'of'absence,'any'accommodations'that'might'enable'

the'employee'to'return'to'work,'and'the'health'care'provider’s'opinion'(supported'by'medical'

reasoning)'as'to'the'likely'date'the'employee'will'return'to'work,'if'known.'In'the'case'of'leave'

to'care'for'a'covered'family'member,'the'employee'must'also'provide'documentation'

substantiating'the'need'for'leave.''

'
Amount'of'Leave'Available:'Eligible'employees'are'normally'granted'leave'up'to'a'maximum'of'

12'weeks'within'a'12+month'rolling'period'measured'backward'from'the'date'of'any'leave'

usage.'For'purposes'of'this'policy,'leave'usage'includes'leave'previously'granted'under'state'or'

federal'leave'laws'(i.e.,'FMLA)'for'the'same'reasons'provided'by'this'policy'or'leave'previously'

provided'pursuant'to'this'policy.''

'

Leave'must'be'used'in'a'minimum'of'half+day'increments.'Exceptions'to'this'minimum'

increment'requirement'will'be'considered'to'accommodate'protected'disabilities.'Employees'

will'also'be'required'to'exhaust'any'accrued'paid'leave'time'while'taking'unpaid'leave.'

'

If'the'initial'period'of'approved'absence'proves'insufficient,'consideration'will'be'given'to'a'

request'for'an'extension.'Extensions'will'be'provided'based'on'operational'requirements'and'

School'needs.'However,'benefits'will'only'be'provided'for'the'initial'maximum'of'12'weeks,'

after'which'time'the'employee'may'apply'for'benefits'continuation'under'COBRA.''

'
Continuation'of'Health'Insurance'Benefits'While'on'Leave:'For'FMLA'eligible'leaves'health'

insurance'benefits'will'be'provided'by'Buffalo'Commons'for'a'maximum'of'12'weeks'under'the'

same'terms'that'would'have'applied'had'the'employee'not'taken'leave.'Employees'remain'

responsible'for'payment'of'the'employee'contribution'while'on'leave,'and'will'be'invoiced'for'

payment'upon'their'return,'or'upon'their'termination'of'employment,'should'they'decide'not'

to'return'to'Buffalo'Commons.''

'

Employees'who'exceed'the'12+week'maximum'period'of'leave'or'who'are'not'on'a'covered'

short+term'or'long+term'disability'leave'will'become'responsible'for'the'full'costs'of'these'

benefits'and'may'apply'for'benefits'continuation'under'COBRA.'When'the'employee'returns'

from'leave,'benefits'will'again'be'reinstated'on'the'1st'of'the'month'following'the'employee’s'

return'to'work.''
'
Returning'from'Leave'/'Job'Restoration:'An'employee'on'leave'is'requested'to'provide'the'

School'with'at'least'two'weeks’'advance'notice'of'the'date'the'employee'intends'to'return'to'

work'so'that'an'employee's'return'to'work'can'be'properly'scheduled.''

'

Employees'returning'from'leave'for'the'employee’s'own'serious'health'condition'must'submit'a'

health'care'provider's'verification'of'their'fitness'to'return'to'work.'

'

Upon'return'from'FMLA'leave,'the'employee'will'be'restored'to'his/her'original'job,'or'to'an'
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equivalent'job'with'equivalent'pay,'benefits,'and'other'terms'and'conditions'of'employment.'

For'non+FMLA'leave,'job'restoration'is'not'guaranteed.'However,'when'leave'ends,'the'School'

will'make'reasonable'efforts'to'reinstate'the'employee'to'the'same'position'previously'held'by'

the'employee'if'it'is'available.'If'it'is'not'available,'the'School'will'make'reasonable'efforts'to'

reinstate'the'employee'to'an'equivalent'position'for'which'the'employee'is'qualified'and'if'an'

equivalent'position'is'not'available,'then'to'a'lower+level'position.''

'

If'an'employee'fails'to'return'to'work'on'the'agreed+upon'return'date,'the'School'may'assume'

that'the'employee'has'resigned.'

'
Compensation'While'on'Leave:'The'School'will'continue'to'pay'the'employee’s'full'salary'for'the'

first'2'weeks'of'covered'disability'leave,'as'compensation'for'the'typical'14+day'waiting'period'

before'disability'benefits'begin'(“paid'waiting'period”).'Disability'benefits'will'cover'60%'of'

salary'in'the'case'of'approved'disabilities,'up'to'$1000'per'week.'If'sick'days'were'used'to'cover'

any'part'of'the'two'weeks'before'disability'benefits'begin,'they'will'be'credited'back'to'the'

employee.''

'

6.2'New'York'Paid'Family'Leave'

Buffalo'Commons'provides'state'paid,'job+protected'leave'to'eligible'employees'who'work'in'

New'York'for'specified'family'medical'and'care'reasons'with'continuation'of'group'health'

insurance'coverage'for'any'of'the'following'reasons:''

'

● the'birth'of'their'child'and'to'care'for'the'newborn'child'within'1'year'of'birth'

(spouses'who'are'both'employees'of'the'School'are'limited'to'only'a'single'

caregiver'taking'off'at'a'time'for'the'same'child);'

● the'placement'with'the'employee'of'a'child'for'adoption'or'foster'care'and'to'

care'for'the'newly'placed'child'within'1'year'of'placement'(spouses'who'are'

both'employees'of'the'School'are'limited'to'only'a'single'caregiver'taking'off'at'a'

time'for'placement'of'a'child);'

● to'care'for'the'employee’s'spouse,'child,'or'parent'who'has'a'serious'health'

condition;'

● when'a'spouse,'child,'domestic'partner'or'parent'of'the'employee'is'on'active'

military'duty'abroad'or'has'been'notified'of'an'impending'call'or'order'of'active'

military'duty'abroad.'''

'

For'purposes'of'this'policy,'a'serious'health'condition'is'an'illness,'injury,'impairment,'a'physical'

or'mental'condition,'or'a'disability'including'inpatient'care'in'a'hospital,'hospice,'or'residential'

medical'care'facility;'continuing'treatment'by'a'health'care'provider;'and'related'medical'

conditions.''In'the'event'that'local,'state,'or'federal'law'provides'for'greater'rights'than'

provided'by'this'policy,'it'is'Buffalo'Commons’'policy'to'govern'its'actions'in'accordance'with'

those'laws.'

'
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How'to'Request'Leave:'Employees'may'request'leave'under'the'New'York'Paid'Family'Leave'

Program'only'after'having'been'employed'full+time'for'6'months,'or'part+time'and'having'

worked'175'days.'Eligible'employees'should'make'requests'for'leave'to'their'supervisors'at'

least'30'days'in'advance'of'foreseeable'events'and'as'soon'as'possible'for'unforeseeable'

events.''''

'
Certification'Requirements:'Employees'must'provide'written'documentation'from'their'family'

member’s'health'care'provider'supporting'the'need'for'an'employee’s'leave,'including'a'

detailed'explanation'of'the'medical'reason'why'the'employee'requires'a'leave'of'absence,'any'

accommodations'that'might'enable'the'employee'to'return'to'work,'and'the'health'care'

provider’s'opinion'(supported'by'medical'reasoning)'as'to'the'likely'date'the'employee'will'

return'to'work,'if'known.'The'employee'must'also'provide'documentation'substantiating'the'

need'for'leave.''

'
Amount'of'Leave'Available:'Eligible'employees'are'normally'granted'leave'up'to'a'maximum'of'

8'weeks'within'a'12+month'rolling'period'measured'backward'from'the'date'of'any'leave'

usage.''For'purposes'of'this'policy,'leave'usage'includes'leave'previously'granted'under'state'

leave'laws'(i.e.,'New'York'Paid'Family'Leave)'for'the'same'reasons'provided'by'this'policy'or'

leave'previously'provided'pursuant'to'this'policy.''

'

If'the'initial'period'of'approved'absence'proves'insufficient,'consideration'will'be'given'to'a'

request'for'an'extension.''Extensions'will'be'provided'based'on'operational'requirements'and'

School'needs.''However,'benefits'will'only'be'provided'for'the'initial'maximum'of'8'weeks,'after'

which'time'the'employee'may'apply'for'benefits'continuation'under'COBRA.''

'
Continuation'of'Health'Insurance'Benefits'While'on'Leave:'For'New'York'Paid'Family'Leave'

eligible'leaves'health'insurance'benefits'will'be'provided'by'Buffalo'Commons'for'a'maximum'

of'8'weeks'under'the'same'terms'that'would'have'applied'had'the'employee'not'taken'leave.'

Employees'remain'responsible'for'payment'of'the'employee'contribution'while'on'leave,'and'

will'be'invoiced'for'payment'upon'their'return,'or'upon'their'termination'of'employment,'

should'they'decide'not'to'return'to'Buffalo'Commons.'

'

Employees'who'exceed'the'8+week'maximum'period'of'leave'or'who'are'not'on'a'covered'by'

leave'will'become'responsible'for'the'full'costs'of'these'benefits'and'may'apply'for'benefits'

continuation'under'COBRA.'When'the'employee'returns'from'leave,'benefits'will'again'be'

reinstated'on'the'1st'of'the'month'following'the'employee’s'return'to'work.'

'
Returning'from'Leave'/'Job'Restoration:'Upon'return'from'New'York'Paid'Family'Leave,'the'

employee'will'be'restored'to'his/her'original'job,'or'to'an'equivalent'job'with'equivalent'pay,'

benefits,'and'other'terms'and'conditions'of'employment.'For'non+New'York'Paid'Family'Leave,'

job'restoration'is'not'guaranteed.'However,'when'leave'ends,'the'School'will'make'reasonable'

efforts'to'reinstate'the'employee'to'the'same'position'previously'held'by'the'employee'if'it'is'

available.'If'it'is'not'available,'the'School'will'make'reasonable'efforts'to'reinstate'the'

employee'to'an'equivalent'position'for'which'the'employee'is'qualified,'and'if'an'equivalent'
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position'is'not'available,'then'to'a'lower+level'position.'If'an'employee'fails'to'return'to'work'on'

the'agreed'upon'return'date,'the'School'may'assume'that'the'employee'has'resigned.'

'
Compensation'While'on'Leave:'Eligible'employees'under'this'policy'can'take'up'to'8'weeks'of'

Paid'Family'Leave'and'receive'50%'of'their'average'weekly'wage'capped'at'50%'of'the'New'

York'State'Average'Weekly'Wage'from'the'State.'An'employee’s'AWW'is'the'average'of'their'

last'8'weeks'of'pay'prior'to'starting'Paid'Family'Leave.'While'on'leave,'if'sick'days'were'used'to'

cover'any'part'of'the'period'before'Paid'Family'Leave'benefits'began,'they'will'be'credited'back'

to'the'employee.'

'

6.3'Personal'Leave'

Buffalo'Commons'provides'leaves'of'absence'without'pay'to'regular'full+time'employees'who'

wish'to'take'time'off'from'work'duties'to'fulfill'personal'obligations.'Eligible'employees'may'

request'personal'leave'only'after'having'completed'1'calendar'year'of'service.'As'soon'as'

eligible'employees'become'aware'of'the'need'for'a'personal'leave'of'absence,'they'should'

request'a'leave'from'their'supervisor.'

'

Personal'leave'may'be'granted'for'a'period'of'up'to'20'calendar'days'every'year.'If'this'initial'

period'of'absence'proves'insufficient,'consideration'will'be'given'to'a'written'request'for'a'

single'extension'of'no'more'than'10'calendar'days.'An'employee'must'take'any'available'sick'

leave'or'vacation'leave'as'part'of'the'approved'period'of'leave.'

'

Requests'for'personal'leave'will'be'evaluated'based'on'a'number'of'factors,'including'

anticipated'workload'requirements'and'staffing'considerations'during'the'proposed'period'of'

absence.''

'

Subject'to'the'terms,'conditions,'and'limitations'of'the'applicable'plans,'health'insurance'

benefits'will'be'provided'by'Buffalo'Commons'until'the'end'of'the'month'in'which'the'

approved'personal'leave'begins.'

'

When'a'personal'leave'ends,'reasonable'efforts'will'be'made'to'return'the'employee'to'the'

same'position,'if'it'is'available,'or'to'a'similar'available'position'for'which'the'employee'is'

qualified.'However,'the'School'cannot'guarantee'reinstatement'in'all'cases.'If'an'employee'fails'

to'report'to'work'promptly'at'the'expiration'of'the'approved'leave'period,'the'School'will'

assume'the'employee'has'resigned.'

'

6.4'Military'Leave'

A'military'leave'of'absence'will'be'granted'to'employees'who'are'absent'from'work'because'of'

service'in'the'U.S.'uniformed'services'in'accordance'with'the'Uniformed'Services'Employment'

and'Reemployment'Rights'Act'(USERRA).'If'military'service'is'required,'an'employee'should'

submit'copies'of'military'orders'to'his'or'her'supervisor'and'the'OD'as'soon'as'possible,'unless'

military'necessity'prevents'such'notice'or'it'is'otherwise'impossible'or'unreasonable.'

'

Employees'will'receive'partial'pay'for'2+week'training'assignments'and'shorter'absences.'Upon'
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presentation'of'satisfactory'military'pay'verification'data,'employees'will'be'paid'the'difference'

between'their'normal'base'compensation'and'the'pay'(excluding'expense'pay)'received'while'

on'military'duty.''

'

The'portion'of'any'military'leave'of'absence'in'excess'of'2'weeks'will'be'unpaid.'However,'

employees'may'use'any'available'paid'time'off'for'the'absence.''

'

Continuation'of'health'insurance'benefits'is'available'as'required'by'USERRA'based'on'the'

length'of'the'leave'and'subject'to'the'terms,'conditions,'and'limitations'of'the'applicable'plans'

for'which'the'employee'is'otherwise'eligible.''

'

Benefit'accruals,'such'as'vacation,'sick'leave,'or'holiday'benefits,'will'be'suspended'during'the'

leave'and'will'resume'upon'the'employee's'return'to'active'employment.''

'

Employees'on'military'leave'for'up'to'30'days'are'required'to'return'to'work'for'the'first'

regularly'scheduled'shift'after'the'end'of'service,'allowing'reasonable'travel'time.'Employees'

on'longer'military'leave'must'apply'for'reinstatement'in'accordance'with'USERRA'and'all'

applicable'state'laws.'

'

Employees'returning'from'military'leave'will'be'placed'in'the'position'they'would'have'attained'

had'they'remained'continuously'employed'or'a'comparable'one,'depending'on'the'length'of'

military'service'in'accordance'with'USERRA.'They'will'be'treated'as'though'they'were'

continuously'employed'for'purposes'of'determining'benefits'based'on'length'of'service.'

'
'
7.'EMPLOYEE'CONDUCT'&'DISCIPLINARY'ACTION'
'
7.1'Employee'Conduct'and'Work'Rules'

To'ensure'orderly'operations'and'provide'the'best'possible'work'environment,'Buffalo'

Commons'expects'employees'to'conduct'themselves'according'to'the'highest'professional'

standards.'It'is'not'possible'to'list'all'the'forms'of'behavior'that'are'considered'unacceptable'in'

the'workplace.'The'following'are'examples'of'infractions'of'rules'of'conduct'that'may'result'in'

disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment:'
'

● Supplying'false'or'misleading'information'when'applying'for'employment'or'during'

employment'

● Personal'use'of'company'credit'cards'

● Theft'or'inappropriate'removal'or'possession'of'property'

● Falsification'of'records'

● Working'under'the'influence'of'alcohol'or'illegal'drugs'

● Possession,'distribution,'sale,'transfer,'or'use'of'alcohol'or'illegal'drugs'or'abuse'of'

prescription'drugs'in'the'workplace,'while'on'duty,'or'while'operating'employer+owned'

vehicles'or'equipment'

● Failure'or'refusal'to'submit'or'consent'to'a'required'alcohol'or'drug'test'
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● Fighting'or'threatening'violence'in'the'workplace'

● Boisterous'or'disruptive'activity'in'the'workplace'

● Negligence'or'improper'conduct'leading'to'damage'of'employer+owned'or'customer+

owned'property'

● Insubordination'or'other'disrespectful'conduct'

● Engaging'in'unethical'or'illegal'conduct'

● Having'a'conflict'of'interest'

● Violation'of'safety'or'health'rules'

● Smoking'in'prohibited'areas'

● Sexual'or'other'unlawful'or'unwelcome'harassment'

● Possession'of'dangerous'or'unauthorized'materials,'such'as'explosives'or'firearms,'in'

the'workplace'

● Excessive'absenteeism'or'tardiness'or'any'absence'without'notice'

● Unauthorized'absence''

● Unauthorized'use'of'telephones,'mail'system,'or'other'employer+owned'equipment'

● Unauthorized'disclosure'of'confidential'information'

● Conduct'that'reflects'adversely'upon'you'or'the'School''

● Making'or'publishing'false'or'malicious'statements'concerning'an'employee,'supplier,'

student,'or'the'School'

● Violation'of'personnel'policies'

● Unsatisfactory'performance'or'conduct'that'does'not'meet'the'requirements'of'the'

position'

● Other'circumstances'that'warrant'discipline'

'

7.2'Student'Searches'

ADs'are'solely'responsible'for'the'conduct'and'oversight'of'student'searches.'Under'no'

circumstances'should'other'staff'members'conduct'a'search'of'a'student’s'belongings'or'

person,'except'with'permission'and'direct'supervision'of'the'AD'and/or'ED.'If'a'staff'member'

has'reason'to'believe'that'a'search'is'warranted,'the'staff'member'should'immediately'notify'

the'AD'and/or'ED.'

'

7.3'Drug'and'Alcohol'Use'

It'is'Buffalo'Commons’'desire'to'provide'a'drug+free,'healthful,'and'safe'workplace.'To'promote'

this'goal,'employees'are'required'to'report'to'work'in'appropriate'mental'and'physical'

condition'to'perform'their'jobs'in'a'safe'and'satisfactory'manner.'

'

While'on'School'premises'and'while'conducting'business+related'activities'off'School'premises,'

no'employee'may'use,'possess,'distribute,'sell,'or'be'under'the'influence'of'illegal'drugs.'

Furthermore,'employees'may'not'be'under'the'influence'of'alcohol'during'the'course'of'their'

duties'for'Buffalo'Commons.'There'may'be'occasional'activities'at'or'for'the'School'where'

alcohol'is'served;'during'these'events'it'is'understood'that'employees'may'responsibly'partake'

in'alcoholic'beverages.'The'legal'use'of'prescribed'drugs'is'permitted'on'the'job'only'if'it'does'

not'impair'an'employee's'ability'to'perform'the'essential'functions'of'the'job'effectively'and'in'

a'safe'manner'that'does'not'endanger'other'individuals'in'the'workplace.''
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'

If'employees'are'in'a'position'requiring'drug'testing'under'local,'state,'or'federal'law,'

employees'will'be'subject'to'drug'testing'under'certain'circumstances,'in'accordance'with'

applicable'laws.'

'

Violations'of'this'policy'may'lead'to'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'immediate'

termination'of'employment'or,'as'a'condition'to'continued'employment,'required'participation'

in'a'substance'abuse'rehabilitation'or'treatment'program.'Such'violations'may'also'have'legal'

consequences.'

'

7.4'Sexual'and'Other'Unlawful'Harassment'

Sexual'harassment'is'a'violation'of'local,'state,'and'federal'law.'Buffalo'Commons'is'committed'

to'providing'a'work'environment'that'is'free'from'all'forms'of'discrimination'and'conduct'that'

can'be'considered'harassing,'coercive,'or'disruptive,'including'sexual'harassment.'Actions,'

words,'jokes,'or'comments'based'on'an'individual's'sex,'race,'color,'national'origin,'age,'

religion,'disability,'sexual'orientation,'or'any'other'legally'protected'characteristic'will'not'be'

tolerated.''

'

The'Equal'Opportunity'Employment'Commission'has'issued'guidelines'defining'sexual'

harassment'as'unwelcome'sexual'advances'(either'verbal'or'physical),'requests'for'sexual'

favors,'and'other'verbal'or'physical'conduct'of'a'sexual'nature;'these'constitute'sexual'

harassment'when'(1)'submission'to'such'conduct'is'made'either'explicitly'or'implicitly'a'term'or'

condition'of'employment;(2)'submission'or'rejection'of'the'conduct'is'used'as'a'basis'for'

making'employment'decisions'or'(3)'the'conduct'has'the'purpose'or'effect'of'interfering'with'

work'performance'or'creating'an'intimidating,'hostile,'or'offensive'work'environment.'The'

following'is'a'partial'list'of'sexual'harassment'examples:'

'

● Unwelcome'sexual'advances.'

● Offering'employment'benefits'in'exchange'for'sexual'favors.'

● Making'or'threatening'reprisals'after'a'negative'response'to'sexual'advances.'

● Visual'conduct'that'includes'leering,'making'sexual'gestures,'or'displaying'of'

sexually'suggestive'objects'or'pictures,'cartoons,'or'posters.'

● Verbal'conduct'that'includes'making'or'using'derogatory'comments,'epithets,'

slurs,'or'jokes.'

● Verbal'sexual'advances'or'propositions.'

● Verbal'abuse'of'a'sexual'nature,'graphic'verbal'commentaries'about'an'

individual's'body'or'appearance,'sexually'degrading'words'used'to'describe'an'

individual,'or'suggestive'or'obscene'letters,'notes,'or'invitations.'

● Physical'conduct'that'includes'touching,'assaulting,'or'impeding'or'blocking'

movements.'

'

If'employees'experience'or'witness'sexual'or'other'unlawful'harassment'in'the'workplace,'they'

should'report'it'immediately'to'the'OD.'If'it'would'be'inappropriate'to'contact'that'person,'

employees'should'immediately'contact'another'member'of'the'Leadership'Team.'
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'

All'allegations'of'sexual'harassment'will'be'quickly'and'discreetly'investigated.'To'the'extent'

reasonably'possible,'the'victim'or'accuser’s'confidentiality'and'that'of'any'witnesses'and'the'

alleged'harasser'will'be'protected'against'unnecessary'disclosure.'Communications'will'be'

made'to'others'only'on'a'limited'"need'to'know"'basis.'If'employees'make'a'complaint'under'

this'policy'and'do'not'receive'a'satisfactory'response,'they'should'contact'the'ED.'When'the'

investigation'is'completed,'employees'will'be'informed'of'the'outcome'of'the'investigation.'

'

Any'supervisor'or'manager'who'becomes'aware'of'possible'sexual'or'other'unlawful'

harassment'must'immediately'advise'the'OD'or'any'member'of'management'so'it'can'be'

investigated'in'a'timely'and'confidential'manner.'Upon'completion'of'the'investigation,'

corrective'measures'will'be'taken,'if'necessary.'These'measures'may'include,'but'are'not'

limited'to,'training,'counseling,'warning,'suspension,'or'immediate'dismissal.'Anyone,'

regardless'of'position'or'title,'found'through'investigation'to'have'engaged'in'improper'

harassment'will'be'subject'to'discipline'up'to'and'including'discharge.'If'the'investigation'is'

inconclusive,'the'School'may'still'provide'counseling'or'take'other'appropriate'steps.'

'

Buffalo'Commons'prohibits'any'form'of'discipline'or'retaliation'for'reporting'in'good'faith'the'

incidents'of'harassment'in'violation'of'this'policy,'pursuing'any'such'claim'or'cooperating'in'the'

investigation'of'such'reports.'
'
7.5'Attendance'and'Punctuality'

To'maintain'a'safe'and'productive'work'environment,'the'School'expects'employees'to'be'

reliable'and'to'be'punctual'in'reporting'for'scheduled'work.'Employees'are'also'expected'to'

take'lunch/break'times'within'the'time'limits'set'by'their'schedule.'Absenteeism'and'tardiness'

place'a'burden'on'other'employees'and'on'the'School.'In'the'rare'instances'when'employees'

cannot'avoid'being'late'to'work'or'are'unable'to'work'as'scheduled,'they'should'notify'their'

supervisor'as'soon'as'possible'in'advance'of'the'anticipated'tardiness'or'absence.'If'employees'

are'going'to'miss'work'because'they'are'going'to'be'late,'or'they'or'a'family'member'are'sick,'

they'must'notify'their'supervisor'before'the'time'they'are'to'report'for'work.'The'OD'will'advise'

employees'of'an'alternative'person'to'contact'if'he'or'she'is'unavailable.'

'

If'employees'do'not'inform'their'supervisor,'tardiness'or'absence'will'be'considered'an'

unapproved,'unscheduled'absence'and'will'be'deducted'from'the'employee’s'PTO'balance.'If'

employees'fail'to'notify'the'supervisor'after'3'business'days'of'consecutive'absences,'

employees'will'be'considered'to'have'abandoned'their'job.'These'rules'will'be'enforced'

uniformly'on'a'nondiscriminatory'basis.'

'

Poor'attendance'and'excessive'tardiness'are'disruptive.'Either'may'lead'to'disciplinary'action,'

up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment.'

'
7.6'Personal'Appearance'

Dress,'grooming,'and'personal'cleanliness'standards'contribute'to'the'morale'of'all'employees'

and'affect'the'professional'image'Buffalo'Commons'presents'to'students'and'visitors.'
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Recognizing'that'all'employees'are'both'professionals'entrusted'with'the'care'for'children'and'

role'models'for'the'students,'faculty'and'staff'should'dress'in'a'professional,'respectful'manner'

that'honors'the'diverse'background'of'Buffalo'Commons'families.'''

'

The'ED'is'responsible'for'establishing'a'reasonable'dress'code'appropriate'to'the'job'employees'

perform.'If'necessary,'employees'may'be'asked'to'leave'the'workplace'and'to'return'properly'

groomed'and'attired.'Under'such'circumstance,'employees'will'not'be'compensated'for'the'

time'away'from'work.'Consult'the'OD'if'employees'have'questions'as'to'what'constitutes'

appropriate'appearance.'Where'necessary,'reasonable'accommodation'will'be'made'to'a'

person'with'a'disability.''
'
7.7'Return'of'Property'

Employees'are'responsible'for'all'Buffalo'Commons'property,'materials,'or'written'information'

issued'to'them'or'in'their'possession'or'control.''

'

All'School'property'must'be'returned'by'employees'on'or'before'their'last'day'of'work.'Where'

permitted'by'applicable'laws,'the'School'may'withhold'from'the'employee's'check'or'final'

paycheck'the'cost'of'any'items'that'are'not'returned'when'required.'The'School'may'also'take'

all'action'deemed'appropriate'to'recover'or'protect'its'property.'

'

7.8'Resignation'

Resignation'is'a'voluntary'act'initiated'by'the'employee'to'terminate'employment'with'the'

School.'Although'advance'notice'is'not'required,'Buffalo'Commons'requests'at'least'4'weeks''

written'notice'of'resignation'from'administrative'employees'and'staff,'and'12'weeks''notice'

from'faculty'employees.'Once'notice'of'resignation'is'received,'the'appropriate'Buffalo'

Commons'personnel'may'schedule'an'exit'interview'to'discuss'the'terms'of'the'employee’s'

departure'from'the'School.'

'

7.9'Suspension'

An'employee'whose'immediate'dismissal'is'proposed'may'be'suspended'pending'final'action'if'

the'ED'finds'that'the'continued'performance'of'the'individual's'normal'duties'poses'an'

immediate'threat'to'students,'the'individual,'or'other'employees.'During'an'interim'suspension'

of'this'type,'the'employee'continues'to'receive'his/her'salary.'

'

7.10'Solicitation'

In'an'effort'to'ensure'a'productive'and'harmonious'work'environment,'persons'not'employed'

by'Buffalo'Commons'may'not'solicit'or'distribute'literature'in'the'workplace'at'any'time'for'any'

purpose.'

'

7.11'Employee'Discipline'

This'section'is'to'help'employees'understand'what'is'expected'of'them'with'regard'to'proper'

behavior,'performance,'and'personal'conduct.'The'purpose'of'this'policy'is'to'state'Buffalo'

Commons’'position'on'administering'equitable'and'consistent'discipline'for'unsatisfactory'

conduct'in'the'workplace.'By'complying'with'these'standards,'employees'will'help'to'maintain'
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a'positive,'safe'work'environment'for'employees.'

'

To'address'those'times'when'an'employee'has'not'met'acceptable'standards'of'conduct,'the'

School'may'provide'the'employee'with'counseling,'institute'progressive'discipline,'or'terminate'

the'employee’s'employment'if'the'conduct'warrants'it.'We'have'the'discretion'to'decide'

whether'counseling,'progressive'discipline,'or'immediate'termination'is'appropriate.'The'best'

disciplinary'measure'is'the'one'that'does'not'have'to'be'enforced'and'comes'from'good'

leadership'and'fair'supervision'at'all'employment'levels.'

'

Progressive'discipline'will'be'used'when'a'supervisor'at'the'School'determines'it'is'appropriate.'

The'system'of'progressive'discipline'provides'an'employee'with'notice'of'deficiencies'in'

performance'and'an'opportunity'to'improve.'Progressive'discipline'may'call'for'any'of'four'

steps'++verbal'warning,'written'warning,'suspension'with'or'without'pay,'or'termination'of'

employment++depending'on'the'severity'of'the'problem'and'the'number'of'occurrences.'There'

may'be'circumstances'when'one'or'more'steps'are'bypassed.'

'

Depending'on'the'nature'and'severity'of'the'misconduct'as'well'as'whether'it'has'previously'

occurred,'a'supervisor'and/or'the'ED'may'investigate'an'employee’s'actions.'An'investigation'is'

designed'to'obtain'all'pertinent'facts'and'may'include'interviewing'the'employee'and'other'

witnesses,'reviewing'documents,'etc.'Friends,'relatives,'attorneys,'or'other'third'parties'are'not'

allowed'to'participate'in'internal'investigations.'Failure'to'cooperate'with'an'internal'

investigation'is'grounds'for'disciplinary'action,'up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment.'

'

7.12'Problem'Resolution'
Buffalo'Commons'is'committed'to'all'of'its'employees.'If'a'situation'occurs'where'employees'

believe'that'a'condition'of'employment'or'a'decision'affecting'them'is'unjust'or'inequitable,'they'

are'encouraged'to'bring'their'issues'to'management's'attention'using'the'same'procedure'

described'in'the'Harassment'policy.'
'

Not'every'problem'can'be'resolved'to'everyone's'total'satisfaction,'but'only'through'understanding'

and'discussion'of'mutual'problems'can'employees'and'management'develop'confidence'in'each'

other.'This'confidence'is'important'to'the'operation'of'an'efficient'and'harmonious'work'

environment.'

'

7.13'Whistleblower'Policy'

The'New'York'State'Whistleblower'Statute'protects'employees'who'disclose'to'their'

supervisors'or'an'appropriate'authority'that'their'employer'is'in'violation'of'a'law'or'regulation'

that'presents'a'substantial'and'specific'danger'to'public'health'or'safety.'The'Whistleblower'

Statute'prohibits'an'employer'from'taking'retaliatory'action'against'any'employee'who'makes'

disclosure'as'described'above.'

'

Buffalo'Commons'requires'staff'and'faculty'members'to'observe'high'standards'of'professional'

and'personal'ethics'in'the'conduct'of'their'duties'and'responsibilities.'As'representatives'of'the'

School,'we'must'practice'honesty'and'integrity'in'fulfilling'our'responsibilities'and'must'comply'
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with'all'applicable'laws'and'regulations.'It'is'the'responsibility'of'all'employees'to'comply'with'

this'Whistleblower'Policy'and'to'report'violations'or'suspected'violations'in'accordance'with'

the'Whistleblower'Policy'regardless'of'the'identity'of'the'suspected'offender.''

'

The'Whistleblower'Policy'is'intended'to'encourage'and'enable'staff'members'and'others'to'

raise'serious'concerns'within'the'School'prior'to'seeking'resolution'outside'the'School.'No'

employee'who'in'good'faith'reports'a'violation'of'any'School'policy'or'any'federal,'state,'or'

local'law'or'regulation'shall'suffer'harassment,'retaliation,'or'adverse'employment'

consequence.'An'employee'who'retaliates'against'someone'who'has'reported'a'violation'in'

good'faith'is'subject'to'discipline,'up'to'and'including'immediate'termination'of'employment.''

'

Buffalo'Commons'has'an'open+door'policy'and'suggests'that'employees'share'their'questions,'

concerns,'suggestions,'or'complaints'with'someone'who'can'address'them'properly.'In'most'

cases,'one’s'supervisor'is'in'the'best'position'to'address'an'area'of'concern.'However,'if'an'

individual'is'not'comfortable'speaking'with'his'or'her'supervisor,'the'staff'member'is'

encouraged'to'speak'with'the'OD'or'a'manager'he'or'she'feels'comfortable'approaching.''

'

Employees'are'required'to'report'suspected'violations'of'the'Whistleblower'Policy'to'the'ED,'

who'has'specific'and'exclusive'responsibility'to'investigate'all'reported'violations.'For'

suspected'fraud'in'accounting'or'auditing'matters,'or'when'an'employee'is'not'satisfied'or'

comfortable'with'his'or'her'manager’s'response'to'any'other'complaint,'individuals'should'

contact'the'ED'directly'or'a'manager'he'or'she'feels'comfortable'approaching.''

'

Violations'or'suspected'violations'may'be'submitted'on'a'confidential'basis'by'the'complainant'

or'may'be'submitted'anonymously.'Reports'of'violations'or'suspected'violations'will'be'kept'

confidential'to'the'extent'reasonably'possible,'consistent'with'the'need'to'conduct'an'

adequate'investigation.''

'

The'ED'will'notify'the'sender'and'acknowledge'receipt'of'the'reported'violation'or'suspected'

violation.'All'reports'will'be'promptly'investigated'and'appropriate'corrective'action'will'be'

taken'if'warranted'by'the'investigation.''

'

In'addition,'Title'VII'of'the'Civil'Rights'Act,'the'Age'Discrimination'in'Employment'Act,'the'Equal'

Pay'Act,'and'the'Genetic'Information'Nondiscrimination'Act'prohibit'retaliation'against'

employees'for'good+faith'exercise'of'their'rights'found'in'those'acts.'Employees'need'not'fear'

retaliation'for'reporting'to'their'supervisor'or'an'appropriate'authority'any'unlawful'or'

discriminatory'practice'carried'out'by'Buffalo'Commons'in'violation'of'those'acts.'

'
'
8.'MISCELLANEOUS'
'

8.1'Gifts'

In'accordance'with'the'Conflict'of'Interest'Provision,'no'employee'of'Buffalo'Commons'is'

permitted'to'accept,'during'any'calendar'year,'gifts'of'any'kind'having'a'value'exceeding'fifty'
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dollars'($50.00)–including'but'not'limited'to'money,'goods,'food,'entertainment,'or'services–'

directly'or'indirectly'from:''

'

● Individuals,'parents,'schools,'partner'organizations,'or'companies'serving'as'

vendors'or'potential'vendors'for'this'School'

● Elected'officials'or'their'representatives''

● Candidates'for'public'office'or'their'representatives''

● Political'party'officials'or'their'representatives''

'

The'ED'may'make'exceptions,'including'in'instances'where'such'gifts'are'intended'for'and'will'

be'used'by'the'School.'Offers'of'such'gifts'in'excess'of'$50.00,'even'when'refused,'must'be'

communicated'immediately'by'the'employee'receiving'such'offer'to'the'ED.'The'failure'to'

report'such'offer'will'be'considered'a'serious'matter'by'Buffalo'Commons.'The'ED'has'the'

discretion'to'direct'an'employee'to'return'any'gifts.'

'
8.2'Outside'Communications'

In'all'communications'with'external'parties,'including'all'media'outlets'(such'as'print,'

broadcast,'and'Internet),'the'ED'is'responsible'for'communicating'Buffalo'Commons’'position.'

Any'media'inquiries'should'be'directed'to'the'ED.'

'

Employees'are'responsible'for'checking'voicemail'and'email'daily'and'should'respond'to'any'

messages,'both'voice'and'electronic,'within'48'hours'of'receipt.''

'

8.3'Mandatory'Reporting'of'Child'Abuse'or'Mistreatment'

All'mandatory'reporters,'including'social'workers,'therapists,'school'teachers,'nurses,'

administrators,'and'other'child'care'workers,'are'legally'required'to'report'all'suspected'cases'

of'child'abuse'or'mistreatment'to'the'Statewide'Central'Register'of'Child'Abuse'and'

Maltreatment.'For'detailed'policies'and'procedures'for'the'School,'please'see'the'School'social'

worker.'Buffalo'Commons'will'not'retaliate'in'any'way'against'an'employee'who'makes'such'a'

report'based'on'the'employee’s'reasonable'suspicion'of'child'abuse'or'mistreatment.'
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Response'13a—Partner'Organizations'
'
This'request'is'not'applicable. 
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Response'13b—Partner'Commitment''
'
This'request'is'not'applicable. 
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Response 14—Governance 
 
(a) Board Members 
Provide a brief narrative describing the methods used to recruit and select board members. Use the Proposed Board Members table 
(see below) to identify a minimum of five proposed board members. In circumstances where one or two persons affiliated with a 
CMO will serve on the education corporation board, a total of at least six or seven trustees must be identified when the proposal is 
submitted. Refer to the Guidance Handbook for more details. Proposed board members should intend to serve the school through 
its first charter term, if approved. 

● Under the heading “Position on the Board,” please note any leadership and/or affiliations that proposed board members 
would hold. For example: “Board Chair,” “CMO Representative,” “Parent Representative,” etc. 

● Under the heading “Committee Affiliations (if any),” please note any committees on which a proposed trustee would serve 
(e.g., “Academic Committee,” “Finance Committee,” etc.). 

● Include any currently vacant seats that the board would fill at a later date, and specify the date. For example, if the board 
intends to add the head of the school’s Parent Teacher Organization as an ex-officio member after PTO elections in 
December of the first year, that member should appear in the table below as: Name – TBD; Position on the Board – PTO 
Representative; Committee Affiliations – TBD; Area of Expertise and/or Additional Role at School – Parent; and, indicate 
whether role would be “Voting,” or non-voting and/or “Ex-Officio.” 

 
If granted a charter, Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) would be governed by 
an independent Board of Trustees (BOT). Upon authorization, our proposed trustees 
would hold an organizing meeting and make the transition to a formal Board of 
Trustees. The Governing Board would be responsible for delivering upon the promises 
outlined in the charter, ensuring adherence to all laws, and ensuring proper financial 
management. The proposed Board is comprised of a diverse set of accomplished 
professionals from the Buffalo community. The team has professional expertise in all 
areas required for effective, accountable oversight, including finance, education, legal, 
human resources, accounting, operations, strategic planning, executive management, 
and community engagement. The team was chosen based on a number of criteria, 
including their alignment with the mission and vision of Buffalo Commons, their 
professional aptitude, their capacity to dedicate the necessary time and energy to 
engage the community and take on the responsibilities of governance, and the ability to 
work as part of an ambitious, goal-centered, and accountable team.  
 
14A1. Recruitment and Selection of Board Members 
Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) proposed board members were recruited 
through the professional networks of the team and sources like Leadership Buffalo and 
Charity Strong—organizations that match interested professionals with service 
opportunities in the nonprofit sector. We have a standard progression for identifying and 
screening potential board members that includes, but is not limited to, the following 
phases. 
 
Outreach: The goal of outreach is to ensure the BCCS BOT is comprised of individuals 
that meet the following criteria: 

1. Professional 
a. Shows interest in the mission of Buffalo Commons. 
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b. Understands the work of the Board. 
c. Possesses skills needed by our Board. 
d. Has connections in the community. 
e. Shows interest and willingness to fundraise and/or donate. 
f. Has prior community involvement. 

2.  Personal 
a. Ability to listen. 
b. Ability to express ideas and opinions clearly. 
c. Ability to participate effectively in a conversation. 
d. Has a positive attitude. 
e. Available to participate in Board work. 

 
Interview: Interested candidates are invited to an informal interview with one or more 
current trustees from the governance committee. The candidate’s professional and 
personal qualities are assessed and rated based upon our criteria. 
 
Getting to Know the Organization: Strong candidates are provided institutional 
documents including but not limited to external application materials, internal Board 
expectations, internal strategic planning, and budgets. Candidates are encouraged to 
volunteer their time by attending a board meeting. Subsequently, they reconvene with 
their board sponsors. If all agree, the candidate is nominated for selection to the BOT. 
 
Selection: Board candidates are selected by a vote at our monthly board meetings. Prior 
to the vote, board members are provided with recruitment notes and candidate 
resumes. Specific rules of selection for the board are outlined in our bylaws (see R-
14e). 
 
14A2. Proposed Trustees 
BCCS has begun to establish its founding BOT. Brief details of their expertise or role, 
potential position and affiliation, and voting status is found in Figure 14.1.  
 

Figure 14.1: Buffalo Commons Proposed Board of Trustees 

Trustee Name Board 
Position 

Committee 
Affiliation 

Expertise and Education Voting Ex- 
Officio? 

Sheri Rodman Chair Ex-Officio All 
Committees 

Education, Nonprofit 
Operations and Finance 
B.A. Economics—2006 
M.A. Teaching—2009 

YES NO 

Michael Stevens Vice-Chair Strategy and 
Development 

Nonprofit Management, 
Fundraising 

YES NO 
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Figure 14.1: Buffalo Commons Proposed Board of Trustees 

Trustee Name Board 
Position 

Committee 
Affiliation 

Expertise and Education Voting Ex- 
Officio? 

B.S. Criminal Justice—
2007 

M.A. Education—2018 

Trey Thompson Treasurer Finance 
 Finance, Education 

B.A. Math—2004 
M.B.A.—2019 

YES NO 

Ari Goldberg Secretary Governance 
Law, Facilities 

B.A. History—2013 
J.D.—2017 

YES NO 

Danielle Bruno Trustee Academic 

Elementary Education, 
Charter School Leadership 

B.A. English—1991 
M.A. Elementary Ed—1994 

YES NO 

Tyler Buck Trustee Finance Human Resources 
B.S. Business—2010 

YES NO 

Cherish Davis Trustee Academic 

Early Childhood Education 
B.A. Child Development—

2012 
M.A. Early Childhood—

2018 

YES NO 

Krystle Hinton Trustee Governance 

Public Relations, 
Workforce Development, 

Education 
B.A. Public Relations—

2007 
M.S. Education—2013 

YES YES 

Miriam Kelley Trustee Academic 

Creative Problem-Solving 
M.F.A. Industrial Design—

1982 
M.S. Creative Studies—

1982 

YES NO 

Matt Pitarresi Trustee Strategy and 
Development 

Finance, Education, 
Workforce Development 
B.A. Economics—2008 

M.S. TESOL—2016 

YES NO 

TBD 
Parent 

Representativ
e 

TBD Parent YES NO 

TBD 
Hyper-Local 
Community 

Member 
TBD Hyper-Local Community YES NO 
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(b) Education Corporation Board Roles and Responsibilities 
Describe the roles and responsibilities of the education corporation’s board of trustees including: 

● Selecting school leader(s) (and partner or management organizations, if any); 
● Monitoring school performance including fiscal performance; and, 
● Evaluating school leaders (and partner or management organizations, if any) and holding them accountable for 

achievement of the school’s mission and goals.  
 

14B1. Education Corporation Roles and Responsibilities Overview  
The Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) Board of Trustees (“BOT” or “Board”) 
ensures that the school is operating in compliance with its charter and all applicable 
state and federal laws and oversees the school’s progress towards achieving its 
mission, goals, and objectives. Below we detail the BOT responsibilities, structure, 
meetings, offices, and committees. 
 
One primary responsibility of the Board is to select and hire the Executive Director. The 
National Charter Schools Institute advises Boards to select school leaders based on 
specific criteria, and these criteria inform our selection of the Executive Director upon 
authorization and in all future decisions regarding staffing this position1:   

1. Passionate about education, scholars and the mission of the school   
2. Ability to execute well   
3. Understanding of the skills, organizational values and time allocation required of 

a school leader   
4. Commitment to professional growth and development   
5. Ability to read and interpret financial statements   
6. Laser-focus on student outcomes   
7. Possesses superior oral and written communication skills   
8. Highly goal-oriented   
9. Possesses substantial expertise in many areas, but also possesses enough 

humility to seek advisement when necessary   
10. Possesses the emotional fortitude to withstand criticism   
11. High expectations of the Board of Trustees to which he/she will report  

 
Upon authorization, it is the intention of the Board to hire Daniel Brink-Washington as 
the founding Executive Director. In addition to exemplifying our core values and 
possessing the general competencies and qualifications, he brings significant 
experience and capacity in the specific responsibilities of the role. To read more about 
Daniel Brink-Washington’s experience, expertise, and track record see R-11. The 
Buffalo Commons proposed Board of Trustees is confident that Mr. Brink-Washington 
has the passion, commitment, and expertise necessary to successfully execute the 
vision of Buffalo Commons. 

                                                
1 Carpenter, Brian (2007). Charter school board university. Mt. Pleasant, MI: National Charter Schools Institute.  
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14B2. BOT Roles and Responsibilities 
The BOT is entrusted with the charter agreement by the authorizing entity (SUNY) and 
is responsible for the school’s upholding the terms of the charter agreement. If the 
school fails to meet the terms of its charter agreement, the BOT answers directly to 
SUNY. The BOT in turn is the oversight body of the school’s employees, with a special 
focus on the Executive Director (ED). BCCS uses the Charter Board Partners 
framework for board service, which outlines the BOT’s responsibilities.2  
 

1. Focus on Student Achievement 
○ Govern to Fulfill the Mission of the School and the Promises of the Charter  

■ Support the school mission  
■ Assume ultimate responsibility for the school and student success  
■ Use student data to inform board decisions 

○ Know Whether Students Are Academically on Track 
■ Agree on the definition of academic excellence 
■ Understand how student achievement is measured at the school  
■ Regularly review indicators of student success to measure progress 

toward school goals 
 

2. Ensure Strong School Leadership 
○ Hire and Support a Strong School Leader 

■ Hire a leader who can manage the school to achieve its goals 
■ Cultivate a trusting, candid relationship with the school leader, 

addressing challenges proactively 
■ Build an effective partnership between the school leader and board chair  
■ Support the school leader 
■ Maintain a school leader succession plan 

○ Evaluate and Hold the School Leader Accountable (the Executive Director 
Evaluation Rubric is included in Figure 14.3) .3  
■ Collaborate with the school leader to establish annual goals  
■ Evaluate the leader each year using a formal and transparent process, 

that includes two formal check-ins to monitor progress toward the annual 
goal, and an end-of-year comprehensive evaluation that holds him/her 
accountable for achieving concrete results 

■ Invest in ongoing professional development to support the leader’s 
progress toward his/her goals 

 
                                                
2 Charter Board Partners (2018). 
3 Should it become clear that an ED evaluation committee would better evaluate the school leader, the BOT is 
prepared to form one. 
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3. Commit to Exemplary Governance 
○ Build and Maintain a Well-Functioning and Engaged Board 

■ Recruit and maintain capable board members who bring diverse skills, 
experience, and perspectives 

■ Elect a board chair who can successfully lead the board and engage all 
members  

■ Remove disengaged members from the board  
■ Invest in the board’s development, providing orientation and ongoing 

training 
○ Implement Best Governance Practices  

■ Adopt and revise job descriptions for the officers, committees, and board 
members 

■ Require that all board members sign an annual agreement, committing 
to fulfill their responsibilities  

■ Hold regularly scheduled, strategic meetings  
■ Employ a committee structure to accomplish board work strategically 

and efficiently 
■ Assess board performance annually, holding the board accountable for 

achieving its goals and governing effectively  
 

4. Act Strategically 
○ Determine the Strategic Direction for the School 

■ Oversee the development of a strategic plan that reflects the board’s 
vision and priorities for the school’s future 

■ Set annual goals for the school, board, and each board committee  
■ Organize the board, its committees, and meetings to advance the aims 

of the school’s annual goals and strategic plan  
○ Respect the Balance Between Oversight and Management 

■ Define and build board-wide understanding of the oversight role of the 
board and the management role of the school leader 

■ Give the school leader the autonomy and authority to manage the school 
while maintaining strong and close oversight 

 
5. Raise and Use Resources Wisely 
○ Manage Resources Responsibly  

■ Ensure that all members understand the school’s finances and provide 
necessary training 

■ Review financial data regularly, using it to make decisions that protect 
the school’s short- and long-term sustainability  
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■ Approve a budget each year that allocates resources strategically and 
aligns with the student performance goals of the school  

○ Expand Awareness and Raise Funds 
■ Set and meet realistic fundraising goals to provide additional school 

resources 
■ Require that, each year, board members make the school a personal 

philanthropic priority  
■ Raise the school’s profile and engage donors 
■ Understand the political context of public charter schools and advocate 

for policies that promote and support the charter sector 
 

6. Maintain Regulatory and Legal Compliance 
○ Minimize Risks 

■ Adhere to the legal and ethical duties of loyalty, obedience, and care  
■ Oversee the development, board approval, and regular review of all 

school and board policies 
■ Maintain standards of transparency by documenting meeting 

proceedings and board decisions  
■ Apply sound business judgment by avoiding conflicts of interest, 

observing tax requirements, and maintaining liability insurance  
○ Meet Expectations  

■ Confirm that the school is proactively adhering to the legal requirements 
set forth by the authorizer, the federal and local governments, and the 
Internal Revenue Service  

■ Operate in accordance with bylaws and review them at least every three 
years  

■ Comply with open meeting laws of New York State 
 
Monitoring School Performance and Financial Stability: In addition to hiring the school 
leader, the Board of Trustees will be responsible for monitoring the academic results of 
the school and ensuring proper financial management and organizational stability. While 
the day-to-day operations and decisions are left to management, the Board of Trustees 
is tasked with providing oversight, and evaluating how well the school is delivering upon 
its promises as outlined within the charter. To do this, the Board will closely analyze the 
data provided in the Buffalo Commons monthly dashboard which will align to all 
accountability goals and measures as outlined in R-06g. This dashboard will provide the 
Board with key metrics and data points on key elements including enrollment, attrition, 
daily attendance, and student assessment performance. These data points will allow the 
Board to evaluate the effectiveness of management’s execution, and determine whether 
any changes need to be made. A sample dashboard is provided as Figure 14.2. The 
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Board also will be presented with monthly financial statements that have been prepared 
by management and the back-office provider, as well as previously reviewed by the 
Finance Committee. These financial statements will include a balance sheet, cash flow 
statement, income and expense statements, and the budget versus actual report.  
 

Figure 14.2: Draft Monthly ED BOT Dashboard4 
 
SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHIC REPORT 

 

ENROLLMENT BREAKDOWN 

Total Students  Black  

Kindergarten  White  

Grade 1  Hispanic  

Male  Asian  

Female  Other  

Free/Reduced Lunch    

SPED    

ELL    

 

PERSONNEL 

 Current Month Prior Month Prior Year Mon. Avg. 

Total FTEs    

Hires    

Attrition    

Sick Days    

Vacation Days    

 
BOARD 

 Prior Month YTD Avg 
Trustees   
Meeting Attendance   
 

                                                
4 Adapted from Persistence Prep, a recently authorized SUNY charter school in Buffalo. 
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ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE REPORT 

 

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT  

 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

Actual            

Budget            

Over/Under            

 

AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE (ADA) 

 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

ADA            

 

ATTRITION RATE 

 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

# of Students            

 

ATTRITION DETAIL 

Student Name Date Reason for Leaving 

   

 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION: NUMBER OF SUSPENSIONS 

Total   Black   

Kindergarten   White   

Grade 1   Hispanic   

Male   Asian   

Female   Other   

 

FINANCIAL REPORT 
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REVENUE VS. EXPENDITURE 

YTD  

Actual Budget 

 
Over/(Under) 

 
Actual % of Total 

Revenue 

State     

Federal     

Fundraising      

Grant     

Total     

Expenditure 

Payroll and Benefits     

Instructional     

Facilities     

Loans     

Other     

Total     

 

OPERATING RESERVE 

 YTD  

 Actual Budget Over/(Under) Budget 

Total Operating Reserve    

Days of Operating Reserve    

 
 

ACADEMIC REPORT 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STAR SCREENING (STAR): MEAN STUDENT GROWTH PERCENTILE 

Cohort STAR 1 STAR 2 STAR 3 Goal Met 
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KA    Y/N 

KB    Y/N 

1A    Y/N 

1B    Y/N 

Total    Y/N 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STAR SCREENING (STAR): MEAN STUDENT GROWTH PERCENTILE 

Subgroup STAR 1 STAR 2 STAR 3 Goal Met 

Black    Y/N 

White    Y/N 

Hispanic    Y/N 

Asian    Y/N 

SPED    Y/N 

ELL    Y/N 

Econ. Dis.    Y/N 

 

MATH STAR SCREENING (STAR): MEAN STUDENT GROWTH PERCENTILE 

Cohort STAR 1 STAR 2 STAR 3 Goal Met 

KA    Y/N 

KB    Y/N 

1A    Y/N 

1B    Y/N 

Total    Y/N 

 

MATH STAR SCREENING (STAR): MEAN STUDENT GROWTH PERCENTILE 

Subgroup STAR 1 STAR 2 STAR 3 Goal Met 

Black    Y/N 

White    Y/N 
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Hispanic    Y/N 

Asian    Y/N 

SPED    Y/N 

ELL    Y/N 

Econ. Dis.    Y/N 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS INTERIM ASSESSMENTS (IA): PERCENT MASTERY 

Cohort IA 1 IA 2 IA 3 IA 4 Goal Met 

KA     Y/N 

KB     Y/N 

1A     Y/N 

1B     Y/N 

Total     Y/N 

 

ELA INTERIM ASSESSMENTS (IA): PERCENT MASTERY 

Subgroup IA1 IA2 IA3 IA4 Goal Met 

Black     Y/N 

White     Y/N 

Hispanic     Y/N 

Asian     Y/N 

SPED     Y/N 

ELL     Y/N 

Econ. Dis.     Y/N 

 

MATH INTERIM ASSESSMENTS (IA): PERCENT MASTERY 

Cohort IA1 IA2 IA3 IA4 Goal Met 

KA     Y/N 

KB     Y/N 
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1A     Y/N 

1B     Y/N 

Total     Y/N 

 

MATH INTERIM ASSESSMENTS (IA): PERCENT MASTERY 

Subgroup IA1 IA2 IA3 IA4 Goal Met 

Black     Y/N 

White     Y/N 

Hispanic     Y/N 

Asian     Y/N 

SPED     Y/N 

ELL     Y/N 

Econ. Dis.     Y/N 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

 

CHALLENGES  

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS  

MEDIA  

SPECIAL PROJECTS  

 
  
The combination of the monthly dashboard and all financial statements will allow the 
Board a clear snapshot of the current state the of the school, and will allow for the 
identification, and proactive addressing, of any potential issues or causes for concern.  
 
14B.3 Evaluating the School Leader: The Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) 
Board of Trustees is responsible for hiring, setting compensation for, supporting, and 
evaluating the Executive Director. Each year, the Board will conduct a comprehensive 
and formal evaluation of the Executive Director to determine his/her effectiveness in 
executing the mission of and delivering on the goals for BCCS. This comprehensive 
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written evaluation with be shared with the Executive Director and will be placed in 
his/her personnel file. This evaluation will evaluate the leader against a set of 
predetermined goals and criteria in the areas of Academic Performance, Financial 
Management, Academic Program Fidelity, Family/Teacher/Scholar Satisfaction, and 
Fundraising/Community Relations. Figure 14.3 provides a sample evaluation rubric that 
will be adapted and used by the BBCS Board of Trustees to evaluate the Executive 
Director. The below evaluation rubric will be adapted during the planning year, with 
specific focus on the roles and responsibilities required for a strong school opening. 

 

Figure 14.3: Executive Director Evaluation Rubric5 

Ratings 
● Highly Effective—Continually exceeds the criteria 
● Effective—Consistently meets the criteria 
● Developing—Partially meets the criteria 
● Ineffective—Does not meet the criteria 

Vision, Culture & Instructional Leadership 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Leadership actions, staffing and 
resources are clearly aligned to a 
student achievement focused vision, 
and that vision is evident in the 
school culture. 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates a deep understanding 
of quality instruction and 
consistently promotes effective 
instructional programs and high 
expectations for student learning 
outcomes.  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

School goals are aligned to a 
focused plan for student 
achievement and school 
improvement supported by 
resources 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Leads and supports the use of data 
informed instruction for school 
directors and teachers  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Monitors and reviews the 
effectiveness of curriculum and 
instruction and their alignment with 
state standards  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ School improvement plan 
❏ Professional development plans based on data 

(e.g., student performance, teacher working 
conditions survey)  Leadership team agenda 

❏ Student performance goals 
❏ Student performance data 
❏ Use of formative assessment to impact 

instruction 
❏ Number of director and teacher improvement 

plans) 
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  
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Ensures that all staff have 
professional development that 
directly enhances their performance 
and improves student learning 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Sets self-improvement goals and 
applies learning from professional 
development  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

 

Operations, Resource, and Personnel Management 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Develops and ensures the 
implementation of procedures and 
structures to support compliance 
with local, state and federal laws 
and regulations  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Implements personnel procedures, 
recruitment and employee 
performance programs to hire and 
retain the best qualified teachers, 
directors and personnel 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Aligns and adjusts resources 
accordingly to meet school priorities 
and annual goals/objectives 
operating within budget and fiscal 
guidelines  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Guides the process of fiscal 
planning and budget development 
and makes recommendations based 
upon the school’s current fiscal 
position and future needs  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Stays informed of facilities use and 
needs and makes facilities 
recommendations as needed to the 
board, promotes school safety, and 
ensures a facilities management 
plan is in place for future needs  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ School strategic plan 
❏ Number of teachers with National Board 

Certification  
❏ Teacher; school director; and staff diversity 
❏ Recruitment and retention data  Assessment of 

professional development on the impact of 
student learning 

❏ Technology plan 
❏ 3-5 year financial plan 
❏ External audit 
❏ 3-5 year capital plan 
❏ End of year budget status report Staff 

attendance rates and turnover  
❏ Construction projects timelines and budgets  
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  

Board Governance and Policy 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Offers professional advice to the 
board with appropriate 
recommendations based on 
thorough study and analysis  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ Timeliness of board dashboards and packets 
❏ School strategic plan 
❏ School improvement plans 
❏ Board meeting agendas 
❏ External reviews and audits (e.g., budget, child 

nutrition, transportation) 
❏ Copies of school procedures and publications 

(e.g., student handbooks, discipline policies, 
safety procedures) 

❏ Correspondence  
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
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Keeps the board regularly informed 
with data, reports and information 
which enables them to make 
effective timely decisions  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Interprets and executes the intent of 
board policies, and advises the 
board on the need for new and/or 
revised policies  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Works collaboratively with the board 
to shape district vision, mission, and 
goals with measurable objectives of 
high expectations for student 
achievement  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Makes considerable effort to have a 
positive working relationship with the 
board, treating all board members 
fairly and respectfully, and attempts 
to resolve any serious conflicts with 
board members  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ External reviews and audits (e.g., budget, child 
nutrition, transportation) 

❏ Copies of school procedures and publications 
(e.g., student handbooks, discipline policies, 
safety procedures) 

❏ Correspondence  
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  

Communication & Community Relations 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Communicates key information to all 
stakeholders in an appropriate and 
timely manner 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ Survey results from parents and other 
community 

❏ Leaders 
❏ Policy and procedure documents for internal 
❏ communications 
❏ Visible support for school goals and priorities 

from 
❏ community leaders, civic club scholarships, etc. 
❏ Partnership agreements and other documents to 
❏ support collaborative efforts to achieve school 

goals and priorities 
❏ Accounts of school accomplishments in various 

forms of public media 
❏ School website 
❏ Newsletters and other public engagement 

documents 
❏ designed to strengthen connections to the 

community 
❏ Membership and participation with community 

organizations (e.g., PTA) 
❏ Community college/university partnerships, 

collaborative projects, and professional 
development initiatives 

❏ Attendance at community/school events 
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏   
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Regularly attends events and visibly 
engages the school community and 
the community at large  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏   
❏   
❏   
❏   
 

Ethical Leadership 

Professional Practice Rating Possible Data Sources & Comments 

Demonstrates ethical and 
professional behavior, inspiring 
others to higher levels of 
performance 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Maintains a caring and professional 
relationship with staff, grounded in 
shared school values 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates appreciation for, and 
sensitivity to, the diversity of the 
school community, and respects 
divergent opinions 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates efforts to close the 
achievement gap across all 
demographics 

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

Demonstrates a high level of self-
awareness and improves upon 
professional practice  

● Highly Effective 
● Effective 
● Developing 
● Ineffective 

❏ Parent, community, and staff survey data 
❏ Teacher, school director, and staff retention data 
❏ Ability to confront conflict and build consensus 
❏ Shared decision making 
❏ Outreach efforts 
❏ School board policies 
❏ Minutes and reports 
❏ Office of Civil Rights data on discipline 
❏ Executive Director’s performance goals  
Additional sources: 
❏   
❏   
❏   
❏  
 

Role Specific SMART Goals 

Goal Rating Evidence/Comments 
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(c) Education Corporation Board Design 
Describe the rationale for the proposed design of the education corporation’s board of trustees including: 

● Number of trustees; 
● Officer positions; 
● Ex-officio members (voting and non-voting); 
● Standing committees or committees with the full authority of the board (if any); 
● Delegation of authority to any committees, officers, employees, or contractors; 
● Information to be received from the CMO, partner, school leadership, staff or contractors as applicable; 
● Frequency of board and committee meetings; 
● Procedures for publicizing and conducting monthly school board meetings in accordance with the Act and the NY Open 

Meetings Law;  
● Trustee recruitment and selection process and criteria; 
● New trustee orientation process; and, 
● Board/trustee training and development. 

 
14C1. Education Corporation Board Design 
This section details the elements of design for the Buffalo Commons Charter School 
(BCCS) Board of Trustees (“BOT”).  
 
Board Structure: The BOT will have between 5 and 13 members at any time, with one 
ex-officio space always reserved for a current BCCS parent and one space reserved for 
a member of the hyper-local community where the school is located. The proposed 
board currently consists of 10 members. The Board has plans to grow to 11 to 13 
members post authorization, and before the start of the first school year. These trustees 
bring varied skill sets including legal, education and school leadership, creative 
problem-solving, finance/accounting, human resources, strategic planning, facilities, and 
community outreach. Many proposed trustees are connected to the communities Buffalo 
Commons wishes to serve by living in or nearby the target location for the school and 
parenting young or school-aged children. Proposed trustees also bring experience 
serving on and leading other non-profit Boards. The Executive Director will attend all 
Board meetings, be the only staff member who reports to the Board, and will participate 
as an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Board. The Board of Trustees will meet a 
minimum of once per month, and more frequently if deemed necessary. All meetings 
will be held in full compliance with Open Meeting Law requirements. The term structure 
staggers trustee and officer terms to promote organizational sustainability. All founding 
trustees will serve on the board for the full term of the charter. 
 
Officers of the BOT:6 The BCCS Board has four offices. Their responsibilities are further 
detailed in Figure 14.4. 

1. Chair: The Chair assumes responsibility for the overall functioning of the 
BOT. He or she facilitates board meetings, oversees the work of 
committees or working groups, and works closely with the school leader. 
The board chair may also be granted special authorities as prescribed by 
the BOT. 
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2. Vice Chair: The Vice-Chair has the authority to, whenever necessary, act 
in place of the Chair, and when so acting will have all the Chair’s powers 
and the same restrictions.  

3. Treasurer: The Treasurer directs the Board’s financial work so that the 
Board achieves its goals and operates in accordance with its bylaws. The 
Treasurer keeps the Board informed of the school’s ongoing fiscal 
condition. 

4. Secretary: The Secretary supports the board’s organizational needs, 
including keeping the minutes of the BOT, maintaining records of board 
membership and decisions, interpreting the bylaws in the case of a 
dispute, and any other duties the Board prescribes. 

5. Ex-Officio Parent Member: The Ex-Officio Parent Member of the board 
must be the parent/guardian of a current BCCS student. The Parent 
Member is appointed by the BOT.  

6. Ex-Officio Hyper-Local Member: The Ex-Officio Hyper-Local Member of 
the board must reside in the community where the school is located. The 
Hyper-Local Member is appointed by the BOT.  

 
Figure 14.4: Draft Board Officer Descriptions7 

Board Chair 
The Chair assumes responsibility for the overall functioning of the BOT. He or she facilitates board 
meetings, oversees the work of committees or working groups, and works closely with the school 
leader. The board chair may also be granted special authorities as prescribed by the BOT. 
 
Overarching Duties 

● Ensures that the Board is functioning effectively and meeting standards for effective 
governance 

● Holds the Board accountable for executing board functions 
● Facilitates meetings of the Board and other meetings or events as necessary 
● Develops board meeting agendas in partnership with the school leader that reflect the school’s 

and board’s priorities, drive strategic conversation and decision making, and keep the board’s 
work focused on the goals 

● Makes sure that the Board conducts a self-assessment each year and addresses areas for 
improvement 

● Leads the discussion on planning board retreats  
 
Committee Work  

● Sets clear expectations for committee operations and communication with the Board 
● Holds committees accountable for achieving their annual goals 
● Appoints committee and task force chairs, and assigns members to committees  

 
School Leader Relationship  

● Builds a constructive, candid relationship with the school leader 
● Participates in regularly scheduled check-ins with the school leader to discuss strategic issues, 
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monitor progress toward goals, and identify opportunities where the leader needs support from 
the Board 

● Guides the Board through the process of hiring, evaluating, and supporting the school leader 
 
Compliance 

● Serves as the main BOT point of contact with the authorizer 
● Ensures all board actions and board members meet and understand legal and ethical 

compliance standards 
● Shares all relevant information from the authorizer with the full Board  

 
Leadership Skills  

● Models effective networking with community members and stakeholders by serving as the 
board’s ambassador 

● Champions diversity and inclusion on the Board  
● Supports and recognizes board members who make positive contributions to the board 
● Takes the lead in removing board members who are persistently disruptive or disengaged  

 
Communication 

● Respects and engages every board member while encouraging an open and constructive line 
of communication 

● Is approachable, available, and responsive 
● Makes sure that each board member has a clear role to play on the Board 
● Listens and communicates well, including being available for conversations after hours and on 

weekends when necessary 

Board Vice Chair 
The Vice Chair helps the Chair lead the board and operate in accordance with the school’s bylaws. The 
Vice Chair has the authority to, whenever necessary, act in place of the Chair, and when so acting will 
have all the Chair’s powers and the same restrictions.  
 
Responsibilities 

● Attends all board meetings 
● Executes specific projects at the request of the board chair 
● Helps the board chair develop and implement officer transition or succession plans 
● Understands the responsibilities and duties of the board chair and is ready and prepared to 

stand in for the board chair as needed 
● Actively recruits new board members, and helps to retain current board members 
● Provides leadership and direction to the Board in concert with the board chair 
● Ensures transparent communication between all board members 

Board Treasurer 
The Treasurer directs the board’s financial work so that the Board achieves its goals and operates in 
accordance with its bylaws. The Treasurer keeps the Board informed of the school’s ongoing fiscal 
condition. 
 
Leadership  

● Serves as the chair of the finance committee and leads the committee in setting and meeting 
annual goals 
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● Ensures that all members of the Board fully comprehend the financial matters of the school and 
receive reliable and timely information regarding those matters 

● Works with the finance committee and ED in leading the development of an annual school 
budget and presenting the budget to the full Board for approval  

 
Accounting & Reports 

● Understands financial accounting for nonprofit organizations or charter schools 
● Works with the appropriate school leadership to deliver accurate and complete financial reports 

to the Board on a regular basis 
● Keeps all records of school accounts current 
● Oversees and reviews the annual audit process  

 
Ethics 

● Handles all work related to the school’s financial affairs with integrity and care 
● Remains apprised of legal and ethical requirements for the position 

Board Secretary  
The Secretary supports the board’s organizational needs, including keeping the minutes of the BOT, 
maintaining records of board membership and decisions, interpreting the bylaws in the case of a 
dispute and any other duties the Board prescribes. 
 
Responsibilities 

● Keeps accurate minutes for each board meeting  
● Shares minutes with the Board in a timely fashion 
● Ensures that minutes are approved by the Board in a recorded vote 
● Makes sure the Board adheres to open meeting laws and other legal requirements 
● Assumes responsibilities of the chair in the absence of the board chair and vice chair 
● Provides notice of board and committee meetings to all board members 
● Keeps all legal and official documents up to date 
● Maintains the board's records and archives for future reference by board members, the 

authorizer, and others 

 
Board Committees: The Board will begin with standing committees for Academic 
Excellence, Finance and Audit, Governance and Nominating, and Strategy and 
Development. Additionally, the BOT will form working groups for specific tasks 
whenever necessary. Committees and working groups may be composed of trustees, 
community members, and school personnel. Several key community members have 
been recruited to serve on board committees, detailed below, and the Board intends to 
leverage committee membership as one potential onramp to board service. Brief 
descriptions of the purpose of each standing committee are below, and more detailed 
descriptions can be found in Figure 14.5.8 
 

1. Academic Excellence: The Academic Excellence Committee provides 
appropriate board oversight of the academic program and ensures that the 
school’s educational program is positively impacting student achievement 
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and also raises strategic academic issues for board discussion. 
Additionally, the committee advises the full Board on the best use of 
resources to support the academic program. The Academic Excellence 
Committee, chaired by a board member, will meet as often as necessary 
to conduct its work, but at least quarterly, following each interim 
assessment. 

2. Finance and Audit: The Finance and Audit Committee provides 
appropriate board oversight of school finances through budget assistance 
and approval, ensures accurate and comprehensive financial reporting to 
the Board through approval of monthly statements, and raises strategic 
financial issues for board discussion. Chaired by the Treasurer, the 
Finance and Audit Committee meets as necessary, but minimally to 
review monthly finances before each meeting.  

3. Governance and Nominating: The Governance and Nominating 
Committee ensures the Board is governing effectively and revitalizing 
itself. It provides leadership for board education, ensuring a strategically 
composed Board is in place to govern the institution, nominating 
candidates for officer positions and committee membership, nominating 
and orienting new board members, establishing succession plans for 
departing members, ensuring an effective governance structure, and 
ensuring an effective board self-assessment process. 

4. Strategy and Development: The purpose of the Strategy and Development 
Committee is to ensure that the leadership maintains a strategic plan, 
which includes a mission, core values, strategic objectives, growth plans, 
metrics of success and a defined vision. The committee also assists the 
Board in overseeing fundraising activities in line with the strategic direction 
set by the leadership of BCCS and approved by the committee as well as 
the Board. 

 
Figure 14.5: Draft Committee Descriptions9 

Academic Excellence Committee 
The purpose of the Academic Excellence Committee (the Committee) is to assist the Board of Trustees 
of Buffalo Commons Charter School in reviewing overall program direction, academic standards, and 
assessments of student progress and faculty performance at Buffalo Commons Charter School. 
 
Composition 

1. Membership. The Committee shall be a standing committee of the Board comprised of at least 
three (3) but no more than seven (7) members. Committee members shall be appointed by the 
Board. Committee members shall be (re)appointed by the Board on an annual basis upon the 
recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee. 

a. Proposed Membership: 
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i. Danielle Bruno, Chair (Trustee) 
ii. Cherish Davis (Trustee) 
iii. Miriam Kelley (Trustee) 
iv. Heather McCarthy (Community Member)—Heather McCarthy is the assistant 

principal of an elementary school in Buffalo and has 15 years of experience in 
education in district, charter, and private schools.  

v. Buffalo Commons Academic Director 
vi. Sheri Rodman, Ex-Officio (Trustee)  

2. Chairperson. The Chairperson of the Committee shall be appointed by the Board, upon the 
recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee. 

3. Resignation, Removal, and Vacancies. Members shall serve until their successors are duly 
appointed and qualified or until a member’s earlier resignation or removal. Members may 
resign at any time upon notice given in writing or by electronic transmission to the Chairperson 
of the Committee. Members may be removed, and any vacancies on the Committee shall be 
filled by the Board upon recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee.  

 
Operations 

1. Meetings. The Chairperson of the Committee, in consultation with the other committee 
members, shall determine the schedule and frequency of the committee meetings. Meetings of 
the Committee will occur at least quarterly and may be called at the request of the Chairperson 
of the Committee or of any two other committee members.  

2. Agenda. The Chairperson of the Committee shall develop and set the agenda for each meeting 
of the Committee. The agenda and all available information concerning the business to be 
conducted at each committee meeting shall be, to the extent practicable, delivered to the 
committee members sufficiently in advance of each meeting to permit meaningful review. 

3. Manner of Acting. The Committee may not make decisions on behalf of the Board of Trustees, 
nor may it make decisions that will bind Buffalo Commons Charter School. For all binding 
decisions, the Committee may make recommendations to the Board of Trustees for a full Board 
vote in accordance with the bylaws. Any action required or permitted to be taken at any 
meeting of the Committee may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the Committee 
consent thereto in writing or by electronic transmission. 

4. Conduct of Meetings by Telephone or Other Means. To the extent permitted by law, members 
of the Committee may participate in a meeting of the Committee by means of a conference 
telephone or other communications equipment through which all persons participating in the 
meeting can hear each other, and participation in a meeting in such a manner shall constitute 
presence in person at such meeting. 

 
Duties and Responsibilities 

1. Support the development of, and review annually a strategic plan for educational outcomes for 
Buffalo Commons Charter School developed by the Executive Director and Academic Director. 

2. Review quarterly progress and challenges in achieving educational goals and objectives set 
forth in the strategic plan and in the charter for Buffalo Commons Charter School. 

3. Assess compliance with the academic requirements and performance standards established by 
SUNY and other authorized overseers. 

4. Observe the school’s educational mission in action through a quarterly observation day by a 
designated committee member, rotated throughout the year. 

5. Report regularly to the Board of Trustees regarding these issues and any actions taken by the 
Committee. 
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6. On an annual basis, submit to the board chair a summary of the committee’s observations and 
assessment of the overall progress of the school in the areas of faculty development, student 
programs, assessments, and progress to be used in the evaluation of the Executive Director. 

7. Review and reassess the adequacy of this charter periodically as circumstances dictate, but no 
less frequently than annually, and recommend any proposed changes to the Board for 
approval. 

8. Perform any other activities consistent with this charter, the bylaws, and governing law as the 
Committee or the Board deems necessary or appropriate. 

 
Authority and Resources  

1. The Committee may request any officer or employee to attend a meeting of the Committee or 
to meet with any members of, or advisors to, the Committee. 

2. The Committee may form and delegate any or all of its duties and responsibilities to 
subcommittees consisting of one or more members to perform such duties as the Committee 
deems appropriate. 

Finance and Audit Committee  
The purpose of the Finance and Audit Committee (the Committee) is to assist the Board of Trustees of 
Buffalo Commons Charter School in overseeing the financial and capital investment policies and 
objectives of Buffalo Commons Charter School. 
 
Composition 

1. Membership. The Committee shall be a standing committee of the Board comprised of at least 
three (3) but no more than seven (7) members. Committee members shall be appointed by the 
Board. Committee members shall be (re)appointed by the Board on an annual basis upon the 
recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee.  

a. Proposed Membership: 
i. Trey Thompson, Chair (Trustee) 
ii. Tyler Buck (Trustee) 
iii. Javeena Edwards, MBA (Community Member)—Javeena is the Director of 

Finance at a local non profit organization that supports refugee resettlement. 
She has two decades of experience in finance. 

iv. Buffalo Commons Operation Director 
v. Sheri Rodman, Ex-Officio (Trustee)  

2. Qualifications. Members of the Committee shall have a working familiarity with finance and 
accounting practices. Each member of the Committee must be free from any relationship that 
would interfere with the exercise of his or her independent judgment as a member of the 
Committee. Specifically, no employee of Buffalo Commons Charter School may serve on the 
Committee, and members of the Committee may not receive any compensation from Buffalo 
Commons Charter School other than in their capacity as members of the Board. 

3. Chairperson. The Chairperson is the Board Treasurer. 
4. Resignation, Removal, and Vacancies. Members shall serve until their successors are duly 

appointed and qualified or until a member’s earlier resignation or removal. Members may 
resign at any time upon notice given in writing or by electronic transmission to the Chairperson 
of the Committee. Members may be removed, and any vacancies on the Committee shall be 
filled by the Board upon recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee. 

 
Operations 
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1. Meetings. The Chairperson of the Committee, in consultation with the other committee 
members, shall determine the schedule and frequency of the committee meetings. In any 
event, meetings of the Committee may be called at the request of the Chairperson of the 
Committee or of any two other committee members.  

2. Agenda. The Chairperson of the Committee shall develop and set the agenda for each meeting 
of the Committee. The agenda and all available information concerning the business to be 
conducted at each committee meeting shall be, to the extent practicable, delivered to the 
committee members sufficiently in advance of each meeting to permit meaningful review. 

3. Manner of Acting. The Committee may not make decisions on behalf of the Board of Trustees, 
nor may it make decisions that will bind Buffalo Commons Charter School. For all binding 
decisions, the Committee may make recommendations to the Board of Trustees for a full Board 
vote in accordance with the bylaws. Any action required or permitted to be taken at any 
meeting of the Committee may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the Committee 
consent thereto in writing or by electronic transmission, and the writing or writings or electronic 
transmission or transmissions are filed with the minutes of the proceedings of the Committee. 

4. Conduct of Meetings by Telephone or Other Means. To the extent permitted by law, members 
of the Committee may participate in a meeting of the Committee by means of a conference 
telephone or other communications equipment through which all persons participating in the 
meeting can hear each other, and participation in a meeting in such a manner shall constitute 
presence in person at such meeting. 

 
Duties and Responsibilities 

1. Review Buffalo Commons Charter School’s long-term financial and investment plans and 
strategies, including its investment objectives. 

2. Review and make recommendations to the Board regarding Buffalo Commons Charter 
School’s annual operating budget. 

3. Review and make recommendations to the Board regarding any proposed capital expenditure 
that is required to be approved by the Board. 

4. Review and make recommendations to the Board with respect to any proposal to divest any 
asset, investment, real or personal property, or business interest of Buffalo Commons Charter 
School, if such divestiture is required to be approved by the Board. 

5. Review Buffalo Commons Charter School’s major banking, insurance, and other financial 
relationships. 

6. Review Buffalo Commons Charter School’s federal, state, and local tax filings with the 
independent and internal auditors. 

7. Report regularly to the Board of Trustees regarding issues arising before, and actions taken by, 
the Committee. 

8. Review and reassess the adequacy of this charter periodically as circumstances dictate, but no 
less frequently than annually, and recommend any proposed changes to the Board for 
approval. 

9. Perform any other activities consistent with this charter, the bylaws, and governing law as the 
Committee or the Board deems necessary or appropriate. 

 
Authority and Resources  

1. The Committee shall have the sole authority to retain and terminate independent advisors as it 
determines necessary to carry out its duties. The Committee shall have sole authority to 
determine the extent of funding necessary for payment of compensation to such advisors and 
other retention terms. 
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2. The Committee may request any officer or employee to attend a meeting of the Committee or 
to meet with any members of, or advisors to, the Committee. 

3. The Committee may form and delegate any or all of its duties and responsibilities to 
subcommittees consisting of one or more members to perform such duties as the Committee 
deems appropriate. 

Governance and Nominating Committee  
The purpose of the Governance and Nominating Committee (the Committee) is to assist the Board of 
Trustees of Buffalo Commons Charter School in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities through effective 
governance and management, including with respect to the nomination of Trustees and such other 
matters as the Board of Trustees may from time to time determine. 
 
Composition 

1. Membership. The Committee shall be a standing committee of the Board comprised of at least 
three (3) but no more than seven (7) members. Committee members shall be appointed by the 
Board. Committee members shall be (re)appointed by the Board on an annual basis upon the 
recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee. 

a. Proposed Membership: 
i. Ari Goldberg, Chair (Trustee) 
ii. Krystle Hinton (Trustee) 
iii. Daniel Brink-Washington (Executive Director) 
iv. Sheri Rodman, Ex-Officio (Trustee)  

2. Chairperson. The Chairperson of the Committee shall be appointed by the Board. 
3. Resignation, Removal, and Vacancies. Members shall serve until their successors are duly 

appointed and qualified or until a member’s earlier resignation or removal. Members may 
resign at any time upon notice given in writing or by electronic transmission to the Chairperson 
of the Committee. Members may be removed, and any vacancies on the Committee shall be 
filled by the Board. 

 
Operations 

1. Meetings. The Chairperson of the Committee, in consultation with the other committee 
members, shall determine the schedule and frequency of the committee meetings. In any 
event, meetings of the Committee may be called at the request of the Chairperson of the 
Committee or of any two other committee members.  

2. Agenda. The Chairperson of the Committee shall develop and set the agenda for each meeting 
of the Committee. The agenda and all available information concerning the business to be 
conducted at each committee meeting shall be, to the extent practicable, delivered to the 
committee members sufficiently in advance of each meeting to permit meaningful review. 

3. Manner of Acting. The Committee may not make decisions on behalf of the Board of Trustees, 
nor may it make decisions that will bind Buffalo Commons Charter School. For all binding 
decisions, the Committee may make recommendations to the Board of Trustees for a full Board 
vote in accordance with the bylaws. Any action required or permitted to be taken at any 
meeting of the Committee may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the Committee 
consent thereto in writing or by electronic transmission, and the writing or writings or electronic 
transmission or transmissions are filed with the minutes of the proceedings of the Committee. 

4. Conduct of Meetings by Telephone or Other Means. To the extent permitted by law, members 
of the Committee may participate in a meeting of the Committee by means of a conference 
telephone or other communications equipment through which all persons participating in the 
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meeting can hear each other, and participation in a meeting in such a manner shall constitute 
presence in person at such meeting. 

 
Duties and Responsibilities 

1. Make recommendations to the Board with respect to the board’s corporate governance 
policies, procedures, and basic governance documents, such as the bylaws and committee 
charters. 

2. Adopt criteria for candidates for nomination to the Board of Trustees. 
3. Propose, for the board’s approval, a slate of Trustees for each annual meeting of the Board at 

which Trustees will be elected.  
4. Review with the Board of Trustees the skills and characteristics of Trustee candidates, 

including integrity, judgment, and areas of expertise. 
5. Review any potential conflicts with respect to a board member’s eligibility for board service, and 

make recommendations in respect thereof to the Board. 
6. To the extent there are vacancies on the Board of Trustees or any committee, screen, 

evaluate, and propose suitable candidates for the Board to consider, consistent with the 
policies and principles set forth in this charter.  

7. Review with the Board of Trustees, on an annual basis, the current size, structure, and 
composition of the Board as a whole, and whether Buffalo Commons Charter School is being 
well served by the Trustees, taking into account the skills and characteristics required of board 
members, the Trustees’ record of service (if incumbent), attendance record, meeting 
preparation, and overall contribution to the Board, and other factors such as independence and 
diversity. 

8. Identify and recommend to the Board Trustee candidates to serve as members of the 
committees, and as Chairpersons for each committee. 

9. Develop an annual process for self-evaluation of the Board of Trustees as a whole and for 
individual Trustees, and identify areas for improvement. 

10. Report regularly to the Board of Trustees regarding issues arising before, and actions taken by, 
the Committee. 

11. Review and reassess the adequacy of this charter periodically as circumstances dictate, but no 
less frequently than annually, and recommend any proposed changes to the Board for 
approval. 

12. Perform any other activities consistent with this charter, the bylaws, and governing law as the 
Committee or the Board deems necessary or appropriate. 

 
Strategy and Development Committee  
The purpose of the Strategy and Development Committee (the Committee) is to ensure that the 
leadership of Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS) maintains a strategic plan, which includes a 
mission, core values, strategic objectives, growth plans, metrics of success, and a defined vision. The 
Committee also assists the Board of Trustees of BCCS (the Board) in overseeing fundraising activities 
in line with the strategic direction set by the leadership of BCCS and approved by the Committee as 
well as the Board. 
 
Composition 

1. Membership.  The Committee shall be a standing committee of the Board comprised of at least 
three (3) but no more than five (5) members.  Committee members shall be (re)appointed by 
the Board on an annual basis upon the recommendation of the Governance and Nominating 
Committee. 
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a. Proposed Membership: 
i. Michael Stevens, Chair (Trustee) 
ii. Matthew Pitarresi (Trustee) 
iii. Daniel Brink-Washington (Executive Director) 
iv. Sheri Rodman, Ex-Officio (Trustee)    

2. Chairperson.  The Chairperson of the Committee shall be appointed by the Board, upon the 
recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee. 

3. Resignation, Removal, and Vacancies.  Members shall serve until their successors are duly 
appointed and qualified or until a member’s earlier resignation or removal.  Members may 
resign at any time upon notice given in writing or by electronic transmission to the Chairperson 
of the Committee.  Members may be removed, and any vacancies on the Committee shall be 
filled by the Board upon recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee.   

 
Operations 

1. Meetings.  The Chairperson of the Committee, in consultation with the other committee 
members, shall determine the schedule and frequency of the committee meetings.  In any 
event, meetings of the Committee may be called at the request of the Chairperson of the 
Committee or of any two other committee members.   

2. Agenda.  The Chairperson of the Committee shall develop and set the agenda for each 
meeting of the Committee.  The agenda and all available information concerning the business 
to be conducted at each committee meeting shall be, to the extent practicable, delivered to the 
committee members sufficiently in advance of each meeting to permit meaningful review. 

3. Manner of Acting.  The Committee may not make decisions on behalf of the Board of Trustees, 
nor may it make decisions that will bind Buffalo Commons Charter School.  For all binding 
decisions, the Committee may make recommendations to the Board of Trustees for a full Board 
vote in accordance with the bylaws.  Any action required or permitted to be taken at any 
meeting of the Committee may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the Committee 
consent thereto in writing or by electronic transmission, and the writing or writings or electronic 
transmission or transmissions are filed with the minutes of the proceedings of the Committee. 

4. Conduct of Meetings by Telephone or Other Means.  To the extent permitted by law, members 
of the Committee may participate in a meeting of the Committee by means of a conference 
telephone or other communications equipment through which all persons participating in the 
meeting can hear each other, and participation in a meeting in such a manner shall constitute 
presence in person at such meeting. 

 
Duties and Responsibilities 
The Committee shall have the following duties and responsibilities with regard to strategy:  
 

1. Ensure the leadership of BCCS maintains a strategic plan, which includes a mission, core 
values, strategic objectives, growth plans, metrics of success, and a defined vision. 

2. Review and reassess BCCS’ mission statement and core values periodically as circumstances 
dictate, and recommend any proposed changes to the Board for approval. 

3. Review and reassess BCCS’ strategic objectives and related measures of success annually, 
and recommend any proposed changes to the Board for approval. 

4. Ensure major strategic and fundraising-related communications, as deemed so by the 
leadership of BCCS , are consistent with the strategic objectives set by this Committee and 
agreed to by the Board. 

5. Review and recommend any long-term growth plans, including number and location of schools, 
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and number of enrolled students and teachers, that are inherent in the budgeting and strategy 
planning process, and to be approved by the Board. 

6. Review and reassess a stated vision, in coordination with BCCS leadership, periodically as 
circumstances dictate, and recommend any proposed changes to the Board for approval. 

 
The Committee shall have the following duties and responsibilities with regard to fundraising:  
 

7. Develop annually a fundraising plan and fundraising goals for  and BCCS. 
8. Identify potential contributors to  and BCCS, and determine appropriate plans to solicit 

contributions. 
9. Review and approve the conditions underlying major grant proposals that could have strategic 

implications for BCCS, as determined by the leadership of BCCS, ensuring that all grant 
proposals are aligned with the strategic direction set by the Committee. 

10. Ensure participation by members of the Board in the annual fundraising plan of  and BCCS. 
11. Coordinate with the Finance and Audit Committee regarding fundraising activities in the context 

of BCCS’ budget considerations. 
 
The Committee shall have the following additional duties and responsibilities:  
 

12. Report regularly to the Board of Trustees regarding issues arising before the Committee. 
13. Review and reassess the adequacy of this charter periodically as circumstances dictate, but no 

less frequently than annually, and recommend any proposed changes to the Board for approval. 
14. Perform any other activities consistent with this charter, the school’s bylaws, and governing law 

as the Committee or the Board deems necessary or appropriate. 
 
 
Authority and Resources  

1. The Committee may request any officer or employee of the Company to attend a meeting of 
the Committee or to meet with any members of, or advisors to, the Committee. 

2. The Committee may form subcommittees and delegate any or all of its duties and 
responsibilities to subcommittees consisting of one or more members to perform such duties as 
the Committee deems appropriate. 

 

 
Information Required by the Board: The BOT receives information from the ED and 
other senior school leaders throughout each year. A list of that information is below (a 
draft Dashboard can be found in above in Figure 14.2)  

1. Monthly ED Dashboard Report often including snapshots of the following 
categories: 

a. Academic  
b. Financial 
c. Enrollment/attendance  
d. Recruitment  
e. Facility  
f. Personnel 
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g. Students and faculty to celebrate  
h. Media coverage 
i. Unique challenges 

2. Monthly report from the Finance Committee including: 
a. Statement of accounts 
b. Budget to actuals update 
c. Proposed changes to the approved budget 

3. Quarterly report from the Academic Excellence Committee including: 
a. Analysis of student scores in context of annual goals  

i. Universal screening scores 
ii. Interim assessment scores 
iii. NYSTP scores 
iv. Disaggregated subgroup scores in each assessment 

b. Changes to curriculum and/or instruction programs or methodology 
4. Annual Internal Programmatic Audit from the ED including: 

a. A discussion of the progress toward all the school’s goals and 
objectives 

b. A discussion of status in relation to each of the benchmarks in the 
SUNY Accountability Framework  

c. The results of the most recent independent financial audit 
d. A synopsis of the evaluations of school personnel 
e. Data on faculty, student, and parent satisfaction 

 
Board Meetings: The BOT holds monthly public meetings at the school site throughout 
the school year. Operated in accordance with New York State Open Meeting laws, 
board meetings are open to parents, employees, and the public. Meetings, provide the 
opportunity for public comment and to directly address the Board.10 The dates and times 
of meetings are posted to the school website at least two weeks in advance, and 
parents are notified through email and newsletters to encourage their participation. 
Board meetings are conducted in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order and the 
school’s bylaws. The bylaws that govern the BCCS BOT are contained in R-14d and 
provide more detail regarding the procedure for conducting board meetings, public 
notice of charter school board meetings, and the method of appointment or election of 
trustees. In addition to monthly meetings, the Board will have an annual retreat. 
 
Board Recruitment and Selection: The BOT, which currently numbers nine members, 
will recruit an additional three members throughout the planning year (with an ex-officio 
parent rounding out the board’s final seat). Upon authorization, primary responsibility for 
the recruitment and selection of trustees will be held by the Governance and 
Nominating Committee, who will review current practices and adopt a specific protocol 
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for recruitment and selection. At present our recruitment has taken place in three 
phases. 

1. Initial Outreach: Initial outreach can be conducted in person, over the 
phone, or via email. The goal of initial outreach is to engage potential 
candidates, inform them about the school, and gauge their interest in 
volunteering for the school at the board (or another) level. 

2. Face-to-Face Meeting: Upon receiving a positive response to initial 
outreach, members of the Board meet with the candidate in person. The 
objective of the face-to-face meeting is to learn more about their personal 
and professional experiences and generally evaluate their “fit” for BCCS 
while also conveying the mission and vision of the school and the 
commitment required of board members. We make sure to mention the 
four standing committees of the board: Governance, Academic Oversight, 
Finance, and Strategy and Development. At the end of the second phase, 
BOT members rate the candidate on our internal rubric and share notes 
about the conversation with the rest of the BOT. The criteria for 
candidates are broken into professional and personal categories: 

a. Professional 
i. Shows interest in the mission of Buffalo Commons. 
ii. Understands the work of the Board. 
iii. Possesses skills needed by our Board. 
iv. Has connections in the community. 
v. Shows interest and willingness to fundraise and/or donate. 
vi. Has prior community involvement. 

b.  Personal 
i. Ability to listen. 
ii. Ability to express ideas and opinions clearly. 
iii. Ability to participate effectively in a conversation. 
iv. Has a positive attitude. 
v. Availability to participate in Board work. 

3. Candidate Gets to Know BCCS: Candidates who are well received and 
rank high on the rubric are asked to officially submit a resume and are 
invited to attend an upcoming board meeting. In the intervening time we 
ask them to carefully review the following documents: 
● Letter of Intent: This will help the candidate learn about the school 

and its mission. 
● Proposed Budget: This will help the candidate learn about the 

school’s financial condition.  
● Bylaws: These will provide basic information about board 

composition, operations, and structure.  
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● Board Calendar: 1st Tuesday of every month, 7-9 pm. Location can 
vary. 

● Board Expectations: This will help the candidate understand the 
duties of and expectations for a Trustee. 

4. Debrief BOT Meeting and Documents: After the candidate’s attendance at 
the BOT meeting, the board representative debriefs his/her thoughts about 
the meeting and the materials above. We evaluate the candidate a final 
time, looking for personal and professional capacity. If the BOT 
representative(s) approve, the candidate is nominated to the board official 
selection.  

5. Selection: Selection of Trustees is covered in detail in our bylaws (see R-
14e). Essentially, the Board may elect a new trustee through a two-thirds 
(⅔) vote. Vacancies may be filled at any time. Generally speaking the 
Board uses the evaluations conducted in the recruitment phase, along 
with any additional sources of information available including resumes, 
reference checks, etc., to help make a determination about a candidate’s 
selection.  

 
New Board Member Orientation: New board members are initially oriented to the team 
by the Board Chair, Governance and Nominating Committee Chair, and the ED in a 
meeting with a prescribed agenda and pre-reading. They are provided with background 
documents regarding charter board service, access to minutes from previous board 
meetings, all relevant BCCS documents, a Trustee handbook, and are invited to all 
board meetings. Trustees that are new to board service are asked to complete the 
online nonprofit board training module offered by Charity Strong. All new Trustees will 
also review and sign our Conflict of Interest Policy at this time.  
 
Board Development and Training: The ongoing development of an effective and 
knowledgeable Board is essential to the success of Buffalo Commons. The proposed 
board has already begun engaging in development through monthly readings and 
meetings, an annual full day retreat, and two Charter Board Partners trainings in 
Buffalo. Upon authorization, our Board meets for an annual retreat to train in best 
practices and to lay out strategic plans for the short term (2-5 years) and long term (5-
10 years). At least initially we will work with consultants to support board development. 
We will likely partner with a local expert used by other Buffalo Charters, or a national 
outfit like Charter Board Partners or BoardonTrack. Our Board will complete an annual 
self-evaluation to reflect on their effectiveness and identify any areas of growth and 
future development. A sample board self-evaluation is below in figure 14.6. 
 

Figure 14.6: Board Self-Evaluation Template11 
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A Solid Foundation 

Indicator Complete
? 

Needs Improvement? 

  None/N.A. Some Much 

1. School has a well-drafted charter contract with its sponsoring 
agency 

    

2. School has well-drafted articles and bylaws     

3. School's legal and financial status are clear and well-understood     

4. Appropriate liability insurance and risk management practices are 
maintained at all times 

    

5. School has developed a long-term/strategic plan and 
revisits/revises on an annual basis 

    

6. Long-term plans are translated into annual action plans/goals      

Board Operations/Relations 

Indicator Complete
? 

Needs Improvement? 

  None/N.A. Some Much 

1. Board members understand their legal and ethical responsibilities 
(duty of care/loyalty, conflict of interest) 

    

2. New board members are oriented and fully briefed prior to being 
seated 

    

3. Board is composed of individuals with a broad and appropriate 
range of expertise and experience. Board seeks outside counsel 
for matters beyond its expertise. 

    

4. Board conducts annual self-evaluation     

5. Board member election/selection process ensures a broad and 
appropriate range of expertise and experience 

    

6. Meetings are well planned with clear agendas focused on 
appropriate policy and action items 

    

7. Board chair is a strong, capable meeting facilitator     

8. Board has developed meeting norms     

9. Meetings are conducted pursuant to common ground rules (e.g.; 
Robert's Rules) that are well understood by all members  

    

10. Board committees have clear scope of responsibility and charges     

11. Individual board members prepare for meetings and participate 
constructively 

    

12. Board has a process for addressing ineffective, destructive, or 
absentee board members 

    

13. Meeting minutes record each board meeting and are distributed 
promptly after each meeting  

    

Relationship with School Executive Director 

Indicator Complete
? 

Needs Improvement? 

  None/N.A. Some Much 

1. Board selects the director/principal     
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2. Board develops performance goals/targets and evaluates director 
performance each year 

    

3. Board has established a plan for succession in the event the 
director/principal leaves/retires 

    

4. Board has clear understanding with staff regarding where board 
responsibilities begin 

    

Personnel and Staffing 

Indicator Complete
? 

Needs Improvement? 

  None/N.A. Some Much 

1. Board has adopted/approved a comprehensive set of personnel 
policies that are in line with all applicable state/federal laws & 
regulations. Policies are updated at least every third year 

    

2. Clear job descriptions and staffing plans are in place      

Budget and Finance 

Indicator Complete
? 

Needs Improvement? 

  None/N.A. Some Much 

1. Board adopts an annual budget that maximizes the schools 
resources in support of mission/vision 

    

2. Board monitors budget throughout the year     

3. Board contracts with independent auditor each year, reviews audit 
report, and takes any needed follow up action 

    

4. Board has adopted a long-term (e.g.; 5-year) financial plan in 
coordination with the school's overall long-term plans 

    

5. Board has adopted a comprehensive set of fiscal management 
and controls policies 

    

6. Board oversees all fund-raising activities on behalf of the school     

Instruction and Assessment 

Indicator Complete
? 

Needs Improvement? 

  None/N.A. Some Much 

1. Board has adopted/approved the school's curriculum and 
instructional program 

    

2. Board has adopted/approved student achievement 
goals/standards 

    

3. A broad-based assessment system is in place to measure 
progress toward instructional goals/standards 

    

4. Instructional program is in alignment with state requirements and 
terms of charter 

    

5. Student assessment data is assembled in a comprehensive, 
coherent fashion, presented to the board, and reviewed and 
analyzed in depth on a regular basis 

    

6. School reports on student achievement to charter granting agency 
on a regular basis as part of ongoing oversight and renewal 
process  
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(d) Stakeholder Participation 
Explain how parents and school staff, including teachers, will provide input and participate in the governance of the education 
corporation. 

 
14D1. Stakeholder Participation 
From the beginning, Buffalo Commons Charter School (BCCS)  has been designed with 
the feedback of many parents and educators through our community outreach efforts 
(see R-04abc). BCCS also creates systems that encourage parents’ and teachers’ 
involvement with the school community and decision-making so that their input 
continues as the school matures. In accordance with NY State Open Meeting Law, all 
meetings of the Buffalo Commons Board of Trustees will be open to members of the 
public. At the conclusion of each meeting, the Board will leave time for public comment, 
feedback, and questions. BCCS plans an active role for parents and school staff in the 
governance and administration of the school. Key components of that system are listed 
below. 

 
1. The school facilitates the development of a Parent Teacher Organization 

(PTO) to be governed by the parents of the children at the school. The 
PTO will be free to organize its own governance and committee structure. 
The PTO will be involved in a variety of activities in the school, including 
fundraising events, field trips, and school promotion in the community. The 
school administration will also encourage and facilitate less formal parent-
teacher gatherings to promote a trusting and collaborative school 
environment. 

2. There will always be at least one parent of an active student on the BCCS 
BOT. Additionally, a regular item on the board’s agenda will be a report by 
the PTO President regarding past work on school issues or any new 
issues they would like to bring before the Board for attention or 
consideration. 

3. Parents and school staff, including teachers, may be called on to be 
members of standing and/or ad hoc board committees. From time to time, 
as the BCCS Board or ED requests, the PTO will be asked to participate 
in, or comprise, advisory or ad hoc committees to study or implement 
specific policies or actions for the charter school. For example, 
committees may be formed to study and advise on building expansion or 
student recruitment activities; they would assist the Board or 
administration with how best to proceed on these or other vital issues 
faced by the charter school.12 

4. If a teacher, parent, guardian, or member of the community has a 
complaint, we will first suggest he/she attempts to resolve the complaint 
with the Executive Director and/or another member of the Leadership 
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Team. If no resolution can be made, the complaint can be filed with the 
Board of Trustees. As outlined in our Complaint Policy (R-14g), all 
complaints filed with the Board will be heard within 15 days of filing. The 
Board will investigate all presented complaints and provide their findings in 
writing to the complainant. 

5. To seek feedback from members of the Buffalo Commons community, 
surveys will be administered to all stakeholders a minimum of two times 
per year. The data collected from these surveys will be summarized and 
presented to the Board of Trustees to demonstrate strengths and areas of 
growth. 

6. Once each month, Buffalo Commons will host families for coffee and 
conversation with the Executive Director. This will provide the Executive 
Director a platform to give updates to families on the progress of the 
school’s academic program, gather feedback from our families, build 
community with them, and encourage them to build community with one 
another. These monthly gatherings will allow for families to offer feedback 
on things such as school policies, operations, and the general future 
direction of the school. The Executive Director will then report this 
feedback to the Board of Trustees.  
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Response'14e—Bylaws'
'
(e)$Bylaws$
Provide(a(draft(of(the(proposed(education(corporation’s(governing(by6laws.(

'
14E1.'Draft'Bylaws'
'
Draft'BYLAWS'OF'
'
BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL,'INCORPORATED'
'
'
Adopted'by'the'Board'of'Trustees'on'__________,'2020'
'
'
'
ARTICLE'I'
'
Name,'Location,'Mission,'and'Objectives'
'
Section' 1—Name:' The' name' of' the' organization' is' Buffalo' Commons' Charter' School'
(hereinafter'“the'Corporation”).''
'
Section'2—Mission'and'Objectives:'The'purpose'for'which'the'Corporation'is'organized'
is' to' establish' and' operate' a' Charter' School' (the' “Charter' School”)' to' prepare' are'
diverse'community'of'students'to'succeed'academically'and'professionally'regardless'of'
background' and' circumstance.' Buffalo' Commons' students' contribute' to' their'
communities' and' understand' the' importance' of' forming' relationships' across' lines' of'
difference.'
'
'
ARTICLE'II'
'
Membership'
'
The' Corporation' has' no' members.' The' rights' which' would' otherwise' vest' in' the'
Directors' of' The' Corporation' (hereinafter' the' “Trustees”).' Actions' which' would'
otherwise'require'approval'by'a'majority'of'all'members'or'approval'by' the'members'
require'only'approval'of'a'majority'of'all'Trustees'or'approval'by'the'Board.'The'Board'
of'Trustees'shall'operate'according'to'these'bylaws'and'the'Conflict'of' Interest'Policy.'
Pursuant'to'Charter'Schools'Act'§'2853(1)(g),'the'Board'has'final'authority'for'policy'and'
operational' decisions' of' the' Charter,' and' the' Board' may' delegate' decision*making'
authority'to'officers'and'employees'of'the'school' in'accordance'with'the'provisions'of'
the'Charter.'
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'
'
ARTICLE'III'
'
Board'of'Trustees'
'
Section'1—Number:'The'Board'of'Trustees'shall'consist'of'at'least'five'(5)'Trustees'and'
no'more' than' thirteen' (13)' Trustees.' The' Executive'Director'will' be' an' advisory,' non*
voting'member'of'the'Board'(ex6officio).''
'
Section' 2—Qualifications:' Board' members' shall' be' sought' who' reflect' the' qualities,'
qualifications,' and' diversity' determined' by' the' Board' and' delineated' in' the' Job'
Description'of'the'Board'of'Trustees.'At'least'one'trustee'must'be'a'parent'or'guardian'
whose'child'or'children'are'currently'enrolled'in'the'Charter.''Should'the'child'graduate'
or'no'longer'be'enrolled'in'the'school,'the'parent'or'guardian'Trustee'may'be'subject'to'
removal.' 'At' least'one'Trustee'must'permanently'reside'within'direct'proximity'to'the'
Charter’s'location.''Should'the'Trustee'change'residence,'the'Trustee'may'be'subject'to'
removal.''The'Trustee'acting'as'Parent'or'Guardian'mandated'Trustee'may'also'serve'as'
the'Local'Community'Trustee.'
'
Section'3—Slate:'The'Corporation’s'nominating'committee,' known'as' the'Governance'
Committee,' shall' present'a' slate'of'potential' Trustees'and'officers' for'election'by' the'
Board'of'Trustees.'This'slate'shall'be'presented'at'the'annual'meeting'of'the'Board.'
'
Section'4—Terms:'Trustees'shall'serve'a'term'of'three'(3)'years'from'the'date'of'their'
appointments,' or' until' their' successors' are' seated.' A' full' three*year' term' shall' be'
considered'to'have'been'served'upon'the'passage'of' three' (3)'annual'meetings.'After'
election,' the' term'of' a'Trustee'may'not'be' reduced,'except' for' causes'as' specified' in'
these'bylaws.'No'Trustee'shall'serve'more'than'two'(2)'consecutive,'three*year'terms.'
Trustees'shall'serve'staggered'terms'to'balance'continuity'with'new'perspective.''
'
Section'5—Vacancies:'Any'vacancy'occurring'in'the'Board'of'Trustees'and'any'position'
to' be' filled' by' reason' of' an' increase' in' the' number' of' Trustees' may' be' filled,' upon'
recommendation' of' a' qualified' candidate' by' the' Governance' Committee,' by' a' two*
thirds' (⅔)' vote' of' the' seated' Trustees.' A' Trustee' elected' to' fill' the' vacancy' shall' be'
elected'for'the'unexpired'terms'of'his/her'predecessor'in'office.''
'
Section'6—Resignation:'A'Trustee'may'resign'at'any'time'by'filing'a'written'resignation'
with'the'Chair'of'the'Board.'
'
Section' 7—Removal:' In' accordance' with' New' York' State' Education' Law' subdivision'
226(8),' the' Board'may' remove' or' suspend' from'office' by' a' vote' of' a'majority' of' the'
entire' Board' any' Trustee,' Officer,' or' employee' engaged' under' special' contract,' on'
examination' and' due' proof' of' the' truth' of' a' written' complaint' by' any' trustee,' of'
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misconduct,' incapacity' or' neglect' of' duty,' provided' that' at' least' one'week’s' previous'
notice'of'the'proposed'action'shall'have'been'given'to'the'accused'and'to'each'trustee'
by'Registered'Mail.'
'
Section'8—Members:'Members'of'the'Board'of'Trustees:'

a. Shall' serve' without' compensation.' However,' the' Board' may' approve'
reimbursement'of' a' Trustee’s' actual' and'necessary' expenses'while' conducting'
business'on'behalf'of'the'Corporation.'

b. Shall' serve' the' Corporation'with' the' higher' degree' of' undivided' duty,' loyalty,'
and' care' and' shall' undertake' no' enterprise' to' profit' personally' from' their'
position'with'the'Corporation.''

c. Shall' ensure' that' all' participation' in' Board' work' is' bound' by' the' Code' of'
Conduct,'Conflict'of'Interest'and'Confidentiality'policy'statements.'

d. Shall' have' no' direct' or' indirect' financial' interest' in' the' assets' of' leases' of' the'
Corporation;'any'Trustee'who'individually'or'as'part'of'a'business'or'professional'
firm' is' involved' in' the'business' transactions'or' current'professional' services'of'
the' Corporation' shall' disclose' this' relationship' and' shall' not' participate' in' any'
vote'taken'with'respect'to'such'transactions'or'services.''

'
'
ARTICLE'IV'
'
Meetings'of'the'Board'
'
Section'1—Frequency:'The'annual'meeting'of' the'Board'of'Trustees'shall'occur' in' the'
last'quarter'of'the'fiscal'year.'There'shall'be'at'least'12'regular'monthly'meetings'of'the'
Board'held'each'year.'Notice'of'the'Annual'Meeting'and'Regular'Meetings'shall'be'given'
to' each' Trustee' at' least' thirty' (30)' days' in' advance' and' Trustees' shall' also' receive' a'
written'agenda'a' reasonable' time' in'advance'of'each'meeting.'Meetings'may'be'held'
without'additional'notice'if'the'Bylaws'fix'the'time'and'place'of'such'Meetings'or'if'the'
Board'has'established'a'meeting'calendar.''
'
Section'2—Special'Meetings:'Special'Meetings'of'the'Board'of'Trustees'may'be'called'by'
the'Chair'or'by'a'majority'of'the'Board'filing'a'written'request'for'such'a'meeting'with'
the'Chair'and'stating'the'objective,'date,'and'hour'therefore.'Special'Meetings'shall'be'
held'upon' four' (4)'days’' notice'by' first*class'mail' or' 48'hours’' notice'delivered' in' the'
United'States'mail,'addressed'to'the'recipient'at'the'address'shown'for'the'recipient'in'
the' Corporation’s' records,' first*class' postage' prepaid;' when' personally' delivered' in'
writing'to'the'recipient;'or'when'faxed,'emailed,'or'communicated'orally,' in'person'or'
by' telephone,' to' the' Trustee' or' to' a' person' whom' it' is' reasonably' believed' will'
communicate'it'promptly'to'the'Trustee.''
'
Section' 3—Format:' The' Board' shall' select' its' own' meeting' format' in' any' method'
allowed'by' the' laws' of' the' state' of'New'York.' Any' such'meeting,'whether' regular' or'
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special,' complying'with' Sections' 1' or' 2' of' Article' IV' shall' constitute' a'meeting' of' the'
Board'of'Trustees'and'shall'subscribe'to'the'policies,'procedures,'and'rules'adopted'by'
the'Board.''
'
Section' 4—Absences:' An' absentee' Board'member'may' not' designate' an' alternate' to'
represent'him'or'her'at'a'Board'meeting.'The'Board'will'create'and'maintain'a'written'
policy'regarding'Trustee'absences'from'Board'Meetings.''
'
Section'5—Open'Meetings:'The'Board'shall'comply'with'New'York'Open'Meetings'Law'
and'Article'7'of'the'Public'Officers'Law'as'follows:''

1. All'meetings' of' the'Board'of' Trustees' and' all' committees'of' the'Board'will' be'
open'to'the'general'public.''

2. A'calendar'of'all'scheduled'Board'meetings'will'be'posted'at'the'school'as'soon'
as'it'becomes'available.'

3. The' Charter' School' will' provide' notice' of' the' time' and' place' of' any' Board'
meeting' that' is' scheduled'more' than'one'week' in'advance' to' the'news'media'
and'shall'conspicuously'post'such'notice'in'one'or'more'public'locations'at'least'
72'hours'in'advance'of'the'scheduled'meeting.'

4. The'Charter'School'will'provide'the'time'and'place'of'any'Board'meeting'that'is'
scheduled' less' than' one' week' in' advance' to' the' news' media' (to' the' extent'
practicable)' and' will' conspicuously' post' such' notice' in' one' or' more' public'
locations'at'a'reasonable'time'in'advance'of'the'scheduled'meeting.'

5. To' the' extent' possible,' the' Charter' School' will' publicly' post' notices' of' Board'
meetings'immediately'after'each'meeting'date'is'determined.'

6. For'the'purposes'of'determining'a'quorum,'Trustees'must'be'physically'present'
at' the' meeting;' members' not' physically' present' may' join' discussions' via'
electronic' means' but' may' only' vote' by' video' conference' and' not' by' phone'
conference.'

7. Written'minutes'will'be'recorded'of'all'Board'meetings.'Minutes'will'include:'
a. The'date'and'time'of'the'meeting;'
b. A' list' of' Trustees' in' attendance' and' those' absent,' either' excused' or'

otherwise;'
c. A'summary'of'all'motions,'proposals,'resolutions,'and'any'other'matters'

formally'voted'upon;'
d. A'record'of'how'each'Trustee'voted'on'each'matter;'and''
e. In'the'case'of'an'executive'session,'the'minutes'will' include'a'record'of'

the'final'determination'of'any'action'that'was'taken.''
8. Minutes'of'open'sessions'will'be'available'to'the'public'upon'request'from'the'

Secretary' within' two'weeks' of' the' date' of' the'meeting;'minutes' of' executive'
sessions'will'be'available'within'one'week'of'the'meeting.'

9. All'executive'sessions'shall'be'conducted'as'part'of'an'open'meeting;' they'are'
not'considered'separate'meetings'per'se.'An'executive'session'may'be'called'via'
motion'and'majority'vote'by'the'Board;'the'motion'must'specifically'identify'the'
general'area'or'areas'to'be'considered.'
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10. All' Trustees' may' participate' in' the' executive' session,' and' the' Board' may'
authorize'others'to'be'present'as'well.'

11. No'public'funds'may'be'appropriated'during'an'executive'session.'
12. An'executive' session' can'only'be' conducted'by' the'Board' for' consideration'of'

one'or'more'of'the'following'matters:'
a. Matters'which'imperil'the'public'safety'if'disclosed;'
b. Any'matter'which'may'disclose'the' identity'of'a' law'enforcement'agent'

or'informer;'
c. Information'relating'to'current'or'future'investigation'or'prosecution'of'a'

criminal' offense' which' would' imperil' effective' law' enforcement' if'
disclosed;'

d. Discussions'regarding'proposed'or'pending'litigation;'
e. Matters'which'apply'to'school'employees'or'collective'negotiations'that'

are'within'the'scope'of'Article'14'of'the'Civil'Service'Law;'
f. The' medical,' financial,' credit,' or' employment' history' of' a' particular'

person'or'corporation;'
g. The'preparation,'grading,'or'administration'of'examinations;'
h. The'proposed'acquisition,'sale,'or'lease'of'real'property'or'the'proposed'

acquisition' of' securities,' or' sale' or' exchange' of' securities' held' by' such'
public'body,'but'only'when'publicity'would'substantially'affect'the'value.''

'
Section'6—Location:'Board'Meetings'shall'be'held'at'The'Corporation’s'school'site'once'
the'school'has'opened.''
'
Section'7—Adjournment'if'No'Quorum:'A'majority'of'the'Trustees'present'at'a'meeting,'
whether'or'not'a'quorum,'may'adjourn'the'meeting'to'another'time'and'place.''
'
Section' 8—Waivers:'Notice' of' a'meeting' need' not' be' given' to' a' Trustee'who' signs' a'
waiver' of' notice' or' written' consent' to' holding' the' meeting' or' an' approval' of' the'
minutes'of' the'meeting,'whether'before'or'after' the'meeting,'or'attends' the'meeting'
without'protest'prior'to'the'meeting'or'at'its'commencement,'of'the'lack'of'notice.'The'
Secretary'shall'incorporate'all'such'waivers,'consents'and'approvals'into'the'minutes'of'
the'Meeting.''
'
'
ARTICLE'V'
'
Committees'and'Task'Forces'
'
Section'1—Appointment:'A'Board'resolution'shall'appoint'committees'or'task'forces'of'
the' Board,' except' the' Governance' Committee.' Committees' may' be' composed' of'
Trustees'or' community'members,' or' both.' The'Board'may'prescribe' the'need' and/or'
the'composition'of'such'committees.''
'
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Section' 2—Governance' Committee:' There' shall' be' a' standing' nominating' committee,'
known' as' the' Governance' Committee.' This' committee' shall' be' composed' of' at' least'
three'(3)'persons'recommended'by'the'Chair'and'elected'by'the'Board'of'Trustees'at'its'
annual'meeting.'Each'committee'member'shall'serve'a'term'of'two'(2)'years,'and'these'
terms'shall'be'staggered' to'ensure'continuity'of'committee'membership.'The'chair'of'
each'committee'will'be'appointed'by'the'Board'Chair,'with'the'advice'and'consent'of'
the'Board.''
'
Section' 3—Governance' Committee' Duties:' The' duties' of' the' Governance' Committee'
shall'be:''

a. To'study'the'qualifications'of'candidates'and'present'a'slate'of'the'best'qualified'
as'nominees'for'the'vacant'Trustee'positions'on'the'Board;'

b. To' present' a' slate' of' nominees' for' Officers' to' the' Board' for' election' at' the'
annual'meeting;'

c. To'recommend'candidates'to'the'Board'to'fill'vacancies'that'arise'outside'of'the'
regular'nominating'process;'

d. To'provide'orientation'and'ongoing'governance'development'to'Trustees;'
e. To'oversee'a'Trustee'assessment'process'to'ensure'optimum'performance;'
f. To'recommend'the'appointment'of'a'past'Chair'to'the'Board,'if'necessary,'in'the'

interests'of'continuity.'
'
'
ARTICLE'VI'
'
Action'by'the'Board'
'
Section' 1—Quorum:' A'majority' of' the' entire' number' of' Trustees' then' in' office' shall'
constitute'a'quorum'for'the'transaction'of'business'at'any'regular'or'special'meeting'of'
the'Board'of'Trustees.''
'
Section'2—Standard'of'Care:''

1. Performance' of' Duties:' Each' Trustee' shall' perform' all' duties' of' a' Trustee,'
including'duties'on'any'committee,'in'good'faith,'with'undivided'loyalty'and'with'
that' degree' of' diligence,' care' and' skill,' including' reasonable' inquiry,' as' an'
ordinary' prudent' person' in' a' like' position' would' use' under' similar'
circumstances.'

2. Reliance' on' Others:' In' performing' the' duties' of' a' Trustee,' a' Trustee' shall' be'
entitled' to' rely' on' information,' opinions,' reports' or' statements,' including'
financial'statements'and'other'financial'data,'presented'or'prepared'by:''

a. One'or'more'Officers'or'employees'of'The'Corporation'whom'the'Trustee'
believes'to'be'reliable'and'competent'in'the'matters'presented;'

b. Legal'counsel,'public'accountants'or'other'persons'as'to'matters'that'the'
Trustee' believes' are' within' that' person’s' professional' or' expert'
competence;'or'
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c. A'Board'Committee'on'which'the'Trustee'does'not'serve,'duly'designated'
in'accordance'with'a'provision'of'The'Corporation’s'Charter'or'Bylaws,'as'
to'matters'within'its'designated'authority,'provided'the'Trustee'believes'
the'Committee'merits'confidence'and'the'Trustee'acts'in'good'faith,'and'
after'reasonable'inquiry'when'the'need'is'indicated'by'the'circumstances,'
and' without' knowledge' that' would' cause' such' reliance' to' be'
unwarranted.''

3. Investments:'In'investing'and'dealing'with'all'assets'held'by'The'Corporation'for'
investment,'the'Board'shall'execute'the'standard'of'care'described'in'Article'VI'
Section'2,'and'shall'consider'among'other'relevant'considerations'the'long*'and'
short*term' needs' of' the' Corporation' in' carrying' out' its' purposes,' including' its'
present' and' anticipated' financial' requirements.' The' Board' may' delegate' its'
investment'powers' to'others,'provided' that' those'powers'are'exercised'within'
the'ultimate'direction'of'the'Board.''

'
Section'3—Inspection:'Every'Trustee'has'the'right'to'inspect'and'copy'all'books,'records'
and'documents'of'every'kind'and'to'inspect'the'physical'properties'of'The'Corporation,'
provided'that'such'inspection'is'conducted'at'a'reasonable'time'after'reasonable'notice,'
and'provided'that'such'right'of' inspections'and'copying' is'subject' to' the'obligation'to'
maintain'the'confidentiality'of'the'reviewed'information,'in'addition'to'any'obligations'
imposed'by'any'applicable'federal,'state'or'local'law.''
'
Section'4—Participation:'Every'Trustee'has'the'right'to'participate'in'the'discussion'and'
vote'on'all'issues'before'the'Board'or'any'discussion'before'a'Board'Committee,'except'
that'a'Trustee'shall'not'be'permitted' to'participate' in' the'discussion'and'vote'on'any'
matter'involving'such'Trustee'relations'to:'(a)'a'self*dealing'transaction;'(b)'a'conflict'of'
interest;' (c)' indemnification' of' that' Trustee' uniquely;' or' (d)' any' other' matter' at' the'
discretion'of'a'majority'of'the'Trustees'then'present.''
'
Section'5—Confidentiality:'Every'Trustee'has'a'duty'to'maintain'the'confidentiality'of'all'
Board' actions' which' are' not' required' by' law' to' be' open' to' the' public,' including'
discussions' and' votes' which' take' place' at' any' Executive' Sessions' of' the' Board.' Any'
Trustee'violating'this'confidence'may'be'removed'from'the'Board.''
'
'
ARTICLE'VII'
'
Officers'
'
Section'1—Number:'There'shall'be'four'(4)'elective'Officers'of'the'Board:'a'Chair,'a'Vice'
Chair,'a'Secretary,'and'a'Treasurer.''

1. Chair.'Subject'to'Board'control,'the'Chair'has'general'supervision,'direction,'and'
control'of' the'affairs'of'The'Corporation,'and'such'other'powers'and'duties'as'
the'Board'may'prescribe.'If'present,'the'Chair'shall'preside'at'Board'meetings.''
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2. Vice'Chair.'If'the'Chair'is'absent'or'disabled,'the'Vice'Chair'shall'perform'all'the'
Chair’s' duties' and,' when' so' acting,' shall' have' all' the' Chair’s' powers' and' be'
subject'to'the'same'restrictions.'The'Vice'Chair'shall'have'other'such'powers'and'
perform'such'other'duties'as'the'Board'may'prescribe.'

3. Secretary.'The'Secretary'shall:'(a)'keep'or'cause'to'be'kept,'at'The'Corporation’s'
principal'office,'or'such'other'place'as'the'Board'may'direct,'a'book'of'minutes'
of'all'meetings'of'the'Board'and'Board'Committees,'noting'the'time'and'place'of'
the'meeting,'whether' it'was'regular'or'special' (and' if'special,'how'authorized),'
the'notice'given,'the'names'of'those'present,'and'the'proceedings;'(b)'keep'or'
cause' to' be' kept' a' copy' of' the' Corporation’s' Charter' and' Bylaws,' with'
amendments;' (c)'give'or'cause'to'be'given'notice'of' the'Board'and'Committee'
meetings' as' required' by' the' Bylaws;' and' (d)' have' such' other' powers' and'
perform'such'other'duties'as'the'Board'may'prescribe.'

4. Treasurer.'The'Treasurer'shall:'(a)'keep'or'cause'to'be'kept'adequate'and'correct'
accounts'of'the'Corporation’s'properties,'receipts'and'disbursements;'(b)'make'
the' books' of' account' available' at' all' times' for' inspection' by' any' Trustee;' (c)'
deposit'or'cause'to'be'deposited'the'Corporation’s'monies'and'other'valuables'
in' the' Corporation’s' name' and' to' its' credit,' with' the' depositories' the' Board'
designates;'(d)'disburse'or'cause'to'be'disbursed'the'Corporation’s'funds'as'the'
Board'directs;'(e)'render'or'cause'to'be'rendered'to'the'Board,'as'requested'but'
no'less'frequently'than'once'every'fiscal'year,'an'account'of'the'Corporation’s'on'
financial'transactions'and'financial'condition;'(f)'prepare'or'cause'to'be'prepared'
any'reports'on'financial' issues'required'by'an'agreement'on' loans;' (g)'serve'as'
Chairperson' of' the' Finance' Committee;' and' (h)' have' such' other' powers' and'
perform'such'other'duties'as'the'Board'may'prescribe.''

'
Section'2—Officer'Nominations:'The'Governance'Committee'shall'present'nominations'
for'Officers' to' the' Board' for' Board' review' and' vote.' The' nominated'Officers' shall' be'
Trustees.''
'
Section'3—Officer'Elections:' The'Board' shall' elect' the'Officers' annually' at' the'Annual'
Meeting'or'a'Regular'Meeting'designated'for'that'purpose'or'at'a'Special'Meeting'called'
for' that' purpose,' except' that' Officers' appointed' to' fill' vacancies' shall' be' elected' as'
vacancies'occur.''
'
Section'4—Number'of'Offices:'A'Trustee'may'hold'any'number'of'offices,'except' that'
neither'the'Secretary'nor'Treasurer'may'serve'concurrently'as'the'Chair.''
'
Section'5—Officer' Terms:'Officers' shall' take'office' immediately' following' the' close'of'
the'meeting'at'which'they'are'elected'and'the'term'of'office'for'an'Officer'shall'be'one'
year' or' until' their' successor' assumes' office.' A' Trustee'may' serve'more' than' one' (1)'
term' in' the' same' office,' but' not'more' than' three' (3)' consecutive' terms' in' the' same'
office.''
'
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'
ARTICLE'VIII'
'
NonQLiability'of'Trustees'
'
The' Trustees' shall' not' be' personally' liable' for' The' Corporation’s' debts,' liabilities,' or'
other'obligations.''
'
'
ARTICLE'IX'
'
Indemnification'of'Corporate'Grants'
'
The' Charter' School' may,' to' the' fullest' extent' now' or' hereafter' permitted' by' and' in'
accordance'with'standards'and'procedures'provided'by'§'721'through'§'726'of'the'Not*
for*Profit'Corporation'Law'and'any'amendments'thereto,' indemnify'any'person'made,'
or'threatened'to'be'made,'a'party'to'any'action'or'proceeding'by'reason'of'the'fact'that'
he,' his' testate' or' intestate' was' a' Director,' Officer,' employee' or' agent' of' The'
Corporation,' against' judgments,' fines,' amounts' paid' in' settlement' and' reasonable'
expenses,'including'attorneys’'fees.''
'
'
ARTICLE'X'
'
SelfQDealing'Transactions'
'
The' Board' Members' shall' not' engage' in' any' self*dealing' transactions,' except' as'
approved' by' the' Board.' “Self*dealing' transaction”' means' a' transaction' to' which' the'
Corporation'is'a'party'and'in'which'one'or'more'of'the'Trustees'has'a'material'financial'
interest' (“interested' Trustee(s)”).' Notwithstanding' this' definition,' the' following'
transaction' is' not' a' self*dealing' transaction,' and' is' subject' to' the' Board’s' general'
standard'of' care:'A' transaction'which' is' part'of' a'public'or' charitable'program'of' the'
Corporation,'if'the'transaction'(a)'is'approved'or'authorized'by'the'Board'in'good'faith'
and'without'unjustified'favoritism;'and'(b)'results'in'a'benefit'to'one'or'more'Trustees'
or'their'families'because'they'are'in'a'class'of'persons'intended'to'be'benefitted'by'the'
program.''
'
'
ARTICLE'XI'
'
Other'Provisions'
'
Section'1—Fiscal'year:'The'fiscal'year'of'the'Corporation'begins'on'July'1'of'each'year'
and'ends'June'30.''
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'
Section' 2—Contracts:' Except' as' otherwise' provided' in' these' Bylaws,' the' Board' may'
adopt'a'resolution'authorizing'any'Officer'or'agent'of'the'Corporation'to'enter'into'any'
contract' or' execute' and' deliver' any' instrument' in' the' name' of' or' on' behalf' of' the'
Corporation.'Such'authority'may'be'general'or'confined'to'specific'instances.'Unless'so'
authorized,'no'Officer,'agent'or'employee'shall'have'any'power'to'bind'the'Corporation'
by'any'contract'or'engagement,'to'pledge'the'Corporation’s'credit,'or'to'render'it'liable'
monetarily'for'any'purpose'or'any'amount.''
'
Section' 3—Required' Signatures:' Except' as' otherwise' specifically' provided' by' Board'
resolutions,' checks,' drafts,' promissory' notes,' orders' for' the' payment' of' money,' and'
other'evidence'of' indebtedness'of' the'Corporation'may'be'signed'by'the'Board'Chair,'
the' Executive' Director,' or' Treasurer.' Such' items' for' amounts' of' $5,000.00' or' greater'
must'be'signed'by'two'of'these'individuals.''
'
Section'4—Captions'and'Headings:'Unless' the'context'otherwise' requires,' the'general'
provisions,' rules' of' construction,' and' definitions' contained' in' the' Not*for*Profit'
Corporation'Law'and'the'Education'Law'shall'govern'the'construction'of'these'Bylaws.'
The'captions'and'headings'in'these'Bylaws'are'for'reference'and'convenience'only'and'
are'not'intended'to'limit'or'define'the'scope'or'effect'of'any'provisions.''
'
Section' 5—Disclosure' of' Conflict' of' Interest:' Any' Trustee,' Officer,' or' Committee'
member'having'an'interest'in'a'contract,'other'transaction'or'program'presented'to'or'
discussed'by'the'Board'or'Board'Committee'for'authorization,'approval,'or'ratification'
shall' make' a' prompt,' full' and' frank' disclosure' of' his' or' her' interest' to' the' Board' or'
Committee' prior' to' its' acting' on' such' contract' or' transaction.' Such' disclosure' shall'
include' all' relevant' and' material' facts' known' to' such' person' about' the' contract' or'
transaction' that' may' reasonably' be' constructed' to' be' adverse' to' the' Corporation’s'
interest.''
'
The'body'to'which'such'disclosure'is'made'shall'thereupon'determine,'by'majority'vote,'
whether' the' disclosure' shown' that' a' conflict' of' interest' exists' or' can' reasonably' be'
construed'to'exist.'If'a'conflict'is'deemed'to'exist,'such'person'shall'not'vote'on,'nor'use'
his'or'her'personal' influence'on,'nor'be'present'during'the'discussion'or'deliberations'
with'respect'to,'such'contract'or'transaction'(other'than'to'present'factual'information'
or' to' respond' to' questions' prior' to' the'discussion).' The'minutes' of' the'meeting' shall'
reflect' proceedings,' including' the' disclosure' made,' the' vote' thereon' and,' where'
applicable,' the'abstention' from'voting'and'participation.'The'Board'may'adopt' formal'
policies'requiring:''

1. Regular'annual'statements'from'Trustees,'Officers'and'key'employees'to'disclose'
existing'and'potential'conflicts'of'interest;'and''

2. Corrective' and' disciplinary' actions' with' respect' to' transgressions' of' such'
policies.' For' the'purpose'of' this' section,' a'person' shall' be'deemed' to'have'an'
“interest”' in'a'contract'or'other'transaction' if'he'or'she' is' the'party' (or'one'of'
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the'parties)'contracting'or'dealing'with'the'Corporation,'or'is'a'Director,'Trustee'
or' Officer' of,' or' has' a' significant' financial' or' influential' interest' in' the' entity'
contracting'or'dealing'with'the'Corporation.''

'
Section' 6:' The'Charter:'Whenever' any' provisions' of' the'Bylaws' is' in' conflict'with' the'
provisions'of'the'Charter,'the'provisions'of'the'Charter'shall'control.''
'
'
ARTICLE'XII'
'
Amendment'
'
A'majority'of'the'Trustees'may'adopt,'amend'or'repeal'these'Bylaws'subject'to'approval'
by'the'Charter'Entity.''
'
'
CERTIFICATE'OF'THE'SECRETARY''
'
The' undersigned' does' hereby' certify' that' the' undersigned' is' the' Secretary' of' the'
Charter'School,'an'education'Corporation'duly'organized'and'existing'under'the'law'of'
the' State' of' New' York;' that' the' foregoing' Bylaws' of' said' Corporation'were' duly' and'
regularly' adopted' as' such' by' the'Board' of' Trustees' of' said' Corporation;' and' that' the'
above'and'foregoing'Bylaws'are'not'in'full'force'and'effect.''
'
'
_________________________________________,'Secretary''' Date:'_____________'
'
'
' '
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Response'14f—Code'of'Ethics!
!
(f)!Code!of!Ethics!
Provide(a(draft(of(the(proposed(education(corporation’s(code(of(ethics.(The(Code(of(Ethics(must(include(a(comprehensive(and(formal(conflict(of(
interest(policy(with(specific(procedures(for(implementing(the(policy(and(assuring(compliance(with(the(policy.(The(Code(of(Ethics(and(conflict(of(
interest(policy((which(may(be(one(document)(must(be(written(to(apply(not(only(to(trustees,(but(also(to(officers(and(employees(of(the(school(in(
conformity(with(the(NY(General(Municipal(Law.(Please(see(the(Guidance(Handbook(for(more(details.(

'

14F1.'Draft'Conflict'of'Interest'and'Code'of'Ethics1'

The'Board'of'Trustees'(the'“Board”)'and'senior'staff'of'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'
(“Buffalo'Commons”)'must:'conduct'their'affairs'in'the'best'interests'of'the'school;'avoid'
conflict,'or'the'appearance'of'conflict,'between'their'personal'interests'and'those'of'Buffalo'
Commons;'and'ensure'that'they'do'not'receive'improper'personal'benefit'from'their'positions.'
Accordingly,'the'Buffalo'Commons'Board'has'adopted'the'following'procedures'to'govern'
Buffalo'Commons'decision+making'processes.'Moreover,'Board'members,'experts,'advisors,'
and'Buffalo'Commons'staff'of'any'level'is'subject'to'the'gift'policy'set'forth'below.''

● Trustees,'officers,'or'employees'of'an'external'organization'shall'hold'no'more'than'40'
percent'of'the'total'seats'comprising'the'Board'of'Trustees.'

● Trustees'shall'make'all'appropriate'financial'decisions'whenever'a'grievance'of'conflict'
of'interest'is'lodged'against'them.'

● Trustees,'officers,'and'employees'may'never'ask'a'subordinate,'a'student,'or'a'parent'of'
a'student'to'work'on'or'give'to'any'political'campaign.'

● Trustees,'officers,'and'employees'will'exercise'the'highest'degree'of'care'not'to'disclose'
confidential'information,'including'but'not'limited'to:'

○ Student'records'
○ Financial'information'
○ Personnel'records'
○ Payroll'records'

● Trustees,'officers,'and'employees'will'observe'rules'of'behavior'and'conduct.'
Unacceptable'conduct'includes,'but'is'not'limited'to:'

○ Theft'or'inappropriate'removal'or'possession'of'property'
○ Falsification'of'documents'
○ Possession,'distribution,'sale,'transfer,'or'use'of'alcohol'or'illegal'drugs'in'the'

workplace'or'while'on'duty'
○ Use'of'tobacco'or'tobacco'products'on'school'grounds'Response'

                                                        
1'Policies'adapted'from'those'currently'in'use'at'Persistent'Preparatory'Academy'Charter'School,'a'SUNY'authorized'K+8.'Any'
necessary'changes'would'be'made'during'the'planning'year.'
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○ Insubordination'or'other'disrespectful'conduct'
○ Violation'of'safety'or'health'rules''

Conflict'of'Interest'Procedures'and'Definitions''

1. Board'members'shall'disclose'to'the'Board'their'interest,'as'defined'below,'with'respect'
to'a'transaction'the'Board'is'considering.'Such'transactions'include'contracts'and'the'
provision'of'services.'The'disclosure'of'an'Interest'may'be'made'orally'or'in'writing.'A'
Board'member'has'an'Interest'if'the'Board'member'or,'to'the'Board'member’s'
knowledge,'the'Board'member’s'family'member'(including'parent,'grandparent,'spouse,'
sibling,'child,'grandchild,'niece,'or'nephew),'or'close'business'associate'(i)'is'employed'
by,'or'(ii)'holds'a'fiduciary,'significant'owner'or'senior'position'with,'any'entity'or'
person'with'which'Buffalo'Commons'is'considering'a'transaction.'Unless'the'Board'
requests'their'presences,'Board'members'with'Interests'shall'recuse'themselves'from'
the'Board’s'consideration'of'the'relevant'transaction.'In'no'event'shall'Board'members'
vote'on'transactions'in'which'they'have'a'financial'interest.'The'nature'of'the'Interest'
and'the'individual’s'recusal,'or'Board'determination'not'to'recuse,'shall'be'recorded'in'
the'appropriate'minutes.'In'addition,'the'Board'expects'Board'members'to'disclose'
close'friendships'with'(a)'any'person'with'whom'Buffalo'Commons'is'considering'a'
transaction,'and'(b)'any'person'who'has'a'significant'position'in'an'entity'with'which'
Buffalo'Commons'is'considering'a'transaction.'

2. Buffalo'Commons'staff'(including,'but'not'limited'to,'the'Executive'Director'or'any'other'
employee,'expert'or'advisor'who'is'in'a'position'to'influence'a'decision'in'which'he/she'
has'an'Interest)'shall'disclose'to'the'Executive'Director'if'there'is'any'real'or'presumed'
conflict'of'interest.'Unless'it'is'determined'that'there'is'not'conflict'of'interest,'the'staff'
member'shall'recuse'herself'or'himself'from'the'decision+making'process.'The'
Procedures'set'forth'in'the'preceding'sentence'shall'also'apply'to'any'Board'member'
who'has'knowledge'that'he/she'has'an'Interest'in'a'transaction'being'considered'by'
Buffalo'Commons'below'the'Board'level.'The'nature'of'the'Interest'and'the'individual’s'
recusal,'or'the'Chair’s'determination'not'to'require'recusal,'shall'be'memorialized'in'
writing.'In'addition,'the'persons'listed'in'the'first'sentence'of'this'paragraph'shall'
disclose'close'friendships'with'(a)'any'person'with'whom'Buffalo'Commons'is'
considering'a'transaction,'and'(b)'any'person'who'has'a'significant'position'in'an'entity'
with'which'Buffalo'Commons'is'considering'a'transaction.'

3. No'Board'member'or'staff'member'shall'accept'or'solicit'payments'for'expense'
associated'with'Buffalo'Commons+related'travel,'meals,'or'other'professional'activity'
from'actual'or'potential'suppliers'of'Buffalo'Commons.'No'Board'member'or'staff'
member'shall'receive'or'solicit'a'gratuitous'payment'or'article'of'monetary'values'worth'
$75'or'more'from'actual'or'potential'suppliers'of'services'or'goods'for'Buffalo'
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Commons,'except'(a)'gifts'presented'to'Buffalo'Commons'where'the'recipient'is'
representing'Buffalo'Commons'and'thereafter'presents'the'gift'to'Buffalo'Commons,'or'
(b)'gifts'that'are'motivated'solely'by'a'family'or'personal'relationship,'but'are'in'no'way'
connected'with'the'recipient’s'official'Buffalo'Commons'duties.'In'general,'a'recipient'
should'make'every'effort'to'decline'to'accept'gifts'on'behalf'of'Buffalo'Commons,'but,'
in'cases'where'it'would'be'considered'ungracious'to'do'so,'should'make'clear'that'the'
gift'is'being'accepted'on'behalf'of,'and'will'be'given'to,'Buffalo'Commons.'

4. Additional'Conflict'of'Interest'Provisions'for'all'Trustees,'Officers,'and'Employees'
a. The'conflict'of'interest'provisions'of'the'New'York'General'Municipal'Law'are'

applicable'to'charter'schools'to'the'same'extent'those'provisions'(Gen.'
Municipal'Law'§§'800+804,'804+a,'805,'805+a,'805+b,'806)'are'applicable'to'
school'districts.'All'trustees,'officers,'and'employees'shall'comply'with'such'laws.'

b. No'trustee,'officer'or'employee'shall:'
i. Directly'or'indirectly,'solicit'any'gift,'or'accept'or'receive'any'gift'having'a'

value'of'seventy+five'dollars'or'more,'whether'in'the'form'of'money,'
service,'loan,'travel,'entertainment,'hospitality,'thing'or'promise,'or'in'
any'other'form,'under'circumstances'in'which'it'could'reasonably'be'
inferred'that'the'gift'was'intended'to'influence'him,'or'could'reasonably'
be'expected'to'influence'him,'in'the'performance'of'his'official'duties'or'
was'intended'as'a'reward'for'any'official'action'on'his'part;'

ii. Disclose'confidential'information'acquired'by'him'in'the'course'of'his'
official'duties'or'use'such'information'to'further'his'personal'interests;'

iii. Receive,'or'enter'into'any'agreement,'express'or'implied,'for'
compensation'for'services'to'be'rendered'in'relation'to'any'matter'
before'any'agency'of'his'municipality,'whereby'his'compensation'is'to'be'
dependent'or'contingent'upon'any'action'by'such'agency'with'respect'to'
such'matter,'provided'that'this'paragraph'shall'not'prohibit'the'fixing'at'
any'time'of'fees'based'upon'the'reasonable'value'of'the'services'
rendered;'

c. Trustees,'officers'and'employees'must'disclose'any'contract'with'relevant'not+
for+profit'entities'partners'and'founding'organizations.'

d. Any'officer'or'employee'who'has,'will'have,'or'later'acquires'an'interest'in—or'
whose'spouse'has,'will'have,'or'later'acquires'an'interest'in—any'actual'or'
proposed'contract,'purchase'agreement,'lease'agreement'or'other'agreement,'
including'oral'agreements,'with'the'municipality'of'which'he'or'she'is'an'officer'
or'employee,'shall'publicly'disclose'the'nature'and'extent'of'such'interest'in'
writing'to'his'or'her'immediate'supervisor'and'to'the'governing'body'thereof'as'
soon'as'he'or'she'has'knowledge'of'such'actual'or'prospective'interest.'Such'
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written'disclosure'shall'be'made'part'of'a'set'forth'in'the'officially'record'of'the'
proceedings'of'such'body.'All'trustees,'officers,'and'employees'of'the'school'will'
be'given'a'copy'of'the'code'of'ethics'upon'their'employment'or'association'with'
the'school.''
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Response'14g—Complaint'Policy'
'
(g)$Complaint$Policy$
Provide(a(draft(of(the(proposed(school’s(complaint(policy.(The(complaint(policy(must(include(procedures(for(handling(formal(complaints(under(
the(Act(including(from(staff,(parents,(employees,(and(contractors.(It(may(also(include(procedures(for(handling(informal(complaints.(

'
'
14G1.'Complaint'Policy

1
'

'
Complaint'Policy'and'Procedures'of'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School''

'

Purpose'and'Scope:'This'policy'pertains'to'certain'complaints'about'instructional'materials,'

personnel,'emergency'or'urgent'facilities'conditions'that'pose'a'threat'to'the'health'and'safety'

to'pupils'or'staff,'and'teacher'vacancies'or'missed'assignments.'This'policy'is'to'comply'with'

applicable'state'laws'and'regulations'governing'these'subjects'in'order'to'be'responsible'and'

compliant.'Pursuant'to'this'policy,'persons'responsible'for'conducting'investigations'shall'be'

knowledgeable'about'the'matters'that'they'are'assigned'to'investigate.'Buffalo'Commons'

Charter'School'(“Buffalo'Commons”)'shall'maintain'a'record'of'each'complaint'and'subsequent'

related'actions,'including'all'information'required'for'compliance'with'school'mandates,'

procedures,'and'policies'as'set'by'the'following:'SUNY'Charter'School'Institute,'New'York'State'

Department'of'Education,'and'the'mission'and'charter'of'Buffalo'Commons.''

'

In'addition,'Buffalo'Commons'maintains'that'this'policy'will'serve'as'a'uniform'complaint'

procedure'for'investigating'complaints'of:'(1)'discrimination'on'the'basis'of'age,'sex,'sexual'

orientation,'ethnic'group'identification,'race,'ancestry,'national'origin,'religion,'color,'or'mental'

or'physical'disability;'and'(2)'complaints'related'to'personnel'issues,'academic'issues,'any'single'

person'or'combination'of'persons'of'staff,'student,'fellow'parent,'family,'volunteer'matters'

that'appear'to'compromise'and/or'conflict'with'school’s'mission'and/or'charter,'violations'of'

the'laws'and'regulations'governing'consolidated'categorical'aid'programs,'child'development,'

counseling,'special'education'and'nutrition'services.'The'school'will'receive'and'investigate'

uniform'complaints'that'fall'within'these'categories'to'ensure'that'the'school'is'in'compliance.''

'

Furthermore,'complaints'that'address'unlawful'discrimination'or'lack'of'compliance'with'

certain'federal'and'state'programs'are'subject'to'different'requirements'and'are'governed'by'

state'and/or'federal'authority.'Either'of'these'complaint'procedures,'however,'is'intended'to'

govern'every'type'of'complaint'about'a'school.'To'the'contrary,'these'complaint'procedures'

address'only'those'complaints'that'fall'within'the'policy’s'specified'scope.''

'

Buffalo'Commons'encourages'informal'and'formal'resolution'to'complaints'whenever'possible.'

Any'issues'are'best'resolved'through'communication'between'the'parties'most'immediately'

involved.''

'

                                                
1
'This'policy'is'adapted'from'the'one'currently'in'use'at'Persistent'Preparatory'Academy'Charter'School,'a'SUNY'

authorized'K+8.'Any'necessary'changes'would'be'made'during'the'planning'year.'
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Parent/Guardian,'Employee,'Individual,'or'Organization'Concerns:'Concerns'raised'by'

parents/guardians,'employees,'individuals,'or'organizations'should'be'resolved'as'quickly'as'

possible.'Therefore,'all'parties'are'urged'to'fill'out'a'complaint'form'and'discuss'their'concerns'

directly'with'the'school’s'leadership'team'when'concerns'surface.''

'

Complaint'forms'are'available'at'the'main'office'and'will'be'forwarded'to'the'Executive'

Director.'The'Executive'Director'will'seek'the'assistance'of'other'directors,'staff,'and/or'

student(s)'in'identifying'specifics'in'order'to'gather'information'about'the'complaint,'to'

continue'investigation'and/or'to'work'toward'resolution'of'the'complaint.'To'aid'in'a'timely'

investigation,'monitoring,'and'logging'of'complaints,'it'is'important'that'Buffalo'Commons'

distribute'the'complaint'policy'and'complaint'form'to'staff'via'the'staff'handbook,'to'

parents/guardians'via'the'family'handbook,'and/or'to'the'school'community,'if'necessary,'in'

order'to'satisfy'complaint'protocol'and'procedure'needs.''

'

The'Executive'Director'shall'provide'a'copy'of'the'disposition'to'the'Board'of'Trustees'and/or'

Charter'School'Institute'if'and'when'a'complaint'resolution/decision'has'not'satisfied'the'

complainant'and'an'appeals'process'has'been'initiated.'A'complaint'about'problems'beyond'

the'authority'of'the'Buffalo'Commons'Executive'Director'shall'be'forwarded'to'the'Board'of'

Trustees'in'a'timely'manner,'but'not'to'exceed'ten'(10)'working'days'for'resolution.'

Nonetheless,'the'school'will'maintain'a'complaint'log'when'complaints'are'received.''

'

Procedures:'Complainants'or'scholar'of'complainant'shall'not'be'subject'to'retaliation'as'a'

result'of'the'filing'of'a'complaint.'Complaints'shall'be'processed'in'accordance'with'the'steps'

below.'In'addition,'any'Title'1'complaints'received'shall'be'processed,'resolved,'and'tracked'in'

accordance'with'the'steps'below'and'will'be'identified'as'a'Title'1'parent'complaint.''

'

Step'1:'Filing'the'Complaint:'Complaints'are'registered'on'the'complaint'form'by'Complainant.'

Complaints'may'also'be'verbally'communicated'with'the'Executive'Director'and/or'appropriate'

management'member(s);'however,'a'record'of'a'complaint'must'be'in'written'form'as'

indicated.'If'for'any'reason'a'complainant'is'unable'to'put'a'complaint'in'writing,'the'

appropriate'management'member(s)'shall'allow'the'complainant'to'record'their'complaint'

onto'a'recorder'to'be'transcribed'and/or'translated'and'affirmed'by'the'complainant.'

Complaint'forms'shall'be'available'in'the'main'office'of'the'school.'The'complaint'should'state'

the'date'of'the'complaint'and'a'detailed'statement'of'the'circumstances,'and'the'requested'

remedy.'A'complainant'may'include'as'much'text'as'he/she'feels'is'necessary'to'explain'the'

complaint.'The'complainant'shall'be'provided'a'copy'of'their'complaint'form'and'this'complaint'

policy'and'procedure'if'complainant'has'not'already'received'one.'If'the'complaint'is'about'the'

Executive'Director,'the'complainant'should'proceed'directly'to'the'Board'in'filing'the'

complaint.''

'

Step'2:'Investigation'of'the'Complaint:'The'Executive'Director'and/or'appropriate'management'

member(s)'will'make'all'reasonable'efforts'to'investigate'complaint/problem'within'his/her'

authority.'Investigation'shall'include,'but'not'be'limited'to:'interviews'with'the'complainant'

and/or'complaint’s'representative'and'any'other'person(s)'believed'to'have'relevant'
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knowledge'concerning'the'complaint.'Should'the'complaint'be'about'the'Executive'Director,'

and'the'complaint'brought'to'the'Board,'these'steps'will'be'conducted'by'the'Board.''

'

Step'3:'Response'and'Final'Decision:'The'Executive'Director'and/or'appropriate'management'

member(s)'shall'remedy'a'valid'complaint'within'a'reasonable'time'period'but'not'to'exceed'

ten'(10)'working'days'from'the'date'the'complaint'was'received.'The'Executive'Director'or'

appropriate'management'member,'or'Board'Chair'if'complaint'addresses'the'Executive'

Director,'shall'complete'a'written'response/report'within'fifteen'(15)'working'days'of'the'initial'

filing'and'provide'a'copy'to'the'complainant'(if'a'response'is'requested'by'the'complainant)'as'

well'as'place'a'copy'of'the'complaint'log'in'the'teacher/student'file,'if'applicable.'The'reported'

decision'shall'be'written'in'English'and'in'the'language'of'the'complainant'whenever'feasible'or'

required'by'law.'The'complainant’s'right'to'a'prompt'and'equitable'resolution'of'the'complaint'

will'not'be'affected'by'the'complainant’s'pursuit'of'other'remedies,'such'as'the'filing'of'a'

complaint'with'any'outside'entity.''

'

Appeal'Process:'Buffalo'Commons'has'provided'the'above'as'a'procedure'for'resolving'

complaints'brought'by'Buffalo'Commons'parents/guardians/staff/school'community.'However,'

Buffalo'Commons'understands'that'any'individual'or'group'may'bring'a'complaint'to'the'Board'

of'Trustees'of'Buffalo'Commons'alleging'a'violation'of'the'provisions'of'Article'of'Education'

Law'(i.e.'the'New'York'State'Charter'Schools'Act),'the'school’s'charter'or'any'other'provision'of'

law'relating'to'the'management'or'operations'of'the'charter'school.''

'

If'a'complaint'is'not'able'to'be'brought'to'resolution'by'the'Buffalo'Commons'management,'

then'the'complainant(s)'has/have'the'right'to'bring'the'complaints'to'the'Board'of'Trustees'

during'a'regularly'scheduled'Board'Meeting.'In'this'case,'the'complainant(s)'has'the'right'to'file'

a'written'appeal'to'the'Board'of'Trustees'within'fifteen'(15)'days'of'receiving'the'decision'that'

had'been'rendered'by'the'Buffalo'Commons'management.''

'

Complaints'received'at'least'five'business'days'in'advance'of'a'Board'meeting'will'be'addressed'

at'the'next'Board'meeting.'Those'complaints'not'received'within'that'time'period'will'be'

addressed'at'the'next'regularly'scheduled'Board'meeting.'Every'effort'will'be'made'to'

respectfully'address'the'matter'to'the'satisfaction'of'the'individual'or'group'who'presented'the'

complaint.'The'Board'of'Trustees,'as'necessary,'shall'direct'the'Executive'Director'and/or'other'

responsible'party'to'act'upon'the'complaint'and'report'to'the'Board.'The'Board'shall'render'a'

determination'in'writing,'as'necessary.''

'

If,'after'presentation'of'complaint'to'the'Board'of'Trustees,'the'individual'or'group'determines'

that'the'Board'has'not'adequately'addressed'the'complaint,'the'complainant'may'present'the'

complaint'to'the'SUNY'Charter'School'Institute,'which'shall'investigate'and'respond,'if'so'

determined'by'them.'If,'after'presentation'of'complaint'to'SUNY'Charter'School'Institute,'the'

individual'or'group'determines'that'SUNY'Charter'School'Institute'has'not'adequately'

addressed'the'complaint,'the'complainant'may'present'the'case'to'the'SUNY'Board'of'Trustees'

which'shall'investigate'and'respond,'if'so'determined'by'them.'SUNY'Charter'School'Institute'
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and'the'Board'of'Regents'have'the'power'to'take'appropriate'remedial'action,'if'so'

determined. 



Response 14h—Board Member Resumes 
 
(h) Board Member Resumes 
Submit updated resumes for all board members. 

 
14H1. Board Member Resumes 
The Board Members’ Resumes appear in the order of the table below. 
 

Trustee Name Board Position 

Sheri Rodman Chair 

Michael Stevens Vice-Chair 

Trey Thompson Treasurer 

Ari Goldberg Secretary 

Danielle Bruno Trustee 

Tyler Buck Trustee 

Cherish Davis Trustee 

Krystle Hinton Trustee 

Miriam Kelley Trustee 

Matthew Pitarresi Trustee 

 

Response 14h - 1 



…continued…*

SHERI&RODMAN&
•&Buffalo,&New&York&•

! Non>Profit&Leader&&&Program&Director& !
! !

!
Accomplished&and&dedicated&non>profit&leader,&demonstrating&repeated&success&motivating,&leading,&and&training&high&
performing& teams& in& the& management& of& multiple& projects.& Ability& to& skillfully& determine& priorities& and& meet& key&
deliverables& through& strategic& planning,& strong& organizational& talents,& and& sound& decision>making.& Consistently&
accomplish&organizational&objectives&with&keen&attention&to&detail&and&meticulous&follow>through&while&being&able&to&
see& the& big& picture.& Strong& program& leader& and& change& agent& with& demonstrated& ability& to& forge& trust>based&
relationships&with&teams&and&partners.&Yogi,&baker,&matchmaker,&and&advocate&for&equity&and&access&in&education.&&
&

Highlights&of&Expertise&
!
• Leadership&and&Training&
• Strategic&Planning&
• Change&Strategies&
• Process&Improvements&
&

• Project&Management&
• Budget&Management&
• Public&Speaking&
• Educator/Facilitator&
&

• Program&Management/Development&
• Recruitment&
• Data&Analysis&
• Relationship&Management&

!
! Career&Experience& !

! !

!
&Buffalo,&NY&

016&>&Present&
Provide(strategic(leadership(and(support,(building(networks(of(educators(across(the(US.(
Collaborative& leader& leveraging& strong& organizational& and& analytical& skills& to& plan,& identify,& and& prioritize& multiple&
demands& simultaneously.& Exhibit& strong& strategic& thinking& abilities& to& supervise& and& motivate& direct& reports& in&
execution& of& program& development,& communicating& with& over& 600& teachers& and& principals& nationwide.& Efficiently&
develop& and& manage& multi>grant,& multi>million>dollar& budget& and& accounting& system& for& Fellowship.& Collect& and&
monitor&critical&data&points&utilizing&Salesforce.com,&ensuring&progress&toward&attainment&of&organization>wide&goals.&
Identify& areas& for& growth& ensuring& improvements& in& operations,& program& delivery,& and& a& high>quality& training&
experience.&

• Launch&performance&management&system&to&track&Fellowship&progress,&highlighting&accomplishments&and&
lessons&learned.&

• Execute&recruitment&and&selection&process&strategy&for&educator&Fellowship&candidates&and&hiring&and&
onboarding&of&new&staff,&partnering&with&cross>departmental&teams&including&HR,&Development,&and&Finance.&

(Buffalo,&NY&
2014&>&2016&

Successfully(built(Fellowship(focused(on(empowering(educators(to(provide(their(expertise(in(policy(making(processes.(
Implemented& strategy& to& achieve& maximum& impact& in& development& of& Fellowship,& recruiting& and& selecting& an&
ethnically&and&geographically&diverse&group&of&100&state>wide&educators.&Collaborated&with&members&to&gather&expert&
recommendations&and&create&report&on&improvements&to&New&York&State&assessments.&

• Developed&and&facilitated&training&programs&for&Fellowship&members,&improving&public&speaking&abilities.&
• Amplified&members&speaking,&writing,&leadership,&and&social&media&activity&across&multiple&media&platforms,&

engaging&hundreds&of&thousands&of&state>wide&residents.&
• Cultivated&strategic&partnerships&with&key&NY&stakeholders,&including&NYSED&and&the&Urban&League.&
• Established&“Bring&Your&Legislator&to&School”&day&initiative.&



!

Washington,&DC&
&2013&–&2014&

Organization(promoting( programs( for( experienced( teachers( to( develop( leadership( skills( and( to( challenge( key( policy(
and(practice(issues(affecting(students’(success.(
Mentored& team& of& eight& facilitators,& generated& leadership& opportunities& for& teachers,& established& monthly&
professional&learning&series&in&support&of&impactful&local&education&policy&and&process&change.&

• Orchestrated&monthly&professional&learning&series,&leading&team&of&eight&to&facilitate&training&to&over&120&
teachers.&

• Championed&development&of&group&of&15&Teaching&Policy&Fellows,&focused&on&impactful&improvements&to&
education&policy.&

• Created&and&implemented&evaluation&rubric&and&successful&teacher&leader&selection&processes&for&three&Teach&
Plus&programs.&

&

Washington,&DC&
2008&–&2014&

Organization(committed(to(providing(all(students(with(a(quality(education.(
Served& as& ambassador,& selector,& and& pre>screener& in& recruitment& and& evaluation& of& over& 1500& Teaching& Fellow&
candidates.&Oversaw&DC&Teaching&Fellow&interview&days,&supervising&and&coaching&12&interviewers.&
&

&Washington,&DC&
2007&–&2011&

Selected(as(DC(Teaching(Fellow(“Teacher(of(the(Month”,(rated(as(highly(effective(math(teacher(to(inner(city(students.(
Developed& and& delivered& efficient& processes,& ensuring& quality& educational& programs.& Facilitated& training& to& 100&
member&staff&on&utilization&of&student&achievement&data&to&drive&instructional&practices.&Promoted&to&Head&of&math&
department&in&2010.&

• Drove&fund&raising&efforts,&through&the&founding&of&International&Club,&raising&$15,000&to&send&eight&students&
to&Paris&and&Barcelona.&

• Launched&faculty&team>building&events,&developed&Employee&of&the&Month&program,&boosting&staff&morale.&

&

(

Master(of(Arts,(Teaching(Secondary(Education(
American&University,&Washington,&DC&

Bachelor(of(Arts,(Economics(&(Judaic(Studies(
University&of&Michigan,&Ann&Arbor,&MI&

(
Affiliations(

Buffalo&Commons&Public&Charter&School&–&Founding&Board&Chair&
Buffalo&Jewish&Federation&–&Board&Executive&Committee&Member&

Center&for&Jewish&Engagement&&&Learning&–&Vice&Chair&
Young&Professionals&Engagement&–&Board,&Co>President&

(
Awards(

Recipient&of&2016&Ruth&&&Milton&Kahn&Young&Leadership&Award&
Featured&in&National&Public&Radio&program&
Recipient&of&AmeriCorps&Educational&Award&

! Education&& !
! !



michael stevens 
Rochester, NY 14609                                                                                             

                           
                                  

  EDUCATION Bachelors of Science in Criminal Justice/Sociology                                                                      May 2007  
Keuka College                                                                  Keuka Park, NY                                                                   
                                                                                                           

Certificate in Non-Profit Leadership                                                                   Spring 2010  
University of the District of Columbia                                                                Washington, DC 
                                                                                                           

Masters in Education                                                                                                        May 2018 
Northeastern University                                                                                      Boston, MA          

 

TECHNICAL 
SKILLS 

o Project Management  
o Deep Content Knowledge 
o Data Driven Decision 

Making 

o Program Evaluation 
o Relationship Development 
o Grant Compliance 

o Contract Management 
o Strategic Planning 
o Community Engagement 

   

RELATED 
EXPERIENCE 

                                                                          Buffalo, NY 
                                                             

 members in successfully launching a pilot of City Year’s model in one local 
charter school and cultivated partnerships to help achieve successful implementation.  

• Identified and cultivated relationships with internal and external stakeholders to 
achieve impact goals and ensure sustainable funding.  

    
                                                                       

                                           Jun 2017- Jul 2018 
   

Lead the vision, strategy and pilot opportunities for Student Engagement services for City Year’s 
school based service supporting 300+ schools across the country.  

• Establish organization position on School Culture & Climate. Conduct research and make 
recommendation on holistic services that can improve partner school culture & climate. 

 
                                                                    

                                              Jun 2014- Jun 2017 
   

Managed a department of 120 AmeriCorps Members and 17 staff members in the development, 
execution and evaluation of City Year’s school based service model with 12 local school partners.  

• Increased the effectiveness of academic interventions. Based on student academic 
assessments, more than 50% of students served had a year or more of academic growth. 

• Increased the percentage of AmeriCorps Members returning for another year of service 
from 10% to 29% within a year. Utilized organizational best practices to increase member 
satisfaction and overall service experience. 

 
                                                                                                    

                                               
   

Design the local comprehensive serv  strategy and secure the resources, support and 
partnerships needs to execute against goals.  

• Developed approach to secure funding for 16 school partners. Provided technical 
assistance to over 20 schools as we identified funding sources planning logistics for 
current partners. 



michael stevens 
 NY 14609                                                                                             

                           
                                  

 

 
                                                                                                      

Program Director                     Jul 2010- Jun 2012 
   

Directed the daily programmatic operations of 100+ full time AmeriCorps members through 
management of program staff.  

• Inspired and led 5 staff and 100+ corps members. Provided direct supervision to program 
staff with the following year’s responsibilities including managing a program director. 

• Generated an organizational best practice. Led efforts in compiling procedures/best 
practices into a comprehensive training manual that is now used across the country. 

 
                                                                                                      

                 Jul 2008- Jun 2010 
   

Facilitated the successful implementation of City Year’s signature school-based service model at a 
total of three Washington DC public elementary schools.  

• Launched strategic partnerships. Established partnerships with various organizations 
(Department of Mental Health, Communities in Schools, DCPS Parent Resource Center 
and DC Metropolitan Police Department). 

          
                                                                                                      

                               Jul 2007- Jun 2008 
      

Planned and coordinated physical service projects in collaboration with community partners, 
corporate sponsors, non-profit organizations, and schools.  

• Streamlined volunteer communication and management. Integrate previous systems 
into a new email based system that allowed multiple user access and long-term tracking 
volunteers.  
 

ADDITIONAL 
EXPERIENCE 

                                                                           
                                                 

• Managed a team that lead workshops for City Year’s annual training conference 
          

                               
                            

• Piloted weekend homeowner and volunteer family training workshops 
      

                                         
            

• Served as a tutor for middle school students while assisting with hurricane relief projects 
• Organized an open-mic night for FEMA’s largest trailer park for hurricane evacuees 

 

  

RELATED 
COURSE WORK 

o Program Design & Evaluation  
o Social Media & Beyond 
o Culture, Equity, Power & 

Influence 

o Educational Statistics 
o Globalization of Education 
o Enrollment, Retention, 

Graduation & Success  

o How People Learn 
o Intro to Fundraising 
o Policy & Leadership 

   
 



TREY BENTLEY THOMPSON 
                                                                                                          

 
EXPERIENCE 

 
 
 

● Leadership: Oversaw annual goal-setting process for several teams within the talent acquisition department. 
Engaged in 1-year internal leadership development program including data analysis training, design thinking, 
and management simulations. 

● Change Management: Consulted on the creation of several training initiatives for senior-level hiring managers, 
later co-leading presentations of in-person content. Member of talent acquisition diversity strategy committee 
working to revise bank-wide priorities and targets. 

● Process Improvement: Identified and implemented $200K+ in cost savings on software within minimal impact 
to operations. Codified best practices for standard operating procedures. Created customized trackers and 
dashboards and consulted on best practices to manage toward team effectiveness. 

 
 
 

● Leadership and Teamwork: Built consensus across teams to implement improved communication structures 
when dealing with exceptions to standard inventory processing, leading to higher on-time order completion rate. 

● Analytical Problem Solving: Performed Excel analysis of inventory auditing process. Recommendations led to 
improved defect identification yield and more efficient use of automated systems, reducing labor costs. 

● Process Improvement: Reduced process errors by creating and implementing a system to prioritize, coach and 
follow-through with associates impacting inventory quality. System was implemented for 400+ associates. 

 
 
 

● Project Management: Managed application/enrollment operations at network of 18 high schools serving 
12,000+ students. Delivered universal buy-in which increased 2017 applicants by 23% and enrollment by 17% 
($1 million in added revenue). Broad Foundation named Noble the top charter system in the U.S.  

● Leadership: Managed and coached up to 3 direct reports toward achieving team goals for applications, 
retention, and quality service for customers. Redesigned processes to increase both efficiency and accuracy. 

● Executive Consultation: Selected for President’s Task Force, cross-functional team which improved support 
outcomes across functional areas and directly advised president. 

 
 

● Innovation/Change Management: Led planning and execution for transition from paper-based to web-based 
student application platform. Built skill and buy-in from a diverse group of campus-based colleagues. Advised 
leaders of 400,000-student Chicago Public Schools, resulting in city-wide adoption of this platform. 

● Actionable Analysis: Created, from scratch, recruitment strategy and demand forecasting models. Coached 
colleagues on tool use to increase 2016 enrollment 8% vs. 2% decrease in enrollment at competing schools.  

 
 

● Leadership/Communication: Motivated 125+ students per year to engage with and master challenging 
concepts despite varying and often low skill levels. In final year, result was students outperforming peers on 
organization’s KPI. Students grew 3.72 points on Pre-ACT test, highest algebra results of all 16 campuses.  

 
  

                                            8/2006 – 
6/2011 
● Communication Skills: Designed and executed professional development events for veteran staff members 

and up to 500 teachers. Evaluated and cataloged 100+ unique assessments to create a searchable database. 
● Actionable Analysis: Revamped process to assign 1,000+ teachers to mentors according to geographic, 

transit, and instructional needs. Clients reported increases in both satisfaction and work efficiency.  
● Budget Development/Tracking: Collaborated across teams to create and refine budget. Identified variances, 

guiding teams to adjust. Business unit finished under budget and with historically low variance.  
 

  



EDUCATION 
 
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY, TEPPER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS Pittsburgh, PA 
Master of Business Administration – MBA  5/2019 
● Concentrations: Operations Management, Business Analytics, Organizational Behavior, Marketing, Finance, 

Business Technologies 
● Leadership: Coach – MBA Communications, Co-President – TepperCares, Chair – Student Academic 

Committee, Accelerate Leadership Certification 
● Honors: Tepper Merit Scholarship, Graduation with Honors, Distinguished Service Award 

 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA Charlottesville, VA 
Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics & Psychology (double major)  5/2004 
● Psi Chi Honor Society, Madison House Service Corps 

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

 
● Skills: Excel (Advanced), R Programming, SQL (Basic), Tableau (Basic), VITA Tax Certification 
● Languages: Multiple years of study in Spanish and Chinese (Mandarin) 
● Interests: Tutoring/mentoring, running (13 half-marathons), racquet sports, travel 
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Ari M. Goldberg 
Clarence Center, New York 14032 •  

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 

 
               

• Advocated for clients in construction law, corporate governance, commercial litigation, 
commercial contract disputes, real property disputes, and landlord-tenant law 

• Built book of business with property owners, real estate development companies, and 
property management co  

 
 

  
• Advocated for clients in products liability, municipal defense, premises liability, medical 

malpractice, commercial contract liability, landlord-tenant law, and personal injury 
• Second-chaired two-and-a-half-week trial in property valuation case; argued appeals in 

Fourth Department; conducted and defended depositions; argued motions for summary 
judgment, dismissal, preclusion, and discovery 

• Led litigation by municipalities against mortgage holding banks and property servicers 
under Real Property Actions and Proceedings’ “Zombie Law” 

• Built book of business with property owners and real estate development companies 
• Assisted firm in lateral associate and summer associate hiring and training 

  
 

 
  

• Researched and evaluated potential real estate development projects, responded to 
development proposal requests, managed development funding applications, appeared 
before City of Buffalo Zoning Board of Appeals and Common Council 

 
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

 

  
Member 
• Served as alternate member of Municipality’s Planning Board, voting on real estate 

development projects, overseeing developments through the SEQR process, providing 
guidance to Municipality regarding zoning code and comprehensive plan 

 
  

  

 
 

  
 

• Counseled start-up company in effort to bring real estate development request for 
proposals into an online, user-friendly platform 
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• Performed comprehensive study on home values proximate to Frederick Law Olmsted 
designed parks and parkways 
 

  
 

• Served as Board’s Sponsorship Co-Chair, served on education and membership 
committee, attended networking events 

 
EDUCATION 

 

State University of New York at Buffalo – Law School 2014 - 2017 
Juris Doctor, cum laude 
• Buffalo Law Review, Executive Editor, Top 10 Student Written Articles 
• Merit Scholarship, Desmond Moot Court Best Overall Appellate Advocate and Best 

Brief, CALI Award for Excellence in Insurance Law 
• Constitutional Law Teaching Fellow, Constitutional Law Research Assistant 
• Affordable Housing and Community Development Clinic, Desmond Moot Court, Trial 

Technique, Tortfeasors Softball Team 
 

State University of New York at Buffalo – Undergraduate 2010 - 2013 
Bachelor of Arts in History with Highest Distinction 
• Horton Research Paper Prize for Senior Honors Thesis “From Parkways to Expressways: 

Olmsted’s Buffalo and the City that Succeeded It” 
• Plesur Merit Scholarship 
• Semester Abroad, Tel Aviv University 

 
PUBLICATIONS 

 

• Another Voice: Honoring Olmsted’s Vision Requires Understanding It, THE BUFFALO 
NEWS, December 20, 2018, with John Henry Schlegel 

 
REFERENCES 

 

•  
  

   
  

   
  

  
 

  

 
INTERESTS 

 

• Buffalo; land use; American Frontier history; cycling; playing basketball, baseball, 
softball, and golf; cinematography; reading 



 DANIELLE M. BRUNO  
 

 

CORE COMPETENCIES 

Curriculum Development                              Instructional Design        Professional Coaching                       
Administration and Leadership Supervision and Evaluation            Performance Improvement 
Team Facilitation Group Processes             Organizational Culture 

EDUCATION 

M.A., Education and Human Development     2012 
Education Administration and Leadership       
The George Washington University 
 

Ed. M., Elementary Education       1995 
State University of New York at Buffalo 
  

B.A., English, Minor in French       1991 
State University of New York at Buffalo 
 

Certifications:   Administration and Supervision/School Building Leader 
  Elementary Education  
  Gifted Education  
 
 
 

  PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
                 

Campus 
 

 
                 

 
 

  
 

  
   

 
  

 
 

 
        

          
 

  
 



Danielle Bruno  2 

 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Professional Affiliations 
- Education Committee, Buffalo Theatre of Youth (2018-present) 
 
Course Facilitation and Instruction 
- Mind in the Making Certified Facilitator (Family Development Program), Families and Work Institute 
- Social Emotional Needs of Gifted Learners (Graduate-Level Course) Course Instructor, CaseNEX/North Georgia 

College  
 
Professional Learning 
- RELAY National Principals Academy Fellowship  
- Leading the Learning – Fairfax County Public Schools  
- Advanced Leadership Institute – Fairfax County Public Schools 
- Cognitive Coaching and Advanced Cognitive Coaching – Jane Ellison/Thinking Collaborative  
- Fierce Conversations – Fierce, Inc./Fairfax County Public Schools 
- StrengthsFinder – Gallup, Inc./Fairfax County Public Schools  
- Conversation Maps and Consulting Trios – Delehant Consulting 
- Assessing Impact – Joellen Killion/Learning Forward 
- Adaptive Schools – Jane Ellison/Thinking Collaborative 
- Supporting the Mission – Fairfax County Public Schools 
- Patterns of Thinking – Cabrera Research Lab 
- A Framework for Understanding Poverty – Ruby Payne/Kenmore-Tonawanda Public Schools 

 
Awards 
2013 – Collaborative Team Excellence Award, Fairfax County Public Schools 
2007 – Outstanding Teacher of the Gifted, Northern Virginia Council for the Gifted 

 REFERENCES 

Available upon request  



P. TYLER BUCK, PHR 
Amherst, NY 14226 

 
 

 
HUMAN RESOURCES BUSINESS PARTNER 

 
Strategy-focused human resources professional with experience in employee relations, organizational 
development, compensation, benefits, talent acquisition, and talent management.  Strong team player 
with excellent interpersonal skills seeking a challenging position with an organization who values 
employee engagement, integrity, collaboration and accountability. 
 

EDUCATION and CERTIFICATIONS 
 
B.S., Business Management - Canisius College Richard J. Wehle School of Business, Buffalo, N.Y., 
2010 
 
Professional in Human Resources (PHR) 
 

CAREER HISTORY 
 

          
is a leading worldwide designer, manufacturer, and marketer of material handling 

systems and services, which efficiently and ergonomically move, lift, position, or secure material. Key 
products include hoists, actuators, cranes, and lifting and rigging tools. With a rich 140-year tradition, 
the company is focused on commercial and industrial applications that require the safety and quality 
provided by its superior design and know-how. 
 

          

 
. 

• Manage employee relations topics such as conflict management, wage issues, leave of absence, 
attendance. 

• Launched global employee recognition program to improve employee engagement. 
• Partner with leaders to strategize departmental projects and changes. 
• Coach leaders on a regular basis. 
• Oversee talent management process for teams (Performance Reviews, Goals/Objectives, Talent 

Reviews, Aging Workforce reports, Succession Planning, and IDPs). 
 

       
.   

 
             

.  Responsibilities included evaluation of enterprise 
recruiting tools and executed improvements, partnered with field HR and leadership to proactively 



assess talent needs, and worked on enterprise projects including talent management and culture 
transformation.   

• Identified and implemented new background and drug screen vendor and process for North 
America. 

• Saved company approximately $300,000 in staffing agency fees in 6 months by centralizing 
recruiting function. 

           
 

         

 

 
 

 
 

 
• Manage all employee relations issues. 
• Coaching managers and employees. 
• Reduced turnover from 44.58% in 2015 to 20% in 2016. 
• Implemented structured employee training and development program. 
• Performed organization compensation analysis and reimplemented annual merit increases. 
• Reviewed and updated benefit offerings on an annual basis. 
• Created performance review structure and delivered annually. 
• Managed annual Affirmative Action plan. 
• Responsible for coaching managers and employees. 

 
           

 

 
 

 
Responsible for recruiting Marketing, Medicare Sales, Retention, Provider Relations, Enrollment, 
Government Relations, and Operational Audit positions.  Additional experience coaching hiring 
managers and resolving employee issues. 
 

          
 

 
             

Responsible for the management of  staffing program for a $6.7 billion international client 
who specializes in Consumer Product Testing. Managed recruitment of contract/temporary employees, 
employee relations, hiring and supervising temporary staff of 75+ employees.  This included a 40% 
decrease in time to submit, 40% decrease in manager r sponse time, 32% decrease in time to offer and 
15% decrease in time to fill. 



 
               

Responsible for full cycle recruiting for all internal revenue generating positions nationwide and all jobs 
at corporate office, including Branch Managers, HR, Marketing, IT, and all other exempt/management 
level positions.  Remained compliant with OFCCP rules and regulations at all times. 
       

• Reviewed resumes, interviewed candidates, submitted qualified candidates to hiring managers 
and ultimately made job offers to candidates, resulting in 100+ direct employee hires over a two-
year period. 

• Created and implemented new hire orientation program to help assimilate new employees into 
the company culture. Facilitated bi-weekly orientation sessions. 

• Member of team responsible for creating company referral program which resulted in a decrease 
in time to fill positions  

• Created new internal job board to promote growth from within and increase employee referrals. 
• Coached new employees on various employee relations issues which increased overall retention. 

 
                 

  
Internal customers included sales, accounting/finance and administration.     
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QUALIFICATION SUMMARY 
● Currently Education manager at the Community Action Organization Head Start of WNY. 
● Five years’ experience supervising (director) a school age childcare program and a summer day camp for a non 

profit organization.  
● Over 10 years of experience as a director of a childcare center/Education content service are for Head Start. 

PROFESSIONAL  

                       
 

● Maintain compliance with all policies set forth by OCFS and NAEYC; maintain standards of health and safety 
policies. 

● Supervise classroom assistants and volunteers, conduct tours for center enrollment, provide information to 
prospective families and interview prospective employees.  

● Supervise the daily functions of the program 
● Staff recruitment  
● HR/Payroll  

       
 

● Provides leadership to education content area through monitoring, training and technical assistance.  
● Supervision of the educational services; guides curriculum and program planning, development, and training.  
● Analyzes data and complete reports related to provision of educational services.  
● Provides oversight and implementation of the curriculum and instruction.  

         
 

● Observe and assess learning environments, ensuring that teaching staff is effectively implementing the 
curriculum, creating complete lesson plans at least a week ahead of time, completing all needed paperwork.  

● Provide regular on site coaching and mentoring to teaching staff, assisting them in all education-related areas.  
● Ensure child to staff ratio is always met.  
● Provide training to teaching staff on education topics.  
● Ensure that all developmental screenings are conducted.  

      
 

● Maintain the safety and security of all residents. 
● Supervise residents’ medication and logs. 
● Maintain resident log books and complete inventory. 

     

● Maintain compliance with all policies set forth by OCFS and NAEYC; maintain standards of health and 
safety policies. 

● Supervise classroom assistants and volunteers, conduct tours for center enrollment, provide information to 
prospective families and interview prospective employees.  

● Supervise the daily functions of the program. 

              
 

● Maintain compliance with all policies set forth by OCFS; maintain standards of health and safety policies.   
● Supervise classroom aides and volunteers, and supervise the daily functions of the program.  
● Complete yearly budgets pertaining to SACC and summer camp.  
● Develop and promote school age childcare program and interview prospective employees.  
● Develop and plan sports track for Cazenovia summer day camp.   
●
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● Provide hourly supervision to developmentally disabled individuals in their homes. 
● Assist with daily tasks to help them reach specific goals outlined in their service plans.  

    
 

● Maintain compliance with all policies set forth by OCFS and NAEYC; maintain standards of health and safety 
policies. 

● Supervise classroom assistants and volunteers, conduct tours for center enrollment, provide information to 
prospective families and interview prospective employees.  

● Supervise the daily functions of the program; correspond with specialist for children in classroom such as speech 
therapist, case workers and the like. 

EDUCATION 

● M.S. in Early Childhood Studies - Teaching and Learning in Early Childhood  
● Walden University, (Dec 2018)   
● Bachelors of Arts in Child Development  
Walden University, June 2012 

● Bachelors of Arts in Education in Early Childhood/Childhood Education (transferred)   
Canisius College, Buffalo NY  
High School Diploma: College Prep 
Leonardo da Vinci HS, Buffalo NY, June 2000 

Certifications 

● Pre-k CLASS® observer certification  
● Pre-k CLASS® affiliate trainer certification  

Volunteer Experience  

● Founding board member for an potential charter school 



Krystle Hinton M.S.Ed. 
 

 
Skil l s  
Written and Oral Communication 
Public Speaking  
Interpersonal 
Microsoft Office Programs 
Able to work in a fast paced environment.  
Analytical  
 

Creative/ Innovative  
Motivator with the ability to inspire 
Curriculum Building   
Problem Solving  
Leadership/ Management  
Facilitation and Instructional 
 

Educat ion  
Masters of Science in Education                                                                 September 2013 
Capella University, Minneapolis, MN. 
 
Bachelors of Arts in Public Relations                                                          May 2007  
Virginia State University, Petersburg, VA. 
 
Profess ional  Exper ience  

 
                                                      

•  
 

• Assist in creating new job postings per the State or Chief of Staff’s request. Responsibilities include deciding 
what tier, salary, benefits, and minimum qualifications needed to obtain the position.  

• Compose and present new positions to New York State for review for approval or in some cases denial.  
• Administer some Civil Service Exams.  
• During time of severe inclement weather, dispatch emergency response team and assist them with all non-

emergency related tasks.  
• Create presentations that will be used for job fairs, college fairs, and various public events that involve 

career counseling and/or career training. 
• Reach out to Urban Community to gage where they fall on the idea of Civil Service. This includes, holding 

informational events, going to trainings in the community, and conversing with community leaders on 
information about the county.  

• Educate Urban Community on where, when, and how to take Civil Service Exam.     
 

 
                                                

 Oversee multiple head start sites within the Buffalo, Cheektowaga, and Depew city limits.  
• Ensure classrooms and centers meet Head Start and New York State guidelines. This includes, continued 

training and workshops for all teachers and school principles.  
• Assist with the overall understanding of the curriculum used in the agency. Instruct teachers on how to 

implement the curriculum in the classroom.  
• Conduct child folder audits; make sure that each folder contains the proper paperwork for children. 
• Prepare reports based on observations made in the classroom. The data attained helps create training 

materials that will be used for instruction.  
• Evaluate the safety of children, classrooms, and facilities based on Head Start guidelines and standards.  
• Act as a coach and mentor to teachers.  



• Work with the community and other content areas within the agency to ensure that students and their 
families receive help and services from outside resources. This includes assistance with food, clothing, adult 
education, counseling etc.  

 
 

                                                   
• Create lessons plans that correspond with curriculum as well as enhance student learning virtually and in the  

classroom.  
• Evaluate and grade student’s performance based on assignments, assessments, and projects given 
• Develop instructional plan/ course outline to ensure student meets academic standards.   
• Consistently follow up with students’ progress by holding office hours, tutoring sessions, advising and 

assisting students with various academic and institutional tasks.  
• Guide student on next course of action. This includes giving advice on what courses the student should 

take. 
• Keep students well-informed on school information that is important to their learning experience.    
• Encourage student activity throughout classroom and institution.  
• Assist in the creating content for beginner courses by producing assessments, learning tools, and various 

communication vehicles that will help the student   
 

                                             
• Manage multiple stores; each with a staff of 38-52 people. 
• Experience in developing and implementing team member success. Resulting in lowest employee turnover 

rate in district.   
• Trained and orientated over 25+ new employees over the course of 2 years.   
• Advising team on sales tactics, product knowledge, and state health department guidelines; which resulted in 

an overall sales increase of 11%.  
• Skilled in problem solving, while constantly adapting to a changing environment. 
• Experience in meeting and orientation facilitation. This includes running sales seminars, creating 

presentations for various team meetings throughout the district.   
• Trained and retained 7 managers and 2 general managers within a year and a half; by giving tools and 

resources needed to succeed at their position. This includes, teaching sessions, advising, and monitoring and 
evaluating progress.  

• Lead administrative assistant to General Manager. Some duties include tracking invoices, handling most 
Human Resource task such as open enrollment and payroll.  

 
 
Volunteer  Servi ces  
The College Simulation Experience/College Prep, Buffalo N.Y. 2016-Present  
Keeping Kids Safe Program All Ages, College Park Georgia Police Department 2012-2014 
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PROFILE 

I’m a person who has combined her product design past and her ability to lead cross-functional teams to form an 

eclectic present that is fully centered around enhancing the creative potential in others. My many roles consist of 
College-level teaching of Creative Studies, creation and facilitation of Creative Thinking Workshops for adults and 
children, leading STEAM-based programs for elementary school children, mentoring middle school students in Inventive 
Thinking, and active membership in an invention-based non-profit for children.   

This is accomplished by… 
 

� Possession of keen focus combined with broad vision
� Creation of  convergent strategies through divergent thought processes
� Coupling adaptive implementation skills with innovative thinking
� Taking objectives seriously while using humorous ways to approach them

KEY STRENGTHS 

Creativity/Design Thinking 
Character & Story Development 

� Supervising Producer on over 130 Claymation episodes starring the Fisher-Price (FP) Little People Brand which
included writing and editing storylines

� Authored 4 Little People storybooks
� Wrote 5 songs that were embedded into a line of Fisher-Price vehicles
� Created the character, the actions, and the recorded voice of Rocket the Wonder Dog

Interactive Content/User-Experience

� Project Manager on redesign and launch of website for WNY Invention Convention
� Led group of designers, user-experience researchers, and engineers to develop learning products  and playsets with

content geared to 2-6 year olds for Fisher-Price
� Led development of products with embedded software as well as over 60 separate software products, books, and apps

for children

Engaging Products with User-Centered Design Focus 

� Encouraged the development of products that appealed to all of the intended users (adults and children)
� Ensured all interactive content and website design had multiple ways for user to enter, exit, and play games and

activities

 

� STEAM evangelist for STEAM Art Educators group- As a non-art teacher, I bring a different focus to integrating Art
into the STEM fields

� Consultant on creation and needs for Makerspaces in educational settings
� Demonstrated ability and comfort with research to generate strategies and make connections to stated development

objectives
� Strong writing and communication skills for articulation of findings

Curriculum/Child Development

� Solid knowledge of children’s creative skills has led to multiple workshop and summer camp opportunities with Boys
& Girls Clubs of Buffalo

� Solid knowledge of children’s physical and cognitive abilities led to the development of products that combined
physical play with age-appropriate learning curriculum (Smart Cycle, 2007)
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� Engaged with learning, linguistics, and reading experts to create processes and guidelines for ground-breaking reading
system (PowerTouch, 2003)

Leadership Skills 
Coaching, Mentoring, Career Development 
� Formed departments (Designers, Artists, Content Producers, User-Experience Research) with personnel of varied

backgrounds
� Combined knowledge of team dynamics with knowledge of each individual to provide clear career advice and

coaching for success in a corporate environment
� Advocate for Product Design as a key career in the STEM and STEAM fields

Facilitation/Teaching Skills
� Studies in the science of Creativity have honed personal skills as a creative thinker as well as a group facilitator for

problem-solving, brainstorming, and product naming
� Ability to work with children to adults, students, educators, and professionals in educational, corporate, and

manufacturing settings

Manufacturing Processes 
Process Knowledge 
� Wide knowledge of manufacturing processes (Injection, Roto, Blow molding) has allowed establishment of productive

relationships with engineers (mechanical, electrical, software, quality assurance)
� Ability to lead design groups to work productively with engineering counterparts throughout the development process

which encouraged “joint ownership” and more appealing and thoughtful products

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
        

� Curriculum Development- Hands-on STEM for 4-14 ear olds
� Lead Instructor, Teacher Training & Development, Purchasing Manager

 Dept.- Undergraduates, all levels
� Inspire, Educational Opportunity Program (EOP)- specialized class for Freshmen
� Organizational Change Management and Creativity, Creative Studies Dept.- Graduate level

 
� Assisted Director in designing STEAM-based programs with emphasis on creative thinking
� Led Cardboard Challenge for Imagination Foundation as an Imagination Chapter Leader
� Introduced 3rd - 8th graders to coding (Hour of Code, Code Monkey Island, Tynker, Ozobots).

 
� Proofreading and editing for direct marketing company

       
� Associate in a team of business and academic professionals that applies the science of

Creativity & Innovation to everyday personal and organizational needs, challenges, and directions
� Client focus is on mature and evolving industries such as education, healthcare, business,

and public & private administration

          
 

� Hired as a Toy Designer, left as a Vice-President of Product Design
� Led groups of Industrial Designers, Content Producers and UX Researchers to create engaging products
� Ensured success by interfacing with Marketing, Product Development and Electrical Engineers, Software Developers,

and Child Development experts. Created product strategies, managed personnel and service budgets, and worked with
external domestic and international product vendors and software developers.
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WORKSHOPS (CREATOR AND FACILITATOR) 
 

Inventive Thinking Workshop for Educators                                                                             Ongoing 
� Led team of Graduate students from Buffalo State College in the design of a three-hour  

workshop that presented creative thinking tools to educators (for WNY Invention Convention) 
 

Tinkercraft Workshops at The Foundry, Buffalo                                                                        Ongoing 
� Designer and leader of workshops for tweens based on creativity with unusual objects:  

Winter Found, Pumpkin STEM, Hardware Chess Set 
 

Earthday Cardboard Challenge- Buffalo Museum of Science             2016 
� Coordinated several non-profits (Pop-Up Park Buffalo, Imagination Foundation, WNY STEM) and  

sponsors to lead a hands-on event for children, parents, and caregivers 

Creativity & Invention, Academy of Scholars, Buffalo                                                                2016 
� Designer and leader of interactive workshop presented to 5th-12th graders as an intro to  

hands-on process experts at The Foundry Buffalo 
 

Creativity & Invention, Stanley J. Falk School, Buffalo                                                               2015 
� Designer and leader of interactive workshop presented to all 7th and 8th graders (app. 60)  

� Included introduction to Invention Process, tools for Inventive Thinking, and mentoring 
 

Creative Styles Lecture, CTE Dept., Buffalo Public Schools                                                       2014 
� Introduced the concept of Creative Styles to faculty 

 

Creativity Workshop, Franklin County Community Center, Pennsylvania                                 2014 
� Designed and led 60 children ages 9-16 in half-day workshop where they learned  

creativity styles, tools, and team-building and invention activities 
 

Assistant Facilitator, Creativity in the Classroom, Nairobi, Kenya                                              2013 
� Assisted Creative Studies Professor from Buffalo State College in 4 day workshop  

for teachers from 2 International Schools 
 

Productivity Facilitation, HMC Machine Tech, Ohio                                                                  2013 
� Led Kaizen and Creative Thinking Workshop as a way to boost production and efficiency 
 

EDUCATION 
 

MSc, Creative Studies- Buffalo State College, Buffalo, NY 
 

BFA, Industrial Design- Massachusetts College of Art, Boston, MA 
 

CERTIFICATIONS 
 

FourSight Facilitation- 2013 
� Certified to administer the FourSight Thinking Profile instrument, facilitate Foursight workshops,  

and disseminate results that fully explain Creative Preferences and introduce tools to strengthen them 
 

COMMUNITY AFFILIATIONS/NON-PROFITS/VOLUNTEER 
 

� Explore & More Children’s Museum, Pop-Up Museum at Canalside                                        2016 

� WNY Invention Convention, Board Member in charge of Education and Outreach                2013 - Present 
� WNY STEM Hub- Member                                                                                                     2015 - Present 
� Imagination Foundation- Chapter Leader                                                                                 2015 - Present 
� Pop-Up Park Buffalo- Volunteer                                                                                              2015 

� Stanley J. Falk School, Buffalo & Arthur O. Eve School- Inventive Thinking mentor              2015 

� Literacy New York, Buffalo-Niagara, Inc. - Adult literacy tutor                                                2013 

� Enterprise Charter School, Buffalo, NY- Mentor to 4th & 5th grader                                         2009 - 2010 



 
MATTHEW PITARRESI 

 BUFFALO, NY 14222 ●  
EDUCATION 
Canisius College, Buffalo, NY            Masters of Science in Education, May 2016 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) and Childhood Education          GPA: 3.2
                     
                            
Hamilton College, Clinton, NY               Bachelor of Arts, May 2008 
Major: Economics                               GPA: 3.0 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
     
                                   

x Manage all Shift Program client relationships, delivering the full range of program services to Western New 
York’s small to mid-sized manufacturers (SMMs) 

x Conduct business assessments to help SMMs better understand their business strengths and areas for 
opportunity, and advise on program curriculum to best meet their business needs 

x Develop and execute workshop programming for Western New York’s SMMs focused on small business 
strategy and growth 

 
 

     
                     

x Managed, validated, and approved income entitlements for an international events portfolios including both 
equity and credit products 

x Worked closely with Citi Prime clients, Stock Loan desk, and numerous third parties to efficiently manage the 
client money process 

x Served as top escalation point for foreign income processing team, managing sensitive or high leverage events, 
claims, and breaks 

 

       
x Worked with all 5th grade classrooms, including ELL students speaking Spanish, Arabic, Karen, Amharic, 

Somali, and Thai 
x Worked closely with all 5th grade teachers across content areas to develop and execute scaffold, differentiated 

co-teaching lesson plans to best meet the needs of our ELL students 
x Managed all 5th grade team data, including student profile data, assessment data, and all school-required data 

 
  

                                                         
x Promoted to Business Consultant, managed 30 client relationships and internal support teams, set expectations, 

and delegated necessary work to second tier internal teams 
x Worked closely with trading, operations and executive teams to tailor efficient trading, analytics, and  

compliance strategies to address client’s goals and preferred workflows 
x Managed both short term and long term client projects and initiatives (often simultaneously), serving as point 

person for projects involving clients, third parties, and internal support teams 
         

LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES 
Teach For America (TFA) Alumni Council, Buffalo, NY                              June 2016- Present                                

x As a member of the founding Alumni Council, work directly with TFA staff and corps to develop corps member 
support services, as well as develop long-term organizational strategy and build community relationships in 
order to further TFA Buffalo’s mission.   

x Work to grow and strengthen the alumni network in Buffalo by identifying leadership pathways for alumni to 
engage directly and indirectly in the movement for educational equity 
 

Hamilton College Varsity Football Team, Clinton, NY                   Fall 2004-2007  
x Started 4 years, elected captain for 2 consecutive years by teammates 

 



R-14i—Board Member RFI Forms 
 
(i) Board Members Request for Information Forms 
Each proposed board trustee must complete, sign, and attach the Request for Information Prospective Charter School Trustees (“RFI”) form 
available on the Institute’s website at: www.newyorkcharters.org/reporting-requirements/board-members-new/. 

 
14I1. Board Member RFI Forms 
The Board Members’ RFI forms appear in the order of the table below. 
 

Trustee Name Board Position 

Sheri Rodman Chair 

Michael Stevens Vice-Chair 

Trey Thompson Treasurer 

Ari Goldberg Secretary 

Danielle Bruno Trustee 

Tyler Buck Trustee 

Cherish Davis Trustee 

Krystle Hinton Trustee 

Miriam Kelley Trustee 

 

Response 14i - 1 
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Request!for!Information!
Prospective!Charter!School!Education!Corporation!Trustee!

Form!
!
Please!provide!the!following!information.!
!
!

Background!
!

1. Name!of!charter!school!education!corporation!for!which!you!intend!to!serve!as!a!trustee.!!
Buffalo!Commons!Charter!School!

!
2. Full!name:!!Sheri!Rodman!

Home!Address:!! ! uffalo!NY!14226!
! Business!Name!and!Address:!! !New!York,!NY!10001!
! Home!telephone!No.:!!(
! Work!telephone!No:.!!!!
! EFmail!address:!
!

3. A!brief!educational!and!employment!history!(or!you!may!attach!a!resume):!! !
! ! !!Resume!attached.!
!

4. Please!affirm!that!you!will!be!at!least!18!years!old!by!the!date!of!appointment!to!the!
education!corporation’s!board.!! !!I!affirm.!!!

!
5. Please!indicate!whether!you!currently!or!have!previously!served!on!a!board!of!a!school!

district,!another!charter!school!education!corporation,!a!nonFpublic!school!or!any!notFforF
profit!corporation.!! !!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes!
I!currently!serve!on!the!Board!of!Directors!for!the!Buffalo!Jewish!Federation,!a!not5for5
profit!corporation.!I!previously!served!on!the!Board!of!Directors!for!the!Buffalo!Bureau!of!
Jewish!Education.!

!
6. Please!indicate!if!you!have!ever!been!convicted!of!a!misdemeanor!related!to!honesty!or!

trustworthiness,!or!a!felony.!!If!the!answer!to!this!question!is!yes,!please!provide!details!of!
the!offense,!the!date,!disposition,!etc.!! !!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes!

!
7. Please!indicate!if!you!have!ever!entered!into!a!settlement!agreement,!consent!decree,!

adjournment!in!contemplation!of!dismissal,!assurance!of!discontinuance!or!other,!similar!
agreement!with!the!Securities!Exchange!Commission,!Internal!Revenue!Service,!the!U.S.!
attorney!general!or!the!attorney!general!of!any!state,!a!U.S.!or!district!attorney!or!any!other!
law!enforcement!or!regulatory!body!concerning!the!discharge!of!your!duties!as!a!board!
member!of!a!forFprofit!or!notFfor!profit!entity!or!as!an!executive!of!such!entity.!!If!the!
answer!to!this!question!is!yes,!please!provide!details!of!the!agreement.!!!

!!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes!
!

!
!
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Conflicts!
!

8. Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!any!of!the!other!charter!school!education!
corporation!trustees,!or!prospective!or!former!trustees.!!If!so,!please!indicate!the!precise!
nature!of!your!relationship.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!trustees.!! !!Yes!
I!know!Ari!Goldberg!and!his!family.!!
!

9.!! Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!any!person!who!is,!or!has!been!in!the!
last!two!years,!an!employee!of!the!education!corporation.!!If!so,!indicate!the!precise!nature!
of!your!relationship.!

!!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!employees.!! !!Yes!
!

10.!Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!anyone!who!is!doing,!or!plans!to!do,!
business!with!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!
operate!(whether!as!an!individual!or!as!a!director,!officer,!employee!or!agent!of!an!entity).!!
If!so,!indicate!and!describe!the!precise!nature!of!your!relationship!and!the!nature!of!the!
business!that!such!person!or!entity!is!transacting!or!will!be!transacting!with!the!education!
corporation.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!persons.!! !!Yes!

11.!Please!indicate!if!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!members!anticipate!
conducting,!or!are!conducting,!any!business!with!the!education!corporation!or!any!school!it!
has!the!authority!to!operate.!!If!so,!please!indicate!the!precise!nature!of!the!business!that!is!
being!or!will!be!conducted.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!anticipate!conducting!any!such!business.!! !!
Yes!

12.!If!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!operate!contracts!
with!an!educational!service!provider!(a!management!company,!whether!forFprofit!or!notF
forFprofit),!please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!know!any!employees,!officers,!
owners,!directors!or!agents!of!that!provider.!!If!the!answer!is!in!the!affirmative,!please!
describe!any!such!relationship.!

!!Not!applicable!because!the!education!corporation!does!not!contact!with!a!management!
company!or!charter!management!organization.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!persons.!!

!!Yes!

13.!If!the!education!corporation!contracts!with!an!educational!service!provider!including!a!
charter!management!organization,!please!indicate!whether!you,!your!spouse!or!other!
immediate!family!members!have!a!direct!or!indirect!ownership,!employment,!financial,!
contractual!or!management!interest!in!the!provider.!!For!any!interest!indicated,!please!
provide!a!detailed!description.!! !!N/A.!! !!I!/!we!have!no!such!interest.!! !!Yes!

14.!If!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!operate!is!
partnered!with!an!educational!service!provider!including!a!charter!management!
organization,!please!indicate!if!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!member!
anticipate!conducting,!or!are!conducting,!any!business!with!the!provider.!!If!so,!please!
indicate!the!precise!nature!of!the!business!that!is!being!or!will!be!conducted.!! !!N/A.!! !!
I!/!we!or!my!family!do!not!anticipate!conducting!any!such!business.!! !!Yes!

!
15. Please!indicate!whether!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!members!are!a!

director,!officer,!employee,!partner!or!member!of,!or!are!otherwise!associated!with,!any!
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organization!which!filed!an!application!in!conjunction!with!the!education!corporation,!i.e.,!is!
partnered!with!the!education!corporation.!!(For!the!identity!of!all!such!organizations,!please!
consult!with!the!chair!of!the!board.)!!To!the!extent!you!have!provided!this!information!in!
response!to!prior!items,!you!may!so!indicate.!! !!Does!not!apply!to!me,!my!spouse!or!
family.!! !!Yes!
!

16. Please!indicate!any!potential!ethical!or!legal!conflicts!of!interests!that!would,!or!are!likely!to,!
exist!should!you!be!approved!for!service!on!the!education!corporation!board.!!Please!note!
that!being!a!parent!of!a!school!student,!serving!on!another!charter!school’s!board!or!being!
employed!by!the!school!are!conflicts!that!should!be!disclosed,!but!do!not!make!you!
automatically!ineligible!to!serve!as!a!trustee.!! !!None.!! !!Yes!
!

17. Please!indicate!any!individual,!business,!corporation,!union!association,!firm,!partnership,!
committee,!proprietorship,!franchise!holding!company,!joint!stock!company,!trust,!nonF
profit!organization,!or!other!organization!or!group!of!people!doing!business!with!the!
education!corporation,!and!in!which!such!entity!you!and/or!your!immediate!family!
members!have!a!financial!interest!or!other!relationship.! !!None.!! !!Yes!
!

18. Please!indicate!how!you!would!handle!a!situation!in!which!you!believe!one!or!more!
members!of!the!education!corporation’s!board!are!involved!in!selfFdealing!(working!for!
their!own!benefit,!or!the!benefit!of!their!friends!and!family).!!Please!note!that!simply!
confronting!the!involved!trustee!is!not!usually!a!sufficient!answer.!!!!
I!would!immediately!bring!my!concern!to!the!board!secretary!and!the!executive!director.!
Together,!we!would!determine!appropriate!next!steps,!which!may!include!further!
investigation!of!the!situation,!consulting!our!bylaws,!and!seeking!legal!counsel.!The!
situation!may!ultimately!result!in!asking!the!board!member!in!question!to!resign.!

 
Other!

 
19. Please!affirm!that!you!have!read!the!education!corporation’s!byFlaws!and!conflictFofF

interest!policies!(Code!of!Ethics).!! !!I!affirm.!
!

20. Please!provide!any!other!information!that!you!feel!pertinent!to!the!SUNY!Charter!Schools!
Institute’s!review.!!

!
Certification!

!
I,!Sheri!Rodman,!certify!to!the!best!of!my!knowledge!and!ability!that!the!information!I!am!providing!
to!the!State!University!of!New!York/Charter!Schools!Institute!in!regards!to!my!application!to!serve!
as!a!member!of!the!board!of!trustees!of!the!Buffalo!Commons!Charter!School!is!true!and!correct!in!
every!respect.!
!
!

! ! 2/7/20!
Signature! ! ! ! ! Date!
!
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Request'for'Information"
Prospective+Charter+School+Education+Corporation+Trustee+

Form+
"
Please"provide"the"following"information."
"
"

Background+

"
1. Name"of"charter"school"education"corporation"for"which"you"intend"to"serve"as"a"trustee.""

Buffalo+Commons+Charter+School"
"
2. Full"name:""Michael+Stevens"

Home"Address:"
" Business"Name"and"Address:"
" Home"telephone"No.:""
" Work"telephone"No:."" "
" ECmail"address:""
"

3. A"brief"educational"and"employment"history"(or"you"may"attach"a"resume):"" "
" " ""Resume"attached."
"

4. Please"affirm"that"you"will"be"at"least"18"years"old"by"the"date"of"appointment"to"the"
education"corporation’s"board."" ""I"affirm."""

"
5. Please"indicate"whether"you"currently"or"have"previously"served"on"a"board"of"a"school"

district,"another"charter"school"education"corporation,"a"nonCpublic"school"or"any"notCforC
profit"corporation."" ""Does"not"apply"to"me."" ""Yes"

"
6. Please"indicate"if"you"have"ever"been"convicted"of"a"misdemeanor"related"to"honesty"or"

trustworthiness,"or"a"felony.""If"the"answer"to"this"question"is"yes,"please"provide"details"of"
the"offense,"the"date,"disposition,"etc."" ""Does"not"apply"to"me."" ""Yes"

"
7. Please"indicate"if"you"have"ever"entered"into"a"settlement"agreement,"consent"decree,"

adjournment"in"contemplation"of"dismissal,"assurance"of"discontinuance"or"other,"similar"
agreement"with"the"Securities"Exchange"Commission,"Internal"Revenue"Service,"the"U.S."
attorney"general"or"the"attorney"general"of"any"state,"a"U.S."or"district"attorney"or"any"other"
law"enforcement"or"regulatory"body"concerning"the"discharge"of"your"duties"as"a"board"
member"of"a"forCprofit"or"notCfor"profit"entity"or"as"an"executive"of"such"entity.""If"the"
answer"to"this"question"is"yes,"please"provide"details"of"the"agreement."""

""Does"not"apply"to"me."" ""Yes"
"

"
"

Conflicts+

"
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8. Please"indicate"whether"you"or"your"spouse"knows"any"of"the"other"charter"school"education"
corporation"trustees,"or"prospective"or"former"trustees.""If"so,"please"indicate"the"precise"
nature"of"your"relationship."" ""I"/"we"do"not"know"any"such"trustees."" ""Yes"
I+met+Trey+Thompson+when+he+moved+to+Buffalo.++"
"

9."" Please"indicate"whether"you"or"your"spouse"knows"any"person"who"is,"or"has"been"in"the"
last"two"years,"an"employee"of"the"education"corporation.""If"so,"indicate"the"precise"nature"
of"your"relationship."

""I"/"we"do"not"know"any"such"employees."" ""Yes"
"

10."Please"indicate"whether"you"or"your"spouse"knows"anyone"who"is"doing,"or"plans"to"do,"
business"with"the"education"corporation"or"any"of"the"schools"it"has"the"authority"to"
operate"(whether"as"an"individual"or"as"a"director,"officer,"employee"or"agent"of"an"entity).""
If"so,"indicate"and"describe"the"precise"nature"of"your"relationship"and"the"nature"of"the"
business"that"such"person"or"entity"is"transacting"or"will"be"transacting"with"the"education"
corporation."" ""I"/"we"do"not"know"any"such"persons."" ""Yes"

11."Please"indicate"if"you,"your"spouse"or"other"immediate"family"members"anticipate"
conducting,"or"are"conducting,"any"business"with"the"education"corporation"or"any"school"it"
has"the"authority"to"operate.""If"so,"please"indicate"the"precise"nature"of"the"business"that"is"
being"or"will"be"conducted."" ""I"/"we"do"not"anticipate"conducting"any"such"business."" ""
Yes"

12."If"the"education"corporation"or"any"of"the"schools"it"has"the"authority"to"operate"contracts"
with"an"educational"service"provider"(a"management"company,"whether"forCprofit"or"notC
forCprofit),"please"indicate"whether"you"or"your"spouse"know"any"employees,"officers,"
owners,"directors"or"agents"of"that"provider.""If"the"answer"is"in"the"affirmative,"please"
describe"any"such"relationship."

""Not"applicable"because"the"education"corporation"does"not"contact"with"a"management"
company"or"charter"management"organization."" ""I"/"we"do"not"know"any"such"persons.""

""Yes"

13."If"the"education"corporation"contracts"with"an"educational"service"provider"including"a"
charter"management"organization,"please"indicate"whether"you,"your"spouse"or"other"
immediate"family"members"have"a"direct"or"indirect"ownership,"employment,"financial,"
contractual"or"management"interest"in"the"provider.""For"any"interest"indicated,"please"
provide"a"detailed"description."" ""N/A."" ""I"/"we"have"no"such"interest."" ""Yes"

14."If"the"education"corporation"or"any"of"the"schools"it"has"the"authority"to"operate"is"
partnered"with"an"educational"service"provider"including"a"charter"management"
organization,"please"indicate"if"you,"your"spouse"or"other"immediate"family"member"
anticipate"conducting,"or"are"conducting,"any"business"with"the"provider.""If"so,"please"
indicate"the"precise"nature"of"the"business"that"is"being"or"will"be"conducted."" ""N/A."" ""
I"/"we"or"my"family"do"not"anticipate"conducting"any"such"business."" ""Yes"

"
15. Please"indicate"whether"you,"your"spouse"or"other"immediate"family"members"are"a"

director,"officer,"employee,"partner"or"member"of,"or"are"otherwise"associated"with,"any"
organization"which"filed"an"application"in"conjunction"with"the"education"corporation,"i.e.,"is"
partnered"with"the"education"corporation.""(For"the"identity"of"all"such"organizations,"please"
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consult"with"the"chair"of"the"board.)""To"the"extent"you"have"provided"this"information"in"
response"to"prior"items,"you"may"so"indicate."" ""Does"not"apply"to"me,"my"spouse"or"
family."" ""Yes"
"

16. Please"indicate"any"potential"ethical"or"legal"conflicts"of"interests"that"would,"or"are"likely"to,"
exist"should"you"be"approved"for"service"on"the"education"corporation"board.""Please"note"
that"being"a"parent"of"a"school"student,"serving"on"another"charter"school’s"board"or"being"
employed"by"the"school"are"conflicts"that"should"be"disclosed,"but"do"not"make"you"
automatically"ineligible"to"serve"as"a"trustee."" ""None."" ""Yes"
"

17. Please"indicate"any"individual,"business,"corporation,"union"association,"firm,"partnership,"
committee,"proprietorship,"franchise"holding"company,"joint"stock"company,"trust,"nonC
profit"organization,"or"other"organization"or"group"of"people"doing"business"with"the"
education"corporation,"and"in"which"such"entity"you"and/or"your"immediate"family"
members"have"a"financial"interest"or"other"relationship." ""None."" ""Yes"
"

18. Please"indicate"how"you"would"handle"a"situation"in"which"you"believe"one"or"more"
members"of"the"education"corporation’s"board"are"involved"in"selfCdealing"(working"for"
their"own"benefit,"or"the"benefit"of"their"friends"and"family).""Please"note"that"simply"
confronting"the"involved"trustee"is"not"usually"a"sufficient"answer.""""
I+would+alert+the+board+chair+and+Executive+Director+immediately;+if+the+situation+persists+I+
would+notify+the+SUNY+Charter+Schools+Institute."

 
Other+

 
19. Please"affirm"that"you"have"read"the"education"corporation’s"byClaws"and"conflictCofC

interest"policies"(Code"of"Ethics)."" ""I"affirm."
"

20. Please"provide"any"other"information"that"you"feel"pertinent"to"the"SUNY"Charter"Schools"
Institute’s"review.""

+
Certification+

"
I,"Michael+Stevens,"certify"to"the"best"of"my"knowledge"and"ability"that"the"information"I"am"
providing"to"the"State"University"of"New"York/Charter"Schools"Institute"in"regards"to"my"application"
to"serve"as"a"member"of"the"board"of"trustees"of"the"Buffalo+Commons+Charter+School"is"true"and"
correct"in"every"respect."
"
"

" " 2/20/20"
Signature" " " " " Date"
"
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Request for Information 
Prospective Charter School Education Corporation Trustee 

Form 
 
Please provide the following information. 
 
 

Background 
 

1. Name of charter school education corporation for which you intend to serve as a trustee.  
Buffalo Commons Charter School 

 
2. Full name:  Trey Bentley Thompson 

Home Address:  Buffalo, NY 14201 
 Business Name and Address:  1  Buffalo, NY 14203 
 Home telephone No.:   
 Work telephone No.:   
 E-mail address:  
 

3. A brief educational and employment history (or you may attach a resume):  Resume 
attached. 

    Resume attached. 
 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the 
education corporation’s board.    I affirm.   

 
5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 

district, another charter school education corporation, a non-public school or any not-for-
profit corporation.    Does not apply to me.    Yes,      . 

 
6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 

trustworthiness, or a felony.  If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of 
the offense, the date, disposition, etc.    Does not apply to me.    Yes,      . 

 
7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 

adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 
agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 
attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other 
law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 
member of a for-profit or not-for profit entity or as an executive of such entity.  If the 
answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement.   

  Does not apply to me.    Yes,      . 
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Conflicts 
 

8.  Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any of the other charter school 
education corporation trustees, or prospective or former trustees.  If so, please indicate the 
precise nature of your relationship.    I / we do not know any such trustees.    Yes, 
another trustee, Michael Stevens, and I were introduced by my brother in March of 2019. 
They have been coworkers at City Year for several years. I have met with Michael a handful 
of times over the past year to discuss education and community issues. 
 

9.  Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the 
last two years, an employee of the education corporation.  If so, indicate the precise nature 
of your relationship. 

  I / we do not know any such employees.    Yes,      . 
 

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do, 
business with the education corporation or any of the schools it has the authority to 
operate (whether as an individual or as a director, officer, employee or agent of an entity).  
If so, indicate and describe the precise nature of your relationship and the nature of the 
business that such person or entity is transacting or will be transacting with the education 
corporation.    I / we do not know any such persons.    Yes,      . 

11. Please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family members anticipate 
conducting, or are conducting, any business with the education corporation or any school it 
has the authority to operate.  If so, please indicate the precise nature of the business that is 
being or will be conducted.    I / we do not anticipate conducting any such business.    
Yes,      . 

12. If the education corporation or any of the schools it has the authority to operate contracts 
with an educational service provider (a management company, whether for-profit or not-
for-profit), please indicate whether you or your spouse know any employees, officers, 
owners, directors or agents of that provider.  If the answer is in the affirmative, please 
describe any such relationship. 

  Not applicable because the education corporation does not contact with a management 
company or charter management organization.   

  I / we do not know any such persons.  
  Yes,      . 

13. If the education corporation contracts with an educational service provider including a 
charter management organization, please indicate whether you, your spouse or other 
immediate family members have a direct or indirect ownership, employment, financial, 
contractual or management interest in the provider.  For any interest indicated, please 
provide a detailed description.    N/A.    I / we have no such interest.    Yes,      . 

14. If the education corporation or any of the schools it has the authority to operate is 
partnered with an educational service provider including a charter management 
organization, please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family member 
anticipate conducting, or are conducting, any business with the provider.  If so, please 
indicate the precise nature of the business that is being or will be conducted.    N/A.    
I / we or my family do not anticipate conducting any such business.    Yes,      . 
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15. Please indicate whether you, your spouse or other immediate family members are a 
director, officer, employee, partner or member of, or are otherwise associated with, any 
organization which filed an application in conjunction with the education corporation, i.e., is 
partnered with the education corporation.  (For the identity of all such organizations, please 
consult with the chair of the board.)  To the extent you have provided this information in 
response to prior items, you may so indicate.    Does not apply to me, my spouse or 
family.    Yes,      . 
 

16. Please indicate any potential ethical or legal conflicts of interests that would, or are likely to, 
exist should you be approved for service on the education corporation board.  Please note 
that being a parent of a school student, serving on another charter school’s board or being 
employed by the school are conflicts that should be disclosed, but do not make you 
automatically ineligible to serve as a trustee.    None.    Yes, I am a parent of a 
Kindergarten student at a peer school, West Buffalo Charter School. 
 

17. Please indicate any individual, business, corporation, union association, firm, partnership, 
committee, proprietorship, franchise holding company, joint stock company, trust, non-
profit organization, or other organization or group of people doing business with the 
education corporation, and in which such entity you and/or your immediate family 
members have a financial interest or other relationship.   None.    Yes,      . 
 

18. Please indicate how you would handle a situation in which you believe one or more 
members of the education corporation’s board are involved in self-dealing (working for 
their own benefit, or the benefit of their friends and family).  Please note that simply 
confronting the involved trustee is not usually a sufficient answer.  I would immediately 
bring my concerns to the board chair. I would ensure that she and appropriate members of 
the board fully investigate the issue and execute appropriate next steps. Next steps may 
include a conversation with the board member, a consultation of bylaws, and seeking the 
advice of legal counsel.  

 
Other 

 
19. Please affirm that you have read the education corporation’s by-laws and conflict-of-

interest policies (Code of Ethics).    I affirm. 
 

20. Please provide any other information that you feel pertinent to the SUNY Charter Schools 
Institute’s review.        

 
Certification 

I,  Trey Thompson, certify to the best of my knowledge and ability that the information I am 
providing to the State University of New York/Charter Schools Institute in regards to my application 
to serve as a member of the board of trustees of the Buffalo Commons Charter School is true and 
correct in every respect. 
 

  1/28/20 
______  ___________________________ 

Signature     Date 
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Request!for!Information!
Prospective!Charter!School!Education!Corporation!Trustee!

Form!
!
Please!provide!the!following!information.!
!
!

Background!
!

1. Name!of!charter!school!education!corporation!for!which!you!intend!to!serve!as!a!trustee.!!
Buffalo)Commons)Charter)School!

!
2. Full!name:!!Ari)M.)Goldberg!

Home!Address:!! Clarence)Center,)NY)14032!
! Business!Name!and!Address:!!!

Buffalo,)NY)14202)

! Home!telephone!No.:!!
! Work!telephone!No:.!! !
! EFmail!address:!!
!

3. A!brief!educational!and!employment!history!(or!you!may!attach!a!resume):!!

!!!!!

!
! ! !!Resume!attached.!
!

4. Please!affirm!that!you!will!be!at!least!18!years!old!by!the!date!of!appointment!to!the!
education!corporation’s!board.!! !!I!affirm.!!!

!
5. Please!indicate!whether!you!currently!or!have!previously!served!on!a!board!of!a!school!

district,!another!charter!school!education!corporation,!a!nonFpublic!school!or!any!notFforF
profit!corporation.!! !!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes,!
)

I)previously)served)as)Executive)Editor)of)the)Buffalo)Law)Review,)a)legal)journal)

published)by)a)separate)notUforUprofit)corporation)associated)with)University)at)

Buffalo)School)of)Law.))I)served)on)the)board)from)May)2016)to)May)2017.!
!

6. Please!indicate!if!you!have!ever!been!convicted!of!a!misdemeanor!related!to!honesty!or!
trustworthiness,!or!a!felony.!!If!the!answer!to!this!question!is!yes,!please!provide!details!of!
the!offense,!the!date,!disposition,!etc.!! !!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
!

7. Please!indicate!if!you!have!ever!entered!into!a!settlement!agreement,!consent!decree,!
adjournment!in!contemplation!of!dismissal,!assurance!of!discontinuance!or!other,!similar!
agreement!with!the!Securities!Exchange!Commission,!Internal!Revenue!Service,!the!U.S.!
attorney!general!or!the!attorney!general!of!any!state,!a!U.S.!or!district!attorney!or!any!other!
law!enforcement!or!regulatory!body!concerning!the!discharge!of!your!duties!as!a!board!
member!of!a!forFprofit!or!notFfor!profit!entity!or!as!an!executive!of!such!entity.!!If!the!
answer!to!this!question!is!yes,!please!provide!details!of!the!agreement.!!!

!!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
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Conflicts!
!

8. Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!any!of!the!other!charter!school!education!
corporation!trustees,!or!prospective!or!former!trustees.!!If!so,!please!indicate!the!precise!
nature!of!your!relationship.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!trustees.!! !!Yes,!!
!

I)know)all)of)the)trustees)through)board)meetings,)and)through)prior)meetings)
unrelated)to)the)Charter)and)involvement)in)the)local)community,)I)know)Sheri)
Rodman.!
!

9.!! Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!any!person!who!is,!or!has!been!in!the!
last!two!years,!an!employee!of!the!education!corporation.!!If!so,!indicate!the!precise!nature!
of!your!relationship.!

!!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!employees.!! !!Yes,!!
!

10.!Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!anyone!who!is!doing,!or!plans!to!do,!
business!with!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!
operate!(whether!as!an!individual!or!as!a!director,!officer,!employee!or!agent!of!an!entity).!!
If!so,!indicate!and!describe!the!precise!nature!of!your!relationship!and!the!nature!of!the!
business!that!such!person!or!entity!is!transacting!or!will!be!transacting!with!the!education!
corporation.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!persons.!! !!Yes,!!

I)previously)interned)with)the)real)estate)development)company)who)has)offered)its)
services)to)assist)in)locating)potential)facilities.!

11.!Please!indicate!if!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!members!anticipate!
conducting,!or!are!conducting,!any!business!with!the!education!corporation!or!any!school!it!
has!the!authority!to!operate.!!If!so,!please!indicate!the!precise!nature!of!the!business!that!is!
being!or!will!be!conducted.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!anticipate!conducting!any!such!business.!! !!
Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

12.!If!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!operate!contracts!
with!an!educational!service!provider!(a!management!company,!whether!forFprofit!or!notF
forFprofit),!please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!know!any!employees,!officers,!
owners,!directors!or!agents!of!that!provider.!!If!the!answer!is!in!the!affirmative,!please!
describe!any!such!relationship.!

!!Not!applicable!because!the!education!corporation!does!not!contact!with!a!management!
company!or!charter!management!organization.!!!

!!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!persons.!!
!!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

13.!If!the!education!corporation!contracts!with!an!educational!service!provider!including!a!
charter!management!organization,!please!indicate!whether!you,!your!spouse!or!other!
immediate!family!members!have!a!direct!or!indirect!ownership,!employment,!financial,!
contractual!or!management!interest!in!the!provider.!!For!any!interest!indicated,!please!
provide!a!detailed!description.!! !!N/A.!! !!I!/!we!have!no!such!interest.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

14.!If!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!operate!is!
partnered!with!an!educational!service!provider!including!a!charter!management!
organization,!please!indicate!if!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!member!
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anticipate!conducting,!or!are!conducting,!any!business!with!the!provider.!!If!so,!please!
indicate!the!precise!nature!of!the!business!that!is!being!or!will!be!conducted.!! !!N/A.!! !!
I!/!we!or!my!family!do!not!anticipate!conducting!any!such!business.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

15. Please!indicate!whether!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!members!are!a!
director,!officer,!employee,!partner!or!member!of,!or!are!otherwise!associated!with,!any!
organization!which!filed!an!application!in!conjunction!with!the!education!corporation,!i.e.,!is!
partnered!with!the!education!corporation.!!(For!the!identity!of!all!such!organizations,!please!
consult!with!the!chair!of!the!board.)!!To!the!extent!you!have!provided!this!information!in!
response!to!prior!items,!you!may!so!indicate.!! !!Does!not!apply!to!me,!my!spouse!or!
family.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
!

16. Please!indicate!any!potential!ethical!or!legal!conflicts!of!interests!that!would,!or!are!likely!to,!
exist!should!you!be!approved!for!service!on!the!education!corporation!board.!!Please!note!
that!being!a!parent!of!a!school!student,!serving!on!another!charter!school’s!board!or!being!
employed!by!the!school!are!conflicts!that!should!be!disclosed,!but!do!not!make!you!
automatically!ineligible!to!serve!as!a!trustee.!! !!None.!! !!Yes!!
!

If)the)Charter)hires)the)real)estate)development)company)who)has)offered)its)
services)to)assist)in)locating)a)facility)and)assist)in)developing)the)facility.!

!
17. Please!indicate!any!individual,!business,!corporation,!union!association,!firm,!partnership,!

committee,!proprietorship,!franchise!holding!company,!joint!stock!company,!trust,!nonF
profit!organization,!or!other!organization!or!group!of!people!doing!business!with!the!
education!corporation,!and!in!which!such!entity!you!and/or!your!immediate!family!
members!have!a!financial!interest!or!other!relationship.! !!None.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
!

18. Please!indicate!how!you!would!handle!a!situation!in!which!you!believe!one!or!more!
members!of!the!education!corporation’s!board!are!involved!in!selfFdealing!(working!for!
their!own!benefit,!or!the!benefit!of!their!friends!and!family).!!Please!note!that!simply!
confronting!the!involved!trustee!is!not!usually!a!sufficient!answer.!!!
!
Pursuant)to)the)Charter's)conflict)of)interest)policy,)the)trustee)must)disclose)the)conflict)and)
abstain)from)voting.))The)Charter)would)fully)investigate)the)alleged)selfUdealing)before)
reaching)a)decision)as)to)whether)that)trustee)shall)be)removed)from)the)board.)

!
 

Other!
 

19. Please!affirm!that!you!have!read!the!education!corporation’s!byFlaws!and!conflictFofF
interest!policies!(Code!of!Ethics).!! !!I!affirm.!
!

20. Please!provide!any!other!information!that!you!feel!pertinent!to!the!SUNY!Charter!Schools!
Institute’s!review.!!

!!!!!

!
!
!
!
!
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Certification!
!

I,!!! Ari!M.!Goldberg! ,certify!to!the!best!of!my!knowledge!and!ability!that!the!information!
I!am!providing!to!the!State!University!of!New!York/Charter!Schools!Institute!in!regards!to!my!
application!to!serve!as!a!member!of!the!board!of!trustees!of!the! Buffalo!Commons!Charter!
School! !is!true!and!correct!in!every!respect.!
!
!
!
! ! ! ! February!4,!2020! !
Signature! ! ! ! ! Date!
!
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Request for Information 
Prospective Charter School Education Corporation Trustee 

Form 
 

Please provide the following information. 

 

 

Background 
 

1. Name of charter school education corporation for which you intend to serve as a trustee.  

Buffalo Commons Charter School 

 

2. Full name:  Danielle M. Bruno 

Business Name and Address:    Buffalo, NY  

14201 

 Work telephone No:.   

 E-mail address:   

 

3. A brief educational and employment history (or you may attach a resume):        

    Resume attached. 

 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the 

education corporation’s board.    I affirm.   

 

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 

district, another charter school education corporation, a non-public school or any not-for-

profit corporation.    Does not apply to me.    Yes,      . 

 

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 

trustworthiness, or a felony.  If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of 

the offense, the date, disposition, etc.    Does not apply to me.    Yes,      . 

 

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 

adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 

agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 

attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other 

law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 

member of a for-profit or not-for profit entity or as an executive of such entity.  If the 

answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement.   

  Does not apply to me.    Yes,      . 
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Conflicts 
 

8.  Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any of the other charter school 
education corporation trustees, or prospective or former trustees.  If so, please indicate the 
precise nature of your relationship.    I / we do not know any such trustees.    Yes, 
     . 
 

9.  Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the 
last two years, an employee of the education corporation.  If so, indicate the precise nature 
of your relationship. 

  I / we do not know any such employees.    Yes,      . 
 

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do, 
business with the education corporation or any of the schools it has the authority to 
operate (whether as an individual or as a director, officer, employee or agent of an entity).  
If so, indicate and describe the precise nature of your relationship and the nature of the 
business that such person or entity is transacting or will be transacting with the education 
corporation.    I / we do not know any such persons.    Yes,      . 

11. Please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family members anticipate 
conducting, or are conducting, any business with the education corporation or any school it 
has the authority to operate.  If so, please indicate the precise nature of the business that is 
being or will be conducted.    I / we do not anticipate conducting any such business.    
Yes,      . 

12. If the education corporation or any of the schools it has the authority to operate contracts 
with an educational service provider (a management company, whether for-profit or not-
for-profit), please indicate whether you or your spouse know any employees, officers, 
owners, directors or agents of that provider.  If the answer is in the affirmative, please 
describe any such relationship. 

  Not applicable because the education corporation does not contact with a management 
company or charter management organization.   

  I / we do not know any such persons.  
  Yes,      . 

13. If the education corporation contracts with an educational service provider including a 
charter management organization, please indicate whether you, your spouse or other 
immediate family members have a direct or indirect ownership, employment, financial, 
contractual or management interest in the provider.  For any interest indicated, please 
provide a detailed description.    N/A.    I / we have no such interest.    Yes,      . 

14. If the education corporation or any of the schools it has the authority to operate is 
partnered with an educational service provider including a charter management 
organization, please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family member 
anticipate conducting, or are conducting, any business with the provider.  If so, please 
indicate the precise nature of the business that is being or will be conducted.    N/A.    
I / we or my family do not anticipate conducting any such business.    Yes,      . 
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15. Please indicate whether you, your spouse or other immediate family members are a 
director, officer, employee, partner or member of, or are otherwise associated with, any 
organization which filed an application in conjunction with the education corporation, i.e., is 
partnered with the education corporation.  (For the identity of all such organizations, please 
consult with the chair of the board.)  To the extent you have provided this information in 
response to prior items, you may so indicate.    Does not apply to me, my spouse or 
family.    Yes,      . 
 

16. Please indicate any potential ethical or legal conflicts of interests that would, or are likely to, 
exist should you be approved for service on the education corporation board.  Please note 
that being a parent of a school student, serving on another charter school’s board or being 
employed by the school are conflicts that should be disclosed, but do not make you 
automatically ineligible to serve as a trustee.    None.    Yes, Principal at another local 
charter school. 
 

17. Please indicate any individual, business, corporation, union association, firm, partnership, 
committee, proprietorship, franchise holding company, joint stock company, trust, non-
profit organization, or other organization or group of people doing business with the 
education corporation, and in which such entity you and/or your immediate family 
members have a financial interest or other relationship.   None.    Yes,      . 
 

18. Please indicate how you would handle a situation in which you believe one or more 
members of the education corporation’s board are involved in self-dealing (working for 
their own benefit, or the benefit of their friends and family).  Please note that simply 
confronting the involved trustee is not usually a sufficient answer.   
 
I would document any evidence I collected that led me to this belief, and submit the 
documentation to the Board President.  I would request a meeting of the executive 
committee to discuss my concerns and request an investigation of the Board.   Should the 
Board President be the subject of my concerns, I would take my concerns to the Vice Chair 
and follow the same procedure.  If my concerns were not investigated properly, I would 
bring them to the school’s counsel, or to the authorizer’s counsel for investigation.    

 
 

Other 
 

19. Please affirm that you have read the education corporation’s by-laws and conflict-of-
interest policies (Code of Ethics).    I affirm. 
 

20. Please provide any other information that you feel pertinent to the SUNY Charter Schools 
Institute’s review.        

 
Certification 

 
I,  Danielle Bruno, certify to the best of my knowledge and ability that the information I am 
providing to the State University of New York/Charter Schools Institute in regards to my application 
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to serve as a member of the board of trustees of the Buffalo Commons Charter School is true and 
correct in every respect. 
 
 

 2/20/2020 

____________________________  ___________________________ 
Signature     Date 
 













Request for Informa�on

Prospec�ve Charter School Educa�on Corpora�on Trustee

Form

Please provide the following informa�on.

Background

1. Name of charter school educa�on corpora�on for which you intend to serve as a trustee.  

Bu�alo Commons Charter School

2. Full name:  Krystle Hinton

Home Address:  Bu�alo NY 14211

Business Name and Address:   

Bu�alo NY 14202 

Home telephone No.:  (

Work telephone No:.   

E-mail address:  

3. A brief educa�onal and employment history (or you may a(ach a resume):   

  Resume a(ached.

4. Please a+rm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the 

educa�on corpora�on’s board.    I a+rm.  

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 

district, another charter school educa�on corpora�on, a non-public school or any not-for-

pro0t corpora�on.    Does not apply to me.    Yes

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 

trustworthiness, or a felony.  If the answer to this ques�on is yes, please provide details of 

the o4ense, the date, disposi�on, etc.    Does not apply to me.    Yes

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a se(lement agreement, consent decree, 

adjournment in contempla�on of dismissal, assurance of discon�nuance or other, similar 

agreement with the Securi�es Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 

a(orney general or the a(orney general of any state, a U.S. or district a(orney or any other 

law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your du�es as a board 

member of a for-pro0t or not-for pro0t en�ty or as an execu�ve of such en�ty.  If the 

answer to this ques�on is yes, please provide details of the agreement.  

  Does not apply to me.    Yes

Con3icts
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8. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any of the other charter school 

educa�on corpora�on trustees, or prospec�ve or former trustees.  If so, please indicate the 

precise nature of your rela�onship.    I / we do not know any such trustees.    Yes

9. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the 

last two years, an employee of the educa�on corpora�on.  If so, indicate the precise nature 

of your rela�onship.

  I / we do not know any such employees.    Yes

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do, 

business with the educa�on corpora�on or any of the schools it has the authority to 

operate (whether as an individual or as a director, o+cer, employee or agent of an en�ty).  

If so, indicate and describe the precise nature of your rela�onship and the nature of the 

business that such person or en�ty is transac�ng or will be transac�ng with the educa�on 

corpora�on.    I / we do not know any such persons.    Yes

11. Please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family members an�cipate 

conduc�ng, or are conduc�ng, any business with the educa�on corpora�on or any school it 

has the authority to operate.  If so, please indicate the precise nature of the business that is 

being or will be conducted.    I / we do not an�cipate conduc�ng any such business.    

Yes

12. If the educa�on corpora�on or any of the schools it has the authority to operate contracts 

with an educa�onal service provider (a management company, whether for-pro0t or not-

for-pro0t), please indicate whether you or your spouse know any employees, o+cers, 

owners, directors or agents of that provider.  If the answer is in the a+rma�ve, please 

describe any such rela�onship.

  Not applicable because the educa�on corpora�on does not contact with a management

company or charter management organiza�on.    I / we do not know any such persons. 

  Yes

13. If the educa�on corpora�on contracts with an educa�onal service provider including a 

charter management organiza�on, please indicate whether you, your spouse or other 

immediate family members have a direct or indirect ownership, employment, 0nancial, 

contractual or management interest in the provider.  For any interest indicated, please 

provide a detailed descrip�on.    N/A.    I / we have no such interest.    Yes

14. If the educa�on corpora�on or any of the schools it has the authority to operate is 

partnered with an educa�onal service provider including a charter management 

organiza�on, please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family member 

an�cipate conduc�ng, or are conduc�ng, any business with the provider.  If so, please 

indicate the precise nature of the business that is being or will be conducted.    N/A.    

I / we or my family do not an�cipate conduc�ng any such business.    Yes

15. Please indicate whether you, your spouse or other immediate family members are a 

director, o+cer, employee, partner or member of, or are otherwise associated with, any 

organiza�on which 0led an applica�on in conjunc�on with the educa�on corpora�on, i.e., is

partnered with the educa�on corpora�on.  (For the iden�ty of all such organiza�ons, please

consult with the chair of the board.)  To the extent you have provided this informa�on in 
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response to prior items, you may so indicate.    Does not apply to me, my spouse or 

family.    Yes

16. Please indicate any poten�al ethical or legal conAicts of interests that would, or are likely to,

exist should you be approved for service on the educa�on corpora�on board.  Please note 

that being a parent of a school student, serving on another charter school’s board or being 

employed by the school are conAicts that should be disclosed, but do not make you 

automa�cally ineligible to serve as a trustee.    None.    Yes

17. Please indicate any individual, business, corpora�on, union associa�on, 0rm, partnership, 

commi(ee, proprietorship, franchise holding company, joint stock company, trust, non-

pro0t organiza�on, or other organiza�on or group of people doing business with the 

educa�on corpora�on, and in which such en�ty you and/or your immediate family 

members have a 0nancial interest or other rela�onship.   None.    Yes

18. Please indicate how you would handle a situa�on in which you believe one or more 

members of the educa�on corpora�on’s board are involved in self-dealing (working for their

own bene0t, or the bene0t of their friends and family).  Please note that simply confron�ng 

the involved trustee is not usually a su+cient answer.   

My conclusion is one of two things. I can either make a general statement during a �me 

where the group as well as that person is mee�ng or I can ask our board chair to address 

it. In the event that whatever the ac�on is may hard the brand of the school, it would be 

important to address it in some form. Whether that was a general statement, a revisit of 

the rules, regula�ons or guidelines. Or a straigh<orward discussion between them and a 

person or persons who are be=er suited to address the situa�on.

Other

19. Please a+rm that you have read the educa�on corpora�on’s by-laws and conAict-of-

interest policies (Code of Ethics).    I a+rm.

20. Please provide any other informa�on that you feel per�nent to the SUNY Charter Schools 

Ins�tute’s review. N/A

Cer�?ca�on

I, Krystle Hinton, cer�fy to the best of my knowledge and ability that the informa�on I am providing

to the State University of New York/Charter Schools Ins�tute in regards to my applica�on to serve 

as a member of the board of trustees of the Bu�alo Commons Charter School is true and correct in 

every respect.

2/8/20

Signature Date
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Request!for!Information!
Prospective!Charter!School!Education!Corporation!Trustee!

Form!
!
Please!provide!the!following!information.!
!
!

Background!
!

1. Name!of!charter!school!education!corporation!for!which!you!intend!to!serve!as!a!trustee.!!
Buffalo!Commons!Charter!School!

!
2. Full!name:!!Miriam!Kelley!

Home!Address:! Buffalo!NY!14213!
! Business!Name!and!Address:!! Buffalo!NY!14202!
! Home!telephone!No.:!!
! Work!telephone!No:.!!
! EFmail!address:!!
!

3. A!brief!educational!and!employment!history!(or!you!may!attach!a!resume):!!

!!!!!

!
! ! !!!Resume!attached.!
!

4. Please!affirm!that!you!will!be!at!least!18!years!old!by!the!date!of!appointment!to!the!
education!corporation’s!board.! !!I!affirm.!!!

!
5. Please!indicate!whether!you!currently!or!have!previously!served!on!a!board!of!a!school!

district,!another!charter!school!education!corporation,!a!nonFpublic!school!or!any!notFforF
profit!corporation.!! !!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
!

6. Please!indicate!if!you!have!ever!been!convicted!of!a!misdemeanor!related!to!honesty!or!
trustworthiness,!or!a!felony.!!If!the!answer!to!this!question!is!yes,!please!provide!details!of!
the!offense,!the!date,!disposition,!etc.!! !!!!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
!

7. Please!indicate!if!you!have!ever!entered!into!a!settlement!agreement,!consent!decree,!
adjournment!in!contemplation!of!dismissal,!assurance!of!discontinuance!or!other,!similar!
agreement!with!the!Securities!Exchange!Commission,!Internal!Revenue!Service,!the!U.S.!
attorney!general!or!the!attorney!general!of!any!state,!a!U.S.!or!district!attorney!or!any!other!
law!enforcement!or!regulatory!body!concerning!the!discharge!of!your!duties!as!a!board!
member!of!a!forFprofit!or!notFfor!profit!entity!or!as!an!executive!of!such!entity.!!If!the!
answer!to!this!question!is!yes,!please!provide!details!of!the!agreement.!!!

!!!!Does!not!apply!to!me.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
!

!
!
!
!

!
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!
Conflicts!

!
8.!! Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!any!of!the!other!charter!school!

education!corporation!trustees,!or!prospective!or!former!trustees.!!If!so,!please!indicate!the!
precise!nature!of!your!relationship.!! !!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!trustees.!! !!!Yes,!
Only!due!to!our!meeting!regarding!the!school.!
!

9.!! Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!any!person!who!is,!or!has!been!in!the!
last!two!years,!an!employee!of!the!education!corporation.!!If!so,!indicate!the!precise!nature!
of!your!relationship.!

!!!!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!employees.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!
!

10.!Please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!knows!anyone!who!is!doing,!or!plans!to!do,!
business!with!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!
operate!(whether!as!an!individual!or!as!a!director,!officer,!employee!or!agent!of!an!entity).!!
If!so,!indicate!and!describe!the!precise!nature!of!your!relationship!and!the!nature!of!the!
business!that!such!person!or!entity!is!transacting!or!will!be!transacting!with!the!education!
corporation.!! !!!!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!persons.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

11.!Please!indicate!if!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!members!anticipate!
conducting,!or!are!conducting,!any!business!with!the!education!corporation!or!any!school!it!
has!the!authority!to!operate.!!If!so,!please!indicate!the!precise!nature!of!the!business!that!is!
being!or!will!be!conducted.!! !!!!I!/!we!do!not!anticipate!conducting!any!such!business.!! !!
Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

12.!If!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!operate!contracts!
with!an!educational!service!provider!(a!management!company,!whether!forFprofit!or!notF
forFprofit),!please!indicate!whether!you!or!your!spouse!know!any!employees,!officers,!
owners,!directors!or!agents!of!that!provider.!!If!the!answer!is!in!the!affirmative,!please!
describe!any!such!relationship.!

!!!Not!applicable!because!the!education!corporation!does!not!contact!with!a!
management!company!or!charter!management!organization.!!!

!!I!/!we!do!not!know!any!such!persons.!!
!!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

13.!If!the!education!corporation!contracts!with!an!educational!service!provider!including!a!
charter!management!organization,!please!indicate!whether!you,!your!spouse!or!other!
immediate!family!members!have!a!direct!or!indirect!ownership,!employment,!financial,!
contractual!or!management!interest!in!the!provider.!!For!any!interest!indicated,!please!
provide!a!detailed!description.!! !!!N/A.!! !!I!/!we!have!no!such!interest.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

14.!If!the!education!corporation!or!any!of!the!schools!it!has!the!authority!to!operate!is!
partnered!with!an!educational!service!provider!including!a!charter!management!
organization,!please!indicate!if!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!member!
anticipate!conducting,!or!are!conducting,!any!business!with!the!provider.!!If!so,!please!
indicate!the!precise!nature!of!the!business!that!is!being!or!will!be!conducted.!! !!!N/A.!! !!
I!/!we!or!my!family!do!not!anticipate!conducting!any!such!business.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

! !
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15. Please!indicate!whether!you,!your!spouse!or!other!immediate!family!members!are!a!

director,!officer,!employee,!partner!or!member!of,!or!are!otherwise!associated!with,!any!

organization!which!filed!an!application!in!conjunction!with!the!education!corporation,!i.e.,!is!

partnered!with!the!education!corporation.!!(For!the!identity!of!all!such!organizations,!please!

consult!with!the!chair!of!the!board.)!!To!the!extent!you!have!provided!this!information!in!

response!to!prior!items,!you!may!so!indicate.!! !!!!Does!not!apply!to!me,!my!spouse!or!

family.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

!

16. Please!indicate!any!potential!ethical!or!legal!conflicts!of!interests!that!would,!or!are!likely!to,!
exist!should!you!be!approved!for!service!on!the!education!corporation!board.!!Please!note!

that!being!a!parent!of!a!school!student,!serving!on!another!charter!school’s!board!or!being!

employed!by!the!school!are!conflicts!that!should!be!disclosed,!but!do!not!make!you!

automatically!ineligible!to!serve!as!a!trustee.!! !!!None.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

!

17. Please!indicate!any!individual,!business,!corporation,!union!association,!firm,!partnership,!

committee,!proprietorship,!franchise!holding!company,!joint!stock!company,!trust,!nonF

profit!organization,!or!other!organization!or!group!of!people!doing!business!with!the!

education!corporation,!and!in!which!such!entity!you!and/or!your!immediate!family!

members!have!a!financial!interest!or!other!relationship.! !!!!None.!! !!Yes,!

!!!!!

.!

!

18. Please!indicate!how!you!would!handle!a!situation!in!which!you!believe!one!or!more!

members!of!the!education!corporation’s!board!are!involved!in!selfFdealing!(working!for!

their!own!benefit,!or!the!benefit!of!their!friends!and!family).!!Please!note!that!simply!

confronting!the!involved!trustee!is!not!usually!a!sufficient!answer.!!I!would!make!sure!that!I!

voiced!my!concerns/issues!in!front!of!the!whole!board.!

!

 
Other!

 
19. Please!affirm!that!you!have!read!the!education!corporation’s!byFlaws!and!conflictFofF

interest!policies!(Code!of!Ethics).!! !!!!I!affirm.!

!

20. Please!provide!any!other!information!that!you!feel!pertinent!to!the!SUNY!Charter!Schools!

Institute’s!review.!!None!

!
Certification!

!

I,!!______Miriam!Kelley____,!certify!to!the!best!of!my!knowledge!and!ability!that!the!information!I!

am!providing!to!the!State!University!of!New!York/Charter!Schools!Institute!in!regards!to!my!

application!to!serve!as!a!member!of!the!board!of!trustees!of!the!__Buffalo!Commons!Charter!

School___!is!true!and!correct!in!every!respect.!

! ! ! January!22,!2020!

____________________________! ! ___________________________!

Signature! ! ! ! ! Date!









Response'15'*'1'

Response'15—District'Relations'
'
(a)$Relationship$Strategies$
Provide(strategies(for(establishing(and(maintaining(an(ongoing(relationship(with(the(local(school(district(including(any(foreseen(opportunities(or(
challenges.(

'
15A1.'Establishing'and'Maintaining'Relationship'with'the'District'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'values'collaboration'and'desires'to'develop'and'share'
practices'with'the'larger'Buffalo'school'community'including'the'Buffalo'City'School'District.'
We'have'initiated'a'relationship'with'the'district'and'will'continue'to'pursue'existing'and'future'
opportunities'as'outlined'below.'
'
Existing(Opportunities:''
'

1. Our'Executive'Director'will'join'a'charter'school'leaders’'round'table'that'meets'
periodically'with'the'district'to'discuss'needs'and'practices.'

2. As'part'of'our'community'outreach'we'have'met'with'the'Assistant'Dean,'Nancy'
Wallace,'at'Canisius'College'about'joining'the'Center'for'Urban'Education’s'joint'
professional'development'with'district'leaders'and'teachers.''''

(
Future(Opportunities:''
'

1. We'will'hold'an'annual'curriculum'night'in'the'fall'and'an'open'house'at'the'end'of'the'
year'that'will'highlight'student'work'and'teacher'practice.'The'events'will'extend'not'
only'to'BCCS'students'and'families,'but'we'will'also'invite'district'leaders'and'principals'
to'see'the'work'of'our'teachers'and'students.'

2. We'intend'to'create'programming'modeled'after'the'NYC'Collaborates.'
a. School(Study(Tours:(We'will(work'with'district'schools'that'leverage'similar'

programming'and/or'that'are'in'close'physical'proximity'to'set'up'a'recurring'
series'of'collaborative'intervisitation'tours'focused'on'classroom'best'practices,'
and'engage'in'shared'professional'development'opportunities.'

b. Education(Policy(Dialogues:'These'discussions'would'bring'together'educators'
from'district,'charter,'and'independent'schools'to'engage'in'conversations'about'
how'to'create'and'maintain'school'environments'where'every'Buffalo'student'
has'the'promise'of'an'excellent'education.(

'
Overcoming(Challenges:'Working'alongside'our'district'colleagues'in'the'ways'mentioned'above'
enhances'educational'opportunities'for'all'Buffalo'children'and'families.'The'superintendent,'
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Kriner'Cash,'has'shown'himself'“generally'supportive'of'charter'schools”1'both'in'Buffalo'and'
his'previous'post'in'Memphis.'Under'his'leadership,'the'district'can'recognize'that'charters'are'
an'important'part'of'improving'Buffalo’s'K*12'education'offerings,'and'Buffalo'families'continue'
to'find'them'desirable.''
'
There'are'some'concerns't'from'the'Buffalo'school'board'regarding'the'impact'on'district'
finances'and'programming.'We'seek'to'ease'these'concerns'by'proactively'communicating'with'
district'leaders'on'the'unique'opportunities'BCCS'provides'students'and'families.'As'Buffalo'
continues'to'show'need'for'more'high*quality'school'options,'BCCS’'collaborative'approach'to''
demonstrating'and'sharing'educational'strategies'that'work'will'help'to'improve'educational'
outcomes'for'all'Buffalo'students.'''
'
Buffalo’s'families'deserve'additional'high*quality'options'for'educating'their'children'for'three'
main'reasons:'1)'Over'1,500'students'are'on'waiting'lists'for'seats'in'charter'schools.2'2)'The'
district’s'academic'performance'has,'in'recent'years,'shown'only'marginal'improvements,'and'
continues'to'lag'well'behind'the'state.'3)'In'our'community'input'survey'that'was'completed'by'
228'people,'92%'of'respondents'strongly'favor'a'new'charter'school'like'BCCS.''
'
Below'are'several'ways'BCCS'will'work'to'proactively'address'the'concerns'around'charter'
school'impact:'
'

1. We'will'continue'outreach'to'people'and'groups'that'may'be'ancillarily'affected'by'the'
establishment'of'BCCS.'

a. Elected(Officials(and(Community(Leaders:'We'have'reached'out'repeatedly'to'
elected'officials'on'the'Buffalo'School'Board,'the'Common'Council,'the'State'
Assembly,'as'well'as'our'local'Regent.'Officials'have'been'supportive'of'our'
application'and'have'asked'to'be'kept'updated'on'its'progress.'Our'outreach'has'
included'community'leaders'across'Buffalo’s'neighborhoods,'to'inform'them'
about'the'school'and'ask'for'their'support.''

b. Potential(Neighbors:'Subsequent'to'selecting'a'physical'location,'we'will'contact'
nearby'community'groups'including'block'clubs,'community*based'
organizations,'and'faith*based'organizations'to'strengthen'our'ties'to'BCCS’'
immediate'community.''

2. Our'board'members'with'relationships'to'our'community'will'act'as'“goodwill”'
ambassadors'to'help'explain'how'our'school'will'be'a'positive'community'asset.'''

                                                
1'Buffalo'News'Editorial'Board.'(2017).'Demand(for(charter(schools(sends(a(message(to(district.'Buffalo'News.'Retrieved'from'
http://buffalonews.com/2017/10/16/editorial*demand*charter*schools*sends*message*district/''
2'According'to'self*reporting'by'charter'schools.'
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3. We'are'cultivating'relationships'with'regional'and'national'organizations'that'support'
our'mission'and'can'help'us'strengthen'community'connections'through'their'networks.'
Two'such'organizations'are'the'Northeast'Charter'School'Network'and'the'Diverse'
Charter'Schools'Coalition'(see'R204e),'both'of'which'have'offered'to'help'our'
community'understand'the'promise'of'BCCS.''

'
'
' $
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(b)$School$Partnerships$
Provide(a(description(of(lowDperforming(schools(in(the(area(where(the(proposed(charter(school(intends(to(be(located(and(explain(how(the(charter(
school(might(partner(with(those(schools(to(share(best(practices(and(innovations.(

'

15B1.'Buffalo’s'Low'Performing'Schools'
In'2019,'Buffalo'City'School'District'served'approximately'22,500'K*8'students.'About'90%'of'
Buffalo’s'elementary'schools'fell'below'the'state’s'average'proficiency'in'math'and'ELA,'and'
28%'and'17%'showed'only'single*digit'proficiency'in'math'and'ELA'respectively.'Of'the'four'
schools'meeting'or'exceeding'the'state'average'in'ELA'proficiency,'all'were'either'selective'or'
magnet'schools.'The'same'was'true'of'the'five'schools'meeting'or'exceeding'the'state'averages'
in'math'proficiency.'''
'

15B2.'Partnering'with'Schools'in'the'Proposed'Area'
Given'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School’s'(BCCS)'desire'to'locate'along'the'Main'St.'corridor,'we'
could'work'with'a'number'of'the'schools'listed'in'Figure'15.1.'None'of'the'schools'met'the'
state'averages'in'ELA'or'math,'and'one'was'in'single'digits'for'proficiency'in'both'math'and'ELA.''
'

Figure'15.1:'Main'Street'Corridor'Non'Selective'Schools'Achievement'Data'2018219'

School'Name' Grades'Served'
'ELA'328'

%'Proficient''
Math'328'

'%'Proficient'
Stanley'Makowski'Early'Childhood'Center' PK,'K*4' 15%' 25%'
PS'17' PK,'K*4' 19%' 30%'
Dr'George'Blackman'Ecc' PK,'K*4' 30%' 34%'
Marva'J'Daniel'Futures'Prep'School' PK,'K*8' 11%' 18%'
Herman'Badillo'Community'School' PK,'K*8' 6%' 9%'
PS'74'Hamlin'Park'Elementary'School' PK,'K*8' 19%' 21%'
'

School*to*school'collaboration'can'help'vulnerable'learners,'as'well'as'improve'curriculum'and'
problem*solving'capabilities.3'With'any'of'the'schools'listed'above,'we'might'partner'where'we'
have'strengths'that'complement'a'school's'needs,'or'vice'versa.'For'instance,'we'might'partner'
with'Marva'J'Daniel'Futures'Prep'school,'concentrating'on'English'and'math'instruction.'
Together'we'could'develop'a'mentorship'plan'for'team'leaders'or'teachers,'intervisitations'to'
observe'particular'grades'or'instructional'routines,'shared'professional'development,'or'shared'
instructional'materials.'
'
Similarly,'we'imagine'that'we'will'learn'of'strong'programs'and'practices'within'these'(and'
other'Buffalo'district)'schools'that'we'seek'to'emulate.'For'example,'we'would'be'excited'to'
observe'Stanley'Makowski'Early'Childhood'Center’s'delivery'of'the'International'

                                                
3'Ainscow,'M.,'Muijs,'D.,'&'West,'M.'(2006).'Collaboration(as(a(strategy(for(improving(schools(in(challenging(circumstances.'
Improving'Schools,'9(3),'192–202.''
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Baccalaureate’s'Primary'Years'Program'which'has'good'alignment'to'our'educational'
philosophy.'We'also'would'be'eager'to'see'PS'17'in'action,'as'they'are'one'of'Buffalo’s'most'
diverse'schools.''$
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Response'16ac—Facilities'
(a)$Facility$Needs$
Describe(the(facility(needs(of(the(proposed(school(for(each(year(of(the(charter(period(including(any(unique(features(necessary(to(implement(the(

school(design(and(academic(program(including:(

● The(desired(location(of(the(school(facility;(

● The(number(of(general(education(classrooms(required(each(year;(

● Any(additional(classroom(space(required(for(special(education(or(ELL(services,(labs,(specialty(classes,(and(intervention(or(enrichment(

programs;(

● Space(requirements(for(administrative(functions,(food(services,(a(nurse’s(office,(and(physical(education;(and,(

● If(the(applicants(intend(to(offer(a(residence(program(for(students,(describe(the(facility(requirements(to(support(this(program,(

overnight(staffing,(and(include(specific(and(detailed(information(regarding(the(number(of(residence(rooms,(configuration,(restrooms,(

food(service,(and(other(facilityBrelated(needs.(

'

16A1.'Facility'Needs'' '

Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'is'an'academically'rigorous,'creative,'and'collaborative'

K,8'learning'community'that'uses'research,based'teaching'practices'and'innovative'

programming'to'eliminate'the'opportunity'gap'and'prepare'a'diverse'student'body'for'

successful'lives'that'strengthen'their'communities.'The'physical'location'of'Buffalo'Commons'is'

essential'to'achieving'our'mission—our'desired'location'for'the'school'is'along'the'Main'St.'

corridor'of'Buffalo,'a'central'location'where'Buffalo’s'diverse'community'can'most'easily'and'

equitably'come'together.'Over'the'past'two'years,'working'with'real'estate'and'development'

companies,'we'have'identified'several'suitable'sites'for'BCCS.'We'have'done'walkthroughs'of'

potential'school'sites'and'are'actively'pursuing'property'leads'(see'Figure'16.1).''

'

At'a'minimum,'year'one'requires'six'classrooms,'a'gymnasium,'a'cafeteria,'space'for'small,

group'and'other'support'services,'shared'teacher'collaboration'or'prep'space,'office'space'for'

administrative'functions,'and'bathrooms.'Over'the'course'of'the'charter'term,'our'budget'

anticipates'a'cost'of'$15/sq.'ft.'with'BCCS'also'paying'utilities,'taxes,'if'any,'and'maintenance.'

This'allocation'is'consistent'with'lease'structures'for'other'Buffalo'charter'schools.'

'

Figure'16.1:'Minimum'Space'Requirements'for'Program'

Type'of'Space'
Quantity'

Sq.'Ft.'
Year'1'Description'

2021C22' 2022C23' 2023C24' 2024C25' 2025C26'

Basic'Classrooms' 4' 7' 9' 11' 13' 770'

Two'general'education'classrooms'

for'each'grade'level'and'an'art'

classroom.'Assumes'22'sq.'ft.'per'

student'with'classes'of'25.'

Small'Group'Support'' 2' 2' 3' 3' 3' 200'

A'dedicated'K,5'ENL'space.'One'K,2'

intervention/small'group'breakout'

space.'One'3,5'intervention/small'

group'breakout'space.'
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Figure'16.1:'Minimum'Space'Requirements'for'Program'

Type'of'Space'
Quantity'

Sq.'Ft.'
Year'1'Description'

2021C22' 2022C23' 2023C24' 2024C25' 2025C26'

Related'Services'Area' 0' 0' 1' 1' 1' 200'

Small'room'to'be'used'for'

counseling,'speech,'occupational'

therapy,'or'other'related'services.'

In'years'1'and'2,'services'can'be'

provided'in'classrooms'or'small'

group'support'rooms.''

Cafeteria/'

Multipurpose'Room'
1' 1' 1' 1' 1' 2000'

Cafeteria'and'multipurpose'room'

for'breakfast'and'lunch,'as'well'as'

for'large'school'community'

meetings'and'events.'Ideal'is'a'

seating'capacity'of'150.'

Gymnasium' 0' 0' 1' 1' 1' 6000'

We'would'like'a'gym'if'possible,'

but'can'use'the'Multipurpose'

Room'for'P.E.'in'years'1'and'2.'

Gymnasium'for'Physical'Education'

classes'and'for'large'school'

community'meetings'and'events.'

Fits'a'regulation'basketball'court'

with'room'on'sidelines'for'seating.'

Library' 1' 1' 1' 1' 1' 1100'

In'addition'to'classroom'libraries,'

we'will'have'a'school'library'to'give'

students'access'to'books'and'build'

a'love'of'literacy.'

Nurse's'Office' 1' 1' 1' 1' 1' 200'
Nurse’s'Office'to'support'all'

necessary'school'health'services.'

Reception'Area' 1' 1' 1' 1' 1' 300' Includes'"mail'room."'

Faculty''Space' 1' 2' 2' 2' 2' 770'

Faculty'Space'to'foster'

collaboration.'Includes'"copy'

room."'

Admin'Offices' 5' 5' 7' 7' 7' 100'

Executive'Director,'Academic'

Director,'Operations'Director,'

School'Culture'Director'and'

Student'Support'Director'offices.'3,

5'Academic'Director'and'Assistant'

School'Culture'Director'added'year'

Y3.'100'sq.'ft.'per'admin.'

Student'Bathrooms' 2' 2' 4' 4' 4' 200' '
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Figure'16.1:'Minimum'Space'Requirements'for'Program'

Type'of'Space'
Quantity'

Sq.'Ft.'
Year'1'Description'

2021C22' 2022C23' 2023C24' 2024C25' 2025C26'

Adult'Bathrooms' 2' 2' 4' 4' 4' 55' '

Circulation'Space''

We'assume'circulation'space'to'be'at'about'

20%'of'the'total'space'in'a'facility.'This'

includes'hallways,'stairways,'etc.'

+20%' '

Minimum'Space'
Requirements'(sq.'ft.)' 10,632' 14,328' 23,508' 25,356' 27,204'

'
Desire'total'parcel'of'at'least'2.5'

acres.'

'

'

' $
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(b)$Facility$Selection$
Describe(the(efforts(to(date(to(secure(a(facility(for(the(school(including:(

● If(the(applicants(have(identified(a(facility,(a(description(of(the(facility(and(how(it(meets(the(school’s(needs(including(its(location(and(

whether(it(is(new(construction,(part(of(an(existing(public(or(private(school(building,(or(must(be(renovated(for(use;(

● How(the(proposed(facility(will(be(able(to(meet(NYSED((outside(of(NYC),(or(New(York(City(Department(of(Buildings(School(Use(

(sometimes(denoted(as(use(“G”),(and(state(sanitary(specifications(by(commencement(of(the(first(year(of(operation;(

● If(another(organization(is(assisting(the(applicants(in(obtaining(facilities,(provide(information(about(such(organization;(

● If(the(applicants(have(not(identified(a(facility,(explain(the(plans(for(securing(a(suitable(facility(and(preparing(it(for(use(by(the(time(the(

school(would(open((including(assuring(that(it(meets(specifications).(Also,(explain(any(contingency(planning(including(the(associated(

costs;(

● If(an(applicant(seeks(to(be(located(in(any(public(school(facility(as(a(primary(option,(he(or(she(must(clearly(state(these(plans(and(

indicate(that(a(facility(has(not(been(located(unless(all(necessary(governmental(approvals(for(the(facility(have(been(obtained;(

● If(coBlocated(space(is(the(primary(facility(plan(and(the(budget(template(has(been(completed(under(that(assumption(but(the(applicant(

would(also(investigate(other(options,(discuss(the(alternative(plans(in(a(narrative.(If(the(Institute(deems(it(necessary,(a(budget(

reflecting(the(secondary(assumptions(may(be(requested;(and,(

● If(another(organization(is(assisting(the(applicants(in(obtaining(facilities,(provide(information(about(such(organization.(

''

16B1.'Facilities'Selection'

While'we'have'not'yet'secured'a'facility,'the'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'founding'

team'is'actively'pursuing'a'variety'of'facility'options.'Over'the'past'two'years'we'have'built'

relationships'with'a'number'of'local'development'companies'and'real'estate'agents'to'assist'in'

the'selection'of'a'facility,'including'Ellicott'Development'and'McGuire'Development'companies'

which'have'provided'and'renovated'facilities'for'numerous'local'charter'schools.'We'are'

confident'that'those'relationships'will'continue'to'yield'additional'viable'sites'after'

authorization.''

'

We'plan'to'secure'a'central'Buffalo'location'that'is'readily'accessible'to'multiple'city'

neighborhoods,'furthering'our'ability'to'reflect'the'diversity'of'our'district.'In'particular,'BCCS'

has'identified'the'“Main'Street'corridor”'as'an'ideally'suited'central'location.'The'Main'Street'

corridor'is'a'point'of'intersection'between'Buffalo’s'east'and'west'sides,'and'provides'logistical'

advantages'for'access'to'the'city’s'northern'and'southern'regions.'A'facility'in'the'Main'Street'

corridor'would'be'in'close'proximity'to'an'expressway'and'within'several'blocks'of'public'transit'

via'city'bus'routes'and'subway.'A'Main'Street'corridor'location'would'also'be'in'close'proximity'

to'Canisius'College'or'the'University'at'Buffalo,'where'we'have'already'begun'pursuing'

partnership'opportunities.'

'

Based'on'local'guidance,'our'budget'assumes'a'rental'rate'of'$15/square'foot'on'a'triple'net'

basis.'While'the'specifics'require'negotiation,'generally'this'means'that'the'school'will'be'

responsible'for'rent'(with'necessary'renovations'included'in'the'price)'and'utilities,'as'well'as'

taxes,'maintenance,'and'insurance.'Buffalo'Commons'has'developed'an'internal'contingency'

budget'in'the'event'that'our'facility'cost'is'higher'than'expected.'The'Buffalo'Commons'facility'

will'meet'all'health'and'safety'requirements,'and'will'be'fully'ADA'accessible.'Figure'16.2'
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details'our'projected'facilities'timeline,'ensuring'we'are'fully'prepared'for'a'summer'2021'

opening.''

'

Figure'16.2:'Facilities'Timeline'

Date' Action' Responsible'Party(ies)'

2017,2019'
Toured'11'facilities'in'target'communities;'had'

conversations'with'#'brokers,'architects,'etc.'

Daniel'Brink,Washington,'Sheri'Rodman,'

BoT'members,'Community'Members'with'

Facilities'expertise''

Feb,June'

2020'

Ongoing'facilities'tours/site'visits'in'Main'Street'

corridor'

Daniel'Brink,Washington,'Sheri'Rodman,'

BoT'members,'Community'Members'with'

Facilities'expertise''

June'2020' Form'Facility'Committee'(3,4'people)' Founding'Board'Members,'Daniel'Brink,

Washington,'Community'Member(s)'with'

Facilities'expertise'

June,Dec'

2020'

Monthly'Facility'Committee'meetings;'Monthly'

board'updates'on'facility'progress''

Facility'Committee
1
'

June,July'

2020'

Architect'selection'process:'RFPs,'Interviews,'

contract'negotiation,'architect'selection'

Facility'Committee'

June,Aug'

2020'

Site'design'and'scope'of'work,'preliminary'cost'

estimates,'general'contractor'preliminary'interviews'

Facility'Committee,'architect'

Aug,Sept'

2020'

Select'top'two'sites;'letter'of'intent'on'top'two'sites;'

general'contractor'RFP'and'selection'

Facility'Committee,'contractors'

Sept,Nov'

2020'

Negotiate'lease/purchase'terms;'receive'cost'

estimates;'proceed'with'development'on'top'site'

Daniel'Brink,Washington,'necessary'

consultants'

Jan'2021' Execute'lease' Facility'Committee,'Full'BoT'

Feb,July'

2021'

Project'construction;'furniture,'fixtures,'and'

equipment'procurement''

Facility'Committee,'Full'BoT,'Director'of'

Operations'

May'2021' Obtain'Certificate'of'Occupancy' Daniel'Brink,Washington,'School'Director'

of'Operations'

July'2021' Staff'and'furniture'move,in' Buffalo'Commons'Founding'Staff'

                                                
1
'A'Facilities'Committee'will'be'formed'to'assist'in'the'process'of'initial'facility'acquisition.'This'committee'will'consist'of:'

Proposed'Executive'Director,'1,2'board'members,'and'an'external'community'member'with'Facilities'experience'(ex.'architect).'

The'Director'of'Operations'will'be'added'to'this'committee'upon'his/her'hiring.'
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Figure'16.2:'Facilities'Timeline'

Date' Action' Responsible'Party(ies)'

Sept'2021' School'Start' Buffalo'Commons'Founding'Staff'

'

As'indicated'in'Figure'16.2,'we'have'and'will'continue'to'meet'with'building'owners'or'

representatives'and'visit'potential'sites'in'and'around'the'Main'Street'corridor.'Generally'on'

those'visits'or'in'subsequent'conversations'we'discussed'the'following.'

'

1. Our'status'vis,a,vis'the'charter'application'process;''

2. The'space'requirements'of'our'program;''

3. A'draft'architectural'layout'of'the'property'that'meets'NYSED'specifications;''

4. Assurances'that'if'the'site'requires'renovation'to'meet'code'compliance,'appropriate'

renovations'would'be'able'to'be'completed'by'late'spring'2021,'in'time'for'inspection'

by'all'relevant'parties;'

5. Additional'construction'that'would'be'necessary'over'the'term'of'the'charter;'and'

6. BCCS''anticipated'facilities'budget'for'the'initial'charter'term,'and'the'ownership’s'

willingness'to'prorate'a'lease'to'fit'the'growth'of'the'school.'

'

Figure'16.3'shows'the'properties'that'we'have'toured.'

'

Figure'16.3:'BCCS'Potential'Facilities'Visited'

Address' Approximate'Size'
(Sq.'Ft.)'

Notes'

998'Broadway' 90,000'' Former'KMart.''

2495'Main'St.' Flexible'
There'is'potential'space'inside'the'building'as'well'as'in'an'

outbuilding'that'is'approximately'40,000'sq.'ft.'

217'Delevan' 41,000'
Former'Lutheran'Home.'There'is'room'to'grow'on'a'2.2,acre'

campus.'Two'working'elevators.''

38'North'St.' 34,000'
Former'charter'school.'Parking,'PE,'and'outside'need'to'be'

addressed.'

400'Forest'Ave.' 35,000'
Outbuilding'on'larger'campus.'Opportunity'for'acquisition'of'

adjacent'property'is'likely.'

1335'Main'St.' 30,000' Formerly'mixed'use.'Needs'new'roof'and'elevator.'
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Figure'16.3:'BCCS'Potential'Facilities'Visited'

Address' Approximate'Size'
(Sq.'Ft.)'

Notes'

128'Wilson'St.' 25,000' Would'be'co,located'with'Catholic'Charities.'

888'Delaware'Ave.' 65,000' Owners'are'looking'for'a'buyer.'Could'be'difficult'to'negotiate.'

45'Jewett'Pkwy' 35,000' No'option'to'buy;'close'to'“market'rate.”'

63'E'Delevan' 90,000'
Uncertain'insofar'as'tied'to'owner’s'other'real'estate'plans'and'

finances.'May'need'to'sublet'or'share.'

15'Jewett'Pkwy' 60,000' Former'charter'school'building.''

'

16B2.'Contingency'Plan'

As'mentioned'above,'Buffalo'Commons'has'developed'an'internal'contingency'budget'in'the'

event'that'our'facility'cost'is'higher'than'expected.'Additionally,'in'the'event'that'none'of'the'

above'properties'were'able'to'be'used,'we'feel'confident'that'we'could'find'temporary'space'

that'would'provide'a'building'for'the'school'to'start'in'while'a'long,term'facility'is'secured.'We'

believe'that'our'figure'of'$15/sq.'ft.'will'be'financially'adequate'for'signing'a'shorter,term'

lease.'If'deemed'beneficial,'we'have'developed'relationships'with'LISC'of'Western'New'York'

and'Self,Help'Credit'Union'to'discuss'financing'options.''

'

'

' $
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(c)$Facility$Related$Conflicts$of$Interest$
If(the(charter(school(education(corporation(or(its(CMO(or(partner(organization(would(own(or(lease(a(facility,(provide(a(description(of(the(

ownership(or(lease(arrangement(indicating(specifically(any(potential(conflicts(of(interest(and(arrangements(by(which(the(education(corporation(

would(manage(or(avoid(such(conflicts.(Note(that(in(cases(where(there(is(a(potential(conflict,(the(Institute(will(likely(require(a(fair(market(

valuation(of(the(cost(of(the(facility(supported(by(independent(appraisers.(Additionally,(no(education(corporation(trustee(may(have(an(ownership(

interest(in(a(facility.(

'

16C1.'Facility,Related'Conflicts'of'Interest'

None'of'the'potential'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'sites'have'posed'a'conflict'of'

interest'to'our'trustees'or'applicant'group'members.''In'the'event'of'a'conflict'of'interest,'BCCS'

trustees,'in'compliance'with'the'Institute’s'Guide'to'Board'Governance,'would'abide'by'the'

guidelines'outlined'in'our'Conflict'of'Interest'policy.'These'guidelines'include'full'disclosure'to'

the'board'and'recusal'from'all'discussions'and'votes'associated'with'facility'acquisition.'The'

Buffalo'Commons'team'would'also'disclose'any'such'conflict'to'the'SUNY'Charter'School'

Institute'to'maintain'full'transparency.'We'would'likely'obtain'independent,'objective'

appraisals'in'order'to'determine'that'the'facility'is'in'the'best'interest'of'the'school'financially'

and'geographically.'

'



Response 16d—Facilities Documents 
 
(d) Facilities Documents 
Provide Information such as blueprints, maps, certified estimates, etc., as well as documentation of any commitment (e.g., a deposit, written 
assurance, lease, etc.) to use a particular facility, as part of this response. 

 
The following pages provide a listing and blueprints for 217 E. Delevan. To be clear: we have not 
identified a facility yet, and 217 E. Delevan would likely be under consideration only as a 
temporary location due to space constraints. We provide these documents as an example of 
the type of property we have been pursuing, and ultimately envision for Buffalo Commons. 
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Sarah Couch

(716) 854-0060

217 E Delavan Ave
25,221 SF of 4-Star Office Space Available in Buffalo, NY



ALL AVAILABLE SPACES(3)

1st Floor 8,407 SF Negotia
ble

Upon
Request Office Shell Space Now

Renovations can be done afer the signing of the lease.

New space, never previously occupied

Can be combined with additional space(s)
for up to 25,221 SF of adjacent space

Fits 22 - 68 People

2nd Floor 8,407 SF Negotia
ble

Upon
Request Office Shell Space Now

Renovations can be done afer the signing of the lease.

New space, never previously occupied

Can be combined with additional space(s)
for up to 25,221 SF of adjacent space

Fits 22 - 68 People

3rd Floor 8,407 SF Negotia
ble

Upon
Request Office Shell Space Now

Renovations can be done afer the signing of the lease.

New space, never previously occupied

Can be combined with additional space(s)
for up to 25,221 SF of adjacent space

Fits 22 - 68 People

Listing ID: 4358855 Date Created: 8/10/2016 Last Updated: 2/21/2020

PROPERTY FACTS FOR 217 E DELAVAN AVE , BUFFALO, NY 14208

Building Type

Year Built

LoopNet Rating

Office

2015

4 Star

Building Height

Building Size

3 Stories

25,221 SF

Building Class

Typical Floor Size

B

8,407 SF

Parking 41 Surface Parking Spaces

SPACE SIZE TERM RATE SPACE
USE CONDITION AVAILABLE



TRANSIT/SUBWAYÇ
Delavan/Canisius College Transit Stop(Buffalo Metro Rail) 9 min walk 0.4 mi

Humboldt-Hospital Transit Stop(Buffalo Metro Rail) 13 min walk 0.6 mi

AIRPORT

Buffalo Niagara International Airport 15 min drive 8.2 mi

Somewhat Walkable (58)
WALK SCORE ®

Good Transit (57)
TRANSIT SCORE ®

Bikeable (52)
BIKE SCORE ®

MAP OF 217 E DELAVAN AVE BUFFALO, NY 14208

The LoopNet service and information provided therein, while believed to be accurate, are provided "as is". LoopNet disclaims any
and all representations, warranties, or guarantees of any kind.
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Response'17—Food'Services'
!
Describe!the!plans!for!food!services!the!charter!school!will!provide.!!

'
17A1.'Food'Services'Overview'

Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'is'considering'different'options'for'our'food'services.'

Once'a'facility'is'secured'and'we'have'a'better'understanding'of'our'cafeteria'and'kitchen'set*

up,'our'Board'of'Trustees'plans'to'release'an'RFP'to'a'variety'of'food'vendors.'At'this'time,'the'

two'main'options'we'are'considering'are'briefly'described'below.'We'will'ensure'that'our'food'

service'program'is'in'compliance'with'all'components'of'the'Federal'Nutrition'program.''

'
Option!1:!Buffalo!City!School!District:'BCCS'will'most'likely'partner'with'the'Buffalo'City'School'

District'(BCSD)'Food'Services'Department'to'provide'free'breakfast,'lunch,'and'snacks'to'all'

students'regardless'of'household'income'through'the'Community'Eligibility'Provision'(CEP),'in'

which'Buffalo'is'enrolled.'The'CEP'is'a'non*pricing'meal'service'option'for'schools'and'school'

districts'in'low*income'areas.'CEP'allows'the'nation’s'highest'poverty'schools'and'districts'to'

serve'breakfast'and'lunch'at'no'cost'to'all'enrolled'students'without'collecting'household'

applications.'This'arrangement'reduces'the'operational'and'financial'burden'on'the'school,'

allowing'us'to'spend'more'time'and'resources'on'developing'strong'school'culture'and'

academic'practices.'

'

BCCS'is'pursuing'facilities'with'a'cafeteria'and'kitchen'on'the'premises.'In'this'case,'BCSD'would'

provide'resources'for'on*site'food'preparation'and'service,'with'BCCS'helping'to'ensure'proper'

maintenance'and'cleaning'of'the'kitchen.'If'we'do'not'have'sufficient'kitchen'facilities,'BCCS'

will'work'with'BCSD'to'provide'prepackaged'food'services.'Prepackaged'meals'would'be'

delivered'daily,'heated,'and'distributed'by'BCSD'employees.'In'either'case,'students'with'

religion*specific'or'allergy*related'food'requirements'will'be'provided'an'appropriate'

alternative'meal.'Daniel'Brink*Washington,'our'proposed'Executive'Director,'plans'to'meet'with'

the'Director'of'Food'services'for'BCSD'to'learn'more'about'these'options.'

'

Option!2:!National!or!Local!Vendor:'BCCS'will'also'consider'national'and'local'commercial'food'

service'vendors.'Vendors'such'as'Revolution'Foods'or'Elior'North'America'would'be'invited'to'

participate'in'an'RFP'process,'and'the'Buffalo'Commons'board'would'review'all'proposals.'

Proposals'would'be'evaluated'on'quality,'cost,'ease'of'implementation,'and'nutritional'value.'

Included'in'our'budget'is'the'approximate'cost'for'breakfast,'lunch,'and'snack'for'186'school'

days'provided'by'Elior'North'America.'Embedded'in'the'cost'is'the'equipment'(commercial'

refrigerator'and'freezer'and'single'convection'oven)'required'to'store'and'heat'frozen'meals.''

'

17A2.'Free'and'Reduced'Lunch'Eligibility'
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Although'all'students'will'be'provided'free'lunch'regardless'of'family'income,'we'do'collect'

data'from'families'to'determine'whether'students'would'be'considered'“economically'

disadvantaged.”'This'information'is'essential'to'our'commitment'to'diversity'as'well'as'federal'

funding'and'potential'grants.'Prior'to'the'start'of'each'school'year,'we'ask'families'to'complete'

intake'or're*registration'forms'that'require'them'to'report'data'that'determines'their'economic'

classification.'The'Operations'Director'oversees'the'data'collection'process,'maintains'the'data'

in'our'student'information'system,'and'provides'the'data'to'relevant'parties'when'necessary.'
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Response'18—Health'Services'
!
Describe!the!plans!for!health!services!the!charter!school!will!provide!including!provision!for!a!school!nurse,!medical!space!and!equipment,!
immunizations!records!checks,!medication!to!students!within!applicable!law.!!

'
18A1.'Health'Services'Overview''
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'is'considering'different'options'for'our'nursing'
services.'The'nurse'is'responsible'for'maintaining'student'health'records,'addressing'the'health'
needs'of'students'while'at'school,'and'ensuring'compliance'with'all'health'regulations.'At'this'
time,'the'two'main'options'we'are'considering'are'briefly'described'below.''
'
Option!1:!Part@Time!Nurse:!BCCS'will'most'likely'hire'a'part*time'nurse'for'our'first'five'years'of'
operations.'This'Nurse'will'be'a'licensed'Registered'Nurse'with'valid'and'current'New'York'
State'licensure.'Once'a'facility'is'secured,'we'will'consider'sharing'the'part*time'salary'for'the'
nurse'with'another'charter'school'that'is'located'in'close'proximity'to'Buffalo'Commons.'
'
Option!2:!Buffalo!City!School!District:!BCCS'will'also'consider'working'with'Buffalo'City'School'
District'to'provide'initial'health'services'at'Buffalo'Commons.''
'
18A2.'BCCS'Health'Records'
The'nurse'is'responsible'for'maintaining'student'health'records,'including'health'files'and'
immunization,'medication,'and'disbursement'records.'Health'records'will'be'kept'separate'
from'academic'records'and'are'stored'securely,'in'locking'filing'cabinets'and'electronically'via'a'
student'information'system.'Health'records'are'accessible'only'by'authorized'personnel,'
including'the'nurse,'the'Operations'Director,'and'the'Executive'Director.'All'health'service'
forms'and'materials'will'be'available'in'the''languages'needed'to'best'communicate'with'
families.'BCCS''procedures'will'be'updated'as'necessary'to'comply'with'changes'to'state'law.'
'
18A3.'Care'for'Students'
The'nurse'is'responsible'for'the'healthcare'of'students'during'the'school'day,'including'the'
dispensing'of'medication,and'the'treatment'of'ill'or'injured'students.'The'administration'of'
medication'during'school'hours'falls'into'two'categories:'
'

1. Non@self@directed!student:'The'school'nurse'may'administer'medication'to'a'non*
self*directed'student'when'a'parent'or'guardian'submits'a'written'request'from'
a'physician'indicating'the'frequency'and'dosage'of'a'prescribed'medication. 

2. Self@directed!student:'Any'self*directed'student'may'take'medication'during'
school'hours'if'she/he'keeps'the'medication'in'the'nurse’s'office'and'her/his'
parent'or'guardian'submits'a'written'verification'from'a'physician'indicating'the'
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frequency'and'dosage'of'the'prescribed'medication.'The'parent'or'guardian'
must'assume'responsibility'to'have'the'medication'delivered'directly'to'the'
nurse's'office'in'a'properly'labeled'original'container. 

'
Before'any'medication'may'be'administered'to'or'by'any'student'during'school'hours,'the'
Board'requires'the'following:'
'

1. The'written'request'of'the'parent(s)'or'guardian(s),'which'shall'give'permission'
for'such'administration'and'relieve'the'Board'and'its'employees'of'liability'for'
administration'of'medication.'

2. The'written'order'of'the'prescribing'physician,'which'will'include'the'purpose'of'
the'medication;'the'dosage;'the'time'at'which,'or'the'special'circumstances'
under'which'the'medication'shall'be'administered;'the'period'for'which'the'
medication'is'prescribed;'and'the'possible'side'effects'of'the'medication.'

'
The'nurse'addresses'all'non'emergency'student'health'needs'as'necessary'during'school.'
Proactively,'as'part'of'BCCS’'professional'development'program,'the'nurse'also'leads'faculty'
and'staff'training'in'health'policies,'procedures,'and'first'aid.'Training'includes'but'is'not'limited'
to'immunization'policies'and'procedures,'Blood'Borne'Pathogens'training,'cardiopulmonary'
resuscitation'(CPR),'and'the'use'of'the'automated'external'defibrillator'(AED).'As'required'by'
§917'of'the'Education'Law,'BCCS'will'maintain'an'on*site'AED.'Staff'will'also'be'trained'on'all'
school'emergency'procedures'including'first'drills'and'lockdown.'
'
18A4.'Health'Regulation'Compliance'
The'nurse'oversees'the'school’s'compliance'with'all'applicable'health'regulations'including'the'
immunization'program.'BCCS'complies'with'all'requirements'pursuant'to'Public'Health'Law'
§2164'and'Commissioner’s'Regulations'10NYCRR§66*1.'Upon'enrollment,'Buffalo'Commons'
will'ensure'all'students'have'the'necessary'immunizations,'and'that'the'school'has'the'proper'
associated'records.'These'immunizations'include:'Diphtheria,'Tetanus'and'Pertussis'vaccine'
(DTaP/DTP/Tdap),'Measles,'Mumps'and'Rubella'(MMR),'Hepatitis'B.,'Chickenpox,'
Meningococcal'conjugate'(MenACWY),'Haemophilus'influenzae'type'b'conjugate'(Hib),'and'
Pneumococcal'Conjugate'(PCV).'BCCS'also'complies'with'all'health'services'requirements'and'
expectations,'as'designated'by'Education'Law'§901*914'and'§136'of'the'Commissioner’s'
Regulations.'
'
All'incoming'Kindergarteners'must'have'a'current'physical'examination'and'provide'records'of'
such'to'the'school'within'30'days'of'the'start'of'the'school'year.'If'such'a'record'is'not'
produced,'the'student'will'be'referred'for'a'health'appraisal'by'licensed'school'personnel.'At'
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Buffalo'Commons,'these'appraisals'will'be'performed'by'our'School'Nurse.'Our'School'Nurse'
will'also'be'responsible'for'conducting'all'necessary'hearing,'vision,'and'scoliosis'screenings.''
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Response'19—Transportation''
''
Describe(the(transportation(arrangements(for(students(including(arrangements(for(students(who(would(not(qualify(for(public(school(
transportation(under(Education(Law(§(3635.((Also(describe(any(supplemental(transportation(arrangements(planned(with(sending(school(districts.((
Include(a(discussion(of(any(transportation(for(Saturday(school,(test(preparation,(or(any(transportation(that(does(not(align(with(district(options.(

'
19A1.'Transportation'Overview'
Students'are'offered'transportation'in'accordance'with'the'transportation'policy'for'nonpublic'
schools,'and'as'required'under'Sections'2853(4)(b)'and'3635'of'Education'Law.'Buffalo'
Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'will'work'with'the'Buffalo'City'School'District'(BCSD)'
Transportation'Department'to'provide'bus'transportation'for'students'requiring'busing.'The'
Operations'Director'coordinates'transportation'for'students'residing'more'than'0.7'miles'but'
less'than'15'miles'from'their'identified'bus'pick*up'point'to'the'school.'Students'residing'less'
than'0.7'miles'from'the'school'will'typically'not'receive'busing'services.'Families'are'responsible'
for'submitting'these'transportation'requests'to'their'respective'districts'by'April'1st'for'the'
following'school'year.'
'
BCCS'will'work'with'BCSD'to'provide'transportation'for'students'who'are'identified'as'residing'
in'temporary'housing'under'the'McKinney*Vento'Homeless'Education'Assistance'Act'or'who'
require'special'transportation'accommodations'as'identified'on'the'student's'IEP'or'504'plan.'
'
19A1.'Miscellaneous'Transportation'
The'BCCS'school'calendar'includes'approximately'five'school'days'when'BCSD'is'not'in'session.'
For'those'days,'BCCS'will'provide'normal'busing'for'students'through'a'contract'with'a'
transportation'vendor.'The'current'transportation'vendor'for'BCSD,'First'Student'
Transportation,'routinely'provides'such'services'to'charter'schools.'Arrangements'(including'
scheduling'and'pricing)'for'alternative'busing'begin'in'April'of'the'preceding'school'year.'The'
finalized'school'calendar'and'transportation'plan'will'be'provided'to'the'transportation'vendor'
prior'to'the'start'of'the'first'day'of'school.'The'estimated'costs'incurred'by'BCCS'are'reflected'in'
the'operating'budget'(see'R021e).'
  
We'will'help'coordinate'transportation'for'any'student'with'special'needs'who'requires'specific'
transportation.'Buffalo'Commons'will'be'proactive'in'making'these'arrangements,'and'will'
make'sure'all'necessary'contracts'and'logistics'are'in'place'prior'to'the'start'of'the'school'year.'
Our'budget'includes'a'Special'Education'contingency'line'item'that'would'be'used'to'
supplement'these'additional'transportation'costs.'''
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Response'20—Insurance'
'
Describe(the(insurance(coverage(the(charter(school(education(corporation(will(carry(for(the(school(including(the(name(of(the(insured(and(
amounts(of(insurance(for(liability,(property(loss,(and(personal(injury(and(any(school(owned(or(leased(vehicles(or(other(property.(Please(include(
the(costs(for(annual(premiums(in(the(proposal(budget(s).'

'
20A1.'Insurance'Overview'
Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'will'maintain'insurance'coverage'pursuant'to'
applicable'law,'including'a'commercial'package,'commercial'umbrella,'directors'and'officers,'
student'accident,'worker'compensation,'and'NYS'disability'(see'Figure'20.1).'M&T'Bank,'which'
serves'a'number'of'area'charter'schools,'provides'the'estimates'below'for'the'purposes'of'the'
budget'and'cash'flow'section'(see'R021e).'

'

Figure'20.1:'BCCS'Anticipated'Insurance'Coverage'

Policy' Cost'to'School'

Commercial'Package' 9,000'

Commercial'Umbrella' 5,000'

Directors'and'Officers'' $5,500'

Student'Accident' $300'

Worker'Compensation' $5,500'

NYS'Disability' $700''

'
The'Operations'Director'is'responsible'for'working'with'a'licensed'and'state*approved'
insurance'company'to'provide'carrier(s)'with'an'“A”'rating'(or'higher)'for'initial'policies,'and'for'
procuring'annual'renewals'with'the'school’s'insurance'broker.'Quotes'for'renewal'will'be'
procured'at'least'one'month'in'advance'of'a'policy’s'expiration'and'presented'to'the'Executive'
Director'for'review'and'approval.'The'Treasurer'of'the'Board'of'Trustees''participates'in'this'
review.'Original'copies'of'insurance'policies'are'typically'maintained'at'the'school'and'filed'in'
an'insurance'binder'by'fiscal'year.'Copies'of'all'current'insurance'policies'are'saved'
electronically'when'possible'on'the'server.'
'
'
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Response'21ad—Fiscal'Soundness'
'
(a)$Budget$Narrative$$
Discuss&in&narrative&form&how&the&start2up&budget&plan,&the&first2year&operational&budget&and&cash&flow,&and&the&five2year&budget&plans&are&
fiscally&sound&and&that&sufficient&start2up&funds&would&be&available&to&the&proposed&school.&Provide&the&rationale&for,&or&source&of,&the&
assumptions&upon&which&the&budgets&rest,&noting&specifically&which&expenses&rely&on&funding&from&soft&money&and&when&the&funding&for&these&
expenses&will&transfer&to&recurring&revenue&streams,&and&explain&how&the&budgets&support&the&implementation&of&the&academic&program&
described&in&the&proposal.&Please&note&that&schools&that&include&at2risk&designations,&“preferences,”&or&set2asides&in&their&admissions&policies&
(with&the&exception&of&one&extra&weight&in&the&lottery)&may&not&be&eligible&for&federal&CSP&grant&funding.&

'

21A1.'Budget'Narrative'
The'projected'budget'for'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'reflects'our'commitment'to'
our'mission'and'key'design'elements'by'its'allocation'of'resources'for'staff'and'student'
recruitment'and'enrollment,'staff'development,'school'culture,'and'curriculum'and'assessment'
materials.'Our'commitment'to'support'the'needs'of'all'our'students,'beginning'in'year'one,'can'
also'be'seen'through'our'line'items'for'Special'Education,'English'Language'Learners,'and'
Intervention'services'and'personnel,'as'well'as'for'any'additional'transportation'needs.'
'
BCCS'has'provided'a'six,year'budget'plan,'including'a'pre,opening'planning'year'and'the'first'
five'years'of'school'operation.'The'budget'was'developed'using'evidence,based'revenue'and'
expenditure'assumptions'with'conservative'estimations'throughout,'along'with'feedback'from'
experts'in'the'local'charter'school'finance'field.'BCCS’'budget'makes'minimal'assumptions'
about'fundraising'and'grant'monies'and'is'primarily'based'on'funding'almost'exclusively'from'
public'dollars.''
'
Each'year,'including'the'pre,opening'planning'year,'the'budget'provides'both'a'positive'
operating'income'and'an'increasing'fund'balance,'allowing'flexibility'in'the'event'we'need'to'
meet'any'unforeseen'financial'developments,'or'other'challenges.'An'overview'of'our'financial'
position'from'our'pre,planning'year'through'the'first'five'years'of'operation'is'outlined'in'
Figure'21.1.''

'
Figure'21.1:'Overview'of'Financial'Position'(Y0@Y5)'

'
Y0' Y1' Y2' Y3' Y4' Y5'

2020@2021' 2021@22' 2022@23' 2023@24' 2024@25' 2025@26'

Total'Revenue' $170,554' $2,010,004' $2,478,607' $3,271,213' $4,119,672' $4,958,891'

Total'Expenses' $156,354' $1,966,737' $2,431,614' $3,249,562' $3,973,483' $4,682,484'

Operating'Income' $14,200' $43,267' $46,993' $21,651' $146,189' $276,407'

Beginning'Fund'

Balance' $0' $14,200' $57,467' $104,460' $126,111' $272,300'
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Figure'21.1:'Overview'of'Financial'Position'(Y0@Y5)'

'
Y0' Y1' Y2' Y3' Y4' Y5'

2020@2021' 2021@22' 2022@23' 2023@24' 2024@25' 2025@26'

Ending'Fund'Balance' $14,200' $57,467' $104,460' $126,111' $272,300' $548,707'

Operating'Income'as'

%'of'Total'Revenue' 8.33%' 2.15%' 1.90%' 0.66%' 3.55%' 5.57%'

Fund'Balance'as'%'of'

Total'Revenue' 8.33%' 2.86%' 4.21%' 3.86%' 6.61%' 11.07%'

Total'Revenue'per'

Student' ,' $20,722' $16,977' $16,862' $16,953' $17,041'

Total'Spending'per'

Student' ,' $20,276' $16,655' $16,750' $16,352' $16,091'

'
'
21A2.'Revenue'Planning'
Our'recurring'public'revenue'projections'are'based'on'the'most'recent'funding'assumptions'
available'to'charter'applicants.'Specifically,'BCCS'has'estimated'revenue'rates'using'per,pupil,
assumptions'data'available'for'FY'2019.'Beginning'in'Year'One,'the'per'pupil'funding'
assumption'is'$13,494,'and,'while'this'assumption'is'based'on'current'Charter'School'Law'and'
funding'formulas'linked'to'increases'in'funds'for'district'schools,'we'have'conservatively'
assumed'no'increase'in'per'pupil'funding'over'the'course'of'the'charter.'Revenue'projections'
are'based'on'Year'One'enrollment'of'100'students'(50'kindergarteners'and'50'first'graders)'and'
accommodate'an'additional'50'students'in'each'year,'two'through'five,'resulting'in'a'final'
enrollment'of'300'K,5'students.'Throughout'the'charter'period,'our'revenue'planning'assumes'
a'3%'attrition'rate'to'account'for'the'potential'that'BCCS'may'operate'at'less'than'full'capacity.'
Additionally,'we'have'budgeted'a'$30,000'per'year'fundraising'target,'beginning'in'the'planning'
year,'that'the'Board'of'Trustees'has'committed'to'raise'(see'R@21f).'We'note'that'our'budget'
can'sustain'without'receiving'this'funding,'resulting'in'a'smaller'reserve.'
'
BCCS'assumes'23%'of'students'will'qualify'for'Special'Education'services'(in'R@21e'we'budget'
conservatively'at'20%),1'but'as'in'the'Buffalo'City'School'District,'only'approximately'half'of'
these'students'will'receive'services'that'trigger'the'20,60%'and'greater'than'60%'funding'
enhancements'to'the'per'pupil'payouts.'We'have'also'budgeted'a'reimbursement'of'
telecommunications'services'through'the'E,rate'program,'of'75%'of'our'telecom'expenses'per'
year,'though'likely'we'are'eligible'for'additional'funds.'

'

                                                
1'Current'demographics'in'the'Buffalo'City'School'District'are'slightly'higher'than'this'figure.'
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21A3.'Expense'Planning'
Our'commitment'to'high,quality'instruction'and'strong'staff'talent'is'evidenced'by'the'fact'that'
personnel'(which'includes'our'co,teaching'model'and'student'support'models),'benefits'
including'a'retirement'plan'for'all'full,'and'part,time'employees,'and'employer'liability'costs'
account'for'approximately'61%'of'anticipated'spending'during'the'first'charter'period.'Our'
staffing'plan'is'provided'in'R@12ac.'Salary'ranges'are'consistent'with'data'from'area'charter'
schools.'Teachers,'our'largest'staffing'category,'have'an'average'starting'salary'of'$53,000,'
although'individual'teachers'will'be'above'or'below'that'average'depending'on'their'
experience,'degrees,'and'certification'area.'By'year'five,'70%'of'proposed'personnel'spending'is'
allocated'for'instructional'roles.'
'
In'year'one'of'operation,'Buffalo'Commons'will'have'15.75'FTEs,'increasing'to'44'FTEs'in'Year'
Five.'This'staffing'plan'is'a'minimum'level'that'will'be'adjusted'in'response'to'student'needs,'
and/or'should'more'resources'become'available.'Salaries'are'budgeted'to'increase'2%'each'
year'starting'in'2022,23'to'ensure'continued'competitiveness'and'reflect'an'increase'in'the'cost'
of'living.'
'
BCCS'has'budgeted'a'5%'(increases'to'6%'in'year'4)'for'employer’s'contributions'to'retirement'
plans,'as'well'as'an'average'of'$600/month'per'employee'toward'medical,'dental,'and'vision'
benefits.'Social'Security,'Medicare,'state'unemployment'insurance,'and'workers’'compensation'
insurance'are'budgeted'at'currently'established'rates.'
'
Estimated'expenses'for'contracted'services'and'school'operations'have'been'developed'
through'discussions'and'meetings'with'a'local'accounting'firm'with'charter'school'experience,'
and'whenever'possible'use'quotes'from'local'vendors.'Expenses'include'funds'for'required'
legal,'financial,'and'audit'services,'as'well'as'assessment'and'evaluation'costs,'instructional'
materials,'classroom'technology'materials,'textbooks,'substitute'teacher'costs,'and'other'
educational'services.'
'
BCCS'is'in'the'process'of'identifying'a'facility.'For'the'budget,'a'$15/square'foot'assumption'is'
used'for'a'space'required'over'the'initial'charter'term.'Assumptions'have'also'been'made'for'
utilities,'taxes,'and'maintenance'of'a'proposed'facility,'based'on'existing'lease'structures'for'
other'Buffalo'charter'schools.'
'
21A4.'Mitigation'Strategies'
The'Board'of'Trustees,'Executive'Director,'and'Operations'Director'will'consider'several'
strategies'to'cover'possible'shortfalls'(higher'facility'costs,'higher'staffing'expenses,'or'lower'
enrollment,'for'example)'that'may'arise,'including:'
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'
1. Deferring'Costs'

○ Costs'that'are'deemed'non,essential'could'be'deferred'until'later.'For'example,'
the'purchase'of'certain'classroom'technology'could'be'delayed'until'the'
following'year''

2. Eliminating'Costs'
○ Headcount'Reduction'

■ Administrative'and'leadership'(non,instructional)'staff'may'be'deferred'
or'eliminated.''

○ Salary'and'Benefit'Reductions'
■ Modification'of'salaries'could'be'considered.'
■ The'5%'contribution'for'retirement'matching'could'be'adjusted'in'terms'

of'the'percent'match'or'when'employees'received'it'(i.e.'after'a'certain'
length'of'employment)'

■ Benefit'allocations'of'$600/month'per'employee'could'be'reconsidered'
■ Our'raise'structure'could'be'reconsidered'

3. Strategic'Partnering/Group'Purchasing'
○ BCCS'will'evaluate'all'costs,'programs,'and'services'to'identify'areas'where'we'

could'strategically'partner'with'other'local'schools'or'organizations'to'share'
costs.'

○ We'can'evaluate'participation'in'national'charter'school'purchasing'
collaboratives'to'reduce'costs.'

'
21A5.'Surplus'Strategies'
If'BCCS'has'additional'funds'to'spend'due'to'higher'revenue'and/or'lower'expenses'than'
expected'we'will'prioritize:''

1. Increasing'salaries'and/or'adding'stipends'for'teacher'leaders'to'attract'and'retain'
talent,''

2. Adding'personnel'(e.g.'counselor,'custodian)'earlier'in'the'initial'charter'term'to'support'
student'learning'and'school'operations,'and''

3. Increasing'our'spending'on'facilities'to'begin'payment'on'a'building'to'own.'
'
' $
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(b)$Financial$Planning$
Explain&the&process&the&school&will&use&to&develop&its&annual&budget&including:&&

● Who&will&be&involved;&&
● How&needs&will&be&identified&and&weighed;&&
● The&timeline&for&creating&and&approving&budgets;&and,&&
● Procedures&for&monitoring&and&modifying&budgets&and&on&what&interval&

'
21B1.'Financial'Planning'
The'annual'budget'for'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS)'will'be'developed'by'the'
Executive'Director'(ED)'and'Board'of'Trustees’'Finance'Committee'in'partnership'with'an'
outsourced'local'accounting'firm'that'will'carry'out'the'responsibilities'of'Chief'Financial'
Officer.'The'ED'will'solicit'feedback'from'staff'and'board'members,'to'coordinate'yearly'
budgeting'priorities'and'ensure'that'the'budget'aligns'to'the'school’s'mission,'vision,'and'
intended'outcomes.'
'
The'budget'cycle'begins'in'January'of'each'fiscal'year'with'a'working'draft'developed'by'the'ED,'
with'input'from'the'accounting'firm.'In'February,'a'draft'budget'will'be'submitted'to'the'
Board’s'Finance'Committee'for'their'review'and'feedback.'Revisions'will'be'made'as'necessary,'
with'a'proposed'budget'presented'to'the'Board'for'discussion'by'April.'Final'approval'will'occur'
by'June'at'an'open,'public'Board'meeting.'Per'SUNY'requirements,'BCCS'will'prepare'and'
provide'SUNY'with'a'copy'of'its'annual'budget'and'cash'flow'projections'for'each'fiscal'year'by'
no'later'than'June'30th'of'the'immediately'preceding'fiscal'year.'
'
The'BOT'will'review'standard'financial'statements'at'monthly'Board'meetings.'These'
statements'include,'but'are'not'limited'to,'budget'vs.'actuals'report,'balance'sheet,'cash'flows,'
and'regularly'updated'projections.'Should'variances'between'approved'budget'and'actuals'
become'significant,'the'ED'and'BOT'will'review'the'approved'budget'to'determine'if'the'
existing'budget'requires'amendment'or'if'other'corrective'action'is'required'to'realign'activity'
with'the'approved'budget.'
'
BCCS'follows'fiscal'procurement'policies'and'practices'required'in'the'Procurement'Guidelines'
established'by'the'State'Procurement'Council'pursuant'to'State'Finance'Law'§161(2)(d)'and'
incorporates'accepted'best'practices.'BCCS'leadership'appreciates'that'charter'schools'are'
multimillion'dollar'organizations'and'are'responsible'for'the'appropriate'and'effective'use'of'
public'funds.'
'
'
' $
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(c)$Fiscal$Audits$$
Describe&the&school’s&plans&for&at&least&annual&independent&fiscal&audits&conducted&by&a&certified&public&accountant&or&certified&public&accounting&
firm&licensed&in&New&York&State.&Please&note&that&specific&assurances&as&to&fiscal&audits&are&included&in&the&attached&Assurances&Regarding&the&
Provision&of&Fiscal&Audits&and&Dissolution.&&

'
21C1.'Fiscal'Audits'
In'adhering'to'generally'accepted'accounting'principles,'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'
(BCCS),'in'partnership'with'a'third,party'accounting'firm,'will'conduct'annual'audits'comparable'
to'those'required'of'other'public'schools.'Buffalo'Commons'plans'to'hire'a'state,approved'
audit'firm'with'New'York'State'charter'school'experience'and'expertise'to'perform'its'annually'
required'audit.'The'Finance'Committee'will'solicit'proposals'for'audit'services'and'recommend'
an'audit'firm'to'the'broader'Board'of'Trustees'for'approval.'The'selected'audit'firm'will'report'
directly'to'the'governing'Board.'The'audits'will'include'all'financial'reports'required'by'SUNY'
and'NYSED,'including'a'statement'of'financial'position,'a'statement'of'cash'flows,'a'statement'
of'activities,'and'a'schedule'of'expenses.'The'audit'will'report'significant'findings'in'the'
financial'processes'of'the'school.'The'audit'shall'be'a'certified'financial'statement'setting'forth,'
by'appropriate'categories,'the'revenues'and'expenditures'for'the'preceding'school'year,'
including'a'copy'of'the'most'recent'annual'independent'fiscal'audit'of'the'school'conducted'by'
a'New'York'State'certified'public'accountant'and'in'accordance'with'generally'accepted'
auditing'standards'and'the'standards'applicable'to'financial'audits'contained'in'government'
auditing'standards'issued'by'the'Comptroller'General'of'the'United'States.'The'audit'report'will'
be'reviewed'by'the'Treasurer'and/or'Finance'Committee'prior'to'presentation'to'the'full'Board.'
Additionally,'BCCS'will'comply'with'requests'for'audits'to'be'completed'by'the'state'
comptroller’s'office.'
'
The'annual'independent'fiscal'audit'shall'include'the'independent'auditor’s'report'on'financial'
statements,'financial'statements'and'notes,'as'well'as'any'reports'on'internal'control'over'
financial'reporting'and'on'compliance.'If'the'school'spends'$500,000'or'more'in'federal'awards'
during'the'fiscal'year,'an'independent'audit'as'prescribed'in'the'federal'Office'of'Management'
and'Budget'Circular'A,133'will'be'filed'with'the'federal'government'and'the'State'Education'
Department.'The'audit'shall'be'submitted'to'the'Public'School'Choice'Programs'Officer'of'the'
State'Education'Department'and'the'Office'of'Audit'Services'of'the'State'Education'
Department.'
'
We'have'included'a'draft'of'our'financial'policies'in'Figure'21.2,'at'the'end'of'this'section.'
'
' $
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(d)$Dissolution$Procedures$$
Provide&a&brief&narrative&of&the&procedures&that&the&school&would&follow,&in&addition&to&the&SUNY&Closure&Plan,&in&the&event&of&closure&and&
dissolution.&&

'
21D1.'Dissolution'
Dissolution'would'be'disruptive'for'students,'parents,'and'the'school'community'and'would'be'
considered'with'the'utmost'care'by'the'Board.'In'the'event'of'school'closure,'Buffalo'Commons'
Charter'School'(BCCS)'commits'to'providing'as'smooth'a'transition'as'possible'for'students,'
parents,'and'school'community.'Further,'BCCS'commits'to'faithfully'carrying'out'school'closing'
procedures'as'set'forth'by'the'State'Education'Department'of'New'York'and'in'compliance'with'
Education'Law'§§219,'220'and'2851(2)(t).'These'procedures'include'but'are'not'limited'to'the'
elements'below.'
&
Transition&Team:&Upon'notice'of'a'decision'to'close'the'school,'the'Board'and'administration'of'
BCCS'will'form'a'transition'team'to'lead'school'closure'procedures.'This'team'will'consist'of'the'
Chair'of'the'Board'of'Trustees,'the'Executive'Director,'the'Operations'Director,'and'a'parent'
representative'from'the'Parent,Teacher,Organization.'The'Transition'Team'will'develop'a'
Closure'Plan'to'be'sent'to'the'Board'for'ratification.'Upon'adoption,'the'members'of'the'
Transition'Team'will'designate'tasks'to'appropriate'staff.'
&
Notifications:'BCCS'will'provide'written'notification'to'all'stakeholders'of'the'school’s'closure.'
The'information'will'detail'the'decision'to'close'the'school,'a'timeline'for'closure,'a'helpline'to'
call'for'information,'and'online'resources'for'all'families'and'staff.'BCCS'stakeholders'include'
students,'parents,'faculty,'partnering'organizations,'and'community'members.'Additionally,'an'
enrollment'roster'will'be'sent'to'Buffalo'City'School'District,'with'Buffalo'Commons'transferring'
student'records'to'Buffalo'City'School'District,'and'notifying'parents'and/or'legal'guardians.''

&
● Parents:&Within'five'business'days'of'the'decision'to'close,'BCCS'will'notify'all'

families'in'writing.'This'letter'will'provide'a'school'closure'timeline'and'include'a'
phone'number'for'parents'to'call'for'information.'Additionally,'a'school'meeting'will'
be'scheduled'to'convey'closure'information'to'students'and'families.'In'order'to'
provide'the'best'educational'choices'for'students,'and'in'keeping'with'best'practice,'
BCCS'will'host'a'“Local'Schools'Night”'to'bring'together'representatives'from'other'
local'schools'to'provide'information'for'students'and'parents'about'available'
educational'programs.'A'list'of'these'schools'and'openings'by'grade'level'will'be'
provided.'

● Faculty:&Within'five'business'days'of'the'decision'to'close,'the'BOT'and'
Administration'of'BCCS'will'notify'all'faculty.'Information'will'be'distributed'to'staff'
on'the'timeline'for'closure,'transition'plan'for'students'and'faculty,'employee'
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benefits'and'compensation,'and'contact'information'for'questions.'The'expectation'
will'be'conveyed'that'uninterrupted'instruction'will'continue'until'closure'
commences.'

&
Closure&Reserve&Funds:&As'required'by'SUNY,'BCCS'will'allocate'$25,000'per'year'for'the'first'
three'years'of'its'initial'charter,'totaling'$75,000,'to'be'held'in'a'separate'bank'account'as'
dissolution'funds.'These'reserve'funds'will'be'used'for'legal,'financial,'or'other'expenses'related'
to'the'dissolution'of'the'school.'When'notified'of'closure,'BCCS'will'transfer'these'funds'from'
the'escrow'account'as'prescribed'by'the'SUNY'Charter'School'Office.'
&
Financials:'Upon'notification'of'closure,'BCCS’'Transition'Team'will'begin'a'full'audit'of'liquid'
and'fixed'assets.'The'school'will'contact,'in'writing,'all'creditors'and'vendors'to'inform'them'of'
the'school'closure'and'the'closure'of'accounts,'as'well'as'to'settle'all'outstanding'debts.'The'
school'will'furnish'copies'of'financial'information'and'report'on'the'school'financial'position'
within'30'days'of'the'closure'notice.'The'school'will'provide'required'financial'updates'to'
SUNY.''
&
Inventory&and&Distribution&of&Assets:&Within'45'days'of'the'Notice'of'Closure,'BCCS'will'contract'
with'a'third'party'assessor'to'inventory'fixed'assets,'their'location'and'fair'market'value.'Copies'
of'all'reports'will'be'provided'to'SUNY.'Consistent'with'the'timeline'outlined'in'the'Closure'
Plan,'BCCS’'Board'of'Trustees'will'vote'to'disperse'all'fixed'and'liquid'assets'to'either'Buffalo'
City'School'District'or'to'a'charter'school'within'the'City'of'Buffalo.''
'

Figure'21.2'Draft'Financial'Policies'and'Procedures'

'
Draft'BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL2'

'
FISCAL'ACCOUNTING'AND'INTERNAL'CONTROLS'PROCEDURES'

'
FEBRUARY'2020'

'
This'document'will'describe'many'of'the'policies'and'procedures'for'the'accounting'and'administrative'
functions'conducted'by'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'(BCCS).'
'
The'Board'of'Trustees'(BOT)'for'BCCS'will'review'and'adopt'the'following'financial'policies'and'procedures'to'
ensure'the'most'effective'use'of'the'public'and'private'funds'to'support'its'mission'and'to'ensure'that'the'funds'
are'budgeted,'accounted'for,'expensed,'and'maintained'appropriately.'It'is'the'intent'of'these'policies'and'
procedures'to'implement'the'letter'and'spirit'of'all'applicable'local,'state,'and'federal'rules'and'regulations'

                                                
2'This'document'is'based'on'the'policies'of'Brooklyn'Prospect'Charter'School'in'collaboration'with'representatives'from'Charter'
School'Business'Management'Inc.'It'will'be'adjusted'as'necessary'by'a'third'party'accounting'firm'and'BCCS’'Executive'Director'
and/or'Operations'Director.''
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regarding'the'expenditure'of'and'accounting'for'public'funds.'
'
Collectively,'they'comprise'a'set'of'internal'controls'to'ensure'effective,'efficient'operations,'a'segregation'of'
duties'and'responsibilities,'reliability'of'financial'reporting,'legal'and'regulatory'compliance,'and'risk'mitigation.'
As'BCCS'grows'and'guidance'changes,'these'policies'and'procedures'will'be'reviewed'and'updated'on'at'least'an'
annual'basis.'Management'may'amend'this'manual'as'needed,'and'The'BOT'is'to'review'the'manual'each'year.'
'
For'the'purposes'of'this'draft'we'refer'to'a'yet'to'be'chosen'third'party'Accounting'Firm'(AF),'and'a'Human'
Resources'Management'Provider'(HRMP).'
'
Background'
This'manual'describes'the'policies'and'procedures'of'BCCS.'The'policies'are'designed'to'safeguard'the'School’s'
assets,'facilitate'compliance'with'applicable'law,'and'produce'timely'and'accurate'financial'information.''
'
The'Accounting'System'
The'School'has'established'accounting'methods'to'identify,'assemble,'classify,'record'and'report'transactions.'
The'methods'are'set'up'to:'(1)'identify'and'record'all'of'the'organization’s'transactions;'(2)'describe'the'
transactions'in'enough'detail'to'allow'classification'for'financial'reporting,'and'(3)'indicate'the'time'period'in'
which'transactions'occurred'in'order'to'record'them'in'the'proper'accounting'period.'The'fiscal'year'is'from'July'
1st'to'June'30th.'The'School’s'audited'financial'statements'must'be'approved'by'the'School’s'Board'and'provided'
to'the'city'and'state'no'later'than'November'1st'of'each'year.'Furthermore,'the'BOT'approves'the'School’s'
budgets'prior'to'the'beginning'of'each'fiscal'year.'The'budgets'are'drafted'for'Board'review'and'approval'
following'the'third'quarter'and'prior'to'the'close'of'the'fiscal'year.''
'
'
INTERNAL'CONTROL'STRUCTURE'
'
Control'Procedures' ' '
The'School'has'adopted'a'number'of'internal'financial'controls:'
'

● Segregation&of&duties:&Certain'tasks'are'divided'to'guard'against'one'individual'having'the'ability'to'
make'an'accounting'error'(either'knowingly'or'unknowingly).'For'example,'an'Academic'Director'(AD)'
who'has'physical'access'to'cash'or'other'movable'assets'is'not'involved'in'the'related'record'keeping.'

● Restricted&Access:'Physical'access'to'valuable'and'moveable'assets'is'restricted'to'authorized'
personnel.'

● Document&Control:&In'order'to'ensure'that'all'documents'are'captured'by'the'accounting'system,'all'
documents'must'be'initialed'and'dated'when'input'and'then'filed'appropriately.'

● Processing&Control:'This'is'designed'to'locate'any'errors'before&they'are'posted'to'the'general'ledger.'
Common'processing'controls'are'the'following:'(1)'Batch'controls;'(2)'Source'document'matching;'and'
(3)'Clerical'accuracy'of'documents.'

● Reconciliation&Controls:&This'involves'reconciling'selected'general'ledger'control'accounts'to'subsidiary'
ledgers.'These'are'designed'to'locate'any'errors&after&transactions'have'been'posted'and'the'general'
ledger'has'been'run.'Reconciliation'is'completed'by'an'outside'accountant'and'approved'by'the'
School’s'OD.'

● Annual&Independent&Audit:&BCCS'financial'statements'are'audited'annually'by'an'independent'audit'
firm.'

● Security&of&Financial&Data:&The'School’s'accounting'software'is'accessible'only'to'BCCS''leadership'team'
and'other'designees.'Individual'ID'codes'and'passwords'are'in'place'for'every'user'and'limit'their'
access'and'functionality'depending'on'their'role'within'the'School.'All'other'hard'copies'of'financial'
data,'when'not'in'use,'will'be'secured'in'a'closet'or'cabinet'at'the'school.''

'
'
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THE'ACCOUNTING'CYCLE'
'
The'School’s'accounting'system'is'designed'to'accurately'process,'record,'summarize,'and'report'transactions'of'
the'organizations.'The'component'bookkeeping'cycles'fall'into'one'of'five'primary'functions'outlined'further'in'
the'pages'that'follow.:'
'

1. Revenue&and&cash&receipts&
● Processing'cash'receipts'
● Making'deposits'
● Recording'cash'receipts'in'the'general'ledger'and'subsidiary'records'
● Performing'month,end'reconciliation'procedures'
● Processing'general'ledger'integration'for'private'donations/revenue'

2. Purchases&and&cash&disbursements&
● Processing'purchases'(credit'card,'check,'reimbursement)'
● Processing'invoices'
● Issuing'checks'
● Recording'checks'in'the'general'ledger'and'in'cash'disbursement'journals'
● Performing'month,end'reconciliation'procedures'

3. Payroll3&
● Obtaining'and'gathering'payroll'information'
● Submitting'information'to'HRMP'for'processing'
● Performing'semi,monthly'reconciliation''
● Preparing'W,2s,'the'W,3,'and'other'annual'payroll'tax'returns'

4. General&Ledger&and&Financial&Statements&
● Preparing'monthly'journal'entries'
● Reconciling'bank'accounts'and'other'general'ledger'accounts''
● Reviewing'general'ledger'activity'and'posting'adjusting'journal'entries'
● Producing'the'financial'statements'
● Producing'the'annual'budget'

'
The'general'ledger'process'consists'of'posting'the'period’s'transactions'to'an'accounting'
software,'which'produces'the'financial'statements.'AF’s'Senior'Consultant'will'reconcile'bank'
and'credit'card'accounts,'payroll,'review'general'ledger'and'prepare'for'the'annual'audit.'
'
The'ED'(in'consultation'with'the'Operations'Director'(OD)'and'AF’s'Senior'Consultant)'presents'
monthly'statements'to'the'BOT'at'each'board'meeting.'The'ED,'OD'and'AF’s'Senior'Consultant'
is'responsible'for'creating'and'updating'5'year'budget'projections'for'the'School.''
'
AF’s'Senior'Consultant,'in'consultation'with'the'ED'and'OD,'will'prepare'an'annual'operating'
budget'of'revenues'and'expenses'for'each'school.'This'budget'and'projection'are'reviewed'
and'approved'annually,'first'by'the'OD,'then'by'the'ED,'and'finally'by'the'School’s'BOT'with'
any'necessary'modifications.'

5. Budgets&and&Financial&Reporting:'Budgets'are'created'per'program'annually'and'updated,'if'necessary,'
semi,annually'based'on'actual'expenditures'and'programmatic'changes'through'the'year.'The'
budgeting'process'involves'key'stakeholders'from'academics'and'leadership'to'operations'and'finance'
staff.'Once'the'budget'is'approved'by'the'board'before'the'start'of'the'new'fiscal'year,'it'is'uploaded'
into'the'accounting'software.'This'budget'is'then'used'to'run'monthly'Budget,to,Actual'Expense'
Reports'that'are'shared'with'the'OD'and'ED.'At'the'end'of'the'year'key'financial'statements'are'
produced:'Balance'Sheet;'Income'Statement;'Statement'of'Cash'Flows;'and'Statement'of'Functional'
Expenses.'

                                                
3'HRMP,'an'outside'service'provider,'will'perform'the'payroll'process.''
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'
PROCESSING'REVENUE'AND'CASH'RECEIPTS'
'
Background'
BCCS'receives'revenues'from'the'following'primary'sources:''

● Corporations'
● Federal'Government'
● Foundations'
● Individuals'
● New'York'State''

'
Processing'and'Recording'Receipts'

The'Finance'Team'of'BCCS'is'responsible'for'recording'cash'and'check'receipts'as'well'as'various'other'
functions.'

The'OD'sorts'and'delivers'all'mail.'The'ED,'OD,'or'AD'can'open'mail.'If'they'do'so,'documents'must'be'
initialed'and'dated'on'the'upper'right'corner'of'the'top'sheet.'

All'checks'are'recorded'using'the'organizations’'accounting'software,'by'check'number,'date'and'name;'
they'are'then'stamped'“For'Deposit'Only”'with'the'appropriate'bank'account'number.''
Processing'and'Recording'Receipts'

Copies'of'the'deposit'slips'with'bank'endorsed'proof'of'deposit'are'retained'by'the'Finance'Team'as'
backup'documentation'for'the'deposit.'These'are'kept'in'the'corresponding'bank'account'binder'and'filed'in'the'
appropriate'month'of'deposit.'Using'copies'of'the'deposit'slips,'containing'proof'of'deposit,'entries'are'made'in'
the'accounting'software'debiting'the'receipt'of'cash'with'an'offset'to'revenue.''
'
PROCESSING'PURCHASES'AND'PAYMENTS'
'
Approval'

All'purchases'and'cash'disbursements'are'approved'by'the'BCCS''leadership'as'defined'by'ED.'Every'
purchase'must'be'approved,'in'writing'by'BCCS''leadership'and'allocated'according'to'the'program’s'budget.'

AF’s'Senior'Consultant'and'OD'work'closely'with'the'ED'to'ensure'that'all'necessary'instructional'and'
administrative'purchases'are'made'in'a'timely'and'cost,effective'manner'and,'when'applicable,'in'accordance'
with'grant'restrictions.'

Instructional&Purchases:'The'AD'oversees'all'instructional'and'student'related'purchases.'Teachers'may'
request'supplies'and'materials'through'the'AD.'If'a'purchase'is'approved,'it'is'submitted'in'writing'to'the'finance'
team'for'processing.'The'Operations'Team'researches'vendors:'including'soliciting'of'multiple'bids'to'ensure'
best'value'and'avoid'conflicts'of'interest.'The'School’s'conflict'of'interest'policies'are'described'in'their'by,laws.'
If'necessary,'teachers'may'purchase'supplies'directly'from'vendors'and'apply'for'reimbursement.'The'School'is'
tax'exempt'and'therefore'does'not'reimburse'employees'for'tax.'A'copy'of'the'Tax'Exempt'Certificate'may'be'
obtained'from'the'Operations'Team.''

Administrative&Purchases:&The'OD'approves'and'is'responsible'to'oversee'all'administrative'purchases.'
The'OD'requests'approval'for'any'supplies'and'materials.'If'a'purchase'is'approved,'it'is'submitted'in'writing'to'
the'finance'team'for'processing.'The'OD'is'responsible'to'research'all'vendors'and'solicit'multiple'bids'to'ensure'
best'value'and'to'avoid'conflicts'of'interest.'

Issuance&and&Monitoring&of&Purchase&Orders:'For'all'products'that'need'to'be'ordered,'a'purchase'order'
must'be'filled'out.'It'must'be'reviewed'by'the'AD'for'programmatic'purposes'and'by'the'OD'for'
budgetary/financial'purposes.'Only'then'can'the'order'be'placed'online,'via'fax,'email'or'phone'and'entered'into'
the'accounting'system'by'AF’s'Junior'Consultant.'

Vendor'confirmation'numbers'are'noted'on'the'hard'copy'and'filed'into'the'Open'Purchase'Order'(PO)'
binder.'When'a'shipment'is'received'by'the'OD,'the'Packing'Slip'(PS)'will'be'reviewed'for'accuracy,'checked'
versus'the'PO,'stamped'as'received'and'signed'off'by'the'person'who'opened'the'boxes.'In'instances'where'
there'is'no'PS,'a'Substitute'Packing'Slip'form'is'to'be'filled'out.'If'everything'is'correct,'the'PS'will'be'stapled'to'
the'front'of'the'PO'and'filed'in'the'PO'Waiting'for'Invoice'binder.'If'everything'is'not'correct,'the'vendor'will'be'
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contacted'for'a'return/credit'to'our'account.'If'a'shipment'is'partial'and'accurate,'the'PS'will'be'stapled'to'the'
back'of'the'PO,'but'still'filed'in'the'Open'PO'file'until'the'remaining'items'are'received.''
Upon'receipt'of'the'invoice,'AF’s'Junior'Consultant'attaches'it'to'the'front'of'the'PS'and'PO,'posts'the'invoice'
with'the'correct'General'Ledger'codes'into'the'accounting'system'and'files'it'in'the'Invoices'to'be'Paid'binder'
that'is'sorted'by'vendor.'AF’s'Junior'Consultant'processes'payment'for'the'invoice(s)'and'submits'it'to'the'ED'for'
payment.''

Receipt&of&Goods:'All'goods'purchased'by'the'School'are'delivered'to'the'School.'It'is'the'responsibility'
of'the'OD'to'sign'for'delivery,'obtain'initial'packing'reports'and'file'them'into'the'PO'Waiting'for'Invoice'binder.'
The'Finance'team'is'responsible'for'filing'packing'receipts'by'vendor'name.'When'discrepancies'occur,'they'are'
investigated'and'resolved'by'the'OD.'

Exemption&from&Sales&Tax:'The'School'is'exempt'from'state'and'federal'tax.'As'such,'the'School'is'
exempt'from'sales'taxes'on'goods'purchased'for'their'own'internal'use'and'services.'It'is'the'responsibility'of'
the'OD'and'finance'team,'when'applicable'to'ensure'that'all'vendors'have'a'copy'of'the'School’s'ST,119'
allowing'the'organization'to'be'exempt'from'sales'taxes.'

Travel&and&Other&Reimbursable&Expenses:'Travel'and'other'reimbursable'expenses'must'be'pre,
approved'by'BCCS''ED.'It'is'the'employee’s'responsibility'to'seek'approval'prior'to'incurring'costs.'Requests'for'
reimbursement'should'be'made'within'30'days'of'expense'and'must'be'approved'prior'to'purchase.'If'an'
employee'is'issued'a'corporate'credit'card,'their'use'of'the'card'should'be'limited'to'business'expenses,'and'
they'are'responsible'for'ensuring'that'all'receipts'for'purchases'are'turned'in'as'purchases'are'made.'

Credit&Card:'The'School'will'obtain'a'credit'card'account'and'cards'will'be'provided'to'a'limited'number'
of'employees'(See'Appendix'A'for'a'list'of'cardholders).'All'cardholders'must'seek'the'ED’s'approval'through'a'
Credit'Card'Purchase'Request'form'for'purchases'made'using'the'school'credit'card.'The'credit'card'purchase'
request'form'and'receipt'is'submitted'to'AF’s'Junior'Consultant'for'processing.'The'Junior'Consultant'pays'all'
monthly'bills'in'full.'The'charges'are'entered'in'the'accounting'software'by'the'OD'and'reconciled'by'the'OD.'All'
bills'and'invoices'are'subsequently'filed.'Credit'card'statements'are'opened'by'the'OD.'
'
PROCESSING'CASH'DISBURSEMENTS'
'
Processing'Invoices'

All'invoices'are'mailed'to'the'School’s'offices.'The'OD'is'responsible'for'sorting,'opening,'signs'and'
dates'all'mail.'Invoices'are'coded'by'the'person'that'ordered'the'service'and'the'invoice'is'approved'by'the'OD.'
The'invoices'are'placed'in'the'Invoices'to'be'Matched'with'Packing'Slips'and'Purchase'Orders'binder.'AF’s'Junior'
Consultant'posts'invoices'into'the'accounting'system'and'processes'any'cash'disbursements.'Check'stubs'are'
stapled'to'the'packet'of'invoices,'packing'slips'and'purchase'orders.'S/he'obtains'the'ED’s'signature'for'checks'
below'$5,000.'For'checks'above'$5,000,'the'ED'and'OD'both'sign'the'check.'As'an'alternative,'the'Chairperson'
of'the'Finance'Committee'will'also'be'an'authorized'signatory'on'the'account'in'the'event'the'ED'or'OD'is'
unavailable.'The'check'is'then'mailed'to'vendors'and'cash'disbursement'packets'are'filed'into'the'Cash'
Disbursement'binder'in'check'number'order.'

Online'bills'are'processed'by'AF’s'Junior'Consultant'only'after'the'Online/Phone/Fax'Authorization'
form'is'signed'by'the'ED.'Any'online'payment'is'documented'by'a'printout'of'the'confirmation'page'and'stapled'
to'the'invoice.'The'accounting'software'creates'journal'entries'based'on'the'vendor'as'cash'is'credited'and'the'
appropriate'expense'type'is'debited.''

Petty&Cash&Account:&Petty'cash'is'funded'by'the'School’s'bank'account.'Money'is'kept'in'a'lockbox'at'
the'school'and'used'for'small'miscellaneous'purchases'including'but'not'limited'to'snacks,'first'aid,'utensils,'
food.'Petty'Cash'may'be'requested'for'emergency'items'needed'for'school'related'purposes.'

When'cash'is'distributed,'it'is'noted'on'the'Petty'Cash'Log'and'placed'in'an'envelope'noting'the'
purpose'of'the'distribution'and'who'it'was'given'to.'Receipts'are'required'for'full'reimbursement'and'tax'
exempt'letters'should'be'used'in'order'to'save'any'sales'tax'expenses.'A'Cash/Check'Transfer'form'must'be'
filled'out'when'a'staff'member'collecting'funds'for'a'field'trip,'aftercare,'fundraiser'or'meal'reimbursements'are'
being'submitted'to'the'Junior'Consultant'to'deposit.'The'printed'names'and'signatures'of'the'collector'and'
recipient'must'be'filled'out'and'legible.'Receipts'and'Cash/Check'Transfer'forms'are'filed'in'date'order,'assigned'
a'sequential'number'and'filed'in'manila'envelopes'by'month,'which'are'then'filed'in'the'Petty'Cash'binder'by'
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fiscal'year.'
The'ED'appoints'a'“Petty'Cash'Custodian,”'who'is'responsible'for'tracking'the'use'of'petty'cash'through'

receipts'and'a'log'in'Excel.'When'funds'need'to'be'replenished,'the'ED'approves'the'month’s'transactions'and'
the'log'along'with'the'petty'cash'forms'and'receipts'are'given'to'AF’s'Junior'Consultant'to'be'processed'in'the'
accounting'software.'Then'a'check'is'cut'and'cashed'by'the'OD'for'the'total'amount'of'the'money'spent'(sum'of'
receipts'turned'in).'These'funds'are'given'to'the'Petty'Cash'Custodian'to'disperse'and'track.'Each'school'has'a'
set'replenishment'amount'determined'by'the'ED'at'the'beginning'of'the'year.'
'
Insurance'Coverage'

Insurance'coverage'is'maintained'pursuant'to'applicable'law.'Currently,'the'School'maintains'insurance'
policies,'including:'Commercial'Umbrella'Liability,'Commercial'General'Liability,'Excess'Liability,'Workers’'
Compensation,'Student'Accident,'Directors’'Errors'and'Omissions,'Directors'and'Officers,'and'Non,owned'Auto.''

The'OD'is'responsible'for'procuring'annual'renewals'with'the'School’s'insurance'broker.'Quotes'for'
renewal'will'be'procured'at'least'one'month'in'advance'of'a'policy’s'expiration,'and'presented'to'the'ED'for'
review'and'approval.'The'Chairperson'of'the'Finance'Committee'of'the'Board'participates'in'this'review.'

Original'copies'of'all'insurance'policies'are'maintained'at'the'School'and'filed'into'the'Insurance'binder'
by'fiscal'year.'Copies'of'all'current'insurance'are'saved'electronically'when'possible'on'the'server'where'all'
leadership'can'view'and'access.'
'
MANAGEMENT'OF'CASH'
'
Accounts'
BCCS'will'have'three'bank'accounts,'one'operating'account,'one'savings'and'one'escrow'account'as'required'by'
the'charter.'Each'school'account'has'3'Authorized'Signers,'the'ED,'OD'and'Chairperson'of'the'Finance'
Committee'of'the'Board.'The'bank'statements'are'received'monthly'at'the'school.'
'
Bank'Statement'
Bank'Statements'are'opened,'dated'and'initialed'by'ED.'The'statement'is'then'filed'in'the'bank'reconciliation'
binder'in'date'order.'
'
Bank'Reconciliation'
Using'the'accounting'software’s'bank'reconciliation'function,'reconciliation'is'prepared'monthly'for'all'bank'
accounts'by'AF’s'Senior'Consultant,'who'identifies'reconciling'items'to'ensure'that'cash'is'being'accounted'for'
properly.''
'
''
PAYROLL'
'
Background'
The'School'uses'an'outside'service,'HRMP,'to'process'its'payroll.''
'
Payroll'Processing'is'comprised'of'the'following:'
'

Responsibilities' Owners'

Obtaining'Payroll'Information' The'School'Operations'Team'

Computing'Wages' HRMP'

Performing'Pay'Period'Activities' HRMP'
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Preparing'various'annual'payroll'tax'returns'' HRMP'

Preparing'1099’s' The'School'Operations'Team'

''
Obtaining'Payroll'Information'
The'OD'is'responsible'for'the'following:'
'
Establishing&a&Personnel&File&for&Each&Employee:'The'personnel'file'serves'as'a'chronological'performance'record'
throughout'the'employee’s'tenure'with'the'organization'and,'as'such,'is'kept'secure'and'confidential.'Personnel'
records'are'kept'for'a'minimum'of'ten'years.'Access'to'such'personnel'files'is'limited'to'the'Operations'Team,'
AD'and'the'ED.'Their'personnel'files'will'contain'the'following'documents:'
'

Form' ' ' Updated' Month'updated'
W,4'or'W,9' Annually' December'
Health'application' Annually,'As'needed' October,November'
Dental'application' As'needed' '
Vision'application' As'needed' '
Pension'application' Never' '
Fingerprinting' Never' '
Certification' As'needed' '
Offer/Hire'letter' Annually,'As'needed' April,May'
Resume' As'needed' '
Job'description' As'needed' '
Direct'Deposit' As'needed' '

'
A'separate'binder'is'maintained'for'I,9s,'as'required'by'the'U.S.'Department'of'Homeland'Security.'
Analyzing&Job&Information:'The'Fair'Labor'Standards'Act'(FLSA)'sets'employee'minimum'wage'and'

overtime'requirements.'Job'positions'are'classified'as'either'exempt'or'nonexempt'from'the'requirements.'
These'requirements'are'summarized'below'and'are'adhered'to'by'the'School.'
'

Attribute' Exempt' Nonexempt'

Payment'
Amount'

The'employer'pays'an'exempt'
employee'a'fixed'salary'for'any'and'all'
work'performed'during'a'workweek.'
Minimum'wage'and'overtime'pay'
requirements'do'not'apply.'

The'employer'may'pay'a'nonexempt'
employee'using'an'hourly,'salary,'
commission,'or'any'other'method.''Total'
compensation'must'be'at'least'the'minimum'
wage'for'all'hours'plus'overtime'pay'for'
hours'over'the'maximum.'

Pay'Deductions'
Generally,'deductions'for'time'not'
worked'may'not'be'made'from'the'
weekly'salary.'

The'employer'pays'a'nonexempt'employee'
only'for'the'hours'worked.'Therefore,'wage'
deductions'may'be'made'for'tardiness,'full'or'
partial'day'absences,'and'any'time'the'
employee'does'not'work.'

'
Employee&Information:'In'order'to'prepare'a'payroll,'the'OD'obtains'and'maintains'the'following'information'for'
each'employee:'
'
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Information' Source'of'Data'

Name'and'address' W,4'

Social'Security'Number'(SSN)' ' W,4'

Job'Title' Job'Description'

Wage'Rate'' Employee'Agreement/Offer'of'
Employment'

Withholding'Status' W,4'

Other'authorized'deductions' ' Employer'information'sheet'

'
Withholding$Status'

The'completed'form'W,4'serves'as'a'basis'for'employee'withholding.'An'employee'may'amend'his/her'
Form'W,4'to'increase'the'number'of'withholding'allowances'at'any'time.'
' When'a'Form'W,4'is'received,'the'School’s'operations'team'will'comply'with'the'withholding'
instructions'within'30'days.'The'withholding'instructions'will'usually'continue'to'apply'unless'and'until'the'
employee'amends'the'Form'W,4.'
Although'not'obligated'to'evaluate'an'employee’s'number'of'exemptions,'the'School'have'three'duties'relating'
to'the'contents'of'W,4's:'

'
● Disregard&invalid&W24&forms.&A'W,4'form'is'rendered'invalid'if'the'employee'changes'or'adds'

language'to'the'form.'
● Report&excessive&allowances.'The'organization'is'required'to'send'copies'of'all'W,4'forms'

claiming'more'than'10'withholding'allowances'along'with'the'organization'Form'941'to'the'
IRS.'

● Report&full&exemptions.'The'organization'is'required'to'send'the'IRS'all'claims'for'full'
exemptions'from'withholdings'by'employees'with'normal'weekly'wages'of'more'than'$200.'

Because'of'their'importance'to'both'the'IRS'and'to'employees,'the'School'retains'signed'original'W,4's'
(no'copies)'for'four'years'after'the'annual'employment'tax'returns'are'filed.''
'
'
PROPERTY'AND'EQUIPMENT'

The'School’s'OD'is'responsible'for'maintaining'the'equipment'and'furniture'inventory.'AF’s'Senior'
Consultant'will'account'for'depreciation'based'on'the'School’s'inventories.'Depreciation'associated'with'the'
fixed'assets'will'be'calculated'based'on'its'useful'life'and'straight,line'depreciation'method.'The'OD'and'the'ED'
are'responsible'for'ensuring'that'accurate'inventories'are'maintained.'For'example,'school'laptops'are'
maintained'in'this'inventory'list'and'each'employee'gets'a'company,issued'laptop'for'work'use.'

Upon'receiving'any'property'that'qualifies'as'a'fixed'asset,'the'OD'is'responsible'for'recording'the'
following:'

'
● Name'and'description'
● Serial'number,'model'number,'or'other'identification'
● Vendor'name'and'acquisition'date''
● Location'of'the'equipment'
● Purchase'Date'
● Vendor'
● Disposal'Date'
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● Disposal'Reason'
'

The'OD'performs'inventory'audits'annually.''
'
Depreciation'policy'
'
Computers' ' ' ' 5'years'
Office/Classroom'Equipment' ' 5'years'
Office/Classroom'Furniture' ' 7'years'
Leasehold'improvements' ' Life'of'lease'or'5'years,'whichever'is'greater''
Musical'Instruments' ' ' 3'years'
'
'
SUMMARY'OF'ACCOUNT'STRUCTURE'
'
ASSETS'

Types&of&Assets:&In'Non,For,Profit'organizations,'assets'must'be'classified'by'nature'and'segregated'
between:'

1. Unrestricted'
2. Temporarily'Restricted'
3. Permanently'Restricted'

The'School’s'assets'are'classified'as'unrestricted,'temporarily'restricted,'or'permanently'restricted.'
Cash&and&Cash&Equivalents:$All'cash'and'cash'equivalents'of'the'School'consist'of'cash'in'a'company’s'

bank'account/s'
Grants&Receivable:&Grants'Receivable'include'money'that'the'School'expects'to'receive'from'

government'or'private'sources.'Donation'letters'or'pledges'are'also'considered'grants'receivable.'
Property&and&Equipment:&Property'and'equipment'includes'the'assets'used'by'the'School'for'activities'

and'programs'that'have'an'estimated'useful'life'longer'than'one'year.'For'the'School,'fixed'assets'primarily'
consist'of'musical'instruments,'furniture,'computers'and'computer'software.'

Purchased'property'and'equipment'is'recorded'at'cost.'Donated'property'and'equipment'are'recorded'
at'fair'market'value'at'the'date'of'donation.'Acquisition'costs'include'all'costs'necessary'to'bring'the'asset'to'its'
location'in'working'condition'including:'

● Sales'tax,'if'any'
● Freight'
● Installation'costs'
● Direct'and'indirect'costs,'including'interest,'incurred'in'construction.'

'
'
LIABILITIES'
'
Accounts'Payable:'

Accounts'payable'include'costs'and'expenses'that'are'billed'through'a'vendor'invoice,'and'are'recorded'
at'the'invoice'amount.''
'
Capital'Lease'Obligation'

The'School'will'lease'office'equipment'under'a'capital'lease.'Payments'of'both'principal'and'interest'
are'made'monthly.'
'
Accrued'Liabilities'

Salaries,'wages'earned'and'payroll'taxes,'together'with'professional'fees,'rent'and'insurance'costs'
incurred'are'reflected'as'a'liability'when'entitlement'to'payment'occurs.'

'
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' '
REVENUE'
'
Private'Contributions'

The'School'receives'contributions'from'individuals,'foundations,'and'corporations'in'the'following'
forms:'

'
1. Unrestricted'

a. No'donor'imposed'restrictions.'
'

2. Temporarily&Restricted&'
a. Donor'imposed'restrictions'such'as'passage'of'time,'or'specific'use.'

'
3. Permanently&Restricted'

a. Donor'has'placed'permanent'restrictions'on'the'use'of'AD'and/or'the'use'of'earnings'
and'appreciation.'

'
Upon'receipt'of'donation,'donations'are'classified'as'unrestricted,'temporarily'restricted'or'

permanently'restricted.'
' Donated'goods'and'services'can'include'office'space,'professional'services'such'as'outside'counsel’s'
legal'advice,'food,'clothing,'furniture'and'equipment,'or'bargain'purchases'of'materials'at'prices'less'than'
market'value.'In'addition,'volunteers'can'provide'free'services,'including'administrative'services,'participation'in'
fundraising'events,'and'program'services,'which'are'not'accounted'for.'
'
Donated'Materials'and'Supplies'

Donated'materials'are'recorded'as'contributions'and'inventory'or'expenses'in'the'period'received'and'
are'recorded'at'their'fair'market'value'at'date'of'receipt.'If'materials'are'donated'for'a'specific'use,'they'are'
considered'to'be'temporarily'restricted'contributions.''
'
Donated'Property'and'Equipment'

Property'donations'received'without'donor,imposed'stipulations'are'recorded'as'unrestricted'
contributions.'
'
'
EXPENSES'
'
Types'of'Expenses''

Expenses'are'classified'by'functional'classification'and'are'matched'with'any'donor,imposed'
restrictions:'

1. Program&Service&Expense','the'direct'and'indirect'costs'related'to'providing'education'and'other'
services'consistent'with'the'School’s'mission.'

2. Management&&&General&Expenses','expenses'for'other'activities'related'to'the'purpose'for'which'
the'organization'exists.'These'are'broadly'categorized'as:'

a) Management'–'Management'expenses'relate'to'the'overall'direction'of'the'
organization'and'include'expenses'for'the'activities'of'the'BOT,'business'
management,'general'record'keeping,'and'budgeting.''

3. Fundraising&Expenses','costs'of'all'activities'that'constitute'appeal'for'financial'support'and'include'
costs'of'personnel,'professional'consultants,'rent,'printing,'postage,'telephone,'etc.'

'
As'part'of'the'School’s'annual'budget'process,'the'allocation'of'expenses,'particularly'salaries'to'

program,'management'and'general'and'fundraising'is'reviewed.'Allocations'are'amended'as'necessary'and'the'
rationale'documented.'BCCS''ED,'OD,'AD'and'AF’s'Senior'Consultant'are'involved'in'this'process.'
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'
'

FRAUD'AND'MISAPPROPRIATION'
'

The'School'will'not'tolerate'any'fraud'or'suspected'fraud'involving'employees,'officers'or'trustees,'as'
well'as'members,'vendors,'consultants,'contractors,'funding'sources'and/or'any'other'parties'with'a'business'
relationship'with'the'School.'Any'investigative'activity'required'will'be'conducted'without'regard'to'the'
suspected'wrongdoer’s'length'of'service,'position/title,'or'relationship'with'the'School.'

The'ED'and'BOT'are'responsible'for'the'detection'and'prevention'of'fraud,'misappropriations,'and'
other'irregularities.'Fraud'is'defined'as'the'intentional,'false'representation'or'concealment'of'a'material'fact'for'
the'purpose'of'inducing'another'to'act'upon'it'to'his'or'her'injury.'The'ED'and'each'board'member'will'be'
familiar'with'the'types'of'improprieties'that'might'occur'within'his'or'her'area'of'responsibility,'and'be'alert'for'
any'indication'of'irregularity.'

Any'fraud'that'is'detected'or'suspected'must'be'reported'immediately'to'the'BOT'and'they'will'take'
the'necessary'actions.'
'
Actions'Constituting'Fraud'

The'terms'fraud,'defalcation,'misappropriation,'and'other'fiscal'irregularities'refer'to,'but'are'not'
limited'to:'

'
● Any'dishonest'or'fraudulent'act'
● Forgery'or'alteration'of'any'document'or'account'belonging'to'the'School'
● Forgery'or'alteration'of'a'check,'bank'draft,'or'any'other'financial'document'
● Misappropriation'of'funds,'supplies,'equipment,'or'other'assets'of'the'School'
● Impropriety'in'the'handling'or'reporting'of'money'or'financial'transactions'
● Disclosing'confidential'and'proprietary'information'to'outside'parties'
● Accepting'or'seeking'anything'of'material'value'from'contractors,'vendors,'or'persons'

providing'goods'or'services'the'School'
● Destruction,'removal'or'inappropriate'use'of'records,'furniture,'fixtures,'and'equipment'
● Any'similar'or'related'irregularity'

''
Investigation'Responsibilities'

The'Board'Chair'has'the'primary'responsibility'for'the'investigation'of'all'suspected'fraudulent'acts'as'
defined'in'the'policy.'The'BOT'may'utilize'whatever'internal'and/or'external'resources'it'considers'necessary'in'
conducting'an'investigation.'If'an'investigation'substantiates'that'fraudulent'activities'have'occurred,'the'BOT'
will'issue'reports'to'appropriate'designated'personnel.'

Decisions'to'prosecute'or'refer'the'examination'results'to'the'appropriate'law'enforcement'and/or'
regulatory'agencies'for'independent'investigation'will'be'made'in'conjunction'with'legal'counsel'and'senior'
management,'as'will'final'dispositions'of'the'case.'
'
Confidentiality'

The'BOT'will'treat'all'information'received'confidentially.'Any'employee'who'suspects'dishonest'or'
fraudulent'activity'will'notify'the'Board'Chair'immediately,'and'should'not'attempt'to'personally'conduct'
investigations'or'interviews/interrogations'related'to'any'suspected'fraudulent'act.'

Investigation'results'will'not'be'disclosed'or'discussed'with'anyone'other'than'those'who'have'a'
legitimate'need'to'know.'This'is'important'in'order'to'avoid'damaging'the'reputations'of'persons'suspected'but'
subsequently'found'innocent'of'wrongful'conduct'and'to'protect'the'School'from'potential'civil'liability.'
'
Authority'for'Investigation'of'Suspected'Fraud'

Members'of'the'company’s'BOT'will'have:'
1. Free'and'unrestricted'access'to'all'the'School’s'records'and'premises;'and'
2. The'authority'to'examine,'copy,'and/or'remove'all'or'any'portion'of'the'contents'of'files,'
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desks,'cabinets,'and'other'storage'facilities'on'the'premises'without'prior'knowledge'or'
consent'of'any'individual'who'may'use'or'have'custody'or'any'such'items'or'facilities'when'it'is'
within'the'scope'of'their'investigations.'

'
Reporting'Procedures'

An'employee'who'discovers'or'suspects'fraudulent'activity'will'contact'the'Chair'of'the'BOT'
immediately.'The'employee'or'other'complainant'may'remain'anonymous.'All'inquiries'concerning'the'activity'
under'investigation'from'the'suspected'individual(s),'his'or'her'attorney'or'representative(s),'or'any'other'
inquirer'should'be'directed'to'the'Audit'Committee'or'legal'counsel.'No'information'concerning'the'status'of'an'
investigation'will'be'given'out.'The'proper'response'to'any'inquiry'is,'“I'am'not'at'liberty'to'discuss'this'matter.”'
Under'no'circumstances'should'any'reference'be'made'to'“the'allegation,”'“the'crime,”'“the'fraud,”'“the'
forgery,”'“the'misappropriation,”'or'any'other'specific'reference.'

The'reporting'individual'should'be'informed'of'the'following:'
1. Do'not'contact'the'suspected'individual'in'an'effort'to'determine'facts'or'demand'restitution.'
2. Do'not'discuss'the'case,'facts,'suspicions,'or'allegations'with'anyone'unless'specifically'asked'

to'do'so'by'the'BCCS''legal'counsel'or'the'BOT.'
'
'
Whistleblower'Policy'

BCCS'requires'employees'to'observe'high'standards'of'business'and'personal'ethics'in'the'conduct'of'
their'duties'and'responsibilities.''Employees'and'representatives'of'the'School'are'expected'to'practice'honesty'
and'integrity'in'fulfilling'their'responsibilities'and'are'expected'to'comply'with'all'applicable'laws'and'
regulations.'''

It'is'the'responsibility'of'all'employees'to'report'violations'of'ethics'or'conduct'or'suspected'violations'
in'accordance'with'this'Whistleblower'Policy.'''

No'employee'who'in'good'faith'reports'a'violation'shall'suffer'harassment,'retaliation'or'adverse'
employment'consequence.''An'employee'who'retaliates'against'someone'who'has'reported'a'violation'in'good'
faith'is'subject'to'discipline'up'to'and'including'termination'of'employment.''This'Whistleblower'Policy'is'
intended'to'encourage'and'enable'employees'and'others'to'raise'serious'concerns'within'the'School'prior'to'
seeking'resolution'outside'the'School.'''

Anyone'filing'a'complaint'concerning'a'violation'or'suspected'violation'must'be'acting'in'good'faith'and'
have'reasonable'grounds'for'believing'the'information'disclosed'indicates'a'violation.''Any'allegations'that'
prove'not'to'be'substantiated'and'which'prove'to'have'been'made'maliciously'or'knowingly'to'be'false'will'be'
viewed'as'a'serious'disciplinary'offense.'''

Violations'or'suspected'violations'may'be'submitted'on'a'confidential'basis'by'the'complainant'or'may'
be'submitted'anonymously.''Reports'of'violations'or'suspected'violations'will'be'kept'confidential'to'the'extent'
possible,'consistent'with'the'need'to'conduct'an'adequate'investigation.'''

The'ED'will'notify'the'sender'and'acknowledge'receipt'of'the'reported'violation'or'suspected'violation'
within'five'business'days.''All'reports'will'be'promptly'investigated'and'appropriate'corrective'action'will'be'
taken'if'warranted'by'the'investigation.'''
'
Appendix'A'
'
As'of'March,'2020,'the'following'individuals'have'the'general'fiscal'responsibilities'as'outlined'below'and'
discussed'in'this'manual:''
'
Credit'Card'Holders'
ED'
'
School@Based:''
'
Executive'Director'
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The'ED'oversees'all'operations'of'the'School,'and'acts'as'the'primary'liaison'between'the'School'and'the'BOT.''
'
Operations'Director'
The'OD,'with'the'ED,'oversees'all'operations'of'the'School.'The'OD'is'responsible'for'the'tracking'of'school'
assets'and'inventories'and'reviews'the'fiscal'policies'and'reporting'to'ensure'consistency'with'established'
procedures'and'budget'and'compliance'with'necessary'laws.'The'OD'is'responsible'for'receipt'of'all'mail,'
supplies'and'materials'into'the'School'and'purchasing'of'supplies'and'materials.''
'
Academic'Director'
The'AD'manages'the'teaching'faculty'and'curriculum'of'the'School'and,''
'
BCCS'Support'Team:'
'
AF’s'Senior'Consultant'
AF’s'Senior'Consultant'helps'prepare'and'present'monthly'and'quarterly'financial'statements,'as'well'as'other'
reports'required'by'various'agencies'such'as'state'offices'or'private'contributors.'S/he'completes'bank'
reconciliations'of'all'3'bank'accounts'as'well'as'the'petty'cash'account.'S/he'is'also'responsible'for'the'receipt'of'
all'income'to'the'School'to'ensure'that'accounting,'spending'and'reporting'procedures'are'consistent'with'grant'
terms'and'restrictions'and/or'funding'stipulations.'
'
AF’s'Junior'Consultant'
AF’s'Junior'Consultant'processes'all'receipts'and'expenditures'in'the'accounting'system'and'oversees'the'receipt'
of'all'goods'and'services'according'to'approved'purchases.'

'



Attachment 31(a) - Budget

Attachment 31(a) - 4

Contact'Name: Daniel'Brink+Washington
Contact'Title: Proposed'Executive'Director
Contact'Email:
Contact'Phone:

First'Academic'Year: 2021+22

Pre8Opening'Period: July'1,'2020'+'June'30,'2021

Note:''For'pre8opening'period'if'the'RFP'submission'date'is:
a)'less'than'1'year'from'the'"First'Academic'Year,"'select'the'January'through'June'date'range.
b)'1'year'or'more'before'the'"First'Academic'Year,"'select'the'July'through'June'date'range.

Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School

2019'New'School'Proposal
Budget(s)'&'Cash'Flow(s)'Template



BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL
2021322'through'2025326

CHARTER'ENROLLMENT'BY'GRADE
GRADES LEVEL 2021322 2022323 2023324 2024325 2025326 AGE'RANGE
Kindergarten Elementary.School 49 49 49 49 49 455
1st.Grade Elementary.School 48 49 49 49 49 556
2nd.Grade Elementary.School 0 48 48 49 49 657
3rd.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 48 48 48 758
4th.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 0 48 48 859
5th.Grade Elementary*School 0 0 0 0 48 9510
6th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
7th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
8th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
9th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
10th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
11th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
12th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
97 146 194 243 291

NUMBER'OF'CLASSES'BY'GRADE
GRADES LEVEL 2021322 2022323 2023324 2024325 2025326
Kindergarten Elementary.School 2 2 2 2 2
1st.Grade Elementary.School 2 2 2 2 2
2nd.Grade Elementary.School 0 2 2 2 2
3rd.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 2 2 2
4th.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 0 2 2
5th.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 0 0 2
6th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
7th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
8th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
9th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
10th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
11th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
12th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
4 6 8 10 12

AVERAGE'NUMBER'OF'STUDENTS'PER'CLASS'BY'GRADE
GRADES LEVEL 2021322 2022323 2023324 2024325 2025326
Kindergarten Elementary.School 25 25 25 25 25
1st.Grade Elementary.School 24 25 25 25 25
2nd.Grade Elementary.School 0 24 24 25 25
3rd.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 24 24 24
4th.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 0 24 24
5th.Grade Elementary.School 0 0 0 0 24
6th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
7th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
8th.Grade Middle.School 0 0 0 0 0
9th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
10th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
11th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0
12th.Grade High.School 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

SUMMARY'AND'OTHER'INFORMATION
97.................................. 146................................ 194................................ 243................................ 291................................
5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5.................................
5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5.................................
5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5.................................
97'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 146'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 194'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 243'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 291''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
97.................................. 49.................................. 48.................................. 49.................................. 48..................................

100.0% 50.5% 32.9% 25.3% 19.8%
3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

ADDITIONAL'NOTES/COMMENTS

ESTIMATED'ENROLLMENT'BY'DISTRICT
ANNUAL'ENROLLMENT'BY'DISTRICT'TOTALS 97.................................. 146................................ 194................................ 243................................ 291................................

Enrollment.by.Grade.vs.Enrollment.by.District.(should.=.0) 5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5................................. 5.................................

ENTER'NUMBER'OF'SCHOOL'DISTRICTS'ANTICIPATED:'33> 1

PRIMARY'SENDING'
SCHOOL'DISTRICT BUFFALO.CITY.SD 2021322 2022323 2023324 2024325 2025326

DISTRICT'S'ANNUAL'TOTAL'OPERATING'BUDGET 950,900,000$.............. 950,900,000$.............. 950,900,000$.............. 950,900,000$.............. 950,900,000$..............
ENROLLMENT.(Charter*School) 97.................................. 146................................ 194................................ 243................................ 291................................

SECONDARY'SENDING'
SCHOOL'DISTRICT Select*from*drop3down*list*→ 2021322 2022323 2023324 2024325 2025326

DISTRICT'S'ANNUAL'TOTAL'OPERATING'BUDGET 5$............................... 5$............................... 5$............................... 5$............................... 5$...............................

Ungraded

Ungraded

Ungraded

Total.Elementary.Enrollment

Change.in.Net.Enrollment.from.Prior.Year.(Percent)

TOTAL

TOTAL

Total.Middle.School.Enrollment
Total.High.School.Enrollment
Total.Ungraded.Enrollment
Total&Enrollment
Change.in.Net.Enrollment.from.Prior.Year.(Count)

Anticipated.rate.of.attrition.(Percent)

Buffalo.Public.Schools.Four.Year.Financial.Plan.(Revised).2017518.to.2020521:.
https://www.buffaloschools.org/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=95&dataid=196727&FileName
=4%20YEAR%20PLAN%20NEW%20MODEL%20W%20EXEC%20SUMMARY%20v4.17.2019%20FINAL.pdf

DESCRIPTION'OF'SOURCE'FOR'DISTRICT'S'OPERATING'BUDGET
(Include.web.address.if.available)

Our.targeted.enrollment.is.50.students.per.grade..We.included.a.3%.attrition.rate.in.the.charter.enrollment.by.grade.chart.above..



ENROLLMENT.(Charter*School)

PRIMARY/OTHER DISTRICT'NAME(S) 2021322 2022323 2023324 2024325 2025326
Other.District.3 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.4 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.5 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.6 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.7 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.8 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.9 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.10 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.11 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.12 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.13 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.14 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.15 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.16 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.17 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.18 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.19 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.20 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.21 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.22 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.23 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.24 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.25 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.26 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.27 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.28 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.29 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.30 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.31 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.32 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.33 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.34 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.35 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.36 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.37 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.38 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.39 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.40 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.41 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.42 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.43 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.44 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.45 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.46 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.47 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.48 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.49 Select.from.drop5down.list.→
Other.District.50 Select.from.drop5down.list.→

DESCRIPTION'OF'SOURCE'FOR'DISTRICT'S'OPERATING'BUDGET
(Include.web.address.if.available)



BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL

Year'1 Year'2 Year'3 Year'4 Year'5
Acad'Years 2021$22 2022$23 2023$24 2024$25 2025$26
Grades K$1 K$2 K$3 K$4 K$5
Enrollment 97 146 194 243 291

*NOTE:!!State!the!assumptions!that!are!being!made!for!personnel
FTE!levels!in!the!section!provided!below.

ADMINISTRATIVE'PERSONNEL'FTE FTE Description'of'Assumptions
Executive4Management 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 14Executive4Director
Instructional4Management 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 14K$24Academic4Director;40.543$54Academic4Director4added4Y34and4moves4to41.04

Y44
Deans,4Directors4&4Coordinators 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 School4Culture4Director:40.54in4Y14and4moves4to41.04in4Y2;4Student4Support4

Director:40.54in4Y14and4moves4to41.04in4Y2;4Assistant4School4Culture4Director:4
Added4as40.54in4Y44and4moves4to41.04in4Y5

CFO4/4Director4of4Finance 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Proposing4to4outsource4backoffice4functions4
Operation4/4Business4Manager 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 14Operations4Director
Administrative4Staff 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 14Office4Manage;414Assistant4Office4Manager4added4in4Y4
TOTAL4ADMINISTRATIVE4STAFF 5.0 6.0 6.5 8.5 9.0

INSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'FTE
Teachers4$4Regular 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 24General4Education4teachers4per4grade4each4year
Teachers4$4SPED 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 14Special4Education4teacher4per4grade
Substitute4Teachers 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 See4contracted4services4on4tabs47$9
Teaching4Assistants 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 14Teaching4Assistant4per4grade
Specialty4Teachers 2.5 3.0 4.5 5.5 6.0 Art4Teacher:40.54in4Y1,4moves4to40.754in4Y34and41.04in4Y4;4PE4Teacher:4same4as4

Art4Teacher;4ENL4Teacher(s):40.754in4Y1,4moves4to41.04in4Y2,41.54in4Y3,41.754in4Y4,4Aides 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Therapists4&4Counselors 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 Counselor4added4in4Y;44second4counselor4added4in4Y5
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL4INSTRUCTIONAL 10.5 15.0 21.5 26.5 32.0

NONJINSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'FTE
Nurse 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 1.0 Nurse:40.254Y1$3,4moves4to40.54in4Y44and41.04on4Y5
Librarian 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 Librarian4added4in4Y4
Custodian 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 In4Y1$44outsourced4through4custodial4service;4see4contracted4services.4Add4

Custodian/Facilities4Manager4in4Y5Security 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL4NON$INSTRUCTIONAL 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.5 3.0

TOTAL'PERSONNEL'SERVICE'FTE 15.8 21.3 28.3 36.5 44.0

Year'1 Year'2 Year'3 Year'4 Year'5
Acad'Years 2021$22 2022$23 2023$24 2024$25 2025$26
Grades K$1 K$2 K$3 K$4 K$5
Enrollment 97.00 146.00 194.00 243.00 291.00

*NOTE:!!Concisely!state!the!assumptions!that!are!being!made!for!personnel!
wages!in!the!section!provided!below.

WAGES Description'of'Assumptions
ADMINISTRATIVE'PERSONNEL'WAGES

Salary/Incr'% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
Starting4salary4assumed4to4grow4by42%4year4over4year,4regardless4of4whether4
present4in4year414or4not4to4account4for4wage4growth4over4time

Executive4Management 85,000$444444444444 85,000$444444444444444444 86,700$444444444444444444 88,434$444444444444444444 90,203$444444444444444444 92,007$444444444444444444
Instructional4Management 65,000$444444444444 65,000$444444444444444444 66,300$444444444444444444 100,126$4444444444444444 134,629$4444444444444444 137,321$4444444444444444
Deans,4Directors4&4Coordinators 58,000$444444444444 58,000$444444444444444444 117,160$4444444444444444 119,503$4444444444444444 150,893$4444444444444444 182,911$4444444444444444
CFO4/4Director4of4Finance $$44444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444
Operation4/4Business4Manager 63,000$444444444444 63,000$444444444444444444 64,260$444444444444444444 65,545$444444444444444444 66,856$444444444444444444 68,193$444444444444444444
Administrative4Staff 30,000$444444444444 30,000$444444444444444444 30,600$444444444444444444 31,212$444444444444444444 61,836$444444444444444444 63,073$444444444444444444
TOTAL4ADMINISTRATIVE4STAFF 301,000$4444444444444444 365,020$4444444444444444 404,820$4444444444444444 504,417$4444444444444444 543,505$4444444444444444

INSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'WAGES
Teachers4$4Regular 53,000$444444444444 212,000$4444444444444444 322,240$4444444444444444 434,685$4444444444444444 549,378$4444444444444444 666,366$4444444444444444
Teachers4$4SPED 55,000$444444444444 110,000$4444444444444444 167,200$4444444444444444 225,544$4444444444444444 285,055$4444444444444444 345,756$4444444444444444
Substitute4Teachers $$44444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444
Teaching4Assistants 30,000$444444444444 60,000$444444444444444444 91,200$444444444444444444 123,024$4444444444444444 155,484$4444444444444444 188,594$4444444444444444
Specialty4Teachers 53,000$444444444444 132,500$4444444444444444 161,650$4444444444444444 244,383$4444444444444444 302,271$4444444444444444 334,816$4444444444444444
Aides $$44444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444
Therapists4&4Counselors 53,000$444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 53,000$444444444444444444 54,060$444444444444444444 108,141$4444444444444444
Other $$44444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444
TOTAL4INSTRUCTIONAL 514,500$4444444444444444 742,290$4444444444444444 1,080,636$4444444444444 1,346,249$4444444444444 1,643,673$4444444444444

NONJINSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'WAGES
Nurse 58,000$444444444444 14,500$444444444444444444 14,790$444444444444444444 15,086$444444444444444444 29,888$444444444444444444 59,485$444444444444444444
Librarian 53,000$444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 53,000$444444444444444444 54,060$444444444444444444
Custodian 58,000$444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 58,000$444444444444444444
Security $$44444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444
Other $$44444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444 $$4444444444444444444444444
TOTAL4NON$INSTRUCTIONAL 14,500$444444444444444444 14,790$444444444444444444 15,086$444444444444444444 82,888$444444444444444444 171,545$4444444444444444

TOTAL'PERSONNEL'SERVICE'WAGES 830,000$4444444444444444 1,122,100$4444444444444 1,500,542$4444444444444 1,933,553$4444444444444 2,358,724$4444444444444

*NOTE:!Enter!the!proposed!average!salary!for!each!category!and!the!anticipated
yearly!increase!percentages!in!the!section!provided!below.

STAFFING'PLAN
WAGES

*NOTE:!!Enter!the!number!of!planned!full=time!equivalent!("FTE")!positions
in!each!category!for!each!charter!year!in!the!section!provided!below.

STAFFING'PLAN'
FTE'



BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL

PROJECTED'BUDGET'/'OPERATING'PLAN'FOR'PRE6OPENING'PERIOD

July'1,'2020'6'June'30,'2021

*NOTE:!Please!enter!financial!data!on!either!tab!"5.)!Pre5OP!Cash!Flow!65Month"!OR!"6)!Pre5OP!Cash!Flow!15Year."
The!pre5opening!budget!will!be!for!either!a!65Month!Period!OR!a!15Year!Period!as!selected!on!tab!#1,!School!Information.

DESCRIPTION'OF'ASSUMPTIONS

Total'Revenue 170,554''''''''''''''''''''

Total'Expenses 156,354''''''''''''''''''''

Net'Income 14,200''''''''''''''''''''''

REVENUE

REVENUES'FROM'STATE'SOURCES

Grants

Stimulus (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
DYCD((Department(of(Youth(and(Community(Developmt.) (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Other (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Other (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

TOTAL(REVENUE(FROM(STATE(SOURCES (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

REVENUE'FROM'FEDERAL'FUNDING

Grants

Charter(School(Program((CSP)(Planning(&(Implementation (((((((((((((((((((((140,554( $550K(CSP(grant(split(over(the(first(two(yars
Other (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Other( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

TOTAL(REVENUE(FROM(FEDERAL(SOURCES '''''''''''''''''''''140,554'

LOCAL'and'OTHER'REVENUE

Contributions(and(Donations (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

Fundraising (((((((((((((((((((((((30,000( Yearly(fundraising(commitment(from(Board(of(Trustees,(
beginning(in(planning(year

Erate(Reimbursement (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Earnings(on(Investments (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Interest(Income (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Food(Service((Income(from(meals) (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Text(Book (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
OTHER (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

TOTAL(REVENUE(FROM(LOCAL(and(OTHER(SOURCES '''''''''''''''''''''''30,000'

TOTAL'REVENUE' '''''''''''''''''''''170,554'

EXPENSES

ADMINISTRATIVE'STAFF'PERSONNEL'COSTS

(FTE(No.(of(Positions(

Executive(Management ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((1.00( (((((((((((((((((((((((50,000( Executive(Director(at(reduced(salary(of($50,000
Instructional(Management (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Deans,(Directors(&(Coordinators (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
CFO(/(Director(of(Finance (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Operation(/(Business(Manager ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((0.50( (((((((((((((((((((((((30,000( Operations(Director(hired(mid)year
Administrative(Staff (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

TOTAL(ADMINISTRATIVE(STAFF '''''''''''''''''''''''''''1.50' (((((((((((((((((((((((80,000(

INSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'COSTS

Teachers()(Regular (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Teachers()(SPED (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Substitute(Teachers (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Teaching(Assistants (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Specialty(Teachers (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Aides (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Therapists(&(Counselors (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Other (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((5,000( Stipend(for(Academic(Director(to(assist(in(hiring(and(

recruitment(in(the(spring(of(2021
TOTAL(INSTRUCTIONAL ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''6' '''''''''''''''''''''''''5,000'

NON6INSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'COSTS

Nurse (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Librarian (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Custodian (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Security (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Other (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

TOTAL(NON)INSTRUCTIONAL )((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''6'

SUBTOTAL'PERSONNEL'SERVICE'COSTS '''''''''''''''''''''''''''1.50' '''''''''''''''''''''''85,000'

PAYROLL'TAXES'AND'BENEFITS

Payroll(Taxes
(((((((((((((((((((((((((6,946(

Includes(Social(Security((assumes(6.2%(of(compensation)(and(
Medicare((assumes(1.45%(of(compensation)(and(an(additional(
$413/employee(for(FUTA(and(SUTA.

Fringe(/(Employee(Benefits (((((((((((((((((((((((10,800( Group(plans(for(medical,(dental(and(life(insurance;(this(is(
based(on(approx.($600/month/employee

Retirement(/(Pension (((((((((((((((((((((((((4,000( Budgets(for(maximum(matching(contribution(of(5%(of(
compensation

TOTAL(PAYROLL(TAXES(AND(BENEFITS '''''''''''''''''''''''21,746'

TOTAL'PERSONNEL'SERVICE'COSTS '''''''''''''''''''''''''''1.50' '''''''''''''''''''''106,746'

CONTRACTED'SERVICES

Accounting(/(Audit(
(((((((((((((((((((((((16,500( Quote(from(Kirisits(and(Associates(includes(accounting,(

payroll(and(other(back(office(responsibilities
Legal (((((((((((((((((((((((((1,000( Includes(501c3(filing(fee(
Management(Company(Fee (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Nurse(Services (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Food(Service(/(School(Lunch (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Payroll(Services

(((((((((((((((((((((((((1,808( $53(per(pay(period,(extra($1(per(employee(per(pay(period;(
$500(in(reporting(fees

Special(Ed(Services (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Titlement(Services((i.e.(Title(I) (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Other(Purchased(/(Professional(/(Consulting (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

TOTAL(CONTRACTED(SERVICES '''''''''''''''''''''''19,308'

SCHOOL'OPERATIONS

Board(Expenses
(((((((((((((((((((((((((3,800(

Annual(board(retreat(and(other(development(opportunities(
and($150/month(for(monthly(meeting(expenses.((Contingent(
on(fundraising,(see(line(32)

Classroom(/(Teaching(Supplies(&(Materials (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Special(Ed(Supplies(&(Materials (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Textbooks(/(Workbooks (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Supplies(&(Materials(other (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Equipment(/(Furniture (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Telephone( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Technology (((((((((((((((((((((((((3,600( Computers(for(Employees;($1,200(each
Student(Testing(&(Assessment (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

'START6UP'PERIOD'



BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL
PROJECTED'BUDGET'/'OPERATING'PLAN'FOR'PRE6OPENING'PERIOD

July'1,'2020'6'June'30,'2021
*NOTE:!Please!enter!financial!data!on!either!tab!"5.)!Pre5OP!Cash!Flow!65Month"!OR!"6)!Pre5OP!Cash!Flow!15Year."

The!pre5opening!budget!will!be!for!either!a!65Month!Period!OR!a!15Year!Period!as!selected!on!tab!#1,!School!Information.

DESCRIPTION'OF'ASSUMPTIONS

Total'Revenue 170,554''''''''''''''''''''
Total'Expenses 156,354''''''''''''''''''''
Net'Income 14,200''''''''''''''''''''''

'START6UP'PERIOD'

Field(Trips (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Transportation((student) (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Student(Services()(other (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Office(Expense (((((((((((((((((((((((((1,500( Copies,(mailing,(office(supplies
Staff(Development (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Staff(Recruitment

(((((((((((((((((((((((((5,000( print,(radio,(web,(social(media,("swag"((Contingent(on(
fundraising,(see(line(32)

Student(Recruitment(/(Marketing
(((((((((((((((((((((((((5,000( print,(radio,(web,(social(media,("swag"((Contingent(on(

fundraising,(see(line(32)
School(Meals(/(Lunch (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Travel((Staff)

(((((((((((((((((((((((((2,000(
ED,(OD,(and(Board(Chair(will(visit(WNY,(NYC,(and(other(
charter(schools(with(similar(models.(See(R)08ad.((Contingent(
on(fundraising,(see(line(32)

Fundraising (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

Other
(((((((((((((((((((((((((1,500( Books(to(give(new(students(during(initial(home(visits.(See(R)

10ac.
TOTAL(SCHOOL(OPERATIONS '''''''''''''''''''''''22,400'

FACILITY'OPERATION'&'MAINTENANCE
Insurance (((((((((((((((((((((((((5,500( D+O(insurance(during(planning(year.
Janitorial (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

Building(and(Land(Rent(/(Lease(/(Facility(Finance(Interest
(((((((((((((((((((((((((2,400(

Rent(at(shared(co)working(space(such(as(Design(Innovation(
Garage.(Includes(mail(service,(fax,(printer,(internet.(
$200/month.

Repairs(&(Maintenance( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Equipment(/(Furniture (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
Security (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

Utilities (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
TOTAL(FACILITY(OPERATION(&(MAINTENANCE '''''''''''''''''''''''''7,900'

DEPRECIATION'&'AMORTIZATION (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(
DISSOLUTION'ESCROW'&'RESERVES'/'CONTIGENCY (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()(

TOTAL'EXPENSES '''''''''''''''''''''156,354'

NET'INCOME '''''''''''''''''''''''14,200'



BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL

PROJECTED'CASH'FLOW'FOR'SCHOOLS'PROPOSING'TO'OPEN'IN'THE'SECOND'YEAR'FOLLOWING'PROPOSAL'SUBMISSION
July'1,'2020'>'June'30,'2021

Total'Revenue 21,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 21,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 21,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 170,554'''''''''
Total'Expenses 9,945''''''''''''' 8,745''''''''''''' 7,745''''''''''''' 7,745''''''''''''' 7,745''''''''''''' 8,945''''''''''''' 17,548''''''''''' 19,548''''''''''' 19,748''''''''''' 17,048''''''''''' 16,548''''''''''' 15,048''''''''''' 156,354'''''''''
Net'Income 11,768''''''''''' 2,968''''''''''''' 3,968''''''''''''' 13,968''''''''''' 3,968''''''''''''' 2,768''''''''''''' 4,165''''''''''''' (7,835)'''''''''''' (8,035)'''''''''''' (5,335)'''''''''''' (4,835)'''''''''''' (3,335)'''''''''''' 14,200'''''''''''
Cash'Flow'Adjustments >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >''''''''''''''''''''''
Beginning'Cash'Balance >'''''''''''''''''''''' 11,768''''''''''' 14,737''''''''''' 18,705''''''''''' 32,673''''''''''' 36,642''''''''''' 39,410''''''''''' 43,575''''''''''' 35,740''''''''''' 27,705''''''''''' 22,370''''''''''' 17,535''''''''''' >''''''''''''''''''''''
Net'Income 11,768''''''''''' 14,737''''''''''' 18,705''''''''''' 32,673''''''''''' 36,642''''''''''' 39,410''''''''''' 43,575''''''''''' 35,740''''''''''' 27,705''''''''''' 22,370''''''''''' 17,535''''''''''' 14,200''''''''''' 14,200'''''''''''

!JUL! !AUG! !SEP! !OCT! !NOV! !DEC! !JAN! !FEB! !MAR! !APR! !MAY! !JUN! !TOTAL!
REVENUE

REVENUES'FROM'STATE'SOURCES
Grants
Stimulus !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
DYCD!(Department!of!Youth!and!Community!Development) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

TOTAL!REVENUE!FROM!STATE!SOURCES !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

REVENUE'FROM'FEDERAL'FUNDING
Grants
Charter!School!Program!(CSP)!Planning!&!Implementation !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!140,554!
Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Other! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

TOTAL!REVENUE!FROM!FEDERAL!SOURCES !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,713! !!!!!!!!!!140,554!

LOCAL'and'OTHER'REVENUE
Contributions!and!Donations !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Fundraising !!!!!!!!!!!!10,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!30,000!
Erate!Reimbursement !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Earnings!on!Investments !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Interest!Income !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Food!Service!(Income!from!meals) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Text!Book !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
OTHER !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

TOTAL!REVENUE!FROM!LOCAL!and!OTHER!SOURCES !!!!!!!!!!!!10,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!30,000!

TOTAL'REVENUE' ''''''''''''21,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''21,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''21,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''''11,713' ''''''''''170,554'

EXPENSES

ADMINISTRATIVE'PERSONNEL'COSTS
!FTE!No.!of!
Positions!!

Executive!Management !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!50,000!
Instructional!Management !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Deans,!Directors!&!Coordinators !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
CFO!/!Director!of!Finance !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Operation!/!Business!Manager !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.50! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!30,000!
Administrative!Staff !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

TOTAL!ADMINISTRATIVE!STAFF 1.50!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9,167!!!!!!!!!!!!! 80,000!!!!!!!!!!!

INSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'COSTS
Teachers!;!Regular !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Teachers!;!SPED !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Substitute!Teachers !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Teaching!Assistants !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Specialty!Teachers !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Aides !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Therapists!&!Counselors !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000!

TOTAL!INSTRUCTIONAL ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,000!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,000!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,000!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,000!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,000!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,000!!!!!!!!!!!!!

NON>INSTRUCTIONAL'PERSONNEL'COSTS
Nurse !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Librarian !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Custodian !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Security !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

TOTAL!NON;INSTRUCTIONAL ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SUBTOTAL'PERSONNEL'SERVICE'COSTS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.50! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,167! !!!!!!!!!!!!85,000!

PAYROLL'TAXES'AND'BENEFITS
Payroll!Taxes !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!353! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!353! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!353! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!353! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!353! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!353! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!805! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!805! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!805! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!805! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!805! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!805! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,946!
Fringe!/!Employee!Benefits !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!600! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!600! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!600! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!600! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!600! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!600! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!10,800!
Retirement!/!Pension !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!208! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!208! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!208! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!208! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!208! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!208! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,000!

TOTAL!PAYROLL!TAXES!AND!BENEFITS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,162! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,162! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,162! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,162! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,162! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,162! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,463! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,463! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,463! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,463! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,463! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,463! !!!!!!!!!!!!21,746!

TOTAL'PERSONNEL'SERVICE'COSTS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.50! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,328! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,328! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,328! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,328! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,328! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,328! !!!!!!!!!!!!11,630! !!!!!!!!!!!!12,630! !!!!!!!!!!!!12,630! !!!!!!!!!!!!12,630! !!!!!!!!!!!!12,630! !!!!!!!!!!!!12,630! !!!!!!!!!!106,746!

CONTRACTED'SERVICES
Accounting!/!Audit! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,375! !!!!!!!!!!!!16,500!
Legal !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000!
Management!Company!Fee !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Nurse!Services !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Food!Service!/!School!Lunch !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Payroll!Services !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!610! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!110! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!110! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!110! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!110! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!110! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,808!
Special!Ed!Services !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Titlement!Services!(i.e.!Title!I) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Other!Purchased!/!Professional!/!Consulting !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
TOTAL!CONTRACTED!SERVICES !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,483! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,483! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,483! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,483! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,483! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,483! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,985! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,485! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,485! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,485! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,485! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,485! !!!!!!!!!!!!19,308!

SCHOOL'OPERATIONS
Board!Expenses !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!150! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,800!
Classroom!/!Teaching!Supplies!&!Materials !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Special!Ed!Supplies!&!Materials !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Textbooks!/!Workbooks !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Supplies!&!Materials!other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Equipment!/!Furniture !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Telephone! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Technology !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,600!
Student!Testing!&!Assessment !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Field!Trips !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Transportation!(student) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Student!Services!;!other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Office!Expense !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,500!
Staff!Development !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Staff!Recruitment !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,500! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,500! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000!
Student!Recruitment!/!Marketing !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,000!
School!Meals!/!Lunch !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Travel!(Staff) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,000! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,000!
Fundraising !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

*NOTE:
Please&enter&"Description&of&Assumptions"&on&tab&"4)&Pre7Opening&Period&Budget."

PRE>OPENING'CASH'FLOW'1>YEAR



BUFFALO'COMMONS'CHARTER'SCHOOL

PROJECTED'CASH'FLOW'FOR'SCHOOLS'PROPOSING'TO'OPEN'IN'THE'SECOND'YEAR'FOLLOWING'PROPOSAL'SUBMISSION
July'1,'2020'>'June'30,'2021

Total'Revenue 21,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 21,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 21,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 11,713''''''''''' 170,554'''''''''
Total'Expenses 9,945''''''''''''' 8,745''''''''''''' 7,745''''''''''''' 7,745''''''''''''' 7,745''''''''''''' 8,945''''''''''''' 17,548''''''''''' 19,548''''''''''' 19,748''''''''''' 17,048''''''''''' 16,548''''''''''' 15,048''''''''''' 156,354'''''''''
Net'Income 11,768''''''''''' 2,968''''''''''''' 3,968''''''''''''' 13,968''''''''''' 3,968''''''''''''' 2,768''''''''''''' 4,165''''''''''''' (7,835)'''''''''''' (8,035)'''''''''''' (5,335)'''''''''''' (4,835)'''''''''''' (3,335)'''''''''''' 14,200'''''''''''
Cash'Flow'Adjustments >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >''''''''''''''''''''''
Beginning'Cash'Balance >'''''''''''''''''''''' 11,768''''''''''' 14,737''''''''''' 18,705''''''''''' 32,673''''''''''' 36,642''''''''''' 39,410''''''''''' 43,575''''''''''' 35,740''''''''''' 27,705''''''''''' 22,370''''''''''' 17,535''''''''''' >''''''''''''''''''''''
Net'Income 11,768''''''''''' 14,737''''''''''' 18,705''''''''''' 32,673''''''''''' 36,642''''''''''' 39,410''''''''''' 43,575''''''''''' 35,740''''''''''' 27,705''''''''''' 22,370''''''''''' 17,535''''''''''' 14,200''''''''''' 14,200'''''''''''

!JUL! !AUG! !SEP! !OCT! !NOV! !DEC! !JAN! !FEB! !MAR! !APR! !MAY! !JUN! !TOTAL!

*NOTE:
Please&enter&"Description&of&Assumptions"&on&tab&"4)&Pre7Opening&Period&Budget."

PRE>OPENING'CASH'FLOW'1>YEAR

Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,500! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,500!

TOTAL!SCHOOL!OPERATIONS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,475! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,275! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!275! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!275! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!275! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,475! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,275! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,775! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,975! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,275! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,775! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!275! !!!!!!!!!!!!22,400!

FACILITY'OPERATION'&'MAINTENANCE
Insurance !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!458! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,500!
Janitorial !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Building!and!Land!Rent!/!Lease!/!Facility!Finance!Interest !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,400!
Repairs!&!Maintenance! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Equipment!/!Furniture !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
Security !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Utilities !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

TOTAL!FACILITY!OPERATION!&!MAINTENANCE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!658! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!7,900!

DEPRECIATION'&'AMORTIZATION !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!
DISSOLUTION'ESCROW'&'RESERVES'/'CONTIGENCY !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

TOTAL'EXPENSES ''''''''''''''9,945' ''''''''''''''8,745' ''''''''''''''7,745' ''''''''''''''7,745' ''''''''''''''7,745' ''''''''''''''8,945' ''''''''''''17,548' ''''''''''''19,548' ''''''''''''19,748' ''''''''''''17,048' ''''''''''''16,548' ''''''''''''15,048' !!!!!!!!!!156,354!

NET'INCOME ''''''''''''11,768' ''''''''''''''2,968' ''''''''''''''3,968' ''''''''''''13,968' ''''''''''''''3,968' ''''''''''''''2,768' ''''''''''''''4,165' ''''''''''''(7,835) ''''''''''''(8,035) ''''''''''''(5,335) ''''''''''''(4,835) ''''''''''''(3,335) ''''''''''''14,200'

CASH'FLOW'ADJUSTMENTS
OPERATING!ACTIVITIES

Description!(e.g.!Add!Back!Depreciation) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Total!Operating!Activities >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >''''''''''''''''''''''
INVESTMENT!ACTIVITIES

Description!(e.g.!Subtract!Property!and!Equipment!Expenditures) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Total!Investment!Activities >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >''''''''''''''''''''''
FINANCING!ACTIVITIES

Description!(e.g.!Add!Expected!Proceeds!from!a!Loan) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Other !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

Total!Financing!Activities >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''' >''''''''''''''''''''''

Total'Cash'Flow'Adjustments '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' '''''''''''''''''''''''>' !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

NET'INCOME 11,768''''''''''' 2,968''''''''''''' 3,968''''''''''''' 13,968''''''''''' 3,968''''''''''''' 2,768''''''''''''' 4,165''''''''''''' (7,835)'''''''''''' (8,035)'''''''''''' (5,335)'''''''''''' (4,835)'''''''''''' (3,335)'''''''''''' 14,200'''''''''''

Beginning'Cash'Balance '''''''''''''''''''''''>' 11,768''''''''''' 14,737''''''''''' 18,705''''''''''' 32,673''''''''''' 36,642''''''''''' 39,410''''''''''' 43,575''''''''''' 35,740''''''''''' 27,705''''''''''' 22,370''''''''''' 17,535''''''''''' !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;!

ENDING'CASH'BALANCE 11,768''''''''''' 14,737''''''''''' 18,705''''''''''' 32,673''''''''''' 36,642''''''''''' 39,410''''''''''' 43,575''''''''''' 35,740''''''''''' 27,705''''''''''' 22,370''''''''''' 17,535''''''''''' 14,200''''''''''' 14,200'''''''''''



*NOTE:!!State!assumptions!that!are!being!made!for!the!14
Year!Budget!in!the!section!provided!below.

Total&Revenue 1,440,033&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 149,971&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 420,000&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 2,010,004&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Total&Expenses 1,046,510&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 349,265&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 24,092&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 546,870&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 1,966,737&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Net&Income 393,524&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (199,294)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (24,092)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (126,870)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 43,267&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Budgeted&Student&Enrollment 97&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 97&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& Targeted(enrollment(of(100,(budgeted(enrollment(of(97

&REGULAR&
EDUCATION&

&SPECIAL&
EDUCATION& &OTHER& &FUNDRAISING&

&MANAGEMENT&&&
GENERAL& &TOTAL&

REVENUE
REVENUES&FROM&STATE&SOURCES

Per(Pupil(Revenue
Basic(Tuition(

(2019?20)
PRIMARY(School(District: BUFFALO(CITY(SD 13,494(((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((1,308,918( ((((((((((((((((1,308,918(
Other(District(1: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(2: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(3: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(4: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(5: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(6: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(7: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(8: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(9: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(10: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(11: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(12: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(13: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(14: ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

(Other(School(Districts'(Revenue: (Weighted(Avg.) ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

TOTAL(Per(Pupil(Revenue (Weighted(Avg.) 13,494(((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((1,308,918( ((((((((((((((((1,308,918(

Special(Education(Revenue 132,681(((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((132,681(

Budget(for(19((20%)(SPED(students.($18,286/student(with(
services(>60%.($7,655/student(with(services(20%(?(59%.(
Number(of(students(in(each(category(modeled(on(current(
BCSD(SPED(data.(Source:(NYSED(State(SPED(Aid(Calculator.

NYC(DoE(Rental(Assistance ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Grants
Stimulus ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
DYCD((Department(of(Youth(and(Community(Development) ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

Other (((((((((((((((((((((((7,558( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((7,558( NYSTL(textbooks(($58.35);(NYSSL(software(($14.98);(NYSLIB(
($4.59)(per(student

Other ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

TOTAL(REVENUE(FROM(STATE(SOURCES ((((((((((((((((1,316,476( (((((((((((((((((((132,681( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((1,449,157(

REVENUE&FROM&FEDERAL&FUNDING

IDEA(Special(Needs ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((9,500( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((9,500( Budget(for(19((20%)(SPED(students(and($500(per(student(
enrolled(in(SPED

Title(I (((((((((((((((((((((31,980( (((((((((((((((((((((((7,790( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((39,770( Assume(82%(FRL(and($500(per(FRL(student

Title(Funding(?(Other (((((((((((((((((((((((5,000( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((5,000( Funding(from(Title(2a,(reflects(14%(cut(for(FY2017.(Assumes(
no(further(cuts.

School(Food(Service((Free(Lunch) (((((((((((((((((((((82,227( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((82,227(
Participation(assumed(at(100%(for(breakfast,(lunch(&(snack;(
95%(Average(Daily(Attendance;(186(instructional(days;(82%(
FRL((10%(Reduced,(72%(Free).

Grants
Charter(School(Program((CSP)(Planning(&(Implementation ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((390,000( (((((((((((((((((((390,000( 550K(CSP(grant(split(over(the(first(3(years(as(per(the(RFP.
Other ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

Other( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

TOTAL(REVENUE(FROM(FEDERAL(SOURCES (((((((((((((((((((119,207( (((((((((((((((((((((17,290( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((390,000( (((((((((((((((((((526,497(

LOCAL&and&OTHER&REVENUE
Contributions(and(Donations ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Fundraising ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((30,000( (((((((((((((((((((((30,000( Yearly(fundraising(commitment(from(Board(of(Trustees
Erate(Reimbursement (((((((((((((((((((((((4,350( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((4,350( 75%(of(telecom(services;(may(be(eligible(for(more
Earnings(on(Investments ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Interest(Income ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Food(Service((Income(from(meals) ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Text(Book ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

OTHER ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

TOTAL(REVENUE(FROM(LOCAL(and(OTHER(SOURCES (((((((((((((((((((((((4,350( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((30,000( (((((((((((((((((((((34,350(

TOTAL&REVENUE& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&1,440,033& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&149,971& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&3& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&3& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&420,000& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&2,010,004&

EXPENSES

ADMINISTRATIVE&STAFF&PERSONNEL&COSTS ((FTE(No.(of(
Positions(

Executive(Management 1.00((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((34,000.00( (((((((((((((((((((((((8,500( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((42,500( (((((((((((((((((((((85,000( Executive(Director
Instructional(Management 1.00((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((((42,250( (((((((((((((((((((((((6,500( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((16,250( (((((((((((((((((((((65,000( Academic(Director
Deans,(Directors(&(Coordinators 1.00((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((((14,500( (((((((((((((((((((((14,500( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((29,000( (((((((((((((((((((((58,000( 0.5(School(Culture(Director,(0.5(Student(Support(Director
CFO(/(Director(of(Finance ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Operation(/(Business(Manager 1.00((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((63,000( (((((((((((((((((((((63,000( Operations(Director
Administrative(Staff 1.00((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((30,000( (((((((((((((((((((((30,000( Office(Manager

TOTAL(ADMINISTRATIVE(STAFF 5.00((((((((((((((((((((((( 90,750(((((((((((((((((((( 29,500(((((((((((((((((((( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 180,750(((((((((((((((((( 301,000((((((((((((((((((

INSTRUCTIONAL&PERSONNEL&COSTS
Teachers(?(Regular 4.00((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((212,000( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((212,000( 4(Classroom(teachers
Teachers(?(SPED 2.00((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((110,000( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((110,000( 2(SPED(Teachers
Substitute(Teachers ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Teaching(Assistants 2.00((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((((60,000( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((60,000( 2(Assistant(Teachers
Specialty(Teachers 2.50((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((102,025( (((((((((((((((((((((30,475( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((132,500( Speciality(Teachers.(Mix(of(Part/Full.
Aides ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Therapists(&(Counselors ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

TOTAL(INSTRUCTIONAL 10.50(((((((((((((((((((( 374,025(((((((((((((((((( 140,475(((((((((((((((((( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 514,500((((((((((((((((((

NON3INSTRUCTIONAL&PERSONNEL&COSTS
Nurse 0.25((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((14,500( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((14,500( Part(time(Nurse
Librarian ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Custodian ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Security ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( See(line(147.
Other ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

TOTAL(NON?INSTRUCTIONAL 0.25((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 14,500(((((((((((((((((((( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ?((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 14,500((((((((((((((((((((

SUBTOTAL&PERSONNEL&SERVICE&COSTS (((((((((((((((((((((15.75( (((((((((((((464,775.00( (((((((((((((((((((169,975( (((((((((((((((((((((14,500( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((180,750( (((((((((((((((((((830,000(

PAYROLL&TAXES&AND&BENEFITS
Payroll(Taxes

(((((((((((((((((((((39,685( (((((((((((((((((((((14,242( (((((((((((((((((((((((1,522( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((15,892( (((((((((((((((((((((71,342(
Includes(Social(Security((assumes(6.2%(of(compensation)(and(
Medicare((assumes(1.45%(of(compensation)(and(an(
additional($413/employee(for(FUTA(and(SUTA.

Fringe(/(Employee(Benefits (((((((((((((((((((((76,648( (((((((((((((((((((((23,300( (((((((((((((((((((((((7,345( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((37,808( (((((((((((((((((((145,100( $7200(per(FTE(in(medical,(dental(and(vision(coverage;(1%(
Worker's(Comp

Retirement(/(Pension (((((((((((((((((((((23,239( (((((((((((((((((((((((8,499( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((725( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((9,038( (((((((((((((((((((((41,500( 5%(403B(employer(match(
TOTAL(PAYROLL(TAXES(AND(BENEFITS (((((((((((((((((((139,572( (((((((((((((((((((((46,041( (((((((((((((((((((((((9,592( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((62,737( (((((((((((((((((((257,942(

TOTAL&PERSONNEL&SERVICE&COSTS (((((((((((((((((((((15.75( (((((((((((((((((((604,347( (((((((((((((((((((216,016( (((((((((((((((((((((24,092( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((243,487( ((((((((((((((((1,087,942(

CONTRACTED&SERVICES

Accounting(/(Audit(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((53,500( (((((((((((((((((((((53,500(

Quote(from(Kirisits(and(Associates(includes(accounting,(
payroll(and(other(back(office(responsibilities(approx.($38,500.(
Plus(independent(audit(by(third(party(at($15,000.

Legal
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((10,050( (((((((((((((((((((((10,050(

General(handbook(and(work(agreement(review.(Estimated(at(
>.5%(of(revenue.(((National(average(.38%(for(businesses(
under(10M(revenue)

Management(Company(Fee ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Nurse(Services ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( See(line(90
Food(Service(/(School(Lunch

(((((((((((((((((((((79,385( (((((((((((((((((((((19,846( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((99,231(
Approx.($1,023(cost(per(student(per(year;(based(on(meal(
costs
for(186(days(for(student(body

Payroll(Services
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((2,228( (((((((((((((((((((((((2,228( $500(in(reporting(fees;($53(per(pay(period(plus(an(extra($1(

per(employee(per(pay(period
Special(Ed(Services

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((19,000( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((19,000(
$1000/student(in(addition(to(what(BPS(provides.(Uses(likely(
include(related(services,(internal(intiatives,(and(potential(
transportation.(Budget(spending(for(22(SPED(students.

Titlement(Services((i.e.(Title(I) ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

Other(Purchased(/(Professional(/(Consulting
(((((((((((((((((((((((8,095( (((((((((((((((((((((((1,905( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((10,000( Subsitute(teachers(twice(per(week(on(average(at(rate(of(

$125/day.
TOTAL(CONTRACTED(SERVICES (((((((((((((((((((((87,480( (((((((((((((((((((((40,751( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((65,778( (((((((((((((((((((194,009(

SCHOOL&OPERATIONS
Board(Expenses

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((3,800( (((((((((((((((((((((((3,800( Annual(board(retreat(and(other(development(opportunities(
and($150/month(meeting(expenses.

Classroom(/(Teaching(Supplies(&(Materials (((((((((((((((((((((15,520( (((((((((((((((((((((((3,880( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((19,400( $200/student
Special(Ed(Supplies(&(Materials ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((3,800( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((3,800( $200/student
Textbooks(/(Workbooks

((((((((((((((((33,499.44( (((((((((((((((((((((((8,160( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((41,660(
$79.48(in(NYSTL,(NYSLIB,(and(NYSSL(and(an(additional($350(
spending(per(student.(Includes(specific(trade(books(for(ELA(
and(SS((Community(Roots)(curriculum.(

Supplies(&(Materials(other
(((((((((((((((((((((27,499( (((((((((((((((((((((((6,875( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((34,374(

Curriculum(and(Materials(for(Math(($8,595),(Sci(($14,225),(
Tier(Two(ELA/Math(intervention(programs(($8,384/2,445),(
and(Caring(School(Community(($725).((See(R?06af

Equipment(/(Furniture (((((((((((((((((((((36,000( (((((((((((((((((((((((9,000( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((45,000( Classroom(and(office((furniture(and(necessities.
Telephone( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((5,800( (((((((((((((((((((((((5,800( Approx.($400/month(for(phone(service(plus($1000(install

Technology

(((((((((((((((((((((28,800( (((((((((((((((((((((((7,400( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((77,934( (((((((((((((((((((114,134(

Approx($30,000(for(initial(tech(setup,($5,000(for(Internet,(
approx.($41,493.75(for(Powerschool,($90/employee(for(
Whetstone,(Faculty(Laptops($1,200/new(staff,($200/new(
student

Student(Testing(&(Assessment (((((((((((((((((((((((4,900( (((((((((((((((((((((((1,225( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((6,125( STAR(360(setup(and(subscription.(See(R?06af
Field(Trips (((((((((((((((((((((((3,900( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((950( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((4,850( $50/student
Transportation((student)

(((((((((((((((((((((16,000( (((((((((((((((((((((((4,000( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((20,000( Bussing(on(5(days(when(BPS(is(not(in(session(at(approx.(
$500/bus.(See(R?19.

Student(Services(?(other
(((((((((((((((((((((10,920( (((((((((((((((((((((((2,660( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((13,580( School(uniforms(at($40/student((see(10d);(special(school(

events(at($100/student

Office(Expense
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((27,075( (((((((((((((((((((((27,075(

$450/month(copier(lease;(2(copiers;($75/student(budget
for(copies(and(supplies;($750/month(discretionary
budget(for(front(office

Staff(Development

(((((((((((((((((((((16,800( (((((((((((((((((((((((4,350( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((8,700( (((((((((((((((((((((29,850(

Currliculum(support(at(Summer(Institute(PD(including(
$13,500(for(EL(faculty(and($7,500(for(leadership(coaching(and(
$1,250(for(PLTW(coaching;(monthly(school?wide(series(at(
$250,(and(individual(conference(requests(at($400/faculty(and(
staff(for(75%(of(staff.(See(R?06af,(R?09ad.

Staff(Recruitment
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((7,000( (((((((((((((((((((((((7,000( Print,(radio,(web/social(media(postings,("swag",(referral(

and/or(signing(bonuses.(See(R?12ac
Student(Recruitment(/(Marketing ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((5,000( (((((((((((((((((((((((5,000( Print,(radio,(web/social(media(postings,("swag".(See(R?05ac
School(Meals(/(Lunch ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( See(line(112
Travel((Staff) ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

DESCRIPTION&OF&ASSUMPTIONS

PROGRAM&SERVICES SUPPORT&SERVICES

BUFFALO&COMMONS&CHARTER&SCHOOL

PROJECTED&BUDGET&/&OPERATING&PLAN&FOR&YEAR&ONE

JULY&1,&2021&3&JUNE&30,&2022

YEAR&1&BUDGET&AND&ASSUMPTION



*NOTE:!!State!assumptions!that!are!being!made!for!the!14
Year!Budget!in!the!section!provided!below.

Total&Revenue 1,440,033&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 149,971&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 420,000&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 2,010,004&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Total&Expenses 1,046,510&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 349,265&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 24,092&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 546,870&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 1,966,737&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Net&Income 393,524&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (199,294)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (24,092)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (126,870)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 43,267&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Budgeted&Student&Enrollment 97&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 97&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& Targeted(enrollment(of(100,(budgeted(enrollment(of(97

&REGULAR&
EDUCATION&

&SPECIAL&
EDUCATION& &OTHER& &FUNDRAISING&

&MANAGEMENT&&&
GENERAL& &TOTAL&

DESCRIPTION&OF&ASSUMPTIONS

PROGRAM&SERVICES SUPPORT&SERVICES

BUFFALO&COMMONS&CHARTER&SCHOOL

PROJECTED&BUDGET&/&OPERATING&PLAN&FOR&YEAR&ONE

JULY&1,&2021&3&JUNE&30,&2022

YEAR&1&BUDGET&AND&ASSUMPTION

Fundraising ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

Other
(((((((((((((((((((((((1,950( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((475( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((2,425( Books(to(give(to(new(students(during(initial(home(visits.(

$25/new(student.(See(R?10ac
TOTAL(SCHOOL(OPERATIONS (((((((((((((((((((195,789( (((((((((((((((((((((52,775( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((135,309( (((((((((((((((((((383,872(

FACILITY&OPERATION&&&MAINTENANCE
Insurance

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((15,520( (((((((((((((((((((((15,520(
$160/student(average(for(D&O,(Liability,(and(other(required(
insurance;(based(on(similarly(sized(schools
similarly(sized(schools

Janitorial
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((35,776( (((((((((((((((((((((35,776( $3/square(foot(for(janitorial(service(+$40/student(setaside(for(

supplies(purchased(through(janitorials(service
Building(and(Land(Rent(/(Lease(/(Facility(Finance(Interest (((((((((((((((((((127,584( (((((((((((((((((((((31,896( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((159,480( As(per(lease(estimates(of($15/sq.(ft.((See(R?16ac.
Repairs(&(Maintenance( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((20,000( (((((((((((((((((((((20,000( Minor(repairs(throughout(the(year.
Equipment(/(Furniture ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( Budgeted(above(in(furniture
Security

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((((6,000( (((((((((((((((((((((((6,000( Security(system(including(video(and(FOB(access,(plus(
monitoring.

Utilities
(((((((((((((((((((((31,310( (((((((((((((((((((((((7,828( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((39,138( Reflects($1.80(per(square(foot(for(utilities,(plus($20K(for(snow(

removal.(
TOTAL(FACILITY(OPERATION(&(MAINTENANCE (((((((((((((((((((158,894( (((((((((((((((((((((39,724( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((77,296( (((((((((((((((((((275,914(

DEPRECIATION&&&AMORTIZATION ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
DISSOLUTION&ESCROW&&&RESERVES&/&CONTIGENCY ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( (((((((((((((((((((((25,000( (((((((((((((((((((((25,000(

TOTAL&EXPENSES &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&1,046,510& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&349,265& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&24,092& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&3& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&546,870& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&1,966,737&

NET&INCOME &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&393,524& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&(199,294) &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&(24,092) &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&3& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&(126,870) &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&43,267&

ENROLLMENT&3&*School&Districts&Are&Linked&To&Above&Entries*
PRIMARY(School(District: BUFFALO(CITY(SD (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((97( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((97(
Other(District(1: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(2: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(3: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(4: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(5: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(6: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(7: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(8: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(9: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(10: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(11: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(12: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(13: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
Other(District(14: ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(
All(Other(School(Districts ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((?(

TOTAL&ENROLLMENT 97&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 97&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

REVENUE&PER&PUPIL 14,846&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 20,722&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

EXPENSES&PER&PUPIL 10,789&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 20,276&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&



Total&Revenue 344,360&&&&&&& 104,093&&&&&&& 352,583&&&&&&& 112,316&&&&&&& 255,083&&&&&&& 14,816&&&&&&&&& 264,583&&&&&&& 14,816&&&&&&&&& 255,083&&&&&&& 22,374&&&&&&&&& 255,083&&&&&&& 14,816&&&&&&&&& 2,010,004&&&&&&

Total&Expenses 225,194&&&&&&& 182,162&&&&&&& 210,869&&&&&&& 150,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 151,010&&&&&&& 153,010&&&&&&& 150,010&&&&&&& 160,435&&&&&&& 1,966,737&&&&&&

Net&Income 119,166&&&&&&& (78,069)&&&&&&&& 141,713&&&&&&& (37,694)&&&&&&&& 109,073&&&&&&& (131,194)&&&&&& 118,573&&&&&&& (131,194)&&&&&& 104,073&&&&&&& (130,635)&&&&&& 105,073&&&&&&& (145,619)&&&&&& 43,267&&&&&&&&&&&&

Cash&Flow&Adjustments H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Beginning&Cash&Balance 25,930&&&&&&&&& 145,096&&&&&&& 67,027&&&&&&&&& 208,740&&&&&&& 171,047&&&&&&& 280,120&&&&&&& 148,926&&&&&&& 267,499&&&&&&& 136,305&&&&&&& 240,378&&&&&&& 109,743&&&&&&& 214,816&&&&&&& 25,930&&&&&&&&&&&&

Ending&Cash&Balance 145,096&&&&&&& 67,027&&&&&&&&& 208,740&&&&&&& 171,047&&&&&&& 280,120&&&&&&& 148,926&&&&&&& 267,499&&&&&&& 136,305&&&&&&& 240,378&&&&&&& 109,743&&&&&&& 214,816&&&&&&& 69,197&&&&&&&&& 69,197&&&&&&&&&&&&

&JUL& &AUG& &SEP& &OCT& &NOV& &DEC& &JAN& &FEB& &MAR& &APR& &MAY& &JUN& &TOTAL&

REVENUE

REVENUES&FROM&STATE&SOURCES

Per$Pupil$Revenue
Basic$Tuition$(20198

20)

PRIMARY$School$District: BUFFALO$CITY$SD 13,494$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$1,308,918$

Other$District$1: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$2: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$3: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$4: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$5: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$6: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$7: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$8: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$9: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$10: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$11: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$12: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$13: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$District$14: 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

$Other$School$Districts'$Revenue: (Weighted$Avg.) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

TOTAL$Per$Pupil$Revenue (Weighted$Avg.) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$13,494$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$218,153$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$1,308,918$

Special$Education$Revenue $$$$$$$$$$22,114$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$22,114$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$22,114$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$22,114$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$22,114$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$22,114$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$132,681$

NYC$DoE$Rental$Assistance $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Grants

Stimulus $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

DYCD$(Department$of$Youth$and$Community$Developmt.) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,558$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$7,558$

Other $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

TOTAL$REVENUE$FROM$STATE$SOURCES $$$$$$$$240,267$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$240,267$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$240,267$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$240,267$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$240,267$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,558$ $$$$$$$$240,267$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$1,449,157$

REVENUE&FROM&FEDERAL&FUNDING

IDEA$Special$Needs $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$9,500$

Title$I $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$39,770$

Title$Funding$8$Other $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5,000$

School$Food$Service$(Free$Lunch) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$8,223$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$82,227$

Grants

Charter$School$Program$(CSP)$Planning$&$Implementation $$$$$$$$$$97,500$ $$$$$$$$$$97,500$ $$$$$$$$$$97,500$ $$$$$$$$$$97,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$390,000$

Other $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

TOTAL$REVENUE$FROM$FEDERAL$SOURCES $$$$$$$$101,231$ $$$$$$$$101,231$ $$$$$$$$109,454$ $$$$$$$$109,454$ $$$$$$$$$$11,954$ $$$$$$$$$$11,954$ $$$$$$$$$$21,454$ $$$$$$$$$$11,954$ $$$$$$$$$$11,954$ $$$$$$$$$$11,954$ $$$$$$$$$$11,954$ $$$$$$$$$$11,954$ $$$$$$$$$$526,497$

LOCAL&and&OTHER&REVENUE

Contributions$and$Donations $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Fundraising $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$30,000$

Erate$Reimbursement $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$363$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$4,350$

Earnings$on$Investments $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Interest$Income $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Food$Service$(Income$from$meals) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Text$Book $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

OTHER $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

TOTAL$REVENUE$FROM$LOCAL$and$OTHER$SOURCES $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,863$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$34,350$

TOTAL&REVENUE& &&&&&&&&344,360& &&&&&&&&104,093& &&&&&&&&352,583& &&&&&&&&112,316& &&&&&&&&255,083& &&&&&&&&&&14,816& &&&&&&&&264,583& &&&&&&&&&&14,816& &&&&&&&&255,083& &&&&&&&&&&22,374& &&&&&&&&255,083& &&&&&&&&&&14,816& &&&&&&&2,010,004&

EXPENSES

ADMINISTRATIVE&STAFF&PERSONNEL&COSTS $No.$of$Positions$

Executive$Management 1.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$7,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$85,000$

Instructional$Management 1.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$65,000$

Deans,$Directors$&$Coordinators 1.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,833$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$58,000$

CFO$/$Director$of$Finance 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Operation$/$Business$Manager 1.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,250$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$63,000$

Administrative$Staff 1.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$30,000$

TOTAL$ADMINISTRATIVE$STAFF 5.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 25,083$$$$$$$$$ 301,000$$$$$$$$$$

INSTRUCTIONAL&PERSONNEL&COSTS

Teachers$8$Regular 4.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$19,273$ $$$$$$$$$$212,000$

Teachers$8$SPED 2.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$10,000$ $$$$$$$$$$110,000$

Substitute$Teachers 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Teaching$Assistants 2.00$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,455$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$60,000$

Specialty$Teachers 2.50$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$12,045$ $$$$$$$$$$132,500$

Aides 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Therapists$&$Counselors 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

TOTAL$INSTRUCTIONAL 10.50$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 46,773$$$$$$$$$ 514,500$$$$$$$$$$

NONHINSTRUCTIONAL&PERSONNEL&COSTS

Nurse 0.25$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,450$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$14,500$

Librarian 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Custodian 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Security 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

TOTAL$NON8INSTRUCTIONAL 0.25$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,450$$$$$$$$$$$$ 14,500$$$$$$$$$$$$

SUBTOTAL&PERSONNEL&SERVICE&COSTS $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$15.75$ $$$$$$$$$$25,083$ $$$$$$$$$$71,856$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$73,306$ $$$$$$$$$$830,000$

PAYROLL&TAXES&AND&BENEFITS

Payroll$Taxes $$$$$$$2,572.79$ $$$$$$$6,150.91$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$6,261.83$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$71,342$

Fringe$/$Employee$Benefits $$$$$$$$$$$$3,851$ $$$$$$$$$$12,173$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$12,908$ $$$$$$$$$$145,100$

Retirement$/$Pension $$$$$$$$$$$$1,254$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,593$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,665$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$41,500$

TOTAL$PAYROLL$TAXES$AND$BENEFITS $$$$$$$$$$$$7,678$ $$$$$$$$$$21,917$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$22,835$ $$$$$$$$$$257,942$

TOTAL&PERSONNEL&SERVICE&COSTS $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$15.75$ $$$$$$$$$$32,761$ $$$$$$$$$$93,773$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$$$$96,141$ $$$$$$$1,087,942$

CONTRACTED&SERVICES

Accounting$/$Audit$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,458$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$53,500$

Legal $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$838$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$10,050$

Management$Company$Fee $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Nurse$Services $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Food$Service$/$School$Lunch $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$9,923$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$99,231$

Payroll$Services $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$186$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$2,228$

Special$Ed$Services $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,900$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$19,000$

Titlement$Services$(i.e.$Title$I) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other$Purchased$/$Professional$/$Consulting $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$10,000$

TOTAL$CONTRACTED$SERVICES $$$$$$$$$$$$5,482$ $$$$$$$$$$$$5,482$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$18,305$ $$$$$$$$$$194,009$

SCHOOL&OPERATIONS

Board$Expenses $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$150$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$3,800$

Classroom$/$Teaching$Supplies$&$Materials $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$19,400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$19,400$

Special$Ed$Supplies$&$Materials $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,800$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$3,800$

Textbooks$/$Workbooks $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$41,660$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$41,660$

Supplies$&$Materials$other $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$34,374$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$34,374$

Equipment$/$Furniture $$$$$$$$$$45,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$45,000$

Telephone$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$400$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5,800$

Technology $$$$$$$$109,550$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$417$ $$$$$$$$$$114,134$

Student$Testing$&$Assessment $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$6,125$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$6,125$

Field$Trips $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$485$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$4,850$

Transportation$(student) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$4,000$ $$$$$$$$$$12,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$20,000$

Student$Services$8$other $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,358$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$13,580$

Office$Expense $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,256$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$27,075$

Staff$Development $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$13,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,635$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$29,850$

Staff$Recruitment $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$7,000$

Student$Recruitment$/$Marketing $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,500$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5,000$

School$Meals$/$Lunch $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Travel$(Staff) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Fundraising $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,425$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$2,425$

TOTAL$SCHOOL$OPERATIONS $$$$$$$$158,357$ $$$$$$$$$$59,222$ $$$$$$$$$$71,560$ $$$$$$$$$$10,701$ $$$$$$$$$$$$6,701$ $$$$$$$$$$$$6,701$ $$$$$$$$$$$$6,701$ $$$$$$$$$$$$6,701$ $$$$$$$$$$11,701$ $$$$$$$$$$13,701$ $$$$$$$$$$10,701$ $$$$$$$$$$21,126$ $$$$$$$$$$383,872$

FACILITY&OPERATION&&&MAINTENANCE

Insurance $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,293$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$15,520$

Janitorial $$$$$$$$$$$$2,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,178$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$35,776$

Building$and$Land$Rent$/$Lease$/$Facility$Finance$Interest $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$13,290$ $$$$$$$$$$159,480$

Repairs$&$Maintenance$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$1,667$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$20,000$

Equipment$/$Furniture $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Security $$$$$$$$$$$$5,000$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$91$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$6,000$

Utilities $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$3,261$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$39,138$

TOTAL$FACILITY$OPERATION$&$MAINTENANCE $$$$$$$$$$26,511$ $$$$$$$$$$21,602$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$22,780$ $$$$$$$$$$275,914$

DEPRECIATION&&&AMORTIZATION $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

DISSOLUTION&ESCROW&&&RESERVES&/&CONTIGENCY $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$2,083$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$25,000$

TOTAL&EXPENSES &&&&&&&&225,194& &&&&&&&&182,162& &&&&&&&&210,869& &&&&&&&&150,010& &&&&&&&&146,010& &&&&&&&&146,010& &&&&&&&&146,010& &&&&&&&&146,010& &&&&&&&&151,010& &&&&&&&&153,010& &&&&&&&&150,010& &&&&&&&&160,435& $$$$$$$1,966,737$

NET&INCOME &&&&&&&&119,166& &&&&&&&&(78,069) &&&&&&&&141,713& &&&&&&&&(37,694) &&&&&&&&109,073& &&&&&&(131,194) &&&&&&&&118,573& &&&&&&(131,194) &&&&&&&&104,073& &&&&&&(130,635) &&&&&&&&105,073& &&&&&&(145,619) &&&&&&&&&&&&&43,267&

CASH&FLOW&ADJUSTMENTS

OPERATING$ACTIVITIES

Example$8$Add$Back$Depreciation 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Total$Operating$Activities 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

INVESTMENT$ACTIVITIES

Example$8$Subtract$Property$and$Equipment$Expenditures 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Total$Investment$Activities 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

FINANCING$ACTIVITIES

Example$8$Add$Expected$Proceeds$from$a$Loan$or$Line$of$Credit 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Other 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8$

Total$Financing$Activities 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Total&Cash&Flow&Adjustments H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

&*&Totals&(Column&U)&for&all&lines&above&Cash&Flow&Adjustments&should&equal&the&Totals&(Column&N)&on&tab&"7)&Year&1&Budget&&&Assumptions."&

BUFFALO&COMMONS&CHARTER&SCHOOL

PROJECTED&CASH&FLOW&FOR&YEAR&ONE&OF&OPERATIONS

JULY&1,&2021&H&JUNE&30,&2022

YEAR&1&CASH&FLOW

(FIRST'YEAR'OF'CHARTER)



Total&Revenue 344,360&&&&&&& 104,093&&&&&&& 352,583&&&&&&& 112,316&&&&&&& 255,083&&&&&&& 14,816&&&&&&&&& 264,583&&&&&&& 14,816&&&&&&&&& 255,083&&&&&&& 22,374&&&&&&&&& 255,083&&&&&&& 14,816&&&&&&&&& 2,010,004&&&&&&

Total&Expenses 225,194&&&&&&& 182,162&&&&&&& 210,869&&&&&&& 150,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 146,010&&&&&&& 151,010&&&&&&& 153,010&&&&&&& 150,010&&&&&&& 160,435&&&&&&& 1,966,737&&&&&&

Net&Income 119,166&&&&&&& (78,069)&&&&&&&& 141,713&&&&&&& (37,694)&&&&&&&& 109,073&&&&&&& (131,194)&&&&&& 118,573&&&&&&& (131,194)&&&&&& 104,073&&&&&&& (130,635)&&&&&& 105,073&&&&&&& (145,619)&&&&&& 43,267&&&&&&&&&&&&

Cash&Flow&Adjustments H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& H&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Beginning&Cash&Balance 25,930&&&&&&&&& 145,096&&&&&&& 67,027&&&&&&&&& 208,740&&&&&&& 171,047&&&&&&& 280,120&&&&&&& 148,926&&&&&&& 267,499&&&&&&& 136,305&&&&&&& 240,378&&&&&&& 109,743&&&&&&& 214,816&&&&&&& 25,930&&&&&&&&&&&&

Ending&Cash&Balance 145,096&&&&&&& 67,027&&&&&&&&& 208,740&&&&&&& 171,047&&&&&&& 280,120&&&&&&& 148,926&&&&&&& 267,499&&&&&&& 136,305&&&&&&& 240,378&&&&&&& 109,743&&&&&&& 214,816&&&&&&& 69,197&&&&&&&&& 69,197&&&&&&&&&&&&

&JUL& &AUG& &SEP& &OCT& &NOV& &DEC& &JAN& &FEB& &MAR& &APR& &MAY& &JUN& &TOTAL&

BUFFALO COMMONS CHARTER SCHOOL
PROJECTED CASH FLOW FOR YEAR ONE OF OPERATIONS

JULY 1, 2021 - JUNE 30, 2022
YEAR&1&CASH&FLOW

(FIRST'YEAR'OF'CHARTER)

NET&INCOME 119,166&&&&&&& (78,069)&&&&&&&& 141,713&&&&&&& (37,694)&&&&&&&& 109,073&&&&&&& (131,194)&&&&&& 118,573&&&&&&& (131,194)&&&&&& 104,073&&&&&&& (130,635)&&&&&& 105,073&&&&&&& (145,619)&&&&&& 43,267&&&&&&&&&&&&

Beginning&Cash&Balance 25,930&&&&&&&&& 145,096&&&&&&& 67,027&&&&&&&&& 208,740&&&&&&& 171,047&&&&&&& 280,120&&&&&&& 148,926&&&&&&& 267,499&&&&&&& 136,305&&&&&&& 240,378&&&&&&& 109,743&&&&&&& 214,816&&&&&&& &&&&&&&&&&&&&25,930&

ENDING&CASH&BALANCE 145,096&&&&&&& 67,027&&&&&&&&& 208,740&&&&&&& 171,047&&&&&&& 280,120&&&&&&& 148,926&&&&&&& 267,499&&&&&&& 136,305&&&&&&& 240,378&&&&&&& 109,743&&&&&&& 214,816&&&&&&& 69,197&&&&&&&&& 69,197&&&&&&&&&&&&



DESCRIPTION+OF+ASSUMPTIONS

*NOTE:!!State!assumptions!that!are!being!made!in!the!section!
provided!below.

Total+Revenue 2,010,004++++++++++ 2,478,607++++++++++ 3,271,213++++++++++ 4,119,672++++++++++ 4,958,891++++++++++
Total+Expenses 1,966,737++++++++++ 2,431,614++++++++++ 3,249,562++++++++++ 3,973,483++++++++++ 4,682,484++++++++++
Net+Income+(Before+Cash+Flow+Adjustments) 43,267++++++++++++++++ 46,993++++++++++++++++ 21,651++++++++++++++++ 146,189++++++++++++++ 276,407++++++++++++++
Budgeted+Student+Enrollment 97++++++++++++++++++++++++ 146+++++++++++++++++++++ 194+++++++++++++++++++++ 243+++++++++++++++++++++ 291+++++++++++++++++++++ Conservative+budget+for+3%+attrition.

Year+1 +Year+2+ +Year+3+ +Year+4+ +Year+5+
2021S22 2022S23 2023S24 2024S25 2025S26

REVENUE
REVENUES+FROM+STATE+SOURCES 0.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Per+Pupil+Revenue Basic+Tuition+(2019@
20)

PRIMARY+School+District: BUFFALO+CITY+SD 13,494++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++1,308,918+ +++++++++++1,989,825+ +++++++++++2,670,455+ +++++++++++3,378,400+ +++++++++++4,086,196+
Other+District+1: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+2: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+3: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+4: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+5: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+6: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+7: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+8: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+9: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+10: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+11: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+12: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+13: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+District+14: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+

+Other+School+Districts'+Revenue: (Weighted+Avg.) @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
TOTAL+Per+Pupil+Revenue (Weighted+Avg.) 13,494++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++1,308,918+ +++++++++++1,989,825+ +++++++++++2,670,455+ +++++++++++3,378,400+ +++++++++++4,086,196+
Special+Education+Revenue ++++++++++++++132,681+ ++++++++++++++221,135+ ++++++++++++++283,648+ ++++++++++++++353,816+ ++++++++++++++416,329+ $18,286/student+with+services+>60%.+$7,655/student+with+services+

20%+@+59%.+Number+of+students+in+each+category+modeled+on+current+
BCSD+SPED+data.+Source:+NYSED+State+SPED+Aid+Calculator.

NYC+DoE+Rental+Assistance +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Grants
Stimulus +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
DYCD+(Department+of+Youth+and+Community+Developmt.) +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other +++++++++++++++++++7,558+ +++++++++++++++++11,376+ +++++++++++++++++15,116+ +++++++++++++++++18,935+ +++++++++++++++++22,675+ NYSTL+textbooks+($58.35);+NYSSL+software+($14.98);+NYSLIB+($4.59)+

per+student
Other +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+

TOTAL+REVENUE+FROM+STATE+SOURCES +++++++++++1,449,157+ +++++++++++2,222,337+ +++++++++++2,969,219+ +++++++++++3,751,151+ +++++++++++4,525,200+

REVENUE+FROM+FEDERAL+FUNDING
IDEA+Special+Needs +++++++++++++++++++9,500+ +++++++++++++++++14,600+ +++++++++++++++++19,400+ +++++++++++++++++24,300+ +++++++++++++++++29,100+ Assume+20%+SPED+and+$500+per+student+enrolled+in+SPED
Title+I +++++++++++++++++39,770+ +++++++++++++++++59,860+ +++++++++++++++++79,540+ +++++++++++++++++99,630+ ++++++++++++++119,310+ Assume+82%+FRL+and+$500+per+FRL+student
Title+Funding+@+Other +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+
School+Food+Service+(Free+Lunch) +++++++++++++++++82,227+ ++++++++++++++123,764+ ++++++++++++++164,454+ ++++++++++++++205,991+ ++++++++++++++246,681+ Participation+assumed+at+100%+for+breakfast,+lunch+&+snack;+95%+

Average+Daily+Attendance;+186+instructional+days;+82%+FRL+(10%+
Reduced,+72%+Free).

Grants
Charter+School+Program+(CSP)+Planning+&+Implementation ++++++++++++++390,000+ +++++++++++++++++19,446+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ 550K+CSP+grant+split+over+the+first+3+years.
Other +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+

TOTAL+REVENUE+FROM+FEDERAL+SOURCES ++++++++++++++526,497+ ++++++++++++++222,670+ ++++++++++++++268,394+ ++++++++++++++334,921+ ++++++++++++++400,091+

LOCAL+and+OTHER+REVENUE
Contributions+and+Donations +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Fundraising +++++++++++++++++30,000+ +++++++++++++++++30,000+ +++++++++++++++++30,000+ +++++++++++++++++30,000+ +++++++++++++++++30,000+ Board+Fundraising+Commitment
Erate+Reimbursement +++++++++++++++++++4,350+ +++++++++++++++++++3,600+ +++++++++++++++++++3,600+ +++++++++++++++++++3,600+ +++++++++++++++++++3,600+ 75%+of+telecom+services;+may+be+eligible+for+more
Earnings+on+Investments +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Interest+Income +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Food+Service+(Income+from+meals) +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Text+Book +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
OTHER +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+

TOTAL+REVENUE+FROM+LOCAL+and+OTHER+SOURCES +++++++++++++++++34,350+ +++++++++++++++++33,600+ +++++++++++++++++33,600+ +++++++++++++++++33,600+ +++++++++++++++++33,600+

TOTAL+REVENUE+ +++++++++++2,010,004+ +++++++++++2,478,607+ +++++++++++3,271,213+ +++++++++++4,119,672+ +++++++++++4,958,891+

EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATIVE+STAFF+PERSONNEL+COSTS +Year+1+No.+of+

Positions+
NOTE:!For!all!59Years!of!FTE/Staffing!detail!please!see!the!'Staffing'!

tab!of!this!file.!!
Executive+Management 1.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++85,000+ +++++++++++++++++86,700+ +++++++++++++++++88,434+ +++++++++++++++++90,203+ +++++++++++++++++92,007+ 1+Executive+Director
Instructional+Management

1.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++65,000+ +++++++++++++++++66,300+ ++++++++++++++100,126+ ++++++++++++++134,629+ ++++++++++++++137,321+ 1+K@2+Academic+Director;+0.5+3@5+Academic+Director+added+Y3+and+

moves+to+1.0+Y4+
Deans,+Directors+&+Coordinators

1.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++58,000+ ++++++++++++++117,160+ ++++++++++++++119,503+ ++++++++++++++150,893+ ++++++++++++++182,911+ School+Culture+Director:+0.5+in+Y1+and+moves+to+1.0+in+Y2;+Student+

Support+Director:+0.5+in+Y1+and+moves+to+1.0+in+Y2;+Assistant+School+
Culture+Director:+Added+as+0.5+in+Y4+and+moves+to+1.0+in+Y5

CFO+/+Director+of+Finance @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ Proposing+to+outsource+backoffice+functions+
Operation+/+Business+Manager 1.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++63,000+ +++++++++++++++++64,260+ +++++++++++++++++65,545+ +++++++++++++++++66,856+ +++++++++++++++++68,193+ 1+Operations+Director
Administrative+Staff 1.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++30,000+ +++++++++++++++++30,600+ +++++++++++++++++31,212+ +++++++++++++++++61,836+ +++++++++++++++++63,073+ 1+Office+Manage;+1+Assistant+Office+Manager+added+in+Y4

TOTAL+ADMINISTRATIVE+STAFF 5.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 301,000++++++++++++++ 365,020++++++++++++++ 404,820++++++++++++++ 504,417++++++++++++++ 543,505++++++++++++++

INSTRUCTIONAL+PERSONNEL+COSTS
Teachers+@+Regular 4.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++212,000+ ++++++++++++++322,240+ ++++++++++++++434,685+ ++++++++++++++549,378+ ++++++++++++++666,366+ 2+General+Education+teachers+per+grade+each+year
Teachers+@+SPED 2.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++110,000+ ++++++++++++++167,200+ ++++++++++++++225,544+ ++++++++++++++285,055+ ++++++++++++++345,756+ 1+Special+Education+teacher+per+grade
Substitute+Teachers @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ See+contracted+services+on+tabs+7@9
Teaching+Assistants 2.00++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++60,000+ +++++++++++++++++91,200+ ++++++++++++++123,024+ ++++++++++++++155,484+ ++++++++++++++188,594+ 1+Teaching+Assistant+per+grade
Specialty+Teachers

2.50++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++++++++++++++132,500+ ++++++++++++++161,650+ ++++++++++++++244,383+ ++++++++++++++302,271+ ++++++++++++++334,816+
Art+Teacher:+0.5+in+Y1,+moves+to+0.75+in+Y3+and+1.0+in+Y4;+PE+Teacher:+
same+as+Art+Teacher;+ENL+Teacher(s):+0.75+in+Y1,+moves+to+1.0+in+Y2,+
1.5+in+Y3,+1.75+in+Y4,+2.0+in+Y5;+AIS+Teacher(s):+same+as+ENL+Teacher(s).+

Aides @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Therapists+&+Counselors @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++53,000+ +++++++++++++++++54,060+ ++++++++++++++108,141+ Counselor+added+in+Y;++second+counselor+added+in+Y5
Other @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+

TOTAL+INSTRUCTIONAL 10.50++++++++++++++++++++++++ 514,500++++++++++++++ 742,290++++++++++++++ 1,080,636++++++++++ 1,346,249++++++++++ 1,643,673++++++++++

NONSINSTRUCTIONAL+PERSONNEL+COSTS
Nurse 0.25++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++14,500+ +++++++++++++++++14,790+ +++++++++++++++++15,086+ +++++++++++++++++29,888+ +++++++++++++++++59,485+ Nurse:+0.25+Y1@3,+moves+to+0.5+in+Y4+and+1.0+on+Y5
Librarian @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++53,000+ +++++++++++++++++54,060+ Librarian+added+in+Y4
Custodian

@+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++58,000+ In+Y1@4+outsourced+through+custodial+service;+see+contracted+services.+

Add+Custodian/Facilities+Manager+in+Y5
Security @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+

TOTAL+NON@INSTRUCTIONAL 0.25++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 14,500++++++++++++++++ 14,790++++++++++++++++ 15,086++++++++++++++++ 82,888++++++++++++++++ 171,545++++++++++++++

SUBTOTAL+PERSONNEL+SERVICE+COSTS +++++++++++++++++++++++++15.75+ ++++++++++++++830,000+ +++++++++++1,122,100+ +++++++++++1,500,542+ +++++++++++1,933,553+ +++++++++++2,358,724+

PAYROLL+TAXES+AND+BENEFITS
Payroll+Taxes +++++++++++++++++71,342+ +++++++++++++++++95,340+ ++++++++++++++127,594+ ++++++++++++++163,611+ ++++++++++++++198,614+ Includes+Social+Security+(assumes+6.2%+of+compensation)+and+

Medicare+(assumes+1.45%+of+compensation)+and+an+additional+
$413/employee+for+FUTA+and+SUTA.

Fringe+/+Employee+Benefits ++++++++++++++145,100+ ++++++++++++++176,821+ ++++++++++++++238,205+ ++++++++++++++292,936+ ++++++++++++++340,387+ $7200+per+FTE+in+medical,+dental+and+vision+coverage;+1%+Worker's+
Comp

Retirement+/+Pension +++++++++++++++++41,500+ +++++++++++++++++56,105+ +++++++++++++++++75,027+ ++++++++++++++116,013+ ++++++++++++++141,523+ Up+to+5%+matching+in+Y1@Y3,+bumps+up+to+6%+in+Y4.
TOTAL+PAYROLL+TAXES+AND+BENEFITS ++++++++++++++257,942+ ++++++++++++++328,266+ ++++++++++++++440,827+ ++++++++++++++572,559+ ++++++++++++++680,525+

TOTAL+PERSONNEL+SERVICE+COSTS +++++++++++++++++++++++++15.75+ +++++++++++1,087,942+ +++++++++++1,450,366+ +++++++++++1,941,369+ +++++++++++2,506,112+ +++++++++++3,039,249+

CONTRACTED+SERVICES
Accounting+/+Audit+ +++++++++++++++++53,500+ +++++++++++++++++51,000+ +++++++++++++++++51,000+ +++++++++++++++++55,500+ +++++++++++++++++57,500+ Quote+from+Kirisits+and+Associates+includes+accounting,+payroll+and+

other+back+office+responsibilities+approx.+$38,500.+Plus+independent+
audit+by+third+party+at+$15,000.

Legal +++++++++++++++++10,050+ +++++++++++++++++12,393+ +++++++++++++++++16,356+ +++++++++++++++++20,598+ +++++++++++++++++24,794+ Estimated+at+>.5%+of+revenue.++(National+average+.38%+for+businesses+
under+10M+revenue)

Management+Company+Fee +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Nurse+Services +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Food+Service+/+School+Lunch +++++++++++++++++99,231+ ++++++++++++++149,358+ ++++++++++++++198,462+ ++++++++++++++248,589+ ++++++++++++++297,693+ Approx.+$1,023+cost+per+student+per+year;+based+on+meal+costs

for+186+days+for+student+body
Payroll+Services +++++++++++++++++++2,228+ +++++++++++++++++++2,324+ +++++++++++++++++++2,516+ +++++++++++++++++++2,684+ +++++++++++++++++++2,828+ $500+in+reporting+fees;+$53+fee+per+pay+period+(24)+extra+$1+per+

employee+per+pay+period+(24)
Special+Ed+Services +++++++++++++++++19,000+ +++++++++++++++++33,580+ +++++++++++++++++44,620+ +++++++++++++++++55,890+ +++++++++++++++++66,930+ $1000/student+in+addition+to+what+BPS+provides.+Uses+likely+include+

related+services,+internal+intiatives+and+potential+transportation.
Titlement+Services+(i.e.+Title+I) +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other+Purchased+/+Professional+/+Consulting +++++++++++++++++10,000+ +++++++++++++++++15,000+ +++++++++++++++++21,500+ +++++++++++++++++26,500+ +++++++++++++++++32,000+ Subsitute+teachers+for+20%+of+staff+once+per+week+on+average+at+rate+

of+$125/day
TOTAL+CONTRACTED+SERVICES ++++++++++++++194,009+ ++++++++++++++263,655+ ++++++++++++++334,454+ ++++++++++++++409,761+ ++++++++++++++481,745+

SCHOOL+OPERATIONS
Board+Expenses +++++++++++++++++++3,800+ +++++++++++++++++++3,800+ +++++++++++++++++++3,800+ +++++++++++++++++++3,800+ +++++++++++++++++++3,800+ Annual+board+retreat+and+other+development+opportunities+and+

$150/month+meeting+expenses.+
Classroom+/+Teaching+Supplies+&+Materials +++++++++++++++++19,400+ +++++++++++++++++29,200+ +++++++++++++++++38,800+ +++++++++++++++++48,600+ +++++++++++++++++58,200+ $200/student
Special+Ed+Supplies+&+Materials +++++++++++++++++++3,800+ +++++++++++++++++++5,840+ +++++++++++++++++++7,760+ +++++++++++++++++++9,720+ +++++++++++++++++11,640+ $200/student
Textbooks+/+Workbooks +++++++++++++++++41,660+ +++++++++++++++++62,704+ +++++++++++++++++83,319+ ++++++++++++++104,364+ ++++++++++++++124,979+ $79.48+in+NYSTL,+NYSLIB,+and+NYSSL+and+an+additional+$350+spending+

per+student.+Includes+specific+trade+books+for+ELA+and+SS+(Community+
Roots)+curriculum.+

Supplies+&+Materials+other +++++++++++++++++34,374+ +++++++++++++++++17,189+ +++++++++++++++++17,189+ +++++++++++++++++17,189+ +++++++++++++++++17,189+ Approx.+costs+per+year:+curriculum+and+materials+for+math+($4,298),+sci+
($7,113),+Tier+Two+ELA/Math+intervention+programs+($4,192/1,223),+
and+Caring+School+Community+($363).++See+R@06af

Equipment+/+Furniture +++++++++++++++++45,000+ +++++++++++++++++22,500+ +++++++++++++++++22,500+ +++++++++++++++++22,500+ +++++++++++++++++22,500+ Approx.+costs+classroom+furniture+proportional+to+school+growth.
Telephone+ +++++++++++++++++++5,800+ +++++++++++++++++++4,800+ +++++++++++++++++++4,800+ +++++++++++++++++++4,800+ +++++++++++++++++++4,800+ Approx.+$400/month+for+phone+service+
Technology ++++++++++++++114,134+ +++++++++++43,963.75+ +++++++++++49,283.75+ +++++++++++47,713.75+ +++++++++++48,053.75+ Approx+$5,000+for+Internet,+approx.+$22,293.75+for+Powerschool,+

$90/employee+for+Whetstone,+Faculty+Laptops+$1,200/new+staff,+
$200/new+student

Student+Testing+&+Assessment +++++++++++++++++++6,125+ +++++++++++++++++26,724+ +++++++++++++++++27,444+ +++++++++++++++++28,179+ +++++++++++++++++28,899+ STAR+360+subscriptions+at+$2534/year+plus+$15/student.+ANet+at+
$22,000+per+year.++See+R@06af

Field+Trips +++++++++++++++++++4,850+ +++++++++++++++++++7,300+ +++++++++++++++++++9,700+ +++++++++++++++++12,150+ +++++++++++++++++14,550+ $50/student
Transportation+(student) +++++++++++++++++20,000+ +++++++++++++++++25,000+ +++++++++++++++++30,000+ +++++++++++++++++35,000+ +++++++++++++++++40,000+ Bussing+on+5+days+when+BPS+is+not+in+session+@+approx.+$500/bus.++See+

R@19
Student+Services+@+other +++++++++++++++++13,580+ +++++++++++++++++20,440+ +++++++++++++++++27,160+ +++++++++++++++++34,020+ +++++++++++++++++40,740+ School+uniforms+at+$40/student+(10d);+special+school+events+at+

$100/student

5+YEAR+BUDGET+AND+CASH+FLOW+ADJUSTMENTS
PROJECTED+BUDGET+/+OPERATING+PLAN+FOR+INITIAL+CHARTER+PERIOD

2021S22+THROUGH+2025S26

BUFFALO+COMMONS+CHARTER+SCHOOL

Per+Pupil+Revenue+Percentage+Increase

*NOTE:+Projected!Five!Year!Budget!on!this!tab!should!be
!for!the!first!five!years!of!actual!operations.



DESCRIPTION+OF+ASSUMPTIONS

*NOTE:!!State!assumptions!that!are!being!made!in!the!section!
provided!below.

Total+Revenue 2,010,004++++++++++ 2,478,607++++++++++ 3,271,213++++++++++ 4,119,672++++++++++ 4,958,891++++++++++
Total+Expenses 1,966,737++++++++++ 2,431,614++++++++++ 3,249,562++++++++++ 3,973,483++++++++++ 4,682,484++++++++++
Net+Income+(Before+Cash+Flow+Adjustments) 43,267++++++++++++++++ 46,993++++++++++++++++ 21,651++++++++++++++++ 146,189++++++++++++++ 276,407++++++++++++++
Budgeted+Student+Enrollment 97++++++++++++++++++++++++ 146+++++++++++++++++++++ 194+++++++++++++++++++++ 243+++++++++++++++++++++ 291+++++++++++++++++++++ Conservative+budget+for+3%+attrition.

Year+1 +Year+2+ +Year+3+ +Year+4+ +Year+5+
2021S22 2022S23 2023S24 2024S25 2025S26

5+YEAR+BUDGET+AND+CASH+FLOW+ADJUSTMENTS
PROJECTED+BUDGET+/+OPERATING+PLAN+FOR+INITIAL+CHARTER+PERIOD

2021S22+THROUGH+2025S26

BUFFALO+COMMONS+CHARTER+SCHOOL

*NOTE:+Projected!Five!Year!Budget!on!this!tab!should!be
!for!the!first!five!years!of!actual!operations.

Office+Expense +++++++++++++++++27,075+ +++++++++++++++++30,750+ +++++++++++++++++34,350+ +++++++++++++++++43,425+ +++++++++++++++++47,025+ $450/month+copier+lease;+2+copiers+in+Y1+through+3,+3rd+in+Y4
and+Y5;+$75/student+budget+for+copies+and+supplies;
$750/month+discretionary+budget+for+front+office.

Staff+Development +++++++++++++++++29,850+ +++++++++++++++++16,775+ +++++++++++++++++19,175+ +++++++++++++++++21,275+ +++++++++++++++++23,075+ Currliculum+support+at+Summer+Institute+PD+including+$6,750+for+EL+
faculty+coaching+and+$625+for+PLTW+coaching;+monthly+school@wide+
series+at+$250,+and+individual+conference+requests+at+$400/faculty+and+
staff+for+75%+of+staff.+See+R@06af,+R@09ad.

Staff+Recruitment +++++++++++++++++++7,000+ +++++++++++++++++++7,000+ +++++++++++++++++++7,000+ +++++++++++++++++++7,000+ +++++++++++++++++++7,000+ Print,+radio,+web/social+media+postings,+"swag",+referral+and/or+
signing+bonuses.+See+R@12ac

Student+Recruitment+/+Marketing +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ +++++++++++++++++++5,000+ Print,+radio,+web+and+social+media+postings,+"swag".++See+R@15abd
School+Meals+/+Lunch +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Travel+(Staff) +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Fundraising +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other +++++++++++++++++++2,425+ +++++++++++++++++++1,225+ +++++++++++++++++++1,200+ +++++++++++++++++++1,225+ +++++++++++++++++++1,200+ Books+to+give+to+new+students+during+initial+home+visits.+$25/new+

student.+See+R@10ac+
TOTAL+SCHOOL+OPERATIONS ++++++++++++++383,872+ ++++++++++++++330,211+ ++++++++++++++388,481+ ++++++++++++++445,960+ ++++++++++++++498,650+

FACILITY+OPERATION+&+MAINTENANCE
Insurance +++++++++++++++++15,520+ +++++++++++++++++23,360+ +++++++++++++++++31,040+ +++++++++++++++++38,880+ +++++++++++++++++46,560+ $160/student+average+for+D&O,+Liability,+and+other+required+

insurance;+based+on+similarly+sized+schools
Janitorial +++++++++++++++++35,776+ +++++++++++++++++48,824+ +++++++++++++++++78,284+ +++++++++++++++++85,788+ +++++++++++++++++93,252+ $3/square+foot+for+janitorial+service++$40/student+setaside+for+supplies+

purchased+through+janitorials+service.
Building+and+Land+Rent+/+Lease+/+Facility+Finance+Interest ++++++++++++++159,480+ ++++++++++++++213,570+ ++++++++++++++352,620+ ++++++++++++++380,340+ ++++++++++++++408,060+ Adds+$15/sqaure+foot+for+min.+space+requirements.++See+R@16.
Repairs+&+Maintenance+ +++++++++++++++++20,000+ +++++++++++++++++25,000+ +++++++++++++++++30,000+ +++++++++++++++++35,000+ +++++++++++++++++40,000+ Assumes+slight+increase+in+repairs+based+on+space+use.
Equipment+/+Furniture +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ Budgeted+above+in+furniture.
Security +++++++++++++++++++6,000+ +++++++++++++++++++6,000+ +++++++++++++++++++6,000+ +++++++++++++++++++6,000+ +++++++++++++++++++6,000+ Security+system+including+video+and+FOB+access,+plus+monitoring.
Utilities +++++++++++++++++39,138+ +++++++++++++++++45,628+ +++++++++++++++++62,314+ +++++++++++++++++65,641+ +++++++++++++++++68,967+ Reflects+$1.80+per+square+foot+for+utilities,+plus+$20K+for+snow+

removal.+
TOTAL+FACILITY+OPERATION+&+MAINTENANCE ++++++++++++++275,914+ ++++++++++++++362,382+ ++++++++++++++560,258+ ++++++++++++++611,649+ ++++++++++++++662,839+

DEPRECIATION+&+AMORTIZATION +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
DISSOLUTION+ESCROW+&+RESERVES+/+CONTIGENCY +++++++++++++++++25,000+ +++++++++++++++++25,000+ +++++++++++++++++25,000+

TOTAL+EXPENSES +++++++++++1,966,737+ +++++++++++2,431,614+ +++++++++++3,249,562+ +++++++++++3,973,483+ +++++++++++4,682,484+

NET+INCOME +++++++++++++++++43,267+ +++++++++++++++++46,993+ +++++++++++++++++21,651+ ++++++++++++++146,189+ ++++++++++++++276,407+

ENROLLMENT+S+*School+Districts+Are+Linked+To+Above+Entries*
PRIMARY+School+District: BUFFALO+CITY+SD 97++++++++++++++++++++++++ 146+++++++++++++++++++++ 194+++++++++++++++++++++ 243+++++++++++++++++++++ 291+++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+1: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+2: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+3: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+4: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+5: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+6: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+7: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+8: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+9: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+10: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+11: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+12: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+13: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other+District+14: @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

All+Other+School+Districts @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
TOTAL+ENROLLMENT 97++++++++++++++++++++++++ 146+++++++++++++++++++++ 194+++++++++++++++++++++ 243+++++++++++++++++++++ 291+++++++++++++++++++++

REVENUE+PER+PUPIL 20,722++++++++++++++++ 16,977++++++++++++++++ 16,862++++++++++++++++ 16,953++++++++++++++++ 17,041++++++++++++++++

EXPENSES+PER+PUPIL 20,276++++++++++++++++ 16,655++++++++++++++++ 16,750++++++++++++++++ 16,352++++++++++++++++ 16,091++++++++++++++++

CASH+FLOW+ADJUSTMENTS
OPERATING+ACTIVITIES

Example+@+Add+Back+Depreciation +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Total+Operating+Activities @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
INVESTMENT+ACTIVITIES

Example+@+Subtract+Property+and+Equipment+Expenditures +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+
Other +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Total+Investment+Activities @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
FINANCING+ACTIVITIES

Example+@+Add+Expected+Proceeds+from+a+Loan+or+Line+of+Credit +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Other +++++++++++++++++++++++++++@+ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Total+Financing+Activities @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ @+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Total+Cash+Flow+Adjustments S+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ S+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ S+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ S+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ S+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

NET+INCOME 43,267++++++++++++++++ 46,993++++++++++++++++ 21,651++++++++++++++++ 146,189++++++++++++++ 276,407++++++++++++++

Beginning+Cash+Balance +++++++++++++++++25,930+ 69,197++++++++++++++++ 116,190++++++++++++++ 137,841++++++++++++++ 284,030++++++++++++++

ENDING+CASH+BALANCE 69,197++++++++++++++++ 116,190++++++++++++++ 137,841++++++++++++++ 284,030++++++++++++++ 560,436++++++++++++++



5"YEAR'FISCAL'IMPACT'REPORT

A B C D
("B"X"C")

E F
("D"+"E")

G H
("F"÷"G")

'Operational
Year'

'Enrollment'
(Number'of'
Students)' 'Per'Pupil'Rate' 'Per'Pupil'Aid'

'Other'District'
Revenue'(SPED'
Funding,'Food'
Service,'Grants,'

Etc.)'

'Total'Funding'to'
Charter'School'From'

District'

'*'Total'General'Fund'Operating'
Budget'for'BUFFALO'CITY'SD'

School'District'

'Projected'Impact'
(%'of'District's'
Total'Budget)'

'Year'1'(2021"22)' 97""""""""""""""""""" 13,494""""""""""""""" 1,308,918""""""""" 132,681""""""""""""""""""" 1,441,599"""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""950,900,000" 0.152%

'Year'2'(2022"23)' 146""""""""""""""""" 13,629""""""""""""""" 1,989,825""""""""" 221,135""""""""""""""""""" 2,210,960"""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""950,900,000" 0.233%

'Year'3'(2023"24)' 194""""""""""""""""" 13,765""""""""""""""" 2,670,455""""""""" 283,648""""""""""""""""""" 2,954,103"""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""950,900,000" 0.311%

'Year'4'(2024"25)' 243""""""""""""""""" 13,903""""""""""""""" 3,378,400""""""""" 353,816""""""""""""""""""" 3,732,216"""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""950,900,000" 0.392%

'Year'5'(2025"26)' 291""""""""""""""""" 14,042""""""""""""""" 4,086,196""""""""" 416,329""""""""""""""""""" 4,502,525"""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""950,900,000" 0.474%

A B C D
("B"X"C")

E F
("D"+"E")

G H
("F"÷"G")

'Operational
Year'

'Enrollment'
(Number'of'
Students)' 'Per'Pupil'Rate' 'Per'Pupil'Aid'

'Other'District'
Revenue'(SPED'
Funding,'Food'
Service,'Grants,'

Etc.)'

'Total'Funding'to'
Charter'School'From'

District'

'*'Total'General'Fund'Operating'
Budget'for'Select'from'drop"
down'list'→'School'District'

'Projected'Impact'
(%'of'District's'
Total'Budget)'

'Year'1'(2021"22)' :""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" :""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""":" #DIV/0!

'Year'2'(2022"23)' :""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" :""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""":" #DIV/0!

'Year'3'(2023"24)' :""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" :""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""":" #DIV/0!

'Year'4'(2024"25)' :""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" :""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""":" #DIV/0!

'Year'5'(2025"26)' :""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""" :"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" :""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""":" #DIV/0!

DESCRIPTION'OF'SOURCE'FOR'PRIMARY'DISTRICT'S'
OPERATING'BUDGET:'

OTHER'NOTES:

Second'Largest'Enrollment'District:''N/A

DESCRIPTION'OF'SOURCE'FOR'PRIMARY'DISTRICT'S'
OPERATING'BUDGET:'

OTHER'NOTES:

Buffalo"Public"Schools"Four"Year"Financial"Plan"(Revised)"2017:18"to"2020:21:"

https://www.buffaloschools.org/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=95&dataid=196727&FileNa

me=4%20YEAR%20PLAN%20NEW%20MODEL%20W%20EXEC%20SUMMARY%20v4.17.2019%20FINAL.pdf

Largest'Enrollment'District:''BUFFALO'CITY'SD



Response'22')'1'

Response'21f—Letters'Of'Commitment'
!
Attach!letters!of!commitment!for!any!funding!from!private!contributions,!grant!funds,!or!other!philanthropic!sources!included!in!the!
school!budget.!List!the!amounts!and!the!anticipated!uses!for!the!funding.!

!

21F1.'Letters'of'Commitment'
The'Board'of'Trustees'has'provided'the'following'letter'of'commitment'on'behalf'of'the'
school.'
'
'

'
'

'
February'21,'2020'
'
SUNY'Charter'School'Institute'
SUNY'Plaza'
353'Broadway'
Albany,'NY'12246'
'
Sheri'Rodman'

Amherst,'NY'14226'
'
SUNY'Charter'School'Institute:'
'
The'Buffalo'Commons'Charter'School'Founding'Board'of'Trustees'recognizes'
that'fundraising'requires'the'efforts'of'the'board,'as'well'as'staff.'Fundraising'
from'the'private'sector'–'including'foundations,'corporations,'and'individuals'–'
requires'careful'planning'and'ongoing'board'involvement.'While'much'of'the'
day)to)day'effort'may'be'delegated'to'a'staff'member,'every'board'member'
has'an'ongoing'responsibility'for'helping'the'organization'secure'funding.'
''



Response'22')'2'

Every'member'of'the'Founding'Board'of'Trustees'commits'to'securing'an'
annual'contribution'to'the'school.'The'Board'has'set'an'annual'goal'for'Year'0'
(planning'year)'at'$30,000.'In'year'one'these'contributions'are'specifically'for'
any'costs'not'covered'by'CSP'funding,'but'may'also'be'used'for'general'
operating'expenses.'This'annual'goal'will'continue'for'Years'1)5.'Working'
together'to'leverage'our'personal'networks,'we'will'donate'and/or'raise'at'
least'this'amount'in'support'of'the'school.'
''
The'Founding'Board'of'Trustees'hereby'memorializes'its'commitment'to'
donate'and'raise'$30,000'during'the'planning'year,'2020)2021.'We'will'renew'
our'commitment'annually'as'part'of'Buffalo'Commons’'annual'development'
plan.'
'
'
Sincerely,'

'
Sheri'Rodman,'Proposed'Founding'Board'Chair'



Response'21g'+'1 

Response'21g—Non-SUNY'Financials'
'
This'request'is'not'applicable. 



!Response!22!)!1!

Response'22—Action'Plan'
'
Provide(a(detailed(action(plan(outlining(the(steps(the(founding(group(will(undertake(to(ensure(a(successful(start6up.(In(a(well6organized(chart,(the(
action(plan(should(include:((

● All(projected(key(steps(in(the(pre6opening(period((from(SUNY(approval(through(the(commencement(of(instruction)(including,(but(not(
limited(to,(hiring(personnel,(setting(up(organizational,(legal(and(financial(structures,(securing(funding,(and(selecting(or(developing(
critical(aspects(of(the(school’s(academic(program(including(the(curriculum;(

● The(start(date(and(projected(completion(date(of(each(task;(and,(
● The(person(s)(responsible(for(each(task.(

'
22.!Buffalo!Commons!Action!Plan!
The!founding!group!has!already!done!considerable!work!to!ensure!timely!implementation!of!the!
school.!This!work!includes:!!
!

Tasks' Status' Target'Completion'Date'

Trustee!Recruitment!and!Development!(10!trustees,!prepared!for!SUNY!interview)! In!Progress! April!2020!

Community!Outreach/Student!Recruitment!(300!Community!Input!Surveys)!! In!Progress! March!2020!

Facility!Search!(LOI!with!local!owner/developer)! In!Progress! June!2020!

Fundraising!! In!Progress! July!2020!

Sourcing!service!vendors!(i.e.!finances,!insurance,!legal,!etc.)! In!Progress! July!2020!

!
There!is!still!much!work!to!be!done.!In!the!table!below,!we!summarize!key!actions!beginning!
directly!after!authorization!and!continuing!through!school!opening!in!September!2021.!There!are!
dates!by!which!we!plan!to!complete!each!action,!and!individuals!or!offices!responsible!for!
completion!of!each!task.!
!!

Buffalo'Commons'Key'Personnel'

ED!=!Executive!Director! OD!=!!Operations!Director! BOT!=!Board!of!Trustees! CPA!=!Accounting!Firm! Counsel!=!Legal!Counsel!

!!

Task'Types'

F!=!Facilities! G!=!Governance!
SRA!=!Student!Recruitment!

and!Admissions!
A!=!Academic!and!

Instructional!
P'=!Personnel! O'=!Operations!

!

Selected'Tasks' Responsibility'
Start'
Date'

End'Date'
Task'
Type'

Obtain!insurance!for!Board!of!Trustees! BOT! Jul)20! Jul)20! G'

Initial!Board!Meeting:!elect!officers,!adopt!bylaws,!finalize!board!calendar,!
recommend!board!members,!finalize!and!submit!fiscal!policies/procedures,!
approve!job!description!for!and!name!Executive!Director!

BOT,!ED! Jul)20! Jul)20!
'
G'

Complete!paperwork/applications!for!and!submit!!IRS!Form!SS)4!for!a!
Federal!Employee!Identification!Number!(EIN),!State!Unemployment!
Number!!for!authorization,!CSP!grant!funding,!and!uniform!application!

ED! Jul)20! Jul)20!
'
O'

Draft!need!statement,!write!and!disseminate!proposals!to!national!and!local!
government!sources,!and!national!and!local!foundations!

!ED! Jul)20! Jan)21! O'



!Response!22!)!2!

Selected'Tasks' Responsibility'
Start'
Date'

End'Date'
Task'
Type'

Create!and!submit!Initial!Statement! BOT! Jul)20! Sep)20s! G'

Begin!process!for!tax!exempt!status! BOT,!ED! Jul)20! Jul)21! G'

Secure!facility.!Submit!signed!agreement!within!10!days! BOT,!ED! Jul)20! Dec)20! F'

Finalize!marketing!materials,!schedule!for!community!meetings,!radio,!print,!
social!media!advertising!

BOT,!ED! Jul)20! Ongoing!
'

SRA'

Contract!with!independent,!certified!CPA,!and!retain!legal!counsel! BOT,!ED! Jul)20! Aug)20! G'

Set!up!bank!accounts! ED! Jul)20! Jul)20! O'

Finalize!and!submit!Enrollment!Policy! BOT,!ED! Jul)20! Jul)20! SRA'

Initiate!student!recruitment/marketing!campaign!via!ads,!social!media!and!
website,!newspapers,!information!sessions,!CBOs!and!other!local!
organizations,!!

ED! Aug)20! Ongoing! SRA'

Establish!temporary!office!space,!purchase!office!supplies!as!needed! ED! Aug)20! Aug)20! F'

Review!and,!if!necessary,!revise!budget!and!month)to)month!cash!flow!
projections!for!Pre)Opening!Year!

CPA,!ED! Aug)20! Aug)20! O'

Develop!teacher!recruitment!strategy:!finalize!and!post!job!descriptions,!
finalize!compensation!structure,!create!standard!hiring!letters,!consultant!
contract,!new)hire!checklist,!resignation/termination!checklist!

BOT,!
Counsel,!ED!

Aug)20! Sep)20!
'
P'

Develop!curriculum,!including!scope!and!sequence,!organizational!systems!
for!unit!and!lesson!plans,!timelines,!alignment!to!state!standards!!

ED,!AD! Aug)20! Ongoing! A'

Submit!finalized!Student!Disciplinary!Code,!Complaint!Policy,!and!FERPA!
Policy!

BOT,!ED! Sep)20! Sep)20! A,'G'

Develop!attendance!policy!and!attendance!accounting!procedure! ED! Sep)20! Sep)20! A'

Board!Meeting:!approve!contract!for!HR!services!and!job!descriptions!for!
admin!positions!

BOT,!ED! Sep)20! Sep)20! G'

Board!Meeting:!Finalize!personnel!policies!and!job!descriptions! BOT,!ED! Oct)20! Oct)20! G'

Begin!interviewing!and!hiring!for!all!positions!!(reference!checks,!background!
checks,!fingerprinting)!

BOT,!ED! Oct)20! Jul)21! P'

Establish!vendor!accounts!for!office!supplies,!and!submit!W)9!Vendor!
Registration!form!and!Electronic!Funds!Transfer!(EFT)!forms!

OD! Oct)20! Nov)20! O'

Obtain!and!approve!!staff!benefits,!including!insurance!and!retirement!plans! BOT,!ED! Nov)20! Jul)21! P'

Post!lottery!date!and!location!on!website,!social!media,!traditional!media,!
and!on!flyers!in!community!

ED,!OD! Feb)21! Apr)21! SRA'

Board!Meeting:!Approve!plan!for!purchase!of!curricular!materials,!PD!plans!
presented!to!the!Board!

BOT,!ED,!AD! Apr)21! Apr)21! G'

Submit!Facility!Completion!Schedule,!including!timeframe!for!obtaining!
Certificate!of!Occupancy!

BOT,!ED,!OD! Apr)21! Apr)21! G'

Conduct!random!selection!admissions!(student!lottery),!notify!accepted!
students,!establish!waitlist!

ED,!OD! Apr)21! Apr)21! SRA'

Secure!copy!machine!lease,!purchase!fax!machine,!obtain!phone!service!and!
internet!service!provider!

OD! Apr)21! Apr)21! O'

Submit!Transportation!Service!Plan,!Food!Service!Plan,!and!School!Year!
Calendar!

OD! Apr)21! Apr)21! O'
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Selected'Tasks' Responsibility'
Start'
Date'

End'Date'
Task'
Type'

Establish!payroll!system! BOT,!ED,!OD! Apr)21! Jun)21! O'

Place!orders!for!technology,!furniture,!academic!and!curriculum!supplies!and!
materials!

ED,!OD! May)21! May)21! A'

Report!student!enrollment!to!Buffalo!City!School!District!and!SUNY!for!
funding!beginning!July!1!

ED,!OD! May)21! May)21! SRA'

Begin!registering!accepted!students,!begin!collecting!and!organizing!
pertinent!data!and!information:!I.E.P.!and!ELL!determination,!health!records,!
F.R.L.!eligibility,!immunization!records,!contact!information,!student!I.D.,!
previous!school!information!

OD! May)21! Jun)21! SRA'

Purchase!and!implement!a!student!information!system!(SIS)! OD! May)21! Jun)21! O'

Submit!performance!goals!and!evaluation!systems!for!school!leaders,!!
administrators,!and!staff!

BOT! Jun)21! Jun)21! '

Pursue!fingerprint)supported!criminal!background!checks!for!all!staff!and!
volunteers,!and!submit!all!OSPRA!clearance!forms!

BOT,!ED,!OD! Jun)21! Jun)21! P'

Finalize!and!submit!daily!schedule! BOT,!OD! Jun)21! Jun)21! A'

Finalize!and!submit!Complaint/Grievance!Policies! BOT,!ED,!OD! Jun)21! Jun)21! G'

Hire/contract!out!for!custodial!and!cleaning!staff! OD! Jun)21! Jun)21! P'

Start!Date!for!all!staff:!Summer!Institute!Professional!Development! !All!Staff! Jul)21! 3!weeks! P'

Submit!documentation!that!facility!is!ready,!including!Certificate!of!
Occupancy,!fire!safety!inspection,!and!floor!plan,!ensure!facility!is!in!
compliance!with!ADA,!and!submit!!assurance!

ED,!OD! Jul)21! Jul)21!
'
F'

Obtain!Certificates!of!Insurance,!effective!no!less!than!30!days!prior!to!
school!opening!

BOT,!ED,!OD! Jul)21! Jul)21! F'

Tours!of!Buffalo!Commons!campus!for!parents!and!students! ED,!OD! Jul)21! Aug)21! SRA'

Finalize!all!school!plans!and!procedures:!Health!Services,!Food!Services,!
Transportation!Services,!Assessment,!Ordering,!Testing,!Building!Safety!

ED,!OD! Jul)21! Aug)21! O'

Request!student!records!from!prior!districts/transfer!schools! ED,!OD! Aug)21! ASAP! G'

Submit!Title!1!consolidated!application! ED,!OD! Aug)21! Aug)21! G'

Ensure!!appropriate!programs,!records,!and!arrangements!are!available!for!
special!population!students!

ED! Aug)21! Aug)21! A'

Install!classroom!technology!in!all!classrooms! OD,!Vendors! Jul)21! Aug)1! O'

Board!Meeting:!Authorize!food!service,!nurse,!and!supplies;!report!for!ED!on!
school!start)up!

BOT,!ED! Aug)21! Aug)21! G'

Pre)opening!visit!and!walk)through! BOT,!ED,!OD! Aug)21! Aug)21! F'

Onsite!professional!development!for!staff,!including!orientation!for!students!
and!families,!and!student!screenings!(!immunization/health!records,!IEPs,!
previous!school!records,!etc.)!

All!Staff,!
Nurse,!OD!

Aug)21! Aug)21!
'
P'

Buffalo!Commons!opens!its!door! All!Staff! Sep)21! Sep)21! A'

!
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Response 23a—Supplemental Narrative 
 
(a) Supplemental Narrative 
If there is any additional information that would help the Institute and SUNY Trustees evaluate the proposal, please describe it here 
and provide a rationale for its inclusion. If no supplementary information is necessary, please indicate that this Request is not 
applicable. 

 
23A1. Supplemental Narrative 
We use the supplemental section as an appendix to the application. In this narrative we 
offer a list of documents or resources that were referenced in the application, but were 
left out of those sections for reasons of length, or because the request did not 
specifically ask for it. The documents listed in Figure 23.1 can be found in R-23b. 
 

23.1: Supplemental Resources  

Appendi
x 

Resource Page 

A ELA Curriculum Scope and Sequence (K-5) 2 

B Math Curriculum Scope and Sequence (K-5) 97 

C Innovations (science) Curriculum Frameworks (K-1) 171 

D Community Studies (social studies) Curriculum Concept Guide (K-8) 235 

E Caring School Community Curriculum Sample Materials (K-5) 243 

F Danielson Framework for Teaching 256 

G Danielson Cluster Framework 334 

H DSST/GBF First Nine Weeks Coaching Guide 337 

I Sample Community Outreach Tracker 360 

J Pricing Quotes 361 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Response 23b—Supplemental Attachments 
 
(a) Supplemental Attachments 
Submit attachments, documents, etc., discussed in response to part (a) above. If no supplemental documents are necessary, please indicate that 

this Request is not applicable.  
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EL Education’s grades K–2 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 3 hours per day of content-based 
literacy:

� Module lessons (60 minutes of daily instruction): Explicitly teach and formally assess all
reading comprehension, writing, speaking and listening, and language standards and strands 
of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts & Literacy.

� Labs (60 minutes of daily instruction): Build students’ oral language, content knowledge, and 
habits of character through inquiry and hands-on exploration. The Labs reinforce literacy
skills, content knowledge, and habits of character taught in the module lessons and provide
teachers with additional time to document students’ progress toward particular standards.

� Reading Foundations Skills Block (60 minutes of daily instruction): Teaches and assesses all
reading foundations standards and language standards associated with spelling and letter
formation (see the Reading Foundations Skills Block Scope and Sequence documents).

The module lessons and Labs work together to help students develop literacy skills as they 
build knowledge about the world. 

During Labs, students reinforce their understanding of the module content and literacy skills 
through five different Labs: Create, Engineer, Explore, Imagine, and Research. The Labs take place 
across four stages: Launch, Practice, Extend, and Choice and Challenge. These stages support in-
creasing student independence and complexity in the Labs’ tasks. Refer to the K–5 ELA guidance 
document and the Implementing the Labs document for additional information on Labs. 

Structure of a Module
� Each module provides eight weeks of instruction1, broken into three shorter units. Each

module includes:
 � A fi nal performance task that is a more supported project, often involving research
� Three assessments (one per unit), which are almost always “on-demand”:

Students complete an independent task (or with prompting and support, as the
CCSS may dictate) on reading, writing, speaking, and/or listening

� Checklists for select reading, writing, speaking and listening, and language
standards: Teachers use these checklists throughout module lessons to track
students’ progress on specifi c standards or sub-standards

1 For K–2, Module 1 is just six weeks long, to allow more time for establishing classroom routines.

Kindergarten: Curriculum Map

Appendix A: ELA K-5
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Kindergarten: Curriculum Map

Structure of a Year of Instruction
� There are four modules per grade level.
� Teachers should teach the modules in order, beginning with Module 1 (which lays the

foundation for both teachers and students regarding classroom culture and instructional
routines).

How to Read This Document
The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level summary of each module and name the 
standards explicitly taught and formally assessed (through unit assessments and checklists) 
within them. The charts that follow outline for each module:

� Focus: The “focus” is the same across the grades K–2 band and signals the progression of
literacy skills across the year as well as alignment to the CCSS instructional shifts.

� Title: This signals the topic students will be learning about (often connected to social studies 
or science) and aligns with Instructional Shift #3, building knowledge through content-rich
nonfi ction.

� Description: This tells the basic “story” of the eight-week arc of instruction: the literacy
skills, content knowledge, and central text(s).

 � Texts: These texts are ones that all students either read themselves or hear read aloud. The
text(s) in bold are the central texts for a given module: the text(s) with which students spend
the most time. Recall that texts can be complex based on both qualitative and quantitative
measures. Texts are listed in order from most quantitatively complex (based on Lexile®
measure) to least quantitatively complex. Texts near the bottom of the list are often complex
in ways not measured by the Lexile tool: meaning/purpose, text structure, language, and/or
knowledge demands. Within a given module, the list shows the wide variety of texts students
read, write, and speak about using evidence as they build knowledge about the topic. For a
procurement list of specifi c texts that need to be purchased for use with the curriculum, visit
our website.

� Lexile: This details the quantitative range of complexity for the given CCSS grade band—in
this case, kindergarten. Note: For kindergarten and Grade 1, students engage with complex
text through read-alouds. Typically, this text is two or three grade levels above what they
would be able to read independently.

� Performance Task: This is a culminating project that takes place during Unit 3 of every
module. Performance tasks are designed to help students synthesize and apply their learning 
from the module in an engaging and authentic way. Performance tasks are never “on-
demand” assessments; rather, they are scaff olded and almost always include peer critique
and revision.



� Unit-Level Assessments
– Each unit assessment is “on-demand” and designed to show what students know or can 

do on their own (or with prompting and support, as the CCSS may dictate).

–  Unit assessments are designed for students to experience as a typical lesson in the
course of the unit using formats that students have been explicitly taught and used
before the assessment.

– Unit assessments are also designed to be curriculum-embedded opportunities to prac-
tice—in an age-appropriate manner—the types of skills needed on state assessments in
Grades 3–5.

 – The curriculum map on the following pages lists the title of each unit-level assessment,
CCSS assessed, and the format.
� Speaking and listening (discussion or oral presentation)
� Drawing and dictation
� Cut and paste or sorting (students cut and paste or sort visuals to indicate under-

standing)
� Selected response (multiple choice questions)
� Short constructed response (short answer questions)
� Extended response (longer writing that is either on-demand or scaff olded and

scored using the Grades K–2 opinion, informative, and narrative writing rubrics)
� Scaff olded writing (involving planning, drafting, and revision)

� Checklists: Each module contains assessment checklists to be used by the teacher to
informally track students’ ongoing progress toward targeted standards. Opportunities to use 
these checklists are explicitly noted in module lessons.

� Standards: For each module, the standards assessed are indicated with either an X or a
check mark. An X indicates standards that are assessed on unit-level assessments. A check
mark indicates standards that are assessed in an ongoing manner with module checklists.

Notes: 

� The Labs block is not shown on the curriculum map because it does not include formal
assessments; however, each Lab provides additional opportunities for informal assessment
of targeted literacy standards, and therefore is a critical component of this comprehensive
curriculum. Checklists for those targeted standards are provided in the Labs materials for
each module. As stated above, the Labs for a given module are on the same topic as the
module lessons and work in conjunction with those lessons.

� Consider spending signifi cant time orienting to this document before the school year begins 
to determine which standards will repeat and which will not, in order to know where to
prioritize time when considering pacing in the module. Pay close attention to those standards 
addressed only in Module 4 to ensure realistic pacing across the year so these standards are
taught and assessed.
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· Unit-Level Assessments

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Fo

cu
s Building Literacy in a 

Collaborative Classroom
Learning through Science 
and Story

Researching to Build Knowledge 
and Teach Others

Contributing to the 
Community

Ti
tle Toys and Play Weather Wonders Trees Are Alive Enjoying and Appreciating 

Trees

De
sc

rip
tio

n

In this module, students build 
their literacy and citizenship 
skills as they engage in 
a study of toys and play. 
Students consider norms 
and behaviors for sharing 
toys and interacting with 
peers through structured 
conversations, learning 
experiences such as role-play 
and guided discovery of toys, 
and an analysis of the module 
texts. Students learn more 
about toys as they consider 
what makes something a 
toy and what makes toys 
fun. They learn to sort and 
describe toys by specific 
attributes. They also begin 
to think about perspective as 
they discuss and write about 
their own toy preferences. 
Finally, students interview a 
classmate about his or her 
preferred classroom toy. 
They use the information 
from the interview to create 
their performance task: 
an informational piece of 
writing and drawing about a 
classmate’s preferred toy and 
how the classmate likes to 
play with it. 

In this module, students 
build their literacy and 
science skills as they engage 
in a study of the weather. 
Students study the science 
of weather through various 
informational texts. They 
create a class weather journal 
and track their individual 
learning in a meteorologist’s 
notebook. Students then 
broaden their study of 
weather as they think about 
how weather affects people 
in different places around 
the world. They move on to 
further explore how weather 
affects people by reading a 
variety of narratives where 
the characters are affected 
by a weather event. Students 
are prompted to think about 
how the weather affects 
the choices people make 
about what to wear and 
what to do each day. For 
their performance task, they 
plan and write an imaginary 
narrative featuring a character 
affected by the weather. 

In this module, students explore 
the big ideas that all living things 
in the natural world have needs 
in order to survive and grow. 
Through a close study of trees and 
the living things that depend on 
them, students take on the roles 
of researchers and scientists to 
make observations of the natural 
world. From those observations, 
they determine patterns that 
explain how living things live and 
grow. Students learn what makes 
something living or nonliving, 
about different types of living 
things, and the common needs 
of all living things. They develop 
this understanding through 
research reading and hands-on 
investigations and record their 
observations in a Living Things 
research notebook. Students 
then engage in whole group and 
small group research on how 
trees provide food for animals. 
Finally, students engage in 
supported small group research 
of a particular tree, its needs, 
and how it supports other living 
things. They then use their learning 
to create an informational tree 
collage, which includes a collage, 
informative writing, and an animal 
puppet. 

*Note: Module 3 lays the
foundation for Module 4: In
Module 3, students build deep
knowledge about the scientific
topic of living things, and trees,
specifically. In Module 4, they then
apply this knowledge to make a
meaningful contribution to their
community.

In this module, students build 
on their scientific knowledge 
of trees from Module 3, by 
exploring the importance 
of trees to people and their 
communities. Students learn 
how different people, both 
real and imaginary, enjoy 
and appreciate trees. They 
consider how real people and 
characters have used trees to 
fill a need in their community. 
Students first learn about 
the different ways people 
enjoy trees through reading 
literature and considering 
how characters appreciate 
trees. They write about the 
different ways trees can be 
enjoyed in their Enjoying 
Trees journal, Part II. They 
then read about the ways 
planting trees can contribute 
to a community through 
reading informational text, 
and learn to form and write 
opinions about where they 
would choose to plant a 
tree. Finally, students apply 
their new knowledge of 
the importance of trees to 
people by advocating for 
the appreciation of trees in 
their own community. For 
their performance task, they 
create a beautiful card that 
invites others to pause and 
appreciate the trees around 
them.

Kindergarten: Curriculum Map



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Te

xt
s1

•  Have Fun, Molly Lou 
Mellon, Patty Lovell (RL,
AD820; six per classroom)

•  Llama Llama Time to 
Share, Anna Dewdney (RL, 
AD250; six per classroom)

•  Playing with Friends,
Rebecca Rissman (RI,
AD530L; one per classroom)

•  Toys Galore, Peter Stein (RI, 
N/A; one per classroom)

•  “Attributes of Toys,” 2016. 
Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. 
(RI; included in the module
materials)

•  “The Magic Bow,” 2016. 
Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. 
(RL; included in the module
materials)

•  “Toy Riddles,” 2016. 
Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. 
(RI; included in the module
materials)

•  Brave Irene, William 
Steig (RL, AD630; one per
classroom)

•  Come On, Rain!, Karen 
Hesse (RL, AD780; six per
classroom)

•  National Geographic Kids: 
Weather, Kristin Rattini (RI,
330L; one per classroom)

•  One Hot Summer Day, Nina 
Crews (RL, N/A; one per
classroom)

•  On the Same Day in March,
Marilyn Singer (RI, AD540;
one per classroom)

•  The Snowy Day, Ezra Jack 
Keats (RL, 500L; six per
classroom)

•  Umbrella, Taro Yashima
(RL, 480L; one per 
classroom)

•  Weather Words and What 
They Mean, Gail Gibbons
(RI, 450L; six per classroom)

•  “Curious Sofia,” 2016. 
Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. 
(RL; included in the module
materials)

•  “Curious Sofia Returns,” 
2016. Written by EL 
Education for instructional 
purposes. (RL; included in
the module materials)

•  “Sofia the Storyteller,” 2016. 
Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. 
(RL; included in the module 
materials)

•  Are Trees Alive?, Debbie 
S. Miller (RL, 640L; one per 
classroom)

•  Be a Friend to Trees, Patricia 
Lauber (RI, 500L, one per pair of
students)

•  “Clay Leaves,” 2010. Written by 
students at The College School in 
St. Louis, MO. (one per classroom)

•  “Connecting Trees,” 2010. Written 
by students at The College 
School in St. Louis, MO. (one per 
classroom)

•  The Tree in the Ancient Forest,
Carol Reed-Jones (RL, 620L; one 
per classroom)

•  What’s Alive?, Kathleen Weidner 
Zoehfeld (RI, 430L; six per
classroom)

•  “What’s Alive and What’s Not?” 
2016. Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. (RI; 
included in the module materials)

•  “A Tree Is a Living Thing,” 2016. 
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RL; 
included in the module materials)

•  “We Depend on Trees,” 2016. 
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RL; 
included in the module materials)

•  “Tree Texts,” 2016. Written by 
EL Education for instructional 
purposes (RI, two or three per
small group; included in the 
module materials)

•  “Who Depends on a Tree?” 
2016. Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. (RI; 
included in the module materials)

•  A Tree for Emmy, Mary Ann 
Rodman (RL, AD360; six per
classroom)

•  A Tree Is Nice, Janice 
May Udry (RI, 420, six per
classroom)

•  Gus Is a Tree, Claire Babin
(RL, N/A; one per classroom)

•  Mama Miti: Wangari 
Maathai and the Trees of 
Kenya, Donna Jo Napoli (RI,
AD710; one per classroom)

•  Oliver’s Tree, Kit Chase (RL,
N/A; six per classroom)

•  We Planted a Tree, Diane 
Muldrow (RI, AD620; one
per classroom)

Le
xi

le
®

In Kindergarten and Grade 1, students engage with complex text through read-alouds. Typically, this text is two or three grade levels 
above what they would be able to read independently. 

Pe
rfo

rm
an

ce
 T

as
k

Product: Describing a 
Classmate’s Toy Preference 
Format: Informational writing 
and labeled drawing
CCSS: W.K.2, W.K.8, 
L.K.2c,d.

Product: My Weather Story: 
An Imaginary Weather 
Narrative
Format: Narrative writing
CCSS: W.K.3, W.K.5, L.K.1a, 
L.K.2a,c,d, L.K.6.

Product: Informational Collage: 
Tree Experts
Format: Informational collage
CCSS: W.K.2, W.K.5, W.K.8 
NGSS: K.LS1-1

Product: Tree Appreciation 
Cards
Format: Opinion writing, 
pencil sketch, and watercolor
CCSS: W.K.1, W.K.5, W.K.6, 
W.K.8, L.K.2a,b

1 Texts for purchase are listed in alphabetical order and followed by texts written and provided by EL Education in the module materials.
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Un

it 
1

Title: Responding to Text: 
Thinking about Illustrations 
and Speaking 
Format: Selected response 
with visuals and partner 
discussion
CCSS: RL.K.1, RL.K.7, SL.K.1

Title: Independent Writing 
about Weather 
Format: Short constructed 
response with drawing and 
writing
CCSS: W.K.2, L.K1f, L.K.6

Title: Reading and Answering 
Questions about an 
Informational Text 
Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response 
with drawing and writing
CCSS: RI.K.3, RI.K.7

Title: Comparing and 
Contrasting Characters from 
Oliver’s Tree
Format: Short constructed 
response with drawing and 
writing and small group 
discussion
CCSS: RL.K.1, RL.K.3, RL.K.9, 
SL.K.2, SL.K.4

Un
it 

2

Title: Writing about the 
Classroom Toys We Prefer 
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.K.1, L.K.6

Title: Identifying Story 
Elements in One Hot Summer 
Day
Format: Short constructed 
response with drawing and 
words
CCSS: RL.K.3, W.K.8, and 
L.K.6

Title: Researching and Writing 
about How Animals Depend 
on Trees 
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.K.2, W.K.7, W.K.8

Title: Reading about an 
Author’s Point and Writing 
Opinions
Format: Selected response and 
scaffolded writing
CCSS: RI.K.8, W.K.1, L.K.1e, 
L.K.2a, L.K.b

Un
it 

3

Title: Speaking and Listening: 
Interviewing a Classmate about 
a Favorite Classroom Toy 
Format: Partner interview
CCSS: W.K.8, SL.K.3

Title: Reflecting on My 
Weather Story 
Format: Small group 
structured discussion
CCSS: SL.K.4, SL.K.6, L.K.1f, 
L.K.6

Title: Discussing the Needs of 
Living Things
Format: Series of small group 
Science Talks (discussion 
protocol)
CCSS: SL.K.1a, SL.K.1b

Title: Adding Ideas with 
Detailed Drawings
Format: Short constructed 
response with drawing and 
writing and partner discussion
CCSS: SL.K.5

Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by Module
� In the curriculum map on the following pages, any specifi c CCSS marked with an “X”

indicates that standard is assessed in a unit-level assessment in a given module. In addition,
any standard marked with a check mark indicates that a standard is assessed in an ongoing
manner with a checklist throughout a module.

� Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.
� Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally

assessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL/RI.1). Refer
to the “Unit-at-a-Glance” in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are addressed 
(even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

� Some standards are not applicable in an on-demand assessment context because they happen 
over a span of time (e.g., R.10, W.10, L.6). In the curriculum map on the following pages, these 
standards are noted as “integrated throughout.”

� Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a).
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaff olded across multiple
modules. Therefore, in the curriculum map on the following pages, the “parent” standard is
marked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that particular
module. Otherwise, just the specifi c components are marked.

Kindergarten: Curriculum Map



Reading Standards for Literature

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.K.1 With prompting and support, ask and answer 
questions about key details in a text. ✗ ✓ ✗

RL.K.2 With prompting and support, retell familiar 
stories, including key details. ✓ ✓

RL.K.3 With prompting and support, identify 
characters, settings, and major events in a story. ✗ ✗

RL.K.4 Ask and answer questions about unknown 
words in a text. ✓ ✓

RL.K.5 Recognize common types of texts (e.g., 
storybooks, poems). ✓

RL.K.6 With prompting and support, name the 
author and illustrator of a story and define the role of 
each in telling the story.

✓

RL.K.7 With prompting and support, describe the 
relationship between illustrations and the story in 
which they appear (e.g., what moment in a story an 
illustration depicts).

✗ ✓ ✓

RL.K.9 With prompting and support, compare 
and contrast the adventures and experiences of 
characters in familiar stories.

✗

RL.K.10 Actively engage in group reading activities 
with purpose and understanding. Integrated throughout.

Reading Standards for Informational Text

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.K.1 With prompting and support, ask and answer 
questions about key details in a text. ✓ ✓ ✓

RI.K.2 With prompting and support, identify the 
main topic and retell key details of a text. ✓ ✓ ✓

RI.K.3 With prompting and support, identify the 
main topic and retell key details of a text. ✗

RI.K.4 With prompting and support, ask and answer 
questions about unknown words in a text. ✓ ✓ ✓

RI.K.5 Identify the front cover, back cover, and title 
page of a book. ✓

RI.K.6 Name the author and illustrator of a text and 
define the role of each in presenting the ideas or 
information in a text.

✓ ✓

RI.K.7 With prompting and support, describe the 
relationship between illustrations and the text in 
which they appear (e.g., what person, place, thing, or 
idea in the text an illustration depicts).

✗ ✓
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.K.8 With prompting and support, identify the 
reasons an author gives to support points in a text. ✗

RI.K.9 With prompting and support, identify basic 
similarities in and differences between two texts on 
the same topic (e.g., in illustrations, descriptions, or 
procedures).

✓

RI.K.10 Actively engage in group reading activities 
with purpose and understanding. Integrated throughout.

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills
Note: These standards are assessed in the Reading Foundations Skills Block curriculum; see 
Grade Level Scope and Sequence.

Writing Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.K.1 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing 
to compose opinion pieces in which they tell a reader the 
topic or the name of the book they are writing about and 
state an opinion or preference about the topic or book (e.g., 
My favorite book is...).

✗ ✗

W.K.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and 
writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which 
they name what they are writing about and supply some 
information about the topic.

✗ ✗

W.K.3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing 
to narrate a single event or several loosely linked events, 
tell about the events in the order in which they occurred, 
and provide a reaction to what happened.

✗

W.K.4 (begins in Grade 3) N/A

W.K.5 With guidance and support from adults, respond to 
questions and suggestions from peers and add details to 
strengthen writing as needed.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.K.6 With guidance and support from adults, explore 
a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, 
including in collaboration with peers.

✓

W.K.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects 
(e.g., explore a number of books by a favorite author and 
express opinions about them).

✗

W.K.8 With guidance and support from adults, recall 
information from experiences or gather information from 
provided sources to answer a question.

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

W.K.9 (begins in Grade 4) N/A

W.K.10 (begins in Grade 3) N/A
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Speaking and Listening Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.K.1 Participate in collaborative 
conversations with diverse partners about 
kindergarten topics and texts with peers and 
adults in small and larger groups.

✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

SL.K.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for 
discussions (e.g., listening to others and 
taking turns speaking about the topics and 
texts under discussion).

✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

SL.K.1b Continue a conversation through 
multiple exchanges. ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

SL.K.2 Confirm understanding of a text read 
aloud or information presented orally or 
through other media by asking and answering 
questions about key details and requesting 
clarification if something is not understood.

✓ ✗

SL.K.3 Ask and answer questions in order 
to seek help, get information, or clarify 
something that is not understood.

✗ ✓

SL.K.4 Describe familiar people, places, 
things, and events and, with prompting and 
support, provide additional detail.

✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

SL.K.5 Add drawings or other visual 
displays to descriptions as desired to provide 
additional detail.

✓ ✗

SL.K.6 Speak audibly and express thoughts, 
feelings, and ideas clearly. ✗ ✓ ✓

Language Standards
Note: Some Language Standards are assessed in the module lessons, some in the Reading Foundations Skills Block, 
and some in both. The chart on the following pages shows those that are assessed specifically in the module lessons. 
(Refer to the Grade Level Scope and Sequence for those assessed in the Reading Foundations Skills Block.)

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.K.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of
standard English grammar and usage when writing
or speaking.

L.K.1a Print many upper- and lowercase letters. This standard is practiced in the module lessons but explicitly taught and assessed in 
the Reading Foundations Skills Block (see Grade Level Scope and Sequence).

L.K.1b Use frequently occurring nouns and verbs. ✓

L.K.1c Form regular plural nouns orally by adding
/s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes). ✓

L.K.1d Understand and use question words
(interrogatives) (e.g., who, what, where, when, why,
how).

✓
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.K.1e Use the most frequently occurring
prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of,
by, with).

✗

L.K.1f Produce and expand complete sentences in
shared language activities. ✗ ✓

L.K.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions
of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.

L.K.2a Capitalize the first word in a sentence and
the pronoun I. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

L.K.2b Recognize and name end punctuation. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

L.K.2c Write a letter or letters for most consonant
and short-vowel sounds (phonemes).

This standard is practiced in the module lessons but explicitly taught and assessed in 
the Reading Foundations Skills Block (see Grade Level Scope and Sequence).

L.K.2d Spell simple words phonetically, drawing on
knowledge of sound-letter relationships.

This standard is practiced in the module lessons but explicitly taught and assessed in 
the Reading Foundations Skills Block (see Grade Level Scope and Sequence).

L.K.3 (begins in Grade 2) N/A

L.K.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown
and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on
kindergarten reading and content.

L.K.4a Identify new meanings for familiar words
and apply them accurately (e.g., knowing duck is a
bird and learning the verb to duck).

✓

L.K.4b Use the most frequently occurring inflections
and affixes (e.g., -ed, -s, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, -less) as
a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.

✓

L.K.5 With guidance and support from adults,
explore word relationships and nuances in word
meanings.

L.K.5a Sort common objects into categories (e.g.,
shapes, foods) to gain a sense of the concepts the
categories represent.

✓ ✓

L.K.5b Demonstrate understanding of frequently
occurring verbs and adjectives by relating them to
their opposites (antonyms).

✓

L.K.5c Identify real-life connections between words
and their use (e.g., note places at school that are
colorful).

✗

L.K.5d Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs
describing the same general action (e.g., walk,
march, strut, prance) by acting out the meanings.

✓

L.K.6 Use words and phrases acquired through
conversations, reading and being read to, and
responding to texts.

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
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The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level overview of the Common Core State Standards, substandards, 
and associated learning targets explicitly taught and formally assessed in each of the four Reading Foundations Skills 
modules for kindergarten.1 

The Reading Foundations Skills Block addresses: 

 All of the Foundational Reading Standards 

 Select Language Standards (L.1.1a and L.1.2c and d), based on the strong interrelationship between spelling, 
reading, and writing conventions

The document is organized as follows:

 End-of-grade-level expectation for each standard, followed by a breakdown of the sequence and frequency of 
instruction of each substandard (reflects the backward design and intentionally sequenced sub-skills that are 
necessary to master each of the long-term targets)

 The substandards addressed in the curriculum (bolded and in the exact language of the Common Core)

 Long-term learning target(s): EL Education’s interpretation of substandard long-term target (or targets) in  
“I can” language

The supporting targets serve as a breakdown of each long-term target, sequenced in order of complexity. Once 
students have mastered these supporting targets (or sub-skills) of each long-term target, they will have mastered 
the long-term target. If a student needs additional support with a given long-term target, a teacher can look to these 
supporting targets to assess and remediate. 

The charts below show which supporting targets are explicitly taught and formally assessed (either via K–2 
Benchmark Assessment or Cycle Assessments) in a given module. (Note that, based on student needs, many more 
supporting targets than those listed here will be taught during differentiated small group instruction.) 

Note: X indicates that the standard is explicitly taught during whole group instruction in that module. Once a 
standard has been introduced and explicitly worked with, if it is not represented with an X in later modules, it means 
that, although the standard is no longer at the forefront of instruction, it will continue to be present—revisited and 
reviewed as necessary.

1 Each module is approximately eight weeks long, including one flex week. Modules are divided into 1–2 week “cycles” of 
instruction. Module 1 includes four instructional cycles and Modules 2–4 include seven cycles. 

K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block Standards:
Scope and Sequence: Grade K Standards Coverage 
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Print Concepts

CCSS RF.1: Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of print.

Students in kindergarten will demonstrate increasing awareness and understanding of the organization and basic 
features of print.  

By the end of the year, kindergarten students can:

 RF.K.1a: Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page.
 RF.K.1b: Recognize that spoken words are represented in written language by specific sequences of letters.
 RF.K.1c: Understand that words are separated by spaces in print.
 RF.K.1d: Recognize and name all upper and lower case letters of the alphabet.

RF.K.1a: Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page. 

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can read from left to right and top to bottom.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can point to words in a text. X X

I can move my finger under words as I read them on a page, left to right and 
top to bottom. X X

I can turn the pages in order and begin reading the page on the left side, then 
the page on the right. X X

RF.K.1b: Recognize that spoken words are represented in written language by specific sequences of letters. 

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can explain the connection between words and letters.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can count the number of words in a sentence. X X

I can point to the first word in a sentence. X X

I can point to the last word in a sentence. X X

RF.K.1c: Understand that words are separated by spaces in print. 

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can point to each word in a line of memorized text.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can point to each word in a line of memorized text. X X
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RF.K.1d: Recognize and name all upper and lower case letters of the alphabet.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can identify all the upper case and lower case letters of the alphabet.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify the name of each lower case letter. X X

I can identify the name of each upper case letter. X X

I can recognize each upper case letter in a text. X X

I can recognize each lower case letter in a text. X X

Phonological Awareness

CCSS RF.2: Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).

Kindergartners will show increasing awareness and competence in hearing and producing sounds in spoken words 
(syllables, onsets, rimes, and phonemes). This (phonological awareness) is the foundation on which they will begin 
to form connections between graphemes (letters and letter combinations) and phonemes within individual words as 
they learn to read and spell the words.

By the end of the year, kindergarten students can:

 RF.K.2a: Recognize and produce rhyming words.
 RF.K.2b: Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words.
 RF.K.2c: Blend and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words.
 RF.K.2d: Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme 

(consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC) words. (This does not include CVCs ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)
 RF.K.2e: Add or substitute individual sounds (phonemes) in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

RF.K.2a: Recognize and produce rhyming words.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can identify and make words that rhyme.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can listen to a list of words and identify which one does not rhyme. X X

I can create a new word for a rime pattern by changing the onset  
(provided by teacher; for example, pat, hat, bat). X X

I can identify two rhyming words from listening to a line of text. X X

I can create a new rhyming word by changing the first sound from a  
given word. X X
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RF.K.2b: Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can count the syllables in a spoken word.
•   I can segment (break apart) and pronounce separate syllables in a spoken word.
•   I can blend separate syllables to form a spoken word.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can count the syllables in a spoken word. X X

I can segment (break apart) and pronounce the separate syllables in a spoken 
word. X X

I can blend separate syllables to form a spoken word. X X

RF.K.2c: Blend and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. 

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can break a single-syllable spoken word into two parts: the onset (beginning consonant sound) and rime (the vowel chunk that 

follows). 
•   I can blend the beginning consonant sound and ending vowel chunk to make a (single syllable) spoken word.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can listen to the teacher segment a spoken single-syllable word into onset 
and rime and repeat the procedure. X

I can listen to the teacher blend a spoken single-syllable word and repeat the 
procedure. X

I can blend onset and rime in a CVC word. X X

I can segment onset and rime in a CVC word. X X

RF.K.2d: Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme 
(consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC) words. (This does not include CVCs ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can identify and say the first phoneme (sound) in a word that has three phonemes.
•   I can identify and say the middle vowel phoneme (sound) in a word that has three phonemes.
•   I can identify and say the final phoneme (sound) sound in a word that has three phonemes.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can listen to a CVC word and pronounce the initial phoneme (sound) in the 
word. X X

I can listen to a CVC and pronounce the final phoneme (sound) in the word. X X X

I can listen to a CVC and pronounce the middle vowel phoneme (sound)  
in the word. X X
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RF.K.2e: Add or substitute individual sounds (phonemes) in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can add or change a phoneme (sound) in a one-syllable spoken word to make a new word.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can add a specified phoneme (sound; e.g., /m/) at the beginning of a spoken 
rime (e.g., -at) that I hear, and then say the word. X X

I can change the initial phoneme (sound) in a spoken CVC word (e.g., m to t) 
to make a new word. X X

I can change the final phoneme (sound) in a spoken CVC word (e.g., n to p) to 
make a new word. X X

I can change the short vowel phoneme (sound) in a spoken CVC word (e.g., a 
to i) to make a new word. X X

Phonics and Word Recognition

CCSS RF.3: Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.

Students in kindergarten will demonstrate increasing awareness and competence in beginning to connect graphemes 
(letters or letter combinations) to phonemes (sounds in spoken words).  

By the end of the year, kindergarten students can: 

 RF.K.3a: Demonstrate basic knowledge of letter-sound correspondences by producing the primary, or most 
frequent, sound for each consonant. 

 RF.K.3b: Associate the long and short sounds with the common spellings (graphemes) for the five major vow-
els. 

 RF.K.3c: Read high-frequency (common) words by sight (e.g., the, of, to, you, she, my, is, are, do, does).
 RF.K.3d: Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

RF.K.3a: Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one letter-sound correspondences by producing the primary 
sound or many of the most frequent sounds for each consonant.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can say the sound that each consonant letter makes.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can look at each consonant and say its sound. X X
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RF.K.3c: Read common high-frequency words by sight (e.g., the, of, to, you, she, my, is, are, do, does).

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can read high-frequency (common) words automatically (by sight).

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can recognize and read many high-frequency words by sight. X X X X

I can recognize and read many high-frequency words in a text and in isolation 
(alone). X X X X

RF.K.3d: Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can tell what sounds are different when I look at two words that are spelled with some of the same letters.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify the one sound that is different in two similarly spelled words 
(e.g., pen and pin). X X

I can identify the one letter that is different in two similarly spelled words (e.g., 
not and hot). X X

I can read two words that are spelled with some of the same letters (e.g., jump 
and bump). I can repeat with more words with some of the same letters (e.g., 
lump, lamp, limp).

X X

Fluency

CCSS RF.4: Read emergent reader texts with purpose and understanding

By the end of the year, Grade K students can: 

 Read emergent reader texts with purpose and understanding

RF.K.4: Read emergent texts with purpose and understanding.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can read emergent text with purpose and understanding.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can read emergent text for enjoyment. X1 X1

I can read emergent text to learn something. X1 X1

I can read emergent text to practice my reading skills. X1 X1

I can read and understand emergent text. X1 X1

2

1 “RF.K4 is not explicitly taught or formally assessed within a specific module or cycle. Instead, this standard is addressed 
through ongoing conferring with students during small group work and independent work and is informally practiced 
during the Decodable Reader: Partner Search and Read instructional practice. Refer to the Independent and Small Group 
Work document (see the K-2 Skills Resource Manual) for more details.
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Conventions of Standard English

CCSS L.1: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing or speaking.

Students in kindergarten will print many lower and uppercase letters. 

By the end of the year, kindergarten students can:

 L.K.1a: Print many upper and lower case letters.

LK.1a: Print many upper and lower case letters.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can print many upper case letters.
•   I can print many lower case letters.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can print many upper case letters. X X

I can print many lower case letters. X X

CCSS L.2: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling when writing.

Students in kindergarten will demonstrate increasing awareness and competence as phonetic spellers of simple words.

By the end of the year, kindergarten students can:

 L.K.2c: Write a letter or letters for most consonant and short-vowel sounds (phonemes).
 L.K.2d: Spell simple words phonetically, drawing on knowledge of sound-letter relationships

LK.2c: Write a letter or letters for most consonant and short-vowel sounds (phonemes).

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can write the letter or letters for most of the consonants I hear.
•   I can write the letter or letters for most of the short-vowel sounds I hear.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can write the letter or letters for most of the consonants I hear. X X X X

I can write the letter or letters for most of the short-vowel sounds I hear. X X X X

LK.2d: Spell simple words phonetically, drawing on knowledge of sound-letter relationships.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can use what I know about letters and their sounds to spell simple words.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can use what I know about letters and their sounds to spell simple words. X X



EL Education’s grades K–2 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 3 hours per day of content-
based literacy:

Module lessons (60 minutes of daily instruction): Explicitly teach and formally assess all 
reading comprehension, writing, speaking and listening, and language standards and strands 
of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts & Literacy.

Labs (60 minutes of daily instruction): Build students’ oral language, content knowledge, and 
habits of character through inquiry and hands-on exploration. The Labs reinforce literacy 
skills, content knowledge, and habits of character taught in the module lessons and provide 
teachers with additional time to document students’ progress toward particular standards.

Reading Foundations Skills Block (60 minutes of daily instruction): Teaches and assesses all 
reading foundations standards and language standards associated with spelling and letter 
formation (see the K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block Scope and Sequence documents).

The module lessons and Labs work together to help students develop literacy skills as they 
build knowledge about the world. 

During Labs, students reinforce their understanding of the module content and literacy skills 
through five different Labs: Create, Engineer, Explore, Imagine, and Research. The Labs take 
place across four stages: Launch, Practice, Extend, and Choice and Challenge. These stages 
support increasing student independence and complexity in the Labs’ tasks. Refer to the K–5 
ELA guidance document and the Implementing the Labs document for additional information 
on Labs. 

Structure of a Module

Each module provides eight weeks of instruction1, broken into three shorter units. Each 
module includes:

– A fi nal performance task that is a more supported project, often involving research

– Three assessments (one per unit), which are almost always “on-demand”: Students
complete an independent task (or with prompting and support, as the CCSS may
dictate) on reading, writing, speaking, and/or listening

– Checklists for select reading, writing, speaking and listening, and language standards:
Teachers use these checklists throughout module lessons to track students’ progress on 
specifi c standards or sub-standards

1 For K–2, Module 1 is just six weeks long, to allow more time for establishing classroom routines.

Grade 1: Curriculum Map
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Structure of a Year of Instruction

There are four modules per grade level. 

Teachers should teach the modules in order, beginning with Module 1 (which lays the 
foundation for both teachers and students regarding classroom culture and instructional 
routines). 

How to Read This Document

The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level summary of each module and name the 
standards explicitly taught and formally assessed (through unit assessments and checklists) 
within them. The charts that follow outline for each module:

Focus: The “focus” is the same across the grades K–2 band and signals the progression of 
literacy skills across the year as well as alignment to the CCSS instructional shifts.

Title: This signals the topic students will be learning about (often connected to social studies 
or science) and aligns with Instructional Shift #3, building knowledge through content-rich 
nonfiction. 

Description: This tells the basic “story” of the eight-week arc of instruction: the literacy 
skills, content knowledge, and central text(s). 

Texts: These texts are ones that all students either read themselves or hear read aloud. The 
text(s) in bold are the central texts for a given module: the text(s) with which students spend 
the most time. Recall that texts can be complex based on both qualitative and quantitative 
measures. Texts are listed in order from most quantitatively complex (based on Lexile® 
measure) to least quantitatively complex. Texts near the bottom of the list are often complex 
in ways not measured by the Lexile tool: meaning/purpose, text structure, language, and/or 
knowledge demands. Within a given module, the list shows the wide variety of texts students 
read, write, and speak about using evidence as they build knowledge about the topic. For a 
procurement list of specific texts that need to be purchased for use with the curriculum, visit 
our website

Lexile: This details the quantitative range of complexity for the given CCSS grade band—in 
this case, Grade 1. Note: For kindergarten and Grade 1, students engage with complex text 
through read-alouds. Typically, this text is two or three grade levels above what they would 
be able to read independently.

Performance Task: This is a culminating project that takes place during Unit 3 of every 
module. Performance tasks are designed to help students synthesize and apply their learning 
from the module in an engaging and authentic way. Performance tasks are never “on-demand” 
assessments; rather, they are scaffolded and almost always include peer critique and revision. 

Unit-Level Assessments
– Each unit assessment is “on-demand” and designed to show what students know or can 

do on their own (or with prompting and support, as the CCSS may dictate).

– Unit assessments are designed for students to experience as a typical lesson in the
course of the unit using formats that students have been explicitly taught and used
before the assessment.

– Unit assessments are also designed to be curriculum-embedded opportunities to
practice—in an age-appropriate manner—the types of skills needed on state assessments 
in Grades 3–5.



– The curriculum map on the following pages lists the title of each unit-level assessment, 
CCSS assessed, and the format.
� Speaking and listening (discussion or oral presentation)
� Drawing and dictation
� Cut and paste or sorting (students cut and paste or sort visuals to indicate under-

standing)
� Selected response (multiple choice questions)
� Short constructed response (short answer questions)
� Extended response (longer writing that is either on-demand or scaff olded and

scored using the Grades K–2 opinion, informative, and narrative writing rubrics)
� Scaff olded writing (involving planning, drafting, and revision)

Checklists: Each module contains assessment checklists to be used by the teacher to 
informally track students’ ongoing progress toward targeted standards. Opportunities to use 
these checklists are explicitly noted in module lessons.

Standards: For each module, the standards assessed are indicated with either an X or a 
check mark. An X indicates standards that are assessed on unit-level assessments. A check 
mark indicates standards that are assessed in an ongoing manner with module checklists.

Notes:

The Labs block is not shown on the curriculum map because it does not include formal 
assessments; however, each Lab provides additional opportunities for informal assessment 
of targeted literacy standards, and therefore is a critical component of this comprehensive 
curriculum. Checklists for those targeted standards are provided in the Labs materials for 
each module. As stated above, the Labs for a given module are on the same topic as the 
module lessons and work in conjunction with those lessons.

Consider spending significant time orienting to this document before the school year begins 
to determine which standards will repeat and which will not, in order to know where to 
prioritize time when considering pacing in the module. Pay close attention to those standards 
addressed only in Module 4 to ensure realistic pacing across the year so these standards are 
taught and assessed.
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Fo

cu
s Building Literacy in a 

Collaborative Classroom
What’s Up in the Sky Building Expertise through 

Research
Contributing to the Community

Ti
tle

Tools and Work A Study of the Sun, Moon, and 
Stars

Birds’ Amazing Bodies Caring for Birds

De
sc

rip
tio

n

In this module, students build 
their literacy and citizenship 
skills as they engage in a study 
of tools and work. Students 
first learn about how tools 
help to do a job through 
informational text and hands-
on experiences. They then 
extend their understanding of 
what it takes to do a job when 
they learn how the “habits 
of character” of initiative, 
collaboration, perseverance, 
and responsibility help them 
do work. Students also analyze 
how various characters from 
literary texts use these habits 
of character to help them 
make work easier and solve 
dilemmas. Finally, students 
take all they have learned 
about tools and work to create 
a “magnificent thing” that 
fulfills an authentic classroom 
need (e.g., pencil holder for 
classroom use). Students 
share, discuss, and reflect on 
their creation. 

In this module, students build 
their literacy and science skills 
as they engage in a study of 
the sun, moon, and stars. 
Students begin their study 
through various narrative texts 
and begin to understand how 
and why the sun, moon, and 
stars inspire authors. Then 
students focus their study 
on the scientific concepts of 
observable patterns of the sun, 
moon, and stars. Students 
read informational texts and 
make observations and take 
notes in a sky notebook to 
learn about these patterns. 
Finally, students synthesize 
their learning from both their 
scientific study and study 
of literature to compose a 
narrative poem titled “What 
the Sun Sees.” Students then 
learn to give feedback to their 
peers and revise their writing.

In this module, students build 
their literacy skills as they 
engage in an in-depth study 
of birds’ bodies. The module 
focuses on the following 
big ideas: Animals have 
physical features that help 
them survive, and animals 
behave in ways that help 
them survive. Students begin 
their study by considering 
the guiding question: “What 
makes a bird a bird?” They 
then build research skills 
and background knowledge 
about birds through reading, 
talking, and representing 
(through scientific drawing, 
writing, role-play, music, 
and movement). Students 
participate in both whole group 
and small group research to 
learn more about the form 
and function of key bird parts: 
beaks and feathers. Students 
show their learning by writing 
an informational paragraph 
that describes how beaks or 
feathers help birds survive. 
Finally, students create Expert 
Bird Riddle cards and Expert 
Bird Scientific Drawing 
cards for a riddle matching 
game using facts from their 
research.

*Note: Module 3 lays the
foundation for the work
in Module 4. In Module 4,
students build deep knowledge
about the scientific topic
of living things, and trees,
specifically. In Module 3, they
then apply this knowledge
to make a meaningful
contribution to their
community.

In this module, students 
continue to build on their 
knowledge of birds from 
Module 4 to deepen their 
literacy skills and explore 
the guiding question: “Why 
should we care about birds?” 
Students begin to consider this 
question by reading a variety 
of literary texts with characters 
that care for birds. They then 
learn about writing opinions as 
they investigate a specific bird, 
Pale Male, who built its nest 
in the heart of New York City. 
Students read about people’s 
differing opinions about this 
nest and then write their own 
opinions in response to the 
evidence they gather. Students 
also learn about some of the 
problems birds face more 
generally, and what humans 
can do to help them live and 
grow. They learn about the 
myriad ways birds are helpful 
to plants, animals, and people. 
For the performance task, 
students create a piece of 
artwork and writing that serves 
an authentic need in their 
school or local community: a 
Feathered Friend Saver. This 
performance task includes a 
high quality portrait of a local 
bird that is formatted to attach 
to a window. When displayed 
in a window, the portrait helps 
to prevent birds from flying 
into the window. Students 
also individually create a short 
piece of writing to teach the 
recipient of the Feathered 
Friend Saver facts about birds. 



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Te

xt
s1

•  A Chef’s Tools, Holden
Strauss (RI, NC950; one per
classroom)

•  I Use Science Tools, Kelli 
L. Hicks (RI, 490; one per
classroom)

•  My Math Toolbox, Nancy 
Kelly Allen (RI, N/A; one per 
classroom)

•  The Little Red Pen, Janet 
Stevens and Susan Stevens 
Crummel (RL, AD300; six per
classroom)

•  The Most Magnificent Thing,
Ashley Spires (RL, AD380; six 
per classroom)

•  Tools, Ann Morris (RI, BR, six 
per classroom)

•  Does the Sun Sleep?:
Noticing Sun, Moon and Star
Patterns, Martha E. H. Rustad
(RI, 370; one per classroom)

•  Kitten’s First Full Moon, Kevin
Henkes (RL, 360, two per
classroom)

•  Papa, Please Get the Moon
for Me, Eric Carle (RL, AD310; 
one per classroom)

•  Summer Sun Risin’, W. 
Nikola-Lisa (RL, N/A; six per
classroom)

•  Sun and Moon, Lindsey 
Yankey (RL, N/A; one per
classroom)

•  What Makes Day and Night,
Franklyn M. Branley (RI, 230; 
six per classroom)

•  What the Sun Sees, What the
Moon Sees, Nancy Tafuri (RL,
260; six per classroom)

•  Why the Sun and the Moon
Live in the Sky, Elphinstone
Dayrell (RL, 570; one per
classroom)

•  “Elvin, the Boy Who Loved 
the Sky,” 2016. Written by EL 
Education for instructional 
purposes. (RL; included in the
module materials)

•  “What are They?: The Sun, 
Moon and Stars,” 2016. 
Written by Vaishali Joshi for 
EL Education for instructional 
purposes. (RI; included in the
module materials)

•  “What We See: The Sun, 
Moon, and Stars,” 2016. 
Written by Vaishali Joshi for 
EL Education for instructional 
purposes. (RI; included in the
module materials)

•  Beaks, Sneed Collard (RI, IG 
970; one per )

•  Birds, Kevin Henkes (RL,
AD410; one per classroom)

•  Birds (Scholastic Discover
More), Penelope Arlon and
Tory Gordon-Harris (RI, 620; 
one per pair)

•  Feathers: Not Just for Flying,
Melissa Stewart (RI, 910; one 
per pair)

•  Flight School, Lita Judge (RL, 
AD420; one per classroom)

•  Just Ducks, Nicola Davis (RL, 
AD940; one per classroom)

•  Little Kids First Big Book of
Birds, Catherine Hughes (RI,
NC800; one per pair)

•   “Did You Know?” 2016. 
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RI, 
one per student; included in
the module materials)

•  A Place for Birds, Melissa 
Stewart (RL, 520; on per pair)

•  City Hawk, The Story of Pale 
Male, Meghan McCarthy (RL, 
AD880; one per classroom)

•  Lost and Found, Oliver Jeffers
(RL, N/A; one per classroom)

•  Maggie the One-Eyed
Peregrine Falcon: A True
Story of Rescue and
Rehabilitation, Christie
Gove-Berg (RL, 520; one per
classroom)

•  Olivia’s Birds: Saving the
Gulf, Olivia Bouler (RI, 880; 
one per classroom)

•  Pierre the Penguin: A True
Story, Jean Marzollo (RL,
AD580; one per classroom)

•  The Lion and the Bird,
Marianne Dubuc (RL, AD160; 
one per classroom)

•  “Birds are Human Helpers.” 
(RI, one per student; included
in the module materials)

•  “What’s Best? The Debate 
About Pale Male’s Nest” (RI,
one per student; included in 
the module materials)

Le
xi

le
®

In Kindergarten and Grade 1, students engage with complex text through read-alouds. Typically, this text is two or three grade 
levels above what they would be able to read independently. 

Pe
rf

or
m

an
ce

 T
as

k Product: A Magnificent Thing 
for the Classroom 
Format: Product creation and 
informational writing
CCSS: W.1.2, SL.1.1

Product: Revising and Editing 
“What the Sun Sees” Narrative 
Poems
Format: Narrative poems 
CCSS: W.1.5, L.1.1f,j, L.1.2b

Product: Expert Bird Riddle 
Card and Scientific Drawing 
Cards Matching Game 
Format: Informational riddle
CCSS: W.1.5, W.1.7, 
L.1.1.f,g, L.1.2.b,e
NGSS: 1.LS1.A

Product: Feathered Friend 
Saver
Format: Informational 
paragraph and Scientific Bird 
illustration
CCSS: W.1.2, W.1.5, W.1.6, 
L.1.1b,f,g, L.1.2a,b,c

1 Texts for purchase are listed in alphabetical order and followed by texts written and provided by EL Education in the module materials.
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Unit-Level Assessments

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Un

it 
1

Title: Focused Read-aloud and 
Writing about Tools
Format: Picture sort, speaking 
and listening, and short 
constructed response
CCSS: RI.1.1, RI.1.7, SL.1.1, 
L.1.5a

Title: Reading and Answering 
Questions about Kitten’s First 
Full Moon
Format: Drawing and short 
constructed response
CCSS: RL.1.2, RL.1.3, RL.1.7, 
W.1.8, SL.1.2, L.1.6

Title: Informational Reading 
Short Response about Birds
Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response
CCSS: RI.1.1, RI.1.2, RI.1.3, 
RI.1.4, RI.1.5, RI.1.7 

Title: Comparing and 
Contrasting Pierre the Penguin 
and Maggie the One-Eyed 
Peregrine Falcon
Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response
CCSS: RL.1.1, RL.1.3, RL.1.9

Un
it 

2

Title: Focused Read-aloud 
Session 4 and Writing about 
Habits of Character 
Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response
CCSS: RL.1.1, RL.1.3, RL.1.4, 
RL.1.7, W.1.2, SL.1.1

Title: Discussing Observable 
Patterns in the Sky
Format: Science Talk 
(discussion protocol)
CCSS: SL.1.1a,b, SL.1.4

Title: Informative Writing: 
Birds’ Body Parts Help Them 
Survive
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.1.2, W.1.7 

Title: Opinion Writing: Take the 
Nest Down!
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.1.1, W.1.7, W.1.8 
L.1.1a,b,d,g, L.1.2a,b,e, L.1.6

Un
it 

3

Title: Writing to Show 
Understanding: Describing a 
Habit of Character 
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.1.2

Title: Using Observations of 
the Sun to Write a Narrative 
Poem
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.1.3, L.1.1f, L.1.1j, 
L.1.2b

Title: Responding to Text: 
Thinking about Illustrations 
and Speaking 
Format: Speaking and listening
CCSS: SL.1.1c, SL.1.5 

Title: Identifying Reasons 
People Need Birds

Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response
CCSS: RI.1.1, RI.1.4, RI.1.8, 
SL.1.2, L.1.4a, L.1.4b, L.1.4c 

Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by Module
In the curriculum map on the following pages, any specific CCSS marked with an “X” 
indicates that standard is assessed in a unit-level assessment in a given module. In addition, 
any standard marked with a check mark indicates that a standard is assessed in an ongoing 
manner with a checklist throughout a module.

Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.

Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally 
assessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL/RI.1). Refer 
to the “Unit-at-a-Glance” in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are addressed 
(even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

Some standards are not applicable in an on-demand assessment context because they happen 
over a span of time (e.g., R.10, W.10, L.6). In the curriculum map on the following pages, these 
standards are noted as “integrated throughout.”

Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a). 
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaffolded across multiple 
modules. Therefore, in the curriculum map on the following pages, the “parent” standard is 
marked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that particular 
module. Otherwise, just the specific components are marked. 



Reading Standards for Literature

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.1.1 Ask and answer questions about key details 
in a text. ✗ ✗ ✗

RL.1.2 Retell stories, including key details, and 
demonstrate understanding of their central message 
or lesson.

✓ ✓

RL.1.3 Describe characters, settings, and major 
events in a story, using key details. ✗ ✗ ✗

RL.1.4 Identify words and phrases in stories or 
poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses. ✗ ✓

RL.1.5 Explain major differences between books that 
tell stories and books that give information, drawing 
on a wide reading of a range of text types.

✓

RL.1.6 Identify who is telling the story at various 
points in a text. ✓

RL.1.7 Use illustrations and details in a story to 
describe its characters, setting, or events. ✗ ✗ ✓

RL.1.8 (not applicable to literature) N/A

RL.1.9 Compare and contrast the adventures and 
experiences of characters in stories. ✗

RL.1.10 With prompting and support, read prose 
and poetry of appropriate complexity for grade 1. Integrated throughout.

Reading Standards for Informational Text

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.1.1 Ask and answer questions about key details 
in a text. ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

RI.1.2 Identify the main topic and retell key details 
of a text. ✓ ✗ ✓

RI.1.3 Describe the connection between two 
individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information 
in a text.

✗ ✓

RI.1.4 Ask and answer questions to help determine 
or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text. ✓ ✗ ✗

RI.1.5 Know and use various text features (e.g., 
headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic 
menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in 
a text.

✗

RI.1.6 Distinguish between information provided 
by pictures or other illustrations and information 
provided by the words in a text.

✓ ✓ ✓

RI.1.7 Use the illustrations and details in a text to 
describe its key ideas. ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.1.8 Identify the reasons an author gives to 
support points in a text. X

RI.1.9 Identify basic similarities in and differences 
between two texts on the same topic (e.g., in 
illustrations, descriptions, or procedures).

✓

RI.1.10 With prompting and support, read 
informational texts appropriately complex for 
grade 1.

Integrated throughout.

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills

Note: These standards are assessed in the K–2 Reading Foundations Skills Block Curriculum; 
see Grade Level Scope and Sequence documents. 

Writing Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.1.1 Write opinion pieces in which they introduce
the topic or name the book they are writing about,
state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion,
and provide some sense of closure.

✗

W.1.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which
they name a topic, supply some facts about the
topic, and provide some sense of closure.

✗ ✗ ✓

W.1.3 Write narratives in which they recount two
or more appropriately sequenced events, include
some details regarding what happened, use
temporal words to signal event order, and provide
some sense of closure.

✗

W.1.4 (begins in Grade 3) N/A

W.1.5 With guidance and support from adults,
focus on a topic, respond to questions and
suggestions from peers, and add details to
strengthen writing as needed.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.1.6 With guidance and support from adults, use
a variety of digital tools to produce and publish
writing, including in collaboration with peers.

✓

W.1.7 Participate in shared research and writing
projects (e.g., explore a number of “how-to” books
on a given topic and use them to write a sequence
of instructions).

✗ ✗

W.1.8 With guidance and support from adults,
recall information from experiences or gather
information from provided sources to answer a
question.

✗ ✓ ✗

W.1.9 (begins in Grade 4) N/A

W.1.10 (begins in Grade 3) N/A



Speaking and Listening Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.1.1 Participate in collaborative 
conversations with diverse partners about 
grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults 
in small and larger groups.

✓ ✓ ✓

SL.1.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for 
discussions (e.g., listening to others with 
care, speaking one at a time about the topics 
and texts under discussion).

✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

SL.1.1b Build on others’ talk in conversations 
by responding to the comments of others 
through multiple exchanges.

✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

SL.1.1c Ask questions to clear up any 
confusion about the topics and texts under 
discussion.

✓ ✓ ✗

SL.1.2 Ask and answer questions about key 
details in a text read aloud or information 
presented orally or through other media.

✗ ✓ ✗

SL.1.3 Ask and answer questions about what 
a speaker says in order to gather additional 
information or clarify something that is not 
understood.

✓

SL.1.4 Describe people, places, things, and 
events with relevant details, expressing ideas 
and feelings clearly.

✗ ✓

SL.1.5 Add drawings or other visual displays 
to descriptions when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

✗ ✓

SL.1.6 Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation. ✓
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Language Standards

Note: Some Language Standards are assessed in the module lessons, some in the K–2 Reading Foundations Skills 
Block, and some in both. The chart on the following pages shows those that are assessed specifically in the module 
lessons. (Refer to the Grade Level Scope and Sequence for those assessed in the K–2 Reading Foundations Skills 
Block.)

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.1.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of
standard English grammar and usage when writing
or speaking.

L.1.1a Print all upper- and lowercase letters. Taught and assessed in the K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block

L.1.1b Use common, proper, and possessive
nouns. ✓ ✗

L.1.1c Use singular and plural nouns with matching
verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop). ✓

L.1.1d Use personal, possessive, and indefinite
pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone,
everything).

✓ ✗

L.1.1e Use verbs to convey a sense of past,
present, and future (e.g., Yesterday I walked home;
Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk home).

✓

L.1.1f Use frequently occurring adjectives. ✗ ✓ ✓

L.1.1g Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g.,
and, but, or, so, because). ✓ ✗

L.1.1h Use determiners (e.g., articles,
demonstratives). ✓

L.1.1i Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g.,
during, beyond, toward). ✓

L.1.1j Produce and expand complete simple and
compound declarative, interrogative, imperative,
and exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.

✓ ✗ ✓

L.1.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions
of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.

L.1.2a Capitalize dates and names of people. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

L.1.2b Use end punctuation for sentences. ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

L.1.2c Use commas in dates and to separate single
words in a series. ✓ ✓ ✗

L.1.2d Use conventional spelling for words with
common spelling patterns and for frequently
occurring irregular words.

Taught and assessed in the K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block.

L.1.2e Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing
on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

Taught and assessed in the K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block.



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.1.3 (begins in Grade 2) N/A

L.1.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown
and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on
grade 1 reading and content, choosing flexibly from
an array of strategies.

L.1.4a Use sentence-level context as a clue to the
meaning of a word or phrase. ✓ ✗

L.1.4b Use frequently occurring affixes as a clue to
the meaning of a word. ✗

L.1.4c Identify frequently occurring root words
(e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g., looks,
looked, looking).

✗

L.1.5 With guidance and support from adults,
demonstrate understanding of word relationships
and nuances in word meanings.

L.1.5a Sort words into categories (e.g., colors,
clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the
categories represent.

✗

L.1.5b Define words by category and by one or
more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that
swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).

✓

L.1.5c Identify real-life connections between words 
and their use (e.g., note places at home that are 
cozy).

✓

L.1.5d Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs 
differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, 
glare, scowl) and adjectives differing in intensity 
(e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them 
or by acting out the meanings.

✓

L.1.6 Use words and phrases acquired through 
conversations, reading and being read to, and 
responding to texts, including using frequently 
occurring conjunctions to signal simple 
relationships (e.g., because).

Integrated throughout.
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The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level overview of the Common Core State Standards, substandards, 
and associated learning targets explicitly taught and formally assessed in each of the four Reading Foundations Skills 
modules for Grade 1.1 

The Reading Foundations Skills Block addresses: 

 All of the Foundational Reading Standards 

 Select Language Standards (L.1.1a and L.1.2d and e), based on the strong interrelationship between spelling, 
reading, and writing conventions

The document is organized as follows:

 End-of-grade-level expectation for each standard, followed by a breakdown of the sequence and frequency of 
instruction of each substandard (reflects the backward design and intentionally sequenced sub-skills that are 
necessary to master each of the long-term targets)

 The substandards addressed in the curriculum (bolded and in the exact language of the Common Core)

 Long-term learning target(s): EL Education’s interpretation of substandard long-term target (or targets) in 
“I can” language

 A table with EL’s supporting targets (discrete skills associated with each long-term target), also in “I can” 
 language

The supporting targets serve as a breakdown of each long-term target, sequenced in order of complexity. Once 
students have mastered these supporting targets (or sub-skills) of each long-term target, they will have mastered 
the long-term target. If a student needs additional support with a given long-term target, a teacher can look to these 
supporting targets to assess and remediate. 

The charts below show which supporting targets are explicitly taught and formally assessed (either via K–2 
Benchmark Assessment or Cycle Assessments) in a given module. (Note that, based on student needs, many more 
supporting targets than those listed here will be taught during differentiated small group instruction.) 

Note: X indicates that the standard is explicitly taught during whole group instruction in that module. Once a 
standard has been introduced and explicitly worked with, if it is not represented with an X in later modules, it means 
that, although the standard is no longer at the forefront of instruction, it will continue to be present—revisited and 
reviewed as necessary.

1 Each module is approximately eight weeks long, including one flex week. Modules are divided into 1–2 week “cycles” of 
instruction. Module 1 includes four instructional cycles and Modules 2–4 include seven cycles. 

K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block Standards:
Scope and Sequence: Grade 1 Standards Coverage 
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Print Concepts

CCSS RF.1: Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of print.

Grade 1 students will demonstrate a mastery of print concepts.  

By the end of the year, Grade 1 students can::

 RF.1.1a: Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first word, capitalization, ending punctuation).

RF.1.1a: Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first word, capitalization, ending 
punctuation).

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can identify features of a sentence, including the first word, capital letters, and ending punctuation. 

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can point to where a sentence begins. X

I can point to where a sentence ends. X

I can find the capital letters in a sentence. X

I can point to the ending punctuation of a sentence. X

Phonological Awareness

CCSS RF.2: Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).

Students in Grade 1 demonstrate increasing competence in hearing and identifying sounds in words, including long 
and short vowel sounds, consonant blends, and words ending in /l/, /r/, or /x/. Students will manipulate sounds 
in words with increasing competence and sophistication by blending sounds to make single syllable words and 
segmenting a whole spoken word into its individual sounds.

By the end of the year, kindergarten students can:

 RF.1.2a: Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.

 RF.1.2b: Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.

 RF.1.2c: Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.

 RF.1.2d: Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes.).
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RF.1.2a: Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can identify long and short vowel sounds in (single syllable) words that I hear.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify long and short vowel sounds in single-syllable words that I hear. X

I can identify the short vowel sounds for each of the five vowel letters. X

I can listen to a single-syllable word and identify the short vowel sound it 
contains. X

I can identify the long vowel sounds of the five vowels. X

I can listen to a single-syllable word and identify the long vowel sound it 
contains. X

RF.1.2b: Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can blend sounds together (including consonant blends) to make a (spoken) word.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can blend two phonemes (to form a spoken word). X

I can blend three phonemes to form a spoken word. X

I can blend four phonemes to form a spoken word. X

RF.1.2c: Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable 
words.

Long-term learning target: 
•   Each time my mouth changes position, I can say and hear a different phoneme.
•   I can identify phonemes in a one-syllable word.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify and say the first phoneme (sound) in a one-syllable word. X

I can identify and say the middle vowel phoneme (sound) in a one- syllable 
word. X

I can identify and say the final phoneme (sound) in a one-syllable word. X

I can listen to spoken single-syllable words and pronounce the beginning, 
middle, or ending phonemes (sounds) in CVC words ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/. X(l) X(x) X(r)
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RF.1.2d: Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can say a word and segment (break apart) into its individual consonant and vowel phonemes (in order).

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can say a two-phoneme word and segment (break apart) into individual 
phonemes (sounds) in order. X

I can say a three-phoneme word and segment (break apart) into individual 
phonemes (sounds) in order. X

I can say a four-phoneme word and segment (break apart) into individual 
phonemes (sounds) in order. X

Phonics and Word Recognition

CCSS RF.3: Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.

Grade 1 students will make connections between graphemes and phonemes beyond single letters. They will identify 
the spellings of consonant digraphs and vowel phonemes with the final -e and common vowel team spellings. They 
will use this information to decode regularly spelled, one-syllable words. Grade 1 students will also recognize syllable 
breaks and syllable types in words, using this information to increase efficiency when decoding two-syllable words. 
They will also decode words with inflectional endings -s, -ed, and -ing and read grade-appropriate, irregularly 
spelled words with automaticity.  

By the end of the year, Grade 1 students can: 

 RF.1.3a: Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that repre-
sent one sound).

 RF.1.3b: Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.

 RF.1.3c: Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.

 RF.1.3d: Use knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a 
printed word.

 RF.1.3e: Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables.

 RF.1.3f: Read words with inflectional endings.

 RF.1.3g: Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words..
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RF.1.3a: Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that 
represent one sound).

Long-term learning target: 
•  I can identify the new sound that is made when two consonants are put together to make one sound.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can explain that sometimes two letters make one sound in words. X

I can identify the sound that corresponds to each of several consonant 
digraphs: sh, ch, th, wh, ph, ng, ck X X

RF.1.3b: Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can decode regularly spelled one-syllable words by mapping graphemes and phonemes.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can decode regularly spelled one-syllable words by mapping graphemes and 
phonemes. X X

RF.1.3c: Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can identify common spellings for long vowel sounds when I see a word with a vowel in the middle and an e at the end. 
•   I can identify common spellings for long vowel sounds when I see a word with a vowel team (two vowels that make a long vowel 

sound) in the middle.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can decode a word with a vowel team (two vowels that make a long vowel 
sound) in the middle. X

I can decode a word with a vowel in the middle and a silent e at the end. X

I can decode words with other vowel patterns like igh and r-controlled vowels. X

RF.1.3d: Use knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a 
printed word.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can count the number of syllables in a printed word by identifying the vowel sounds in the word.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify vowel sounds in the spelling of a multisyllabic (more than one 
syllable) word. X X X

I can identify the number of syllables in a word based on the number of vowel 
sounds.
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RF.1.3e: Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can break a word into two syllables, identify the type of syllables used, and use that information to read the word. 
•   I can use what I know about the types of syllables to decode (read) a two-syllable word

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify the five or six types of syllables in written words. X X

I can look at written multisyllabic words and identify the syllable pattern.  X X

I can decode (read) two-syllable words by thinking about the syllable type. X X

RF.1.3f: Read words with inflectional endings.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can read words with -s, -ed, -es, and -ing endings. 
•   I can use what I know about the types of syllables to decode (read) a two-syllable word

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can read words with an -s ending. X X

I can read words with an -ed ending. X X X

I can read words with an -ing ending. X X X

RF.1.3g: Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can read first-grade words that “don’t play fair” (irregularly spelled words).

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can read first-grade words that “don’t play fair” in isolation. X X X X

I can read first-grade words that “don’t play fair” in text. X X X X

Fluency

CCSS RF.4: Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

Grade 1 students will read grade-level texts with increasing fluency and understanding. 

By the end of the year, Grade 1 students can:

 RF.1.4a: Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.

 RF.1.4b: Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.

 RF.1.3c: Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.
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RF.1.4a: Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.

Long-term learning target: 
• I can read and understand grade-level texts.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can read and understand grade-level texts. X X X X

RF.1.4b: Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can read aloud and understand the words.
•   I can read smoothly, not too fast or too slow, and with expression and meaning.
•   I can read accurately (with few or no decoding mistakes).

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can read aloud and understand the words. X X X X

I can read smoothly, not too fast or too slow, and with expression and 
meaning. X X2 X2 X2

I can read accurately (with few or no decoding mistakes). X2 X2 X2 X2

RF.1.4c: Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can monitor my own reading for understanding.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can self-correct or confirm a word in a text by asking myself, “Does this make 
sense?” X2 X2 X2 X2

I can reread when something doesn’t make sense or sound right. X2 X2 X2 X2

Conventions of Standard English

CCSS L.1: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing or speaking.

Students in Grade 1 will print all lower and uppercase letters. 

By the end of the year, Grade 1 students can:

 L.1.1a: Print all upper and lower case letters.2

2 “RF.1.4b and RF.1.4c are not explicitly taught or formally assessed within a specific module or cycle. Instead, these 
standards are addressed through ongoing conferring with students during small group work and independent work 
and are informally practiced during the Decodable Reader Partner Search and Read instructional practice. Refer to the 
Independent and Small Group Work document (see the K-2 Skills Resource Manual) for more details.
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LK.1a: Print many upper and lower case letters.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can print all upper case letters
•   I can print all lower case letters

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can print all upper case letters. X X

I can print all lower case letters. X X

CCSS L.2: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling when writing.

Students in Grade 1 will recognize and write common spelling patterns correctly. They will spell irregularly spelled, 
high-frequency words correctly. They will spell phonetically, connecting graphemes to phonemes using knowledge of 
spelling conventions.

By the end of the year, Grade 1 students can:

 L.1.2d: Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irreg-
ular words.

 L.1.2e: Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

L.1.2d: Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring 
irregular words.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can use what I know about common spelling patterns to correctly spell words with those common patterns.
•   I can correctly spell high-frequency words.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can use what I know about common spelling patterns to correctly spell words 
with those common patterns. X X X X

I can correctly spell high-frequency words. X X X X

L.1.2e: Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can use what I know about sounds and spelling patterns to help me spell and memorize new words.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can use what I know about sounds and spelling patterns to help me spell and 
memorize new words. X X X X



EL Education’s grades K–2 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 3 hours per day of content-
based literacy:

Module lessons (60 minutes of daily instruction): Explicitly teach and formally assess all 
reading comprehension, writing, speaking and listening, and language standards and strands 
of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts & Literacy.

Labs (60 minutes of daily instruction): Build students’ oral language, content knowledge, and 
habits of character through inquiry and hands-on exploration. The Labs reinforce literacy 
skills, content knowledge, and habits of character taught in the module lessons and provide 
teachers with additional time to document students’ progress toward particular standards.

K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block (60 minutes of daily instruction): Teaches and assesses 
all reading foundations standards and language standards associated with spelling and letter 
formation (see the K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block Scope and Sequence documents).

The module lessons and Labs work together to help students develop literacy skills as they 
build knowledge about the world.

During Labs, students reinforce their understanding of the module content and literacy skills 
through five different Labs: Create, Engineer, Explore, Imagine, and Research. The Labs take 
place across four stages: Launch, Practice, Extend, and Choice and Challenge. These stages 
support increasing student independence and complexity in the Labs’ tasks. Refer to the K–5 
ELA guidance document and the Implementing the Labs document for additional information 
on Labs.

Structure of a Module

Each module provides eight weeks of instruction1, broken into three shorter units. Each 
module includes:

⎯ A final performance task that is a more supported project, often involving research
⎯  Three assessments (one per unit), which are almost always “on-demand”: Students

complete an independent task (or with prompting and support, as the CCSS may
dictate) on reading, writing, speaking, and/or listening

⎯  Checklists for select reading, writing, speaking and listening, and language standards: 
Teachers use these checklists throughout module lessons to track students’ progress 
on specific standards or sub-standards

1 For K–2, Module 1 is just six weeks long, to allow more time for establishing classroom routines.

Grade 2: Curriculum Map
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Structure of a Year of Instruction

There are four modules per grade level.

Teachers should teach the modules in order, beginning with Module 1 (which lays the 
foundation for both teachers and students regarding classroom culture and instructional 
routines).

How to Read This Document

The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level summary of each module and name the 
standards explicitly taught and formally assessed (through unit assessments and checklists) 
within them. The charts that follow outline for each module:

Focus: The “focus” is the same across the grades K–2 band and signals the progression of 
literacy skills across the year as well as alignment to the CCSS instructional shifts.

Texts: These texts are ones that all students either read themselves or hear read aloud. The 
text(s) in bold are the central texts for a given module: the text(s) with which students spend 
the most time. Recall that texts can be complex based on both qualitative and quantitative 
measures. Texts are listed in order from most quantitatively complex (based on Lexile® 
measure) to least quantitatively complex. Texts near the bottom of the list are often complex 
in ways not measured by the Lexile tool: meaning/purpose, text structure, language, and/or 
knowledge demands. Within a given module, the list shows the wide variety of texts students 
read, write, and speak about using evidence as they build knowledge about the topic. For a 
procurement list of specific texts that need to be purchased for use with the curriculum, visit 
our website.

Lexile: This details the quantitative range of complexity for the given CCSS grade band—in 
this case, Grade 2. Note: For kindergarten and Grade 1, students engage with complex text 
through read-alouds. Typically, this text is two or three grade levels above what they would 
be able to read independently.

Performance Task: This is a culminating project that takes place during Unit 3 of every 
module. Performance tasks are designed to help students synthesize and apply their learning 
from the module in an engaging and authentic way. Performance tasks are never “on-
demand” assessments; rather, they are scaffolded and almost always include peer critique 
and revision.

Unit-Level Assessments
—  Each unit assessment is “on-demand” and designed to show what students know or 

can do on their own (or with prompting and support, as the CCSS may dictate).
—  Unit assessments are designed for students to experience as a typical lesson in the 

course of the unit using formats that students have been explicitly taught and used 
before the assessment.

—  Unit assessments are also designed to be curriculum-embedded opportunities 
to practice—in an age-appropriate manner—the types of skills needed on state
assessments in Grades 3–5.

—  The curriculum map on the following pages lists the title of each unit-level 
assessment, CCSS assessed, and the format.

� Speaking and listening (discussion or oral presentation)
� Drawing and dictation



�  Cut and paste or sorting (students cut and paste or sort visuals to indicate
understanding)

� Selected response (multiple choice questions)
� Short constructed response (short answer questions)
�  Extended response (longer writing that is either on-demand or scaff olded and

scored using the Grades K–2 opinion, informative, and narrative writing rubrics)
� Scaff olded writing (involving planning, drafting, and revision)

Checklists: Each module contains assessment checklists to be used by the teacher to 
informally track students’ ongoing progress toward targeted standards. Opportunities to use 
these checklists are explicitly noted in module lessons.

Standards: For each module, the standards assessed are indicated with either an X or a 
check mark. An X indicates standards that are assessed on unit-level assessments. A check 
mark indicates standards that are assessed in an ongoing manner with module checklists.

Notes:

The Labs block is not shown on the curriculum map because it does not include formal
assessments; however, each Lab provides additional opportunities for informal assessment 
of targeted literacy standards, and therefore is a critical component of this comprehensive 
curriculum. Checklists for those targeted standards are provided in the Labs materials for 
each module. As stated above, the Labs for a given module are on the same topic as the
module lessons and work in conjunction with those lessons.

Consider spending significant time orienting to this document before the school year begins 
to determine which standards will repeat and which will not, in order to know where to
prioritize time when considering pacing in the module. Pay close attention to those standards 
addressed only in Module 4 to ensure realistic pacing across the year so these standards are 
taught and assessed.
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Fo

cu
s Building Literacy in a 

Collaborative Classroom
Learning through Science and 
Story

Researching to Build 
Knowledge and Teach Others

Contributing to the Community

Ti
tle

Schools and Community Fossils Tell of Earth’s Changes The Secret World of Pollination Providing for Pollinators

De
sc

rip
tio

n

In this module, students build 
their literacy and citizenship 
skills as they engage in a study 
of schools. Students begin 
by exploring the module-
guiding question—“What is 
school, and why are schools 
important?”—through 
a variety of literary and 
nonfiction texts about schools. 
Students then build on this 
understanding by learning 
about schools around the 
world and the challenges some 
communities face in sending 
their students to school 
and how they solve these 
challenges. This leads students 
to consider the similarities 
and differences between their 
own school and some of the 
schools they have read about. 
They use their learning to 
produce an informational book 
detailing these similarities and 
differences, and what makes 
school important overall 
in a short book titled “The 
Most Important Thing about 
Schools.”

In this module, students build 
their literacy and science skills 
as they engage in a study 
of fossils. Students begin 
the module by exploring the 
guiding question: “What do 
paleontologists do?” Students 
learn about Mary Anning, a 
famous fossil hunter. Students 
are introduced to the skill of 
answering selected response 
questions in this module 
and are taught how to read 
and answer questions in this 
format. Students then build 
knowledge about fossils and 
how they are formed in order 
to learn more deeply about 
how fossils show evidence 
of the changes that have 
occurred on earth over time. 
Finally, they take on the role 
of author as they create an 
illustrated narrative about a 
paleontologist discovering a 
fossil.

In this module, students 
build their research skills 
and science knowledge 
through a study of plants and 
pollinators. They discover 
this “the secret world” of 
plants and pollinators by first 
building their knowledge of 
plants, their needs, and their 
life cycle through reading, 
observing, conducting 
experiments, and discussing 
their findings. Students then 
move on to research the role 
of insect pollinators in helping 
plants grow and survive. 
Their research skills are built 
through both whole group 
and supported small group 
research on insect pollinators. 
They use their research 
notes to write an informative 
piece about a specific insect 
pollinator and its role in the 
pollination process. Finally, 
they extend and apply their 
understanding of pollination 
and pollinators through 
the preparation of a poster 
and an oral presentation 
of their learning about the 
“secret world of plants and 
pollinators.”

*Note: Module 3 lays the
foundation for the work
in Module 4: In Module
3, students build deep
knowledge about the scientific
topic of living things, and
pollinators, specifically. In
Module 4, they then apply
this knowledge to make a
meaningful contribution to
their community.

In this module, students build 
on their scientific knowledge 
of pollinators from Module 
3, to consider how they can 
contribute to the protection 
these important creatures 
in their own community. 
Students begin by exploring 
what it means to contribute 
to a community by reading 
folktales and fables featuring 
fictional pollinator characters. 
They analyze how these 
characters overcome 
challenges and contribute 
to a better world. They then 
move on to study the dangers 
facing two real pollinators: 
bats and butterflies. Using 
informational texts, students 
hone their research skills as 
they learn to form an opinion 
based on evidence in a text. 
Students then write an opinion 
piece about why people should 
protect butterflies. Finally, 
students contribute to the 
protection of butterflies in their 
own community by creating 
a wildflower seed packet with 
original artwork and writing. 
The seed packet includes a 
high-quality scientific drawing, 
a polished written piece that 
explains the reasons butterflies 
should be protected, and a 
call to action for protecting 
butterflies through planting 
native wild flowers. Students 
present their performance 
task, along with a reflection on 
their work and learning, in a 
culminating celebration.



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Te

xt
s 1

•   Off to Class: Incredible and 
Unusual Schools around the
World, Susan Hughes (RI,
950; six per classroom)

•   The Dot, Peter H. Reynolds
(RL, AD500; six per 
classroom)

•  The Important Book, Margaret
Wise Brown (P, AD580L; one
per classroom)

•  The Invisible Boy, Trudy
Ludwig (RL, AD680; six per
classroom)

•  “The Magic Bow.” 2016.
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RL,
one per student; included in 
the module materials)

•  “What Does School Mean to
You?” 2016. Written by EL
Education for instructional 
purposes. (RL, six per 
classroom; included in the 
module materials)

•  “Readers Theater Script: Boat
School.” 2016. Written by
EL Education for instructional 
purposes. (RL, ten per 
classroom; included in the 
module materials)

•  “Readers Theater Script: 
Rainforest School.” 2016.
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RL, 
ten per classroom; included in
the module materials)

•  “Readers Theater Script: Tent 
School.” 2016. Written by
EL Education for instructional 
purposes. (RL, ten per 
classroom; included in the 
module materials)

•  Curious about Fossils, Kate
Waters (RI, NC780; one per
classroom)

•  Fossils, Ann O. Squire (RI, 
1010, six per classroom)

•  Fossils Tell of Long Ago, Aliki
(RI, 480, one per classroom)

•  Paleontology: The Study 
of Prehistoric Life, Susan
Heinrichs Gray (RI, 860, one 
per classroom)

•  Stone Girl, Bone Girl,
Laurence Anholt (RL, 520, six 
per classroom)

•  “The Maiasaura Dig: The 
Story of Dr. Holly Woodward 
Ballard,” 2018. Written by
EL Education for instructional
purposes (RI, 890, one per 
student)

•  The Dog That Dug for 
Dinosaurs, Shirley Raye 
Redmond (RL, 620, one per 
student)

•  “Digging Up the Past.” 2016.
Written by EL Education 
for instructional practices. 
(RI; included in the module 
materials)

•  “Fossils and the Earth Long 
Ago.” 2016. Written by EL
Education for instructional 
purposes. (RI; included in the
module materials)

•  “Other Types of Fossils.” 
2016. Written by EL Education
for instructional purposes. 
(RI; included in the module 
materials)

•  From Seed to Plant, Gail
Gibbons (RI, 660; one per
pair)

•  Plant Secrets, Emily
Goodman (RI, AD720; one per
classroom)

•  Seed to Plant, Kristin Baird
Rattini (RI, 400, one per
student)

•  What Is Pollination?, Bobbie
Kalman (RI, IG830; one per
pair)

•  “Forever Grateful, Flies and 
Wasps!” 2016. Written by
EL Education for instructional
purposes. (RL, one per 
student; included in the 
module materials)

•  “Merci Beaucoup, Bees!”
2016. Written by EL Education
for instructional purposes. 
(RL, one per student; included 
in the module materials)

•  “¡Muchas Gracias, Butterflies
and Moths!” 2016. Written by
EL Education for instructional 
purposes. (RL, one per 
student; included in the 
module materials)

•  “Thanks a Bunch, Beetles!”
2016. Written by EL Education
for instructional purposes. 
(RL, one per student; included 
in the module materials)

•  A Place for Bats, Melissa
Stewart (RI, 920; one per pair)

•  A Place for Butterflies,
Melissa Stewart (RI, 980; one
per student)

•  A Lizard and the Sun, Alma
Flor Ada (RL, AD580; one per 
classroom)

•  Hey, Little Ant, Hannah & 
Philip Hoose (RL, NP; six per
classroom)

•  The Ant and the Grasshopper,
Diane Marwood (RL, 560, one 
per student)

•  The Little Hummingbird,
Michael Yagulanaas (RL,
AD550; one per classroom)

•  “Bunnyyarl the Flies and 
Wurrunnannah The Bees.”
2017. Adapted and written by 
EL Education for instructional
purposes. (RL, one per 
student; included in the 
module materials)

•  “Bats’ Roosts in Danger!”
2017. Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. (RI,
one per student; included in 
the module materials)

•  “Help Protect Butterflies.”
2017. Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. (RI,
one per student; included in 
the module materials)

•  “The Ants and the 
Grasshopper.” 2017. Adapted
and written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes. 
(RL, one per student; included 
in the module materials)

•  “The Bear and the Bee” 2016.
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RL, 
one per classroom; included in 
the module materials)

Le
xi

le
® In Modules 1 and 2, students consistently hear complex texts read aloud—typically two or three grade levels above their 

independent reading level—to practice building higher-level comprehension skills. In Modules 3 and 4, students continue to 
hear complex text read aloud, while also reading complex text (within their grade band’s Lexile range of 420L–820L) with greater 
independence3. Note that this shift is reflected in Lexile levels seen above.

1 Texts for purchase are listed in alphabetical order and followed by texts written and provided by EL Education in the module materials.
2  Supplemental Information for Appendix A of the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy: New Research 

on Text Complexity http://www.corestandards.org/assets/E0813_Appendix_A_New_Research_on_Text_Complexity.pdf
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Pe

rf
or

m
an

ce
 T

as
k Product: “The Most Important 

Thing about Schools”
Format: Informational book
CCSS: W.2.2, W.2.5, L.2.2

Product: Illustrated Narrative 
about
Discovering a Fossil
Format: Illustrated Narrative
CCSS: W.2.3, W.2.5, L.2.1d, 
L.2.2, SL.2.5

Product: The Secret World of 
Plants and Pollinators
Format: Poster and oral 
presentation
CCSS: W.2.5, W.2.7, SL.2.4

Product: Wildflower Seed 
Packet
Format: Opinion writing and 
drawing
CCSS: W.2.1, W.2.2, W.2.5, 
W.2.6

Unit-Level Assessments

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

Un
it 

1

Title: Writing in Response to
The Invisible Boy
Format: Short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.2.1, RL.2.3, RL.2.7

Title: Answering Questions 
about a Literary Text
Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response
CCSS: RL.2.1, RL.2.2, RL.2.3, 
RL.2.5, RL.2.7, SL.2.2

Title: Using Strategies to Read 
Informational Text
Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response
CCSS: RI.2.1, RI.2.2, RI.2.3, 
RI.2.4, RI.2.5, RI.2.6, RI.2.7, 
L.2.4e.

Title: Reading, Comparing and 
Contrasting, and Creating a 
Videobook of Stories
Format: selected response, 
short constructed response 
and videobook
CCSS: RL.2.1, RL.2.2, RL.2.3, 
RL.2.6, RL.2.9, SL.2.2, SL.2.5

Un
it 

2

Title: Reading and Writing 
about Schools around the 
World
Format: Close read-aloud with 
short constructed response 
and extended response
CCSS: RI.2.1, W.2.2

Title: Answering Questions 
about an Informational Text
Format: Selected response and 
short constructed response
CCSS: RI.2.1, RI.2.2, RI.2.4, 
RI.2.5, RI.2.6, W.2.8, L.2.4a, 
L.2.4c

Title: Drafting a New 
Informational Paragraph, Part I 
and Part II
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.2.2, W.2.7, 
W.2.8

Title: Reading and Writing 
Opinions
Format: Selected response, 
short constructed response, 
and scaffolded writing
CCSS: RI.2.1, RI.2.2, RI.2.8, 
RI.2.9, W.2.1

Un
it 
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Title: Responding to Text 
through Speaking and 
Listening
Format: Small group 
collaborative conversation 
(discussion protocol)
CCSS: SL.2.1b, SL.2.c

Title: Writing a Narrative about 
Discovering a Fossil
Format: Scaffolded writing
CCSS: W.2.3, W.2.5, L.2.1d, 
L.2.2

Title: Oral Presentations
Format: Speaking and listening
CCSS: SL.2.4

Title: Presentation and 
Reflection on Habits of 
Character, Work, and Learning
Format: Oral presentation
CCSS: SL.2.1a, SL.2.1b, 
SL.2.6

Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by Module
In the curriculum, any specific CCSS marked with an “X” indicates that standard is assessed 
in a unit-level assessment in a given module. In addition, any standard marked with a check 
mark indicates that a standard is assessed in an ongoing manner with a checklist throughout 
a module.

Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.

Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally 
assessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL/RI.1). Refer 
to the “Unit-at-a-Glance” in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are addressed 
(even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

Some standards are not applicable in an on-demand assessment context because they happen 
over a span of time (e.g., R.10, W.10, L.6). In the curriculum map on the following pages, these 
standards are noted as “integrated throughout.”

Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a). 
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaffolded across multiple



modules. Therefore, in the curriculum map on the following pages, the “parent” standard is 
marked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that particular 
module. Otherwise, just the specific components are marked.

Reading Standards for Literature

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

 RL.2.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, and how to demonstrate 
understanding of key details in a text.

✗ ✗ ✗

RL.2.2 Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and determine their 
central message, lesson, or moral.

✗ ✗

RL.2.3 Describe how characters in a story respond 
to major events and challenges. ✗ ✗ ✗

RL.2.4 Describe how words and phrases (e.g., 
regular beats, alliteration, rhymes, repeated lines) 
supply rhythm and meaning in a story, poem, or 
song.

✓

RL.2.5 Describe the overall structure of a story, 
including describing how the beginning introduces 
the story and the ending concludes the action.

✗

RL.2.6 Acknowledge differences in the points 
of view of characters, including by speaking in a 
different voice for each character when reading 
dialogue aloud.

✗

RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations 
and words in a print or digital text to demonstrate 
understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.

✗ ✗

RL.2.8 (RL.2.8 not applicable to literature) N/A

RL.2.9 Compare and contrast two or more versions 
of the same story (e.g., Cinderella stories) by 
different authors or from different cultures.

✗

RL.2.10 By the end of the year, read and 
comprehend literature, including stories and poetry, 
in the grades 2-3 text complexity band proficiently, 
with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the 
range.

Integrated throughout.

Reading Standards for Informational Text

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.2.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, and how to demonstrate 
understanding of key details in a text.

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

RI.2.2 Identify the main topic of a multiparagraph 
text as well as the focus of specific paragraphs 
within the text.

✗ ✗ ✗
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.2.3 Describe the connection between a series 
of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or 
steps in technical procedures in a text.

✗ ✓

RI.2.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases 
in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or subject area. ✗ ✗ ✓

RI.2.5 Know and use various text features (e.g., 
captions, bold print, subheadings, glossaries, 
indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts 
or information in a text efficiently.

✗ ✗

RI.2.6 Identify the main purpose of a text, including 
what the author wants to answer, explain, or 
describe.

✗ ✗

RI.2.7 Explain how specific images (e.g., a diagram 
showing how a machine works) contribute to and 
clarify a text.

✗

RI.2.8 Describe how reasons support specific points 
the author makes in a text. ✗

RI.2.9 Compare and contrast the most important 
points presented by two texts on the same topic. ✗

RI.2.10 By the end of year, read and comprehend 
informational texts, including history/social studies, 
science, and technical texts, in the grades 2-3 text 
complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as 
needed at the high end of the range.

Integrated throughout.

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills

Note: These standards are assessed in the K–2 Reading Foundations Skills Block Curriculum 
(see Grade Level Scope and Sequence documents).

Writing Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.2.1 Write opinion pieces in which they introduce
the topic or book they are writing about, state an
opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion,
use linking words (e.g., because, and, also) to
connect opinion and reasons, and provide a
concluding statement or section.

✗

W.2.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which
they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions to
develop points, and provide a concluding statement
or section.

✗ ✗

W.2.3 Write narratives in which they recount a
well-elaborated event or short sequence of events,
include details to describe actions, thoughts, and
feelings, use temporal words to signal event order,
and provide a sense of closure.

✗



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.2.4 (begins in grade 3) N/A

W.2.5 With guidance and support from adults and
peers, focus on a topic and strengthen writing as
needed by revising and editing.

✓ ✗  ✓

W.2.6 With guidance and support from adults, use
a variety of digital tools to produce and publish
writing, including in collaboration with peers.

✓

W.2.7 Participate in shared research and writing
projects (e.g., read a number of books on a
single topic to produce a report; record science
observations).

✗ ✓

W.2.8 Recall information from experiences or gather
information from provided sources to answer a
question.

✗ ✗ ✓

W.2.9 (begins in grade 4) N/A

W.2.10 (begins in grade 3) N/A

Speaking and Listening Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.2.1 Participate in collaborative conversations 
with diverse partners about grade 2 topics and texts 
with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

✓ ✓ ✓

SL.2.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions 
(e.g., gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening 
to others with care, speaking one at a time about the 
topics and texts under discussion).

✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

SL.2.1b Build on others’ talk in conversations by 
linking their comments to the remarks of others. ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

SL.2.1c  Ask for clarification and further explanation 
as needed about the topics and texts under 
discussion.

✗ ✓ ✓

SL.2.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from 
a text read aloud or information presented orally or 
through other media.

✗ ✓ ✗

SL.2.3 Ask and answer questions about what a 
speaker says in order to clarify comprehension, 
gather additional information, or deepen 
understanding of a topic or issue.

✓

SL.2.4 Tell a story or recount an experience with 
appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details, 
speaking audibly in coherent sentences.

✗

SL.2.5 Create audio recordings of stories or poems; 
add drawings or other visual displays to stories or 
recounts of experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

✓ ✗

✗
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SL.2.6 Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order to provide 
requested detail or clarification. (See grade 2 
Language standards 1 and 3 here for specific 
expectations.)

✓ ✗

Language Standards

Note: Some Language Standards are assessed in the module lessons, some in the K–2 Reading 
Foundations Skills Block, and some in both. The chart on the following pages shows those that 
are assessed specifically in the module lessons. (Refer to the Grade Level Scope and Sequence 
for those assessed in the K–2 Reading Foundations Skills Block.)

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.2.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of
standard English grammar and usage when writing or
speaking.

L.2.1a Use collective nouns (e.g., group). ✓

L.2.1b Form and use frequently occurring irregular
plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, teeth, mice, fish). ✓

L.2.1c Use reflexive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves). ✓

L.2.1d Form and use the past tense of frequently
occurring irregular verbs (e.g., sat, hid, told). ✗

L.2.1e Use adjectives and adverbs, and choose
between them depending on what is to be modified. ✓

L.2.1f Produce, expand, and rearrange complete
simple and compound sentences (e.g., The boy
watched the movie; The little boy watched the movie;
The action movie was watched by the little boy).

✓

L.2.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions
of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.

L.2.2a Capitalize holidays, product names, and
geographic names. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L.2.2b Use commas in greetings and closings of
letters. ✓

L.2.2c Use an apostrophe to form contractions and
frequently occurring possessives.

This standard is practiced in the module lessons but explicitly taught and assessed 
in the Reading Foundations Skills Block (see Grade Level Scope and Sequence).

L.2.2d Generalize learned spelling patterns when
writing words (e.g., cage � badge; boy � boil).

This standard is practiced in the module lessons but explicitly taught and assessed 
in the Reading Foundations Skills Block (see Grade Level Scope and Sequence).

L.2.2e Consult reference materials, including
beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and correct
spellings.

✓ ✓ ✓

L.2.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions
when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

L.2.3a Compare formal and informal uses of English. ✓



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.2.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown
and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on
grade 2 reading and content, choosing flexibly from an
array of strategies.

L.2.4a Use sentence-level context as a clue to the
meaning of a word or phrase. ✗

L.2.4b Determine the meaning of the new word
formed when a known prefix is added to a known word
(e.g., happy/unhappy, tell/retell).

✓

L.2.4c Use a known root word as a clue to the
meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
addition, additional).

✗

L.2.4d Use knowledge of the meaning of individual
words to predict the meaning of compound words
(e.g., birdhouse, lighthouse, housefly; bookshelf,
notebook, bookmark).

✓

L.2.4e Use glossaries and beginning dictionaries, both
print and digital, to determine or clarify the meaning of
words and phrases.

✓

L2.5 Demonstrate understanding of word relationships 
and nuances in word meanings. ✓

L.2.5a Identify real-life connections between words
and their use (e.g., describe foods that are spicy or
juicy).

✓

L.2.5b Distinguish shades of meaning among closely
related verbs (e.g., toss, throw, hurl) and closely
related adjectives (e.g., thin, slender, skinny, scrawny).

✓

L.2.6 Use words and phrases acquired through
conversations, reading and being read to, and
responding to texts, including using adjectives and
adverbs to describe (e.g., When other kids are happy
that makes me happy).

Integrated throughout.
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The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level overview of the Common Core State Standards, substandards, 
and associated learning targets explicitly taught and formally assessed in each of the four Reading Foundations Skills 
modules for Grade 2.1 

The Reading Foundations Skills Block addresses: 

 All of the Foundational Reading Standards 

 Select Language Standards (L.2.2c and L.2.2d and e), based on the strong interrelationship between spelling, 
reading, and writing conventions

The document is organized as follows:

 End-of-grade-level expectation for each standard, followed by a breakdown of the sequence and frequency of 
instruction of each substandard (reflects the backward design and intentionally sequenced sub-skills that are 
necessary to master each of the long-term targets)

 The substandards addressed in the curriculum (bolded and in the exact language of the Common Core)

 Long-term learning target(s): EL Education’s interpretation of substandard long-term target (or targets) in 
 “I can” language

 A table with EL’s supporting targets (discrete skills associated with each long-term target), also in “I can” 
 language

The supporting targets serve as a breakdown of each long-term target, sequenced in order of complexity. Once 
students have mastered these supporting targets (or sub-skills) of each long-term target, they will have mastered 
the long-term target. If a student needs additional support with a given long-term target, a teacher can look to these 
supporting targets to assess and remediate. 

The charts below show which supporting targets are explicitly taught and formally assessed (either via K–2 
Benchmark Assessment or Cycle Assessments) in a given module. (Note that, based on student needs, many more 
supporting targets than those listed here will be taught during differentiated small group instruction.) 

Note: X indicates that the standard is explicitly taught during whole group instruction in that module. Once a 
standard has been introduced and explicitly worked with, if it is not represented with an X in later modules, it means 
that, although the standard is no longer at the forefront of instruction, it will continue to be present—revisited and 
reviewed as necessary.

1 Each module is approximately eight weeks long, including one flex week. Modules are divided into 1–2 week “cycles” of 
instruction. Module 1 includes four instructional cycles and Modules 2–4 include seven cycles. 

K-2 Reading Foundations Skills Block Standards:
Scope and Sequence: Grade 2 Standards Coverage 
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Phonics and Word Recognition

CCSS RF.3: Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.

Grade 2 students will decode one-syllable and multisyllabic words with a variety of spelling patterns, including long 
vowel teams. Students will also decode words with common affixes such as re-, pre-, and -ing. Students will continue 
to grow their bank of irregularly spelled words and words with inconsistent, but common spelling patterns. 

By the end of the year, Grade 2 students can: 

 RF.2.3a: Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
 RF.2.3b: Know spelling-sound correspondences for additional common vowel teams.
 RF.2.3c: Decode regularly spelled two-syllable words with long vowels.
 RF.2.3d: Decode words with common prefixes and suffixes.
 RF.2.3e: Identify words with inconsistent but common spelling-sound correspondences.
 RF.2.3f: Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

RF.2.3a: Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can decode regularly spelled one-syllable words by applying what I know about long and short vowel sounds.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can explain that single vowel letters in one-syllable words usually have short 
vowel sounds. X

I can explain that vowel team spellings in one-syllable words usually have long 
vowel sounds. X X X

I can explain that in CVCe (consonant, vowel, consonant, silent e) one-syllable 
words ending in final -e, the V (vowel) letter usually has a long vowel sound. X

RF.2.3b: Know spelling-sound correspondences for additional common vowel teams.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can decode words with common vowel teams by applying what I know about spelling-sound relationships.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify the sounds made by different vowel teams. X X X

I can apply generalizations for decoding words with common vowel teams. X X X X

RF.1.3c: Decode regularly spelled two-syllable words with long vowels.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can decode (regularly spelled) two-syllable words with long vowels.  

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can decode a two-syllable word that contains a vowel team (two vowels that 
make a long vowel sound). X X

I can decode a two syllable word that contains the CVCe vowel pattern. X X
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RF.1.3d: Decode words with common prefixes and suffixes.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can decode words with common prefixes (part of the word at the beginning) and suffixes (part of the word at the end).  

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify a prefix in a word. X X

I can identify a suffix in a word. X X

I can make and decode a new word by adding a prefix of a suffix to a base word. X X

I can decode words with common prefixes. X X

I can decode words with common suffixes. X X X X

RF.1.3e: Identify words with inconsistent but common spelling-sound correspondences.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can decode words that have common sounds with different spelling patterns (e.g., bread, read, break).  

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can use knowledge of vowel sounds to help me decode words with different 
spelling patterns. X X X

I can decode words with other vowel patterns (e.g., ou, ow). X X

I can decode words with r-controlled vowel patterns. X

I can decode words with C-le syllable patterns. X X

I can use context to help me decode words that have common sounds with 
different spelling patterns. X X

RF.1.3f: Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can read second-grade words that “don’t play fair” (irregularly spelled words).

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can read second-grade words that “don’t play fair” in isolation. X X X X

I can read second-grade words that “don’t play fair” in text. X X X X

Fluency

CCSS RF.4:  Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

Grade 2 students will read grade-level texts fluency and understanding.

By the end of the year, kindergarten students can:

 RF.1.4a: Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.

 RF.1.4b: Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.

 RF.1.3c: Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.
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RF.2.4a: Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.

Long-term learning target:  
•   I can read and understand grade-level texts.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify the purpose for reading with different types of texts. X X

I can read grade-level texts independently. X X X X

RF.2.4b: Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can fluently read grade-level texts aloud.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can read at an appropriate rate based on the text type. X

I can read with appropriate phrasing while paying attention to punctuation. X X X X

I can read with expression and meaning. X X X X

I can read accurately (with few or no decoding mistakes). X X X X

I can adjust my reading rate as needed to increase accuracy with decoding and 
comprehension. X X X X

RF.2.4c: Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can monitor my own reading for understanding.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can self-correct or confirm a word in a text by asking myself, “Does this make 
sense?” X X X X

I can reread when something doesn’t make sense or sound right. X X X X
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Conventions of Standard English

CCSS L.2: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling when writing.

Students in Grade 2 will recognize and write common spelling patterns and syllable types and use this knowledge to 
spell words correctly. They will recognize and use apostrophes to correctly spell contractions and possessive nouns. 

By the end of the year, Grade 2 students can:

 L.2.2c: Use an apostrophe to form contractions and frequently occurring possessives 

 L.2.2d: Generalize learned spelling patterns when writing words (e.g., cage � badge; boy � boil).

L.2.2c: Use an apostrophe to form contractions and frequently occurring possessives.

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can use what I know about common spelling patterns to correctly spell words with those common patterns.
•   I can correctly spell high-frequency words.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can use an apostrophe to form contractions using familiar words with “am,” 
“is,” “not,” “would,” “have,” and “are.” X X

I can use an apostrophe to show possession. X

L.2.2d Generalize learned spelling patterns when writing words (e.g., cage � badge; boy � boil).

Long-term learning target: 
•   I can use spelling patterns I know to spell words correctly.

Supporting Targets Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

I can identify spelling patterns based on syllable type. X X X

I can identify spelling patterns for common vowel teams. X X

I can identify common spelling patterns for adding affixes to words. X X

I can identify spelling patterns based on vowel sounds. X X X X
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EL Education’s Grades 3–5 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 2 hours per day of con-
tent-based literacy:

Module lessons (60 minutes of daily instruction): explicitly teach and formally assess all 
standards and strands of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language 
Arts and Literacy

Additional Language and Literacy (ALL) Block (60 minutes of daily instruction): provides 
additional practice and differentiated support for all students

The module lessons and ALL Block work together to help students develop literacy skills as 
they build knowledge about the world.

The ALL Block addresses five areas: independent reading; additional work with complex text; 
reading and speaking fluency/grammar, usage, and mechanics; writing practice; word study/
vocabulary. For additional information on the ALL Block, refer to EL Education’s 3–5 Language 
Arts Curriculum introduction at the beginning of this book and the Implementing the ALL 
Block introduction to your Module 1 ALL Block Teacher Guide and Supporting Materials.

Structure of a Module

Each module provides eight weeks of instruction, broken into three shorter units. Each mod-
ule includes:

—  A final performance task that is a more supported project, often involving research

—  Six assessments (two per unit), which are almost always “on-demand”; students complete 
an independent task on reading, writing, speaking, and/or listening

Structure of a Year of Instruction

There are four modules per grade level.

Teachers should teach the modules in order, beginning with Module 1 (which lays the foun-
dation for both teachers and students regarding classroom culture and instructional rou-
tines).



How to Read This Map

The purpose of this section is to provide a high-level summary of each module and name the 
standards explicitly taught and formally assessed within them. The charts that follow outline 
for each module:

Focus: The “focus” is the same across the Grades 3–5 band and signals the progression of 
literacy skills across the year as well as alignment to the CCSS instructional shifts.

Title: This signals the topic students will be learning about (often connected to social stud-
ies or science).

Description: This tells the basic “story” of the eight-week arc of instruction: the literacy 
skills, content knowledge, and central text(s).

Texts: These texts are ones that all students either read themselves or hear read aloud. The 
text in bold is the central text for a given module: the text(s) with which students spend the 
most time. Recall that texts can be complex based on both qualitative and quantitative meas-
ures. Texts are listed in order from most quantitatively complex (based on Lexile® measure) 
to least quantitatively complex. Texts near the bottom of the list are often complex in ways 
not measured by the Lexile tool: meaning/purpose, text structure, language, and/or knowl-
edge demands. Within a given module, the list shows the wide variety of texts students read, 
write, and speak about using evidence as they build knowledge about the topic. For a pro-
curement list of specific texts that need to be purchased for use with the curriculum, visit 
our website.

Lexile: This details the quantitative range of complexity for the given CCSS grade band—in 
this case, Grades 3–5.

Performance Task: This is a culminating project, which takes place during Unit 3 of every 
module. Performance tasks are designed to help students synthesize and apply their learning 
from the module in an engaging and authentic way. Performance tasks are scaffolded, and 
almost always include peer critique and revision. Performance tasks are not “on-demand” 
assessments. (Note: The End of Unit 3 Assessment often addresses key components of the 
performance task.)

Unit-Level Assessments
—  Each unit includes two assessments, most of which are “on-demand” and designed to 

show what students know or can do on their own.

—  Mid-unit assessments typically, though not always, are reading assessments: text-based 
answers.

—  End of unit assessments typically, though not always, are writing assessments: writing 
from sources.

—  Most assessments have a heavy emphasis on academic vocabulary, particularly determin-
ing words in context. 

—  Assessments are designed to be curriculum-embedded opportunities to practice the types 
of skills needed on state assessments.

—  The curriculum map on the following pages, lists the title of each assessment, CCSS as-
sessed, and the format.

—  Selected response (multiple choice questions)

—  Short constructed response (short answer questions)
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—  Extended response (longer writing or essays of the type that is scored using the 
Grades 3–5 opinion, informative, and narrative writing rubrics (either on-demand or scaf-
folded)

—  Speaking and listening (discussion or oral presentation)

—  Scaffolded essay (involving planning, drafting, and revision)

Standards: For each module, the standards formally assessed are indicated with a check 
mark.

Note: The ALL Block is not shown in this curriculum map because it does not include formal 
assessments; however, it does include frequent opportunities for informal assessment of the 
standards, and therefore is a critical component of this comprehensive curriculum. As stated 
above, the ALL Block for a given module is on the same topic as the module lessons and sup-
ports, extends, and works in conjunction with those lessons. Teachers should use assessment 
results from module lessons as one data point to inform their homogeneous groupings for ALL 
Block instruction.

Consider spending significant time orienting to this map before the school year begins to de-
termine which standards will repeat and which will not, in order to know where to prioritize 
time when considering pacing in the module. Pay close attention to those standards addressed 
only in Module 4 to ensure realistic pacing across the year so these standards are taught and 
assessed.



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Fo

cu
s Reading Closely and Writing 

to Learn
Researching to Build 
Knowledge and Teach Others

Considering Perspectives and 
Supporting Opinions

Gathering Evidence and 
Speaking to Others

Ti
tle Overcoming Learning 

Challenges Near and Far
Adaptions and the Wide World 
of Frogs

Exploring Literary Classics Water Around the World

De
sc

rip
tio

n

Students launch the year by 
building their close reading 
skills; they hear stories read 
aloud, read works in their 
entirety, and read more 
challenging excerpts closely. 
Through stories they consider 
the challenges students face 
with access to books and 
education around the world, 
and how geography and 
where one lives in the world 
affect how one accesses 
books. In Unit 3, students 
focus more on what it 
means to be a proficient and 
independent reader. They 
continue to read literature 
about characters who are 
motivated to learn to read 
and overcome struggles to 
do so. Students assess their 
challenges as readers and 
identify strategies to overcome 
those challenges. They write 
a reading contract in the 
form of a three-paragraph 
informative essay, in which 
they describe two of their 
learning challenges and some 
strategies to overcome those 
challenges, and then create 
a bookmark outlining the 
strategies for quick reference 
when reading.

In this module, students 
use literacy skills to become 
experts—people who use 
reading, writing, listening, 
and speaking to build and 
share deep knowledge about 
a topic. Students begin the 
module by reading and writing 
pourquoi narratives to attempt 
to answer some of their “why” 
questions about frogs. In 
Unit 2, students research to 
find out the real answers to 
their frog questions and write 
paragraphs to communicate 
their research. In Unit 3, 
students research “freaky” 
frogs—frogs that have 
unusual adaptations that help 
them to survive in extreme 
environments throughout the 
world, in expert groups. They 
demonstrate their expertise 
through a Freaky Frog book 
and trading card to educate 
students in Grades 2 and 3.

What can we learn from 
reading literary classics? 
In this module, students 
consider the answer to this 
question through a case 
study of Peter Pan by J.M. 
Barrie. At the beginning of 
the module, students read an 
informational text about the 
author and historical context. 
As students read chapters 
of Peter Pan, they consider 
how each new chapter 
builds on the events in 
previous chapters, and make 
connections between what 
they have read in Peter Pan 
and the issues presented in 
the informational text. They 
analyze character traits and 
actions, and compare their 
point of view to the point 
of view of the characters. 
Once students have finished 
reading Peter Pan, they write 
a book review explaining 
whether or not they would 
recommend the story to a 
friend, and participate in 
a discussion about their 
opinions of the book. 
Students finish the module 
by revising a scene from 
Peter Pan and creating a 
presentation explaining why 
and how they have revised 
that scene. 

This module focuses on 
the importance of clean 
freshwater around the world. 
Students read the text One 
Well: The Story of Water 
on Earth and additional 
informational texts to build 
background knowledge 
about freshwater around the 
world and three water issues: 
access to water, demands on 
water, and water pollution. 
They gather evidence as 
they research in order to 
write an opinion essay about 
the importance of water 
conservation. At the end of 
the module, students plan and 
create a video public service 
announcement to educate 
people about their chosen 
water issue and to encourage 
people to take action with 
specific recommendations 
to solve the problem. For the 
performance task, students 
present a live “launch” of 
the PSA (public service 
announcement), which 
includes a personal reflection 
on why this issue is important 
and a brief description of the 
process of creating a public 
service announcement.
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Grade 3: Curriculum Map

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
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•  Rain School, Rumford,
James (RL, 420L; one per
student)

•  Nasreen’s Secret School:
A True Story from
Afghanistan, Winter,
Jeanette (RL, 630L; one per 
student)

•  Thank You, Mr. Falker, 
Polacco, Patricia (RL, 650L; 
teacher copy only)

•  More Than Anything Else,
Bradby, Marie (RL, 660L;
teacher copy only)

•  Waiting for the Biblioburro, 
Brown, Monica (RL, 880L;
teacher copy only)

•  “More Than Anything Else:
Context.” Written by EL 
Education for instructional 
purposes (RI, 830L; one per
student)

•  My Librarian Is a Camel:
How Books Are Brought to
Children around the World,
Ruurs, Margriet (RI, 980L;
teacher copy only)

•  Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle,
Dennard, Deborah, and 
Kristin Kest (RL, N/A, one 
per student)

•  Lizards, Frogs, and
Polliwogs: Poems and
Paintings, Florian, Douglas
(RL, N/A; teacher copy only)

•  “Why the Poison Dart
Frog Is So Colorful.”
Written by EL Education
for instructional purposes
(RL, 680L; included in the
module materials)

•  “Why the Frog Has a Long
Tongue.” Written by EL 
Education for instructional 
purposes (RL, 670L; 
included in the module 
materials)

•  “Transparent Wonder.” 
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RI, 
510L; included in the module
materials)

•  “All about the Water-Holding 
Frog.” Written by EL 
Education for instructional 
purposes (RI, 620L; included
in the module materials)

•  “The Amazon Horned Frog.” 
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes. (RI, 
630L; included in the module
materials)

•  “Poison Dart Frog.”
Written by EL Education
for instructional purposes
(RI, 620L; included in the
module materials)

•  Everything You Need to
Know about Frogs: And
Other Slippery Creatures, 
DK Publishing (RI, 1040L;
one per student)

•  Peter Pan, Barrie, J.M.
(RL, N/A, one per student)

•  Peter Pan in Kensington
Gardens, J.M. Barrie (RL,
780L; included in the module
materials)

•  “Peter Pan: The Author
and Historical Context.”
Written by EL Education
for instructional purposes
(RI, 970L; included in the
module materials)

•  Water Dance, Locker,
Thomas (RL, 310L; teacher
copy only)

•  The Boy Who Harnessed
the Wind, Kamkwamba,
William and Mealer, Bryan
(RL, 910L; teacher copy 
only)

•  One Well: The Story of
Water on Earth, Strauss,
Rochelle (RI, 960L, one per
student)

•  “Access to Freshwater.” 
Excerpt of Plan UK. “The 
Problems and Solutions to 
Safe Water in Africa.” Triple 
Pundit (RI, N/A; included in 
the module materials)

•  “Population Growth.” 
Excerpt of “The Effects 
of Urbanization on Water 
Quality: Population Growth.”
USGS (RI, N/A; included in 
the module materials)

•  “Real Lives: Angola, Africa.” 
UNICEF. (RI, N/A; included in
the module materials)

•  “Dry Days in Australia.” Ann 
Weil (RI, N/A; included in the
module materials)

Le
xi

le
®

Common Core Band Level Text Difficulty Ranges for Grades 3–52: 520L–1010L

1The texts listed in order: literature first, then informational texts. Both categories shown from most to least quantitatively complex 
(based on Lexile®). See the Required Texts procurement list for ISBNs, prices, etc.
2Supplemental Information for Appendix A of the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy: New Research 
on Text Complexity
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Product: Reading Strategies 
Bookmark
Format: bookmark
CCSS: W.3.4, W.3.5

Product: Freaky Frog Book 
and Trading Card 
Format: compiled book 
including pourquoi narrative 
(from Unit 1), and informative 
writing (from Units 2 and 3); 
trading card
CCSS: RI.3.7, W.3.2, W.3.3, 
W.3.4, W.3.6, W.3.8, W.3.10, 
L.3.6

Product: Presenting a Revised 
Scene from Peter Pan
Format: presentation
CCSS: RF.3.4b, SL.3.4, SL.3.6

Product: Water PSA Live 
Launch Presentation
Format: presentation
CCSS: SL.3.4, SL.3.6,
L.3.3b
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Grade 3: Curriculum Map

Unit-Level Assessments

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

Mid-Unit 1 Title: Collaborative 
Discussions about 
Independent Reading 
Books
Format: text-based 
discussion
CCSS: SL.3.1a, SL.3.1b, 
SL.3.1c, SL.3.3, SL.3.6

Title: Reading and 
Understanding Poetry and 
Pourquoi Tales
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.3.1, RL.3.2, 
RL.3.4, RL.3.5, RL.3.10, 
L.3.4

Title: Answering Questions 
about a Literary Text
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.3.1, RL.3.2, 
RL.3.4, RL.3.5, RL.3.7, 
RL.3.10, L.3.4

Title: Answering Questions 
about an Informational Text
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.3.1, RI.3.3, 
RI.3.4, RI.3.7, RI.3.10, 
SL.3.2, L.3.1a, L.3.4

End of Unit 1 Title: Answering Questions 
about a Literary Text
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.3.1, RL.3.2, 
RL.3.3, RL.3.4, RL.3.10, 
L.3.4

Title: Reading and Writing 
a Pourquoi Tale
Format: selected response 
and on-demand narrative
CCSS: RF.3.4, W.3.3, W.3.4, 
W.3.10, L.3.1g, L.3.3a, 
L.3.6

Title: Analyzing Characters 
in Peter Pan 
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.3.1, RL.3.3, 
RL.3.4, RL.3.6, RL.3.10, 
L.3.5

Title: Comparing and 
Contrasting Informational 
Texts
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.3.1, RI.3.2, 
RI.3.9, RI.3.10, L.3.1a

Mid-Unit 2 Title: Answering Questions 
and Identifying the Main 
Idea of an Informational 
Text
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.3.1, RI.3.2, 
RI.3.4, RI.3.10, and L.3.4

Title: Reading and 
Researching about Reptiles 
and Amphibians
Format: selected response, 
short constructed response 
and research graphic 
organizer
CCSS: RI.3.1, RI.3.3, 
RI.3.4, RI.3.5, RI.3.7, 
RI.3.10, W.3.8, 
L.3.1d,L.3.1e, L.3.4

Title: Comparing Two Peter 
Pan Stories
Format: selected response 
and graphic organizer
CCSS: RL.3.1, RL.3.2, 
RL.3.4, RL.3.9, RL.3.10, 
L.3.1f, L.3.4

Title: Examining Point of 
View
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.3.1, RI.3.6, 
RI.3.10, L.3.5a

End of Unit 2 Title: Informative 
Paragraph: the Challenge 
of Accessing Books
Format: on-demand 
informative paragraph
CCSS: RI.3.1, 
RI.3.2, RI.3.10, and 
W.3.2a,W.3.2b,W.3.2d, 
W.3.4, W.3.8, W.3.10

Title: Informative 
Paragraph: Describing 
Poison Dart Frogs
Format: on-demand 
informative paragraph
CCSS: RI.3.1, RI.3.4, 
RI.3.8, W.3.2, W.3.4, 
W.3.7, W.3.8, W.3.10, 
L.3.1.d,L.3.1e, L.3.4

Title: Revising a Book 
Review and Participating in 
a Text-Based Discussion
Format: revising writing 
and discussion
CCSS: RL.3.1, W.3.1c, 
W.3.5, SL.3.1, L.3.2e, 
L.3.2f, L.3.2g, L.3.3b

Title: Opinion Essay: 
Demand for Water and 
the Importance of Water 
Conservation
Format: on-demand 
opinion essay
CCSS: RI.3.1, W.3.1, W.3.4, 
W.3.10, L.3.1b

Mid-Unit 3 Title: Informative 
Paragraph: The Lesson of 
More Than Anything Else
Format: short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.3.1, RL.3.2, 
RL.3.3, W.3.2, W.3.10

Title: Informative 
Paragraph: Describing 
Freaky Frog Adaptations
Format: selected response 
and on-demand informative 
paragraph
CCSS: RI.3.1, W.3.2, 
W.3.4, W.3.7, W.3.10, 
L.3.1.d,L.3.1e

Title: Narrative Writing: 
Revising a Scene from 
Peter Pan
Format: selected response 
and on-demand narrative
CCSS: W.3.3, W.3.4, W.3.6, 
W.3.10, L.3.2a, L.3.2c, 
L.3.2d, L.3.3a

Title: Informational Writing: 
Invitational Letter
Format: on-demand 
informative letter
CCSS: W.3.2, W.3.4, 
W.3.10, L.3.1c, L.3.2b

End of Unit 3 Title: Recording an 
Audiobook and Revising 
Reading Contract
Format: reading aloud and 
revising an essay
CCSS: RF.3.3, RF.3.4b, 
SL.3.5, W.3.2, W.3.5

Title: Informative Essay: 
Revising and Editing a 
Description of My Freaky 
Frog
Format: revising an 
informative essay
CCSS: W.3.2, W.3.5, 
L.3.1.h, L.3.1i, L.3.6

Title: Reading Aloud a New 
Text for Fluency 
Format: reading aloud
CCSS: RF.3.3, RF.3.4

Title: Water Issue Video 
PSA
Format: informative video
CCSS: RI.3.1, SL.3.4, 
SL.3.6



Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by Module
In the curriculum map on the following pages, any specific CCSS with a check mark indicates that standard is for-

mally assessed in the given module.

Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.

Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally assessed are often embedded 
in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL/RI.1). Refer to the “Unit-at-a-Glance” in the Unit Overview to 
determine which standards are addressed (even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

Some standards are not applicable in an on-demand assessment context since they happen over a span of time (e.g., 
R.10 or W.10). In the curriculum map on the following pages, these standards are noted as “integrated through-
out.”

Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a). Sometimes, students’ mastery 
of the entirety of this standard is scaffolded across multiple modules. Therefore, in the curriculum map on the 
following pages, the “parent” standard is checked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed 
within that particular module. Otherwise, just the specific components are checked.
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Grade 3: Curriculum Map

Reading Standards for Literature

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the 
text as the basis for the answers.

✓ ✓ ✓

RL.3.2 Recount stories, including fables, 
folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; 
determine the central message, lesson, or moral 
and explain how it is conveyed through key details 
in the text.

✓ ✓ ✓

RL.3.3 Describe characters in a story (e.g., their 
traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

✓ ✓

RL.3.4 Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in a text, distinguishing 
literal from nonliteral language.

✓ ✓ ✓

RL.3.5 Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and 
poems when writing or speaking about a text, 
using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; 
describe how each successive part builds on 
earlier sections.

✓ ✓

RL.3.6 Distinguish their own point of view from 
that of the narrator or those of the characters. ✓

RL.3.7 Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 
illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 
words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 
aspects of a character or setting).

✓

RI.3.8 Describe the logical connection between 
particular sentences and paragraphs in a text 
(e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third 
in a sequence).

✓

RL.3.9 Compare and contrast the themes, 
settings, and plots of stories written by the same 
author about the same or similar characters (e.g., 
in books from a series).

✓

RL.3.10 By the end of the year, read and 
comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 
2–3 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently.

Integrated throughout.



Reading Standards for Informational Text

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the 
text as the basis for the answers.

✓ ✓ ✓

RI.3.2 Determine the main idea of a text; recount 
the key details and explain how they support the 
main idea.

✓ ✓

RI.3.3 Describe the relationship between a series 
of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, 
or steps in technical procedures in a text, using 
language that pertains to time, sequence, and 
cause/effect.

✓ ✓

RI.3.4 Determine the meaning of general 
academic and domain-specific words and phrases 
in a text relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject area.

✓ ✓ ✓

RI.3.5 Use text features and search tools (e.g., 
key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate 
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.

✓

RI.3.6 Distinguish their own point of view from 
that of the author of a text. ✓

RI.3.7 Use information gained from illustrations 
(e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a text 
to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., 
where, when, why, and how key events occur).

✓ ✓

RI.3.8 Describe the logical connection between 
particular sentences and paragraphs in a text 
(e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third 
in a sequence).

✓

RI.3.9 Compare and contrast the most important 
points and key details presented in two texts on 
the same topic.

✓

RI.3.10 By the end of the year, read and 
comprehend informational texts, including 
history/social studies, science, and technical texts, 
at the high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity 
band independently and proficiently.

Integrated throughout.
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Grade 3: Curriculum Map

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RF.3.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words.

Integrated throughout.

RF.3.3a Identify and know the meaning of the 
most common prefixes and derivational suffixes.

RF.3.3b Decode words with common Latin 
suffixes.

RF.3.3c Decode multisyllable words.

RF.3.3d Read grade-appropriate irregularly 
spelled words.

RF.3.4 Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency 
to support comprehension. ✓ ✓

RF.3.4a Read grade-level text with purpose and 
understanding. ✓ ✓

RF.3.4b Read grade-level prose and poetry orally 
with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on 
successive readings.

✓ ✓ ✓

RF.3.4c Use context to confirm or self-correct 
word recognition and understanding, rereading as 
necessary.

✓ ✓

Writing Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.3.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 
supporting a point of view with reasons. ✓

W.3.1a Introduce the topic or text they are 
writing about, state an opinion, and create an 
organizational structure that lists reasons.

✓

W.3.1b Provide reasons that support the opinion. ✓

W.3.1c Use linking words and phrases (e.g., 
because, therefore, since, for example) to connect 
opinion and reasons.

✓ ✓

W.3.1d Provide a concluding statement or 
section. ✓

W.3.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to 
examine a topic and convey ideas and information 
clearly.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.3.2a Introduce a topic and group related 
information together; include illustrations when 
useful to aiding comprehension.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.3.2b Develop the topic with facts, definitions, 
and details. ✓ ✓ ✓



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.3.2c Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, 
another, and, more, but) to connect ideas within 
categories of information.

✓ ✓

W.3.2d Provide a concluding statement or 
section. ✓ ✓ ✓

W.3.3 Write narratives to develop real or 
imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, descriptive details, and clear event 
sequences.

✓ ✓

W.3.3a Establish a situation and introduce a 
narrator and/or characters; organize an event 
sequence that unfolds naturally.

✓ ✓

W.3.3b Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, 
thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences 
and events or show the response of characters to 
situations.

✓ ✓

W.3.3c Use temporal words and phrases to signal 
event order. ✓ ✓

W.3.3d Provide a sense of closure. ✓ ✓

W.3.4 With guidance and support from adults, 
produce writing in which the development and 
organization are appropriate to task and purpose.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

W.3.5 With guidance and support from peers and 
adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed 
by planning, revising, and editing.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.3.6 With guidance and support from adults, 
use technology to produce and publish writing 
(using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact 
and collaborate with others.

✓

W.3.7 Conduct short research projects that build 
knowledge about a topic. ✓

W.3.8 Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from print and digital sources; 
take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into 
provided categories.

✓ ✓

W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames 
(time for research, reflection, and revision) and 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or 
two) for a range of discipline-
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Integrated throughout
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Grade 3: Curriculum Map

Speaking and Listening Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, 
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 
3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly.

✓

SL.3.1a Come to discussions prepared, having 
read or studied required material; explicitly draw 
on that preparation and other information known 
about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.

✓ ✓

SL.3.1b Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions 
(e.g., gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening 
to others with care, speaking one at a time about 
the topics and texts under discussion).

✓ ✓

SL.3.1.c Ask questions to check understanding of 
information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others.

✓ ✓

SL.3.1.d Explain their own ideas and 
understanding in light of the discussion. ✓

SL.3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting 
details of a text read aloud or information 
presented in diverse media and formats, including 
visually, quantitatively, and orally.

✓

SL.3.3 Ask and answer questions about 
information from a speaker, offering appropriate 
elaboration and detail.

✓

SL.3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or 
recount an experience with appropriate facts and 
relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an 
understandable pace.

✓

SL.3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of 
stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at 
an understandable pace; add visual displays when 
appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain facts 
or details.

✓

SL.3.6 Speak in complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order to 
provide requested detail or clarification. 

✓ ✓



Language Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.3.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions 
of standard English grammar and usage when 
writing or speaking.

L.3.1a Explain the function of nouns, pronouns, 
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their 
functions in particular sentences.

✓

L.3.1b Form and use regular and irregular plural 
nouns. ✓

L.3.1c Use abstract nouns (e.g., childhood). ✓

L.3.1d Form and use regular and irregular verbs. ✓

L.3.1e Form and use the simple (e.g., I walked; I 
walk; I will walk) verb tenses. ✓

L.3.1f Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-
antecedent agreement. ✓

L.3.1g Form and use comparative and superlative 
adjectives and adverbs, and choose between them 
depending on what is to be modified.

✓

L.3.1h Use coordinating and subordinating 
conjunctions. ✓

L.3.1i Produce simple, compound, and complex 
sentences. ✓

L.3.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions 
of standard English capitalization, punctuation, 
and spelling when writing.

L.3.2a Capitalize appropriate words in titles. ✓

L.3.2b Use commas in addresses. ✓

L.3.2c Use commas and quotation marks in 
dialogue. ✓

L.3.2d Form and use possessives. ✓

L.3.2e Use conventional spelling for high-
frequency and other studied words and for adding 
suffixes to base words (e.g., sitting, smiled, cries, 
happiness).

✓

L.3.2f Use spelling patterns and generalizations 
(e.g., word families, position-based spellings, 
syllable patterns, ending rules, meaningful word 
parts) in writing words.

✓

L.3.2g Consult reference materials, including 
beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and 
correct spellings.

✓

L.3.3 Use knowledge of language and its 
conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or 
listening.

✓

L.3.3a Choose words and phrases for effect. ✓ ✓
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Grade 3: Curriculum Map

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.3.3b Recognize and observe differences 
between the conventions of spoken and written 
standard English.

✓

L.3.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases 
based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L.3.4a Use sentence-level context as a clue to the 
meaning of a word or phrase. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L.3.4b Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known affix is added to a known 
word (e.g., agreeable/disagreeable, comfortable/
uncomfortable, care/careless, heat/preheat).

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L.3.4c Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the same root 
(e.g., company, companion).

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L.3.4d Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, 
both print and digital, to determine or clarify the 
precise meaning of key words and phrases.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L.3.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative 
language, word relationships and nuances in word 
meanings.

✓

L.3.5a Distinguish the literal and nonliteral 
meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g., 
take steps).

✓

L.3.5b Identify real-life connections between 
words and their use (e.g., describe people who 
are friendly or helpful).

✓

L.3.5c Distinguish shades of meaning among 
related words that describe states of mind 
or degrees of certainty (e.g., knew, believed, 
suspected, heard, wondered).

✓

L.3.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-
appropriate conversational, general academic, 
and domain-specific words and phrases, 
including those that signal  spatial and temporal 
relationships (e.g., After dinner that night we went 
looking for them).

✓



EL Education’s Grades 3–5 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 2 hours per day of 
content-based literacy:

■	 Module lessons (60 minutes of daily instruction): explicitly teach and formally assess all
standards and strands of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language
Arts and Literacy

■	 Additional Language and Literacy (ALL) Block (60 minutes of daily instruction): provides
additional practice and differentiated support for all students

The module lessons and ALL Block work together to help students develop literacy skills as 
they build knowledge about the world.

The ALL Block addresses five areas: independent reading; additional work with complex text; 
reading and speaking fluency/grammar, usage, and mechanics; writing practice; word study/
vocabulary. For additional information on the ALL Block, refer to EL Education’s 3–5 Language 
Arts Curriculum introduction at the beginning of this book and the Implementing the ALL 
Block introduction to your Module 1 ALL Block Teacher Guide and Supporting Materials.

Structure of a Module
■	 Each module provides eight weeks of instruction, broken into three shorter units. Each

module includes:

—  A final performance task that is a more supported project, often involving research

—  Six assessments (two per unit), which are almost always “on-demand”; students complete 
an independent task on reading, writing, speaking, and/or listening

Structure of a Year of Instruction
■	 There are four modules per grade level.
■	 Teachers should teach the modules in order, beginning with Module 1 (which lays the foun-

dation for both teachers and students regarding classroom culture and instructional rou-
tines).

Grade 4: Curriculum Map
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Grade 4: Curriculum Map

How to Read This Map

The purpose of this section is to provide a high-level summary of each module and name the 
standards explicitly taught and formally assessed within them. The charts that follow outline 
for each module:

■	 Focus: The “focus” is the same across the Grades 3–5 band and signals the progression of
literacy skills across the year as well as alignment to the CCSS instructional shifts.

■	 Title: This signals the topic students will be learning about (often connected to social stud-
ies or science).

■	 Description: This tells the basic “story” of the eight-week arc of instruction: the literacy
skills, content knowledge, and central text(s).

■	 Texts: These texts are ones that all students either read themselves or hear read aloud. The
text in bold is the central text for a given module: the text(s) with which students spend the
most time. Recall that texts can be complex based on both qualitative and quantitative meas-
ures. Texts are listed in order from most quantitatively complex (based on Lexile® measure)
to least quantitatively complex. Texts near the bottom of the list are often complex in ways
not measured by the Lexile tool: meaning/purpose, text structure, language, and/or knowl-
edge demands. Within a given module, the list shows the wide variety of texts students read, 
write, and speak about using evidence as they build knowledge about the topic. For a pro-
curement list of specific texts that need to be purchased for use with the curriculum, visit
our website.

■	 Lexile: This details the quantitative range of complexity for the given CCSS grade band—in
this case, Grades 3–5.

■	 Performance Task: This is a culminating project, which takes place during Unit 3 of every
module. Performance tasks are designed to help students synthesize and apply their learning 
from the module in an engaging and authentic way. Performance tasks are scaffolded, and
almost always include peer critique and revision. Performance tasks are not “on-demand”
assessments. (Note: The End of Unit 3 Assessment often addresses key components of the
performance task.)

■	 Unit-Level Assessments
—  Each unit includes two assessments, most of which are “on-demand” and designed to

show what students know or can do on their own.

—  Mid-unit assessments typically, though not always, are reading assessments: text-based 
answers.

—  End of unit assessments typically, though not always, are writing assessments: writing 
from sources.

—  Most assessments have a heavy emphasis on academic vocabulary, particularly determin-
ing words in context.

—  Assessments are designed to be curriculum-embedded opportunities to practice the types 
of skills needed on state assessments.

—  The curriculum map on the following pages, lists the title of each assessment, CCSS as-
sessed, and the format.
� Selected response (multiple choice questions)
� Short constructed response (short answer questions)



� Extended response (longer writing or essays of the type that is scored using the
Grades 3–5 opinion, informative, and narrative writing rubrics (either on-demand 
or scaff olded)

� Speaking and listening (discussion or oral presentation)
� Scaff olded essay (involving planning, drafting, and revision)

■	 Standards: For each module, the standards formally assessed are indicated with a check
mark.

Note: The ALL Block is not shown in this curriculum map because it does not include formal 
assessments; however, it does include frequent opportunities for informal assessment of the 
standards, and therefore is a critical component of this comprehensive curriculum. As stated 
above, the ALL Block for a given module is on the same topic as the module lessons and sup-
ports, extends, and works in conjunction with those lessons. Teachers should use assessment 
results from module lessons as one data point to inform their homogeneous groupings for ALL 
Block instruction.

Consider spending significant time orienting to this map before the school year begins to de-
termine which standards will repeat and which will not, in order to know where to prioritize 
time when considering pacing in the module. Pay close attention to those standards addressed 
only in Module 4 to ensure realistic pacing across the year so these standards are taught and 
assessed.
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Grade 4: Curriculum Map

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Fo

cu
s Reading Closely and Writing 

to Learn
Researching to Build 
Knowledge and Teach 
Others

Considering Perspectives and 
Supporting Opinions

Gathering Evidence and 
Speaking to Others

Ti
tle

Poetry, Poets, and Becoming 
Writers

Animal Defense 
Mechanisms

The American Revolution Responding to Inequality: 
Ratifying the 19th 
Amendment

De
sc

rip
tio

n

Students launch the year 
by exploring what inspires 
writers to write—
specifically what inspires 
poets to write poetry. 
They begin by reading and 
analyzing the novel Love That 
Dog by Sharon Creech, and 
learn about the characteristics 
of poetry by closely reading 
famous poems featured in 
the novel. They read about 
what inspired famous poets 
and look for evidence of this 
in their poems, before writing 
their own original poems. 
For the performance task, 
students present their poem 
and explain what inspired 
them to write the poem in a 
presentation with visuals to 
an audience.

Students build proficiency 
in writing an informative 
piece, examining the defense 
mechanisms of one specific 
animal about which they 
build expertise. They also 
build proficiency in writing a 
choose-your-own adventure 
narrative piece about this 
animal. Students read closely 
to practice drawing inferences 
as they begin their research 
and use a research notebook 
to make observations and 
synthesize information. In 
their writing they describe 
their animal’s physical 
characteristics, habitat, 
predators, and defense 
mechanisms.

How does one’s perspective 
influence his or her opinion? In 
this module, students consider 
the answer to this question 
through the lens of the American 
Revolution. They begin by 
building background knowledge 
about the Revolutionary War 
and the different perspectives 
of colonists. They read 
informational texts to determine 
the main idea, analyze the 
overall structure of the text, 
and summarize the texts. 
Students then read the historical 
fiction play Divided Loyalties 
to deepen their understanding 
of the Patriot and Loyalist 
perspectives. They focus on 
character thoughts, feelings, 
and actions in response to the 
different perspectives on the 
American Revolution. At the 
end of the module, students 
synthesize their research 
on the Revolutionary War 
and perspectives to write an 
opinion piece from the Patriot 
perspective outlining reasons 
colonists should join the Patriot 
and Loyalist cause in the form 
of a broadside.

This module uses literature 
and informational text 
to introduce students to 
gender and racial inequality 
issues in the United States 
in the first half of the 20th 
century, and to recognize 
how the process of ratifying 
the 19th Amendment can 
teach us about how people 
were responding to gender 
and racial inequality at 
that time. Students read 
The Hope Chest by Karen 
Schwabach and also 
informational firsthand 
and secondhand accounts 
of real-life responses to 
inequality. They identify 
themes in each chapter and 
summarize events that show 
evidence of a theme. At the 
end of the module, students 
connect their learning about 
the process of ratifying the 
19th Amendment to their 
own lives as they focus on 
how students can make a 
difference and contribute to 
a better world. They research 
how students around the 
world have made a difference, 
before taking action as a 
class on an issue in their 
community. They then write 
PSAs encouraging other 
students to make a difference, 
and a press release sharing 
with the local media what the 
class did to take action and 
the impact of their work.



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Te

xt
s 

(c
en

tra
l t

ex
t(s

) i
n 

bo
ld

)1  

•  Love That Dog, Sharon
Creech (RL, 1010L; one per
student)

•  A River of Words: The
Story of William Carlos
Williams, Jennifer Bryant
(RI, 820L; teacher copy 
only)

•  “Expert Group Poet 
Biographies: Walter Dean 
Myers.” Written by EL 
Education for instructional
purposes (RI, 980L; 
included in the module 
materials)

•  “Expert Group Poet 
Biographies: Robert Frost.” 
Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes 
(RI, 980L; included in the 
module materials)

•  “Expert Group Poet 
Biographies: Valerie Worth.” 
Written by EL Education 
for instructional purposes 
(RI, 980L; included in the 
module materials)

•  Venom, Marilyn Singer (RI, 
1110L; teacher copy only)

•  Can You Survive the
Wilderness? Matt Doeden
(RI, 680L; teacher copy 
only)

•  Animal Behavior: Animal
Defenses, Christina
Wilsdon (RI, N/A; one per
student)

•  “Fight to Survive!” Written 
by EL Education for 
instructional purposes 
(RI, 890L; included in the 
module materials)

•  Colonial Voices: Hear Them
Speak, Kay Winters (RL,
640L; teacher copy only)

•  Divided Loyalties: The Barton
Family During the American
Revolution, Gare Thompson
(RL, N/A; one per student)

•  “Revolutionary War,” The New 
Book of Knowledge, Grolier 
Online (RI, N/A; included in the
module materials)

•  “Loyalists,” The New Book of 
Knowledge, Grolier Online (RI,
N/A; included in the module 
materials)

•  “An Incomplete Revolution,” 
Amy Miller (RI, N/A; included 
in the module materials)

•  “American Indians and the 
American Revolution,” Colin 
Galloway (RI, 1050L; included
in the module materials)

•  “The Declaration of 
Independence: A 
Transcription.” The U.S. 
National Archives and Records 
Administration (RI, 1390L; 
included in the module 
materials)

•  “William Barton’s Letter.” 
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes (RI, 
N/A; included in the module
materials)

•  “Robert Barton’s Letter.” 
Written by EL Education for 
instructional purposes (RI, 
N/A; included in the module
materials)

•  The Hope Chest, Karen
Schwabach (RL, 800L; one 
per student)

•  “Ten Suffragists Arrested 
while Picketing at the White 
House.” America’s Story 
from America’s Library (RI, 
N/A; included in the module
materials)

•  “The Suffragists: From Tea-
Parties to Prison.” Online 
Archive of California (RI, 
N/A; included in the module
materials)

•  “The Girl Who Acted before
Rosa Parks.” E. Blattman 
(RI, N/A; included in the 
module materials)

Le
xi

le
® Common Core Band Level Text Difficulty Ranges for Grades 4–52: 740-1010L

Pe
rfo

rm
an

ce
 Ta

sk

Product: Poetry Presentation
Format: public poetry reading 
and presentation with visuals
CCSS: SL.4.4, SL.4.5

Product: Choose-Your-Own-
Adventure: Animal Defense 
Mechanisms
Format: choose-your-own-
adventure
scaffolded narrative
CCSS: RI.4.9, W.4.2, W.4.3, 
W.4.4, W.4.6, W.4.7, W.4.8, 
W.4.9b

Product: Text-Based Discussion: 
American Revolution
Format: discussion
CCSS: RI.4.9, SL.4.1a, 
SL.4.1b, SL.4.1c, SL.4.1d

Product: Taking Action 
Project Press Release
Format: scaffolded 
informative press release
CCSS: W.4.2, W.4.4

1 Texts listed in order: literature first, then informational texts. Both categories shown from most to least quantitatively complex 
(based on Lexile®). See the Required Texts procurement list for ISBNs, prices, etc. 
2 Supplemental Information for Appendix A of the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy: New 
Research on Text Complexity http://www.corestandards.org/assets/E0813_Appendix_A_New_Research_on_Text_Complexity.pdf
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Unit-Level Assessments (ELA CCSS)

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

Mid-Unit 1 Title: Summarizing a Poem 
and Comparing Prose and 
Poetry
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.2, 
RL.4.5, RL.4.10, W.4.9a

Title: Reading and 
Researching Animal 
Defense Mechanisms
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.4.2, RI.4.4, 
RI.4.10, SL.4.2, 
L.4.4a,L.4.4c

Title: Researching 
Perspectives on the 
American Revolution: 
Patriots
Format: selected response, 
graphic organizer, and short 
constructed response
CCSS: RI.4.1, RI.4.3, 
RI.4.10, W.4.7, W.4.8, 
W.4.9b, L.4.2b

Title: Answering Questions 
about a Literary Text
Format: fluency, selected 
response and short 
constructed response
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.3, 
RL.4.4, RL.4.7, RL.4.10, 
RF.4.4, L.4.4, and L.4.5c

End of Unit 1 Title: Analyzing Changes in 
Jack’s Character
Format: selected response, 
short constructed 
response, and text-based 
discussion
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.3, 
RL.4.10, W.4.9a, SL.4.1a, 
SL.4.1b, SL.4.1c

Title: Answering Questions 
and Summarizing Texts 
about Animal Defense 
Mechanisms
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.4.2, RI.4.4, 
RI.4.7, RI.4.10, L.4.4a, 
L.4.4b, L.4.4c

Title: Answering Questions 
about an Informational Text
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.4.1, RI.4.2, 
RI.4.4, RI.4.5, RI.4.10, 
L.4.1f

Title: Comparing Firsthand 
and Secondhand Accounts 
of the Same Event
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.4.1, RI.4.4, 
RI.4.6, RI.4.10, L.4.4

Mid-Unit 2 Title: Informative 
Paragraph: What Inspired 
Jack?
Format: extended 
constructed response
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.3, 
W.4.2a,b,e, W.4.9a, W.4.10

Title: Reading and 
Researching the Defense 
Mechanisms of the 
Pufferfish
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.4.1, RI.4.2, 
RI.4.10, W.4.7, W.4.8

Title: Reading and 
Discussing Divided 
Loyalties
Format: selected response, 
short constructed 
response, and discussion
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.3, 
RL.4.4, RL.4.10, RF.4.3, 
W.4.9a, SL.4.1, SL.4.6, 
L.4.4

Title: Summarizing Events 
in a Chapter
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.2, 
RL.4.10, L.4.1a, 
L.4.5a,L.4.5b

End of Unit 2 Title: Revising a Literary 
Essay
Format: revising scaffolded 
essay
CCSS: W.4.2a, W.4.5, 
L.4.1f, L.4.2b

Title: Informative Essay: 
Pufferfish Defense 
Mechanisms
Format: selected response 
questions and scaffolded 
essay
CCSS: RI.4.9, W.4.2a,b,d,e, 
W.4.4, W.4.7, W.4.8, 
W.4.9b, W.4.10, L.4.1c, 
L.4.2a,L.4.2c,L.4.2d, L.4.3a

Title: Narrative Writing: 
First Person Story Based on 
Divided Loyalties
Format: selected response, 
short constructed 
response, and on-demand 
narrative
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.3, 
RL.4.5, RL.4.6, RL.4.9, 
RF.4.3, W.4.3, W.4.10, 
L.4.1b

Title: Informative Essay: 
Literary Analysis of Theme 
in The Hope Chest
Format: on-demand literary 
essay
CCSS: RL.4.1, RL.4.2, 
W.4.2, W.4.4, W.4.6, 
W.4.9a, W.4.10

Mid-Unit 3 Title: Revising a Poem
Format: revising poem
CCSS: W.4.5, L.4.3

Title: Narrative Writing: 
Choose-Your-Own-
Adventure Introduction
Format: selected response 
questions and scaffolded 
extended response
CCSS: RI.4.9, W.4.3a, 
W.4.3d, W.4.4, W.4.9b, 
W.4.10, L.4.3a, L.4.6

Title: Reading and 
Answering Questions about 
an Opinion Text
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.4.1, RI.4.2, 
RI.4.8, RI.4.10

Title: Researching How 
Kids Can Take Action
Format: research graphic 
organizer
CCSS: RI.4.1, RI.4.4, 
RI.4.10, W.4.7, W.4.8, 
SL.4.3, L.4.4a,L.4.4c.



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

End of Unit 3 Title: Reading a New Poem 
Aloud for Fluency
Format: reading aloud
CCSS: RF.4.3, RF.4.4

Title: Narrative Writing: 
Choose-Your-Own-
Adventure Conclusion
Format: selected response 
questions and scaffolded 
narrative
CCSS: RI.4.9, W.4.3b, 
W.4.3c, W.4.3d, W.4.3e, 
W.4.4, W.4.9b, W.4.10, 
L.4.1d, L.4.2a, L.4.2b, 
L.4.2d, and L.4.3a, L.4.3b, 
L.4.3c, L.4.6

Title: Opinion Writing: 
Loyalist Broadside
Format: selected response 
and on-demand opinion
CCSS: RI.4.9, W.4.1, 
W.4.5, W.4.9b, W.4.10, 
L.4.1e,L.4.1g

Title: Opinion Writing: PSA 
Script
Format: on-demand script 
with opinion
CCSS: W.4.1a,W.4.1b, 
W.4.1d, W.4.4, W.4.10

Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by Module
■	 In the curriculum map on the following pages, any specific CCSS with a check mark indi-

cates that standard is formally assessed in the given module.
■	 Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.
■	 Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally as-

sessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL/RI.1). Refer to 
the “Unit-at-a-Glance” in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are addressed 
(even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

■	 Some standards are not applicable in an on-demand assessment context since they happen 
over a span of time (e.g., R.10 or W.10). In the curriculum map on the following pages, these 
standards are noted as “integrated throughout.”

■	 Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a). 
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaffolded across multiple 
modules. Therefore, in the curriculum map on the following pages, the “parent” standard is 
checked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that particular 
module. Otherwise, just the specific components are checked.

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

End of Unit 3 Title: Reading a New Poem
Aloud for Fluency
Format: reading aloud
CCSS: RF.4.3, RF.4.4

Title: Narrative Writing:
Choose-Your-Own-
Adventure Conclusion
Format: selected response
questions and scaffolded
narrative
CCSS: RI.4.9, W.4.3b,
W.4.3c, W.4.3d, W.4.3e,
W.4.4, W.4.9b, W.4.10,
L.4.1d, L.4.2a, L.4.2b,
L.4.2d, and L.4.3a, L.4.3b,
L.4.3c, L.4.6

Title: Opinion Writing:
Loyalist Broadside
Format: selected response
and on-demand opinion
CCSS: RI.4.9, W.4.1,
W.4.5, W.4.9b, W.4.10,
L.4.1e,L.4.1g

Title: Opinion Writing: PSA
Script
Format: on-demand script
with opinion
CCSS: W.4.1a,W.4.1b,
W.4.1d, W.4.4, W.4.10

Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by Module
■	 In the curriculum map on the following pages, any specific CCSS with a check mark indi-

cates that standard is formally assessed in the given module.
■	 Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.
■	 Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally as-

sessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL/RI.1). Refer to 
the “Unit-at-a-Glance” in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are addressed 
(even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

■	 Some standards are not applicable in an on-demand assessment context since they 
over a span of time (e.g., R.10 or W.10). In the curriculum map on the following pages
standards are noted as “integrated throughout.”

■	 Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaffolded across multiple 
modules. Therefore, in the curriculum map on the following pages, the “parent” standard is 
checked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that particular 
module. Otherwise, just the specific components are checked.
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Reading Standards for Literature

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text 
when explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text.

✓ ✓ ✓

RL.4.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or 
poem from details in the text; summarize the text. ✓ ✓

RL.4.3 Describe in depth a character, setting, or 
event in a story or drama, drawing on specific 
details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, 
words, or actions).

✓ ✓ ✓

RL.4.4 Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in a text, including those 
that allude to significant characters found in 
mythology (e.g., Herculean).

✓ ✓

RL.4.5 Explain major differences between 
poems, drama, and prose, and refer to the 
structural elements of poems (e.g., verse, rhythm, 
meter) and drama (e.g., casts of characters, 
settings, descriptions, dialogue, stage directions) 
when writing or speaking about a text.

✓ ✓

RL.4.6 Compare and contrast the point of 
view from which different stories are narrated, 
including the difference between first- and third-
person narrations.

✓

RL.4.7 Make connections between the text of a 
story or drama and a visual or oral presentation 
of the text, identifying where each version reflects 
specific descriptions and directions in the text.

✓

RL.4.9 Compare and contrast the treatment of 
similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of 
good and evil) and patterns of events (e.g., the 
quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature 
from different cultures.

✓

RL.4.10 By the end of the year, read and 
comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, 
and poetry, in the grades 4–5 text complexity 
band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at 
the high end of the range.

Integrated throughout.



Reading Standards for Informational Text

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text 
when explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text.

✓ ✓ ✓

RI.4.2 Determine the main idea of a text and 
explain how it is supported by key details; 
summarize the text.

✓ ✓ ✓

RI.4.3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or 
concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical 
text, including what happened and why, based on 
specific information in the text.

✓

RI.4.4 Determine the meaning of general 
academic and domain-specific words or phrases 
in a text relevant to a grade 4 topic or subject area.

✓ ✓ ✓

RI.4.5 Describe the overall structure (e.g., 
chronology, comparison, cause/effect, problem/
solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or 
information in a text or part of a text.

✓

RI.4.6 Compare and contrast a firsthand and 
secondhand account of the same event or 
topic; describe the differences in focus and the 
information provided.

✓

RI.4.7 Interpret information presented visually, 
orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, graphs, 
diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive 
elements on Web pages) and explain how the 
information contributes to an understanding of 
the text in which it appears.

✓

RI.4.8 Explain how an author uses reasons and 
evidence to support particular points in a text. ✓

RI.4.9 Integrate information from two texts on the 
same topic in order to write or speak about the 
subject knowledgeably.

✓

RI.4.10 By the end of year, read and comprehend 
informational texts, including history/social 
studies, science, and technical texts, in the 
grades 4–5 text complexity band proficiently, 
with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the 
range.

Integrated throughout.
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Reading Standards: Foundational Skills

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RF.4.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words.

Integrated throughout.

RF.4.3a Use combined knowledge of all letter-
sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, 
and morphology (e.g., roots and affixes) to read 
accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in 
context and out of context.

RF.4.4 Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency 
to support comprehension. ✓ ✓

RF.4.4a Read grade-level text with purpose and 
understanding. ✓ ✓

RF.4.4b Read grade-level prose and poetry orally 
with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on 
successive readings.

✓ ✓

RF.4.4c Use context to confirm or self-correct 
word recognition and understanding, rereading as 
necessary.

✓ ✓

Writing Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.4.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 
supporting a point of view with reasons and 
information.

✓

W.4.1a Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an 
opinion, and create an organizational structure in 
which related ideas are grouped to support the 
writer’s purpose.

✓ ✓

W.4.1b Provide reasons that are supported by 
facts and details. ✓ ✓

W.4.1c Link opinion and reasons using words 
and phrases (e.g., for instance, in order to, in 
addition).

✓

W.4.1d Provide a concluding statement or section 
related to the opinion presented. ✓ ✓

W.4.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to 
examine a topic and convey ideas and information 
clearly.

✓

W.4.2a Introduce a topic clearly and group related 
information in paragraphs and sections; include 
formatting (e.g., headings), illustrations, and 
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.4.2b Develop the topic with facts, definitions, 
concrete details, quotations, or other information 
and examples related to the topic.

✓ ✓ ✓	



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.4.2c Link ideas within categories of information 
using words and phrases (e.g., another, for 
example, also, because).

✓

W.4.2d Use precise language and domain-specific 
vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. ✓ ✓

W.4.2e Provide a concluding statement or 
section related to the information or explanation 
presented.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.4.3 Write narratives to develop real or 
imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, descriptive details, and clear event 
sequences.

✓ ✓

W.4.3a Orient the reader by establishing a 
situation and introducing a narrator and/or 
characters; organize an event sequence that 
unfolds naturally.

✓ ✓

W.4.3b Use dialogue and description to develop 
experiences and events or show the responses of 
characters to situations.

✓ ✓

W.4.3c Use a variety of transitional words and 
phrases to manage the sequence of events. ✓ ✓

W.4.3d Use concrete words and phrases and 
sensory details to convey experiences and events 
precisely.

✓ ✓

W.4.3e Provide a conclusion that follows from 
the narrated experiences or events. ✓ ✓

W.4.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in 
which the development and organization are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

✓ ✓

W.4.5 With guidance and support from peers and 
adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed 
by planning, revising, and editing.

✓ ✓

W.4.6 With some guidance and support from 
adults, use technology, including the Internet, 
to produce and publish writing as well as to 
interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate 
sufficient command of keyboarding skills to type a 
minimum of one page in a single sitting.

✓

W.4.7 Conduct short research projects that build 
knowledge through investigation of different 
aspects of a topic.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.4.8 Recall relevant information from 
experiences or gather relevant information 
from print and digital sources; take notes and 
categorize information, and provide a list of 
sources.

✓ ✓ ✓

W.4.9 Draw evidence from literary or 
informational texts to support analysis, reflection, 
and research.

✓ ✓ ✓
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.4.9a Apply grade 4 Reading standards to 
literature (e.g., “Describe in depth a character, 
setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing 
on specific details in the text [e.g., a character’s 
thoughts, words, or actions].”).

✓ ✓

W.4.9b Apply grade 4 Reading standards to 
informational texts (e.g., “Explain how an author 
uses reasons and evidence to support particular 
points in a text”).

✓ ✓

W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames 
(time for research, reflection, and revision) and 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or 
two) for a range of discipline-
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Integrated throughout.

Speaking and Listening Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.4.1 Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, 
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 
4 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly.

✓

SL.4.1a Come to discussions prepared, having 
read or studied required material; explicitly draw 
on that preparation and other information known 
about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.

✓ ✓

SL.4.1b Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions 
and carry out assigned roles. ✓ ✓

SL.4.1c Pose and respond to specific questions 
to clarify or follow up on information, and make 
comments that contribute to the discussion and 
link to the remarks of others.

✓ ✓

SL.4.1d Review the key ideas expressed and 
explain their own ideas and understanding in light 
of the discussion.

✓

SL.4.2 Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud 
or information presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually, quantitatively, and 
orally.

✓

SL.4.3 Identify the reasons and evidence a 
speaker provides to support particular points. ✓

SL.4.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or 
recount an experience in an organized manner, 
using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive 
details to support main ideas or themes; speak 
clearly at an understandable pace.

✓

SL.4.5 Add audio recordings and visual displays 
to presentations when appropriate to enhance the 
development of main ideas or themes.

✓



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.4.6 Differentiate between contexts that call 
for formal English (e.g., presenting ideas) and 
situations where informal discourse is appropriate 
(e.g., small-group discussion); use formal English 
when appropriate to task and situation.

✓

Language Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.4.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions 
of standard English grammar and usage when 
writing or speaking.

L.4.1a Use relative pronouns (who, whose, 
whom, which, that) and relative adverbs (where, 
when, why).

✓

L.4.1b Form and use the progressive (e.g., 
I was walking; I am walking; I will be walking) 
verb tenses.

✓

L.4.1c Use modal auxiliaries (e.g., can, may, 
must) to convey various conditions. ✓

L.4.1d Order adjectives within sentences 
according to conventional patterns (e.g., 
a small red bag rather than a red small bag).

✓

L.4.1e Form and use prepositional phrases. ✓

L.4.1f Produce complete sentences, recognizing 
and correcting inappropriate fragments and 
run-ons.

✓ ✓

L.4.1g Correctly use frequently confused words 
(e.g., to, too, two; there, their). ✓

L.4.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions 
of standard English capitalization, punctuation, 
and spelling when writing.

✓

L.4.2a Use correct capitalization. ✓

L.4.2b Use commas and quotation marks to mark 
direct speech and quotations from a text. ✓ ✓ ✓

L.4.2c Use a comma before a coordinating 
conjunction in a compound sentence. ✓

L.4.2d Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, 
consulting references as needed. ✓

L.4.3 Use knowledge of language and its 
conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or 
listening.

✓ ✓

L.4.3a Choose words and phrases to convey 
ideas precisely. ✓ ✓

L.4.3b Choose punctuation for effect. ✓ ✓
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.4.3c Differentiate between contexts that call 
for formal English (e.g., presenting ideas) and 
situations where informal discourse is appropriate 
(e.g., small-group discussion).

✓ ✓

L.4.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and multiple-meaning words and 
phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, 
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

✓ ✓ ✓

L.4.4a Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or 
restatements in text) as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase.

✓ ✓ ✓

L.4.4b Use common, grade-appropriate Greek 
and Latin affixes and roots as clues to the 
meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, 
autograph).

✓ ✓ ✓

L.4.4c Consult reference materials (e.g., 
dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both 
print and digital, to find the pronunciation and 
determine or clarify the precise meaning of key 
words and phrases.

✓ ✓ ✓

L.4.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative 
language, word relationships, and nuances in 
word meanings.

✓

L.4.5a Explain the meaning of simple similes and 
metaphors (e.g., as pretty as a picture) in context. ✓

L.4.5b Recognize and explain the meaning of 
common idioms, adages, and proverbs. ✓

L.4.5c Demonstrate understanding of words by 
relating them to their opposites (antonyms) and 
to words with similar but not identical meanings 
(synonyms). 

✓

 L.4.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-
appropriate general academic and domain-
specific words and phrases, including those that 
signal precise actions, emotions, or states of 
being (e.g., quizzed, whined, stammered) and 
that are basic to a particular topic (e.g., wildlife, 
conservation, and endangered when discussing 
animal preservation).

✓



Grade 5: Curriculum Map

EL Education’s Grades 3–5 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 2 hours per day of content-
based literacy:

■	 Module lessons (60 minutes of daily instruction): explicitly teach and formally assess all
standards and strands of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language
Arts and Literacy

■	 Additional Language and Literacy (ALL) Block (60 minutes of daily instruction): provides
additional practice and differentiated support for all students

The module lessons and ALL Block work together to help students develop literacy skills as 
they build knowledge about the world. 

The ALL Block addresses five areas: independent reading; additional work with complex text; 
reading and speaking fluency/grammar, usage, and mechanics; writing practice; word study/
vocabulary. For additional information on the ALL Block, refer to EL Education’s 3–5 Language 
Arts Curriculum introduction at the beginning of this book and the Implementing the ALL 
Block introduction to your Module 1 ALL Block Teacher Guide and Supporting Materials.

Structure of a Module
■	 Each module provides eight weeks of instruction, broken into three shorter units. Each

module includes:

— A final performance task that is a more supported project, often involving research

—  Six assessments (two per unit), which are almost always “on-demand”; students complete 
an independent task on reading, writing, speaking, and/or listening

Structure of a Year of Instruction
■	 There are four modules per grade level.
■	 Teachers should teach the modules in order, beginning with Module 1 (which lays the

foundation for both teachers and students regarding classroom culture and instructional
routines).
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How to Read This Map

The purpose of this section is to provide a high-level summary of each module and name the 
standards explicitly taught and formally assessed within them. The charts that follow outline 
for each module:

■	 Focus: The “focus” is the same across the Grades 3–5 band and signals the progression of
literacy skills across the year as well as alignment to the CCSS instructional shifts.

■	 Title: This signals the topic students will be learning about (often connected to social studies 
or science).

■	 Description: This tells the basic “story” of the eight-week arc of instruction: the literacy
skills, content knowledge, and central text(s).

■	 Texts: These texts are ones that all students either read themselves or hear read aloud. The
text in bold is the central text for a given module: the text(s) with which students spend
the most time. Recall that texts can be complex based on both qualitative and quantitative
measures. Texts are listed in order from most quantitatively complex (based on Lexile®
measure) to least quantitatively complex. Texts near the bottom of the list are often complex 
in ways not measured by the Lexile tool: meaning/purpose, text structure, language, and/or
knowledge demands. Within a given module, the list shows the wide variety of texts students 
read, write, and speak about using evidence as they build knowledge about the topic. For a
procurement list of specific texts that need to be purchased for use with the curriculum, visit 
our website.

■	 Lexile: This details the quantitative range of complexity for the given CCSS grade band—in
this case, Grades 3–5.

■	 Performance Task: This is a culminating project, which takes place during Unit 3 of every
module. Performance tasks are designed to help students synthesize and apply their learning 
from the module in an engaging and authentic way. Performance tasks are scaffolded, and
almost always include peer critique and revision. Performance tasks are not “on-demand”
assessments. (Note: The End of Unit 3 Assessment often addresses key components of the
performance task.)

■	 Unit-Level Assessments

—  Each unit includes two assessments, most of which are “on-demand” and designed to
show what students know or can do on their own.

—  Mid-unit assessments typically, though not always, are reading assessments: text-based 
answers. 

—  End of unit assessments typically, though not always, are writing assessments: writing 
from sources. 

—  Most assessments have a heavy emphasis on academic vocabulary, particularly determining 
words in context.  

—  Assessments are designed to be curriculum-embedded opportunities to practice the types 
of skills needed on state assessments. 



The curriculum map on the following pages lists the title of each assessment, CCSS assessed, 
and the format.

■	 Selected response (multiple choice questions)
■	 Short constructed response (short answer questions)
■	 Extended response (longer writing or essays of the type that is scored using the

Grades 3–5 opinion, informative, and narrative writing rubrics (either on-demand or
scaffolded)

■	 Speaking and listening (discussion or oral presentation)
■	 Scaffolded essay (involving planning, drafting, and revision)
■	 Standards: For each module, the standards formally assessed are indicated with a

check mark.

Note: The ALL Block is not shown in this curriculum map because it does not include formal 
assessments; however, it does include frequent opportunities for informal assessment of the 
standards, and therefore is a critical component of this comprehensive curriculum. As stated 
above, the ALL Block for a given module is on the same topic as the module lessons and supports, 
extends, and works in conjunction with those lessons. Teachers should use assessment results 
from module lessons as one data point to inform their homogeneous groupings for ALL Block 
instruction.

Consider spending significant time orienting to this map before the school year begins to 
determine which standards will repeat and which will not, in order to know where to prioritize 
time when considering pacing in the module. Pay close attention to those standards addressed 
only in Module 4 to ensure realistic pacing across the year so these standards are taught and 
assessed. 
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The curriculum map on the following pages lists the title of each assessment, CCSS assessed, 
and the format.

■	 Selected response (multiple choice questions)
■	 Short constructed response (short answer questions)
■	 Extended response (longer writing or essays of the type that is scored using the 

Grades 3–5 opinion, informative, and narrative writing rubrics (either on-demand or 
scaffolded)

■	 Speaking and listening (discussion or oral presentation)
■	 Scaffolded essay (involving planning, drafting, and revision)
■	 Standards: For each module, the standards formally assessed are indicated with a 

check mark.

Note: The ALL Block is not shown in this curriculum map because it does not include formal 
assessments; however, it does include frequent opportunities for informal assessment of the 
standards, and therefore is a critical component of this comprehensive curriculum. As stated 
above, the ALL Block for a given module is on the same topic as the module lessons and supports, 
extends, and works in conjunction with those lessons. Teachers should use assessment results 
from module lessons as one data point to inform their homogeneous groupings for ALL Block 
instruction.

Consider spending significant time orienting to this map before the school year begins to 
determine which standards will repeat and which will not, in order to know where to prioritize 
time when considering pacing in the module. Pay close attention to those standards addressed 
only in Module 4 to ensure realistic pacing across the year so these standards are taught and 
assessed. 

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Fo

cu
s Becoming a Close Reader 

and Writing to Learn
Researching to Build 
Knowledge and Teach Others

Considering Perspectives 
and Supporting Opinions

Gathering Evidence and 
Speaking to Others

Ti
tle Stories of Human Rights Biodiversity in the Rainforest Athlete Leaders of Social 

Change
The Impact of Natural 
Disasters

De
sc

rip
tio

n

Students launch the year by 
building their close reading 
skills. They read the novel 
Esperanza Rising by Pam 
Muñoz Ryan, and apply their 
new learning about human 
rights as one lens through 
which to interpret the char-
acters and themes in this 
rich novel. Through close 
reading, interpretation, and 
analysis of fiction and non-
fiction texts, students begin 
to build their understanding 
of human rights. Throughout 
the first unit, students 
closely read selected 
articles from the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights 
(UDHR) related to events 
in Esperanza Rising where 
human rights are threatened. 
They write a four-paragraph 
literary essay comparing the 
response of two characters 
to a selected event from the 
novel, and describe how 
each character responds to 
the event. In the final unit, 
students plan, write, and 
ultimately perform mono-
logues based on events from 
Esperanza Rising where 
human rights are threatened.

In this module, students read 
to build knowledge about 
the rainforest and analyze 
author’s craft in narrative 
writing to build proficiency 
in writing first-person 
narratives about the rain-
forest. In Unit 1, they build 
background knowledge on 
biodiversity in the rainforest 
in order to understand why 
scientists, like Meg Lowman 
in The Most Beautiful Roof in 
the World by Kathryn Lasky, 
study the rainforest. Having 
read texts about deforesta-
tion, students research using 
several print and digital 
sources to identify ways they 
can help the rainforest, and 
the challenges associated 
with being an ethical con-
sumer, in order to participate 
in a collaborative discussion. 
In Unit 2, students explore 
how authors of narrative 
texts about the rainforest 
help the reader understand 
what it is like in the rainfor-
est by analyzing author’s use 
of figurative, and concrete 
and sensory language. With 
a deeper understanding 
of author’s craft, in Unit 3 
students write first-person 
narratives, building out a 
scenario from The Most 
Beautiful Roof in the World 
using concrete and sensory 
language to describe the 
rainforest as though they 
were actually there. 

In this module, students 
consider the factors that 
contribute to the success 
of professional athletes as 
leaders of social change. 
They read about a number 
of professional athletes who 
have been leaders of social 
change. Students begin 
by learning about Jackie 
Robinson through Promises 
to Keep: How Jackie 
Robinson Changed America, 
written by Jackie’s daughter, 
Sharon. Students gather 
factors that led to Jackie 
Robinson’s success in lead-
ing social change and then 
develop an opinion on which 
factor (or factors) were most 
important in his success. 
Students finish the module 
by reading about other 
athletes who were leaders of 
social change, beginning with 
Jim Abbott. They research 
and write essays to compare 
and contrast the factors that 
contributed to the success of 
the athletes they study with 
those of Jackie Robinson. 
Once students have read 
about a few athletes, they 
then consider the common 
factors that contribute to 
being an effective leader of 
social change and work in 
pairs to create a multimedia 
presentation highlighting 
three of those factors. For the 
performance task, students 
work in groups to create a 
poster highlighting a personal 
quality that effective leaders 
of change need to have.

In this module, students read 
literary and informational 
texts to understand the 
impact of natural disasters 
on places and people. They 
begin by researching natural 
disasters in expert groups, 
reading informational texts, 
and creating PSAs (public 
service announcements) 
about how to stay safe 
during a natural disaster. 
Students then read and 
analyze literary texts about 
the aftermath of natural 
disasters including poems, 
songs, and Eight Days: A 
Story of Haiti by Edwidge 
Danticat—a story about a 
boy trapped under his house 
for eight days after the 2010 
earthquake in Haiti. They 
analyze the way the illustra-
tions and visuals in videos 
contribute to the meaning, 
tone, and beauty of a text. 
Students then analyze how 
the narrator’s or speaker’s 
point of view influences how 
events are described. At 
the end of the module, they 
take action to help others 
prepare for a natural disaster. 
They research supplies to 
include in an emergency 
preparedness kit and write 
opinion essays on the most 
important items to include. 
For the performance task, 
they present their PSAs to 
a live audience, unpack an 
emergency preparedness kit 
giving the rationale for the 
items included, and distrib-
ute an informational leaflet.
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•  Esperanza Rising, Pam
Munoz Ryan (RL, 740L;
one per student)

•  The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (RI,
1695L; excerpts only;
included in module
materials)

•  The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights—
Abridged for Youth (RI,
700L; included in module
materials)

•  A Life Like Mine: How
Children Live around the
World, DK Publishing (RI,
N/A; teacher copy only)

•  “Bite at Night!” Written by
EL Education for instruc-
tional purposes (RL,
900L; included in module
materials)

•  Seeds of Change: Planting
a Path to Peace, Jen
Johnson (RL, 820L; teacher
copy only)

•  The Great Kapok Tree,
Lynne Cherry (RL, 670L;
teacher copy only)

•  The Most Beautiful Roof
in the World, Kathryn
Lasky (RI, 1160L; one per
student)

•  Promises to Keep: How
Jackie Robinson Changed
America, Sharon Robinson
(RI, 1030L; one per
student)

•  “Jim Abbott,” Rick Swain
(RI, N/A; included in mod-
ule materials)

•  “Free Minds and Hearts
at Work,” This I Believe,
Jackie Robinson (RI,
N/A; included in module
materials)

•  Eight Days: A Story of
Haiti, Edwidge Danticat
(RL, 820L; one per student)

•  “In the Water Where the
City Ends,” Simone White
(RL, N/A; included in mod-
ule materials)

•  “Hurricane Katrina:
Superdome Poem,” Shelton
“Shakespear” Alexander
(RL, N/A; included in mod-
ule materials)

•  “Job,” Kwame Dawes (RL,
N/A; included in module
materials)

•  “How Well Is Your
Community Prepared?”,
Scholastic (RI, N/A;
included in module
materials)

•  “Know the Facts, Be
Empowered.” Ready.gov
(RI, N/A; included in mod-
ule materials)

Le
xi

le
® Common Core Band Level Text Difficulty Ranges for Grades 4–52: 740-1010L
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k Product: Monologue 
Performance and Program
Format: theatrical perfor-
mance and written program
CCSS: RF.5.4, W.5.4, W.5.5, 
W.5.8

Product: Rainforest 
Adventures eBook 
Format: scaffolded narratives 
and informative texts
CCSS: W.5.3, W.5.4, and 
W.5.6

Product: Poster: Personal 
Qualities to Be an Effective 
Leader of Change 
Format: on-demand poster
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.9, W.5.4, 
W.5.8, W.5.9b

Product: Preparing for a 
Natural Disaster 
Format: presentation
CCSS: SL.5.4, SL.5.5, SL.5.6

Unit-Level Assessments (ELA CCSS)

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

Mid-Unit 1 Title: Answering 
Questions about and 
Summarizing Article 13 of 
the UDHR 
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.2, 
RI.5.4, RI.5.10, L.5.4b,c

Title: Reading and 
Analyzing Informational 
Texts 
Format: selected 
response, short con-
structed response, and 
graphic organizer
CCSS: RI.5.2, RI.5.5, 
RI.5.10

Title: Reading and 
Summarizing an 
Informational Text 
Format: short constructed 
response and revising 
short passage for verb 
tense
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.2, 
RI.5.10, W.5.9b, L.5.1c,d

Title: Analyzing How an 
Author Uses Reasons 
and Evidence to Support 
Points
Format: selected response
CCSS: RI.5.4, RI.5.8, 
RI.5.10, L.5.4a

1 Texts listed in order: literature first, then informational texts. Both categories shown from most to least quantitatively complex (based on Lexile®). 
See the Required Texts procurement list for ISBNs, prices, etc.
2 Supplemental Information for Appendix A of the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy: New Research on Text 
Complexity
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

End of Unit 1 Title: Text-Based 
Discussion—Threats 
to Human Rights in 
Esperanza Rising
Format: text-based discus-
sion and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.5.1, RL.5.5, 
RI.5.1, W.5.9a, SL.5.1a-c 

Title: Web Research and 
Text-Based 
Discussion 
Format: research graphic 
organizer and text-based 
discussion
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.7, 
RI.5.10, W.5.7, W.5.8, 
SL.5.1a-d

Title: Summarizing a Text 
Read Aloud and Explaining 
the Relationship 
between Key Ideas in an 
Informational Text
Format: selected response 
and short constructed 
response
CCSS: RI.5.3, SL.5.2

Title: Recording a PSA
Format: scaffolded PSA, 
edit passage
CCSS: SL.5.4, SL.5.6, 
L.5.2a,c

Mid-Unit 2 Title: Interpreting 
Metaphors and 
Analyzing Character 
Reactions 
Format: selected response 
questions and short 
constructed response
CCSS: RL.5.1, RL.5.2, 
RL.5.3, RL.5.10, W.5.9a, 
L.5.5a

Title: Reading and 
Analyzing Literary Texts 
Format: short constructed 
response
CCSS: RL.5.4, RL.5.6, 
RL.5.9, RL.5.10, L.5.2d, 
L.5.5a, b

Title: Analyzing a Short 
Video and Examining 
Point of View 
Format: selected 
response, short con-
structed response, and 
graphic organizer
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.6, 
RI.5.10, SL.5.3

Title: Analyzing the 
Contribution of Multimedia
Format: fluency, selected 
response, short con-
structed response
CCSS: RL.5.1, RL.5.2, 
RL.5.4, RL.5.7, RL.5.10, 
RF.5.4, L.5.4a, L.5.5c

End of Unit 2 Title: Revising a Literary 
Essay 
Format: revising a scaf-
folded essay
CCSS: W.5.2c,d, W.5.5, 
W.5.6, L.5.2d, L.5.6

Title: Informative Essay: 
Literary Analysis of 
Concrete Language and 
Sensory Detail in The 
Most Beautiful Roof in the 
World
Format: reading fluency 
and on-demand essay
CCSS: RL.5.1, RF.5.3, 
RF.5.4, W.5.2, W.5.9a, 
W.5.10

Title: Opinion Essay: 
Factors of Jackie 
Robinson’s Success
Format: scaffolded essay
CCSS: RI.5.9, W.5.1, 
W.5.4, W.5.5, W.5.9b,
W.5.10, L.5.2b

Title: Analyzing Point of 
View in a Poem
Format: selected 
response, short con-
structed response
CCSS: RL.5.1, RL.5.6, 
RL.5.10, L.5.3b

Mid-Unit 3 Title: Narrative 
Monologue: Describing 
an Event from Esperanza 
Rising
Format: on-demand 
narrative
CCSS: W.5.3a,b,e, W.5.4, 
W.5.10

Title: Narrative Writing: 
First-Person Story Based 
on The Most Beautiful 
Roof in the World
Format: on-demand 
narrative
CCSS: W.5.3a,e, W.5.4, 
W.5.10

Title: Informative 
Essay: Comparing and 
Contrasting Athletes Who 
Broke Barriers 
Format: on-demand essay
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.3, 
RI.5.7, RI.5.9, RI.5.10, 
W.5.2, W.5.4, W.5.6,
W.5.7, W.5.8, W.5.10,
L.5.1e

Title: Supplies to 
Include in an Emergency 
Preparedness Kit
Format: research
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.7, 
RI.5.10, W.5.7, W.5.8

End of Unit 3 Title: Revising Writing 
and Reading Fluency
Format: revising an infor-
mational essay
CCSS: RF.5.3, RF.5.4, 
W.5.4, W.5.5, L.5.1b

Title: Revising a First 
Person Narrative 
Format: revising a 
narrative
CCSS: W.5.3b-d, W.5.5, 
L.5.1a, L.5.3a

Title: Multimedia 
Presentation
Format: presentation
CCSS: RI.5.1, RI.5.9, 
SL.5.4, SL.5.5, SL.5.6

Title: Opinion Essay: 
Personal Items for My 
Emergency Preparedness 
Kit
Format: on-demand 
opinion essay
CCSS: W.5.1, W.5.4, 
W.5.5, W.5.6, W.5.10,
L.5.2e



Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by Module
■	 In the curriculum map on the following pages, any specific CCSS with a check mark indicates 

that standard is formally assessed in the given module.
■	 Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.
■	 Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally

assessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL/RI.1). Refer
to the “Unit-at-a-Glance” in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are addressed 
(even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

■	 Some standards are not applicable in an on-demand assessment context since they happen
over a span of time (e.g., R.10 or W.10). In the curriculum map on the following pages, these
standards are noted as “integrated throughout.”

■	 Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a).
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaffolded across multiple
modules. Therefore, in the curriculum map on the following pages, the “parent” standard is
checked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that particular
module. Otherwise, just the specific components are checked.
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Grade 5: Curriculum Map

Reading Standards for Literature

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.5.1 Quote accurately from a text when 
explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text.

✔ ✔ ✔

RL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, 
or poem from details in the text, including how 
characters in a story or drama respond to chal-
lenges or how the speaker in a poem reflects 
upon a topic; summarize the text.

✔ ✔

RL.5.3 Compare and contrast two or more 
characters, settings, or events in a story or 
drama, drawing on specific details in the text 
(e.g., how characters interact).

✔

RL.5.4 Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in a text, including 
figurative language such as metaphors and 
similes.

✔ ✔

RL.5.5 Explain how a series of chapters, 
scenes, or stanzas fits together to provide the 
overall structure of a particular story, drama, 
or poem.

✔

RL.5.6 Describe how a narrator’s or speak-
er’s point of view influences how events are 
described.

✔ ✔

RL.5.7 Analyze how visual and multimedia 
elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or 
beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia 
presentation of fiction, folktale, myth, poem).

✔

RL.5.9 Compare and contrast stories in the 
same genre (e.g., mysteries and adventure 
stories) on their approaches to similar themes 
and topics.

✔

RL.5.10 By the end of the year, read and 
comprehend literature, including stories, dra-
mas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 
4-5 text complexity band independently and
proficiently.

Integrated throughout.



Reading Standards for Informational Text

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.5.1 Quote accurately from a text when 
explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

RI.5.2 Determine two or more main ideas of a 
text and explain how they are supported by key 
details; summarize the text.

✔ ✔ ✔

RI.5.3 Explain the relationships or interactions 
between two or more individuals, events, 
ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or 
technical text based on specific information in 
the text.

✔

RI.5.4 Determine the meaning of general aca-
demic and domain-specific words and phrases 
in a text relevant to a grade 5 topic or subject 
area.

✔ ✔

RI.5.5 Compare and contrast the overall 
structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/
effect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, con-
cepts, or information in two or more texts.

✔

RI.5.6 Analyze multiple accounts of the same 
event or topic, noting important similarities and 
differences in the point of view they represent.

✔

RI.5.7 Draw on information from multiple print 
or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to 
locate an answer to a question quickly or to 
solve a problem efficiently.

✔ ✔ ✔

RI.5.8 Explain how an author uses reasons and 
evidence to support particular points in a text, 
identifying which reasons and evidence support 
which point(s).

✔

RI.5.9 Integrate information from several texts 
on the same topic in order to write or speak 
about the subject knowledgeably.

✔

RI.5.10 By the end of the year, read and com-
prehend informational texts, including history/
social studies, science, and technical texts, at 
the high end of the grades 4-5 text complexity 
band independently and proficiently.

Integrated throughout.
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Grade 5: Curriculum Map

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RF.5.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words.

Integrated throughout.
RF.5.3a Use combined knowledge of all 
letter-sound correspondences, syllabication 
patterns, and morphology (e.g., roots and 
affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyl-
labic words in context and out of context.

RF.5.4 Read with sufficient accuracy and 
fluency to support comprehension. ✔ ✔ ✔

RF.5.4a Read grade-level text with purpose and 
understanding. ✔ ✔ ✔

RF.5.4b Read grade-level prose and poetry 
orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and 
expression on successive readings.

✔ ✔ ✔

RF.5.4c Use context to confirm or self-correct 
word recognition and understanding, rereading 
as necessary.

✔ ✔ ✔

Writing Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.5.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view with reasons and
information.

✔ ✔

W.5.1a Introduce a topic or text clearly, state
an opinion, and create an organizational
structure in which ideas are logically grouped
to support the writer’s purpose.

✔ ✔

W.5.1b Provide logically ordered reasons that
are supported by facts and details. ✔ ✔

W.5.1c Link opinion and reasons using words,
phrases, and clauses (e.g., consequently,
specifically).

✔ ✔

W.5.1d Provide a concluding statement or
section related to the opinion presented. ✔ ✔

W.5.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to
examine a topic and convey ideas and informa-
tion clearly.

✔ ✔

W.5.2a Introduce a topic clearly, provide a gen-
eral observation and focus, and group related
information logically; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), illustrations, and multimedia when
useful to aiding comprehension.

✔ ✔

W.5.2b Develop the topic with facts, defini-
tions, concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples related to the topic.

✔ ✔



EL Education’s Grades 3–5 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 2 hours per day of con-
tent-based literacy:

■	 Module lessons (60 minutes of daily instruction): explicitly teach and formally assess all
standards and strands of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language 
Arts and Literacy

■	 Additional Language and Literacy (ALL) Block (60 minutes of daily instruction): provides
additional practice and differentiated support for all students

The module lessons and ALL Block work together to help students develop literacy skills as
they build knowledge about the world.

The ALL Block addresses five areas: independent reading; additional work with complex text; 
reading and speaking fluency/grammar, usage, and mechanics; writing practice; word study/
vocabulary. For additional information on the ALL Block, refer to EL Education’s 3–5 Language 
Arts Curriculum introduction at the beginning of this book and the Implementing the ALL
Block introduction to your Module 1 ALL Block Teacher Guide and Supporting Materials.

Structure of a Module
■	 Each module provides eight weeks of instruction, broken into three shorter units. Each mod-

ule includes:

—  A final performance task that is a more supported project, often involving research

—  Six assessments (two per unit), which are almost always “on-demand”; students complete 
an independent task on reading, writing, speaking, and/or listening

Structure of a Year of Instruction
■	 There are four modules per grade level.
■	 Teachers should teach the modules in order, beginning with Module 1 (which lays the

foundation for both teachers and students regarding classroom culture and instructional 
routines).

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.5.2c Link ideas within and across catego-
ries of information using words, phrases, and 
clauses (e.g., in contrast, especially).

✔ ✔ ✔

W.5.2d Use precise language and domain-
specific vocabulary to inform about or explain 
the topic.

✔ ✔ ✔

W.5.2e Provide a concluding statement or
section related to the information or explana-
tion presented.

✔ ✔

W.5.3 Write narratives to develop real or 
imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, descriptive details, and clear event 
sequences.

✔

W.5.3a Orient the reader by establishing a 
situation and introducing a narrator and/or 
characters; organize an event sequence that 
unfolds naturally.

✔ ✔

W.5.3b Use narrative techniques, such as
dialogue, description, and pacing, to develop 
experiences and events or show the responses 
of characters to situations.

✔ ✔

W.5.3c Use a variety of transitional words, 
phrases, and clauses to manage the sequence 
of events.

✔ ✔

W.5.3d Use concrete words and phrases and
sensory details to convey experiences and
events precisely.

✔

W.5.3e Provide a conclusion that follows from 
the narrated experiences or events. ✔ ✔

W.5.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in
which the development and organization are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

W.5.5 With guidance and support from peers
and adults, develop and strengthen writing as
needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting,
or trying a new approach.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

W.5.6 With some guidance and support from
adults, use technology, including the Internet,
to produce and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others; demon-
strate sufficient command of keyboarding skills
to type a minimum of two pages in a single
sitting.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

W.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use
several sources to build knowledge through
investigation of different aspects of a topic.

✔ ✔ ✔

W.5.8 Recall relevant information from experi-
ences or gather relevant information from print
and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and finished work, and
provide a list of sources.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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Grade 5: Curriculum Map

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.5.9 Draw evidence from literary or informa-
tional texts to support analysis, reflection, and
research.

W.5.9a Apply grade 5 Reading standards to
literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast two or
more characters, settings, or events in a story
or a drama, drawing on specific details in the
text [e.g., how characters interact]”).

✔ ✔

W.5.9b Apply grade 5 Reading standards
to informational texts (e.g., “Explain how an
author uses reasons and evidence to support
particular points in a text, identifying which rea-
sons and evidence support which point[s]””).

✔

W.5.10 Write routinely over extended time
frames (time for research, reflection, and revi-
sion) and shorter time frames (a single sitting
or a day or two) for a range of discipline-spe-
cific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Integrated throughout.

Speaking and Listening Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.5.1 Engage effectively in a range of collabo-
rative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 5 
topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly.

✔ ✔

SL.5.1a Come to discussions prepared, having 
read or studied required material; explicitly 
draw on that preparation and other information 
known about the topic to explore ideas under 
discussion.

✔ ✔

SL.5.1b Follow agreed-upon rules for discus-
sions and carry out assigned roles. ✔ ✔

SL.5.1c Pose and respond to specific ques-
tions by making comments that contribute to 
the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of 
others.

✔ ✔

SL.5.1d Review the key ideas expressed and 
draw conclusions in light of information and 
knowledge gained from the discussions.

✔

SL.5.2 Summarize a written text read aloud 
or information presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually, quantitatively, and 
orally.

✔

SL.5.3 Summarize the points a speaker makes 
and explain how each claim is supported by 
reasons and evidence.

✔



Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.5.4 Report on a topic or text or present an 
opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using 
appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive 
details to support main ideas or themes; speak 
clearly at an understandable pace.

✔ ✔

SL.5.5 Include multimedia components 
(e.g., graphics, sound) and visual displays in 
presentations when appropriate to enhance the 
development of main ideas or themes.

✔

SL.5.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts 
and tasks, using formal English when appropri-
ate to task and situation.

✔ ✔

Language Standards

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.5.1 Demonstrate command of the conven-
tions of standard English grammar and usage
when writing or speaking.

L.5.1a Explain the function of conjunctions,
prepositions, and interjections in general and
their function in particular sentences.

✔

L.5.1b Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had
walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb
tenses.

✔

L.5.1c Use verb tense to convey various times,
sequences, states, and conditions. ✔

L.5.1d Recognize and correct inappropriate
shifts in verb tense. ✔

L.5.1e Use correlative conjunctions (e.g.,
either/or, neither/nor). ✔

L.5.2 Demonstrate command of the con-
ventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.

L.5.2a Use punctuation to separate items in a
series. ✔

L.5.2b Use a comma to separate an introduc-
tory element from the rest of the sentence. ✔

L.5.2c Use a comma to set off the words yes
and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set off a tag
question from the rest of the sentence (e.g., It’s
true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct address
(e.g., Is that you, Steve?).

✔

L.5.2d Use underlining, quotation marks, or
italics to indicate titles of works. ✔ ✔

L.5.2e Spell grade-appropriate words correctly,
consulting references as needed. ✔
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Grade 5: Curriculum Map

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.5.3 Use knowledge of language and its
conventions when writing, speaking, reading,
or listening.

L.5.3a Expand, combine, and reduce sentences
for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style. ✔

L.5.3b Compare and contrast the varieties
of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used in
stories, dramas, or poems.

✔

L.5.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of
unknown and multiple-meaning words and
phrases based on grade 5 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

L.5.4a Use context (e.g., cause/effect relation-
ships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the
meaning of a word or phrase.

✔

L.5.4b Use common, grade-appropriate
Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues
to the meaning of a word (e.g., photograph,
photosynthesis).

✔

L.5.4c Consult reference materials (e.g., dictio-
naries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and
digital, to find the pronunciation and determine
or clarify the precise meaning of key words and
phrases.

✔

L.5.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative
language, word relationships, and nuances in
word meanings.

L.5.5a Interpret figurative language, including
similes and metaphors, in context. ✔ ✔

L.5.5b Recognize and explain the meaning of
common idioms, adages, and proverbs. ✔

L.5.5c Use the relationship between particular
words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, homo-
graphs) to better understand each of the words.

✔

L.5.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-
appropriate general academic and domain-
specific words and phrases, including those
that signal contrast, addition, and other
logical relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).

✔
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Bridges in Mathematics  
& Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations

GRADE

K
In Kindergarten, instructional time should focus on two critical areas:  
(1) representing and comparing whole numbers, initially with sets of objects; 
(2) describing shapes and space. More learning time in Kindergarten should be 
devoted to number than to other topics.

(1) Students use numbers, including written numerals, to represent quantities and to 
solve quantitative problems, such as counting objects in a set; counting out a given 
number of objects; comparing sets or numerals; and modeling simple joining and 
separating situations with sets of objects, or eventually with equations such as 5 + 2 = 7 
and 7 – 2 = 5. (Kindergarten students should see addition and subtraction equations, 
and student writing of equations in kindergarten is encouraged, but it is not required.) 
Students choose, combine, and apply effective strategies for answering quantitative 
questions, including quickly recognizing the cardinalities of small sets of objects, counting 
and producing sets of given sizes, counting the number of objects in combined sets, or 
counting the number of objects that remain in a set after some are taken away.

(2) Students describe their physical world using geometric ideas (e.g., shape, orientation, 
spatial relations) and vocabulary. They identify, name, and describe basic two-dimensional 
shapes, such as squares, triangles, circles, rectangles, and hexagons, presented in a 
variety of ways (e.g., with different sizes and orientations), as well as three-dimensional 
shapes such as cubes, cones, cylinders, and spheres. They use basic shapes and spatial 
reasoning to model objects in their environment and to construct more complex shapes.

From the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 2010

Kindergarten Overview

Counting & Cardinality
A. Know number names and the count sequence.
B. Count to tell the number of objects.
C. Compare numbers.

Operations & Algebraic Thinking
A. Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and  

understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from.

Number & Operations in Base Ten
A. Work with numbers 11–19 to gain foundations for place value.

Measurement & Data 
A. Describe and compare measurable attributes.
B. Classify objects and count the number of objects in categories.

Geometry
A. Identify and describe shapes.
B. Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes.

Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

Appendix A: ELA K-5

Appendix B: Math K-5
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Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

K
COUNTING & CARDINALITY
A. Know number names and the count sequence.
K.CC.1:  Count to 100 by ones and by tens. 

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP1E, S4, S5
Unit 2:   M3–S1, S2
Unit 3:   M1–S1
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP4A    M3–S1, S2    M4–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S4    M2–S1
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5-HC    M2–S1, S5-HC    M3–S1, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4    M2–S1, S2, S3    M4–S1, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S5-HC    M2–S1, S4, S4-WP8E

Sep:  CC, DS, NL 
Oct:  CC, DS, NL 
Nov:  DS, NL 
Dec:  CC, DS, NL 
Jan:  DS, NL

Feb:  DS, NL 
Mar:  DS, NL 
Apr:  DS, NL 
May:  DS, NL

K.CC.2:  Count forward beginning from a given number within the known sequence (instead of having to begin at 1).

Unit 3:   M2–S4, S5-HC    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP4A    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP4B, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4C    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5     

M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4D, S5-WP4E
Unit 5:   M1–S2-HC, S5, S5-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S2, S3    M3–S2, S3
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC    M3–S2, S3

Sep:  NL 
Oct:  NL 
Nov:  NL 
Dec:  NL 
Jan:  NL

Feb:  CG, CC, NL 
Mar:  DS, NL 
Apr:  NL 
May:  CF, NL

K.CC.3:  Write numbers from 0 to 20. Represent a number of objects with a written numeral 0-20 (with 0 representing a count of no objects).

Unit 1:   M2–S2-HC, S4, S5-HC    M3–S3-HC, S6, S6-HC, S6-WP1H    M4–S4-HC
Unit 2:   M2–S2-HC, S5-HC    M4–S2-HC
Unit 3:   M2–S2, S2-WP3C, S5-HC    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S5-HC    M4–S5-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S4, S5, S5-HC    M2–S2-HC    M3–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S3    M3–S5-HC    M4–S1, S5-HC
Unit 6:   M2–S5-WP6C    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4    M4–S2-HC, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S4, S5, S5-WP7B    M2–S2, S2-WP7C, S5-HC    M3–S2-HC, S3, S5-HC    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S5-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S2-WP8A, S3, S4, S4-WP8B    M2–S3, S4, S4-WP8E, S5    M3–S5-HC    M4–S1

Sep:  NL 
Oct:  NL 
Nov:  NL 
Dec:  NL 
Jan:  NL 
Feb:  NL 
Mar:  NL
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Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

K
COUNTING & CARDINALITY
B. Count to tell the number of objects.
K.CC.4:  Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect counting to cardinality. 

Unit 4:   M3–S3, S4, S5

K.CC.4a:  When counting objects, say the number names in the standard order, pairing each object with one and only one number name and each number name with one and 
only one object.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S1-WP1A, S2, S3, S3-WP1E, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP2A    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP2B, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3-HC, S4, S4-WP2C, S6, S6-WP2D
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2
Unit 4:   M2–S1, S2, S2-WP4B, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4C
Unit 6:   M1–S3, S4    M2–S3, S3-WP6A, S5, S5-WP6C    M4–S5-HC

Sep:  CC, DS, CF, 
NL 
Oct:  CG, CC, DS, 
CF, NL 
Nov:  CC, DS, CF 
Dec:  CC, DS, CF 
Jan:  CC, DS

Feb:  DS 
Mar:  DS 
Apr:  DS 
May:  DS

K.CC.4b:  Understand that the last number name said tells the number of objects counted. The number of objects is the same regardless of their arrangement or the order in 
which they were counted.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP2A    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP2B, S5    M3–S1, S2
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S5, S5-WP3A    M2–S1, S1-WP3B, S2, S2-WP3C    M3–S5    M4–S3
Unit 4:   M2–S1, S2, S2-WP4B, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4C
Unit 6:   M1–S3, S4    M2–S3, S3-WP6A, S5, S5-WP6C    M4–S5-HC

Sep:  CC, DS, CF, 
NL 
Oct:  CG, CC, DS, 
CF, NL 
Nov:  CC, DS, CF 
Dec:  CC, DS, CF 
Jan:  CC, DS, CF

Feb:  DS 
Mar:  DS 
Apr:  DS 
May:  DS

K.CC.4c:  Understand that each successive number name refers to a quantity that is one larger. 

Unit 1:   M1–S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 2:   M3–S1, S2
Unit 3:   M4–S1
Unit 6:   M3–S1, S2
Unit 8:   M3–S2

Sep:  DS, CF 
Oct:  CG, DS, CF, 
NL 
Nov:  NL 
Dec:  CF, NL

Jan:  CG, NL 
Feb:  CG, NL 
Apr:  NL

K.CC.5:  Count to answer “how many?” questions about as many as 20 things arranged in a line, a rectangular array, or a circle, or as many as 10 things in a scattered 
configuration; given a number from 1-20, count out that many objects.

Unit 1:   M1–S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4, S5-HC    M3–S1, S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-WP1C, S6-HC    M4–S2-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP2A    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP2B, S5, S5-HC     

M3–S1, S2, S3-HC, S5, S6, S6-WP2D    M4–S2-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP3A    M2–S1, S1-WP3B, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP3C, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4-WP3D, S5, S5-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S2-HC    M2–S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP4C
Unit 6:   M1–S3, S4    M2–S5, S5-WP6C    M3–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP6D    M4–S1, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S4, S5, S5-WP7B    M2–S1, S2, S2-WP7C, S3, S4, S4-WP7D, S5-HC    M3–S1, S2    M4–S2, S2-HC, S3, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S5, S5-WP8C    M2–S3    M4–S1, S4

Sep:  CC, CF 
Oct:  CC, DS, CF 
Nov:  CC, CF 
Dec:  CC, DS 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  CG, CF 
Mar:  CG, CF
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GRADE

K
COUNTING & CARDINALITY
C. Compare numbers.
K.CC.6:  Identify whether the number of objects in one group is greater than, less than, or equal to the number of objects in another group, e.g., by using matching and 
counting strategies. (Include groups with up to ten objects.)

Unit 1:   M1–S1-WP1A, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S4, S5, S5-WP1H
Unit 2:   M1–S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP2A    M3–S3, S4, S4-WP2C, S6, S6-HC, S6-WP2D
Unit 3:   M3–S3, S4-WP3D, S5-HC    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3
Unit 4:   M3–S1, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5    M4–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S3, S4, S5, S5-WP5A    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4    M3–S1, S1-WP5C, S2, S2-WP5D, S3, S3-WP5E, S4, S5, S5-WP5F    M4–S1
Unit 6:   M1–S3, S4, S5    M2–S5-HC    M3–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP6D
Unit 7:   M2–S3, S4, S4-WP7D    M3–S1, S2    M4–S2-HC, S3
Unit 8:   M1–S5, S5-WP8C    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP8D    M3–S1, S4, S5

Oct:  CC 
Dec:  CC 
Jan:  CC, NL 
Feb:  CG 
Mar:  CC, NL 
Apr:  CC 
May:  CC

K.CC.7:  Compare two numbers between 1 and 10 presented as written numerals.

Unit 1:   M1–S3, S4, S5
Unit 3:   M4–S3, S5-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S3
Unit 6:   M1–S5, S5-HC    M3–S5
Unit 7:   M2–S2, S2-WP7C, S5    M4–S1, S2, S3

Jan:  NL 
Mar:  NL 
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GRADE

K
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
A. Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from.
K.OA.1:  Represent addition and subtraction with objects, fingers, mental images, drawings (drawings need not show details, but should show the mathematics in the problem), 
sounds (e.g., claps), acting out situations, verbal explanations, expressions, or equations. 

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2    M2–S5    M3–S1
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP3A    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S5, S5-WP3E
Unit 4:   M2–S1, S2, S2-WP4B, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP4C    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4D
Unit 5:   M1–S5-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S2    M3–S2-HC    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S5-HC    M2–S2-HC, S5-HC    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S3
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S2-WP8A, S3, S4, S4-WP8B, S5-HC    M2–S3, S4, S4-WP8E    M4–S2, S3

Dec:  DS, CF 
Jan:  CG, DS, CF 
Feb:  CC, CF 
Mar:  CG, CC, CF 
Apr:  CC, CF 
May:  CG, CC, CF

K.OA.2:  Solve addition and subtraction word problems, and add and subtract within 10, e.g., by using objects or drawings to represent the problem.

Unit 2:   M3–S3-HC
Unit 3:   M2–S2, S2-HC, S5-HC    M3–S2, S4
Unit 4:   M2–S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP4C    M4–S5-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S2    M3–S3, S3-WP6D    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:   M1–S5-HC    M2–S5-HC    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC    M4–S5-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S2-WP8A, S3, S4, S4-WP8B    M2–S2-HC, S3, S5-HC    M3–S2, S2-HC, S3    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC

Jan:  CG 
Feb:  CC, CF 
Mar:  CG, CC, CF 
Apr:  CC, CF 
May:  CG, CC

K.OA.3:  Decompose numbers less than or equal to 10 into pairs in more than one way, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and record each decomposition by a drawing or 
equation (e.g., 5 = 2 + 3 and 5 = 4 + 1). 

Unit 1:   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP1F, S5    M3–S4, S5, S5-WP1G
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S5-HC    M2–S1, S2-HC, S5, S5-HC    M3–S3, S4, S4-WP2C, S5, S6, S6-HC, S6-WP2D
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S5, S5-WP3A    M2–S1, S1-WP3B, S2, S4    M3–S1, S2    M4–S4, S5, S5-WP3F
Unit 5:   M1–S4, S5, S5-WP5A
Unit 6:   M2–S5, S5-WP6C    M3–S3, S3-WP6D    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:   M1–S4    M3–S5, S5-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S2-WP8A, S4, S4-WP8B, S5-HC    M2–S5    M3–S5    M4–S1, S2, S3

Oct:  CC, CF 
Nov:  CF 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  CG, CF 
Feb:  CC

Mar:  CC, CF 
Apr:  CC 
May:  CC, CF

K.OA.4:  For any number from 1 to 9, find the number that makes 10 when added to the given number, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and record the answer with a drawing 
or equation.

Unit 2:   M1–S3
Unit 3:   M2–S1    M3–S5    M4–S4, S5, S5-WP3F
Unit 5:   M3–S3, S3-WP5E
Unit 6:   M3–S5
Unit 7:   M3–S1, S2
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S3    M2–S2-HC, S5    M3–S5    M4–S1

Sep:  CF 
Oct:  DS 
Nov:  DS 
Jan:  DS 
Feb:  DS, CF

Mar:  CG, DS, NL 
Apr:  DS, NL 
May:  DS, CF

K.OA.5:  Fluently add and subtract within 5.

Unit 4:   M2–S2-HC    M3–S5-HC    M4–S2-HC
Unit 6:   M2–S5, S5-WP6C    M3–S2-HC    M4–S2
Unit 7:   M2–S2-HC    M3–S1, S2, S5, S5-HC    M4–S5-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S2-WP8A, S3, S4, S4-WP8B    M3–S2-HC    M4–S2-HC, S3

Feb:  CC 
Mar:  CC 
Apr:  CC 
May:  CF
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GRADE

K
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
A. Work with numbers 11-19 to gain foundations for place value.
K.NBT.1:  Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to 19 into ten ones and some further ones, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and record each composition or decomposition 
by a drawing or equation (such as 18 = 10 + 8); understand that these numbers are composed of ten ones and one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones. 

Unit 6:   M1–S3, S4    M3–S1, S2, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S4, S5, S5-WP7B    M2–S1, S2, S2-WP7C, S3, S4, S4-WP7D    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S2-HC, S5, S5-WP8C    M2–S4, S4-WP8E    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC    M4–S2-HC

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CC 
Dec:  CC, DS 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  NL

MEASUREMENT & DATA
A. Describe and compare measurable attributes.
K.MD.1:  Describe measurable attributes of objects, such as length or weight. Describe several measurable attributes of a single object.

Unit 3:   M3–S3, S4-WP3D
Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP7A    M3–S2-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S2, S2-WP8D, S4, S4-WP8E

Apr:  CG

K.MD.2:  Directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common, to see which object has “more of”/“less of” the attribute, and describe the difference. For 
example, directly compare the heights of two children and describe one child as taller/shorter.

Unit 1:   M1–S1-WP1A
Unit 3:   M3–S3, S4-WP3D
Unit 4:   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP7A
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S2, S2-WP8D, S4, S4-WP8E

Nov:  CC 
Apr:  CG

B. Classify objects and count the number of objects in each category.
K.MD.3:  Classify objects into given categories; count the numbers of objects in each category and sort the categories by count. (Limit category counts to be less than or equal to 10.)

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S4, S4-WP1C, S5    M3–S6, S6-WP1H
Unit 2:   M3–S3, S4
Unit 4:   M4–S1, S2, S2-WP4D, S5, S5-WP4D
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S5-HC    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5-HC    M3–S1, S1-WP5C, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP5D, S3, S3-WP5E    M4–S1
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S5    M2–S4, S4-WP6B, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP7A
Unit 8:   M2–S2-HC

Oct:  CC 
Dec:  CC 
Jan:  CC 
Mar:  CC 
Apr:  CG, CC 
May:  CC
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GRADE

K
GEOMETRY
A. Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagons, cubes, cones, cylinders, and spheres).
K.G.1:  Describe objects in the environment using names of shapes, and describe the relative positions of these objects using terms such as above, below, beside, in front of, 
behind, and next to.

Unit 1:   M1–S1-WP1B, S1-WP1C, S2, S2-WP1D
Unit 2:   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-HC, S4-WP2E
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP5B    M3–S1, S1-WP5C, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP5D, S3, S3-WP5E, S4, S5, S5-WP5F    M4–S1, S2, S3, 

S4, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S5    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4, S4-WP6B

Sep:  CG 
Oct:  CG 
Nov:  CG, NL 
Dec:  CG, CC, NL

K.G.2:  Correctly name shapes regardless of their orientations or overall size.

Unit 1:   M1–S2-WP1D
Unit 2:   M4–S3, S4, S4-HC, S4-WP2E
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP5B    M3–S1, S1-WP5C, S2, S2-WP5D, S3, S3-WP5E, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP5F    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S5    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP6A, S4, S4-WP6B, S5-HC

Sep:  CG 
Nov:  CG

K.G.3:  Identify shapes as two-dimensional (lying in a plane, “flat”) or three-dimensional (“solid”).

Unit 5:   M1–S2    M2–S1, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP5B    M3–S1, S1-WP5C, S2, S2-WP5D    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2, S5    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4, S4-WP6B

Sep:  CG 
Nov:  CG

B. Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes.
K.G.4:  Analyze and compare two- and three-dimensional shapes, in different sizes and orientations, using informal language to describe their similarities, differences, parts (e.g., 
number of sides and vertices/“corners”) and other attributes (e.g., having sides of equal length).

Unit 1:   M1–S1-WP1B, S1-WP1C, S2-WP1D
Unit 2:   M4–S1, S2
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP5B    M3–S1, S1-WP5C, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP5F    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S5    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP6A, S4, S4-WP6B

Sep:  CG 
Nov:  CG

K.G.5:  Model shapes in the world by building shapes from components (e.g., sticks and clay balls) and drawing shapes.

Unit 3:   M1–S3
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S2-HC    M2–S5, S5-WP5B    M3–S1, S1-WP5C, S3, S3-WP5E    M4–S1, S5-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S3, S4    M2–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP6A, S4, S4-WP6B

Nov:  CG

K.G.6:  Compose simple shapes to form larger shapes. For example, “can you join these two triangles with full sides touching to make a rectangle?”

Unit 1:   M1–S1-WP1B
Unit 2:   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-HC, S4-WP2E
Unit 5:   M3–S2, S2-HC, S2-WP5D, S4, S5, S5-WP5F    M4–S1, S4, S5
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GRADE

K
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
K.MP.1:  Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, 
constraints, relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution 
attempt. They consider analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to gain insight into its solution. They monitor and evaluate 
their progress and change course if necessary. Older students might, depending on the context of the problem, transform algebraic expressions or change the viewing window 
on their graphing calculator to get the information they need. Mathematically proficient students can explain correspondences between equations, verbal descriptions, tables, 
and graphs or draw diagrams of important features and relationships, graph data, and search for regularity or trends. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects 
or pictures to help conceptualize and solve a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask 
themselves, “Does this make sense?” They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and identify correspondences between different approaches. 

Unit 2:   M4–S3, S4
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2    M3–S2, S5    M4–S4, S5
Unit 4:   M3–S1, S2
Unit 5:   M2–S5    M3–S4, S5    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 6:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2
Unit 7:   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2

Oct:  DS 
Nov:  DS 
Mar:  CG 
Apr:  CF 
May:  CG, CF

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
K.MP.2:  Mathematically proficient students make sense of the quantities and their relationships in problem situations. Students bring two complementary abilities to bear on 
problems involving quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols 
as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order 
to probe into the referents for the symbols involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units 
involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects. 

Unit 1:   M1–S5
Unit 3:   M2–S1, S2    M3–S1, S4    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S5    M2–S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:   M1–S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S5    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S4, S5    M2–S5    M3–S1, S2, S3    M4–S1, S3

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CC, CF 
Dec:  CC, DS, CF 
Jan:  CG, CC, DS, CF 
Feb:  CC, CF 
Mar:  CG, CC, CF 
Apr:  CC 
May:  CC
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GRADE

K
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
K.MP.3:  Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and can 
recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively about data, 
making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness of two 
plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an argument—explain what it is. Elementary students can construct 
arguments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can make sense and be correct, even though they are not generalized 
or made formal until later grades. Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at all grades can listen or read the arguments of others, 
decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to clarify or improve the arguments. 

Unit 2:   M1–S2, S3    M2–S1    M3–S4    M4–S2
Unit 5:   M4–S2
Unit 7:   M4–S1
Unit 8:   M4–S3

Oct:  CG 
Nov:  DS 
Mar:  CG, NL 
Apr:  CF 
May:  CG, NL

4. Model with mathematics.
K.MP.4:  Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this 
might be as simple as writing an addition equation to describe a situation. In middle grades, a student might apply proportional reasoning to plan a school event or analyze 
a problem in the community. By high school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or use a function to describe how one quantity of interest depends on 
another. Mathematically proficient students who can apply what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a complicated situation, realizing 
that these may need revision later. They are able to identify important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as diagrams, two-way tables, 
graphs, flowcharts and formulas. They can analyze those relationships mathematically to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context of 
the situation and reflect on whether the results make sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its purpose. 

Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4    M3–S2, S5
Unit 5:   M2–S3
Unit 6:   M3–S3
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4    M4–S1, S2

Sep:  DS 
Nov:  CG 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  CG 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CC, CF 
Apr:  CG, CC, DS 
May:  CC, DS
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GRADE

K
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
K.MP.5:  Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, 
a ruler, a protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra system, a statistical package, or dynamic geometry software. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar 
with tools appropriate for their grade or course to make sound decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful, recognizing both the insight to be gained and their 
limitations. For example, mathematically proficient high school students analyze graphs of functions and solutions generated using a graphing calculator. They detect possible 
errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge. When making mathematical models, they know that technology can enable them to visualize the 
results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare predictions with data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to identify relevant 
external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a website, and use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and 
deepen their understanding of concepts. 

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2
Unit 2:   M2–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S3    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S2, S4

Apr:  CG, CF 
May:  CG

6. Attend to precision.
K.MP.6:  Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They 
state the meaning of the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful about specifying units of measure, and labeling 
axes to clarify the correspondence with quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of precision appropriate for 
the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to examine 
claims and make explicit use of definitions.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S6
Unit 3:   M3–S1, S3
Unit 4:   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S3    M2–S5    M4–S4
Unit 6:   M2–S1, S3
Unit 7:   M2–S1, S2, S5
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S2    M4–S4, S5

Dec:  CG, CC 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  CG, NL 
Mar:  NL 
Apr:  NL
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Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

K
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
7. Look for and make use of structure.
K.MP.7:  Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the 
same amount as seven and three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well 
remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning about the distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 × 7 and the 9 as 2 + 7. 
They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and can use the strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for an 
overview and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic expressions, as single objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, 
they can see 5 – 3(x – y)2 as 5 minus a positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot be more than 5 for any real numbers x and y.

Unit 1:   M1–S3, S4    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S5, S6    M4–S1, S2
Unit 3:   M1–S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S4    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S3, S4, S5    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S1, S4, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S5    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S3, S4    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M2–S3    M3–S5    M4–S2, S5

Sep:  CG, CF, NL 
Oct:  CG, DS, CF, NL 
Nov:  CG, DS, NL 
Dec:  CG, DS, NL 
Jan:  CG, DS, NL 
Feb:  CG, DS, NL 
Mar:  DS, NL 
Apr:  CG, NL 
May:  NL

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
K.MP.8:  Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice 
when dividing 25 by 11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a repeating decimal. By paying attention to the calculation 
of slope as they repeatedly check whether points are on the line through (1, 2) with slope 3, middle school students might abstract the equation (y – 2)/(x –1) = 3. Noticing the 
regularity in the way terms cancel when expanding (x – 1)(x + 1), (x – 1)(x2 + x + 1), and (x – 1)(x3 + x2 + x + 1) might lead them to the general formula for the sum of a geometric 
series. As they work to solve a problem, mathematically proficient students maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the 
reasonableness of their intermediate results.

Unit 2:   M3–S3, S4, S5    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 3:   M2–S3, S4, S5    M4–S4, S5
Unit 4:   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:   M2–S1, S2, S4    M4–S5
Unit 6:   M1–S2    M3–S4
Unit 8:   M1–S3, S5    M2–S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S5    M4–S3

Sep:  CG, CC, DS, CF, NL 
Oct:  CG, CC, CF, NL 
Nov:  CC, CF, NL 
Dec:  CF, NL 
Jan:  CF, NL 
Feb:  CC, DS, NL 
Mar:  DS, NL 
Apr:  DS, NL 
May:  DS, CF, NL
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& Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations

GRADE

1
In Grade 1, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) developing understanding 
of addition, subtraction, and strategies for addition and subtraction within 20; (2) developing 
understanding of whole number relationships and place value, including grouping in tens and ones;  
(3) developing understanding of linear measurement and measuring lengths as iterating length units; 
and (4) reasoning about attributes of, and composing and decomposing geometric shapes.

(1) Students develop strategies for adding and subtracting whole numbers based on their prior work with 
small numbers. They use a variety of models, including discrete objects and length-based models (e.g., cubes 
connected to form lengths), to model add-to, take-from, put-together, take-apart, and compare situations to 
develop meaning for the operations of addition and subtraction, and to develop strategies to solve arithmetic 
problems with these operations. Students understand connections between counting and addition and 
subtraction (e.g., adding two is the same as counting on two). They use properties of addition to add whole 
numbers and to create and use increasingly sophisticated strategies based on these properties (e.g., “making 
tens”) to solve addition and subtraction problems within 20. By comparing a variety of solution strategies, 
children build their understanding of the relationship between addition and subtraction.

(2) Students develop, discuss, and use efficient, accurate, and generalizable methods to add within 100 and 
subtract multiples of 10. They compare whole numbers (at least to 100) to develop understanding of and 
solve problems involving their relative sizes. They think of whole numbers between 10 and 100 in terms of tens and 
ones (especially recognizing the numbers 11 to 19 as composed of a ten and some ones). Through activities that 
build number sense, they understand the order of the counting numbers and their relative magnitudes.

(3) Students develop an understanding of the meaning and processes of measurement, including underlying 
concepts such as iterating (the mental activity of building up the length of an object with equal-sized 
units) and the transitivity principle for indirect measurement. (Note: Students should apply the principle of 
transitivity of measurement to make indirect comparisons, but they need not use this technical term.)

(4) Students compose and decompose plane or solid figures (e.g., put two triangles together to make a 
quadrilateral) and build understanding of part-whole relationships as well as the properties of the original 
and composite shapes. As they combine shapes, they recognize them from different perspectives and 
orientations, describe their geometric attributes, and determine how they are alike and different, to develop the 
background for measurement and for initial understandings of properties such as congruence and symmetry.

From the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 2010

Grade 1 Overview

Operations & Algebraic Thinking
A. Represent and solve problems involving addition and 

subtraction.
B. Understand and apply properties of operations and the 

relationship between addition and subtraction.
C. Add and subtract within 20.
D. Work with addition and subtraction equations.

Number & Operations in Base Ten
A. Extend the counting sequence.
B. Understand place value.
C. Use place value understanding and properties of 

operations to add and subtract.

Measurement & Data 
A. Measure lengths indirectly and by iterating length units.
B. Tell and write time.
C. Represent and interpret data.

Geometry
A. Reason with shapes and their attributes.

Mathematical Practices
A. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
B. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
C. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning 

of others.
D. Model with mathematics.
E. Use appropriate tools strategically.
F. Attend to precision.
G. Look for and make use of structure.
H. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
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Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

1
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
A. Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction.
1.OA.1:  Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with 
unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. 

Unit 1:    M2–S5-HC   M3–S1
Unit 2:    M2–S2, S5-HC   M3–S2-HC, S5, S5-HC   M4–S2-HC, S5-HC
Unit 3:    M1–S5   M2–S2-HC, S3, S4, S5   M4–S3, S4
Unit 4:    M1–S3, S4, S4-WP4A   M3–S5-HC   M4–S2-HC, S4, S5
Unit 5:    M4–S1-HC, S3-HC
Unit 6:    M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4, S5, S5-HC   M2–S2, S3, S5, S5-HC   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-HC, S5   M4–S2-HC
Unit 7:    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC
Unit 8:    M2–S1, S2-HC

Oct: CG 
Jan: CG

1.OA.2:  Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole numbers whose sum is less than or equal to 20, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol 
for the unknown number to represent the problem.

Unit 3:    M2–S5-HC
Unit 6:    M2–S3   M4–S2-HC
Unit 7:    M3–S2
Unit 8:    M2–S2-HC

Feb: CF

B. Understand and apply properties of operations and the relationship between addition and subtraction.
1.OA.3:  Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract. Examples: If 8 + 3 = 11 is known, then 3 + 8 = 11 is also known. (Commutative property of addition.) 
To add 2 + 6 + 4, the second two numbers can be added to make a ten, so 2 + 6 + 4 = 2 + 10 = 12. (Associative property of addition.) (Students need not use formal terms for 
these properties.)

Unit 1:    M2–S2
Unit 2:    M1–S4, S5, S5-HC   M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4   M3–S2-HC, S5, S5-HC   M4–S2-HC
Unit 3:    M1–S1, S1-WP3A, S2, S2-WP3B, S3   M2–S3   M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S5-HC
Unit 5:    M1–S2-HC
Unit 6:    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC
Unit 7:    M3–S1, S2
Unit 8:    M4–S2, S4

Oct: CG, CF 
Feb: CC, CF 
Mar: CF

1.OA.4:  Understand subtraction as an unknown-addend problem. For example, subtract 10 – 8 by finding the number that makes 10 when added to 8. 

Unit 1:    M4–S1
Unit 2:    M2–S1, S2, S4   M3–S2-HC, S5, S5-HC
Unit 3:    M1–S5
Unit 4:    M3–S2-HC   M4–S5-HC
Unit 5:    M4–S1-HC
Unit 6:    M1–S5   M2–S1, S2, S4-WP6B   M3–S2

Oct: CF 
Nov: CF 
Mar: CF
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M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

1
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
C. Add and subtract within 20.
1.OA.5:  Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g., by counting on 2 to add 2).

Unit 1:    M1–S1-WP1C   M2–S5-WP1G   M3–S4   M4–S1, S2-HC, S4
Unit 2:    M1–S1, S2, S2-WP2A, S3, S4, S4-WP2B, S5, S5-HC   M2–S2-HC, S3, S3-WP2C, S5   M3–S1, S3, S3-WP2E, S4, S4-WP2F   M4–S4, S5
Unit 3:    M1–S2, S2-WP3B, S4, S4-WP3C
Unit 4:    M1–S3, S4, S4-WP4A, S5, S5-HC   M3–S1-WP4C, S3
Unit 6:    M1–S1, S2
Unit 8:    M2–S2, S4-WP8B

Dec: NL 
Jan: CF, NL 
Feb: NL

1.OA.6:  Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as counting on; making ten (e.g., 
8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 – 4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 10 – 1 = 9); using the relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., 
knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 – 8 = 4); and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6 + 7 by creating the known equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13).

Unit 1:    M1–S1-WP1C   M2–S2, S2-HC, S3, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP1G   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4   M4–S1, S2-HC, S4
Unit 2:    M1–S1, S2, S2-WP2A, S3, S4, S4-WP2B, S5, S5-HC   M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP2C, S4, S5    

M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP2D, S3, S3-WP2E, S4, S4-WP2F, S5, S5-HC   M4–S2-HC
Unit 3:    M1–S1, S1-WP3A, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP3B, S3, S4, S4-WP3C, S5-HC   M2–S1, S1-WP3D, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP3E    

M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP3F, S5, S5-HC   M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S5, S5-HC
Unit 4:    M1–S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP4A, S5, S5-HC   M3–S1-WP4C, S2-HC, S5-HC   M4–S2-HC
Unit 5:    M1–S2-HC   M2–S5-HC   M3–S1, S2-HC, S5-HC
Unit 6:     M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP6A, S5, S5-HC   M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP6B, S5, S5-HC   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP6C, S4, S4-HC, S5   

M4–S2-HC
Unit 7:    M1–S2-HC, S5-HC   M3–S2, S2-HC
Unit 8:    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4-WP8B

Sep: DS, CF, NL 
Oct: CG, CF 
Nov: CF 
Dec: DS, CF 
Jan: CG, CF 
Feb: CF 
Mar: CF

D. Work with addition and subtraction equations.
1.OA.7:  Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false. For example, which of the following 
equations are true and which are false? 6 = 6, 7 = 8 – 1, 5 + 2 = 2 + 5, 4 + 1 = 5 + 2.

Unit 2:    M1–S3, S4-WP2B   M2–S4
Unit 3:    M1–S5   M2–S4, S5-HC   M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 5:    M2–S5-HC
Unit 6:    M1–S2   M3–S3, S3-WP6C, S4-HC, S5

Sep: DS 
Oct: DS 
Nov: DS 
Dec: DS

Jan: CG, DS 
Feb: DS 
Mar: CF

1.OA.8:  Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or subtraction equation relating three whole numbers. For example, determine the unknown number that makes 
the equation true in each of the equations 8 + ? = 11, 5 = __  – 3, 6 + 6 =  __. 

Unit 1:    M2–S2, S2-HC, S5-HC   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC   M4–S1
Unit 2:    M2–S1, S2, S4   M3–S2-HC, S5, S5-HC   M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5
Unit 3:    M1–S1, S1-WP3A, S5   M2–S1, S1-WP3D, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5-HC   M3–S5   M4–S3, S4, S5
Unit 4:    M1–S2   M3–S1-WP4C, S2-HC, S5-HC   M4–S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:    M1–S2, S5-HC   M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4-WP6B   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:    M3–S2-HC
Unit 8:    M1–S4, S5, S5-WP8A

Oct: CF 
Jan: CG
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GRADE

1
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
A. Extend the counting sequence.
1.NBT.1:  Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In this range, read and write numerals and represent a number of objects with a written numeral.

Unit 1:    M1–S1-WP1A, S3, S4, S5   M2–S4, S4-WP1F, S5-WP1G   M3–S3, S3-WP1H, S4, S5   M4–S2-WP1I, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 2:    M1–S2   M2–S5-HC   M4–S3, S5-HC
Unit 3:    M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4
Unit 4:    M1–S1   M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP4B   M3–S1, S2   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 5:    M3–S2-HC
Unit 6:    M1–S3   M4–S1, S2, S3, S5, S5-HC
Unit 7:    M1–S2, S3, S4   M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC   M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-HC   M4–S1, S2, S5-HC
Unit 8:    M1–S1, S2, S4, S5, S5-WP8A   M3–S3, S4, S5, S6   M4–S1, S2, S4

Sep: CG, NL 
Oct: CC, DS, NL 
Nov: CG, DS, NL 
Dec: CG, DS, NL 
Jan: CG, DS, NL 
Feb: CG, DS, NL 
Mar: CG, CC, DS, NL 
Apr: CG, DS, CF, NL 
May: CG, DS, CF, NL

B. Understand place value.
1.NBT.2:  Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represent amounts of tens and ones. Understand the following as special cases:

Unit 3:    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 7:    M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5-HC   M2–S1   M4–S1, S2, S4, S5
Unit 8:    M3–S2   M4–S3

Sep: NL 
Oct: DS, NL 
Nov: DS, NL 
Dec: NL 
Jan: NL

Feb: CC, NL 
Mar: DS, NL 
Apr: DS, CF, NL 
May: DS, NL

1.NBT.2a:  10 can be thought of as a bundle of ten ones — called a “ten.”

Unit 3:    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP3F, S5
Unit 7:    M1–S1

Sep: CG, DS, CF 
Oct: NL 
Nov: NL 
Dec: DS, NL

Jan: DS, NL 
Feb: DS 
Apr: CC

1.NBT.2b:  The numbers from 11 to 19 are composed of a ten and one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones. 

Unit 1:    M2–S5-WP1G
Unit 3:    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP3F, S5
Unit 6:    M1–S1, S2, S4-WP6A   M2–S4
Unit 7:    M1–S2-HC

Sep: CG, DS, CF

1.NBT.2c:  The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 refer to one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine tens (and 0 ones).

Unit 4:    M2–S4, S4-WP4B, S5   M3–S1, S2   M4–S2, S3, S4
Unit 7:    M1–S1

Oct: NL 
Nov: NL 
Dec: NL 
Jan: NL

Feb: DS 
Mar: NL 
Apr: CF

1.NBT.3:  Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the symbols >, =, and <. 

Unit 2:    M1–S3, S4-WP2B   M2–S3, S3-WP2C, S5   M4–S4, S5
Unit 3:    M2–S5, S5-WP3E   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4   M4–S3
Unit 4:    M3–S2   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5

Unit 6:    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 7:    M1–S2, S3, S4, S4-WP7A, S5-HC   M4–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:    M1–S4, S5, S5-WP8A   M3–S3, S4, S5, S6   M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3

Oct: CC, NL 
Nov: NL 
Dec: NL 
Jan: NL

Feb: CC, NL 
Mar: NL 
Apr: CF
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M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

1
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
C. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to add and subtract.
1.NBT.4:  Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models or drawings 
and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the 
reasoning used. Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten. 

Unit 2:    M4–S2-HC
Unit 3:    M1–S5-HC   M2–S3   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP3F, S5-HC
Unit 4:    M1–S2-HC   M2–S3, S4, S4-WP4B, S5, S5-HC   M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4D   M4–S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC
Unit 5:    M3–S5-HC   M4–S1-HC
Unit 6:    M4–S1, S3, S5-HC
Unit 7:    M1–S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP7A, S5-HC   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC   M3–S2-HC, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:    M1–S4, S5, S5-WP8A   M2–S1, S2-HC, S4, S4-WP8B   M3–S3, S4, S5, S6   M4–S2, S2-HC, S3, S4

Sep: CF 
Oct: DS 
Nov: DS 
Dec: DS 
Jan: DS 
Feb: CC, DS 
Mar: DS 
Apr: DS, CF, NL 
May: CG, DS, CF, NL

1.NBT.5:  Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than the number, without having to count; explain the reasoning used.

Unit 4:    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4D
Unit 7:    M2–S3   M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-HC   M4–S3
Unit 8:    M2–S4, S4-WP8B   M3–S2   M4–S2, S4

Mar: DS 
Apr: CF, NL 
May: CG, CF, NL

1.NBT.6:  Subtract multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 from multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 (positive or zero differences), using concrete models or drawings and strategies 
based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. 

Unit 4:    M2–S3, S4, S4-WP4B, S5, S5-HC   M3–S4, S5, S5-WP4D   M4–S2, S3, S5-HC
Unit 5:    M3–S5-HC
Unit 7:    M1–S5, S5-HC, S5-WP7B   M2–S5   M3–S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:    M2–S2-HC, S4, S4-WP8B

Apr: CF, NL 
May: CG, CF
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M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

1
MEASUREMENT & DATA
A. Measure lengths indirectly and by iterating length units.
1.MD.1:  Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third object. 

Unit 1:    M3–S5 
Unit 4:    M4–S5
Unit 6:    M4–S2, S3
Unit 8:    M3–S3, S5   M4–S1, S3

Apr: CC

1.MD.2:  Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple copies of a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that the length 
measurement of an object is the number of same-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps. Limit to contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a 
whole number of length units with no gaps or overlaps.

Unit 1:    M1–S1-WP1A   M3–S5   M4–S2, S2-WP1I, S3
Unit 4:    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 7:    M3–S1, S2
Unit 8:    M3–S2, S2-HC, S3, S5   M4–S1, S3, S4

Apr: CC

B. Tell and write time.
1.MD.3:  Tell and write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital clocks.

Unit 3:    M2–S5, S5-WP3E
Unit 7:    M4–S2-HC
Unit 8:    M1–S2, S5-HC   M4–S2-HC

Nov: CC 
Dec: CC 
Mar: CG

C. Represent and interpret data.
1.MD.4:  Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and 
how many more or less are in one category than in another.

Unit 1:    M1–S2   M2–S4, S4-WP1F   M3–S3, S3-WP1H, S5-HC   M4–S5-HC
Unit 2:    M3–S3, S3-WP2E, S4, S4-WP2F
Unit 3:    M1–S1, S1-WP3A   M2–S5, S5-WP3E
Unit 4:    M4–S1
Unit 5:    M1–S1, S2   M2–S2   M4–S2, S2-WP5F
Unit 7:    M4–S2-HC
Unit 8:    M1–S3   M3–S4, S6   M4–S3

Sep: CC 
Oct: CC 
Jan: CC 
Feb: CC 
Mar: CC 
Apr: CC
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GRADE

1
GEOMETRY
A. Reason with shapes and their attributes.
1.G.1:  Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, orientation, overall size); for a wide variety 
of shapes; build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes.

Unit 5:    M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP5C, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP5D   M3–S1, S3, S4, S6, S7   M4–S1, S1-HC, S1-WP5E, S2, S3, S3-HC Dec: CG 
Feb: CG 
Apr: CG

1.G.2:  Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular 
prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes from the composite shape. (Students do not need to learn formal 
names such as “right rectangular prism.”)

Unit 1:    M1–S1-WP1B, S3-WP1D, S3-WP1E
Unit 2:    M3–S2-HC   M4–S1, S2
Unit 5:    M1–S3, S3-WP5A, S4, S4-WP5B, S5, S5-HC   M2–S2-HC, S4, S5   M3–S1, S2, S7   M4–S1-HC

Oct: CC 
Dec: CG

1.G.3:  Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, 
and quarter of. Describe the whole as two of or four of the shares. Understand for these examples that decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares. 

Unit 2:    M4–S1
Unit 5:    M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S6   M4–S3-HC
Unit 7:    M3–S3
Unit 8:    M1–S4, S5   M2–S1   M3–S1, S5-HC

Nov: CG, CC 
Mar: CG 
Apr: CG 
May: CC
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M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, DS–Days in School, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line

GRADE

1
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
1.MP.1:  Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, 
constraints, relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution 
attempt. They consider analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to gain insight into its solution. They monitor and evaluate 
their progress and change course if necessary. Older students might, depending on the context of the problem, transform algebraic expressions or change the viewing window 
on their graphing calculator to get the information they need. Mathematically proficient students can explain correspondences between equations, verbal descriptions, tables, 
and graphs or draw diagrams of important features and relationships, graph data, and search for regularity or trends. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects 
or pictures to help conceptualize and solve a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask 
themselves, “Does this make sense?” They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and identify correspondences between different approaches. 

Unit 1:    M1–S3
Unit 2:    M3–S5   M4–S1
Unit 3:    M1–S5   M2–S4
Unit 4:    M3–S5-HC   M4–S4, S5
Unit 5:    M1–S1, S3, S5   M3–S7   M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 6:    M2–S5, S5-HC   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S5   M4–S1, S3
Unit 7:    M2–S2, S5, S5-HC   M3–S2-HC   M4–S4
Unit 8:    M2–S2-HC   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6   M4–S2, S4

Jan: CG 
Feb: CG

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
1.MP.2:  Mathematically proficient students make sense of the quantities and their relationships in problem situations. Students bring two complementary abilities to bear on 
problems involving quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols 
as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order 
to probe into the referents for the symbols involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units 
involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects. 

Unit 1:    M4–S1, S5
Unit 2:    M1–S3, S4, S5   M2–S1, S2, S4   M3–S2
Unit 3:    M1–S1-WP3A, S2, S3, S4   M2–S1   M3–S1, S5   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 4:    M1–S1, S2, S3, S4   M2–S1, S2, S4, S5   M3–S1, S2, S4, S5
Unit 5:    M3–S1, S5
Unit 6:    M1–S1, S2, S3, S5   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5   M3–S3, S4   M4–S2, S3
Unit 7:    M1–S2, S3, S4, S5   M2–S4   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5   M4–S2
Unit 8:    M1–S4, S5   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4   M3–S3, S5

Oct: CF 
Nov: CG, CF 
Dec: CF 
Feb: CC, CF 
Mar: CC, CF 
Apr: CF 
May: CG, CF
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GRADE

1
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
1.MP.3:  Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and can 
recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively about data, 
making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness of two 
plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an argument—explain what it is. Elementary students can construct 
arguments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can make sense and be correct, even though they are not generalized 
or made formal until later grades. Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at all grades can listen or read the arguments of others, 
decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to clarify or improve the arguments. 

Unit 2:    M1–S4
Unit 6:    M2–S5   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4   M4–S1
Unit 7:    M2–S1, S3, S5   M3–S3, S4, S5   M4–S4
Unit 8:    M1–S4, S5

Dec: CG 
Feb: CG

4. Model with mathematics.
1.MP.4:  Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this 
might be as simple as writing an addition equation to describe a situation. In middle grades, a student might apply proportional reasoning to plan a school event or analyze 
a problem in the community. By high school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or use a function to describe how one quantity of interest depends on 
another. Mathematically proficient students who can apply what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a complicated situation, realizing 
that these may need revision later. They are able to identify important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as diagrams, two-way tables, 
graphs, flowcharts and formulas. They can analyze those relationships mathematically to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context of 
the situation and reflect on whether the results make sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its purpose. 

Unit 1:    M1–S2   M2–S2, S4, S4-WP1F, S5-WP1G   M3–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP1H, S4, S5   M4–S3, S4, S5-HC
Unit 2:    M1–S5   M2–S1, S2, S4, S5   M3–S1, S2, S5
Unit 3:    M1–S1, S5   M2–S5   M3–S1   M4–S1, S2, S4, S5
Unit 4:    M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:    M1–S2   M2–S3, S4, S5   M3–S4
Unit 6:    M1–S4   M2–S4   M4–S1, S2
Unit 7:    M1–S1   M3–S1, S2   M4–S3
Unit 8:    M1–S1, S2, S3   M2–S1   M4–S3, S5

Sep: CG, DS, CF 
Oct: CG, CC, DS 
Nov: CC, DS 
Dec: DS 
Jan: CG, DS, CF 
Feb: DS, CF 
Mar: DS, CF 
Apr: DS, CF 
May: CG, CC, DS, CF
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GRADE

1
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
1.MP.5:  Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, 
a ruler, a protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra system, a statistical package, or dynamic geometry software. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar 
with tools appropriate for their grade or course to make sound decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful, recognizing both the insight to be gained and their 
limitations. For example, mathematically proficient high school students analyze graphs of functions and solutions generated using a graphing calculator. They detect possible 
errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge. When making mathematical models, they know that technology can enable them to visualize the 
results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare predictions with data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to identify relevant 
external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a website, and use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and 
deepen their understanding of concepts. 

Unit 1:    M2–S1, S2, S3, S5   M3–S1   M4–S1, S2
Unit 2:    M3–S1
Unit 3:    M2–S5   M3–S2, S3, S4
Unit 4:    M1–S5   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:    M1–S4, S5
Unit 8:    M1–S2   M4–S2, S4

Feb: CG 
Apr: CC 
May: CC

6. Attend to precision.
1.MP.6:  Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They 
state the meaning of the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful about specifying units of measure, and labeling 
axes to clarify the correspondence with quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of precision appropriate for 
the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to examine 
claims and make explicit use of definitions.

Unit 1:    M1–S2   M2–S4   M3–S5   M4–S2, S2-WP1I, S3
Unit 2:    M1–S5   M4–S1
Unit 3:    M3–S2, S3, S4
Unit 4:    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 5:    M3–S2, S3
Unit 8:    M3–S1   M4–S1, S3

Sep: CC 
Oct: CC 
Nov: CC 
Dec: CC 
Jan: CC 
Mar: CG, CC 
Apr: CG, CC
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GRADE

1
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
7. Look for and make use of structure.
1.MP.7:  Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the 
same amount as seven and three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well 
remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning about the distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 × 7 and the 9 as 2 + 7. 
They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and can use the strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for an 
overview and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic expressions, as single objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, 
they can see 5 – 3(x – y)2 as 5 minus a positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot be more than 5 for any real numbers x and y.

Unit 1:    M1–S1, S1-WP1A, S1-WP1B, S1-WP1C, S3, S3-WP1E, S4, S5   M2–S1, S3, S5, S5-WP1G   M3–S2, S2-HC, S4   M4–S4, S5
Unit 2:    M1–S1, S2   M2–S3   M3–S2, S3, S4   M4–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 3:    M1–S1, S1-WP3A, S2, S3, S4   M2–S1, S3, S4
Unit 4:    M2–S3, S4, S5   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:    M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP5B, S5   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5   M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S7   M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 6:    M1–S1, S2, S3, S4   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4   M3–S1, S2   M4–S4, S5
Unit 7:    M1–S1, S2, S3   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4   M3–S1, S2   M4–S1, S2, S5
Unit 8:    M1–S1, S2, S3   M2–S2, S3, S4   M3–S2

Sep: CG, DS, CF, NL 
Oct: CG, DS, CF, NL 
Nov: CG, DS, CF, NL 
Dec: CC, DS, CF, NL 
Jan: CC, DS, CF, NL 
Feb: CC, DS, CF, NL 
Mar: CG, CC, DS, CF, NL 
Apr: CG, DS, CF, NL 
May: CG, CC, DS, CF, NL

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
1.MP.8:  Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice 
when dividing 25 by 11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a repeating decimal. By paying attention to the calculation 
of slope as they repeatedly check whether points are on the line through (1, 2) with slope 3, middle school students might abstract the equation (y – 2)/(x –1) = 3. Noticing the 
regularity in the way terms cancel when expanding (x – 1)(x + 1), (x – 1)(x2 + x + 1), and (x – 1)(x3 + x2 + x + 1) might lead them to the general formula for the sum of a geometric 
series. As they work to solve a problem, mathematically proficient students maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the 
reasonableness of their intermediate results.

Unit 1:    M1–S1, S5
Unit 2:    M1–S2   M2–S3   M3–S3, S4   M4–S3, S4, S5
Unit 3:    M1–S2-HC   M2–S3
Unit 4:    M2–S1, S2, S3   M3–S3
Unit 5:    M2–S2
Unit 6:    M1–S3, S5   M2–S1, S2, S3   M4–S4, S5
Unit 7:    M1–S4, S5   M4–S1, S3, S5

Sep: NL 
Oct: CF, NL 
Nov: NL 
Dec: CG, NL 
Jan: NL 
Feb: CC, NL 
Mar: DS, NL 
Apr: DS, NL 
May: DS, NL
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GRADE

2
In Grade 2, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) extending 
understanding of base-ten notation; (2) building fluency with addition and subtraction; 
(3) using standard units of measure; and (4) describing and analyzing shapes.

(1) Students extend their understanding of the base-ten system. This includes ideas of counting 
in fives, tens, and multiples of hundreds, tens, and ones, as well as number relationships 
involving these units, including comparing. Students understand multi-digit numbers (up to 
1000) written in base-ten notation, recognizing that the digits in each place represent amounts 
of thousands, hundreds, tens, or ones (e.g., 853 is 8 hundreds + 5 tens + 3 ones).

(2) Students use their understanding of addition to develop fluency with addition and 
subtraction within 100. They solve problems within 1000 by applying their understanding of 
models for addition and subtraction, and they develop, discuss, and use efficient, accurate, 
and generalizable methods to compute sums and differences of whole numbers in base-ten 
notation, using their understanding of place value and the properties of operations. They select 
and accurately apply methods that are appropriate for the context and the numbers involved to 
mentally calculate sums and differences for numbers with only tens or only hundreds.

(3) Students recognize the need for standard units of measure (centimeter and inch) and they 
use rulers and other measurement tools with the understanding that linear measure involves 
an iteration of units. They recognize that the smaller the unit, the more iterations they need to 
cover a given length.

(4) Students describe and analyze shapes by examining their sides and angles. Students 
investigate, describe, and reason about decomposing and combining shapes to make other 
shapes. Through building, drawing, and analyzing two- and three-dimensional shapes, 
students develop a foundation for understanding area, volume, congruence, similarity, and 
symmetry in later grades.

From the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 2010

Grade 2 Overview

Operations & Algebraic Thinking
A. Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction.
B. Add and subtract within 20.
C. Work with equal groups of objects to gain foundations for  

multiplication.

Number & Operations in Base Ten
A. Understand place value.
B. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to 

add and subtract.

Measurement & Data
A. Measure and estimate lengths in standard units.
B. Relate addition and subtraction to length.
C. Work with time and money.
D. Represent and interpret data.

Geometry
A. Reason with shapes and their attributes.

Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
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GRADE

2
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
A. Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction.
2.OA.1:  Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve one- and two-step word problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and 
comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. 

Unit 1:   M1–S5, S5-HC    M2–S2-HC    M3–S3, S5-HC, S5-WP1J    M4–S2, S2-HC, S5
Unit 2:   M1–S3, S3-HC    M3–S1-HC, S5, S6
Unit 3:   M1–S1    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4-HC, S5    M3–S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-HC, S6, S7, S7-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S1-HC, S3-HC    M2–S4-HC    M3–S2, S3-HC, S5, S5-HC, S6    M4–S1-HC, S3-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1-HC
Unit 6:   M3–S1-HC, S5-HC    M4–S1-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S5-HC    M2–S2-HC    M3–S2, S3    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1-HC, S3-HC    M2–S3-HC, S5-HC    M3–S2-HC    M4–S1-HC, S3-HC

Sep:  CG 
Jan:  CG 
Feb:  CG 
Mar:  NL

B. Add and subtract within 20.
2.OA.2:  Fluently add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies. By end of Grade 2, know from memory all sums of two one-digit numbers. 

Unit 1:   M1–S5, S5-HC    M2–S2, S4, S5, S5-WP1G    M3–S1, S1-WP1H, S2, S3, S4, S4-WP1I, S5    M4–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP1K, S4, S4-HC, S5
Unit 2:   M1–S1-HC, S3-HC, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP2B    M2–S1, S1-HC, S1-WP2C, S4, S4-WP2D    M3–S1-HC, S3, S3-HC, S3-WP2E, S5-HC, S7-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S1-HC, S3, S3-HC, S3-WP3A, S5-HC    M2–S4, S4-HC, S4-WP3C    M3–S5, S5-WP3E
Unit 4:   M2–S5, S5-WP4D    M3–S1-HC, S3-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S3-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S5-HC    M3–S1-HC, S3-HC    M4–S1-HC
Unit 7:   M4–S2-HC

Sep:  CG, DR, CF 
Oct:  CF 
Nov:  CF 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  CF 
Feb:  CF

Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CF 
May:  CF

C. Work with equal groups of objects to gain foundations for multiplication.
2.OA.3:  Determine whether a group of objects (up to 20) has an odd or even number of members, e.g., by pairing objects or counting them by 2s; write an equation to express 
an even number as a sum of two equal addends.

Unit 1:   M1–S5    M3–S2, S3-HC    M4–S5
Unit 2:   M4–S3
Unit 3:   M4–S1
Unit 4:   M4–S4
Unit 5:   M2–S2-HC    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S3-HC

Sep:  CG, DR 
Oct:  CG, DR 
Nov:  CF 
Jan:  CC

2.OA.4:  Use addition to find the total number of objects arranged in rectangular arrays with up to 5 rows and up to 5 columns; write an equation to express the total as a sum 
of equal addends.

Unit 1:   M2–S1, S3-WP1F
Unit 2:   M2–S1    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 4:   M4–S2, S3, S4
Unit 6:   M2–S3, S4, S4-WP6B, S4-WP6C, S5    M3–S2, S3, S5, S5-WP6D

Sep:  DR 
Oct:  CG, DR 
Nov:  DR 
Dec:  DR

Jan:  DR 
Apr:  DR 
May:  DR
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GRADE

2
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
A. Understand place value.
2.NBT.1:  Understand that the three digits of a three-digit number represent amounts of hundreds, tens, and ones; e.g., 706 equals 7 hundreds, 0 tens, and 6 ones. Understand 
the following as special cases:

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S2-WP2A, S3, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1, S3-HC    M3–S5-HC, S7
Unit 3:   M1–S4    M3–S1, S1-WP3D
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5-HC    M2–S2-HC    M3–S1, S2, S3, S5    M4–S3-HC

Unit 6:   M1–S1-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S3-HC, S4, S4-WP8A, S5-HC, S6

Dec:  NL 
May:  CG

2.NBT.1a:  100 can be thought of as a bundle of ten tens — called a “hundred.”

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S4, S6
Unit 5:   M2–S2-HC    M3–S1
Unit 7:   M1–S1-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S2

Nov:  NL

2.NBT.1b:  The numbers 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 refer to one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine hundreds (and 0 tens and 0 ones).

Unit 5:   M2–S2-HC    M3–S1
Unit 7:   M1–S1-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S5-HC

Nov:  NL

2.NBT.2:  Count within 1000; skip-count by 5s, 10s, and 100s.

Unit 1:   M2–S3, S3-WP1F, S4-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S2-WP2A, S5-HC, S6    M2–S2, S3, S3-HC, S4    M3–S1, S2, S3, S3-WP2E, S4
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-WP3A, S4    M2–S1, S4-HC, S5    M3–S1, S1-WP3D, S7
Unit 4:   M1–S5-HC    M4–S3-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP5A    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP5B, S3, S3-WP5C, S4    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-HC, S5, S5-WP5E    M4–S3-HC
Unit 7:   M3–S1, S1-WP7E
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S5    M4–S3-HC

Sep:  CC, NL 
Oct:  CC, NL 
Nov:  CG, NL 
Dec:  NL 
Jan:  NL

Feb:  NL 
Apr:  NL 
May:  CG, NL

2.NBT.3:  Read and write numbers to 1000 using base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded form.

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1    M3–S5-HC, S7
Unit 3:   M1–S3, S4    M3–S1, S1-WP3D
Unit 4:   M1–S1-HC    M4–S3-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP5A    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC    M3–S2, S3, S4, S4-HC, S5, S5-WP5E    M4–S3-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1-HC, S3-HC    M3–S1, S1-WP7E, S3-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S3-HC, S5-HC    M2–S3-HC    M3–S5    M4–S1-HC, S3-HC

Sep:  NL 
Oct:  NL 
Nov:  NL 
Dec:  NL 
Jan:  NL

Feb:  NL 
Mar:  NL 
Apr:  NL 
May:  CG, NL

2.NBT.4:  Compare two three-digit numbers based on meanings of the hundreds, tens, and ones digits, using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons.

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2-WP2A    M2–S3-HC
Unit 3:   M3–S1, S1-WP3D
Unit 4:   M2–S4, S4-WP4C
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-WP5A    M2–S6, S6-WP5D    M3–S4-HC, S5, S5-WP5E
Unit 7:   M1–S3-HC    M3–S1, S1-WP7E
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S4-WP8A, S5, S5-HC, S6, S6-WP8B    M3–S5    M4–S1-HC

Oct:  NL 
Nov:  DR 
Dec:  NL
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GRADE

2
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
B. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to add and subtract.
2.NBT.5:  Fluently add and subtract within 100 using strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction. 

Unit 1:   M2–S4-HC    M3–S3-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S2, S5-HC    M2–S4-WP2D    M3–S3, S3-WP2E, S4, S5, S5-HC, S6, S7    M4–S2-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S3, S3-HC, S3-WP3A, S4, S5, S5-WP3B    M2–S5    M3–S2, S3, S3-HC, S5, S5-HC, S6, S7, S7-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S1-HC, S3-HC    M2–S4-HC    M3–S1-HC, S2, S3-HC, S5-HC    M4–S1-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1-HC    M4–S1-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1-HC    M3–S3-HC    M4–S1-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S5-HC    M2–S2-HC    M4–S2-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1-HC    M2–S1-HC, S5-HC    M3–S2-HC, S4-HC    M4–S3-HC

Jan:  DR 
Feb:  CG 
Mar:  NL 
Apr:  NL

2.NBT.6:  Add up to four two-digit numbers using strategies based on place value and properties of operations.

Unit 2:   M3–S4, S5, S6
Unit 3:   M1–S1    M3–S2, S3-HC, S7, S7-HC    M4–S1
Unit 4:   M2–S4, S4-WP4C    M3–S2, S6
Unit 6:   M3–S1-HC
Unit 7:   M2–S4, S5    M3–S3-HC    M4–S4-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1-HC, S3-HC    M3–S2-HC

Dec:  DR 
Jan:  DR, CF 
Mar:  NL

2.NBT.7:  Add and subtract within 1000, using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between 
addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method. Understand that in adding or subtracting three-digit numbers, one adds or subtracts hundreds and hundreds, 
tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose or decompose tens or hundreds.

Unit 2:   M1–S2-WP2A    M3–S7
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3, S5-HC    M2–S4-HC    M3–S3, S4, S5    M4–S3-HC
Unit 6:   M3–S1-HC, S3-HC    M4–S1-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S1-WP7A, S3-HC, S5, S5-WP7C    M2–S4, S5    M3–S1, S1-WP7E, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5    M4–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S4-WP8A, S5, S6, S6-WP8B    M2–S5-HC    M3–S4-HC, S5    M4–S1-HC

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  NL 
Nov:  NL 
Dec:  NL 
Jan:  NL

Feb:  CG, DR 
Mar:  DR, NL 
Apr:  NL 
May:  CG, NL

2.NBT.8:  Mentally add 10 or 100 to a given number 100-900, and mentally subtract 10 or 100 from a given number 100-900.

Unit 2:   M3–S2
Unit 5:   M1–S5, S5-WP5A    M2–S1, S4-HC    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP5E    M4–S3-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S1-WP7A
Unit 8:   M1–S5, S6, S6-WP8B

Sep:  NL 
Oct:  NL 
Nov:  NL 
Dec:  NL

Jan:  NL 
Feb:  NL 
Apr:  NL 
May:  CG, NL

2.NBT.9:  Explain why addition and subtraction strategies work, using place value and the properties of operations. (Explanations may be supported by drawings or objects.) 

Unit 3:   M1–S4    M3–S2, S3, S5, S6, S7    M4–S1
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S3, S4, S5    M4–S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S1-HC, S3, S4, S5, S6

Jan:  DR, NL 
Feb:  DR 
Mar:  DR, NL
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GRADE

2
MEASUREMENT & DATA
A. Measure and estimate lengths in standard units.
2.MD.1:  Measure the length of an object by selecting and using appropriate tools such as rulers, yardsticks, meter sticks, and measuring tapes. 

Unit 1:   M1–S2-WP1C
Unit 3:   M1–S2    M2–S3
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP4A    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP4B, S3, S4, S4-HC, S4-WP4C, S5    M3–S1, S5, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S3-HC, S3-WP7B, S4, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP7C    M2–S2-HC    M3–S1-HC, S5    M4–S4-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4    M3–S1, S3, S6    M4–S1

Apr:  CC 
May:  CC

2.MD.2:  Measure the length of an object twice, using length units of different lengths for the two measurements; describe how the two measurements relate to the size of the 
unit chosen. 

Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2    M2–S1, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
Unit 8:   M2–S1-HC

Nov:  CC

2.MD.3:  Estimate lengths using units of inches, feet, centimeters, and meters.

Unit 3:   M2–S3
Unit 4:   M1–S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4A    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP4B, S5    M3–S1, S4, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S2, S3, S3-WP7B, S4, S5, S5-WP7C    M2–S2-HC    M3–S1-HC    M4–S4-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3    M3–S5, S6    M4–S1

Nov: CC

2.MD.4:  Measure to determine how much longer one object is than another, expressing the length difference in terms of a standard length unit.

Unit 2:   M1–S2    M2–S2, S4    M3–S7
Unit 3:   M2–S3
Unit 4:   M2–S4, S4-WP4C, S5    M3–S5, S6

Unit 5:   M3–S2
Unit 7:   M1–S5, S5-HC, S5-WP7C    M3–S1-HC    M4–S4-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S5    M3–S2, S4

Apr:  CC 
May:  CC

B. Relate addition and subtraction to length.
2.MD.5:  Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve word problems involving lengths that are given in the same units, e.g., by using drawings (such as drawings of rulers) 
and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.

Unit 2:   M3–S4
Unit 3:   M1–S1    M2–S3    M3–S7
Unit 4:   M2–S4, S4-HC, S4-WP4C    M3–S6

Unit 5:   M3–S2
Unit 7:   M1–S5-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S3, S5-HC    M2–S1-HC, S5    M3–S2, S4

Apr: CC

2.MD.6:   Represent whole numbers as lengths from 0 on a number line diagram with equally spaced points corresponding to the numbers 0, 1, 2, … , and represent 
whole-number sums and differences within 100 on a number line diagram. 

Unit 1:   M3–S1-HC    M4–S1, S2
Unit 2:   M1–S2, S5-HC    M2–S1, S1-WP2C    M3–S1, S2, S4, S5, S6, S7, S7-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S5-HC    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-WP3C, S5    M3–S5, S6, S7
Unit 4:   M1–S5-HC    M2–S4, S4-WP4C

Unit 5:   M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-WP5E
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S1-WP7A, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP7C
Unit 8:   M2–S5    M3–S2, S4

Sep:  CF, NL 
Oct:  NL 
Nov:  NL 
Dec:  NL

Jan:  CF, NL 
Feb:  NL 
Apr:  NL 
May:  NL
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GRADE

2
MEASUREMENT & DATA
C. Work with time and money.
2.MD.7:  Tell and write time from analog and digital clocks to the nearest five minutes, using a.m. and p.m. 

Unit 5:   M3–S2-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S3-HC

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CC
Nov:  CG 
Feb:  CC

2.MD.8:  Solve word problems involving dollar bills, quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies, using $ (dollars) and ¢ (cents) symbols appropriately. Example: If you have 2 dimes 
and 3 pennies, how many cents do you have? 

Unit 1:   M1–S3-HC, S5-HC    M2–S3-WP1F
Unit 3:   M1–S3-HC, S5-HC    M2–S4-HC    M3–S1-HC, S3-HC, S7-HC
Unit 4:   M2–S2-HC    M3–S1-HC, S3-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1    M2–S1, S2, S2-WP5B, S3, S3-WP5C, S4, S4-HC, S5, S6, S6-HC, S6-WP5D    M3–S2-HC, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S2, S3, S5, S5-HC    M4–S1, S2, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S1-HC, S3-HC    M2–S3-HC, S5-HC    M3–S2-HC

Mar:  CC, NL

D. Represent and interpret data.
2.MD.9:  Generate measurement data by measuring lengths of several objects to the nearest whole unit, or by making repeated measurements of the same object. Show the 
measurements by making a line plot, where the horizontal scale is marked off in whole-number units.

Unit 8:   M2–S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S1 Apr:  CC 
May:  CC

2.MD.10:  Draw a picture graph and a bar graph (with single-unit scale) to represent a data set with up to four categories. Solve simple put-together, take-apart, and compare 
problems using information presented in a bar graph. 

Unit 1:   M1–S2-WP1A, S4    M3–S4, S4-WP1I, S5, S5-WP1J
Unit 3:   M4–S2, S2-HC, S3
Unit 4:   M1–S3-HC    M2–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M2–S3, S3-WP5C
Unit 6:   M4–S2
Unit 7:   M2–S4, S5    M3–S3-HC    M4–S4-HC
Unit 8:   M4–S3

Dec:  CC 
Jan:  CG, CC
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GRADE

2
GEOMETRY
A. Reason with shapes and their attributes.
2.G.1:  Recognize and draw shapes having specified attributes, such as a given number of angles or a given number of equal faces. Identify triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, 
hexagons, and cubes. (Sizes are compared directly or visually, not compared by measuring.)

Unit 1:   M1–S2-WP1B, S2-WP1D
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S1-WP6A, S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-HC    M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S4, S4-HC, S4-WP6B, S4-WP6C    M3–S1, S1-WP6D, S2, S4, S6    M4–S3-HC, S4

Dec:  CG 
Mar:  CG

2.G.2:  Partition a rectangle into rows and columns of same-size squares and count to find the total number of them. 

Unit 1:   M1–S2-WP1C, S2-WP1D
Unit 6:   M1–S1    M2–S3, S4, S4-WP6B, S4-WP6C, S5    M3–S1, S1-WP6D, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP6D, S6    M4–S1, S4

Apr:  DR 
May:  DR

2.G.3:  Partition circles and rectangles into two, three, or four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, thirds, half of, a third of, etc., and describe the whole as 
two halves, three thirds, four fourths. Recognize that equal shares of identical wholes need not have the same shape. 

Unit 1:   M1–S2-WP1B, S2-WP1D
Unit 6:   M3–S2, S3-HC, S5, S5-HC    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M2–S2, S3, S4, S4-HC, S4-WP7D, S5    M3–S1, S1-WP7E, S5, S5-HC
Unit 8:   M3–S4-HC

Nov:  CG 
Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  CG, CC 
Mar:  CC 
Apr:  CG
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GRADE

2
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2.MP.1:  Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, 
constraints, relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution 
attempt. They consider analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to gain insight into its solution. They monitor and evaluate 
their progress and change course if necessary. Older students might, depending on the context of the problem, transform algebraic expressions or change the viewing window 
on their graphing calculator to get the information they need. Mathematically proficient students can explain correspondences between equations, verbal descriptions, tables, 
and graphs or draw diagrams of important features and relationships, graph data, and search for regularity or trends. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects 
or pictures to help conceptualize and solve a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask 
themselves, “Does this make sense?” They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and identify correspondences between different approaches. 

Unit 1:   M2–S2-HC    M3–S1-HC, S3, S5    M4–S2, S2-HC
Unit 2:   M2–S1    M3–S5
Unit 3:   M1–S2    M2–S2, S3    M3–S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-HC, S6, S7    M4–S1
Unit 4:   M3–S1-HC    M4–S1
Unit 5:   M2–S4    M3–S2-HC    M4–S1-HC, S3-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S1-WP6A, S4, S5    M2–S2-HC, S3    M3–S1, S1-WP6D, S5-HC, S6    M4–S1, S1-HC, S2, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S5    M2–S1, S2    M3–S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S3, S3-HC    M2–S1, S2, S3    M3–S5, S6    M4–S1

Sep:  CG 
Dec:  CG 
Feb:  CG 
Mar:  NL 
Apr:  CG

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
2.MP.2:  Mathematically proficient students make sense of the quantities and their relationships in problem situations. Students bring two complementary abilities to bear on 
problems involving quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols 
as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order 
to probe into the referents for the symbols involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units 
involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects. 

Unit 1:   M4–S3
Unit 2:   M2–S4    M3–S1
Unit 3:   M1–S3, S5, S5-WP3B    M2–S4    M3–S1, S1-WP3D    M4–S3
Unit 4:   M2–S3    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S4    M2–S2, S3, S5, S6    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 6:   M2–S2
Unit 7:   M2–S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S4, S5, S6    M2–S5    M3–S2, S4

Sep:  CF, NL 
Oct:  CG, CF, NL 
Nov:  CG, CF 
Dec:  CC 
Jan:  CG, CC, NL 
Feb:  CG, DR 
Mar:  CC, DR 
Apr:  NL 
May:  CG, DR, NL
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GRADE

2
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
2.MP.3:  Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and can 
recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively about data, 
making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness of two 
plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an argument—explain what it is. Elementary students can construct 
arguments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can make sense and be correct, even though they are not generalized 
or made formal until later grades. Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at all grades can listen or read the arguments of others, 
decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to clarify or improve the arguments. 

Unit 1:   M1–S4
Unit 2:   M3–S6    M4–S2
Unit 3:   M2–S2, S3    M3–S5
Unit 4:   M4–S1
Unit 5:   M1–S3    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S6-WP5D    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S5    M3–S1, S4, S5    M4–S2, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S5    M2–S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S4    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 8:   M1–S4, S5, S6    M2–S2, S3, S5    M3–S2, S4, S5, S6

Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CC, CF 
Feb:  CG, DR 
Mar:  DR

4. Model with mathematics.
2.MP.4:  Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this 
might be as simple as writing an addition equation to describe a situation. In middle grades, a student might apply proportional reasoning to plan a school event or analyze 
a problem in the community. By high school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or use a function to describe how one quantity of interest depends on 
another. Mathematically proficient students who can apply what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a complicated situation, realizing 
that these may need revision later. They are able to identify important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as diagrams, two-way tables, 
graphs, flowcharts and formulas. They can analyze those relationships mathematically to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context of 
the situation and reflect on whether the results make sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its purpose. 

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S3, S4    M2–S1    M4–S2, S2-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S4    M4–S1
Unit 3:   M1–S4    M2–S1, S4    M3–S3, S4    M4–S2, S2-HC, S3
Unit 4:   M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S4    M3–S5
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S3    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S3, S5, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S5    M3–S2, S3, S5    M4–S1, S3
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2    M4–S3

Sep:  CG, DR, NL 
Oct:  DR, CF, NL 
Nov:  DR, CF, NL 
Dec:  CC, DR, CF, NL 
Jan:  CG, DR, CF, NL 
Mar:  CG, CC 
Apr:  CG, CC, DR 
May:  CG, CC
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GRADE

2
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
2.MP.5:  Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, 
a ruler, a protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra system, a statistical package, or dynamic geometry software. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar 
with tools appropriate for their grade or course to make sound decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful, recognizing both the insight to be gained and their 
limitations. For example, mathematically proficient high school students analyze graphs of functions and solutions generated using a graphing calculator. They detect possible 
errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge. When making mathematical models, they know that technology can enable them to visualize the 
results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare predictions with data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to identify relevant 
external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a website, and use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and 
deepen their understanding of concepts. 

Unit 1:   M2–S2    M3–S1, S2    M4–S1, S4
Unit 2:   M2–S2    M3–S4
Unit 3:   M1–S2    M2–S1
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2
Unit 6:   M2–S4
Unit 7:   M1–S2, S3, S4    M2–S1
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4    M3–S1, S3    M4–S1, S2

Mar:  NL 
Apr:  CC 
May:  CC

6. Attend to precision.
2.MP.6:  Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They 
state the meaning of the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful about specifying units of measure, and labeling 
axes to clarify the correspondence with quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of precision appropriate for 
the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to examine 
claims and make explicit use of definitions.

Unit 1:   M1–S4
Unit 2:   M1–S3, S5, S6    M2–S2, S3    M3–S2
Unit 3:   M3–S2, S6, S7    M4–S1
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP4A    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S6
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3, S5    M2–S6    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 6:   M3–S2, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S2, S3, S3-WP7B, S4, S5, S5-WP7C    M3–S1, S1-WP7E, S5
Unit 8:   M2–S4    M3–S1, S3    M4–S2, S3

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CG, CC 
Dec:  CF 
Feb:  CC, CF 
Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CC, DR, CF 
May:  CC, CF
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GRADE

2
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
7. Look for and make use of structure.
2.MP.7:  Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the 
same amount as seven and three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well 
remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning about the distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 × 7 and the 9 as 2 + 7. 
They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and can use the strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for an 
overview and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic expressions, as single objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, 
they can see 5 – 3(x – y)2 as 5 minus a positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot be more than 5 for any real numbers x and y.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S3    M2–S1, S2, S2-WP1E, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4    M4–S1, S3, S4
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S2, S4, S6    M2–S3    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S7    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S3    M4–S2
Unit 4:   M3–S3, S4, S5, S6    M4–S2, S3, S4
Unit 5:   M1–S5    M2–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 6:   M3–S2, S3, S4, S6    M4–S3
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S1-WP7A    M2–S3    M3–S1
Unit 8:   M1–S2    M4–S3

Sep:  CG, CC, DR 
Oct:  CG, CC, DR, CF 
Nov:  CG, CC, DR, CF, NL 
Dec:  CG, CC, DR, CF, NL 
Jan:  CG, CF, NL 
Feb:  CC, CF, NL 
Mar:  CG, CC, CF 
Apr:  CG, CF, NL 
May:  CG, DR, CF, NL

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
2.MP.8:  Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice 
when dividing 25 by 11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a repeating decimal. By paying attention to the calculation 
of slope as they repeatedly check whether points are on the line through (1, 2) with slope 3, middle school students might abstract the equation (y – 2)/(x –1) = 3. Noticing the 
regularity in the way terms cancel when expanding (x – 1)(x + 1), (x – 1)(x2 + x + 1), and (x – 1)(x3 + x2 + x + 1) might lead them to the general formula for the sum of a geometric 
series. As they work to solve a problem, mathematically proficient students maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the 
reasonableness of their intermediate results.

Unit 1:   M1–S2    M2–S3, S4, S5    M3–S4, S5
Unit 2:   M3–S3, S6    M4–S2, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S4, S5
Unit 4:   M4–S4
Unit 5:   M2–S5    M3–S5
Unit 6:   M1–S1    M4–S1, S3
Unit 7:   M4–S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S3

Sep:  CF 
Oct:  CG 
Nov:  CC, CF 
Jan:  DR 
Feb:  CC, CF 
Mar:  DR, CF 
Apr:  CF 
May:  CF
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GRADE

3
In Grade 3, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) developing understanding 
of multiplication and division and strategies for multiplication and division within 100;  
(2) developing understanding of fractions, especially unit fractions (fractions with numerator 1); 
(3) developing understanding of the structure of rectangular arrays and of area; and  
(4) describing and analyzing two-dimensional shapes.

(1) Students develop an understanding of the meanings of multiplication and division of whole 
numbers through activities and problems involving equal-sized groups, arrays, and area models; 
multiplication is finding an unknown product, and division is finding an unknown factor in these 
situations. For equal-sized group situations, division can require finding the unknown number of 
groups or the unknown group size. Students use properties of operations to calculate products 
of whole numbers, using increasingly sophisticated strategies based on these properties to solve 
multiplication and division problems involving single-digit factors. By comparing a variety of solution 
strategies, students learn the relationship between multiplication and division.

(2) Students develop an understanding of fractions, beginning with unit fractions. Students view 
fractions in general as being built out of unit fractions, and they use fractions along with visual fraction 
models to represent parts of a whole. Students understand that the size of a fractional part is relative 
to the size of the whole. For example, 1/2 of the paint in a small bucket could be less paint than 1/3 of 
the paint in a larger bucket, but 1/3 of a ribbon is longer than 1/5 of the same ribbon because when 
the ribbon is divided into 3 equal parts, the parts are longer than when the ribbon is divided into 5 
equal parts. Students are able to use fractions to represent numbers equal to, less than, and greater 
than one. They solve problems that involve comparing fractions by using visual fraction models and 
strategies based on noticing equal numerators or denominators. 

(3) Students recognize area as an attribute of two-dimensional regions. They measure the area of a 
shape by finding the total number of same- size units of area required to cover the shape without gaps 
or overlaps, a square with sides of unit length being the standard unit for measuring area. Students 
understand that rectangular arrays can be decomposed into identical rows or into identical columns. 
By decomposing rectangles into rectangular arrays of squares, students connect area to multiplication, 
and justify using multiplication to determine the area of a rectangle.

(4) Students describe, analyze, and compare properties of two- dimensional shapes. They compare and 
classify shapes by their sides and angles, and connect these with definitions of shapes. Students also relate 
their fraction work to geometry by expressing the area of part of a shape as a unit fraction of the whole.

From the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 2010

Grade 3 Overview

Operations & Algebraic Thinking
A. Represent and solve problems involving multiplication & division.
B. Understand properties of multiplication and the relationship 

between multiplication and division.
C. Multiply and divide within 100.
D. Solve problems involving the four operations, and identify and 

explain patterns in arithmetic.

Number & Operations in Base Ten
A. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to 

perform multi-digit arithmetic.

Number & Operations—Fractions
A. Develop understanding of fractions as numbers.

Measurement & Data
A. Solve problems involving measurement and estimation of intervals 

of time, liquid volumes, and masses of objects.
B. Represent and interpret data.
C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and relate 

area to multiplication and to addition.
D. Geometric measurement: recognize perimeter as an attribute of 

plane figures and distinguish between linear and area measures.

Geometry
A. Reason with shapes and their attributes.

Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
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GRADE

3
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
A. Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and division.
3.OA.1:  Interpret products of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 5 × 7 as the total number of objects in 5 groups of 7 objects each. For example, describe a context in which a total 
number of objects can be expressed as 5 × 7.

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S5-WP2A, S6, S6-DP    M2–S1, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S3-WP2B, S4, S5, S5-WP2C     
M3–S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S5-HC    M4–S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP

Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S5, S6, S6-DP, S6-WP5A    M2–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4    M3–S2-DP    M4–S1-DP, S3-HC, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S2, S3, S4

Sep:  CG, CF 
Oct:  CF 
Nov:  CF 
Dec:  SP

3.OA.2:  Interpret whole-number quotients of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 56 ÷ 8 as the number of objects in each share when 56 objects are partitioned equally into 8 
shares, or as a number of shares when 56 objects are partitioned into equal shares of 8 objects each. For example, describe a context in which a number of shares or a number 
of groups can be expressed as 56 ÷ 8.

Unit 2:   M1–S6-DP    M4–S2
Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 5:    M1–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-WP5A    M2–S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4    M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-WP5C     

M4–S1-HC, S3-HC, S6
Unit 7:   M4–S3-DP

May:  SP

3.OA.3:  Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities, e.g., by using drawings and 
equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S5-WP2A, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC     
M3–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3-HC, S5-HC    M4–S4, S4-DP

Unit 3:   M1–S3-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S4-HC, S5-DP, S6-DP    M4–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP, S6-WP5A    M2–S1, S2    M3–S3, S3-HC    M4–S1, S3-HC, S6
Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP    M3–S1, S1-DP, S3-HC
Unit 7:   M2–S2    M3–S3-HC

Nov:  SP

3.OA.4:  Determine the unknown whole number in a multiplication or division equation relating three whole numbers. For example, determine the unknown number 
that makes the equation true in each of the equations 8 × ? = 48,  5 = __÷ 3,  6 × 6 = ?.

Unit 2:   M2–S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M3–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S3-DP, S4-DP, S3-HC, S5-DP, S5-HC    M4–S4
Unit 3:   M1–S4-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1    M2–S1, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP    M3–S1, S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4-DP    M4–S3-HC, S5-HC, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S1-DP    M2–S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC    M3–S2-DP
Unit 8:   M1–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-DP, S4-DP, S5-DP    M2–S2-DP, S4-DP    M3–S4-HC, S6-DP    M4–S2-DP

Nov:  SP 
Apr:  CF, SP 
May:  CF, SP
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GRADE

3
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
B. Understand properties of multiplication and the relationship between multiplication and division.
3.OA.5:  Apply properties of operations as strategies to multiply and divide. Examples: If 6 × 4 = 24 is known, then 4 × 6 = 24 is also known. (Commutative property of 
multiplication.) 3 × 5 × 2 can be found by 3 × 5 = 15 then 15 × 2 = 30, or by 5 × 2 = 10 then 3 × 10 = 30. (Associative property of multiplication.) Knowing that 8 × 5 = 40 and 
8 × 2 = 16, one can find 8 × 7 as 8 × (5 + 2) = (8 × 5) + (8 × 2) = 40 + 16 = 56. (Distributive property.) (Students need not use formal terms for these properties.)

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4-HC    M2–S5, S5-WP2C    M3–S2, S3, S4, S3-HC, S5-WP2D
Unit 5:   M1–S3-DP    M4–S1-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M3–S1    M4–S3-DP, S5

Nov:  CG, CF 
Dec:  SP 
Mar:  CF

Apr:  CF, SP 
May:  CF

3.OA.6:  Understand division as an unknown-factor problem. For example, divide 32 ÷ 8 by finding the number that makes 32 when multiplied by 8.

Unit 2:   M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3-HC, S5-HC    M4–S2-DP, S3-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1, S2, S2-WP5B, S3, S3-HC, S4    M3–S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP5D    M4–S1, S6

Jan:  CF 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CF

Apr:  CF, SP 
May:  CF, SP

C. Multiply and divide within 100.
3.OA.7:  Fluently multiply and divide within 100, using strategies such as the relationship between multiplication and division (e.g., knowing that 8 × 5 = 40, one knows  
40 ÷ 5 = 8) or properties of operations. By the end of Grade 3, know from memory all products of one-digit numbers.

Unit 2:   M2–S3, S4, S5, S5-DP, S5-WP2C    M3–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3, S4, S5-WP2D    M4–S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3, S4
Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP, S1-HC    M3–S1-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S3-DP    M2–S1-HC, S2-DP, S2-WP5B, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP    M3–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3-DP, S3-WP5C, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP5D     

M4–S1-DP, S1-HC, S3-DP, S3-HC, S6
Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP, S3-DP, S5-DP    M2–S2-DP, S5-DP, S5-HC    M3–S1-DP, S3-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP    M2–S2, S2-HC, S3-DP, S5    M3–S5-HC    M4–S5
Unit 8:   M4–S2-DP

Nov:  CG, CC, CF 
Dec: CF, SP 
Jan:  CC, CF 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CF, SP 
May:  CC, CF
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GRADE

3
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
D. Solve problems involving the four operations, and identify and explain patterns in arithmetic.
3.OA.8:  Solve two-step word problems using the four operations. Represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the 
reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation strategies including rounding. (This standard is limited to problems posed with whole numbers and having 
whole-number answers; students should know how to perform operations in the conventional order when there are no parentheses to specify a particular order (Order of Operations).)

Unit 1:   M1–S4-HC    M2–S3-HC    M3–S1-HC, S4-DP, S5-DP, S5-HC    M4–S2, S2-DP, S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP
Unit 2:   M1–S2-HC, S4-HC, S6-DP    M2–S2-HC, S4-HC    M3–S1-HC, S3-HC, S5-DP, S5-HC    M4–S1-HC, S2, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S2-DP, S3-HC, S5, S5-HC, S6    M2–S1-HC, S2, S3-HC, S4, S5-HC    M3–S1, S2-HC, S3-DP, S4-HC    M4–S2-HC, S4-HC, S5
Unit 4:   M1–S3-DP    M2–S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M4–S2-HC, S4-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S5-HC, S6-WP5A    M2–S1-HC, S4    M3–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3-HC    M4–S1-HC, S6
Unit 6:   M3–S1-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-HC, S5    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2-HC, S3, S4-DP, S4-HC    M3–S3-HC, S4-DP, S5-HC    M4–S3-HC, S4-HC, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S1-DP, S4-HC    M2–S2-DP, S3-DP, S4-DP    M3–S2-DP, S2-HC, S4-HC    M4–S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3-DP

Oct:  NL 
Jan:  SP

3.OA.9:  Identify arithmetic patterns (including patterns in the addition table or multiplication table), and explain them using properties of operations. For example, observe that 
4 times a number is always even, and explain why 4 times a number can be decomposed into two equal addends.

Unit 1:   M1–S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S5-WP1A    M2–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3    M3–S5    M4–S6
Unit 2:   M1–S3, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1, S2    M3–S1-HC, S2, S3, S4    M4–S4
Unit 5:   M1–S2
Unit 7:   M1–S4-DP, S5
Unit 8:   M2–S1    M4–S2, S2-HC, S3-DP

Sep:  NL 
Dec:  CF, SP 
Jan:  CF 
Feb:  CF

Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CF 
May:  CC, 
CF
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GRADE

3
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
A. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to perform multi-digit arithmetic.
3.NBT.1:  Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100.

Unit 1:   M4–S3
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S2-WP3A, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S3-WP3B, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP3C, S5-DP, S5-HC    M2–S1, S1-HC     

M3–S1, S1-DP, S1-WP3D, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP    M4–S1-DP, S4-HC, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S4-HC    M3–S1-DP

Nov:  NL 
Dec:  CC, NL

3.NBT.2:  Fluently add and subtract within 1,000 using strategies and algorithms based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and 
subtraction. (A range of algorithms may be used.)

Unit 1:   M3–S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S4, S4-WP1E, S5    M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-WP1F, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S3-WP1G, S4-DP, S5, S5-WP1H
Unit 2:   M4–S2, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S3, S3-DP, S3-WP3B, S5, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC     

M3–S1, S1-WP3D, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-HC    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5
Unit 4:   M2–S3, S3-WP4C, S4
Unit 5:   M3–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S2-HC, S4-DP, S4-HC    M3–S1-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S2-HC, S3-DP    M2–S2-HC, S3-DP
Unit 8:   M3–S6, S6-DP

Sep:  SP 
Oct:  CC, NL, SP 
Nov:  NL, SP 
Dec:  CC, NL 
Jan:  CC

3.NBT.3:  Multiply one-digit whole numbers by multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 (e.g., 9 × 80, 5 × 60) using strategies based on place value and properties of operations. (A 
range of algorithms may be used.)

Unit 5:   M2–S3-HC    M3–S3-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S5-DP    M2–S2-DP, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M2–S1, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M3–S1-DP, S1-HC    M4–S5

Feb:  CC, SP
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GRADE

3
NUMBER & OPERATIONS—FRACTIONS*
A. Develop understanding of fractions as numbers.
3.NF.1:  Understand a fraction 1/b as the quantity formed by 1 part when a whole is partitioned into b equal parts; understand a fraction a/b as the quantity formed by a parts of size 1/b.

Unit 4:   M3–S1, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S3-WP4D, S4, S4-DP, S5-DP    M4–S2, S4
Unit 5:   M4–S1-HC, S6-DP
Unit 6:   M4–S2, S2-DP, S3
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP7A    M4–S1, S1-WP7B, S3, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S1-WP8D, S5-HC    M3–S1

Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CC 
Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CG 
Feb:  CC 
Apr:  CG, CC, NL

3.NF.2:  Understand a fraction as a number on the number line; represent fractions on a number line diagram. 

Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC    M4–S1, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP
Unit 5:   M4–S1-HC
Unit 6:   M3–S3-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S1-DP    M3–S2, S3, S3-DP, S4, S5-DP    M4–S1, S1-WP7B, S2, S2-DP, S3-HC, S5

Jan:  NL 
Feb:  NL 
Mar:  NL 
Apr:  NL 
May:  NL

3.NF.2a:  Represent a fraction 1/b on a number line diagram by defining the interval from 0 to 1 as the whole and partitioning it into b equal parts. Recognize that 
each part has size 1/b and that the endpoint of the part based at 0 locates the number 1/b on the number line. 

Unit 4:   M3–S4, S5, S5-HC    M4–S1, S2
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4    M4–S1, S2, S5

Jan:  NL 
Feb:  NL 
Mar:  NL 
Apr:  CG, NL 
May:  NL

3.NF.2b:  Represent a fraction a/b on a number line diagram by marking off a lengths 1/b from 0. Recognize that the resulting interval has size a/b and that its 
endpoint locates the number a/b on the number line. 

Unit 4:   M3–S5, S5-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4    M4–S2, S5

Nov:  CC 
Jan:  NL

* Grade 3 expectations in this domain are limited to fractions with denominators 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8.)
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GRADE

3
NUMBER & OPERATIONS—FRACTIONS*
3.NF.3:  Explain equivalence of fractions (see 3.NF.3a–3.NF.3d) in special cases, and compare fractions by reasoning about their size.

3.NF.3a:  Understand two fractions as equivalent (equal) if they are the same size, or the same point on a number line.

Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S3, S3-WP4D, S5-HC    M4–S4
Unit 5:   M4–S1-HC
Unit 6:   M4–S2-DP, S3-DP, S3-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4    M4–S1, S1-WP7B, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5

Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CG 
Apr:  CG, NL 
May:  CG, NL

3.NF.3b:  Recognize and generate simple equivalent fractions (e.g., ½ = 2/4, 4/6 = 2/3). Explain why the fractions are equivalent, e.g., by using a visual fraction model.

Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S3, S3-WP4D    M4–S4
Unit 5:   M4–S1-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP    M4–S2, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-WP7A    M4–S1, S1-WP7B, S2, S3, S4, S5

Oct:  CC 
Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CG 
Apr:  CG, CC, NL 
May:  CG, NL

3.NF.3c:  Express whole numbers as fractions, and recognize fractions that are equivalent to whole numbers. Examples: Express 3 in the form 3 = 3/1; recognize that 
6/1 = 6; locate 4/4 and 1 at the same point of a number line diagram.

Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S3, S3-WP4D, S5-HC    M4–S4
Unit 5:   M4–S6-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S3-DP    M4–S3-HC, S5

Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CC 
Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CG, NL 
Feb:  NL 
Mar:  NL 
Apr:  CG, CC, NL 
May:  NL

3.NF.3d:  Compare two fractions with the same numerator or the same denominator, by reasoning about their size, Recognize that valid comparisons rely on the two 
fractions referring to the same whole. Record the results of comparisons with the symbols >, =, or <, and justify the conclusions, e.g., by using a visual fraction model. 

Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S5    M4–S3-HC, S4
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 6:   M4–S2, S2-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2-DP, S3-DP    M4–S2, S4-DP, S5
Unit 8:   M3–S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-HC

Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CG, NL 
Feb:  NL 
Mar:  NL 
May:  CG

* Grade 3 expectations in this domain are limited to fractions with denominators 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8.)
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GRADE

3
MEASUREMENT & DATA
A. Solve problems involving measurement and estimation of intervals of time, liquid volumes, and masses of objects.
3.MD.1:  Tell and write time to the nearest minute and measure time intervals in minutes. Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of time intervals in minutes, 
e.g., by representing the problem on a number line diagram.

Unit 1:   M3–S3-HC, S5-DP    M4–S2-DP, S3-DP, S6-DP
Unit 3:   M4–S2-HC, S3-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S2-WP4A, S3, S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC, S6-HC    M2–S1, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M3–S3-HC    M4–S3-HC, S4
Unit 5:   M1–S5-HC
Unit 6:   M2–S1-DP, S1-HC
Unit 7:   M3–S1-DP, S1-HC, S3-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S1-WP8C    M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S4    M4–S2, S4-DP

Jan:  CC 
Mar:  CG
Apr: CC

3.MD.2:  Measure and estimate liquid volumes and masses of objects using standard units of grams (g), kilograms (kg), and liters (l). (Excludes compound units such as cm3 and finding 
the geometric volume of a container.) Add, subtract, multiply, or divide to solve one-step word problems involving masses or volumes that are given in the same units, e.g., by using 
drawings (such as a beaker with a measurement scale) to represent the problem. (Excludes multiplicative comparison problems (problems involving notions of “times as much.”)

Unit 4:   M1–S1, S4, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S2-WP4B, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP     
M3–S1-DP, S1-HC, S3-DP, S3-HC, S5-HC    M4–S1-DP, S2-HC, S4, S4-DP

Unit 6:   M2–S4-DP, S5-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S2-WP8A, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5    M2–S2, S2-DP    M3–S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S2-DP

Oct:  CC, NL 
Dec:  CC 
Feb:  SP

B. Represent and interpret data.
3.MD.3:  Draw a scaled picture graph and a scaled bar graph to represent a data set with several categories. Solve one- and two-step “how many more” and “how many less” 
problems using information presented in scaled bar graphs. For example, draw a bar graph in which each square in the bar graph might represent 5 pets.

Unit 1:   M1–S2-DP
Unit 2:   M3–S5, S5-DP    M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2
Unit 8:   M1–S5    M2–S4, S4-DP    M3–S3, S3-DP    M4–S4

Sep:  CC 
Feb:  SP

Mar:  CG 
May:  CC

3.MD.4:  Generate measurement data by measuring lengths using rulers marked with halves and fourths of an inch. Show the data by making a line plot, where the horizontal 
scale is marked off in appropriate units—whole numbers, halves, or quarters.

Unit 4:   M4–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP
Unit 8:   M1–S4    M2–S3, S3-HC    M3–S5, S5-DP, S6-DP

C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and relate area to multiplication and to addition.
3.MD.5:  Recognize area as an attribute of plane figures and understand concepts of area measurement (as described in 3.MD.5a & 3.MD.5b).

3.MD.5a:  A square with side length 1 unit, called “a unit square,” is said to have “one square unit” of area, and can be used to measure area.

Unit 5:   M1–S1    M4–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S6
Unit 6:   M3–S3    M4–S1
Unit 8:   M2–S3-HC

Feb:  CG 
Mar:  CC

3.MD.5b:  A plane figure which can be covered without gaps or overlaps by n unit squares is said to have an area of n square units.

Unit 5:   M1–S1    M4–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S6
Unit 6:   M3–S3
Unit 8:   M2–S3-HC

Feb:  CG 
Mar:  CC
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GRADE

3
MEASUREMENT & DATA
3.MD.6:  Measure areas by counting unit squares (square cm, square m, square in, square ft, and improvised units).

Unit 5:   M1–S1    M4–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S4, S4-DP, S5, S6
Unit 6:   M3–S3
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S2-WP8B

Feb:  CG 
Mar:  CC

3.MD.7:  Relate area to the operations of multiplication and addition (as described in 3.MD.7a–3.MD.7d).

3.MD.7a:  Find the area of a rectangle with whole-number side lengths by tiling it, and show that the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths.

Unit 5:   M1–S1, S3-DP    M4–S1, S2, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC, S6
Unit 6:   M3–S3, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1-DP    M2–S2, S4, S5

Nov:  CG 
Feb:  CG 
Mar:  CC

3.MD.7b:  Multiply side lengths to find areas of rectangles with whole-number side lengths in the context of solving real world and mathematical problems, and 
represent whole-number products as rectangular areas in mathematical reasoning.

Unit 2:   M2–S5-WP2C
Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1    M4–S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6

Unit 6:   M1–S1, S4-HC    M3–S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP6D    M4–S4
Unit 7:   M1–S5    M2–S2, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S2-WP8B, S3-DP, S4    M3–S4-DP    M4–S3

Mar:  SP

3.MD.7c:  Use tiling to show in a concrete case that the area of a rectangle with whole-number side lengths a and b + c is the sum of a × b and a × c. Use area models 
to represent the distributive property in mathematical reasoning.

Unit 2:   M2–S5-WP2C
Unit 5:   M4–S5, S5-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S5

Nov:  CG 
Mar:  CC

3.MD.7d:  Recognize area as additive. Find areas of rectilinear figures by decomposing them into non-overlapping rectangles and adding the areas of the 
non-overlapping parts, applying this technique to solve real world problems.

Unit 2:   M2–S5
Unit 5:   M4–S5, S5-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1    M3–S3-DP, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP    M4–S4

Unit 7:   M2–S4-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S2-DP    M2–S3-HC    M4–S3

Mar:  SP

D. Geometric measurement: recognize perimeter as an attribute of plane figures and distinguish between linear and area measures.
3.MD.8:  Solve real world and mathematical problems involving perimeters of polygons, including finding the perimeter given the side lengths, finding an unknown side length, 
and exhibiting rectangles with the same perimeter and different area or with the same area and different perimeter.

Unit 1:   M2–S3-HC
Unit 4:   M2–S4-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1    M2–S6, S6-DP    M3–S1, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S5-WP6D    M4–S2-HC, S3-HC, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S3-DP    M2–S2-HC    M4–S1-DP
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S1-WP8C, S5-DP    M3–S4, S4-DP

Mar:  SP
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GRADE

3
GEOMETRY
A. Reason with shapes and their attributes.
3.G.1:  Understand that shapes in different categories (e.g., rhombuses, rectangles, and others) may share attributes (e.g., having four sides), and that the shared attributes can 
define a larger category (e.g., quadrilaterals). Recognize rhombuses, rectangles, and squares as examples of quadrilaterals, and draw examples of quadrilaterals that do not 
belong to any of these subcategories.

Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S5-WP6A     
M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S2-WP6B, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6    M3–S2, S2-WP6C    M4–S2-HC, S4

Unit 7:   M4–S3-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S2, S5    M3–S1, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP    M4–S3

Oct:  CG

3.G.2:  Partition shapes into parts with equal areas. Express the area of each part as a unit fraction of the whole. For example, partition a shape into 4 parts with equal area, and 
describe the area of each part is ¼ of the area of the shape.

Unit 4:   M3–S1, S2, S3    M4–S4
Unit 6:   M1–S1    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2-DP, S3, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S2-DP, S5    M4–S2, S3, S3-DP, S4, S5
Unit 8:   M2–S1, S1-WP8D, S5, S5-HC    M3–S1

Dec:  CG
May:  CG
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GRADE

3
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
3.MP.1:  Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, 
constraints, relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution 
attempt. They consider analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to gain insight into its solution. They monitor and evaluate 
their progress and change course if necessary. Older students might, depending on the context of the problem, transform algebraic expressions or change the viewing window 
on their graphing calculator to get the information they need. Mathematically proficient students can explain correspondences between equations, verbal descriptions, tables, 
and graphs or draw diagrams of important features and relationships, graph data, and search for regularity or trends. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects 
or pictures to help conceptualize and solve a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask 
themselves, “Does this make sense?” They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and identify correspondences between different approaches.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2    M2–S3    M4–S1, S5-DP, S6
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S5    M2–S3    M4–S4
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S5    M2–S1, S3, S4    M3–S1    M4–S5
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S3    M2–S3, S4, S5    M3–S3, S5    M4–S4
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1    M3–S4-DP    M4–S6
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S5    M2–S4, S5    M3–S1, S5    M4–S1, S4, S4-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2    M3–S1, S3    M4–S2, S5
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S1-WP8C, S2, S3    M3–S2, S3, S4    M4–S1, S4

Sep:  SP 
Oct:  SP 
Nov:  SP 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  CG, CC 
Mar:  SP 
Apr:  SP 
May:  SP

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3.MP.2:  Mathematically proficient students make sense of the quantities and their relationships in problem situations. Students bring two complementary abilities to bear on 
problems involving quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols 
as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order 
to probe into the referents for the symbols involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units 
involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects.

Unit 1:   M1–S1    M2–S1, S4    M4–S1, S4, S5
Unit 2:   M1–S2, S6    M2–S5    M3–S1
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4    M2–S1, S4    M3–S2    M4–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 4:   M1–S3, S4    M2–S5    M3–S1, S4, S5
Unit 5:   M2–S3, S4    M3–S4    M4–S4, S5
Unit 6:   M2–S1
Unit 7:   M2–S1, S3    M3–S5    M4–S1
Unit 8:   M3–S1, S6    M4–S1

Sep:  CC, CF, NL, SP 
Oct:  CF, NL, SP 
Nov:  CG 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  CF, SP 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CG 
May:  SP
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Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

3
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
3.MP.3:  Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and can 
recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively about data, 
making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness of two 
plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an argument—explain what it is. Elementary students can construct 
arguments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can make sense and be correct, even though they are not generalized 
or made formal until later grades. Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at all grades can listen or read the arguments of others, 
decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to clarify or improve the arguments.

Unit 1:   M1–S2    M2–S4    M3–S3    M4–S2
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S4, S6    M2–S5
Unit 3:   M1–S6    M2–S2, S5    M3–S3, S4    M4–S2, S3, S4
Unit 4:   M2–S4    M3–S3
Unit 5:   M1–S4, S5, S6    M2–S1, S4    M3–S1, S2
Unit 6:   M1–S2    M2–S4    M3–S1-HC, S5    M4–S2, S3
Unit 7:   M2–S5    M3–S5
Unit 8:   M2–S4, S5    M3–S5    M4–S1

Sep:  SP 
Oct:  SP 
Nov:  SP 
Dec:  CG 
Jan:  SP 
Feb:  SP 
Mar:  SP 
Apr:  NL, SP 
May:  CC, NL, SP

4. Model with mathematics.
3.MP.4:  Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this 
might be as simple as writing an addition equation to describe a situation. In middle grades, a student might apply proportional reasoning to plan a school event or analyze 
a problem in the community. By high school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or use a function to describe how one quantity of interest depends on 
another. Mathematically proficient students who can apply what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a complicated situation, realizing 
that these may need revision later. They are able to identify important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as diagrams, two-way tables, 
graphs, flowcharts and formulas. They can analyze those relationships mathematically to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context of 
the situation and reflect on whether the results make sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its purpose.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S3    M2–S3    M3–S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S2, S4, S5, S6
Unit 2:   M2–S2, S3, S4    M3–S5    M4–S1, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S5, S6    M2–S3, S5    M3–S1, S3
Unit 4:   M2–S3    M3–S1, S2, S4    M4–S2, S3
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3    M2–S2    M3–S1, S2, S3    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S3, S4    M2–S2, S6    M3–S2, S3, S4    M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 7:   M1–S2, S3, S4    M2–S2, S4    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4    M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2    M3–S3, S4    M4–S3

Sep:  CG, CC, CF 
Oct:  CF, NL 
Nov:  CF, NL, SP 
Dec:  NL, SP 
Jan:  NL 
Feb:  NL 
Mar:  NL
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Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, NL–Number Line, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

3
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
3.MP.5:  Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, 
a ruler, a protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra system, a statistical package, or dynamic geometry software. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar 
with tools appropriate for their grade or course to make sound decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful, recognizing both the insight to be gained and their 
limitations. For example, mathematically proficient high school students analyze graphs of functions and solutions generated using a graphing calculator. They detect possible 
errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge. When making mathematical models, they know that technology can enable them to visualize the 
results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare predictions with data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to identify relevant 
external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a website, and use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and 
deepen their understanding of concepts.

Unit 1:   M3–S1
Unit 2:   M1–S5    M4–S2, S3
Unit 3:   M2–S4    M4–S2, S4
Unit 4:   M1–S5, S6    M2–S1, S2    M4–S1
Unit 5:   M2–S3    M4–S3
Unit 6:   M1–S5
Unit 7:   M2–S2
Unit 8:   M1–S3    M2–S1, S3    M4–S2

Oct:  CG 
Nov:  CF, SP 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  CC 
Mar:  CF 
Apr:  NL

6. Attend to precision.
3.MP.6:  Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They 
state the meaning of the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful about specifying units of measure, and labeling 
axes to clarify the correspondence with quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of precision appropriate for 
the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to examine 
claims and make explicit use of definitions.

Unit 1:   M2–S4    M3–S1    M4–S3
Unit 2:   M1–S3    M4–S1, S2, S4
Unit 3:   M3–S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S5, S6    M2–S1, S2    M4–S1, S4
Unit 5:   M1–S1    M4–S1, S2, S6
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S3, S4    M2–S3, S5, S6    M4–S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M2–S4    M4–S5
Unit 8:   M1–S2    M3–S4, S5    M4–S2, S3, S4

Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CC, CF 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  CF 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CC 
Apr:  CF 
May:  CF, NL
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GRADE

3
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
7. Look for and make use of structure.
3.MP.7:  Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the 
same amount as seven and three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well 
remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning about the distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 × 7 and the 9 as 2 + 7. 
They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and can use the strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for an 
overview and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic expressions, as single objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, 
they can see 5 – 3(x – y)2 as 5 minus a positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot be more than 5 for any real numbers x and y.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S2    M3–S2, S4
Unit 2:   M1–S3, S5    M2–S1, S2, S4    M3–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 3:   M2–S2    M3–S2    M4–S1
Unit 4:   M4–S2, S3
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3
Unit 6:   M2–S2, S3    M3–S2, S3    M4–S4-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S3, S4, S5    M2–S1    M3–S2    M4–S3, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S5    M2–S2, S3, S4    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S6    M4–S2-HC, S3-DP, S4

Sep:  CG, NL 
Oct:  CG, NL 
Nov:  CG, CC, NL 
Dec:  CG, NL 
Jan:  CG, NL 
Feb:  CG, NL 
Mar:  CG, NL 
Apr:  CG, CF 
May:  CF

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
3.MP.8:  Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice 
when dividing 25 by 11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a repeating decimal. By paying attention to the calculation 
of slope as they repeatedly check whether points are on the line through (1, 2) with slope 3, middle school students might abstract the equation (y – 2)/(x –1) = 3. Noticing the 
regularity in the way terms cancel when expanding (x – 1)(x + 1), (x – 1)(x2 + x + 1), and (x – 1)(x3 + x2 + x + 1) might lead them to the general formula for the sum of a geometric 
series. As they work to solve a problem, mathematically proficient students maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the 
reasonableness of their intermediate results.

Unit 1:   M1–S4, S5    M2–S1, S2    M3–S5
Unit 2:   M2–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 3:   M1–S2, S3, S4    M4–S1
Unit 4:   M1–S2, S4    M3–S2
Unit 5:   M2–S2    M3–S3, S4    M4–S4, S5
Unit 6:   M2–S1    M3–S1, S3, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S5    M2–S3, S5    M3–S4
Unit 8:   M1–S1    M2–S4, S5, S5-DP

Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CG 
Dec:  SP 
Jan:  CG 
Feb:  SP 
Mar:  CG, CC 
May:  CC
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GRADE

4
In Grade 4, instructional time should focus on three critical areas: (1) developing 
understanding and fluency with multi-digit multiplication, and developing understanding 
of dividing to find quotients involving multi-digit dividends; (2) developing an 
understanding of fraction equivalence, addition and subtraction of fractions with like 
denominators, and multiplication of fractions by whole numbers; (3) understanding that 
geometric figures can be analyzed and classified based on their properties, such as 
having parallel sides, perpendicular sides, particular angle measures, and symmetry.

(1) Students generalize their understanding of place value to 1,000,000, understanding 
the relative sizes of numbers in each place. They apply their understanding of models for 
multiplication (equal-sized groups, arrays, area models), place value, and properties of operations, 
in particular the distributive property, as they develop, discuss, and use efficient, accurate, and 
generalizable methods to compute products of multi-digit whole numbers. Depending on the 
numbers and the context, they select and accurately apply appropriate methods to estimate or 
mentally calculate products. They develop fluency with efficient procedures for multiplying whole 
numbers; understand and explain why the procedures work based on place value and properties 
of operations; and use them to solve problems. Students apply their understanding of models for 
division, place value, properties of operations, and the relationship of division to multiplication as 
they develop, discuss, and use efficient, accurate, and generalizable procedures to find quotients 
involving multi-digit dividends. They select and accurately apply appropriate methods to estimate 
and mentally calculate quotients, and interpret remainders based upon the context.

(2)  Students develop understanding of fraction equivalence and operations with fractions. They 
recognize that two different fractions can be equal (e.g., 15/9 = 5/3), and they develop methods for 
generating and recognizing equivalent fractions. Students extend previous understandings about 
how fractions are built from unit fractions, composing fractions from unit fractions, decomposing 
fractions into unit fractions, and using the meaning of fractions and the meaning of multiplication 
to multiply a fraction by a whole number. 

(3) Students describe, analyze, compare, and classify two-dimensional shapes. Through building, 
drawing, and analyzing two-dimensional shapes, students deepen their understanding of 
properties of two-dimensional objects and the use of them to solve problems involving symmetry.

From the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 2010

Grade 4 Overview
Operations & Algebraic Thinking
A. Use  the four operations with whole numbers to solve problems.
B. Gain familiarity with factors and multiples.
C. Generate and analyze patterns.

Number & Operations in Base Ten
A. Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole numbers.
B. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to 

perform multi-digit arithmetic.

Number & Operations—Fractions
A. Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering.
B. Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending 

previous understandings of operations on whole numbers.
C. Understand decimal notation for fractions, and compare decimal 

fractions.

Measurement & Data
A. Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of 

measurements from a larger unit to a smaller unit.
B. Represent and interpret data.
C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of angle and 

measure angles.

Geometry
A. Draw and identify lines and angles, and classify shapes by 

properties of their lines and angles.

Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
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Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

4
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
A. Use the four operations with whole numbers to solve problems.
4.OA.1:  Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison, e.g., interpret 35 = 5 × 7 as a statement that 35 is 5 times as many as 7 and 7 times as many as 5. Represent verbal 
statements of multiplicative comparisons as multiplication equations.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP    M3–S2, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP1F, S5    M4–S2-DP
Unit 2:   M1–S1-DP, S2, S2-DP    M4–S5
Unit 7:   M1–S2-HC

Sep:  PS, SP 
Nov:  CC

Jan:  CG 
Apr:  CC

4.OA.2:  Multiply or divide to solve word problems involving multiplicative comparison, e.g., by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to 
represent the problem, distinguishing multiplicative comparison from additive comparison.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S6-DP, S6-HC    M2–S2-HC, S4-DP     
M3–S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4-DP, S5    M4–S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3-DP

Unit 2:   M1–S1-DP, S2, S2-DP    M3–S4-DP, S5-DP    M4–S5

Unit 6:   M4–S1, S2-HC
Unit 7:   M4–S3-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S5-DP

Sep:  SP 
Apr:  CC

4.OA.3:  Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having whole-number answers using the four operations, including problems in which remainders must 
be interpreted. Represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and 
estimation strategies including rounding.

Unit 1:   M1–S2-HC, S3, S4-HC, S5-DP    M2–S5, S6    M3–S2-HC, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5    M4–S3-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S1-DP, S2, S2-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S3    M3–S2-HC, S3    M4–S1-HC, S3-HC, S4-DP, S5
Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP, S4-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S2-HC, S5, S6, S6-HC    M2–S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S5-HC    M3–S1-DP, S4-HC    M4–S1-HC, S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S3, S3-DP, S5-HC, S7, S7-DP, S7-HC    M2–S4-HC, S5-DP    M3–S4    M4–S2, S2-DP, S3
Unit 7:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S3, S4, S4-HC    M4–S1-HC, S2-DP, S3-HC, S4
Unit 8:   M2–S2-HC, S4-DP

Oct:  CF, SP 
Nov:  SP 
Jan:  SP 
Feb:  SP

B. Gain familiarity with factors and multiples.
4.OA.4:  Find all factor pairs for a whole number in the range 1-100. Recognize that a whole number is a multiple of each of its factors. Determine whether a given whole 
number in the range 1–100 is a multiple of a given one-digit number. Determine whether a given whole number in the range 1–100 is prime or composite.

Unit 1:   M1–S3    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3-DP, S5, S5-DP, S6-DP     
M3–S1, S1-DP, S1-WP1E, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S4-HC, S5

Unit 2:   M1–S2    M2–S1, S4, S4-DP, S5    M3–S2-DP, S5-DP
Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP, S2-HC    M2–S2-DP
Unit 4:   M3–S4-HC

Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP    M4–S4-DP
Unit 6:   M2–S3-DP, S3-WP6A    M3–S1-DP, S3-HC
Unit 7:   M2–S1-HC

Sep:  CF, SP 
Oct:  CF 
Nov:  CF 
Dec:  CF

C. Generate and analyze patterns.
4.OA.5:  Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule. Identify apparent features of the pattern that were not explicit in the rule itself. For example, given the 
rule “Add 3” and the starting number 1, generate terms in the resulting sequence and observe that the terms appear to alternate between odd and even numbers. Explain 
informally why the numbers will continue to alternate in this way.

Unit 1:   M2–S2    M3–S1-DP
Unit 2:   M1–S1    M2–S5

Unit 5:   M3–S2-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 7:   M4–S3-HC

Sep:  CG 
Nov:  CG 
Jan:  CG

Mar:  CG 
May:  CG
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GRADE

4
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN*
A. Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole numbers.
4.NBT.1:  Recognize that in a multi-digit whole number, a digit in one place represents ten times what it represents in the place to its right. For example, recognize that  
700 ÷ 70 = 10 by applying concepts of place value and division. 

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC    M2–S3, S3-DP, S5, S5-HC    M4–S5
Unit 4:   M1–S2, S3, S4-HC, S5    M2–S3, S4, S5    M4–S2-HC

Sep:  CG, CF, PS 
Oct:  CF
Nov:  SP 
Apr:  CC

4.NBT.2:  Read and write multi-digit whole numbers using base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded form. Compare two multi-digit numbers based on meanings of the 
digits in each place, using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons. 

Unit 2:   M1–S1    M2–S3
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S7    M2–S2, S2-DP, S3-HC, S4-DP, S5-DP    M3–S2, S2-DP, S2-WP4D, S4-DP     

M4–S1-HC, S2-HC, S3

Sep:  CG 
Oct:  CC, CF 
Nov:  CF, PS, SP
Dec:  CC, PS

4.NBT.3:  Use place value understanding to round multi-digit whole numbers to any place. 

Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP4B, S5, S6-DP, S7    M2–S2, S5    M3–S1, S1-DP, S4-HC    M4–S2-HC, S3
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP

Oct:  CC, CF 
Nov:  SP

* Grade 4 expectations in Number & Operations in Base Ten are limited to whole numbers less than or equal to 1,000,000. A range of algorithms may be used.
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GRADE

4
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN*
B. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to perform multi-digit arithmetic.
4.NBT.4:  Fluently add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm. 

Unit 2:   M2–S4
Unit 4:   M1–S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC, S7    M2–S1-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC    M3–S2-WP4D    M4–S1-HC, S2-HC, S3
Unit 5:   M3–S2, S3, S3-DP    M4–S2, S3, S3-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S1-HC    M2–S4, S4-WP6B    M4–S3
Unit 7:   M3–S2-HC    M4–S3-DP
Unit 8:   M2–S2-HC

Nov:  PS 
Dec:  CC, PS

4.NBT.5:  Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole number, and multiply two two-digit numbers, using strategies based on place value and the 
properties of operations. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. 

Unit 1:   M1–S3, S3-DP, S4-DP, S5-DP    M4–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-HC
Unit 2:    M1–S2, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP     

M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC     
M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP2C, S5, S5-DP     
M4–S1-HC, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP2E, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC

Unit 3:   M1–S2-DP, S2-HC    M3–S4-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S6-HC, S7-DP    M3–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP, S5-DP    M3–S1, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC    M4–S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP, S7, S7-DP, S7-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4-HC, S5-DP    M3–S3-HC     

M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-WP6D, S3, S3-DP
Unit 7:    M1–S1, S1-DP, S2-HC   M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP

Sep:  CF, PS, SP 
Oct:  PS, SP 
Jan:  PS

4.NBT.6:  Find whole-number quotients and remainders with up to four-digit dividends and one-digit divisors, using strategies based on place value, the properties of 
operations, and/or the relationship between multiplication and division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. 

Unit 1:   M1–S5, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S2    M3–S3    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S3-WP2D, S4, S4-WP2E, S5, S5-DP
Unit 3:   M1–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S5-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S7-DP    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP6B, S5     

M3–S1-HC, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-DP    M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-WP6D, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP 
Unit 7:  M3–S2-HC    M4–S2-DP

Jan:  CF, PS, SP 
Apr:  PS

* Grade 4 expectations in Number & Operations in Base Ten are limited to whole numbers less than or equal to 1,000,000. A range of algorithms may be used.
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GRADE

4
NUMBER & OPERATIONS—FRACTIONS*
A. Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering.
4.NF.1:  Explain why a fraction a/b is equivalent to a fraction (n × a)/(n × b) by using visual fraction models, with attention to how the number and size of the parts differ even 
though the two fractions themselves are the same size. Use this principle to recognize and generate equivalent fractions. 

Unit 3:   M1–S1, S3, S4, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP3A, S5-DP, S6, S6-HC, S6-WP3B    
M3–S4    M4–S4

Unit 6:   M3–S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S3-WP6C, S4-DP
Unit 7:  M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-HC, S7, S7-DP    M2–S1, S1-HC

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CG 
Nov:  CC 
Jan:  CF

Feb:  CF, PS 
Mar:  CC, CF, PS 
Apr:  CF 
May:  PS

4.NF.2:  Compare two fractions with different numerators and different denominators, e.g., by creating common denominators or numerators, or by comparing to a benchmark 
fraction such as ½. Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two fractions refer to the same whole. Record the results of comparisons with symbols >, =, or <, and justify 
the conclusions, e.g., by using a visual fraction model.

Unit 3:   M1–S1, S3, S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5-DP, S6-HC    M2–S2-DP, S3, S4-DP    M3–S4    M4–S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4
Unit 4:   M2–S1-HC    M3–S2-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 6:   M3–S1-HC, S3-HC, S4-DP
Unit 7:  M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-HC, S4-DP, S5-DP, S6, S6-HC, S6-DP, S7, S7-DP    M2–S1, S1-HC, S2, S4-HC

Oct:  CG 
Jan:  CF 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CC 
Apr:  CF

B. Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending previous understandings of operations on whole numbers.
4.NF.3:  Understand a fraction a/b with a > 1 as a sum of fractions 1/b (as described in 4.NF.3a–4.NF.3d). 

4.NF.3a:  Understand addition and subtraction of fractions as joining and separating parts referring to the same whole.

Unit 3:   M1–S4    M2–S3, S4, S4-WP3A, S5, S6, S6-WP3B Sep:  CC 
Nov:  CC 
Jan:  CC

Feb:  PS 
Mar:  CC

4.NF.3b:  Decompose a fraction into a sum of fractions with the same denominator in more than one way, recording each decomposition by an equation. Justify 
decompositions, e.g., by using a visual fraction model. Examples: 3/8 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 ; 3/8 = 1/8 + 2/8 ; 2 1/8 = 1 + 1 + 1/8 = 8/8 + 8/8 + 1/8.

Unit 3:   M1–S1, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1, S2, S2-DP, S4, S4-WP3A, S6, S6-HC, S6-WP3B    M3–S3    M4–S3-HC, S4 Nov:  CC 
Jan:  CC

Feb:  PS

4.NF.3c:  Add and subtract mixed numbers with like denominators, e.g., by replacing each mixed number with an equivalent fraction, and/or by using properties of 
operations and the relationship between addition and subtraction.

Unit 3:   M1–S1    M2–S3, S5, S6    M4–S2-HC, S3-HC, S4
Unit 4:   M2–S1-DP

Unit 6:   M2–S2-DP    M3–S2, S3-DP, S3-WP6C, S5-HC
Unit 7:  M2–S1-HC

Feb:  CF, PS 
Mar:  CC

Apr:  CF

4.NF.3d:  Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same whole and having like denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction 
models and equations to represent the problem.

Unit 3:   M1–S1    M2–S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3-DP, S4-HC, S5, S6-HC    M3–S4    M4–S2-HC, S3-HC, S4
Unit 4:   M2–S5-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S3-HC    M2–S2-DP

Sep:  CC 
Nov:  CC

Jan:  CC 
Mar:  CC

* Grade 4 expectations in Number & Operations—Fractions are limited to fractions with denominators 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100.
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GRADE

4
NUMBER & OPERATIONS—FRACTIONS*
4.NF.4:  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction by a whole number (as described in 4.NF.4a–4.NF.4c).

4.NF.4a:  Understand a fraction a/b as a multiple of 1/b. For example, use a visual fraction model to represent 5/4 as the product 5 × (1/4), recording the conclusion by 
the equation 5/4 = 5 × (1/4).

Unit 3:   M2–S1, S2, S6    M4–S4-DP Jan:  CC 
Mar:  SP

Apr:  CF 
May:  PS

4.NF.4b:  Understand a multiple of a/b as a multiple of 1/b, and use this understanding to multiply a fraction by a whole number. For example, use a visual fraction 
model to express 3 × (2/5) as 6 × (1/5), recognizing this product as 6/5. (In general, n × (a/b) = (n × a)/b.)

Unit 3:   M2–S1, S6-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S6-DP    M4–S2-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S5-HC    M3–S3-HC

Sep:  CC 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  CF

Mar:  SP 
Apr:  CF 
May:  PS

4.NF.4c:  Solve word problems involving multiplication of a fraction by a whole number, e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. 
For example, if each person at a party will eat 3/8 of a pound of roast beef, and there will be 5 people at the party, how many pounds of roast beef will be needed? 
Between what two whole numbers does your answer lie?

Unit 3:   M4–S4-DP
Unit 5:   M4–S2-DP

Unit 6:   M1–S3-HC Mar:  SP 
May:  PS

C. Understand decimal notation for fractions, and compare decimal fractions.
4.NF.5:  Express a fraction with denominator 10 as an equivalent fraction with denominator 100, and use this technique to add two fractions with respective denominators 10 
and 100. For example, express 3/10 as 30/100 and add 3/10 + 4/100 = 34/100. (Students who can generate equivalent fractions can develop strategies for adding fractions with unlike 
denominators in general, but addition and subtraction with unlike denominators in general is not a requirement at this grade.) 

Unit 3:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S3-DP, S3-WP3C, S4, S4-HC    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2-HC, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP    M2–S1-DP, S3-HC
Unit 7:  M1–S1    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3-DP, S4, S4-HC, S4-DP

Oct:  CG 
Feb:  CF, PS

Mar:  CF, PS
May:  CF

4.NF.6:  Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. For example, rewrite 0.62 as 62/100 ; describe a length as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a number line diagram.

Unit 3:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S3-WP3C, S4-HC    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-WP3E, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP    M2–S1-HC
Unit 6:   M3–S4    M4–S1
Unit 7:  M1–S1    M2–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4-HC, S4-DP
Unit 8:   M3–S1-HC

Oct:  CG 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CC
May:  CF

4.NF.7:  Compare two decimals to hundredths by reasoning about their size. Recognize that comparisons are valid only when two decimals refer to the same whole. Record the 
results of comparisons with the symbols >, =, or <, and justify the conclusions, e.g., by using a visual model. 

Unit 3:   M1–S1    M3–S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3-WP3C, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP3D    
M4–S2, S2-HC, S2-WP3E, S3, S3-DP, S4

Unit 4:   M2–S3-HC

Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP 
Unit 7:  M1–S1    M2–S3, S3-DP, S4-HC, S4-DP
Unit 8:   M3–S1-HC

Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CF
May:  CF

* Grade 4 expectations in Number & Operations—Fractions are limited to fractions with denominators 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100.
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GRADE

4
MEASUREMENT & DATA
A. Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of measurements from a larger unit to a smaller unit.
4.MD.1:  Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units including km, m, cm; kg, g; lb, oz.; l, ml; hr, min, sec. Within a single system of measurement, 
express measurements in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit. Record measurement equivalents in a two-column table. For example: Know that 1 ft is 12 times as long as 1 in. 
Express the length of a 4 ft snake as 48 in. Generate a conversion table for feet and inches listing the number pairs (1, 12), (2, 24), (3, 36), ….

Unit 1:   M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S3, S3-DP    M3–S4
Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP    M2–S1-DP    M3–S4-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M4–S2-HC, S3
Unit 5:   M3–S4-HC
Unit 6:   M2–S1, S2-HC
Unit 7:  M1–S2-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S3, S3-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M2–S1    M3–S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S5, S5-DP    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S3

Sep:  CC 
Nov:  CG, CC 
Apr:  CC 
May:  CC, SP

4.MD.2:  Use the four operations to solve word problems involving distances, intervals of time, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and money, including problems involving 
simple fractions or decimals, and problems that require expressing measurements given in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit. Represent measurement quantities using 
diagrams such as number line diagrams that feature a measurement scale.

Unit 1:   M1–S6-HC    M4–S2, S2-DP, S3-DP, S3-HC
Unit 2:   M1–S2    M2–S3-HC    M3–S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP2C, S5, S5-DP    M4–S5-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S2-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3
Unit 6:   M2–S2-DP    M3–S1, S1-HC, S3-HC
Unit 7:  M1–S1-DP, S2-HC    M4–S3
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5-DP     

M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP    M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP

Sep:  CC 
Nov:  CG, CC, PS 
Dec:  PS 
Jan:  CC 
Apr:  CC, SP 
May:  CC, SP

4.MD.3:  Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and mathematical problems. For example, find the width of a rectangular room given the area of the 
flooring and the length, by viewing the area formula as a multiplication equation with an unknown factor.

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S3, S3-DP, S4, S5    M4–S5
Unit 3:   M1–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1    M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC    M4–S2, S3-HC, S4
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S7-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP6B, S5, S5-DP    M3–S5-DP    M4–S2-HC, S3
Unit 7:  M1–S1   
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S2-HC    M2–S1, S1-DP    M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP

Dec:  CG, CF 
Jan:  CG 
Apr:  CG

B. Represent and interpret data.
4.MD.4:  Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions by using 
information presented in line plots. For example, from a line plot find and interpret the difference in length between the longest and shortest specimens in an insect collection.

Unit 4:   M4–S2
Unit 6:   M3–S1, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S5-HC
Unit 8:   M3–S4, S4-DP

Apr:  SP
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GRADE

4
MEASUREMENT & DATA
C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of angle and measure angles.
4.MD.5:  Recognize angles as geometric shapes that are formed wherever two rays share a common endpoint, and understand concepts of angle measurement:

Unit 5:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S6    M2–S2    M4–S1, S2, S2-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S5, S6, S6-DP

Feb:  CG

4.MD.5a:  An angle is measured with reference to a circle with its center at the common endpoint of the rays, by considering the fraction of the circular arc between the points 
where the two rays intersect the circle. An angle that turns through 1/360 of a circle is called a “one-degree angle,” and can be used to measure angles.

Unit 5:   M1–S3, S3-DP, S5, S6    M2–S2    M4–S1, S1-DP, S2-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S6-HC

Feb:  CC

4.MD.5b:  An angle that turns through n one-degree angles is said to have an angle measure of n degrees.

Unit 5:   M1–S3, S3-DP    M2–S2    M4–S1, S1-DP Feb:  CC

4.MD.6:  Measure angles in whole-number degrees using a protractor. Sketch angles of specified measure.

Unit 5:   M1–S1, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC    M2–S2    M4–S1, S1-DP, S4, S4-DP
Unit 8:   M1–S4, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP    M4–S1, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3

Feb:  CC

4.MD.7:  Recognize angle measure as additive. When an angle is decomposed into non-overlapping parts, the angle measure of the whole is the sum of the angle measures of 
the parts. Solve addition and subtraction problems to find unknown angles on a diagram in real world and mathematical problems, e.g., by using an equation with a symbol for 
the unknown angle measure.

Unit 5:   M1–S1, S4, S4-HC, S4-WP5A, S6-HC    M2–S2, S5-DP    M4–S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S6, S6-DP, S6-HC

Feb:  CG, CC
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GRADE

4
GEOMETRY
A. Draw and identify lines and angles, and classify shapes by properties of their lines and angles.
4.G.1:  Draw points, lines, line segments, rays, angles (right, acute, obtuse), and perpendicular and parallel lines. Identify these in two-dimensional figures.

Unit 5:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S3, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5    M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3-WP5B, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-WP5C, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC, S6-WP5D     
M3–S2, S4    M4–S3-HC, S4

Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 8:   M1–S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP    M2–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S5-HC    M4–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3

Dec:  CG, SP 
Feb:  CG 
May:  CG

4.G.2:  Classify two-dimensional figures based on the presence or absence of parallel or perpendicular lines, or the presence or absence of angles of a specified size. Recognize 
right triangles as a category, and identify right triangles.

Unit 5:   M1–S1    M2–S2-DP, S4, S5, S5-WP5C, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC, S6-WP5D    M3–S2, S4    M4–S2-HC, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 8:   M4–S2, S3

Dec:  SP 
Feb:  CG 
Apr:  CG 
May:  CG

4.G.3:  Recognize a line of symmetry for a two-dimensional figure as a line across the figure such that the figure can be folded along the line into matching parts. Identify 
line-symmetric figures and draw lines of symmetry.

Unit 5:   M1–S1    M2–S3, S3-DP, S3-WP5B, S4-HC, S5-DP, S5-WP5C, S6, S6-WP5D    M3–S2    M4–S2-HC, S3-HC, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S6, S6-DP

Dec:  CG, SP 
Apr:  CG 
May:  CG
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GRADE

4
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
4.MP.1:  Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, 
constraints, relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution 
attempt. They consider analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to gain insight into its solution. They monitor and evaluate 
their progress and change course if necessary. Older students might, depending on the context of the problem, transform algebraic expressions or change the viewing window 
on their graphing calculator to get the information they need. Mathematically proficient students can explain correspondences between equations, verbal descriptions, tables, 
and graphs or draw diagrams of important features and relationships, graph data, and search for regularity or trends. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects 
or pictures to help conceptualize and solve a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask 
themselves, “Does this make sense?” They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and identify correspondences between different approaches.
Unit 1:   M1–S1, S3    M3–S2, S3, S4
Unit 2:   M2–S4    M3–S1, S5    M4–S2, S4
Unit 3:   M1–S2    M2–S2, S5, S6    M3–S3, S4
Unit 4:   M3–S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S4    M2–S2, S4, S5, S6    M3–S4    M4–S2, S3
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S2, S4    M2–S1, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2    M4–S2, S3
Unit 7:  M1–S1    M4–S3, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S1    M3–S5    M4–S1

Sep:  SP 
Oct:  SP 
Nov:  SP 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  SP 
Feb:  CF, SP 
Mar:  SP 
Apr:  CG 
May:  CG

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
4.MP.2:  Mathematically proficient students make sense of the quantities and their relationships in problem situations. Students bring two complementary abilities to bear on 
problems involving quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols 
as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order 
to probe into the referents for the symbols involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units 
involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects.
Unit 1:   M1–S2, S3, S5    M2–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4    M4–S1
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S3    M2–S5    M3–S1, S4
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2    M2–S1    M3–S1    M4–S1, S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S3    M3–S1, S2    M4–S3
Unit 5:   M1–S4, S6    M4–S2
Unit 6:   M1–S4    M3–S3, S4, S5    M4–S1, S3
Unit 7:  M1–S2, S3, S5, S7    M2–S2   M3–S2    M4–S2
Unit 8:   M1–S3, S4, S5    M3–S6

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CG 
Jan:  CG 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CC, PS, SP 
Apr:  CC 
May:  CC
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GRADE

4
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4.MP.3:  Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and can 
recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively about data, 
making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness of two 
plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an argument—explain what it is. Elementary students can construct 
arguments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can make sense and be correct, even though they are not generalized 
or made formal until later grades. Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at all grades can listen or read the arguments of others, 
decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to clarify or improve the arguments.
Unit 1:   M1–S1, S2, S6    M3–S1, S3
Unit 2:   M3–S2, S3, S5    M4–S3, S4
Unit 3:   M2–S6    M3–S2, S3
Unit 4:   M1–S4, S5, S6, S7    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S1
Unit 5:   M2–S2, S3, S4, S5, S6    M3–S3    M4–S3
Unit 6:   M1–S3, S4    M2–S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S5
Unit 7:  M1–S3    M2–S2, S4     M3–S1, S3    M4–S3
Unit 8:   M1–S1    M2–S2, S5    M3–S6

Sep:  CG, SP 
Oct:  CF, SP 
Nov:  CG, PS, SP 
Dec:  CC, CF 
Jan:  SP 
Feb:  CF, SP 
Mar:  CC, CF, SP 
May:  CG

4. Model with mathematics.
4.MP.4:  Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this 
might be as simple as writing an addition equation to describe a situation. In middle grades, a student might apply proportional reasoning to plan a school event or analyze 
a problem in the community. By high school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or use a function to describe how one quantity of interest depends on 
another. Mathematically proficient students who can apply what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a complicated situation, realizing 
that these may need revision later. They are able to identify important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as diagrams, two-way tables, 
graphs, flowcharts and formulas. They can analyze those relationships mathematically to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context of 
the situation and reflect on whether the results make sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its purpose.
Unit 1:   M1–S4, S6    M2–S1, S5    M3–S3    M4–S2
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S4, S5    M2–S3    M3–S3    M4–S1, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S3, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1, S3, S4    M3–S2, S4    M4–S1, S3
Unit 4:   M2–S3, S4    M3–S3
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3    M2–S1, S3    M3–S1, S2, S4    M4–S1
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S3, S5, S6, S7    M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2    M4–S2
Unit 7:   M3–S1, S4, S5    M4–S1
Unit 8:   M2–S2, S3, S3-DP, S4, S5    M3–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5    M4–S1

Sep:  CF, PS 
Oct:  CG, CC 
Nov:  CF, PS 
Jan:  CC, CF 
Feb:  PS 
Mar:  CG, CC, CF, PS, SP 
Apr:  CF, PS, SP 
May:  CF, PS
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Bridges in Mathematics & Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

4
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
4.MP.5:  Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, 
a ruler, a protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra system, a statistical package, or dynamic geometry software. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar 
with tools appropriate for their grade or course to make sound decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful, recognizing both the insight to be gained and their 
limitations. For example, mathematically proficient high school students analyze graphs of functions and solutions generated using a graphing calculator. They detect possible 
errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge. When making mathematical models, they know that technology can enable them to visualize the 
results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare predictions with data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to identify relevant 
external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a website, and use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and 
deepen their understanding of concepts.
Unit 1:   M1–S4    M2–S4    M4–S1, S2
Unit 2:   M1–S3    M2–S1, S2    M3–S1    M4–S2
Unit 3:   M3–S1
Unit 4:   M1–S6, S7    M2–S1, S5    M4–S1
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S5, S6    M4–S1, S4
Unit 6:   M2–S2
Unit 7:  M3–S3, S4-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S6    M2–S1, S3, S4    M3–S1    M4–S2, S3

Oct:  PS 
Nov:  CG, CC 
Dec:  CC, PS 
Jan:  SP 
Feb:  CG, CC 
May:  CC

6. Attend to precision.
4.MP.6:  Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They 
state the meaning of the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful about specifying units of measure, and labeling 
axes to clarify the correspondence with quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of precision appropriate for 
the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to examine 
claims and make explicit use of definitions.
Unit 1:   M2–S2, S6    M4–S2, S3
Unit 2:   M2–S4    M3–S2
Unit 3:   M1–S1    M4–S3, S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S7    M2–S4    M3–S1, S2, S4, S5    M4–S3
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S5    M4–S4
Unit 6:   M4–S3
Unit 7:  M1–S1, S3, S6, S7    M2–S3, S4    M4–S4
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S3, S4, S5, S6    M2–S1    M3–S2, S3, S4    M4–S2, S3

Sep:  CC, PS 
Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CF 
Dec:  SP 
Jan:  CF, PS 
Feb:  CC, PS 
Apr:  SP 
May:  CC
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Bridges in Mathematics & Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

4
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
7. Look for and make use of structure.
4.MP.7:  Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the 
same amount as seven and three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well 
remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning about the distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 × 7 and the 9 as 2 + 7. 
They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and can use the strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for an 
overview and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic expressions, as single objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, 
they can see 5 – 3(x – y)2 as 5 minus a positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot be more than 5 for any real numbers x and y.
Unit 1:   M1–S2, S5    M2–S3, S4, S5, S6
Unit 2:   M2–S2, S5    M4–S1, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S4, S5, S6    M2–S4    M4–S2
Unit 4:   M4–S2
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S3, S5    M3–S3, S5    M4–S1
Unit 7:  M1–S4, S6    M3–S1, S4, S5    M4–S1

Sep:  CG 
Nov:  CF 
Dec:  CG, PS 
Jan:  CC 
Mar:  CG 
Apr:  CG, CC, SP 
May:  PS, SP

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
4.MP.8:  Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice 
when dividing 25 by 11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a repeating decimal. By paying attention to the calculation 
of slope as they repeatedly check whether points are on the line through (1,2) with slope 3, middle school students might abstract the equation (y – 2)/(x –1) = 3. Noticing the 
regularity in the way terms cancel when expanding (x – 1)(x + 1), (x – 1)(x2 + x + 1), and (x – 1)(x3 + x2 + x + 1) might lead them to the general formula for the sum of a geometric 
series. As they work to solve a problem, mathematically proficient students maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the 
reasonableness of their intermediate results.
Unit 1:   M2–S2    M4-S3    
Unit 2:   M1–S4, S5    M2–S1, S3    M3–S3, S4
Unit 3:   M1–S2, S3    M2–S2, S3, S5    M4–S2
Unit 4:   M1–S2, S3, S4, S5    M2–S1, S2    M4–S2
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3    M2–S1    M3–S1, S2, S3
Unit 6:   M1–S6, S7    M3–S4    M4–S1
Unit 7:  M1–S4, S5    M2–S3    M3–S2    M4–S2

Sep:  CF 
Oct:  CF, PS 
Nov:  CC 
Dec:  CG, SP 
Jan:  CG, PS 
Feb:  CG 
Mar:  CG, CF, PS 
Apr:  CF, PS 
May:  CG, CF, PS
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In Grade 5, instructional time should focus on three critical areas: (1) developing fluency 
with addition and subtraction of fractions, and developing understanding of the 
multiplication of fractions and of division of fractions in limited cases (unit fractions divided 
by whole numbers and whole numbers divided by unit fractions); (2) extending division to 
2-digit divisors, integrating decimal fractions into the place value system and developing 
understanding of operations with decimals to hundredths, and developing fluency with 
whole number and decimal operations; and (3) developing understanding of volume.

(1) Students apply their understanding of fractions and fraction models to represent the addition 
and subtraction of fractions with unlike denominators as equivalent calculations with like 
denominators. They develop fluency in calculating sums and differences of fractions, and make 
reasonable estimates of them. Students also use the meaning of fractions, of multiplication and 
division, and the relationship between multiplication and division to understand and explain why 
the procedures for multiplying and dividing fractions make sense. (Note: this is limited to the case of 
dividing unit fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions.)

(2) Students develop understanding of why division procedures work based on the meaning of 
base-ten numerals and properties of operations. They finalize fluency with multi-digit addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division. They apply their understandings of models for decimals, 
decimal notation, and properties of operations to add and subtract decimals to hundredths. They 
develop fluency in these computations, and make reasonable estimates of their results. Students use 
the relationship between decimals and fractions, as well as the relationship between finite decimals 
and whole numbers (i.e., a finite decimal multiplied by an appropriate power of 10 is a whole number), 
to understand and explain why the procedures for multiplying and dividing finite decimals make 
sense. They compute products and quotients of decimals to hundredths efficiently and accurately. 

(3) Students recognize volume as an attribute of three-dimensional space. They understand that 
volume can be measured by finding the total number of same-size units of volume required to fill the 
space without gaps or overlaps. They understand that a 1-unit by 1-unit by 1-unit cube is the standard 
unit for measuring volume. They select appropriate units, strategies, and tools for solving problems 
that involve estimating and measuring volume. They decompose three-dimensional shapes and find 
volumes of right rectangular prisms by viewing them as decomposed into layers of arrays of cubes. 
They measure necessary attributes of shapes in order to determine volumes to solve real world and 
mathematical problems.

From the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 2010

Grade 5 Overview

Operations & Algebraic Thinking
A. Write and interpret numerical expressions.
B. Analyze patterns and relationships.

Number & Operations in Base Ten
A. Understand the place value system.
B. Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with 

decimals to hundredths.

Number & Operations—Fractions
A. Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions.
B.  Apply and extend previous understandings 

of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions.

Measurement & Data
A. Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system.
B. Represent and interpret data.
C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate 

volume to multiplication and to addition.

Geometry
A. Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and 

mathematical problems.
B. Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their 

properties.

Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

Bridges in Mathematics  
& Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations

GRADE

5
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Bridges in Mathematics & Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING
A. Write and interpret numerical expressions.
5.OA.1:  Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate expressions with these symbols.

Unit 1:   M1–S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP   M2–S1, S1-HC, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S6, S6-DP    
M3–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP1C   M4–S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3-HC, S5

Unit 2:   M3–S1-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S2-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S1-HC, S2-DP   M2–S1, S1-WP4B, S2-DP   M3–S1, S1-WP4C
Unit 5:   M1–S3-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S2-DP, S4-HC   M3–S3
Unit 7:   M1–S1-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S3-WP7A, S4-HC   M2–S2-HC, S4-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S1-DP, S3-HC, S4-DP

Sep:  CC
Oct:  CF
Nov:  CF

5.OA.2:  Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions without evaluating them. For example, express the calculation 
“add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 7). Recognize that 3 × (18,932 + 921) is three times as large as 18,932 + 921, without having to calculate the indicated sum or 
product.

Unit 1:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP   M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S6-DP    
M3–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC   M4–S1-DP, S1-HC, S2-DP, S3-HC, S5

Unit 2:   M3–S1-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S2-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S1-HC, S2-DP, S3   M4–S1-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S3-DP, S4-HC   M2–S4-HC

Sep:  CC
Nov:  CF
Jan:  CG
Mar:  CG
Apr:  CG

B. Analyze patterns and relationships.
5.OA.3:  Generate two numerical patterns using two given rules. Identify apparent relationships between corresponding terms. Form ordered pairs consisting of corresponding 
terms from the two patterns, and graph the ordered pairs on a coordinate plane. For example, given the rule “Add 3” and the starting number 0, and given the rule “Add 6” 
and the starting number 0, generate terms in the resulting sequences, and observe that the terms in one sequence are twice the corresponding terms in the other sequence. 
Explain informally why this is so.

Unit 4:   M3–S5-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S4, S5, S6, S6-DP, S7   M4–S3-HC, S4

Sep:  SP
Oct:  SP
Jan:  CG
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Bridges in Mathematics & Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
A. Understand the place value system.
5.NBT.1:  Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as much as it represents in the place to its right and 1/10 of what it represents in the 
place to its left.

Unit 3:   M1–S3, S4, S5   M2–S1, S2, S4   M3–S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 7:   M4–S1

Nov:  CC 
Feb:  SP 
Mar:  CG

5.NBT.2:  Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point when a 
decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole number exponents to denote powers of 10.

Unit 3:   M1–S1, S3, S4   M3–S1, S3, S4   M4–S4
Unit 4:   M3–S5-HC
Unit 6:   M1–S2-DP, S7, S7-WP6A
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2   M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4   M4–S1, S1-DP, S4

Nov:  CC 
Dec:  PS 
Jan:  PS 
Feb:  CC, SP

5.NBT.3:  Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths (as described in 5.NBT.3a & 5.NBT.3b).

5.NBT.3a:  Read and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded form,  
e.g., 347.392 = 3 × 100 + 4 × 10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 × (1/100) + 2 × (1/1000).

Unit 3:   M1–S1, S5   M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-WP3B, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S3-WP3C, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP, S7, S7-DP, S7-HC    
M3–S4-HC   M4–S3-HC, S4

Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP, S1-HC   M2–S3-HC
Unit 7:   M3–S2-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC   M4–S1-DP

Nov:  CC

5.NBT.3b:  Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons.

Unit 3:   M1–S1, S5   M2–S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-WP3B, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5-HC, S6-DP, S7   M3–S1   M4–S3-HC, S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1-HC   M2–S3-HC
Unit 7:   M4–S2-DP

Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CF

5.NBT.4:  Use place value understanding to round decimals to any place.

Unit 3:   M1–S1   M2–S3, S3-HC, S3-WP3C, S4-DP, S7, S7-DP, S7-HC   M3–S1, S2-HC, S4-DP, S4-HC   M4–S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP   M2–S2-DP   M4–S2-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S3-HC   M4–S3-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S4-HC   M2–S6-HC   M3–S4-HC

Nov:  CC 
Dec:  CF 
Apr:  CF
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Bridges in Mathematics & Number Corner Second Edition 
Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
NUMBER & OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
B. Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths.
5.NBT.5:  Fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm.

Unit 4:   M1–S1   M3–S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP, S7, S7-DP, S7-HC   M4–S1, S1-DP, S2-HC, S3-DP, S4-HC, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S1-HC   M2–S1-DP   M4–S3-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S4-DP, S4-HC   M3–S1-HC, S3-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1-DP, S6-HC   M2–S2-DP
Unit 8:   M2–S3, S3-DP, S5, S5-HC   M3–S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP   M4–S1, S2-HC

Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CG, SP

5.NBT.6:  Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to four-digit dividends and two-digit divisors, using strategies based on place value, the properties of 
operations, and/or the relationship between multiplication and division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models.

Unit 1:   M2–S3-HC   M3–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S4-DP   M4–S1, S1-HC, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP1D, S5, S5-DP
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S4-HC   M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP3E, S4, S4-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-WP4A, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4-DP   M2–S1-WP4B, S4-DP   M3–S1-DP, S7    

M4–S1, S1-WP4D, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP4E, S5, S5-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1-HC   M2–S2-HC, S4-HC   M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2-DP, S4-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S4-DP, S4-HC   M3–S1, S3-DP, S5, S5-WP6C   M4–S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S6   M2–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-WP7B, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC   

M3–S1, S2-HC   M4–S3-DP, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S5, S5-DP   M2–S3, S3-DP   M3–S3, S4, S4-DP, S5

Dec:  PS 
Jan:  PS 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  SP

5.NBT.7:  Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or 
the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.

Unit 1:   M4–S5-HC
Unit 2:   M2–S4, S5   M3–S1, S1-DP
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2, S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC   M2–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S3-WP3C, S4, S4-WP3D, S5, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP, S7, S7-DP, S7-HC    

M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC   M4–S3-HC, S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4   M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP   M3–S1-DP, S1-HC, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP, S7, S7-HC    

M4–S1-WP4D, S2-HC, S4-HC, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S3-HC   M2–S4-DP   M3–S3-HC   M4–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-DP, S4-DP, S5-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP, S6-HC, S7, S7-WP6A   M3–S3-HC   M4–S1-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S5-DP   M2–S1-DP   M3–S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC   M4–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP
Unit 8:   M1–S3-DP, S5-DP   M2–S3, S3-HC, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC   M3–S2, S2-DP, S3, S4, S5, S5-DP   M4–S3-DP

Sep:  CG, PS 
Oct:  PS, SP 
Nov:  PS 
Dec:  PS, SP 
Jan:  CC, PS 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CG, CF, SP 
Apr:  CC, CF
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Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
NUMBER & OPERATIONS—FRACTIONS
A. Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions.
5.NF.1:  Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an 
equivalent sum or difference of fractions with like denominators. For example, 2/3 + 5/4 = 8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In general, a/b + c/d = (ad + bc)/bd.)

Unit 2:   M1–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S4-WP2A, S5   M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-WP2B, S3-HC, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP2C, S6, S6-DP    
M3–S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP   M4–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC

Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S2-WP3A
Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP   M3–S7-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S2-WP5A, S3, S4, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC   M2–S1, S3-DP, S4-DP, S5-DP   M3–S1-HC, S3-HC   M4–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-DP, S4-DP, S5-DP, S6-DP
Unit 6:   M4–S2-DP, S2-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S6-HC

Oct:  CF, PS 
Nov:  PS, SP 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  CC, CF 
Mar:  CC, PS 
Apr:  CC, CF 
May:  CF

5.NF.2:  Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same whole, including cases of unlike denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction 
models or equations to represent the problem. Use benchmark fractions and number sense of fractions to estimate mentally and assess the reasonableness of answers. For 
example, recognize an incorrect result 2/5 + 1/2 = 3/7 by observing that 3/7 < 1/2.

Unit 2:   M1–S4, S4-HC, S5   M2–S1, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC, S5-WP2C, S6, S6-DP    
M3–S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6, S6-DP   M4–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC

Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP, S2-HC   M2–S1-HC, S7-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 5:   M2–S3-DP, S4-HC, S5-DP   M4–S4-DP, S6-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1-DP, S2-HC, S6-HC   M3–S3-HC   M4–S2-DP
Unit 8:   M2–S4-DP   M3–S1-DP   M4–S1-DP

Nov:  SP 
Dec:  CF 
Jan:  CC 
Mar:  CC 
Apr:  CC, SP
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Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
NUMBER & OPERATIONS—FRACTIONS
B. Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions.
5.NF.3:  Interpret a fraction as division of the numerator by the denominator (a/b = a ÷ b). Solve word problems involving division of whole numbers leading to answers in the 
form of fractions or mixed numbers, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. For example, interpret ¾ as the result of dividing 3 by 4, noting 
that ¾ multiplied by 4 equals 3 and that when 3 wholes are shared equally among 4 people each person has a share of size ¾. If 9 people want to share a 50-pound sack of rice 
equally by weight, how many pounds of rice should each person get? Between what two whole numbers does your answer lie?

Unit 1:   M4–S2
Unit 2:   M2–S4, S5, S5-DP, S6   M3–S1, S1-DP, S3, S3-DP, S6
Unit 3:   M1–S2-HC
Unit 7:   M1–S4   M2–S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC

5.NF.4:  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction or whole number by a fraction (as described in 5.NF.4a & 5.NF.4b).

5.NF.4a:  Interpret the product (a/b) × q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, as the result of a sequence of operations a × q ÷ b. For example, 
use a visual fraction model to show (2/3) × 4 = 8/3, and create a story context for this equation. Do the same with (2/3) × (4/5) = 8/15. (In general, (a/b) × (c/d) = ac/bd.)

Unit 2:   M2–S1, S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-DP, S5-HC, S6   M3–S3, S3-HC, S6
Unit 3:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S4   M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3   M3–S1, S1-WP4C, S7-DP, S7-HC   M4–S2-HC, S4-HC, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-WP5A, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S4-DP, S4-HC, S5, S5-DP    

M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S4-WP5B   M4–S1-DP, S1-HC, S2-DP, S3-DP, S3-HC, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6
Unit 6:   M1–S6-HC   M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3
Unit 7:   M1–S2-DP, S2-HC, S5, S6   M2–S2-HC   M3–S2
Unit 8:   M2–S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC   M3–S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP   M4–S1, S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-DP

Oct:  CF 
Nov:  SP 
Jan:  CC, CF 
Feb:  PS 
Apr:  CC, CF, PS, SP 
May:  CF, PS

5.NF.4b:  Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that the area is the 
same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.

Unit 5:   M1–S1   M2–S2, S3, S4, S5   M3–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4   M4–S1-HC, S2-DP, S3-HC, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6
Unit 6:   M4–S1, S1-DP, S2, S3
Unit 8:   M2–S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-HC   M3–S2, S2-DP, S3, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP   M4–S1, S1-DP, S2-DP, S3-DP

Feb:  CG 
Apr:  PS 
May:  PS
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Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
NUMBER & OPERATIONS—FRACTIONS
5.NF.5:  Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing) by:

5.NF.5a:  Comparing the size of a product to the size of one factor on the basis of the size of the other factor, without performing the indicated multiplication.

Unit 1:   M1–S5   M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC
Unit 4:   M1–S3
Unit 5:   M2–S4, S5   M3–S3

Feb:  CG 
May:  CF

5.NF.5b:  Explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction greater than 1 results in a product greater than the given number (recognizing multiplication by 
whole numbers greater than 1 as a familiar case); explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction less than 1 results in a product smaller than the given 
number; and relating the principle of fraction equivalence a/b = (n×a)/(n×b) to the effect of multiplying a/b by 1.

Unit 5:   M1–S1, S3   M2–S4, S5   M3–S4, S4-DP, S4-WP5B   M4–S5-HC, S6
Unit 6:   M4–S4-DP

Feb:  PS

5.NF.6:  Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem.

Unit 5:   M2–S3   M3–S1, S2
Unit 6:   M4–S1, S2, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP
Unit 7:   M1–S2-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S1-DP, S3-HC   M2–S3, S4-DP   M3–S3, S4, S5   M4–S1

Apr:  PS 
May:  PS

5.NF.7:  Apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions (as described in 5.NF.7a–5.NF.7c). 
(Students able to multiply fractions in general can develop strategies to divide fractions in general, by reasoning about the relationship between multiplication and division. But 
division of a fraction by a fraction is not a requirement at this grade.)

5.NF.7a:  Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and compute such quotients. For example, create a story context for (1/3) ÷ 4 and use a 
visual fraction model to show the quotient. Use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/12) × 4 = 1/3.

Unit 5:   M1–S1   M4–S4, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S1   M2–S1, S3, S3-DP, S4   M3–S2-HC   M4–S4

Apr:  PS, SP 
May:  PS

5.NF.7b:  Interpret division of a whole number by a unit fraction, and compute such quotients. For example, create a story context for 4 ÷ (1/5) and use a visual fraction 
model to show the quotient. Use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that 4 ÷ (1/5) = 20 because 20 × (1/5) = 4.

Unit 5:   M1–S1   M4–S2, S3, S3-HC, S4-DP, S5-DP, S5-HC, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S5, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC   M2–S1, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4   M3–S2-HC   M4–S3-DP, S4
Unit 8:   M2–S5-DP

Apr:  PS, SP 
May:  PS

5.NF.7c:  Solve real-world problems involving division of unit fractions by non-zero whole numbers and division of whole numbers by unit fractions, e.g., by using 
visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. For example, how much chocolate will each person get if 3 people share ½ lb of chocolate equally? 
How many 1/3-cup servings are in 2 cups of raisins?

Unit 5:   M1–S1   M4–S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S5, S5-HC, S6
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S4, S5, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC   M2–S1, S1-DP, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4   M4–S4
Unit 8:   M2–S5, S5-DP, S5-HC   M3–S4, S5, S5-DP
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GRADE

5
MEASUREMENT & DATA
A. Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system.
5.MD.1:  Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving 
multi-step real world problems.

Unit 3:   M1–S1   M2–S7   M3–S1, S2-DP, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4-DP, S4-HC   M4–S3-DP, S3-HC, S4
Unit 4:   M4–S1, S1-WP4D, S3
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP, S3, S3-DP
Unit 6:   M3–S1-HC   M4–S3
Unit 7:   M1–S2-HC, S6-HC
Unit 8:   M2–S3, S3-HC, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC   M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-DP   M4–S1

Feb:  CC, SP 
May:  CC

B. Represent and interpret data.
5.MD.2:  Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Use operations on fractions for this grade to solve problems involving 
information presented in line plots. For example, given different measurements of liquid in identical beakers, find the amount of liquid each beaker would contain if the total 
amount in all the beakers were redistributed equally.

Dec:  CC
Mar:  CC

C. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to addition.
5.MD.3:  Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume measurement (as described in 5.MD.3a & 5.MD.3b).

5.MD.3a:  A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be used to measure volume.

Unit 1:   M2–S2
Unit 6:   M3–S3-HC, S5-HC

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CG
Jan:  SP 
Apr:  CG

5.MD.3b:  A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units.

Unit 1:   M1–S3, S4, S5   M2–S1-HC, S2, S2-DP   M3–S1-DP, S1-HC, S3-HC, S4-DP   M4–S1-DP, S1-HC, S5
Unit 6:   M3–S1

Sep:  CC 
Jan:  SP 
Apr:  CG

5.MD.4:  Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised units.

Unit 1:   M2–S1-HC
Unit 6:   M3–S1, S2

Sep:  CC 
Oct:  CG
Jan:  SP 
Apr:  CG
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GRADE

5
MEASUREMENT & DATA
5.MD.5:  Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition and solve real world and mathematical problems involving volume (as described in 5.MD.5a–5.MD.5c).

5.MD.5a:  Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing it with unit cubes, and show that the volume is the same as would 
be found by multiplying the edge lengths, equivalently by multiplying the height by the area of the base. Represent three-fold whole-number products as volumes, 
e.g., to represent the associative property of multiplication.

Unit 1:   M1–S3   M2–S2, S2-DP, S3-HC, S4-DP   M3–S3-DP, S3-HC, S4-DP   M4–S1-HC, S5
Unit 3:   M1–S4-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 6:   M3–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S4, S5, S5-WP6C
Unit 8:   M1–S5, S5-HC, S6   M2–S1-DP, S1-HC, S2   M3–S3, S4, S4-DP, S5

Sep:  CC 
Jan:  SP 
Apr:  CG

5.MD.5b:  Apply the formulas V =(l)(w)(h) and V = (b)(h) for rectangular prisms to find volumes of right rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the 
context of solving real world and mathematical problems.

Unit 1:   M2–S1-HC   M4–S5-HC
Unit 3:   M1–S4-DP   M2–S7-HC
Unit 4:   M3–S7, S7-HC
Unit 5:   M1–S1-DP
Unit 6:   M1–S1   M3–S2, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S5, S5-DP, S5-HC   M4–S3-DP, S3-HC, S4
Unit 7:   M2–S4-HC
Unit 8:   M1–S4, S5, S5-HC, S6   M2–S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3-HC   M3–S3, S4, S4-DP, S5   M4–S2-DP, S2-HC

Apr:  CG

5.MD.5c:  Recognize volume as additive. Find volumes of solid figures composed of two non-overlapping right rectangular prisms by adding the volumes of the 
non-overlapping parts, applying this technique to solve real world problems.

Unit 6:   M1–S1   M3–S4, S5, S5-DP   M4–S4
Unit 8:   M4–S2-DP, S2-HC

Oct:  CG 
Jan:  SP
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GRADE

5
GEOMETRY
A. Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems.
5.G.1:  Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define a coordinate system, with the intersection of the lines (the origin) arranged to coincide with the 0 on 
each line and a given point in the plane located by using an ordered pair of numbers, called its coordinates. Understand that the first number indicates how far to travel from the 
origin in the direction of one axis, and the second number indicates how far to travel in the direction of the second axis, with the convention that the names of the two axes and 
the coordinates correspond (e.g., x-axis and x-coordinate, y-axis and y-coordinate).

Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2, S2-HC, S3, S3-DP, S4, S5, S5-DP, S6, S6-DP, S6-HC, S7, S7-DP, S7-WP6A   M3–S1-DP, S2-DP, S3, S3-WP6B, S5-HC   M4–S3-HC, S4 Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CG 
Dec:  CC 
May:  CG

5.G.2:  Represent real world and mathematical problems by graphing points in the first quadrant of the coordinate plane, and interpret coordinate values of points in the context 
of the situation.

Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S6-HC, S7, S7-DP   M2–S2-DP   M3–S1-DP, S5-HC   M4–S3-HC, S4
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S4, S4-DP, S5-DP, S6-DP   M2–S1, S2, S2-DP, S3, S4, S6, S6-DP   M3–S1, S3-DP   M4–S1

Oct:  CC 
Nov:  CG 
Dec:  CC 
May:  CG

B. Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties.
5.G.3:  Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional figures also belong to all subcategories of that category. For example, all rectangles have four 
right angles and squares are rectangles, so all squares have four right angles.

Unit 6:   M1–S1   M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S2-DP, S3, S3-DP, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP   M3–S1, S2-DP   M4–S3-HC, S4 Dec:  CG

5.G.4:  Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on properties.

Unit 6:   M1–S1   M2–S1, S1-DP, S1-HC, S2, S3, S3-HC, S4, S4-DP   M3–S1, S2-DP, S3, S3-WP6B   M4–S3-HC, S4 Nov:  CG 
Dec:  CG
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GRADE

5
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
5.MP.1:  Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution. They analyze givens, 
constraints, relationships, and goals. They make conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution 
attempt. They consider analogous problems, and try special cases and simpler forms of the original problem in order to gain insight into its solution. They monitor and evaluate 
their progress and change course if necessary. Older students might, depending on the context of the problem, transform algebraic expressions or change the viewing window 
on their graphing calculator to get the information they need. Mathematically proficient students can explain correspondences between equations, verbal descriptions, tables, 
and graphs or draw diagrams of important features and relationships, graph data, and search for regularity or trends. Younger students might rely on using concrete objects 
or pictures to help conceptualize and solve a problem. Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems using a different method, and they continually ask 
themselves, “Does this make sense?” They can understand the approaches of others to solving complex problems and identify correspondences between different approaches.

Unit 1:   M1–S2, S3, S4   M2–S1, S3, S5   M3–S1, S2   M4–S5
Unit 2:   M1–S2, S5   M2–S1, S4, S5, S6   M3–S1, S3, S6   M4–S3
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S2   M2–S2, S7   M3–S1, S3   M4–S2, S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S3, S4   M2–S1, S2, S3   M3–S7   M4–S5
Unit 5:   M1–S1, S3, S5   M2–S1, S2, S3, S5   M3–S1, S2, S4   M4–S3, S4, S5, S6
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S2-HC, S4-DP, S4-HC, S7-DP   M2–S3, S4   M3–S5   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S4, S6   M2–S1, S5   M4–S4
Unit 8:   M2–S1-HC, S4, S5   M3–S1, S2-DP   M4–S3-DP

Sep:  SP 
Oct:  CF, SP 
Nov:  SP 
Dec:  SP 
Jan:  SP 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  SP 
Apr:  SP 
May:  SP

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
5.MP.2:  Mathematically proficient students make sense of the quantities and their relationships in problem situations. Students bring two complementary abilities to bear on 
problems involving quantitative relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols 
as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order 
to probe into the referents for the symbols involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units 
involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of operations and objects.

Unit 1:   M1–S1   M2–S4   M3–S4   M4–S3, S4
Unit 2:   M1–S5   M2–S2   M3–S5   M4–S2, S3
Unit 3:   M1–S3   M2–S4, S5   M4–S1
Unit 4:   M2–S4   M3–S7   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S3   M2–S4   M3–S3
Unit 6:   M1–S5, S6   M3–S1, S2, S5   M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 7:   M1–S1, S2, S5   M2–S5   M3–S2, S3   M4–S4
Unit 8:   M1–S2, S3, S5   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4   M3–S2, S3   M4–S1

Sep:  CG, CC 
Oct:  CG, CF 
Nov:  CC, CF, PS, SP 
Dec:  CG, CF, SP 
Feb:  CG, CC 
Mar:  CF 
Apr:  CF 
May:  CC, CF, SP
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Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
5.MP.3:  Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They make 
conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into cases, and can 
recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They reason inductively about data, 
making plausible arguments that take into account the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the effectiveness of two 
plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an argument—explain what it is. Elementary students can construct 
arguments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. Such arguments can make sense and be correct, even though they are not generalized 
or made formal until later grades. Later, students learn to determine domains to which an argument applies. Students at all grades can listen or read the arguments of others, 
decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to clarify or improve the arguments.

Unit 1:   M1–S1, S5   M2–S2, S4, S6   M3–S2
Unit 2:   M1–S3   M2–S2, S3, S5   M3–S4   M4–S2, S3
Unit 3:   M2–S6   M3–S2   M4–S2
Unit 4:   M1–S2, S4   M2–S1   M3–S1, S5, S6   M4–S1
Unit 5:   M1–S2, S4   M3–S1, S2
Unit 6:   M1–S5, S6, S7   M2–S3, S4   M3–S2, S3
Unit 7:   M1–S3, S5   M2–S2, S4, S6   M4–S3-DP
Unit 8:   M2–S3, S5   M3–S1, S1-HC   M4–S3

Sep:  CG, PS 
Oct:  CF, SP 
Nov:  CG, PS, SP 
Dec:  SP 
May:  SP

4. Model with mathematics.
5.MP.4:  Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. In early grades, this 
might be as simple as writing an addition equation to describe a situation. In middle grades, a student might apply proportional reasoning to plan a school event or analyze 
a problem in the community. By high school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or use a function to describe how one quantity of interest depends on 
another. Mathematically proficient students who can apply what they know are comfortable making assumptions and approximations to simplify a complicated situation, realizing 
that these may need revision later. They are able to identify important quantities in a practical situation and map their relationships using such tools as diagrams, two-way tables, 
graphs, flowcharts and formulas. They can analyze those relationships mathematically to draw conclusions. They routinely interpret their mathematical results in the context of 
the situation and reflect on whether the results make sense, possibly improving the model if it has not served its purpose.

Unit 1:   M2–S6   M3–S3   M4–S1, S2
Unit 2:   M1–S1, S3, S4   M2–S3   M3–S1
Unit 3:   M1–S1, S4   M2–S1, S2, S7   M3–S2, S3   M4–S1, S4
Unit 4:   M1–S1, S3, S4   M2–S2, S3   M3–S2, S3, S4, S6   M4–S3, S4
Unit 5:   M2–S1, S2, S3   M2–S5   M3–S4   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S3   M2–S1
Unit 7:   M1–S3, S6   M2–S3, S4   M3–S4   M4–S1, S2, S3
Unit 8:   M1–S2   M2–S2   M3–S3, S4, S5, S5-HC   M4–S1, S3

Sep:  PS, SP 
Oct:  CC, PS, SP 
Nov:  CF, PS, SP 
Dec:  CC, SP 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  CF 
Mar:  CG, CC, SP 
Apr:  CG, CC, SP 
May:  SP
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Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
5.MP.5:  Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when solving a mathematical problem. These tools might include pencil and paper, concrete models, 
a ruler, a protractor, a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra system, a statistical package, or dynamic geometry software. Proficient students are sufficiently familiar 
with tools appropriate for their grade or course to make sound decisions about when each of these tools might be helpful, recognizing both the insight to be gained and their 
limitations. For example, mathematically proficient high school students analyze graphs of functions and solutions generated using a graphing calculator. They detect possible 
errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge. When making mathematical models, they know that technology can enable them to visualize the 
results of varying assumptions, explore consequences, and compare predictions with data. Mathematically proficient students at various grade levels are able to identify relevant 
external mathematical resources, such as digital content located on a website, and use them to pose or solve problems. They are able to use technological tools to explore and 
deepen their understanding of concepts.

Unit 2:   M1–S4   M2–S1   M3–S3
Unit 6:   M1–S2, S3   M2–S1   M3–S3
Unit 7:   M4–S2, S3
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S1-HC, S4, S6   M2–S1, S2, S6   M3–S5, S5-HC   M4–S2

Sep:  CF 
Oct:  PS 
Nov:  CC, PS 
Dec:  PS 
Jan:  PS 
Feb:  PS 
Mar:  PS 
Apr:  PS 
May:  CG, PS

6. Attend to precision.
5.MP.6:  Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They 
state the meaning of the symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful about specifying units of measure, and labeling 
axes to clarify the correspondence with quantities in a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of precision appropriate for 
the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give carefully formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to examine 
claims and make explicit use of definitions.

Unit 1:   M1–S3   M3–S1, S4   M4–S5
Unit 2:   M1–S2   M2–S4   M3–S6
Unit 3:   M1–S5   M2–S4, S5
Unit 4:   M3–S1   M4–S5
Unit 5:   M1–S1   M4–S6
Unit 6:   M1–S1, S7   M2–S3-DP   M3–S4   M4–S4
Unit 7:   M2–S1
Unit 8:   M1–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6   M2–S6   M3–S2, S4   M4–S2

Oct:  CG, CC, SP 
Dec:  CC, CF 
Jan:  CC 
Feb:  SP 
Mar:  CC 
Apr:  CC, CF 
May:  CF, SP
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Common Core State Standards Correlations  (continued)

Bridges: M–Module, S–Session, HC–Home Connection, WP–Work Place Number Corner: CG–Calendar Grid, CC–Calendar Collector, CF–Computational Fluency, PS–Problem Strings, SP–Solving Problems

GRADE

5
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
7. Look for and make use of structure.
5.MP.7:  Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for example, might notice that three and seven more is the 
same amount as seven and three more, or they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students will see 7 × 8 equals the well 
remembered 7 × 5 + 7 × 3, in preparation for learning about the distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 × 7 and the 9 as 2 + 7. 
They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and can use the strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for an 
overview and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic expressions, as single objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, 
they can see 5 – 3(x – y)2 as 5 minus a positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot be more than 5 for any real numbers x and y.

Unit 1:   M2–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 2:   M2–S3   M3–S2   M4–S1
Unit 3:   M1–S2, S4   M2–S1, S3   M3–S1, S4   M4–S3
Unit 4:   M1–S2   M2–S4   M3–S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 5:   M1–S5
Unit 6:   M1–S4, S4-DP, S4-HC   M2–S2   M3–S1
Unit 7:   M3–S1, S4   M4–S1

Sep:  CC, SP 
Oct:  CG, CC, SP 
Nov:  CG, CC 
Dec:  PS, SP 
Jan:  CG, CF, PS, SP 
Feb:  CG, PS, SP 
Mar:  CG, CF, PS 
Apr:  CG, PS 
May:  CG, PS

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
5.MP.8:  Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated, and look both for general methods and for shortcuts. Upper elementary students might notice 
when dividing 25 by 11 that they are repeating the same calculations over and over again, and conclude they have a repeating decimal. By paying attention to the calculation 
of slope as they repeatedly check whether points are on the line through (1, 2) with slope 3, middle school students might abstract the equation (y – 2)/(x –1) = 3. Noticing the 
regularity in the way terms cancel when expanding (x – 1)(x + 1), (x – 1)(x2 + x + 1), and (x – 1)(x3 + x2 + x + 1) might lead them to the general formula for the sum of a geometric 
series. As they work to solve a problem, mathematically proficient students maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the details. They continually evaluate the 
reasonableness of their intermediate results.

Unit 1:   M1–S2, S4, S5   M3–S3, S4   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4
Unit 2:   M1–S1   M2–S6   M3–S2, S4, S5   M4–S1
Unit 3:   M1–S3, S5   M2–S6   M3–S4   M4–S3
Unit 4:   M2–S4   M3–S2, S3, S4, S5   M4–S2, S3, S4, S4-DP
Unit 5:   M1–S4   M2–S4   M3–S3   M4–S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Unit 6:   M1–S4   M2–S2   M3–S4
Unit 7:   M1–S4c   M2–S2, S3, S6   M3–S1, S2, S3

Sep:  CF, PS 
Oct:  PS, SP 
Nov:  CG, CC, PS 
Dec:  CG 
Jan:  CG, CF 
Feb:  CC 
May:  CC
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Trajectory of Social Justice Concepts and Placement in  
Community Roots Charter School Curriculum from Kindergarten to 8th Grade 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is important to note that this is a working document and that the concepts taught in each grade are specific to 
the studies taught at Community Roots within the framework of an anti-bias approach to curriculum.  It is not 

meant to be used as a document taken out of context and by no means indicates that these are the concepts that 
make sense to teach in other school settings and in all studies. This is a working document developed in 

collaboration with faculty and is often revisited and revised. 
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Appendix D: Com. Std. K-8



Kindergarten 
Concepts 

K Studies  Vocabulary for Each Study 

Culture 
Diversity  
Religion 
Ally 

Me/Friendship  diversity, ally 

Bread  culture, religion 

Family  culture, diversity, religion, ally 

   

1st Grade Concepts  1st Studies  Vocabulary for Each Study 

Diversity 
Inclusion 
Fairness 
Service 
Ally 
Access 
Needs 

Classroom/School  Diversity 
Ally 
Inclusion 
Fairness 
Access 

Neighborhood/Community  Access 
Culture 
Religion 
Diversity  
Ally 
Inclusion 
Basic Needs 
Personal Needs 
Family/Cultural Needs 

Service Project  Service 

 

2nd Grade 
Concepts 

2nd Studies  Vocabulary 
For Each Study 

Access 
Ally 
Diversity 
Gender 
Perspective 
Power 
Stereotype 

Parks  Access 
Power 

Transportation  Access 
Power 

Bridges  Access 
Power 
Perspective 
Gender 

Other Units:  Fairy Tale Unit  Stereotype 
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Community Building 

Gender 
Diversity 
 
Ally 

   

3rd Grade Concepts  3rd Studies  Vocabulary For Each Study 

Race 
Class  
Gender 
Sex 
Sexual Orientation 
Stereotype 
Assume 
Gender Identity 
Gender Expression 
Ethnicity 
Religion 
Access  
Variability 
Identity 
Diversity 
Omit 
Generalize 
Colony 
Colonization 
Gender Roles 
Oppression 
Slavery 
Racism 
Power 

Identity  Race 
Class  
Gender 
Sex 
Sexual Orientation 
Stereotype 
Assume 
Gender Identity 
Gender Expression 
Ethnicity 
Religion 
Access  
Variability 
Identity 
Diversity 

World Communities  Omit 
Generalize 
Class 
Stereotype 
Colony 
Colonization 
 

Native People (communities close to 
home but long ago) 
 

Gender Roles 
Stereotype 
Generalize 
Omit 
Oppression 
Other words are repeated** 

West Africa (communities far away 
and long ago) 

Stereotype 
Colonization 
Slavery 
Class 
Race/Racism 
Power 
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4th Grade Concepts  4th Grade  Vocabulary 
For Each Study 

Oppression 
Resistance 
Bias 
Omission 
Stereotype 
Race 
Diversity 
Religion 
Power 
Perspective 
Gender 
Discrimination 
Slavery 
Colonization 
Classism 
Institutionalized 
Oppression 
Privilege  
Identity 
Class 
Gender 
Intersectionality 
Marginalized 

Identity  Identity 
Race 
Class 
Gender 
Intersectionality 
Perspective 
Privileged 
Marginalized 

Colonial Times  Oppression 
Resistance 
Bias 
Omission 
Stereotype 
Race 
Diversity 
Religion 
Power 
Perspective 
Gender 
Discrimination 
Slavery 
Colonization 

Revolutionary War  Oppression 
Resistance 
Classism 
Institutionalized Oppression 
Race 
Power 
Perspective 
Gender 
Discrimination 
Slavery 

Civil War  Oppression 
Resistance 
Classism 
Institutionalized Oppression 
Race 
Power 
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Perspective 
Gender 
Discrimination 
Slavery 

Through Literature  Privilege 
● class-based 
● race-based 
● gender-based 

Microaggression 
Social Construct 

  
  

5th Grade Concepts  5th Grade  Vocabulary For Each Study 

Internalized 
oppression 
White privilege 
Homophobia 
Transgender 
Cisgender 
Self determination 
Gender identity 
Gender expression 
Sexuality 
Segregation 
Institutionalized 
privilege 
Institutionalized 
oppression 
Interpersonal 
oppression 
Nationality  
Race 
Assigned gender 
Gender 
Microaggression 

*Health and Sexual Development 
(this unit is later in the year and not part 
of IS. However, it offers many 
opportunities to discuss some of the 
vocabulary words in IS, which is  € why 
it is mentioned here) 

Homophobia 
Transgender 
Cisgender 
Gender Identity 
Gender Expression 
Sexuality 
Assigned Gender 
Gender 

Identity  Gender identity 
Gender expression 
Transgender 
Sexuality 
Race 
Gender 
Nationality 
Ethnicity 

Government   None as of now.  In progress. 

Black Freedom/Civil Rights  Internalized Oppression / 
Superiority  
White Privilege  
Self determination 
Segregation 
Institutionalized Oppression  
Interpersonal Oppression  
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Ethnicity 
Nationality  
Race  
Microaggression 
Oppression 

Immigration  Race  
Nationality 
Ethnicity 

 
 

6th Grade Concepts  6th Grade  Vocabulary 

Assume / Assumption 
Perspective 
Culture  
Class 
Power 
Sex 
Gender 
Race 
Racism 
White Privilege 
Sexual Orientation 
Gender Roles 
Xenophobia 
Religious Intolerance 

Geography Mini-Unit   

Birth of Civilization/Mythology  Assume/Assumption 
Perspective  
Culture 
Power 
Class 
Gender Roles  

Belief Systems  Religious Intolerance 

Social Justice Book Clubs  Sex 
Gender 
Race 
Racism 
White Privilege 
Sexual Orientation 

 
 

7th Grade Concepts  7th Grade  Vocabulary 

Bias 
Omission 
Stereotype 
Capital 
Labor 
Culture 
Power 
Colonialism 

Westward Expansion  Settler Colonialism 
Reservation 
Culture 
Empire 
Assimilation 

Industrialization  Capital 
Labor 
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Settler Colonialism 
Race/Racism 
Gender 
Social Movements 
Homophobia 
Identity 
 

Ownership 
Means of Production 
White Supremacy 

Gender and Power  Gender 
Gender Identity 
Homophobia 
Social Movements 
Power 

 

8th Grade Concepts  8th Grade  Vocabulary 

Bias 
Stereotype 
Omission 
Prejudice 
Resistance/Resist 
Religion 
Culture 
Power 
Perspective 
Race/Racism 
Class/Classism 
Citizenship Status 
Gender 
Oppression 
Sexism 
Bystander  
Upstander 
Discrimination  
Sexuality 
Gender/Gender 
Identity 
Institutionalized 
Privilege 
Institutionalized 
Oppression 

Identity Work 
 
World War II:  The Holocaust and 
Japanese Internment Camps 

Bystander  
Upstander 
Bias 
Stereotype 
Race 
Prejudice 
Religion 
Racism 
Gender 
Oppression 
Discrimination 
Resistance/Resist 
Power 
Religion 
Perspective 

U.S. Labor and Labor Movements  Bystander  
Upstander 
Bias 
Stereotype 
Race/Racism 
Prejudice 
Intersectionality 
Sexuality 
Religion 
Gender 
Gender Identity 
Class/Classism 
Sexism 
Citizenship Status 
Discrimination 
Power 
Perspective 
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Independent Research and Book 
Pods 

Bias 
Power 
Race 
Perspective 
Institutionalized Privilege 
Institutionalized Oppression 
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1 of 2

Scope and Sequence Across the Grades (K–8)
The content of the Caring School Community program both repeats and builds across the grades. As 

students learn new SEL skills, they practice previously learned skills in increasingly sophisticated contexts 

as they advance through the grades. At all grade levels, the first ten weeks of lessons are meant to be taught 

in order. These lessons ensure that the year begins positively in all classrooms and that all students have 

a common experience of setting norms and building the classroom community. The remaining weeks at 

K–1 Weeks 1–10 Weeks 11–17

NOTE: Weeks 1–30 should be taught sequentially.

Starting 
the Year

 • Learn  
rules and  
procedures 

 • Get to know 
one another

Building the Classroom and  
School Community

 • Learn table jobs
 • Act in safe, friendly, and responsible ways
 • Begin working in pairs
 • Learn cooperative structures
 • Get to know people who work in the school
 • Meet and begin working with older buddies

Being a Responsible Learner and  
Community Member

 • Participate in activities that include  
read-alouds, drawing, writing, and  
mathematics

 • Practice social skills such as taking  
turns, looking at the speaker, and  
reporting what a partner said

 • Work independently for increasing  
lengths of time

 • Explore what it means to be responsible

2–5 Beginning the Year
Topic Weeks  

     
 • Week 1: Getting to Know One Another
 • Week 2: Agreeing on Norms
 • Week 3: Taking Care of Our Classroom and Ourselves
 • Week 4: The Home–School Connection
 • Week 5: Making School a Happy Place
 • Week 6: Developing Empathy
 • Week 7: Feelings and Challenges
 • Week 8: People Who Work in Our School
 • Week 9: Planning for Buddies
 • Week 10: Meeting Our Buddies

School Life
 • Preparing for Assemblies
 • Preparing for Field Trips
 • Preparing for a Substitute Teacher
 • Preparing for Tests (grades 4–5)
 • Returning from Vacation
 • Welcoming New Students

6–8 Creating a Caring Advisory and School Community 
Topic Weeks  

     
 • Week 1: Getting Started
 • Week 2: Creating Norms
 • Week 3: Building a Caring Community
 • Week 4: Taking Responsibility for Actions
 • Week 5: Making Things Right
 • Week 6: Understanding Our Emotions
 • Week 7: Developing Empathy
 • Week 8: Respecting People Who Work in Our School
 • Week 9: Understanding Bullying
 • Week 10: Bullying: The Role of the Bystander

Positive School Experiences
 • Planning a Celebration
 • Welcoming New Students (grade 6)
 • Helping Younger Students (grades 7–8)
 • Enjoying Lunchtime
 • Homework

Principal’s Leadership Guide Sample

Appendix E: Caring School Community K-5
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© Center for the Collaborative Classroom Caring School Community® •  Principal’s Leadership Guide BLM2
2 of 2

K–1 Weeks 18–23 Weeks 24–29 Week 30

NOTE: Weeks 1–30 should be taught sequentially.

Getting to Know My Feelings
 • Participate in activities that include  
body awareness, movement, and  
storytelling

 • Develop self-awareness
 • Recognize and name emotions
 • Cultivate positive emotions
 • Express emotions

Caring About Others
 • Participate in activities that include  
read-alouds, writing, and mathematics

 • Imagine how others feel
 • Act in kind, caring, and helpful ways
 • Express interest in others
 • Express appreciation for others

Ending  
the Year

 • 5HȵHFW�RQ�WKH� 
classroom  
community

2–5 Topic Weeks
(can be taught in any order) Open Week Closing Week

Character Building 
 • $OLNH�DQG�'LHUHQW��JUDGHV��Ȃ��
 • Friendship
 • Gratitude
 • Happiness and Creativity  
(grades 2–3)

 • Kindness
 • Courage (grades 4–5)
 • Perseverance (grades 4–5)

Social Issues
 • Mean Behavior (grade 2)
 • Bullying (grades 3–5)
 • Cheating (grades 2–3)
 • Exclusion
 • Misbehavior Outside of Class
 • Mishandling Belongings
 • Unkind Speech
 • 5HVROYLQJ�&RQȵLFWV
 • Teasing

 • Create Your  
Own Week

 • 5HȵHFWLQJ�
on the 
Classroom 
Community

6–8 Topic Weeks
(can be taught in any order) Open Week Closing Week

Personal Relationships 
 • Friendship 
 • Girl–Boy Friendships
 • Kindness
 • Appreciating Diversity

Social Issues
 • 5HVROYLQJ�&RQȵLFWV��
 • 5HVROYLQJ�&RQȵLFWV��
 • Peer Pressure
 • Respecting Belongings
 • Exclusion/Cliques
 • Using Social Media 
Responsibly

Wellness and   
Creativity

 • Reducing Stress
 • Happiness
 • Interests Outside  
of School

 • Sleep 

 • Create Your  
Own Week

 • 5HȵHFWLQJ�RQ�
the Advisory 
Community

grades 2–8, called Topic Weeks, are designed around specific SEL- and school-related topics that can be 

taught in any order, allowing teachers to structure SEL instruction to be responsive to what is happening 

in the classroom. (At grades K–1, the lessons are meant to be taught sequentially to be developmentally 

appropriate.) 

S O e AN  Se eN e A ROSS T e GRA eS 
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Starting 
the 

Year

Building the Classroom 
and School Community

Being a Responsible 
Learner and 

Community Member

Social Skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Be
gi

nn
in

g-
of

-Y
ea

r 
Sk

ill
s

Learn and follow classroom and school rules 
and procedures. X

Learn and say names. X X

Follow the teacher’s directions. X X

Raise hand to speak. X X

Respond to the attention signal. X X

Look at the person who is speaking. X X X

Speak so others can hear. X X X

In
te

rp
er

so
na

l S
ki

lls

Listen and respond to others in a  
whole-class setting. X X X X X X X X X X

Learn “Turn to Your Partner.” X

Learn “Think, Pair, Share.” X

Listen and respond to a partner. X X X X X X X X X X X

Take turns with a partner. X X X X X

Report what a partner said. X X X

Agree with a partner. X X X X

Contribute to partner work. X X X X

Share materials and work fairly. X X

Make sure both partners get to share  
their ideas. X X

Act in a responsible way. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Act in a safe and friendly way. X X X X X

Act in a respectful or kind and caring way. X X

Act in a fair way.

Express interest in and appreciation  
for others. X X X X

Ask questions and answer questions. X X X X X X X X X X

Learn and use discussion prompts. X X

Think about the feelings of others.

“X” indicates a week in which a named social skill is explicitly or implicitly emphasized. Many social skills are 

practiced as ancillary skills in unmarked weeks as well.

APPENDIX 

Social Skills

Grade 1

386      Caring School Community® • Teacher‘s Manual, Grade 1
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Getting to Know My Feelings Caring About Others

Ending 

the 

Year

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 Social Skills

Learn and follow classroom and school rules 
and procedures.

B
e

g
in

n
in

g
-o

f-
Y

e
a

r 
S

k
il

lsLearn and say names.

Follow the teacher’s directions.

Raise hand to speak.

Respond to the attention signal.

Look at the person who is speaking.

Speak so others can hear.

Listen and respond to others in a  
whole-class setting.

In
te

rp
e

rs
o

n
a

l 
S

k
il

ls

Learn “Turn to Your Partner.”

Learn “Think, Pair, Share.”

Listen and respond to a partner.

X X X X X Take turns with a partner.

X Report what a partner said.

X X X X Agree with a partner.

Contribute to partner work.

Share materials and work fairly.

Make sure both partners get to share  
their ideas.

Act in a responsible way.

Act in a safe and friendly way.

Act in a respectful or kind and caring way.

X X X Act in a fair way.

X Express interest in and appreciation  
for others.

X X Ask questions and answer questions.

X Learn and use discussion prompts.

X X X X X Think about the feelings of others.

Appendix • Social Skills    387
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Starting 
the 

Year

Building the Classroom 
and School Community

Being a Responsible 
Learner and 

Community Member

Social Skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Se
lf

-m
an

ag
em

en
t 

Sk
ill

s

Move responsibly. X X X X X X X

Handle materials responsibly. X X X X X X

Be responsible for working independently. X X X

Cultivate positive emotions. X X X X X X X X X X

Get to know ourselves.

Recognize emotions.

Express emotions.

Manage emotions.

Make choices. X X X

Ex
ec

ut
iv

e 
Fu

nc
ti

on
 

 S
ki

ll

Reflect on learning and behavior. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

APPENDIX

Social Skills (continued)
“X” indicates a week in which a named social skill is explicitly or implicitly emphasized. Many social skills are 

practiced as ancillary skills in unmarked weeks as well.
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Getting to Know My Feelings Caring About Others
Ending 

the 
Year

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 Social Skills

X X Move responsibly.

Se
lf

-m
an

ag
em

en
t 

Sk
ill

s

Handle materials responsibly.

X X X X X X X X Be responsible for working independently.

X X X X X Cultivate positive emotions.

X X X X X X X Get to know ourselves.

X X X X X Recognize emotions.

X X X X X X X Express emotions.

X X Manage emotions.

X X X X X Make choices.

X X X X X X X X X X X X X Reflect on learning and behavior.

Ex
ec

u
ti

ve
 

Fu
n

ct
io

n
 

 S
ki

ll

Grade 1 Social Skills
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Starting 
the 

Year

Building the Classroom 
and School Community

Being a Responsible 
Learner and 

Community Member

Social Skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Be
gi

nn
in

g-
of

-Y
ea

r 
Sk

ill
s

Learn and follow classroom and school rules 
and procedures. X

Learn and say names. X X

Follow the teacher’s directions. X X

Raise hand to speak. X X

Respond to the attention signal. X X

Look at the person who is speaking. X X X

Speak so others can hear. X X X X

In
te

rp
er

so
na

l S
ki

lls

Listen to others in a whole-class setting. X X X X X X X X X X

Learn “Turn to Your Partner.” X

Learn “Think, Pair, Share.” X

Listen and respond to a partner. X X X X X X X X X X X X

Take turns with a partner. X X X X

Report what a partner said. X X X X

Agree with a partner. X X X X X X

Contribute to partner work. X X X X X

Act in a responsible way. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Act in a safe and friendly way. X X X X X

Act in a respectful way. X X

Act in a helpful way. X

Act in a fair way.

Express interest in and appreciation for 
others. X X X X X X

Think about the feelings of others.

“X” indicates a week in which a named social skill is explicitly or implicitly emphasized. Many social skills are 

practiced as ancillary skills in unmarked weeks as well.

APPENDIX 

Social Skills

Grade K
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Getting to Know My Feelings Caring About Others

Ending 

the 

Year

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 Social Skills

Learn and follow classroom and school rules 
and procedures.

B
e

g
in

n
in

g
-o

f-
Y

e
a

r 
S

k
il

lsLearn and say names.

Follow the teacher’s directions.

Raise hand to speak.

Respond to the attention signal.

Look at the person who is speaking.

Speak so others can hear.

Listen to others in a whole-class setting.

In
te

rp
e

rs
o

n
a

l 
S

k
il

ls

Learn “Turn to Your Partner.”

Learn “Think, Pair, Share.”

X X X X Listen and respond to a partner.

X X Take turns with a partner.

X X Report what a partner said.

X X X Agree with a partner.

Contribute to partner work.

Act in a responsible way.

Act in a safe and friendly way.

Act in a respectful way.

X X X X X X Act in a helpful way.

X X X Act in a fair way.

X Express interest in and appreciation for 
others.

X X X X X X X Think about the feelings of others.
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Starting 
the 

Year

Building the Classroom 
and School Community

Being a Responsible 
Learner and 

Community Member

Social Skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Se
lf

-m
an

ag
em

en
t 

Sk
ill

s

Move responsibly. X X X X X X X

Handle materials responsibly. X X X X X X X X

Be responsible for working independently. X X X X X

Cultivate positive emotions. X X X X X X X

Get to know ourselves.

Recognize emotions.

Express emotions.

Manage emotions.

Ex
ec

ut
iv

e 
Fu

nc
ti

on
 

 S
ki

ll

Reflect on learning and behavior. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

APPENDIX

Social Skills (continued)
“X” indicates a week in which a named social skill is explicitly or implicitly emphasized. Many social skills are 

practiced as ancillary skills in unmarked weeks as well.
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Getting to Know My Feelings Caring About Others
Ending 

the 
Year

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 Social Skills

X X X X Move responsibly.

Se
lf

-m
an

ag
em

en
t 

Sk
ill

s

Handle materials responsibly.

Be responsible for working independently.

X X X Cultivate positive emotions.

X X X X X X X Get to know ourselves.

X X X X Recognize emotions.

X X X X X X Express emotions.

X X Manage emotions.

X X X X X X X X X X X X X Reflect on learning and behavior.

Ex
ec

u
ti

ve
 

Fu
n

ct
io

n
 

 S
ki

ll

Grade K Social Skills
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Grade 2
School Life Character Building Social Issues
Preparing for Assemblies Alike and Different Mean Behaviors
Preparing for Field Trips Friendship Cheating
Preparing for a Substitute 
Teacher

Gratitude Exclusion

Returning from Vacation Happiness and Creativity Misbehavior Outside of Class
Welcoming New Students Kindness Mishandling Belongings

Unkind Speech
Resolving Conflicts
Teasing

Grade 3
School Life Character Building Social Issues
Preparing for Assemblies Alike and Different Bullying
Preparing for Field Trips Friendship Cheating
Preparing for a Substitute 
Teacher

Gratitude Exclusion

Returning from Vacation Happiness and Creativity Misbehavior Outside of Class
Welcoming New Students Kindness Mishandling Belongings

Unkind Speech
Resolving Conflicts
Teasing

Grades 4–5
School Life Character Building Social Issues
Preparing for Assemblies Courage Bullying
Preparing for Field Trips Friendship Exclusion
Preparing for a Substitute 
Teacher

Gratitude Misbehavior Outside of Class

Preparing for Tests Perseverance Mishandling Belongings
Returning from Vacation Kindness Unkind Speech
Welcoming New Students Resolving Conflicts

Teasing

APPENDIX B

Topic Weeks Across the Grades

Grades 2–5 Topic Weeks
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DOMAIN 1

7

  DEMONSTRATING KNOWLEDGE OF CONTENT  
  AND PEDAGOGY

In order to guide student learning, teachers must have command of the subjects they teach.        
They must know which concepts and skills are central to a discipline and which are peripheral;   
they must know how the discipline has evolved into the 21st century, incorporating issues such 
as global awareness and cultural diversity. Accomplished teachers understand the internal 
relationships within the disciplines they teach, knowing which concepts and skills are prerequisite    
to the understanding of others. They are also aware of typical student misconceptions in the 
discipline and work to dispel them. But knowledge of the content is not sufficient; in advancing 
student understanding, teachers must be familiar with the particularly pedagogical approaches 
best suited to each discipline.

The elements of component 1a are:

Knowledge of content and the structure of the discipline

Every discipline has a dominant structure, with smaller components or strands, as well as central 
concepts and skills.

Knowledge of prerequisite relationships

Some disciplines—for example, mathematics—have important prerequisites; experienced 
teachers know what these are and how to use them in designing lessons and units. 

Knowledge of content-related pedagogy

Different disciplines have “signature pedagogies” that have evolved over time and been found to be 
most effective in teaching.

Indicators include:

• Lesson and unit plans that reflect important concepts in the discipline

• Lesson and unit plans that accommodate prerequisite relationships among concepts   
 and skills

• Clear and accurate classroom explanations

• Accurate answers to students’ questions

• Feedback to students that furthers learning

• Interdisciplinary connections in plans and practice

1a
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1a  D E M O N S T R AT I N G  K N O W L E D G E  O F  C O N T E N T  A N D  P E D A G O G Y

• The teacher makes content errors.
• The teacher does not consider prerequisite  
 relationships when planning.
• The teacher’s plans use inappropriate    
 strategies for the discipline.

• The teacher says, “The official language of Brazil   
 is Spanish, just like other South American   
 countries.”
• The teacher says, “I don’t understand why the   
 math book has decimals in the same unit as   
 fractions.”
• The teacher has his students copy dictionary  
 definitions each week to help them learn to spell  
 difficult words.
• And others…

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher is familiar with the important concepts 
in the discipline but displays a lack of awareness 
of how these concepts relate to one another. The 
teacher indicates some awareness of prerequisite 
learning, although such knowledge may be 
inaccurate or incomplete. The teacher’s plans and 
practice reflect a limited range of pedagogical 
approaches to the discipline or to the students.

• The teacher’s understanding of the discipline  
 is rudimentary.
• The teacher’s knowledge of prerequisite  
 relationships is inaccurate or incomplete.
• Lesson and unit plans use limited  
 instructional strategies, and some are not  
 suitable to the content.

• The teacher plans lessons on area and perimeter  
 independently of one another, without linking the  
 concepts together.
• The teacher plans to forge ahead with a lesson on  
 addition with regrouping, even though some  
 students have not fully grasped place value.
• The teacher always plans the same routine to  
 study spelling: pretest on Monday, copy the words  
 five times each on Tuesday and Wednesday, test 
 on Friday.
• And others…
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

In planning and practice, the teacher makes 
content errors or does not correct errors made by 
students. The teacher displays little understanding 
of prerequisite knowledge important to student 
learning of the content. The teacher displays little 
or no understanding of the range of pedagogical 
approaches suitable to student learning of the 
content.
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher displays extensive knowledge of the  
important concepts in the discipline and how these  
relate both to one another and to other disciplines.     
The teacher demonstrates understanding of 
prerequisite relationships among topics and 
concepts and understands the link to necessary 
cognitive structures that ensure student 
understanding. The teacher’s plans and practice 
reflect familiarity with a wide range of effective 
pedagogical approaches in the discipline and the 
ability to anticipate student misconceptions.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher displays solid knowledge of the 
important concepts in the discipline and how these 
relate to one another. The teacher demonstrates 
accurate understanding of prerequisite 
relationships among topics. The teacher’s plans 
and practice reflect familiarity with a wide range  
of effective pedagogical approaches in the subject.

• The teacher can identify important concepts of   
 the discipline and their relationships to one   
 another.
• The teacher provides clear explanations of the  
 content.
• The teacher answers students’ questions  
 accurately and provides feedback that furthers  
 their learning.
• Instructional strategies in unit and lesson plans  
 are entirely suitable to the content.

• The teacher’s plan for area and perimeter invites  
 students to determine the shape that will yield   
 the largest area for a given perimeter.
• The teacher has realized her students are not   
 sure how to use a protractor, and so she plans to   
 have them practice that skill before introducing   
 the activity on angle measurement.
• The teacher plans to expand a unit on civics by  
 having students simulate a court trial.
• And others…

• The teacher cites intra- and interdisciplinary  
 content relationships.
• The teacher’s plans demonstrate awareness of  
 possible student misconceptions and how they  
 can be addressed.
• The teacher’s plans reflect recent developments  
 in content-related pedagogy.

• In a unit on 19th-century literature, the teacher  
 incorporates information about the history of the  
 same period.
• Before beginning a unit on the solar system, the  
 teacher surveys the students on their beliefs about  
 why it is hotter in the summer than in the winter.
• And others…



DOMAIN 1 •  PLANNING AND PREPARATION
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  DEMONSTRATING KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS

Teachers don’t teach content in the abstract; they teach it to students. In order to ensure student 
learning, therefore, teachers must know not only their content and its related pedagogy but also 
the students to whom they wish to teach that content. In ensuring student learning, teachers must 
appreciate what recent research in cognitive psychology has confirmed, namely, that students 
learn through active intellectual engagement with content. While there are patterns in cognitive, 
social, and emotional developmental stages typical of different age groups, students learn in their 
individual ways and may have gaps or misconceptions that the teacher needs to uncover in order 
to plan appropriate learning activities. In addition, students have lives beyond school—lives that 
include athletic and musical pursuits, activities in their neighborhoods, and family and cultural 
traditions. Students whose first language is not English, as well as students with other special 
needs, must be considered when a teacher is planning lessons and identifying resources to ensure 
that all students will be able to learn.

The elements of component 1b are:

Knowledge of child and adolescent development

Children learn differently at different stages of their lives.

Knowledge of the learning process

Learning requires active intellectual engagement.

Knowledge of students’ skills, knowledge, and language proficiency

What students are able to learn at any given time is influenced by their level of knowledge and skill.

Knowledge of students’ interests and cultural heritage

Children’s backgrounds influence their learning.

Knowledge of students’ special needs

Children do not all develop in a typical fashion.

Indicators include:

• Formal and informal information about students gathered by the teacher for use 
 in planning instruction

• Student interests and needs learned by the teacher for use in planning

• Teacher participation in community cultural events

• Teacher-designed opportunities for families to share their heritages

• Database of students with special needs

1b
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1b  D E M O N S T R AT I N G  K N O W L E D G E  O F  S T U D E N T S

• The teacher’s lesson plan has the same    
 assignment for the entire class in spite of the  
 fact that one activity is beyond the reach of   
 some students.
• In the unit on Mexico, the teacher has not   
 incorporated perspectives from the three   
 Mexican-American children in the class.
• Lesson plans make only peripheral reference to  
 students’ interests.
• The teacher knows that some of her students   
 have IEPs, but they’re so long that she hasn’t read  
 them yet.
• And others…

• The teacher cites developmental theory but   
 does not seek to integrate it into lesson   
 planning.
• The teacher is aware of the different ability   
 levels in the class but tends to teach to   
 the “whole group.”
• The teacher recognizes that students have  
 different interests and cultural backgrounds but  
 rarely draws on their contributions or differentiates  
 materials to accommodate those differences.
• The teacher is aware of medical issues and  
 learning disabilities with some students but  
 does not seek to understand the implications of  
 that knowledge.

• The lesson plan includes a teacher presentation for  
 an entire 30-minute period to a group of 7-year-olds.
• The teacher plans to give her ELL students the same  
 writing assignment she gives the rest of the class.
• The teacher plans to teach his class Christmas  
 carols, despite the fact that he has four religions  
 represented among his students.
• And others…

• The teacher does not understand child development  
 characteristics and has unrealistic expectations for  
 students.
• The teacher does not try to ascertain varied ability  
 levels among students in the class.
• The teacher is not aware of students’ interests or  
 cultural heritages.
• The teacher takes no responsibility to learn about  
 students’ medical or learning disabilities.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher displays generally accurate knowledge 
of how students learn and of their varied 
approaches to learning, knowledge and skills, 
special needs, and interests and cultural heritages, 
yet may apply this knowledge not to individual 
students but to the class as a whole.
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The teacher displays minimal understanding of 
how students learn—and little knowledge of their 
varied approaches to learning, knowledge and 
skills, special needs, and interests and cultural 
heritages—and does not indicate that such 
knowledge is valuable.
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• The teacher uses ongoing methods to assess      
 students’ skill levels and designs instruction   
 accordingly.
• The teacher seeks out information from all             
 students about their cultural heritages.
• The teacher maintains a system of updated              
 student records and incorporates medical and/or  
 learning needs into lesson plans.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher understands the active nature of 
student learning and acquires information about 
levels of development for individual students. The 
teacher also systematically acquires knowledge 
from several sources about individual students’ 
varied approaches to learning, knowledge and skills, 
special needs, and interests and cultural heritages.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher understands the active nature of 
student learning and attains information about 
levels of development for groups of students. The 
teacher also purposefully acquires knowledge from 
several sources about groups of students’ varied 
approaches to learning, knowledge and skills, 
special needs, and interests and cultural heritages.

• The teacher knows, for groups of students, their  
 levels of cognitive development.
• The teacher is aware of the different cultural   
 groups in the class.
• The teacher has a good idea of the range of   
 interests of students in the class.
• The teacher has identified “high,” “medium,”   
 and “low” groups of students within the class.
• The teacher is well informed about students’   
 cultural heritages and incorporates this   
 knowledge in lesson planning.
• The teacher is aware of the special needs                 
 represented by students in the class.

• The teacher creates an assessment of students’   
 levels of cognitive development.
• The teacher examines previous years’ cumulative   
 folders to ascertain the proficiency levels of groups  
 of students in the class.
• The teacher administers a student interest survey at  
 the beginning of the school year.
• The teacher plans activities using his knowledge of  
 students’ interests.
• The teacher knows that five of her students are in  
 the Garden Club; she plans to have them discuss   
 horticulture as part of the next biology lesson.
• The teacher realizes that not all of his students are  
 Christian, and so he plans to read a Hanukkah story  
 in December.
• The teacher plans to ask her Spanish-speaking   
 students to discuss their ancestry as part of their  
 social studies unit on South America.
• And others…

• The teacher plans his lesson with three different  
 follow-up activities, designed to meet the varied   
 ability levels of his students.
• The teacher plans to provide multiple project   
 options; each student will select the project that   
 best meets his or her individual approach to   
 learning.
• The teacher encourages students to be aware of   
 their individual reading levels and make       
 independent reading choices that will be   
 challenging but not too difficult.
• The teacher attends the local Mexican heritage   
 day, meeting several of his students’ extended   
 family members.
• The teacher regularly creates adapted    
 assessment materials for several students with   
 learning disabilities.
• And others…
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  SET TING INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES

Teaching is a purposeful activity; even the most imaginative activities are directed toward certain 
desired learning. Therefore, establishing instructional outcomes entails identifying exactly what 
students will be expected to learn; the outcomes describe not what students will do, but what they 
will learn. The instructional outcomes should reflect important learning and must lend themselves 
to various forms of assessment through which all students will be able to demonstrate their 
understanding of the content. Insofar as the outcomes determine the instructional activities, the 
resources used, their suitability for diverse learners, and the methods of assessment employed, 
they hold a central place in domain 1. 

Learning outcomes may be of a number of different types: factual and procedural knowledge, 
conceptual understanding, thinking and reasoning skills, and collaborative and communication 
strategies. In addition, some learning outcomes refer to dispositions; it’s important not only that 
students learn to read but also, educators hope, that they will like to read. In addition, experienced 
teachers are able to link their learning outcomes with outcomes both within their discipline and in 
other disciplines.

The elements of component 1c are:

Value, sequence, and alignment

Outcomes represent significant learning in the discipline reflecting, where appropriate, the  
Common Core State Standards.

Clarity

Outcomes must refer to what students will learn, not what they will do, and must permit viable 
methods of assessment.

Balance

Outcomes should reflect different types of learning, such as knowledge, conceptual 
understanding, and thinking skills.

Suitability for diverse students

Outcomes must be appropriate for all students in the class.

Indicators include:

• Outcomes of a challenging cognitive level

• Statements of student learning, not student activity

• Outcomes central to the discipline and related to those in other disciplines

• Outcomes permitting assessment of student attainment

• Outcomes differentiated for students of varied ability

1c
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1c  S E T T I N G  I N S T R U C T I O N A L  O U T C O M E S

• Outcomes consist of understanding the    
 relationship between addition and multiplication   
 and memorizing facts.
• The reading outcomes are written with the needs   
 of the “middle” group in mind; however, the   
 advanced students are bored, and some    
 lower-level students are struggling.
• Most of the English Language Arts outcomes are   
 based on narrative.
• And others…

• Outcomes represent a mixture of low    
 expectations and rigor.
• Some outcomes reflect important learning in   
 the discipline.
• Outcomes are suitable for most of the class.

• A learning outcome for a fourth-grade class is to   
 make a poster illustrating a poem.
• All the outcomes for a ninth-grade history class   
 are based on demonstrating factual knowledge.
• The topic of the social studies unit involves the   
 concept of revolutions, but the teacher expects   
 his students to remember only the important   
 dates of battles.
• Despite the presence of a number of ELL students  
 in the class, the outcomes state that all writing   
 must be grammatically correct.
• None of the science outcomes deals with the   
 students’ reading, understanding, or interpretation  
 of the text.
• And others…

• Outcomes lack rigor.
• Outcomes do not represent important learning in  
 the discipline.
• Outcomes are not clear or are stated as activities.
• Outcomes are not suitable for many students in  
 the class.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

Outcomes represent moderately high expectations 
and rigor. Some reflect important learning in the 
discipline and consist of a combination of outcomes 
and activities. Outcomes reflect several types of 
learning, but the teacher has made no effort at 
coordination or integration. Outcomes, based on 
global assessments of student learning, are suitable 
for most of the students in the class.
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The outcomes represent low expectations for 
students and lack of rigor, and not all of these 
outcomes reflect important learning in the 
discipline. They are stated as student activities, 
rather than as outcomes for learning. Outcomes 
reflect only one type of learning and only one 
discipline or strand and are suitable for only some 
students.
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• The teacher’s plans reference curricular   
 frameworks or blueprints to ensure accurate   
 sequencing.
• The teacher connects outcomes to previous and  
 future learning.
• Outcomes are differentiated to encourage   
 individual students to take educational risks.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

All outcomes represent high-level learning in the 
discipline. They are clear, are written in the form 
of student learning, and permit viable methods of 
assessment. Outcomes reflect several different 
types of learning and, where appropriate, represent 
both coordination and integration. Outcomes are 
differentiated, in whatever way is needed, for 
individual students.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

Most outcomes represent rigorous and important 
learning in the discipline and are clear, are written 
in the form of student learning, and suggest viable 
methods of assessment. Outcomes reflect several 
different types of learning and opportunities 
for coordination, and they are differentiated, in 
whatever way is needed, for different groups of 
students.

• Outcomes represent high expectations and rigor.
• Outcomes are related to “big ideas” of the   
 discipline.
• Outcomes are written in terms of what students  
 will learn rather than do.
• Outcomes represent a range of types: factual   
 knowledge, conceptual understanding, reasoning,  
 social interaction, management, and    
 communication.
• Outcomes, differentiated where necessary, are   
 suitable to groups of students in the class.

• One of the learning outcomes is for students to   
 “appreciate the aesthetics of 18th-century English  
 poetry.”
• The outcomes for the history unit include some   
 factual information, as well as a comparison of the  
 perspectives of different groups in the run-up to the  
 Revolutionary War.
• The learning outcomes include students defending  
 their interpretation of the story with citations from  
 the text.
• And others…

• The teacher encourages his students to set their  
 own goals; he provides them a taxonomy of   
 challenge verbs to help them strive to meet the   
 teacher’s higher expectations of them.
• Students will develop a concept map that links   
 previous learning goals to those they are   
 currently working on.
• Some students identify additional learning.
• The teacher reviews the project expectations and   
 modifies some goals to be in line with students’   
 IEP objectives.
• One of the outcomes for a social studies unit   
 addresses students analyzing the speech of   
 a political candidate for accuracy and logical   
 consistency.
• And others…
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  DEMONSTRATING KNOWLEDGE OF RESOURCES

Student learning is enhanced by a teacher’s skillful use of resources. Some of these are provided 
by the school as “official” materials; others are secured by teachers through their own initiative. 
Resources fall into several different categories: those used in the classroom by students, those 
available beyond the classroom walls to enhance student learning, resources for teachers to 
further their own professional knowledge and skill, and resources that can provide noninstructional 
assistance to students. Teachers recognize the importance of discretion in the selection of resources, 
selecting those that align directly with the learning outcomes and will be of most use to the students. 
Accomplished teachers also ensure that the selection of materials and resources is appropriately 
challenging for every student; texts, for example, are available at various reading levels to make sure 
all students can gain full access to the content and successfully demonstrate understanding of the 
learning outcomes. Furthermore, expert teachers look beyond the school for resources to bring their 
subjects to life and to assist students who need help in both their academic and nonacademic lives.

The elements of component 1d are:

Resources for classroom use

Materials must align with learning outcomes.

Resources to extend content knowledge and pedagogy

Materials that can further teachers’ professional knowledge must be available.

Resources for students

Materials must be appropriately challenging.

Indicators include:

• Materials provided by the district

• Materials provided by professional organizations 

• A range of texts

• Internet resources

• Community resources

• Ongoing participation by the teacher in professional education courses  
 or professional groups 

• Guest speakers

1d
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1d  D E M O N S T R AT I N G  K N O W L E D G E  O F  R E S O U R C E S

• For a unit on ocean life, the teacher really needs   
 more books, but the school library has only three   
 for him to borrow. He does not seek out others   
 from the public library.
• The teacher knows she should learn more about   
 literacy development, but the school offered only   
 one professional development day last year.
• The teacher thinks his students would benefit   
 from hearing about health safety from a    
 professional; he contacts the school nurse to   
 visit his classroom.
• In the second-grade math class, the teacher   
 misuses base 10 blocks in showing students how   
 to represent numbers.
• And others…

• The teacher uses materials in the school library   
 but does not search beyond the school for   
 resources.
• The teacher participates in content-area   
 workshops offered by the school but does not   
 pursue other professional development.
• The teacher locates materials and resources for  
 students that are available through the school   
 but does not pursue any other avenues.

• For their unit on China, the students find all of their  
 information in the district-supplied textbook.
• The teacher is not sure how to teach fractions but  
 doesn’t know how he’s expected to learn it by himself.
• A student says, “It’s too bad we can’t go to the  
 nature center when we’re doing our unit on  
 the environment.” 
• In the literacy classroom, the teacher has provided  
 only narrative works.
• And others…

• The teacher uses only district-provided materials,  
 even when more variety would assist some students.
• The teacher does not seek out resources available  
 to expand her own skill.
• Although the teacher is aware of some student  
 needs, he does not inquire about possible resources.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher displays some awareness of resources 
beyond those provided by the school or district for 
classroom use and for extending one’s professional 
skill but does not seek to expand this knowledge.
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The teacher is unaware of resources to assist 
student learning beyond materials provided by 
the school or district, nor is the teacher aware of 
resources for expanding one’s own professional 
skill.
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• Texts are matched to student skill level.
• The teacher has ongoing relationships with   
 colleges and universities that support student   
 learning.
• The teacher maintains a log of resources for   
 student reference.
• The teacher pursues apprenticeships to   
 increase discipline knowledge.
• The teacher facilitates student contact with   
 resources outside the classroom.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher’s knowledge of resources for classroom 
use and for extending one’s professional skill 
is extensive, including those available through 
the school or district, in the community, through 
professional organizations and universities, and on 
the Internet.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher displays awareness of resources 
beyond those provided by the school or district, 
including those on the Internet, for classroom use 
and for extending one’s professional skill, and seeks 
out such resources.

• Texts are at varied levels.
• Texts are supplemented by guest speakers and   
 field experiences.
• The teacher facilitates the use of Internet   
 resources.
• Resources are multidisciplinary.
• The teacher expands her knowledge through  
 professional learning groups and organizations.
• The teacher pursues options offered by    
 universities.
• The teacher provides lists of resources outside   
 the classroom for students to draw on.

• The teacher provides her fifth graders a range of   
 nonfiction texts about the American Revolution so  
 that regardless of their reading level, all students  
 can participate in the discussion of important   
 concepts.
• The teacher takes an online course on literature to  
 expand her knowledge of great American writers.
• The ELA lesson includes a wide range of narrative  
 and informational reading materials.
• The teacher distributes a list of summer reading   
 materials that will help prepare his eighth graders’  
 transition to high school.
• And others…

• The teacher is not happy with the out-of-date   
 textbook; his students will critique it and write   
 their own material for social studies.
• The teacher spends the summer at Dow Chemical   
 learning more about current research so that she   
 can expand her knowledge base for teaching   
 chemistry.
• The teacher matches students in her Family and   
 Consumer Science class with local businesses;   
 the students spend time shadowing employees to  
 understand how their classroom skills might be   
 used on the job.
• And others… 
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  DESIGNING COHERENT INSTRUCTION

Designing coherent instruction is the heart of planning, reflecting the teacher’s knowledge of 
content and of the students in the class, the intended outcomes of instruction, and the available 
resources. Such planning requires that educators have a clear understanding of the state, district, 
and school expectations for student learning and the skill to translate these into a coherent plan. 
It also requires that teachers understand the characteristics of the students they teach and the 
active nature of student learning. Educators must determine how best to sequence instruction in a 
way that will advance student learning through the required content. Furthermore, such planning 
requires the thoughtful construction of lessons that contain cognitively engaging learning activities, 
the incorporation of appropriate resources and materials, and the intentional grouping of students. 
Proficient practice in this component recognizes that a well-designed instruction plan addresses the 
learning needs of various groups of students; one size does not fit all. At the distinguished level, the 
teacher plans instruction that takes into account the specific learning needs of each student and 
solicits ideas from students on how best to structure the learning. This plan is then implemented in 
domain 3.

The elements of component 1e are:

Learning activities

Instruction is designed to engage students and advance them through the content.

Instructional materials and resources

Aids to instruction are appropriate to the learning needs of the students.

Instructional groups

Teachers intentionally organize instructional groups to support student learning.

Lesson and unit structure

Teachers produce clear and sequenced lesson and unit structures to advance student learning.

Indicators include:

• Lessons that support instructional outcomes and reflect important concepts

• Instructional maps that indicate relationships to prior learning

• Activities that represent high-level thinking

• Opportunities for student choice

• Use of varied resources

• Thoughtfully planned learning groups

• Structured lesson plans

1e
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1e  D E S I G N I N G  C O H E R E N T  I N S T R U C T I O N

• After a mini-lesson, the teacher plans to have the   
 whole class play a game to reinforce the skill she   
 taught.
• The teacher finds an atlas to use as a supplemental  
 resource during the geography unit.
• The teacher always lets students self-select a   
 working group because they behave better when   
 they can choose whom to sit with.
• The teacher’s lesson plans are well formatted, but   
 the timing for many activities is too short to   
 actually cover the concepts thoroughly.
• The plan for the ELA lesson includes only passing  
 attention to students’ citing evidence from the   
 text for their interpretation of the short story.
• And others…

• Learning activities are moderately challenging.
• Learning resources are suitable, but there is   
 limited variety.
• Instructional groups are random, or they only  
 partially support objectives.
• Lesson structure is uneven or may be unrealistic  
 about time expectations.

• After his ninth graders have memorized the parts of  
 the microscope, the teacher plans to have them fill  
 in a worksheet.
• The teacher plans to use a 15-year-old textbook as  
 the sole resource for a unit on communism.
• The teacher organizes her class in rows, seating the  
 students alphabetically; she plans to have students  
 work all year in groups of four based on where they  
 are sitting.
• The teacher’s lesson plans are written on sticky  
 notes in his gradebook; they indicate: lecture,  
 activity, or test, along with page numbers in the text.
• And others…

• Learning activities are boring and/or not well   
 aligned to the instructional goals.
• Materials are not engaging or do not meet   
 instructional outcomes.
• Instructional groups do not support learning.
• Lesson plans are not structured or sequenced   
 and are unrealistic in their expectations.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

Some of the learning activities and materials 
are aligned with the instructional outcomes and 
represent moderate cognitive challenge, but with no 
differentiation for different students. Instructional 
groups partially support the activities, with some 
variety. The lesson or unit has a recognizable 
structure; but the progression of activities is uneven, 
with only some reasonable time allocations.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

Learning activities are poorly aligned with the 
instructional outcomes, do not follow an organized 
progression, are not designed to engage students 
in active intellectual activity, and have unrealistic 
time allocations. Instructional groups are not 
suitable to the activities and offer no variety.
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• Activities permit student choice.
• Learning experiences connect to other disciplines.
• The teacher provides a variety of appropriately   
 challenging resources that are differentiated for  
 students in the class.
• Lesson plans differentiate for individual student  
 needs.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The sequence of learning activities follows a 
coherent sequence, is aligned to instructional 
goals, and is designed to engage students in                                 
high-level cognitive activity. These are appropriately 
differentiated for individual learners. Instructional 
groups are varied appropriately, with some 
opportunity for student choice.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

Most of the learning activities are aligned with the 
instructional outcomes and follow an organized 
progression suitable to groups of students. The 
learning activities have reasonable time allocations; 
they represent significant cognitive challenge, 
with some differentiation for different groups of 
students and varied use of instructional groups.

• Learning activities are matched to instructional   
 outcomes.
• Activities provide opportunity for higher-level   
 thinking.
• The teacher provides a variety of appropriately  
 challenging materials and resources.
• Instructional student groups are organized   
 thoughtfully to maximize learning and build on   
 students’ strengths.
• The plan for the lesson or unit is well structured,   
 with reasonable time allocations.

• The teacher reviews her learning activities with a   
 reference to high-level “action verbs” and rewrites  
 some of the activities to increase the challenge level.
• The teacher creates a list of historical fiction titles  
 that will expand her students’ knowledge of the age  
 of exploration.
• The teacher plans for students to complete a project  
 in small groups; he carefully selects group members  
 by their reading level and learning style.
• The teacher reviews lesson plans with her principal;  
 they are well structured, with pacing times and   
 activities clearly indicated. 
• The fourth-grade math unit plan focuses on the key  
 concepts for that level.
• And others…

• The teacher’s unit on ecosystems lists a variety of  
 challenging activities in a menu; the students   
 choose those that suit their approach to learning.
• While completing their projects, the students will   
 have access to a wide variety of resources that   
 the teacher has coded by reading level so that   
 students can make the best selections.
• After the cooperative group lesson, the students   
 will reflect on their participation and make   
 suggestions.
• The lesson plan clearly indicates the concepts   
 taught in the last few lessons; the teacher plans   
 for his students to link the current lesson   
 outcomes to those they previously learned. 
• The teacher has contributed to a curriculum map   
 that organizes the ELA Common Core State   
 Standards in tenth grade into a coherent    
 curriculum.
• And others…
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  DESIGNING STUDENT ASSESSMENTS

Good teaching requires both assessment of learning and assessment for learning. Assessments 
of learning ensure that teachers know that students have learned the intended outcomes. These 
assessments must be designed in such a manner that they provide evidence of the full range of 
learning outcomes; that is, the methods needed to assess reasoning skills are different from those  
for factual knowledge. Furthermore, such assessments may need to be adapted to the particular 
needs of individual students; an ESL student, for example, may need an alternative method of 
assessment to allow demonstration of understanding. Assessment for learning enables a teacher to 
incorporate assessments directly into the instructional process and to modify or adapt instruction as 
needed to ensure student understanding. Such assessments, although used during instruction, must 
be designed as part of the planning process. These formative assessment strategies are ongoing and 
may be used by both teachers and students to monitor progress toward understanding the learning 
outcomes.

The elements of component 1f are:

Congruence with instructional outcomes

Assessments must match learning expectations.

Criteria and standards

Expectations must be clearly defined.

Design of formative assessments

Assessments for learning must be planned as part of the instructional process.

Use for planning

Results of assessment guide future planning.

Indicators include:

• Lesson plans indicating correspondence between assessments and instructional  
 outcomes

• Assessment types suitable to the style of outcome

• Variety of performance opportunities for students

• Modified assessments available for individual students as needed

• Expectations clearly written with descriptors for each level of performance

• Formative assessments designed to inform minute-to-minute decision making by the  
 teacher during instruction

1f
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1f  D E S I G N I N G  S T U D E N T  A S S E S S M E N T S

• The district goal for the unit on Europe is for   
 students to understand geopolitical relationships;   
 the teacher plans to have the students memorize   
 all the country capitals and rivers. 
• The plan indicates that the teacher will pause to   
 “check for understanding” but does not specify  
 a clear process for accomplishing that goal.
• A student asks, “If half the class passed the test,  
 why are we all reviewing the material again?”
• And others…

• Only some of the instructional outcomes are  
 addressed in the planned assessments.
• Assessment criteria are vague.
• Plans refer to the use of formative    
 assessments, but they are not fully developed.
• Assessment results are used to design lesson  
 plans for the whole class, not individual students.

• The teacher marks papers on the foundation of the  
 U.S. Constitution mostly on grammar and punctuation;   
 for every mistake, the grade drops from an A to a B, a  
 B to a C, etc.
• The teacher says, “What’s the difference between  
 formative assessment and the test I give at the end  
 of the unit?”
• The teacher says, “The district gave me this entire  
 curriculum to teach, so I just have to keep moving.”
• And others…

• Assessments do not match instructional   
 outcomes.
• Assessments lack criteria.
• No formative assessments have been designed.
• Assessment results do not affect future plans.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

Assessment procedures are partially congruent 
with instructional outcomes. Assessment criteria 
and standards have been developed, but they are 
not clear. The teacher’s approach to using formative 
assessment is rudimentary, including only some of 
the instructional outcomes.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

Assessment procedures are not congruent with 
instructional outcomes and lack criteria by which 
student performance will be assessed. The teacher 
has no plan to incorporate formative assessment in 
the lesson or unit.
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• Assessments provide opportunities for student   
 choice.
• Students participate in designing assessments   
 for their own work.
• Teacher-designed assessments are authentic,   
 with real-world application as appropriate.
• Students develop rubrics according to    
 teacher-specified learning objectives.
• Students are actively involved in collecting  
 information from formative assessments and   
 provide input.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

All the instructional outcomes may be assessed by 
the proposed assessment plan, with clear criteria 
for assessing student work. The plan contains 
evidence of student contribution to its development. 
Assessment methodologies have been adapted 
for individual students as the need has arisen. The 
approach to using formative assessment is well 
designed and includes student as well as teacher 
use of the assessment information.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

All the instructional outcomes may be assessed 
by the proposed assessment plan; assessment 
methodologies may have been adapted for groups 
of students. Assessment criteria and standards are 
clear. The teacher has a well-developed strategy 
for using formative assessment and has designed 
particular approaches to be used.

• All the learning outcomes have a method for   
 assessment.
• Assessment types match learning expectations.
• Plans indicate modified assessments when they   
 are necessary for some students.
• Assessment criteria are clearly written.
• Plans include formative assessments to use   
 during instruction.
• Lesson plans indicate possible adjustments   
 based on formative assessment data.

• The teacher knows that his students will have to   
 write a persuasive essay on the state assessment;  
 he plans to provide them with experiences   
 developing persuasive writing as preparation.
• The teacher has worked on a writing rubric for her  
 research assessment; she has drawn on multiple   
 sources to be sure the levels of expectation will be  
 clearly defined.
• The teacher creates a short questionnaire to   
 distribute to his students at the end of class; using  
 their responses, he will organize the students into  
 different groups during the next lesson’s activities.
• Employing the formative assessment of the previous  
 morning’s project, the teacher plans to have five   
 students work on a more challenging one while she  
 works with six other students to reinforce the   
 previous morning’s concept.
• And others…

• To teach persuasive writing, the teacher plans to   
 have his class research and write to the principal   
 on an issue that is important to the students: the   
 use of cell phones in class.
• The students will write a rubric for their final   
 project on the benefits of solar energy; the   
 teacher has shown them several sample rubrics,   
 and they will refer to those as they create a rubric   
 of their own.
• After the lesson the teacher plans to ask   
 students to rate their understanding on a scale of  
 1 to 5; the students know that their rating will   
 indicate their activity for the next lesson.
• The teacher has developed a routine for her class;  
 students know that if they are struggling with a   
 math concept, they sit in a small group with her   
 during workshop time.
• And others… 



T H E  C L A S S R O O M  E N V I R O N M E N T

D O M A I N  2
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  CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT OF RESPECT  
  AND RAPPORT

An essential skill of teaching is that of managing relationships with students and ensuring that 
relationships among students are positive and supportive. Teachers create an environment of 
respect and rapport in their classrooms by the ways they interact with students and by the 
interactions they encourage and cultivate among students. An important aspect of respect and 
rapport relates to how the teacher responds to students and how students are permitted to treat 
one another. Patterns of interactions are critical to the overall tone of the class. In a respectful 
environment, all students feel valued, safe, and comfortable taking intellectual risks. They do not 
fear put-downs or ridicule from either the teacher or other students.

“Respect” shown to the teacher by students should be distinguished from students complying 
with standards of conduct and behavior. Caring interactions among teachers and students are the 
hallmark of component 2a (Creating an Environment of Respect and Rapport); while adherence 
to the established classroom rules characterizes success in component 2d (Managing Student 
Behavior).

The elements of component 2a are:

Teacher interactions with students, including both words and actions

A teacher’s interactions with students set the tone for the classroom. Through their interactions, 
teachers convey that they are interested in and care about their students.

Student interactions with other students, including both words and actions

As important as a teacher’s treatment of students is, how students are treated by their classmates 
is arguably even more important to students. At its worst, poor treatment causes students to feel 
rejected by their peers. At its best, positive interactions among students are mutually supportive 
and create an emotionally healthy school environment. Teachers not only model and teach students 
how to engage in respectful interactions with one another but also acknowledge such interactions.

Indicators include:

• Respectful talk, active listening, and turn-taking

• Acknowledgment of students’ backgrounds and lives outside the classroom

• Body language indicative of warmth and caring shown by teacher and students

• Physical proximity

• Politeness and encouragement

• Fairness

2a
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2a  C R E AT I N G  A N  E N V I R O N M E N T  O F  R E S P E C T  A N D  R A P P O R T

• Students attend passively to the teacher, but   
 tend to talk, pass notes, etc. when other students  
 are talking. 
• A few students do not engage with others in the  
 classroom, even when put together in small   
 groups. 
• Students applaud halfheartedly following a   
 classmate’s presentation to the class.
• The teacher says, “Don’t talk that way to your   
 classmates,” but the student shrugs her    
 shoulders. 
• And others…

• The quality of interactions between teacher and  
 students, or among students, is uneven, with  
 occasional disrespect or insensitivity.
• The teacher attempts to respond to disrespectful  
 behavior among students, with uneven results.
• The teacher attempts to make connections with  
 individual students, but student reactions  
 indicate that these attempts are not entirely  
 successful.

• A student slumps in his chair following a comment  
 by the teacher. 
• Students roll their eyes at a classmate’s idea; the  
 teacher does not respond.
• Many students talk when the teacher and other  
 students are talking; the teacher does not correct  
 them. 
• Some students refuse to work with other students. 
• The teacher does not call students by their names. 
• And others…

• The teacher is disrespectful toward students or  
 insensitive to students’ ages, cultural  
 backgrounds, and developmental levels. 
• Students’ body language indicates feelings of hurt,  
 discomfort, or insecurity.
• The teacher displays no familiarity with, or caring  
 about, individual students.
• The teacher disregards disrespectful interactions  
 among students.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

Patterns of classroom interactions, both between 
teacher and students and among students, are 
generally appropriate but may reflect occasional 
inconsistencies, favoritism, and disregard for 
students’ ages, cultures, and developmental 
levels. Students rarely demonstrate disrespect for 
one another. The teacher attempts to respond to 
disrespectful behavior, with uneven results. The 
net result of the interactions is neutral, conveying 
neither warmth nor conflict.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

Patterns of classroom interactions, both between 
teacher and students and among students, are 
mostly negative, inappropriate, or insensitive 
to students’ ages, cultural backgrounds, and 
developmental levels. Student interactions are 
characterized by sarcasm, put-downs, or conflict. 
The teacher does not deal with disrespectful 
behavior.
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• The teacher demonstrates knowledge and caring  
 about individual students’ lives beyond the class   
 and school.
• There is no disrespectful behavior among students.
• When necessary, students respectfully correct one  
 another.
• Students participate without fear of put-downs or  
 ridicule from either the teacher or other students.
• The teacher respects and encourages students’   
 efforts.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

Classroom interactions between the teacher 
and students and among students are highly 
respectful, reflecting genuine warmth, caring, and 
sensitivity to students as individuals. Students 
exhibit respect for the teacher and contribute to 
high levels of civility among all members of the 
class. The net result is an environment where all 
students feel valued and are comfortable taking 
intellectual risks.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

Teacher-student interactions are friendly and 
demonstrate general caring and respect. Such 
interactions are appropriate to the ages, cultures, 
and developmental levels of the students. 
Interactions among students are generally polite 
and respectful, and students exhibit respect for 
the teacher. The teacher responds successfully to 
disrespectful behavior among students. The net 
result of the interactions is polite, respectful, and 
business-like, though students may be somewhat 
cautious about taking intellectual risks.

• Talk between the teacher and students and   
 among students is uniformly respectful.
• The teacher successfully responds to    
 disrespectful behavior among students.
• Students participate willingly, but may be   
 somewhat hesitant to offer their ideas in front   
 of classmates.
• The teacher makes general connections with   
 individual students.
• Students exhibit respect for the teacher.

• The teacher greets students by name as they enter  
 the class or during the lesson.
• The teacher gets on the same level with students,  
 kneeling, for instance, beside a student working at  
 a desk.
• Students attend fully to what the teacher is saying.
• Students wait for classmates to finish speaking   
 before beginning to talk.
• Students applaud politely following a classmate’s  
 presentation to the class.
• Students help each other and accept help from   
 each other.
• The teacher and students use courtesies such as   
 “please,”  “thank you,” and “excuse me.”
• The teacher says, “Don’t talk that way to your   
 classmates,” and the insults stop. 
• And others…

• The teacher inquires about a student’s soccer   
 game last weekend (or extracurricular activities   
 or hobbies).
• Students say “Shhh” to classmates who are   
 talking while the teacher or another student is   
 speaking.
• Students clap enthusiastically for one another’s  
 presentations for a job well done.
• The teacher says, “That’s an interesting idea,   
 Josh, but you’re forgetting…”
• A student questions a classmate, “Didn’t you mean  
 ________ ?” and the classmate reflects and   
 responds, “Oh, maybe you are right!”
• And others… 
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  ESTABLISHING A CULTURE FOR LEARNING

A “culture for learning” refers to the atmosphere in the classroom that reflects the educational 
importance of the work undertaken by both students and teacher. It describes the norms that govern 
the interactions among individuals about the activities and assignments, the value of hard work and 
perseverance, and the general tone of the class. The classroom is characterized by high cognitive energy, 
by a sense that what is happening there is important, and by a shared belief that it is essential, and 
rewarding, to get it right. There are high expectations for all students; the classroom is a place where the 
teacher and students value learning and hard work. 

Teachers who are successful in creating a culture for learning know that students are, by their nature, 
intellectually curious, and that one of the many challenges of teaching is to direct the students’ natural 
energy toward the content of the curriculum. They also know that students derive great satisfaction, and 
a sense of genuine power, from mastering challenging content in the same way they experience pride in 
mastering, for example, a difficult physical skill.

Part of a culture of hard work involves precision in thought and language; teachers whose classrooms 
display such a culture insist that students use language to express their thoughts clearly. An emphasis 
on precision reflects the importance placed, by both teacher and students, on the quality of thinking; this 
emphasis conveys that the classroom is a business-like place where important work is being undertaken. 
The classroom atmosphere may be vibrant, even joyful, but it is not frivolous.

The elements of component 2b are:

Importance of the content and of learning

In a classroom with a strong culture for learning, teachers convey the educational value of what the 
students are learning.

Expectations for learning and achievement

In classrooms with robust cultures for learning, all students receive the message that although the 
work is challenging, they are capable of achieving it if they are prepared to work hard. A manifestation 
of teachers’ expectations for high student achievement is their insistence on the use of precise 
language by students.

Student pride in work

When students are convinced of their capabilities, they are willing to devote energy to the task at 
hand, and they take pride in their accomplishments. This pride is reflected in their interactions with 
classmates and with the teacher.

Indicators include:

• Belief in the value of what is being learned

• High expectations, supported through both verbal and nonverbal behaviors, for both   
 learning and participation 

• Expectation of high-quality work on the part of students

• Expectation and recognition of effort and persistence on the part of students 

• High expectations for expression and work products

2b
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2b  E S TA B L I S H I N G  A  C U LT U R E  F O R  L E A R N I N G

• The teacher says, “Let’s get through this.”
• The teacher says, “I think most of you will be able   
 to do this.”
• Students consult with one another to determine   
 how to fill in a worksheet, without challenging one  
 another’s thinking.
• The teacher does not encourage students who are  
 struggling.
• Only some students get right to work after an   
 assignment is given or after entering the room.
• And others…

• The teacher’s energy for the work is neutral,   
 neither indicating a high level of commitment   
 nor ascribing the need to do the work to   
 external forces.
• The teacher conveys high expectations for only   
 some students. 
• Students exhibit a limited commitment to   
 complete the work on their own; many students   
 indicate that they are looking for an “easy path.”
• The teacher’s primary concern appears to be to  
 complete the task at hand.
• The teacher urges, but does not insist, that   
 students use precise language.

• The teacher tells students that they’re doing   
 a lesson because it’s in the book or is   
  district-mandated.
• The teacher says to a student, “Why don’t you try   
 this easier problem?”
• Students turn in sloppy or incomplete work.
• Many students don’t engage in an assigned task,   
 and yet the teacher ignores their behavior.
• Students have not completed their homework; the  
 teacher does not respond.
• And others…

• The teacher conveys that there is little or no   
 purpose for the work, or that the reasons for   
 doing it are due to external factors.
• The teacher conveys to at least some students   
 that the work is too challenging for them.
• Students exhibit little or no pride in their work.
• Students use language incorrectly; the teacher   
 does not correct them.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The classroom culture is characterized by little 
commitment to learning by the teacher or students. 
The teacher appears to be only “going through 
the motions,” and students indicate that they are 
interested in the completion of a task rather than 
the quality of the work. The teacher conveys that 
student success is the result of natural ability 
rather than hard work, and refers only in passing to 
the precise use of language. High expectations for 
learning are reserved for those students thought to 
have a natural aptitude for the subject.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The classroom culture is characterized by a lack of 
teacher or student commitment to learning, and/
or little or no investment of student energy in the 
task at hand. Hard work and the precise use of 
language are not expected or valued. Medium to 
low expectations for student achievement are the 
norm, with high expectations for learning reserved 
for only one or two students.
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• The teacher communicates passion for the subject.
• The teacher conveys the satisfaction that   
 accompanies a deep understanding of complex   
 content.
• Students indicate through their questions and   
 comments a desire to understand the content.
• Students assist their classmates in understanding   
 the content.
• Students take initiative in improving the quality   
 of their work.
• Students correct one another in their use of   
 language.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The classroom culture is a cognitively busy place, 
characterized by a shared belief in the importance 
of learning. The teacher conveys high expectations 
for learning for all students and insists on hard 
work; students assume responsibility for high 
quality by initiating improvements, making 
revisions, adding detail, and/or assisting peers    
in their precise use of language.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The classroom culture is a place where learning is 
valued by all; high expectations for both learning 
and hard work are the norm for most students. 
Students understand their role as learners and 
consistently expend effort to learn. Classroom 
interactions support learning, hard work, and the 
precise use of language.

• The teacher communicates the importance of   
 the content and the conviction that with hard   
 work all students can master the material.
• The teacher demonstrates a high regard for   
 students’ abilities.
• The teacher conveys an expectation of high   
 levels of student effort. 
• Students expend good effort to complete work   
 of high quality.
• The teacher insists on precise use of language   
 by students.

• The teacher says, “This is important; you’ll need to  
 speak grammatical English when you apply for a   
 job.”
• The teacher says, “This idea is really important! It’s  
 central to our understanding of history.”
• The teacher says, “Let’s work on this together; it’s  
 hard, but you all will be able to do it well.”
• The teacher hands a paper back to a student, saying,  
 “I know you can do a better job on this.” The student  
 accepts it without complaint.
• Students get to work right away when an   
 assignment is given or after entering the room.
• And others…

• The teacher says, “It’s really fun to find the   
 patterns for factoring polynomials.”
• A student says, “I don’t really understand why it’s   
 better to solve this problem that way.”
• A student asks a classmate to explain a concept   
 or procedure since he didn’t quite follow the   
 teacher’s explanation.
• Students question one another on answers.
• A student asks the teacher for permission to redo  
 a piece of work since she now sees how it could   
 be strengthened.
• And others… 
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  MANAGING CLASSROOM PROCEDURES

A smoothly functioning classroom is a prerequisite to good instruction and high levels of student 
engagement. Teachers establish and monitor routines and procedures for the smooth operation 
of the classroom and the efficient use of time. Hallmarks of a well-managed classroom are that 
instructional groups are used effectively, noninstructional tasks are completed efficiently, and 
transitions between activities and management of materials and supplies are skillfully done in 
order to maintain momentum and maximize instructional time. The establishment of efficient 
routines, and teaching students to employ them, may be inferred from the sense that the class 
“runs itself.”

The elements of component 2c are:

Management of instructional groups

Teachers help students to develop the skills to work purposefully and cooperatively in groups or 
independently, with little supervision from the teacher.

Management of transitions

Many lessons engage students in different types of activities: large group, small group, 
independent work. It’s important that little time is lost as students move from one activity to 
another; students know the “drill” and execute it seamlessly.

Management of materials and supplies

Experienced teachers have all necessary materials at hand and have taught students to 
implement routines for distribution and collection of materials with a minimum of disruption to the 
flow of instruction.

Performance of classroom routines

Overall, little instructional time is lost in activities such as taking attendance, recording the lunch 
count, or the return of permission slips for a class trip.

Supervision of volunteers and paraprofessionals

Not every teacher has the benefit of assistance from volunteers and paraprofessionals, but those 
who do recognize that it takes both organization and management to help these individuals 
understand their duties and acquire the skills to carry them out.

Indicators include:

• Smooth functioning of all routines

• Little or no loss of instructional time

• Students playing an important role in carrying out the routines

• Students knowing what to do, where to move

2c
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2c  M A N A G I N G  C L A S S R O O M  P R O C E D U R E S

• Some students not working with the teacher are   
 off task.
• Transition between large- and small-group   
 activities requires five minutes but is    
 accomplished.
• Students ask what they are to do when materials   
 are being distributed or collected.
• Students ask clarifying questions about    
 procedures.
• Taking attendance is not fully routinized;   
 students are idle while the teacher fills out the   
 attendance form.
• And others…

• Students not working directly with the teacher   
 are only partially engaged. 
• Procedures for transitions seem to have been  
 established, but their operation is not smooth.
• There appear to be established routines for  
 distribution and collection of materials, but  
 students are confused about how to carry them   
 out.
• Classroom routines function unevenly.
• Volunteers and paraprofessionals require frequent   
 supervision.

• When moving into small groups, students ask   
 questions about where they are supposed to go,   
 whether they should take their chairs, etc.
• There are long lines for materials and supplies. 
• Distributing or collecting supplies is time consuming.
• Students bump into one another when lining up or  
 sharpening pencils.
• At the beginning of the lesson, roll-taking   
 consumes much time and students are not   
 working on anything.
• And others…

• Students not working with the teacher are not  
 productively engaged. 
• Transitions are disorganized, with much loss of  
 instructional time.
• There do not appear to be any established   
 procedures for distributing and collecting   
 materials.
• A considerable amount of time is spent off task  
 because of unclear procedures.
• Volunteers and paraprofessionals have no   
 defined role and/or are idle much of the time.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

Some instructional time is lost due to partially 
effective classroom routines and procedures. The 
teacher’s management of instructional groups and 
transitions, or handling of materials and supplies, 
or both, are inconsistent, leading to some disruption 
of learning. With regular guidance and prompting, 
students follow established routines, and volunteers 
and paraprofessionals perform their duties.
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Much instructional time is lost due to inefficient 
classroom routines and procedures. There is little 
or no evidence of the teacher’s management 
of instructional groups and transitions and/or 
handling of materials and supplies effectively. 
There is little evidence that students know or 
follow established routines, or that volunteers and 
paraprofessionals have clearly defined tasks.
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• With minimal prompting by the teacher, students  
 ensure that their time is used productively.
• Students take initiative in distributing and   
 collecting materials efficiently. 
• Students themselves ensure that transitions and  
 other routines are accomplished smoothly.
• Volunteers and paraprofessionals take initiative  
 in their work in the class.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

Instructional time is maximized due to efficient 
and seamless classroom routines and procedures. 
Students take initiative in the management of 
instructional groups and transitions, and/or the 
handling of materials and supplies. Routines are 
well understood and may be initiated by students. 
Volunteers and paraprofessionals make an 
independent contribution to the class.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

There is little loss of instructional time due to 
effective classroom routines and procedures.           
The teacher’s management of instructional groups 
and transitions, or handling of materials and 
supplies, or both, are consistently successful. With 
minimal guidance and prompting, students follow 
established classroom routines, and volunteers    
and paraprofessionals contribute to the class.

• Students are productively engaged during   
 small-group or independent work.
• Transitions between large- and small-group   
 activities are smooth.
• Routines for distribution and collection of   
 materials and supplies work efficiently.
• Classroom routines function smoothly.
• Volunteers and paraprofessionals work with   
 minimal supervision.

• In small-group work, students have established   
 roles; they listen to one another, summarizing   
 different views, etc.
• Students move directly between large- and   
 small-group activities.
• Students get started on an activity while the teacher  
 takes attendance.
• The teacher has an established timing device, such  
 as counting down, to signal students to return to   
 their desks.
• The teacher has an established attention signal,   
 such as raising a hand or dimming the lights.
• One member of each small group collects materials  
 for the table.
• There is an established color-coded system   
 indicating where materials should be stored.
• Cleanup at the end of a lesson is fast and efficient.
• And others…

• Students redirect classmates in small groups   
 not working directly with the teacher to be more   
 efficient in their work.
• A student reminds classmates of the roles that   
 they are to play within the group.
• A student redirects a classmate to the table he   
 should be at following a transition.
• Students propose an improved attention signal.
• Students independently check themselves into   
 class on the attendance board.
• And others…
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  MANAGING STUDENT BEHAVIOR

In order for students to be able to engage deeply with content, the classroom environment must 
be orderly; the atmosphere must feel business-like and productive, without being authoritarian. 
In a productive classroom, standards of conduct are clear to students; they know what they are 
permitted to do and what they can expect of their classmates. Even when their behavior is being 
corrected, students feel respected; their dignity is not undermined. Skilled teachers regard positive 
student behavior not as an end in itself, but as a prerequisite to high levels of engagement in 
content.

The elements of component 2d are:

Expectations

It is clear, either from what the teacher says, or by inference from student actions, that expectations 
for student conduct have been established and that they are being implemented.

Monitoring of student behavior

Experienced teachers seem to have eyes in the backs of their heads; they are attuned to what’s 
happening in the classroom and can move subtly to help students, when necessary, re-engage with 
the content being addressed in the lesson. At a high level, such monitoring is preventive and subtle, 
which may make it challenging to observe.

Response to student misbehavior

Even experienced teachers find that their students occasionally violate one or another of the 
agreed-upon standards of conduct; how the teacher responds to such infractions is an important 
mark of the teacher’s skill. Accomplished teachers try to understand why students are conducting 
themselves in such a manner (are they unsure of the content? are they trying to impress their 
friends?) and respond in a way that respects the dignity of the student. The best responses are 
those that address misbehavior early in an episode, although doing so is not always possible.

Indicators include:

• Clear standards of conduct, possibly posted, and possibly referred to during a lesson

• Absence of acrimony between teacher and students concerning behavior

• Teacher awareness of student conduct

• Preventive action when needed by the teacher

• Absence of misbehavior

• Reinforcement of positive behavior

2d
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2d  M A N A G I N G  S T U D E N T  B E H A V I O R

• Classroom rules are posted, but neither the   
 teacher nor the students refer to them.
• The teacher repeatedly asks students to take   
 their seats; some ignore her.
• To one student: “Where’s your late pass? Go to the  
 office.” To another: “You don’t have a late pass?   
 Come in and take your seat; you’ve missed enough  
 already.”
• And others…

• The teacher attempts to maintain order in the  
 classroom, referring to classroom rules, but   
 with uneven success. 
• The teacher attempts to keep track of student   
 behavior, but with no apparent system.
• The teacher’s response to student misbehavior   
 is inconsistent: sometimes harsh, other times   
 lenient.

• Students are talking among themselves, with no  
 attempt by the teacher to silence them.
• An object flies through the air, apparently without  
 the teacher’s notice.
• Students are running around the room, resulting in  
 chaos.
• Students use their phones and other electronic  
 devices; the teacher doesn’t attempt to stop them. 
• And others…

• The classroom environment is chaotic, with no  
 standards of conduct evident.
• The teacher does not monitor student behavior.
• Some students disrupt the classroom, without  
 apparent teacher awareness or with an ineffective  
 response.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

Standards of conduct appear to have been 
established, but their implementation is 
inconsistent. The teacher tries, with uneven results, 
to monitor student behavior and respond to student 
misbehavior.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

There appear to be no established standards of 
conduct, or students challenge them. There is little 
or no teacher monitoring of student behavior, and 
response to students’ misbehavior is repressive or 
disrespectful of student dignity.
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• Student behavior is entirely appropriate; any   
 student misbehavior is very minor and swiftly   
 handled.
• The teacher silently and subtly monitors student   
 behavior. 
• Students respectfully intervene with classmates  
 at appropriate moments to ensure compliance  
 with standards of conduct.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

Student behavior is entirely appropriate. Students 
take an active role in monitoring their own behavior 
and/or that of other students against standards of 
conduct. Teacher monitoring of student behavior 
is subtle and preventive. The teacher’s response 
to student misbehavior is sensitive to individual 
student needs and respects students’ dignity.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

Student behavior is generally appropriate. The 
teacher monitors student behavior against 
established standards of conduct. Teacher 
response to student misbehavior is consistent, 
proportionate, and respectful to students and is 
effective.

• Standards of conduct appear to have been   
 established and implemented successfully.
• Overall, student behavior is generally appropriate.
• The teacher frequently monitors student behavior.
• The teacher’s response to student misbehavior   
 is effective.

• Upon a nonverbal signal from the teacher, students  
 correct their behavior.
• The teacher moves to every section of the classroom,  
 keeping a close eye on student behavior. 
• The teacher gives a student a “hard look,” and the  
 student stops talking to his neighbor.
• And others…

• A student suggests a revision to one of the   
 classroom rules.
• The teacher notices that some students are   
 talking among themselves and without a word   
 moves nearer to them; the talking stops.
• The teacher speaks privately to a student about  
 misbehavior.
• A student reminds her classmates of the class   
 rule about chewing gum.
• And others…
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  ORGANIZING PHYSICAL SPACE

The use of the physical environment to promote student learning is a hallmark of an experienced 
teacher. Its use varies, of course, with the age of the students: in a primary classroom, centers and 
reading corners may structure class activities; while with older students, the position of chairs and 
desks can facilitate, or inhibit, rich discussion. Naturally, classrooms must be safe (no dangling wires 
or dangerous traffic patterns), and all students must be able to see and hear what’s going on so that 
they can participate actively. Both the teacher and students must make effective use of electronics 
and other technology.

The elements of component 2e are:

Safety and accessibility

Physical safety is a primary consideration of all teachers; no learning can occur if students are 
unsafe or if they don’t have access to the board or other learning resources.

Arrangement of furniture and use of physical resources

Both the physical arrangement of a classroom and the available resources provide opportunities 
for teachers to advance learning; when these resources are used skillfully, students can engage 
with the content in a productive manner. At the highest levels of performance, the students 
themselves contribute to the use or adaptation of the physical environment.

Indicators include:

• Pleasant, inviting atmosphere

• Safe environment

• Accessibility for all students

• Furniture arrangement suitable for the learning activities

• Effective use of physical resources, including computer technology, by both  
 teacher and students

2e
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2e  O R G A N I Z I N G  P H Y S I C A L  S PA C E

• The teacher ensures that dangerous chemicals   
 are stored safely.
• The classroom desks remain in two semicircles,   
 requiring students to lean around their classmates  
 during small-group work. 
• The teacher tries to use a computer to illustrate   
 a concept but requires several attempts to make   
 the demonstration work.
• And others…

• The physical environment is safe, and most   
 students can see and hear the teacher or see the  
 board. 
• The physical environment is not an impediment   
 to learning but does not enhance it.
• The teacher makes limited use of available   
 technology and other resources.

• There are electrical cords running around the  
 classroom.
• There is a pole in the middle of the room; some   
 students can’t see the board.
• A whiteboard is in the classroom, but it is facing   
 the wall.
• And others… 

• There are physical hazards in the classroom,  
 endangering student safety.
• Many students can’t see or hear the teacher or see  
 the board.
• Available technology is not being used even if it is  
 available and its use would enhance the lesson.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The classroom is safe, and essential learning is 
accessible to most students. The teacher makes 
modest use of physical resources, including 
computer technology. The teacher attempts to 
adjust the classroom furniture for a lesson or, if 
necessary, to adjust the lesson to the furniture, but 
with limited effectiveness.
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The classroom environment is unsafe, or learning 
is not accessible to many. There is poor alignment 
between the arrangement of furniture and 
resources, including computer technology, and the 
lesson activities.
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• Modifications are made to the physical    
 environment to accommodate students with   
 special needs.
• There is total alignment between the learning   
 activities and the physical environment.
• Students take the initiative to adjust the physical   
 environment.
• The teacher and students make extensive and  
 imaginative use of available technology.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The classroom environment is safe, and learning 
is accessible to all students, including those with 
special needs. The teacher makes effective use of 
physical resources, including computer technology. 
The teacher ensures that the physical arrangement 
is appropriate to the learning activities. Students 
contribute to the use or adaptation of the physical 
environment to advance learning.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The classroom is safe, and students have equal 
access to learning activities; the teacher ensures 
that the furniture arrangement is appropriate to 
the learning activities and uses physical resources, 
including computer technology, effectively.

• The classroom is safe, and all students are able   
 to see and hear the teacher or see the board.
• The classroom is arranged to support the   
 instructional goals and learning activities.
• The teacher makes appropriate use of available   
 technology.

• There are established guidelines concerning where  
 backpacks are left during class to keep the   
 pathways clear; students comply.
• Desks are moved together so that students can work  
 in small groups, or desks are moved into a circle for  
 a class discussion.
• The use of an Internet connection extends the lesson.
• And others…

• Students ask if they can shift the furniture to   
 better suit small-group work or discussion.
• A student closes the door to shut out noise in the   
 corridor or lowers a blind to block the sun from a   
 classmate’s eyes.
• A student suggests an application of the    
 whiteboard for an activity.
• And others…



I N S T R U C T I O N
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  COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS

Teachers communicate with students for several independent, but related, purposes. First, they convey 
that teaching and learning are purposeful activities; they make that purpose clear to students. They also 
provide clear directions for classroom activities so that students know what to do; when additional help 
is appropriate, teachers model these activities. When teachers present concepts and information, they 
make those presentations with accuracy, clarity, and imagination, using precise, academic language; 
where amplification is important to the lesson, skilled teachers embellish their explanations with 
analogies or metaphors, linking them to students’ interests and prior knowledge. Teachers occasionally 
withhold information from students (for example, in an inquiry science lesson) to encourage them to 
think on their own, but what information they do convey is accurate and reflects deep understanding 
of the content. And teachers’ use of language is vivid, rich, and error free, affording the opportunity for 
students to hear language used well and to extend their own vocabularies. Teachers present complex 
concepts in ways that provide scaffolding and access to students.

The elements of component 3a are:

Expectations for learning
The goals for learning are communicated clearly to students. Even if the goals are not conveyed at 
the outset of a lesson (for example, in an inquiry science lesson), by the end of the lesson students 
are clear about what they have been learning.

Directions for activities
Students understand what they are expected to do during a lesson, particularly if students are 
working independently or with classmates, without direct teacher supervision. These directions 
for the lesson’s activities may be provided orally, in writing, or in some combination of the two, with 
modeling by the teacher, if it is appropriate.

Explanations of content
Skilled teachers, when explaining concepts and strategies to students, use vivid language and 
imaginative analogies and metaphors, connecting explanations to students’ interests and lives 
beyond school. The explanations are clear, with appropriate scaffolding, and, where appropriate, 
anticipate possible student misconceptions. These teachers invite students to be engaged 
intellectually and to formulate hypotheses regarding the concepts or strategies being presented.

Use of oral and written language
For many students, their teachers’ use of language represents their best model of both accurate 
syntax and a rich vocabulary; these models enable students to emulate such language, making 
their own more precise and expressive. Skilled teachers seize on opportunities both to use precise, 
academic vocabulary and to explain their use of it.

Indicators include:

• Clarity of lesson purpose 
• Clear directions and procedures specific to the lesson activities
• Absence of content errors and clear explanations of concepts and strategies
• Correct and imaginative use of language

3a
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3a  C O M M U N I C AT I N G  W I T H  S T U D E N T S

• The teacher mispronounces “_______.”
• The teacher says, “And oh, by the way, today we’re   
 going to factor polynomials.”
• A student asks, “What are we supposed to be   
 doing?” and the teacher clarifies the task.
• A student asks, “What do I write here?” in order to   
 complete a task.
• The teacher says, “Watch me while I show you how to  
 _______,” asking students only to listen.
• A number of students do not seem to be following   
 the explanation.
• Students are inattentive during the teacher’s  
 explanation of content.
• Students’ use of academic vocabulary is imprecise.
• And others…

• The teacher provides little elaboration or explanation   
 about what the students will be learning.
• The teacher’s explanation of the content consists   
 of a  monologue, with minimal participation or   
 intellectual engagement by students.
• The teacher makes no serious content errors but   
 may make minor ones.
• The teacher’s explanations of content are purely  
 procedural, with no indication of how students can   
 think strategically.
• The teacher must clarify the learning task so   
 students can complete it.
• The teacher’s vocabulary and usage are correct but  
 unimaginative.
• When the teacher attempts to explain academic  
 vocabulary, it is only partially successful.
• The teacher’s vocabulary is too advanced, or too   
 juvenile, for students.

• A student asks, “What are we supposed to be doing?”  
 but the teacher ignores the question.
• The teacher states that to add fractions they must   
 have the same numerator.
• Students have a quizzical look on their faces; some   
 may withdraw from the lesson.
• Students become disruptive or talk among themselves  
 in an effort to follow the lesson.
• The teacher uses technical terms without explaining  
 their meanings. 
• The teacher says “ain’t.” 
• And others…

• At no time during the lesson does the teacher   
 convey to students what they will be learning.
• Students indicate through body language or   
 questions that they don’t understand the content   
 being presented.
• The teacher makes a serious content error that will  
 affect students’ understanding of the lesson.
• Students indicate through their questions that   
 they are confused about the learning task.
• The teacher’s communications include errors of  
 vocabulary or usage or imprecise use of academic  
 language.
• The teacher’s vocabulary is inappropriate to the   
 age or culture of the students.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher’s attempt to explain the instructional 
purpose has only limited success, and/or directions 
and procedures must be clarified after initial student 
confusion. The teacher’s explanation of the content 
may contain minor errors; some portions are clear, 
others difficult to follow. The teacher’s explanation 
does not invite students to engage intellectually or to 
understand strategies they might use when working 
independently. The teacher’s spoken language is 
correct but uses vocabulary that is either limited 
or not fully appropriate to the students’ ages or 
backgrounds. The teacher rarely takes opportunities 
to explain academic vocabulary.
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The instructional purpose of the lesson is unclear 
to students, and the directions and procedures 
are confusing. The teacher’s explanation of the 
content contains major errors and does not include 
any explanation of strategies students might 
use. The teacher’s spoken or written language 
contains errors of grammar or syntax. The teacher’s 
academic vocabulary is inappropriate, vague, or used 
incorrectly, leaving students confused.
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• If asked, students are able to explain what they are  
 learning and where it fits into the larger curriculum  
 context.
• The teacher explains content clearly and    
 imaginatively, using metaphors and analogies to   
 bring content to life.
• The teacher points out possible areas for    
 misunderstanding.
• The teacher invites students to explain the content  
 to their classmates.
• Students suggest other strategies they might use   
 in approaching a challenge or analysis.
• The teacher uses rich language, offering brief   
 vocabulary lessons where appropriate, both for   
 general vocabulary and for the discipline.
• Students use academic language correctly.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher links the instructional purpose of the 
lesson to the larger curriculum; the directions and 
procedures are clear and anticipate possible student 
misunderstanding. The teacher’s explanation of 
content is thorough and clear, developing conceptual 
understanding through clear scaffolding and 
connecting with students’ interests. Students 
contribute to extending the content by explaining 
concepts to their classmates and suggesting 
strategies that might be used. The teacher’s spoken 
and written language is expressive, and the teacher 
finds opportunities to extend students’ vocabularies, 
both within the discipline and for more general use. 
Students contribute to the correct use of academic 
vocabulary.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The instructional purpose of the lesson is clearly 
communicated to students, including where it is 
situated within broader learning; directions and 
procedures are explained clearly and may be 
modeled. The teacher’s explanation of content 
is scaffolded, clear, and accurate and connects 
with students’ knowledge and experience. During 
the explanation of content, the teacher focuses, 
as appropriate, on strategies students can use 
when working independently and invites student 
intellectual engagement. The teacher’s spoken and 
written language is clear and correct and is suitable 
to students’ ages and interests. The teacher’s use of 
academic vocabulary is precise and serves to extend 
student understanding.

• The teacher states clearly, at some point during the  
 lesson, what the students will be learning.
• The teacher’s explanation of content is clear and   
 invites student participation and thinking.
• The teacher makes no content errors.
• The teacher describes specific strategies students   
 might use, inviting students to interpret them in   
 the context of what they’re learning. 
• Students engage with the learning task, indicating   
 that they understand what they are to do.
• If appropriate, the teacher models the process to   
 be followed in the task.
• The teacher’s vocabulary and usage are correct   
 and entirely suited to the lesson, including, where   
 appropriate, explanations of academic vocabulary.
• The teacher’s vocabulary is appropriate to   
 students’ ages and levels of development.

• The teacher says, “By the end of today’s lesson you’re all  
 going to be able to factor different types of polynomials.”
• In the course of a presentation of content, the teacher   
 asks students, “Can anyone think of an example of that?”
• The teacher uses a board or projection device for task  
 directions so that students can refer to it without   
 requiring the teacher’s attention.
• The teacher says, “When you’re trying to solve a math  
 problem like this, you might think of a similar, but   
 simpler, problem you’ve done in the past and see   
 whether the same approach would work.”
• The teacher explains passive solar energy by inviting  
 students to think about the temperature in a closed   
 car on a cold, but sunny, day or about the water in   
 a hose that has been sitting in the sun.
• The teacher uses a Venn diagram to illustrate the   
 distinctions between a republic and a democracy.
• And others…

• The teacher says, “Here’s a spot where some   
 students have difficulty; be sure to read it carefully.”
• The teacher asks a student to explain the task to   
 other students.
• When clarification about the learning task is   
 needed, a student offers it to classmates.
• The teacher, in explaining the westward movement   
 in U.S. history, invites students to consider that   
 historical period from the point of view of the Native  
 Peoples.
• The teacher asks, “Who would like to explain this   
 idea to us?”
• A student asks, “Is this another way we could think   
 about analogies?”
• A student explains an academic term to classmates.
• The teacher pauses during an explanation of the civil   
 rights movement to remind students that the prefix   
 in- as in inequality means “not” and that the prefix   
 un- also means the same thing.
• A student says to a classmate, “I think that side of   
 the triangle is called the hypotenuse.”
• And others…
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  USING QUESTIONING AND DISCUSSION
  TECHNIQUES

Questioning and discussion are the only instructional strategies specifically referred to in the 
Framework for Teaching, a decision that reflects their central importance to teachers’ practice. 
In the Framework, it is important that questioning and discussion be used as techniques to 
deepen student understanding rather than serve as recitation, or a verbal “quiz.” Good teachers 
use divergent as well as convergent questions, framed in such a way that they invite students to 
formulate hypotheses, make connections, or challenge previously held views. Students’ responses 
to questions are valued; effective teachers are especially adept at responding to and building on 
student responses and making use of their ideas. High-quality questions encourage students to 
make connections among concepts or events previously believed to be unrelated and to arrive at 
new understandings of complex material. Effective teachers also pose questions for which they 
do not know the answers. Even when a question has a limited number of correct responses, the 
question, being nonformulaic, is likely to promote student thinking. 

Class discussions are animated, engaging all students in important issues and promoting the 
use of precise language to deepen and extend their understanding. These discussions may be 
based around questions formulated by the students themselves. Furthermore, when a teacher is 
building on student responses to questions (whether posed by the teacher or by other students), 
students are challenged to explain their thinking and to cite specific text or other evidence (for 
example, from a scientific experiment) to back up a position. This focus on argumentation forms 
the foundation of logical reasoning, a critical skill in all disciplines. 

Not all questions must be at a high cognitive level in order for a teacher’s performance to be rated 
at a high level; that is, when exploring a topic, a teacher might begin with a series of questions of 
low cognitive challenge to provide a review, or to ensure that everyone in the class is “on board.” 
Furthermore, if questions are at a high level but only a few students participate in the discussion, 
the teacher’s performance on the component cannot be judged to be at a high level. In addition, 
during lessons involving students in small-group work, the quality of the students’ questions 
and discussion in their small groups may be considered as part of this component. In order for 
students to formulate high-level questions, they must have learned how to do so. Therefore, 
high-level questions from students, either in the full class or in small-group discussions, provide 
evidence that these skills have been taught.    

3b
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The elements of component 3b are:

Quality of questions/prompts

Questions of high quality cause students to think and reflect, to deepen their understanding, 
and to test their ideas against those of their classmates. When teachers ask questions of high 
quality, they ask only a few of them and provide students with sufficient time to think about their 
responses, to reflect on the comments of their classmates, and to deepen their understanding. 
Occasionally, for the purposes of review, teachers ask students a series of (usually low-level) 
questions in a type of verbal quiz. This technique may be helpful for the purpose of establishing  
the facts of a historical event, for example, but should not be confused with the use of questioning 
to deepen students’ understanding.

Discussion techniques

Effective teachers promote learning through discussion. A foundational skill that students learn 
through engaging in discussion is that of explaining and justifying their reasoning and conclusions, 
based on specific evidence. Teachers skilled in the use of questioning and discussion techniques 
challenge students to examine their premises, to build a logical argument, and to critique the 
arguments of others. Some teachers report, “We discussed x,” when what they mean is “I said x.” 
That is, some teachers confuse discussion with explanation of content; as important as that is, 
it’s not discussion. Rather, in a true discussion a teacher poses a question and invites all students’ 
views to be heard, enabling students to engage in discussion directly with one another, not always 
mediated by the teacher. Furthermore, in conducting discussions, skilled teachers build further 
questions on student responses and insist that students examine their premises, build a logical 
argument, and critique the arguments of others.

Student participation

In some classes a few students tend to dominate the discussion; other students, recognizing this 
pattern, hold back their contributions. The skilled teacher uses a range of techniques to encourage 
all students to contribute to the discussion and enlists the assistance of students to ensure this 
outcome.
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Indicators include:

• Questions of high cognitive challenge, formulated by both students and teacher

• Questions with multiple correct answers or multiple approaches, even when there is a  
 single correct response 

• Effective use of student responses and ideas

• Discussion, with the teacher stepping out of the central, mediating role

• Focus on the reasoning exhibited by students in discussion, both in give-and-take  
 with the teacher and with their classmates

• High levels of student participation in discussion
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3b  U S I N G  Q U E S T I O N I N G  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  T E C H N I Q U E S

• Many questions are of the “recitation” type, such   
 as “How many members of the House of    
 Representatives are there?”
• The teacher asks, “Who has an idea about this?”    
 The usual three students offer comments.
• The teacher asks, “Maria, can you comment on   
 Ian’s idea?” but Maria does not respond or makes   
 a comment directly to the teacher.
• The teacher asks a student to explain his reasoning  
 for why 13 is a prime number but does not follow   
 up when the student falters.
• And others…

• The teacher frames some questions designed to   
 promote student thinking, but many have a single   
 correct answer, and the teacher calls on   
 students quickly.
• The teacher invites students to respond directly   
 to one another’s ideas, but few students respond.
• The teacher calls on many students, but only a   
 small number actually participate in the   
 discussion. 
• The teacher asks students to explain their   
 reasoning, but only some students attempt   
 to do so.

• All questions are of the “recitation” type, such as  
 “What is 3 x 4?”
• The teacher asks a question for which the answer is  
 on the board; students respond by reading it.
• The teacher calls only on students who have their  
 hands up.
• A student responds to a question with wrong  
 information, and the teacher doesn’t follow up.
• And others…

• Questions are rapid-fire and convergent, with a  
 single correct answer.
• Questions do not invite student thinking.
• All discussion is between the teacher and   
 students; students are not invited to speak   
 directly to one another.
• The teacher does not ask students to explain their  
 thinking.
• Only a few students dominate the discussion.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher’s questions lead students through 
a single path of inquiry, with answers seemingly 
determined in advance. Alternatively, the teacher 
attempts to ask some questions designed to engage 
students in thinking, but only a few students 
are involved. The teacher attempts to engage all 
students in the discussion, to encourage them 
to respond to one another, and to explain their 
thinking, with uneven results.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher’s questions are of low cognitive 
challenge, with single correct responses, and are 
asked in rapid succession. Interaction between the 
teacher and students is predominantly recitation 
style, with the teacher mediating all questions and 
answers; the teacher accepts all contributions 
without asking students to explain their reasoning. 
Only a few students participate in the discussion.
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• Students initiate higher-order questions.
• The teacher builds on and uses student responses  
 to questions in order to deepen student    
 understanding.
• Students extend the discussion, enriching it.
• Students invite comments from their classmates  
 during a discussion and challenge one another’s   
 thinking.
• Virtually all students are engaged in the discussion.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher uses a variety or series of questions 
or prompts to challenge students cognitively, 
advance high-level thinking and discourse, and 
promote metacognition. Students formulate many 
questions, initiate topics, challenge one another’s 
thinking, and make unsolicited contributions. 
Students themselves ensure that all voices are 
heard in the discussion.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

While the teacher may use some low-level 
questions, he poses questions designed to promote 
student thinking and understanding. The teacher 
creates a genuine discussion among students, 
providing adequate time for students to respond 
and stepping aside when doing so is appropriate. 
The teacher challenges students to justify their 
thinking and successfully engages most students in 
the discussion, employing a range of strategies to 
ensure that most students are heard.

• The teacher uses open-ended questions,   
 inviting students to think and/or offer multiple   
 possible answers.
• The teacher makes effective use of wait time.
• Discussions enable students to talk to one   
 another without ongoing mediation by teacher.
• The teacher calls on most students, even those   
 who don’t initially volunteer. 
• Many students actively engage in the discussion.
• The teacher asks students to justify their   
 reasoning, and most attempt to do so.

• The teacher asks, “What might have happened if the  
 colonists had not prevailed in the American war for  
 independence?”
• The teacher uses the plural form in asking questions,  
 such as “What are some things you think might   
 contribute to ________?”
• The teacher asks, “Maria, can you comment on Ian’s  
 idea?” and Maria responds directly to Ian. 
• The teacher poses a question, asking every student  
 to write a brief response and then share it with a   
 partner, before inviting a few to offer their ideas to  
 the entire class.
• The teacher asks students when they have   
 formulated an answer to the question “Why do you  
 think Huck Finn did ________?” to find the reason in  
 the text and to explain their thinking to a neighbor.
• And others…

• A student asks, “How many ways are there to get   
 this answer?”
• A student says to a classmate, “I don’t think I   
 agree with you on this, because…”
• A student asks of other students, “Does anyone   
 have another idea how we might figure this out?”
• A student asks, “What if…?”
• And others…
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  ENGAGING STUDENTS IN LEARNING

Student engagement in learning is the centerpiece of the Framework for Teaching; all other 
components contribute to it. When students are engaged in learning, they are not merely “busy,” 
nor are they only “on task.” Rather, they are intellectually active in learning important and 
challenging content. The critical distinction between a classroom in which students are compliant 
and busy and one in which they are engaged is that in the latter, students are developing their 
understanding through what they do. That is, they are engaged in discussion, debate, answering 
“what if?” questions, discovering patterns, and the like. They may be selecting their work from 
a range of (teacher-arranged) choices, and making important contributions to the intellectual 
life of the class. Such activities don’t typically consume an entire lesson, but they are essential 
components of engagement.

A lesson in which students are engaged usually has a discernible structure: a beginning, a 
middle, and an end, with scaffolding provided by the teacher or by the activities themselves. 
Student tasks are organized to provide cognitive challenge, and then students are encouraged 
to reflect on what they have done and what they have learned. That is, the lesson has closure, 
in which teachers encourage students to derive the important learning from the learning 
tasks, from the discussion, or from what they have read. Critical questions for an observer in 
determining the degree of student engagement are “What are the students being asked to do? 
Does the learning task involve thinking? Are students challenged to discern patterns or make 
predictions?” If the answer to these questions is that students are, for example, filling in blanks 
on a worksheet or performing a rote procedure, they are unlikely to be cognitively engaged.

In observing a lesson, it is essential not only to watch the teacher but also to pay close 
attention to the students and what they are doing. The best evidence for student engagement 
is what students are saying and doing as a consequence of what the teacher does, or has done, 
or has planned. And while students may be physically active (e.g., using manipulative materials 
in mathematics or making a map in social studies), it is not essential that they be involved in a 
hands-on manner; it is, however, essential that they be challenged to be “minds-on.”

3c
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The elements of component 3c are:

Activities and assignments

The activities and assignments are the centerpiece of student engagement, since they determine 
what it is that students are asked to do. Activities and assignments that promote learning require 
student thinking that emphasizes depth over breadth and encourage students to explain their 
thinking.

Grouping of students

How students are grouped for instruction (whole class, small groups, pairs, individuals) is one 
of the many decisions teachers make every day. There are many options; students of similar 
background and skill may be clustered together, or the more-advanced students may be spread 
around into the different groups. Alternatively, a teacher might permit students to select their own 
groups, or they could be formed randomly.

Instructional materials and resources

The instructional materials a teacher selects to use in the classroom can have an enormous  
impact on students’ experience. Though some teachers are obliged to use a school’s or district’s 
officially sanctioned materials, many teachers use these selectively or supplement them with  
others of their choosing that are better suited to engaging students in deep learning—for example, 
the  use of primary source materials in social studies.

Structure and pacing

No one, whether an adult or a student, likes to be either bored or rushed in completing a task. 
Keeping things moving, within a well-defined structure, is one of the marks of an experienced 
teacher. And since much of student learning results from their reflection on what they have done,  
a well-designed lesson includes time for reflection and closure.
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Indicators include:

• Student enthusiasm, interest, thinking, problem solving, etc.

• Learning tasks that require high-level student thinking and invite students to explain  
 their thinking 

• Students highly motivated to work on all tasks and persistent even when the tasks are  
 challenging

• Students actively “working,” rather than watching while their teacher “works”

• Suitable pacing of the lesson: neither dragged out nor rushed, with time for closure  
 and student reflection
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3c  E N G A G I N G  S T U D E N T S  I N  L E A R N I N G

• Students in only three of the five small groups are  
 figuring out an answer to the assigned problem;   
 the others seem to be unsure how they should   
 proceed.
• Students are asked to fill in a worksheet, following   
 an established procedure.
• There is a recognizable beginning, middle, and end   
 to the lesson.
• The teacher lectures for 20 minutes and provides   
 15 minutes for the students to write an essay; not   
 all students are able to complete it.
• And others…

• Some students are intellectually engaged in the   
 lesson.
• Learning tasks are a mix of those requiring   
 thinking and those requiring recall.
• Student engagement with the content is largely   
 passive; the learning consists primarily of facts or  
 procedures. 
• The materials and resources are partially aligned  
 to the lesson objectives.
• Few of the materials and resources require   
 student thinking or ask students to explain their   
 thinking.
• The pacing of the lesson is uneven—suitable in   
 parts but rushed or dragging in others.
• The instructional groupings used are partially   
 appropriate to the activities.

• Most students disregard the assignment given by   
 the teacher; it appears to be much too difficult   
 for them.
• Students fill out the lesson worksheet by copying  
 words from the board.
• Students are using math manipulative materials in  
 a rote activity.
• The teacher lectures for 45 minutes.
• Most students don’t have time to complete the  
 assignment; the teacher moves on in the lesson.
• And others…

• Few students are intellectually engaged in the lesson.
• Learning tasks/activities and materials require   
 only recall or have a single correct response or   
 method.
• Instructional materials used are unsuitable to the  
 lesson and/or the students.
• The lesson drags or is rushed.
• Only one type of instructional group is used (whole  
 group, small groups) when variety would promote  
 more student engagement.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The learning tasks and activities are partially 
aligned with the instructional outcomes but 
require only minimal thinking by students and 
little opportunity for them to explain their 
thinking, allowing most students to be passive or 
merely compliant. The groupings of students are 
moderately suitable to the activities. The lesson 
has a recognizable structure; however, the pacing 
of the lesson may not provide students the time 
needed to be intellectually engaged or may be 
so slow that many students have a considerable 
amount of “downtime.”
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The learning tasks/activities, materials, and 
resources are poorly aligned with the instructional 
outcomes, or require only rote responses, with only 
one approach possible. The groupings of students 
are unsuitable to the activities. The lesson has no 
clearly defined structure, or the pace of the lesson 
is too slow or rushed.
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• Virtually all students are intellectually engaged   
 in the lesson.
• Lesson activities require high-level student   
 thinking and explanations of their thinking.
• Students take initiative to adapt the lesson   
 by (1) modifying a learning task to make it more   
 meaningful or relevant to their needs,    
 (2) suggesting modifications to the grouping   
 patterns used, and/or (3) suggesting    
 modifications or additions to the materials   
 being used.
• Students have an opportunity for reflection   
 and closure on the lesson to consolidate their   
 understanding.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

Virtually all students are intellectually engaged 
in challenging content through well-designed 
learning tasks and activities that require complex 
thinking by students. The teacher provides suitable 
scaffolding and challenges students to explain 
their thinking. There is evidence of some student 
initiation of inquiry and student contributions to 
the exploration of important content; students may 
serve as resources for one another. The lesson has 
a clearly defined structure, and the pacing of the 
lesson provides students the time needed not only 
to intellectually engage with and reflect upon their 
learning but also to consolidate their understanding.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The learning tasks and activities are fully aligned 
with the instructional outcomes and are designed 
to challenge student thinking, inviting students 
to make their thinking visible. This technique 
results in active intellectual engagement by 
most students with important and challenging 
content and with teacher scaffolding to support 
that engagement. The groupings of students are 
suitable to the activities. The lesson has a clearly 
defined structure, and the pacing of the lesson 
is appropriate, providing most students the time 
needed to be intellectually engaged.

• Most students are intellectually engaged in the   
 lesson.
• Most learning tasks have multiple correct   
 responses or approaches and/or encourage   
 higher-order thinking.
• Students are invited to explain their thinking as   
 part of completing tasks.
• Materials and resources support the learning   
 goals and require intellectual engagement, as   
 appropriate.
• The pacing of the lesson provides students the   
 time needed to be intellectually engaged.
• The teacher uses groupings that are suitable to   
 the lesson activities.

• Five students (out of 27) have finished an assignment  
 early and begin talking among themselves; the   
 teacher assigns a follow-up activity.
• Students are asked to formulate a hypothesis about  
 what might happen if the American voting system  
 allowed for the direct election of presidents and to  
 explain their reasoning.
• Students are given a task to do independently, then  
 to discuss with a table group, followed by a reporting  
 from each table.
• Students are asked to create different representations  
 of a large number using a variety of manipulative   
 materials.
• The lesson is neither rushed nor does it drag.
• And others…

• Students are asked to write an essay in the style   
 of Hemingway and to describe which aspects of   
 his style they have incorporated.
• Students determine which of several tools—e.g.,   
 a protractor, spreadsheet, or graphing    
 calculator—would be most suitable to solve   
 a math problem.
• A student asks whether they might remain in   
 their small groups to complete another section of   
 the activity, rather than work independently.
• Students identify or create their own learning   
 materials.
• Students summarize their learning from the   
 lesson.
• And others…
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  USING ASSESSMENT IN INSTRUCTION

Assessment of student learning plays an important new role in teaching: no longer signaling the 
end of instruction, it is now recognized to be an integral part of instruction. While assessment 
of learning has always been and will continue to be an important aspect of teaching (it’s 
important for teachers to know whether students have learned what teachers intend), 
assessment for learning has increasingly come to play an important role in classroom practice. 
And in order to assess student learning for the purposes of instruction, teachers must have a 
“finger on the pulse” of a lesson, monitoring student understanding and, where feedback is 
appropriate, offering it to students.

A teacher’s actions in monitoring student learning, while they may superficially look the same 
as those used in monitoring student behavior, have a fundamentally different purpose. When 
monitoring behavior, teachers are alert to students who may be passing notes or bothering 
their neighbors; when monitoring student learning, teachers look carefully at what students 
are writing, or listen carefully to the questions students ask, in order to gauge whether they 
require additional activity or explanation to grasp the content. In each case, the teacher may 
be circulating in the room, but his or her purpose in doing so is quite different in the two 
situations. 

Similarly, on the surface, questions asked of students for the purpose of monitoring learning 
are fundamentally different from those used to build understanding; in the former, the 
questions seek to reveal students’ misconceptions, whereas in the latter, the questions 
are designed to explore relationships or deepen understanding. Indeed, for the purpose 
of monitoring, many teachers create questions specifically to elicit the extent of student 
understanding and use additional techniques (such as exit tickets) to determine the degree 
of understanding of every student in the class. Teachers at high levels of performance in this 
component, then, demonstrate the ability to encourage students and actually teach them the 
necessary skills of monitoring their own learning against clear standards.

But as important as monitoring student learning and providing feedback to students are, however, 
they are greatly strengthened by a teacher’s skill in making mid-course corrections when 
needed, seizing on a “teachable moment,” or enlisting students’ particular interests to enrich an 
explanation.

3d
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The elements of component 3d are:

Assessment criteria

It is essential that students know the criteria for assessment. At its highest level, students 
themselves have had a hand in articulating the criteria (for example, of a clear oral presentation).

Monitoring of student learning

A teacher’s skill in eliciting evidence of student understanding is one of the true marks of expertise. 
This is not a hit-or-miss effort, but is planned carefully in advance. Even after planning carefully, 
however, a teacher must weave monitoring of student learning seamlessly into the lesson, using a 
variety of techniques.

Feedback to students

Feedback on learning is an essential element of a rich instructional environment; without it, 
students are constantly guessing at how they are doing and at how their work can be improved. 
Valuable feedback must be timely, constructive, and substantive and must provide students the 
guidance they need to improve their performance.

Student self-assessment and monitoring of progress

The culmination of students’ assumption of responsibility for their learning is when they  
monitor their own learning and take appropriate action. Of course, they can do these things  
only if the criteria for learning are clear and if they have been taught the skills of checking their 
work against clear criteria.
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Indicators include:

• The teacher paying close attention to evidence of student understanding

• The teacher posing specifically created questions to elicit evidence of student  
 understanding

• The teacher circulating to monitor student learning and to offer feedback

• Students assessing their own work against established criteria
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3d  U S I N G  A S S E S S M E N T  I N  I N S T R U C T I O N

• The teacher asks, “Does anyone have a question?”
• When a student completes a problem on the   
 board, the teacher corrects the student’s work   
 without explaining why.
• The teacher says, “Good job, everyone.” 
• The teacher, after receiving a correct response   
 from one student, continues without ascertaining  
 whether other students understand the concept.
• The students receive their tests back; each one is   
 simply marked with a letter grade at the top.
• And others…

• There is little evidence that the students   
 understand how their work will be evaluated.
• The teacher monitors understanding through   
 a single method, or without eliciting evidence of   
 understanding from students.
• Feedback to students is vague and not oriented   
 toward future improvement of work.
• The teacher makes only minor attempts to   
 engage students in self- or peer assessment.

• A student asks, “How is this assignment going to be  
 graded?” 
• A student asks, “Is this the right way to solve this  
 problem?” but receives no information from the   
 teacher.
• The teacher forges ahead with a presentation   
 without checking for understanding.
• After the students present their research on  
 globalization, the teacher tells them their letter   
 grade; when students ask how he arrived at the   
 grade, the teacher responds, “After all these years in  
 education, I just know what grade to give.”
• And others…

• The teacher gives no indication of what high-quality  
 work looks like.
• The teacher makes no effort to determine whether  
 students understand the lesson.
• Students receive no feedback, or feedback is global  
 or directed to only one student. 
• The teacher does not ask students to evaluate their  
 own or classmates’ work.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

Students appear to be only partially aware of the 
assessment criteria, and the teacher monitors 
student learning for the class as a whole. Questions 
and assessments are rarely used to diagnose 
evidence of learning. Feedback to students is 
general, and few students assess their own work.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

Students do not appear to be aware of the 
assessment criteria, and there is little or no 
monitoring of student learning; feedback is absent 
or of poor quality. Students do not engage in self- or 
peer assessment.
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• Students indicate that they clearly understand the  
 characteristics of high-quality work, and there is   
 evidence that students have helped establish the   
 evaluation criteria.
• The teacher is constantly “taking the pulse” of the  
 class; monitoring of student understanding is  
 sophisticated and continuous and makes use of   
 strategies to elicit information about individual   
 student understanding. 
• Students monitor their own understanding, either  
 on their own initiative or as a result of tasks set by  
 the teacher.
• High-quality feedback comes from many sources,  
 including students; it is specific and focused on  
 improvement.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

Assessment is fully integrated into instruction,  
through extensive use of formative assessment. 
Students appear to be aware of, and there is 
some evidence that they have contributed to, the 
assessment criteria. Questions and assessments      
are used regularly to diagnose evidence of learning 
by individual students. A variety of forms of feedback, 
from both teacher and peers, is accurate and specific 
and advances learning. Students self-assess 
and monitor their own progress. The teacher 
successfully differentiates instruction to address 
individual students’ misunderstandings.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

Students appear to be aware of the assessment 
criteria, and the teacher monitors student learning 
for groups of students. Questions and assessments 
are regularly used to diagnose evidence of 
learning. Teacher feedback to groups of students 
is accurate and specific; some students engage in 
self-assessment.

• The teacher makes the standards of high-quality  
 work clear to students.
• The teacher elicits evidence of student    
 understanding. 
• Students are invited to assess their own work   
 and make improvements; most of them do so. 
• Feedback includes specific and timely guidance,   
 at least for groups of students.

• The teacher circulates during small-group or   
 independent work, offering suggestions to students.
• The teacher uses specifically formulated questions  
 to elicit evidence of student understanding. 
• The teacher asks students to look over their papers  
 to correct their errors; most of them engage in this  
 task.
• And others…

• The teacher reminds students of the    
 characteristics of high-quality work, observing   
 that the students themselves helped develop   
 them.
• While students are working, the teacher    
 circulates, providing specific feedback to   
 individual students.
• The teacher uses popsicle sticks or exit tickets to   
 elicit evidence of individual student understanding.
• Students offer feedback to their classmates on   
 their work.
• Students evaluate a piece of their writing against   
 the writing rubric and confer with the teacher   
 about how it could be improved.
• And others…
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  DEMONSTRATING FLEXIBILITY AND 
  RESPONSIVENESS

“Flexibility and responsiveness” refer to a teacher’s skill in making adjustments in a lesson to 
respond to changing conditions. When a lesson is well planned, there may be no need for changes 
during the course of the lesson itself. Shifting the approach in midstream is not always necessary; 
in fact, with experience comes skill in accurately predicting how a lesson will go and being 
prepared for different possible scenarios. But even the most skilled, and best prepared, teachers 
will occasionally find either that a lesson is not proceeding as they would like or that a teachable 
moment has presented itself. They are ready for such situations. Furthermore, teachers who are 
committed to the learning of all students persist in their attempts to engage them in learning, 
even when confronted with initial setbacks.

The elements of component 3e are:

Lesson adjustment

Experienced teachers are able to make both minor and (at times) major adjustments to a 
lesson, or mid-course corrections. Such adjustments depend on a teacher’s store of alternate 
instructional strategies and the confidence to make a shift when needed.

Response to students

Occasionally during a lesson, an unexpected event will occur that presents a true teachable 
moment. It is a mark of considerable teacher skill to be able to capitalize on such opportunities.

Persistence

Committed teachers don’t give up easily; when students encounter difficulty in learning (which 
all do at some point), these teachers seek alternate approaches to help their students be 
successful. In these efforts, teachers display a keen sense of efficacy.

Indicators include:

• Incorporation of students’ interests and daily events into a lesson

• The teacher adjusting instruction in response to evidence of student  
 understanding (or lack of it)

• The teacher seizing on a teachable moment

3e
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3e  D E M O N S T R AT I N G  F L E X I B I L I T Y  A N D  R E S P O N S I V E N E S S

• The teacher says, “I’ll try to think of another way   
 to come at this and get back to you.”
• The teacher says, “I realize not everyone    
 understands this, but we can’t spend any more   
 time on it.”
• The teacher rearranges the way the students are   
 grouped in an attempt to help students    
 understand the lesson; the strategy is partially   
 successful.
• And others…

• The teacher makes perfunctory attempts to   
 incorporate students’ questions and interests   
 into the lesson.
• The teacher conveys to students a level of   
 responsibility for their learning but also his   
 uncertainty about how to assist them.
• In reflecting on practice, the teacher indicates the  
 desire to reach all students but does not suggest   
 strategies for doing so.
• The teacher’s attempts to adjust the lesson are   
 partially successful.

• The teacher says, “We don’t have time for that today.”
• The teacher says, “If you’d just pay attention, you  
 could understand this.”
• When a student asks the teacher to explain a  
 mathematical procedure again, the teacher says,  
 “Just do the homework assignment; you’ll get it then.”
• And others…

• The teacher ignores indications of student   
 boredom or lack of understanding.
• The teacher brushes aside students’ questions.
• The teacher conveys to students that when they   
 have difficulty learning, it is their fault.
• In reflecting on practice, the teacher does not   
 indicate that it is important to reach all students.
• The teacher makes no attempt to adjust the  
 lesson in response to student confusion.

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher accepts responsibility for the success  
of all students but has only a limited repertoire 
of strategies to use. Adjustment of the lesson in 
response  to assessment is minimal or ineffective.
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher ignores students’ questions; when 
students have difficulty learning, the teacher 
blames them or their home environment for their 
lack of success. The teacher makes no attempt 
to adjust the lesson even when students don’t 
understand the content. 
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• The teacher seizes on a teachable moment to   
 enhance a lesson.
• The teacher conveys to students that she won’t   
 consider a lesson “finished” until every student   
 understands and that she has a broad range of   
 approaches to use.
• In reflecting on practice, the teacher can cite   
 others in the school and beyond whom he has   
 contacted for assistance in reaching some students.
• The teacher’s adjustments to the lesson, when they  
 are needed, are designed to assist individual   
 students.

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher seizes an opportunity to enhance 
learning, building on a spontaneous event or 
students’ interests, or successfully adjusts and 
differentiates instruction to address individual 
student misunderstandings. Using an extensive 
repertoire of instructional strategies and soliciting 
additional resources from the school or community, 
the teacher persists in seeking effective approaches 
for students who need help.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher successfully accommodates students’ 
questions and interests. Drawing on a broad 
repertoire of strategies, the teacher persists in 
seeking approaches for students who have difficulty 
learning. If impromptu measures are needed, the 
teacher makes a minor adjustment to the lesson 
and does so smoothly. 

• The teacher incorporates students’ interests   
 and questions into the heart of the lesson.
• The teacher conveys to students that she has   
 other approaches to try when the students   
 experience difficulty.
• In reflecting on practice, the teacher cites   
 multiple approaches undertaken to reach   
 students having difficulty.
• When improvising becomes necessary, the   
 teacher makes adjustments to the lesson.

• The teacher says, “That’s an interesting idea; let’s  
 see how it fits.”
• The teacher illustrates a principle of good writing   
 to a student, using his interest in basketball as   
 context.
• The teacher says, “This seems to be more difficult  
 for you than I expected; let’s try this way,” and then  
 uses another approach.
• And others…

• The teacher stops a lesson midstream and says,   
 “This activity doesn’t seem to be working. Here’s   
 another way I’d like you to try it.” 
• The teacher incorporates the school’s upcoming  
 championship game into an explanation of   
 averages.
• The teacher says, “If we have to come back to this  
 tomorrow, we will; it’s really important that you  
 understand it.”
• And others...



P R O F E S S I O N A L  R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S

D O M A I N  4
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  REFLECTING ON TEACHING

Reflecting on teaching encompasses the teacher’s thinking that follows any instructional event, 
an analysis of the many decisions made in both the planning and the implementation of a lesson. 
By considering these elements in light of the impact they had on student learning, teachers can 
determine where to focus their efforts in making revisions and choose which aspects of the 
instruction they will continue in future lessons. Teachers may reflect on their practice through 
collegial conversations, journal writing, examining student work, conversations with students, or 
simply thinking about their teaching. Reflecting with accuracy and specificity, as well as being 
able to use in future teaching what has been learned, is an acquired skill; mentors, coaches, and 
supervisors can help teachers acquire and develop the skill of reflecting on teaching through 
supportive and deep questioning. Over time, this way of thinking both reflectively and self-
critically and of analyzing instruction through the lens of student learning—whether excellent, 
adequate, or inadequate—becomes a habit of mind, leading to improvement in teaching and 
learning.

The elements of component 4a are:

Accuracy 

As teachers gain experience, their reflections on practice become more accurate, 
corresponding to the assessments that would be given by an external and unbiased observer. 
Not only are the reflections accurate, but teachers can provide specific examples from the 
lesson to support their judgments.

Use in future teaching

If the potential of reflection to improve teaching is to be fully realized, teachers must use their 
reflections to make adjustments in their practice. As their experience and expertise increases, 
teachers draw on an ever-increasing repertoire of strategies to inform these adjustments.

Indicators include:

• Accurate reflections on a lesson

• Citation of adjustments to practice that draw on a repertoire of strategies

4a
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4a  R E F L E C T I N G  O N  T E A C H I N G

• The teacher considers the lesson but draws   
 incorrect conclusions about its effectiveness.
• The teacher makes no suggestions for    
 improvement.

• Despite evidence to the contrary, the teacher   
 says, “My students did great on that lesson!”
• The teacher says, “That was awful; I wish I knew   
 what to do!”
• And others…

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher has a generally accurate impression of 
a lesson’s effectiveness and the extent to which  
instructional outcomes were met. The teacher 
makes general suggestions about how a lesson 
could be improved.

• The teacher has a general sense of whether or   
 not instructional practices were effective.
• The teacher offers general modifications for   
 future instruction.

• At the end of the lesson, the teacher says, “I   
 guess that went okay.”
• The teacher says, “I guess I’ll try _______ next   
 time.”
• And others…
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher does not know whether a lesson was 
effective or achieved its instructional outcomes, or 
the teacher profoundly misjudges the success of a 
lesson. The teacher has no suggestions for how a 
lesson could be improved.
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher makes a thoughtful and accurate 
assessment of a lesson’s effectiveness and 
the extent to which it achieved its instructional 
outcomes, citing many specific examples from the 
lesson and weighing the relative strengths of each. 
Drawing on an extensive repertoire of skills, the 
teacher offers specific alternative actions, complete 
with the probable success of different courses of 
action.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher makes an accurate assessment of a 
lesson’s effectiveness and the extent to which it 
achieved its instructional outcomes and can cite 
general references to support the judgment. The 
teacher makes a few specific suggestions of what 
could be tried another time the lesson is taught.

• The teacher accurately assesses the    
 effectiveness of instructional activities used. 
• The teacher identifies specific ways in which a   
 lesson might be improved.

• The teacher says, “I wasn’t pleased with the level   
 of engagement of the students.”
• The teacher’s journal indicates several possible   
 lesson improvements.
• And others…

• The teacher’s assessment of the lesson is   
 thoughtful and includes specific indicators   
 of effectiveness.
• The teacher’s suggestions for improvement draw  
 on an extensive repertoire.

• The teacher says, “I think that lesson worked pretty  
 well, although I was disappointed in how the group  
 at the back table performed.”
• In conversation with colleagues, the teacher   
 considers strategies for grouping students   
 differently to improve a lesson.
• And others… 
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  MAINTAINING ACCURATE RECORDS

An essential responsibility of professional educators is keeping accurate records of both 
instructional and noninstructional events. These include student completion of assignments, 
student progress in learning, and noninstructional activities that are part of the day-to-day 
functions in a school setting, such as the return of signed permission slips for a field trip and 
money for school pictures. Proficiency in this component is vital because these records inform 
interactions with students and parents and allow teachers to monitor learning and adjust 
instruction accordingly. The methods of keeping records vary as much as the type of information 
being recorded. For example, teachers may keep records of formal assessments electronically, 
using spreadsheets and databases, which allow for item analysis and individualized instruction. 
A less formal means of keeping track of student progress may include anecdotal notes that are 
kept in student folders.

The elements of component 4b are:

Student completion of assignments 

Most teachers, particularly at the secondary level, need to keep track of student completion 
of assignments, including not only whether the assignments were actually completed but also  
students’ success in completing them.

Student progress in learning

In order to plan instruction, teachers need to know where each student “is” in his or her 
learning. This information may be collected formally or informally but must be updated 
frequently.

Noninstructional records

Noninstructional records encompass all the details of school life for which records must be 
maintained, particularly if they involve money. Examples include tracking which students have 
returned their permission slips for a field trip or which students have paid for their school 
pictures.

Indicators include:

• Routines and systems that track student completion of assignments

• Systems of information regarding student progress against instructional outcomes

• Processes of maintaining accurate noninstructional records

4b
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4b  M A I N TA I N I N G  A C C U R AT E  R E C O R D S

• There is no system for either instructional or  
 noninstructional records.
• Record-keeping systems are in disarray and   
 provide incorrect or confusing information.

• A student says, “I’m sure I turned in that    
 assignment, but the teacher lost it!”
• The teacher says, “I misplaced the writing   
 samples for my class, but it doesn’t matter—I   
 know what the students would have scored.”
• On the morning of the field trip, the teacher   
 discovers that five students never turned in their   
 permission slips.
• And others…

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher’s system for maintaining information 
on student completion of assignments and student 
progress in learning is rudimentary and only partially 
effective. The teacher’s records for noninstructional 
activities are adequate but inefficient and, unless 
given frequent oversight by the teacher, prone to 
errors.

• The teacher has a process for recording student   
 work completion. However, it may be out of date   
 or may not permit students to access the   
 information.
• The teacher’s process for tracking student  
 progress is cumbersome to use.
• The teacher has a process for tracking some,   
 but not all, noninstructional information, and it   
 may contain some errors.

• A student says, “I wasn’t in school today, and my  
 teacher’s website is out of date, so I don’t know   
 what the assignments are!”
• The teacher says, “I’ve got all these notes about   
 how the kids are doing; I should put them into the   
 system, but I just don’t have time.”
• On the morning of the field trip, the teacher   
 frantically searches all the drawers in the desk   
 looking for the permission slips and finds them   
 just before the bell rings.
• And others…
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher’s system for maintaining information 
on student completion of assignments and 
student progress in learning is nonexistent or in 
disarray. The teacher’s records for noninstructional 
activities are in disarray, the result being errors 
and confusion.
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher’s system for maintaining information 
on student completion of assignments, student 
progress in learning, and noninstructional records is 
fully effective. Students contribute information and 
participate in maintaining the records.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher’s system for maintaining information 
on student completion of assignments, student 
progress in learning, and noninstructional records  
is fully effective.

• The teacher’s process for recording completion   
 of student work is efficient and effective;   
 students have access to information about   
 completed and/or missing assignments.
• The teacher has an efficient and effective   
 process for recording student attainment of   
 learning goals; students are able to see how   
 they’re progressing.
• The teacher’s process for recording    
 noninstructional information is both efficient   
 and effective.

• On the class website, the teacher creates a link   
 that students can access to check on any missing  
 assignments.
• The teacher’s gradebook records student   
 progress toward learning goals.
• The teacher creates a spreadsheet for tracking   
 which students have paid for their school   
 pictures.
• And others…

• Students contribute to and maintain records   
 indicating completed and outstanding work   
 assignments.
• Students contribute to and maintain data files   
 indicating their own progress in learning.
• Students contribute to maintaining    
 noninstructional records for the class.

• A student from each team maintains the database  
 of current and missing assignments for the team.
• When asked about her progress in a class, a student  
 proudly shows her portfolio of work and can explain  
 how the documents indicate her progress toward   
 learning goals.
• When they bring in their permission slips for a field  
 trip, students add their own information to the   
 database.
• And others… 
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  COMMUNICATING WITH FAMILIES

Although the ability of families to participate in their child’s learning varies widely because 
of other family or job obligations, it is the responsibility of teachers to provide opportunities 
for them to understand both the instructional program and their child’s progress. Teachers 
establish relationships with families by communicating to them about the instructional 
program, conferring with them about individual students, and inviting them to be part of 
the educational process itself. The level of family participation and involvement tends to be 
greater at the elementary level, when young children are just beginning school. However, the 
importance of regular communication with families of adolescents cannot be overstated. A 
teacher’s effort to communicate with families conveys the teacher’s essential caring, valued 
by families of students of all ages.

The elements of component 4c are:

Information about the instructional program 

The teacher frequently provides information to families about the instructional program.

Information about individual students

The teacher frequently provides information to families about students’ individual progress.

Engagement of families in the instructional program

The teacher frequently and successfully offers engagement opportunities to families so that  
they can participate in the learning activities.

Indicators include:

• Frequent and culturally appropriate information sent home regarding the instructional  
 program and student progress

• Two-way communication between the teacher and families

• Frequent opportunities for families to engage in the learning process

4c
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4c  C O M M U N I C AT I N G  W I T H  F A M I L I E S

• Little or no information regarding the    
 instructional program is available to parents.
• Families are unaware of their children’s progress.
• Family engagement activities are lacking.
• There is some culturally inappropriate    
 communication.

• A parent says, “I’d like to know what my kid is   
 working on at school.”
• A parent says, “I wish I could know something   
 about my child’s progress before the report card   
 comes out.”
• A parent says, “I wonder why we never see any  
 schoolwork come home.”
• And others…

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher makes sporadic attempts to 
communicate with families about the instructional 
program and about the progress of individual 
students but does not attempt to engage families 
in the instructional program. Moreover, the 
communication that does take place may not be 
culturally sensitive to those families.

• School- or district-created materials about the  
 instructional program are sent home.
• The teacher sends home infrequent or    
 incomplete information about the instructional   
 program.
• The teacher maintains a school-required   
 gradebook but does little else to inform families   
 about student progress.
• Some of the teacher’s communications are  
 inappropriate to families’ cultural norms.

• A parent says, “I received the district pamphlet   
 on the reading program, but I wonder how it’s   
 being taught in my child’s class.”
• A parent says, “I emailed the teacher about my   
 child’s struggles with math, but all I got back was   
 a note saying that he’s doing fine.”
• The teacher sends home weekly quizzes for   
 parent or guardian signature.
• And others…
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher provides little information about the 
instructional program to families; the teacher’s 
communication about students’ progress is minimal.    
The teacher does not respond, or responds 
insensitively, to parental concerns.
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher communicates frequently with families 
in a culturally sensitive manner, with students 
contributing to the communication. The teacher 
responds to family concerns with professional and 
cultural sensitivity. The teacher’s efforts to engage 
families in the instructional program are frequent 
and successful.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher provides frequent and appropriate 
information to families about the instructional 
program and conveys information about individual 
student progress in a culturally sensitive manner. 
The teacher makes some attempts to engage 
families in the instructional program.

• The teacher regularly makes information about   
 the instructional program available.
• The teacher regularly sends home information   
 about student progress.
• The teacher develops activities designed to   
 engage families successfully and appropriately   
 in their children’s learning.
• Most of the teacher’s communications are   
 appropriate to families’ cultural norms.

• The teacher sends a weekly newsletter home to   
 families that describes current class activities,   
 community and/or school projects, field trips, etc.
• The teacher creates a monthly progress report,   
 which is sent home for each student.
• The teacher sends home a project that asks   
 students to interview a family member about   
 growing up during the 1950s.
• And others…

• Students regularly develop materials to inform   
 their families about the instructional program.
• Students maintain accurate records about their  
 individual learning progress and frequently share  
 this information with families.
• Students contribute to regular and ongoing   
 projects designed to engage families in the   
 learning process.
• All of the teacher’s communications are highly   
 sensitive to families’ cultural norms.

• Students create materials for Back-to-School Night  
 that outline the approach for learning science.
• Each student’s daily reflection log describes what  
 she or he is learning, and the log goes home each   
 week for review by a parent or guardian.
• Students design a project on charting their family’s  
 use of plastics.
• And others…
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  PARTICIPATING IN THE PROFESSIONAL 
  COMMUNITY

Schools are, first of all, environments to promote the learning of students. But in promoting 
student learning, teachers must work with their colleagues to share strategies, plan joint 
efforts, and plan for the success of individual students. Schools are, in other words, professional 
organizations for teachers, with their full potential realized only when teachers regard 
themselves as members of a professional community. This community is characterized by 
mutual support and respect, as well as by recognition of the responsibility of all teachers to be 
constantly seeking ways to improve their practice and to contribute to the life of the school. 
Inevitably, teachers’ duties extend beyond the doors of their classrooms and include activities 
related to the entire school or larger district, or both. These activities include such things as 
school and district curriculum committees or engagement with the parent-teacher organization. 
With experience, teachers assume leadership roles in these activities.

The elements of component 4d are:

Relationships with colleagues 

Teachers maintain professional collegial relationships that encourage sharing, planning,  
and working together toward improved instructional skill and student success.

Involvement in a culture of professional inquiry

Teachers contribute to and participate in a learning community that supports and respects  
its members’ efforts to improve practice.

Service to the school

Teachers’ efforts move beyond classroom duties by contributing to school initiatives and 
projects.

Participation in school and district projects

Teachers contribute to and support larger school and district projects designed to improve the 
professional community.

Indicators include:

• Regular teacher participation with colleagues to share and plan for student success

• Regular teacher participation in professional courses or communities that emphasize  
 improving practice

• Regular teacher participation in school initiatives

• Regular teacher participation in and support of community initiatives

4d
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4d  PA R T I C I PAT I N G  I N  T H E  P R O F E S S I O N A L  C O M M U N I T Y

• The teacher’s relationships with colleagues are  
 characterized by negativity or combativeness.
• The teacher purposefully avoids contributing to  
 activities promoting professional inquiry.
• The teacher avoids involvement in school  
 activities and district and community projects.

• The teacher doesn’t share test-taking strategies  
 with his colleagues. He figures that if his students  
 do well, he will look good.
• The teacher does not attend PLC meetings.
• The teacher does not attend any school functions  
 after the dismissal bell.
• The teacher says, “I work from 8:30 to 3:30 and   
 not a minute more. I won’t serve on any district  
 committee unless they get me a substitute to   
 cover my class.”
• And others…

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher maintains cordial relationships with 
colleagues to fulfill duties that the school or   
district requires. The teacher participates in the 
school’s culture of professional inquiry when invited 
to do so. The teacher participates in school events 
and school and district projects when specifically 
asked.

• The teacher has cordial relationships with   
 colleagues.
• When invited, the teacher participates in   
 activities related to professional inquiry.
• When asked, the teacher participates in school   
 activities, as well as district and community   
 projects.

• The teacher is polite but seldom shares any  
 instructional materials with his grade partners.
• The teacher attends PLC meetings only when   
 reminded by her supervisor.
• The principal says, “I wish I didn’t have to ask the  
 teacher to ‘volunteer’ every time we need   
 someone to chaperone the dance.”
• The teacher contributes to the district literacy  
 committee only when requested to do so by the  
 principal.
• And others…
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher’s relationships with colleagues are  
negative or self-serving. The teacher avoids 
participation in a professional culture of inquiry, 
resisting opportunities to become involved. The 
teacher avoids becoming involved in school events 
or school and district projects.
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher’s relationships with colleagues are 
characterized by mutual support and cooperation, 
with the teacher taking initiative in assuming 
leadership among the faculty. The teacher 
takes a leadership role in promoting a culture of 
professional inquiry. The teacher volunteers to 
participate in school events and district projects, 
making a substantial contribution and assuming a 
leadership role in at least one aspect of school or 
district life.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher’s relationships with colleagues are 
characterized by mutual support and cooperation; 
the teacher actively participates in a culture 
of professional inquiry. The teacher volunteers 
to participate in school events and in school 
and district projects, making a substantial 
contribution.

• The teacher has supportive and collaborative  
 relationships with colleagues.
• The teacher regularly participates in activities   
 related to professional inquiry.
• The teacher frequently volunteers to participate  
 in school events and school district and   
 community projects.

• The principal remarks that the teacher’s students  
 have been noticeably successful since her   
 teacher team has been focusing on instructional   
 strategies during its meetings.
• The teacher has decided to take some free MIT   
 courses online and to share his learning with   
 colleagues.
• The basketball coach is usually willing to   
 chaperone the ninth-grade dance because she   
 knows all of her players will be there.
• The teacher enthusiastically represents the   
 school during the district social studies review   
 and brings his substantial knowledge of U.S.   
 history to the course writing team.
• And others…

• The teacher takes a leadership role in promoting  
 activities related to professional inquiry.
• The teacher regularly contributes to and leads   
 events that positively impact school life.
• The teacher regularly contributes to and leads   
 significant district and community projects.

• The teacher leads the group of mentor teachers at  
 school, which is devoted to supporting teachers   
 during their first years of teaching.
• The teacher hosts a book study group that meets   
 monthly; he guides the book choices so that the   
 group can focus on topics that will enhance their   
 skills.
• The teacher leads the annual “Olympics” day,   
 thereby involving the entire student body and   
 faculty in athletic events.
• The teacher leads the district wellness committee,  
 and involves healthcare and nutrition specialists   
 from the community.
• And others…
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  GROWING AND DEVELOPING PROFESSIONALLY

As in other professions, the complexity of teaching requires continued growth and development 
in order for teachers to remain current. Continuing to stay informed and increasing their 
skills allows teachers to become ever more effective and to exercise leadership among their 
colleagues. The academic disciplines themselves evolve, and educators constantly refine their 
understanding of how to engage students in learning; thus, growth in content, pedagogy, and 
information technology are essential to good teaching. Networking with colleagues through 
such activities as joint planning, study groups, and lesson study provides opportunities for 
teachers to learn from one another. These activities allow for job-embedded professional 
development. In addition, professional educators increase their effectiveness in the 
classroom by belonging to professional organizations, reading professional journals, attending 
educational conferences, and taking university classes. As they gain experience and expertise, 
educators find ways to contribute to their colleagues and to the profession.

The elements of component 4e are:

Enhancement of content knowledge and pedagogical skill 

Teachers remain current by taking courses, reading professional literature, and remaining  
current on the evolution of thinking regarding instruction.

Receptivity to feedback from colleagues

Teachers actively pursue networks that provide collegial support and feedback.

Service to the profession

Teachers are active in professional organizations in order to enhance both their personal  
practice and their ability to provide leadership and support to colleagues.

Indicators include:

• Frequent teacher attendance in courses and workshops; regular academic reading

• Participation in learning networks with colleagues; freely shared insights 

• Participation in professional organizations supporting academic inquiry

4e
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4e  G R O W I N G  A N D  D E V E L O P I N G  P R O F E S S I O N A L LY

• The teacher is not involved in any activity that   
 might enhance knowledge or skill.
• The teacher purposefully resists discussing  
 performance with supervisors or colleagues. 
• The teacher ignores invitations to join    
 professional organizations or attend    
 conferences.

• The teacher never takes continuing education   
 courses, even though the credits would increase   
 his salary.
• The teacher endures the principal’s annual  
 observations in her classroom, knowing that if   
 she waits long enough, the principal will    
 eventually leave and she will be able to simply   
 discard the feedback form.
• Despite teaching high school honors mathematics,  
 the teacher declines to join NCTM because it   
 costs too much and makes too many demands   
 on members’ time.
• And others…

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher participates to a limited extent in 
professional activities when they are convenient. 
The teacher engages in a limited way with 
colleagues and supervisors in professional 
conversation about practice, including some 
feedback on teaching performance. The teacher 
finds limited ways to assist other teachers and 
contribute to the profession.

• The teacher participates in professional   
 activities when they are required or provided by   
 the district.
• The teacher reluctantly accepts feedback from  
 supervisors and colleagues.
• The teacher contributes in a limited fashion to  
 professional organizations.

• The teacher politely attends district workshops   
 and professional development days but doesn’t   
 make much use of the materials received.
• The teacher listens to his principal’s feedback after   
 a lesson but isn’t sure that the recommendations   
 really apply in his situation.
• The teacher joins the local chapter of the   
 American Library Association because she might   
 benefit from the free books—but otherwise   
 doesn’t feel it’s worth much of her time.
• And others…
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher engages in no professional 
development activities to enhance knowledge or 
skill. The teacher resists feedback on teaching 
performance from either supervisors or more 
experienced colleagues. The teacher makes no 
effort to share knowledge with others or to assume 
professional responsibilities.
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher seeks out opportunities for professional 
development and makes a systematic effort to  
conduct action research. The teacher solicits   
feedback on practice from both supervisors 
and colleagues. The teacher initiates important 
activities  to contribute to the profession.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher seeks out opportunities for 
professional development to enhance content 
knowledge and pedagogical skill. The teacher 
actively engages with colleagues and supervisors in 
professional conversation about practice, including 
feedback about practice. The teacher participates 
actively in assisting other educators and looks for 
ways to contribute to the profession.

• The teacher seeks regular opportunities for   
 continued professional development.
• The teacher welcomes colleagues and    
 supervisors into the classroom for the purposes  
 of gaining insight from their feedback.
• The teacher actively participates in organizations  
 designed to contribute to the profession.

• The teacher eagerly attends the district’s   
 optional summer workshops, knowing they   
 provide a wealth of instructional strategies he’ll   
 be able to use during the school year.
• The teacher enjoys her principal’s weekly   
 walk-through visits because they always lead to   
 a valuable informal discussion during lunch the   
 next day.
• The teacher joins a science education    
 partnership and finds that it provides him   
 access to resources for his classroom that truly   
 benefit his students. 
• And others…

• The teacher seeks regular opportunities for   
 continued professional development, including   
 initiating action research.
• The teacher actively seeks feedback from   
 supervisors and colleagues.
• The teacher takes an active leadership role in  
 professional organizations in order to contribute   
 to the profession.

• The teacher’s principal rarely spends time   
 observing in her classroom. Therefore, she has   
 initiated an action research project in order to   
 improve her own instruction.
• The teacher is working on a particular instructional  
 strategy and asks his colleagues to observe in his  
 classroom in order to provide objective feedback   
 on his progress.
• The teacher has founded a local organization   
 devoted to literacy education; her leadership has  
 inspired teachers in the community to work on   
 several curriculum and instruction projects.
• And others…
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  SHOWING PROFESSIONALISM

Expert teachers demonstrate professionalism in service both to students and to the profession. 
Teaching at the highest levels of performance in this component is student focused, putting students 
first regardless of how this stance might challenge long-held assumptions, past practice, or simply 
the easier or more convenient procedure. Accomplished teachers have a strong moral compass and 
are guided by what is in the best interest of each student. They display professionalism in a number 
of ways. For example, they conduct interactions with colleagues in a manner notable for honesty 
and integrity. Furthermore, they know their students’ needs and can readily access resources with 
which to step in and provide help that may extend beyond the classroom. Seeking greater flexibility 
in the ways school rules and policies are applied, expert teachers advocate for their students in 
ways that might challenge traditional views and the educational establishment. They also display 
professionalism in the ways they approach problem solving and decision making, with student needs 
constantly in mind. Finally, accomplished teachers consistently adhere to school and district policies 
and procedures but are willing to work to improve those that may be outdated or ineffective.

The elements of component 4f are:

Integrity and ethical conduct 

Teachers act with integrity and honesty.

Service to students

Teachers put students first in all considerations of their practice.

Advocacy

Teachers support their students’ best interests, even in the face of traditional practice or beliefs.

Decision making

Teachers solve problems with students’ needs as a priority.

Compliance with school and district regulations

Teachers adhere to policies and established procedures.

Indicators include:

• The teacher having a reputation as being trustworthy and often sought as a sounding board

• The teacher frequently reminding participants during committee or planning work that   
 students are the highest priority

• The teacher supporting students, even in the face of difficult situations or conflicting   
 policies

• The teacher challenging existing practice in order to put students first

• The teacher consistently fulfilling district mandates regarding policies and procedures

4f
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4f  S H O W I N G  P R O F E S S I O N A L I S M

• The teacher is dishonest.
• The teacher does not notice the needs of   
 students.
• The teacher engages in practices that are   
 self-serving.
• The teacher willfully rejects district regulations.

• The teacher makes some errors when marking the  
 most recent common assessment but doesn’t tell  
 his colleagues.
• The teacher does not realize that three of her   
 neediest students arrive at school an hour early   
 every morning because their mothers can’t afford   
 daycare.
• The teacher fails to notice that one of his  
 kindergartners is often ill, looks malnourished,   
 and frequently has bruises on her arms and legs.
• When one of her colleagues goes home suddenly  
 because of illness, the teacher pretends to have a  
 meeting so that she won’t have to share in the  
 coverage responsibilities.
• The teacher does not file his students’ writing   
 samples in their district cumulative folders; it is   
 time-consuming, and he wants to leave early for   
 summer break. 
• And others…

B A S I C  •  L E V E L  2

The teacher is honest in interactions with 
colleagues, students, and the public. The teacher’s 
attempts to serve students are inconsistent, and 
unknowingly contribute to some students being ill 
served by the school. The teacher’s decisions and 
recommendations are based on limited though 
genuinely professional considerations. The teacher 
must be reminded by supervisors about complying 
with school and district regulations.

• The teacher is honest.
• The teacher notices the needs of students but is  
 inconsistent in addressing them.
• The teacher does not notice that some school  
 practices result in poor conditions for students.
• The teacher makes decisions professionally but   
 on a limited basis.
• The teacher complies with district regulations.

• The teacher says, “I have always known my grade  
 partner to be truthful. If she called in sick today,   
 then I believe her.”
• The teacher considers staying late to help some   
 of her students in after-school daycare but   
 then realizes it would conflict with her health   
 club class and so decides against it.
• The teacher notices a student struggling in his   
 class and sends a quick email to the counselor.   
 When he doesn’t get a response, he assumes the   
 problem has been taken care of.
• When the teacher’s grade partner goes out on  
 maternity leave, the teacher says “Hello” and  
 “Welcome” to the substitute but does not offer   
 any further assistance.
• The teacher keeps his district-required gradebook   
 up to date but enters exactly the minimum number  
 of assignments specified by his department chair.
• And others…
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U N S AT I S F A C T O R Y  •  L E V E L  1

The teacher displays dishonesty in interactions with 
colleagues, students, and the public. The teacher 
is not alert to students’ needs and contributes 
to school practices that result in some students 
being ill served by the school. The teacher makes 
decisions and recommendations that are based on 
self-serving interests. The teacher does not comply 
with school and district regulations.
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  •  L E V E L  4

The teacher can be counted on to hold the highest 
standards of honesty, integrity, and confidentiality 
and takes a leadership role with colleagues. The 
teacher is highly proactive in serving students, 
seeking out resources when needed. The teacher 
makes a concerted effort to challenge negative 
attitudes or practices to ensure that all students, 
particularly those traditionally underserved, 
are honored in the school. The teacher takes a 
leadership role in team or departmental decision 
making and helps ensure that such decisions are 
based on the highest professional standards. The 
teacher complies fully with school and district 
regulations, taking a leadership role with colleagues.

P R O F I C I E N T  •  L E V E L  3

The teacher displays high standards of honesty, 
integrity, and confidentiality in interactions with 
colleagues, students, and the public. The teacher is 
active in serving students, working to ensure that 
all students receive a fair opportunity to succeed. 
The teacher maintains an open mind in team 
or departmental decision making. The teacher 
complies fully with school and district regulations.

• The teacher is honest and known for having high   
 standards of integrity.
• The teacher actively addresses student needs.
• The teacher actively works to provide opportunities  
 for student success.
• The teacher willingly participates in team and  
 departmental decision making.
• The teacher complies completely with district   
 regulations.

• The teacher is trusted by his grade partners; they   
 share information with him, confident it will not   
 be repeated inappropriately.
• Despite her lack of knowledge about dance, the   
 teacher forms a dance club at her high school to   
 meet the high interest level of her students who   
 cannot afford lessons. 
• The teacher notices some speech delays in a   
 few of her young students; she calls in the speech  
 therapist to do a few sessions in her classroom   
 and provide feedback on further steps.
• The English department chair says, “I appreciate   
 when _______ attends our after-school meetings;   
 he always contributes something meaningful to   
 the discussion.”
• The teacher learns the district’s new online   
 curriculum mapping system and writes in all of   
 her courses.
• And others…

• The teacher is considered a leader in terms of   
 honesty, integrity, and confidentiality.
• The teacher is highly proactive in serving students.
• The teacher makes a concerted effort to ensure  
 opportunities are available for all students to be   
 successful.
• The teacher takes a leadership role in team and  
 departmental decision making.
• The teacher takes a leadership role regarding   
 district regulations.

• When a young teacher has trouble understanding   
 directions from the principal, she immediately goes   
 to a more seasoned teacher—who, she knows, can   
 be relied on for expert advice and complete discretion.
• After the school’s intramural basketball program is  
 discontinued, the teacher finds some former student  
 athletes to come in and work with his students, who  
 have come to love the after-school sessions.
• The teacher enlists the help of her principal when  
 she realizes that a colleague has been making   
 disparaging comments about some disadvantaged  
 students.
• The math department looks forward to their weekly  
 meetings; their leader, the teacher, is always   
 seeking new instructional strategies and resources  
 for them to discuss.
• When the district adopts a new Web-based grading  
 program, the teacher learns it inside and out so that  
 she will be able to assist her colleagues with its  
 implementation.
• And others…
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 22           Framework for Teaching Clusters 

Appendix A – Alignment of FFT Clusters to FFT Components and Elements 
 
Cluster  Components Elements 

1 – Clarity & 
Accuracy 

1a Demonstrating Knowledge of Content 

and Pedagogy 

 

• Content and structure of the discipline 

• Prerequisite relationships 

• Content-related pedagogy 

1b Demonstrating Knowledge of Students 

 

 

• Child and adolescent development 

• Learning process 

• Special needs 

• Students’ skills, knowledge, and language 

proficiency 

• Students’ interests and cultural heritage 

1c Setting Instructional Outcomes  

 

 

• Value, sequence, and alignment 

• Clarity 

• Balance 

• Suitability for diverse learners 

1d Demonstrating Knowledge of Resources • For classroom use 

1e Designing Coherent Instruction 

 

 

• Learning activities 

• Instructional materials and resources 

• Instructional groups 

• Lesson and unit structure 

1f Designing Student Assessments  

 

• Congruence with instructional outcomes 

• Criteria and standards  

3a Communicating with Students 

 

 

• Expectations for learning 

• Explanations of content 

• Use of oral and written language 

3b Using Questioning and Discussion 

Techniques 

• Quality of Questions 

3c Engaging Students in Learning 

 

 

• Activities and assignments 

• Grouping of students 

• Instructional materials and resources 

3d Using Assessment in Instruction 

 

• Assessment criteria 

• Feedback to students 

4a Reflecting on Teaching • Use in future teaching 

 
 

•  

2 – Learning 
Environment 

1b Demonstrating Knowledge of Students • Child and adolescent development 

• Students’ interests and cultural heritage 

2a Creating an Environment of Respect 

and Rapport 

• Teacher interactions with students 

• Student interactions with other students 

2b Establishing a Culture for Learning 

 

• Importance of the content and of learning 

• Expectations for learning and achievement 

• Student pride in work 

 
 

•  

3 – Classroom 
Management 

2c Managing Classroom Procedures 

 

 

• Management of instructional groups 

• Management of transitions 

• Management of materials and supplies 

• Performance of classroom routines 

• Supervision of volunteers and 

paraprofessionals 

2d Managing Student Behavior 

 

• Expectations 

• Monitoring of student behavior 

• Response to student misbehavior 

2e Organizing Physical Space 

 

• Safety and accessibility 

• Arrangement of furniture and use of physical 

resources 
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4 – Intellectual 
Engagement 

1e Designing Coherent Instruction 

 

 

 

• Learning activities  

• Instructional materials and resources 

• Instructional groups 

• Lesson and unit structure 

2b Establishing a Culture for Learning • Importance of content and of learning 

3a Communicating with Students 

 

• Directions for Activities 

• Explanations of content 

• Use of oral and written language 

3b Using Questioning and Discussion 

Techniques 

 

• Quality of questions/prompts 

• Discussion techniques 

• Student participation 

3c Engaging Students in Learning 

 

• Activities and assignments 

• Grouping of students 

• Instructional materials and resources 

• Structure and pacing  

  •  

5 – Successful 
Learning 

1b Demonstrating Knowledge of Students  

  

 

• Child and adolescent development 

• Learning process 

• Special needs 

• Students’ skills, knowledge, and language 

proficiency 

• Students’ interests and cultural heritage 

1d Demonstrating Knowledge of Resources • Resources for students 

1f Designing Student Assessments 

 

• Congruence with instructional outcomes 

• Criteria and standards 

• Design of formative assessments 

3d Using Assessment in Instruction 

 

• Monitoring of student learning 

• Feedback to students 

• Student self-assessment and monitoring of 

progress 

3e Demonstrating Flexibility and 

Responsiveness 

 

• Lesson adjustment 

• Response to students 

• Persistence 

4a Reflecting on Teaching 

 

• Accuracy 

• Use in future teaching 

4b Maintaining Accurate Records 

 

• Student completion of assignments 

• Student progress in learning 

4c Communicating with Families 

 

• Information about the instructional program 

• Information about individual students 

• Engagement of families in the instructional 

program 

  •  

6 - 
Professionalism 

1d Demonstrating knowledge of Resources • Resources to extend professional knowledge 

4d Participating in a Professional 

Community 

 

• Relationships with colleagues  

• Participation in school and district projects 

• Involvement in culture of professional 

inquiry 

• Service to the school 

4e Growing and Developing Professionally 

 

• Enhancement of content knowledge and 

pedagogical skill 

• Receptivity to feedback from colleagues 

• Service to the profession 

4f Showing Professionalism 

 

• Integrity and ethical conduct 

• Service to students 

• Advocacy 

• Decision making 

• Compliance with school and district 

regulations 



 

 
 

INSTRUCTIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
COACHING GUIDE: 

 
Quick Reference Guide  

ALIGNED TO THE 
FIRST 9 WEEKS TEACHER ACTION STEPS 

Sequence of Strong Start Teacher Mastery 
 
   

Thank you to our partner schools and organizations who supported with the creation of this document: DSST Public Schools, Relay Graduate School, and  IDEA Public Schools. 
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P HASE 1 (WEEKS 1-3) 
P HASE 1: CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT 

DEVELOP ESSENTIAL ROUTINES & PROCEDURES 
Action Step  When to Use It  Probing Questions  Scenarios to Practice  Cues for Real-Time 

Feedback  
Plan & 
Practice 
Critical 
Routines & 
Procedures 
Moment-by-M
oment 

Teacher does 
not have clear 
routines 
established for 
the classroom 

(Show a model video or do a live 
model): “What is each step the teacher 
takes in this routine?” “What is the 
teacher doing and what are the 
students doing?” 

● “Describe what you want [certain 
routine] to look like.  Ideally, what would 
students do during that 
transition/routine?  What would you be 
doing?” 

Complete the template for the key 
routines in the teacher’s classroom 
(most important: student entry and 
exit, transitions, materials distribution, 
and listening).  Rehearse in the 
classroom setting. 
● Round 1: basic mastery: focus on the 

specific words and actions the 
teacher will use, such as where to 
look and stand, and key ways to 
break the routine down into smaller 
steps for the students.  

● Round 2: add minor student errors in 
following instructions (not too much: 
you want to build muscle memory!)   

N/A 

Plan & 
Practice the 
Roll-Out 

Routine is new 
for the 
students 
(beginning of 
the year or 
when 
changing a 
routine) 

● (Show a model video or do a live model 
of an effective rollout): “What did you 
notice about that rollout that made it 
effective?”  

●  “What will be the most difficult parts of 
the routine for you to deliver and for 
students to master?  

● “What are the key micro-actions for you 
to model to perfect this part of the 
routine?” 

● Focus on scripting the I Do: break it 
down, pregnant pause, repeat 
step-by-step 

● Keep the language positive and 
enthusiastic, including a challenge 

● Memorize the roll-out speech, then 
stand up and practice 

● Leader or peers should play roles of 
students to make practice more 
authentic 

Model: If the teacher 
modeling is ineffective, 
prompt: “Mr. Smith, am I 
following your model 
effectively?” [then model 
the correct actions and 
narrate what you’re doing] 

STRONG V OICE 
Square up, 
Stand Still 

Posture: 
teacher 
undermines his 
or her 
leadership 
presence by 

● [Watch video]: “How does the teacher 
use her body language to 
communicate leadership in her 
classroom?” 

● [Model giving directions with a relaxed 
posture, then while squaring up and 
standing still]:  “What is the difference in 

● Practice maintaining a formal 
posture while delivering a lesson on 
routines and procedures. Note when 
the teacher is squaring up and 
standing still, and when the 
teacher’s body begins to become 
informal/weak  

Non-verbal: Model 
exaggerated posture and 
stance—shift your body 
upward and arch shoulders 
to remind the teacher to 
square up and stand still. 
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slouching, 
shifting foot to 
foot, or facing 
at an angle 
away from the 
students  
 

the way I communicated the first way 
versus the second way?” 

● “What is the value in communicating 
leadership with our body language?”  

● Film the practice—or use a 
mirror—so that the new teacher can 
see what he or she looks like while 
delivering instructions. 

Formal 
Register 

Tone: the 
teacher’s 
vocal register 
is too casual or 
informal  

● “Imagine you had to say ‘it’s time to 
leave’ to three different audiences: your 
friend after dinner, a symphony concert 
audience at the end of a performance, 
or when a building is on fire. Speak out 
loud how you would deliver those words 
differently to each audience.” [After 
doing so] “What is the value and 
purpose of the middle one: your formal 
register?  

● “When is it important to use formal 
register? What message does it send to 
the students?”  

● For a teacher who knows formal register: 
“What are the keys to formal register?” 

● (Watch video of their classroom): “What 
conditions lead to you drop your formal 
register?” 

● Videotape the teacher during 
practice, and review the footage so 
the teacher can hear when he/she 
is maintaining a formal register, and 
when his/her register begins to 
become casual/informal   

● Practice maintaining a formal tone 
while delivering a lesson on routines 
and procedures. Note when the 
teacher is maintaining a formal 
register, and when the teacher’s 
register becomes to informal or 
casual   

Non-verbal: combine 
square up/stand still 
gesture with pointing to 
your mouth to remind the 
teacher to speak in a 
formal register.  

**See Revise 
Routines & 
Procedures 

       

WHAT TO DO 
What to Do  The teacher’s 

directions are 
unclear or use 
too many 
words. 

● “What happened yesterday when you 
asked your students to ___? What 
caused the confusion?” 

● What is the value in using fewer words to 
describe what students should do?” 

● [Play video of teacher’s instructions] 
“What is another way you could have 
restated these directions to make them 
clearer for students?” OR “Write down 

● Script clear, concise instructions 
together.  Plan them out 
word-by-word: don’t take shortcuts! 
Remove all extraneous words. 

● Provide feedback on clarity before 
practice: most errors can be fixed 
before your practice.  

● Rehearse key directions: if necessary, 
model for teacher what is most 
effective.  

Non-verbal: hold up a red 
card for too many words. 
Nonverbal: hold up a sign 
that says “What to Do.”  
Whisper prompt: “When 
you bring everyone back 
from this assignment, just 
say: ‘Pencils down. Eyes on 
me!’ No extra words.” 
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all the directions you gave. Where did 
you use more words than needed?” 

● [If teacher struggles, model for them]: 
“Let me deliver those same instructions 
[Model].  What do you notice about the 
difference between my delivery and 
your own?”  

● Focus on the pregnant pause 
between each component of the 
instruction: students often become 
confused when given too many 
directions at once. 

Model: Model giving 
concise directions using 3-5 
words 
Model: Ask a student to 
repeat the teacher’s 
instructions 
 

TEACHER RADAR & 100% 
Teacher Radar – Deliberately scan the room for 100% and obtain 100% 
Be Seen 
Looking 

The teacher is 
not scanning 
and watching 
the students; 
students veer 
off task as a 
result. 

● [Watch video of lesson and pick key 
moments] “Where are you looking right 
now?  Where should you be looking?” 

● [Model Be Seen Looking] “What did you 
notice about what I did when giving 
directions? What is the value of that 
body language?”   

● Practice scanning every row (for 
students’ hands and eyes) of the 
classroom while teaching. 

● Sit in the classroom far from the 
teacher. Model off-task behavior for 
the teacher to identify when 
scanning. 

Non-verbal: Crane your 
neck to indicate that 
teacher should do the 
same. 
Model: Take over the 
routine and crane 
neck/scan with finger while 
scanning students. 
 

Precise 
Praise/Narrate 
the Positive 

Teacher’s tone 
when 
addressing 
management 
problems is 
overly 
negative 

● [Watch model video] “How did the 
teacher get students to correct 
misbehaviors without being negative?” 

● [Watch video of teacher] “What could 
you have done in this particular moment 
to increase the positivity of your tone?” 

● “What negative phrases do you find 
yourself using most often?” 

● Planning: re-write teacher’s most 
frequent negative comments into 
positive statements. 

● Practice: role play keeping students 
on track through positive narration.  

● Focus on the positive tone: practice 
tone until it feels authentic: not 
overly positive nor too flat/negative. 

Nonverbal: index card with 
a plus sign written on it 
Whisper prompt: “Narrate 
the positive.” 

Least Invasive 
Intervention 

Teacher sees 
the problem, 
but What to 
Do and 
Narrate the 
Positive aren’t 
working for a 
few students, 
or teacher 
does not 
consistently or 
effectively 

● “When a student shows ___ [insert 
low-level nonresponsiveness, such as 
calling out, repeated head down, 
off-task, etc.], what is your ideal 
response?” 

● “What is the challenge when you try to 
redirect an off-task student?”  

● “Look at this list of interventions from 
least to most invasive.  What is the 
advantage of starting with the least 
invasive intervention?” 

● “When you are intervening with off-task 
students, which of these interventions 
are you using?  Which ones could you 

You really cannot over-plan and 
over-practice this action step.  The 
more at-bats the better!: 
● Script the precise language of 

administering the consequence 
● Practice the tone and timing until 

teacher has mastered a formal tone. 
● Role play as a student with different 

types of off-task behavior.  Have the 
teacher re-direct you with 
least-invasive interventions. Slowly 
progress up to persisting in the 
off-task behavior so that the teacher 

Nonverbal: point to the 
student off-task and give a 
re-direct signal.   
 
Whisper prompt: “This 
student is off task.  Use ___ 
intervention.” 
 
Model: re-direct an off-task 
student and wait for the 
teacher to repeat the 
action with the next off-task 
student. 
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provide 
consequences 
for minor 
misbehaviors. 
 
Teacher uses 
corrections 
that draw 
unnecessary 
attention to 
the student 
who has been 
off-task. 

add to your repertoire?”  [Watch video 
of teaching if needed.] 

● “Which intervention is most appropriate 
given the behavior and the part of the 
lesson in which it occurs?” 

has a chance escalate to every 
type of intervention. 

 

Circulate with 
Purpose 
(break the 
plane) 

Teacher is 
stationary: 
lack of 
movement 
makes 
students go 
off-task 

● “Where did the off-task behavior start? 
Where were you standing at that time? 
What is the challenge of not moving 
around during the lesson?”   

● [Watch the video] “How much time do 
you spend away from the front of the 
room?” 

● Identify the hot spots in the room 
(i.e., where off-task behaviors often 
occur) 

● Create a pathway based on the hot 
spots  

● Practice moving along this pathway 
while teaching, stopping at hot spots 
to scan and giving students a 
non-verbal redirect 

Nonverbal: point to a 
corner of the room where 
they should stand. 

**Whole Class 
Reset - 
Planned Reset 

A class has slid 
into low 
engagement 
over a few 
days without 
the teacher 
realizing it 

● “How did you establish that routine so 
effectively the first time?” 

● “What are the challenges in 
implementing the routine right now? 
Where does this routine break down?” 

● “What are the root causes of the 
deterioration of this routine?”  

● [Show a model: video or yourself 
modeling]:  “What did you notice: what 
were the key actions the teacher took 
to re-engage the classroom?” 

● Script the reset word-by-word: use as 
minimal language as possible, e.g.: 
o Pause.  “Eyes on me.” 
o Narrate the problem & give a 

direction 
o Scan.  Wait for 100%.  If not there, 

give a second direction to off-task 
students 

o Continue the lesson 
● Practice: incorporate all previous 

action steps, particularly: Strong 
Voice (posture & register); What to 
Do; teacher radar (scan).   

● Rd 1: all students “comply” right 
away.  

N/A (planned in advance) 
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● Rd 2: a few students still don’t 
comply and teacher has to get 
them on target. 

In-the-Momen
t Reset 

A class has slid 
into low 
engagement 
within the 
same class 
period without 
the teacher 
realizing it 

● “When are typical moments when your 
students go off track?” (If the teacher 
cannot answer, show him or her video 
footage of a part of the class when 
students frequently go off track, and use 
the video to guide the teacher in 
identifying the moment when a reset is 
needed.) 

● “What are the key indicators in the class 
that you can look for that will tell you it is 
time to reset the class?” 

● “When have you been most successful 
in resetting the classroom? How could 
you apply those same skills to this other 
context?” 

● From video of the teacher’s 
classroom, practice the  moment 
when engagement drops 

● Script a generic in-the-moment reset 
that could be used in every situation: 
Pause, “Eyes on me,” narrate the 
problem, give direction, scan, and 
wait for 100%.  If not there, give a 
second direction to students not on 
task. Continue the lesson. 

● Incorporate previous action steps 
● Rd 1: all students “comply” right 

away.  
● Rd 2: a few students still don’t 

comply and teacher has to get 
them on target. 

Nonverbal: create a cue 
for “reset” or hold up a sign. 
Model: “Students, we need 
to reset ourselves right 
now.” Model a reset for the 
teacher. 

**REVISE ROUTINES 
Revise 
Routines 

Students are 
following the 
routine but it is 
inefficient or 
ineffective 

● “What has been the challenge in 
implementing this routine?” 

● “Where does the breakdown begin: 
when is the first moment of students not 
following the routine?” 

● [Watch video of a better routine] “What 
can we draw from this routine to make 
your own more effective?” 

● Focus practice at the point where 
the routine has been going wrong. 
Model any student errors you 
anticipate 

● Pay attention to teacher positioning: 
(stand in ideal location), and 
incorporate Strong Voice (posture, 
register), and  What to Do 

● Rehearse the first words to say to 
noncompliant students 

Model: “This is my favorite 
routine.  Can I show our 
students the new way to do 
it?” 

Do it Again  The routine is 
effective, but 
students aren’t 
following it. 

● “What are the keys to running a Do it 
Again effectively?” 

● “Why is it important to have students 
repeat this routine when they haven’t 
done it correctly?” 

● [Watch video] “Where are the moments 
when students are incorrectly executing 
the routine? What would you like to see 
them do differently?” 

● Plan each step of the Do it Again 
sequence:  
o Strong Voice (square up, stand 

still, use formal register) 
o What to Do (name the error, 

name the correct action) 
o Challenge the students to do 

better 
o Give the signal to restart the 

routine 

Non-verbal: Make a circle 
with your finger to cue 
teacher to have students 
re-do that part of routine.   
Verbal: “Ms. Smith, I know 
we can do that better. 
What would you like to see 
us do differently this time?” 
Model: “Can I show our 
students what we’d like 
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● “What is challenging about noticing or 
stating what you want to see students 
change when they Do it Again?” 

● Role play the revised routine: Make 
the same student errors from class 
and have the teacher practice 
implementing Do it Again until the 
routine looks flawless 

them to do?” (whisper to 
teacher what you are 
modeling) 

Cut it Short  The teacher 
asks students 
to re-do 
routines they 
have already 
performed 
sufficiently 
well. 

● “Remember when you had students do 
it again for the third time?  Did they 
perform it even better after that?” 

● “What is the purpose of having your 
students do it again? When is it no 
longer valuable to do it again?” 

● Practice Cut it Short the same way 
as you would practice Do it Again, 
but with extra emphasis on the 
conclusion of the Do it Again.  As 
you repeat the practice, try varying 
up how quickly you perform the 
routine correctly so the teacher 
learns to truly evaluate when it’s 
time to stop the Do it Again. 

Nonverbal: signal to the 
teacher that it’s time to 
stop repeating the Do It 
Again. 
 
Model: cut short the Do It 
Again. 

 
 

 
 
 

P HASE 1: INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING AND EXECUTION 
DEVELOP EFFECTIVE LESSON PLANS 

Action Step  When to Use It  Probing Questions  Scenarios to Practice  Cues for Real-Time 
Feedback  

Write Precise 
Learning 
Objectives 

Lesson 
objectives are 
not data-driven, 
are not 
manageable 
and 
measurable, or 
have not been 
identified at all 

● “Let’s look at the upcoming assessment 
and the questions related to this 
objective.  What do students have to 
know and do to be able to answer one 
of these questions correctly?” 

● “If you asked them how they know their 
answer is correct, what key conceptual 
understanding do you want them to be 
able to articulate?” 

(After breaking down all the 
skills/knowledge required to answer the 
assessment tasks): “Of all the 
skills/knowledge, what are the most 
important parts for you to address in this 
lesson?  Which do students already 

● Pull out upcoming assessments to 
identify the right end goal: break 
down too-broad objectives to make 
them manageable for individual 
lessons.   

● Plan & Practice are identical: plan a 
full week of upcoming objectives 
together  

Make sure you have all materials at 
hand during the meeting: upcoming 
lesson plans, curriculum scope and 
sequence, interim assessment, final 
exam/state test released items, etc. 

N/A 
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have some mastery of, and which are 
the key next skills to push them further?”   

Design 
Mastery 
Check 
Aligned to 
the 
Objective 

Teacher’s 
mastery check 
doesn’t align to 
the objective. 

● “When you finish the class, what will 
students be able to do to show you that 
they have mastered the objective?” 

● “What key question/task could you give 
them at the end of the lesson to assess 
that mastery?” 
“Look at the upcoming interim 
assessment/year-end test: how can we 
align your question to that level of 
difficulty and rigor?”  

● Plan/revise a week’s worth of 
mastery checks. Have the upcoming 
interim/year-end assessment 
questions in hand to help set the 
rigor of the Mastery Check. 

● Look at previous mastery checks to 
see where students are struggling 
and what skills need to continue to 
be assessed. 

N/A 

Align 
Independent 
Practice to 
the 
Assessment 

Independent 
practice 
activities are not 
as rigorous as 
the final 
assessment 
students are 
working 
towards. 

● “Let’s look at the upcoming assessment. 
What is the gap between the rigor of 
your independent practice and the 
assessment?” 

● “What can we do to make the 
independent practice more aligned to 
the rigor of the end goal?” 

● [If teacher struggles to see the gap, use 
a model]:  “Here are two different 
independent practice activities. Why is 
activity #1 more aligned and more 
rigorous than activity #2?”  [Teacher 
responds]  “What are your key 
takeaways for designing quality 
independent practice tasks?” 

 

● Pull up a lesson plan and upcoming 
assessment: write/revise 
independent practice to match the 
rigor of the upcoming assessment. 

● Write scaffolded questions that ramp 
up to the rigor of the final 
assessment question.  

N/A 

Script a 
basic “I Do” 

Teacher 
stumbles or 
doesn't know 
what to say 
during the “I 
Do” part of the 
lesson. 

● “Let’s look at your objective and the key 
understandings that students need to 
have in order to master it.  How will you 
explain those key understandings?   

● “What will be the key points of confusion 
for many of the students?  Given that 
answer, where should you emphasize 
your points most clearly to address that 
confusion?” 

● “What are the key points you want to 
communicate during the ‘I Do’?” 

● Plan: Write out key understandings 
students must reach by the end of 
the lesson. 

● Script “I Do” into the lesson plan 
word for word.  Remove extraneous 
words. Don’t begin practice until 
you have fully tightened the script. 

● Practice delivering: look for the 
teacher adding extraneous words or 
sentences that you could cut to 
reduce the model to what is 
essential. 

Nonverbal: Hold out your 
palm and point to it with 
the other hand to indicate 
to them to go back to their 
script and follow it. 
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● “How can you write out your ‘I Do’ to 
make it easy to remember and deliver in 
the moment?” 

Build Time 
Stamps into 
Lesson 

The teacher runs 
out of time, 
completing only 
part of the 
lesson plan and 
leaving large 
chunks 
untaught 

● “What is the ideal amount of time you 
want for independent practice at the 
end? What are the challenges to 
making sure that students have that 
amount of time?”  

● “What are the key tasks students need 
to do to be able to work independently 
effectively? What are the parts of the 
lesson we could cut short if you are 
running out of time?” 

● Write down specific time stamps in 
their lesson plan. Note which parts of 
the lesson could be trimmed or cut if 
teacher is running over. 

● Rehearse the lesson with timer in 
hand. Cut unnecessary language 
that is slowing the teacher down. 

Nonverbal: hold up fingers 
for how many more 
minutes to spend in that 
section of the lesson 

Internalize 
Key Parts of 
the Lesson: “I 
Do” & All 
Instructions 

Teacher hasn't 
internalized the 
lesson, and may 
stumble when 
delivering it 

● “What parts of the lesson plan are most 
important for you to know cold? What is 
the value of memorizing these parts of 
the lesson?” 

● “How do you normally prepare and 
internalize a lesson plan?” 

● “What are the challenges to 
remembering these plans during 
delivery?” 

● Give the teacher a set time to learn 
a specific chunk of the lesson cold, 
and then have him/her try delivering 
it to a partner without looking down 
at the lesson. 

● Practice one chunk of the lesson at 
a time. Once a teacher has it cold, 
put those chunks together until s/he 
has it completely memorized. 

● Build a lesson internalization routine: 
determine when s/he will spend time 
each day memorizing key parts of 
the lesson, how s/he will practice, 
and who will be their practice 
partner (even if the “partner” is as 
basic as a mirror).   

Model: when teacher is 
struggling with the lesson 
plan, intervene and cue 
students to Turn & Talk. 
Give teacher 30-60 
seconds to skim the plan 
before jumping back into 
the lesson. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PACING AND URGENCY 
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Speak 
Faster, Vary 
your Voice 
and Smile 

Teacher’s tone 
doesn’t convey 
the joy and 
excitement that 
should infuse 
the classroom 

● [Show model video]: “What do you 
notice about Ms. Smith’s tone in this 
clip? What does she do to make her 
delivery sparkle?” 

● “Now think about your own classroom. 
What’s creating the gap between this 
teacher’s tone and yours?” 

● Teach part of upcoming lesson while 
speaking faster and smiling.  

● Stop teacher and repeat what 
teacher has just said while smiling 
and speaking more quickly.  

● Have the teacher vary their voice, 
dropping lower to create tension 
rather than always remaining at high 
or low volume. 

Nonverbal: Point to corners 
of your mouth to remind 
teacher to smile, or gesture 
with your hand to remind 
him or her to speak more 
quickly. 
 
Whisper prompt: “Sparkle! 
Smile! Jump back into 
teaching!” 

Use a Timer  Teacher falls 
way behind the 
planned pacing 
of their lesson 
plan  

● “How much time did you want to spend 
on the ‘I Do’ part of the lesson?  What 
kept you from sticking to that amount if 
time?” 

● “How much time had you planned to 
have left for independent work at the 
end of the lesson?  What kept you from 
having enough time?” 

● Plan: review time stamps for each 
part of the lesson.  Script how to 
move on when the timer goes off 
and the teacher hasn’t finished that 
section. Plan where teacher can cut 
certain parts of the lesson when 
falling behind 

● Practice lesson with a timer. 
Rehearse what to do when timer 
goes off & teacher isn’t finished with 
that section. 

Non-verbal: point at 
watch/wrist when time to 
move on. 
Non-verbal: give a hand 
signal of how many more 
minutes to stay on this 
activity. 

Increase 
Rate of 
Questioning 

Teacher pauses 
too long 
between 
questions, losing 
the students’ 
engagement 

● “What is the key to pacing? Given that 
principle, what do you think is the ideal 
amount of time after each student 
answer before you ask another 
question?” 

● “Do you recall what happened after 
you called on Max yesterday? What 
would you need in order to keep 
instruction moving more immediately 
after calling on a student?” 

● Role play a questioning sequence 
from an upcoming lesson keeping 
track of the rate of questioning. 
Note specifically moments where 
the rate slows due to pauses in 
between questions and lack of 
teacher preparation. Key teacher 
actions to look for: knowing the 
questions cold, and knowing which 
student to call on. 

Model: model the 
questioning pace for the 
teacher 

Countdown 
to Work the 
Clock 

Students are 
slow to move 
during lesson 
transitions: e.g., 
whole class to 
pairs to IP, etc. 

● “How much time did you want to take in 
this transition?” 

●  [Watch model video]: “What actions 
does the teacher take to go faster? How 
could you apply them to your lesson?” 

● “How could you challenge your students 
to work with greater purpose?” 

● Script and practice Bright Lines--cues 
to signal switching between 
activities: claps, hand gestures, etc.   

● Play part of students and have 
teacher transition from one activity 
to the next using a countdown to 
work the clock.   

Nonverbal: signal 
“5-4-3-2-1” with your fingers 
when it’s time for a 
countdown. 
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Call & 
Response 

Students lose 
focus/engagem
ent while 
teacher is 
modeling or 
talking. 

● “What is the purpose of a choral 
response?  How does it add value to 
engagement both behaviorally and 
academically?”  

● “Here’s a video clip from your lesson 
yesterday.  Where could you have used 
a choral response to increase 
engagement?” 

● Identify moments when it would be 
most useful to implement a choral 
response.   

● Role play: provide occasional 
lackluster responses so teacher can 
practice having students Do it Again 
for choral response. 

Nonverbal: create a cue 
for choral response   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

P HASE 2 (WEEKS 4 -6) 
P HASE 2: CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT 

ECONOMY OF LANGUAGE 
Action Step  When to Use It  Probing Questions  Scenarios to Practice  Cues for Real-Time 

Feedback  
Economy of 
Language 
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P HASE 2: INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING AND EXECUTION 
ENGAGE ALL STUDENTS 

Action Step  When to Use It  Probing Questions  Scenarios to Practice  Cues for Real-Time 
Feedback  

Turn & Talks  Students 
become restless 
during lengthy I 
Do or class 
discussion 

● “What are the benefits of having 
students do a Turn & Talk?” 

● “What are the keys to an effective Turn 
& Talk?” 
“How will you know the Turn and Talk is 
effective?” 

● Planning: ID moments in upcoming 
lesson to do a quick Turn & Talk.  

● Create bright lines—make Turn & 
Talk entry and exit unmistakably 
crisp:  pre-establish whom students 
turn towards, What to Do 
instructions, brisk signals, “Go!” 

● Scan the room and redirect off-task 
students 

Nonverbal: forefingers turn 
toward each other.  
Model: lead a Turn and Talk 
and then explain rationale 
to teacher during the Turn 
and Talk 

Use Multiple 
Methods to 
Engage all 
Students 

Teacher 
over-relies on 
just one 
technique for 
engaging all 
students  

● “We’ve discussed multiple ways to call 
on students: cold call, taking hands, turn 
& talks, and choral response.  Which 
ones do you use the most? Which ones 
could you use more frequently in your 
lesson?” 

● “What are the times in which each 
technique would be best to use in your 
class?” 

● Plan a whole group discussion: note 
which questions are best suited for 
cold call, hands, choral response or 
turn & talk  

● Role play the discussion following the 
script the teacher created. 

Non-verbal: create/use cue 
for cold call, choral 
response and all hands. 
Whisper prompt: “When 
you call the group back 
together, start with a choral 
response” 
Model (if needed). 
 
 
 
 
 

**CHECK FOR WHOLE-GROUP UNDERSTANDING 

Poll the 
Room 

Teacher moves 
ahead without 
a clear vision of 
which (or how 
many) students 
comprehend 

● [Debrief your own intervention] “I 
intervened in your class and polled the 
room.  What was the purpose of doing 
so? How did that help guide the rest of 
your lesson?” 

● “What would be the best moments in 
your upcoming lesson to poll the room?” 

● “What are the advantages these polling 
techniques versus self-report thumbs 
up/thumbs down?” 

● Script into the lesson plan key 
moments to conduct a poll of the 
room 

● Plan the rollout of the polling routine: 
integrate Phase 1 & 2 actions for 
rollouts  

● Predict the outcome for the polling 
of upcoming classes to help a 
teacher start to anticipate student 
error 

Nonverbal: Hold up sign 
that says “Poll.” 
 
Model: Poll the room 
yourself. 
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Target the 
Error 

Class discussion 
does not focus 
on students’ 
common 
misconceptions 

● “What challenges do you anticipate 
during independent practice? Where is 
the most important area to review?” 

● [Watch model video]: “What actions 
does this teacher take to respond to 
students’ written errors?” 

● Planning: Anticipate the errors 
students will make in upcoming 
lesson.   

● Practice: Review student work and 
name the error 

 

Whisper Prompt during IP: 
“What patterns of error are 
you noticing? Plan to 
review only the areas of 
error.” 

**Normalize 
Error 

  ●   ●    

HABITS OF LANGUAGE AND DISCUSSION 
Keep Neutral  The teacher’s 

reaction reveals 
whether student 
responses are 
correct before 
the students 
can figure it out 
on their own. 

● “Recall our recent PD on Habits of 
Discussion. What is the goal of getting 
students to use the habits?” 

● [Watch video of teacher] “Compare 
your responses to correct and incorrect 
answers. What are the differences? 
How do your different responses limit the 
rigor of the discussion?”   

“What actions can you take to ensure 
your responses to correct and incorrect 
responses are the same?” 

● Practice: role play correct and 
incorrect responses.  Focus teacher 
on staying neutral: eyebrows neutral, 
consistent nodding or not, same 
number of words after each 
response   

Incorporate in the use of habits of 
discussion and wait time 

N/A 

Agree/Build 
Off Each 
Other 

Student answers 
are 
disconnected 
from each other 
even when they 
agree. 

● “What do you ideally want students to 
do when they agree with what a peer is 
saying?  How could you get them to do 
it in-the-moment?”  

● “Let’s think about that moment during 
your lesson when x student shared his 
answer and the next student just 
repeated it.  What training to the 
students need in how to build off of 
another answer?”  

● Script prompts to get students to 
build off of each other’s arguments: 
“I agree with ___, and I would like to 
add that…”  

● Practice: Role-play a class 
discussion. Prompt the students to 
build off. 

Nonverbal: Post the Habits 
of Discussion in the 
classroom; point to the 
posted habits when 
needed. 
 
Model:  “David [student], 
can you restate your 
answer using one of the 
habits?” 

Disagree 
Respectfully  

Students either 
don’t disagree 
with their peers, 
or don’t do so in 

● “What do you ideally want students to 
do when they disagree with what a 
peer is saying?” 

● Script prompts to get students to 
respectfully disagree with each 
other’s arguments.  

Nonverbal: Point to 
prompts posted on the 
classroom walls. 
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a respectful 
manner. 

● “What is the gap between that ideal 
response and what they are doing in 
class?”   

● “How could you get them to do those 
ideal actions in-the-moment?” 

● Practice: Role-play a class 
discussion. Prompt the students to 
express respectful disagreement. 

Model:  “Laura, can you 
disagree using one of the 
habits posted on the wall?” 

Upgrade 
Vocabulary 

Teacher does 
not ask students 
to use 
technical/ 
academic 
language when 
giving answers 

● “What is the ideal academic or 
technical language that you wanted 
students to use in their response?” 

● “What was the gap between that ideal 
response and what students said?” 

● “How can we create or leverage a 
resource that will push students to 
upgrade their vocabulary in their 
answers?” 

● Create a word wall/chart with key 
academic terms you will want 
students to use in their answers. 

● Script in moments when the teacher 
can punch key vocabulary terms 
when modeling. Script ideal student 
responses that include key 
vocabulary terms. 

● Script the prompts to use when 
students don’t use mathematical/ 
scientific/academic language: 
“That’s the right idea. Now state it 
again using your Academic Word 
Wall as a resource.” 

Nonverbal: point to the 
academic language 
resource (word wall, cheat 
sheet, etc.) 

Cite Key 
Evidence 

Students don’t 
cite evidence 
from the text 
when answering 
questions 

● “What is the importance of citing 
evidence in answering a question?” 

● “Where in your last lesson could students 
have been asked to cite their evidence 
more clearly/effectively?”  

● Name key evidence from exemplar, 
identify additional valid evidence, 
and predict wrong evidence. 

● Practice: prompt students when they 
don’t cite best evidence 

Nonverbal: Cue for 
evidence (e.g., card with 
an “E” printed on it). 
Whisper prompt: “Ask for 
evidence.”  Model if 
needed 

Wait Time, 
Pre Call, Roll 
Back 

The teacher 
moves on too 
quickly after 
asking a 
challenging 
question 

● “What are the possible reasons a 
student might not be able to answer a 
question you ask on the spot—beyond 
just not knowing the answer?  

● [Watch a video or model for the 
teacher] “What actions did the teacher 
take?  Why were these beneficial?” 

● “What is the purpose of repeating the 
student’s answer back to him/her?  Why 
not just correct the error?” 

● “Which students need more time than 
others to formulate an answer?  Which 
ones would benefit from a pre-call to 
give them enough thinking time?” 

Integrate the practice of all three skills:   
● Wait time: ID higher-order questions 

that might require more think time. 
Script concise directions teacher will 
narrate during wait time (“This 
answer requires strong evidence. 
Everyone can be looking as we 
wait.”) 

● Roll back: role play a questioning 
sequence from an upcoming lesson, 
providing student answers that 
would benefit from rolling back. 
Continue the lesson after rolling 
back as well.   

● Pre-Call: ID the students who would 
benefit from a pre call. Pick the 

Nonverbal: create a cue 
for wait time (e.g., hold up 
a hand as a stop sign). 
 
Model: roll back answer to 
original student, modeling 
for teacher 
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questions in the lesson plan that 
would be ideal to ask those students  

“Stretch It”  Students answer 
a question 
easily, and 
teacher moves 
on rather than 
pushing them to 
go further. 

●  “What happened after you called on 
Jermaine and he answered your 
question correctly?  How does that 
affect his learning?  What could you do 
to raise the rigor for him without making 
it unmanageable for the rest of the 
class?” 

● [Watch video of stretch it.] “What did 
the teacher do to stretch the learning?” 

Identify moments in the lesson plan 
where students might get to correct 
answers easily.  Script “stretch it” 
questions to increase the rigor of those 
moments: e.g., how/why, cite 
evidence, evaluate the answer 

Non-verbal: pull your fingers 
apart—as if stretching a 
piece of gum—to signal 
that it’s a good time to 
raise the rigor with a 
stretch-it question. 

WRITE THE EXEMPLAR 
Script the 
Ideal Written 
Student 
Response 

The teacher 
doesn’t know 
what a rigorous 
student 
response to a 
question looks 
like. 

● “Let’s pull out independent practice 
task. What do you want students to write 
when you give them this task?  [If not yet 
written] Take a few minutes to write your 
exemplar.” 

● “What answers would be only partially 
correct?” 

● “How do you want students to show or 
organize their work in answering this 
question?” 

“What are the advantages of writing an 
exemplar response?  How is it different 
from writing objectives?” 

● Write or revise exemplars for a 
written-response question in 
upcoming lessons.   

● “Spar” with another exemplar: either 
another teacher’s exemplar or 
experts in the field (e.g., 
Shakespearean critics) 

Break down the exemplar: ID key 
things the student will need to do to 
produce a response of the same 
quality. 

N/A 

**Aggressive
ly Monitor - 
Mark Up 
Student Work 
(Pen in 
Hand) 

Teacher is not 
giving explicit 
feedback to 
more than a 
handful of 
students if at all 

● “What is the student experiencing in the 
moment when you’re monitoring?  How 
many of them know if they are on the 
right track or not?”  

● [Present a coding technique/watch a 
video of a teacher marking up student 
work/look at a sample student work that 
has been marked up by a teacher] 
“How did the teacher give quick 
feedback to this student to help them 
get on track?”   

“What is the power of a coding system for 
allowing you to give feedback to more 
students?” 

● Create a feedback code: simple 
cues to write on student work to spur 
self-correction.  

● Practice: put out a class set of 
student work on all the desks.  Have 
the teacher monitor the room and 
write feedback codes on as many 
papers as possible. 

● Rd 2: ID ways to go faster 
Integrate previous actions: monitoring 

pathway; collecting data. 

Model: Walk alongside the 
teacher as they monitor 
and whisper, e.g., “I think 
you should put an E on this 
one” when you see him/her 
struggle to give the student 
feedback. 
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P HASE 3: INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING AND EXECUTION 
SCRIPT LESSON PLAN 

Action Step  When to Use It  Probing Questions  Scenarios to Practice  Cues for Real-Time 
Feedback  

Script 
Management 
Moves, CFUs, 
agg mo… 

       

Questioning         

**AGGRESSIVELY MONITOR 
Monitoring 
Pathway 

Teacher 
monitors only 
a handful of 
students—or 
none at 
all—during 
independent 
practice 
 

● Watch a model video: “What does the 
teacher do after launching 
independent practice?” 

● “What do you notice about this seating 
chart from your peer—what about it 
would make it easier to monitor your 
students’ work?”  

 

● Pull out seating charts from other 
teachers to use as guides 

● Create a seating chart for this 
teacher’s class with data in hand & 
plan the monitoring pathway: start 
with fastest writers and then move to 
the ones who need more time.  

Practice: test out the seating chart 
walking around. Revise for 
anticipated management/off-task 
behavior. 

Nonverbal or whisper 
prompt: Cue teacher to 
follow his/her planned 
pathway 
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Monitor the 
Quality of 
Student Work 

Teacher 
does not see 
patterns in 
student 
answers  

● “What were the challenges for you as 
you monitored during independent 
practice? What made it difficult for you 
to remember all your students’ 
answers?” 

● “If you cannot monitor everything a 
student writes, what are the key pieces 
based on today’s focus?” 

● “What trends did you notice as you 
aggressively monitored the independent 
work today? Who mastered it and who 
didn’t?” 

● “What is the purpose of aggressive 
monitoring during independent 
practice?  How can that help inform the 
rest of your lesson?”  

● Planning: take out the exemplar and 
annotate for the keys to look for:  
o Humanities: the argument/thesis, 

evidence, or a writing technique.   
o STEM: a certain formula or critical 

step in answering a problem 
● Set up a note-taking template for 

monitoring.   
● Practice: set out papers with student 

writing on desks, and give the 
teacher a set amount of time to fill in 
note-taking template and note the 
patterns in student responses 

Whisper prompt: Cue 
teacher to monitor student 
work. 
Model: Walk alongside 
teacher and ask what 
trends s/he is noticing. 
Show teacher how to use 
exemplar to identify 
patterns and determine the 
trend. 

ANALYZE STUDENT WORK 
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Record ID#Student ID Student First Student last School NameKnown StatusPrevious IC StatusType of Family InteractionNext Step Last Family Interaction Preferred Method of Communication RSVP to OrientationDID Attend OrientationDID Attend Summer SchoolDID Attend RegistrationDID Pick Up UniformDID attend first day of schoolHome LanguageCenter ProgramGrade Status in IC Student Status (New, Continuing, Retained)New to DPS StudentEmail Address Deletion DateSchool NumberSchool YearSecondary Contact Secondary #State Street AddressCreation DateRelated LocationPrimary Contact Name Primary Contact #City Country CodePostal CodeDPS VerifiedAddress Current Known Status
34059 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 AURORA US 80247 yes On Track
32117 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
35514 On Track Accepted yes yes no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80222 yes On Track
37054 Accepted Phone Call [MAY-14-19 MC] sent robocalls - hasn't responded no no no no no no 7 Accepted New yes 437 2020 CO 9/11/2019 8 DENVER US 80218 yes
35861 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no no no no 8 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
34118 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80247 yes On Track
34605 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
31069 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80211 yes On Track
33111 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80211 yes On Track
35172 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New yes 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 AURORA US 80016 yes On Track
35541 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New yes 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 AURORA US 80016 yes On Track
31552 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 yes On Track
35374 On Track Accepted Phone Call Will Attend - FO determine next step Will Attend yes yes no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 yes On Track
37099 Accepted no no no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 9/26/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 yes
35092 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80223 yes On Track
32379 Accepted no no no no no no 7 Withdrawn Continuing no 1/25/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80222 no
31875 WithdrawnAccepted no no no no no no 7 Withdrawn Continuing no 9/12/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80206 no Withdrawn
36149 WithdrawnAccepted Phone Call Will NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn"Phone Call [MAY-28-19 SB] Spoke with mom-she informed me that she will be attending Stanley British Schoolno no no no no no 6 Withdrawn New no 7/25/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 no Withdrawn
34677 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80247 yes On Track
35309 On Track Accepted Phone Call Will Attend - FO determine next stepPhone Call [MAY-14-19 SB] will attend make-up orientation on may 22 yes yes no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80247 yes On Track
37066 no no no no no no 6 Accepted Retained no 437 2020 9/16/2019 8 yes
31708 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 yes On Track
34655 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 yes On Track
33255 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80211 yes On Track
35885 WithdrawnAccepted Other Will NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn" Will Attend no no no no no no 6 Withdrawn New yes 8/29/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80209 no Withdrawn
32421 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80206 yes On Track
32537 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80247 yes On Track
31698 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
31937 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
33320 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
33313 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 AURORA US 80014 yes On Track
34213 Withdrawn no no no no no no 7 Withdrawn Continuing no 1/31/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 no
34087 WithdrawnWithdrawn no no no no no no 8 Withdrawn Continuing no 8/2/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80239 no Withdrawn
33905 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80238 yes On Track
36351 On Track Accepted yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 4/11/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
32572 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80237 yes On Track
35996 On Track Accepted yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80223 yes On Track
32630 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
32061 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80223 yes On Track
36175 On Track Accepted yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
34981 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
31738 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 yes On Track
31810 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80237 yes On Track
36138 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 yes On Track
33011 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
31218 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
34737 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/10/2019 8 DENVER US 80206 yes On Track
35198 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
31684 WithdrawnWithdrawnOther Will NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn" no no no no no no 7 Withdrawn Continuing no 7/25/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 no Withdrawn
34923 On Track Accepted yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80236 yes On Track
31616 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes On Track
31547 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
34675 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80238 yes On Track
32680 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 yes On Track
35016 On Track Accepted Phone Call No Contact - FO follow-up yes no no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 yes On Track
34691 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes On Track
33384 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
31063 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80221 yes On Track
33934 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 LAKEWOODUS 80226 yes On Track
34589 WithdrawnAccepted Family Visit SchoolWill NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn" no no no no no no 8 Withdrawn Continuing no 7/24/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80230 no Withdrawn
31601 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
34913 WithdrawnAccepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Withdrawn New no 8/30/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80206 yes Withdrawn
33545 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes On Track
31524 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes On Track
32776 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
34607 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 yes On Track
34261 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes On Track
32227 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 yes On Track
35841 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80204 yes On Track
30390 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80230 yes On Track
35845 WithdrawnWithdrawnPhone Call Will NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn" no no no no no no 6 Withdrawn New no 7/8/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 no Withdrawn
31430 WithdrawnAccepted no no no no no no 8 Withdrawn Continuing no 9/27/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80209 yes Withdrawn
35684 WithdrawnWithdrawnPhone Call Will NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn" no no no no no no 6 Withdrawn New no 8/27/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80222 yes Withdrawn
31569 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80230 yes On Track
32789 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80218 yes On Track
32309 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80218 yes On Track
31270 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
30053 WithdrawnWithdrawn no no no no no no 7 Withdrawn Continuing no 8/16/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80223 yes Withdrawn
31144 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80231 yes On Track
31531 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80205 yes On Track
35608 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80230 yes On Track
36310 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 4/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
34475 WithdrawnWithdrawn no no no no no no 8 Withdrawn Continuing no 8/29/2019 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 AURORA US 80017 no Withdrawn
31922 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80209 yes On Track
32502 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80209 yes On Track
35920 WithdrawnAccepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Withdrawn New no 8/21/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes Withdrawn
32617 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes On Track
32798 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 yes On Track
36445 On Track Accepted Email Will Attend - FO determine next step Will Attend no no no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 5/8/2019 8 yes On Track
33827 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80218 yes On Track
31746 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes On Track
34618 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80221 yes On Track
32914 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
34883 On Track Accepted yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 yes On Track
37068 Accepted no no no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 9/16/2019 8 DENVER US 80223 yes
31235 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
33892 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
33904 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes On Track
35111 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no no no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80218 yes On Track
31090 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 7 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80206 yes On Track
33047 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 AURORA US 80010 yes On Track
35209 WithdrawnAccepted Phone Call Will NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn" Will Attend no no no no no no 6 Withdrawn New no 8/29/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 no Withdrawn
35327 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 AURORA US 80010 yes On Track
35594 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no yes no no 6 Accepted New no 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80218 yes On Track
33736 On Track Accepted no no no no no no 8 Accepted Continuing no 437 2020 CO 1/8/2019 8 DENVER US 80224 yes On Track
35292 WithdrawnAccepted Phone Call Will Attend - FO determine next step Will Attend yes yes no no no no 6 Withdrawn New yes 8/30/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80220 yes Withdrawn
35659 WithdrawnWithdrawnPhone Call Will NOT Attend - FO mark "withdrawn" yes no no no no no 6 Withdrawn New no 7/14/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80210 yes Withdrawn
36169 On Track Accepted Will Attend yes yes no no no no 6 Accepted New yes 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80205 yes On Track
35998 WithdrawnAccepted no no no no no no 6 Withdrawn New no 4/29/2019 437 2020 CO 3/21/2019 8 DENVER US 80219 no Withdrawn

Appendix I: Sample Community Outreach/Enrollment Tracker 



Sales Order Quote

Sold To: Ship To:
BUFFALO COMMONS CHARTER SCH
BUFFALO, NY 14202

BUFFALO COMMONS CHARTER SCH
BUFFALO, NY 14202

Order Number:
Order Date:

Customer Number:

0413462
1/23/2019
0601721

The Math Learning Center
P.O. BOX 12929
Salem, OR 97309-0929
1-800-575-8130 Fax 503-961-0132
mathlearningcenter.org

Page 1 of 2

Expiration Date: 6/30/2019

NET 30 DAYSSMALL BOXQUOTE: BRIDGES K & 1
TermsF.O.B.Ship VIACustomer P.O.

Confirm To:

Item Code AmountDiscountPriceQuantityUnit

QUOTE REQUESTED:  KINDERGARTEN --- 2 CLASSROOM(S) / 50 STUDENTS

2B0 $3,000.00BRIDGES 2ED GR K PACKAGE (4 BOXES) EACH 2 $1,500.00

2NC0SB5 $90.00NUMBER CORNER 2ED GR K STUDENT BOOK (QTY 5) EACH 10 $18.00 50.00%
2B0SB5 $90.00BRIDGES 2ED GR K STUDENT BOOK (QTY 5) EACH 10 $18.00 50.00%
2B0HC5 $180.00BRIDGES 2ED GR K HOME CONNECTIONS BOOK (QTY 5) EACH 10 $36.00 50.00%

REQUIRED ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN KINDERGARTEN PACKAGE
CLAY $14.00MODELING CLAY  (QTY 1 POUND) PKG 4 $3.50
PPBT $84.00PLASTIC PATTERN BLOCKS (QTY 250) SET 6 $14.00
SPC $42.00STANDARD POCKET CHART EACH 2 $21.00
RUL10 $10.00CLEAR FLEXIBLE RULER CENTIMETERS AND INCHES 10/PKG PKG 2 $5.00
BPP $102.00PAN BALANCE SCALE EACH 6 $17.00
MBDE10 $225.00DRY MARKER BOARDS COMBO PACK 10/PKG PKG 5 $45.00
U1 $230.00UNIFIX CUBES (QTY 1,000) PKG 2 $115.00

QUOTE REQUESTED:  GRADE 1 --- 2 CLASSROOM(S) / 50 STUDENTS

2B1 $3,000.00BRIDGES 2ED GR 1 PACKAGE (4 BOXES) EACH 2 $1,500.00

2NC1SB5 $90.00NUMBER CORNER 2ED GR 1 STUDENT BOOK 5/PKG EACH 10 $18.00 50.00%
2B1SB5 $90.00BRIDGES 2ED GR 1 STUDENT BOOK 5/PKG EACH 10 $18.00 50.00%
2B1HC5 $180.00BRIDGES 2ED GR 1 HOME CONNECTIONS BOOK 5/PKG PKG 10 $36.00 50.00%

REQUIRED ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN GRADE 1 PACKAGE
PPBT $84.00PLASTIC PATTERN BLOCKS 250/SET SET 6 $14.00
SPC $42.00STANDARD POCKET CHART EACH 2 $21.00
RUL10 $25.00CLEAR FLEXIBLE RULER CENTIMETERS AND INCHES 10/PKG PKG 5 $5.00

Continued

Appendix J: Pricing Quotes



Sales Order Quote

Sold To: Ship To:
BUFFALO COMMONS CHARTER SCH
BUFFALO, NY 14202

BUFFALO COMMONS CHARTER SCH
BUFFALO, NY 14202

Order Number:
Order Date:

Customer Number:

0413462
1/23/2019
0601721

The Math Learning Center
P.O. BOX 12929
Salem, OR 97309-0929
1-800-575-8130 Fax 503-961-0132
mathlearningcenter.org

Page 2 of 2

Expiration Date: 6/30/2019

NET 30 DAYSSMALL BOXQUOTE: BRIDGES K & 1
TermsF.O.B.Ship VIACustomer P.O.

Confirm To:

Item Code AmountDiscountPriceQuantityUnit

MBDE10 $225.00DRY MARKER BOARDS COMBO PACK 10/PKG PKG 5 $45.00
U1 $230.00UNIFIX CUBES 1000/PKG PKG 2 $115.00

/2BES $0.00BRIDGES EDUCATOR SITE ACCOUNT EACH 4 $0.00

Net Order: $8,033.00
Freight: $562.31

Sales Tax: $0.00
$8,595.31Order Total:



 

DRAFT 
Buffalo Commons 
Scope of Services Proposal  
 
EL Education is a leading K-12 education non-profit at the forefront of an ambitious movement to set a higher bar of achievement for America’s 
public schools.  
 

EL Education provides partners with a coordinated set of resources and support to ensure sustained implementation and results. Developed from 
our highly successful work with schools, our portfolio of resources include: rigorous, intensive K-8 curriculum, classroom tested teacher resources 
and practical, inspiring professional learning, strategic planning and coaching that focus on leaders and teachers. 
 

Our portfolio of professional services for districts focus on meeting the higher bar of national standards, deepening student engagement and 
transforming teaching and learning to lead to high student achievement.  
 

Strategic Planning: Our partnership model starts with focused strategic planning conversations with school and district leaders. These discussions 
inform the design of the professional learning plan and occur at critical points in the partnership. This plan provides a goal-based framework for the 
partnership and a clear path for monitoring progress and adjusting the plan to ensure clarity and alignment with school/district needs. These 
planning sessions are customized and occur with expert EL Education staff members and school/district leadership teams.   
 

Professional Institutes: In our institutes, adult learning is active and engaging, modeling the same instructional strategies that teachers will use with 
their students. Our approach combines institutes of 1-3 days in duration with school-based follow-up coaching and continued strategic planning 
sessions tailored to the needs and contexts of schools and districts.  These services are bundled together in a comprehensive plan to support 
successful implementation of our curriculum. 
 

Coaching:  Our experiences partnering deeply with schools for over 20 years has proven that new learning from institutes is best followed up with 
on site coaching cycles. These coaching cycles support transference of knowledge from institutes to classroom practice and help build staff capacity. 
Coaching cycles are supportive and are centered on clear goals for the coaching cycle aligned to bigger picture school and district goals.   
 

Leadership Coaching: Leadership coaching provides the opportunity for expert EL Education staff to work alongside school and district leaders 
to provide training in leadership practices: instructional coaching, providing descriptive feedback to teachers, managing change, etc.. This work 
allows for the building of capacity of leaders to deepen the work internally at the school level. 
 

© 2017 EL Education Inc. 



 

This Scope of Services Proposal describes a model for a Curriculum Services partnership to directly support the implementation of the EL 
Education K-2 Language Arts Curriculum for the first two years of launch and ‘grow-out’ at Buffalo Commons Charter School.  Through this 
partnership, founding teachers will build background knowledge around the design of the curriculum  and the research-based practices  that 
close the literacy achievement gap , gain implementation knowledge and launch the curriculum beginning September 2020.  Those founding 
teachers could potentially be positioned as lead curriculum implementation teachers and develop their classrooms into Lab Classrooms to serve as 
observation and modeling opportunities for their colleagues who join the school in its second year.   
 
Scope of Services Proposal : This Scope of Services Proposal provides a basic overview of our services, costs and a potential partnership model. 1

This should be considered a preliminary outline and should be used for initial discovery purposes only.  A more detailed proposal can be developed 
upon request and would include further conversation about district structures and needs. 
   
SY2020-21 
 
Services Details of Services Pricing 
Strategic Planning  
 
3 days with leadership team 
members  
 
(June 2020, Jan 2021, June 2021) 

To support school leaders as they deepen their capacity to lead the implementation of 
the EL Education Language Arts curriculum and embedded instructional practices. 
Through strategic, onsite progress monitoring, we will collect quantitative and 
qualitative data to monitor the Stages of Implementation across schools and respond 
effectively.   
 
1 day - work planning / leadership coaching - a structure to ensure a plan with clear 
goals, shared action steps and metrics to determine success before the launch.  End 
product is a detailed workplan that can be used as a communication tool with all 
stakeholders to share the vision, purpose and expected outcomes for the partnership. 
 

3 days @ $2,500 = 
$7,500 

1 For details regarding a quote for materials, novels and tradebooks to be used during the implementation, the reader is invited to contact our sole curriculum 
distribution partner, Open Up Resources.  
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1 day - mid-year review / leadership coaching- a structure that allows for an intentional 
pause point half-way through the school year for a data-based reflection on successes 
and challenges and to determine any mid-course adjustments for the second half of the 
year. End product is a detailed Mid-Year Review letter that can be used as a 
communication tool with all stakeholders to share the success, areas for growth, and 
mid-course adjustments. 
 
1 day - end-of year review / leadership coaching- a structure that allows for an 
intentional pause point at the conclusion of the school year for a data-based reflection 
on successes and challenges and to determine focus for the following year to deepen 
and expand the impact from year 1. End product is a detailed End-of-Year Review letter 
that can be used as a communication tool with all stakeholders to share the success, 
areas for growth, and next steps. 

Professional Development 
Institutes -  
 
Introduction to the EL 
Education Language Arts 
Curriculum - 1 days 
 

K-2 Foundational Skills 
Block - 2 days 

 
(June 2020) 
 

Introduction to the EL Education Language Arts Curriculum - 1 day  
 
This offering provides guidance for those who are planning to implement the EL 
Education Language Arts curriculum. Participants will walk away with an understanding 
of the research and principles behind the curriculum and specific ways the curriculum 
meets all students’ needs; creating educational equity for all students. Participants will 
discover how students can be engaged in meaningful work that fosters BOTH rigor and 
joy in learning. Additionally, participants will be able to explain the structure and key 
features of the curriculum and begin planning for implementation in their schools and 
classrooms.  
 
 

   3 days @ $4,500 
= $13,500 

 
Up to 25 

participants 
Includes a copy of 
publication Your 

Curriculum 
Companion for 
each participant 
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K-2 Foundational Skills Block - 2 days 
 

This offering provides guidance for those who are planning to implement EL Education’s 
Skills Block within the K-2 Language Arts curriculum.  The Skills Block is a structured 
phonics program and this institute supports this approach to teaching young children 
how to read.  Participants will walk away with a deeper understanding of the research and 
principles behind the Skills Block and specific ways the Skills Block meets all students’ 
needs through differentiated and targeted instruction. Participants will learn how to use 
the Benchmark Assessments to determine each student’s microphase. This information 
can then be used to plan instruction based on each student’s (or group of students) 
strengths and areas of growth.  

Coaching Days 
 
15 days  

These coaching days are dual purpose -- they support quality teacher implementation, and 
provide training in the leadership practices (coaching, using walkthroughs for progress 
monitoring and goal setting) that build capacity for school and district staff to deepen the 
work internally.  EL Education’s coaching is meant to be supportive, not evaluative. 
 
Through the process of partnership development, school leaders will review different 
models of partnership that will directly support a first year implementation of both 
module and Skills Block implementation.  The exact model for structuring the coaching 
days will be determined with school leadership and the EL Coach during workplanning. 
Regardless of the model selected, the intent is that for each day when the EL coach is 
onsite a group of teachers engage in teacher-participated learning walk to see practices in 
action. 

15 days @ $37,500 
 

Total = $58,500 
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SY 2021-22 
 
Services Details of Services Pricing 
Strategic Planning  
 
3 days with leadership team 
members  
 
(August 2021, Jan 2022, June 
2022) 

To support school leaders as they deepen their capacity to lead the implementation of the 
EL Education Language Arts curriculum and embedded instructional practices.  Through 
strategic, onsite progress monitoring, we will collect quantitative and qualitative data to 
monitor the Stages of Implementation across schools and respond effectively.   

3 days @ $2,500 = 
$7,500 

Professional Development 
Institute -  
 
Using Data Strategically 
within the EL Education 
Language Arts 
Curriculum for grades 
K-2 - 1 day 

This institute will support teachers and leaders with identifying the high-leverage 
opportunities to gather, analyze, and act on student data and evidence through the 
embedded module assessments.  Teachers will have the opportunity to analyze their own 
students’ work against scoring guidance provided and experience guided practice with a 
variety of curriculum resources to support making instructional decisions for upcoming 
lessons, units and modules based on evidence of student learning.  Participants will 
practice using new data-tracking tools that will support their understanding of the 
instructional connection between the module and Skills Block components of the 
curriculum.  Participants will also explore how to leverage the embedded student progress 
trackers and goal-setting resources to empower students as leaders of their own learning.  

 1 day @ $4,500 = 
$4,500 

Coaching Days 
 
10 days 

Coaching days are dual purpose -- they support quality teacher implementation, and 
provide training in the leadership practices (coaching, using walkthroughs for progress 
monitoring and goal setting) that build capacity for school staff to deepen the work 
internally.  EL Education’s coaching is meant to be supportive, not evaluative.  EL Education 
will introduce a gradual release of the coaching activities to school leaders.  
 

10 @ $2,500 = $25,000 
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Coaching will be differentiated to address needs of teachers new to the curriculum and 
those who were part of the first year implementation.  This could be a place to potentially 
position founding teachers as implementation lead teachers and leverage their classrooms 
as teacher learning lab classrooms.   

Total = $37,000 
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December 18, 2019

Project Lead The Way, Inc. 
3939 Priority Way South Dr., Suite 400 
Indianapolis, IN 46240

Summary

PLTW Launch (PreK-5) $15,474.36

Equipment and Supplies for Selected Modules (25)

Equipment and Supplies $14,224.36

Professional Development

Professional Development Registration $500.00

Annual Participation Fee $750.00

Equipment and Supplies Subtotal $14,224.36
Professional Development Subtotal $500.00

Participation Fee Subtotal $750.00
Total $15,474.36

Attention: To avoid potential duplication of orders, and decrease the leadtime to obtain your supplies,
we kindly ask that you return a copy of the approved purchase order to the requester to complete the
order via the Store in myPLTW. Please do not mail/email/fax the order to PLTW.

Equipment and Supplies
Equipment and Supplies Total is calculated based on the details you provided about your classes and the items selected.

Pricing
Prices are subject to change. Annual program participation and professional development registration fees are excluded from this total.
Professional development fees may vary by state.
Standard shipping and processing charges are included for items available for order directly through PLTW. PLTW reserves the right to
pass on additional shipping charges for orders shipped outside of the lower 48 contiguous states (i.e. Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico).

Sales Tax
Sales tax (where applicable) is not included in the total.

Computer Hardware
Note that costs for computers, tablets, printers, and projectors are not included in the total. Refer to PLTW’s Computer Specifications
for details.

http://www.pltw.org/sites/default/vfiles/Appendix_C_Computer_Specs.pdf


   
  PowerSchool Group LLC
 150 Parkshore Dr., Folsom, CA 95630
 Quote #:  Q-341634 - 1

 Quote Expiration Date: 4/6/2020
Prepared By: Benjamin Skillman Customer Contact: Daniel Brink-Washington

Customer Name: Buffalo Commons Charter School Title:
Enrollment: 100 Address:

# of Schools:  1.00 City:
Contract Term: 36 Months State/Province:

Start Date: 2/6/2020 Zip Code:
End Date: 2/5/2023 Phone #: 13472678910

    
 Product Description Quantity   Unit       Unit Price     Extended Price
License and Subscription Fees

PowerSchool SIS Hosted Subscription 100.00 Students USD 35.00 USD 3,500.00

PowerSchool SIS Hosting SSL Certificate 1.00 Each USD 400.00 USD 400.00

PD+ Subscription 1.00 Students USD 3,000.00 USD 3,000.00

PowerSchool Enrollment Charter for PS SIS 100.00 Students USD 100.00 USD 10,000.00

Schoology LMS Subscription 100.00 Students USD 50.00 USD 5,000.00

PowerSchool Performance Matters
Assessment Analytics Core+

100.00 Students USD 50.00 USD 5,000.00

PowerSchool Assessment Item Bank 100.00 Students USD 2.00 USD 200.00
 
 License and Subscription Totals:  USD 27,100.00

 
Professional Services and Setup Fees

PowerSchool SIS Deployment - Standard 1.00 Each USD 4,875.00 USD 4,875.00

PowerSchool Enrollment Charter
Implementation PS SIS

1.00 Each USD 4,000.00 USD 4,000.00

Schoology LMS Implementation - Basic 1.00 Each USD 1,800.00 USD 1,800.00

PM Student Assessment & Analytics
Deployment - Basic

1.00 Each USD 4,125.00 USD 4,125.00

PowerSchool Performance Matters EIC
Recurring

7.00 Each USD 375.00 USD 2,625.00

 
 Professional Services and Setup

Fee Totals:
 USD 17,425.00

 
Training Services

PowerSchool Keys to Ownership 10.00 Hours USD 210.00 USD 2,100.00

PowerSchool SIS Training/Certification
Remote

2.00 Day USD 1,500.00 USD 3,000.00

PowerSchool Enrollment Training Remote 1.00 Day USD 1,500.00 USD 1,500.00

Schoology Remote Professional
Development

4.00 Hours USD 300.00 USD 1,200.00
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PowerSchool Performance Matters Training
Remote

2.00 Day USD 1,500.00 USD 3,000.00

 
 Training Services Total:  USD 10,800.00

 
Quote Total
 Year One Total USD 55,325.00

 
Annual Ongoing Fees

PowerSchool SIS Hosted Subscription 100.00 Students USD 35.00 USD 3,500.00

PowerSchool SIS Hosting SSL Certificate 1.00 Each USD 400.00 USD 400.00

PD+ Subscription 1.00 Students USD 3,000.00 USD 3,000.00

PowerSchool Enrollment Charter for PS SIS 100.00 Students USD 100.00 USD 10,000.00

Schoology LMS Subscription 100.00 Students USD 50.00 USD 5,000.00

PowerSchool Performance Matters
Assessment Analytics Core+

100.00 Students USD 50.00 USD 5,000.00

PowerSchool Performance Matters EIC
Recurring

7.00 Each USD 375.00 USD 2,625.00

PowerSchool Assessment Item Bank 100.00 Students USD 2.00 USD 200.00
 
 Annual Ongoing Fees Total:  USD 29,725.00

 
    
Fees charged in subsequent periods within the duration of this quote will be subject to an annual uplift. On-Going PowerSchool
Subscription/Maintenance and Support fees are invoiced at the then current rates and enrollment per terms of the Master Services
Agreement.  Any applicable state sales tax has not been added to this quote.  Subscription Start and Expiration Dates shall be as
set forth above, which may be delayed based upon the date that PowerSchool receives your purchase order.  If this quote includes
promotional pricing, such promotional pricing may not be valid for the entire duration of this quote.  All PowerSchool invoices must
be paid within thirty (30) days of the date on the invoice.  All purchase orders must contain the exact quote number stated within.
 Customer agrees that purchase orders are for confirming this order and its own internal purposes, and no other.  Treatment of
purchases orders are governed as provided in the Master Services Agreement referenced below.  
 
By execution of this quote, or its incorporation, this and future purchases of subscriptions or services from PowerSchool are  subject
to and incorporate the terms and conditions found at https://www.powerschool.com/wp-content/uploads/PowerSchool-Service-
Agreements/PowerSchool-MASTER-SERVICES-AGREEMENT-01-01-20.pdf.
 
On-Going PowerSchool Subscription/Maintenance & Support frees are invoiced at then current rates & enrollment per terms of the
Licensed Product and Services Agreement, which may be subject to an annual increase after the first year for non-multi-year contracts
and/or enrollment increases.
 
Any applicable state sales tax has not been added to this quote. Subscription Start and Expiration Dates shall be as set forth above,
which may be delayed based upon the date that PowerSchool receives your purchase order.
 
In the event that this quote includes promotional pricing, such promotional pricing may not be valid for the entire period stated on this
quote.
 
All invoices shall be paid within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice.
 
All purchase orders must contain the exact quote number stated within.  Customer agrees that purchase orders are for
administrative purposes only and shall not impact the terms or conditions reflected in this quote and the applicable
PowerSchool Licensed Product and Services Agreement.
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Monday, February 17, 2020 
 
Daniel Brink-Washington  
Buffalo Commons Charter School 
 
Georgia Conklin 
Whetstone Education 
1824 Oretha Castle Haley Blvd. 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130 
Georgia@whetstoneeducation.com 
808-489-5586 

 
 
Hi Daniel, 
 
Please find your quotes below. Note that these quotes will expire after 90 days from the date of 
delivery. 
 
 

Products & Services 
 

1. Product & Description Quantity Unit Price Total 

Whetstone User License 16 $75 $1,200 

Whetstone Video Hub Add-On User License 16 $15 $240 

 
Subtotal 
One time subtotal $1,440 
 
 

2. Product & Description Quantity Unit Price Total 

Whetstone User License 16 $75 $1,200 

 
Subtotal 
One time subtotal            $1,200  

mailto:Georgia@whetstoneeducation.com


Buffalo Commons Charter - 7253891
TBD

Buffalo, NY  14222

Email: dannybrinkwashington@gmail.com

Quote Summary
School Count: 1

   Renaissance Products & Services Total $5,633.00

   Shipping and Processing $0.00

   Sales Tax $492.88

   Grand Total USD $6,125.88

This quote includes: Renaissance Star 360 and Renaissance-U.

By signing below, you 
• agree that this quote, any other quotes issued to you during the Subscription Period and your use of the 

Applications, the Hosting Services and Services are subject to the Renaissance Terms of Service and License 
located at https://doc.renlearn.com/KMNet/R003981304GH3CB5.pdf   which are incorporated herein by reference; 

• consent to the Terms of Service and License; and
• consent to the collection, use, and disclosure of the personal information of children under the age of 13 as 

discussed in the applicable Application Privacy Policy located at https://www.renaissance.com/privacy-policy/.
To accept this offer and place an order, please sign and return this quote along with your organization's required purchase 
order with reference to quote number 2032983. An invoice will be sent upon receipt of this executed quote and your 
purchase order. Payment is due net 30 days from the invoice date. If your organization does not require a purchase order, 
please contact our order services team at 877-444-3172 for assistance with placing your order.

Reference ID: 392790

Created: 02/22/2019

Renaissance Learning, Inc. Buffalo Commons Charter - 7253891

By:

Name: Al Thurber Name:

Title: VP - Corporate Controller Title:

Date: 02/22/2019 Date:

Mail: PO Box 8036, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495-8036
Fax: (877)280-7642
Email: electronicorders@renaissance.com

If changes are necessary, or additional information is required, please contact your account executive Michael 
Rufus at (866)391-4389, Thank You.

PO Box 8036, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495-8036
Phone: (800) 338-4204 | Fax: (877) 280-7642 
Federal I.D. 39-1559474
www.renaissance.com

                                                                

                                                                                            

# 2032983
Quote

https://doc.renlearn.com/KMNet/R003981304GH3CB5.pdf
https://www.renaissance.com/privacy-policy/


Buffalo Commons Charter - 7253891

Products & Services Subscription 
Period Quantity Unit Price Discount Total  

   Star 360 One-Time Fee 1 $1,599.00 $0.00 $1,599.00 

   Renaissance Applications

   Star 360 Subscription 08/01/2020 - 
07/31/2021 100 $15.00 $0.00 $1,500.00 

   Hosting Services

   Annual All Product Renaissance Place Hosting Fee 08/01/2020 - 
07/31/2021 1 $635.00 $0.00 $635.00 

   Professional Services

   Renaissance Smart Start Product Training (included with purchase) 1 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

   Assessment Renaissance - U 08/01/2020 - 
07/31/2021 1 $1,899.00 $0.00 $1,899.00 

Buffalo Commons Charter Subtotal $5,633.00 

Sales Tax $492.88 

Buffalo Commons Charter Total $0.00 $6,125.88 

This quote is valid  for 30 days. All quotes and orders are subject to availability of merchandise. Professional development expires one year from purchase date. 
Alterations to this quote will not be honored without Renaissance approval. Please note: Any pricing or discount indicated is subject to change with alterations to 
the quote. Tax has been estimated and is subject to change without notice. Unless you provide Renaissance with a valid and correct tax exemption certificate 
applicable to your purchase of product and the product ship-to location, you are responsible for sales and other taxes associated with this order.

United States government and agency transactions into Arizona: The Tax or AZ-TPT item(s) listed on this quote and subsequent invoice(s) is a charge to recover 
the cost of the Arizona Transaction Privilege Tax ('TPT'). The incidence of the TPT is on Renaissance Learning for the privilege of conducting business in the 
State of Arizona. Since the tax is not directly imposed on the United States, the constitutional immunity of the United States does not apply.

Hawaii residents only: Orders shipped to Hawaii residents will be subject to the 4.166% (4.712% O'ahu Is.) Hawaii General Excise tax. United States government 
and agency transactions into Hawaii: The Tax or General Excise Tax item(s) listed on this quote and subsequent invoice(s) is a charge to recover the cost of the 
Hawaii General Excise Tax. The incidence of the General Excise Tax is on Renaissance Learning for the privilege of conducting business in the State of Hawaii. 
Since the tax is not directly imposed on the United States, the constitutional immunity of the United States does not apply.

New Mexico residents only: Orders shipped to New Mexico residents will be subject to the 5.125% (Location Code: 88-888) Gross Receipts tax. United States 
government and agency transactions into New Mexico: The Tax or Gross Receipts Tax item(s) listed on this quote and subsequent invoice(s) is a charge to 
recover the cost of the New Mexico Gross Receipts Tax. The incidence of the Gross Receipts Tax is on Renaissance Learning for the privilege of conducting 
business in the State of New Mexico. Since the tax is not directly imposed on the United States, the constitutional immunity of the United States does not apply.

Students can become their most amazing selves — only when teachers truly shine. Renaissance amplifies teachers’ effectiveness in the classroom — 
transforming data into actionable insights to improve learning outcomes. Remember, we’re here to ensure your successful implementation. Please allow 30-90 
days for installation and set-up.

©Copyright 2019 Renaissance Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
All logos, designs, and brand names for Renaissance’s products and services, including but not limited to Accelerated Math, Accelerated Reader, Accelerated 
Reader 360, AccelScan, AccelTest, English in a Flash, MathFacts in a Flash, myON, myON Books, myON Reader, myON News, Renaissance, Renaissance Flow 
360, Renaissance Learning, Renaissance Place, Renaissance-U, Renaissance Smart Start, Star, Star 360, Star Custom, Star Early Literacy, Star Early Literacy 
Spanish, Star Math, Star Math Spanish, Star Reading, Star Reading Spanish, and Star Spanish, are trademarks of Renaissance Learning, Inc.  All other product 
and company names should be considered the property of their respective companies and organizations.

Quote Details

PO Box 8036, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495-8036
Phone: (800) 338-4204 | Fax: (877) 280-7642 
Federal I.D. 39-1559474
www.renaissance.com
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Quote



 
 
 
 
 
 

BUFFALO COMMONS CHARTER SCHOOL 
 

PROPOSAL TO PROVIDE OUTSOURCED ACCOUNTING,  
CFO AND CONSULTING SERVICES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Submitted by: Lisa M. Kirisits, CPA and  
Karen E. Burhans, CPA 

Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC 
1231 Delaware Avenue, Suite 6 

Buffalo, NY 14209 
Phone (716) 881-0089 
www.kirisitscpa.com 

 
Service and Solutions for Businesses, Professionals, 

Schools & Not-for-Profit Organizations 
 

http://www.kirisitscpa.com/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
December 7, 2016 
 
Mr. Daniel Brink-Washington 
Buffalo Commons Charter School 
Buffalo, New York  
 
Dear Daniel: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to present this proposal to provide outsourced accounting and consulting 
services to Buffalo Commons Charter School.  
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC provides audit, review, accounting, consulting and advisory services 
for many organizations in Western New York, including many nonprofit organizations and charter 
schools.  In addition to providing audit/attestation services, we also provide CFO level services, board 
governance training, “audit readiness” services and assistance with accounting and bookkeeping.  We 
are confident we can continue to provide the highest quality professional services to Buffalo Commons 
Charter School.    
 
We believe we are the most qualified firm to provide auditing services to Buffalo Commons Charter 
School based on:  

x Services to Charter Schools - we provide accounting services to 8 of the 17 charter schools in 
Buffalo and Elmira,   

x Added value services – we provide a unique insight related to operations of charter schools, 
including State aid and special education billing issues, managing budgets, funding issues and 
managing food service programs.  The niche we have in performing business process 
outsourcing (“BPO”) services for charter schools gives us invaluable insight to “see both sides” 
and differentiates us from other firms. We provide the expertise necessary for charter schools to 
navigate the accounting standards and assist with complying with NYSED regulations, the 
NYSED Audit Guide and NYSED Fiscal Oversight Guidebook.   

x Reputation – we have a strong working relationship and outstanding reputation with charter 
schools and their authorizers, and 

x Fees – our proposed fees are very fair and competitive.    
We look forward to and invite Buffalo Commons Charter School to request additional information in 
assisting in the evaluation of our proposal.  In closing, we would like to thank you for your time in 
considering this proposal.  We look forward to the opportunity to continue to work with Buffalo Commons 
Charter School. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
Lisa M. Kirisits, CPA, MBA 
Managing Partner 
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ABOUT US 
 
The accounting firm of Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC was founded in 1997 and is located in 
Buffalo, New York in the Delaware District.  Our clients include closely held businesses, individuals, 
nonprofit organizations, charter schools and governmental entities.   We provide a wide range of 
services including auditing and accounting, corporate and personal tax preparation and planning, and 
management services.  Additionally, we provide accounting outsourcing services.   
 
We place the highest value on our clients and on our staff who address their needs with the variety of 
services that we provide.  We educate our staff so they can provide clients with the highest quality 
advice and recommendations.   
 
QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 
 
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC provides accounting, auditing and consulting services to nonprofit and 
governmental organizations in Western New York.  Our expertise gives us the unique advantage to 
provide expert outsourced accounting services as well as advice and counsel throughout the year.  Our 
engagement team is very experienced with accounting standards and the laws and regulations under 
which nonprofit organizations and charter schools operate.  We are board governance specialists and 
have assisted our nonprofit clients with developing board governance models and best practices. 
 
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC also has significant experience in providing accounting, tax and 
consulting services to many different companies in a variety of industries.  Our experience in providing 
accounting, tax and consulting services to companies includes a vast array of industries including the 
service/ hospitality, oil & gas companies, restaurants, professional services, real estate property 
management, construction, franchises and technology based companies.   
 
In addition to providing tax planning and preparation, we provide operational and financial consulting as 
well as QuickBooks training and implementation.  
 
Certified Public Accountants within our firm are in compliance with continued professional education 
requirements which require 80 hours of continued professional education in a two-year period.  
Additionally, CPAs within our firm are required to take courses directly in the nonprofit and governmental 
subject area in accordance with Government Auditing Standards.    
 
EXPERIENCE PERFORMING ATTESTATION SERVICES (AUDITS AND REVIEWS) 
 
Since we act as both auditor (for our nonprofit attestation clients) and auditee (for our outsourced CFO 
and accounting clients), this gives us a unique advantage to “see both sides” and differentiates us from 
other firms.  Our significant experience in providing auditing and accounting services gives us the unique 
edge to sharpen our skills as both auditors and auditees. 
 
Kirisits & Associates CPAS, PLLC has performed audits of nonprofits, including Single Audits in 
accordance with OMB Circular A-133 (now known as the “Super Circular”).  We have expertise with 
auditing federal programs and the compliance requirements common to educational institutions.  We 
have significant experience with the OMB Compliance Supplement and the compliance requirements.   
 
We have provided many insightful and constructive management letter recommendations to our clients 
regarding internal control deficiencies and operational efficiencies that came to our attention during an 
audit.  We provide guidance to our clients to assist them in ensuring compliance with grant terms and 
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conditions.   Quite often, nonprofit organizations are overwhelmed with voluminous grant contracts that 
do not always spell out the compliance requirements of the end user nonprofit organization.   All too 
often, auditors do not communicate what they are testing and the source of information with which they 
used to perform compliance tests.  This can result in “expectation gaps” and misunderstandings in the 
objectives and requirements of an audit.  We bring our clients into this process and provide guidance and 
tools to assist them in ensuring compliance with grant programs.   That way our clients are in the “driver’s 
seat” and can take ownership over ensuring compliance.  In today’s increased regulatory environment, 
our client’s value the advice and counsel we provide and significant experience we have in performing 
audits.    
 
EXPERIENCE AS OUTSOURCED CFOS AND ACCOUNTANTS 
 
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC is very experienced with the unique environment under which 
nonprofit organizations and charter schools operate.  Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC provides 
outsourced CFO and accounting services to numerous companies, nonprofit organizations and charter 
schools.   As part of our outsourced accounting services, we act as a fully functioning accounting 
department for many nonprofit organizations, including 8 of the 17 charter schools in Buffalo and Elmira.  
As a result of providing these outsourced accounting and consulting services, we offer unique services 
which assist our clients with proper board governance, internal and external reporting requirements and 
compliance services, as well as day-to-day functions such as grants management, payroll processing, 
bank reconciliations, accounts receivables and account payable.  In today’s increased regulatory 
environment, our clients appreciate and value our expertise in meeting regulatory reporting requirements 
and ensuring compliance with applicable regulations.    
 
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC has significant experience working with nonprofit organizations and 
charter schools in New York State and has provided advice and counsel to numerous organizations on 
unique issues they face.   Some issues we have assisted nonprofit organizations with include grant 
funding opportunities, bank and bond financing, salary models, budget preparation and monitoring, union 
negotiations, mergers and acquisitions, laws and regulations and employee benefit plan administration.    
We have also assisted with the National School Lunch Program.  We have a clear insight of the 
environment under which charter schools operate and have experienced first-hand the challenges that 
they face. 
 
We are also very familiar with many grants which are common to charter schools, including Title grants, 
CSP and SSF grants.  In addition, we prepare the grant requisitions, administration and close out 
documents for many of our clients.  We have significant experience with respect to grant management, 
reporting and compliance and have assisted our clients in grants compliance, including annual 
monitoring visits related to funding sources and field and desk audits. 
 
We have assisted many nonprofit organizations in assessing their operational and accounting needs.   
We have developed numerous policies and procedures and assisted in developing monthly financial 
reports that should be made available to the Finance Committee of the Board of Directors.  We are board 
governance specialists and have provided board training on board governance models that are “best 
practices” to nonprofit organizations.     
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SCOPE OF SERVICES AVAILABLE – OUTSOURCED ACCOUNTING 
 
The following is an outline of the scope of services related to outsourced accounting engagements and 
include, but are not limited to, the following services: 
 
General accounting & bookkeeping services: 

x Oversee the accounting functions related to cash receipts, cash disbursements, 
payroll, and all other fiscal functions; 

x Reconcile the bank accounts on a monthly basis; 
x Prepare monthly compiled financial statements for the Treasurer and Board of 

Directors; 
x Prepare an annual budget; 
x Prepare reports of grants spent on a periodic basis; 
x Make a presentation to the Board of Directors/Finance Committee on an as needed 

basis; 
x Any other accounting/financial related services, as the need arises. 

 
External compliance services: 

x Prepare year-end schedules required by the auditor (audit readiness); 
x Respond to correspondence from third parties related to payroll and all other 

accounting issues; 
x Preparation of quarterly reporting to CSI and NYSED.  

 
Internal compliance services: 

x Compliance with Board of Trustees “Conflict of Interest Statement”; 
x Facilitate Finance Committee meetings including preparation of minutes; 
x Preparation of policies and procedures manual; 
x Assist Finance Committee with overseeing policies & procedures. 

 
Advisory and consulting services: 

x Assistance with bond and private financing and on-going compliance and reporting 
requirements such as debt covenants requirements and prescribed enrollment 
reports; 

x Preparation of projections and forecasts related to potential bank financing; 
x Serve as liaison and assist with communication and reporting requirements with 

regulatory bodies;  
x Assistance with salary models and benchmarking studies of charter schools; 
x Assistance with Office of the State Comptroller review of internal control 

engagements. 
 
APPROACH TO OUTSOURCED ACCOUNTING MODELS 
 
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC offers a variety of outsourced accounting models that allow our clients 
to “buy a slice of our time” and pick and choose functions and areas in which they desire to be 
outsourced.   We have significant experience in working with numerous accounting software packages.   
Some of our outsourced accounting clients desire full outsourced accounting and CFO services in which 
we serve as a fully functioning accounting department, while other charter schools desire a lesser degree 
of services that includes monthly financial reporting, monthly reconciliation and account analyses, grants 
administration and other accounting, consulting and compliance services. The two outsourced 
accounting models available are as follows: 
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 “CFO model”  
 
The CFO model assumes our client uses its own accounting software and desires monthly reporting 
services, grants administration, compliance services, and periodic advice and counsel related to charter 
school areas of expertise and any other CFO services.   This model assumes a need for a higher level of 
accounting services and expertise and would primarily be performed by Lisa Kirisits, CPA or Karen 
Burhans, CPA.  The CFO model also assumes year-end audit readiness services, which includes serving 
as a liaison to the external financial statement auditors, preparing all year-end analyses and 
reconciliations, and coordinating the presentation of the audit to the Board of Trustees and finalization of 
audit reports.   The CFO model also assumes periodic meetings with the Finance Committee and/or 
Board of Trustees and providing advice and counsel on Board governance models and ensuring 
compliance with Open Meetings Law.   
 
“Full Outsourced Accounting Model” 
 
The full outsourced accounting model assumes Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC provides a fully 
functioning “accounting department” in all accounting areas and functions including, but are not limited to, 
the following: 
  

x Banking, bank reconciliation and cash management services, 
x Accounts receivable and cash receipts posting, 
x Preparation of State aid billings, 
x Preparation of State title grant FS-10 and FS-10-Fs and other grant reports, 
x Maintaining fixed assets, depreciation schedules and assisting with physical inventory of 

equipment, 
x Accounts payable and cash disbursements (e.g. processing invoices for payment), including 

reviewing invoices for propriety and proper budget coding, 
x Accrued expense reconciliation (e.g. pension and payroll accruals), 
x Analysis of debt, notes payable, including debt service ratio calculations and assistance in 

ensuring compliance with debt covenants and bond compliance, 
x Payroll processing services, including payroll compliance services, 
x Reconciliation of State aid revenue and State title grant income accounts, 
x Maintain all ledgers and related journals and supporting documentation, 
x Grants administration services, including preparing grant budgets, grant spend down calculations 

and external reporting requirements, 
x Prepare monthly or quarterly financial reports for the Board of Trustees, 
x Preparation of annual budget, 
x Prepare quarterly sales tax reports with New York State Sales Tax department (if necessary), 
x Provide reporting and monitoring for School’s pension plan, 
x Year-end audit readiness services, 
x All services under the CFO model, 
x Any other services, as requested. 

 
 
MEET OUR TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS 
 
The key individuals to be assigned and their roles are as follows: 
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Lisa M. Kirisits, CPA is the engagement partner and managing partner of the firm.  She functions 
as CFO representative for our firm’s outsourced accounting clients.   She has over 30 years of 
public accounting experience in providing audit, accounting and consulting services to nonprofit 
and governmental organizations.  She received a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from 
State University of New York at Buffalo in 1986, and an MBA from State University of New York 
at Buffalo in 1987. She was licensed in New York State as a Certified Public Accountant in 1989 
and is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the New York 
State Society of Certified Public Accountants. 
 
Karen E. Burhans, CPA is a partner within the firm and also functions as a CFO representative for 
our outsourced accounting clients.  She has over 20 years of public accounting experience and 
provides audit, accounting and consulting services for numerous nonprofit and governmental 
organizations.  She received a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from Canisius College 
in 1993.  She was licensed in New York State as a Certified Public Accountant in 1996.  She is a 
member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the New York State Society 
of Certified Public Accountants. 
 
Florence A. Akinyele is a Financial Reporting Specialist/ Senior Accountant.  Ms. Akinyele was 
previously a Financial Reporting Specialist with a large corporation that services school districts 
and charter schools.   She brings 10 years of financial reporting experience to our firm and is a 
leader in streamlining and standardizing department processes and closing adjustments.  She is 
an International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) specialist and oversees the financial close 
process.     She has a Bachelor of Science in Accounting from Federal Polytechnic Ado, Nigeria 
and a Master of Business Administration from Capella University.   Her CPA license is pending 
the necessary experience since she has passed all four parts of the CPA exam.   

 
Kathy Andolsek  is our Grants Manager and payroll specialist in our Firm.   She has over 17 years 
of experience in providing outsourced accounting services to numerous nonprofit organizations.  
Her expertise includes payroll and HR administration and grants management.   She has assisted 
with grant applications and has prepared numerous grant close out reports.    She monitors and 
manages the spend down of Charter School Planning (CSP) and Title grants.   She has a 
Bachelor of Science in Management from Canisius College. 
 
Atiqa Abidi is a staff accountant and performs many attestation engagements of nonprofit 
organizations.  She also prepares monthly compiled financial statements for our outsourced 
charter school clients.  Atiqa assists with payroll administration duties, including performing 
payroll calculations, assisting with payroll compliance matters and processing and posting payroll 
journal entries.  Atiqa has three years of experience providing accounting, audit and tax services 
to nonprofit organizations and is a CPA candidate.  She has a Masters of Science in Accounting 
from State University of New York at Buffalo in 2013. 
 
Alec Spencer is a staff accountant on our attestation engagements as well as numerous audit 
readiness engagements.   He assists with our tax department and outsourced accounting clients.   
Alec has a Bachelor of Science in Accounting from Daemen College and is a CPA candidate.    
 
Jasmine Martin is a staff accountant.  Ms. Martin processes payroll, provides HR support and 
accounts payable and accounts receivable support.  She has experience in real estate 
accounting, including real estate trusts and real estate closings.   Ms. Martin has experience 
managing multiple companies including twenty real estate properties. She has a Masters of 
Science in Accounting from State University of New York at Buffalo and a Bachelor of Science in 
Accounting from SUNY College at Brockport.     
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HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT 
 
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC supports its clients and is actively involved in the community.  Lisa M. 
Kirisits, CPA volunteers her time and expertise to a variety of organizations including many nonprofit and 
educational institutions. She is the Chair Emeritus of Trocaire College.  She presents financial and 
accounting seminars to the Buffalo community including being a presenter twice at the Annual NYS 
Charter School Conference in New York City.  She is currently a presenter for the Harvard Business 
School Club of Buffalo.  Lisa also serves on an arbitration panel for the Erie County Bar Association. 
 
Karen Burhans, CPA is also actively involved in the community.  She served as Board Treasurer for a 
yacht club in Wilson, New York and is actively involved in community events.  She has been a presenter 
for the Harvard Business School Club of Buffalo and a presenter for a corporate compliance seminar to 
County-funded agencies.    Ms. Burhans serves on the Audit Guide Committee for the New York State 
Education Department. 
 
We pride ourselves on being readily available to our clients in order to provide sound advice and counsel 
and swift resolutions to issues that arise.  Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC understands the operations, 
grants administration, payroll, laws and regulations and challenges unique to many nonprofit 
organizations. 
 
PEER REVIEW REPORT 
 
Kirisits & Associates, CPAS, PLLC retains an independent accounting firm to conduct a review of its 
system of quality control every three years in accordance with the rigorous standards of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants.  In June 2015, our Firm successfully completed the most 
recent peer review of its accounting and auditing practice.  The review determined that the Firm 
complies with the stringent quality control standards set by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants.  Our Firm has received the highest rating possible with no letter of comments being 
required in each of its last five peer reviews.  We believe that this attests to our commitment to quality.  
Peer reviews, which are performed every three years, are required of all CPA firms and are conducted 
in accordance with rules issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.  Please see 
Appendix C for a copy of the report issued in connection with our most recent peer review. 
 
In addition to our external peer review, our firm conducts an engagement quality control review 
(EQCR) on all of our audit clients and an annual review of a sample of our nonattest clients.  As part 
of the EQCR process on our audit engagements all workpapers are reviewed in detail by a concurring 
partner prior to release of the audited financial statements and other required reports.  This process 
ensures that all of our engagements meet or exceed quality control standards promulgated in 
accordance with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.   
 
See also Appendix B for resumes of additional staff available for assignment to this engagement. 
 
SCOPE OF SERVICES AND FEES 
 
Based on our experience with many charter schools, we anticipate the following scope of services: 
 
Start-Up/ Planning Period: 
 

x Assist in preparing various start-up related forms, including registration with NYS Grants 
Gateway, Federal SAMS registration, applying for taxpayer ID number, assistance with IRS 
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Form 1023 “Application for Recognition of Exemption under 501(c)(3)” and registering with 
NYS Unemployment/ Workers Comp Board,    

x Preparation of CSP grant budget (FS-10) for planning period, 
x Set up payroll service provider, 
x Set up payroll workbooks, assist with in-take new hire paperwork and input payroll data into 

payroll service provider system, 
x Set up employee benefits plans - e.g. correspondence with health insurance carrier, retirement 

provider, completion of employee benefit plan paperwork, 
x Set up bank accounts - e.g. facilitate bank signatures cards, correspondence with bank, 
x Preparation of credit card application and various vendor credit applications, 
x Preparation of fiscal policies & procedures manual, 
x Start-up meetings, and 
x Facilitate agreed upon procedures related to Initial Statement. 

 
Estimated hours = 140 to 160 hours  
Estimated fee = $15,400 to $17,600 
 
On-going services: 
 

x Maintain the school’s general ledger and related journals and supporting documentation, 
x Process accounts payable vendor invoices and cash disbursements, 
x Prepare monthly financial reports for Board of Trustees, 
x Prepare annual budget for the administration and the Board of Trustees, 
x Preparation and submission of annual budget and quarterly reports, 
x Provide reporting and monitoring of School’s retirement system reporting, 
x Meet with the Board of Trustees and/or Finance Committee on a periodic basis. 

 
Below is the estimated number of hours for the above proposed scope of services, except grants and 
payroll administration which are shown separately below. 
 
Estimated annual hours = 175 to 275 hours  
Estimated annual fee = $14,875 to $23,375 annually 
 
Grants Administration  

x Monthly grants administration – estimated time: 3 hours per month, includes budget spend downs 
and modifications (FS-10A's), June year end reconciliations, August/September for spend down 
(grant period ends August 31st), final reports - FS-10F, assistance with complying with employee 
Title grant certification requirements, and assistance with budgets and budget narratives related 
to the Consolidated Application . 

Estimated annual hours = 55 to 65 hours 
Estimated annual fee = $4,675 to $5,525 annually 
 
The above is based on the assumption that the only grants are Federal Title Grants.   In the event other 
grants are obtained, the estimated 3 hours per month may increase depending on the volume of grants.   
The above estimated number of hours does not include any time associated with any NYSED monitoring 
reviews/site audits.    
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Payroll Administration 
 
Payroll administration services includes preparation of workpaper to reconcile and serve as a control total 
for gross wages, input of payroll into ADP system, post payroll into general ledger, and perform and 
payroll calculations as needed.    
 
Estimated annual hours = 144 to 192 hours** 
Estimated annual fee = $12,240 to $16,320 
 
** Based on 6 to 8 hours per pay period times 24 pay periods (varies depending on number of 
employees). 
 
Payroll services available also include providing advice and counsel as necessary related to payroll 
compliance matters and managing payroll time and attendance systems.   The estimated number of 
hours necessary related to payroll ancillary services varies based on the needs of the client.  We provide 
a variety of payroll compliance services to assist our clients in maintaining compliance with labor 
standards.  
 
FEE STRUCTURE 
 
Total estimated annual fee for all of the aforementioned proposed scope of services is as follows: 
 
Total estimated annual fee (Start -up/Planning period) = $15,400 to $17,600 
Total estimated annual fee (Year 1) = $31,790 to $45,220 (first school year)  
Total estimated annual fee (Year 2) = $31,790 to $45,220  
Total estimated annual fee (Year 3) = $33,660 to $47,880  
 
Our hourly rates provided for our outsourced accounting client depend on many factors including the 
anticipated required qualifications of staff to be assigned to the engagement to ensure the accounting 
needs of the client are met.  Our fees for start-up services will be billed at a discounted blended hourly 
rate of $110 per hour due to the fact that higher level of services is required during the start-up phase.  
Our fees for on-going services will be billed based on a discounted blended hourly rate of $85 per hour.  
Our discounted hourly rate will not increase in the first two years.  In Year 3, the discounted blended 
hourly rate is expected to increase by $5 per hour.  Our normal discounted hourly rates available to 
nonprofit organizations are as follows: 
  
Staff Classifications  Hourly Rate 
 
Managing Partner (Lisa M. Kirisits, CPA) $170 per hour 
Partner (Karen E. Burhans, CPA) $145 per hour 
Manager (Doris Ferguson, CPA) $105 per hour 
Grants Manager (Kathy Andolsek) $  85 per hour 
Senior Accountant  $  80 per hour 
Staff Accountant  $  70 per hour 
Accounts Payable Specialist  $  55 per hour 
 
THANK YOU 
 
In closing, we would like to thank you for your time in reviewing our proposal.  We look forward to and 
invite any request for additional information to assist in the evaluation of our proposal.  We look forward 
to continue working with you. 



 
Appendix A 

REFERENCES 
 
  
Ms. Christine Nadolny 
Executive Director 
Medical Society of the County of Erie 
1317 Harlem Road 
Buffalo, NY  14206 
(716) 852-1810 
Auditor for 10 years 

Ms. Lynn M. Monin 
Director of Operations 
Charter School of Inquiry 
404 Edison Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14215 
716-833-3250 x 115 
Outsourced accounting services for 2 years 
 

 
Ms. Claity P. Massey, Ph. D., Former Director 
King Center Charter School 
(716) 479-6663 
Outsourced accounting services for 15 years 
 

 
Ms. Joy Pepper, School Director (retired) 
Tapestry Charter School 
65 Great Arrow 
Buffalo, New York 14202 
(716) 572-2776 
Outsourced accounting services for 14 years 
 

Mr. John Sheffield, Former School Director  
Elmwood Village Charter School  
Buffalo, New York 14201  
(716) 949-0687 
John Sheffield sheffstein@aol.com 
Outsourced accounting services for 10 years 

Ms. Julie Schwab, Superintendent  
Enterprise Charter School 
275 Oak Street 
Buffalo, New York 14203 
(716) 855-2114  x 9009 
Outsourced CFO services for 6 years 

 
Lt. Col. Larry Astyk, Former Commandant 
Western New York Maritime Charter School 
266 Genesee Street 
Buffalo, New York 14204 
(716) 432-3880 
Outsourced accounting services for 10 years 
 

Dr. James Notaro  
President 
Clinical Support Services 
701 Seneca Street Suite 310 
Buffalo, New York 14210 
(716) 541-0273 
Former Board member of CCNY  
Outsourced CFO services for 7 years 
 

Ms. Barb Acenowr 
Managing Director of Finance and Operations 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute  
41 State Street, Suite 700  
Albany, NY  12207  
(518) 445-4254 

 

 
Note: Outsourced accounting services include CFO services in addition to a “full complement” 
accounting department, such as Grants Manager, Accounts Payable Specialist, and Staff Accountant.

mailto:sheffstein@aol.com
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